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FOREWORD
This Proceedings documents the talks, posters, tutorials, and symposia presented at the 24*
Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society. The meeting took place at George M a s o n
University in Fairfax Virginia, U S A from August 7 through August 10, 2002. Himdreds of
submissions were received from around the world. Following last year'sfirstEuropean
conference, it seems as if the annual meeting has become a truly international event.
The theme of this year's conference was Applied Cognition; that is, cognitive science that is
either inspired by or applied to real world problems. This theme was reinforced by our plenary
speakers. Stuart Card (of P A R C ) reminded us that successfiil applications of other sciences did
not take a direct route from the science to application, but required the development of
engineering disciplines that entailed their o w n research, paradigms, and formalisms. David
W o o d s (of The Ohio State University) proposed an outline for the form that one such cognitive
science-inspired engineering discipline might take. A s co-Chairs, w e limited our direct
manipulation of the Program to our selection of these two plenary speakers. However, w e are
pleased to note that a large niunber of symposia, talks, and posters seem to have been inspired by
or contributed to applied issues.
This year saw the introduction of a new submission category: publication-based submissions.
Publication-based submissions allow established researchers to present talks in their area of
expertise without submitting full 6-page papers. Instead, the researcher submits proof of a
publication record in a given area along with a 500-word abstract of the work they would like to
present at the conference. A one-page camera-ready abstract, similar to the m e m b e r abstracts, is
submitted later and is included in the proceedings. The goal of this n e w submission category is to
encourage greater participation in the conference by senior cognitive scientists. Judging by the
success offliiscategory at CogSci2002, w e expect it to grow over the coming years.
Like the Chairs who have gone before us, we too felt aknost overwhelmed by the task of selecting
and organizing our multitude of papers and symposium into coherent and non-conflicting
sessions. Our task was m a d e both easier and harder this year by the use of Simon'™, conference
management software commissioned by the Cognitive Science Society. Future Chairs will greatly
benefit from our alpha testing of this potentially marvelous software.
There are many people to whom we owe thanks and we hope that we have listed each of their
names on the pages that follow this Foreword. W e would like to provide our special thanks to the
following:
The Governing Board of the Cognitive Science Society for inviting us to host the meeting.
The Program Committee for acting in the capacity of Associate Editors in managing the
review process.
The more than 200 reviewers for providing professional reviews and, in most cases, copious
comments.
Frank Ritter and Chris Kello for organizing and coordinating the tutorial program.
Mike Byrne and Kevin Gluck for organizing the student volunteers.
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Stellan Ohlsson for chairing the Marr Prize committee.
Debbie Kranz for being ready, willing, and able to coordinate the local arrangements.
Art M a r k m a n and Deborah Gruber for introducing a central Cognitive Science Society
presence to the conference.
Financial support: Air Force Office of Scientific Research, D A R P A , Air Force Research
Labs, C H I Systems. Aptima and T h e Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson
Foundation. George Mason University donated the use of the facilities and backed the
conference with substantialfinancialcontributions from the College of Arts & Sciences,
School of Education, School of Information Technology & Engineering, Provost Office, and
Psychology Department.
The plenary speakers: Stu Card and David Woods.
A n d our authors, symposium participants, and attendees for making the conference a true
intellectual feast.

Wayne D. Gray & Christian Schunn
Conference Chairs, CogSci2002
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Tutorials

M u l t i p l e Perspectives o n C o n s c i o u s n e s s for C o g n i t i v e S c i e n c e
Richard A. Carlson (racarlson@psu.edu)
Department of Psychology, Penn State University
613 M o o r e Building, University Park, P A 16802 U S A
The huge contemporary hteraturc on consciousness spans
multiple disciplines, including psychology, philosophy, and
neuroscience. This tutorial will introduce participants to
major proposals about consciousness, and their empirical
and methodological implications. The goal is to prepare
participants to explore the consciousness literature in greater
depth.
Our consideration of perspectives on consciousness will
be organized by considering how these perspectives address
core questions about consciousness, including: (a) H o w can
subjectivity and agency be accommodated in a scientific
theory of consciousness? (b) H o w can conscious and
nonconscious or unconscious processes and representations
be systematically distinguished? (c) H o w can conscious
mental states be assessed or measured? (d) H o w can
dissociations and in^airments of consciousness be
understood? The literatures to be considered address these
questions in analytic, functional, computational, and
implementational terms.

example, psychologists have identified consciousness with
working memory (Baars, 1988), attention (Schneider &
Pimm-Smith, 1997), metacognition (Nelson, 1996), and with
the structure of mental states (Carlson, 1997). Cognitive
research often focuses on distinguishing conscious and
nonconscious influences on psychological processes such as
learning (Dienes & Berry, 1997) and perception (Merikle,
Smilek, & Eastwood, 2001). This research has generated a
rich literature on methods for assessing consciousness.
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Psychological Perspectives
Psychological perspectives on consciousness generally
focus on functionally-defmed aspects of cognition. For

A P E X / C P M - G O M S : Modeling H u m a n Performance in Applied H C I D o m a i n s
Half-day tutorial (morning)
Johnson Center/Enterprise
Roger Remington
N A S A A m e s Research Center
Moffett Field, C A 94035
mfreed@arc.nasa.gov
Bonnie John - Carnegie Mellon University
Michael Matessa - NASA Ames Research Center
Alonso Vera - NASA Ames Research Center
Michael Freed- NASA Ames Research Center
This tutorial introduces participants to CPM-GOMS modeling using APEX, a tool for applied
human performance modeling. A P E X - C P M is intended to be of value to both cognitive science
researchers and H C I professionals. It is also valuable for teaching students about task-analysis,
user-modeling, and computational cognitive modeling in general. The tutorial will teach
participants h o w to represent G O M S , K L M , and C P M - G O M S task analyses in A P E X - C P M , and
to refine models based on output in the form of automatically generated P E R T charts. W e will
also discuss recent improvements aimed at making it practical to model in more complex H C I
domains. These include capabilities that (a) facilitate representation of simulation environments
and (b) allow modelers to draw on a set of reusable building blocks both for cognitive/task
modeling and for physical environment modeling. The tutorial will primarily consist of a guided
tour through activities supplemented with presentations. Participants will work in pairs,
supervised by at least four presenters, on applied modeling problems. This tutorial should be of
particular value to people interested in developing, using, and/or teaching engineering models of
human performance in H C I contexts. S o m e background in cognitive modeling and computer
programming is recommended. Tutorial participants will be given a C D containing the A P E X C P M code, a world-building tool-kit, and a number worked example models.
Roger Remington is a Senior Research Psychologist at NASA Ames Research Center. He holds
a Ph.D. in Psychology from the University of Oregon.
Bonnie John is an Associate Professor in the Institute of Himian-Computer Interaction and
Carnegie-Mellon University. She holds a Ph.D. in Psychology from Carnegie Mellon University.
Michael Matessa is a Research Psychologist at NASA Ames Research Center. He holds a Ph.D.
in Cognitive Psychology from Carnegie Mellon University.
Alonso Vera is a Research Scientist at NASA Ames Research Center. He holds a Ph.D. in
Experimental Psychology from Cornell University.
Michael Freed is a Research Scientist at NASA Ames Research Center. He holds a
Ph.D. in Computer Science from Northwestern University.

H o w to B u U d Intelligent Interactive A g e n t s U s i n g S o a r

Randolph M. Jones
Soar Technology, Inc., and Colby College
riones@soartech.com
Robert E. Wray, III, Soar Technology, Inc.
A m y E . Henninger, Soar Technology, Inc.
Scott W o o d , Soar Technology, Inc.
Ronald S. Chong, George M a s o n University
Soar has been under development for over two decades as an architecture for building
intelligent systems and human behavior models. Recent research and development
activity with Soar has emphasized building competent, autonomous agents that interact
with realistic and complex simulated environments. This tutorial will teach some of the
methods that w e use to design and engineer such behavior models. Instead of focusing on
strict cognitive modeling, this tutorial will discuss the complexities that autonomous
behavior and real-time interaction impose on a model. It will not involve intensive
programming of intelligent agents, but will concentrate on higher level issues of task
analysis, knowledge representation, process-oriented modeling, and knowledge
acquisition. M a n y of these activities are useful to learn even if one does not use
Soar to implement models, but the tutorial will also demonstrate the ways that Soar
approaches and informs (and sometimes exacerbates) these tasks. T o this end, tutorial
participants will study and tweak a variety of interactive behavior models, and
learn techniques for representing knowledge and behavior in Soar. They will also gain
experience with some of the new development tools that support Soar modeling. Tutorial
participants do not need an extensive background in programming.
Presenters: Each of the presenters has research and industry experience building
interactive intelligent agent systems. M a n y of these have been "believable" agents with
large amounts of knowledge developed within Soar. Soar Technology, Inc., uses
Soar and other software paradigms to create intelligent and usable software for a variety
of defense applications. All of the presenters also have experience developing interactive
models of human behavior for various purposes, such as improving intelUgent agents,
improving human-computer interaction, understanding leaming in problem solving, and
studying human error in interactive tasks.

ACT-R
Christian Lebiere
Carnegie-Mellon University

A C T - R is a cognitive theory and simulation system for developing cognitive models. It
assumes cognition emerges through the interaction of a procedural m e m o r y of
productions with a declarative memory of chunks and independent modules for
external perception and actions. The A C T - R 4.0 version of the theory was detailed in the
book "The Atomic Components of Thought" by John R. Anderson and Christian Lebiere,
published in 1998 by Lawrence Erlbaum. Since its release in 1997, A C T - R 4.0 has
supported the development of over 100 cognitive models published in the literature by
many different researchers. These models cover topics as diverse as driving behavior,
implicit memory, learning backgammon, metaphor processing, and emotion. W e have
recently developed a new version, A C T - R 5.0 that extends A C T - R 4.0 to be more
interruptible, to achieve greater across-task parameter consistency, to have better
mechanisms of production leaming, and to be more in correspondence with our
knowledge of brain function. While the new system extends the capabilities of A C T - R
4.0, it involves relatively few changes and is actually simpler. This short tutorial will
provide an overview of A C T - R , as it is specified in the 5.0 version, and some of its
applications. It will not assume a prior background in A C T - R 4.0.

Christian Lebiere is a Research Scientist in the Human-Computer Interaction Institute at
Camegie-Mellon University. H e received his B.S. in Computer Science from the
University of Liege (Belgium) and his M.S. and Ph.D. from the School of Computer
Science at Carnegie Mellon University. During his graduate career, he worked on the
development of connectionist models, including the Cascade-Correlation neural network
leaming algorithm. Since 1990, he has worked on the development of the A C T - R hybrid
cognitive architecture and is co-author with John R. Anderson of the 1998 book "The
Atomic Components of Thought". His main research interest is cognitive architectures
and their applications to psychology, artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction,
decision-making, game theory, and computer-generated forces.

Functional I m a g i n g of the B r a i n — D e v e l o p i n g a S y n e r g y o f
Cognitive Neuroscience B e h a v i o r a n d M o d e l i n g

Walter Schneider
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh 152260
wws@pitt.edu

The last ten years have produced an explosive growth in brain imaging technology and
findings. The combination of M R I , E R P , DTI, and P E T enable non-invasive research on
humans obtaining millimeter and millisecond resolution of activation, connection tracing,
and mapping of transmitter systems. This large effort (1000+ papers per year) is
providing detailed data of the biology of cognition and having a large impact on the
conceptualization of cognitive science. There is a "grand challenge" to thefieldto relate
the biology and mechanisms of human thought. There is a critical need for
comprehensive behavioral, theoretical, and modeling efforts to interpret the findings.
This tutorial will provide an introduction to the brain imaging methods stressing both the
potential and limitations of the existing methods. W e will describe the challenges that
cognitive science methods m a y be particularly beneficial to resolving. W e will look at
efforts to relate modeling (e.g., A C T R , L S A ) and activation data. W e will provide
guidelines on h o w to get into brain imaging via collaboration or direct imaging.

Walter Schneider (B.A. Psychology, U. Illinois 1971; Ph.D. Psychology Indiana U.
1975). H e is a fellow of the American Psychology Association and A A A S , is k n o w for
his classic work on automaticity and skill acquisition, published some of the first papers
on f M R I in hiraians, and has developed software systems for empirical and brain imaging
systems used in 2,000 laboratories. His current research focuses on brain imaging and
modeling of learning, attention, and language processing and the modeling of skill
acquisition and control/automatic processing. His w e b site is
www.pitt.edu/~schlab/People/walt.htm

A Cognitive A p p r o a c h to Designing H u m a n E r r o r Tolerant Interfaces
Scott D. Wood (sivood@soartech.com)
Soar Technology, Inc.
3600 Green Court, Suite 600, Ann Arbor, MI 48105 USA
Mike Byrne (byme@acni.org)
Psychology Department, Rice University
6100 Main Street, MS-25, Houston, TX 77005 USA

Human errors arc inevitable, but some are more inevitable
than others. Human error has been blamed for countless
catastrophes (cf. Casey, 1993; Perrow, 1984), yet errors are
often merely symptoms of much larger underlying design
problems. Designing for human error is a major challenge
for developers of safety-critical and mission-critical
systems. H u m a n error is of particular concern for banking,
commerce, medicine, military and other systems where
tasks are performed with high frequency, or where the
consequences of mistakes are grave or costly. Most
approaches to enor-tolerant design use either general design
guidelines or treat humans as just another error-prone
system component. T o make errors a little less inevitable,
w e must take a comprehensive, psychologically-based
approach to human-error tolerant design.
The goals of this tutorial are to provide researchers with a
better understanding of the underlying causes of h u m a n
error and present practical techniques for applying
psychology to human-error tolerant designs. This tutorial
approaches error tolerant design from a cognitive
perspective, focusing on practical techniques for improving
your system's ability to deal with inherent h u m a n
limitations. Participants will learn the basics of human error,
how to classify error types, a framework for error tolerant
design, h o w to deal with multiple aspects of error in design,
and how to form a muttilayered defense against error.
Understanding Human Error
Reason (1990) defines and discusses m a n y aspects of
human error and its psychological underpinnings. Although
there are many questions remaining about the attentional
mechanisms used by Reason to explain error occurrence, his
work provides a starting point from which to study human
error and error tolerant design. Reason's h u m a n error
taxonomy is framed around Rasmussen's Skills-RulesKnowledge (SRK) framework (1979). In addition to specific
error types within each of the S R K levels. Reason also
identifies two general forms of error, "similarity matching"
and "frequency gambling", that pervade each of the levels.
This leads to general rules for erroneous memory retrieval,
such as, "If the correct item is not retrieved, then the most
similar, frequently accessed item will be retrieved."
Additional insight can be gleaned by mapping Reason's
taxonomy unto a standard human information processing
architecture, such as A C T - R , EPIC or Soar.

Understanding and categorizing human error can be done
at many levels, depending on the focus of the study. Reason
(1990) also describes different levels for classifying error
instances as one of behavioral (observable actions, such as
omitting a procedural step), contextual (within the context
of the task, such as "failed to press the button"), or
conceptual (relating to internal mechanisms, such as "failed
to perceive warning label").
Designing Error-Tolerant Systems
M a n y error-tolerant design efforts rely on general design
guidelines (e.g. Smith and Mosier, 1986). However these
guidelines are often not used or misapplied because they are
sometimes overly general or atheoretical in nature. M a y h e w
(1992), provides a more theoretical mapping of guidelines
into motor, cognitive, and perceptual areas, but has no
framework to comprehensively address himian error.
A n effective error-tolerant design must address multiple
aspects of h u m a n error to build a comprehensive, multilayered defense. These aspects include error prevention,
reduction, detection, identification, and correction,
resumption of normal activities, and failure mitigation. In
this tutorial w e will describe a framework for mapping
between error taxonomies, cognitive architectures and
design guidelines, and present a task-analytic technique for
applying the framework in a practical way.
Understanding the psychological factors that affect these
areas is essential for good design. Likewise, understanding
practical implications of applied psychology m a y lead to
further theoretical advances in the field.
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Bayesian M o d e l i n g of M e m o r y a n d Perception

R i c h a r d M . Shiffrin

Abstract
I present a framework for modeling memory, retrieval, and perception, and their
interactions. The models are inspired by Bayesian induction to determine optimal
decisions, in the face of a memory system with inherently noisy storage and retrieval. The
starting point for this work was the Retrieving Effectively from M e m o r y ( R E M ) model
for episodic recognition (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). The general framework describes:
1) the storage of episodic traces, the accumulation of these into knowledge (e.g.
lexical/semantic traces in the case of words), and the changes in knowledge caused by
leaming; 2) the retrieval of information from episodic memory and general knowledge; 3)
decisions concerning storage, retrieval and responding. I give examples of applications to
episodic recognition, and cued andfreerecall, perceptual identification (naming, yes-no
and forced choice), lexical decision, and long-term and short-term priming, and briefly
consider extensions to episodic categorization and retrieval of content from general
knowledge.
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Rumelhart S y m p o s i u m : Honoring Richard Shiffrin

Susan Dumais (sduinais@niicrosoft.com)
Microsoft Research, Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft W a y , Redmond, W A 98033 U S A

Jeroen R a a i j m a k e r s (raaijmakers@psy.uva.iii)
Department of Psychology, University of Amsterdam
Roetersstraat 15, 1018 W B Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Wilson S. Geisler (geisler@psy.utexas.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Texas
Mezes Hall., Austin, T X 78712 U S A

Mark Steyvers (msteyver@psych.stanford.edu)
Dept. of Cognitive Sciences, University of California
3151 Social Sciences Plaza, Irvine, C A 92697 U S A

This symposium honors Rich Shiffrin's contributions to
cognitive science. Four former students will present
highlights of their current work shaped in various ways by
their mentor.
Data-Driven Approaches to Information
Access (Susan D u m a i s )
Several lines of research that are motivated by the practical
problem of helping users find and manage information in
external data sources, most notably computers, will be
described. The application areas include: information
retrieval, text categorization, and question answering. A
c o m m o n theme in all these efforts is the analysis of the
statistical properties of words in large volumes of real world
texts. Simple statistical analyses and machine learning
algorithms are used to solve practical information access
problems. In addition these same statistical properties of
objects in the world constrain human performance. Thus
solutions to practical problems can shed light on human
knowledge representation and reasoning.
A Bayesian Approach to the Evolution of
Perceptual S y s t e m s ( W . S. Geisler a n d R . L .
Diehl)
Perceptual and cognitive systems, including the
developmental and learning mechanisms that shape them
during the lifespan, are the result of evolution by natural
selection. Yet historically most approaches to the study of
perception and cognition acknowledge only implicitly the
role of natural selection. W e propose a Bayesian theoretical
framework that makes explicit the relationship between the
statistical properties of the environment, the evolving
genome, and the design of perceptual and cognitive systems.
The proposed ftamework grew out of recent applications of
Bayesian statistical decision theory in perception and
cognition and recent efforts to measure the statistical
properties of natural environments; however, the Bayesian
framework encompasses many of the most important
insights of previous theoretical approaches in perception
and cognition. W efirstsummarize the formal Bayesian
framework and show how it can be used to formulate and
test specific hypotheses about the design of perceptual and

cognitive systems. W e then describe the connections
between the Bayesian framework and other theoretical
approaches.
SAM as a General Theory for Memory
(Jeroen G. W . Raaijmakers)
The S A M theory for memory retrieval will be briefly
reviewed. W e show how the theory (including the
extension proposed by Mensink & Raaijmakers, 1988,
1989) may be used to provide a new model for spacing and
repetition effects. The riesulting model can be seen as a
mathematical formulation of the Component-Levels theory
proposed by Glenberg (1979). It is assumed that on a
second presentation of an item information is added to an
existing trace if the episodic m e m o r y image corresponding
to that item is retrieved. If it is not retrieved, a n e w image is
stored. It is shovra that the model predicts m a n y standard
findings including findings that were thought to be
inconsistent with the Component-Levels theory. This
application demonstrates h o w S A M m a y be used to provide
quantitative formulations for verbal theories, making it
easier to examine the exact predictions of such theories.
Inferring Causal Structure from Intervention
( M a r k Steyvers)
Information about the structure of a causal system can come
in the form of observational data - random samples of the
system's autonomous behavior - or interventional data samples conditioned on the particular values of one or more
variables that have been experimentally manipulated. Here
w e study people's ability to infer causal structure from
intervention, and to choose informative interventions on the
W e develop
basis of purely observational data.
computational models of h o w people infer causal structure
from data and h o w they plan intervention experiments,
based on the representational framework of causal Bayesian
networks and the inferential principles of optimal Bayesian
decision-making and maximizing expected information
gain. These analyses suggest that people can make rational
causal inferences, subject to certain processing constraints
and representational assumptions that m a y vary across
participants.
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Cognitive Science as tlie Engine of Innovation:
Beyond H u m a n - C o m p u t e r Interaction
Stuart Card (card@parc.com)
Infonnation Sciences and Technologies Laboratory, Xerox P A R C
3333 Coyote Hill Road
Palo Alto, C A 94304 U S A

Abstract

A b o u t Stuart C a r d

Successful sciences usually spawn successful applications
and application disciplines; in fact, one is suspicious of a
science that can't claim practical results. The na ve view is
that results from the science are "applied" to problems, as in
an "applied cognitive psychology," for example. The truth is
more complex in general and it is particularly more complex
for cognitive science. N e w advances in technology are
amplifying still further the human role of informavore and
the need for cognitive engineering and invention of
cognitive products and government activities. The ability to
meet these is a test of a cognitive engineering discipline and
of the supporting sciences themselves. I a m going to suggest
some principles for organizing both cognitive science and
the practical innovation around it by reflecting on what w e
have learned about using cognitive psychology in himiancomputcr interaction. I will use this analysis to suggest a set
of initiatives n o w within reach of the cognitive science
commimity.
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Stuart Card is a Xerox Research Fellow and the manager of
the User Interface Research group at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center. With Allen Newell and T o m Moran from
C M U , he founded an effort to develop models of h u m a n
performance that could be used in information system
design. His thesis at C M U was the first thesis specifically in
the n e w specialty of human-computer interaction. His study
of input devices led to the Pitt's L a w characterization of the
mouse and was an important factor leading to the mouse's
commercial introduction.
H e and his group have developed a number of theories of
human-machine interaction, including tne Model H u m a n
Processor, the G O M S theory of user interaction, and
information foraging theory. They have developed n e w
paradigms of human-machine interaction, including the
R o o m s workspace manager and the Information Visualizer.
The work has resulted in nine Xerox products and the
founding of Inxight Software, Inc.
Card is a co-author of the book, "The Psychology of
Human-Computer Interaction", a co-editor of the book,
" H u m a n Performance Models for Computer-Aided
Engineering", and has served on many editorial boards. H e
received his A.B. in Physics from Oberlin College and his
Ph.D. in Psychology from Carnegie Mellon, where he
pursued an interdisciplinary program in psychology,
artificial inteUigence, and computer science. His most recent
book, "Readings in Infomration Visualization", co-written
and edited with Jock Mackinlay and B e n Schneiderman,
was published in January 1999.

Steering the Reverberations of Technology C h a n g e on Fields of Practice:
L a w s that G o v e r n Cognitive W o r k
David D. Woods (woods.2@osu.edu)
Institute for Ergonomics
The Ohio Sute University
1971 Neil Ave
Columbus, O H 43210 U S A

N o w all scientific prediction consists in discovering
in the data of the distant past and of the immediate
past (which we incorrectly call the present), laws or
formulae which apply also to the fuhire, so that if we
act in accordance with those laws our behavior will be
appropriate to the future when it becomestfiepresent.
Craik. 1947.P.59

This statement could have come from studies of the impact
of technological and organizational change in health care or
air traffic management or many other areas undergoing
change today (see Billings, 1997, and Sarter and Amalberti,
2000, for the case of cockpit automation). Overall, the
studies show that when black box n e w technology (and
accompanying organizational change) hits an ongoing field
of practice the pattern of reverberation includes (Woods and
Dekkcr, 2000):
Abstract
• N e w capabilities, which increase demands and create
w complexities such as increased coupling across
Research on cognitive work in context has abstracted a setn eof
parts of the system and higher tempo of operations,
conunon patterns about cognitive work and about the
• N e w complexities when technological possibilities are
relationship of people and computes. I offer four funilies of
used clumsily,
Laws that Govern Cognitive Work plus Norfoert s Contrast as
• Adaptations by practitioners to exploit capabilities or
a synthesis of these findings to guide future development of
workaround complexities because they are responsible
human-computer cooperation. These Laws are one prong of a
to meet operational goals,
general strategy to avoid repeats of past "automation
• The complexities and adaptations arc surprising,
surprises".
unintended side effects of the design intent,
•
Failures occasionally break through these adaptations
1. Patterns of Reverberations
because of the inherent demands or because the
adaptations are incomplete, poor, or brittle,
Observational studies of cognitive work in context have
• The adaptations by practitioners hide the complexities
built a body of work that describes h o w technology and
from designers and reviewers after-the-fact w h o judge
organizational change transforms work in systems. Points of
failures to be due to human error.
technology change push cycles of transformation and
The pattern illustrates a more general law of adaptive
adaptation (e.g., Carroll s task-artifact cycle; Carroll and
Rosson, 1992; Winograd and Flores, 1987; Florcs, Graves, systems that has been noted by many researchers (e.g.,
Hartfield, and Winograd, 1988). The review of the impact of Rasmussen, 1986; Hirschhom, 1997)
The law ofstretched systems:
n e w technology in one operational world effectively
every system is stretched to operate at its capacity; as
summarizes the general pattern (Cordesman and Wagner,
soon as there is some improvement, for example in the
1996, p.25):
form of new technology, it will be exploited to achieve a
Much of Ae equipment deployed ... was designed to ease thenew intensity and tempo of activity.
burden on the operator, reduce fatigue, and simplify the tasks
Under pressure from performance and efficiency
involved in operations. Instead, these advances were used to
demands, advances are consumed to ask operational
demand more from the operator. Almost without exception,
personnel to do more, do it faster or do it in more complex
technology did not meet the goal of unencumbering the
ways (see N A S A s Mars Climate Orbiter Mishap
personnel operating the equipment
Investigation Board report, 2000, for a example).
... systems often required exceptional himian expertise,
commitment, and endurance.
2. Watcliing People Engineer Cognitive Work:
there is a natural synergy between tactics, technology, and
Claims a n d M y t h s
human factors ... effective leaders will exploit every new
advance to the limit. As a result, virtually every advance in
People as advocates for investment in and adoption of new
ergonomics was exploited to ask personnel to do more, do it
technology make claims about h o w these changes will affect
faster and do it in more complex ways.
cognitive work and the processes and products of practice.
... one very real lesson is that new tactics and technology
Claims about the future of practice if objects-to-be-realized
simply result in altering the pattern of hiunan stress to achieve
are deployed represent hypotheses about the dynamics of
a new intensity and tempo of operations, [edited to rephrase
people, technology and work (Woods, 1998). Observations
domain referents generically]
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at points of technology change find that these hypotheses
can be and are oflen quite wrong a kind of second order
automation surprise (Sarter, W o o d s , and Bilhngs, 1997).
Envisioning the future of operations, given the dynamic and
adaptive nature of the process, is quite fragile.
W h a t patterns emerge from observations of people
engineering cognitive work or of people s claims about h o w
various advances-in-process will enable the re-engineering
of cognitive work? Remarkably consistently, w e observe
over-simplifications (Feltovich et al., 1997) that claim the
introduction of new technology and systems into afieldof
practice substitutes one agent for another, essentially,
computer capabilities as substitute for erratic h u m a n
performance. Yes, the claims of opposition of human and
machine c o m e cloaked in different and often quite
sophisticated forms, yet underneath inter-substitutability or
Fitts List remains the core people and machines are or
can be equivalent so that n e w technology (with the right
capabilities) can be introduced as a simple substitution of
machines for people preserving the system though
improving the results. This oversimplification fallacy is so
persistent it is best understood as a cultural myth the
Substitution Myth (Woods and Tinapple, 1999).
The myth creates difficulties because it is wrong,
empirically adding or expanding the machine s role
changes the cooperative architecture and changes human
roles, introduces capabilities and complexities that are part
of multiple adaptive cycles as h u m a n actors and
stakeholders jostle in the pursuit of their goals. But
moreover, the myth is unproductive as it locks us into
cumbersome trial and error processes of development,
blocks understanding the demands of cognitive work in
context and h o w people in various roles and groups adapt to
those demands, and chaimels energy away from processes of
innovating use from the continually expanding power of
machine information processing.
H o w can w e better calibrate and ground claims about the
future of cognitive work to avoid past cycles where change
exacerbated clumsy use of technology and limited
adaptations from people responsible to meet system goals?
One possible tactic is to develop generalizations or laws
that govern cognitive work by any cognitive agent or any set
of cognitive agents from the empirical base. Such Laws
could serve as a guide to enhance the use information
processing technology in a practice—centered R & D process
(Woods and Christofferesen, in press).

These laws are built on a foundation of agentenvironment mutuality. Agents' activities are understandable
only in relationship to the properties of the environment
within which they function and an environment is
understood in terms of what it demands and affords to
potential actors in that world. Each is mutually adapted to
the other.
The Laws fall into four families plus Norbert's Contrast.
First, L a w s of Adaptation build on original insights of
cybernetics and control (Ashby, 1957; Conant, 1976). The
driving force here is h o w cognitive systems adapt to the
potential for surprise in the worlds of work, i.e., the
foundational slogan for Cognitive Systems Engineering
from Jens Rasmussen adaptations directed at coping with
complexity and surprise (Rasmussen and Lind, 1981;
Woods, 1988; W o o d s and Christofferscn, in press).
Laws of Models are concerned with h o w w e understand
and represent the processes w e control and the agents w e
interact with. The driving force here is the mystery of h o w
expertise is tuned to the future, while, paradoxically, the
data available is about the past.
L a w s of Collaboration address h o w cognitive work is
distributed over multiple agents and artifacts. The driving
force here is the fact that cognitive woric always occurs in
the context of multiple parties and interests as moments of
private cognition punctuate flows of interaction and
coordination. The idea that cognition is fundamentally
social and interactive, not private, radically shif^ the basis
for analyzing and designing cognitive w o r k and
reconsidering the relationship between people and
computers.
Quite surprisingly, L a w s of Responsibility are the fourth
family, driving h o m e the point that in cognition at work,
whatever the artifacts and however autonomous that are
under some conditions, people create, operate, and modify
these artifacts in h u m a n systems for human purposes.
Fifth, based on these Laws, Norbert's Contrast goes
behind our fascination with increasing the power of the
computer to remind us of the limits of literal minded agents
and the unique competences of h u m a n cognition to handle
the tradeoffs and dilemmas of a changing,finiteresource,
uncertain world (Wiener, 1950).
Norbert s Contrast
Artificial agents are literal m i n d e d and
discormected from the world, while human agents
are context sensitive and have a stake in outcomes.
The key is people and computers start from different
opposite points and tend to fall back or default to those
points without the continued investment of effort and energy
from outside the system.
Each of these families of Laws and Norbert's Contrast is
quite surprising even shocking given conventional beliefs
about cognition, organizations, and computers. The Laws
allows us to see past these conventional beliefs to reconsider relationships across people, computers, the goals of
various stakeholders and the complexities and variations in
the worlds of h u m a n activity as w e envision and create the
future of operations.
Laws that Govern Cognitive W o r k have an odd quality—
they appear optional. Designers of systems that perform

3. Predicting and Steering Change in Cognitive

Work
Based on patterns about cognitive work and about the
relationship of people and computers abstracted from
research on cognitive work in context, I offer four families
of Laws that Govern Cognitive W o r k as a synthesis to guide
future development of human-computer cooperation (the
approach is a deliberate play off Conant s 1976 laws of
information that govern systems). I also offer Norbert s
Contrast (Wiener, 1950) as an alternative conception of the
relationship between people and computers. The current
draft set of Laws is available from the author.
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cognitive work do not have to follow them. In fact, w e
notice these laws through the consequences that have
followed repeatedly when design breaks them in varying
episodes of technology change. The statements are law-like
in that they capture regularities of control and adaptation of
cognitive work, and they determine the dynamic response,
resilience, stability or instability of the distributed cognitive
system in question. While developers may find following
the laws optional, what is not optional is the consequences
that accrue predictably from breaking these laws,
consequences that block achieving the performance goals
developers and paractitioners, technologists and
stakeholders set.
Respect for the Laws is essential, for in thefinalanalysis:
in design, w e either hobble or support people s
natural abiUty to express forms of expertise.
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read off information. First, they extract primarily
qualitative information from complex visualizations (e.g.,
We explore current research on how complex visualizations "The wind is fast over San Diego") even when quantitative
are perceived, comprehended, used, and taught.
information is available and needed later. With this
qualitative information, they build a complex mental
Introduction
representation (which w e call a qualitative mental model, or
Q M M ) to reason with.
H o w do people perceive, comprehend, and use complex
I will present data that shows h o w experts build
visualizations, and when are they needed? M a n y domains
these complex mental structures by looking at complex
(meteorology, scientific visualization, stock market
visualizations. I will also present evidence from eyeanalyses) deal with very complex data that must be
tracking and protocol studies of experts and novices
displayed and used in novel ways. Unfortunately, very little
working in their ovra domain, showing h o w novices seem to
is k n o w n about h o w these complex displays are used, h o w
conform to the standard graph comprehension models while
to best display complex graphical information, or h o w to
design good complex visualizations for teaching purposes.
experts do not.
This symposium will examine:
The Role of Prior Knowledge in Complex Data
• h o w people understand and use complex visualizations;
Comprehension
• h o w people gain expertise in using complex
& Eric G. Freedman
Priti
Shah
visualizations;
• h o w to teach complex domains by using graphs and
People are increasingly faced with the task of interpreting
visualizations;
complex'multivariate quantitative data sets. Unfortunately,
• h o w to visualize uncertainty across many variables;
much research on graph interpretation has focused on h o w
•
w h y a visualization is hard or easy to use; and
•
h o w current models of graph comprehension scale up to novice (college undergraduate) viewers use c o m m o n
formats* (e.g., bar and line graphs) for simple tasks (e.g.,
more complexity.
read a data point or describe a trend) and sparse (2-3
variables and few data points) and meaningless (axes
Building Qualitative Mental Models
labeled x and y) data.' In our presentation, w e argue that
Greg Trafton
models based on this research m a y not scale up to account
How do people use a complex visualization? Most current
for more complex data interpretation, which differs in
theories predict a straightforward process of reading off
several key features. Complex data interpretation usually
refers to tasks involving many variables, complex
specific information, typically at the request of an
experimenter. M a n y complex domains, however (many
interactions between the variables, and a large number of
data points. Complexity extends beyond simply data
areas of scientific visualization, meteorology, etc.) need to
complexity, however. Dealing with complex data coincides
deal with multi-dimensional data with complex interactions
with complex tasks (e.g., making decisions or explaining
and anomalies.
data) rather than fact retrieval.* Complex data also involves
I will present several recent studies that show that
the extensive use of prior knowledge and viewers with data
while experts mostly conform to the standard models of
interpretation skills (experts use complex data, not
graph comprehension, there are some glaring holes in
novices).' Finally, complex data is often presented via
current theories. Specifically, experts do more than simply
Abstract
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specialized displays that sometimes incorporate animation
and interactivity. Models of complex data interpretation thus
require considering data complexity, domain knowledge,
graph reading skills, and display characteristics.
In a number of recent studies w e consider h o w
these factors play a role in viewers' interpretations. Our
results suggest that domain knowledge and data
interpretation slcills influence viewers' comprehension and
use of complex data. In addition, domain knowledge and
data interpretation skills interact with data complexity and
display characteristics. Specifically, prior knowledge
reduces complexity in two ways:' experts k n o w what to look
for and also h o w to retrieve that information from complex
displays." Second, prior knowledge reduces the influence
display characteristics on viewers' comprehension of data.
Third, prior knowledge helps viewers integrate data and
theory and understand implications of the data.' Finally,
display characteristics such as interactivity and visual cues
also reduce cognitive complexity.
W e describe a model of graph comprehension
based on these results. B y incorporating the interaction of
top d o w n factors (e.g., domain knowledge) and the bottom
up influence of display characteristics, our model builds on
prior models but provides a more comprehensive description
of complex data interpretation.

Designing representational syitemi to itudy complex
visual cognition
Peter C-H. Cheng

Representational epistemology is the term I use to
succinctly describe our work on the nature cognition with
complex visualizations. T h e central theoretical claim of
representational epistemology is that representational
systems are fundamental to the highest forms of h u m a n
cognition, such as problem solving, conceptual learning and
scientific discovery. In such activities the acquisition and
transformation of knowledge is essential, so understanding
the nature of the representations that codify that knowledge
will be critical. For instance, in the context of conceptual
learning w e theorize that an effective representation will
substantially determine: what is learnt; h o w easily learning
occurs; the nature of the conceptual structures that develop;
the problem solving procedures that are acquired.
There are five c o m m o n stages to our representational epistemological studies. First, a conceptually
demanding knowledge rich domain is selected. Educational
domains that w e have addressed include mechanics,
electricity and probability theory. The approach is also
being applied to the intensive real-world problem of
University examination scheduling. Second, the content and
problem classes of the domain are analyzed to reveal the
Visualizing Uncertain Information
underlying conceptual structure of the knowledge, which
Susan Kirschenbaum
includes the ontologies, perspectives, scale levels, laws,
There are many qualities that make visualizations complex. models, prototypes and extreme cases of the domain. Third,
Perhaps the most clear-cut definition is the multi-variable
the existing domain representations are examined to uncover
visualization. The variables m a y be incompatible or difficult the conceptual problems they cause. Fourth, a n e w
to display in a single visualization. For example, to display
diagrammatic system is invented to encode the inherent
(in support of maneuver decisions) the course, speed, range, conceptual structure of the domain. The novel representations that w e have invented are L a w Encoding EHagrams,
depth, time, and relative motion (how two moving objects
L E D . B y directly reflecting the conceptual structure of a
relate to one another) of submarines moving through the
target domain in its representational structure a L E D is a resound field that is the ocean requires multiple complex
codification of knowledge that should support comprehenvisualizations. Weather forecasters have similar problems.
The visualizations can be either graphs or, more often, geo- sion, problem solving and learning of the domain. The
referenced displays.
L E D s are of sufficient novelty and potential that papers
describing them and their use have been accepted for
Visualizations of these situations would be
complex even without the added problem of uncertainty.
publication in domain specific journals. Fifth, empirical
evaluations of problem solving and learning with the n e w
However, the submarine world is characterized by the
extensive uncertainty due to limited measurable data,
L E D compared to the conventional representations of the
indeterminate algorithmic solutions, and sound transmission
domain are conducted in the laboratory or in Schools.
Studies conducted in the domains mentioned above
characteristics underwater. Naturally, with multiple
show that L E D s improve problem solving and conceptual
variables and uncertainties, there are m a n y options for
visualizing the problem. S o m e limit the number of
learning compared to the conventional domain repvariables; m a n y ignore or discretize uncertainty.
resentations. B y generalizing over these different domains,
contrasting the various L E D s and the existing
Alternatively, there are m a n y ways to visualize uncertainty
(Pang, et al., 1997). Even when uncertainty is not displayed, representations, w e are formulating principles for the design
of effective representations for complex knowledge rich
decision makers find ways to assess it by multiple
domains. T w o classes are posited: semantic transparency
comparisons; across variables of interest, and by comparing
principles that address h o w the underlying conceptual
models with predicted, modeled, or measured data.
structure of a domain should be encoded in the inherent
I will show evidencefi-omverbal protocol and eyestructure of the representation; syntactic plasticity principles
tracking data of h o w decision makers interpret uncertainty
that consider h o w a representation should be structured to
in visualizations and of the impact of task and expertise on
support efficient problem solving.
the effectiveness of various visualization options.
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Nature's T u r i n g Test
Symposium Organized by:
Thomas R. Z^ntali (zentall@uky.edu)
Department of Psychology, Department of Psychology,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, K Y 40506-0044
Introduction
What, if anything, is special about human cognition
and h o w might w e fmd out? This is the crux of the
Turing test. In this symposium w e suggest that
identification of similarities and differences between
humans and other species provides an opportunity to
examine the Turing Test ftom a different perspective.
Our goal is to show that the range of conceptual
learning in nonhuman animals includes several of the
of the major categories traditionally attributed to
humans alone. Understanding concept learning in
animals other than humans provides not only a more
inclusive view of concept learning, but also provides
a more objective perspective from which to
understand the processes involved in such learning.
Perceptual Classes
Edward A. Wasserman, Department of Psychology,
The University of Iowa, Iowa City, lA 52242-1407

Relational Classes
Roger K. R. Thompson, Mary Jo Rattermann, and
Anthony P. Chemero, Whitely Psychology
Laboratories, Franklin & Marshall College,
Lancaster P A 17604-3003
We will present a series of results concerning the
cognitive abilities of children, chimpanzees, and
monkeys. B y combining these results with research
on pigeons (discussed by Wasserman and Zentall in
this Symposium) and carefiilly designed simulations,
we will demonstrate h o w comparative methods can
be used to identify specialized, if not unique, human
cognitive abilities. Specifically, w e address the role
of symbolic representation and the role of social
factors in shaping the expression of abstract relational
and analogical cognitive abilities.
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The goal of the Agent-based Modeling and Behavior
Representation ( A M B R ) Model Comparison Project is to
advance the state of the art in cognitive modeling. It is
organized as a scries of model comparisons, moderated by a
team from B B N Technologies. In each comparison, a
challenging behavioral phenomenon is chosen for study.
Data are collected from humans performing the task.
Cognitive models representing different modeling
architectures are created, run on the task, and then compared
to the collected data. The current effort focuses on models
of category learning in a dynamic, dual-task environment.
Model comparisons such as this, especially with directly
comparable human data are rare. While models of category
learning are commonplace, the fact that these are models of
integrative performance, not just models of category
learning in isolation, makes this set of presentations unique.
Experiment Design and Comparison of Human

and Model Data
David Diller (ddiller(5).bbn.com)
Yvette Tenney (ytennev@,bbn.com')
B B N Technologies

with moving aircraft and action buttons, was designed to
accommodate both humans and models. H u m a n s were
randomly assigned to one condition (ten per condition). The
models were run one or more times in each condition.
All of the modelers were given the human learning data
as soon as they were collected, and while the models were
still under development. It was expected, therefore, that they
wouldfitthe data fairly well. However, a transfer test (for
which the modelers were not given the h u m a n data in
advance) provides an opportunity to test the generalizability
of the models predictions.
Results for both humans and models will be presented on
the effects of category structure and workload over trials.
H u m a n data and model data are available for the following
measures: learning curves (probability of error) on the
concept learning task, performance errors on the secondary
task (missed and incorrect actions), reaction time on both
the concept learning and secondary task, self rated workload
ratings (collected from models too!), and self- reports on
rule discovery and other strategies on the concept task
(humans only). This presentation will set the stage for the
modelers to describe the mechanisms and assumptions that
allow their models to replicate the results.

This experiment involved a classic concept learning task
An EPIC-Soar Model of Concurrent
embedded in an air traffic control situation. Subjects had to
Performance on a Category Learning and a
learn to make correct decisions to accept or reject altitude
SimpUfied A T C Task
change requests, based on three bi-variate properties of the
aircraft (percent fiiel remaining, aircraft size, and turbulence
Ron S. Chong (rchong@gmu.edu)
level). A novel feature of the experiment was the addition of
George Mason University
multi-tasking to this concept learning paradigm. In addition
Robert E. Wray fwrav^.soartech.com)
to the altitude change requests (the concept learning task),
Soar Technology, Inc.
the participant had to hand-off a number of aircraft to
adjoining controllers (secondary task).
During the first phase of the AMBR project, we developed
The design consisted of 9 conditions, defined by 3
model of a simplified en-route air traffic control task. That
category structures and 3 workload levels. The three
model was built using the EPIC-Soar architecture, an
category structures, borrowed from Shepard, Hovland, and integration of the perceptual and motor systems of the EPIC
Jenkins (1961), were: single attribute relevant (Type I), a
architecture with Soar, a learning cognitive architecture. The
single-attribute rule plus exceptions (Type III), and no rule
task to be modeled for the current phase of A M B R is the
(Type VI). The three workload levels consisted of 0, 12, or combination of the same A T C task with a n e w concept
16 required handoffs, in addition to the 16 altitude requests. acquisition task. Our approach to building the n e w model
It was expected that both category structure and workload
has been to reuse, in a modular fashion, previous Soar
level woiUd affect performance. There were 8 scenarios, or models for the subtasks. The A T C model is essentially the
trials, lasting ten minutes each. One hour of training on the
same as that of the previous A M B R phases. T o produce the
mechanics of the tasks preceded the trials.
learning behavior, w e have incorporated an existing process
Ninety humans and four different human performance
model of concept learning called S C A (symbolic concept
models described in subsequent abstracts were run through
acquisition). S C A was developed in Soar and has been
the scenarios. The interface, consisting of a radar screen
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successfully used in many Soar applications and models that
require concept learning. Results of the model will be
presented.

D C O G is an emerging architecture of cognition. It treats
cognitive behavior in terms of organized state changes that
occur across a set of subsystems. Concept learning may be
achieved in the architecture either by emergent knowing,
derived from low-level feature-based recognition, or by
Developing Concept Learning Capabilities in
higher-level reasoning using more abstract feature-derived
the C O G N E T / i G E N Integrative Architecture
knowledge that supports hypothesis formation and testing.
and Associated A M B R A T C Model
In this study, a D C O G model was used to perform a
Wayne Zachary (wavne zacharvtSchiinccom)
complex air traffic control task that contained a conceptCHI Systems, Inc.
learning component. The concept-learning subtask was
patterned after the classic Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins
A concept learning mechanism has been added to (1961)
the task but limited to types 1, 3, and 6. Given the
COGNET/iGEN modeling and human performance
structure of these concept types and the balanced exemplar
simulation system, and the model developed in Rounds I
presentation history used in the experiment, both the
and 2 of the A M B R model competition has been extended
knowing and reasoning pathways are viable for type 1
to add the learning task. The learning mechanism developed
concepts; but only the reasoning path is viable for types 3
enables learning of the conditions under which a task or
and 6. Both the knowing and reasoning pathways support
goal should or should not be pursued, in addition to the individualistic variations or strategies and thus can emulate
current mechanism of evaluating a predefined boolean
individual subject differences. In this presentation, w e
expression against contents of declarative memory. Building
describe the feature-based concept learning infrastructure of
on the premise that concept learning can be characterized as
D C O G and discuss its performance on the A T C task.
hypothesis testing, the learning mechanism incorporates a
metacognitive strategy for hypothesis generation and an Symposium Discussant
hypothesis selection process based on memory for previous
Bradley C. Love (lQV(?@p$y.utexas.edu)
exemplars and their feedback, as well as previous rules or
University of Texas
rule parameters tried, moderated by attentional and
forgetting processes. The integration of the learning
Human category learning takes many forms, yet research in
mechanism into the C O G N E T / i G E N architecture and the
category learning has focused almost exclusively on one
extended A T C model results will be presented.
narrowly defined task: classification learning with no
secondary task. This focus has allowed researchers to
An Activation-based Theory of Categorization
understand and explore their predictions in detail, but only
Christian Lebiere (cI-H2).cmu.edu')
within a circumscribed domain. Unfortimatcly, theoretical
Carnegie Mellon University
progress (as well as practical application) also demands the
testing of boundary conditions. In many cases, we simply do
We propose a model of category learning implemented in not know h o w well our theories of learning generalize
the A C T - R cognitive architecture (Anderson & Lebiere,
across task situations and induction tasks. The work
1998). A C T - R is a hybrid architecture that combines a
presented in this symposium is an important step towards
symbolic production system with a subsymbolic activation
developing more general theories of learning that can make
calculus. Our model is directly grounded in the constraints
contact with human performance outside the laboratory.
provided by the architecture, especially its declarative
memory retrieval mechanism. Generalization to new
Acknowledgments
instances is produced by a similarity-based partial matching
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mechanism that operates at the subsymbolic level. A
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number of latency predictions that had previously been
explained in terms of a random walk process arise from an
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aggregate retrieval mechanism called blending. These
subsymbolic mechanisms provide many of the advantages
Anderson, J. R., & Lebiere, C. (1998). The atomic
of connectionist systems while preserving inspectability at
components of thought. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum
the symbolic level. The category learning model was added
Shepard. R. N., Hovland, C. L., & Jenkins, H. M . (1961).
in a modular fashion to the existing A T C model from
Learning and memorization of classifications.
previous A M B R rounds.
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Concept Learning: Knowing and Reasoning in
the D C O G Architecture
Robert G. Eggleston (robert.eggleston@,wpafb.afmil)
Air Force Research Laboratory
Katherine L. McCreight (kate(a).n-spaceanalvsis.com)
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Inquiry^ T e c h n o l o g y , a n d Cognition: Tiieory a n d Practice
Sarah K. Brem (sarah.brem@asu.edu)
Division of Psychology in Education, Arizona State University
Tempe.AZ 85287-0611 U S A
William Sandoval (sandoval@ucIa.edu)
Psychological Studies in Education, University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, C A 90095 U S A
Eva E. Toth (etoth@wpahs.org)
Center for Genomic Sciences, Allegheny-Singer Research Institute
Pittsburgh, P A 15212 U S A
Jennifer Wiley (jwiley@uic.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, IL 60612 U S A

1. The Nature of Inquiry. What is inquiry? What does
effective inquiry look like, what does it require, and
what does it produce?
Inquiry is one of the oldest areas of research in cognitive
science, and one of the most interdisciplinary, drawing upon 2. Technology, Inquiry & Situated Cognition. H o w is
the form and function of inquiry facilitated and/or
social and cognitive psychology, computer science,
impeded by the environment? Which processes are
philosophy, and educational research. It also demonstrates
generalizable? Which are embedded in the particulars?
how cognitive science can flourish at the intersection of
3. Educational Implications. What are the implications
theory and practice, with findings from one informing,
of theory for educational practice, and vice versa?
constraining, and validating the other. There are obstacles to
fully realizing this integration, however. Differences in
Presentations
population, setting, methodology, and epistemology have
resulted in a patchworic of ideas that we have not quilted
Technical and social supports for epistemic
together into a functional unit.
Looking at this landscape, several questions emerge
practices of scientific argumentation
that reflect the piecemeal nature of this research. W e tend to William Sandoval & Kelli Millwood, U C L A
be ambiguous about what it means to conduct an inquiry,
Marie Bienkowski & Valerie Crawford, SRI International
and about why a good inquiry is a good inquiry, defining it
primarily in terms of the particular task at hand. W e do not
Promoting critical inquiry from Web sources
really loiow which features of inquiry are specific to a
Jennifer Wiley & Susan R. Goldman, UIC
certain environment, goal, or population, and which features
Arthur C. Graesser, University of Memphis
are domain-general. Perhaps of particular importance to
those of us with educational interests, we are not always in
Tools for representational guidance during
agreement regarding what effect research in inquiry has in
classroom scientific inquiry
establishing standards, curricula, testing, and assessment,
influencing what it means to be "rational," "clear-thinking," Eva E. Toth, Allegheny-Singer Research Institute
and "educated."
Alternate forms of inquiry and their implications
Our goal is to get at these questions and issues by
for theory and practice
bringing together multiple threads of research and making a
concerted effort to outline areas of consensus and dissent.
Sarah K. Brem, Arizona State University
Limiting ourselves to the subarea of computer-assisted
inquiry about scientific matters, each of us will summarize Acknowledgments
within and across our own programs of research. Together,
N S F funds S K B (REC-0133446) and J W (REC-0126265).
we cover a variety of methodologies and settings, from
W S is fimded by the McDonnell Foundation, and an N S F
experimental psychology in laboratories, to design
contract to SRI. E E T is funded by McDonnell and the
experiments in classrooms, to ethnography in online
Presidential Technology Initiative. E E T would like to thank
communities. W e will attempt to synthesize answers to a set Daniel Suthers, Arlene Weiner, Alan Lesgold, David KJahr
of questions inspired by the interplay of theory and practice: and the Klahr research group.
Overview
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S y m p o s i u m : N e w M o d e l s of Connectionist L a n g u a g e Acquisition
Ping Li (pIi@riclimond.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Richmond
Richmond, V A 23173 USA
Brian MacWhinney (niacw@cniu.edu)
Department of Psychology, Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, P A 15213 U S A

Connectionist modeling of language acquisition has
attracted strong research interests in the past decades since
Rumelhart & McClelland's (1986) pioneering model of the
acquisition of the English past tense. Significant progresses
have been m a d e in this domain, as reflected in Elman et al.
(1996), MacWhinney (1999), and more recently in Quinlan
(2002). In this symposium, w e propose to integrate current
connectionist developmental research related to language.
W e present to CogSci 2002 a variety of n e w models in
connectionist language acquisition, including an S R N model
of generalization (Elman), a self-organizing model of
categorical representation (Li, Farkas, & MacWhitmey), and
an encoder network of concept acquisition (Shultz).
In the first talk entitled "Going beyond the input: the
problem of generalization from sparse data", Elman will
discuss the issue of h o w children form generalizations given
the inputs available to them. Although in quantitative terms
children hear an enormous amount, that input provides only
a very sparse representation of the language. Given the
presence of numerous gaps in the input, h o w is a child to
k n o w w h e n a gap is accidental and w h e n a gap is
systematic? Several connectionist simulations suggest the
kinds of constraints on induction that m a y explain the
patterns of both under- and over-generalization that are
observed in children.
In the second talk entitled "The origin of categorical
representation of language in the brain", Li, Farkas, and
MacWhinney will start by considering the "brain centers" of
language, areas in the brain that respond to different
linguistic categories (e.g., nouns and verbs). A working
hypothesis underlying "brain centers" is that different
linguistic categories are subserved by different neural
substrates. This study examines the emergence of
categorical representation from a developmental
connectionist perspective. It argues that localized linguistic
representations arise as a fimction of the brain's
organization and reorganization in response to
characteristics of the environment in learning and
development. A self-organizing neural network is used to
explore the high-dimensional space of various linguistic
categories, analyzing realistic natural language data. The
model effectively captures such differences in language use.
In the third talk entitled "Acquisition of crisp and fiizzy
concepts", Shultz will discuss concept acquisition by neural
networks. Crisp concepts possess suchrigidboundaries that
instances of one concept are rarely confused with another
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concept. In contrast, fuzzy concepts have vague boundaries,
leading to frequent misclassifications. The feature values of
fuzzy concepts are considered probabilistic in that they
occur in instances with less than certain probabilities. This
generates well-known typicality and prototype effects, with
some instances considered better exemplars of a fiizzy
concept than others are. Although neural network models
provide an adequate account of fuzzy concepts, they are,
according to some, incapable of accounting for the
acquisition and representation of crisp concepts as in, e.g.,
kinship terms. Simulations with encoder networks show that
this view is fundamentally incorrect: encoder networks can
account for a wide range of phenomena associated with
concepts along the crisp-fiizzy continuum. Representational
crispness in these networks is affected by isolation of the
concept in semantic feature space and dispersion of its
examples around a prototype. Fuzzier concepts are
characterized by residence in a relatively crowded region of
feature space and by relatively widely dispersed examples;
crisper concepts are characterized by residence in a
relatively isolated region of feature space and by relatively
limited dispersion of examples. Moreover, the presence of
defming features immimizes these networks against the
normal Juzzying effects of conceptual crowding and example
dispersion. Simulations also revealed the familiar
developmental shift from characteristic to defining features.
Li will give an overview at the beginning of the
symposium, and MacWhinney will provide an integrative
discussion at the end. Each talk is scheduled for 25 minutes,
including discussion and questions from the audience.
Acknowledgments
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Talks

Coordination of T a l k &

Action

Richard Alterman (alterman^cs.brandeis.edu). Alex Feinman, Seth Landsman, Josh Introne
Computer Science Department, Center for Complex Systems, Brandeis University
415 South Street, Waltham, 02454 USA

The participants in a joint activity must work hard to
Figure 1 shows the basic methodology w e propose for
maintain coordination. For complicated and/or novel
tailor-making a groupware system. A groupware system is
activities, even more talk is needed to proceed. Over time, developed providing general-purpose coordination tools to
support the users activity. In some cases there are difficult
for recurrent cooperative behaviors, the participants will
problems in coordination that confront the users during the
organize their talk as a means of organizing their actions.
For recurrent activities, a sign m a y be introduced at the normal course of their mediated behaviors and these
scene to fix a recurrent problem of coordination by
problem areas are not easily or efficiently resolved using
providing some organizational structure (e.g., a stoplight).
general tools. In these cases a pilot study is performed, and a
W e will refer to permanent structure designed and
discourse analysis is m a d e to identify secondary structure
implemented prior to a cooperative activity by a nondeveloped by the participants to organize their talk so as to
participant that mediates and organizes the activity as a organize behavior. Based on this analysis, a second version
coordinating representation. The main work of this talk is
of the system is constructed that includes coordinating
representations to support user activity.
to explore the ramifications of, and methodology for,
In the first part of the talk I will lay out the cognitive
introducing coordinating representations into same-time /
different-place computer-mediated cooperative activities.
foundation for this approach to building tailor-made
Groupware systems are computer-based systems that
groupware systems. In the second part of the talk, I will
support groups of people engaged in a c o m m o n task (or present a methodology, focusing on issues and methods of
goal) and that provide an interface to shared environments
discourse analysis. Data and evidence for this talk are
(Ellis et al, 1991). Groupware facilitates communication, drawn from both prior and existing work (and studies) at
Brandeis. The examples w e draw on come from the data w e
coordination, and collaboration of group effort. Building a
groupware system requires a detailed analysis of the work
have collected from experiments w e have performed using
the VesselWorld system, demonstrated at C S C W 2000.
enviroimient in which it will be deployed and extensive
work on designing both the interface as it presents itself to
the individual user and the mediated interaction among the
1. Build a base system that includes
users.
general-purpose coordination tools
Within the literature on C S C W , the development of
only (e.g., whiteboard, textual chat)
technology that supports online communication has been a
Sometimes this is enough
core research issue. For synchronous communication, the
2. Perform pilot study with base system
canonical example is to convert an everyday task of several
3. Analyze data to discover recurrent
actors engaged in planning out some kind of activity in front
problems of coordination and what
of a whiteboard into a task that could be computersecondary structures are devised to
mediated. Given the shared workspace, two issues of
organize those behaviors.
interest are h o w the participants in such an activity organize
4. Rebuild system using coordinating
their talk, and h o w they organize their task.
representations suggested by analysis.
Where a shared virtual whiteboard is an external media that
Figure
1: Basic Methodology
can be used to support all kinds of social interaction, a
coordinating representation is one kind of content realized
in an external media. It is specifically designed for a Acknowledgments
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D e v e l o p i n g a n d Validating C o c k p i t Interventions b a s e d o n C o g n i t i v e M o d e l i n g
Deborah A. Boehm-Davis (dbdavis@ginu.edu)
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Melanie Diez (indiez@gmu.edu)
JefTrey T. Hansberger (jhansber@gmu.edu)
Department of Psychology, George Mason University
4400 University Dr., Fairfax, V A 22030 U S A

Aviation accidents are a rare event. However, when they
do occur, the cause is attributed to "human error" over 6 0 %
of the time (National Transportation Safety Board, 1994).
This suggests that the greatest increments in safety can be
gained by improving human performance. Indeed, the
typical response to an accident investigation is changes to
operating procedures that pilots follow in the cockpit.
However, in these situations, the changes are made in
response to one specific event, which does not allow
researchers to pinpoint the more general causes of errors.
Further, this approach is not suited to understanding the
process of pilot-system interaction that results in the errors.
This makes it impossible to know h o w to design
interventions such as training (Boehm-Davis, Holt,
Hansberger, & Seamster, 1999), h o w to redesign
instruments, displays, or software, or h o w to assess the
effects of the intervention.
In this research project, w e took an alternative approach
by developing a computational model of the cognitive
processes underlying pilot performance while flying a
descent in an automated cockpit. The computational model
was built from a cognitive task analysis coupled with
empirical performance data. The cognitive task analysis of
these phases was developed using N G O M S L (Natural
Language G O M S , see Kieras, 1997). This information was
combined with eye tracking data taken from pilots
interacting with a low-fidelity desktop simulator of a 747400 aircraft cockpit (Diez et al., 2001) to inform our design
decisions about what information pilots are acquiring from
the flight deck while working with automated systems. It
also formed the basis of a working computational cognitive
model, built using the A C T - R cognitive architecture
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998).
The computational model was used to fly the same
descent that our pilots had flown on the desktop simulator.
Observations of the problems encountered by the model in
flying the simulator suggested a number of interventions
that might mitigate error in the cockpit. T w o of these
interventions were selected for empirical testing. First,
model runs and eye track data both suggested that the
pilots/model were often unaware of changes in automation
mode that were driven by the software rather than the pilot
(i.e., uncommanded mode changes). A potential intervention
developed for this problem is a chime that rings in the
cockpit to indicate that the flight management system has
autonomously changed the flight mode. W e believe that this
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intervention will draw attention to m o d e changes that can
then be diagnosed and understood.
Second, when the model was interrupted, it often was
unable to remember the goal that it was trying to achieve;
thus, the model was unable to continue flying. For this
problem, new annunciations have been developed for
display in the cockpit to capture the goal the automated
flight system is trying to achieve. W e believe that this goaloriented display will provide guidance to the pilot about
what the flight management system is doing, which can help
pilots reconstruct their interrupted goal.
Empirical data collected from commercial pilots using the
modified flight management system on the desktop
simulator suggests that these interventions will be useful in
reducing these specific errors in the coclq>it. Further work
remains to determine the more general benefits of these
interventions.
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T h e Information-Processing Function of C o n s c i o u s Intentions
Richard A. Carlson (racarlson@psu.edu), Lisa M. Stevenson (lnisl52@psu.edu), Marios N. Avraamides
(marios@psu.edu), and Daniel N. Cassenti (dncl 12@psu.edu)
Department of Psychology, Penn State University
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W e argue that conscious intentions are central to the
cognitive control of activity, in contrast to the view that the
e}q>erience of conscious control is an illusion (Wegner &
Wheatley, 1999). W e suggest that instantiating a goal to
form a conscious intention serves the information-processing
function of establishing a procedural frame of reference that
organizes mental activity. Information that specifies the
origin of this frame of reference simultaneously specifies the
conscious agent, the "I" w h o performs the action. This
cospecification hypothesis is part of a more general theory of
consciousness (Carlson, 1997). W e briefly describe this
hypothesis and its theoretical basis, and consider several
empirical predictions and results bearing on those
predictions.

because it involves "taking note" of the self as a spatial and
temporal marker.
E m p i r i c a l Results

W e have examined each of these implications, using
experimental paradigms that examine skilled performance of
mental sequences in which the environmental availability of
information is constrained. For example, in a number of
studies participants solved cascaded, multiple-step
arithmetic or spatial path problems in which the outcome of
each step served as a starting point for the next step. These
studies provide support for the first and second predictions
outlined above. Under temporal constramts, individuals can
effectively coordinate information pickup and cognitive
processes - a process w e call temporal tuning - only when
information specifying upcoming goals is available,
Theory and Hypotheses
allowing those goals to be instantiated as intentions.
In another series of studies, w e examined the use of
The cospecification hypothesis suggests that the content of
externalizing
strategies such as pointing that serve to support
a conscious intention represents the self as achieving an
temporal coordination. In these experiments, participants
outcome by performing an operation on an object. For
performed simple tasks such as counting under varying
example, a conscious intention to add two digits represents
temporal and strategy constraints. The results suggest that
the self as performing a calculation on particular tokens of
those digits. Activating this representation serves to initiate a externalizing strategies can serve both to enhance the
individuation of objects to be processed (coordination
procedure to which the digit tokens are assimilated, and to
between steps) and to reduce intention-outcome confusions
establish a subjective ''point of view" from which the digits
(coordination within steps).
are considered. The representation of an outcome that
W e consider these and other results in relation to the
satisfies a conscious intention will thus be structurally very
hypotheses sketched above.
similar to the representation of the intention. This
description parallels the representation of goals in A C T - R
(Anderson & Lcbiere, 1998), in which operands and results
Conclusions
complete slots in the goal representation.
In general, these studies provide support for the
Our research has considered several implications of this
predictions derived from the cospecification hypothesis.
hypothesis for the information-processing dynamics of goalHowever, some predictions have been disconfirmed in ways
driven cognition. First, goal instantiation must precede
that suggest further hypotheses about the constraints on
effective consideration of objects to be processed
explicit goal instantiation. For example, neither procedural
(operands). Second, the availability of information
nor explicit declarative knowledge of operator sequences
specifying goals should constrain the temporal coordination
allows the temporal nining observed when operators are
of processes such as managing working m e m o r y and picking
specified by displayed information. W e consider the
up informationfi-omthe environment. Third, failures of
implications of these successes and failures for the general
coordination (e.g., placekeeping errors) should be reduced
theory of consciousness described in Carlson (1997).
by activities or information that increase the spatial and
temporal precision with which the acting self is specified.
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A c t i v i t y a w a r e n e s s in c o m p u t e r - s u p p o r t e d

collaborations

John M. Carroll (carroli@cs.vt.edu)
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660 McBryde Hall, Blacksburg, V A 24061-0106 U S A

In order to collaborate effectively one needs to know
many things about one's collaborators: W h o are they? What
do they know? What do they expect? What do they want to
do? What are they doing now? What tools are they using?
To what other resources do they have access? What are they
thinking about? What are they planning to do in the near
future? What criteria will they use to evaluate joint
outcomes?
In ordinary face-to-face communication, people work to
establish and maintain a shared background of
understanding called c o m m o n ground (Clark, 1996).
Conversational interaction involves continual testing for
evidence of c o m m o n ground, and coordinated effort to
enhance c o m m o n ground. For example, if an interlocutor
fails to respond to a request, one might restate presupposed
information, point to a relevant object, request
acknowledgement, or otherwise remediate. Conunon ground
is unproblematic in face-to-face interactions because such a
wide variety of situational elements contribute to it, and the
work that people do to maintain c o m m o n ground is so well
integrated into habits and conventions of interaction.
W h e n people work collaboratively, but not face-to-face,
many interaction resources are disrupted (Tang, 1991): field
of view is reduced, the possibility to use gesture is limited,
facial expressions are eliminated or constrained, auditory
cues are diminished, tools and artifacts cannot be as easily
shared, exchanged information is delayed or decoupled by
seconds or even minutes, and collaborators m a y be in
different time zones or different cultures. In remote
collaboration it is difficult to convey or discern successful
comprehension, current focus of attention, or concomitant
attitudes and affect. It is difficult to repair or remediate
miscommunications. This transforms the maintenance of
conunon ground into a significant task, which is itself
problematic: People are accustomed to taking c o m m o n
ground for granted, as a background task. They do not want
to spend attention and effort on it.
These issues have made awareness an increasingly
prominent issue in the design of user interfaces for
computer-supported collaboration. Investigators have
explored numerous user interface tools to help collaborators
establish and maintain conunon ground by supporting their
mutual awareness of one another. Prior research has focused
on social cnvareness (of the presence of one's collaborators)
and action awareness (of what collaborators are doing or
what they have recently done). Tools investigated include
video tunnels (for social awareness) and radar views (for
action awareness).
To effectively coordinate complex projects, collaborators
need to be aware of one another beyond mere presence and
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individual actions. W e are developing the concept of activity
awareness (Carroll et al., 2002). Activities are longer term
endeavors directed at meaningful goals like "designing the
layout of a town park". Longer term activity entails topd o w n goal decomposition, nonlinear development of
partially-ordered plan fragments, interleaving of planning,
acting, and evaluation, and opportunistic plan revision. It
involves coordinating and carrying out different types of
task components, such as assigning roles, making decisions,
negotiating, prioritizing, and so forth. These components
must be understood and pursued in the context of the overall
purpose of a shared activity, die goals and requirements for
completing it, and h o w individual tasksfitinto the group's
overall plan.
Contemporary user interfaces support collaborative
awareness through explicit notifications—requests for chat,
email alerts. However, explicit messaging is problematic for
supporting activity awareness: Activities are multifaceted
and continuing, not simple and ephemeral like presence and
action. Thus, notification messages for activity awareness
must be meticulous and persistent. But creating such
notifications is itself a significant task. It compels a
discipline of explicitly externalizing and broadcasting one's
goals and plans, something people perceive as both tedious
and invasive (Grudin, 1994).
Our work is pursuing the strategy of supporting activity
awareness by designing workspace views that embed
activity awareness documents. One example is a timeline
view of a shared file system that incorporates deadline,
active task, and version documents. In such an environment,
collaborators would directly, but incidentally, understand
the status of a shared activity as they participate in it.
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T w o views currently dominate theories of object
function. According to the affordances view, function
arises from an object's structure and use the object's
design history is relatively unimportant. According to
the historical view, function reflects the intention of an
object's creator structure and use are relatively
unimportant. A n e w view, the H I P E theory, integrates
the affordance and historical views, proposing that
function cumulatively requires history, goals, structure,
and use to be complete (Barsalou, Sloman, & Chaigneau,
in press; also see Chaigneau & Barsalou, in press;
Chaigneau, Barsalou, & Zamani, 2002).
Three experiments in Chaigneau (2002) tested the
H I P E theory. In each, participants read scenarios that
described an artifact's design history and physical
structure, along with an agent's goal and actual use.
After reading a scenario, participants either rated h o w
j^propriate a name was for the object ("mop"), h o w well
the scenario illustrated a category's function (mop), or
h o w likely the scenario was to cause the functional
outcome (sopping up spilled liquid). In the baseline
scenarios, all four components were intact. In the critical
scenarios, one or more components were compromised.
Design history could be accidental instead of intentional;
the goal to use the object for its function could be absent;
the physical structure could be insufficient; the action
could be insufficient.
A s predicted, Experiment I foimd that compromising
each component reduced an object's functionality relative
to baseline, consistent with HIPE's prediction that all four
components are cumulatively necessary for a complete
function. However, compromising structure and use
generally produced the largest decrements, consistent
with the affordances view. Furthermore, design history
was more important for naming than for function and
causality judgments, consistent with the causal link
between history and naming in historical theories.
Experiment 2 tested the historical view's assumption
that design history is causally sufficient for fimction. If
so, then compromising any other component after
compromising history should have n o effect.
Compromising goals, however, produced an additional
decrement, consistent with HIPE's cumulative view.
Experiment 3 explored the finding in recent
experiments that history is more important than structure
and use in naming (e.g., Gelman & Bloom, 2000; Matan
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& Carey, 2001). In these studies, however, the scenarios
lacked sufficient detail about structure and use to derive
affordances, thereby leaving history as the most
informative factor. W h e n sufficient information was
provided so that participants could derive affordances,
history became m u c h less important for naming than
structure and use.
Overall, these three experiments support three
conclusions. First, function is a cumulative construct.
Second, affordances are more central to this construct
than history, although both are cumulatively important.
Third, history is particularly important for naming, and
less so for understanding function conceptually and
reasoning about it causally.
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A Potential S c h e m a for Overcoming Misunderstandings in Science
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Middle and high school students encounter numerous
scientific and "everyday" processes in their curriculum.
S o m e of these processes (e.g., electricity, heat flow, natural
selection) seem particularly troublesome for them to learn
wdth deep understanding. O n e reason for this difficulty is
that students often possess alternative conceptions (or
misconceptions) that are naTve and scientifically incorrect.
These misconceptions are extremely robust and resistant to
instruction, therefore preventing studentsfi-omacquiring the
correct understanding.
This paper provides a conceptual analysis that explains
w h y there is a barrier in understanding these processes and
what can be done to overcome it. The analysis essentially
suggests that these often-misunderstood concepts are bilevel processes in which the global level pattern emerges
from the collective individual actions/interactions at the
micro level. Thus, the explanatory mechanism that causally
relates the micro and the macro levels is an emergent one.
Students, however, intuitively misrepresent an emergent
mechanism as a kind of a non-emergent (or direct, for lack
of a better term) causal mechanism.
T w o types of features of the underlying explanatory
mechanisms of emergent causal and direct causal processes
are identified. O n e type of feature, shown in Table 1,
describes the nature of the behavior of the individuals at the
micro level. The behavior (i.e., the actions/interactions) of
the individuals of an emergent causal process suggest that
their actions/interactions must be considered as a collection,
whereas the behavior of the individuals of a direct causal
process suggest that their actions/interactions can be
partitioned into distinct classes.
Thus, this set of six
features can serve the purpose of helping students recognize
when it is appropriate to consider a set of
actions/interactions collectively rather than distinctively.
Table 1: Sk features of the actions/interactions (A/I) of
individuals in a collection versus classes.
Emerjzent (Collection)

Non-Emergent (Classes)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

S a m e kind of A/I
R a n d o m A/I
Co-occur or parallel
Independent A/I
Uniform status
Ongoing, continuous

Different kind of A/I
Fixed A/I
Sequential or linear
Dependent A/I
Unique or central status
Bounded, terminating
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The second set of five features, shown in Table 2,
describes the relationship between the micro and the macro
levels. These bi-level relational features are the ones that
students can appeal to in explaining the causal relationship
between the levels. These two sets of features, together,
provide a preliminary specification of emergent causal and
direct causal schemas. The claim is that students use their
direct causal schema to interpret processes with an emergent
explanatory mechanism, and therefore misunderstand them.
Table 2: Five features relating the micro individual and
macro aggregate level.
Emergent
• Indirect
• All individuals
• Local & decentralized
• Disjoint
• Collective summing within
each instance of time

Non-Emergent
• Direct
• S o m e of the individuals
• Goal-directed & intentional
• Corresponding
• Cumulative s u m m i n g
across time

Several reasons can be postulated for w h y students
commit such misattributions. First, these 11 features, being
mutually exclusive, suggest that emergent causal and direct
causal processes m a y be ontologically distinct; therefore,
repairing such misconceptions requires a radical conceptual
shift. Second, students m a y not even realize that they have
misrepresented an emergent kind of causal process as a
direct kind. Without such awareness, they lack the
motivation to seek ways of re-representing emergent
processes correctly. Third, students m a y altogether lack an
emergent schema. Without such a schema, students cannot
correctly conceptualize an emergent process. Finally,
people in general might have a natural predisposition to
interpret all events as a direct causal kind.
The implication of this analysis is that teaching students
an emergent schema of the underlying explanatory
mechanism m a y allow them to discriminate an emergent
kind of causal process from a non-emergent kind, which
then m a y lead to improvements in their understanding of
emergent concepts across various disciplines.

Protocol Evidence O n Thought Experiments Used B y Experts
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Amheret, M A 01003 U S A

Despite recent advances, the Fundamental Paradox of
Thought Experiments continues to challenge us: H o w can
findings that carry conviction resuU from a new experiment
conducted entirely within the head? The data base for this
study comes from ten professors and advanced graduate
students in scientificfieldsw h o were recorded while
thinking aloud about the following spring problem:
A weight is hung on a spring. The original spring is
replaced with a spring m a d e of the same kind of wire,
with the same number of coils, but with coils that are
twice as wide in diameter. Will the spring stretch from
its natural length more, less, or the same amount under
the same weight? (Assume the mass of the spring is
negligible.) W h y do you think so?
Clement (1989) documented analogies. Aha! insights and
cyclical model evaluation and revision processes in these
protocols. Working from these transcripts, a variety of
imtested thought experiments (in the broad sense) have also
been identified, characterized as the act of making a
prediction for an untested, concrete, but absent situation (the
experiment"). Aspects of the experiment must be new and
untested in the sense that the subject is not informed about
its behavior. In a case study of one subject, S2, whether the
spring wire is bending or twisting eventually becomes a
central issue. Textbooks tell us that it is twisting, whereas
m a n y subjects assume bending. S 2 examined what the
effect of twisting would be in the following Elemental
untested thought experiment used to make a prediction for
the base of an analogy to short and long rods being twisted:
(1) If I have a longer (raises hands apart over table) rod
and I put a twist on it (moves right hand as if twisting
something), it seems to me—again, physical intuitionthat it will twist more...I think I trust that intuition. I'm
imagining holding something that has a certain
twistyness to it, a-and twisting it. N o w I'm confirming
(moves right hand close to left hand, ) that.. A s
(repeats motion) I bring m y hand up closer and closer to
the original place where I hold it, I realize very clearly
that it will get harder and harder to twist.
Bold type above identifies examples of (both kinesthetic and
other) imagery-related observation categories: personal
action projections, depictive hand motions, and dynamic
imagery reports, in that order. None are infallible indicators
on their own, but together they are most plausibly explained
using a framework that includesflexibleperceptual motor
schemas that generate and run imagistic simulations, via the

extended application of a schema outside of its normal
domain, implicit knowledge, or spatial reasoning (Clement,
1994). One can point to such sources as potential origins of
conviction in TEs, to help us begin to explain the
fundamental paradox. They can also explain the
effectiveness of the extreme case at the end of the transcript
above as an example of imagery enhancement, a
phenomenon difficult to explain in other ways (ibid.).
A second concept of T E in a narrower sense that I have
found useful is what I call an evaluative G e d a n k e n
experiment.- This is a special kind of untested T E designed
or selected by the subject to help evaluate a concept, model
or theory. A n example is the case of a spring made of a
vertically oriented band of material (the reader might
imagine the metal unwound from a coffee can, reshaped to
m a k e a spring, say, 3 wide.) The subject imagined that
such a spring would still be quite stretchable even though it
cannot bend in the up-down direction, challenging the
necessity of bending as not particularly relevant at all
In this type of evaluatory Gedanken experiment he designs a
special case where the bending model yields a prediction,
(no stretch) but where he also has some other independent
source of information that can evaluate that prediction.
I believe both the broad and narrow concepts of T E s as
clarified here are usefiil, and both can be analyzed in think
aloud protocols. T h e broad concept is appropriate for
expressing the fundamental paradox. The narrower concept
of an evaluatory Gedanken experiment encompasses some
famous TEs in the history of science, impressive in that they
can even contribute to eliminating an established theory.
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Computational M o d e l for Spatial Language Comprehension
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Describing the position of objects in space necessitates a
mapping between the spatial representation(s), computed by
the visual system, and the language processing system.
However, it turns out that spatial description is influenced
not only by where objects are in space, but also by the
fiinctions that objects afford, and theftinctionalrelations
between objects. For example, the preposition at in the
woman is at her desk indicates not only that the woman is in
close proximity to the desk (a topological-geometric
relation), but that she is likely to be working there (an extrageometric functional relation). Indeed, there is much
empirical work showing that meaning of spatial prepositions
across a range of languages involves the instantiation of
both geometric and extra-geometric factors (e.g., CarlsonRadvansky & Radvansky, 1996; Coventry, Prat-Sala &
Richards, 2001). However, how geometric and extrageometric constraints combine is an open question. Regier
and Carlson (2001) present a computational account, the
attentional vector sum (AVS) model, which grounds the
preposition above in a mechanism analogous to population
vector codes in the neural model of Georgopolous el al
(1986). However, Regier and Carlson deal only with
geometric computations over the visual scene.
W e present a new computational model which
attempts to deal with the spatial prepositions in, on, over,
under, above and below and extends processing of the visual
scene to includeftinctionalfactors parasitic upon object
knowledge. One possibility is that object knowledge can be
used as a means of weighting parts of geometric processing,
as is suggested by Regier, Carlson and Corrigan (in press).
In contrast, Coventry and Garrod (in press) suggest that
separate geometric and extra-geometric processes are
operational in parallel, and come together in a situation
model. Our approach introduces cognitive-functional
constraints by extending Ullman s (1984) notion of visual
routines to include operations on dynamic rather than static
visual input (cf. Cavanagh el al, 2001). W e use
neuropsychologically-in spired implementations of
connectionist models (cf Regier, 1996). Based on evidence
of motion and spatial-frequency processing in areas VI-V4,
the M T , and interactions from regions implicated in objectrecognition, such as the IT cortex (Edelman, 1999), w e
construct a model which might account for extra-geometric
and geometric factors in one computational system.
Developmental accounts of an infant s understanding of
concepts such as geometry (spatial relations), dynamics (e.g.
gravity, containment and object constancy), and object
individuation and identification constrain the training of
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relevant parts of our model. To give an example, the
containing part of a m u g is usually taken to be the part the
liquid is poured into, and not the semi-circular handle. By
watching interactions between mugs and liquids, w e
induce a dynamic visual routine , and a representation of
the object over time. These routines and representations can
then be deployed in future processing, for example, to
generalize to similar objects in the absence of functional
interactions. Initial results show that the computational
model performs similarly to reference daU, obtained from
new experimental data on spatial preposition comprehension
tasks.
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A Basis for a R i g o r o u s Cognitive Science: M a i n t a i n i n g C o n t e x t for Information
E x c h a n g e b e t w e e n M o d u l e s in a Functional H i e r a r c h y
L. Andrew Coward (lacoward@dijkstra.murdoch.edu.au)
School of Information Technology, Murdoch University
South St., Murdoch, W A 6150 Australia

A functional system acts upon itself and an environment in
order to achieve internally specified objectives. A system is
defined as functionally complex if four conditions are met.
The first is that the system can perform m a n y different
behaviours. T h e second is that the system has multiple
potentially conflicting objectives. The third is that a high
degree of interaction is required between large volumes of
information derived from current and past environmental
and internal system conditions, fixtm past behaviours, and
fix)m system objectives in order to determine appropriate
behaviour at any point in time. The fourth is that limited
time is available between when an environmental condition
occurs and w h e n a behavioural response must be completed.
B y this definition, electronic image processing systems
are fimctionally trivial (although difficult to design). T h e
vast majority of information technology applications are
very simple functionally. Functionally complex electronic
systems are those which control large physical systems with
no human intervention except as users of services provided.
Such physical systems include aircraft simulators and
telecommunications networks. The corresponding electronic
control systems have millions of lines of software code
designed by hundreds of engineers. Brains are biological
examples of functionally complex systems.
Experience with functionally complex electronic systems
demonstrates the need for system architectures which m a k e
effective use of resources, allow functional changes without
side effects, and permit identification and repair of failure
conditions. Analogous needs exist for biological brains.
These needs force any system which performs a sufficiently
complex combination of fimctions into a modular hierarchy
defined by the requirement that modules on each level are
roughly equal and information exchange between modules
is minimized as far as possible (Coward 2000; 2001). In
addition, careful attention must be paid to maintaining the
context for such information exchange. Modules within
such a hierarchy will not in general correspond with obvious
system features, but can be used to relate high level system
fimctions to detailed operations d o w n to the device level.
T w o types of information exchange are possible between
modules. A n unambiguous information exchange indicates
that the currently appropriate system behaviour is within a
specified set of possible behaviours with 1 0 0 % confidence,
and can therefore be interpreted as an instruction. A
partially ambiguous information exchange indicates that
appropriate system behaviour is probably within a specified
set of possible behaviours, and can therefore be interpreted
as a recommendation (Coward 2001).
The requirement to support unambiguous contexts forces
a system into the memory, processing form of the von
N e u m a n n (or instruction) architecture ubiquitous in
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functionally complex electronic systems. However, heuristic
definition of fimctionality (i.e. learning) is impractical with
unambiguous information exchange.
The requirement to support meaningful although partially
ambiguous contexts forces a system into the clustering,
competition form called the recommendation architecture.
Heuristic defmition of fimctionality is possible, with
clustering defming and detecting information combinations
in system inputs and competition associating different sets
of combinations with different behaviours. However, the
requirement to maintain contexts is a severe constraint on
both physical form and device algorithms (Coward 2000;
2001).
A n implemented electronic version of a system with the
reconunendation architecture has demonstrated that learning
is possible in such a system, and that learning can proceed
with minimal effects on prior learning. There are a wide
range of similarities between the structure and
phenomenology of the implemented system and that of the
m a m m a l brain (Coward 2001).
The cortex with colunms and areas resembles the
clustering subsystem of the recommendation architecture,
and the thalamus, basal ganglia and cerebellum resemble the
required competition subsystems. R E M sleep resembles the
required process to ensure global minimization of
information exchange. The phenomenologies of implicit and
explicit m e m o r y resemble the different types of changes to
information recording in clustering and competition
(Coward 1999). The m e m o r y deficits introduced by damage
indicate that the hippocampus manages resource assignment
within the cortex (Coward 1990).
It is concluded that natural pressures have forced m a m m a l
brains into the recommendation architecture form, and that
this architectural form can be used to understand the
relationships between cognitive processes and physiology.
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A study is presented aiming to contribute to the
integration of the information processing, the
differential, and the developmcntol modelling of
the mind into a comprehensive theory. This is a
longitudinal study which investigated the relations
between processing efficiency, working m e m o r y
and problem solving from the age of 8 to 16 years.
This study involved 113 participants, almost
equally drawn among 8-, 10-, 12-, and 14-year
olds at the first testing: these participants were
tested for two more times spaced one year apart.
These participants were tested individually with a
large array of tasks addressed to processing
efficiency (that is, speed of processing and
inhibition), working
memory
(that is,
phonological storage, visual storage, and the
central executive of working memory), and
thinking (that is, quantitative, spatial, and verbal
reasoning).
Confirmatory factor analysis validated the
presence of all of the above dimensions and
indicated that they are organized in a threestratum hierarchy. Thefirststratum included all of
the individual dimensions mentioned above.
These dimensions are organized, at the second
stratum, in three constructs, namely processing
efficiency, working memory, and problem
solving. Finally, all second-order constructs are
strongly related to a diird-order general factor.
This structure is stable in time.
Structural equation modelling indicated that
the various dimensions are interrelated in a cascade
fashion so that more fundamental dimensions are
part of more complex dimensions. That is, speed of
processing proved to be the most important aspect
of processing efficiency and it is strongly relateid to
the condition of inhibition, indicating that the more
efficient one is in stimulus encoding and
identification, the more efficient one is in
inhibition. In turn, processing efficiency is strongly
related to the condition of executive processes in
working memory, which, in turn, are related to the
condition of the two modality-specific stores
(phonological and visual). Finally, thinking w a s
related to both processing efficiency and working
memory, the central executive in particular.
These findings provide only partial support to
the basic positions in psychometric theorizing
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concerning the role of the components of
processing capacity in thefiinctioningof thinking.
Specifically, none of these components alone is the
crucial factor in the fiinctioning of thinking.
Rather, they additively contribute to its
fiinctioning. Moreover, a considerable amount of
variance in different domains of thinking remains
unexplained by these general factors. Therefore,
any theory of intelligence must be able to account
for the organization and fiinctioning of these
domains.
All dimensions
appeared
to change
systematically with time. Growth modelling
suggested that there were significant individual
differences in attainment in each of these
dimensions. Moreover, development affected
differentiy each of them as well as their
interrelation. Mixture growth modelling suggested
that there were four types of developing persons,
each being defined by a different combination of
performance along these dimensions. S o m e types
were more efficient and stable developers than
others. These analyses indicated that processing
efficiency is a factor that explains developmental
differences in problem solving whereas working
m e m o r y explains individual differences. Modeling
by logistic equations uncovered the rates and form
of change in the various dimensions and their
reciprocal interactions during development. A
developmental model is proposed to account for
these findings.
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optimizeftitureperformance. Instructions will be delivered
to pilots via agents that use verbal (e.g., voice instructions
via earphones) as well as nonverbal forms of
communication. The major challenge will be to accomplish
this goal without disrupting pilot performance. W e will
measure subject response to instruction and the time course
of their learning and relate these back to the a priori
individual differences in pilot performance
This research will make a theoretical contribution to our
understanding of the role of comprehension-based cognitive
processes in real-time complex and dynamic task
performance. It will also make practical contributions to
training technologies that can be used to augment the
acquisition of complex task performance skills.

Background
This research examines the role of comprehension-based
cognitive processes in the acquisition of skills in real-time
dynamic task environments. A theoretically-based model of
pilot instrumentflight( A D A P T ) is used as the student
model component (VanLehn, 1988) of an intelligent tool for
training real-time complex task performance. A D A P T is a
computational model of action-planning with an architecture
based upon Kintsch's (1994; 1998) construction-integration
theory of comprehension. ADAPT's learning mechanisms
are used to model instrument flight skill acquisition (Doane,
Sohn, McNamara, & Adams, 2000) and to select
instructions intended to optimize pilot performance.
In previous research, rigorous tests of A D A P T ' s
predictive validity compared performance of individual
pilots to that of their respective models (Doane & Sohn,
2000; Doane, 2001; Sohn & Doane, 2002). Individual pilots
were asked to execute a series of flight maneuvers using a
flight simulator, and their eye fixations and control
movements were recorded in a time-synched database.
Models of the 25 individual pilots were constructed and
used to simulate pilot execution of the same flight
maneuvers. The time-synched eyeflxationsand control
movements of individual pilots and their respective models
were compared. The results suggest that the model explains
and predicts a significant portion of pilot visual attention
and control movements during flight as a function of
piloting expertise.
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Current Research
Current research is focused on incorporating A D A P T into a
prototype training system that can identify training
opportunities. In the training system, human pilots
accomplish flight maneuvers using a graphical flight
simulator. Their eye movements are tracked by an A S L
oculometer and their control movements and flight
performance are recorded byflightsimulator software. The
flight simulator and oculometer data are time-synched,
passed to the A D A P T model for analysis, and then A D A P T
selects instructions that optimize pilot comprehension of
their current task environment.
O f particular interest for cognitive science is h o w
A D A P T uses performance data to make inferences about
individual pilot knowledge, skill, and focus of attention, and
the ability of the model to run simulations in real-time to
predict future pilot actions and to select instructions that
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for a particular topic. From the standpoint of H U R A A , one
bag of words is the learner's query in natural language and
the other is a paragraph in the docimient space. L S A has
generally been successful in evaluating the quality of student
explanations, in evaluating the quality of student assertions
in tutorial dialog, and in the retrieval of documents from
natural language queries. Successes and failures of L S A are
identified in these three learning environments.

W e have been developing learning environments with
animated conversational agents. The agents manage a
mixed-initiative dialog between the learner and the computer
system either by a direct conversational interaction or by
serving as a navigational guide on a web site. T w o of the
systems simulate human tutors by (a) presenting difficult
questions that require deep reasoning, (b) attempting to
comprehend the learner's typed input, (c) formulating dialog
acts that are sensitive to the learner's contributions, and (d)
speaking to the student with the animated agent. AutoTutor
teaches computer literacy whereas Why/AutoTutor teaches
conceptual physics (Graesser, VanLehn, Rose, Jordan, &
Harter, 2001). The H u m a n Use Regulatory Affairs Advisor
( H U R A A ) teaches officers in the military about the ethical
use of human subjects on a web site with a search facility
that accesses documents through questions posed in natural
language.
All three systems have used Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) as its primary representation of world knowledge.
L S A is a statistical technique that compresses a large corpus
texts into a space of 100-500 dimensions (Landauer, Foltz,
& Laham, 1998). The K-dimensional space is used when
evaluating the similarity between any two bags of words,
with values ranging from 0 to 1. From the standpoint of
AutoTutor and Why/AutoTutor, one bag of words is the set
of assertions that a student expresses within a dialog turn;
the other bag of words is the content of the curriculum script
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One approach to limiting the consequences of error-prone
human performance is to automate as much as possible in a
system. However, accidents and near-misses have occurred
when automation fails to perform as desired, and the people
"supervising" the automation have trouble determining the
state of the automation, the state of the underlying process
being controlled, orttieimplications of how changes to the
state or to the automation parameters will affect overall
performance. Other classic problems with automation
include loss of human skill as tasks become automated and
brittleness (the automation works well for the situations for
which it is designed but can otherwise give up control or
attempt a solution that is completely inappropriate).
Often, much effort goes into the design of computerized
algorithms, but relatively little effort is put into the user
interface.
To design explicitly for mixed-initiative
interaction, one needs to design a system where both the
automation and the human operator have the capability to
guide or perhaps even take over control of the system being
controlled and that both the human and the automation each
has the information and communication means necessary to
make his/her, or its own "judgments" about the situation and
to guide and perliaps critique the other's behavior. Clearly,
due to the well-known differences between information
systems' and humans' strengths, weaknesses, and means to:
1) sense information, 2) make judgments, and 3) execute
actions, both the types of information required and the
means for gadiering and communicating that information
will necessarily be different for each type of agent. Recent
research has suggested certain strategies for safer
automation design (assuming humans must monitor or guide
the automation's behavior). These are:
1. Interactivity (allow humans to generate alternative
automated and manual solutions, with the automation
providing a comparison across all these solutions)
(Guerlain, 2000).
2. Include user-initiated notification and critiquing. Userinitiated notification (Guerlain & Bullemer, 1996) allows
the human operator to set up temporary, contextsensitive "monitors" and to define w h o to be notified
(person or system) and what to do when such conditions
are met. These alerts can be process-specific, temporal,
or a combination of the two. User-initiated notification
can be turned into a critiquing strategy (Fischer, Lemke,
Mastaglio, & Morch, 1990; Guerlain et al., 1999;
Silverman, 1992) when these types of context-sensitive
alerts are programmed in at design time (e.g., not by the
operator, but by the engineer or knowledge expert), and
are designed to be more generic and continuous monitors
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for faulty or important conditions that are in general rare,
but would require operator or automation attention.
3. V k BPprQprifttt rcprgsgntatJQnftidingand vygrkspqpe
navigation techniques, to minimize errors and difficulties
a??9<?ift^C<l with g^<;g??ive cognitive i^^gratign and U)
maximize effective decision making. The goal of
representation aiding is to represent relevant domain,
task, and system constraints through visual properties of
the display, and thus encourage people to perceive these
relationships with little cognitive effort. Workspace
management refers to the window manipulation,
command input, and navigation activities required when
working with computer-based systems(Guerlain,
Jamieson, Bullemer, & Blair, 2002).
These techniques have been successfully applied across
diverse domains, such as petrochemical, medical, and
military. These solution strategies are by no means
foolproof, but they are as generic as the problem of how to
design for safety when humans and automated agents are
involved.
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This paper argues that (1) implicit memory is based
on statistical learning; (2) phonological learning of word
forms is based on implicit memory, and therefore that (3)
phonological learning of word forms is statistical learning.

those in standard implicit memory tasks, exhibiting classic skill learning and repetition priming. These findings
suggest that implicit memory plays a role in the learning
of phonological forms, which in turn suggests a role for
statistical mechanisms in phonological learning.
Further evidence of the role of distributional statistics in phonological learning comes from a second maImplicit memory as statistical learning
nipulation in the study. If distributional statistics play a
A theoretical analysis of two key implicit memory pherole in the learning of phonological word forms, then a
nomena, skill learning and repetition priming, shows that
word form'sfrequency-weightedneighborhood density
a number of apparent dissociations between them are
(N) should impact repetition priming. To test this hymisleading (Gupta & Cohen, 2002). First, it can be
pothesis, half of the nonword stimuli had a high N and
shown that the fact that skill learning but not repetition
half a low N. Neighborhood density was found to have a
priming follows the power law of practice follows from
significant impact on learning of the nonwords.
the mathematical definitions of these constructs, and that
this dissociation is therefore artifactual. Second, it can
Phonological learning as statistical learning
be shown that the presence or absence of correlations between these phenomena is also artifactual, and also fol- The effects of neighborhood density provide new evilows from their definitions. Behavioral dissociations be- dence that phonological learning is affected by the distributional statistics of the environment. The presence
tween these phenomena therefore cannot be regarded as
evidence of a processing dissociation between them. Fur- of classic skill learning and repetition priming effects
ther, a statistical learning based computational model can in nonword repetition provides complementary evidence
be shown to account for specific empirical data, exhibit- regarding the nature of the underlying learning, suggesting a classic profile of skill learning and repetition prim- ing it is based on implicit memory. The theoretical and
computational analyses suggest that implicit memory is
ing, as well as a number of apparent dissociations beon statistical learning mechanisms. Together the
based
tween these phenomena (Gupta & Cohen, 2002). These
present results provide new evidence that learning novel
theoretical and computational analyses provide complementary evidence that skill learning and repetition prim- phonological forms is based on statistical mechanisms.
ing are aspects of a single underlying mechanism that
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possibility is that external visualizations augment internal
visualizations, that is, provide information or insights that
are additional to those that can be provided by internal
visualizations. For example, an external visualization might
show a more complex process than can be internally
visualized within the limited capacity of visual-spatial
working memory. A third possibility is that the ability to
internally visualize might be a requirement for
comprehending and using external visualizations. In this
In this presentation I will define a visualization, very case, gaining insight from a vis ualization would depend on
broadly, as any visual-spatial display in which information
the same skills as internally visualizing. A fourth possibility
is communicated by the spatial arrangement of elements in
is that viewing external visualizations enhances the
the representation. Computer visualizations are often
development of internal visualization abilities. These
dynamic. However static graphs, diagrams and maps are
possibilities are not mutually exclusive.
also examples of visualizations. Visualizations often depict
physical phenomena that are spatial in nature, such as the
This paper will be informed by my research on mental
development of a thunderstorm They can also depict more
animation of static diagrams (Hegarty, 1992) and on
abstract phenomena, such as the flow of information in a
learning from animated displays (Hegarty, Narayanan &
computer program or the organization of information on the
Freitas, 2002). It will discuss implications for education and
world wide web. A visualizations can exist both internally,
training.
in the mind of an individual (as a mental image) or as an
artifact printed on paper or shown on a computer monitor
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thinking focuses on external visualizations. Cognitive
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scientists have made important contributions to research on
motionfi-om static diagrams of mechanical systems. Journal
external visualizations (e.g., Larkin & Simon, 1987; Scaife of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and
& Rogers, 1996). There has also been an important tradition
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of research on internal visualization within cognitive
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psychology (e.g. Kosslyn, 1994). However, psychological
Understanding Machines from Multimedia and Hypermedia
research on internal visualization has been more concerned
Presentations. In J. Otero, A. C. Graesser & J. Leon (Eds.).
with the nature of the imagery system than in its role in
The Psychology of Science Text Comprehension. Lawrence
thinking and reasoning
Erlbaum Associates.
Kosslyn, S. M . (1994). Image and Brain. Cambridge,
The purpose of this paper is to explore possible
M A : M I T Press.
relationships between internal and external visualizations
Larkin, J. H., & Simon, H. A. (1987). W h y a diagram is
and their role in thinking and reasoning. One possibility is
(sometimes) worth 10,000 words. Cognitive Science, 11, 65that external visualizations can substitute for internal
99.
visualizations. This view assumes that one person can create
Scaife, M . & Rogers, Y. (1996). External cognition:
an external visualization of phenomenon, a second person
H o w do graphical representations work? International
can view that visualization, and as a result the second
Journal ofHuman-Computer Studies. 45, 185-213.
person will have the same internal represenation as the
person w h o created the visualization. If this were true, an
external visualization could act as a "prosthetic" for people
with poor spatial visualization abililities. A second
Recent advances in computer technology and graphics
have m a d e it possble to produce powerful visualizations of
scientific phenomena and more abstract information. There
is currently much excitement about the power of these
computer visualizations in activities such as scientific
discovery, search of information spaces, and education (e.g.,
Card, Mackinlay & Schneiderman. 1999; Gordin & Pea,
1995).
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Holt (2001) proposed developing Scientific Information
Systems to construct and validate theory concerning
complex multi-person systems. Holt described a process of
successive cycles of theory refmement using information in
databases. Holt, Boehm-Davis, and Beaubien (2001)
discussed the development of theory for describing crew
performance in the aviation domain by statistically
analyzing performance measures. These inductive, theorybuilding approaches require good data and analyses.
Unfortunately, obtaining good quality measures m a y be
difficult in domains such as aviation which are complex,
dynamic, and multi-person (Holt, Johnson, & Goldsmith,
1997; Holt, Hansberger, & Boehm-Davis, in press).
A n alternative approach is to carefully extend theory from
a field closely related to the focus of research and
subsequently validate it. This study was focused on aviation
crew performance using flight deck automation during the
descent phase of flight. The theory that was extended to this
domain was the A C T - R 4.0 cognitive architecture
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). The A C T - R architecture was
extended to describe the highly procedural nature of crew
performance in this context (e.g. checklists. Standard
Operating Procedure, etc.). The initial development of this
model focused on an A C T - R model of the Pilot Flying (PF)
who had to receive directives from Air Traffic Control
(ATC), decide on how to use the automation to achieve
flight goals, and monitor the success or failure of actions.
Based on lessons learned from this initial effort, the
approach was extended to constructing a crew model with a
simulated PF and Pilot Not Flying (PNF). These crew
members were simulated by separate A C T - R models based
on a cognitive task analysis of the duties for each person.
The simulated task scenario was the time period just before
and after Top of Descent ( T O D ) in the descent phase of
flight. The P N F tasks included verification and
programming of the Flight Management System ( F M S )
computer as well as gathering appropriate information for
completion of the flight. The PF monitors and flies the
aircraft except for required briefings and responses.
Required aspects of crew interaction such as crew
communication (e.g. briefings, acknowledgments) were
implemented by a communication link between the PF and
P N F simulations using a multi-model extension of ACT-R.
Simulated communications involved goals, specific actions,
or situational facts and features.
The linked PF and P N F models were evaluated by
manipulating the simulated expertise of the crew. Expertise
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was simulated by changing A C T - R parameters and
structures. Specifically, higher expertise was simulated by
combinations of high strength of associative links for
procedural behavior, higher working memory capacity, and
cognitive strategies such as the systematic reactivation of
goals cued by external stimuli such as a checklist.
O n e advantage of using the cognitive architecture was
that a complete profile of cognition and performance could
be measured for each simulation run. Model performance
measures include total time for all tasks, average time for
each task, checklist steps skipped, repeated, or performed
out-of-order, automation programming delayed, skipped, or
incorrect, and the omission of required communications.
Qualitative results such as step skipping, repetition, and
intrusion of incorrect steps were observed at lower levels of
simulated expertise. Emergent results included crew
miscommunication, differential situation awareness, and
forgetting relevant goals under certain conditions of delays
and interruptions. The precise profile of performance
differences for different levels of crew expertise can be used
to develop assessment items, strategies, and guidelines for
assessing performance of conunercial crews.
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Our goal in education is to help students learn content and
skills in ways that allow them to use what they are learning
in new and novel situations. W e want them to learn for
transfer. The cognitive literature focuses on the cognition,
or individual reasoning, needed to learn for transfer (see,
e.g., Bransford et al., 1999). The socio-cultural literature
focuses on the social interactions that are important for
learning skills and practices in such a way that they can be
performed in new and different contexts (e.g.. Lave &
Wenger, 1991). Both agree the building blocks for engaging
in skills and participating in practices in an expert way are
developed over time and in stages and require a variety of
experiences and reflection on them. The computational
models of cognition that come out of case-based reasoning
(CBR; Kolodner, 1993) allows us to redefine transfer as
spontaneous reminding and use of previous experience in
reasoning about a new situation (Kolodner et al., 2002).
This interpretation of transfer suggests practices for the
classroom that can promote transfer (Kolodner, 1997).
W e ve designed a project-based inquiry approach to
science learning for middle school called Learning by
Design" (LBD"; Hmelo et al., 2000;
Kolodner et al.,
1998, 2002), based on these principles. We've identified
many of the affordances and potential affordances for
transfer that project and problem-solving activities provide,
and we've designed classroomritualsand practices that help
teachers and students identify those affordances and act on
them. In science education, there is a need for students to
learn not only content but also the skills and practices of
scientists — from measuring and observing to interpretation
of data to justifying with evidence and explaining causally
to communicating with others, planning investigative
activities, and applying what s been learned. L B D focuses
on helping students learn this full set of objectives.
C B R tells us that productive learning from experience
requires timely feedback on one s experiences, interpreting
that feedback and explaining what happened in light of
one s goals and intentions, making connections between
one s goals, plans, and explanations, and having the chance
to try again. It emphasizes the iterative nature of learning
and the centrality of explanation. L B D s activity structures
and sequencing provide both affordances and scaffolding for
such reasoning. Students learn within the context of design
challenges that require iterative trial and refinement for
achievement. It is also highly collaborative. They engage in
a variety of public presentations (poster sessions, pin-up
sessions, and gallery walks) where they present their ideas,
interpretations, and experiences to their peers in an
interactive forum. Preparing for a session requires making
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connections between one s goals, plans, and explanations.
The public venue allows students to get help from their
peers at explaining their results. It also provides students
with a variety of examples that are then discussed with
lessons that might be learned from the full set extracted. As
they iteratively move toward better design solutions, they
iteratively enhance their understandings of concepts and
their abilities to engage in skills and practices.
Students spontaneously make reference to previous
experiences over the course of several months of engaging
in L B D activities, especially with respect to carrying out
skills and practices. Our performance assessments show
spontaneous reminding and use of both knowledge and
skills, and L B D students are more capable than comparison
students of engaging as scientists and collaborators
(Kolodner et al., 2002). W e propose that studying learning
environments that encourage the natural use of case-based
reasoning will increase our understanding of transfer.
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Introduction
Early research on errors focused on studies of human
reliability in engineering domains. H u m a n components
were considered as additional elements in the system,
similar to other technical components. Just as technical
safety is improved through the reduction of technical
breakdowns, it seemed c o m m o n sense to use a S3mimetrical
rationale to improve safety through the reduction of human
errors. In the last few years, Patel and colleagues have
reported a number of studies that focused on understanding
dynamic decision making in high velocity medical
environments, namely intensive care and medical
emergency units (Patel and Arocha, 2000; Patel, Kaufman,
and Magder, 1996). These and other studies have identified
the problems of post-hoc analysis in research on error
detection and faults in such environments, that are
characterized by high levels of urgency, uncertainty, and
shifting, ill-defined, and competing goals. Although such
investigations into human error sometimes necessitate a
post-hoc analysis, and can be very informative in
identification and reduction of future errors, such
retrospective analysis presents several problems.
Methodology
The data were collected in the cardiothoracic intensive care
unit at a large teaching hospital using naturalistic
approaches. The methods used represent an extension of the
information-processing, cognitive science tradition. In
order to examine the nature of the interactions and
negotiations occurring within the workflow of the ICU, w e
performed approximately four months of ethnographic
observation to collect data about the employees and general
workflow of the ICU. W e then shadowed three nurses for
the duration of their 12-hour shifts. During shadowing, w e
followed the nurse wherever they went, audio-recorded their
conversations with other ICU team members, and took notes
in a journal to record non-verbal activities. The audio-tapes
were transcribed for later analysis.

are highly susceptible to such errors. While m a n y errors
occurred, most of them were often detected and resolved
very quickly, either tiirough (1) communication between
team members or (2) feedback fi-om the I C U environment.
For instance, continued use of a sedative to deal with patient
pain was quickly rejected as a treatment plan when one team
m e m b e r realized that it was contributing to liver failure.
While one I C U staff m e m b e r alone m a y have missed this
error, with it perhaps leading to an adverse event, the I C U
team was able to, through their interactions, identify the
potential for error and take steps to prevent it. A l t h o u ^ this
situation was managed with error recovery, instances such
as these can be missed and contribute collectively to more
serious errors.
Discussion and Conclusion
W e suggest that mistakes are an inevitable, cognitively
useful phenomenon that cannot be totally eliminated. W e
view human errors as products of cognitive activity
regulated in a broader context of adaptation to one's
environment and work activities. In this view, where h u m a n
activity is seen as dynamic adaptation to the work
environment, most errors can be considered as the price paid
for making compromises in trading off between various
alternatives. Unlike the popular goal of achieving flawless
performance (through development of error-fi-ee systems),
our study argues for developing systems that are adaptive
enough to allow for the specific nature of h u m a n errors.
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specific instances of errors m a d e and circumstances which
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Applications ofLatent S e m a n t i c Analysis
Thomas K Landauer (landauer@psych.colorado.edu)
University of Colorado at Boulder, C B 344 Boulder, C O 80309
and Knowledge Analysis Technologies, L L C

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) treats language learning
and representation as a problem in mathematical
induction. It casts the passages of a large and
representative text corpus as a system of simultaneous
linear equations in which passage meaning equals the sum
of word
meanings. Solution by Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) and dimension reduction produces
a high-dimensional vector representing the average
contribution to passage meanings of every word, and thus
of the similarity between any two passages. L S A
simulates biunan language understanding with surprising
fidelity. Combining L S A with other statistical language
modeling methods increases its practical scope. A variety
of tests and applications illustrate its power, limits, and
raise interesting theoretical issues.
Examples from Previously Published Results
L S A Improved IR 10-30% by recognizing documents of
similar meaning but different words (Dumais, 1991);
powered automatically constructed cross-language
information retrieval (Landauer and Littman, 1990);
mimicked the 10 words/ day vocabulary acquisition rate
of children (Landauer & Dumais, 1997), and college
student learning of psychology from textbooks (Landauer,
Foltz & Laham, 1998) as measured by multiple-choice
tests; simulated human categorization and similarity
ratings (Laham, 2000), enabled simulations of predication
and metaphor. (W. Kintsch, 2001); predicted paragraph
comprehension differences caused by variation in S-S
coherence; predicted which texts students would learn
most from as a function of their prior knowledge (Rehder
et al.; Landauer, Foltz & Laham, 1998); and improved
summarizing skills by automatic componential feedback
(E. Kintsch & Steinhart, 2000).
New Tests, Advances and Applications
L S A now scales to ca. 100 million word corpora by larger
computer memory and new algorithms. Systems based on
L S A measure the quality of sentences written to
contextually define a word, r = .81 with expert ratings;
connect by conceptual meaning each of a million
paragraphs of an e-library; power collaborative learning
environments that automatically alert participants to
relevant contributions of others and assess contributions;
enhance technical manuals to improve learning and speed
performance; from text about tasks, occupational
histories, etc., help guide career choice,filljobs, and
assemble optimal teams; combined with other statistical

language models, score essays as accurately as expert human
readers and provide componential feedback and plagiarism
detection.
Some Implications, Limitations, and Issues
Successes to date disprove the poverty of the stimulus
argument for lexical meaning and recast the problem of syntax
learning, but leave much room for improvement. Size matters.
The largest text corpora used in these applications equals one
student's reading through high school; spoken language
experience is an order of magnitude greater. Semantic atoms
are not only single words; idioms need lexicalization. Syntax
surely matters; L S A ignores word order. LSA's knowledge
resembles intuition; people also use language for logic.
Relations to other input matter. Perceptual and intentional
experience contribute to meaning representation. (However,
whether these bases are essential, more fundamental or
involve different representational mechanisms is an open
question. L S A represents perceptual phenomena vicariously,
e.g. color relations. Demonstrations that people think in other
modes, or that L S A does not exhaust linguistic meaning do not
question LSA's validity, but call for more modeling, testing,
and integration.
Possible Avenues for Research and Resolution
Similar inductive methods have been applied in perception
(e.g. by S. Edelman, 1999)., opening a road to integrating
language and perception. N e w models with learning of
sentential order based meaning are needed. Simon Dennis's
new unpublished model is a serious contender.
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Modeling the Development of Lexicon with D e v L e x :
A Self-Organizing Neural Network M o d e l of Lexical Acquisition
Ping Li & Igor FarluS (pli, ifarkas@richmond.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Richmond, Richmond, VA 23173, USA
It is well known in developmental psycholinguistics that
young children produce a significant amount of speech
errors at a certain stage, which is often associated with Ushaped learning (Bowerman, 1982). Not only do children
show errors in morphological development (e.g., the wellknown past tense errors), they also display errors in word
naming and in spontaneous word production. Various
accounts have been offered for these errors,fromthe child's
confusion of related semantic fields, to the child's semantic
reorganization, to the child's inability to retrieve the correct
items in lexical memory during production. In this study, w e
investigate the nature and origin of these errors as a function
of the organization and reorganization of a developmental
lexicon, using DevLex as the basis of our modeling.
DevLex is a self-organizing neural network model that
has the following properties (Faika5 & Li, 2002). The model
consists of two self-organizing maps interconnected by
associative links. The two maps attempt to capture the
organization of word meanings (the semantic map) and
word pronunciations (the phonological map). The semantic
map is a dynamically growing network that learns word
representations derived from word cooccurrence matrices in
child-directed speech. It organizes word representations
incrementally, adding new units to areas with higher lexical
density. Semantic map is connected with phonological map
that is pre-trained on the PatPho representations (Li &
MacWhinney, 2002) of the 550 toddler word-list from the
CDI lexical norms (Dale & Fenson, 1996). At every
iteration during simulation, the semantic and phonological
representations of words are simultaneously presented to
both maps. Through self-organization (using Kohonen's
algorithm), the network forms an activity on the phonological map in response to the phonological input, and an
activity on the semantic map in response to the semantic
input. For every word being presented, the model
simultaneously learns associative connections between the
two maps through Hebbian learning. DevLex is evaluated
with respect to its accuracy in semantic representations and
in productions (via associative connections from semantics
to phonological output).
Our simulation results indicate that DevLex is able to
model and provide insights into a range of phenomena in the
early lexical acquisition. In particular, the onset of errors
(measured as number of words confiised in the network)
reflects a number of important factors that govern lexical
development. (1) The lexical categories of nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and closed-class words have different profiles
over the course of lexical growth, and their relative
proportion, typefrequency,and token frequency all affect
the kinds of errors made in the network. This finding
confirms Bates et al's (1994) argument on the important role
that word category composition plays in lexical acquisition.
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(2) Number of words confused in the semantic map and in
production is directly related to word density, measured as
the amount of words mapped onto the nearest neighborhood
of the target word. In addition, lexical confusion occurs
more often for nouns than for other word categories,
because of a "noun-bias" in the early vocabulary. This result
shows that the source of children's naming errors may be the
tight competition among similar neighbors in densely
populated regions of the lexicon, consistent with the view
that word density can predict the speed and accuracy in
children's lexical access (Charles-Luce & Luce, 1990). (3)
The rate of vocabulary expansion influences the rate of
lexical confusion: the more related words that the network
has to learn within a given period, the more likely it will
show inaccuracies in the semantic m a p and in production.
This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that rapid
increase in the rate of new words predicts the increase in
children's naming errors (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 1997).
In sum, DevLex provides a new coimectionist model that
can simulate a developmental lexicon and relate to realistic
language learning with self-organizing principles.
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W h e r e D o Problem-Solving Strategies C o m e F r o m ?
Marsha C. Lovett (Lovett@cmu.edu)
Department of Psychology, Camegie Mellon University
5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, P A 15213 U S A

Research has shown that people often generate problemsolving strategies in a n e w domain by processing example
solutions. However, this approach presumes the existence of
some related strategies for processing examples in that new
domain. T h e question then becomes: W h e r e do those
strategies c o m e from? A n important aspect of processing
examples is knowing which features of the example
problems are structurally significant and which features are
superficial. Indeed, m u c h research on expert-novice
differences highlights experts' great advantage in properly
representing and categorizing problems in terms of deep
features (e.g., see Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988). But h o w can
problem solvers new to a domain achieve this skill? In many
domains, solvers have preconceptions of which features are
significant and which are superficial. W h e n these
preconceptions are on target, i.e., the presumed-significant
features are indeed relevant to the solutions and the
presumed-superficial features are irrelevant, then learning
by example can proceed effectively and efficiently.
However, when solvers' preconceptions do not match reality
for a given domain — either because their preconceptions
mis-map features to the significant-superficial distinction or
because their preconceptions are too weak to enable
encoding of the relevant features — then learning is
impeded.

Goals a n d M e t h o d
The current studies attempt to replicate this previous work
under slightly different conditions and to address two
additional questions:
(1) What, if any, are the local triggers for problem
solvers to change their representations and generate
new strategies?
(2) What is the role of explicit instruction (e.g., hints) in
helping solvers to adjust their strategy sets?
Question (1) was addressed by asking a subset of
participants to provide talk-aloud protocols and comparing
coded occurrences of strategy-generation or strategy-change
events to similar profiles a m o n g the non-protocol
participants. Question (2) was addressed by manipulating if,
when, and h o w participants would receive a textual hint
about important features to include/exclude in their
representation of the task. Also varied in this experiment
was the degree of success of the best strategy. In particular,
the best strategy's success rate could be increased/decreased
by decreasing/increasing the overall randomness of the task
environment. This manipulation is, simply construed, a task
difficulty manipulation.
Results

Background Research
In previous work, Lovett and Schunn (1999) demonstrated
that the same task with different superficial features could
lead participants to generate very different strategies and,
depending on their individual strategies, achieve very
different learning gains. Specifically, in one version of the
task, participants tended to encode their choices in terms of
a single feature — whether each choice had the same color
as the preceding stimulus — whereas in the other version of
the task, participants were not biased to any particular
feature. Tlie experiment was then designed so both task
versions would be best solved using a c o m m o n , structurally
important feature, and this was not the same-color feature
salient in version 1. A s predicted, performance w a s
degraded in version 1. This was attributed to the difficulty
— for participants in verson 1 — of learning to ignore a
preconceived-relevant feature and having to generate n e w
strategies that did not use this feature. Lovett and Schunn
presented a process model, called R e C y C L e , of h o w
features enter and leave one's task representation and, hence,
h o w strategy sets evolve. O n e prediction of theReCyCLe
model is that solvers are more likely to change their
representation when their current stsraties' success rates are
low.
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Regarding thefirstquestion, results suggest that, at least
when they are asked to talk aloud, participant engage in a
considerable amount of explicit strategy (or hypothesis)
generation. And, while participants tend to launch anew
strategy immediately following a problem-solving failure
rather than success, this is not always the case. Regarding
the second question, results suggest that, when solvers
mismap features (i.e., when they consider the superficial
features in a domain to be significant and vice versa), an
explicit hint can help problem solvers more quickly
incorporate the structurally important task features in their
representations and strategies. Even with such hints,
however, performance is still aided by further problemsolving practice. T h e instructional implications of these
results will be discussed.
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A person faced with a decision often obtains opinions from
the correlation among the sub-source estimates, o'j- is the
other sources. These information sources may be composed
variance of the sub-sources' expertise and ^j- is the average
of several individual sub-sources. The sub-sources may be
detection ability of those sub-sources.
partially correlated and may differ in their level of expertise.
For example, one condition tested which of two equalThis study asked how decision makers weigh the estimates
information sources (i.e., two sources that have the same
received from different sources when those sources varied
overall detection ability, d') would be given the higher
in their internal consistency and individual expertise. W e
weight: the one whose four sub-sources had partial pairpaid people to perform a graphical decision task while aided
wise correlations and high sub-source d's, or the one whose
by simulated iiiformation sources. Each participant observed four sub-sources had zero pair-wise correlation and lower
a graphical display of a signal-plus-noise or noise-alone
sub-source J's. The results indicated that participants gave a
event and made an estimate of signal likelihood. The
significantly higher weight to the information source that
participant then was shown likelihood estimates generated
had the higher consistency and higher component expertise,
from two simulated information sources. The participant
even though the information available from the two sources
then made a yes-no decision about the occurrence of signal
was identical. This bias was mainly evident on trials when
on that trial. A monetary payoff was contingent on the
the aggregate opinions of the two sources disagreed. Other
accuracy of this yes-no decision.
conditions compared performance with sources that had
different overall information values as well as different
The estimates from each information source consisted of
levels of sub-source expertise. In these conditions, the
likelihood ratings generated by four sub-sources. Thus, on
participants tended to overweigh the information from the
each trial the participant was shown 8 likelihood estimates
sources having the higher information value and higher
to aid in her decision, four estimates from information
level of sub-source expertise. These biases reflect the
source "A" and four estimates from information source "B". participants' sensitivity to across- and within-trial
In order to estimate the decision weight that the participant
differences in the accuracy and internal consistency of
gave to each source, w e constructed a multiple linear
information sources.
regression model that related the participant's initial
estimate and each source's average estimate, to the
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({nmlyake, shirouzu}@sccs.chukyo-u.ac.Jp)
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Collaborative situations have started to serve as promising
knowledge-building environments. Cognitive science
should provide theoretical bases for them, by explaining
mechanisms of how collaboration leads the participants to
deeper, more conceptual understanding.

task-doing, on traces of which the previous task-doer can
monitor to produce yet another level of abstracted
verbalization. This iterates and produces a variety of
re-interpretations, which each individual can use to
restructure their o w n internal knowledge. The same picture
should apply to inter-group collaboration, where the
Findings of empirical studies
re-interpretation could be accumulated and become a
Our previous studies (e.g. Miyake, 1986) indicate that during resource for further abstraction in the entire community.
Summarizing the above, for a collaborative situation to
constructive interaction, 1) each participant's problem
work as a learning-enhancing environment, it is desirable that
interpretation and solution paths are based on each
1) it assures each individual's conceptual foiindation, 2) it
individual's prior kitowledge, 2) collaboration provides
entertains the role exchange between task-doing and
different perspectives, through both others' comments and
monitoring to help produce different solutions and their
self-criticisms, and 3) the monitor views the task-doing
re-inteipretations, all slightly more abstract than the previous
situation from a slightly abstracted plane, which contributes
ones, in roughly the order of their abstraction, 3) which in
to the accumulation of different perspectives.
turn helps each participant to gain an abstract perspective.
T o expand these, w e have recentiy further analyzed the
The social aspect of collaboration appears to motivate the
collaborative process of solving a simple fraction problem
integration of such a variety of solutions and interpretations.
(Shirouzu, et al, 2002). The task was to get two-thirds of
three-fouiths on a square sheet of origami. More than ninety Technological augmentation
percent of time the subjects, both solos or pairs, either folded Technology can augment implementation of these conditions
or marked the paper to solve it but did not calculate. W h e n
by proviing support to enhance extemalization and
asked to solve the subsequent problem with the order of
re-interpretation. T o take a simple exan^le, the process of
fiactions reversed, the solos kept the same strategy to solve.
reading can be m a d e visible by having subjects place cards
However, more than sixty percent of the pairs shifted to
with sentences onto a two-dimensional space.
the arithmetic calculation in their second trial. The shift was Video-recording of first stages of learning complex skills can
a gradual one, involving three re-interpretations. Figure 1
be cut into segments and commented on to identify necessary
schematically shows the shif^ from the left toright.The most steps. Notes can be shared, and the m e m o s and linkages
externally oriented, two-step strategy requires first folding
among them can be stored in the chronological order of their
the paper into four. U p o n doing this, one could either start
production, so that the production process itself can become a
making two-thirds, or re-interpret the just-completed
target for later scrutiny. W e have been developing and
Aree-fourtfas as already having three equal-size rectangles,
testing such systems, and the context to use them, in a
wdiich eliminates the physical necessity of second folding.
university setting to teach cognitive science to
Similarly, one could re-inteipret the two-thirds of the
undergraduates (Miyake, et al., 2000; 2001). Use of such
designated &ree-fourths as two-fourths of the original
systems inevitably changes the w a y w e teach and the students
square. Re-interpreting this as one-half often led our pairs to learn, requiring n e w methods to assess the effects and
realize that the problem was soluble by calculation.
providing us with a n e w resource for fiirther research on
SMMlfl
real-worid understanding.
I—•
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L e a r n i n g f r o m W o r k e d - O u t E x a m p l e s via Self-Explanations:
H o w it C a n ( n o t ) b e F o s t e r e d
Alexander RenkI (renkl@psvchologie.uni-freiburg.de)
Department of Psychology, Educational Psychology, University of Freiburg
Engelbcrgerstr. 41, D-79085 Freiburg, Germany
Learningfromworked-out examples is of major importance
for initial skill acquisition in well-structured domains such
as mathematics and physics. However, only those learners
w h o actively explain the rationale of the sohition stqjs
presented in the examples to themselves profit from this
learning method ("self-explanation effect", Chi, Bassok,
Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989). Unfortunately, most
learners are to be characterized as passive or superficial selfexplainers (Renkl, 1997a). From an educational perfective,
two main questions arise: (1) H o w can productive selfexplanations befostered?(2) W h e n should instruction m o v e
frx)m the self-explanation of worked-out steps to actually
solving problemsforheightened speed and skill accuracy?
Both of these questions were addressed in a series of
experiments.
Widi regard to fostaing self-explanations, four issues
were investigated: (a) Setting situational incentives: T h e
main idea was that if most leamers do not spontaneously
generate elaborated self-explanations, it might be helpful to
put them into the role of a hjtor for another learner. This
should motivate them to increase their explanation activities
(e.g., Renkl, 1997b). (b) Training and prompting: Selfexplanation activities can be induced by a training or b y
prompting self-explanations at worked-out steps (Renkl &
Atkinson, in press; Renkl, A., Stark, R., Gruber, H., &
Mandl, H., 1998). (c) Si^)port by instructional explanations:
A number of studies have shown that it is difficult to
provide effective instructional explanations during example
study. However, on the other hand, relying only on selfexplanations also has some restrictions (e.g., proneness to
errors). Therefore, a set of principles highlighting h o w to
eflFectively support example study by instructional
explanations was developed and empirically investigated
(Renkl, in press), (d) Structuring learning materials:
Learning materials (i.e., examples and problems) can be
designed in order to induce active and well-focused selfexplanations, for example, by giving the learner the
opportunity of problem-solving experiences before example
study (Stark, Gruber, Renkl & Mandl, 2000). The main
findings of a series of experiments on these issues can be
summarized as follows. The setting of situational incentives
has shown not to be very promising. T h e training and
prompting as well as designing learning materials can
substantially foster self-explanations and, thereby, learning
outcomes. In addition, well-designed instructional
explanations can further enhance learning.
For structuring the transition from example study in early
phases of skill acquisition to problem solving in a later
stage, w e developed a fading rationale by which problemsolving elements are successively integrated into example
study until the leamers are able to solve problems on their
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own. The effectiveness of fading has been shown in several
experiments (Renkl, Atkinson, Staley, & Maier, in press).
Presently, w e adapt the fading procedure to the learners'
prior knowledge level.
Based on the results of our experimental research
program, an instructional model of acquiring skills from
examples and problems is proposed. It is argued that
different learning goals are to be achieved in subsequent
stages of skill acquisition (e.g., understanding vs.
automation). Therefore, instruction should induce different
learning activities diuing the course of skill acquisition.
H o w these activities can be instructionally fostered can be
derived from our experimental findings.
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Categories are crucial for a large number of cognitive
activities, such as classification, inference, problem solving,
and explanation. They provide an important means for
allowing us to benefit from past experiences. Because of
this importance and involvement across a wide variety of
intelligent activities, category learning has long been a
central research topic in cognitive science, cognitive
psychology, and machine learning.
Most of the research on category learning has focused on
classification learning, how to assign items to categories.
Although classification is an important part of category
learning, it is clearly not the only part. In addition, this
near-exclusive focus may be limiting our understanding in
at least three ways. First, w e learn categories in many
different ways and how we go about learning categories is
likely to have a large influence on what w e learn. Thus, a
full understanding of category learning requires examining
multiple ways of category learning. Second, the focus on
classification has led to finding a strong influence of feature
diagnosticity, those features that distinguish the categories
being learned. Although diagnosticity is an important
influence on category representation, w e clearly know much
more about categories than what distinguishes them.
However, given that many items consist of a large number
of features and relations that might not be very diagnostic of
the category, how do w e determine what information to
include or not to include in a category representation?
Third, in many cases our knowledge of categories does not
rely solely on observable features and relations, but on
deeper underlying similarities of why the category members
go together. It is not clear how classification learning
promotes the learning of this type of category
understanding.
Recently, there has been a variety of research examining
the different ways people learn and use categories (for
reviews see Markman & Ross, 2002; Solomon, Medin, &
Lynch, 1999), which addresses these limitations of the focus
on classification. First, studies have investigated how
different ways of category learning might influence the
representation (e.g., Anderson, Ross, & Chin-Parker, 2002;
Yamauchi & Maricman, 1998, 2000). Second, work has
examined h o w nondiagnostic information relevant to other
uses of categories might be learned when the focus is not on
classification (Chin-Parker & Ross, 2002a, b; Ross, 1997,
1999). Third, research has begun to investigate the
imderstanding that derives from using categories in different
ways. Some of m y work has examined category learning
during problem solving with three different types of
tasks—decoding formulas applied to coded messages.
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mathematical equations, and letter-string transformations
(e.g., Ross, 1997, 1999; Ross & Warren, 2002). The results
suggest that not only can such learning lead to additional
(nondiagnostic) information in the category representation,
but it also allows the learning of abstract relations that may
help learners to understand the underlying coherence among
category members. For example, in the decoding task,
learners are able to classify later coded messages on the
number relations learned during decoding, even when the
relations are fairly abstract (such as the difference between
two numbers being less than zero).
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Episodic memory (Tulving, 1995) refers to our ability to
remember events and situations in our daily lives and
acquire memories of specific events by reading a newspaper
or watching a newscast. There is a broad consensus that the
hippocampal system (HS) consisting of the hippocampal
formation and neighboring cortical areas in the medial
temporal lobe plays a critical role in the encoding and
retrieval of episodic memories (Squire, 1992; Cohen &
Eichenbaum, 1995; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997). But h o w
the H S subserves this mnemonic function in concert with
cortical circuits is not fully understood.
Although a number of computational models have been
proposed to explain h o w the H S might support episodic
memory function, several key representational problems
have remained unsolved. In particular, most existing models
view an item in episodic memory as 2i feature vector or as a
conjunctive code that binds together the components of
memory, but as argued in (Shastri, 2002; 2001), such a view
is inadequate for encoding events and situations.

SMRTTI also offers biologically grounded explanations of
behavioralfindingsabout human memory such as the faneffect (Anderson, 1974) and the list-strength effect (Ratcliff,
Clark, & Shiffrin, 1990). It is significant that no attempt was
made to model these behavioralfindings;the explanations
for these phenomena arise directly fi-om the biologically
grounded architecture and structure of the model.
SMRTTI makes specific behavioral predictions about the
time required for retrieving memorized facts. For example,
it predicts that the time to retrieve a fact, wherein an entity
fills a given role, is affected primarily by the total number of
facts memorized in which the entity plays the same role, and
not by the total number of facts memorized about that
entity. Thus SMRITI suggests a modified form of the faneffect. SMRTTI also predicts that retrieval times of facts
pertaining to populated event schemas are qualitatively
differentfi-omthose of facts pertaining to unpopulated ones.
Here, an event schema is heavily (lightly) populated if many
(only a few) instances of the schema have been memorized.
This talk will present an overview of SMRTTI, and discuss
some of its key properties and predictions.

SMRTTI
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W h a t H a p p e n e d to the Imagery Debate?
Peter P. Slezak (p.slezak(a),unsw.edu.au)
Program in Cognitive Science, University of N e w South Wales
Sydney N S W 2052, A U S T R A L I A

leads to positing a representational format - sentences or
pictures - which is paradigmatically the sort of thing
requiring an external, intelligent observer - the notorious
homunculus.
Computer simulation of certain theories does
Zenon I*ylyshyn's (2002) recent return to the fray means
not
necessarily
prove pictorialism innocent of this charge.
that at least one thing may be said with certainty about the
As Rorty put it, there is no advance in replacing the little
imagery debate: Despite Kosslyn's (1994) claim to have
man in the head by a little machine in the head. A s
resolved the controversy, there has been no progress at all.
Worse still, if Pylyshyn's null hypothesis is right, w e don't Pylyshyn argues, resort to neuroscience is no help either.
Despite the jaundiced views of "philosophical" arguments
have a viable theory of imagery of any kind. The 'tacit
(as distinct from "strictly empirical science") expressed by
knowledge' rival to pictorialism, is not itself an alternative
some pictorialists, Pylyshyn's critique suggests there remain
theory but rather an indication of the direction in which an
for Wittgenstein's (1953) gibe "in psychology
grounds
adequate theory might be sought - that is, as a theory of
there
are
experimental
methods and conceptual confusion".
high-level belief or knowledge representation.
D 6 j i V u All O v e r A g a i n ?

Pylyshyn's central criticism of pictorial theories echoes
Descartes (1637), w h o insisted that it is enough that the
mind adequately represent the properties of the world and
does not have to share them. In the same vein, S. Edelman
(1998), recently says nobody thinks that a mental
representation of a cat isfiirry.Perhaps not, but it is telling
that such views must be repeatedly refuted throughout the
history of speculation about the mind.
For some reason the case for spatial properties has
seemed much more persuasive than the same point
regarding furriness. In view of their compellingness, such
mistakes evoke Kant's (1781) distinction between mere
errors and certain deeper, inherent cognitive illusions. Thus,
I disagree with Pylyshyn only regarding his optimism in
hoping that, by repeating his powerful arguments loudly
and slowly, he might succeed this time where he has failed
before. Sufficient grounds for m y skepticism is the fact that
the Imagery Debate is perhaps the most remarkable m o d e m
duplication of controversies concerning the nature of
'ideas' which have persisted not just for thirty years but
since the seventeenth century. In this recent re-enactment,
Pylyshyn has played Amauld (1683) against Kosslyn's
Malebranche (1712) See Slezak (1992, 1995, 2002).
O f course, Pylyshyn is not vindicated merely because he
was anticipated by Descartes and Amauld. The striking
historical parallels suggest that the fundamental problems at
stake do not arise in any essential way from the data of
m o d e m experiments and computational theories. Indeed,
just as w e would expect in this case, w e see a recurrence of
the same perplexities not only throughout history, but also
in more or less independent domains of cognitive science
today.
What these doctrines have in common is the mistake of
assuming that w e apprehend our mental states rather than
just have them. It is clear w h y such an implicit conception
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O n the Origins of Perceived Sameness in Shape
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Baci(ground
What defines sameness in shape? A precise defmition has
proved elusive despite considerable theoretical and
empirical efforts across several disciplines. However, a
theory of shape is crucial to explaining human object
recognition. The theoretical problem is that real instances of
real categories are rarely ever the exact same shape. For
example, rocking chairs, stuffed chairs, and desk chairs are
the "same shape" only under some highly abstract
description of shape. T h e present paper reports
developmental evidence suggesting that this abstract
description of object shape is a product of early category
learning. The experiments focus on the period between 18
and 24 months of age, a period in which children progress
from producing few object names (less than 100) to
producing m a n y (on average more than 200).

Experiment 1
There were two types of test stimuli: 3 dimensional lifelike
replicas and 3-dimensional shape caricatures of the same
things as illustrated in Figure 1. There were also two
dependent measures of object recognition: (1) Recognitory
play ~ a child would be credited with recognizing an object
as a phone if the child pretended to dial a number and/or
talk on the object and (2) N a m e comprehension ~ a child
was credited with recognition if the child could select the
target from among distractors given the name of the object.
The children were divided into two groups according to
noun vocabularies — those with less than 100 nouns in their
vocabulary and those with more than 100 nouns. Both
groups of children recognized the Lifelike objects -- both by
the play measure and the name comprehension measure.
However, only the children with larger vocabularies
recognized the Shape Caricatures. The fact that young
children with few names for c o m m o n do not recognize
shape caricatures despite their accuracy in recognizing
richly detailed instances of the same category indicates that
the abstract representation of shape is a developmental
product. The fact young children w h o are only slightly
more advanced in their category knowledge recognize these
shape caricatures suggests that early category learning plays
a role in forming the processes of shape recognition.
Experiment 2
O n e possibility is that children learn to recognize shape
caricatures, category by category. Alternatively, the
developmental changes m a y be more general, changing h o w

children perceive shape similarities for novel as well as
k n o w n objects. This question was addressed in a second
experiment. Children were introduced to a lifelike but (for
young children) novel object, for example, an artichoke. The
children were taught the object's name. O n the critical test
trial, three shape caricatures were presented to the child, one
of which was a shape caricature of the originally named
exemplar. The child was asked to indicate the named
object, for example, "Where's the artichoke here?" If
children must master the relevant shape properties category
by category, then this task should be very hard because the
caricatured artichoke only preserves some aspects of the
original shape. If, however, children, are developing
general perceptual skills that apply to novel shapes, then
children w h o recognize the caricatures of familiar objects
might also recognize the caricatures of novel ones. T h e
results support this second possibility. Children with more
than 100 object names in their productive vocabulary
readily recognized the caricature of the newly learned noun.
Children with fewer than 100 object names did not. These
results strongly suggest that children are learning something
general about the shape similarities relevant to object
recognition and categorization.

Conclusion
The fmdings indicate that a complete theory of shape and
object recognition will be a developmental theory. T h e
relation of these results to contemporary theories of object
recognition will be discussed.

Figure 1: A Lifelike and Caricature phone.
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The early emergence and development of argumentation
skill are the topics of this presentation. W e argue that the
mental schemas used to understand interactive arguments
are influenced by the desire to maintain, dominate, or
dissolve a relationship as m u c h as they arc by the desire to
persuade and understand another person s position. Goals
about personal relationships influence reasoning, thinking,
and decision-making throughout arguments and negotiation.
W h a t {^pears to be illogical reasoning or irrational behavior
is often quite rational and coherent, when the personal goals
of the arguers are revealed. Personal goals also influence the
outcomes of a negotiation and m e m o r y for what is said
during the verbal interchange.
Data from three developmental studies will be presented
to illustrate the relationship between personal-social goals
and the content, organization, outcome and m e m o r y for an
argument. W e present different types of empirical evidence
in support of our hypothesis, and w e compare our early
emergence hypothesis to the claim that argumentative skill
emerges late in childhood and early adolescence. In support
of our "early emergence" hypothesis, w e focus on situations
that are personally meaningful to young children and those
that impact directly on their goals, beliefs, and well-being.
W e show that even the youngest children entering into an
argximent are able to generate and think about positive and
negative reasons for pursuing different courses of action or
for holding specific sets of beliefs.
W e show, however, that argumentative thinking has an
inherent bias that can be seen in adults' thinking as well as
in young children's thinking. Arguers generally have more
supporting knowledge for their o w n position than they do
for their opponent's position. They also have more
knowledge about the problematic as[)ects of their opponent's
position than they do about their o w n position. Thus, they
support a particular stance because they perceive more
benefits accruing from Aeir o w n position versus another.
W e discuss the learning strategies that ameliorate this
bias, both in social and in academic settings. W e argue that
current instructional strategies are often aimed at the wrong
level of knowledge acquisition, in terms of teaching students
h o w to write good arguments. The rhetorical concept of
argument is often insensitive to the ways in which argument
knowledge is stored psychologically. Most arguers, even
adults, lack accurate knowledge about another's position.
The focus for us, in terms of instruction and learning, has
more to do with values, concerns, and beliefs underlying a
position, the necessity to put each position on an equal
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footing, and the willingness to consider the legitimacy of
different goals.
Therefore, w e discuss the cognitive and emotional effects
of a mediated conflict resolution training procedure. Our
mediated instruction focuses on explanations for holding
positions, plans for generating n e w goals, and strategies for
adding conditions to favored goals to m a k e them acceptable
to an opponent. T h e effect of participating in meditated
training is an increased understanding and accuracy of the
opponent s position. B y increasing understanding for the
other s position, the participant incorporates input from the
other, thereby increasing the n e w words and concepts that
occur in thinking and reasoning. The cognitive and language
effects of mediation will be discussed and contrasted with
the effects of self imposed compromises and negotiations
that do not entail compromise.
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Diagrams Provide Dynamic Interactivity
By diagrams, we mean diagrammatic representations people
use externally to their mind. They include pictures, sketches,
charts, graphs and scribbles on napkins. Past literature (e.g.
Anderson, Meyer and Olivier Eds, 2002) indicated that
diagrams play facilitatory roles in inference and problemsolving; they reduce working memory load, serve as
retrieval cues to evoke relevant information that might not
otherwise be retrieved, promote inference by enabling
perceptual judgements, and/or provide visuo-spatial cues for
proper understanding of the structure of a problem. To serve
these functions, the interpretation of the diagram needs to be
static; it must stay the same in order not to introduce error in
the operations poformed from the diagram.
However, what diagrams could provide is not limited to
such static interactivity. Rather, people using diagrams are
encouraged to interpret them dynamically; the same
appearance of parts of a diagram, especially when the
diagram is vague and ambiguous, could evoke different
interpretations at different times, dependent on what other
elements surround the parts in focus at the moment or what
the person has been thinking of. The situated cognition view
(e.g. Clancey, 1997) corroborates this phenomenon.
Dynamic interactivity of this sort afforded by diagrams is
beneficial because it often enables dynamic construction of
new thoughts on the fly in a situated manner.
A typical situation is design. Designers draw freehand
sketches, often vague and ambiguous ones, and thereby see
new features and relations among elements that they have
drawn, ones not intended in the original sketch (Schon,
1983). These unintended discoveries promote the dynamic
construction of new ideas and refine current ones. In recent
years, we have explored ways that designers use sketches to
dynamically construct design thoughts. Using the technique
of protocol analysis, we examined the cognitive processes of
experienced designers as they design through sketching.
These protocols showed that the discovery of unintended
perceptual features in sketches becomes a significant
impetus for the generation of new ideas. Moreover, the
generation of new ideas, in turn, was likely to become an
impetus for further discovery of unintended perceptual
features, so that each component process drives the other
(Suwa, Gero and Purcell, 2000).
Constructive Perception to Benefit from
D y n a m i c Interactivity
Dynamic interactivity, however, is by no means automatic
when a diagram is available. To make it happen in using
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diagrams requires some cognitive skill, i.e. what w e call
constructive perception. By constructive perception, w e
mean self-awareness of the ways that perception underlies
interpretations of diagrams. The self-awareness allows
searching for other ways to perceive, enabling
reorganization of the diagram to promote novel
interpretations. W e have found that this skill is useful in two
different domains (Suwa, Tversky, Gero and Purcell, 2001).
One is the design domain. During a conceptual design
process, an experienced architect was likely to make
unintended discoveries when he reorganized perception
using this skill voluntarily. The other is in the task of
multiple interpretations of ambiguous drawings. Novices
instructed about this skill generated more interpretations
from a single ambiguous drawing, and exhibited slower rate
of decline of generation of interpretations over time, than
those not instructed. Moreover, w e have found that
experienced designers are superior to laypeople in this skill
(Suwa and Tversky, 2001). These fmdings raise two issues,
one cognitive and the other didactic. What constitutes the
expertise of constructive perception? H o w can people be
trained to use it? Research on these will promote successful
use of diagrams in people's intellectual activities, e.g. in
learning environments.
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In the set of programs called K E W P (Knowledge and
Emotion Workbench Programs), w e have been formalizing
As a natural expansion from the tradition of natural people's emotional experiences evoked by stories and other
language processing research, this paper presents our
multimedia objects, which include content oriented
emotions and aesthetic emotions.
approach toward the poetic and artistic aspects of the human
cognitive system. Our mental processes wouldn't stop when
they understand the meaning of text. W e always evaluate
Aesthetic emotions in literary experiences
and appreciate them. Sometimes w e contemplate, mediate
Aesthetic emotions evoked by the quality of objects, such
and are moved. Cognitive science needs to invent
as linguistic expressions and other artistic forms, are
vocabularies to describe these aspects of mental processes.
important class of emotions yet to be investigated fully.
W e assume that the interesting natures of literary texts are
Our treatment of aesthetic emotions described here is based
projecting following important problems:
on the cognitive theories of emotion (e.g. Frijda, 1986). W e
(a) Successful literary texts attract readers, give motivations
identify a cognitive appraisal component and an action
to read through, evoke subjective emotional experiences of
readiness component for various aesthetic experiences and
"moved", (emotion problem)
propose computational mechanisms to implement those
(b) M a n y literary texts deal with fictitious contents.
components in the K E W P model.
Transfer of factual knowledge m a y not be a major task of
Cognitive factors each component can deal with are:
those texts, (knowledge problem)
(a) Cognitive appraisal component - completeness, novelty,
(c) Successful literary texts receive high evaluations as
memory, ability recognition, competence, assimilation.
artistic artifacts.
Society of intelligent agents has
(b) Action readiness component ~ possession, re-experience,
mechanism to support such social activities, (art problem)
creation, evangelic.
Based on psychological evidences, w e have proposed an
W e also discuss the implication of the model as a
emotion oriented namral language processing model,
competence-based neural architecture of the brain
particularly, a wish generation mechanism and an aesthetic
(Tokosumi et al., in press).
emotion evocation mechanism (Tokosumi, 2001, Yoshimine
and Tokosumi, 2001). The present paper is an attempt to
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D i a g r a m s : A Cognitive Tool

D i a g r a m s for Creativity

Diagrams, such as maps, charts, graphs, and widely
used as cognitive tools to promote m e m o r y and
information processing, serving a variety of situated
roles. They offload limited capacity working memory;
they promote the use of space in inference and
reasoning, they provide c o m m o n ground for
collaborative design (e. g., Kirsch, 1995; Larkin &.
Simon, 1987; Tversky, 2001).

Diagrams can also function to aid inference and
promote creativity. Here, the goal is to c o m e up with
n e w ideas, ideas not anticipated by the designer of the
diagram. This will be described by S u w a (2002; S u w a
& Tversky, 2001) in a project on diagrams generated
and used in design.

In both cases, diagrams are inevitably replete with
ambiguity. In the former, context disambiguates,
One reason for the effectiveness of diagrams is that instilling clarity and avoiding confusion. In the latter,
they m a p real or conceptual elements and relations to
ambiguity is a resource for creativity.
graphic elements and spatial relations in diagrammatic
space. Diagrams have a rudimentary semantics and
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practiced problems), w e suggest that in most cases, problem
representations are constructed at the m o m e n t of solving,
When attempting to solve a problem, individuals may activatebased on both perceivable features of the problem and on
multiple potential representations for that problem. Further,
knowledge retrieved from m e m o r y about problem content or
different representations may be activated more or less
about particular problem-solving strategies (McNeil &
strongly. This study investigated how strength of problem
Alibali, 2000). W e further suggest that the knowledge
representations is related to patterns of strategy use and
activated in constructing a problem representation m a y be
strategy discovery. W e hypothesized that the more strongly a
more or less strongly activated, and thus, aspects of the
particular representation is cued, the more likely participants
representation m a y be graded rather than all-or-none (see
should be to use a strategy that corresponds with that
Munakata, McClelland, Johnson, & Siegler, 1997, for
representation. Further, for individuals who do not initially
discussion).
have a corresponding strategy in their repertoires, the more
There is some support in the literature for the notion that
strongly a particular representation is cued, the more likely
problem representations m a y be graded. Kaplan and Simon
participants should be to discover a strategy that corresponds
(1990) studied this issue in the context of the mutilated
with that representation. These hypotheses were investigated
checkerboard problem. In this problem, the squares from
among adults solving word problems about constant change.
two diagonally opposite comers of a checkerboard are
The problems could be represented in terms of discrete
removed, and the solver's task is to cover the remainder of
change or continuous change. W e varied two types of cues to
the checkerboard with dominoes, each of which covers
discrete and continuous problem representations: linguistic
exactly two squares, or to prove that such a covering is
cues and graphical cues. Both linguistic and graphical cues
impossible. Because the two diagonally opposite comers of
influenced strategy use, and the effects of the two cue types
a checkerboard are the same color (both black or both
were additive. A m o n g participants w h o did not use a
white), the covering task is indeed impossible; however, this
continuous strategy at the outset of the study, discovery of a
fact is notoriously difficult for solvers to discover. In their
continuous strategy was relatively rare, and only participants
experiment, Kaplan and S i m o n varied the strength of
who received a continuous graph tended to discover a
various cues to the "paired-ness," or parity, of the squares.
continuous strategy. The fmdings suggest that it may be
Solvers were quicker to discover that the covering w a s
fruitful to consider problem representations as graded and
impossible w h e n adjacent squares were labeled "bread" and
variable rather than all-or-none.
"butter" than when the squares were not labeled, or w h e n
Introduction
they were labeled with terms that did not form a strongly
One step in the process of solving a problem is forming a
associated pair ("black" and "pink"). T h e bread-and-butter
mental representation of important features of that problem.
cue to parity facilitated a stronger representation of this
Problem representations have been invoked to explain m a n y
crucial problem feature, and this led to faster discovery of
aspects of people's problem-solving behavior, including
the problem solution.
success, solution times, strategies, and errors (e.g.,
T h e purpose of the present study w a s to investigate
Kotovsky, Hayes, & Simon, 1985; Lovett & Schunn, 1998).
whether variations in the strength o f problem
In the present study, w e investigate links between problem
representations can account for variations across solvers in
representations and patterns of strategy use and strategy
patterns of strategy use. Several past studies have
discovery.
investigated the links between problem representation and
Problem representations are sometimes conceptualized as
strategy use (e.g., Alibali, Bassok, Solomon, Syc, & Goldinintegrated wholes, such that a particular representation is
M e a d o w , 1999; Morales, Shute, & Pellegrino, 1985;
retrieved in its entirety from m e m o r y , and applied to the
Siegler, 1976). However, to date, little research has
problem at hand (e.g., Larkin, 1983). Although this
examined h o w the strength of representations relates to
characterization m a y apply in some cases (e.g., for wellpatterns of strategy use. W e hypothesized that the m o r e
Abstract
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strongly a particular representation is activated, the more
likely participants would be to use a strategy that
corresponds with that representation. Further, for
individuals w h o do not initially have a corresponding
strategy in their repertoires, the more strongly a particular
representation is activated, the more likely participants
would be to discover a strategy that corresponds with that
representation.
W e also wished to examine the effects on strategy use of
having multiple, incompatible representations that are
simultaneously active. W e hypothesize that the operative
factor in determining which representation guides solution is
the relative strength of a particular problem representation.
Therefore, when multiple, potentially incompatible problem
representations are simultaneously active, participants'
performance should be more variable than when a single
problem representation is active.
This study investigated these hypotheses among adults
solving word problems about constant change (Bassok &
Olseth, 1995). The problems could be represented in terms
of either discrete, stepwise change or smooth, continuous
change. The experiment varied two types of cues to discrete
and continuous problem representations: linguistic cues and
graphical cues. The linguistic cues were drawn from
previous research on people's verbal descriptions of constant
change problems (Alibali et al., 1999). The graphical cues
were chosen based on previous research about graph
comprehension (Zacks & Tversky, 1999), which indicated
that line graphs cue representations of continuous changes
in values, whereas bar graphs cue representations of discrete
changes in values.
In some conditions in the present experiment, the
linguistic and graphical cues converged on a single
representation. In other conditions, linguistic cues alone
were provided. In still other conditions, the linguistic cue
pointed toward one representation and the graphical cue
pointed toward the other representation. If stronger
representations lead to morefrequentuse of a corresponding
strategy, participants should use that strategy most often in
the corresponding cues case, and least often in the
conflicting cues case. The single-cue case should fall
somewhere in the middle.

problems in the order presented and not to return to earlier
problems after solving later ones. They were also asked to
show all of their work and to circle their final solution for
each problem. Students were not permitted to use
calculators.
Materials
Students received a packet of 10 words problems about
constant change, based on those used in prior studies (e.g.,
Alibali et al., 1999; Bassok & Olseth, 1995). The first 8
problems in each packet focused on quantities that changed
continuously (e.g., rain falling, a tree growing), and these
problems were the site of the manipulation. As seen in Table
1, the wording of the problems was varied to cue either a
discrete representation or a continuous representation. Cues
to the discrete representation included amount-like units for
the initial and final quantities (e.g., 5 millimeters), mention
of individual units of time (e.g., the 12 weeks), and explicit
reference to the constant. Cues to the continuous
representation included rate-like units for the initial and
final quantities (e.g., 5 millimeters per week), mention of
the entire period of time (e.g., the 12-week period), and
explicit reference to rate.
In addition, as seen in Figure 1, the problems were
accompanied either by bar graphs, by line graphs, or by no
graphs at all. Thus, the study utilized a 2 (verbal cues:
discrete or continuous) x 3 (graphs: discrete [bar],
continuous [line], or none) between-subjects design. The
final two problems were transfer problems that were the
same across all conditions, and they utilized discrete content
(e.g., plants per row in a garden), discrete wording, and no
graph. Participants' performance on the transfer problems is
not addressed in this paper.
Table 1: Sample Problems
Discrete Wording
A sapling grows for 12 weeks. The number of
millimeters it grows in each successive week
increases by a constant from the number in the
previous week. In thefirstweek the sapling grows
5 millimeters and in the twelfth week it grows 137
millimeters. H o w m a n y millimeters does the
sapling grow in total over the 12 weeks?

Method
Participants
Participants were 158 Introductory Psychology students at
the University of Wisconsin—Madison. The sample included
58 males, 90 females, and 10 participants w h o did not
disclose their gender. Most participants were either
freshmen (58%) or sophomores (23%), and all had taken at
least one semester of college-level mathematics. Students
received extra credit points for Introductory Psychology in
exchange for their participation.

Continuous Wording
A sapling grows for a period of 12 weeks. The rate
at which it grows increases steadily over the
period, from 5 millimeters per week at the
beginning of thefirstweek to 137 millimeters per
week at the end of the twelfth week. H o w many
millimeters does the sapling grow in total over the
12-week period?

Procedure

Coding

Students were tested in a small classroom in groups of 15 to
25. They were given up to 45 minutes to complete a set of
10 story problems. They were instructed to work the

Each problem was initially scored as correct, incorrect, or
no response. Next, the strategy that each participant used to
solve each problem was coded, and all strategies were
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classified as either discrete, continuous, or other
(unclassifiable). Coding definitions are presented in Table 2.
Most strategies in the "other" category were conceptually
flawed attempts to solve the problems (e.g., adding or
multiplying the initial and final values, or multiplying the
initial value by the number of intervals and then adding the
final value).

Results
Our analysis focuses on the effects of cues to discrete and
continuous representations on participants' overall level of
performance, their strategy use, and their strategy discovery.
The analyses reported here focus on the first eight problems,
where the experimental manipulation occurred.

140

Problem solutions

120-

W e first examined whether variations in problem wording
and graphs influenced whether participants solved the
problems correctly. The interaction of wording and graphs
was not significant, but there were main effects of both
factors. A s seen in Figure 2, participants w h o received
problems with discrete wording were more successful than
participants w h o received problems with continuous
wording, F(l, 152) = 7.22, p < .01, despite the fact that all
of the problems involved quantities that changed in a
continuous fashion. Graphs also influenced success, F(2,
152) = 3.61, p < .05. Participants w h o received problems
with continuous graphs performed most poorly, and
participants w h o received discrete graphs and no graphs
performed similarly well. Post hoc tests indicated that the
discrete-graph and no-graph groups each differed
significantly from the continuous-graph group, but they did
not differ from one another.
W h y were continuous wording and continuous graphs
associated with poorer performance? Before addressing this
question, w efirstconsider patterns of strategy use.

100-
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Figure 2: Proportion of problems solved correctly by
participants in each group.
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Figure 1: Sample bar and line graph.
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Data fi-om a subsample of 30 participants were rescored
by a second coder to establish reliability. Agreement
between the coders was 9 7 % { N = 282 problems).
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Table 2: Strategy Codes
Strategy
Definition
Discrete Strategies
Sum
Participantfindsthe constant increase.
calculates the value for each interval, and
adds these values
Gauss
Participant adds values for initial and
final intervals and multiplies this sum by
half of the number of intervals
Continuous Strategies
Average
Participantfindsaverage value per
interval and multiplies by number of
intervals
Calculus Participant sets up equation and integrates
Area
Participant calculates area using
geometric methods (e.g., adds areas of
rectangle and triangle)

0.8-

n No Graph
I Discrete Graph

0.60.40.2-

Continuous

Discrete

Wording
Strategy use
Participants used discrete strategies m u c h more often than
continuous strategies in the dataset as a whole ( 6 3 % vs. 1 6 %
of trials). Because of this, w e used frequency of discrete
strategy use rather than frequency of continuous strategy use
as the dependent measure in our analysis of strategy use, to
avoid possible floor effects in some of the cells of the
design.
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Once again, the interaction of wording and graphs was not
significant, but there were main effects of both factors. A s
seen in Figure 3, participants w h o received discrete wording
used discrete strategies more frequently than participants
w h o received continuous wording, F(l, 152) - 6.97,/> < .01.
Graphs also influenced whether participants used discrete
strategics, F(l, 152) = 15.10, p < .001. Participants w h o
received continuous graphs used discrete strategies least
often, and participants w h o received discrete graphs and no
graphs used discrete strategies m u c h more often. Post hoc
tests indicated that the discrete-graph and no-graph groups
both differed significantly from the continuous-graph group,
but they did not differ from one another. Thus, both types of
cues influenced participants' strategy use, and the effects of
wording and gr^hs appear to be additive.

and discrete graphs, or discrete wording and no graphs.
Strategies in this category were often conceptually flawed
attempts to solve the problems, suggesting that participants
w h o received continuous wording or graphs were often at a
loss as to h o w to solve the problems. They m a y have
attempted various strategies in an effort to generate or
discover a strategy compatible with the continuous problem
representation.
Based on the data in Table 3, w e next examined whether
participants w h o received converging cues to a single
representation used the corresponding strategies more often
than participants w h o received only a single cue.
Participants w h o received converging cues to continuous
representations (i.e., wording and graphs) were indeed more
likely to use continuous strategies than participants w h o
received only a single cue (i.e., wording only), F(l, 152) =
9.38, p < .01. For discrete representations, there was no
significant difference in discrete strategy use between
participants w h o received converging cues to a discrete
representation and participants w h o received only a single
cue (indeed, the direction of the effect is opposite that
predicted). This lack of difference suggests that the discrete
representation was readily accessible even in the absence of
the discrete graph.

^ Continuous Graph
Q No Graph
6 -I ^
T DIacrat* Graph

Table 3: Mean Number of Strategies of Each Type
Used by Participants in Each Group

Continuous

Wording
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete
Contin.
Contin.
Contin.

Discrete

Wording
Figure 3: Number of problems solved using discrete
strategies by participants in each group.

Graph
Discrete
Contin.
None
Discrete
Contin.
None

Strategy Category
Contin.
Other
Discrete
0.74
1.15
6.07
2.00
1.46
3.96
0.00
0.76
7.16
0.59
1.78
5.59
2.15
3.11
2.70
0.92
5.46
1.54

W e also compared the strategy use of participants w h o
received converging cues to a single representation and
participants w h o received cues to both representations.
Participants w h o received converging cues to discrete
representations used discrete strategies more often than
participants w h o received discrete wording and continuous
graphs, F(l, 152) = 5.46, p = .02, but they did not differ
significantly from participants w h o received continuous
wording and discrete graphs. Participants w h o received
converging cues to continuous representations used
continuous strategies more often than participants w h o
received continuous wording and discrete graphs, F(l, 152)
= 12.62, p < .001, but they did not differ from participants
w h o received discrete wording and continuous graphs,
although the effect was in the predicted direction, F(l, 152)
= 2.18. This pattern of findings suggests that, for problems
like those used in the present study, graphs m a y be more
effective than wording as a cue to problem representations.

We now return to the question of why continuous
wording and continuous graphs were associated with poorer
problem-solving success in the initial analysis. The strategy
analysis indicates that participants w h o received continuous
wording or continuous graphs were less likely to use
discrete strategies. Perhaps participants also applied discrete
strategies more successfully than continuous ones, and this
accounts for the performance differences seen in Figure 2.
However, the success rates for discrete and continuous
strategies did not differ. Participants succeeded on 5 0 % of
trials on which they used discrete strategies {N = 1012), and
5 2 % of trials on which they used continuous strategies { N =
238).
T o shed additional light on the performance differences,
w e examined the number of trials (out of 8) on which
participants used discrete strategies, continuous strategies,
or other, unclassifiable strategies, which were typically
incorrect. These data are presented in Table 3. A s seen in
the table, participants w h o received continuous wording or
continuous graphs used more strategies in the "Other"
category than participants w h o received discrete wording
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Focused contrasts indicated that participants w h o received
converging cues were more likely to use a target strategy
than were participants w h o received a verbal cue to the
target representation but a graphical cue to the alternative
representation. For the continuous representation,
participants w h o received converging cues were also more
likely to use corresponding (continuous) strategies than
participants w h o received the wording cue alone (i.e., with
no accompanying graph). H o w e v e r , for the discrete
representation, participants w h o received converging cues
and participants w h o received wording cues alone used
corresponding (discrete) strategies about equally often.
Although discovery of a continuous strategy w a s rare in
the sample as a whole, graphical cues appeared to be
especially important for strategy discovery. Continuous
strategies were discovered most often in the group that
received converging cues to a continuous representation,
and second most often in the group that received discrete
wording with a continuous graph. These findings underscore
the importance of graphical representations in helping
individuals construct mental models of problem situations.
Our findings are compatible with Kalchman, M o s s and
Case's (2001) claim that line graphs are especially important
in the development of understanding of mathematical
functions.
Several aspects of the results converge to suggest that the
"default" representation for constant change problems is one
of discrete rather than continuous change. First, the large
majority of problems were solved using discrete strategies.
Second, participants w h o received bar graphs performed
similarly to participants w h o received no graphs at all. This
suggests that participants did not need the aid of the bar
graphs in order to construct discrete mental models of the
problem situations. They appeared to construct discrete
representations spontaneously, even in the absence of the
bar graphs. In contrast, participants w h o received line
graphs performed quite differently from participants w h o
received no graphs. The line graphs appeared to help
participants construct continuous mental models of the
problem situations, as the strategy discovery data suggest.
W h y might discrete representations be more readily
available to participants than continuous ones? O n e
possibility has to do with the nature of the mathematical
relations that are involved in working with the
representations. Strategies compatible with discrete
representations tend to rely on additive relations (e.g.,
summing the values for each increment), whereas strategies
compatible with continuous representations tend to rely on
multiplicative relations (e.g., multiplying the average value
times the number of increments). Because additive relations
are simpler and more fundamental than multiplicative ones,
they m a y be noticed first. This hypothesis implies that
individuals with strong mathematics skills should be
especially likely to use continuous strategies a possibility
w e intend to examine in ftiture work.
Even participants w h o received both linguistic and
graphical cues to a continuous representation used
continuous strategies relatively infrequently. T h e high
incidence of unclassifiable strategies a m o n g participants
w h o received continuous cues suggests that m a n y

Strategy discovery
W e next turn to the issue of strategy discovery. A s noted
above, continuous strategies were used relatively
infrequently in the dataset as a whole. However, some
participants w h o did not use continuous strategies at the
outset of the session appeared to "discover" continuous
strategies in the course of solving the eight problems. Note
that w e do not m e a n to imply that these participants
invented continuous strategies "from scratch." Instead, w e
believe that participants realized that they could apply
familiar techniques such as averaging or calculating area as
a method for solving the constant change problems. In this
sense, they "discovered" continuous strategies.
W a s discovery of a continuous strategy facilitated by cues
to a continuous representation? T o address this question, w e
eliminated all participants w h o used a continuous strategy
on the very first problem { N = 19), because those
participants m a y have already had the continuous strategy in
their repertoire before the session began, instead of
discovering it during the session. W e then examined the
proportion of remaining participants in each group w h o used
a continuous strategy on at least one of the remaining seven
problems.
A s seen in Table 4, the only groups in which a substantial
proportion of participants discovered the continuous
strategy were those that received continuous graphs. Thus,
graphs were an important cue in fostering the discovery of a
continuous strategy. It is also worth noting that the
continuous strategy was discovered most often in the group
that received converging cues to a continuous strategy, and
indeed, was never discovered in the group that received only
a single cue (wording) to a continuous strategy. Similarly,
the continuous strategy was never discovered a m o n g the
group that received continuous wording with a discrete
graph. However, 1 8 % of participants w h o received discrete
wording with a continuous graph discovered the continuous
strategy. O n the whole, the data are compatible with the
view that a stronger representation is more likely to lead to
strategy discovery.
Table 4: Percent of Participants in Each Group
W h o Discovered a Continuous Strategy
Wording

Graph

Discrete
Discrete
Discrete
Contin.
Contin.
Contin.

Discrete
Contin.
None
Discrete
Contin.
None

% w h o Discovered
Continuous Strategy
8
18
0
0
26
0

Discussion
In this study, both linguistic and graphical cues to problem
representations influenced participants' strategy choices and
strategy discovery. The overall analysis indicated main
effects of both cue types on success and strategy use.
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participants were unable to generate a strategy compatible
with the continuous representation. It is possible that some
of these unclassifiable strategies were generated based on
hybrid representations that combined both discrete and
continuous elements. If the "default" representation for
constant change problems is discrete, as w e argued above,
then cues to a continuous representation m a y create a
situation in which multiple, incompatible representations are
simultaneously active. Indeed, many of the unclassifiable
strategies included both additive components, reminiscent of
discrete strategies, and multiplicative components,
reminiscent of continuous strategies. A more detailed
analysis of these unclassifiable strategies may shed light on
processes of strategy construction.
It also seems worth noting that a small number of
participants altered the presented graphs. O n problems with
line graphs, some participants drew lines down to the x-axis
to "discretize" the graph, and on problems with bar graphs,
some participants drew a line across the tops of the bars to
"linearize" the graph. In this regard, it is interesting to note
that participants w h o received discrete wording and a
discrete graph were slightly more likely to use continuous
strategies than participants who received discrete wording
and no graph. It is possible that even a bar graph can
sometimes cue a continuous representation, because the
linear relationship between the variables is an emergent
feature of the bar graph.
In sum, the presentfindingsadd to the body of literature
elucidating the links between problem representation,
strategy use, and strategy discovery. For constant change
problems, graphical representations, and in particular, line
graphs, were important cues to strategy use and strategy
discovery. However, many participants in this study failed
to discover a continuous strategy. Thefindingssuggest that
people often activate multiple representations for individual
problems, and if these representations are incompatible,
people m a y have difficulty generating an effective strategy
for solving the problems. More generally, the present
findings suggest that, to understand patterns of strategy
change and strategy discovery, it is fruitfiil to conceptualize
problem representations as graded and variable rather than
all-or-none.
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Abstract
An old but important debate about human memory concerns
whether decay (indexed by time) or interference (indexed by
amount of distracting information) is the cause of forgetting.
W e argue, based on a simple functional analysis, that this is a
false dichotomy. Both processes must be at work, in that
distracting information must decay to allow the cognitive
system to have any hope of retrieving target information
amidst the unavoidable clutter of a well-stocked memory.
This analysis predicts that subtle decay effects should be
pervasive, even in data produced by interference theorists to
show that decay was impossible. A re-analysis of dau from
Waugh and Norman (1965) does indeed reveal decay effects
that were dismissed by the authors as inconsequential and
have been ignored by most investigators since. W e fit a
formal model integrating decay and interference to the
Waugh and Norman data, and to the decay data of Peterson
and Peterson (1959) to show that one model provides an
improved account of two ostensibly divergent data sets.
Introduction

decay (e.g., Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Hintzman, 1988;
Murdock, 1992), and cognitive textbooks often present
decay theory as a historical footnote rather than as an active
hypothesis (e.g., Ashcraft, 2002; Galotti, 1999; Reed, 2000.)
But decay is far from a footnote. Since the original studies
of Brown (1958) and Peterson and Peterson (1959), various
approaches have been taken to try to isolate decay from
interference (Reitman, 1974; Baddeley & Scott, 1971;
Turvey, Brick, & Osborne, 1970). Interference theorisU
themselves discovered that retention interval moderates
proactive interference (e.g., Loess & W a u g h , 1967). Decay
is represented in select m e m o r y theories (Anderson &
Lcbiere, 1998; Richman, Staszewski, & Simon, 1995) and
interpretations of the literature (Anderson, 2000; Baddeley,
1990; Wickelgren, 1977). Finally, it is increasingly clear
that McGeoch's polemic (quoted above) misses the mark,
given converging evidence that decay has neural correlates.
For example, Fuster (1995, p. 247) observes thatfiringrates
of particular pyramidal cells in the monkey show decay
"reminiscent of the well-known decay of human short-term
memory." A n d decay in the form of "leak currents" is an
integral part of neural network simulation of the
hippocampus (O'Reilly & Munakata, 2000).
The current study aims to bolster the case for a general
and functional decay process and, more specifically, to
show that evidence for decay exists behind "enemy lines,"
in the very data that purportedly showed that decay w a s
impossible. The paper is organized as follows. W e begin
with a functional analysis that argues that decay (or some
similar, non-interference forgetting process) must function
in memory if memory is to function at all. W e then develop
predictions of this analysis for a classic study in the
literature on interference, the W a u g h and N o r m a n (1965)
probe digit experiment. A re-analysis of the data from that
experiment supports the prediction of subtle decay effects.
T o make the prediction quantitative, w efitthe data with a
model based on a m e m o r y theory that offers the building
blocks to integrate decay and interference. Finally, w e turn
to the original Peterson and Peterson (1959) data set on
decay, andfitthe same model to it. The goal is to show that
one model, with decay and interference represented as
functionally interacting processes, parsimoniously accounts
for two ostensibly divergent data sets.

"Decay must be one of the most discredited theories in
psychology, amongst many distinguished competitors."
— M e m o r y researcher Robert Bjork, Michigan State
University, Sept. 27,2(X)0.
How is information lost from human memory? Of the many
potential metaphors, the two main competitors have
historically been decay (a process indexed by time) and
interference (a process indexed by the amount of distracting
information "cluttering up" the mental desktop).
O f these two metaphors, decay has been the less popular,
as the quotation above suggests. M e m o r y researchers have
often simply not wanted to credit the idea that m e m o r y
could deteriorate by a time-indexed biological process (e.g.,
Keppel & Underwood, 1962; M c G e o c h & Irion, 1952;
Postman, 1971; W a u g h & Norman, 1965). Evidence often
cited against decay includes the slowdown of forgetting
during sleep (e.g., Ekstrand, 1972), though to interpret this
slowdown as evidence against decay one must assume that
the decay rate is the same during sleep as during
wakefulness. Given the controversial nature of what little
w e do understand about brain activity during sleep, it seems
equally likely that the decay rate is different in different
states of consciousness. Another argument against decay is
based on the observation that time by itself cannot be causal.
As famously put by M c G e o g h , "In time, iron m a y rust and
m e n grow old, but the rusting and the aging are understood
in terms of the chemical and other events which occur in
time, not in terms of time itself (McGeogh & Irion, 1952,
p. 402). Today, many important m e m o r y theories exclude

A Functional Perspective on Decay
The functional argument for decay is perhaps best illustrated
with an example. A s one drives an automobile through
various speed zones, it is important to mentally register each
change in the speed limit and update m e m o r y accordingly.
However, if each change in the speed limit contributed
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Figure 1. Left: Data from W a u g h and Norman (1965), Exp. 1. Error bars are within-participants confidence intervals
(Loftus & Masson, 1994) for the serial position x presentation rate interaction. Right: Fit of the functional decay model.
monotonically to interference in memory for speed limits, it
would quickly become impossible to remember the current
speed limit, whatever it might be. Although interference is
clearly a potent source of forgetting, even at long delays
(Keppcl, Postman, & Zavortink, 1968), there must be some
mitigating process if memory is to support our everyday
needs (ci.,Luria, 1968).
Interference theorists themselves have been forced to
acknowledge this functional need, and the literature
consequently has known decay by other names. One
example of decay being reinvented is the norion of
forgetting through "stimulus fluctuation" (Estes, 1955;
Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Landauer, 1975). The hypothesis
is that changes in the environment gradually reduce the set
of cues available to activate distracting information.
However, this gradual environmental change in h o w
distractors are cued is typically only specified at an abstract
level, in terms that are functionally equivalent to a simple
time-indexed process. A second example is the mystical
sounding "spontaneous recovery" of previously
extinguished distractors. Inherited from the behaviorists,
this construct was applied by early interference theorists to
explain, among other findings, the effect of retention
interval in the Brown-Peterson paradigm (Keppel &
Underwood, 1962).' Again, however, spontaneous recovery
and decay seem functionally equivalent: In one case
distractors gain strength relative to the target, and in the
other case the target loses strength relative to distractors.
Thus, w e argue that any non-interference forgetting
indexed by time may as well be known as decay. What we
propose to do is play out the functional implications and
search for decay in time-based experimental manipulations
where one might not otherwise expect tofindit.
Revisiting Waugh and Norman (1965)
The classic data set of W a u g h and Norman (1965) is
discussed in many m o d e m cognitive textbooks (including
those cited above) usually to illustrate the importance of
interference as a forgetting mechanism. In the probe-digit
paradigm used in this experiment, the participant is
presented with a list of digits and then asked to report one of
'"The increase in [proactive interference] with increase in length
of the retention interval may be accounted for by the recovering of
extinguished interference associations" (Keppel & Underwood,
1962).
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them. The target digit (the one to report) is indicated by a
probe digit given immediately after the list is presented.
The probe also occurred exactly once during the list proper,
and the target is the digit that followed the probe in the list
proper. The serial position of the probe in the list proper
changes randomly across trials, so accuracy across trials
measures item retention as a function of serial position.
The experiment included a within-subjects manipulation
of presentation rate to test whether the chronological age of
the target item affected its retention. In the Fast condition,
digits were presented once every 250 msec, and in the Slow
condition they were presented once per second. The logic
was that if decay caused forgetting, then Fast items should
be more accurately remembered in response to the probe. If
interference caused forgetting, then only serial position
should affect retention. That is, late items in the list should
be recalled better than earlier items, in both the Fast and
Slow conditions, because late items suffered fewer
intervening items before the probe, and hence should suffer
less retroactive interference.
The Waugh and Norman date are plotted in Figure 1 (left
panel), with serial position of the target along the x-axis.
The curves represent the two presentation rates. The effect
of serial position is readily apparent in both conditions, with
later items recalled much more accurately than earlier items.
This effect, and its similarity across the two conditions, was
enough for W a u g h and Norman to reject decay as cause of
forgetting. They do note "a slight interaction" of serial
position and presentetion rate, but dismiss its importance —
"the effect of rate is relatively small compared to the effect
of serial position" — and report no statistics. Following
their lead, no contemporary textbook that we have examined
(including those cited above) even acknowledges the
interaction, despite the fact that it fairly leaps off the page.
The occasional investigator has observed the interaction and
speculated about causes (Massaro, 1970; Hintzman, 1978;
Wickelgren, 1977), but the theoretical significance of this
interaction for decay theory has not been fiiUy pressed.
T o confirm the interaction statistically, w e conducted a 9
X 2 repeated measures analysis of variance on the data.* The
interaction of serial position and presentation rate is highly
reliable, F(8,24) = 5.1 .p < 0.001, A/5E = .0033.
' W e reconstructed the Waugh and Norman data by digitally
scanning the individual participant data graphs in that report and
overlaying a grid to estimate the actual numbers.

T h e Functional D e c a y M o d e l

operates, in the probe digit paradigm or in general; people
are perfectly able to retrieve thoughts other than the most
recent. A C T - R implies that such retrieval depends heavily
on retrieval cues delivering activation through associative
links. In Bayesian terms, base-level activation reflects the
influence of history (retrieval history, in particular, as
captured by base-level activation), whereas associative
priming from retrieval cues reflects the influence of the
current context.
In the probe-digit paradigm, w e assume that the role of
associative priming plays out through an associative link
between the probe and the target. That is, w h e n the probe
and the target co-occur in the list proper, this co-occurrence
causes an associative link to be encoded between the two
traces in memory. W h e n the probe is re-activated at the end
of the list, activation spreads from the probe to the target
through this link, priming the target. This assumption is
grounded in associatonism generally and various m e m o r y
thetheories in particular (e.g., Gillund & Shiffiin, 1984), and in
specific evidence that such associations are formed between
neighbors in a list of random items (Naime, 1983).
In the functional decay model, associative priming from
the probe is implemented simply as a constant amount of
activation added to the target. T h e effect of this priming is
also illustrated in Figure 2, by the arrow labeled priming.
Whereas the curves represent item activations immediately
before the probe is presented, the elevated point at the head
of the arrow represents the activation of a target w h e n the
probe is presented. ( W e have arbitrarily chosen the target to
be the item at serial position 7, in the Fast condition.) T h e
target item is shown to have m u c h more activation than its
neighbors, and also more activation than most recent list
items (which would otherwise be the most active).
O n e other necessary model parameter, not represented in
Figure 2, captures the differential effect (across the two
presentation rates) of proactive interference due to previous
trials. According to Equation 1, old items decay but

To explain the Waugh and Norman interaction, we modeled
it using the central memory constructs of the A C T - R
cognitive theory (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). The model's
fit is presented in the right panel of Figure 1. In addition to
qualitatively capturing the interaction, quantitative measures
offitare quite close, with R M S D = .054 and R^ = .965.
This functional decay model is based on the activation
mechanism illustrated in Figure 2. The two curves in that
figure plot the activation of each item in a list, just before
the probe is presented. That is, the curves represent a
snapshot of every potential target's activation immediately
after all the potential targets have been presented. T h e
curves are produced by the following activation function,
adapted from ACT-R's Base Level Learning equation.
A •» \n(—j=) Equation 1: Base-level activation

A is the activation of an item, n is the number of times
item has been retrieved fi-om m e m o r y since it was encoded,
and T is the age of the item (timefi-omencoding to present).
Equation 1 thus computes activation as a function of
frequency of use. The premise behind this function is that
historical need for information is a predictor of future need
and thus should affect item availability (Anderson &
Milson, 1989). Activation decays in this function as a
power function of age of the item, T. The exponent of this
function (-0.5) is, within A C T - R , a relatively constant
parameter of the cognitive architecture governing the decay
rate of a m e m o r y trace. However, this is not the only factor
governing an item's base-level activation. For example, a
rehearsal process could increase activation by increasing the
value of the usage parameter, n. In the W a u g h and N o r m a n
model, w efixn at 1, on the assumption that items were not
differentially rehearsed. W a u g h and N o r m a n anticipated the
possibility that differential rehearsal could confound their
results, and instructed their participants to rehearse only the
most recent item of the list, if they rehearsed at all.
In terms of the activation curves in Figure 2, Equation 1
(with n constant across items) predicts that the latest (most
recent) item is the most active, the next most recent item the
next most active, and so on. Items in the Slow condition are
on average less active than items in the Fast condition,
because a Slow item at a given serial position is older than a
Fast item at the same serial position, so has decayed more.
In addition to the base-level activation governed by
Equation 1, the second source of activation for a m e m o r y
trace under A C T - R theory is priming through associative
links. In other words, an item is activated associatively
when cues to that item are themselves activated. Associative
priming is h o w A C T - R must explain that fact that elements
other than the latest (in the probe digit paradigm) can be
retrieved at all. The background theoretical assumption is
that, in response to a retrieval request from central
cognition, the m e m o r y system delivers the trace that is the
most active at that instant. In Figure 2, the item with the
highest base-level activation is the last one in the list, so if
base-level activation were the only activation a m e m o r y
trace could have, then only the last item would ever be
retrieved. This is clearly not h o w the cognitive system
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Figure 2: A snapshot of item activations from Equation (1) at
the instant the fiill list of items has been presented. T h e arrow
labeled priming indicates the magnitude of associative
activation passing from probe to target (item 7, in this
scenario) when the probe is presented. A and B are activation
differences used to illustrate relative activation (see text).

nonetheless retain some activation well into the future,
meaning that items from previous trials ("prior items") will
continue to exist in m e m o r y as a source of proactive
interference. However, the age of these prior items will
differ across the Fast and Slow conditions, in that prior
items in the Fast condition will retain more of their
activation and hence cause greater proactive interference.
This difference across the two conditions is captured in a
prior-items parameter in the model. The parameter is
implemented in terms of a single distracting element with an
activation value that is estimated from the data.
The final step is to m a p item activations to the probability
of retrieving a given target item. In A C T - R this mapping is
the "soft-max" rule below, which predicts that the most
active item has the highest probability of being retrieved (as
w e discussed above), but that other items can intrude from
time to time. This rule determines the probability of
retrieving a given item as a function of its activation relative
to the activation of its distractors, and thus specifies the
extent to which distractors interfere with the target.'

than in the Fast condition (distance A ) . Thus, late items will
be recalled more accurately in the Slow condition than in
the Fast condition.
The second pattern in the data is that earlier items are
recalled better in the Fast condition than in the Slow
condition. In the model, this effect again results from
relative activation, with target and distractor n o w reversing
roles. With respect to the scenario in Figure 2, when the
target is the earlier item (i.e., 10), then the distractor is the
late item (i.e., 15). (Recall that although item 10 has less
base-level activation than item 15, the associative priming
illustrated in Figure 2 will compensate for this deficit and
improve the probability of the target being retrieved.) The
activation difference between target and distractor n o w
favors the Fast condition, because item 10 in that condition
faces a smaller activation deficit relative to its primary
distractors (the later items in the list). Thus, earlier items
will be recalled more accurately in the Fast condition than in
the Slow condition.

P ' . .
'

-^ *'/
Equation 2: Retrieval probability
V
P, is the probability of retrieving «, the target, and A, is the
target's activation (from Equation 1). The quantity s
represents the assumption that m e m o r y is susceptible to
noise (i.e., transient fluctuations in activation levels).

Fitting Waugh and Norman (1965)
W e can n o w describe h o w the model captures the
interaction in Figure 1. O n e of the two basic patterns in the
data is that late items are recalled better in the Slow
condition than in the Fast condition. In the model, this effect
results from late items having more relative activation in the
Slow condition than in the Fast condition, as compared with
distracting elements. B y relative activation, w e mean the
difference in activation between the target and its
distractors. Equation 2, which defines activation-based
interference in A C T - R , predicts that the greater the
difference in activation between the target and its
distractors, the greater the probability of retrieving the
target. In Figure 2, relative activation is represented by the
differences A and B , which are differences in activation
levels of items at two arbitrarily chosen serial positions (10
and 15). The difference A is between items 10 and 15 in the
Fast condition, and the difference B is between items 10 and
15 in the Slow condition. W h e n the target is a late item
(i.e., 15), then the probability of retrieving it depends on the
activation difference between it and earlier items (i.e., 10).
This difference is larger in the Slow condition (distance B )
' Equation 2, termed the Chunk Choice Equation in Anderson
and Lebiere (1998), plays a broader role in defining interference in
our model than in ACT-R proper. In ACT-R, retrieval probability
is a function both of Equation 2 and of a threshold parameter x that
specifies a minimum activation below which an item is invisible to
the system. W e assume no such threshold; the probability of
retrieving an item is solely aftinctionof that item's activation
relative to the activation of distractors. W e thus place greater
emphasis on the role of interference from distracting information.
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Model parameters
The fit in Figure 1 depends on estimating three parameter
values from 18 data points. Activation noise {s in Equation
2), was estimated at 0.19, a value in line with other
applications of this equation (e.g., Anderson, Bothell,
Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998). T h e priming (associative
activation) contributed by the probe digit was estimated at
.83 units of activation. Finally, the prior-item activation
(more specifically, the difference in prior item activation
across the Fast and Slow conditions) was estimated at 1.1
units of activation. A n Excel spreadsheet implementing the
model and the two fits presented in this paper is at
http://www .msu .eduZ-ema/fimctionaldecay •
Fitting Peterson and Peterson (1959)
So far w e have searched for and found evidence for decay in
data on interference. Given our aim to integrate decay and
interference functionally, w e n o w turn to data on decay
(Peterson & Peterson, 1959), and ask what role interference
might play. T h e Brown-Peterson paradigm involves
presenting a verbal item (e.g., a consonant trigram) and
testing retention as a function of time. During the retention
interval, verbal rehearsal is suppressed by a task like
counting backwards. Figure 3 shows the data on recall
accuracy from Peterson and Peterson (1959), Experiment 1.
The x-axis shows retention interval and the y-axis shows
proportion correct. T h e data show an even, negatively
accelerating decline in accuracy with retention interval. This
decline was interpreted to m e a n that maintenance of
information in S T M depended on active rehearsal, such that
preventing rehearsal caused loss of information (Peterson &
Peterson, 1959). Formal models of these data are not new
(e.g., Baddeley, 1976, p. 130), but what is a novel
integration is to explain these data on decay with the same
processes that account for data on interference.
Our interpretation of the data in Figure 3 is that the
current item (trigram) is represented in m e m o r y against a
background of interfering items from previous trials. This
kind of proactive interference has been demonstrated in a
number Brown-Peterson studies (e.g., Dillon & Reid, 1969;

Keppel & Underwood, 1962; Wickens, Born. & Allen,
1963). In our model, this proactive interference plays the
same role here as prior-item interference did in fitting the
W a u g h and Norman dau. A n element of this mental clutter
can intrude when the system attempts to retrieve the target
— and is more likely to, the more the target has decayed.
Thus, relative activation is again the factor determining
retrieval accuracy. Here, however, relative activation is a
factor between trials only, whereas in the probe-digit model
it was a factor between and within trials. The only other
change to the model was to remove associative priming as a
source of activation for the target, reflecting the absence of a
specific probe in the Brown-Peterson paradigm.
As shown in Figure 3, the model again fits closely, with
R M S D = .027 and R' = .977. Fitting the model required
estimating two parameters from six data points. Activation
noise s (Equation 2) was estimated to be .34, which is again
in the range used in other A C T - R models (Anderson et al.,
1998). Prior item activation was estimated at -2.31 units.
Note that in fitting the Peterson and Peterson data w e
carried over the decay rate from the W a u g h and Norman
model (-.5). This illustrates the value of incorporating
interference in a model of decay. A simple power-law decay
model, without interference as a factor, is P, = a+bTj **, with
P, the probability of retrieving item i, T) the age of i,d the
decay rate, and a and b free parameters. Fitting this model to
the Peterson and Peterson data produces measures of fit
R M S D = .029 and ^ = .973, and parameter values a = -19.8,
b = 20.7, and d = -.14. Of particular interest is the decay
rate, -.14. This deviates substantially from the value of -.5
that w e carried over from the W a u g h and Norman model,
and from many A C T - R models before that (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998). Thus, although the apparent decay rate may
differ from situation to situation, w e propose that what
varies is not the architectural decay rate but the background
level of interference, which is situation-dependent and thus
a more plausible source of variation. Importantly, this
variable can also be estimated quantitatively, for example by
counting the number of trials preceding the trial of interest
(Keppel & Underwood, 1962).
In sum, if interference is indeed a primary mechanism of
forgetting, then it would be odd if it played no role in
forgetting in the Brown-Peterson paradigm. Our analysis
suggests that decay by itself cannot cause forgetting —
forgetting arises because decay takes place relative to
background interference in memory.
Discussion
W e propose that decay and interference are functionally
related processes — decay of distractors mitigates the extent
to which they interfere with the target. Playing out the
consequences of this proposal makes functional sense of an
empirical result that has lain largely dormant for a
generation, absent the right theoretical framework in which
to interpret it. W e have also formalized the integration of
decay and interference in another sense, by fitting the
Waugh and Norman data set and its "opposite," the Peterson
and Peterson data, with the same model. These model-fitting
successes converge with our functional logic to argue that
decay and interference must both operate in memory.
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Figure 3: Data from Peterson and Peterson (1959),
Experiment 1, and thefitof the functional decay model.
We began by hinting that if decay is important to the
functionality of memory, then its effects should be found
pervasively in behavioral data. Indeed, functional decay
models similar to the one presented here have been applied
to diverse domains. These include task switching (Altmann
& Gray, 2002) and the time course of Stoop interference
(Altmann & Davidson, 2001). Thus, the claim that decay is
pervasive has some backing beyond our excursion here to
the headwaters of the debate over forgetting mechanisms.
There are a number of caveats on the current work that
will be important to address in the future. First, the W a u g h
and Norman interaction, though it seems visible in other
probe digit data (Norman, 1966), needs to be replicated
before w e invest more in interpreting it. Second, our
spreadsheet model needs to be implemented as a running
simulation, to test whether w e have missed important
interactions among processes. Third, the model makes
specific predictions about which distractor items should
intrude in what proportions; later items should intrude more
often, because they are more active. These predictions
clearly need to be tested.
W e should also note that the construct of relative
activation underlying our model has other expressions in
memory theory, such as the discrimination ratio (Baddeley
& Hitch, 1993) and temporal distinctiveness (Neath, 1993).
W e would argue, however, that the grounding of the current
model in A C T - R anchors it more directly to observable
environmental processes. A C T - R is premised on the notion
that memory is a mirror reflecting patterns of information
need imposed by the environment. Thus, for example,
retrievalfi-equencyis a predictor of activation because it is
also a predictor of impending need for that item. Consistent
with the functional interpretation of decay, w e favor a
functional interpretation of m e m o r y generally, in which
quantities like activation reflect the tasks that the m e m o r y
system accomplishes for us.
Finally, w e should emphasize that our claims about the
importance of decay are not meant to conflict with the idea
that interference is the dominant cause of loss of retrievable
information in memory. Wherever they have been isolated,
including in the W a u g h and Norman data, the effects of
decay are quite small (c.f., Reitman, 1974) compared to the
effects of interference. Indeed, a small effect of decay is all
that is functionally necessary to tilt retrieval probability
toward the target, particularly when strategic m e m o r y
processes like rehearsal arc available for the system to
manipulate target activation.
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Abstract
Everyone agrees that real cognitionrequiresmuch more
dian static patternrecognition.In particular, it requires the
ability to learn sequences of patterns (or actions) But
learning sequences really means being able to learn multiple
sequences, one after the oAer, witiiout the most recently
learned ones erasing the previously learned ones. But if
catastrophic interference is a problem for the sequential
learning of individual patterns, the problem is amplified
many times over when multiple sequences of patterns have
to be learned consecutively, because each new sequence
consists of many linked patterns. In this paper w e will
present a connectionist architecture that would seem to
solve the problem of multiple sequence learning using
pseudopattems.
Introduction
Building a robot that could unfailingly recognize and
respond to hundreds of objects in the world - apples,
mice, telephones and paper napkins, among them would unquestionably constitute a major artificial
intelligence tow de force. But everyone agrees that
real cognition requires much more than static pattern
recognition. In particular, it requires the ability to
leam sequences of patterns (or actions). This was the
primary reason for the development of the simple
recurrent network (SRN, Elman, 1990) and the many
variants of this architecture.
But learning sequences means more than being
able to leam a single, isolated sequence of patterns: it
means being able to leam multiple sequences, one
after the other, without the most recently leamed ones
erasing the previously leamed ones. But if
catastrophic interference - the phenomenon whereby
new learning completely erases old learning - is a
problem with static pattem learning (McCloskey &
Cohen, 1989; Ratchff, 1990), the problem is
amplified many times over when multiple sequences
of patterns have to be leamed consecutively, because
each sequence consists of m a n y new linked patterns.
What hope is there for a previously leamed sequence
of patterns to survive after the network has leamed a
new sequence consisting of m a n y individual patterns?
In ^ s paper, w e will present a connectionist
architecture that solves the problem of multiple
sequence learning.

C a t a s t r o p h i c interference
The problem of catastrophic interference (or
forgetting) has been with the connectionist
community for well over a decade n o w (McCloskey
& Cohen, 1989; RatclifT, 1990; for a review see
Sharkey & Sharkey, 1995). Catastrophic forgetting
occurs w h e n newly leamed information suddenly and
completely erases information that was previously
leamed b y the network, a phenomenon that is not only
implausible cognitively, but disastrous for most
practical applications. The problem has been studied
by numerous authors over the past decade (see
French, 1999 for a review). T h e problem is that the
very property - a single set of weights to encode
information - that gives connectionist networks their
remarkable abilities of generalization and graceful
degradation in the presence of incomplete information
are also the root cause of catastrophic interference
(see, for example, French, 1992).
Various authors (Ans & Rousset, 1997, 2000;
French, 1997; Robins, 1995) have developed systems
that rehearse on/7.$eu£fo-episodes (or pseudopattems),
rather than on the real items that were previously
leamed. The basic prindple of this mechanism is
when learning n e w extemal pattems to interleave
them with internally-generated pseudop&ttems. These
latter pattems, self generated by the network from
random activation, reflect (but are not identical to) the
previously leamed information. It has n o w been
established that this pseudopattem rehearsal method
effectively eliminates catastrophic forgetting.
A serious problem remains, however, and that is
this: cognition involves more than being able to
sequentially leam a series of "static" (non-temporal)
pattems without interference. It is of equal importance
to be able to serially leam m a n y of temporal
sequences of patterns. W e will propose an
pseudopattem-based architecture that can effectively
leam multiple temporal pattems consecutively.
The key insight of this paper is this:
Once an S R N has leamed a particular sequence,
each pseudopattem generated by that network
reflects the entire sequence (or set of sequences)
that has been leamed.
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From which our key result follows:
W h e n learning a n e w sequence, simple rehearsal
with these sequence-encoding pseudopattems will
prevent catastrophic forgetting of the previously
learned sequence(s).
We will use a connectionist architecture using two
coiq)led "auto-associative recurrent networks
( A A R N ) " (Maskara & Noetzel. 1992, 1993;
Cleeremans & Destrebecqz, 1997) that pass
information back and forth to each other by means of
pseudopattems. W e will refer to auto-associative
recurrent networks as Reverberating S R N s (RSRN),
in order to emphasize the manner in which they use
pseudopattems to eliminate catastrophic interference
in multiple sequence learning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. W e will briefly review the standard dualnetwoHc pseudopattem solution to the problem of
catastrophic forgetting in static pattern learning. W e
will then show (Simulation 1) that multiple-sequence
learning is particularly susceptible to catastrophic
forgetting. W e
will then show h o w our
pseudopattems-based dual-network architecture can
be used to effectively overcome catastixjphic
interference in multiple sequence leaming.
Overcoming catastrophic interference
with p s e u d o p a t t e m s
Before discussing catastrophic interference in
multiple-sequence leaming, w e need to briefly
describe what pseudopattems are and h o w they can be
used to reduce catastrophic interference in the simpler
case of staticpattem leaming.
Assume w e have a three-layer feedforward
network that learns a number of binary pattems drawn
from some distnbution. Assume, thereafter, that these
pattems are no longer available. H o w can one
determine, even approximately, what the network has
learned? Answer: B y "bombarding" the iiq)ut of the
network with random binary vectors and collecting
the associated output vectors. Each input-output pair
of vectors produced in this way will constitute a
pseudopattem that will be a reflection of the function
previously learned by the network.
The basic idea to use pseudopattems to reduce
catastrophic interference is due to Robins (1995). It
worics as follows. The network learns afirstset of
pattems, {Pi}. Then before it begins to leam a second
set of pattems, {Qi), noise is fed through the network
to produce a set of pseudopattems, {Vi}, as above.
These pseudopattems are added to the new pattems to
be learned and the network trains on this larger set
until all of the new pattems, [Q\], are learned to
criterion. W h e n the network is tested on the originally
learned pattems, {fl}, it has not forgotten them
catastrop hically. Had there been no pseudopattems
mixed in with the n e w pattems that were leamed, the
network would have completely forgotten the
originally leamed pattems.

D u a l - N e t w o r k Architectures
But where are these internally generated
pseudopattems stored so that they can be interleaved
with the new patterns? One answer is to generate
them on the fly in a separate network (French, 1997;
Ans & Rousset, 1997, 2000). Let us consider one way
that a single n e w pattem, Q, might be leamed in this
dual-network model. Assume that new pattems are
leamed by N E T 1 (this can be considered to be die
"Performance Network''^ while previously leamed
pattems are stored in N E T 2 (which could be
considered to be the "Storage Nctworl^*)- N E T 1
leams Q as follows:
i) pattem Q is input to N E T 1, which modifies its
weights once; ii) noise is input to N E T 2, which
generates a pseudopattem; iii) this pseudopattem is
presented to N E T 1, which modifies its weights
once; iv) if Q has been leamed to criterion, stop;
otherwise go to i).
W e call this the "awake state". Once the output error
for pattem Q has dropped below criterion, w e transfer
the information in N E T l to N E T 2 as follows:
Loop N times: i) noise is iipit to N E T 1, which
generates a pseudopattem; ii) this pseudopattem is
input to N E T 2, which modifies its weights once.
W e call this phase, when information istiimsferredto
N E T 2, the "sleep state." This will be the basis of all
leanung in the chial-network framework described in
this paper.
"Reverberating" backpropagation
A reverberating backpropagation (RBP) network is a
standard three-layer network that has a built-in
autoassociator ("reverberator") for the input of the
pattems to be leamed (Ans & Rousset, 1997, 2000).
W e have shown this network in an •"unfolded" manner
(Figure 1). In this visualization, the output layer is
divided into the "autoassociative" nodes for the input
component of the pattems to be leamed (on the left in
Figure 1) and the "target" nodes for the targets of the
pattems to be leamed (on therightin Figure 1).
"autoasiociative" nodes "taiget" nodes
Teacher

'^ Input

Output layer ^

NT—

1

Hidden layer
Input layer

T

\]rEnor
1 J

:
'"""»

u

Figure 1. A n R B P network
Assume the network is to leam a pattem P: I ? T,
consisting of an input, /, and a target, T. I is presented
on input and is sent through the network to die output
layer. For all of the nodes in the output layer, an error
is calculated. For the "autoassociative" output nodes,
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layer associated with the previous item in the
sequence, 5(r-l).
"Attractor" pseudopatterns in a n R S R N
The principle is identical to pseudopattem generation
in an R B P networic. Crucially, once the R S R N hs
learned a sequence of items, each "reverberated"
pseudopattem generated by it reflects the entire
sequence learned by the recurrent network Each
pseudopattem can be thought of as a very compact
representation of the entire previously learned
sequence.

the error is based on the difference between the
network output and the original input, /, whereas for
the "target" nodes, this error is based on the
difTerence between the "hetcroassociative" ou^ut and
the desired target T. The errors associated with both
the autoassociator and the target output nodes are then
backpropagated through the network in order to
change the network's weights.
''Attractor" pseudopatterns
in a n R B P N e t w o r k
T o generate pseudopatterns in a reverberating
network, a random ir^jut i^ is presented to the input
layer of the network and fed through to the output
layer. The activation values of the "autoassociative"
nodes in the output layer (nodes on the left of the
output layer in Fig. 1) constitute a n e w input, I ,

Tocher

"tutoaisociitive"
(Input) nodes . . ^ y ^
S»>
HftiU
S<tt-

•Enor

Output
1 ^

which isttiensent through the network (the activation
values ontiie"target" nodes in the ou^ut layer are
ignored). This produces a pattern of activation on the
autoassociative output nodes, i^, which is then
presented to the input nodes of the network, and so
on. After a number of reverberating cycles through

Hlddn layer
iBDUt

I — S(t)
I H»a»-I
k Stindifd Contex>
>
Input
Figure 2. A Reverberating SRN (RSRN)

the network, afinal"reverberated" input, i , is sent
through the network and the activation vector of all
the ou^ut nodes (the "autoassociative" and the
"target" oitput nodes), o ^ , is used to produce a
pseudopattem Y'-^^ —> O . The significant
advantages of using an input autoassociator with a
feedforward backpropagation network have been
shown elsewhere (Ans & Rousset, 1997, 2000).
Suffice it to say that the reverberation process
transforms a pure random input, i^, into an attractor
of the system, i^. An "attractor" pseudopattem
produced provides a much better reflection of the old
patterns than a pseudopattem produced fixim simple
random noise on input. It is this reverberation
technique that is largely responsible for the power of
this technique.
Reverberating Simple Recurrent
Networks ( R S R N )
W e will assume that the reader is familiar with the
design of a Simple Recurrent Network (SRN, Elman,
1990). A n R S R N (Figure 2) works very much like a
standard S R N (Maskara & Noetzel, 1992, 1993;
Cleeremans & Destrebecqz, 1997). Just as the R B P
network involves adding "autoassociative" nodes to
the output layer of a B P network, a reverberating S R N
involves adding "autoassociative" nodes to the output
layer of an SRN. Thefiillinput to the network
consists of the "standard" input, i.e., the input fi-om
the sequence item, S(0, and the "context" input,
H{t-\), which is the activation vector of the hidden
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A dual-network architecture with selfrefreshing m e m o r y to o v e r c o m e
catastrophic forgetting in multiple
sequence learning
Ans & Rousset (1997, 2000) proposed a
reverberating dual-network architecture with a selfrefi'eshing memory to avoid catastrophic forgetting in
static pattern learning. The basic dual-network
architecture consists of two coupled R B P networks,
denoted N E T 1 and N E T 2. N E T 1 is the primary
network that interfaces with the environment and that
leams the new patterns. The secondary network,
N E T 2, is a "storage" network because information
initially leamed in N E T 1 will ultimately be
transferred to N E T 2.
The basic principles of R S R N dual-network
learning, where each of the networks is an R S R N , are
virtually identical to those underlying dual-networks
composed of R B P networks. Dual-network R S R N s
are designed to learn multiple sequences of patterns.
Assume w e have two identical RSRNs, N E T 1 and
N E T 2. N e w sequences will be leamed only by
N E T 1, while N E T 2 will store the previously leamed
information. The learning procedure is similar to that
of the basic R B P dual-network. A sequence, S = 5(0),
5(1), ..., S(n) is presented to N E T 1. The network
makes a single pass through the entire sequence,
updating its weights once for each item in the
sequence. This defines one learning "epoch"
corresponding to one presentation of all items in the
sequence in order. Next, N E T 2 generates a number of
pseudopattems (e.g., 10 per learning epoch). These
pseudopattems are close to attractor states of N E T 2,

which makes them particularly good vehicles for
information transfer finom N E T 2 to N E T 1. For each
N E T 2 pseudopattcm, N E T 1 performs one
feedforward-backpropagation learning pass. Once this
is completed, a new learning epoch starts and N E T 1
makes another pass through the sequence 5! N E T 2
generates new pseudopatteras, each of which is
learned for one feedforward-backpropagation pass by
N E T 1. A n d so on. This is the awake state for an
R S R N dual-network.
It is extremely important to notice that each
pseudopattem generated by N E T 2 is a static inputoutput pattern that represents a dynamic state (i.e.,
the previously learned sequence or sequences). This is
what gives this system its power: there is no need to
attempt to reproduce an entire pseudo-sequence that
will then be interleaved with the n e w sequence being
learned. Rather, w e only need to interleave with the
new sequence to be leamed non-temporal
pseudopatterns, each of which reflects (at least
partially) the information in the entire previously
leamed temporal sequence (or sequences).
T o transfer the sequence newly leamed by N E T 1
to N E T 2, w e again make use of pseudopatterns. This
time the pseudopatterns are generated by N E T 1 and
leamed l^ N E T 2. For each pseudopattem generated
by N E T 1, N E T 2 performs a single feedforwardbackpropagation learning pass.

pseudopattem that will be used is created. Ten
pseudopatterns from N E T 2 are interleaved with each
epoch of the sequence leamed by N E T 1. During
transfer of the informationfi-omN E T 1 to N E T 2, 10^
pseudopatterns are used.

Overview of Simulations
W e will present two simulations. The first will
demonstrate the severity of catastrophic interference
in multiple sequence learning in standard SRNs. The
second
will
demonstrate
that interleaving
pse\xdq>atterns (reflecting the whole previously
leamed sequence) with the n e w sequence efTectively
eliminates catastrophic interference.
A standard S R N network was used for the first
simulation demonstrating the severity of catastrophic
interference in multiple sequence learning. In the
second simulation, a dual-network architecture
consisting of two coupled R S R N s will be used. Each
R S R N has an iiq)ut layer with 100 "standard" input
units (corresponding to the size of the items, Sit), in
the sequence) and 50 "context" xmits. The hidden
layer consists of 50 units. The output layer consists of
150 "autoassociative" inputs that are identical to the
input layer plus 100 "target" units (Figure 2).
Learning a given sequence consists of presenting
it repeatedly to the network imtil each item in the
sequence can predict the subsequent item with a predefined degree of precision. The networic weights are
updated by backpiopagation once per presentation of
each sequence item. A cross-entropy errorfiinctionis
used (Hinton, 1989; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg &
Patterson, 1996) with a learning rate of 0.01, a
m o m e n t u m of 0.5 and a 1.0 bias term. All weights are
randomly initialized between -0.5 and 0.5.
To create the "attractor" pseudopatterns, noise on
input is "reverberated" 5 times before the actual

Simulation 1: Catastrophic forgetting in
multiple s e q u e n c e learning
T o illustrate the severity of catastrophic forgetting in
multiple sequence learning, w e will consider two
sequences, A and B, and have an S R N attempt to leam
them sequentially. The sequences are constmcted as
follows. Twenty-two distinct random binary vectors
of length 100 are created. Half of these vectors are
used to produce thefirstordered sequence of items. A,
denoted by ^(0), A(\)
.4(10). The remaining 11
vectors are used to create a second sequence of itenis,
B, denoted by B(0), B{1) fl(lO). In order to
introduce a degree of ambiguity into each sequence
(so that a simple B P network would not be able to
leam them), w e modify each sequence so that .4(5) =
A(S) and B(l) = B{5). First, sequence A is completely
leamed by the network. Then sequence B is learned
and, during the course of learning, we monitor at
regular intervals h o w m u c h of sequence A has been
forgotten by the network.
Fig. 3a shows the progression of the network's
learning of sequence B The number of incorrect units
for each serial position of the sequence, as defined
above, is shown. A s expected, it is harder for the
network to leam B(2) and ^ 6 ) since their inunediate
predecessors are identical and, in order to distinguish
them, the networic needs to additionally take into
consideration the context of the preceding items in the
sequence. After 450 epochs, the networic has
completely leamed the entire sequence.
Then, during learning of sequence B , w e

Measuring learning and forgetting
For each item, S(t), of the sequence fed forward
through the network, w e calculate the difference
between the activation values of "target" units in the
output layer and the desired target item in the
sequence, S(t*-l). W e calculate this difference for
each of the 100 "target" output units and count the
number of output units for which the absolute value of
this difference is above the learning criterion of 0.1.
So, for example, assume a given item, S(t), in the
sequence is sent through the network. If, on the output
layer, 14 of the "target" ou^ut units differ fi-om the
corresponding units of Sit+l) by more than 0.1, w e
say that there are 14 "incorrect" units. A sequence is
considered to have been leamed if, for each of its
elements, S{(j, the network produces a vector of
"target" output values, each of which is within 0.1 of
the corresponding element of S(f+1). The overall
measure of h o w well the networic has leamed (or
forgotten) a sequence after a given number of learning
epochs will be the total number of incorrect units over
all items of the sequence.
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" V > ^

V 4 ^
Figure 4. Recall performance for sequences B and A
during learning of sequence ^ by a dual-network
R S R N . (a): B y 400 epochs, the second sequence B
has been completely learned, (b): The previously
learned sequence A shows virtually no forgetting.
Catastrophic forgetting of the previously learned
sequence A has been completely overcome.

Figure 3. Catastrophic forgetting in an S R N during
multiple sequence learning, (a): Learning of
sequence B (after having previously learned
sequence A). By 450 epochs (an epoch corresponds
to one pass through the entire sequence), sequence
B has been completely learned, (b): The number of
incorrect units for sequence A during learning of
sequence B. After 450 epochs, the S R N has, for all
intents and purposes, completely forgotten the
previously learned sequence A.
monitored the forgetting of the previously learned
sequence, A (Fig. 3b). Initial^ (i.e., before the
network began learning sequence £), it can be seen
that sequence A was con^letely learned. But very
early on, as sequence B is being learned, the
network's memory of sequence A is overwritten. B y 5
epochs after beginning to leam the sequence B (not
shown in Fig. 3b), the network gets an average of
4 0 % of the units of the items of sequence A wrong.
B y 250 epochs, the network's performance on
sequence A is essentially no better than chance and,
by 450 epochs, sequence A is completely forgotten. In
short, learning sequence B causes severe catastrophic
forgetting of sequence A.
Simulation 2: Catastrophic forgetting is
o v e r c o m e with pseudopatterns
A n R S R N dual-network architecture was used with
the parameters indicated above. Both networks are
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initialized to random weight settings between -0.5
and 0.5. N E T 1 then completely learns sequence A
and then generates 10^ pseudopatterns in order to
transfer this learning to N E T 2. (There are 2 IS
"O
possible distinct states for the input layer of each
network, and hence, there is a very little possibility
that the random binary vectors used to produce the
"attractor pseudo-input" would be actual ii^t
patterns already seen by the network.)
N o w , N E T 1 begins to leam sequence B. After
each learning epoch (consisting of the entire sequence
of items in B), N E T 1 receives 10 pseudopatterns
from N E T 2
and does one
feedforwardbackpropagation pass for each of them. (The number
of pseudopatterns is not related to the length of the
previously learned sequences and can be varied.)
Fig. 4a shows that the N E T 1 does, in fact, leam
sequence B completely by 400 epochs. In other
words, for all items in sequence B. all of the units in
the network output are within 0.1 of the desired target
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output. Notice that the sequence items B{2) and B(6)
are learned more slowly by the network. This was, of
course, expected since these two items are preceded
by identical items, hence creating ambiguity having to
be solved by the temporal context. During learning of
sequence B, w e tested the performance of the network
on all of the items of sequence A. Fig. 4b shows that
there is virtually no forgetting of sequence A as the
network learns sequence B. In short, catastrophic
forgetting has been completely overcome by the
coupled system of R S R N s using pseudopattem
information transfer.
Concluding remarks
W e have shown that the reverberating dual-network
architecture, originally proposed earlier to overcome
catastrophic forgetting in non-temporal pattern
learning (Ans & Rousset, 1997, 2000) can be
generalized to sequential learning of multiple
ten^ral sequences. The basic principle of
interleaving internally-generated pseudopattems from
a long-term storage network with patterns from the
environment being learned by a second network has
been developed elsewhere (Ans & Rousset, 1997,
2000; French, 1997; Robins, 1995).
W h e n learning multiple sequences of patterns, it
turns out that interleaving simple input-output
pseudopattems, each of which reflect the entire
previously learned sequence(s), reduces (or eliminates
entirely) forgetting of the initially learned
sequence(s).
Further, w e demonstrate the power of a network
architecture that allows us to produce "reverberated"
pseudopattems that are, in reality, attractors of the
entire networic and therefore reflect, in a highly
con^jressed manner, the previously learned
sequences.
W e have demonstrated a technique that effectively
allows multiple sequences to be learned
consecutively. O f course, these networks can be
made to forget gradually. This gradual forgetting
depends on the size of the learning network and on
the number, the overlap, the length and the
complexity of the successively learned sequences.
But the problem of sudden, "catastrophic" forgetting
of previously learned sequences caused by learning a
new sequence of patterns would seem to have been
overcome.
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particular, Cognitive Pragmatics, developing an intuition of
Wittgenstein (1953), introduces the notion of behaviour
Communication ii situated and it is situated in the
game, namely a shared plan between the actors, but it gives
environment, in the perception the participants have of tfie
no accounts of h o w the behaviour game is played in a
environment, and also in die mental representations they
concrete situation.
privately retain. This work addresses the problem of
This work addresses the problem of explaining the
explaining the interaction between state of the physical world
interaction between the state of the physical world and the
and mental states of actors involved in a communicative
mental states of actors involved in a communicative
exchange. W e havetfiegoal of integrating physical world
exchange. W e have the goal of integrating physical world
representations, such as space representation, physical corepresentations, such as space representation, physical copresence of the actors and physical nature of the
presence of the actors and physical nature of the
communication channel, with a cognitive account of
commvmication channel, with a cognitive account o f
communicative phenomena. W e introduce the concepts of
communicative phenomena. Our work is consistent with the
scene, situation and scenery for elaborating a theory for
perspective outlined by Clancey (1998) of shifting from an
situated communication and give an account of die interaction
abstract and disembodied concept of cognition to a situated
between mental states involved in communication and the
one. In one case, this approach amounts to exploiting the
subjective representations of the state of die world.
properties of abstract shared plans in communication, in
order to enrich them with the features of concrete situated
1. Introduction
actions.
Communication and physical action are strictly connected.
O u r proposal is based on the novel concept of scenery that
Since Austin's approach to Pragmatics based on speech-acts
w e defme using the notion of a shared plan, namely a
(Austin, 1962), the things one does through (not only) behaviour g a m e in Cognitive Pragmatics terms. For an
words, comprehension and generation of communication
actor, to k n o w the shared behaviour g a m e is crucial in order
have been linked to the general framework of action. to grasp the meaning of a communicative act. The scenery
Conversely, the actions performed by an actor are better
relates at the representational level context and at the level
imderstood if considered as situated (Suchman, 1987;
of behaviour games in terms of preconditions and possible
Clancey, 1998). Situations involve the physical worid as
actions.
well as the social world when other actors are present. The
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses
relationship between conmiunication and action is complex.
situated communication in the framework of situated
Actions performed in the physical social worid are not
cognition, situated action and Cognitive Pragmatics Theory;
necessarily communicative: in fact, they can either facilitate Section 3 introduces the concepts of scene, situation,
or impair communication itself, through a modification of scenery and scenario; Section 4 proposes a cognitive
the situational context. O n the other hand, communication
account of situated commimication and in the last Section
between actors can modify their intentions about performing
w e draw some conclusion.
actions in the physical worid. Finally, the state of the
physical world influences the possibility of performing
2. Situated communication
actions and communicative acts.
Conununication is obviously simated and it is situated in the
Current theories on communication such as Relevance
environment, in the perception the participants have of the
Theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986) and Cognitive
environment, and also in the mental representations they
Pragmatics Theory (Mrenti, Bara and Colombetti, 1993a;
1993b) deal with accurate descriptions of mental states and privately entertain. The Exs. 1-10 report a short fiction story
cognitive functions involved in communication. However, that describes a long series of interactions between Alice, a
professor, and Bob, a Ph.D student w h o aims to meet to
their applications to concrete situations is not
discuss the draft of his thesis proposal. Alice and B o b
straightforward because they do not give an account of h o w
communicate in a wide range of different physical
these mental states interact with the state of the physical
world in order to produce the observed natural cases. In environments (roads, corridors, office, elevator, cafeteria)
Abstract
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using different media (phone, e-mail), manipulating
different objects (phones, handles, chairs, buttons, cups of
coffee), meeting different people (maintenance people,
cafeteria staff, a colleague). Moreover, during their
interactions Alice and Bob are affected by the subjective
perception they have of environments, media, objects and
people, by their representations and finally by their
representations of their o w n representations (metarepresentations).
The process of communication may be theoretically
described in terms of shared plans. This approach is
assumed in the work of Airenti, Bara & Colombetti (1993a;
1993b) while shared plans have been proposed by Grosz &
Kraus (1996). The theory of Cognitive Pragmatics is based
on the idea that co-operation is the key element for the
commimicative interaction. It assumes that two people w h o
communicate co-operate, and their actions are at least partly
shared in order to reach a c o m m o n goal. The plans by which
two interacting people base their co-operation are called
behaviour games. Plans can be seen as trees of intentions,
where the leaves are specified either as teiminal, precise
actions, or as intentions made specific according to the
context.
Behaviour games enable people to select the correct
meanings to be assigned to the linguistic and extra-linguistic
moves of each participant in a communicative exchange.
Therefore, to understand the actor's meaning it is necessary
to infer the behaviour game the actor is referring to.
Another concept adopted by Cognitive Pragmatics
Theory, and wliich plays an important role, is shared belief,
namely a belief that a single individual thinks of sharing
with the person he is talking to. In symbols, a shared belief
can be represented as follows:
SHabP
meaning that agents A and B share the belief p.
It is worth emphasising that shared belief is a subjective
mental state. In other words, it may happen that A believes p
to be shared by B and A, whereas B does not believe p to bie
shared by A and B. Shared beliefs are mental states which
allow each actor to take for granted the sharing of a series of
beliefs with his/her interlocutor and to use this background
in order to add n e w beliefs. Shared belief is considered a
primitive mental state of communication just like a private
belief
Given two actors, their relationship is defmed as the set of
playable games. The theory considers the relationship from
both a static and dynamic point of view: In order to be
playable a game also needs to be valid within the present
state of the world. Validity refers to the whole context;
physical, social and cognitive. However, the theory does not
link directly relationship dynamics, validity conditions and
state of the world.
From a situated perspective, the notion of communication
as plan recognition and shared knowledge was targeted in
the influential book by Suchman (1987). Suchman clarifies
the status of plans as "an artifact of our reasoning about
action, not as the generative mechanism of action"
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(Suchman, 1987, p. 39), so plans do not determine actions in
any strong sense. Suchman introduced the concept of
situated action that describes the influence of the situation,
environment included, on actions and communicative acts.
However, adopting the situated cognition paradigm does not
imply to accept that representations of the environment do
not exist:
"Using the terms knowledge and representations synonymously,
early situated cognition publications, including my own, say that
•representations are not stored in the brain'. A better formulation is
that descriptions are not the only form of representation involved in
cognition, and storage is the wrong metaphor for memory"
(Clancey, 1998,p.221).
The other form of non-descriptive representation, that
Clancey refers to, emerges from the concept of direct
perception (Gibson, 1979) supported by direct coupling
between the agent and the world:
"In this interpretation of Gibson's idea of direct perception,
directness means that the internal structures constitute and sustain
their own space of configurations without mediating 'stufT such as
symbol strings representing the world. At this level of processing,
outside stuff is neither brought inside directly nor mapped onto
internal codes. Internal structures operate on their own changing
properties. Higher levels of processing may categorise sensory
configurations, but these are again only internal correspondences
or relations between intemal structures" (Clancey, 1998, p. 88).
However, the concept of situated commimication
introduced by Suchman emphasizes more the role of the
whole set of actions performed by the actors as a situation or
context for the conversational exchange, than the
environment itself:
"When one takes simated language as the subject matter, however,
die definition of the field must necessarily shifl to communication
under naturally occurring circumstances. And when one moves
back far enough from the utterances of the speaker to bring the
listener into view as well, it appears that much in the actual
construction of situated language that has been taken to reflect
problems of speaker performance, instead reflects speaker
competence in responding to cues provided by the listener"
(Suchman, 1987, p. 71).
Neither the shared-plan approach to conununication
presented above, nor the Suchman's notion of situated
language are completely situated. The shared-plan approach
follows the indications of a situated language provided by
Suchman without considering the actions as situated or
adopting her purely constructive notion of plan. The level of
description is purely representational and, neither the
environment nor the representations the partners have of the
environment, are taken into account. O n the other hand,
Suchman takes into account the environment at the situated
level but there is no trace of the environment in her
representational notion of plan. The plan is a representation
of actions that are in some sense unsituated. In other words.

both approaches lack in considering representationi and
meta-representations of the environment that are involved in
communication and its interaction with actions.
For a complete theory of situated communication it ii
necessary to consider the interaction between environment
and actions at all the levels: objective, directed perceived,
representational and meta-representational. Considering
environment and actions at each level guarantee the
coherence with the situated cognition paradigm. Moreover,
the approach should clarify some of the confusion generated
by using the concept of "context" for all the levels.

5. The m a n goes away closing the door. Alice and B o b
continue the discussion.
6. After a while the man comes back with a colleague
saying that he has probably found the failure. They start
to remove the floor tiles talking and making noise.
Alice says: "Let's go to the cafeteria". B o b says: "Ok".
7. While they are going downstairs they keep on talking
about the proposal but they get stuck in the elevator.
Alice presses the alarm button. B o b calls security with
the cell phone. While they are waiting they talk about
h o w to get out of there and h o w to keep cool.
Eventually the doors open.

Example
8. They head towards the cafeteria. Alice turns left and
Alice is a professor. She is the tutor of Bob, a Ph.D student B o b stops in the middle of the sidewalk. Alice says:
who is working on his thesis proposal.
"There is a shortcut to the cafeteria. W e can pass
through the Maths department". They keep on talking
1. >>Fro«n: Bob
about the elevator.
» T o : Alice
» H e l l o Alice,
9. At the cafeteria Alice meets a professor colleague. She
>>pleaee find enclose the draft of m y
introduces him to Bob. The professor asks B o b what is
» t h e 8 i B proposal.
his subject and the professor asks a lot of details about
»Bob
his thesis. Alice says that they are going to work on it
>
right now. The professor goes on asking questions and
>From: Alice
making suggestions. She takes her coffee cup and leads
>To: Bob
B o b to a small table with only two chairs. They starts to
>Hi Bob,
discuss again.
>the basic ideas are rather good so the
>revision will not take long.
10. Two cups of coffee later, Alice and Bob agree on the
>what about a meeting on Tuesday at my
improvements required by the draft and end the
>office at 10.00?
discussion.
>Alice
>
From: Bob
3. S c e n e , situation, scenery a n d scenario
To: Alice
W e propose four different concepts (scene, situation,
Hi Alice,
scenery and scenario), in order to reflect the integrate
See you then
influences of environment and of actions at objective,
Bob
representational
and
meta2. On Tuesday morning Bob is late for the meeting directed-perceived,
and he
representational levels respectively.
calls from his cell phone.
The terms w e adopted -scene, situation, scenery and
A: Hello
B: Hello it's Bob speaking. I'm late. Sorry, the traffic is scenario- require a justification with respect to their usual
meaning. W e adopted situation ("relative position or
heavy today
combination
of circumstances at a certain moment"
A: Don't worry.
Marriem-Webster) in the sense introduced in the situated
cognition literature (Clancey, 1998). The usual meaning of
3. Bob arrives and Alice is not in the ofifice. The door is
scenario refers to an hypothetical, possibly simulated, state
open. H e waits in the corridor. Alice arrives and invites
Bob to enter. They enter and B o b closes the door of the of affairs ("an account or synopsis of a possible course of
ofHce. Alice re-opens it. They sit at the desk and they action or events" Marriem-Webster) that the reason w h y w e
reserved the word for the meta-representational level. The
start to discuss.
common-sense meaning of scene appears more concrete and
4. After a while a man of the maintenance service knocks real ("the place of an occurrence or action" MarriemWebster) and w e reserved it for the more objective level.
on the door. H e enters saying that there is an electric
and in contrast with scene, w e adopted scenery for
Finally
failure in the building and he has to control the sockets
giving emphasis to the representational level ("the painted
of the room. While the m a n checks the room they keep
scenes or hangings and accessories used on a theater stage"
on discussing.
Marriem-Webster).
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In particular, scene considers the world and its
affordances. Situation considers the directly perceived world
and the possible actions. Scenery considers the represented
world and the plans, and finally scenario considers the metarepresented scenery and the simulated executions of plans.
The last three levels roughly correspond, using Clancey
terms, to structural coupling, categorical reference and
symbolic interpretation (Clancey, 1998, p. 317).
A scene is a state of the world equipped with a set of
affordances. For example, a scene can be A's kitchen and its
affordances for cooking, eating, drinking, washing. From an
objective point of view, given the state of the physical
world, the state provides an affordance for an action if there
exists an actor that can execute it in that state.
A situation is the direct perception that an actor has of a
scene. Namely, a situation is the subjective "rcpresenution"
produced by an actor A of a state of the physical world and
of the actions that are possible from the point of view of an
actor A. For example: A in A's kitchen perceives the room
and the possibility of drinking from the tap. This means that
the actor has a fimctional "representation" of the world that
can include mental states. If the world includes mental states
the situation can be perceived as shared. Note that a shared
situation is not a situation in the shared knowledge but a
situation that is directly perceived as shared. For example: A
in A's kitchen perceives B in the room and the possibility for
both of drinking fi-om the tap.
Giving the affordances of a scene the possibility of an
action will be perceived by an actor depending on her o w n
e}q)erience of the physical world. Moreover, the possible
actions from the point of view of an actor can be the result
of complex processes involving, goals, plans, motivations,
self-esteem, self-deceit and, perception of self, of the others
and of self-in-the-world, with the relevant possible
distortions.
A scenery is a subjective representation produced by an
actor A of a state of the worid and of a set of plans that it is
possible to execute within the world. Given a state of the
world, a plan is possible if: 0) the represented state of the
world verifies the preconditions of at least one plan, (ii) the
moves of the plan correspond to possible actions in the
scene. The plan is said to be executable within the scenery
and the scenery is said to host the plan.
For example: A retains { K I T C H E N } as a scenery for the
private plan [ B R E W I N G C O F F E E ] . A n attributed scenery is
a scenery attributed to another actor. For example: A
entertains { K I T C H E N } as attributed to B and as a scenery
for the private plan [ B R E W I N G C O F F E ] . A shared scenery
is a scenery within the space of the shared knowledge, and a
shared scenery can host private or shared plans. For
example: A entertains { K I T C H E N } as shared between A
and B and as a scenery for the private plan [ B R E W I N G
C O F F E E ] ; For example: A enteruins { K I T C H E N } as
shared by A and B and as a scenery for the plan shared by A
and B [ C O O K I N G P A S T A T O G E T H E R ] . Finally, a shared
plan can be executable in a non-shared scenery. For
example: If only A knows that there is pasta in his kitchen,
A entertains {A's K I T C H E N } as a scenery for the plan
shared by A and B [ C O O K I N G P A S T A T O G E T H E R ] .
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A scenario is a subjective representation produced by an
actor A that, possibly among other things, represents a
scenery. For example: A entertains |B in A's K I T C H E N ] as a
scenario representing B w h o entertains { K I T C H E N } as a
scenery for the private plan [ B R E W I N G C O F F E E ] and for
the shared plan [ C O O K I N G P A S T A T O G E T H E R ] . A
scenario can be a rather complex representation, possibly
counterfactual or dynamic. In this sense our definition is
consistent with the usual meaning of a hypothetical
situation.
It is beyond our present goal to show h o w different
approaches to context fit into this framework, but it is
relevant to show h o w each concept can be considered a sort
of "context" for actions or communicative acts. Scene can
be considered as the context in an objective sense (e.g. the
room the reader is in and its affordance for reading, writing
etc.). Situation is the perceived context (e.g. the perception
of the room the reader has now, while acting, namely
reading), the here and now. Scenery emphasize the role of
representation (e.g. a representation of the room the reader
have or had and of the fact that there it is possible to read a
paper). ¥\n&\\y scenario is related to context in the sense of
encapsulable representations (e.g. the representation the
reader had while thinking in the previous two examples).
Oiu" approach is consistent with the pragmatic approach to
the relationship between context and relevance proposed by
Ekbia & Maguitman (2001). Earlier cognitive pragmatics
accounts of context (Bara and Bucciarelli, 1998)
concentrated on the role of mental states and shared
knowledge in the comprehension of a communicative act
(Blanzieri and Bucciarelli, 1996a; 1996b).
4. A Theory for Situated Communication
In this section we use the concepts of scene, situation and
scenery for elaborating a theory for situated communication.
The aim of the theory is to give an accoimt of the interaction
between mental states involved in communication and the
subjective representations of the state of the world.
The basic assumption is that from a cognitive point of
view the three levels w e hypothesize co-exist and cooperate. W e assume that during situated communication the
actors experience a flow of situations and each of these
situations inform their actions. W e also assume that
representations like plans and sceneries can be mentally
constructed as private, shared or attributed. Finally, the actor
can entertain complex meta-representations (scenarios)
involving sceneries. From an objective point of view the
actors executes actions on a particular scene that can be
perceived by the actors in different subjective situations and
represented in different subjective sceneries.
What is relevant is the relation of the scenery with the
shared-plans in terms of preconditions and possible moves.
For example, given an actor like Alice in the Ex. 1-10, her
representation of her office in a University department
{OFFICE} is a scenery for the plan [ T U T O R I N G
SESSION], that has its preconditions verified and its moves
are possible. Both {OFFICE} and [ T U T O R I N G S E S S I O N ]
are shared between Bob and herself

The scenery represents a state of the world including the
communication channel. In Ex. 1 Alice and Bob
communicate by e-mail and in Ex. 2 by phone. In both cases
the scenery can include the remote presence of the actors
and, in the case of e-mail, the asynchronous access to the
messages.
It is worth noting that in a situated perspective any
attempt to produce a representation of a situation, produces
a scenery or a scenario. In fact, a situation is a direct
perception, not a representation. In Ex. 2 w e can only
suppose the shared situation Alice perceives during the
phone call. It will probably include Bob, the physical world
Alice perceives through the phone and actions such as
talking or listening. But Bob is stuck in the traffic so he has
a private situation that includes himself facing a traffic jam
with waiting or walking as possible actions. In any case in
the attempt of representing the situation of the other agent,
each actor entertains and attributes sceneries.
A situation is subjective, so it can change depending on
whether a change in the scene occurs or not. A change of the
scene produces a change of the situation if the actor
perceives it. In Ex. 7 Alice and Bob realise they are stuck in
the elevator and that changes their situation. A scene can
change for external reasons or by means of an action
performed by the actor or by the partner. In Ex. 7 the
elevator stops for an external reason whereas Alice and Bob
perform two actions (press the alarm button and call
security) that changes the scene.
Scenery are subjective, hence they can be unrelated to the
real scene. For instance, in Ex. 8 Alice attributes to Bob a
scenery of the University that does not include the shortcut
and using-the-shortcut as a possible action. Obviously,
sceneries may also be private representations, permitting
non-standard commimication such as irony or deceit. In Ex.
2 Bob could lie about the traffic and have a private scenery
that differs from the supposedly shared scenery he proposes
to Alice. Being a representation, the scenery can also change
by means of a communicative act without any change in the
scene. In Ex. 8 Alice informs Bob that there is a shortcut,
information which changes his scenery {UNIVERSITY}.
Finally, a scenery change can be a goal of a behaviour
game. In Ex. 6 Alice and Bob start to a play a behaviour
game aimed to produce the scenery { T H E T A B L E A T T H E
CAFETERIA}.
A scenery hosts different plans, and conversely a plan is
executable in different sceneries. For example,
[SCIENTIFIC DISCUSSION] and [ T U T O R I N G SESSION]
are shared plans playable in the scenery {OFFICE}. Other
sceneries like for instance { T H E T A B L E A T T H E
C A F E T E R I A } can host some of those shared plans. A
shared plan is in principle compatible with more than one
scenery. Thus, a change in the scenery does affect the game,
which normally will develop within the constraints of the
new scenery. In Ex. 6 Alice and Bob consider [ T U T O R I N G
SESSION] as playable in both { T H E T A B L E O F T H E
C A F E T E R I A } and {OFFICE}. A scenery is subjective, so
different actors can consider different games as playable in a
scenery. A more formal professor, for example, c<m consider
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[ T U T O R I N G SESSION] not playable at { T H E T A B L E O F
T H E CAFETERIA}.
In some case a game may be played only in a specific
scenery (e.g. trial in court); in other cases a game is
incompatible with a scenery, hence if the scenery it
activated, the game will end (e.g. smoking in a high-school
toilet is interrupted by the presence of the supervisor). A
change of the scenery closes the game only if the new
scenery does not host the game. In Ex. 4 Alice and Bob
continue to play [ T U T O R I N G S E S S I O N ] after the entrance
of another actor changed the scenery from {OFFICE} to
{OFFICE W I T H M A I N T A N A N C E G U Y } . The new
scenery hosts the game so the actors can continue to play.
This is the case also in Ex. 5 where the scenery {OFFICE
W I T H M A I N T A N A N C E G U Y S } has changed the scenery
{OFFICE}. O n the contrary, the modification of the scenery
{OFFICE}
to
the
scenery
{OFFICE
WITH
M A I N T A N A N C E G U Y S } in the Ex. 6 interrupts
[ T U T O R I N G SESSION].
The actors, by modifying the partners' sceneries, shape
their relationship. To settle the validity conditions of a
behaviour game, is an implicit way of controlling the
relation between agents. Actor A make possible for herself
and B to engage in game [G], by guaranteeing an adequate
scenery. In fact, proposing the scenery for a game amounts
to bidding that game (e.g. driving home a potential sexual
partner). In Ex. 9 Alice chooses a table that modifies the
shared scenery with the annoying professor in a way that
prevents the playability of a game { T H R E E P E O P L E
D I S C U S S I O N } . The dynamic of the relationship produces
effects in the long term, also affecting the basic relationship.
In Ex. 3 the actions of opening or closing the door change
the scenery dramatically. Actors modify the sceneries by
means of actions that can be communicative acts, as noted
in Section 3.
Given the co-presence of more than two agents, for each
agent the third one can be part of the scenery, or can be
involved in some behaviour game. In Ex. 4 and Ex. 6, the
maintenance people are part of the modification of the
{OFFICE} in a very natural way. In Ex. 9, the annoying
professor tries to play [ T H R E E P E O P L E D I S C U S S I O N ] in
the scenery { C A F E T E R I A } . Alice changes the scenery to
{ T H E T A B L E O F T H E C A F E T E R I A } that does not host
[ T H R E E P E O P L E D I S C U S S I O N ] and the game is closed.
The professor does not join Alice and Bob and so he is not
even part of the scenery anymore.
In order to understand the kind of phenomena our theory
accounts for, it is interesting to note that a communication
exchange produces actions that are either moves of the
shared-plan or actions aimed to construct, maintain or
modify the shared scenery. A shared-plan theory such as
Cognitive Pragmatics accounts only for the changes of the
scenery produced by the execution of the shared plan. In this
case it would be possible to assume the existence of a
general shared plan that gives an account of the whole
sequence of actions. For example, the play of [ T U T O R I N G
SESSION] in the scenery { T H E T A B L E A T T H E
C A F E T E R I A } could be considered as the execution of a
more complex behavior game than [ G O I N G T O A T A B L E

A T T H E C A F E T E R I A F O R A T U T O R I N G SESSION].
This operation is not plausible, in particular when the
modification of the scenery is a consequence of a private
plan or of an external cause that changed the scene. In fact,
the idea of scenery prevents the explosion of the number of
the behavior games.
5. Conclusions
W e have presented a theory based on the concepts of scene,
situation, scenery and scenario that gives an account of the
interaction between
mental
states involved in
conununication and representations of a state of the wodd.
The adoption of a situated cognition paradigm motivates the
introduction of the concepts. Differently from precedent
approaches to situated communication, w e emphasize the
role of the environment and of the representations agents
retain of the environment.
The theory presented in this work refers to the cognitive
process of two actors involved in a communicative
exchange. Therefore, w e do not consider the effects and
phenomena produced by the interaction of three or more
people. This requires further work in order to bridge the gap
between cognitive processes involved in communication and
phenomena studied by social psychology.
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analyzed eye movements during the solution of
matchstick arithmetic problems and found evidence for
The present study investigated the role of restructuhng in
impasses followed by increased fixations on components
the sohition of insight and incremental problems.
of the problems that were key to solution. Durso,
Participants were presented with a series of insight and
Cornelia, and Dayton (1994) attempted to find an
algebra word problems in a hindsight bias paradigm
independent measure of restructuring by statistically
(Fischoff, 1975). Those w h o solved the insightful
modeling successful and unsuccessful problem
problems correctly showed increases in inqx>rtance ratings
representations after the problem solving session. They
on the key problem con^wnents. However, no increases in
found that successfiil solvers representations centered on
importance ratings were detected for the key problem
concepts key to the nature of the solution, whereas noncomponents of algebra problems. Theseresultsare
solvers representations centered on the principle
consistent with theories that propose that representational
characters in the story problem, which were not relevant
restructuring plays a fundamental role in the insightful
to the solution.
problem solving process (Davidson & Sternberg, 1984;
These empirical studies suggest an insight problem
Ohlsson, 1992).
solving process that involves the restructuring of the
Restructuring and Insightful Problem
mental problem representation. However, these studies
Solving
fall short of proving the existence of a restructuring
process because they fail to directly measure
A number of researchers have suggested that insight
representational change before and after solving across an
problems m a y be solved in a qualitatively different
individual and fail to compare problems that involve
manner from incremental or analytic problems (Duncker,
incremental solutions to the problems proposed to elicit
1945, Davidson & Sternberg, 1984, Metcalfe & Wiebe,
insightful solutions. W h a t is needed is an independent
1987, Ohlsson, 1992). For example, when Metcalfe and
measure of restructuring in order to test theories that
Wiebe (1987) had subjects make feeling of warmth
predict an insight process involving restructuring against
ratings while solving algebra and insight problems, they
theories which do not predict restructuring in any problem
found that while solving algebra problems, subjects'
solving process (such as Weisberg's nothing special view,
warmth ratings steadily increased towards the time of
1986). Furthermore, this method must be able to directly
solution; whereas during the solution of insight problems
test whether more restructuring is involved in insightful
subjects' warmth ratings remained low and suddenly
than incremental problem solving. The present study uses
increased right before they solved the problem. These
results suggest the processes for solving insight problems a hindsight bias paradigm to produce an independent
measure of the amount of restructuring involved in
are different from the systematic or analytical processes
solving different types of problems.
used for incremental problems. However, this only
represents the suddenness of the insightful process and
Hindsight Bias
does not shed light on the causes of the solution patterns.
It has been suggested that insight problems differ from
Hindsight bias is the observation that people wnth
incremental problems in that the nature of the solvers'
outcome knowledge of a situation falsely believe that they
experience causes them to construct a representation of would have predicted the correct outeome (Hawkins &
the problem that cannot lead to the correct solution
Hastie, 1990). Fischoff (1975) originally developed the
(Duncker, 1945, Davidson & Sternberg, 1984, Ohlsson,
basic paradigm. H e had people read a narrative of a
1992). In order to come to the correct solution, solvers
situation with or without receiving the outcome and then
must restructure their original conception of the problem.
had them rate the probability of alternate outcomes as if
Proposed evidence for restructuring in insight problem
they had no knowledge of the outcome. The general
solving has come from a wide range of empirical findings.
finding is that people with outcome knowledge
For example, Dominowski and Buyer (2000) found
unknowingly rate the outcome they were told as more
decreases in re-solution time for those w h o correctly solve
probable than alternatives, as if they "knew it all along."
insight problems but not for those w h o were simply
Individuals w h o receive outcome knowledge also rate the
shown the answer. Knoblich, Ohlsson, and Raney (2001) sentences in the narrative that support the given outcome
Abstract
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as more important than those that do not, even though
they are asked to ignore the given outcome. This same
effect has also been showTi in within-subject studies in
which participants are asked to rate outcomes before they
receive outcome information, and then asked to reproduce
their original questionnaire ratings after receiving
outcome information (Fischoff & Beyth, 1975). Most
research suggests that hindsight bias is not due to
motivational factors but involves cognitive processes that
automatically restructure one's situation representation to
accommodate the n e w information, leaving individuals
unable to access or reproduce their original representation
(Hawkins & Hastie, 1990).
This leads to the hypothesis that processes that cause
more restructuring will lead to more hindsight bias.
Restructuring theories of insightful problem solving make
clear predictions about the nature of hindsight bias for
insightful problems. If correctly solving insight problems
involves restructuring of the problem space to come to a
solution, then those w h o correctly solve insight problems
should show hindsight bias on the problem components
that are key to solution. However, those w h o fail to
correctly solve the insight problems should not show any
hindsight bias on those components.
If this restructuring occurs only as a result of an
insightfiil problem solving process, then being shown the
solution should not lead to hindsight bias of a similar
nature to those w h o solve on their own. Algebra problems
should be solved in an incremental fashion. Therefore,
restructuring theories of insightful problem solving would
predict no hindsight bias on the key components of
algebra problems regardless of correctness of solution or
being shown the answer. Finally, the "nothing special" or
gradual transformation theory of insightful problem
solving (Weisberg, 1986) predicts no differences in
between insightful and incremental solution processes.
Therefore, this theory would predict no difference in
hindsight bias between insight and algebra problems or
those w h o come to solution, and those w h o do not come
to solution but are shown the correct answers.
The present study consisted of two sessions.
Participants received a series of insight and algebra word
problems. During session one, Ss first were asked to read
through each problem carefiilly and rate each component
of the problem on its importance in finding the solution.
Then they were asked to attempt to solve each problem.
Following the solution phase approximately half the Ss
were shown the correct solution. After a one week
interval Ss returned for the second session. At this time
they were asked to attempt to remember their original
importance ratings for each of the problem components.
Hindsight bias was measured as the change in irnportance
ratings between the two sessions, in favor of relevance for
solution.
Methods
Participants. O n e hundred twenty eight introductory
psychology students participated in this study to fulfill a
class requirement. They were run in groups of 3 to 12.
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Design. This study consisted of two one-hour sessions
separated by a one-week interval. During the first session
Ss rated the importance of the problem components of
several insight and algebra problems.
Next they
attempted to solve each problem. After attempting to
solve, half the groups were shown the solution. After a
one-week interval Ss returned and were asked to
reproduce their original component importance ratings.
This resulted in a 2 session rating (session I, session 2) X
2 shown answer (Yes, N O ) X 3 solution type (no solution,
incorrect, correct) X N components (varies by problem)
mixed design. Session rating and problem components
were within-subject variables, while shown answer and
solution type were grouped between subjects.
Materials and Procedure. Participants completed the
S I Q booklet first. The S I Q booklet consisted of six
insight problems and four algebra word problems. Ss
were instructed to carefully read each problem, but not to
attempt to solve the problems. Instead, Ss were asked to
rate each sentence or component of the problem on h o w
important it is in finding the solution to the problem.
Each sentence or component of the problem was listed
one at a time followed by aratingscale that consisted of a
7.3 c m continuum. The far left side of the continuum was
marked as representing "very unimportant," while the far
right side was marked "very important." Participants
were instructed to make a mark anywhere on the
continuum that best represented their opinion of the
particular problem component. Participants were allowed
to work through the questionnaire booklet at their o w n
pace but were allowed no more than 15 min. to complete
all the ratings. The experimenter periodically reminded
participants not to attempt to solve the problems
throughout theratingphase. Theseratingsare the session
1 importance ratings.
Next participants completed the problem-solving
packet (SIS). The SIS booklet presented the same 10
problems, each on its o w n page. Ss were instructed to
attempt to solve each problem and that they would be
given three minutes to complete each problem. The
directions instructed the Ss to show all work, circle their
final answer, and if necessary explain the solution using a
few short sentences. Ss were instructed to work through
the booklet in order, stop working on a problem at the
experimenter's signal, and wait until the experimenter's
signal to begin the next problem. Ss were given 3 min. to
work on each problem. The Ss performance each
problem was used to assign participant into one of three
solution type groups (no answer, incorrect, correct) for
each problem.
After attempting to solve all the problems, half of the
groups were dismissed (shown answer no). The other half
(shown answer yes) were shown step-by-step outlines of
the solutions of each of the problems on an overhead
projector. The experimenter read a script that explained
each answer.
Each problem explanation took
approximately 1 min. At the conclusion of session 1 Ss
were asked not to discuss the details of any of the

importance toward the correct solution, while higher
scores indicate that a sentence or component in a problem
is perceived of great importance in coming to the correct
solution. Hindsight bias is the increase of an individual's
importance rating for a solution-related problem
component between the first and second sessions.
Restructuring theories of insightful problem solving
predict that on insight problems, initial component
importance ratings should reflect solvers' activation of an
inappropriate problem representation.
Those w h o
overcome the impasse and correctly solve the problems
need to restructure their representation of the problem to
activate the correct operators or components for solution.
This n e w representation should lead to hindsight bias in
the importance ratings for the key components of the
problem.
Those w h o fail to solve the problem should s h o w n o
hindsight bias for key problem components, and m a y even
increase their importance ratings for the original
inappropriate components of the problem. In algebra
problems n o restructuring of the problem representation is
necessary to c o m e to solution, therefore n o change in
representation of the problem should b e evident in the
hindsight bias measures of algebra word problem
components.

problems they saw or their solutions with anyone else in
the Subject Pool and dismissed.
Session 2 occurred exactly one-week later in the same
room at the same time. Ss were first issued the second
session questionnaire packet (S2Q). This packet was
identical to the first except that the participants were
asked to attempt to reproduce their exact component
importance ratings from the first experiment. These
ratings are the Session 2 importance ratings. They were
once again allowed to work through the booklet at their
o w n pace but had no more than IS min. to complete the
entire memory test. Then, Ss once again attempted to
solve each problem in the same manner as in session 1.
Finally, participants were debriefed as to the nature of the
study and once again asked not to discuss the study,
problems, or solutions with anyone else in the Subject
Pool.
Table 1 N u m b e r of Participants Per Cell by Problem.
Shown Answer Yes Shown Answer N o
Sol.
NA
IN CO NA
IN CO Total
type
Train
128
14
11
27 30
16 30

Age
Triingle
Cups

20
22
6

25
23
23

26
26
24

18
20
11

20
17
26

19
20
25

128
128
115*

Note: N A = N o Answer; IN = Incorrect; C O = Correct
* 13 Ss had to be dropped from this problem for missing data and/or
marking the top importance level for all components on both sessions.
Results
T w o algebra and two insight problems from the set of
problems were chosen for the problem component
analysis. These problems were selected on the basis of
two criteria. T h e first criterion w a s due to a conceptual
constraint. Each problem component or individual
sentence had to contain only either information that w a s
key to the solution or not. In other words, any one
component of a problem must have been mutually
exclusive from the other components and contain unique
information that w a s only interpretable as important or
unimportant depending on one's interpretation of the
problem.
T h e second constraint w a s a practical
constraint. Each problem had to result in a moderate
solution rate such that there would be a number of
individuals in each of the solution type groups, and result
in a similar number of individuals for each solution type
across "answer s h o w n " groups. T h e two insight and two
algebra problems that best met these criteria were selected
for analysis. T h e problems are presented in Figures 1-4,
problem components are indicated by lower case letters.
The number of participants in each cell for each problem
is listed in Table 1.
Problem Component Ratings Problem component
scores were coded by measuring the distance of the
participants' mark on the continuum from the lef^ end
with a ruler. Lower scores indicate that a sentence or
component in a problem w a s perceived as of little
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a) T w o trains leave the same station at the same time, b) Each
has enough fuel for a 2000 mile trip, c) The trains travel in
opposite directions, d) One train travels 60 miles per hour, and
the other 100 miles per hour, e) In h o w many hours will the
trains be 800 miles ^art?
Figure 1: Train Problem (Problem Type: Algebra)
a) Ann is twice as old as her son. b) They were both bora in
June, c) Ten years ago Ann was three times as old as her son.
d) What are their present ages?
Figure 2: A g e Problem (Problem Type: Algebra)
The triangle shown below points to the top of the page. Show
h o w you can move 3 circles to get the triangle to point to the
bottom of the page.
a)0
b)0 c)0
d)0 e)0 1)0
g)0 h)0 i)0 j)0
Figure 3: Triangle Problem (Problem Type: Insight)
The picture below is of six glasses. The first three contain
liquid. Describe h o w you could make it so no two glasses
containing liquid are next to each other, while keeping three of
the six glasses full. T o do this, you are only allowed to move
one glass.

V
a) ^

b) 'i> c) ^ d) i e) i
Figure 4: Cups Problem (Problem Type: Insight)

Train Algebra Problem The train problem (see Figure 1)
process theories would predict that the initial
involves constructing and solving equations in order to
representation should be biased against viewing cup E as
find h o w m a n y hours it will take for two trains to be 800
being key in finding the correct solution. This leads to the
miles apart. T o solve this problem one must use
prediction that importance levels should increase for the
information from sentences (components) A , C , D, and E.
two key components for those w h o correctly solve, while
those w h o do not correctly solve should not show
These sentences are therefore the key components in this
hindsight bias on only the two key components.
problem. T o investigate whether restructuring was
T o investigate whether restructuring was involved in
involved in solving this algebra problem, a 2x3x2x3
(session x component x answer given condition x solution
solving this problem, a 2x6x2x3 (session x component x
type (no solution, incorrect solution, correct solution))
answer condition x solution type) A N O V A was
A N O V A was conducted. Evidence for restructuring as
conducted. This analysis revealed a significant session x
measured by hindsight bias is revealed by interactions
component interaction, F (5, 545) = 4.7,;? < .05, n' = .02.
Follow-up analysis revealed significant increases in
involving the session variable. Specifically, an increase
importance ratings for both key components B (r (119) =
in importance ratings on key components across sessions
(initial rating vs. second rating) for those w h o correctly
3.85, p < .05, n^ - .11) and E (f (119) = 2.10,/> < .05, n^ =
solve the problem is evidence for restructuring.
.03) across all participants. Even though a survey of the
This analysis revealed a significant session x
means (see Table 4) gives the impression that the groups
component x solution type interaction F (8, 484) = 2.69, p
that solved the problem correct are driving this effect, a
significant interaction involving solution type was not
< .05, n^ * .04. Follow-up analysis revealed that this
small interaction was due to significant decreases in
detected. This result tends to follow the predicted pattern
importance ratings on component D, and E for those w h o
of hindsight bias that would be expected with regards to
answered incorrectly and were shown the answer (r (26) =
restructuring accounts of insightful problem solving, and
-3.71, p < .01, & t (26) = -2.78, p < .01 respectively).
stands in contrast to the algebra results that showed no
There was also a significant decrease in importance rating
evidence of restructuring.
on component E for those w h o answered correctly and
were shown the solution. / (29) = -3.21, p < .01 (see Table Triangle Insight Problem To solve this problem, one
2). If restructuring of the problem representation was
must m o v e the comer three circles around one position in
necessary to solve this algebra problem one would expect
order to make the triangle point down. The insightful
to see increases in importance ratings on components A ,
process theories would predict that the initial
C, D and E for those w h o correctly solve. This was not
representation should be biased towards viewing the array
the case. Clearly there is no evidence of restructuring in
as a triangle and therefore solvers will inappropriately
those w h o solved the train algebra problem.
view the point of the triangle, or the top three circles, as
more important. In order to solve, individuals will need
Age Algebra Problem The Aim and Son problem
to restructure their representation of the middle circles of
involves constructing equations from the given
the triangle as invariant whether the triangle points up or
information to calculate A n n and her son's present age.
down. Therefore, the comer circles A , G , and J, are the
Sentences (components) A, C, and D are key components
key components for solving the problem (see Figure 3).
for this problem (see Figure 2). T o investigate whether
T o investigate whether restructuring was involved in
restructuring was involved in solving this algebra
solving this insight problem, a 2x10x2x3 (session x
problem, 2x4x2x3 (session x component x answer
component x answer condition x solution type) A N O V A
condition x solution type) A N O V A was conducted.
was conducted. This analysis revealed a significant
This aiuilysis once again revealed a significant session x
session x component interaction, F (9, 1098) = 4.05, p <
component x solution type interaction F (6, 353) = 3.35, p
.05, n' = .03; a significant session x component x answer
< .05, r^ = .05. However, follow up analyses revealed no
condition interaction, F (18, 1098) = 2.04, p < .05, n^ =
significant differences between session 1 and session 2
.01, and a significant session x component x solution type
ratings for any of the components in any of the groups
interaction, F (18, 1098) = 1.91, p < .05, n' = .03.
(see Table 2). This interaction was most likely caused by
Follow-up analysis foimd significant increases in
the trend toward hindsight bias on component C by those
importanceratings,or strong positive trends, on each of
in the correct solution/not given answer condition, and by
the key components for those w h o successfiilly solved the
a trend towards a decrease in importanceratingson
problem regardless of whether they were shown the
component D in the incorrect/ shown answer group.
answer (see Table 5). This evidence supports the idea that
However, interaction was small in effect size. These
those individuals w h o solved correctly had a different
unsystematic trends are weak evidence for restructuring.
(more appropriate) problem representation on their second
Therefore, once again, w e find no clear evidence
encounter with the problem.
restructuring in the solution of algebra problems.
Other significant increases were found on components
D and E (both unimportant for finding correct solution)
Cups Insight Problem In order to solve this problem,
for those w h o came to no solution and did not receive the
one must pick up the glass in position B and pour the
answer. In the groups that received the answers but did
liquid into the cup in position E. Therefore, B and E are
not find the correct solution, increases in importance
the key components of this problem. The insightfijl
ratings were detected on the entire bottom row of circles
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(G through J). These findings suggest that being shown
the solution to an insight problem can lead to a shit\ in
representation. However this shift is not exclusive to the
key problem solving components.

and algebra problems. Currently w e are in the process of
conducting more detailed studies using the hindsight bias
paradigm on a wider range of problems, as well as using
this method to investigate the role of impasse in the
insightful problem solving process.

Discuuion
These results suggest that hindsight bias can be used as an
independent measure of the restructuring involved in
solving different problems. These results demonstrate
some of the characteristics predicted by insightful
problem solving theories that involve mechanism of
sudden restructuring of one's problem representation in
order to come to solution (Duncker, 1945, Davidson &
Sternberg, 1984, Ohlsson, 1992). Although all of the
predicted interactions on insight problem component
ratings were not found to be significant, there was
evidence of an increase in importance ratings on key
components in insight problems and not on algebra
problems. Also there was evidence that these increases in
importance ratings occurred in groups that had
successfully solved the insight problem, regardless of
whether they were shown the correct solution. The results
on the insight problems contrast with those for the algebra
problems, which showed little evidence of any increases
on importance ratings on the key components. In
examining the results it is clear that individuals initially
were able to recognize which components of the algebra
problems were key in solving the problem. However,
even though all individuals were able to correctly report
the importance of the key components, many still failed to
correctly solve the algebra problems. This suggests that
the locus of difficulty for the algebra problems did not lie
in the representation.
While all the predicted interactions on the insight
components were not found, it is helpful to keep in mind
that this was a very stringent test for hindsight bias. The
participants in this study were not asked to re-rate the
questions during the second session of the experiment.
They were asked to "reproduce" or remember their
original ratings. It has been estimated that 2/3 of
participants are actually able to remember their original
rating in this type of within-subjects design (Fischoff &
Beyth, 1975). Even though steps were taken to prevent
this (ex. rating were done on continuums instead of Likert
scales, one full week between sessions) this surely may
have affected the fmal outcome. Also, all theories of
insightfiil problem solving agree that restructuring is far
more likely when subjects are naive to the problems. In
this design there was no way to separate out those w h o
had experience with the problems and were able to solve
through some other method than restructuring (i.e.
memory search). O n the same note, it m a y be possible
that individuals did not have the expertise in algebra to
solve the problems in a totally incremental fashion. In this
design there was also no way to separate out those w h o
experienced partial insights while solving the algebra
problems (see Ohlsson, 1992). These factors m a y have
also confounded the hindsight bias results. Despite all of
these issues, there was clear evidence for differential
amounts and patterns of hindsight bias between insight
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Table 2: Train Algebra Problem: M e a n (SD) Importance Ratin gs by Session, Answer Group, and Solution Type
S h o w n Answer Group
Not S h o w n Answer (Jroup
|
N o Answer
Sol.
Incorrect
Correct
N o Answer
Incorrect
Correct
|
S2
SI
S2
SI
Sess.
S2
SI
S2
S2
SI
SI
S2
SI
4.6(2.2) 4.9(1.9) 5.7(2.0) 5.3(2.0) 5.8(1.3) 5.8(1.8) 6.2(1.1) 5,4(1.9) 6.1(0,8) 5.5(1,7) 5.7(1,9) 5.8(1.7)
A*
B
4.1(2.1) .8(2.4) 3.3(2.5) 3.6(2.4) 3.3(2.5) 3.2(2.5) 3.5(2.8) 3.8(2.8) 3.6(2.9) 4.4(2.6) 2,9(2.6) 2.3(2.2)
C*
2.8(2.3) 3.9(2.6) 4.3(2.4) 4.1(2.4) 5.3(2.0) 5.0(2.1) 4.2(2.9) 5.5(1.5) 4.6(2.0) 5.3(1.6) 5.4(2,1) 4.8(2.4)
6.1(0.7) 5.9(1.0) 6.8(0J) 6.3(0.7) 6.5(1.0) 6.4(0.6) 6.3(1.7) 6.6(0,5) 6.4(1.0) 6.1(1.0) 6,5(0,5) 6.4(0.6)
D*
5.7(1.4) 5.2(1.8) 6.5(0.7) 6.1(0.8) 6.4(0.8) 6.1(1.0) 6.2(1.2) 6.5(0,7) 6.2(1.1) 5.9(1.0) 6.3(0.9) 6,3(0,9)
E*
Note: Bold-foced cells denote a significant difference between the importance ratings on session 1 (SI) and session 2 (S2), p < .05.
Asterisk (•) indicates key component.
Table 3: A g e Algebra Problem: M e a n (SD) Importance Ratings by Session, Answer Group, and Solution Type
Not S h o w n Answer Group
|
S h o w n Answer Grou 3
Sol.
N o Answer
Incorrect
Correct
N o Answer
Incorrect
Correct
1
Sess
SI
S2
SI
SI
S2
S2
SI
S2
SI
S2
SI
S2
6.6(0.5) 6.0(1.3) 6.3(1.1) 6.3(0.8) 6.3(0.7) 6.3(0.6) 6.3(0.5) 6,2(0,6) 6.4(0.8) 6,2(0.8) 6,5(0.8) 6.6(0,5)
A*
1.5(1.5) 2.2(2.0) 2.1(2.0) 1.8(1.9) 2.3(2.2) 2.2(2.2) 2.5(2.0) 3,1(2.7) 1.7(1.7) 2,1(2,2) 2.4(2.4) 1,6(2,1)
B
6.3(0.7) 6.1(0.7) 6.3(1.0) 6.3(0.9) 6.2(0.8) 6.3(0,7) 6.2(0.6) 6.0(1.0) 6.4(0.7) 6,3(0,9) 6.3(0.8) 6.6(0.5)
C*
5.6(2.0) 5.2(1.8) 6,l(/,l) fMUl
D*
5.7(1.5) 6.1(0.8) 5.5(1.8) 5.8(1.5) 6.0(1.3) 5,9(1,3) 6.4(0.7) 6,5(0,6)
Note: N o significant difference between the importance ratings on session 1 (SI) and session 2 (82) were detected, p < .05. Italics
indicates trend toward significance p < .08, n^ > . 10. Asterisk (*) indicates key component.
Table 4: Cups Insight Problem: M e a n (SD) Importance Ratings by Session, Answer Group, and Solution Type
S h o w n Answer Grou P
Not S h o w n Answer Group
|
Sol.
N o Answer
Incorrect
N o Answer
Incorrect
Correct
|
Correct
S2
SI
S2
Sess.
SI
S2
SI
S2
SI
S2
SI
S2
SI
4.1(2.3) 4.1(2.3) 4J(2J) 3.4(2.7) 3.8(2.5) 3.5(2.8) 4.1(2.4) 5.2(1.0) 3.6(2.5) 4.0(2.6) 3,6(2,5) 3,8(2.7)
A
5.4(1.2) 5.6(1.1) s.oa.i) 5.9(1.3) 5.7(1.8) 6.1(1.2) 5,1(1,8) 5.4(0.7) 5.5(1,9) 5,9(1.4) 5.3(1.8) 6J(1.0)
B*
4.2(1.7) 4.1(2.0) 3.9(2.0) 3.6(2.4) 4.3(2.3) 3.9(2.6) 5,9(0,2) 4.9(1.7) 4.3(2.3) 4,5(2.5) 3.5(2.4) 3,8(2.6)
C
4.5(1.4) 4.5(1.8) 3.7(2.2) 3.8(2.3) 3.6(2.5) 3.5(2.5) 3,8(1,9) 3.5(1.9) 3.4(2.3) 3.1(2.2) 3.5(2.2) 3,3(2,5)
D
E*
4.2nS) 4.9(1.6) 4.1(2.1) 4.5(2.1) 4.6(2.3) 5.3(2.1) 4,4(1,7) 3.9(1.9) 4.4(2.2) 4,2(2.2) 4J(2.1) 5.8(1.6)
F
4.0(1.9) 4.5(1.8) 3.7(2.3) 3.7(2.4) 3.5(2.3) 3.5(2.5) 3,4(2,2) 3.1(1.7) 3.3(2.4) 3,3(3,4) 3.9(2,1) , 3.5(2.5)
Note: Bold-faced cells denote a significant difference between the importance ratings on session 1 (SI) and session 2 (82),p < .05.
ItaUcs indicates trend toward significance p < .08, n^> .10. Asterisk (*) indicates key component.
Table 5: Triangle Insight Problem: M e a n (SD) Importance Ratings by Session, Answer Group, and Solution Type
S h o w n Answer Grou p
Not S h o w n Answer (jroup
|
No Answer
Correct
N o Answer
Incorrect
Sol.
Incorrect
Correct
|
S2
Sess.
SI
SI
S2
S2
S2
SI
S2
SI
SI
S2
SI
A*
5.7(1.7) 6.0(1.9) 5.6(2.2) 6.0(1.4) i.}(l.6\ 6,Qn.2) 5,0(1.9) 4.8(2.3) 5.7(1.7) 6,0(1,2) 5J(1.9) 6J(0.8)
B
5.4(1.8) 5.0(2.1) 5.0(2.4) 5.4(1.9) 3.6(2.1) 3.3(4.5) 4.2(2.0) 3.8(2.4) 5.2(1.6) 5,0(2,1) 4,0(2,4) 3,5(2,5)
C
5.4(1.6) 5.1(1.9) 5.0(2.5) 5.2(2.0) 3.7(2.1) 3.4(2.5) 4.4(2.0) 3.7(2.3) 5.3(2.1) 5,2(2,0) 4J(2.1) 3.4(2.5)
D
3.8(2.3) 3.7(2.4) 3,2(2.3) 3.0(2.2) 3.1(1.9) 3.3(2,5) 3.3(2.0) 4.4(2.3) 3.6(2.3) 3.9(2.4) 3.1(2.2) 3,1(2,5)
E
3.2(2.3) 4.0(2.4) 2.4(2.3) 3.1(2.4) 3.5(2.3) 3,1(2.5) 3.ia.0) 4.3(2.4) 3.9(2.4) 3.5(2.5) 3.0(2.1) 3.0(2.5)
F
4.0(2.2) 4.2(2.4) 3.1(2.6) 3.7(2.5) 3.6(2.2) 3.5(2.6) 3.6(2.3) 4.5(2.3) 3.5(2.3) 4.1(2.4) 3J(14) 19(2.})
G*
3.5(2.4) 4.8(2.0) 3.3(2.6) 4.5(2.1) 5.1(1.8) 6.0(1.2) 4.4(2.2) 4.2(2.3) 4.1(2.4) 3.7(2.3) iJ(2,U }J(L7)
H
3.1(2.4) 4.5(2J) 3.4(2.6) 4.1(2.3) 3.5(2.0) 3.2(2.5) 4.1(2.1) 4.0(2.5) 4.2(2.4) 4.0(2.5) 3.7(2.2) 3,0(2,5)
I
3.1(2.3} 4.1(2.4) 3.2f2.6) 4.)(?.}) 3.7(2.2) 3.1(2.4) 4.0(2.1) 3.9(2.3) 4.1(2,4) 4,0(2.5) 3.8(2.2) 3,0(2,5)
J*
3.4(2.5) 4.8(2.0) 3,OT,$1 i.}(i.QI 4.9(1.8) 6.0(1.3) 4,6(2,2) 4.3(2.3) 3.9(2,4) 4.4(2.4) 4.9(1.9) 5.8(1.5)
Note: Bold-faced cells denote a significant difference between the importance ratings on session 1 (81) and session 2 (82), p < .05,
Italics indicates trend toward significance/? < .08, n^ > . 10, Asterisk (*) indicates key component.
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Abstract
Computer metaphors for cognitive processes have
become dated and new models are required to help
college students and classroom teachers interpret
research in the neurosciences as it begins to impact the
fields of education and psychology A model of cognition
using a metaphor of neural activation is presented and
suMJOrted by finding in the neurosciences.
Introduction
In 1986, Rumelhart and McClelland published Parallel
Distributed Processing and revolutionized our
conception of m e m o r y and thought processes. Their
introduction of neural networks as a model of m e m o r y
served as a starting point for the growth of
neurologically based computational models. Today,
cognitive and computational neuroscience research is
continuing to enhance our understanding of cognition.
However, while the neurosciences influence h o w
researchers comprehend thought processes, there has
been little change in the models w e teach students in
introductory psychology and education classes. W h a t is
needed are models that provide students with a
framework for imderstanding die neural bases of
cognition and are at the same time simple to
communicate and conq)rehend.
The Need for a New Model
The information processing model of cognition has
provided us with many useful characterizations of
mental functions: sensory registers, short-term memory,
working memory, and long-term memory. Its ultimate
failure has been its inability to integrate these
characterizations with research findings in attention,
imagery, and reasoning to form a comprehensive model
of cognition. This failure is caused in part because
theoretical descriptions of behavior are weakly
constrained and allow multiple valid interpretations of
the same phenomenon. This variability in description
has fractionalized cognitive research into narrow
domains focused on particular aspects of mental
activity. Thus, students study cognitive topics such as
perception, memory, and learning that have little
relation to each other, leaving them without an
associative framework.
Another problem with the information processing
model is that its conceptualizations of thought
processes often clash with research fmdings in
contemporary neuroscience. It is n o w clear that
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memories are not compartmentalized into boxes or
transferred from location to location as they are in a
computer. Such characterizations can lead students to
inferences that are not always valid, and in education
such inferences can lead to instructional methods that
are not always effective. In the past ten years
technological and methodological advances in the
neurosciences have produced a wealth of research
results that have greatly increased our understanding of
the biological underpinnings of cognition. This research
has already impacted traditional cognitive theories
(Miyake & Shah, 1999), but what is needed are not
models that have been updated to account for the n e w
data. W h a t is needed are models that are built from the
neuron upwards, rather than from behavior downwards.
Such models stand a better chance of providing an
internally consistent integrative framework for
understanding cognitive research.
This revolution in orientation from top-down to
bottom-up analyses represent a fundamental shift in the
science of cognition and as K u h n (1962, p. 109) has
pointed out, "...when paradigms change, there are
usually significant shifts in the criteria determining the
legitimacy both of problems and of proposed
solutions." Thus, w e see major issues in popular
culture such as the division between mind and body
become irrelevant as old axioms are rejected and n e w
ones formed (Crick, 1994). This paradigm shift is well
underway in the field of psychology (Gazzaniga, 1998)
and cognitive science, but has been hampered in
education by the dubious application of the
neurobiological research; to wit, "brain-based learning"
has become the phrenology of the n e w century (Bruer,
1999a).
T h e fact
that
such
questionable
conceptualizations of cognitive neuroscience are being
actively marketed to educational practitioners begs for
models that are well grounded by research in the
neurosciences. The purpose of this paper is to present
one such model in the hope that it will inspire
discussion within the educational community. I will
begin by presenting the model as it might be presented
to students and the following section will review the
scientific justification for the model.

The Model
The cognitive model presented below is a synthesis of
the current research in the neurosciences. It is proposed
as a descriptive theory in which the complexity of some
neurological processes has been simplified for

pedagogical advantage. For the most part I have tried
to avoid issues that are the subject of on going debate,
however I do make theoretical assumptions at some
points to create an internally consistent model. Readers
should keep in mind that what follows is a hypothetical
description and that some, or many, aspects of the
model have yet to be verified empirically.
Structure

networks. Within the brain local control and task
networks are generally located in regions k n o w n as the
occipital, parietal and temporal lobes. Global control
networks are generally located in the frontal lobes
(Figure 1). General cognitive functions, such as
auditory or visual processing that are executed by task
networks are localized to particular areas in the brain
such as the temporal and occipital lobes. While task and
control networks maybe localized to different regions
this does not mean that they are disconnected, rather as
a general rule all classes of networks are highly
interconnected.
Parietal
Lobe

Neurons The fiindamental processing element in the
brain is the neuron. A neuron is a cell that consists of
dendrites, a body, and an axon. Signals are transmitted
between neurons by chemicals called neurotransmitters
at junctions between dendrites and axons called
synapses. W h e n neurotransmitters pass across a
synapse from the axon of one cell to the dendrite of
Frontal
another they cause chemical changes in the dendrite and
Lobe
Occipital
the body of the neuron and have an effect on the
Lobe
physical structure of the synapse. W h e n a sufficient
number of signals infringe on a neuron, they cause that
neuron to release neurotransmitters at the synapses of
its axons. W h e n a neuron is in such a state, is receiving
signals and releasing neurotransmitters, it is said to be
active. The signals that a neuron sends can have either
Temporal
an excitatory and inhibitory effect. Excitatory effects
Lobe
cause other neurons to increase their activity; inhibitory
effects prevent neurons from becoming active, i.e.,
Figure 1: Global control networks are located in the
from sending signals to other neurons.
frontal lobes; local task networks are located in the
lobes, parietal, temporal lobes.
occipital
Networks Neurons are highly interconnected; a single
neuron can have thousands of syn^ses connecting to
thousands of other neurons. Neurons that activate in
c o m m o n are linked together by synapses into networks.
Networks of neurons can be local to a particular
location in the brain, or they can be global and
distributed across different regions of the brain. Local
networks can be confined to an area a thousandth of an
inch, whereas global networks can extend over
distances of several inches and be comprised of
Networks can also be
multiple local networics.
classified as task networks or control networks. A task
network performs a specialized fiuiction such as the
processing of the orientation of a line, of a color, or a
phoneme. Task networks are also involved in more
con^jlex processing, such as the graphical
representation of a word, or a h u m a n face. A control
network, on the other hand, regulates the processing of
a task network via connections that inhibit or activate
neurons. This activation or inhibition by control
networks functions to maintain, select, monitor,
sequence, or integrate activity within task networks.
Control networks can be either local or global. Local
control networks regulate task networks and are not
necessarily physically distinct from them, but instead
maybe spatially intertwined. Global control networks
serve to regulate the activation between multiple task

Processes
With the neural and network structure outlined above
fraditional cognitive processes can be redefined in
relation to their neurological processes. It is assumed
that since thought processes are a fiuiction of brain
activity, all of the concepts in traditional cognitive
psychology can be redefined within such a framework.
This paper covers fundamental topics such as learning,
basic forms of memory, and attention.
Learning Learning is the process of making enduring
changes in the relationships between neurons through
the modification or creation of synapses. Learning is
the intrinsic result of sensation, perception, thought,
physical action, or the result of intention. Since thought
or perception requires the activation of neurons,
activation induces a change in the physical state of the
synapses involved. W h e n these changes are retained
over time they form memories; w h e n ephemeral they,
along with the biochemical and electrical processes that
cause them, form thoughts. Not all neurons exhibit the
same properties; neurons and syns^ses differ in (he rate
at which changes are retained. Thus, long term
physical changes in neurons located in areas that
process sensory stimuli would occur slowly, whereas
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changes in neurons storing life experiences would occur
more rapidly.

neurotransmitters decays and returns to baseline. This
process normally occurs within seconds unless
activation is renewed. In long-term m e m o r y forgetting
m a y occur w h e n physical synaptic changes decay or as
activation overlays n e w synaptic patterns over existing
ones causing interference.

Memory A memory is a stored pattern of synaptic
connections within local networks or across an
interconnected network of neurons. A single neuron
might contribute to several memories by releasing
varying amounts of neurotransmitters depending on
h o w it is activated, but the activation of a memory
requires interactions between neurons. That is to say,
no one specific m e m o r y is stored in a single neuron,
rather a m e m o r y is distributed across a network of
neurons as a pattern of synaptic relations. Additionally,
several memories m a y be stored in the same network by
different patterns of synaptic connections.
Traditional cognitive models have identified different
functional categorizations of memory. Traditionally,
the major categorizations have been short-term,
working, and long-term memory. Within the current
model each of these can be defined by neurological
processes. Short-term m e m o r y represents the dynamic
patterns of activation in networks across the brain.
These patterns of activation arise from transitory
chemical and electrical properties of neurons lasting a
few seconds.
Working m e m o r y represents a
combination of short-term m e m o r y processes along
with other chemical and transient physical syniq)tic
changes lasting several minutes. Long-term m e m o r y
represents physical synaptic changes lasting from
minutes to chys, weeks, or years, thus long-term
memory is viewed as scaled physical changes in
synapses on a continuum across time, rather than as
discrete storage locations.
Physical changes in
synapses m a y revert to a previous state in some types of
neurons if not reactivated.
Memory Capacity Traditional short-term or working
memory has been shown to have a limit on the number
of items that can be held in consciousness
simultaneously. In the current model m e m o r y capacity
is regulated by both the physiological and structural
aspects of neural networks. Physiologically neural
activity is limited by the production and transmission of
neurotransmitters and rate at which cells can produce
signals. While neurophysiology places a limit on what
can be held in neural networks at any single point in
time, working m e m o r y capacity can be increased by
adapting the underlying network structure for particular
types of memories. Thus, experts in specialized areas
such as chess have better working m e m o r y for
meaningful configurations of pieces than do novices
because they have tailored synaptic patterns to
particular stimuli.
Forgetting In short-term memory forgetting occurs as
cells stop sending signals and the concentration of
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Attention Attention is the modulation of activation in a
network by a control network. Modulation takes the
form of either a rise or a reduction of activation. This
modulation can occur across widely separated regions
in the brain or locally within a specific part of the brain.
Attention can be focused in different regions w h e n a
global control network or a combination of global
control networks modulates activation within local task
networks. Attention is a process which occurs w h e n
specific stimuli or tasks require specialized processing.
Attentional processing m a y be required to keep
particular memories active (maintenance), discriminate
between similar stimuli (selection), w h e n anticipating
environmental stimuli (monitoring), when planning a
particular action (sequencing), or w h e n it is necessary
to coordinate multiple responses (integration).
Attentional modulation m a y be initiated from the
bottom-up by neural signals originating in task
networks that then activate global control networks, or
from the top-down w h e n global control networks
execute a motivational goal.
Attention can also be focused in specific areas in the
brain by local control networks without modulation by
global control networks. This can occur within task
networks w h e n a local control network modulates
activation. M a n y of the same functions executed by
global control networks (maintenance, selection,
monitoring, and sequencing) can be also be performed
by local control networks. The process of transferring
control from a global control network to a local one is
called automation. Automation occurs by adjusting
synaptic connections within a task network so
modulation of activation is stimulated and responded to
by activity within the task network. This adjustment of
synaptic cormections in task networks occurs through
attentional modulation or by sensory activation. This is
generally a slow process and m a y require both focused
attention and repeated practice.
Retrieval from Memory Memory retrieval in
traditional psychology is divided into two general
classes: recall and recognition. Recall involves the
explicit retrieval of information from memory.
Recognition, on the other hand, only requires knowing
if something has been previously encountered. In the
current model retrieval is defined as the reactivation of
a previously active network. Recall differs from
recognition in that recall requires full activation of a
local network by a global control network in a top-

d o w n process, whereasrecognitioninvolves signaling a
control network that some activation occurs in some
local networic and can occur as either a bottom-up or a
top-down process.

right side of the brain (Robertson, et. al, 2000; St
George, Kutas, Martinez, & Sereno, 1999).

tdii'jfV

An Activation Metaphor
Being able to imagine h o w thought processes occur in
the brain can help teachers plan lessons and can also
help undergraduate students tie together disparate
concepts in psychology. The current model lends itself
to a activation metaphor so that students can picture
thought processes as dynamic intensifying and receding
patterns of activation, m u c h as neural activation is
depicted by differences in blood oxygenation levels in
the brain by functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI; see Figure 2).

Figure 3:
Idealized activation patterns during
reading. (A) Displays the brain at rest. (B) Activation of
visual areas. (C) Activation of the word form area. (D)
Initial activation of frontal control networks. (E)
Additional activation of phonological and semantic
areas. (F) Interplay between control and task networks.
The upper line indicates areas associated with
phonological processing; the lower line with semantic
processing.

Figure 2: The brighter areas identify implied patterns
of neural activation as detected by fMRI.

While patterns of activation can provide an
understanding of interacting networks, attention, shortterm and working m e m o r y it should be kept in mind
that long-term m e m o r y is the result by physical changes
and is not necessarilyreflecteddirectly in the activation
patterns, i.e., long-term m e m o r y isresultanteffect of
the activations.

The processes of reading provides a good example of
h o w levels of activation can be used to represent
thought processes. W h e n a word is first presented the
visual areas in the rear of the brain become active.
Activation is next seen in the word form area on the
lower left side of the brain (Cohen, et al., 2000). At
about this time there is an interaction between control
networks in the lef^frontalareas and task networks in
the lateral and posterior regions. There appears to be
separate control networks for different aspects of
reading such as grammar and those relating to
semantics and these different networks appear to
control specific task networics (Bokde, Tagamets,
Friedman, & Horwitz, 2001; Poldrack, et al, 1999).
Reading progresses as an interplay of activation
between the control and task networks performing the
functions of phonics, grammar, and semantics. Levels
of activation in these areas can increase or decrease
depending on the complexity of the task, w h e n
syntactic errors are encountered, or w h e n semantic
anomalies occur. Comprehension of longer passages of
text appears to activate control and task networks on the

Supporting Evidence
While some aspects of the model have not yet been
verified empirically, most of the concepts are accepted
by at least a portion of the neuroscientific community.
In this section I will outline some of the research
supporting the model.
The view that the changes in synaptic junctions are at
least one of the major components of learning has been
accepted for some time (CoUingridge & Bliss, 1995;
Larkman & Jack, 199S) and current research has been
supportive of this hypothesis (Kennedy, 2000; Matus,
2000), however the exact mechanisms underling
learning (Barinaga,1999) and forgetting (Berman &
Dudai, 2001) remain the object of ongoing research.
The assumption that learning occurs through the
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formation
of new
synapses
(Klintsova
&
Grecnough,1999) is more debatable and has been
questioned by Goldman-Rakic a leading researcher (as
cited in Education Commission of the Slates, 1996, p.
11). A far more controversial conjecture has been the
formation of memories via the creation of new neurons.
Recent publications have indicated that, contrary to
previous doctrine, new neurons are created after birth
(Gould, Tanapat, Rydel & Hastings, 2000; Shankle,
Rafii, Landing, & Fallon, 1999) and may also be
involved in the formation of memories (Shors, et al.,
2001), but these conclusions have been challenged
(Komack&Rakic,2001).
The interpretation of short term memory as dynamic
biochemical and electrophysiological processes is
hypothetical, but research has shown that transmission
between nerve cells is separable into different
chronological processes (Greengard, 2001). The
concept of woricing memory extending over longer
periods of time was introduced by Ericsson and Kintsch
(199S) and is support by neuroscience research showing
dendritic changes occurring on a continuum ranging
from seconds to days (Antonova, et al., 2001; W o n g &
Wong, 2001)
The existence of large scale modularity in the brain
has been recognized since the 1800s when it was
discovered by Broca and Wernicke (Gazzaniga, Ivry &
Mangun, 1998). The high degree of specificity in local
networks has been a more recent finding. Spatially
limited networks, characterized by the current model as
task networks, have been found to subserve functions
such as: the detection and orientation of lines (Hubel &
Wiesel,1968), the motion of patterns (Movshon,
Adelson, Gizzi, & Newsome, 1985), the recognition of
objects (Tanaka, 1997), and the recognition of faces
(O'Craven & Kanwisher, 2000). The existence of
global networks is widely accepted in the neuroscience
and cognitive communities (Stuss & Alexander, 2000;
Varela, Lachaux, Rodriguez, & Martinerie, 2001); as is
the recognition of networks that modulate attention,
although agreement on the specific mechanisms of
modulation may differ (Driver & Frith, 2000; Posner &
Rothbart, 1998; Rogers, Andrews, Grasby, Brooks &
Robbins, 2000). The concept of integrative networks
can be thought of as a reformulation of accepted views
of the functioning of working memory in the frontal
lobes (Duncan & Owen, 2000; Levy & Goldman-Rakic,
2000), but once again, the opinions on the exact
organization and mechanisms differs.
Conclusions
Given the advances in the neurosciences it is now both
necessary and advantageous to formulate cognitive
models based on neurological processes rather than on
metaphors derived from other disciplines. Inevitably,
w e will see many new comprehensive models linking
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cognition to its neurological foundations. This paper
represents an initial attempt to formulate such a model
in the hope that it can be used as a pedagogical tool for
students and teachers.
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D o people u p d a t e spatial relations described in texts?
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The majority of the previous studies have examined
spatial updating with paradigms that involved visually
Previous studies (e.g., Rieser, 1989) have established presented stimuli. Visual perception is not, however,
that physical rotations result in effortless updating of
the only w a y w e form mental representations of the
spatial information contained in visually perceived
world. Very often, w e learn about space by reading or
scenes. The present experiment provided evidence that
listening to verbal descriptions. A number of studies
this is not the case for scenes that are encoded through
(e.g., Denis & Cocude, 1989) have shown that at least
texts. Performance was better under the perspective that
in terms of geometrical
properties, mental
the scenes were learned than under novel perspectives,
representations constructed from language are
regardless of whether rotations were physical or
equivalent to those created through perception. In
imagined. In addition, the experiment suggested that the
general, mental representations of space seem to
orientation of the ecological frame affects spatial
preserve m a n y of the characteristics of real
performance even when people operate in a purely
envirormients (Zwaan & Radvanksy, 1998).
represented framework.
A n interesting issue that arises is whether mental
Introduction
representations derived from text are updated w h e n
Various studies (e.g., Chance, Gaunet, Beall, &
changes in the spatial relations c o m e about. A study by
Loomis, 1998; Klatzky, Loomis, Beall, Chance, &
D e Vega and Rodrigo (2001) attempted to provide an
College, 1998; Rieser, Guth, and Hill, 1986; Simons &
answer to this question by contrasting h o w easily
people locate objects after physical and imagined
W a n g , 1998; W a n g & Simons, 1998) have established a
link between active locomotion and the successful
rotations. In that study, participantsfirstread sentences
spatial updating of previously viewed scenes.
that described spatial layouts in which objects were
located at each of the four canonical horizontal
Researchers have proposed that spatial updating is
carried out by an internal mechanism that constantly
directions from a protagonist. The protagonist w a s then
described to rotate to novel perspectives. The subjects
computes the relative locations of objects as people
m o v e in the environment (Wang & Spelke, 2000).
were probed with the names of the objects and were
Indeed, when people change their position within an
asked to determine their locations fix)m the perspective
of the protagonist. O n e group of participants performed
environment they seem to experience little difficulty
the task by physically rotating along with the
with keeping track of h o w the locations of objects
change, even when the objects are no longer in view
protagonist, while a different group performed the task
with no physical rotation. D e V e g a and Rodrigo
(Attneave & Farrar, 1977; Fukusima, Loomis, & D a
contrasted the judgment latencies of the two groups to
Silva, 1997; Loomis, Klatzky, Colledge, Cicinelli, and
assess whether spatial updating took place. In one
Pellegrino, 1993). In fact, responding to locations of
experiment that required that subjects use spatial labels
objects after locomoting to a n e w position is n o more
(i.e., front, left etc) to provide their answers,
difficult than doing so from the original standpoint
performance w a s equally fast for the t w o rotation
(Rieser, 1989; Rieser etal, 1986). However, difficulties
modes. In another experiment in which subjects pointed
arise when judgments are m a d e from perspectives that
to objects, performance was faster w h e n rotation was
are imagined (Presson & Montello, 1994). For example,
physical instead of imagined. D e V e g a and Rodrigo
Rieser has shown that pointing to objects from a novel
concluded that physical rotations led to effortless
standpoint is slower and less accurate w h e n the
updating only in the pointing experiment. Furthermore,
observer mentally rotates to the n e w standpoint than
they suggested that the actual body position of the
w h e n she is physically rotated to it.
participant is not important for performing the task
In short, the evidence suggests that moving
w h e n responses are m a d e by using spatial labels. That
organisms ujxiate their representations of their
is because subjects performed the task in a represented
surroundings in an efficient and effortless manner.
framework from which their actual self w a s disengaged.
However, non-moving organisms need to engage in
additional mental processing in order to reason about
Certain limitations of the study b y D e V e g a and
their surroundings from imagined standpoints.
Rodrigo (2001) create concerns regarding the
Abstract
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interpretation of the results. First, the absence of a
difference between physical and imagined rotation
latencies in the labeling task does not necessarily mean
that participants failed to effortlessly update their
representations. It could very well be the case that they
were successful at updating their representations under
both modes of rotation. This is quite possible given the
simplicity of the scene and its relatively low working
m e m o r y demands (only four objects needed to be
tracked). Second, although no differences were
observed in the latency measures, subjects were
significantly more accurate in their judgments with
physical rotations than with imagined rotations.
The present study uses a different measure to
examine whether spatial updating takes place under
eidier imagined or physical rotations. Performance
under the original perspective (i.e. the perspective from
which the scene is encoded) and novel perspectives is
contrasted in the two modes of rotation. If subjects fail
to update their original representation w h e n they rotate
- either physically or imaginary - to a novel
orientation, then performance should be better when the
task is performed from the original than from the novel
perspectives. If any of the two modes of rotation results
in successful updating, this should be indicated by
equal performance between the original and novel
perspectives.
A second goal of the study is to examine more
closely the role - if any - of the participants' ecological
frame in tasks that require judgments using deictic
terms. A hypothesis of the present study is that the
orientation of ecological frame affects h o w easily
people discriminate the two poles of an axis and m a p
spatial terms to the t^jpropriate regions of space. If this
is true then the orientation of the participants' bodies
will affect the ease of using deictic terms in the task.
This should be particularly true for judgments within
the lefl/right axis because our bodies provide the only
source of asymmetry for this axis. Manual dexterity is
probably the least subtle cue that people can use to
discriminate left from right (Corballis & Beale, 1976).
Therefore, the prediction is that left V s right judgments
will be less difficult w h e n the ecological reference
frame of the participant is aligned with the reference
frame imposed on the protagonist.
Experimental Task
The present study uses a paradigm that has been used
widely in the past to study the accessibility of directions
in spatial memory. The task, developed by Franklin and
Tversky (1990), involves the presentation of a narrative
which describes a naturalistic scene in the second
person. Objects are described occupying positions at
canonical directions from the protagonist (i.e., above, in
the front, on the left etc). Participants are given
unlimited time to study the narrative. Then, the
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protagonist is described to rotate to a n e w orientation.
The narrative continues on a sentence by sentence
fashion with participants pressing a key to request a
n e w sentence. Occasionally, instead of a n e w sentence,
the n a m e of an object appears. Participants are asked to
report where the object is with respect to the current
perspective of the protagonist. The task continues until
all objects are probed from various perspectives.
Studies that used this paradigm (e.g., Bryant &
Tverksy, 1992) were primarily focused on the
accessibility pattern for the various self-object
directions. Therefore, latencies from the various
protagonist perspectives were collapsed to provide a
single average value for each direction, llie major
result from these studies is that objects on the
above/below axis are located faster than objects on the
front/back axis, which are in turn located faster than
objects on the lefVright axis. Furthermore, objects in the
front are retrieved faster than objects at the back of the
protagonist. A n account for this accessibility pattern has
been provided by the Spatial Frameworks model
(Franklin & Tversky, 1990) which posits that the scene
is represented on the basis of the three orthogonal body
axes.
The current study uses the Spatial Frameworks
paradigm to examine latency differences - if anybetween the original and the novel perspectives of the
protagonist. A s in D e V e g a and Rodrigo (2001), a m o d e
of rotation manipulation is introduced. A group of
participants perform the task by physically rotating to
novel perspectives while a different group of
participants perform the task by only imagining
rotations to novel perspectives. In contrast to the
narratives of D e V e g a and Rodrigo, the present study
involves narratives that are somewhat more complex. In
addition to the four objects in the horizontal plane,
another two objects are described to occupy the poles of
the above/below axis. Because all protagonist
reorientations occur in the horizontal plane, the
positions of these two objects do not need to be updated
at all throughout the task,. Nevertheless, they add an
extra load on working memory, thus makingtfietask
more cognitively demanding.
In order to examine the role of the ecological frame,
another variable is infroduced. Half of the narratives
require that subjects respond with a direction judgment
(e.g., lefl,frontetc) while in the other half they simply
need to respond with an axis judgment. In A e latter
case, if for example the object is located on the left of
the protagonist, the participant only need to respond
with "left/right". This manipulation has been previously
used with this paradigm in a study by Bryant and
Wright (1999). The rationale for including the judgment
type manipulation in the present study is that if the
ecological reference fiame helps to m a k e easier
direction judgments, then simply removing the need for
such judgments will produce the same effect.
Furthermore, if real rotations and axis judgments affect

performance in the same way, then having one of (liem
should be sufficient; that is, no better performance will
be observed when both of them apply instead of just
one.

computer that participants held onto their laps while
sitting in a swivel chair. Participants were given
unlimited time to study the fu^t portion of the
narratives. The narrative then continued in a sentence
by sentence fashion with subjects pressing the space bar
Method
to request a n e w sentence. T h e second sentence after
the first portion described the protagonist rotating to a
Participants Forty students (20 females) from
psychology classes at the Pennsylvania State University
n e w orientation in the horizontal plane. Depending on
participated in the experiment in exchange for course
the condition they were assigned to, participants were
credit. Ten male and 10 female participants were
instructed to either turn their selves by swiveling the
randomly assigned to the physical and the imagined
chair to produce the reorientations that were described
rotation conditions.
in the text, or to imagine their selves rotating without
changing their actual orientation at any point
Materials Four narratives, taken from those used by
throughout the experiment. After two filler sentences
FrankUn and Tversky (1990) and two taken from
were presented, the n a m e of one of the objects in the
Bryant & Wright (1999) were used in the present study.
scene appeared. Subjects were instructed to press the
The first portion of the narratives described in the
space bar as soon as they were ready to report the
second person a naturalistic scene ~ a b a m , a
relative position of the object. The time between the
construction site, a hotel lobby, a space museum, a
appearance of the object probe and the space bar press
lagoon, and a navy ship -in which objects were located
was the critical latency measure and will hereinafter be
at the six canonical axes of the reader-protagonist.
referred to as response latency. For direction
Narratives were modified to include 6 instead of 5
judgments, w h e n subjects pressed the space bar, a list
objects and in contrast with Franklin and Tversky, the
with the terms "above", "below", "front", "back",
initial portions were also presented on computers. The
"left", and "right", presented in a random order each
six critical objects in each narrative appeared in blue
time, appeared. Participants were instructed to press the
upper-case characters, in contrast to the rest of the
key
that corresponded to the integer (1 to 6) that
narrative which speared in lower-case black
appeared next to the direction they chose. For axis
characters. The order in which objects were introduced
judgments, the
list contained
the
choices
in the initial portions of the narratives was determined
"above/below", "front/back", and "left/right", and
with the use of a 6 X 6Latin Square so that each object
participants entered their answer using the 1 to 3 keys.
direction appeared at a different serial position in each
narrative. For each participant, half of the narratives
The time between the appearance of the list and the key
were randomly assigned to the direction judgment
press for selecting the direction will be referred to as
condition and the other half to the axis judgment
answer latency. Each narrative continued in the same
condition. Narratives were presented to participants in a
fashion until all six objects were probed in each
random order with the constraint that no more than 2
protagonist perspective. Each narrative involved 24
narratives of the same judgment type were presented in
probes, 6 for each protagonist perspective. For each
sequence.
participant, three of the narratives were randomly
assigned to the direction judgment type, and the rest to
Design The experiment was a 2 (mode of rotation:
the axis judgment type. Below each object probe the
imagined, real) x 2 (type of judgment; direction, axis) x words "direction" or "axis" were presented to remind
2 (perspective: original, novel) x 6 (self-object
participants of the type of response diey needed to
directions: above, below,front,back, left, right) mixed
make.
factorial design. The type of rotation was manipulated
between subjects while both the type of judgment and
Results
self-object directions varied within subjects. Each selfobject direction was tested four times in each narrative,
Participants responded correctly to 9 6 . 3 % of the probes.
once under each of the four possible perspectives. SelfData from 2 subjects ~ one from each rotation
object directions were tested in a random order within
condition - were discarded because accuracy did not
each perspective. Also, the original perspective was
exceed 6 0 % .
never the first perspective that subjects were tested on.
Latency Incorrect responses were discarded from the
latency analyses. Outliers in latency data were defmed
Procedure The procedure was similar to the one used
as reaction times deviating more than 3 standard
by Franklin and Tversky (1990). T w o main differences
deviations from each participant's type of judgment
from D e Vega and Rodrigo (2001) were that a voice
mean. Outliers in response R T resulted in an additional
key was not used to collect responses and that the
6 % of data and were also discarded from the analyses.
narratives included objects located on the above/below
Latency data for each self-object direction were
axis. The narratives were presented on a laptop
collapsed to form three dimension means (i.e., a
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separate mean of each body axis). Moreover, latencies
for the three novel perspectives did not differ from each
other so they were collapsed to form a single novel
perspective mean.
A n s w e r Latency Analyzing answer R T provides a
check on wheAer subjects successfully followed
instructions on h o w to respond. Frequently, spillover
effects of response R T on answer R T are observed.
W h e n this happens, however, answer R T patterns tend
to mimic the ones observed in the response R T data and
are either omitted from analyses (e.g., Bryant, Tversky,
& Franklin, 1992) or combined with response R T
(Franklin, Tversky, & Coon, 1992). N o spill-over
effects were observed in the present study. The only
significant effect was a main effect for the type of
judgment, F(l,36)=90.28, M S E = 1 0 5 3 9 4 , p<.001. The
average answer R T for direction judgments was greater
than the corresponding R T for axis judgments (1944 m s
and 16SS m srespectively).This is expected because the
response choices were 3 for axis judgments and 6 for
direction judgments.
Response Latency Several Analyses of Variance
( A N O V A ' s ) were performed. Interactions that are not
discussed were not significant at a=.05.
A s predicted, a significant m o d e of rotation x
perspective x dimension interaction was obtained,
F(2,72)=4.23, M S E = 7 5 5 3 0 . E<.05 (figure 1).
Separate A N O V A S were performed for each m o d e of
rotation.
W h e n rotation was imagined, a significant
perspective x dimension interaction was obtained,
F(2,36)=8.05, M S E = 1 1 4 9 3 9 . b<.01. Significant main
effects for both perspective and dimension were
obtained, F(l,18)=22.93, M S E = 2 6 4 1 8 9 , e<.001 and
F(2,36)=19.57, M S E = 2 1 2 0 0 8 , J2<.001 respectively.
Performance was faster with the original than the novel
perspective for above/below and lefVright. For
fix)nt/back the difference was not statistically
significant, F(l,18)=2.73, M S E = 193450, e=.12.
Nevertheless, even in this dimension the average for the
original perspective was smaller than that for novel
perspective (2127 m s and 2363 m s respectively).
Overall, the patterns of accessibility of the three axes
conformed to the predictions of the Spatial Frameworks
model for both the original and novel perspectives.
Judgments on the left/right dimension were particularly
slow when performed under a novel perspective (3025
m s ) than under the original perspective (2208 ms),
F(l,18)=32.83, M S E = 1 9 3 2 9 0 , e<.001.
W h e n rotation was physical, latency for the original
perspective was shorter than the average latency for the
novel perspective (1821 m s and 2149 m s respectively),
F(l,18)=57.26, M S E = 5 3 6 9 9 , e<.001. The perspective x
dimension
interaction
was
not
significant,
F(2,36)=1.99, M S E = 3 6 1 2 0 . e=.15. However, there was
a main effect of dimension, F(2,36)=21.61,

M S E = 5 S 5 3 3 . J2<.001. The pattern of latencies for the
three body axes corresponded with the pattern predicted
by the Spatial Frameworks model.

3800
• Above/Below
• From/Back
D Left/Right

2400 -

original

onglnal
Imagined
physical
Rotatlon-Parapacttv*

Figure 1: Latency for body axes as a function of the
m o d e of rotation and the perspective of the protagonist.
Additionally, the analysis revealed a mode of rotation
X judgment type x dimension interaction, F(2,70)=3.49,
MSE=60334,
E<.05.
4500 •
^ 3800
1 3100
K 2400
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1000
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aids direction
imagined
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Figure 2: Latency for body axes as a function of the
m o d e of rotation and the judgment type.
Further analyses were performed separately for each
judgment type. W h e n judgment w a s direction, a
significant rotation x dimension interaction w a s
obtained, F(2,72)=6.61, M S E = 1 3 4 3 2 9 , e<.01. Overall
with direction judgments, subjects were faster w h e n the
rotation w a s physical than imagined (2507 m s and 1979
m s respectively), F(l,36)=5.48, M S E = 1448481, e<.05.
An
effect for dimension w a s also present,
F(2,72)=31.49, M S E = 134329, jK.OOl. U t e n c y patterns
conformed to the Spatial Frameworks model for both
rotation modes. H o w e v e r , times were longer for all
dimensions w h e n rotation w a s imagined. T h e
interaction w a s caused b y a very long latency average
for the lefVright dimension under imagined rotations.
W h e n the judgment w a s axis, latencies for the various
axes were similar for both types of rotation. T h e
rotation x dimension interaction did not approach
significance, F(2,7)=1.23, M S E = 8 4 6 4 1 , e=.30.
Similarly, n o main effect for rotation m o d e w a s
obtained,
F(l,35)=.07, M S E = 1 3 5 3 6 7 3 ,
e=.80.
H o w e v e r , a significant main effect for dimension w a s
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their subjects were more accurate but not faster with
physical rotations. Perhaps, the use of only four objects
in their narratives m a d e it easy for participants to keep
track of h o w their relative locations of objects changed
with the protagonist reorientations.
Although the performance advantage for physical
rotation would qualify as evidence for successful
updating under D e Vega and Rodrigo's (2001)
methodology, other results from the present study
suggest otherwise. Results suggest that the fastest
performance under physical rotations was due to the
relative ease with which direction judgments, especially
left V s right, were m a d e w h e n rotation was physical.
The same result was obtained for imagined rotation
when axis judgments were introduced. Indeed, w h e n
participants were not required to m a k e a direction
judgment, their performance was similar to that of
participants with physical rotations. This suggests that
the orientation of the ecological reference frame is
important for making difficult discriminations between
the poles of body-centric axes. The differences between
the three dimensions were smaller w h e n the ecological
frame was aligned with the frame of the protagonist.
This was true both w h e n participants performed the task
from the original perspective, under which their
ecological frame is aligned with the protagonist frame,
in either m o d e of rotation.
Despite the performance advantage with physical
rotations, the present results provide clear evidence that
participants did not update the self-object direction with
either imagined nor physical rotations. In both cases,
performance was both faster and more accurate w h e n
the task was performed from the original than a novel
perspective. This result is not obtained in studies that
use visually presented scenes (e.g., Rieser et al., 1986),
and suggests one aspect that mental representations
derived from texts might differ from those derived from
perception. A possible account for this dissociation is
provided by D e V e g a and Rodrigo (2001). While
visually perceived scenes are anchored in a
sensorimotor framework based on the ecological
reference frame of the observer, mental representations
of described scenes are grounded into a mental
fiamework from which the self is detached. While
physical movements can provide proprioceptive
feedback that helps updating the mental representation
in the sensorimotor framework, this feedback is not
very helpful for representations that are anchored in a
mental framework. However, as shown in the present
Discussion
study, although the ecological self might be disengaged
The present experiment produced results that deviated from the mental framework, it is still important for
making spatial decisions in it.
from those reported by D e Vega and Rodrigo (2001).
Finally, the accessibility patterns for the three
W h e n participants made direction judgments - the
dimensions
conformed to the predictions of the Spatial
condition tested by D e Vega and Rodrigo - they were
Frameworks model (Franklin & Tversky, 1990).
both faster and more accurate with physical than
Objects on the above/below axis were located faster
imagined rotations. D e Vega and Rodrigo reported that

obtained, F(2,70)=30.96, M S I = 8 4 6 4 1 , p<.00l. The
Spatial Frameworks pattern was observed in the
dimension latencies. A s seen in figure 2, the average
latency for the left/right dimension (24S2 ms) was
shorter than the respective average of imagined rotation
with a direction decision (3045 ms) but longer than that
of real rotation with a direction decision (2170 ms).
A n interesting result was the pattern observed for the
rotation x judgment interaction, F(1.35)=11.66,
MSE=216901. E<.01. W h e n rotation was imagined,
axis judgments (2212 m s ) were faster than directional
judgments (2463 ms), F(l,17)=8, M S E = 2 1 2 4 2 4 , p<.05.
However, when rotation was physical, the pattern of
judgment times were actually opposite than the one
obtained with imagined rotations. Axis judgments took
longer than direction judgments (2155ms and 1979ms
respectively). This difference was
marginally
significant, F(l,18)=4, M S E = 2 2 1 1 3 0 , e=.06. A further
analysis revealed that a significant type of judgment x
perspective interaction for imagined rotations,
F(l,17)=5, M S E = 2 4 9 6 6 , e<.05. For novel perspective,
direction judgments were performed significantly faster
than axis judgments, F(l,17)=13.6, M S E = 5 6 7 0 5 , e<.01.
However, for the original perspective the two judgment
types were not statistically different, F(l,17)=0.95,
MSE=150568. p=.34.
Accuracy In contrast to the latency analysis, the
A N O V A on accuracy revealed a significant main effect
for the m o d e of rotation, F(l,36)=4.41, MSE=.017,
E<.05. Accuracy was higher when rotations were
physical instead of imagined ( 9 8 % and 9 4 %
respectively). A n advantage for physical rotation is also
reported by D e Vega and Rodrigo (2001). A significant
m o d e of rotation x type of judgment interaction,
F(l,36)=5.32, MSE=.017. e < 0 5 , revealed diat the
effect of rotation was confined to direction judgments.
A s in the latency analysis, a significant m o d e of
rotation x perspective x dimension interaction was
obtained, F(2,72)=3.84, MSE=.0008, p<.05. The m o d e
of rotation x judgment x dimension interaction that was
obtained in the latency analysis, was marginally
significant, F(2,72)=3.07, MSE=.002, 2 = 0 5 . For both
interactions, the pattern of results resembled the
patterns obtained in the latency analysis to a great
extent. The only deviation from the latency data was
that sometimes the judgments for front/back were no
less accurate than judgments for above/below.
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than objects on thefront/backaxis, which were in turn
located faster than objects on the left/right axis. The
differences among the dimensions were greater when
rotations were imagined and judgments were for
direction. While this result might be due to the higher
difficulty of performing the task under these
circumstances, it could alternatively mean that a part of
the Spatial Frameworks effect is due to the need for
discriminating the poles of the axes. Results from
Bryant and Wright (1999) suggest that the difficulty of
making discriminating decisions within the axes does
not fiilly account for the Spatial Frameworks results.
In summary, the present study provided more
substantial evidence to confirm the conclusions of D e
Vega and Rodrigo (2001), while at the same time
provided a better understanding of h o w the ecological
self interacts with spatial reasoning about imagined
spaces derived from texts. While physical rotations led
to no spatial updating of die original mental
representation, they produced better performance by
reducing the difficulty with making discrimination
between the poles of body-centric axes. This result can
have important practical implications for situations
where spatial reasoning occurs from imagined
perspectives (e.g., teleoperating robots for rescue
mission and space exploration).
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Abstract

participant prior to them solving a target problem,
without a hint about either its relevance or relatedness
Despite the postulated importance of analogising toto the target, gives little or no gain in target solution
human cognition, the study of analogical problem
rates (Anoli, Antonietti, CrisafuUi & Cantoia, 2001;
solving in the laboratory has found disappointing results.
Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983).
Providing an analogue to a participant prior to asking
Transfer of the analogous solution without a hint is
them to solve a problem gives only a small benefit at
not improved by: providing a static diagrammatic
best. Recently, studies outside the laboratory have
representation of the structural analogue (Gick &
suggested that expertsfrequentlyuse analogies in realHolyoak,
1983; Podone, H u m m e l & Holyoak, 2001);
world situations. It is less clear whether novices can also
providing
an
abstract verbal statement of the underlying
spontaneously invoke and use analogies to solve realistic
structural analogue (Gick & Holyoak, 1983); or simply
problems. In the current investigation, undergraduates
re-presenting the source to the participant while they
were observed solving a large-scale management
are processing the target (Anoli et al., 2001; Gick &
problem over two weeks. It was found that many
Holyoak, 1980). There is some evidence of analogical
analogies were produced (on average 4.6 per one-hour
transfer when multiple analogous sources are provided
session), and that 7 7 % of these analogies reflected a
structural rather than a superficial mapping between a
(Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989; Gick & Holyoak,
base and a target. It was also determined that 5 6 % of
1983), and also when the analogous source is a general
these structural analogies involved non-trivial mappings
concept (Schunn & Dunbar, 1996). Generally,
of higher-order relations. Further, it was found that
however, the findings from laboratory-based studies of
analogies were drawn to serve two different purposes:
analogy have been disappointing.
problem solving and illustration. In generating
Recently, analogy has begun to be investigated in
illustrative analogies, participants frequently made
applied as well as experimental contexts. This research
superficial mappings, but when generating analogies to
has particularly focused on the behavioiu" of experts.
solve problems, they never made purely superficial
For example, Hargadon (1999) describes h o w
mappings.
'knowledge brokers' in management draw comparisons
Analogy is defmed by the Oxford English Dictionary as
between different areas in order to move ideas from
the "resemblance of relations or attributes as a ground
where they are known to where they are not. Marchant,
of reasoning." The ability to draw analogies is
Robinson, Anderson and Schadewald (1993)
considered to be fundamental to intelligent human
investigated the use of analogies in the interpretation of
behaviour (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995). Analogy
tax statutes in graduate students and professional
appears to be central to both the processing of
lawyers. They found that both groups demonstrated
information and its retrieval from long-term memory
high
rates of transfer from a structural analogue.
(Shank, 1999) and underpins theories of creative
Dunbar and Blanchette (2001; Dunbar, 2001) have
thinking and intelligence (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995;
documented the use of analogy by immunologists and
Poze, 1983; Raven, 1938; Sternberg, 1977).
molecular biologists, finding that structural analogising
The postulated importance of analogising for
was particularly prevalent w h e n the scientist was
intelligent human behaviour stands in contrast to the
engaged in theory building. Dunbar and Blanchette
findings from laboratory studies of analogical problem
(2001)
were also able to determine the function of the
solving. It is often found that providing a superficially
analogies in their observations. W h e n isolated
dissimilar but structurally analogous source to a
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unexpected results occurred the scientists drew
analogies to similar experiments, what Dunbar and
Blanchette (2001) call local analogies. However, when
a series of unexpected results occurred the scientists
drew more distant analogies to the function of similar
components in other organisms. The type of mapping
appears to differ depending on the purpose for which it
is drawn.
Thus, it appears that experts in applied settings are
able to draw analogies between base and target
problems. This is consistent with the widely held view
that differences between experts and novices reflect
different representational levels of information
encoding. Experts are able to encode information at a
deeper, structural level, while novices generally only
encode information at a surface or superficial level
(Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Klein, 1999; Novick,
1988). Consistent with this explanation is a study by
Thompson, Centner and Loewenstein (2000), which
found that unless management students were actively
encouraged to compare source analogues in order to
draw out structural relations, thenratesof transfer of an
underlying concept were low.
There is some evidence, however, that novices can
also make use of structural analogies without being
encouraged to create structural mappings. Blanchette
and Dunbar (2000, 2001; Dunbar, 2001) found that
novices were able to draw structural inferences when
reasoning using metaphors. In a study where
participants had to explain a concept to another person
using a metaphor, it was found that the metaphor was
frequently chosen from a domain outside the one being
explained, suggesting that cross-structural mapping was
occurring. Chie of the important aspects of Blanchette
and Dunbar's study may be that participants were able
to draw on any area of their knowledge in creating the
analogies. This is in contrast to the previous studies
involving novices that have examined the ability to
produce a specific analogical mapping. Thus, it may be
that novices are able to use analogy effectively if they
are allowed to draw on memory more generally.
Metaphors are, however, slightly different from the
types of analogies drawn to solve problems. Although
metaphor relies upon the mechanism of analogy it is
different from the kinds of analogy used in problem
solving in two key respects. First, the relationship
between source and target is different. In using analogy
to solve problems the person must find a source that
informs a less well understood target, whilst in drawing
a metaphor a person has a target and must generate a
source that explicates the underlying topic (Holyoak &
Thagard, 1995). Second, metaphors often depend upon
a combination with metonymy (where ideas substitute
for each other) and the pattern of relations often shifts
because of this in a way that problem solving analogies
rarely do (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995).
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The present study was, therefore, designed to extend
existing research by addressing the question of whether
novices can spontaneously make analogical mappings
in order to solve management problems if they are
allowed to draw more widely on stored knowledge.
Also, in light of Blanchette and Dunbar's (2001)
observations concerning the differing functions of
analogies in real-world situations, w e were alert to the
possibility that management contexts might similarly be
associated with analogy use aimed at achieving
different fiinctions.
Method
The study investigated undergraduate students in
Management conducting an analysis of a "business case'
as part of a 'case method' course, a teaching method
designed to simulate real-life management decisionmaking (Easton, 1992). Participants worked in groups
and were required to specify the problems and
opportunities inherent in the case, and to produce a set
of solutions that might optimise the business described
in the case. The task m a y be described as ill-defmed
(Van Lehn, 1989) and in some respects, un-defmed. N o
restrictions were placed on the knowledge sources that
participants might employ during the case analysis. N o
source analogues were presented to participants, and the
concept of analogy was not mentioned to them as part
of the course or the investigation.
Materials
The cases consisted of descriptions of a business or
industry facing a loosely defined threat or opportunity.
The business cases were chosen for their pedagogical
merit by the assessing tutor and consisted of three
different situations that described the position of a
business or industry. The cases were 'The Champagne
Industry in 1993' (Cool, H o w e & Henderson, 1994),
'Petrol Retailing in Europe: The U K Market' (Levy,
1999), and 'Delta Dairies' (Easton & Dritsas, 1992).
The cases were 19, 13 and 11 pages long, respectively,
and are available from the European Case Clearing
House Collection (http://www.ecch.cranfield.ac.uk.).
Participants
The participants were 24 final year undergraduate
students from Lancaster University. The outcomes of
each group's analysis was examined by a tutor as part of
the student's course assessment. Participants were not
paid.
Procedure
Six groups of four people were formed on the basis of
w h o would and wouldn't work well with each other by
the assessing tutor. Each group examined a single case
with each case being analysed twice by two separate

PI: We're going down that line. W e were saying so the
other day. The amount at which it b u m s cleaner is
negligible, but perceptions - so go for a cleaner image
in the way B P are doing now. They're playing on the
fact that that pollution is becoming more and more
evident. Everybody is starting to understand it now,
accept it, rather than just saying, 'it's rubbish that, we're
not Greenpeace people'. It's becoming more of a factor
in society against dirty polluting petrol. So, I mean,
using the B P model, try to change people's perceptions
about what your company at the moment, what the fuel
is in [inaudible] it a greener alternative." [Group 4, 2"*
tutorial]

groups. The groups spent two weeks conducting tn
analysis of their case. During this period the groups
met both on their o w n and with the tutor. The groups
met with the tutor between three and four times for
approximately an hour. It is data from these sessions
that were used for the present investigation. At the end
of the analysis period the groups were required to make
a 20 minute presentation to their peers, in the form of
reconunendations for the business.
Results
19 tutorials (out a possible 22) were observed and
audio-taped. Instances of analogising in the tutorials
were transcribed from the audio-tapes (off-task
analogies were excluded). For the purposes of this
study, analogy was considered to have occurred when
reference was made to an episode of prior experience (a
base) and was applied to a current idea in some w a y (a
target). The extract was excluded when the base was
drawn from lectures, the assessing tutor or directly from
the case. The application of management knowledge or
general knowledge was not considered to be an analogy
in this study. A 1 5 % sample of these tapes was recoded by a second coder, and any discrepancies in
analogy extraction were discussed until consensus was
reached. Over the 19 tutorials there were 86 occasions
when an analogy was made, a mean of 4.5 analogies per
hour-long tutorial (standard deviation = 4.98, range = 020) and only one tutorial contained no discernible
analogising.

The analogical mapping from base and target that is
apparent in this extract can be restated using a
propositional formalism, as follows:
Cause [Cause [Becoming-more-evident(Pollution),
Becommg-greener(Society)], Use-as-marketing-option
(BP, Green-standpoint)] <-*
Cause [Cause [Becoming-more-evident(Pollution),
Becoming-greener(Society)], Use-as-marketing-option
(Company-Y, Green-stan^oint)]

Structure of the Analogies
The extracts of analogies were sorted into three
categories based on a form of predicate calculus similar
to that used by Genmer (1983). Extracts were defined
in terms of whether the mapping between the base and
the target involved merely superficial attributes, a firstorder relation, or a complex systemic relation. A n
extract was classed as superficial if the mapping was in
terms of objects only, with no discernible structural
mapping. A simple,first-orderrelational mapping
occurred when a simple relation that held in the soiu-ce
was also observed to hold in the target. A complex
mapping of systems of relations occurred when higherorder relations were seen to be mapped, such as causal
relations or plot structure (cf Gentoer, 1983).
It was found that 4 3 % of the analogies generated that
included an explicit mention of a target and base
situation involved mappings of higher-order relations,
such as can be seen in the following extract:

The initial set of propositions capture the idea that the
company in the base situation (British Petroleum) is
taking a green standpoint because society is becoming
greener in response to pollution becoming more
evident. It is these systems of causal relations that this
management group is mapping across to their o w n
marketing option. It is noteworthy, too, that there are a
number of higher-order relationships evident in the base
situation, and the fact that these relations get mapped
between base and target appears to demonstrate that
novices can produce non-trivial analogies with
sophisticated relational structures.
A further 3 4 % of the analogies that involved the
explicit mention of base and target situations involved
first-order relational mappings. A n example of such a
mapping can be observed in the following extract:
PI: "That does happen though doesn't it, in
supermarkets?
C L : What?
PI: That you could, it goes both - the exclusivity goes
both ways but for huge brands, not the same size as
ours. They state that a competitor can't be (sold in the
supermarket)." [Group 2, 3"^ tutorial]
This analogy can be represented propositionally as:

PI: "The marketing option, as well, which we'll use on Has-exclusivity-deal-with(Huge-brand, Supermarket)
the short-term; have you seen the B P advert?
CL: Yes.
Has-exclusivity-deal-with(Company- Y, Supermarket)
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"Another thing that w e were having difficulty coming
up with is an actual price, because w e were thinking,
'Shall w e out-price Moet et Chandon by only a small
amount because it gives that exclusivity, and w e didn't
want to go for exactly the same price because we've got
this unique selling point?* So if you just did it a tiny bit
more expensive, going to that bit much it's as good as
and it's got this unique selling point, and it's only a tiny
bit more so that it's not too m u c h of a stretch to buy it
over Moet et Chandon. So people realise that it must be
better, because it's that bit more expensive, and it's got
this unique selling point." [Group 2, 2"^ tutorial].

Here the group is thinking of copying the idea that they
think is used by big companies of forcing a competitor
off the shelves of a supermarket by signing an
exclusivity deal.
Overall, then, 7 7 % of the analogies produced by the
novices observed in this study were based on struchirai
mappings (either first-order relations or higher-order
relations).
Function of the Analogies
The data were subjected to a thematic analysis in order
to investigatefiirtherthe type and function of the
analogies employed by the management novices in this
study. The emphasis in this analysis w a s on the
solution or idea that emerged from the mapping, rather
than on the nature of the mapping itself In a thematic
analysis extracts are grouped together based on their
similarity, such that categories are developed based on
c o m m o n themes. Thematic analysis is a useful w a y of
sorting qualitative data so that categories are allowed to
emerge in a relatively atheoretical w a y (see Plummer,
1995; Smith, 1995). A second coder w a s able to
recreate the themes identified with 8 8 % accuracy
(following a training session using 1/3 of the data). This
analysis indicated that analogies were appearing to
serve two different functions: problem solving and
illustration.

This analogy and its associated solution development
m a y be represented in propositional form as:
Analogy: llse-as-marketing-points (Moet-et-Chandon,
Product-quality-and-product-exclusivity) and Indexedby (Product-quality, High-price) <-•
Use-as-marketing-points (Company-Y, Product-qualityand-product-exclusivity) and Indexed-by (Productquality, High-price)
Solution idea: Cause [More-expertsive-than (CompanyY-one-press-champagne, Moet-et-Chandonchampagne). Gain-market-advantage-over (CompanyY, Moet-et-Chandon)]
An additional 35% of the analogies were sources that
shaped the group's decision making but which lacked a
target that was explicitly referenced in the extract itself
A n example of this comes from Group 2,2'*' tutorial:

Problem-Solving Analogies Of these analogies, 23%
were direct base-to-target solutions, with both base and
target present in the same extract. These took the form
of'x did y, so w e can copy them'. For example:

"You know, like, how Safeway have got a grading
"You could go on convenience a bit because there is an system where, like, they've got bronze, silver and gold
labelled wines, and things like that, you know, if they
Esso station in Southampton, where I'm from, that is
have something, I don't k n o w what Casino have. But
totally self-sufficient. It doesn't have anybody working
the supermarket's recommendation can be quite
there, and has, like, Coke dispensers, and all the kinds
powerful. If you're looking for a wine in Safeway's and
of food dispensers, and you pay at the p u m p and then
you don't particularly recognise the label, if you read
you, you know, I've seen people pick up snacks from
the little Safeway bit on the back you k n o w it's this
these machines and then they go. They're completely
level of sweetness, and it goes with this and that and the
unmanned.
That might be a possibility for
other. You're quite tempted to try some first time."
convenience." [Group 3, l" tutorial]
This extract shows that the group has taken the idea
of the power of the supermarket's reconunendation and
this later guides the group's solution towards striking a
Market-on-convenienceCEsso-station,Fully-self-service) deal with a French supermarket which leads to the
recommendation of a dual-branding scheme, where the
supermarket and the producer's name is on the bottle.
Market-on-convenience(Company-Y,Fully-self-service)
All of the analogies produced in order to serve a
A fiirther 15% of the analogies were elaborated base- problem-solving purpose used either higher-order
relational mappings or first-order relational mappings.
to-target solutions. In these cases, a base was mapped
There were no purely superficial mappings used to
to the target as in the direct base-to-target solutions, but
solve a problem.
the information gained from the analogy was used to
form a n e w solution, rather than simply mapping the
solution across wholesale from the base. For example:
This type of analogy may be represented
propositionally as:
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Illustrative Analogies Twenty-seven percent of the
analogies were designed not to facilitate directly the
generation of a new solution idea, but instead for the
purpose of exemplifying or illustrating an existing idea.
Such analogies, therefore, appeared to be metaphorical
in nature and intent rather than directed at problem
solving per se. In such cases, the participant generated
a source to explicate the target. For example, a member
of Group 4 (2"^ tutorial) drew parallels between the
market positions of Coca Cola and Pepsi to illustrate
the position faced by an oil company under
consideration:

Like the experts observed by Dunbar and Blanchette
(2000), it was observed in this study that novices also
drew analogies to serve different purposes, and that the
nature of the mapping differs depending on this
purpose. W h e n solving problems, the novices used
onlyfirst-orderand higher-order relational mappings.
However, when they were illustrating an idea, over half
of the analogies were made using superficial mappings.
The analysis also highlighted a potentially important
distinction between solutions that are simply mapped
across from a source analogue, and solutions that are
developed as a result of additional idea generation
subsequent to the attainment of an analogical mapping.
"You know, you said the other day that Coca Cola and
It m a y be that much of the skill in management problem
Pepsi are within an arm's reach, - there's not much of a solving is to extend and elaborate upon initial
differentiation. It's the same here. It's just we've got
analogical mappings.
more petrol stations and more people buying out of
There are some important qualifications to our
results. Perhaps the key one is that the data w e report
convenience."
here reflect group tutorial activity in which a fair
The previous extracts concerned global target ideasproportion of the exchanges consist of the
of facilitating convenience at petrol stations, and the
communication of ideas and outcomes a m o n g
pricing for a new one-press champagne. In contrast, the participants. O n the basis of these data alone, w e
illustration analogies lack these overarching ideas and
caimot ascertain whether the role played by analogy is
extend no further than the base to target mapping. They one of genuine problem-solving, or whether it serves a
are merely designed as a comparison of one idea with
mainly communicative role, making ideas and solutions
another.
that have been discovered and worked through using
In contrast to the analogies drawn to solve problems
other problem-solving strategies easier to share between
where there was no superficial mappings, when the
individuals. In a sense, it does not affect the outcomes
analogy was drawn for illustrative purposes, 5 7 % of the reported here, since either role is crucial in
analogies were based on superficial mappings (with
collaborative problem-solving. However, future studies
2 6 % based on higher-order mappings and 1 7 % based
that are not tutorial-based eire needed to determine the
onfirst-orderrelations).
precise function of novice analogising in this domain.
W h e n participants are solving problems it does not
This investigation differs from experimental studies
make any sense to m a p a superficially similar but
of analogy in the following key ways. First, analogies
structurally dissimilar source to a target, since this
could be drawn from any area of a participant's
would not aid problem solving. In contrast, when an
experience, and sources were not provided by the
analogy is merely being used for illustrative purposes, it experimenter. Second, participants solved the problems
is possible simply to use a superficial mapping, since
in groups rather than individually. Third, the
the purpose is merely to facilitate understanding rather
participants had two weeks of discussion-based learning
than advance solution development.
to analyse and solve the presented problem. It is clear
that the method of exploring analogy use employed
here and the standard experimental method represent
Discussion
These results are important for two main reasons. First, very different paradigms, such that direct comparisons
between the two should be drawn with caution.
by demonstrating spontaneous analogising by novice
However, considering that experiments are supposed to
problem-solvers in a naturalistic domain, they
be
analogues of real-world situations in a simplified
corroborate the widely held view (e.g., Anderson, 2000;
form,
a reconsideration as to h o w analogical problem
Holland, Holyoak, Nisbettt & Thagard, 1986) that
solving can fruitfully be investigated experimentally
analogising plays a fundamental role in human
may need to be undertaken in light of the mounting
problem-solving. Second, the emphasis on structural
evidence that people frequently make cross-structural
rather than superficial mappings demonstrates a
analogies in the real-world.
sophistication in the manipulation of domain
knowledge that is not usually associated with novices.
It may be that, in some domains at least, novices are
quite capable of recognising and manipulating
information at a conceptual rather than superficial level.
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Abstract
Newborn face perception is controversial, but the current
idence suggests that (a) newborns follow face-like schematic
patterns further than similar patterns, (b) inftnts can learn individual faces soon after birth, and (c) full face processing
abilities develop through months or years of experience w i £
faces. Previous models have not adequately accounted for all
three types of results. In prior work, we showed how a biologically based self-organizing system and spontaneous activity
patterns can explain newbornfiicepreferences. In this p ^ r
we show that this general-purpose leaming system can explain
both neonatal and later leaming. Using computational simulations, we demonstrate that newborn leaming need not be based
on the external outhne, as has been supposed, and that postictal decreases in response to schematic faces need not represent
a decrease in response to real faces. These simulations provide
concrete predictions to guide future experiments with infants,
while suggesting new techniques for designing complex adaptive systems in general.
Introduction
Specific regions in the adult visual cortex respond preferentially to human faces. H o w this face processing capability
develops is not yet clear. M a n y researchers have argued that
infants process only general visual properties like size and
spatial frequency until after weeks or months of experience
(Maurer & Barrera, 1981). Others have found a preference for
faces at birth (Goren, Sarty, & W u , 1975; Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, & Morton, 1991; Simion, Valenza, & Umilta, 1998)
and that infants can learn and discriminate between specific
faces even in thefirstfew hours and days after birth (Bushnell, 2001; Pascalis, de Schonen, Morton, Deruelle, & FabreGrenet, 1995). Full face processing abilities clearly take several years to develop.
In this paper w e show that a single leaming system can
account for all three types of results, i.e. face preferences at
birth, face leaming in the first few days after birth, and the
gradual development of full face processing abilities. U s ing the H L I S S O M self-organizing model (Hierarchical Laterally Intercoimected Synergetically Self-Organizing M a p ) ,
w e have previously shown h o w prenatal leaming of spontaneous neural activity can lead to newborn face preferences
(Bednar & Miikkulainen, 2000). In this paper w e show that
the same self-organizing system can learn from faces in real
images, and that the leaming process can explain postnatal changes in infant face detection abilities. Together these
simulations show h o w genetic information can be expressed
within a highly adaptive system, and provide concrete predictions for future experiments with infants.
Development of face detection
Face detection abilities change significantly between birth
and two months of age. W h e n shown moving schematic faces

in the visual periphery, newborns and one month olds will
follow them iiirther than other similar patterns (Goren et al.,
ev1975; Johnson et al., 1991; see example schematics in figure 5a-d). Older infants do not show a peripheral schematic
face preference (Johnson et al., 1991) but between one and
two months they begin to respond to facial features in central
vision (Maurer & Barrera, 1981).
Previous models invoke separate visual processing mechanisms for these newborn and later face preferences. For
instance, Johnson and Morton (1991) proposed that infants
are b o m with a simple subcortical system they termed C O N S P E C . C O N S P E C serves only to detect and direct attention
to face-like patterns in the periphery, perhaps using a simple three-dot template (two dots for the eyes and a third for
the nose and mouth). A separate cortical system C O N L E R N
would begin to control behavior afler one month, and would
gradually develop more sophisticated face processing through
leaming in central vision.
However, the C O N S P E C / C O N L E R N model does not account for neonatal face leaming. For instance, an infant only
a few days old will prefer to look at its mother's face, relative
to the face of a stranger (Pascalis et al., 1995). This mother
preference has been thought to involve the extemal outline of
the face only, in contrast to the internal facial feature leaming of C O N L E R N , because the preference disappears w h e n
intemal features are masked (Pascalis et al., 1995).
Accordingly, Johnson and Morton (1991) and subsequent
authors have proposed extending the C O N S P E C / C O N L E R N
model to include face-outline leaming in C O N S P E C , or a
third, separate subsystem for leaming face outlines at birth
(de Schonen, Mancini, & Leigeois, 1998; Simion et al.,
1998). However, recent studies suggest that newborns can
also leam intemal features (Slater, Bremner, Johnson, Sherwood, Hayes, & Brown, 2000). Such leaming could require a
fourth subsystem, like C O N L E R N but for the periphery and
operational at birth. ( C O N L E R N itself cannot explain newb o m leaming of intemal features, because were it present at
birth, it would no longer explain the shift from peripheral to
central face preferences after one month.)
W e will show that such increasingly complex models are
unnecessary. A single, C O N L E R N - l i k e system processing
the entire visualfieldis sufficient to explain the experimental data, if C O N S P E C is replaced by a system that generates
training pattems before birth. W e have previously shown that
a system trained on such spontaneous activity can account for
the measured face preferences of n e w b o m s (Bednar, 2002;
Bednar & Miikkulainen, 2000). The 3 hypotheses of the
present paper are that: (1) networks trained on spontaneous
activity leam more robustly after birth, compared to systems
exposed only to environmental stimuli, (2) the decline in re-
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The input to the model is an activity pattern on a sheet of
photoreceptors or the P G O generator (see examples in figure 1). Each cell (i,j) in the O N - and OFF-center layers
of the L G N computes its response rjij as a scalar product of
a fixed weight vector and its receptive fields on each input
sheet:
/
\
% = <^ [ U p a b lpXpabVlij,pab) ,
(1)
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PGO paltam
PGO pattern
Photorecaptore
ganaretor Photorecaptore
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(b) Postnatal learning
(a) Prenatal learning
Figure I: H L I S S O M model of face detection. The model is a
hierarchy of sheets of neural units, modeling the infant visual pathway. The model Icams in two phases, each driven by input from
a different source. During prenatal learning (a), activity originates
internally in A e P G O pattern generator. In postnatal learning (6),
visual images are drawn on the photoreceptor sheet. For either type
of input,tiiiieL G N is strongly activated by high-contrast edges and
borders. The F S A is activated by the strongly responding units in
the L G N , and activity then spreads laterally within the FSA. F S A
weights are adapted when the activity settles. The F S A weights are
initially uniform and unselcctive, but through self-organization they
become selective for facelike patterns at the corresponding location
on d>eretina.Theirresponseis then information that an organism
can use directly to control behaviors like visual fixation.
sponse to schematic patterns after one month results from
learning of real fiaces and their outlines, not from a shift to
a separate system, and (3) learning of both facial features and
outlines can explain the development of a mother preference,
including w h y it disappears w h e n the outline is masked. Each
of these hypotheses will be tested in a computational experiment with the H L I S S O M model. Together the experiments
will s h o w that infant face learning and face preferences can
be explained by a single, general-purpose learning system,
which learns from both internally generated patterns of activity and fi-om the visual environment.

HLISSOM Model
T h e architecture for the H L I S S O M model is shown in figure 1, and will be briefly reviewed below. (For more details,
see Bednar, 2002.) T h e model consists of a hierarchy of twodimensional sheets of neural units modeling different areas
of the nervous system: two sheets of input units (the retinal
photoreceptors and the ponto-geniculo-occipital ( P G O ) pattern generator, described under Prenatal learning below), two
sheets of L G N units (ON-center and OFF-center), and a sheet
of cortical units ("neurons") representing a high-level area,
the face-selective area (FSA)'. Each F S A neuron corresponds
to a vertical column of cells through the six anatomical layers
of the cortex.
'The F S A represents the firstregionin the ventral processing
pathway that has receptive fields spanning approximately 45° of visual arc, i.e. large enough to span a human face at close range. Areas V 4 v and L O are likely F S A candidates based on adult pattems
of connectivity, but the infant connectivity pattems are not known
(Rolls, 1990). The generic term "face-selective area" is used rather
than V 4 v or L O to emphasize that the model results do not depend on
theregion'sprecise location or architecture, only on the fact that the
region has receptivefieldslarge enough to allow face-selective responses. Cortical areas between the L G N and the F S A have been bypassed for simplicity; see Bednar (2002) for a more complex model
mcluding the primary visual cortex (Vl).
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where (T is a piecewisc linear sigmoid activation function, p
specifies the input sheet (cither photoreceptors or P G O ) , 7^
is a constant scaling factor, Xpab is the activation of input
unit (a, b) on sheet p, and tuy.pab is the corresponding weight
value. The lower bound 8 of the sigmoid acts as an activation
threshold; there is no response for activation below 6. Each
F S A neuron computes its initial response like that of an L G N
cell, except that p is either the O N or O F F L G N layer Afler
the initial response, the F S A activity evolves through shortrange excitatory and long-range inhibitory lateral interaction:
T)ij{t) = a (X)p„j, -ypXpabit - \)Wij,pab) , (2)
where p specifies the weight type (either ON channel afferent,
O F F channel afferent, lateral excitatory, or lateral inhibitory),
7p is a constant scaling factor for each weight type (negative
for inhibitory lateral weights), and Xpab{t - 1) is the activation of target unit (a, b) during the previous time step. The
F S A activity pattern starts out diffuse, but within a few iterations of equation 2, converges into a small number of stable
focused patches of activity, or activity bubbles (as infigure1).
After the activity has settled, the connection weights of each
F S A neuron are modified. All F S A weights adapt according
to the H e b b rule, normalized so that the s u m of the weights
of each type p is constant for each neuron {i,j):
_
Wij,pab{t + A t ) =

^ij.pabjt) + CkpT)ijXpab
E a 6 [•<JJii,pab{t) + OpTJijXpab]'

(3)

where rjij stands for the activity of neuron (i, j) in the final activity bubble, Wij^pab is the connection weight, q is the
learning rate for each type of coimection, and Xpab is the
presynaptic activity. The larger the product of the pre- and
jjost-synaptic activity rjijXpab, the larger the weight change.
For these experiments, a pair of 74 x 74 ON-center and
OFF-center cell layers received input from a 170 x 170 photoreceptor sheet and an 85 X 85 P G O sheet. Each O N / O F F
cell had a fixed Difference of Gaussians receptivefield(RF)
within the photoreceptor array (center a = 0.75, surround
(T = L 2 ) . The 24 x 24 F S A neurons each had a circular
afferent receptive field of size 25, centered on the location
in the central 24 x 24 portion of the O N / O F F cell layer corresponding the neuron's location in the F S A . This mapping
ensures that every neuron has a complete set of circular afferent connections. Initially, the afferent and lateral weights
in the F S A had a smooth circular Gaussian profile, and all
weights of each type were identical. Other parameters were
from Bednar and Miikkulainen (2000), scaled for this cortex
size using the equations from Bednar (2002).
Prenatal learning
The simulations in this paper focus on postnatal learning,
but they continue from our earlier results on prenatal learning (Bednar & Miikkulainen, 2000), which w e summarize

(a) Prenatal ly trained network

(b) Naive network

Figure 2: Starting points for postnatal learning. These plots
show the RFs for every third neuron from the 24 x 24 array of neurons in the FSA. For the prenatally trained network (a), the RFs
were visualized by subtracting the O F F weightsfromtiieO N . The
result is a plot of the retinal stimulus that would most excite that
neuron. Like C O N S P E C , the prenatally trained network consists of
an array of roughlyfecelikeRFs. In contrast, the neurons in the
naive network are mitially uniformly Gaussian. The O N and O F F
weights were identical, so onlytfieO N weights are shown in (fc).
Later figures will compare the postnatal leammg of each networic.
here. W e hypothesize that before birth, training patterns arise
from ponto-geniculo-occipital ( P G O ) waves generated during rapid-eye-movcment ( R E M ) sleep. Developing embryos
spend a large percentage of their time in a precursor of R E M
sleep, which suggests that this state has a major role in development (Roffwarg, Muzio, & Dement, 1966). During and
just before R E M sleep, P G O waves originate in the brain stem
and travel to the L G N , visual cortex, and m a n y other brain areas (see Callaway, Lydic, Baghdoyan, & Hobson, 1987 for a
review). P G O waves are strongly correlated with eye movements and with vivid visual imagery in dreams, suggesting
that they activate the visual system as if they were visual
inputs (Marks, Shaffery, Oksenberg, Speciale, & Roi!\varg,
1995). P G O waves elicit different distributions of activity
in different species, and interrupting them has been shown
to increase the influence of the environment on development
(Marks etal., 1995).
All of these characteristics suggest that P G O waves m a y be
providing species-specific training patterns for development
(see Bednar, 2002 for more details). However, due to limitations in experimental imaging equipment and techniques, the
spatial shape of the P G O wave activity patterns has not yet
been measured. Based on the C O N S P E C model, w e chose
the three-dot patterns illustrated in the P G O area of figyre la.
Other patterns are also possible, and will provide greater or
lesser face selectivity (Bednar, 2002).
A s described in previous work (Bednar & Miikkulainen,
2000), F S A neurons exposed to prenatal patterns developed
receptive fields (RFs) preferring upright, triangular arrangements of three dots (figure 2a). T h e resulting m a p responds
to mostfrontalface images, and not to most objects or backgrounds. At this stage, the trained m a p can be considered an
implementation of C O N S P E C , except that it was constructed
by learning and will continue to learn after birth.
To determine whether the prenatal training biases subsequent learning (hypothesis 1 above), w e also simulated a control condition called the naive network. T h e naive network
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Figure 3: Sample postnatal learning iterations. The top row
shows six randornly generated images drawn on the retinal photoreceptors at different iterations. Each image contains a foreground
item chosen randomly from a set of three men andtiireew o m e n
(adapted from Rowley et al., 1998) and six object images (fiom public domain clip art collections). Each foreground item was overlaid
onto a random portion of an image from a database of 58 natural
scenes (National Park Service, 1995), at a random location and at a
nearly vertical orientation (drawn from a normal distribution around
vertical, with a = 7r/36). The second row shows the L G N response
to each of these sample patterns, visualized by subtracting the O F F
cell responses from the O N cellresponses.Dark areas indicate high
O F F cell response, light indicate high O N cell response, and medium
gray indicates no response. The bottom row shows die prenatally
trained F S A response to each pattern, at the start of postnatal training. For the FSA, only neurons with completereceptivefields (those
in the unshaded inner box) were simulated, because those in the gray
area would have RFs cut oflFby the edge of the retina. The gray area
shows the F S A area that corresponds to the same portion oftfievisual field as in the L G N and retina plots, tofecilitatecomparison.
The F S A responds to groups of dark spots on the retina, such as the
eyes and mouths in (b-cf) and the horse's markings in (d); the location
the F Sbecause
A activityitcorresponds
to the position
of not
the group
of
is soofcalled
models neurons
that have
had exretinal patterns
that caused
the response.
perience
with coherent
activity
patterns until after birth. S o
that the naive and prenatally organized networks would match
on as m a n y parameters as possible, w e constructed the naive
network from the prenatally trained network post hoc by explicitly resetting afferent receptive fields to their uniformGaussian starting point (figure 2b). This procedure removed
the prenatally developed face selectivity, but kept the lateral
weights and all of the associated parameters the same. T h e
activation threshold 6 for the naive F S A network was then adjusted so that for a given training pattern both networks would
have similar activation levels; otherwise the parameters were
the same for each network. This procedure ensures that the
comparison between the two networks will be as fair as possible, because besides the thresholds the networks differ only
by whether the neurons have face-selective weights at birth.
Postnatal testing and learning
The postnatal learning experiments reported in this paper simulate gradual learning of specific individuals and objects seen
against a variety of different backgroimds. Figure 3 shows
samples of the images w e used and describes h o w they were
generated. The prenatally trained and naive networks were
each exposed to die same pseudorandom sequence of 30,000
of these images.

(a) Prenatally trained network

0

(6) Naive network

6.000
10,000
12.000
16.000 20,000 30.000
(c) Snapshots of typical prenatally trained R F

(«)

ib)

Figure S: Decline in response to schematic faces. Before postnatal training, the prenatally trained F S A (third row from top) responds
significantly more to the facelike stimulus (o) than to the three^dot
0
6.000
10.000
12.000
16.000 20,000 30,000
stimulus (b; p = 0.05) or the scrambled faces (c-d; p = 10"*).
{d) Snapshots of naive network R F
Assuming that infante attend most strongly to the stimuli that cause
Figure 4: PrenaUl patterns bias postnatal learning in the FSA. the greatest neuralresponse,theseresponsesreplicate the schematic
Plots (a) and (6) show thefinalRFs for every third neuron from the
face preferences found by Johnson and Morton (1991) in infante up
24 X 24 array of neurons in the FSA, visualized as infigure2a.
to one month of age. Some of the Johnson & Morton, 1991 expcrA s the prenatally trained network Icams from real images, the RFs
imente found no significant difference between (a) and (6), which
morph s m o o ^ y into prototypes, i.e. representations of aveiagc fais unsurprising given that they are only barely significantly different
cial features and hair outlines (c). B y postnatal iteration 30,000,
here. A s the F S A neurons Icam from realfecespostnatally, they renearly all neurons have learned fiace-Uke RFs, with very little efspond less and less to schematicfeces.The bottom row shows the
fect from the background patterns or non-fiice objects (a). Postnatal
F S A response after 1000 postnatal iterations. The F S A n o w rarely
learning is less uniform for the naive network, as can be seen in
responds to (a) and (b), and the average difference between them
the R F snapshots in (</)• In the end, many of the naive neurons do
is no longer significant (p = 0.25). Thus no preference would be
Icam face-Uke RFs, but others become selective for general texture
expected for the facehke schematic after posmatal learning, which
patterns, and some become selective for objects like the clock (b).
is what Johnson and Morton (1991) found for older infants, i.e. 6
Overall, the prraatally trained network is biased towards learning
weeks to 5 months old. The response to real faces also decreases
feces, whileftcinitially unifoim networic more faithftilly represents slightly through learning, but to a much lesser extent (e-/). The
dte environment. Thus prenatal learning can allow the genome to
response to real feces declines because the newly learned average
guide development in a biologicallyrelevantdirection.
fece and hair outline RFs are a weaker match to any particular hcc
A t the beginning of the postnatal phase, and at intervals
than were the original three dot RFs. That is, the external features
throughout, w e tested the network using schematic images
vary more between individuals than do the internal feanires, and
previously tested with newborns, and with photographs of
thus their average is not a close match to any particularfece.Even
faces. In order to compare the neural activity in the model to
so, there is only a comparatively small decrease in response to real
babies' attentional preferences, w e assume that newborns pay
faces, becauserealfaces are still more similar to each other than to
m o r e attention to the stimuli that are most effective at activatthe schematicfeces.Thus H L I S S O M predicte that older infente will
face show
selectivity,
and eventually
all b e c o m e highly
ing their visual processing system, focusing on the highest
still
a face preference
if testednearly
with more-realistic
stimuli,sesuch
lective
for faces (figure 4b). Postnatal self-organization in the
level activated. Patterns activating the F S A will be preferred
as photographs.
naive network is less regular, and thefinalresult is less face
over those activating only lower areas, and patterns that both
selective. Thus prenatal training biases posmatal learning toactivate the F S A will be ranked by their F S A activity. W e
wards biologically relevant stimuli, i.e. faces (hypothesis 1).
quantify these comparisons by presenting each stimulus 2S
times at different retinal locations, and averaging the s u m
Experiment 2: Decline in response to schematics
of the F S A activity. A s in the psychological studies w e are
modeling, differences between patterns will be tested with
Figure 5 shows that the H L I S S O M model replicates the disthe two-tailed Student's t-test, treating p values below 0.05 as
appearance of peripheral schematic face preferences after one
significant.
m o n t h (hypothesis 2; Johnson et al., 1991). In H L I S S O M ,
the decrease results from the afferent weight normalization
Results
(equation 3). A s the F S A neurons in H L I S S O M learn the hair
Experiment 1: Bias from prenatal learning
and face outlines typically associated with real faces, the connections to the internal features necessarily become weaker.
Figure 4 shows that with postnatal exposure to real images,
Unlike real faces, the facelike schematic patterns match only
both the naive and prenatally trained networks develop R F s
on these internal features, not the outlines. A s a result, the rethat are averages (i.e. prototypes) of faces and hair outlines.
sponse to schematic facelike patterns decreases as real faces
R F s in the prenatally trained network smoothly increase in
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are learned. Eventually, the response to the schematic patterns approaches and drops below thefixedactivation threshold S. At that point, the model response is no longer higher
for schematic faces (because there is no F S A response, and
V I responses are similar). In a sense, the F S A has learned
that real faces typically have both inner and outer features,
and does not respond w h e n either type of feature is absent or
a poor match to real faces.
Yet the F S A neurons continue to respond to real faces (as
opposed to schematics) throughout postnatal learning (figure 5e-J). Thus the model provides a clear prediction that the
decline in peripheral face preferences is limited to schematics, and that if infants are tested with sufficiently realistic face
stimuli, no decline in preferences will be found.
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Experiment 3: Mother preferences
Figure 6a-b shows that when one face (i.e. the mother) appears most often, the F S A response to that face becomes
stronger than to a similar stranger. This resuh replicates the
mother preference found in infants a few days old (hypothesis 3; Bushnell, 2001; Pascalis et al, 1995). Interestingly, figure 6c-</ shows that the mother preference disappears when
the hair outline is masked, which is consistent with Pascalis
et al.'s claim that newborns learn outlines only. However,
Pascalis et al. (1995) did not test the crucial converse condition, i.e. whether newborns respond w h e n the facial features
are masked, leaving only the outlines. Figure 6(e-f) shows
that there is no response to the head and hair outline alone
either, and thus that this face learning is clearly not outlineonly.
In the model, the decreased response with either type of
masking results from holistic learning of all of the features
typically present in real faces. A s real faces are learned, the
afferent weight normalization ensures that neurons respond
only to patterns that are a good overall match to all of the
weights, not simply matching on a few features. M a n y authors have argued that adults also learn faces holistically (e.g.
Farah et al., 1998). These results suggest that newborns m a y
learn faces in the same way, and predict that newborns will
no prefer their mother when her hair outline is visible but her
facial features are masked.
Discussion and future work
The H L I S S O M simulations show that internally generated
patterns and a self-organizing system can together account
for newborn face preferences, neonatal face learning, and
longer term development of face detection. The results suggest simple but novel explanations for w h y newborn learning
appears to depend on the face outline, and w h y the response to
schematic faces decreases over time. These explanations lead
to concrete predictions for future infant experiments. Over
thefirsttwo months the response to real faces in the periphery should continue even as response to schematics diminishes, and the mother preference of newborns should disappear when the facial features are masked. The results also
show that internally generated patterns allow the genome to
steer development towards biologically relevant processing,
making learning of more sophisticated abilities quicker and
more robust.
The results above do not address one interesting phe-
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Figure 6: Mother preferences depend on both internal and external features. Initially, the prenatally trained F S A responds well
to both women above (a-b; fsa-o), with no significant difference
(p = 0.28). The response is primarily due to the internal ^ial
features {c-d; fsa-o), although there are some spurious three-dot reqjonses due to alignment of the hair with the eyes (a-b; top of fsao). Designating image (a) as the mother, w e presented it in 2 5 % of
the postnatal learning iterations. (This ratio is taken from Bushnell,
2001, who found that newborns look at their mother'sfecefor an average of about one-fouxth their time awake over the first few days.)
Image (b), the stranger, was not presented at all during training. After 500 postnatal iterations, the response to the mother is significantly greater than to face (6) (p = 0.001). This resuh replicates the
mother preference found by Pascalis et al. (1995) in in&nts 3-9 days
old. The same results are found in the counterbalancing condition
— when trained on fece (fc) as the mother, (b) becomes preferred
(p = 0.002; not shown). After training with real faces, there is no
longer any FSA response to the facial features alone (c-d), which
replicates Pascalis et al.'s (1995)findingthat newborns no longer
preferred their mother when her face outline was covered. Yet contra Pascalis et al. (1995), w e cannot conclude that what has been
learned "has to do with the outer rather than the inner features of the
face", because no preference is found for the face outline alone either (e-f). Thus face learning in H L I S S O M is holistic. Face learning
in adults is also
thoughtvision,
to be holistic
(Farahfor
et al,
1998), andfaces
these
nomenon:
in central
preference
schematic
results
show that w euntil
do not
need to assume
newborns
are using
is not measurable
2 months
of age that
(Maurer
& Barrera,
different
offece
than(Johnson
adults. et al., 1991). This
a1981),
andtype
is gone
bylearning
5 months
time course is delayed relative to peripheral vision, where
preferences are present at birth but disappear by 2 months.
Johnson and Morton (1991) originally proposed that in the
periphery the preferences disappear because C O N L E R N m a tures and inhibits C O N S P E C , while in central vision they
disappear because C O N L E R N learns properties of real faces.
H L I S S O M provides a unified explanation for both phenomena: a single learning system stops responding to schematic
faces because it has learned from real faces.
W h y , then, would the time course differ between peripheral
and central vision? A s Johnson and Morton acknowledged,
the retina changes significantly over the first few months. In
particular, at birth the fovea is m u c h less mature than the periphery, and m a y not even be functional yet (Abramov, Gordon, Hendrickson, Hainline, Dobson, & LaBossiere, 1982;
Kiorpes & Kiper, 1996). Thus schematic face preferences
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in central vision may be delayed relative to those in peripheral vision simply because the fovea matures later. A single cortical learning system like H L I S S O M is thus sufficient
to account for the time course of both central and peripheral
schematic face preferences.
The development of the fovea may also aflFect mother preferences. Consistent with our results, Bartrip, Morton, and
de Schonen (2001) found that infants 19-25 days old do not
significantly prefer their mothers when either her internal features or external features are covered. Interestingly, Bartrip
et al. found that older infants, 35-40 days old, do prefer their
mothers even when the external features are covered. The
gradual maturation of the fovea may again explain these laterdeveloping capabilities. Unlike the periphery, the fovea contains many ganglia with small RFs, and which connect to cortical cells with small RFs. These neurons can learn smaller
regions of the mother's face, and their responses will allow
the infant to recognize the mother even when other regions
of the face are covered. Thus simple, documented changes in
the retina can explain why mother preferences would differ
over time.
In general, the idea that artificially generated training patterns can inf uence the development of learning systems is
powerful, and could be used to construct artificial systems
as well. Simple, engineered training patterns can provide an
initial or ongoing bias, while learning algorithms incorporate
the fiiU complexity of the environment. This approach can
allow more complex adaptive systems to be designed and implemented.
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Abstract

Most people accept the complementary conditional
'If not-?, then n o ^ Q ' as following from inducements of
Conditional promises and threats are speech acts thatthe
canform 'If?, then Q ' (Fillenbaum, 1978). Geis and
be used to manipulate the behavior of other persons.
Zwicky (1971) speak of "invited inferences" in normal
Although reasoning studies have been able to reveal some
linguistic usage. Accordingly, the associated truth tables
peculiarities of these concepts, the explanation has
often reflect an equivalence relation instead of an impliremained fragmentaiy. Tofillin this g^>, a theoretical
cation (Newstead et al., 1997).
analysis of conditional inducements is proposed, which
Treating conditional inducements in this w a y enables
integrates cognitive as well as emotional aspects. A n
one to detect effects of different propositional contents
experiment - focussing on linguistic, pragmatic, emoon reasoning, but it is not sufficient to explain the undertional, and deontic consequences - corroborates the anallying causes. What is the reason for the D A inference in
ysis and shows that persons have a clear understanding of
the introductory example? Furthermore, a simple truthconditional inducements.
table analysis is m u c h too restricted to capture concepIntroduction
tual aspects of conditional inducements beyond the ifthen relation. W h y , for example, is Henry obliged to
Conditional promises and threats are speech acts
help B o b under certain circumstances? H o w will B o b
(Searle, 1971) uttered by a person to manipulate an
react emotionally if Henry does not help him? A detailed
addressee's behavior by setting up consequences of his
theoretical analysis is presented to overcome these limibehavior (cf Conison, 1997; von Wright, 1962). Walktations. It integrates several aspects on different levels:
ing h o m e from school, Henry m a y make the following
goals and incentives on the motivational level, formulaproposal to his classmate Bob:
tions and inferences on the linguistic level, obligation
(1) "If you lend me your bike,
and permission on the deontic level, action sequences on
then I will help you with your homework".
the pragmatic level, andfinally,affective reactions on
the emotional level. The multi-level analysis explains
B o b can infer fh)m this statement that Henry would like
to borrow his bike, and that Henry believes that he (Bob) the phenomena observed in reasoning studies; n e w phenomena are predicted and experimentally confirmed.
needs Henry's help.
Research on human reasoning usually focusses on the
Levels of Conditional Inducements
inferential use of conditional promises/threats within the
(1) Motivational level: The basic level of analysis connormative framework of propositional logic: Which
cerns the motivational situation in which a person utters
inferences do people draw from conditional arguments?
an inducement. It is determined by expectations, goals
Suppose, (2) B o b lends Henry his bike. What follows
and incentives. The speaker (S) wants an addressee (A)
then from (1) and (2)? Will Henry help Bob? - Although
w e cannot know for sure which action a person will to show a certain goa/-behavior (i.e., to perform a ceractually take, w e would expect that Henry will help him, tain action or to refrain from performing an action) with
a positive value for himself, the speaker (S+: Behaviory^).
or at least w e think that he will have to. This answer is
In the introductory example, it was Henry w h o wanted
logically warranted by Modus Ponens (MP). But what
B o b to lend him his bike. Henry must expect that the
should be concluded from the promise (1), if (3) B o b
addressee is not willing to show this behavior voluntardoes not lend out his bike? Usually, persons answer that
Henry will not help Bob either. This inference, however, ily, otherwise an inducement would not be necessary.
Thus, the speaker has to induce a behavioral change:
corresponds to a logically invalid pattern known as
Denial of the Antecedent (DA).
Expected behavior {grey boxes) S-: -iBehavior^
In general, the valid M P and M T {Modus Tollens) as
i
well as the invalid D A and A C {Affirmation of the ConGoal of the speakers
S+: Behavior y,,
sequent) are drawn more frequently from conditional
promises and threats than from universal conditionals
This change can be motivated in two ways: First, the
(e.g., Fillenbaum, 1978; Markovits & Lesage, 1990; speaker m a y promise to reward the desired goal behavNewstead, Ellis, Evans, & Dennis, 1997; but see Evans
ior S + with a positive consequence for the addressee
& Twyman-Musgrove, 1998, for a diverging result).
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(*» A + : Rewards). Believing that B o b needs help with
his homework. Henry m a y promise to help him (A+) if
B o b lends him his bike (S+). The reward should be
under the speaker's control and should not occur for any
other reason, as otherwise it cannot develop its motivational effect (e.g., Evans & Twyman-Musgrove, 1998).
The whole motivational schema m a y be represented as:
S-: -tBehaviofA

A-: -iRewards

S-t-: Behavior^

^ A+: Rewards

Promise

changes as well, so that the speaker can no longer guarantee that action 'P' is a necessary consequence of the
antecedent event 'Q' ('P' is not under his control).
The differences between the motivational schemas
also explain w h y only threats are formulated disjunctively, whereas both promises and threats can be formulated conjunctively (Fillenbaum, 1978). The conjunctive
formulation expresses the connection between the new
consequence set by the speaker and the addressee's
behavior:
"Do P [S+] and I will reward you with Q [A+]" vs.
" D o P [S-] and I will punish you by Q [A-]".

Instead of rewarding the desired behavior, the speaker
m a y punish the undesind behavior he fears (S-) with a
negative consequence (A-). If he usually helps Bob with
his homework, Henry can use Bob's expectation and
threaten to withdraw his help (A-) if B o b does not lend
him his bike (S-). The corresponding schema is:
S-: -iBehaviofA ^ A-: Puniihrnents
Threat
S+: Behavior^ A+: -JPuniihments
In both cases, the speaker aimounces (explicitly or
implicitly) that he will react positively (A+) if the
addressee shows the desired behavior (S+), and negatively otherwise. There is an essential difference, however: If the addressee cooperates (S+), then in the first
case he gets something he cannot expect without the
promise (the reward A + ) , whereas in the second case he
only avoids the punishment (A-) without getting anything positive in return.
(2) Linguistic level: The motivational schemas
directly determine which formulations are appropriate
to express the intended speech act. Conditionals 'If?,
then Q ' can be used equally well with both schemas.
Conditionals point out a necessary consequence 'Q' of
an antecedent condition 'P', and that is exactly what the
speaker intends on the motivational level: to establish a
new, definite consequence for one of the addressee's
behavioral options. The canonical formulations are:

A disjunction points out alternatives. In the case of a
threat, it enables the speaker to express both his goal S +
and the punishment A-, which are part of alternative
action sequences: "Refrain from doing P [S+] or I will
punish you by Q [A-]". If a promise were to be reformulated disjunctively, then either the speaker's goal or
his reward could no longer be expressed.
(3) T h e deontic level deals with the question of
which action a person m a y or must perform with respect
to a social rule (e.g., Beller, 2001). Conditional promises and threats establish such a rule and determine
which actions persons are obliged to perform. Since the
addressee can freely decide whether or not he cooperates, there is no deontic constraint on his behavior. H e
m a y cooperate, but he need not. The speaker's situation
is different. Consider the promise
"If you do P [S+], then I will reward you with Q [A+]".
Once the addressee cooperates and fulfills the speaker's
goal 'P', the promisor is obliged to cooperate and to
give reward 'Q'. The promisor himself declared 'Q' to
be a necessary consequence of condition 'P', so he must
guarantee the reward. If the addressee does not cooperate, then there is no deontic constraint; the speaker need
not give the reward, but he is permitted to do it voluntarily. Which obligation, however, results from a threat
"If you do P [S-], dien I will punish you by Q [A-]"?

Two lines of argumentation are possible here: First,
"If you do P [S+], then I will reward you with Q [A+]" vs.
arguing analogously to the promise, the speaker is
"If you do P [S-], then I will punish you by Q [A-]".
obliged to punish the addressee ('Q') if A does not
Looking at the underlying motivational schemas, it
cooperate ('P'). The speaker declared punishment 'Q' to
becomes clear w h y the complementary form 'Ifnot-V,
be a necessary consequence of condition 'P', so he must
then not-Q' is inferred, and w h y conditional inferences react consequently (and indeed perhaps he should, in
(MP, M T , D A , A C ) seemingly correspond to an equivaorder to keep his credibility). What is the case if the
lence relation. The motivational level suggests that there addressee cooperates? B y analogy, there is no constraint
are two action sequences: a cooperative one and a noton the speaker's action, so he need not punish the
cooperative one. The complementary conditional
addressee, but he actually m a y punish him. A n implicit
reflects that part of the motivational background that is
social rule, however, intuitively contradicts this interprenot expressed explicitly by the canonical statement.
tation: A person must not be punished without reason,
Together, the canonical and the complementary condiwhereas one m a y well give a reward without reason.
tional yield the equivalence interpretation. Different
Second, it can be argued that the threat implies a comfrom a logical equivalence, however, the reversed form plementary promise that determines the deontic inter(e.g., "If I reward you with Q [A+], then you will do
pretation: "If you refrain from doing 'P' [S+], then I will
P [S+]") is not really equivalent to the canonical one. B y
not punish you by Q [A+]". Associated with a promise
reversing antecedent and consequent, the temporal order
is an obligation for the speaker to cooperate (A+) once
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the addressee has fulfilled his goal (S+). If the addressee
refrains from doing 'P' (S+), then the speaker must
refrain from the punishment. If the addressee does not
cooperate, then there is no deontic constraint and the
speaker is permitted to punish the addressee. Since the
punishment is n o w justified, this interpretation is in line
with the implicit social rule mentioned above.
(4) T h e pragmatic level deals with the question of
which actions are actually taken afler an inducement has
been uttered. Since both persons are assumed to have
full freedom of action, four action sequences are possible: If the addressee fulfills the speaker's goal (S+), then
subsequently the speaker m a y also cooperate (A+) or
m a y not (A-). If the addressee does not show the goal
behavior (S-), then the speaker m a y not cooperate either
(A-) or m a y cooperate (A+). C o m m o n to all four
sequences is a particular temporal order. The addressee
decides first whether he wants to cooperate, whereas the
speaker has to react to the addressee's behavior.
(5) Emotional level: Eventually, one of the four
action sequences follows a conditional inducement.
Each sequence is characterized by goals, expectations
and incentives. These factors are directly relevant for the
elicitation of emotions (e.g., Lazarus, 1991; Roseman,
Antoniou & Jose, 1996). Goal-relevance is a necessary
requirement for emotional reactions in general; goalcongruent events elicit positive emotions, while goalincongruent events elicit negative emotions. Applied to
conditional promises and threats, addressee and speaker
should feel a positive emotion if the partner cooperates
(and fulfills their goal or expectation), while a negative
emotion should result if the partner does not cooperate.
Which specific emotion arises in a given situation
depends on fiirther appraisal dimensions that cannot be
described in detail here (for extensive analyses see, e.g.,
Roseman et al., 1996). Summarizing those studies
though, Joy can be expected when a person gets something positive, relief •when an expected negative event
does not occur, and anger when the partner does not
cooperate even though he or she is obliged to.
Experiment
The proposed multi-level analysis integrates motivation,
linguistics, pragmatics, deontic considerations, and
emotions, thereby overcoming the limitations of a
purely truth functional analysis of conditional promises
and threats. In order to test hypotheses regarding particular facets of the analysis, an experiment was conducted
which consisted of two parts.
The starting point of part I was an influential finding
of Leda Cosmides (1989). Cosmides showed with
domain-specific versions of Wason's (1966) selection
task that persons are sensitive to which of the partners
involved in a reciprocal exchange is accused of breaking
his promise, but not to the conditional formulation. It
did not make a difference whether the promise was formulated canonically or reversed. The multi-level analysis makes just the opposite prediction; namely that
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persons should be sensitive to the formulation of inducements. A reversed inducement is not equivalent to the
original one, since it also implies a reversal of the temporal order and of the roles {speaker-addressee-asymmetry): Given a particular role allocation, the canonical
conditional should be preferred to the reversed one, the
complementary conditional (and not the reversed one)
should be preferred as implication, and the action
sequence should be "addressee first". In addition, it was
assessed which emotional reactions persons attribute to
the addressee if the speaker keeps or breaks "the rule".
Part II of the experiment focusses on an aspect that
has not been explored until now: the deontic inferences
people draw from conditional promises and threats. The
prediction for promises is clear: If the addressee has fulfilled the speaker's goal, then an obligation arises for the
speaker to give the promised reward; otherwise there is
no such obligation. The deontic interpretation of conditional threats, however, is not equally clear. D o people
infer (from the conditional form) an obligation for the
speaker to punish the addressee A if A does not cooperate, or do they rather infer (from the complementary
promise) an obligation to cooperate and refrain from the
punishment if the addressee cooperates? It was expected
that the second interpretation would predominate since
it is not in conflict with general moral rules.
Method
Both parts of the experiment were integrated into one
questionnaire. They used different basic scenarios from
which four context stories each were constructed. The
stories in pari I dealt with the exchange situation mentioned in the introductory example (help with homework
in exchange for borrowing a bike) but varied with regard
to role allocation and speech act. Four tasks had to be
solved, which focussed on the linguistic, pragmatic and
emotional level. The context stories in part II were constructed from two different scenarios; one dealt with
mutual lending of things and the other with mutual
destruction of toys. Again, the speech acts varied, but
this time only one role allocation was used. Four tasks
asked for deontic inferences from the inducements. To
facilitate the discussion of the results, stories and tasks
for both parts are described later in separate sections.
Participants: 40 students from two introductory cognitive psychology courses (at the University of Freiburg)
participated in the experiment. 18 students were male
and 22 female, with a m e a n age of A/=23.8 years
(range: 20-39 years).
Design: Participants were randomly assigned to one
of four groups (« = 10). The four context stories of each
part varied between groups. T h e speech acts were balanced within groups: If part I was about a promise then
part II dealt with a threat (and vice versa).
Procedure: The questionnaire was administered at
the beginning of thefirstcourse session. After a general
instruction on thefirstpage, the questionnaire began
with the tasks of part I, followed by the tasks of part II.

Table 2: Frequency of choosing the most adequate implication of a given promise or threat (« = 10 in each
condition; complementary inducements are bold-faced).

The tasks were ordered as described below and each was
written on a new page. Participants were instructed to
work on the tasks in the given order, and to take as m u c h
time as needed. All materials were presented in German.

Henry's

Part 1: Assessing the Speaker-AddresseeA s y m m e t r y a n d Emotional Reactions

Conditional

In order to assess the speaker-addressee-asymmetty,
four context stories were designed, which were similar
to the introductory exchange scenario. The stories
described the person's goals and their usual behavior;
they varied with regard to the intended speech act
(promise vs. threat) and the roles (speaker vs.
addressee). In two stories, H m r y wants to borrow Bob's
bike. H e tries to achieve this goal either by a promise or
by a complementary threat (canonical conditionals: "If
you lend m e your bike, then I will help you with your
homework" vs. "If you do not lend m c your bike, then I
will not help you with your homework"). In the other
two stories, the roles were interchanged: This time, Bob
wants Henry to help him with his homework and he tries
to achieve this goal by the reversed promise or threat
("If you help m e with m y homework, then I will lend
you m y bike" vs. "If you do not help m e with m y homework, then I will not lend you m y bike"). Each story was
followed by four tasks.
(1) Formulation task: In the first task, the motivational background was given together with the type of
speech act to be used. The participants were then
instructed to choose from four given conditionals the
one that was most appropriate for the speaker's intended
inducement The conditionals were derived from the
canonical one by reversing and negating 'P' and 'Q'.
Table 1 shows the results. A s predicted, the canonical
conditionals were clearly preferred ( 9 0 % aggregated
over all context stories). If the speech act changed then
the complementary conditional was chosen, whereas if
the role allocation changed then the reversed form was
preferred.
(2) Inference task: From this task onwards, the context stories had been supplemented by the canonical
conditional. The instruction called for participants to
choose an adequate implication of the given conditional
Table 1: Frequency of choosing each conditional as the
speaker's adequate promise or threat (n = 10 in each
condition; canonical conditionals are bold-faced).
Henry's
Conditional
^ i k e then help
If no bike then no help
If help then bike
If no help then no bike

Bob's

Promise Threat Promise Threat

10
10
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Bob's

Promise Threat Promise Threat

Ifbike then help
given
If no bike then no help 8
y/°help then bike
2
^ n o help then no bike:

9
given

1

1
given

2
8

9

given

from the three others known from the formulation task.
The results are presented in Table 2. A s predicted, participants preferred the complementary conditional,
which leaves the order of the actions the same, over the
reversed one (85.0% vs. 12.5%, aggregated over all
tasks, x^(l. 1 = 39) - 21.6;p < 0.001).
(3) Sequence task: In the third task, the participants
had to decide on the order of the actions once the conditional inducement had been made. It was expected that
the addressee would decide first whether he is willing to
cooperate. Without exception, all participants (100%)
answered the sequence question according to this prediction. If Henry made the inducement then B o b decides
first whether he lends out his bike, and vice versa. Thus,
changing roles reversed the typical action sequence.
Altogether, the results of thefirstthree tasks corroborate the predicted speaker-addressee asymmetry.
(4) Emotion task: After the introduction of die conditional inducement in the context story, the emotion task
mentioned that the addressee cooperated and fulfilled
the speaker's goal (S+). Participants had then to decide
(i) what the speaker has to do in order to keep versus not
to keep 'the rule', and (ii) which feeling the addressee
will have afterwards. Three critical emotions (relief, joy,
and anger) were given together with four distractors in a
multiple-choice format and participants were instructed
to choose the most appropriate one.
(i) To keep the rule means that, given that the
addressee cooperated before (S+), the speaker will also
cooperate (A+). Cooperation corresponds to the M P
inference in the case of a conditional promise '//"P [S+],
then Q [A+]', but to the N A inference in the case of a
threat 'If P [S-], then Q [A-]'. Not keeping the rule
means reacting defectively towards the addressee (A-)
even though the addressee fulfilled the speaker's goal
(S+). In the case of a promise, defection violates the
conditional statement itself ('P and nor-Q'). In the case
of a conditional threat, however, defection corresponds
to 'no/-P and Q ' and violates the complementary conditional. The results show that the participants had a clear
understanding of these regularities: Asked what the
speaker has to do in order to "keep the rule", all persons
(100.0%) choose the MP-option given a promise, but the
NA-option (95.0%) given a threat (aggregated over both

Table 3: Attributed emotional reactions of the addressee
on keeping vs. not keeping a promise/threat.
Keeping
Emotion
Relief (+)
Joy
(+)
Anger (-)
Others (-)

Not Keeping

Promise Threat Promise
5
15

10
5
3
3

19
3

Threat

1
19
1

The frequencies do not add up to 20 in each column
because four persons marked two emotions.

role versions). Correspondingly, all persons (100.0%)
answered that not keeping a promise corresponds to
'P and not-Q', while again 9 5 . 0 % chose the complementary category 'not-P and Q ' in the case of a threat.
(ii) H o w does the addressee react emotionally in these
cases? Table 3 lists positive and negative emotions (+/-)
aggregated over both role versions. The answers are in
line with the predictions from appraisal theories: If the
speaker keeps the rule then the addressee is said to feel a
positive emotion (85.4% positive vs. 14.6% negative);
otherwise a negative emotion results (2.3% positive vs.
97.7% negative; x \ U « = 84) = 59.1; p < 0.001). In the
latter case, the addressee was uniformly said to feel
angry, whereas in the former case different emotions
were associated with the two speech acts: Keeping the
promise mostly resulted in Joy ( 7 5 % joy vs. 2 5 % relief)
while in the case of a threat re/ie/predominates (23.8%
joy vs. 47.6% relief; ^^(l, « = 35) = 6.08;/» = 0.014); on
three occasions the addressee was even said to feel
angry. This m a y be the result of having been forced to
cooperate by a threat. Whether these differences reflect
differences between the speech acts or between the
incentives (lending out one's bike vs. giving help with
the other's homework) is open to fiirther analyses.
Part II: Assessing Deontic Inferences
Part II aimed to test the hypothesis that the deontic interpretation of a conditional threat follows the interpretation of the corresponding complementary promise: If
the addressee cooperates, then the speaker is obliged to
cooperate; otherwise he is not. Thus, the deontic inferences from complementary promises and threats need to
be compared. This was done in two content versions
(mutual lending vs. mutual destruction).
The scenarios of mutual lending stated that Peter
would like to borrow Corinna's comic book. H e tries to
achieve this goal either by a promise ("If you lend m e
your comic book, then I will lend you m y computer
game") or by a complementary threat ("If you do not
lend m e your comic book, then I will not lend you m y
computer game"). The mutual destruction scenario concerned two quarreling children. Sarah is about to smash
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George's Lego car George would like to prevent Sarah
from smashing his car. George knows that Sarah has set
up her Playmobil farm. Again, George tries to achieve
this goal either by a threat ("If you smash m y car, then I
will smash your farm") or by a complementary promise
("If you do not smash m y car, then I will not smash your
farm"). Altogether, four context stories were used. Each
was followed by four tasks that asked for deontic inferences about the speaker's action after the addressee had
already cooperated versus the speaker's action after he
had not.
Task 1+2: T h e addressee cooperated: Thefirsttwo
tasks supplemented the context story with the information that the addressee fulfilled the speaker's goal (i.e.,
Corinna lent her comic book to Peter, and in the other
scenario, Sarah did not smash George's Lego car). The
first task required participants to decide whether the
addressee's cooperation implies an obligation for the
speaker to cooperate also. The second task asked
whether the speaker is permitted to cooperate. It was
expected that the deontic interpretation of the threat
would follow the one of the complementary promise in
both content versions equally: The speaker is obliged to
cooperate (i.e., Peter must lend out his computer g a m e
while, in the other scenario, George must refrain from
smashing Sarah's Playmobil farm), and the speaker is
permitted to do so.
Task 3+4: T h e addressee did not cooperate: The
other two usks stated that the addressee did not fulfill
the speaker's goal (i.e., Corinna did not lend out her
comic book, while Sarah smashed George's Lego car).
Again, the participants had to decide whether the
speaker is obliged to cooperate and whether he is permitted to do so. This time it was predicted that - independent from the speech act and the content - no
obligation would arise for the speaker (i.e., Peter need
not lend out his computer game and George need not
refrain from smashing Sarah's Playmobil farm), but
again the speaker is permitted to cooperate.
To test the hypothesis that the deontic interpretation
of conditional threats is equivalent to the interpretation
of the complementary promises, a log-linear analysis
(Kennedy, 1992) with two independent variables
(speech act and content) was performed for each task.
The analyses corroborated the hypotheses: neither the
factor speech act nor the factor content significantly
contributed to the data. Both factors could be removed
from the analyses without loosing thefitof the resulting
log-linear model (for each analysis: G ^ < 10.5, d f = 6 ,
p > 0.10). It is thus justifiable to aggregate the data of
each task over the four groups.
The aggregated results are shown in Table 4. Most
participants drew the deontic inferences that were predicted from the explicit (or implicit) conditional promise: A n obligation arises for the speaker only if the
addressee A cooperates (67.5% obligation vs. 0 % no
obligation), but not if A does not cooperate (10.0% obligation vs. 7 7 . 5 % no obligation; x (1, " = 62) = 47.8;
/?< 0.001). Independent from the fact whether the

Table 4: Percentages of deontic inferences aggregated
over content versions and speech acts (AT-40 in each
condition; expected inferences are bold-faced).
The addressee A ...
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cooperated did not cooperate
Obligation: Must the speaker S cooperate?
obligation
no obligation
undecidable

67.5
0.0
32.S

10.0
77.S
12.S

References

Permitted: May the speaker S cooperate?
permitted
not permitted
undecidable

67.5
5.0
27.5

In short, the multi-level analysis of conditional inducements brings together motivation, linguistics, pragmatics, deontic considerations, and emotions. It thereby
overcomes the limitations of a purely truth fiinctional
analysis often found in reasoning studies.

50.0
22.5
27.5

addressee cooperated or not, the speaker was said to be
permitted to cooperate (58.8% permitted compared to
20.6% not permitted and undecidable answers on average; X^(l. 1 = 80) = 23.3; p < 0.001).
Summary and Discussion
The results of both experimental parts show a clear and
consistent picture that strongly corroborates the predictions from the multi-level analysis.
Conditional inducements are specifically formulated
depending on the motivational background and the
intended speech act Thus, conditional promises and
threats caimot simply be reversed. This is due to the
speaker-addressee-asymmetry: The canonical conditional and its reversal correspond to speech acts of different persons, they have different implications and are
associated with complementary action sequences.
It could further be shown that the deontic interpretation of conditional threats is not derived from the conditional formulation, but from die implicit complementary
promise. N o matter whether a person uses a promise or a
threat to pursue his or her goal, there is an obligation to
cooperate if the addressee fulfills this goal.
Finally, conditional inducements concern individual
goals, actions, and incentives, and are thus highly emotional speech acts. The addressee was said to feely'o^ or
relief when the speaker kept "the rule" and cooperated,
whereas the addressee reacted angrily when the speaker
broke the rule. This is in line with predictions from
appraisal theories of emotion (e.g., Lazarus, 1991;
Roseman et al., 1996). Several questions, however, are
open to further analyses: Which emotional reactions are
associated with other possible action sequences? H o w
does the content of the inducements (e.g., reciprocal
exchange or mutual destruction) affect the emotional
reactions? Further experiments are needed to answer
these questions.
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Abstract

that the linguistic tree structure is labeled with syntactic
categories, whereas the musical and visual tree structures
are unlabeled. This is because in language there are
syntactic constraints on h o w words can be combined into
larger constituents, while in music (and to a lesser extent
in vision) there are no such restrictions: in principle any
note m a y be combined with any other note.

It is widely accepted that the human cognitive system
organizes perceptual input into complex hierarchical
descriptions which can be represented by tree structures.
Tree structures have been used to describe linguistic,
musical and visual perception. In this paper, w e will
investigate whether there exists an underlying model that
governs perceptual organization in general. Our key idea is
that the cognitive system strives for the simplest structure
(the "simplicity principle"), but in doing so it is biased by
the likelihood of previous experiences (the "likelihood
principle"). W e will present a model which combines
these two principles by balancing the notion of most likely
tree with the notion of shortest derivation. Experiments
with linguistic and musical benchmarks (Penn Treebank
and Essen Folksong Collection) show that such a
combination outperforms models that are based on either
simplicity or likelihood alone.
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Introduction
It is widely accepted that the h u m a n cognitive system
organizes perceptual input into complex, hierarchical
descriptions which can be represented by tree structures.
Tree structures have been used to describe linguistic
perception (e.g. Chomsky 1965), musical perception (e.g.
Lerdahl & Jackendoff 1983) and visual perception (e.g.
Marr 1982). Yet, there seems to be little or no work which
emphasizes the commonalities between these different
forms of perception and which searches for a general,
underlying mechanism which governs all perceptual
organization (cf. Leyton 2001). This paper aims to study
exactly that question: acknowledging the differences
between linguistic, musical and visual information, is
there a general, unifying model which can predict the
perceived tree structure for sensory input? In studying this
question, w e will use a strongly empirical methodology:
any model that w e might hypothesize will be tested
against benchmarks such as the linguistically annotated
Penn Treebank (Marcus et al. 1993) and the musically
annotated Essen Folksong Collection (Schaffrath 199S).
While w e will argue for a unified model of language,
music and vision, w e will carry out experiments only with
linguistic and musical benchmarks, since no benchmarks
of visual tree structures are currently available, to the best
of our knowledge.
Figure 1 gives three simple examples of linguistic,
musical and visual input with their corresponding tree
structures given below.
Thus a tree structure describes h o w parts of the input
combine into constituents and h o w these constituents
combine into a representation for the whole input. Note
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If rill 111111r^

o

o
o

o

Figure 1; Examples of tree structures.
Apart from these differences, there is also a fundamental
commonality: the perceptual input undergoes a process of
hierarchical structuring which is not found in the input
itself The main problem is thus: h o w can w e derive the
perceived tree structure for a given input? That this
problem is not trivial m a y be illustrated by the fact that
the inputs above can also be assigned the following,
alternative tree structures in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Alternative tree structures forfigure1.
These alternative structures are possible in that they
be perceived. But while the alternative tree structures are
all possible, they are not plausible: they do not correspond
to the structures that are actually perceived by the human
perceptual system.
The phenomenon that the same input may be assigned
different structural organizations is k n o w n as the
ambiguity problem. This problem is one of the hardest
problems in modeling h u m a n perception. Even in
language, where a phrase-structure grammar m a y specify
which words can be combined into constituents, the
ambiguity problem is notoriously hard. Chamiak (1997:
37) argues that almost every sentence from the Wall
Street Journal has many, often more than one million
different parse trees. The ambiguity problem for musical
and visual input is even harder. Talking about rhythm
perception in music, Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1987)
note that "Any given sequence of note values is in
principle infmitely ambiguous, but this ambiguity is
seldom apparent to the listener."

(2000), Chamiak (2000) and Bod (2001a) obtain around
9 0 % precision and recall on the Wall Street Journal. Also
in thefieldof psycholinguistics, the likelihood principle is
widely used: Jurafsky (1996), Crocker and Brantz (2000)
and Hale (2001) are examples of psycholinguistically
inspired probabilistic parsers.
The likelihood principle has also been applied to
musical perception, e.g. in Raphael (1999) and B o d
(2001b/c). A s in probabilistic natural language processing,
canthe most probable musical tree structure can be computed
from the probabilities of rules or fragments taken from a
large annotated musical corpus, for instance from the
Essen Folksong Collection (Bod 2001b).
In visual perception psychology and vision science,
there has recently been a resurgence of interest in
probabilistic models (e.g. Hoffman 1998; Kersten 1999).
Mumford (1999) has seen fit to declare the Dawning of
Stochasticity.

Two principles: likelihood and simplicity
H o w can w e predict from the set of all possible tree
structures the tree that is actually perceived by the human
cognitive system? In the field of visual perception, two
competing principles have traditionally been proposed to
govern perceptual organization. The first, initiated by
Helmholtz (1910), advocates the likelihood principle:
sensory input will be organized into the most probable
organization. The second, initiated by Wertheimer (1923)
and developed by other Gestalt psychologists, advocates
the simplicity principle: the perceptual system is viewed
as finding the simplest perceptual organization (see
Chater 1999 or V a n der H e l m 2 0 0 0 for an
overview). These two principles are not only relevant for
visual perception, but also for linguistic and musical
perception. In the following, w e briefly discuss these
principles for each modality, after which w e go into the
question of h o w the two principles can be integrated.
Likelihood
The likelihood principle is particularly influential in the
field of natural language processing (see Manning and
Schiitze 1999, for a review). In this field, the most
appropriate tree structure of a sentence is assumed to be
its most likely structure. The likelihood of a tree is usually
computed from the probabilities of its parts (e.g. phrasestructure rules) taken from a large annotated language
corpus (a treebank). A widely used treebank for testing
and comparing probabilistic natural language parsers is
the Penn Wall Street Journal Treebank (Marcus et al.
1993). State-of-the-art probabilistic parsers such as Collins
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SunpUcity
The simplicity principle has a long tradition in thefieldof
visual perception psychology (e.g. Restle 1970;
Leeuwenberg 1971; Simon 1972; Buffart et al. 1983; van
der H e l m 2000). In this field, a visual pattern is
formalized as a constituent structure by means of a
"visual coding language" based on primitive elements
such as line segments and angles. Perception is described
as the process of selecting the simplest structure
corresponding to the "shortest encoding" of a visual
pattern.
The notion of simplicity has also been applied to
musical perception. Collard et al. (1981) use the coding
language of Leeuwenberg (1971) to predict the metrical
structure for four preludes from Bach's Well-Tempered
Clavier. M o r e well-known in musical perception is the
theory proposed by Lerdahl and JackendofT (1983) w h o
use a system of preference rules based on the Gestaltpreferences identified by Wertheimer (1923), and which
can therefore also be seen as an embodiment of the
simplicity principle.
Notions of simplicity also exist in language processing
(e.g. Frazier 1978; Gorrell 1995; Osborne 2000). Bod
(2000a) defines the simplest tree structure of a sentence
as the structure generated by the smallest number of
subtrees from a given treebank.
Combining the two principles
The key idea of the current paper is that both principles
play a role in perceptual organization: the simplicity
principle as a general cognitive preference for economy,
and the likelihood principle as a probabilistic bias due to
previous perceptual experiences. Informally stated, our
working hypothesis is that the human cognitive system
strives for maximal economy (the simplest structure), but
that in doing so it is biased by the likelihood of previous
experiences (in the last section w e will discuss some
other combinations of simplicity and likelihood that have
been proposed). T o formally instantiate our working
hypothesis, w e need a parsing model to start with which
can incorporate these principles. In principle any parsing
model might do, as long as it can assign tree structures to

perceptual input according to s o m e criterion. For the
current paper, w e have chosen to start with the DataOriented Parsing model (Bod 1998) because (1) it has
several other models as special cases, such as contextfree parsing models and lexicalized models, and (2) it has
been quite successful in predicting tree structures for both
linguistic input (Bod 2001a) and musical input (Bod
2001b).
The basic idea of D O P is that it learns a grammar by
extracting subtrees from a given treebank and uses these
subtrees to analyze fresh input. Suppose w e are given the
following linguistic treebank of only two trees (we will
c o m e back to musical treebanks in the next section),
>IP
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Figure 3: A n example treebank
then the DOP model can parse a new sentence, e.g. She
s a w the dress with the telescope, b y combining subtrees
from this treebank b y m e a n s o f a node-substitution
operation (indicated as " ) :
^
NP

A
the dreu

VP
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I

/ \
no
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•he VP (
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A A
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Figure 4: Parsing a sentence by combining subtrees
T h u s the node-substitution operation c o m b i n e s t w o
subtrees b y substituting the second subtree o n the leftmost
nonterminal leaf node o f the first subtree. Since D O P uses
subtrees of arbitrary size, there are typically several
derivations, involving different subtrees, that produce the
s a m e parse tree; for instance:
o
NP
»
S
NP

P

A
*e <lre«

NP

VP

with he telescope
SBW the ress ith the elescope
Figure 5: Different derivation producing s a m e tree.
T h e m o r e interesting case occurs w h e n there are different
derivations that produce different parse trees. This
happens w h e n a sentence is structurally a m b i g u o u s ; for
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e x a m p l e , D O P also produces the following alternative
parse tree for S h e s a w the dress with the telescope:
V
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oo ep
pp
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with the telescope
Figure 6: Different derivation producing different tree.
The original DOP model in Bod (1993) uses the
likelihood principle to predict the perceived tree structure.
W e will refer to this model as L i k e l i h o o d - D O P .
Likelihood-DOP selects the most likely tree structure from
among all possible tree structures on the basis of the
probabilities of its subtrees. The probability of a subtree t
is estimated as the number of occurrences of t seen in the
corpus, divided by the total number of occurrences of
corpus-subtrees that have the same root label as t. The
probability of a derivation is computed as the product of
the probabilities of the subtrees involved in it. Finally, the
probability of a parse tree is equal to the sum of the
probabilities of all distinct derivations that produce that
tree. In B o d (2001a) and G o o d m a n (2002), efficient
algorithms are given that compute for an input string the
most probable parse tree.
Likelihood-DOP does not do justice to the preference
humans display for the simplest structure, e.g. the one that
is generated by the shortest derivation consisting of the
fewest subtrees. This is what w e will call Simplicity-DOP
Instead of producing the most probable parse tree for an
input, Simplicity-DOP produces the parse tree generated
by the fewest corpus-subtrees, independent of the
probabilities of these subtrees. For example, given the
corpus in Figure 3, the simplest parse tree for She saw the
dress with the telescope according to Simplicity-DOP is
given in Figure 5, since that parse tree can be generated
by a derivation of only two corpus-subtrees, while the
parse tree in Figure 6 (and any other parse tree) needs at
least three corpus-subtrees to be generated. In B o d
(2000a) it is shown h o w the shortest derivation can be
efficiently computed by means of a best-first bottom-up
chart parsing algorithm. Simplicity-DOP obtains quite
impressive results on the W S J , though its results are lower
than Likelihood-DOP (Bod 2000a). Yet, the set of
correctly predicted parse trees of Simplicity-DOP is not a
subset of the set of correctly predicted parse trees of
Likelihood-DOP. This suggests that w e m a y expect an
accuracy improvement if simplicity and likelihood are
combined into a n e w model, which w e will call
Combined-DOP.
T h e underlying idea of C o m b i n e d - D O P is that the
h u m a n perceptual system searches for the shortest
derivation (i.e. the simplest tree structure), but that in
doing so it is biased by the "weights" of the subtrees. T h e
length of a derivation is then not defined simply as the
s u m of the derivation steps (as in Simplicity-DOP), but as
the s u m of the weights of these steps, where a low weight
should be seen as an easy step and a heavy weight as a
A
NP
NP

PP

difficult step. A s a measure for weight of a subtree, w e Collection consists of the label "S" for each top node of
each whole song and the label "P" for each underlying
have worked out various proposals that were
phrase. In this way, w e obtained conventional parse trees
experimentally tested over the last few years. Most of
that can directly be used by our D O P models to parse new
these proposals have been reported in the literature (e.g.
input strings (see also B o d 2001b). The Essen Folksong
Bod 2000a; Cormons 1999). The best measure for subtree
weight so far is based on the rank of a subtree. First, all Collection is freely available via http://www.esacsubtrees are grouped with respect to their root label. Next,
data.org.
A s mentioned in the introduction, no visual treebank is
for each root label the weight of a subtree is defined as its
rank in the frequency ordering in the corpus. Thus, the currently available, to the best of our knowledge. W e are
most frequent subtree in each ordering gets a weight of 1, currently developing a treebank of analyzed architectural
the second most frequent subtree gets a weight of 2, etc.
plans, and will report on experiments with that treebank in
The weight of a derivation is then deflned as the s u m of due time.
the weights of the subtrees in the derivation. The
Experimental Evaluation
derivation with the lowest weight is taken as the "best"
derivation producing the perceived parse tree. Thus, the
To evaluate our D O P models, w e used the blind testing
best derivation is not determined by the smallest s u m of
method which dictates that a treebank be randomly
the subtrees (as in Simplicity-DOP), but by the smallest
divided into a training set and a test set, where the strings
sxim of the weights of the subtrees.
from the test set are parsed by means of the subtrees from
W e performed one additional adjustment to the weight the training set. W e applied the P A R S E V A L metrics of
of a subtree. This adjustment consists in a smoothing
precision and recall to compare a proposed parse tree P
technique which averages the weight of a subtree by the
with the corresponding correct test set parse tree T (see
weights of its o w n 5u6-subtrees. That is, instead of taking
Black et al. 1991):
only the rank of a subtree as its weight, w e compute the
# correct coiutituenU in P
# correct coiutituenta in P
weight of a subtree as the (arithmetic) m e a n of the
Precision - — —# ^constituent!
— — ^ ^ ^in
^^
— ^ ^ — in
^—
weights of all its sub-subtrees (including the subtree
P ^ Recall - —M^conitituenti
T—
itself)- The effect of this smoothing technique is that it
A constituent in P is "correct" if there exists a constituent
redresses a very low-frequency subtree if it contains highin T of the s a m e label that spans the s a m e elements (i.e.
frequency sub-subtrees.
w o r d s or notes). T o balance precision and recall into a
single measure, w e will e m p l o y the widely used F-score:
The Test Domains
F-score = 2*Precision*Recall / (Precision+Recall).
Our linguistic test domain consists of sections 02-21 of the
W e will use this F-score to quantitatively evaluate our
Wall Street Journal portion of the Penn Treebank, which
models on the Wall Street Journal and the Essen Folksong
contains approx. 40,000 phrase-structure trees. Since the
treebanks. W e divided both treebanks into 10 training/test
Penn Treebank has been extensively described in the set splits, where 9 0 % of the trees was used for training
literature (e.g. Marcus et al. 1993; Manning & Schiitze
and 1 0 % for testing. These splits were random, except for
1999), w e will not go into it any further here.
one constraint: that all the primitive elements (i.e. words
The musical test domain consists of the European
and notes) in the test set also occurred in the training set.
folksongs in the Essen Folksong Collection (Schaffrath
In this way, w e did not have to worry about unknown
1995), which correspond to approx. 6,200 musical
words or u n k n o w n notes (the latter being actually
grouping structures. The Essen Folksong Collection has
inexistent for our musical treebank). Although there are
been previously used by B o d (2001b) and Temperley
various statistical ways to cope with unknown words, w e
(2001) to test their musical parsers. The musical coding
wanted to rule out this problem as it might obscure our
language used in the Essen Folksong Collection is based
comparison.
on the Essen Associative C o d e ( E S A C ) . T h e pitch
In our experiments w e were first of all interested in
encodings in E S A C resemble "solfege": scale degree
comparing the three D O P models (Likelihood-DOP,
numbers are used to replace the movable syllables "do",
Simplicity-DOP and Combined-DOP) on the two domains.
"re", "mi", etc. Thus 1 corresponds to "do", 2 corresponds For computational reasons, w e limited the m a x i m u m size
to "re", etc. Chromatic alterations are represented by
of the subtrees to depth 14, as in B o d (2001a). Table 1
adding either a "#" or a "b" after the number. The plus
shows the average F-scores for each of the models.
("+") and minus ("-") signs are added before the number if
Table 1: F-scores obuined by the three DOP models
a note falls resp. above or below the principle octave
(thus -1, 1 and +1 refer al to "do", but on different
octaves). Duration is represented by adding a period or an
Likelihood-DOP Simplicity-DOP Combined-DOP
underscore after the number. A period (".") increases
duration by 5 0 % and an underscore ("_") increases
91.7%
Language
90.4%
88.1%
duration by 1 0 0 % ; more than one underscore m a y be
added after each number. If a number has no duration
Music
86.0%
86.9%
84.3%
indicator, its duration corresponds to the smallest value. A
pause is represented by 0, possibly followed by duration
The table shows that Likelihood-DOP outperforms
indicators. N o loudness or timbre indicators are used in
Simplicity-DOP, but that C o m b i n e d - D O P ou^erforms
E S A C . T h e only extra information w e (automatically)
added to the grouping structures in the Essen Folksong Likelihood-DOP. According to paired /-testing, the
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improvement of Combined-DOP over Likelihood-DOP was
statistically significant both for language (p<.0OOI) and
for music (p<.04).
W e also performed a series of experiments where w e
restricted the size of the subtrees. Recall that by
restricting the subtrees to depth 1, Likelihood-DOP
becomes equivalent to a probabilistic context-free
grammar, while Simplicity-DOP would just return the
smallest possible tree structure. While Likelihood-DOP
still obtained relatively good results at depth 1 for both
language and music (resp. 75.1% and 76.6%), SimplicityD O P scored very badly for language (22.5%) though still
reasonably for music (70.0%). Interestingly, CombinedD O P scored worse than Likelihood-DOP at depth 1 (resp.
68.2% vs. 74.6%). Only after subtree depth 6 for language
and subtree depth 2 for music, C o m b i n e d - D O P
outperformed Likelihood-DOP. The highest F-scores were
obtained with the "unrestricted" subtrees (in table 1).
Elsewhere w e have shown that virtually any constraint
on the subtrees results in an accuracy decrease (Bod
2001a/b). This is because in language, almost any relation
between words (including between so-called nonheadwords) can be important for predicting the perceived
parse tree of a sentence. The same counts for music,
where there is a continuity between "jump-phrases" and
"non-jump-phrases", which can only be captured by large
subtrees (see Bod 2001b/c for an extensive discussion).
Discussion: Other Combinations of Simplicity
a n d Likelihood
W e have seen that our combination of simplicity and
likelihood is quite rewarding for linguistic and musical
perception, suggesting a deep parallel between the two
modalities. Yet, w e should raise the question whether a
model which massively stores and re-uses previously
perceived structures has any cognitive plausibility.
Interestingly, there is quite some evidence that people
store various kinds of previously heard fragments, both in
music (Saffran et al. 2000) and language (Jurafsky 2002).
But do people store fragments of arbitrary size, as
proposed by D O P ? In his overview article, Jurafsky (2002)
reports on a large body of psycholinguistic evidence
showing that people not only store lexical items and
bigrams, but also frequent phrases and even whole
sentences. For the case of sentences, people not only
store idiomatic sentences, but also "regular" highfrequency sentences. Thus, at least for language it seems
that humans store fragments of arbitrary size provided that
these fragments have a certain minimal frequency.
However, there seems to be no evidence that people store
allfragmentsthey hear, as suggested by D O P . Only highfrequency fragments seem to be memorized. However, if
the human perceptual faculty needs to learn which
fragments will be stored, it will initially need to keep
track of all fragments (with the possibility of forgetting
them) otherwise frequencies can never accumulate. This
results in a model which continuously and incrementally
updates its fragment memory given new input, which is in
correspondence with the D O P approach.
There have been other proposals for integrating or
reconciling the principles of simplicity and likelihood.
Chater (1999) argues that the principles are identical in
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the context of Kolmogorov's complexity theory
(Kolmogorov 1965). A n d in the context of Information
Theory the simplicity principle can be defined in terms of
bit length, such that maximizing likelihood corresponds to
minimizing bit length (cf Rissanen 1978). First note that
the likelihood principle aims at maximizing the
probability of a structure given an input,
p(struclure \ input). Next, defme the simplicity principle
as minimizing the informatic-theoretical notion of bit
length, which is the (negative) logarithm of the
probability of a structure given an input:
-logpistructure | input). N o w it is easy to see that
maximizing p{structure \ input) leads to the same
structure as minimizing -log p{structure \ input). Thus the
two principles lead to the same result.
However, in the context of D O P w e defined the
simplest structure as the one generated by the shortest
derivation consisting of the smallest number of subtrees
(reflecting the smallest number of steps needed to parse
an input). A n d this notion of simplest structure is provably
different from the most probable structure given an input.
Although it is possible to redefine our notion of simplest
structure in terms of bit length, it would not lead to any
n e w model, and to no improved result. B y conceptually
separating between simplicity and likelihood in D O P and
by combining them in a novel way, w e have shown that
an improved model can be obtained.
What w e have not done in this paper is to isolate
the perceptual properties for which no prior expectations
are needed. Even Simplicity-DOP, albeit nonprobabilistic, is heavily based on previously perceived
data. It is very likely that there are perceptual grouping
properties for which no prior expectations are necessary.
D O P does not contribute to the discovery of such
properties, but it does neither neglect them, as they are
implicit in the treebank. B o d (2001b) shows that
Wertheimer's Gestalt principles are reflected in about
8 5 % of the phrases in the Essen Folksong Collection
(where phrases have boundaries that fall on large time or
pitch intervals). D O P automatically takes these principles
into account by subtrees that contain such phrases, but
D O P also takes into account phrases whose boundaries do
not fall on large intervals (so-called "jump-phrases"). B y
using all subtrees, D O P mimics the preferences humans
have used in analyzing the perceptual data, whatever
these preferences m a y have been.
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that comprehension results in the construction of representations ofsituations in the real world [...] These modWe argue that anaphora cannot be resolved at the level
els arefiniteand computable, and they are constructed
of the formal language representing meaning, but, rather,
incrementally, with the model so far acting as part of the
by making direct reference to the extension of the sencontext for interpreting the current text. (p.20)
tences. Johnson-Laird's mental models theory provide
A simple preliminary example illustrates our solution.
the tool for coping with extensional representations in a
In the following sentences, the acceptability is guarancognitively plausible way.
teed just for the pair where the (intended) antecedent (a
donkey) and the pronoun {they) do not agree in their synIntroduction
tactic number:
Anaphoric expressions are traditionally viewed as sub(1) Every farmer owns a donkey. *Itispink.
stitutes for more complex linguistic expressions which
(2) Every farmer owns a donkey. They are pink.
have already occurred earlier in the text. Anaphora has
W h e n the second sentence in each discourse is interproven difficult to analyze at a purely syntactic level,
preted, it produces a mental model which must be
so that structural approaches like D R T [10] or semantic
integrated with the preceding one: a referent must
ones like Dynamic Semantics [4] cope with this problem be found for the anaphoric expressions. If w e exby enriching the formal language used to build or to repamine in the Figure below h o w thefirstsentences
resent the meaning of sentences.
of the two pairs are represented in mental models
W e believe that the limit of these approaches is that
theory, w e see that the problem is easily solved.
they have chosen the wrong level of representation for
The
mental
dealing with anaphora: w e will show that it is necessary model contains
o«n
to make direct reference to extensional representations
a finite n u m ^
' ^
of meaning. In particular, the representation of the conber of tokens
f— ° " ' - d
text should put at disposal the elements of the situation, (placeholders
^
°"
^
which anaphors can refer to, instead of hiding them befor individuals,
hind quantified expressions.
here farmers / and donkeys d) and relations among
However, extensions can possibly be infinite or too
tokens (the arrows labeled with own). Given the model
large to be dealt with directly. But there is a proposal
above, which donkey, out of the represented ones, can
which uses extensional representations offiniteand limw e relate to the singular it, appearing in the second
ited size, and which has been shown to be cognitively
sentence of (1)? The problem of identifying the referent
plausible, i.e., the mental models theory of [9]. Johnson- appears to be the same as in: (3) / have three sisters.
Laird has used mental models in order to explain how
*She is blonde where w e have to choose one referent
people reason without having to resort to formal logic.
out of three candidates. O n e is given no (or not enough)
Inferences arc performed by manipulating extensional
information to identify the antecedent (among the three
representations of sentences which are composed of a fi- sisters) denoted by she. O n the contrary, the they
nite number of elements and relations: "a mental model
pronoun in (2) can be interpreted as referring to the set
represents the extension ofan assertion, i.e., the situation of donkeys appearing in the model, due to its plural
it describes, and the recursive machinery for revising the syntactic number.
model represents the intension of the assertion, i.e., the The mental model building algorithm
set of all possible situations it describes." (p. 100)
First of all, the sentence undergoes a syntactic and seIn [8]'s words: "mental models theory is a psycholog- mantic interpretation process that produces a semantic
ical theory of language processing and reasoning. The network (see [6], [11] and [2] for details on the network
theory provides a framework within which more detailed
representation). Then, following the proposal by [9], that
accounts of the component processes of comprehension
"a propositional representation can be used as the input
[...] such as anaphora interpretation [...] and reasoning
to a procedural semantics that constructs mental modcan be developed, [...] Mental models theory assumes
Abstract
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els", a mental model representing the meaning of the sentence is built.

SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION
»gt^^\tlion^^ obj

MENTAL MODELS
^

The network representation
For the present purposes, w e will describe briefly
only the mechanism of Distributivity Ambiguity Spaces
( D A S ) which deals with the possible distributive readings of an N P (see [11] for details).
The nodes of the network can be simple or D A S s . The
latter correspond to plural NPs, and they were introduced
to deal with the distinction between collective and distributive readings of predicates: each D A S includes two
subnodes Set and Indiv.
In case of (4) Three men lifted three tables, if the subject N P is given a reading as a set, the m e n are seen as being jointly involved in the act of lifting tables. Viceversa
in ^ e individual reading of the subject, each m a n executed a separate lifting act. If the tables are interpreted as
a set too, they were lifted all together (perhaps they were
stacked). O n the contrary, if they are interpreted as individuals, the m e n lifted them one at a time. The four combinations of Set. Indiv readings for the subject and the
object do not cover all possibilities. In fact, it m a y happen that, for the Indiv reading of the subject, there exist
just three tables, and each m a n lifted one of them (three
individual lifting acts); or that each m a n lifted three tables (possibly, but not necessarily, the same three tables;
9 different tables could be involved), so that nine individual lifting acts have been executed. Or, in the Set reading
of the object, the three m e n lifted three different stacks
of tables (so, w e have two more readings, for a total of 6)
The extra readings (see Figure 1) are accounted for by
means of a mechanism other than the D A S described
above (but independently motivated, sec [ 11 ]), i.e. by the
presence of D E P - O N (dependent on) arcs. They arc similar to Skolem functions in first order logic, and were introduced for representing quantifier scoping. Each node
which is not imiversally quantified can be specified to be
dependent on another 'plural' node. For instance, in Every farmer owns a donkey, the most natural reading is
where each farmer owns a different donkey, so that the
particular donkey 'depends on' the particular farmer.
Mental models
In order to use a more unambiguous version of the framework with respect to the 'diagrammatic' original version
of [9], w e refer to the formalization of mental models
provided by [1].
According to [1], a model is triple < T, R, A >, where
T is a (non-empty) bi-dimensional matrix of tokens, R is
a set of relations on T, and A is a set of annotations. For
dealing with some interpretations, more than one model
can be required.
A token is either a model or an element. A n element is
a pair < S, A > where S is a symbol from a given vocabulary and A is a set of armotations; the vocabulary
consists of named individual entities (John for the proper
name John) and generic entities belonging to some category (Cj for cars, fj for fanners, etc.).
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Figure 1: Six readings of (4).
A relation is an ordered sequence < r, Xi, ..., x„, A >
where r is a relation symbol, Xi, ..., x„ are tokens in
T and A is a set of annotations. Annotations are "the
prepositional enrichment of the analogical structure of
the m o d e r [1]. In particular, the "not" aruiotation applies to any feature of the models. For models and relations, a negation means that they are not the case; for
entities, that they are absent in a model. The "..." annotation means that the model can beftirtherextended.
[1] consider relations such as 'above', 'faster' and two
special relations "connected with" ( C W ) and "never connected with" ( N C W ) . The C W relation forms an individual by connecting two of its properties. The N C W one
states that two properties cannot hold for the same individual. Usually the two relations are used to represent
the meaning of, respectively, all humans are mortals and
most lawyers are not poor. With respect to [l]'s framework, w e introduce an extension for what concerns the
N C W relation. In fact, N C W is originally meant to apply
only to unary predicates such as being humans or mortal.
W e introduce a version of the N C W relation relativized
to a predicate rel, NCW(rel). In fact, the "not" annotation of a relation means that the relation is not true of the
given entities involved in the relation. In < faster, John,
bill, {not} >, the negation does not concern the existence
or not of the two individuals John and Bill, which are introduced as existing entities. But this is not sufficient to
represent the meaning of a sentence like John does not
have a car: since the phrase a car inside a negation does
not introduce or refer to an entity in the model, the meaning of the sentence cannot be represented by the negation
of the 'have' relation: in fact, a relation as < have, John,
ci, {not} > does not express the fact thatfi'omthe model
it is not possible to infer that there is a car. Rather, this
annotated relation expresses the fact that there is a car in
the model and John is not its owner.
What w e need is something similar to the interpretation
of the sentence no lawyer is a crook from which is not
possible to infer that there is some crook in the model.
The model of this sentence in [1] is not represented by a
negation of some predicate 'is' but with the N C W rela-

tion discussed above: < N C W . lawyerj, crook< >. Anilogously, for interpreting John does not have a car w e
introduce a N C W ( h a v e ) predicate, which not only expresses the negation of the "have" predicate, but which
also does not assert the existence of any car (see the Figure below).
In
<NCW(have),
John, ci, 0 >, cars, as
^^n
in < N C W , bicyclei,
-mf\
Cj, 0 > {no bicycle
^
is a car), are kept separate from the other entities in
the model: they cannot play the role of antecedents of
pronouns.
For what concerns the treatment of logical connectives, w e stick to the proposal of [1].
From the network to the mental model
The model constructing procedure takes as input an existing mental model (representing the context) and the
network representation of the new sentence (still associated with the syntactic tree): the newly constructed
model is integrated v/\th the existing ones by overlapping
identical tokens and finding referent tokens for anaphoric
expressions.
The process starts from the non-dependent entity
nodes of the network which derive from the interpretation of N P s (i.e. N P s without exiting D E P - O N arcs), and
proceeds with the other NPs, according to the (partial)
order imposed by (reversed) D E P - O N arcs. After that,
all co-references arc solved. For instance, in (5) Every
farmer who owns a donkey beats it, every farmer is processed first, then a donkey and, the pronoun it which depend on the subject NP.
More precisely, given a context M composed by a
model < T, R, A >, w e have that a network W is interpreted as a new model < T', R', A' >, in the following
way:
1. Each non-dependent entity node in the network W derivingfromthe interpretation of an N P is treated separately:
(a) If the entity node is represents an N P which is
a proper noun (e.g., John), an individual token (e.g.,
John) is introduced in the matrix T of the model M ;
if that token is already present in the model, the two
tokens are identified.
(b) If the N P is a quantified N o u n (e.g., every farmer),
a set of distinct tokens F = {xi,..., x„} representing
the denotation of the noun is added to the context matrix T; depending on the quantifier Q, a subset of them,
Q(F), will be selected for linking to other tokens by the
relation where the N P occurs as an argument (selecting
the whole set in case of every and all, a proportioned
subset of it in case oimost, etc). The annotation A of
the model can be augmented with a "...", since, depending on the quantifier, more tokens could be added
to the matrix T or the set Q { F ) could be revised (e.g.,
if (3="some", \ Q { F ) \ could be initially 2 or 3, but it
can be increased in case of necessity, as in the standard
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treatment of syllogism in [9]).
A special case, as in the mental models theory of
[9], is represented by the quantifier no: its meaning
is represented by selecting all the tokens F representing the denotation of the noun it quantifies (Q(F)=F);
but when the relation rel involving the N P is introduced, it is interpreted as negated either in the sense
of a NCW(rel) relation or in the sense of being annotated as negated. A s an example, in no farmer
owns a donkey the owning relation, is transformed in a
N C W ( o w n ) relation which keeps apart all the farmers
from the set of donkeys.
(c) If the N P is an indefinite such as a car, two cases
are possible according to the presence of a negation
and the role played by the N P in the main predicate:'
• If the N P is the subject of the verb or it appears
in a non-negated relation, a single n e w token representing a car is added to the matrix T of the model
and annotated as "...", since it does not convey any
uniqueness presupposition.
• If the N P appears in a negated predicate and it is not
the subject of the predicate rel, some tokens representing the denotation of the noun F = {xj,..., x„}
are introduced in T and appear in a NCW(rel) relation to keep them separate from the other tokens of
the model.^
(d) If the entity in the network W is the interpretation of a definite N P or a definite pronoun, then an
antecedent must be searched for in the mental model
constructed so far; according to the number, one or
more tokens existing in the model are sought in T to
act as the potential referents: further, the set of relations R must satisfy the description provided by the
NP. This kind of unification, however, cannot be accomplished with items which are linked to other ones
only by a NCW(rel) relation in which they appear in a
non-subject role {tj | 3 rel, xi, ..., x„ (< NCW(rel),
Xi,...,t<,...,x„, 0 > € R A i / 1 )}, i.e., these items
are implicitly assumed as 'non existing' in the model.
Moreover, if the set of possible referents X = {ti,...,
t„ } is composed of a subset of tokens which occur
in relations with other tokens and a subset of tokens
which are unrelated:
{ti I 3 rel, A, xi,..., x„ (< rel, xi,..., t<,..., x„ , A >
G R ) } U {tj I -.3rel, A.xi
x„ (< rel, xi,..., tj,

...,x„,A>eR)}
then only the former set can be considered by the uni'Note that John does not love a girl in his office where the
indefinite is a specific one (see [ 10]) and the speaker could identify a unique referent for it, is not covered by this rule.
^This treatment of indefinites is justified also from a linguistic point of view. As [10] notice, the negation of a verb must
be interpreted as having an inner scope which does not include
the subject of the verb, otherwise sentences as someone does
not like a Porsche would be true in case there is no people at
all. And it finds a similarity in D R T where indefinites inside the
scope of a negation are interpreted in a subordinate D R T structure which will not be accessible for the resolution of anaphoric
expressions.

fication process (e.g., in the interpretation of John has
many donkeys. They are pink where the model includes a number of donkeys but only a subset of them
is related with John: the pronoun they refers only to
this subset).
Note that the set of annotations is not constrained to
be empty: in fact, it is possible to make reference to a
set of entities which is involved in a negated relation
as in: (6) the soldier didn 't see some of the enemies.
They were hiding in the trees.

come part of the context. W h e n a subsequent sentence
is interpreted, its interpretation must be compatible
with all the models in the context. In particular, if
the interpretation of the subsequent sentence produces
more than one model, for each model in the context,
at least one of the newly constructed models must be
compatible (even if not the same one for all the model
in the context). Otherwise, the sentence will be rejected (as in example (14) below).

Finally, since a definite pronoun is a definite reference, Logical connectives
According to [10] the interplay of anaphora and logical
the found referent must be non-ambiguous: if different possibilities exist, then, for pragmatics reasons, the connectives is a fimdamental testbed for any theory of
language interpretation. Here, the meaning of connecreference fails (see example (3)).
2. If the entity node of the N P npi is "dependent on" an- tives is expressed by their possible models in [9]'s style.
other node which is built from the M P npj, its inter- First the implicit models are constructed and if necessary
the explicit ones arefleshedout.
pretation depends on the one of npj: this means that,
for each token built in correspondence with np2 the in- Let's start with a simple example involving negation: (7)
"John does not own a car H e washes it.
terpretation of npi must be repeated according to the
Since, according to the representation outlined in the prerules in 1 described above for non-dependent NPs. In
particular, if npi is a singular indefinite and the cor- vious section, cars are included in N C W ( o w n ) relations,
responding relation is not negated, a new token is in- no referent can be found in the model for the pronoun /'/:
< T={{0, ci}, {John, 0},}}. R = { < N C W ( o w n ) , John,
troduced for each token associated with npj; if npi is
plural, a different set of example tokens is added to the C i , 0 > . A = 0 } >
So, the sentence is not interpretable according to that
model for each token associated with npj.
reading.
For example in the distributive interpretation of Every
fiirmer has a donkey. They beat it, they is unified with A n example a bit more complex is: (8) N ofiirmerhas a
A e tokens fi,..., fn representing farmers, but the in- car *Itisred.
terpretation of it (which in this reading cannot but be A sentence like no farmer is rich is represented by a
N C W relation between farmers andrichpeople see rule
dependent on them) is performed for each fi (1< i <
n) relatively to the set of tokens { tj | 3 rel, Xi,..., x„ l.b. In our model, this relation is extended to arbitrary
(< rel, xi,..., fj, ..., tj, ..., x„ , 0 > € R ) }. In the predicates. Hence, the first sentence produces a model
example, for each i, it is unified with the dj such that where cars appear in the set of never connected with entities, so that the interpretation (and failure in integration)
<beat, f., di, 0 >.
3. Finally, the tokens are linked by the relations described is exactly the same as in the previous example:
< T = { {{0.c,}{0.C2}{0,C3}}. {{fi, 0}. {f2.0}. {fa. 0}}
by the predicates. The number of relations which are
},
R = { < N C W ( o w n ) , fi, ci>, 0 >, < N C W ( o w n ) , fj,
introduced depends on the set or individual interprecj>, 0 >, < N C W ( o w n ) , fa, C3>, 0 > } , A = {...} }
tation of the D A S of the N P s involved: if an N P is
considered as a set, the tokens resulting from its inter- O n the contrary: (9) N o farmer has a car They prefer
donkeys, is acceptable, in spite of the negation appearing
pretation are included as a whole in the role they play
in the relation. Otherwise, each element of the set is in the subject N P and of its singular number. In fact, the
farmers (appearing as 'existing' entities) are available for
introduced in different instance of the relation.
integration.
4. As w e discuss in the following Section, the interpretaIf w e now consider conjunctions and disjunctions, antion of a sentence which includes logical connectives
other interesting anomaly arises:
can result in more than one model. The rule 1 is iter(10) John owns a cari and Fred washes iti
ated for each of the clauses in the complex sentence.
(11) *John owns a cari or Fred washes iti
During the interpretation process some of the possiThe syntactic structures are identical but the acceptabilble models must be discharged as inconsistent. This
ity is not. In order to explain this fact, [10] introduced
is a correct move but it can lead to the refection of
an accessibility constraint at the structural level: "no disthe sentence for pragmatic reasons (as in example (11)
junct of a disjunctive condition is accessible from any
below). In fact, if the interpretation of a sentence reother".
sults in a reduced set of models which can be better
The mental model representation of a conjunction indescribed by another sentence (that is, its interpretavolves the inclusion in the same model of the conjoined
tion does not discard any model), then by the Gricean
sentences. So, no problem arises with (10), since the refprinciple of cooperation, the speaker should have used
erent for it can be found in the same model where the
itinstead of the one he chose.
second conjunct must be integrated. Compare the unac5. O n the other hand, if the interpretation of the sentence
ceptability of "John does not have a Porsche and Fred
leads felicitously to a set of models, these models bewashes it.
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O n the contrary, a disjunction A V B requires the construction of two separate models (one with A and one
with B). So, in the second model of (11) there is no
available referent for the pronoun (B, i.e., Fred washes
it). But when a difficulty (such as the impossibility of
understanding a sentence) occurs in a mental model, the
model can be manipulated andfleshedout; in principle,
when applied to the second model (B), this process could
produce two alternatives. In thefirstone John owns a car
(A and B ) , while in the second one he does not (not A
and B, i.e., John does not have a car and Fred washes
it). So, it seems that the first extension could solve the
problem: John, in fact, owns a car and Fred washes it:

• ^ wash.7
B

J- Mn
A
J - »c...
A

_««, p - J

own

AB

F »•«> 7
c
notA B

The lower part of the figure shows the three resulting
models: the second one (A and B ) includes thefirst(A)
and the third (not A and B ) is discharged since Fred cannot wash a car which does not exist (see the * in the third
box).
However, it seems that from any disjunction at least two
distinct models must be constructed, and that none of
them must be included in the other: otherwise, the comm o n part of the two models would be necessarily true
and according to Grice, the speaker should not have used
a disjunction to express such a meaning (see rule 4 of the
interpretation algorithm).
A n example that supports the previous analysis is the
acceptability of the following sentence, as the reader can
easily test: (12) John does not own a car or he washes
it. The second model (the one of he washes it) can be
fleshed out with the negation of thefirstdisjunct (not A
and B, i.e., John does o w n a car and Fred washes it):
after this extension, the resulting model puts at disposal
the required referent for the pronoun. W e are left with
two different models, equivalent to the [10]'s interpretation of the example, i.e John does not own a car or John
owns a car and he washes it. In [10] this result is obtained by copying the negation of thefirstconjunct in
the second D R S : such a rule, however, presupposes that
disjunctions in natural language are always interpreted a
exclusive disjunctions.
It is interesting to note that Dynamic Semantics [4], in
order to explain this kind of examples, has to introduce a
new class of anaphora, E-type.
The last connective to be considered is implication:
(13) IfJohn owns a car, he washes it.
This sentence involves two models (A and B, and not A
to be fimher extended): in thefirstone, John owns a car
and washes it, while in the second one he does not o w n
any car. But, if the sentence is followed by (14) *It is
a Porsche, the pronoun of the second sentence can find
a referent only in thefirstmodel in the context, while
no antecedent is accessible in the second one (where the
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car, in fact, is connected with a N C W relation). A s prescribed by rule 4 of the algorithm, a n e w sentence must
be integrated with all the pre-existing models in the context, otherwise it is unacceptable.
A n analogous reasoning explains the oddity of *If
John does not o w n a car, Fred washes it. Moreover,
so called examination sentences as (15) no students will
be admitted to the exam unless they have registered four
weeks in advance can be dealt with by interpreting the
conjunction unless as an if not or a stronger exclusive or.
Plurals
A number of interesting anaphoric phenomena are related to plurals. Thefirstsituation concerns a plural pronoun referring to a set of singular antecedents which occur in the model: (16) Mary met John. They talked.
Even if in mental models thefirstsentence introduces
separately two tokens, the rule 1 .d can cope with these
case as if they were introduced simultaneously as by the
N P two people. So it can resolve the anaphora without
explicitly summing the antecedents to form a plural discourse referent, as D R T docs.
Quantifier phrases such as many of the farmers do not
always introduce the referents with which subsequent
pronouns will be co-referential. For example, those pronouns refer to sets that have to be constructed from explicit information in the text. Here, quantifiers introduce
in the model a set of tokens which pronouns can refer to
in the subsequent discourse: (17) Susan has found every
book which Bill needs. They are on his desk.
T o resolve they w e need only the set of tokens introduced
in the model by the analysis of thefirstsentence. The
right subset of books is identified in the model thanks to
rule l.d (see discussion below). In D R T , in contrast, a
n e w discourse referent is constructed via an abstraction
rule which copies the content of the D R S s introduced by
the previous sentence.
In some approaches, definite N P s and pronouns inside
the scope of a quantifier are considered like bound variables in a logical system. In (18) every waiter wants customers to give him large tips the pronoun does not seem
to refer to any particular entity, while it does in (19) John
wants customers to give him large tips. D R T in order
to deal with both cases in a uniform w a y introduces the
notion of discourse referent which does not correspond
directly to any individual in the world, while providing
antecedents for the pronouns.
In contrast, mental models theory allows imifying both
cases, since quantifier phrases, in an extensional representation introduce sets of entities in the model.
Not all definite pronouns following quantifiers behave
like bound variables, in particular, if they appear in a following clause, i.e., outside the quantifier scope: (20)
few congressmen admire Kennedy and they are very junior. They refers to those (few) congressmen w h o admire
Kennedy, even if there is no such an expression referring
to them. If the pronoun were interpreted as a variable, the
sentence would be equivalent to (21) F e w congressmen
admire Kennedy and are very junior. In [5] 's terms, there

is an antecedent trigger, a linguistic expression which
Similarly, the so called donkey sentence, (27) Every
introduces the antecedent of the pronoun but it does not farmer w h o owns a donkey beats it, is acceptable: the
have the same referent of the pronoun.
procedurefirstinterprets the subject phrase, thus obtainIn our model, after the interpretation of thefirstclause
ing, in the wide-scope reading of the universal, a reprethe mental model contains the set of congressmen and a
sentation where each farmer has at least a donkey; then
(small) subset of them which are in an "admire" relation it extends the representation by searching for a referent
with Kennedy. For rule I .d above, the definite pronoun
through each relation < o w n , U, d<, 0 >; so, in the disthey can be resolved with this subset.
tributive reading the sentence, as in the example above,
for each farmer, a different referent for it is found, i.e. the
But as it might be expected, quantifiers focus on the
donkey owned by him. The possible antecedent must satsubset of the set specified by the head noun. Hence, the
isfy the restriction carried by the number of the singular
unification process must be suitably constrained. In: (22)
pronoun (compare *Every farmer w h o has two donkeys
S o m efarmers ofthis valley o w n a donkey. They don't like
cars, the pronoun they can in principle refer either to the beats it).
farmers of this valley w h o o w n a donkey or to the complement set; according to rule 1 .d in the interpretation Conclusion
algorithm, if the set of candidate referents can be partiSince mental models are a cognitively plausible theory
tioned in different sets, the pronoun is unified only with
of h u m a n reasoning, they can be also useful in finding
the entities which are involved in a relation (of owning a
an explanation of linguistic phenomena. In [3], w e exdonkey).
ploited mental models to provide an explanation of lexThe possibility of a plural anaphor resolved against
ically triggered presuppositions. In [2] more complex
referents described by a singular indefinite is explained
anaphorical phenomena related to the different readings
by rule l.d which deals with the interpretation of depenof donkey sentences have been coped with in the same
dent N P s in distributive readings (see the Figure on first framework.
page). In (23) Every farmer owns a donkey. They are
The limit of logical approaches in explaining anaphora
pink the distributive reading expresses explicitly the pluis that they exploit representations that are not isomorrality of donkeys so that the correct referents are availphic to our conception of the described situation. The
able for the plural pronoun. In contrast, in (24) Every
necessity of resorting to a referential level in explainfarmer owns a donkey. * H e is a wise m a n , the singular
ing anaphora has been highlighted also by [7], W e
definite pronoun he cannot be resolved, since w e do not
followed his suggestion, but going in a different direchave any information to choose one of the fanners (see
tion, where mental models replace the classical modelrule l.d).
theoretic framework to provide a cognitively plausible
A n example slightly more complex is: (25) Three farmapproach to language interpretation.
ers o w n a donkey. They beat them. The latter sentence
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Abstract
This paper considers the role of comparison in the
development of knowledge. Results show that connparing
similar objects makes them appear more similar, while
comparing dissimilar objects makes them appear less similar.
The effect of comparison on similar items was especially
striking since subjects judged items to be more simihir after
companson even if the comparison task was to list differences
between the two items. Further, this effect appears specific to
con^jarison and does not appear to be simply due to a
"fleshing out" of object representations (listing properties of
two objects without comparing the objects themselves served
to increase the objects' similarity regardless of whether the
objects were similar or dissimilar to start). This suggests that
comparison may play a special role in partitioning bits of
experience into categories, sharpening categorical boundaries,
and otherwise helping us create conceptual structure above
and beyond that offered by the world.
Introduction
Are our mental representations of things in the world simply
a reflection of the structure of the world, or do w e create
new structures and partitions in conceptual space? Further,
are our representations static, or do they change over time in
systematic ways as a result of the w a y w e process and use
our knowledge? This paper suggests that some c o m m o n
cognitive processes (in this case, comparison) can introduce
systematic biases into our representations of the world.
These biases m a y be beneficial for separating out bits of
experience into categories, sharpening categorical
boundaries, and otherwise helping us create conceptual
structure above and beyond that offered by the world.
This paper focuses on object similarity. Similarity is a
central construct in explanations of cognition. Explanations
of categorization, induction, learning, and memory all rely
on the construct of similarity. Things that are similar are
likely to end up in the same categories, are likely to support
inductive inferences for each other, will aid in the learning
of other similar things, and serve as good reminders for one
another in memory. But where do similarities come from?
Are similarities between objects apprehended immediately
and automatically, or do they develop as a fiinction of
directed processing and experience?
This question has been taken up seriously in the study
of categorization in the following form: W h y do categories
appear to contain similar things? Is it because similar things
tend to end up in the same categories, or is it that putting
two things in the same category makes them appear more
similar? Previous research suggests that both are true. For

example, Goldstone, Lippa, and Schiffrin, (2001) showed
that object representations can change as a result of
category-learning, with objects assigned to the same
categories becoming more similar (see also Kurtz, 1998).
Further, previous research by Centner and N a m y (2000)
suggests that providing children with an opportunity for
comparison m a y help them in category learning by allowing
them to discover deeper relational similarities between
category members (see also Kurtz & Centner, 1998).
This paper considers the role of comparison in the
development of similarity. Results of four experiments
suggest that comparison can play an important role in
knowledge development. B y making similar things appear
more similar, and dissimilar things appear less similar
comparison m a y help us partition bits of experience into
categories and sharpen categorical boundaries.
Four experiments explore the effects of comparison on
object representation. Experiments 1 and 2 examine the
effects of comparison on the perceived similarity of similar
and dissimilar objects. Experiment 3 contrasts the effects of
comparison with those of simple "fleshing out" or
elaboration of object representations. Experiment 4 extends
the fmdings of Experiments land 2 to novel objects.
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Experiment 1
Method
Participants 132 Stanford University imdergraduates
participated in the study in order to fulfill a course
requirement.
Materials Materials consisted of a one-page questionnaire.
The top of the page contained line-drawings of 4 named
familiar animals (a deer, a horse, a goat, and a donkey) as
shown in Figwe la. The rest of the page contained three
questions. For 73 participants, the first question asked them
to describe three similarities between two of the animals
(e.g., "Please describe 3 similarities between the goat and
the donkey.") For the other 59 participants, the first
question asked them to describe three differences between
two of the animals (e.g., "Please describe 3 differences
between the goat and the donkey.") Participants were given
three blank lines for their responses. Which two animals
were chosen for comparison was coimterbalanced across
subjects such that each pair of adjacent shapes was the focus
of comparison equally often. Which animal was named first
in the comparison was also counterbalanced across subjects.

The last two questions asked participants to rate the
similarity of the two animals they bad just compared (e.g.,
" H o w similar are the goat and Uie donkey?"), and of the
other two animals (e.g., " H o w similar are the deer and the
horse?"). Half of the subjects rated similarity for the
previously compared pair first, and the other half rated
similarity for the other pair first. A s before, which animal
was named first in each comparison was counterbalanced
across subjects. Subjects rated similarity on a 10-point scale
(l=not similar and lO-very similar).

serves to increase perceived similarity, then it is the ability
to find meaningfiil similarities (and not just the creation of
an extra feature) that is responsible for the findings of
Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the pictures of four similar
animals used in Experiment 1 were replaced with pictures of
four quite dissimilar objects: a phone, a pretzel, a hat, and a
football.

A

Procedures The one page questionnaire was embedded in a
larger questionnaire packet which contained many other
pages unrelated to this study. Participants completed the
questionnaire at h o m e on their o w n time.

deer

goat

Results
•

Comparing two similar iten« made people think of them as
more similar. This was true regardless of whether the
comparison involved naming similarities between the two
items (M=6.42 after naming similarities, M-5.93 without
naming similarities, t-2.01, p<.05) or naming their
differences (M=6.69 after naming differences, M=6.30
without naming differences, t=1.89, p<.05). There was an
overall effect of comparison (F(1,130)"7.I1, p<.01) and no
interaction between
the two comparison
types
(F(l,130)=.08.p=.78)).
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Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that comparing two things (even
w h e n looking for their differences) can cause people to
discover similarities between the two things. But w h y
should the similarity of two objects increase after they are
coiiq)ared, especially if one's task is to describe their
differences? O n e possibility is that in A e process of finding
and articulating differences, people are also finding
similarities. A s shown by Genmer & M a r k m a n (1994), the
most meaningful (and easiest to name) differences are those
that are attached to the structural similarities. O n this view,
because the process of comparison involves an alignment
between two representational structures (see M a r k m a n &
Gentner, 1993a, 1993b, 1996), discovering meaningful
differences involves first establishing the similarities. T o
take a particular example, if one wanted to mention that the
goat has a shorter tail than the donkey (a difference), this
makes salient the fact that both animals have tails (a
similarity).
But there could also be a less interesting explanation for
these results. What if similarity only increases after
comparison because people create a n e w feature for the
things they compare, something like "thing I compared
before." If this is the case, similarity might be increasing
simply because the two things previously compared n o w
both have this extra feature in c o m m o n . O n e w a y to test
this possibility, is to ask people to carry out comparisons
between things that are so different, that no meaningful
similarities are likely to be found. If comparison no longer

hat

i ^ S

^

^

pretzel

®

^
football

0

Figure 1: Stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2 (shown in
parts A and B respectively). Images were taken from
Snodgrass, J. G., & Vanderwart, M . (1980).
Experiment 2
Method
Participants 61 Stanford University undergraduates
participated in the study in order to fiilfill a course
requirement.
Materials Just as in Experiment 1, materials consisted of a
one-page questionnaire. The top of the page contained
pictures of 4 dissimilar objects as shown in Figure lb. The
rest of the page was constructed just as described for
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Experiment 1. The comparison task for all 61 of the
subjects was to name differences between two items.

Experiment 3

Procedures The procedures were the same as in Experiment
1.
Results
First, the stimuli in this experiment were indeed perceived
to be much less similar to each other (M=2.60) than those
used in Experiment 1 (M=6.50), F(l,118)=278.9, p<.001.
This was necessary as a manipulation check.
It turned out that comparing two dissimilar objects did
not increase their similarity. In fact, naming differences
between two dissimilar objects actually made participants
think of the objects as less similar (M=2.41), than if they
hadn't compared them before (M=2.79), t=-1.89, p<.05.
This pattern was significantly different from that observed
in Experiment 1 as confirmed in an interaction in a 2x2
repeated measures A N O V A (2 (named differences or not) X
2 (stimuli similar or dissimilar)), F (1,118)=6.90, p=.01.
Discussion
Comparison appears to have different effects on similar and
dissimilar objects. Comparing things that are similar can
lead one to discover new (or highlight old) similarities,
thereby increasing the perceived similarity of the two
objects. Comparing things that are dissimilar on the other
hand, is less likely to lead one to discover similarities (since
there are fewer similarities there to be discovered). Hence,
comparing two dissimilar things m a y serve to make the
items less similar.
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that the increase in
similarity following comparison in Experiment 1 was not
simply due to subjects creating an extra feature (something
akin to "thing I compared before") for items they were
asked to compare. A co-history of comparison does not
automatically result in higher similarity. Rather, it seems
that only when meaningful similarities are to be found as a
result of comparison, does comparison increase similarity.
However, there is one concern. At this point, it is not
clear whether the difference observed between Experiments
1 and 2 is specifically a difference brought out by the
process of comparison, or a more general difference
inherent in the items. It could be that performing
comparisons between items is simply serving to flesh out
their representations, and it could be the differences inherent
in these fleshed-out representations that produce the effects,
and not the way comparison (per se) interacts with the
representations. T o explore this possibility, instead of
asking subjects to perform comparisons between items,
Experiment 3 asked subjects to list properties of the items
separately (without comparing the items). This propertylisting task was designed to flesh-out the representations
without invoking the extra step of comparison. One group
of subjects performed this task with the similar items used
in Experiment 1, and another group of subjects performed
the task with the dissimilar items used in Experiment 2.
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Method
Participants 234 Stanford University undergraduates
participated in the study in order to fulfill a course
requirement. O f these, 119 completed the task with similar
items from Experiment I and 11S completed the task with
dissimilar items from Experiment 2.
Materials Just as in Experiments 1 and 2, materials
consisted of a one-page questionnaire. The top of the page
contained either pictures of the 4 similar animals shown in
Figure la or the 4 dissimilar objects shown in Figure lb.
Instead of being asked to name differences between two of
the items, participants were asked to name properties of two
of the items separately (e.g., "Please describe 3 properties of
the phone." followed by 3 blank lines for participants to fill
in and further followed by "Please describe 3 properties of
the pretzel." again followed by 3 blank lines.) A H of the
counterbalancing and the rest of the page was done just as
described for Experiment 1.
Procedures The procedures were the same as Experiment 1.
Results
Participants judged items to be more similar if they had
previously been asked to name their properties than if they
hadn't. This was true for both the similar items from
Experiment 1 (M=6.34 after naming properties, and M = 5 . 9 2
without naming properties, t=1.90, p<.05) and the dissimilar
items from Experiment 2 (M=3.37 after naming properties,
and M=2.97 without naming properties, t=2.14, p<.02). This
pattern for the dissimilar items was significantly different
from that observed in Experiment 2 as confirmed in an
interaction in a 2x2 repeated measures A N O V A (2 (items
were focused or not) X 2 (comparison or property-listing)),
F(l,174)=6.817,p=.01.
Discussion
Unlike comparison, listing properties of individual items did
not have a different effect on similar and dissimilar items.
Whereas comparison served to increase the similarity only
for similar items, property-listing increased similarity for
both similar and dissimilar items.
The process of
comparison appears to have the special effect of selectively
increasing the similarity of similar items (and possibly
decreasing the similarity of dissimilar items). Simply
fleshing out the representations (by listing properties) was
not sufficient to have this effect.
It appears that the process of comparison could play a
crucial role in the development of knowledge. However, the
studies so far have only tested the effects of comparison on
familiar items, things that people already have
representations for. Can comparison play a similar role

even when people are just learning about something new?
T o investigate this, novel shapes were used in Experiment 4.

between the shapes, and (2) before being asked to verbally
describe the differences, participants were asked to circle
three differences between two of the novel shapes on the
pictures themselves (e.g., "Please circle 3 differences
between Chico and Harpo.") The rest of the page was
constructed and counterbalanced just as for Experiment 1.
Procedures The procedures were the same as Experiment 1.

Chico

Groucho
Results and Discussion

Harpo

Zeppo

4 "r
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Groucho

Harpo

First, a manipulation check: participants indeed judged the
"similar" items in Figure 2a to be more similar (M=3.84)
than the "dissimilar" items in Figure 2b (M=2.37), F
(l,186)=36.6,p<.001.
The effects of comparison were exactly as predicted by
Experiments 1 and 2. Naming differences between two
similar shapes (Figure 2a), again made people think of the
two shapes as more similar (M=4.09 after naming
differences, and M=3.58 without naming differences,
t=2.83, p<.01). Naming differences between two dissimilar
shapes (Figure 2b), on the other hand made people think of
the two shapes as somewhat less similar (M=2.31 after
naming di^erences, and M=2.43 without naming
differences, t=-.61, p=.27). The patterns for similar and
dissimilar items were significantly differentfi-omeach other
as confirmed in an interaction in a 2x2 repeated measures
A N O V A (2 (named differences or not) X 2 (stimuli similar
or dissimilar)), F (1,186)=4.43, p<.05.
It appears that the process of comparison had the same
effect on novel items as it did on familiar items in
Experiments 1 and 2. Comparing two similar novel items
made them appear more similar, while comparing dissimilar
novel items made them appear less similar.
General Discussion

Figure 2: Stimuli used in Experiment 4. More similar
items are shown in part A and less similar items are shown
in part B. Images provided by Michael J. Tarr (Brown
University) and Pepper Williams (University of
Massachussetts).

The studies described in this paper examined the effects of
comparison on perceptions of similarity. It appears that
comparison can alter people's representations of objects by
leading them to discover (or take note of) new similarities
and differences. In future studies, it would be interesting to
see how long effects of comparison last, and if these effects
Experiment 4
also extend to categorization. Previous research by Gentner
and N a m y (2000) suggests that this may indeed be the case.
Method
Further studies looking directly at the effects of comparison
on categorization would be an interesting extension of this
research.
Participants 188 Stanford University undergraduates
Also worthy of further investigation are the interactions
participated in the study in order to fulfill a course
between similarity, structural alignability, and the process of
requirement.
In the studies reported in this paper,
comparison.
was found to have different effects on similar
Materials Just as in Experiment 1, materials consisted comparison
of a
versus dissimilar items (making similar items more similar,
one-page questionnaire. The top of the page contained color
and dissimilar items less similar). However, the similar
pictures of 4 named novel shapes. One set of questionnaires
items
used in these experiments were similar in several
used the 4 similar objects shown in Figure 2a, and the other
used the dissimilar objects shown in Figure 2b. The rest of different ways: for example, both in terms of surface
features and in deeper structural ways. Since several kinds
the page was constructed just as in Experiment 1, with the
of similarity were confounded, it is not clear which of these
following two differences: (1) all of the participants were
aspects contributed to the effect. In future studies it would
asked to focus on differences (none named similarities)
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be interesting to investigate the separate contributioiu of
structiiral and surface similarity as they interact with the
comparison process. These further studies should alto shed
more light on w h y comparison has the effect it does.
Conclusions
Four studies showed that comparing similar objects makes
them appear more similar, while comparing dissimilar
objects makes them appear less similar. This was true for
both novel and familiar objects. The effect of comparison
on similar items was especially striking since subjects
judged items to be more similar after comparison even if the
comparison task was to list differences between the two
items. Further, diis effect appears specific to comparison
and does not appear to be simply due to a "fleshing out" of
object representations. W h e n subjects were only asked to
list properties of objects without comparing the objects
themselves, the perceived similarity of the objects increased
regardless of whether the items were similar or dissimilar to
start. B y making similar things appear more similar, and
dissimilar things appear less similar, comparison m a y play a
special role in category development. Further, it appears
that even incidental conceptual experience (e.g., happening
onto one comparison versus another) can play an important
role in knowledge development.
These results suggest that c o m m o n cognitive processes
like comparison can introduce systematic biases into our
representations of objects and their similarities. These
biases m a y be beneficial for separating out bits of
experience into categories, sharpening categorical
boundaries, and otherwise helping us create conceptual
structure above and beyond that offered by the world.
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Abstract
Does the language you speak shape the way you think about
die world? Four studies investigate how English and
Indonesian speakers encode and represent action events.
Unlike English, Indonesian verbs do not include tense
markers. Indonesian speakers are not required to indicate
whether an event has aheady occurred, is happening now, or
will occur in the future. Does needing to include tense to
speak English grammatically change the way English
speakers pay anention to, encode and remember events? W e
find cross-linguistic differences in memory and similarity
judgments between English and Indonesian speakers, as well
as between Indonesian-English bilinguals tested in English
and Indonesian.
Introduction
H u m a n s communicate with one another using a dazzling
array of languages, and each language differs from the next
in innimierable ways (from obvious differences in
pronunciation and vocabulary to more subtle differences in
grammar). For example, to say that "the elephant ate the
peanuts" in English, w e must include tense - the fact that the
event happened in the past. In Mandarin and Indonesian,
mdicating w h e n the event occurred would be optional and
couldn't be included in die verb. In Russian, the verb would
need to include tense and also whether the peanut-eater was
male or female (though only in the past tense), and whether
said peanut-eater ate all of the peanuts or just a portion of
them. In Turkish, one would specify (as a suffix on the
verb) whether the eating of the peanuts was witnessed or if
it was hearsay. Speakers of different languages have to
attend to and encode strikingly different aspects of the
world in order to use their language properly (Sapir, 1921;
Slobin, 1996). D o these quirks of languages affect the w a y
D o English,
their speakers think about the world?
Mandarin, Russian, and Turkish speakers end up attending
to, partitioning, and remembering their experiences
differently simply because they speak different languages?
T h e relationship between language and thought is one
of the most central questions in Cognitive Science. The
universality of mental representations (whether or not

speakers of different languages think differently about the
world) has long been at the center of a controversy
attracting thinkers from Plato to Chomsky, but despite much
attention and debate, definitive answers have not been
forthcoming. The idea that thought is shaped by language is
most commonly associated with the writings of Benjamin
Lee W h o r f (Whorf, 1956). Whorf, impressed by linguistic
diversity, proposed that the categories and distinctions of
each language enshrine a w a y of perceiving, analyzing, and
acting in the world. In so far as languages differ, their
speakers too should differ in h o w they perceive and act in
otherwise objectively similar situations. This strong
Whorfian view—that thought and action are entirely
determined b y language—has long been abandoned in the
field. However, definitively answering less deterministic
versions of the "does language shape thought" question has
proven a very difficult task. S o m e smdies have claimed
evidence to the affirmative (e.g., Boroditsky, 2001;
Bowerman, 1996; Davidoff, Davies, & Roberson, 1999
Gentner & Imai, 1997; Levinson, 1996; Lucy, 1992
Dehaene, Spelke, Pinel, Stanescu, & Tsivkin, 1999;
Hermer-Vasquez, Spelke, & Katsnelson, 1999; Spelke &
Tsivkin, 2001), while others report evidence to the contrary
(e.g., Heider, 1972; M a h , Sloman, Gennari, Shi, & W a n g ,
1999; Li & Gleitman, in press).
O n e possible resolution to this debate might be that some
conceptual domains are more susceptible to linguistic
influence than others. For example, Gentner and Boroditsky
(2001) have argued that the effect of language should be
most apparent in the conceptualization of relations
(typically encoded by verbs and spatial prepositions). In
general, the lexicalization of actions and relations varies
m u c h more cross-linguistically than does the lexicalization
of object categories, and picking out the extent and
generality of a relational concept requires considerable
experience with language. Recent research has supported
this view (Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer, 1999).
For example, in one study, adults watched silent films of
mothers talking to their children and tried to guess what was
being said. Given only the silent film, adult participants
were able to correctly guess nouns three times more often
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than verbs ( 4 5 % and 1 5 % correct respectively). Further,
concrete activity verbs like 'push' were m u c h more easily
guessed from silent observation than from the syntactic
frames in which they were used ( 5 0 % and 1 5 %
respectively), whereas verbs that denote more abstract
activities like 'think' were m u c h more easily guessed from
syntax than from observation ( 9 0 % and 0 % respectively). It
appears that acquiring representations of actions, relations,
and events requires experience with language. This
suggests that the eventual form of these concepts m a y be
importantly shaped by the language experience.
This paper examines a cross-linguistic difference in verb
syntax between Indonesian and English, and its effects on
people's representations of action events.
Unlike English, Indonesian verbs do not include tense
(they do not indicate whether the event or action took place
in the past, is taking place in the present or will take place in
the future). While Indonesian speakers m a y use other
temporal words (e.g., just now, or soon) to conununicate
this information, these temporal markers are optional, and
the tense of an action is often left to be inferred from
context.
For example, in order to describe the three pictures shown
in Figure 1, an English speaker might say (from left to right)
"John is about to kick the ball," "John is kicking the ball,"
and "John has kicked the ball." In Indonesian all three
pictures would likely be described by the same sentence,
roughly "John kick ball." Does this difference between h o w
English and Indonesian speakers talk about action events
lead to differences in h o w the two groups attend to, encode,
and represent the events?
W e report four studies aimed at uncovering differences
and similarities between Indonesian and English speakers in
terms of h o w they encode and represent actions and events.
future

speakers will rate same-tense pairs more similar than will
Indonesian speakers, but will rate different-tense pairs less
similar than will Indonesian speakers.
Methods
Participants 14 native English and 12 monolingual
Indonesian speakers participated in this study in exchange
for payment. The English speakers were recruited and
tested at M I T , and the Indonesian speakers were tested in
Jakarta. None of the Indonesian speakers had learned
English.
Materials A set of 90 pictures served as stimuli for this
experiment. The pictures portrayed 10 different actions,
each action performed by three different actors. For each
actor performing a particular action there were 3 versions
showing the actor about to perform- the action, doing the
action, and having done the action (as shown in Figure I).
The actions were: kicking a ball, throwing afrisbee,eating a
banana, drinking orange juice, ripping a sheet of paper,
cutting a rope, hula-hooping, lifting a very large ball,
pouring dark liquid out of a clear container, and opening an
umbrella. The actions were chosen to be sufficiently
different from one another to ensure generality.

different t e n s e , s a m e a c t o r

present
s a m e t e n s e , different a c t o r

B
Figxire 1: Example of action in three different tenses.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined whether speaking a tensed language
makes English speakers think of actions in different tenses
as less similar, and actions in the same tense as more
similar. English and monolingual Indonesian speakers were
shown pairs of pictures that show either two different actors
performing the same action in the same tense, or the same
actor performing the same action in two different tenses (as
shown in Figure 2). Subjects were asked to rate the
similarity of a large set of such pairs (on a 9 point scale
where l=not similar and 9=very similar). The linguistic
difference between the two languages predicts that English
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Figure 2: Examples of picture-pairs used.
Design A set of 180 picture pairs were created. Half of
these showed the same actor performing the same action in
different tenses (as shown in Figure 2 A ) , and half showed
two different actors performing the same action in the same
tense (as shown in Figure 2B). All possible combinations of
pictures that yielded such pairs were used (a total of 180
pairs).

Procedure Participants were tested individually in a quiet
room. English speakers were given instructions in English,
and Indonesian speakers were given instructions in
Indonesian. The English instructions were: "You will see
two pictures each time. Your task is to rate h o w similar
those two pictures are. In rating them, use the numbers I
through 9: 1 for N O T similar at all, 9 for V E R Y similar."
The Indonesian instructions were: "Setiap kali, Anda akan
melihat dua gambar. K a m i minta agar Anda mengatakan
seberapa mirip dua gambar itu. Ounakan angka 1 sampai
dengan 9. 1 u n m k S A N G A T T I D A K MIRIP, 9 untuk
M I R I P SEKALI."
The participants were also told that all of the pairs
would be pretty similar, but they should still try to use the
whole range of similarity ratings from 1 to 9.
A computer presented the 180 pairs in a n e w random
order for each subject. Each pair stayed on the computer
screen until the subject pressed a key (1 through 9) to
indicate their similarity rating.

Discussion
English and Indonesian speakers appeared to focus on
different aspects of action scenes in making their similarity
comparisons. English speakers seemed to hone in on tense,
judging actions in the s a m e tense but performed by different
actors (as s h o w n in Figure 2 b ) to be more similar than
actions performed in different tenses but b y the s a m e actor
(as s h o w n in Figure 2a). T h e Indonesian speakers showed
the opposite pattern, appearing to ignore similarity of tense
in favor of similarity of actor.
This raises two further questions: (I) D o Indonesian
speakers w h o learn the English tense system change the w a y
they think about events? and (2) D o Indonesian-English
bilinguals think differently w h e n speaking Indonesian than
w h e n speaking English? Experiment 2 tested IndonesianEnglish bilinguals both in Indonesian and in English on the
same task as described in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2

Results
Results are shown in Figure 3. A s predicted, English
speakers rated same-tense pictures (involving different
actors) more similar than did Indonesian speakers (M=6.34
for English speakers, and M=4.82 for Indonesian speakers),
t=2.07, df=24, p<.05. Further, as predicted, English
speakers rated different-tense pictures less similartfiandid
Indonesian speakers (M=5.S6 for English speakers, and
M=6.64 for Indonesian speakers), t=1.71, df=24, p<.05. The
difference between the two language groups was confirmed
as an interaction between comparison type (between-tense
or within-tense) and lang\iage (English or Indonesian) in a
2x2 repeated measures A N O V A , F(l,24)=4.41, p<.05. This
pattern of findings suggests that using die English tense
system m a y change English speakers' representations of
actions, making differently tensed actions appear more
distinct and actions in the same tense appear more similar.

Methods
All of the materials, design and procedure were exactly as
described for Experiment 1. Seventeen Indonesian-English
bilinguals participated in this study. Seven were tested in
English and ten were tested in Indonesian. All of the
participants were native speakers of Indonesian and were
matched on their amount of experience with English.
Results and Discussion
a same actor, different tense
• difTerent actor, same tense

»n

Q same actor, dinefeni tenu
difTerent actor, lams tense

laUMJ In English tatad In inaonaaian
Figure 4: Results of Experiment 2.

English spvaRars

Results are shown in Figure 4. Indonesian-English
bilinguals rated same-tense pictures (involving different
actors) m o r e similar w h e n they w e r e tested in English than
w h e n tested in Indonesian, ( M = 6 . 6 4 w h e n tested in English,
Further,
and M = 5 . 2 7 w h e n tested in Indonesian).
Indonesian-English bilinguals rated different-tense pictures
less similar w h e n they w e r e tested in English than w h e n

Indonesian speakers

Figure 3: Results of Experiment 1.
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tested in Indonesian (M^S.ll when tested in English, and
M=5.42 when tested in Indonesian). The difference between
the two groups was confirmed as an interaction between
comparison type (between-tense or within-tense) and
language of testing (English or Indonesian) in a 2x2
repeated measures A N O V A , F(l,15)-4.40, p<.05.
This pattern of findings suggests two things. First, it
appears that bilinguals do think differently w h e n speaking
different languages. Even though the task was conducted in
pictures, setting a linguistic context by providing
instructions either in English or in Indonesian changed the
way Indonesian-English bilinguals reasoned about the
action events in this study.
Second, it appears that learning a n e w language can
change the w a y one thinks. The Indonesian-English
bilinguals w h o were tested in Indonesian showed a pattern
that was somewhere in-between the pattern shown by
monolingual Indonesian speakers and the pattern shown by
English speakers. Even though they were tested entirely in
Indonesian it appears that having learned English m a y have
changed the w a y they think about action events. Further
studies will be necessary to explore this possibility in more
detail.
Experiment 3
Although the findings of Experiments 1 & 2 are very
suggestive, the similarity-ratings task used is subjective and
m a y tell us more about the participants' cognitive
preferences than about their cognitive performance. Could
cross-linguistic differences lead to difference in cognitive
performance and not just preference?
Experiment 3 was designed to test Indonesian and
English speakers' ability to remember action events.
Subjects were shown pictures of people performing actions
(the same pictures were used as in Experiments 1 & 2).
During the learning phase, each subject saw a person
performing an action in one of three tenses (e.g., they m a y
have seen only the middle panel of Figure 1). During the
test phase, subjects were shown pictures of that person
performing the action in all three tenses (as shown in Figure
1) and asked to choose which one they had seen previously.
W e predicted that English speakers should be better than
Indonesian speakers at encoding and remembering the tense
in which they witnessed an action.

person doing each action in only one of the possible 3
tenses). At test, subjects were shown all three pictures of a
person performing an action in all 3 tenses (all three pictures
were presented simultaneously) and asked to choose which
one they had seen earlier.
Procedure Participants were tested individually in a quiet
room. English speakers were given instructions in English,
and Indonesian speakers were given instructions in
Indonesian. Participants were told to simply look at the
pictures and try to remember everything they saw.
Participants were not instructed to encode the pictures
linguistically.
A computer presented the pictures in a n e w random
order for each subject (both for the learning and test sets).
During the learning, each picture was shown only once and
stayed on the screen for 3 seconds. During the test, the
pictures stayed on the screen until the subject m a d e a
response (by pressing 1, 2, or 3 on the keyboard to
correspond to which picture they thought they had seen
previously).
Results
Results are shown in Figure S. A s predicted, English
speakers were better able to remember which of the three
tense versions of a picture they had seen before. English
speakers were able to pick the correct answer 4 1 % of the
time, as compared to Indonesian speakers w h o only
succeeded 3 1 % of the time, t=1.72, df=29, p<.05.
Indonesian speakers were not better than chance at
recognizing the picture they had seen before
(chance=33.3%).
0.5 -I

3 English speakers
Indonesian speakers

0.45 •

0.35 •

Methods
0.25

Participants 13 native English and 18 monolingual
Indonesian speakers participated in this study in exchange
for payment. The English speakers were recruited and
tested at M I T , and the Indonesian speakers were tested in
Jakarta. None of the Indonesian speakers had learned
English.

Figures: Results of Experiment 3.

Materials and Design All of the same pictures as described
for Experiment 1 were used. During the learning phase,
subjects were shown 30 of the 90 pictures (1 picture of each
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a tested In English
• tested In Indonesian

0.5 1
Discussion
Results of Experiment 3 suggest that experience with
particular languages m a y afTect not only people's cognitive
preferences, but also aspects of their performance on basic
cognitive tasks (such as memory). However, it is possible
that differences in m e m o r y performance between English
and Indonesian speakers observed in this task are not due to
linguistic differences, but rather to other differences in
cultural upbringing or education. It is quite possible that the
English speakers included in this sample (mostly M I T
undergraduates) have received more
training in
memorization than die Indonesian speakers in our sample.
In order to control for such differences, Experiment 4 tested
Indonesian-English bilinguals (who were matched on
educational and cultural background) either in English or in
Indonesian in the same task as described for Experiment 3.
B y keeping constant educational and linguistic background
and only varying the language of testing w e can test whether
speaking one language versus another can really affect
aspects of one's cognitive performance.
Experiment 4
In Experiment 4, Indonesian-English bilinguals were tested
either in Indonesian or in English in the same m e m o r y task
as described for Experiment 3.
Metliods
All of the materials, design and procedure were exactly as
described for Experiment 3. Eighteen Indonesian-English
bilinguals participated in this study. Seven were tested in
English and eleven were tested in Indonesian. All of the
participants were native speakers of Indonesian and were
matched on their linguistic and educational background.
Results and Discussion
Results are shown in Figure 6. A s predicted IndonesianEnglish bilinguals were better able to remember the tense of
actions w h e n they were tested in English ( 4 0 % correct) than
when they were tested in Indonesian ( 2 6 % correct), t=1.76,
df=16, p<.05. W h e n they were tested in Indonesian,
Indonesian-English bilinguals did not perform better than
chance (in fact, slightly worse).
These results suggest that even something as subtle as
linguistic context (whether instructions were given in
English or Indonesian) can have an effect on h o w people
encode and represent events. Even though subjects were not
asked to encode the events linguistically (and the entire task
was conducted in pictures), people's ability to remember the
tense of events they had witoessed (whether they saw
someone about to kick a ball or having ah-eady kicked a
ball) depended on whether or not tense distinctions were
required in the language in which they had been greeted and
given instructions just prior to the task.
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Figure 6: Results of Experiment 4.

Summary
Four studies investigated the effect of linguistic experience
on h o w people attend to, encode, and represent action
events. T h e results suggested that experience with the
English tense system makes English speakers think of
actions in the same tenses as more similar and action in
different tenses as less similar. Unlike English speakers,
Indonesian speakers did not appear to value tense in making
their similarity judgments. Further, English speakers were
better able to remember the tense of an action they had
witnessed than were Indonesian speakers (who did not
perform above chance on the m e m o r y task).
Studies that tested Indonesian-English bilinguals in
either English or Indonesian provided further insights about
h o w language m a y affect thinking. Both in m e m o r y and
similarity ratings, the language that bilinguals were tested in
had an effect on the subjects' performance in the task.
Indonesian-English bilinguals looked just like English
speakers w h e n tested in English, and m u c h more like
Indonesian speakers w h e n tested in Indonesian. Further,
results of the similarity study suggested that learning a n e w
language can change the w a y one thinks - IndonesianEnglish bilinguals tested in Indonesian showed a pattern of
results that w a s somewhere in-berween the Englishspeakers' pattern and that shown by monolingual
Indonesian speakers.
Overall, it appears that representations of action events
are not universal. Experience with the English tense system
appears to segment actions into distinct temporal categories
that are not basic or universal to h u m a n cognition. Further,
even something as subtle as linguistic context (here, the
language in which instructions are given for a non-linguistic
task) appears to have a striking effect on h o w people encode
and represent their experiences.
It appears that speakers of different languages do attend
to, partition, and remember their experiences differently,
simply due to the implementational differences of the
languages they speak.
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Abstract
The approach to consciousness taken by most philosophers is very differentfromthe approach taken by most cognitive
psychologists, so different that one could be forgiven for wondering if they are talking about the same thing. Most
philosophers focus on individual psychological states. By contrast, most psychologists focus on properties of cognitive
systems as a whole such as global workspace or attention. (Some philosophers favour this approach, too, Dennen and
P. M . Churchland for example.) W e will expose some of the peculiarities of the dominant philosophical approach and,
by lo<ddng briefly into what is needed to give an adequate account of consciousness, advance some reasons for
favouring & e approach dominant among psychologists.

T w o A p p r o a c h e s to C o n s c i o u s n e s s
Reading recent writings on consciousness by philosophers
and cognitive psychologists, one could be forgiven for
wondering if they are talking about the same thing. Most
philosophers focus on individual psychological states individual perceptions or feelings or inrutginings - or at
most tiny combinations of such states (Rosenthal, 1991;
Chalmers, 1996; Tye 1995). Experimental psychologists by
contrast focus on properties of cognitive systems as a
whole: global workspace (Baars 1988), intermediate level
of processing (JackendofT 1987), or attention. Attention
has been particularly singled out for... attention. For
Posner or M a c k and Rock, for example, to be conscious of
something simply is to pay attention to it (Posner 1994;
M a c k and Rock 1998).
First w e will lay out the main contours of the two
dominant approaches, starting with the one favoured by
most philosophers (though not all: both Deimett (1991) and
P. M . Churchland (1995) favour the approach taken by
psychologists). Then w e will assess them. There are
serious prima facie shortcomings in the dominant
philosophical approach, but there is also a serious worry
about the dominant psychological approach. T o bring out
these shortcomings and this worry, w e will need to
distinguish two kinds of consciousness and lay out some of
the things that an adequate account of consciousness must
explain.

ignored. (Theorists may add,' ...look red to m e ' but they do
nothing with the addition.) Almost the whole of the
massive literature on qualia exhibits this feature. {Qualia
are the felt quality of conscious states, "what it is Ulce to
have them', in Thomas Nagel's (1974) famous phrase.)
The thing that has such states, the subject of conscious
states, is ignored. Let us call this view of consciousness
atomism.
Atomism - the view that conscious states can be
studied one by one or in small groups, without
reference to the cognitive system that has them.
W h e n you think about it, this atomism is remarkable. It
seems obvious that consciousness does not come in
atomically separable states in this way.
This atomism about consciousness goes with another
view that w e will call local realism. Local realism is the
view that consciousness or what is distinctive about
consciousness, for example that in virtue of which it is like
something to have a psychological state, is a property of
individual psychological states or tiny groups of
psychological states.
Local realism - the view that consciousness or what
is distinctive about consciousness is either a nonrelational property of individual psychological states
or a relationship among very small numbers of
psychological states.
Specifically, this approach to consciousness views it as
either a nonrelational property of single psychological
states or, though a relational property, one that ties only
very small groups of psychological states to one another. A
relationship between one state and another single state
would be an example. This account is not very precise but
it is precise enough for our purposes. What matters is the
contrast with the kind of properties thatfig\u«centrally in
theories that view consciousness as a relationship between
a great many psychological states and a conscious being

T h e d o m i n a n t a p p r o a c h in philosophy
T w o things characterize the dominant approach to
consciousness in recent philosophical work on the topic.
The first is a kind of atomism. These philosophers tend to
talk about conscious states one by one ('what is it like for
something to look red?') or at most in tiny groups. In both
cases, the cognitive system that has them is pretty much
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whose states they are.

it the relationship of consciousness to representation. At
minimum, being conscious of something is one w a y of
representing something. O f course, things can also be
represented unconsciously. In fact, probably the vast bulk
of our representations never m a k e us conscious of
anything. Certainly a representation does not need to m a k e
us conscious of anything to be cognitively active. But n o w
ask: can the difference between conscious and
nonconscious representation be captured by appealing to
representational properties or are the properties that m a k e a
state conscious nonrepresentational properties? Here there
is a major split in the atomist, local realist camp, with s o m e
researchers opting for the representational alternative
(Lycan 1987, Tye 1995), others insisting on the
nonrepresentational one (Block 1995, Chalmers 1996). For
the anti-representationalists, the difference between a state
that is conscious and one that is not is not a difference in
h o w that state represents anything or a difference in the
kind of representation it is or a difference in anything else
representational. Since w e will eventually c o m e to raise
some doubts about anti-representationalism, let us flag the
view explicitly:

Local realism is a realist view because it takes the
states in question to be real, not postulated abstract entities
that w e believe in merely because of certain concepts or
explanatory strategies or something of the kind.
There are (at least) three types of local realism. In one
type, appearing red to m e would be a property of an
experience of red, being painful would be a property of a
pain, and so on. W e find a second type in what have c o m e
to be called transparency theories, theories holding that w e
see right through conscious states (hence transparency) and
are conscious only of what such states are about. In this
approach, something appearing red is not a property of any
experience, it is a matter of experiencing something that
appears to be red, feeling pain is a matter of experiencing
something painful, and so on. In the third type, a
representation of red gets to be conscious by being related
to another psychological state, for example by being the
object of a thought about that representation (Rosenthal's
1991 higher-order thought view of consciousness).
It might seem that atomism requires local realism but
in fact that is not clear. S o m e atomists about consciousness
are simply neutral about whether qualia, for example, are
local or nonlocal properties of the states they discuss. This
neutrality is a bit curious becausetiiesetheorists believe
that they can say other important things about qualia, e.g.,
that when it is like something to have a representation, this
quale, this being like something, is radically different from
other aspects of the representation, but neutral they have
been. Nonetheless, local realism would certainly promote
atomism: if consciousness is a local property of certain
states, it would be at least very tempting to hold that one
could study such states one by one and in isolation from
the system that has them.

Anti-representationalism - the view that the
difference between a state that is conscious and one
that is not is not a difference in h o w that state
represents anything or a difference in the kind of
representation it is or a difference in anything else
representational.
Here is h o w the anti-representationalist view can arise.
W h e n something appears to us to be a certain way,
the representation in which it appears that w a y can play
two roles in our cognitive economy. O n the one hand, the
representation (or the contents of the representation) can
connect inferentially to other representations: if the stick
appears to have two straight parts with a bend in the
middle, this will preclude representing it as forming a
circle. The representation can also connect to belief: if the
stick appears straight with a bend in it, w e will not form a
belief that it bends in a circle. A n d to memory: w e can
compare this stick as it appears to sticks I recall from the
past. A n d action: if I want something to poke into a hole, I
might reach for the stick. In all these case, so long as I a m
representing the stick in the appropriate way, it would
seem to be irrelevant whether I a m conscious of the stick
or not. M y representation could do these jobs for m e just as
well even if I were not aware either of the stick or of m y
representation of it. But I a m also conscious of the stick it does appear to m e in a certain way. This can easily seem
to be something different from any representational
properties of the representation, at any rate properties such
as those w e just considered.'

It is important to note that local realism about
consciousness is not necessarily the same thing as realism
about consciousness. Even if consciousness is not a local
property of individual psychological states, it could still be
a real property of cognitive systems as a whole. W e
mention this n o w because there have been influential
treatments of consciousness recently that back off from any
form of cognitive-system realism about consciousness, for
example Davidson's (1996) view. In Davidson's view,
consciousness arises out of a complex triangular
interaction among oneself, other purposive beings, and the
world. B y itself, this triangulation picture need not depart
from realism; the result of the triangulation, consciousness,
could still be a real property of cognitive systems. For
Davidson, however, not only does consciousness arise out
of triangulation, it is (roughly) nothing more than
triangulation. W h e n triangulation results in stable
attributions of consciousness to self and others, that is what
consciousness is. A n d this view is incon^atible with most
versions of realism about consciousness.

Qialmers' well-known (1995) distinction between what
he calls the easy problem and the hard problem of consciousness
starts from this distinction between the cognitive role of

O n e central issue in this atomist, local realist literature
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Arguments for this conclusion often take the following
foim: the felt quality of a state could change while its
representational properties remain the same. The
arguments are usually based on thought experiments such
as the inverted spectrum argument (how colours appear to
us could be inverted without changing h o w our
representations of colour function as representations) or the
zombie argument (there could be creatures for w h o m it is
not like anything to represent anything whose
representations nevertheless function cognitively just as
representations function in us).

intermediate level of representation, a phonetic or similar
level between acoustic or visual input and full-blown
conceptual content. M a n y theorists link consciousness very
closely to attention. For example. M a c k and Rock say that,
"Attention [is] the process that brings a stimulus to
consciousness" (Mack and Rock 1998), "if a ... percept
captures attention, it then becomes an explicit percept, that
is, a conscious percept" (Mack 2001, 2). Posner (1994)
captures the spirit of this line of thinking about
consciousness nicely:
an understanding of consciousness must rest on an
appreciation of the brain networks that subserve
attention, in much the same w a y as a scientific
analysis of life without consideration of D N A would
seem vacuous. [Posner 1994, 7398]

Sometimes such arguments go so far as to conclude
that what is distinctive to consciousness is not just not
representational, it is not even physical. O n e way of
arguing for this to m a k e one's zombie a microphysical
duplicate of conscious beings. If a zombie such as this is
possible, then qualia are not a physical property of
conscious beings. A n o A e r is Jackson's (1986) famous
thought experiment concerning Mary, the colour scientist.
Mary knows everything there is to k n o w about the
experience of colour, therefore everything/^Aysica/ there is
to k n o w about the experience of colour, but she has never
experienced colour herself. Then she experiences colour.
Clearly she gains something she did not have before.
However, she knew everything physical about colour.
Therefore, what she gains must be something nonphysical.

Nor is this approach without its philosophical allies.
Dennett's (1991) multiple drafts model in which states
become conscious by seizing control of cognitive resources
is a similar approach. (Curiously, he says almost nothing
about attention.) Paul Churchland is another example. Here
is h o w Churchland sununarized his approach recently:
[Consider] the brain's capacity to focus attention on
some aspect or subset of its teeming polymodal
sensory inputs, to try out different conceptual
interpretations of that selected subset, to hold the
results of that selective/interpretive activity in shortterm m e m o r y for long enough to update a coherent
representational 'narrative' of the world-unfolding-intime, a narrative thusfitfor possible selection and
imprinting in long-term memory. A n y [such]
representation is ... a presumptive instance of the class
of conscious representations. [Churchland 2002, 74]

It is not clear that any of these thought experiments
establish real possibilities, or, if they do, entail the
conclusions drawn from them. For reasons of length, in
this paper w e will pass on that issue. Instead, w e will turn
to alternative approach to consciousness introduced earlier,
the one found more often in the work of experimental
psychologists.

This is a different conception of consciousness from the
atomist one! Are there reasons to favour one over the
other? There are. First reason: the systems approach has
the potential to account for two kinds of consciousness, the
atomist approach only one.

T h e d o m i n a n t a p p r o a c h in psychology
In sharp contrast to atomism and local realism (whether in
its representational or its anti-representational form), the
dominant approach to consciousness in experimental
psychology holds that consciousness is a property of the
cognitive system as a whole. Let us call it the system
approach to consciousness:

T w o k i n d s o f consciousness
The variety of different things that we can have in mind
when w e use the word 'consciousness' is a big topic, too
big a topic to explore here. However, w e can make one
distinction fairly briefly and when w e do, something quite
interesting about the two approaches becomes apparent.

System approach to coniciousness - approaches to
consciousness that view it as a property of whole
cognitive systems, not individual or small groups of
representations.

The distinction w e have in mind is between
consciousness of the world around us and consciousness of
our o w n psychological states. Blindsight is sometimes
invoked to illustrate this distinction but what is
tendentiously called 'inattentional blindness' works better.
(Tendentiously because there is actually a huge debate
about whether the phenomenon in question has anything to
do with attention [Mack,
http://psyche.cs.monash.edu.au/v7/psyche-7-16-

There is a great diversity of opinion as to what the relevant
property is. W e caimot begin to explore the whole range of
options but here are a few examples. Baars (1988) holds
that consciousness consists in a global workspace of a
certain kind. Jackendoff (1987) urges that it is an

representations and something appearing to be like something in
them.
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consciousness ofself.'

maclchtm].) In inanentional blindness research, the subject
fixates on a point and is asked to note some feature of an
object introduced at or within a few degrees of fixation.
After a few trials, a second object is introduced, in the
same region but clearly distinct from thefirstobject.
Subjects are not told that a second object will appear.
W h e n the appearance of the two objects is followed by 1.5
seconds of masking, at least one-quarter of the subjects and
sometimes almost all subjects have no awareness of having
seen the second object.

Consciouiness of the world - the kind of
consciousness that can be present in cases of
inattentional information access and so on
Coniciouiness of self - the consciousness that w e
have w h e n w e are conscious of representing items in
the world
N o w a reason for favouring the systems approach: all
anti-representational versions of atomism and m a n y
representational versions (e.g., higher-order thought or
experience models) have anything to say only about
consciousness of self, the felt quality of psychological
states, what it is like to have them, and cannot say anything
about consciousness of the world, i.e., the w a y the world
appears to someone. Systems approaches not only have
something to say about consciousness of the world, they
generally focus on it. W h e n theorists talk about paying
attention to something, for example, they generally have in
mind paying attention to something in the world, not
paying attention to one's o w n states.

Yet - and this is what makes inattentional blindness
better for our purposes than blindsight - w h e n the second
object is a word, subjects clearly encode it and process its
meaning. Evidence? W h e n asked shortly after to do, for
example, a 'stem completion task' (i.e., to complete a
word of which they are given thefirsttwo or three letters),
they complete the word in line with the word they claim
not to have seen m u c h more frequently than controls do. In
short, in inattentional blindness, subjects' access to the
word they are not aware of seeing is nevertheless very
deep-running.
In inattentional blindness, it is important to note,
objects appear in a certain w a y to the subject, as is
evidenced by the subject processing semantic information
provided by it.' What w e have here is not merely Block's
A-consciousness, "a state ... poised for direct control of
thought and action" (Block 1995, 233). The access to the
unattended object is Block's -consciousness or something
very m u c h like it: the object actually appears to the subject.
(Note that if this claim is correct, it poses a considerable
problem for attention theories of consciousness something else w e don't have space to go into.) In these or
similar cases of access without attention, subjects can, for
example, point to the items in question. The objects can
increase the subject's level of alertness, especially the level
of alertness concerning the objects themselves. A n d
ensuing behaviour is often appropriate, not to the w a y the
object actually is, but to h o w the objects looked to the
subject (Dennett, 1978). Let us call die kind of
consciousness that can be present in cases of inattentional
information access and so on consciousness of the world.
B y contrast, let us call the consciousness that w e have
w h e n w e are conscious of representing items in the world

W h a t a t h e o r y o f c o n s c i o u s n e s s m u s t explain
A second reason for favouring a systems over an atomistic
approach to consciousness: what a theory of consciousness
actually needs to be able to explain.
If consciousness is a matter of things appearing -just
appearing, in the case of consciousness of die world,
consciousness that they are appearing in the case of (one
kind of) consciousness of self -, then consciousness is a
property of the activity of representing, not of individual
representations. Consciousness is a matter oisomething
being conscious of something. If so, an adequate theory of
consciousness has to address the question: W h a t is a
system capable of consciousness like?
Here are some of the features of such a system:
•

It is aware of whole groups of representations in one
'act of consciousness'

•

Often w h e n it is aware of whole groups of representations, it is also aware of itself as the c o m m o n
subject of these representations.

•

Its consciousness can be faint, full, etc.

•

It has m a n y global cognitive faculties and s o m e of

Consciousness of self needs to be broken down into
consciousness of one's psychological states and consciousness of
oneself, the thing having those states. Moreover, there arc
radically different views afoot about what consciousness of one's
psychological states consists in. S o m e theorists even maintain
that it is nothing more than consciousness of the world plus a
shift of attention (Dretskc 1995, Tye 1995). W e have to ignore all
these issues here.

Change blindness, attentional blink, and visual neglect
and the double dissociation between the ventral and the dorsal
streams in the brain discovered by Milner and Goodale (1995)
are related phenomena. In all these phenomena, information that
the subject is not conscious of having nevertheless enters into
cognitive tasks that use semantic information , disambiguation
tasks, for example.
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them are closely linked to consciousness, memory, for
example, or attention, or language.
•

In particular, attention is closely linked to
consciousness.

•

For consciousness, a system simply having
information as a result ofrepresentingthis, that or the
other is not enough; the system must m a k e cognitive
use of the information.

•

Consciousness in a cognitive system can be
independent of sensory inputs

•

Its consciousness disappears in deep sleep, and ...

of any of them is to be conscious of others of them and
of the group of them as a single group.
Given h o w central unified consciousness is to the
conscious mind, it is remarkable h o w little attention it is
has received in recent writings on consciousness,
especially philosophical writings. Paul Churchland (1995,
p. 209) includes it as one of his Magnificent Seven, the
things that a theory of consciousness has to explain, and
the notion is mentioned by a few other philosophers but in
general it has received little attention (the topic and what
has been done with it is reviewed in Brook 2000).
That consciousness is unified has immediate
implications for atomism and local realism. If
consciousness is unified, consciousness cannot be a
property of single representations or tiny groups of
representations (e.g., a representation and a thought
directed at it on the H O T model) by themselves. Nor it is
something that couldfiuitfiillybe studied by studying
single representations in isolation. At present, w e don't
think that there is a theory of consciousness,
representational or nonrepresentational, that provides an
adequate account of the fact that consciousness is unified.
T o pay attention to it is to see the prospects for atomism
about consciousness immediately plummet.

• reappears in dreams.^
W h e n faced with issues like these, the atomistic approach
to consciousness has so far just clawed the air - and it is
hard to think of circumstances under which it could do any
better.
Take, for example, die unity of consciousness.
Conscious subjects are aware at the same time, indeed in a
single act of consciousness, of a great m a n y items. A
theory of the conscious subjects has to be able account for
this unity.
The unity of consciousness comes in a number of
kinds. Mental unity in general comes in at least six
different kinds and four of them are kinds of imified
consciousness:

A P r o b l e m for the S y s t e m s A p p r o a c h ?
If the systems approach to consciousness seems more
likely than atomism to be able to explain what a theory of
consciousness has to explain, it also faces some problems.
In particular, m a n y theorists worry that it m a y leave out
just the most crucial element, the consciousness itself This
worry arises in the following way. 'Surely', an objector
will say, 'a cognitive faculties and capacities central to
your favourite systems approach to consciousness could
exist, and not only exist butfimctionas they do, in the
absence of consciousness?' This line of objection is the
h o m e of zombie thought-experiments: surely something
could be just like us behaviourally, or (as in this case)
fimctionally, or even physically, and yet not be conscious.
All w e can say here is that i/zombie thought-experiments
are coherent, then the systems approach is in trouble, as is
every other representational theory of consciousness. But
that is a big 'if. Since the price of buying the idea that
zombie thought-experiments are coherent is that
consciousness has to be something deeply mysterious,
maybe beyond cognitive ken altogether, w e want to make
very sure that zombie thought-experiments are coherent.

1. unity of our cognitive elements (we can bring, for
example, beliefs, desires, perceptions, intentions, and
m a n y other things to bear on a single situation);
2. unified consciousness of our world (we are aware of
a whole host of diings around us in a single, unified
representation) and
3.unified consciousness of one's o w n representations;
4. unified consciousness of self (one is aware of
oneself as the "single, c o m m o n subject" of one's
experience, as Kant put it),
S. unified focus of a number of cognitive resources on
a single item of attention;
and,
6. unified behaviour (our behaviour is highly and
multiply unified - think of a concert pianist playing a
sonata).
Set items (i) and (vi) aside. Items (ii) to (v), the various
kinds of imified consciousness, have a c o m m o n core:

Adjudicating that issue and the background issue of
the merits of anti-representational atomism vs. the systems
picture of consciousness is a task for another occasion.
Here w e have merely tried to introduce the two
approaches, lay out one reason to favour the systems
approach, and look briefly at one difficulty it faces.

Unity of coniciousness - a group of representations
being related to one another such that to be conscious

This list started from but goes beyond Churchland's list of
the Magnificent Seven requirements on a theory of consciousness
in (1995), pp. 213-14.
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Abstract

time-locked to the linguistic input which, for spoken
language, unfolds over time. Until recently, the real-time
We examined how naive conversational participants response measures in the psycholinguist's toolkit required
circumscribedreferentialdomains during the production and
the use of de-contextualized language, typically precomprehension ofrefierringexpressions by monitoring
recorded sentences presented in impoverished contexts. This
participants' eye movements during a referential
constraint ruled out real-time investigations of natural,
communication task. The results replicated some wellinteractive conversation. Moreover, a dominant theoretical
established results, e.g., incremental reference resolution,
perspective within the product tradition w a s that initial
demonstrating the feasibility of studying real-time language
"core" processes (e.g., lexical access and syntactic
comprehension in interactive conversation. W e also observed
processing) were informationally encapsulated from
a high proportion of underspecifiedreferentialexpressions
contextual influences (e.g., Fodor, 1983).
that were easily understood by addresses because of discourse
Recently, the advent of light-weight head-mounted eyeand pragmatic constraints, including constraints developed as
tracking systems has m a d e it possible to investigate reala result of the conversation.
time comprehension in more namral tasks, such as tasks
Background
where participants follow spoken instructions to manipulate
In characterizing work in language performance, Clark
objects in a task-relevant "visual world" (Tanenhaus,
(1992) pointed out that the field has been largely divided
Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard & Sedivy, 1995). Fixations to
into two traditions. O n e tradition, the language-as-action
task-relevant objects are closely time-locked to the
tradition, emphasizes interactive conversation as the most
unfolding utterance, providing a continuous real-time
basic form of language use. According this tradition the measiu-e of comprehension processes at a temporal grain
fme enough to track the earliest moments of lexical access,
principles of language performance and language design
cannot be uiKlerstood without taking into account the
parsing and reference resolution (Tanenhaus, Magnuson,
Dahan & Chambers, 2000).
interactive collaborative processes that are embedded in
conversation. A central tenet in work within this tradition is
A growing body of research employing eye-tracking
that utterances can only be understood within a particular
techniques demonstrates clear effects of contextual
constraints. For example, syntactic ambiguity resolution is
context, which includes the time, place and participant's
influenced by referential constraints provided by the visual
conversation goals. Thus researchers within this tradition
context, including the number of potential referents and
have focused primarily in investigations of interactive
their properties (Tanenhaus et al., 2000). Moreover, some
conversation using natural tasks, typically with real-world
referents.
recent work using confederates in constrained tasks suggests
A second tradition, the language-as-product tradition,
that under some circumstances information provided by
knowledge of the speaker's perspective and intentions can
focuses primarily on the processes by which listeners
affect even the earliest moments of comprehension (Haima,
decode (and speakers encode) linguistic utterances.
2001).
Psycholinguistic work on language comprehension within in
However, a major limitation of previous work is that all
this tradition typically examines moment-by-moment
processes in real-time language processing using fineof the language used has c o m e from scripted language,
grained reaction time measures. T h e rationale for using
ruling out spontaneous collaborative processes that are
these measures is that comprehension processes are closely
likely to underlie circumscription of referential domains,
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and interpretation of referential expressions in natural
interactive settings. For example, Clark & Wilket-Gibbv
(1986) investigated conversational partners' use of
collaborative processes to refer to low-codability shapes in a
referential communication task (Krauss and Weinheimer,
1966). Pairs of participants worked together to arrange
different abstract shapes. Over the course of the
conversation they converged on shared names for the
shapes, dramatically increasing the efficiency of their
communication over the course of the interaction. In
Breiman's (1996) words, conversational partners develop
'conceptual pacts' during the course of a conversation. The
mere action of participating in the development of
conversational pacts is essential for the increase in
efficiency- ovcrhearers privy to the entirety of the
conversation and it's context are unable to perform as well
in these natural tasks (Schober and Clark, 1989). These
results suggest two things: 1) The act of participating in a
natural conversation contributes to efficient communication.
2) Extracting conversational interaction from language
comprehension removes a central component of natural
language.
The goal of the present study was to explore the
feasibility of examining real-time comprehension processes
during natural, unscripted, interactive conversation. W e
focused on the comprehension of definite referring
expressions, such as "the red block" and "the cloud".
Definite reference provides an ideal domain for a first
investigation for several reasons. First, definite reference is
one of the most ubiquitous and central components of
natural language. Second, use of definite reference assumes
that a referent will be uniquely identifiable within a
circumscribed referential domain. M u c h of the strongest
evidence for the collaborative model of language processing
comes from demonstrations that people collaborate to define
referential domains. Third, work with restricted utterances
has established two clear empirical results that allow one to
track the time course of reference resolution: lexical
competitor (cohort) effects and 'point of disambiguation'
effects.
W h e n listeners are instructed to pick up or move an
object, such as a racket,fixationsto the target object begin
as early as 200 m s after the onset of the noun (AUopenna,
Magnuson & Tanenhaus, 1998). Eye-movements launched
at this point in the speech stream are equally likely to be
directed to the eventual referent and other objects with
names that are also consistent with the speech signal, such
as a raccoon. However, looks to these competitors,
hereafter "cohort" competitors are reduced or eliminated
when context makes a cohort an implausible referent. Thus
we can use cohort effects to infer the degree to which
conversation restricts initial referential domains.
One of the most striking sources of evidence for rapid
restriction of referential domains comes from point of
disambiguation effects. For example, Eberhard, SpiveyKnowlton, Sedivy and Tanenhaus (1995) presented subjects
with displays containing a variety of differently colored
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shapes, as subjects listened to instructions such as "Click on
the red triangle". In a subset of trials the color of the target
item was not shared with any other items in the referential
domain. In these trials the referentially disambiguating
information was the color, which was conveyed in the
prenominal adjective. In the remaining trials, the target item
was the same color as another item in the referential
domain. For example, the display accompanying the
instruction "Click on the red triangle" might contain a red
circle and a red triangle. In these trials the referentially
disambiguating information came at the noun.
Eye
movements to the target were again closely time-locked to
the speech. Looks to the target increased dramatically
immediately following the point of disambiguation (POD),
whether it came at the adjective or the noun.
In the present experiment w e monitored eye-movements
as pairs of participants, separated by a curtain, worked
together to arrange blocks in matching configurations and
confirm those configurations. The characteristics of the
blocks afforded comparison with findings from scripted
experiments investigating language-driven eye-movements,
specifically those demonstrating cohort effects and
incremental reference resolution. W e investigated: (1)
whether these effects could be observed in a more complex
domain during unrestricted conversation, and (2) under what
conditions the effects would be eliminated, indicating that
factors outside the speech itself might be operating to
circumscribe the referential domain.
Method
W e tested four pairs of participants from the University of
Rochester, w h o were paid for their participation in the
study. The discourse partners each had an array of blocks
and a board on which to place them. The boards were
partially covered, creating 5 distinct sub-aieas. Initially,
sub-areas contained 56 stickers representing blocks. The
task was to replace each sticker with a matching block.
While partners' boards were identical with respect to subareas, partners' stickers differed: Every place that one
parmer had a sticker, the other parteer had an empty spot.
Pairs were instructed to tell each other where to put blocks
so that in the end their boards would match. N o other
restrictions were placed on the interaction. The entire
experimental study lasted approximately 2.5 hours. For each
pair w e recorded the eye movements of one partner, and the
speech of both partners.
The initial configuration of the stickers was such that the
color, size, and orientation of the blocks would encourage
the use of complex noun phrElses and grounding
constructions. Nineteen of the stickers (and the
corresponding blocks) contained pictures similar to those
used by Alloperma, Magnuson and Tanenhaus (1998), in the
study described above. W e used a full-color version
(Rossion & Pourtois, 2001) of a large corpus of normed
pictures, balanced for their linguistic codablilty (Snodgrass
& Vanderwart, 1980). W e selected pairs of these pictures
that referred to objects which had initially acoustically

consistent names (cohort competitors). Half of the cohort
competitor stickers were placed such that both cohort
competitor blocks would be placed in the same sub-area of
the board, and half of the cohort competitor stickers were
placed such that the cohort competitor blocks would be
placed in different sub-areas of the board. All of the cohort
competitor pairs were separated by approximately 3.5
inches. W e examined the eye movements of one discourse
partner with respect to the speech generated by the other
discourse partner.
Results
The conversations for each of the four pairs were
transcribed. W e present eye-tracking analyses for two of
the pairs; w e are still analyzing the data from the remaining
two pairs. The non-eye-tracked partner of each pair
generated approximately 100-150 definite references to
blocks during the course of the conversation. While the
length of the conversation prevented us from initially
analyzing more than 4 pairs, the large number of 'trials'
generated by each pair gave us enough statistical power to
circumvent this problem.
A n I S C A N eyetracking visor was used (for details see
Tnieswell, Sekerina, Hill & Logrip, 1999). The image of
the eye-tracked partner's board, and their superimposed eye
position, along with the entirety of the conversation (both
participants' voices) were recorded using a frame-accurate
digital video recorder (a S O N Y DSR-30). Eye movements
were analyzed at the onset of the definite reference, and
continued 2000ms after the N P was complete. There was a
high degree of variability in the length of utterances,
especially those to color blocks.
References to blocks which had cohort competitors
(approximately 75 references per pair) were expected to
reveal similar cohort effects as observed in more restricted
experimental paradigms. T o our surprise, w e observed only
one look to a cohort conqjetitors during both 2 1/2 hour
conversations w e have analyzed thus far. W e do not think
this null result is due to poor stimulus design, as w e did
observe looks to cohort competitors imder special
circumstances. Periodically, subjects needed to remove the
eye-tracker to take a break. W h e n w e put the tracker back
on and re-calibrated, w e tested the calibration by asking the
subjects to look at different items on the board. Under these
circumstances the referential domain is not restricted by
conversational constraints. Here w e saw clear cases of
subjects initially looking at the cohort competitor before
looking at the intended referent.
Each pair provided us with approximately 75 trials of data
for eye-movements elicited by definite references to colored
blocks. T w o researchers coded the definite N P s for their
point-of-disambiguation, and resolved any coding
differences. The P O D was the point at which the N P
uniquely identified a referent, given the visual context at the
time. Average P O D was 858ms (26 frames) following N P
onset. Eye-movement analyses for N P s with a unique
linguistic point of disambiguation (50%) were analyzed
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separately from those which were never fully disambiguated
linguistically. The eye-tracking analysis was restricted to
cases where at least one competitor block was present. A s a
result, the number of ambiguous trials used for the analysis
was close to 50, while there were only approximately 20 for
the disambiguated trials.
Eye-movement analyses (plaimed comparisons) were
performed on 800ms epochs for both ambiguous and
disambiguated NPs. Eye movements elicited by
disambig:uated references showed clear point of
disambiguation effects; within 200ms of the disambiguation
point, looks converged on the target block: w e found a main
effect of condition F(2,20)= 64.03, p<.0001, and Bonferroni
post-tests revealed significantly more looks to the 'target'
than 'competitor* and 'other' unrelated blocks, (see Figure 1).
Before the disambiguation point, subjects were looking
equally at the target and competitor block(s), the main effect
of condition, F(2,19)= 6.77, p<.01, was due to significantly
more looks to target than other blocks (p<.001); looks to
target and competitor were equivalent at this region. At the
522ms baseline region (-1122 to -600ms) there was no
effect for condition. This replicates the point-ofdisambiguation effect seen by Eberhard, et al. (1995),
demonstrating that w e were successful in using a more
natural task to investigate on-line language processing.
U p o n inspection of the eye-movement plot, one should note
that w e do observe a pre-POD target bias. W e will argue
that this initial bias is due to additional pragmatic
constraints that are operating during the task.
— — ]
1

Other
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m s since N P onset

726 990

Figure 1; Proportion offixationsto Targets, Competitors,
and Other blocks by time (ms) for Disambiguated NPs.
Graph is centered by item with 0 m s = P O D onset.
Most remarkably, ambiguous utterances elicited
significantly more looks to the target than unambiguous
utterances (see Figure 2). Moreover, fixations were
primarily restricted to the referent shortly after onset of the
definite reference; w e observed significantly more looks to
targets than competitors within the first 200 m s of N P onset,
a significant effect of condition, F(2,53)= 18.37, p<.0001,
was due to significant differences between target and both

competitor and other blocks (p'8<.0001). This effect
persisted in the second 800ms window.
- Target
- Competitor
Other

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

231 462 693 924 1155 1386 1617 1848 2079
m s since N P onset

Figure 2. Proportion of fixations to Targets, Competitors,
and Other blocks by time (ms) for Ambiguous NPs. Zero
m s = N P onset.
These results suggest that 1) speakers systematically use
less specific utterances w h e n the referential domain has
tieen otherwise constrained; 2) the attentional states of
speakers and addresses become closely tuned; and 3)
utterances are interpreted with respect to referential domains
circumscribed by contextual constraints.
In order to identify the factors that led speakers to choose
underspecified referring expressions, and that enabled
addresses to understand them, w e performed a detailed
analysis of all of the definite references.
Recency is one factor that is likely to influence the form
of a referring expression, with the most recently mentioned
entity being more salient than other (non-focused) entities.
( W e are assuming that references to the most focused entity
would typically result in use of a pronoun, a hypothesis that
w e are currently evaluating in the data set.) Thus, recency of
last mention of the target block should predict the degree of
specification, with references to the most recently
mentioned block of a type, resulting in ambiguous referring
expressions For example, if "the green block" is uttered in
the context of a set of 10 blocks, 2 of which are green,
'recency' would predict that the referent should be to the
green block that was most recently mentioned. Indeed, this
is what w e found: Ambiguous utterances were more likely
to refer to the most recently mentioned block of its type,
while this effect was the opposite for Disambiguated
utterances. This effect was substantiated by a significant
chi-square for independence, x^=7.389, p=.01.
While recency of mention is clearly an important factor
constraining interpretation of ambiguous references,
approximately 3 6 % of these references did not refer to the
most recently mentioned block. Additionally, the recency
analysis alone does not explain w h y speakers sometimes
chose tofiillyspecify a reference w h e n referring to the most
recently mentioned block of its type; in fact 3 0 % of
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disambiguated utterances referred to the most recently
mentioned block of its type. T w o questions arise from these
observations: 1) W h y arc addresses not confiiscd w h e n a
speaker uses an underspecified expression to refer to
something other than the most recently mentioned thing; 2)
W h a t factors determine w h e n speakers will add extra
information w h e n referring to the most recently mentioned
block?
In answer to thefirstquestion, w e propose that additional
pragmatic and task-based factors function to constrain the
referential domain, allowing speakers to underspecify,
addresses to interpret ambiguous references, and m a y
explain the early target advantage in the disambiguated
trials. In addition to recency of mention, w e identified three
factors which contributed to the intelligibility of referring
expressions: 1) Proximity of target referent to the last
mentioned block; 2) Task-based constraints (such as
limitations on block placement due to the size and shape of
the board); 3) Spatial Terms which focus attention to a
subset of the work area. W e are currently performing a
detailed analysis of the interaction of these constraints, and
a comparison of h o w the predictions m a d e by the constraints
compare with the predictions of the addressee.
Finally, analysis of the eyetracking data of the final two
pairs will allow us to do a sub-analysis of die eyemovements during trials influenced by these different
factors. Our hypothesis is that both linguistic factors (such
as recency of mention) in addition to pragmatic factors
(such as proximity and task constraints) are contributing to
the ease with which subjects are identifying the intended
referents of these ambiguous references.
The answer to the second question, is the reverse of the
answer to thefirst.W e would like to suggest that in cases
where confusion is high, conversation is inefficient, or these
additional task and pragmatic constraints m a y select the
wrong referent, speakers m a y choose to add additional
disambiguating information. In order to verify this claim,
w e intend to compare the referential domain circumscribed
by these additional constraints, with the intended referent of
the speaker. W e predict that a mismatch would lead to an
increase in the likelihood of extra disambiguating
information.
A s a part of this analysis, w e have also looked at the cases
in which speakers overdisambiguate. In approximately 2 1 %
of the disambiguated utterances, speakers added between 1
and 3 additional elements past the P O D . In the following
example, the reference w a s disambiguated at 'long', yet the
speaker chose to continue: "the long green square that w a s
laying down". This speaker added two extra elements, a
color term, and a collaboratively defined term, which means
'horizontal'. In m a n y cases, the speaker spent a relatively
large amount of time uttering extra disambiguating
information, especially lengthy collaborative terms
(CoUaboratively-defined terms were c o m m o n in this corpus;
approximately 2 0 % of ambiguous and 4 0 % of
disambiguated references contained collaboratively-defined
terms). O f the overspecifying elements used, only 5 0 % were

color terms, which are the prototypical overdisambiguating
element. The other S 0 % included references to previous
actions, the location of the object and its shape. In general,
speaker overspecification m a y be for clear communicative
purposes, rather than as a bi-product of the production
system.

relevant. Given the location of all the blocks in the relevant
sub-area, the target block is the easiest block to line up with
the clown. T h e competitor blocks are inaccessible because
of the position of the other blocks or the design of the board.
A n example of a segment of the discourse in which
proximity constrains the referential domain is the following:

Conclusions

2. ok, so it's four down, you're gonna go over four, and then you're
gonna put the piece right there
1. ok.. .how many spaces do you have between this green piece and
the one to the left of it vertically up?

In this experiment, w e investigated 1) whether it is possible
to observe incremental processing effects in a complex
domain during unrestricted conversation, and 2) under what
conditions these effects might be absent, indicating factors
outside the speech itself might be operating to circumscribe
thereferentialdomain. W e were successful on both counts.
W e did observe incremental reference resolution in certain
contexts, and in the contexts in which it was not observed
w e were able to identify a number of constraints that
seemed to be operating to circimiscribe the referential
domain. These constraints included linguistic recency,
pragmatic factorsrelatedto the task itself, such as physical
limitations on block placement due to the size and shape of
the board, and proximity of a givenreferentto a previously
mentioned block. A n example of a segment of the discourse
in which recency circumscribes the referential domain is
shown below:

As before, the referring expression (underlined) is
ambiguous given the visual context; there are approximately
five blocks up and to the left of the previously focused block
(the one referred to in the N P as "this green piece"). In this
case the listener does not have difficulty dealing with the
ambiguity because he considers only the block closest to the
last mentioned block ("this green piece"). Finally, an
example of a reference that is constrained by a spatial term
is underlined in the following exchange:

2: ok, and then.. .alright, so then there is a dark green one? to thEE uh
northeast of that green one?
l:yup
2; and, um, they're only overlapping...one...line and then there's a
yellow one.. .below the dark green onettiatI just talked about and to
the 1- to the R I G H T ofthcgth^rdarkgfwngnt2.0k. RIGHT direcUy next to the cloud?
The underlined reference is constrained before the onset of
1. mm-hinin
the noun phrase by the spatial terms used before it (bolded).
2. ju«t throw in aredpiece, line it up evenly
W h e n the listener hears the target noun phrase, she is
1. just a red, little *tquare*
already aware that the referent is below 'the dark green
l.k,gotit
one', and that there is a space to the left of it (as she is
2.0k
directed to place a yellow block to the right of the referent).
I. now, I got an easy one, so I wanna 'give it* to you
This information narrows the interpretation of the reference
2.'ok*
d o v m to a single block, whereas the reference w a s otherwise
1. directly.. .ABOVE the red, grab your lamp
ambiguous with respect to that sub-area in general.
The first description of the target block (underlined) is
W e are currently detailing the predictions of and the
unambiguous, but the second reference to the block is
interactions between these different constraints and the
ambiguous given the visual context (there are S other red
degree to which they predict both speaker behavior, and the
blocks in that sub-area of the board). Listeners do not have
interpretation processes of the addressee. O u r observations
difficulty with the linguistic ambiguity in this situation
and analysis of incremental interpretation during this task
because they take recency into account, unifying the
suggest a view of language processing in which
referents of the two referring expressions. A n example of a conversational participants coordinate a mutually aware
segment of the discourse in which task constraints
reliance on certain discourse, pragmatic and task based
circumscribe the referential domain is s h o w n in below:
constraints which facilitate efficient completion of the task
at hand. O u r data mark an important first step towards being
1. ok, you're gonna line it up... it'i gonna go <pausc> one row
able to rigorously analyze the on-line processing of
A B O V E the green one, directly next to it
interactive conversation 'in the wild'. T o our knowledge,
2. can'tfitit
this is the first demonstration of on-line circumscription of
1. cardboard?
referential domains in a natural interactive task with naive
2. can't yup, cardboard
participants. A s w e continue to develop more explicit
1. well, tell it too bw:k
models of on-line language processing, a critical part of this
2. the only way I can do it is if I move, alright, shouldttiegreen piece
process should be to inform these models with observations
with the clown be direcdy lined up with thuuh square?
m a d e in these natural situations. Pairing methodologically
Again, the referring expression (underlined) is ambiguous
rigorous laboratory studies with naturalistic studies such as
given the visual context. In this case the listener does not
this one is essential to an understanding of language
have difficulty dealing with this ambiguity because,
processes that is both detailed, and ecologically valid.
although there are a number of blocks one could line up
with "the green piece with the clown", only one is task-
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To conclude, w e successfully replicated a lUndard
psycholinguistic effect, the point of disambiguation effect,
in unscripted interactive conversation with naive
participants. W e also obtained results suggesting that
reference selection and comprehension is modulated by both
discourse-based factors, such as recency, but also by task
specific pragmatic constraints.
Moreover, reference resolution appeared to be affected by
collaborative constraints that developed during the
conversation. Our participants spontaneously created
collaborative terms for troublesome words (such as
'horizontal' and 'vertical'), and tuned their utterances, and
comprehension systems for such details as the recency of
mention of each particular kind of block, proximity of
blocks to one another, and task constraints idiosyncratic to
our block-game. These observations suggest that the
attentional states of the speaker and listener become closely
tuned during the course of interaction. A n important
question for iiature research is h o w these factors
differentially affect speakers and addressees. The data that
w e have collected isrichenough to allow us to investigate
this and other questions.
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Abstract
TRACS CTool for Eescarch on Adaptive Cognitive
Strategies) is a family of games played with a special
deck of two-sided cards (see www.tracsgame.com).
T R A C S has the advantage of being both mathematically
tractable to theoretical analysis and psychologically
relevant to practical applications. The simplest game,
called Straight T R A C S , is a series of choices where the
player must turn over one of two cards to match a third
card. The object is to make the most matches on a trip
through the deck. The challenge is to track the changing
odds in order to make the best choices. W e performed
experiments and simulations to measure human
performance in this probabilistic and dynamic task. W e
present our finding of a Baseline Bias, in which
subjective odds are (incorrectly) anchored to the baseline
odds. This is an interesting result because it is contrary to
other well-known biases, such as Gambler's Fallacy, in
which subjective odds are (incorrectly) gjjt anchored to
the baseline odds. W e propose a theory of mental models
to reconcile our finding with previous research on
heuristics and biases.
Introduction
A dilemma of decision research is to obtain the rigors
of controlled experimentation yet maintain some
relevance to practical applications. Our approach is a
synthetic task environment (Gray, in press) called
' T R A C S " (Bums, 2001a) that replicates the cognitive
(Klein,
challenges of naturalistic decision-making
1998), including probabilistic risk assessment and
dynamic resource allocation.
T R A C S is both a unique g a m e and a useful tool
(Bums, 2001b). From a mathematical perspective,
T R A C S is unique because it is played with a special
deck of two-sided cards, and because it has extensible
mles that allow the same g a m e to be played alone or
with others.
Unlike standard playing cards, the backs of the cards
provide clues to the fronts, and the deck contains
unequal numbers of each card type (Table 1).
Compared to Poker and other games of imperfect
information, the two-sided cards m a k e T R A C S more
tractable to theoretical analysis of optimal solutions.
Compared to Chess and other games of perfect
information, the two-sided cards m a k e T R A C S more
relevant to diagnoses and decisions in practical domains
like business, medicine and warfare.

From a psychological perspective, T R A C S is useful
because it provides a naturalistic micro worid for
experiments and simulations. Unlike other approaches
to research on probabilistic reasoning, which often
employ verbal stimuli in the form of static questions,
T R A C S employs graphical stimuli in a game of
dynamic situations. This reduces artificial framing
effects (see Nickerson, 1996) and introduces realistic
temporal context.
W e are using T R A C S to perform experiments on
human subjects and to perform simulations with
software agents. Our experiments are designed to elicit
cognitive strategies and our simulations are designed to
evaluate these strategies against normative standards.
Taken together, our experiments and simulations allow
us to build and test models of cognitive competence
that are relevant to practical applications in c o m m a n d
and control (Bums, 2001c).
This paper reports on our first experiment and
simulations using the simplest version of the game,
called Straight T R A C S . W e explain the game, discuss
our experiment and present our finding of a Baseline
Bias. W e also propose a theory of mental models to
reconcile our finding with previous research on
heuristics and biases.

The Game
Straight T R A C S is a solitaire g a m e played with 24 twosided cards (Table 1). The backs of the cards, called
"tracks", show black shapes (triangle, circle or square).
The fronts of the cards, called "treads", show colored
sets (Red or Blue) of these same shapes. Table 1 shows
the distribution of shape/color (track/tread) cards in the
deck. This distribution defmes the baseline odds. For
example, at the start of the game, a triangle track is
likely (6/8 = 7 5 % ) to be Red, a square track is likely
(6/8 = 7 5 % ) to be Blue and a circle track is 50-50.
However, during the game, the odds change as the deck
is depleted.
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Table 1: Distribution of cards in the deck. The backs
are called "tracks" and thefrontsare called "treads".
# of Cards
Front (tread)
Back (track)

6
Red
A

4
Red
•

2
Red
•

2

4

6

Blue

Bine

Bine

•

•

•

T o play Straight T R A C S , the deck is held face down
and ttu-ee cards are dealt to a field. T w o cards are dealt
face down (showing their tracks) and the third card is
dealt face up (showing its tread). The player's task is to
him over one of the two tracks (revealing its tread),
trying to match the tread (color) of the third card. The
turn is scored a "save" if the treads match or a "strike"
if the treads clash. The two treads are removed from the
field and the remaining track is turned to reveal its
tread. This becomes the tread to match on the next turn.
T w o new tracks are dealt from the deck, a track is
tumed, the treads are scored, etc. Play continues until
all cards (except the last two, which do not count) have
been paired and scored. The object of the game is to
minimize strikes on a trip through the deck.

Analysis
Baseline Bias
The player's problem is illustrated in Figure 2, which
shows the actual odds for a typical game. B y
convention, w e measure odds in % Red, where % Blue
= 100 - % Red. Figure 2 shows that the odds for each
track type start at their baseline values ( 7 5 % Red for
triangles, 5 0 % Red for circles and 2 5 % Red for
squares). However, the actual odds change ( m o v m g
up/down on Figure 2) as tracks are tumed to reveal their
treads (moving right on Figure 2).

Experiment
The goal of our experiment was to measure h o w people
track the changing odds in T R A C S . The probe in our
experiment was a confidence meter that players set
before each tum to indicate their subjective belief in the
color (tread) of each shape (track) on thefield.W e used
two different confidence meters (Figure 1), both based
on a spectrum that runs from 1 0 0 % Red to 1 0 0 % Blue.
One confidence meter displayed a discrete set of
qualitative values on an octal scale. The other
confidence meter displayed a continuous set of
quantitative values on a decimal scale.
Blue

Red

turn*
"Button" Confidence Meter

Red

Figure 2: Change in actual odds (typical game).
Blue

"Pointer" Confidence Meter
Figure 1: Two different confidence meters.
We tested 43 adults playing 10 games each. Subjects
were tested on a personal computer using a mouse to set
the confidence meter. There were no time limits, but
each game was typically completed in less than 5
minutes. Each subject played in two blocks of 5 games,
one block with each confidence meter in balanced
design to control for fatigue and learning effects. The
two blocks were separated by a short break. Before data
collection, subjects read a playbook that described the
cards and rules, watched a d e m o and played a practice
game. All games were played with random shuffles of
the deck and all 43*10 = 430 shuffles were unique. The
experimental results were similar for Button and
Pointer confidence meters, so all data is combined here,
rounding Pointer data to the nearest Button for
consistency.
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Figure 3 illustrates a typical player's solution to the
problem illustrated in Figure 2, as reported by the
player's setting of the confidence meter for each track
(before each tum). Relative to the actual odds (Figure
2), w e see that the reported odds exhibit a bias towards
the baseline odds. For example, after a minor
adjustment near the start of the game, the player (Figure
3) reported constant odds for circles even after the
actual odds (Figure 2) had m o v e d far from the baseline.
This Baseline Bias is explored further below.
Odds Inversions
Recall that the object of Straight T R A C S is to t u m the
track that is most likely to match a given tread. At the
start of the game, this is a simple task since the baseline
odds specify which track to tum, e.g., triangle rather
than circle to match Red. However, as the deck is
depleted, the actual odds for two track types m a y
become "inverted" with respect to their baseline
configuration. This occurs whenever there is a
crossover of two track types on the dynamic odds plot
(Figure 2).

Average Error
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Figure 3: Change in reported odds (typical game).
For example, in Figure 2, a crossover near the middle
of the g a m e causes the odds to be less % R e d for
triangles than for circles for the remainder of the game.
This is an inversion of the baseline odds relation
between triangles and circles. Figure 3 shows that the
playerfiiiledto detect this odds inversion.
A s a gross measure of cognitive competence, w e treat
each odds inversion as a signal that a player must detect
in order to minimize strikes in Straight T R A C S . Figure
4 shows the total number of hits, misses and false
alarms for this signal (for all players and all games).
T h e relatively small number of hits compared to misses
demonstrates that subjects exhibit a Baseline Bias. T h e
occurrence of s o m e hits and false alarms suggests that,
although biased towards the baseline odds, subjects are
at least trying to update odds, i.e., they are not just
playing the baseline odds.

Each odds inversion (see above) involves a pair of
tracks. A s another measure of cognitive competence,
w e also examine confidence errors for single tracks.
Figiu* 5 shows the average error versus turn in game,
for human subjects and for a simulated agent that
always plays the baseline odds.
Figure 5 shows that error increases with turn, i.e., as
the actual odds deviate more from the baseline odds, for
both the human subjects and the baseline agent. This
shows that people have a Baseline Bias relative to the
actual odds (zero error). Figure 5 also shows that the
average error is higher for human subjects than for the
baseline agent at the start of the game. This is a
surprising result because: (1) The baseline odds are
explicitly illustrated on the cards (treads) for the player
to see. (2) The actual odds are obviously equal to the
baseline odds at the start of the game. (3) Playing the
baseline odds is a strategy that requires virtually no
mental effort.

-<- Human Subjects (All Errors)
-•- Human Subjects (Updale Errors)
Baseline Agent

4 5 6 7 8
Turn Number (In Game)

i60r

10 11

Figure 5: Average error in reported odds.
Kinds of Errors
T o help explain Figure 5, w e define a taxonomy of
errors (Table 2). W e first distinguish between Cognitive
Ertors, which are mental errors in judging odds, and
Manipulative Errors, which are physical errors in
moving the mouse to match the mind. W e then
distinguish between two kinds of Cognitive Errors:
Update Errors are mental errors in updating odds
relative to baseline odds, and Baseline Errors are
mental errors in estimating the baseline odds
themselves. Finally, w e further distinguish between two
kinds of Update Errors: Omission Errors are where no
mental update is performed when it should be, and
Commission Errors are where a mental update is
performed but the result is incorrect.

False Alarms
Figure 4: Detection of odds inversions.
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Anchoring and Adjustment
Table 2: A taxonomy of errors.
Errors

I
I
Cognitive Errors

Manipuiative Errors

Update Errors

Baseline Errors

I
Omission Errors

Commission Errors

The baseline agent makes no Manipulative Errors, no
Baseline Errors and no Commission Errors, i.e., it
makes only Update Errors of Omission. In fact, since
the baseline agent never updates odds, its performance
provides an upper bound on the magnitude of Omission
Errors. Figure 5 shows that the baseline agent's Update
Error is non-zero on turn 1. This is because the tread on
the first field can cause a change in odds before the first
turn. For example, assume that the cards on the first
field are circle (track). Red circle (tread) and square
(track). The baseline odds for circles are 4/8 Red, but
since one Red circle is revealed as a tread on the field,
the actual (updated) odds for circles are 3/7 Red. The
same effect is magnified on later turns as more treads
are revealed, hence the Omission Error increases with
turn (Figure 5, curve for baseline agent).
For human subjects, the total error comprises
Manipulative Error, Baseline Error and Update Error
(Omission and Commission). The difference between
total human error and baseline agent error on turn 1 is
attributed to Manipulative Error and Baseline Error,
which w e assume are relatively independent of turn in
game. Thus, the curve for total human error can be
shifted downwards (curve * in Figure 5) to get an
estimate of human Update Error.
This shifted curve for human error is directly
comparable to the error curve for the baseline agent,
which also includes only Update Error. The comparison
(Figure 5) shows that human subjects are biased
towards the baseline agent, relative to the actual odds
(zero error). However, the shifted curve also shows that
human subjects outperform the baseline agent (who
does not update odds), and the difference grows with
turn as the difference between actual odds and baseline
odds increases. Thus, w e conclude that human subjects
make fewer Omission Errors than the baseline agent,
and that the Commission Errors made by human
subjects are not significantly larger in number and
magnitude than the baseline agent's Omission Errors.

These results are consistent with the well-known
heuristic strategy of "anchoring and adjustment"
(Tvcrsky & Kahneman, 1974). In our case, the baseline
odds (with some Baseline Error, see above) are the
anchor to which people make adjustments. T h e
adjustments are, on average, better than pure anchoring
but significantly worse than optimal adjusting.
T o gain further insight into the adjustments, w e
examine h o w the confidence meter settings change
from turn to turn (for the same track type). W e define
various magnitudes of adjustment (i.e., no-button jimip,
one-button jun^, two-button jump, etc.) and compute
the number of times each magnitude of adjustment w a s
made. Figure 6 compares the results for human subjects
to an optimal agent (playing the same games) w h o
always sets the confidence meter at the actual odds. A s
expected from anchoring, h u m a n subjects most often
make a no-button adjustment. This is in contrast to the
optimal agent, w h o most often makes a one-button
adjustment.
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I Subject Playing Mental Odds
Aflenl Playing Actual Odds
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Figure 6: Nimiber of adjustments (by magnitude).
Besides the magnitude of adjustment, we also
examine various types of adjustments. W e define five
types of adjustments (Table 3) and compute the number
of times each type of adjustment was made. Figure 7
compares the results for h u m a n subjects to an optimal
agent (playing the same games) w h o always sets the
confidence meter at the actual odds.
Table 3: Types of adjustments (anchor = baseline odds).
TypeO
Typel
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

N o adjustment
From on-anchor to off-anchor
From off-anchor to more off-anchor
From more off-anchor to less off-anchor
From off-anchor to on-anchor

A s expected from anchoring, Figure 7 shows that
human subjects m a k e m a n y more Type 0 adjustments
(actually non-adjustments) and less Type 1 and Type 2
adjustments than the optimal agent. Figure 7 also shows
that the difference between Type 1 and Type 4
adjustments is smaller for human subjects than for the
optimal agent This suggests that, when people do m o v e
off the baseline anchor (Type 1) in an attempt to adjust
odds, they often "lose it" and return to the baseline
anchor (Type 4). The optimal agent moves off the
baseline anchor (Type 1) more often and returns to the
anchor (Type 4) only w h e n the actual odds are equal to
the baseline odds (i.e., the agent never "loses it").
These results (Figxires 6 and 7)fiirthersupport our
conclusion that Baseline Bias in T R A C S (Figures 4 and
5) is caused by a heuristic strategy of anchoring and
adjustment.

^ Subied Playing Mental Odds
S a Agent Waying Actual Odds
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W e further claim that: (1) Mental models are
bounded by natural regularities of the worid. (2) Mental
models have a normative basis within their natural
bounds. (3) Cognitive competence can be explained and
predicted by specifying the natural bounds and
normative basis of mental models (i.e., in bounded
rationality, see Simon, 1990).
More specifically, w e claim that probabilistic mental
models can be characterized as computational "mind
sets" (Bums, 2002). Like the term "model", which is
both noun and verb, w e use the term "set" in dual sense
to refer to both the mental representation of classes
(e.g., declarative knowledge) and the mental operation
of routines (e.g., procedural knowledge). The central
tenet of our theory (Bums 2002) is that these mind sets
are normative within their cognitive bounds.
A s an initial test, below w e sketch h o w our theory
can explain Baseline Bias in T R A C S . W e also sketch
h o w our theory can reconcile Baseline Bias with
previous fmdings of Gambler's Fallacy and Base Rate
Neglect in other probabilistic reasoning tasks (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1974). This is a non-trivial test of the
theory, since Gambler's Fallacy and Base Rate Neglect
appear at first glance to be contrary to Baseline Bias.
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Figure 7: Number of adjustments (by type).
The question, of course, is how (exactly) do people
decide w h e n and h o w m u c h to m o v e off anchor? That
is, what (exactly) are the mental limits that prevent
more accurate adjustments? The answer is crucial if w e
are to explain and predict h u m a n performance in
T R A C S or any other domain where people must think
probabilistically about things that are changing
dynamically. Below w e propose a theory of mental
models that takes a first step in this direction.
Theory
Mind Sets
W e claim (Bums, in press; 2002; 2001b; 2001c; 2001d)
that people make sense of the world by forming
probabilistic models in their heads (see Knill &
Richards, 1996; Johnson-Laird, 1994; Gigerenzer et al.,
1991).
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Gambler's Fallacy and Base Rate Neglect
In Baseline Bias (in T R A C S ) , people do not update the
baseline odds w h e n they should. Conversely, in
Gambler's Fallacy, people update the baseline odds
when they should not. Furtiiermore, in Base Rate
Neglect, people discount or ignore the baseline odds
altogether. H o w can w e explain these differences?
According to our theory, all three biases occur because
people reason about probabilities with mind sets.
For Base Rate Neglect (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974;
Koehler, 1996; Cosmides & Tooby, 1996), w e suggest
that people ignore the baseline odds in light of other
evidence because they believe that the baseline odds
reflect a less relevant (not applicable) set of
occurrences. It is difficult in theory, let alone in
practice, to aggregate probabilities that are derived from
diverse sources with different pedigrees. A s such, it is a
bounded-Bayesian strategy to rely on the one source
that is judged to be most relevant and reliable. Base
rates that are judged irrelevant or unreliable are
therefore neglected.
For Gambler's Fallacy (Tversky & Kahneman,
1974), w e suggest that people update the baseline odds
because they are judging odds for a finite (bounded) set
rather than for an infinite set. For example, after seeing
10 heads and 2 tails, a gambler w h o believes the coin is
fair will think that the future holds more tails than
heads, simply because he thinks that the eventual (large
but finite) set of m a n y tosses for this coin will be
balanced. A s such, it is a bounded-Bayesian inference
to conclude that the future odds are slightly higher for
tails than for heads.

For Baseline Bias (in T R A C S ) , w e suggest that
people want to update odds (as they tell us) but that it is
simply beyond their cognitive capacity. T o do so,
players must count cards in each of six sets (see Table
1) and normalize to convert the counts to odds. These
two tasks, i.e., concurrent counting and normalizing
numbers, are naturally hard for the unaided mind
(Dehaene, 1997; Dehaene, 1992; Gallistel & Gelman,
1992; Nickerson, 1996). Thus, with self-knowledge of
mental limits, it is a bounded-Bayesian strategy to
remain anchored to the baseline odds unless and until
the evidence for an adjustment is compelling. For
example, in the extreme case, pure anchoring to
baseline odds (i.e., never adjusting) is the boundedBayesian strategy for a decision maker w h o knows that
he cannot remember which cards have been revealed in
the course of a game.
Conclusion
Our initial experiment and simulations show that
T R A C S provides a useful micro world for investigating
how people make diagnoses and decisions under
uncertainty. Our finding in Straight T R A C S is that
players exhibit a Baseline Bias, which w e attribute to a
heuristic strategy of anchoring and adjustment. W e
sketched a theory of set-based mental models that
reconciles our finding with previous research on
heuristics and biases. Our future plans are to use
T R A C S to investigate the mental limits of concunent
counting, normalizing numbers and other facets of
cognitive competence in probabilistic and dynamic
reasoning.
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Abitract
Reasoners revise their beliefs in the premises when an
inference they have made is contradicted. W e describe
the results of an experiment that shows that the belief
they revise depends on the inference they have made.
They revise their belief in a conditional (if A then B)
when they make a modus tollens inference (from not-B
to not-A) that is subsequendy contradicted (A). But when
they make a modus ponens inference (from A to B) that
is contradicted (not-B) they revise their belief in the
categorical assertion (A). The experiment shows that this
inference contradiction effect occurs not only for factual
conditionals but also for counterfactual conditionals.
However, reasoners revise their beliefs in factual
conditionals more than counterfactuals.

Dealing with contradictions is common not only in
scienrific discovery but also in everyday 'nonmonotonic' inference. Which beliefs do people revise
most readily? Conditionals can convey explanations,
regularities or hypotheses about the world; categoricals
can convey facts, data or observations (Elio, 1997).
Revising the conditional or categorical is equally
acceptable logically (Revlin, Cate, & Rouss, 2002). Yet
most studies show that reasoners revise their belief in
the conditional (Dieussaert, Schaeken, De Neys, &
d'Ydewalle, 2000; Elio, 1997; Elio & Pelletier, 1997
Politzer & Carles, 2001; Revlin, et al, 2002).
Reasoners may prefer to revise some sorts of beliefs
more than others because they accommodate new
information by changing little of their existing beliefs
Belief Revision
(Harman, 1986). Minimal changes can be accomplished
by altering beliefs that have the least explanatory power
Suppose you know the following well-established set of
or informational content
(Gardenfors, 1988).
knowledge to be true:
Categoricals convey more semantic information (they
If the car was out of petrol then it stalled.
rule out more states of affairs as false) than conditionals
The car was out of petrol.
(Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991); but conditionals and
What, if anything, follows?
categoricals may differ in how entrenched they are in a
You may conclude:
belief system.
The car stalled.
Intriguingly, some studies suggest that the belief
But si^ose additional knowledge comes to light at a
reasoners revise depends on the inference contradicted.
later time and you discover the following is true:
Consider a second problem:
The car did not stall.
If the car was out of petrol then it stalled.
What do you think you should believe to be true at this
The car did not stall.
point?
You may conclude:
N e w information can contradict previously held
The car was not out of petrol.
beliefs and inferences about the world. The ability to
But suppose the additional knowledge comes to light:
recognise inconsistency is a necessary step in revising
The car was out ofpetrol.
beliefs (e.g., Legrenzi, Girotto, & Johnson-Laird, 2002).
What do you think you should believe to be true? Once
Once inconsistencies and contradictions are detected,
they must be resolved (e.g., Elio & Pelletier, 1997). For again you may decide to revise your belief in the
conditional; or you may revise your belief in the
example, you may decide to revise your belief in the
conditional, and believe instead that the car being out of categorical, and believe instead that the car did stall. The
first example illustrates a modus ponens inference and
petrol does not necessarily mean that it stalled (it may
be a diesel engine). Or you may revise your belief in the the second illustrates a modus tollens inference, and
Table 1 summarizes the structure of the two sorts of
categorical, and believe instead that the car was not
problem.
entirely out of petrol.
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Our conjecture is that an inference contradiction
effect occurs because different cognitive processes are
required to alter conditional and categorical beliefs
following modus ponens and tollens inferences, and w e
return to this idea after w e consider some n e w data.

Tabic 1: T w o types of belief revision problem
Modus ponens Modus tollens
1. Conditional
2. Categorical
3. Conclusion
4. Contradiction

If A then B If A then B
A
Not-B
B
Not-A
Not-B
A

Generation of Belief Revisions

T h e Inference Contradiction Effect
Some studies show that reasoners revise their belief in
the conditional more when a modus tollens inference
has been contradicted, whereas they revise their belief in
the categorical more when a modus ponens has been
contradicted (Elio, 1997, experiment 1; Politzer &
Carles, 2001). The possibility that the belief reasoners
revise depends on the inference that has been
contradicted, which w e will call the inference
contradiction effect, is puzzling. The contradiction
establishes the same counterexample for both
inferences, e.g., the car was out of petrol and it did not
stall (A and not-B), yet the counterexample is
accommodated differently in each case.
However, it is by no means clear whether an inference
contradiction effect exists: some studies show the
opposite pattern (Dieussaert, et al, 2000; Revlin, et al,
2002), and others show more revision of the conditional
following a modus ponens inference, but equal revision
of the categorical following modus ponens and tollens
(Elio & Pelletier, 1997). The vagaries m a y arise because
previous studies have asked participants to select from
different sorts of - sometimes quite complex and
constrained - options, e.g., to indicate denial or doubt
about each of the statements, to choose one statement to
reject, to rate degrees of belief, or to choose among
various c o m p o u n d options such as 'disbelieve
conditional and uncertain about categorical'. Our aim in
the experiment w e report is to establish whether an
inference contradiction effect exists, and so w e allowed
participants to generate their o w n revisions, unfettered
by pre-set selection options.
Previous studies have also presented a conclusion to
participants prior to contradicting it, without requiring
participants to indicate their evaluation of the inference.
A participant w h o has not made the inference, or w h o
does not agree that the presented inference is valid, m a y
not need to engage in belief revision following the
subsequent 'contradiction'. T o guard against such a
possibility, w e allowed participants to generate the
inferences they considered to follow from the premises,
prior to presenting them with a contradiction, and in
this way w e ensured that their beliefs were genuinely
contradicted.
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W e constructed a set of 8 problems, consisting of three
m o d u s ponens inferences, three m o d u s tollens
inferences, and two fillers based on quantifiers. The
problems were based on a science fiction content about
different aliens, their properties, living habits and so on
(in other experiments w e have examined causal and
definitional contents, see Byrne and Walsh, 2002). The
content and instructions were adapted from Elio &
Pelletier (1997) and Politzer & Carles (2001).
Participants were told they would be given 'an initial set
of knowledge that was true and well established at the
time you began exploring. There were no mistakes at
that time'. They were given a set of premises on a page
of a booklet (e.g., if A then B , A ) and asked to write
what, if anything, followed. O n the next page, they were
given the contradiction (e.g., not B). They were told this
information was "additional knowledge about the planet
that has come to light at a later time. This knowledge is
also true and well established. The world is still the
same but what has happened is that knowledge about it
has increased'. Their task was ' to try to reconcile the
initial knowledge and the additional knowledge. Y o u are
to write down what you n o w believe to be true of all the
knowledge you have at this point'.
The conditionals given to one group of participants
were phrased in the indicative m o o d , e.g., 'If the
ancient ruin was inhabited by Pings, then it had a force
field surrounding it', and those given to a second group
were in the subjunctive m o o d e.g., 'If the ancient ruin
had been inhabited by Pings, then it would have had a
force field surrounding it'. The participants were 28
undergraduates of the psychology department at the
University of Dublin, Trinity College w h o participated
for course credit
Belief Revision Responses
The sorts of revisions that reasoners spontaneously
generated fall into three main categories:
1. Revisions or negations of the conditional. Reasoners
indicated that the original interpretation of the
conditional needed to be revised, saying, e.g., 'A does
not mean must B', 'If A don't have to B', 'not all A's do
B'. Or they denied its truth, e.g., 'that B if A is false',
'the original statement that A's B is incorrect'.
Revisions of the interpretation were far more c o m m o n
than negations.
2. Revisions or negations of the categorical. Negating
the categorical for modus ponens leads to the conclusion

'not-A', for modus tollens it leads to the conclusion 'B*
via the double negation 'not not-B'. In other cases,
reasoners deduced a n e w conclusion from the
contradiction and the conditional. The contradiction for
modus ponens is 'not B', and with the conditional leads
(via modus tollens) to 'not-B and so not-A' (which is
also the denial of the categorical). The contradiction for
modus tollens is 'A', and with the conditional leads (via
modus ponens) to " B ' (see also E U o & Pelletier, 1997).
This tactic leads to the same conclusion as the previous
one, but by a different process.
3. Reasoners affirmed the contradiction and the
categorical, either in combination or separately. This
tactic led to the conclusion 'A and not-B' (or
equivalently, 'not-B and A'). Reasoners find it difficult
to m a k e the inference from 'not (if A then B ) ' to the
conclusion 'A and not-B' (Handley, 1996), which
supports the suggestion that the conclusion 'A and notB ' is reached by a different process from the
conclusions in 1.
Revisions to Factual Conditionals
W e report first the results for the participants w h o
received indicative conditionals. They made the modus
ponens and tollens inferences frequently ( 1 0 0 % and
9 0 % respectively) perhaps unsurprisingly given the
content. Most participants generated one revision (81%)
and w e scored those w h o generated more than one by
theirfirstone (see Byrne & Walsh, 2002 for details).
Table 2: The percentages of revision types for modus
ponens and tollens for indicative conditionals

2 shows. The remainder of responses consisted largely
of explanations of the premises or contradiction, or
assertions that none of the premises were true.
The results confirm earlier findings that reasoners
revise their belief in the conditional more than the
categorical; perhaps more importantly the results also
confirm earlier findings of an inference contradiction
effect, that is, the belief revised depends on the
inference contradicted. In this experiment, the direction
of the inference contradiction effect is that reasoners
revise the conditional more following modus tollens and
the categorical more following m o d u s ponens (for
similar results see Elio, 1997; Politzer & Carles, 2001).
The generated revisions show that reasoners do not
revise their beliefs solely by rejecting or disbelieving
one or both of the premises, nor by doubting or
expressing uncertainty in one or both of them. Instead
their revisions actively attempt to re-interpret the
premises in a w a y that genuinely reconciles the
conflicting information and resolves the contradiction,
for example, by calling into question the necessity of the
antecedent for the consequent. This sort of revision has
not been identified in previous studies which relied on
presented selections only. The generated revisions also
show that reasoners do not confine themselves solely to
revising their categorical or conditional beliefs; a third
category of responses emerged which consisted of
affirmations of (one or both of) the contradiction and the
categorical. It is noteworthy that no participant
generated a response which simply affirmed the
conditional.
Revisions to Counterfactual Conditionals

Modus M o d u s
Ponens Tollens
Revise conditional
Revise categorical
Affirm contradiction
and/or categorical

Mean

33
41

54
18

44
30

8

18

13

Participants revised their belief in the conditional
somewhat more than the categorical ( 4 4 % versus 3 0 % ,
binomial z = 1.32, I-uiled p = .093). However, they
revised their belief in the conditional more often when
m o d u s tollens was contradicted than w h e n m o d u s
ponens was contradicted ( 5 4 % versus 3 3 % , Wilcoxon z
= 1.94, p = .05), whereas they revised their belief in the
categorical more often w h e n m o d u s ponens was
contradicted than when modus tollens was contradicted
( 4 1 % versus 1 8 % , Wilcoxon z = 2.20, p = .03), as Table
2 shows. S o m e of their responses consisted of
affirmations of the contradiction and the categorical (A
and not-B) either together or separately (13%), as Table
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T h e second group of participants received
counterfactual conditionals in the subjunctive m o o d e.g.,
'If the Spracks had had high-frequency sound sensor
ears then they would have had tentacles'. A
counterfactual seems to mean something different frx)m
its corresponding factual conditional (Costello &
McCarthy, 1999; Ginsberg, 1986; Lewis, 1973;
Stalnaker, 1968). It conveys the presupposition that the
facts are 'Spracks do not have high-frequency sound
sensor ears' and 'Spracks do not have tentacles'. W h e n
reasoners are given a surprise m e m o r y test for
counterfactuals, they mistakenly identify that they were
given these facts (Fillenbaum, 1974). They judge that
someone uttering a counterfactual means to imply these
facts (Thompson & Byrne, in press). They make the
m o d u s tollens inference more readily from a
counterfactual than from a corresponding factual
conditional (Byrne & Tasso, 1999). They make the
modus ponens inference just as readily from both sorts
of conditional.
Since counterfactual conditionals convey both the
facts 'Spracks do not have high-frequency sound sensor

ears', 'Spracks do not have tentacles', as well as the
suppositions, 'Spracks have high-frequency sound
sensor ears', 'Spracks have tentacles', we considered
that reasoners would not revise their beliefi in
counterfactual conditionals as often as factual
conditionals.

A

B

where the three dots represent an implicit model
(Johnson-Laird & Byrne, in press).
Reasoners can make the modus ponens inference from
this initial set of models. The categorical. A , is
consistent with the explicit model:
A
B
Table 3: The percentages of revision types for modus
which supports the parsimonious conclusion, B. T o
ponens and tollens for counterfactual conditionals
make the modus tollens inference, they must flesh out
the initial set of models to be more explicit. The
Mean
Modus Modus
information, not-B, cannot be incorporated readily into
Ponens Tollens
the initial set of models. However, it can be incorporated
into the fleshed-out models, it eliminates two of them
27
Revise conditional
16
38
and it leaves a single model:
53
33
Revise categorical
13
not-A not-B
Afifirm contradiction
24
which supports the parsimonious conclusion, not-A.
18
29
/ categorical
The process by which the two inferences are made
differs. The modus ponens inference is made from the
The results support our conjecture, as Table 3 shows. initial set of models, but the modus tollens inference is
made only after fleshing out the models to be explicit,
Once again, participants made the modus ponens and
eliminating models that are inconsistent. This difference
tollens inferences frequently ( 9 6 % and 8 7 %
in the process of making the inferences m a y affect the
respectively). A comparison of the means in both tables
revision of beliefs.
shows that reasoners revise a factual conditional more
Consider the contradiction to the modus ponens
than a counterfactual conditional ( 4 4 % vs 2 7 % , chi^=
inference. Reasoners must incorporate the contradiction
5.29, p <.05). For a counterfactual conditional, they
•not-B'. They made the inference, 'B', based on the
often affirmed the contradiction and the categorical
initial set of models, and so they have the option of
(together or separately). The results also show the
presence of an inference contradiction effect, and its returning to the initial set to flesh them out to be more
explicit. Faced with the contradiction, they m a y decide
direction is the same for counterfactual as for factual
they need to think more ftiUy about the possibilities
conditionals.
compatible with the conditional. People oflen return to
earlier possibilities to think about what might have been
Cognitive Processes in Belief Revision
(e.g., Byrne & McEleney, 2000). W h e n they do so they
Different cognitive processes m a y be required to alter
can incorporate the contradiction 'not-B' into one of the
conditional and categorical beliefs following modus
fleshed out models:
ponens and tollens inferences from a factual conditional.
Not-A not-B
The different effects of the counterexample, A and not- The new model indicates that the belief to revise is the
B, on the way reasoners revise their beliefs may arise
categorical, A.
because of the mental representations they have
For the modus tollens inference, reasoners must
constructed in the course of making an inference.
incorporate the contradiction, A. They made the modus
Reasoners may understand conditionals by keeping in
tollens inference by fleshing out the models to be more
mind different possibilities (Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
explicit and eliminating all but the model:
1991). The explicit set of models for the conditional 'if
Not-A not-B
A then B are as follows:
They do not have the option of returning to flesh out the
A
B
initial models again, since they have executed that
Not-A not-B
option in the process of making the inference. In the
Not-A B
course of making the inference they have considered
where in the diagram 'not' is a propositional-like tag to
several alternatives and eliminated them, 'cashing out'
indicate negation. Reasoners w h o interpret the
the possibilities to one single remaining possibility. The
conditional as a biconditional will construct thefirsttwo
contradiction 'A' cannot be incorporated into the
models in the set only. Regardless of their interpretation, existing model and so the belief to revise is the
reasoners m a y construct an initial set of models that
conditional, if A then B.
makes some information explicit, but leaves other
The essential revision principle m a y be that a
information implicit, because of the constraints of
contradiction can be incorporated into one of the
working memory:
possibilities compatible with the conditional, if these
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possibilities have not been thought about and eliminated
already. In the case of m o d u s ponens, the only
possibility compatible with the contradiction and the
conditional (not-A not-B) is incompatible with the
categorical (A) and so the categorical must be revised.
In the case of modus toUens, the possibilities have been
exhausted already in the course of making the inference,
and so the conditional itself must be revised. The
inference contradiction effect, that the belief revised
depends on the inference made before the contradiction,
m a y arise because different inferences require people to
keep in mind different possibilities, which subsequently
limits their r o o m for manuever in incorporating
contradictory information.
Reasoners can rely on background knowledge to add
or eliminate possibilities (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, in
press). A s a result, when they have relied on knowledge
to add or eliminate possibilities, their revisions m a y not
be influenced by the inferences they have made (Byrne
and Walsh, 2002). For example, given a causal
conditional, 'if water was thrown on the campfire then it
went out', and 'the fire did not go out', reasoners make
the modus tollens inference, 'water was not thrown on
the campfire'. But when the inference is contradicted
"water was thrown on the campfire' they can incorporate
it by saying, for example, 'not enough water w a s
thrown on the campfire'. Reasoners m a y even short-cut
the process by 'matching' various models (Legrenzi,
Girotto, & Johnson-Laird, 2002). T h e inference
contradiction effect m a y be a feature of certain kinds of
content.
Modifying or Abandoning Beliefs?
Previous studies have focused on what beliefs people
disbelieve, deny or reject, doubt or are uncertain about.
However, a contradiction can call for a revision to the
original interpretation of the premises. A putative
counterexample, A and not-B, does not necessarily
mean that a conditional, if A then B, is false. Our
participants generated revisions to the interpretation
(e.g., 'A's do not necessarily have B's', 'Some other
variable affected B , e.g., C ) more often than they
indicated disbelief, denial, rejection, doubt or
uncertainty about the conditional's truth.
Reasoners m a y reach many different interpretations of
a conditional (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, in press). O n e
interpretation of 'if A then B ' is that A is sufficient but
not necessary for B, and a second is that A is both
necessary and sufficient for B. These 'conditional' and
'biconditional' interpretations are inconsistent with the
counterexample, A and not-B. But other interpretations
are consistent with it, for example, that A is necessary
but not sufficient for B. This "reverse conditional'
interpretation m a y be c o m m o n in everyday reasoning
(Byrne, Espino, & Santamaria, 1999).
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The reverse conditional inteqjretation can occur when
an additional requirement is made explicit, e.g., 'if the
ruin was inhabited by Pings then it had a force field, if
they had to protect their habitations then it had a force
field'. The modus ponens inference from, e.g., 'the ruin
was inhabited by Pings' is suppressed (Byrne, 1989).
Reasoners say there is not enough information, or they
incorporate the second requirement e.g., 'The ruin had a
forcefieldif the Pings had to protect their habitations'
(Byrne, et al, 1999). They select options that refer to the
second requirement (e.g. Diuessaert, Schaeken,
Schroyens, & d'Ydewalle, 2000) and they judge the
requirements to be conjoint (Byrne & Johnson-Laird,
1992). W h e n both requirements are affirmed they
readily make the inferences (Byrne, 1989; 1991), and
they can be enhanced w h e n reasoners k n o w the
adcUtional requirements have been satisfied (Manktelow
& Fairley, 2000). The suppression is increased when
the additional requirement is emphasized, by phrasing it
as a biconditional, 'if and only if the Pings had to
protect their habitations...' (Byrne, et al, 1999), by
relying on familiar content (Chan & Chua, 1994; see
also Bonnefon & Hilton, in press), by qualifying its
satisfaction (Stevenson & Over, 1995), or by specifying
that the requirement was uttered by an expert rather than
a novice (Stevenson & Over, 2001). Conditionals with
m a n y additional requirements lead to more suppression
(Cummins, Lubart, Alksnis, & Rist. 1991; see also Elio,
1997). The conditions in which a reverse conditional are
true can be specified with as much certainty as the truth
conditions of a conditional or biconditional (but see
Politzer & Braine, 1991; Stevenson & Over, 1995;
2001).
Our results show that revising belief in a conditional
can mean modifying the original interpretation, for
example changing from a conditional interpretation to a
reverse conditional one, rather than abandoning belief in
the truth of the conditional. In everyday life, just as in
scientific thought, it m a y be rare to abandon entirely
either a theory or a fact, upon discovery of another
contradictory fact; instead reasoners m a y progress by
attempting to modify their interpretation to restore
consistency.
Conclusions
In everyday reasoning, the conclusions to inferences can
be readily withdrawn in the light of subsequent
information, that is, they are non-monotonic. A n
important task in everyday inference is the revision of
beliefs in the light of contradictions. The results also
show an inference contradiction effect, that is, reasoners
revise a categorical belief w h e n a m o d u s ponens
inference is contradicted and they revise a conditional
belief when a modus tollens inference is contradicted.
Our results show that reasoners revise their belief in a
factual conditional m o r e than a counterfactual

conditional. Our novel revision generation task allowed
us to capture some of the rich re-interpretations that
people produce to resolve contradictions through
modifying rather than abandoning beliefs.
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Abstract
Research on anthropomorphic agent interfaces has produced
widely divergent results. W e suggest that this is due to
insufficient consideration of key factors that influence the
perception and effectiveness of agent-based interfaces. W e
propose a framework for studying anthropomorphic agents
that can systematize the research. The framework emphasizes
features of the agent, the user, and the task the user is
performing. Our initial experiment within this framework
manipulated the agent's appearance (lifelike versus iconic)
andttienature of the user's task (carrying out procedures
versus providing opinions). W e found that the perception of
the agent was strongly influenced by the task while features
of the agent that we manipulated had little effect.
Introduction
If you could ask for assistance from a smart, spoken natural
language help system, would that be an improvement over
an on-line reference manual? Presumably the answer, in
most cases, is yes, for two reasons. First, the spoken natural
language aspect would allow you to speak your questions
rather than having to type them. Generally this is a faster
approach for most people. Second, the smart aspect would
improve the chance of the help system fmding the
information you want even if you do not state the query
using the correct or most appropriate terms.
The state of the art in this style of interface is a h u m a n
user consultant. Does it matter that the user consultant has
a face and that the face can have expressions and convey a
personality? W o u l d a face affect you in terms of your
comfort and satisfaction with the interaction? Would the
presence of a face m a k e the help or advice you receive
more persuasive? T h e answers to such questions have
implications for the design of training systems, customer
service, information kiosks, and m a n y other applications.
M a n y people believe that anthropomorphic computer
interfaces have great potential to be beneficial for a number
of reasons. Agents could act as smart assistants, m u c h like
travel agents or investment advisors, helping people
m a n a g e the ever-growing amount of information
encountered today (Lyman & Varian, 2002). Further, a
conversational interface appears to be a natural dialog style
in which the user does not have to learn complex c o m m a n d
structure and functionality (Laurel, 1990).
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A n anthropomorphic interface could use intonation, gaze
patterns, and facial expressions, in addition to words, for
conveying information and affect. The h u m a n face seems
to occupy a privileged position for conveying a great deal
of information, including relatively subtle information,
efficiently (Fridlund & Gilbert, 1985). Anthropomorphic
interfaces could m a k e a computer more human-like,
engaging, entertaining, approachable, and understandable
to the user, thus harboring potential to build trust and
establish relationships with users, and make them feel more
comfortable with computers.
These potential advantages are balanced by strong
negatives. Anthropomorphic agent interfaces are viewed by
some researchers as being impractical and inappropriate.
Current speech recognition, natural language
understanding, and learning capabilities of computers still
fall far short of any human assistant.
M o r e specifically, it has been proposed that agent
systems disempower users by clouding issues such as w h o
is responsible for a system's actions (Lanier, 1995). Others
feel that user interfaces are more beneficial w h e n they
clearly reflect the conunands available to a user and present
the objects that a user can act upon (Shneiderman, 1997).
Furthermore, critics argue that agent interfaces m a y
mislead both users and designers, increase user anxiety,
reduce user control, undermine user responsibility, and
destroy a user's sense of accomplishment (Shneiderman &
Maes, 1997). M a n y current anthropomorphic or personified
interfaces are viewed as being annoying, silly characters
w h o hinder rather than enhance productivity (e.g., the
Microsoft Paper Clip).
Although strong opinions have been voiced on both sides
of this issue, relatively little careful empirical research on
anthropomorphic interfaces has been conducted, and the
results from this research have been contradictory or
equivocal (Cassell, 2000).
Our goal is to develop a framework to systematically
evaluate and understand the autonomous agent as a user
interface paradigm. T h e present paper outlines the
framework and an initial study that examines two issues
within this framework. Thefirstis whether the degree to
which an interface agent is anthropomorphic has a
measurable effect on users. Note that anthropomorphism is
not a dichotomy but rather a continuum. O n e can think of
interfaces with fiillfidelityvideo or 3 D images of people to

more caricature-style characters to 2 D cartoons of people or
personified characters such as dogs or toasters.
The second issue is to what extent the nature of the task
will influence a user's perception of an agent. Some tasks
might be more likely to induce a user to imbue the agent
with human-like qualities (such as if the user had to engage
the agent in a debate) while other tasks might lead the user
to view the agent simply as a reference tool (e.g., for
providing reminders of keystrokes for a software
application) with no "individuality."

better than do those with diflferent personalities) apply even
when one of the two participants is a machine.
The studies cited above, and others, suggest that people
are inclined to attribute human-like characteristics to agents
and that a variety of factors might influence h o w positively
the agents are viewed. D e h n and van Mulken (2000)
provide a more extensive review of this literature.
A Framework for Research on
A n t h r o p o m o r p h i c Interface A g e n t s

Related Work
A few studies have revealed that anthropomorphic agents
are attention-grabbing and people m a k e natural
assumptions about the intelligence and abilities of those
agents. King and Ohya (1996) found that a dynamic 3 D
human form whose eyes blinked was rated more intelligent
than any other form, including non-blinking 3 D forms,
caricatures, and geometric shapes.
One c o m m o n trend discovered in studies is that
anthropomorphic interfaces appear to c o m m a n d people's
attention, both in positive and negative senses. Takeuchi
and Nagao (1995) created conversational style interaction
systems that allowed corresponding facial displays to be
included or omitted. According to their metrics, the
conversations with a face present were more "successful."
Across two experiments they found that the presence of a
face provided important extra conversational cues, but that
this also required more effort from the human interacting
with the system and sometimes served as a distraction.
Other studies have shown that the attention garnered by
an anthropomorphic interface had a more positive effect.
Walker, Sproull, and Subramani (1994) found that people
who interacted with a talking face spent more time on an
on-line questionnaire, made fewer mistakes, and wrote
more comments than those w h o answered a text
questionnaire. Koda (1996) created a Web-based poker
game in which a human user could compete with other
personified computer characters including a realistic image,
cartoon male and female characters, a smiley face, no face,
and a dog. She gathered data on people's subjective
impressions of the characters and found that people's
impressions of a character were different in a task context
than in isolation and were strongly influenced by perceived
agent competence.
A n influential body of related work is that of Nass and
his colleagues. Their efforts focus on the study of
"Computers as Social Actors." They have conducted a
number of experiments that examined h o w people react to
computer systems and applications that have certain
personified characteristics (Nass, Isbister, & Lee, 2000;
Nass, Steuer, & Tauber, 1994; Rickenberg & Reeves,
2000). Their chief finding is that people interact with and
characterize computer systems in a social manner, much as
they do with other people. Furthermore, they suggest that
findings in the social psychology literature (e.g.,
individuals with similar personalities tend to get along
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T o effectively and systematically investigate the use of
anthropomorphic interface agents, one needs to consider
the key factors that will affect the usefulness of such
interfaces. W e propose an investigative framework
composed of three key components: characteristics of the
user, attributes of the agent, and the task being performed.
W e believe that serious empirical study in this area must
systematically address each of these factors and understand
h o w it affects human users. Below, w e provide examples of
individual variables within each factor that could
potentially influence user performance and impressions.
Factor 1: Features of the User
Potential users vary, of course, in m a n y ways. However,
there are certain features that m a y be quite likely to affect
h o w usefiil a user finds an agent. These features include:
Personality: Researchers have identified what are
referred to as the "Big Five" traits that seem to be quite
usefiil in describing h u m a n personalities: extraversion,
openness,
agreeableness,
neuroticism,
and
conscientiousness (e.g., McCrae & Costa, 1987). While
any such breakdown is debatable, it seems reasonable to
examine whether users' positions on these, or other, trait
dimensions predicts h o wtfieywill respond to agents.
Background Knowledge: A user w h o has a good deal
of background knowledge in a domain might prefer an
agent that is reactive and that the user can call upon when
he or she needs some low-level bit of information or has a
low-level task that needs to be done. Conversely, a user
w h o is learning h o w to carry out tasks in a particular
domain might welcome strategy advice from an agent,
particularly if the agent can analyze the strategy and
provide reasons for w h y the strategy might be altered.
Other Variables: Other user-related variables include
gender, age, and computer experience.
Factor!: Features of the Agent
Fidelity: Earlier studies suggest that more realisticappearing, 3 D h u m a n representations are perceived as
being more intelligent, which could be viewed positively or
negatively. However, realistic-appearing agents are more
difficult to implement, so if user performance is improved
by the presence of an agent, but does not vary according to
appearance, simpler caricature style characters would be
advantageous.
Presence: Is an agent's face always present on the screen
or does the agent only appear when it is engaged in a dialog

subjective end, a user is likely to have a number of
affective reactions to an agent. These reactions might
manifest themselves in terms of h o w much users liked the
agent, h o w intrusive they found the agent, h o w they
perceived the agent's personality, and h o w willing they are
to use the agent in the future. W e can certainly assess a
user's liking and satisfaction towards an agent, but if the
user can carry out the tasks more effectively with the agent
regardless of liking and satisfaction, then h o w important
arc those variables? O n the other hand, long-term use of an
agent might be predicted by liking and satisfaction
The likelihood of a user following an agent's advice
might be another interesting measure of the usefulness of
an agent. While advice-following would certainly be at
least partly a function of the quality of the advice, it will
also be impacted by h o w the user feels about the agent
(how m a n y children ignore the advice of their parents
merely because it is the parents giving the advice?).

with the user? O n e might hypothesize that an ever-present
agent would make users uneasy by producing an effect of
being watched or evaluated all the time.
Role: Should an agent act as a partner in the task or
should it contribute only in clearly specified ways? For
instance, an agent might be able to offer strategy guidance
for design tasks. Alternatively, it might provide only
lower-level procedural "how to" information.
Initiative:
Should an agent proactively m a k e
suggestions and offer guidance or should it respond only
w h e n directly addressed? A proactive agent might be
viewed as being "pushy" and might bother users, or it could
be viewed as being extremely helpful and intelligent if it
acts in situations in which the user is unsure of h o w to
proceed or is so confused that he or she is unable to form a
coherent help request.
Other Variables: Other agent-related variables to
consider are expressiveness, speech quality, "gender,"
"personality," and competence.

Experiment
Factor 3: Features of the Task
Overview

Tasks can vary in a variety of ways. S o m e tasks can be
opinion-like (e.g., choosing what to bring on a trip) while
others are more objective (e.g., solving a puzzle) in terms
of assessing the quality of a solution. S o m e involve a good
deal of high-level planning (e.g., writing a talk) while
others are more rote (e.g., changing boldface words into
italics). Tasks might be classified along some or all of the
dimensions listed below:
Objectivenesi: The situation might be an opinion-based
one in which the user is seeking advice and
recommendations on some topic (e.g., which items to pack
for a trip to Europe). Alternatively, the user might be
carrying out an objective task such as acquiring facts (e.g.,
finding the keystroke combination for a particular
c o m m a n d in a software application).
Intent: T h e user could have a learning goal or
alternatively m a y be carrying out a set of steps in a familiar
domain. In the latter, the user might want help with lowlevel details whereas in the former the user is looking for
guidance as to the structure of the domain.
Other Variables: Other task-related variables to
consider are domain, degree of time pressure, duration, and
consequences of the quality of task performance.

O n e fundamental issue in the quality of agent interfaces is
competence (Maes, 1994). It appears obvious that
perceptions of anthropomorphic agent interfaces will be
strongly influenced by the competence of the supporting
software system and the quality of the replies and
suggestions m a d e by the agent. W e chose to factor out
competence as an influence. If our experiments uncover
that people's performance is not enhanced and they dislike
anthropomorphic user interfaces even though the system is
competent, then that is an important and strong result that
other researchers and developers need to understand. T o
remove competence as a factor, w e employed a "Wizard of
O z " (Dahlback, Jonsson, & Ahrenberg, 1993) methodology
(described below).
The experiment manipulated the agent fidelity and the
task objectiveness variables because prior work and our
framework suggest they seemed likely candidates to have
an affect on the perception of agents. Usefulness was
evaluated via both the performance and satisfaction
dimensions. W e hypothesized that user reactions to the
agent would vary as a function of the objectiveness of task.
A task that required the user to debate die merits of his or
her opinion (about items to pack on a trip) might lead the
user to feel the agent had more of a personality (for good or
for bad) compared to a task in which the user made use of
the agent more as a reference tool (i.e., reminding the user
of keystroke c o m m a n d s for a text editor). W e also
hypothesized that users might find the agent to be more
useful in its role as a reference source rather than as an
entity that provides opinions. Finally, w e expected that the
more life-like the agent appeared, the more likely the user
might be to ascribe qualities such as personality and
intelligence to the agent, but objective performance would
likely not be affected by appearance.

The number of variables within each factor is certainly
larger than the number w e have identified here. N o doubt
these factors will also interact. For instance, a novice
attempting to carry out a task in a particular domain might
welcome proactive comments/advice from an agent while
someone with more experience could get annoyed.
With respect to measuring the usefulness of an agent, w e
have to consider which dependent measures are most
appropriate. Towards the more objective end, a user's
performance on a task in terms of accuracy and time-when
such measures are meaningful—can give one indication of
usefulness. Thus, time and errors would be appropriate
measures for a text-editing task. Towards the more
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Participants
Thirty-nine undergraduates participated for course credit
and were randomly assigned to conditions. Participants
had a variety of majors and computer backgrounds.
Procedure and Design
Participants were run individually using a computer
equipped with a microphone and speaker. Participants
performed two tasks: a travel task and an editing task. The
travel task was chosen to be a type of creative, opinionbased task in which interacting with an agent might be
viewed as an opportunity to think more deeply about the
task by discussing points of view about the importance of
travel items. The editing task was chosen to represent an
opportunity to use an agent primarily as a reference source
rather than as a guide or teacher.
The travel task involved a hypothetical situation in which
the participant had a friend w h o was flying overseas on his
first international trip. The task was to recommend six
items for the person to take with him from a pool of 12
items and to rank the six items in order of importance.
After the participant did the initial ranking using a simple
software interface, a computer agent w h o supposedly had
knowledge about international trips appeared. The agent
m a d e a predefined set of suggestions in which it
recommended changing the rankings of four of the six
choices and it agreed with the ranking of two other items.
For example, the agent first suggested promoting the
person's fourth item to thefirstposition, demoting the first
item but keeping it in the top six. The agent explained the
reasoning for its suggestion at every stage and asked the
participant what he or she thought about the suggestion.
After the participant responded to the agent's comment on a
particular item, the agent would say one of several
conversational conventions (e.g., " O K , let's continue") so
that it could m o v e on to the next suggestion. After the agent
finished providing feedback on the rankings, the original
rankings were displayed on the screen and the participant
was given the opportunity to change the rankings. After
doing the re-ranking, participantsfilledout a questionnaire
about the agent and were asked a few questions about the
agent and related issues by the experimenter.
The editing task required participants to use an
unfamiliar text editor to modify an existing document by
making a set of prescribed changes to the document.
Participantsfirstviewed a short video that described the
various functions (e.g., copy, paste) and the specific key
combinations needed to issue the commands. Participants
were then shown a marked-up document that required a set
of changes such as deletions, insertions, and moves, and
they were instructed that if at any time they could not
remember the keystrokes for a particular function, they
could ask the agent for help. Pilot testing was conducted to
ensure that the number of commands was sufficiently large
so that participants would be likely to need to ask the agent
for help. After completing the editing tasks, participants
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again filled out a questionnaire about the agent and
answered questions from the experimenter.
T h e agent w a s controlled through a Wizard of O z
technique. O n e experimenter was in the room with the
participant to introduce the experimental materials, and a
second experimenter was in an adjacent room, monitoring
the questions and responses m a d e by the participant. The
second experimenter insured that the agent responded in a
consistent manner using a prepared set of replies.
T w o between-subjects variables were manipulated: type
of agent (animated, stiff, iconic) and task order (travel task
then editing task or vice versa). The left side of Figure 1
shows the face of the agent in the animated and stiff
conditions. The animated agent (donated by Haptek Corp.)
was 3 D , with a female appearance-though somewhat
androgynous-that blinked, m o v e d its head, and produced
certain facial expressions in addition to moving its mouth
in synchronization with the synthesized voice. The stiff
agent had the same face as the animated agent but m o v e d
only its mouth. The iconic agent (see the right side of
Figure 1) was a light-bulb icon that had arrows appear
whenever it spoke.
O n e design issue about this experiment should be
flagged. Although our key task manipulation w a s the
"objectiveness" of the task (i.e., the travel task being less
objective and the editing task being more objective), the
nature of the agent also was varied as a function of the task.
The agent was completely reactive in the editing task; it
provided information only w h e n requested. However, in the
travel task the agent provided feedback regardless of the
participants' desire. A cleaner version of the experiment
would have been to hold the "nature" of the agent constant
across the tasks. W e allowed this confounding to occur here
because were interested in getting participants' reactions to
certain human-like attributes of the agent but did not have
the resources to run the additional conditions that would
have been required to completely cross this factor with the
task and appearance manipulations. In future work w e plan
to systematically investigate this reactive/proactive
dimension.

Figure 1: Appearance of Agent in Animated and Stiff
Conditions (left) and Iconic Condition (right).
Measures
Both objective and subjective measures were used. O n e
objective measure was, for the travel task, whether

participants changed their rankings as a function of the
agent's feedback. For the editing task w e measured h o w
long it took participants to complete the edits. The primary
subjective variables were the responses to the individual
items in the questionnaires and the answers to the questions
posed by the experimenter. The questionnaire items used a
five-point Likert scale (1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly
disagree) that addressed a number of qualities of the agent
(see Table 2). The questions posed by the experimenter
were open-ended and provided participants an opportimity
to give their impressions about the agent's personality,
helpfulness, and intelligence.

number of interesting and insightfiil comments about the
agent in response to questions from the experimenter, a
simple tally of responses shows reactions to the agent that
again varied as a function of task. Virtually all participants
found the agent helpful for both tasks. Participants were
m u c h less likely to consider the agent to have a personality
after doing the editing task compared to the travel task.
This makes sense because the agent was merely providing
subjects with information on c o m m a n d s in the editing task.
Intfietravel task the agent expressed its "opinions."
Finally, it is worth noting that in general the agent was
perceived as more intelligent after the travel task than after
the editing task. At one level this seems odd because the
agent had all the answers for the editing task. However, as
demonstrated by some participants' comments, the agent
was perceived as very limited in the editing task; it knew
about editing c o m m a n d s and probably little else (despite
the fact that it also appeared to understand spoken
language!). In the travel task though it presumably gave
the impression of having sufficiently deep knowledge about
travel such that it could give feedback on the importance of
various items one might take on a trip. While some of the
participants' responses to the agent indicated that they
disagreed with its suggestions, they appeared to believe that
the suggestions were at least thoughtful.

Results
In the data analyses w e found that the task order
manipulation did not have an effect, so in the interest of
simplicity w e will collapse across that factor in the
presentation and discussion of the results.
Performance Measures. With respect to more objective
measures. Table 1 shows that participants were more likely
to change the rankings of items that the agent disagreed
with compared to items that the agent agreed with, F(l, 36)
= 38.48, M S E = .07, p < .0001). There was no effect of
type of agent, F(2, 36) = 0.9, M S E = M , p = .42. There
was no interaction, F(2, 36) = 1.25, p = .30.
Table I: Proportion of Travel Items with Changed
Rankings as a Function of Type of Agent & Agent Advice.
Animated
(« =14)

Stiff
(n=12)

Iconic
(n=13)

.82
.57

.90
.42

.77
.38

SuKKcsted Change
Keep Rank

Discussion

The time (in seconds) to do the editing task did not differ
as a function of agent (animated: 714.8, stiff: 568.7, iconic:
671.1); F(2, 31) = 1.78, M S E = 37637.22, p = .19 (5
participants did not do the editing task).
Questionnaire Responses. Table 2 shows the m e a n
responses to the questionnaire items for the different agent
conditions after the travel and editing tasks (there were 5
participants w h o did not do both tasks and they are
excluded from Table 2). There was no effect of agent type
for any of the questions. For two of the items, worthwhile
and intrusive, there was an effect of task (worthwhile: /'(I,
31) = 15.68, M S E = .45, p = .0004; intrusive: F(l, 31) =
20.28, M S E = .23, p = .0001). The agent was rated more
worthwhile and less intrusive after the editing task
compared to the travel task. These results m a k e sense.
First, the editing task required most participants to rely
heavily on the agent to remind them of commands, thus
making the agent seem worthwhile. Second, the uninvited
critique of participants' rankings of travel items could
certainly have seemed intrusive.
While group differences did not exist on most of the
questionnaire items, it is interesting that for most items, the
average response tended to be in the positive direction.
Participants felt positively, on average, about the agent.
Interview Responses.

While participants m a d e a
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In addition to the results reported above, w e learned a great
deal by observing participants' behaviors and responses in
the sessions. O n e key question w e had was h o w would the
participants interact with the agent in the two different
tasks. In the editing task, participants seemed very
comfortable asking the agent for assistance. Participants
requested help an average of 6.5 times. However, in the
travel task participants seemed reluctant to engage the
agent in a dialog. Only a few replied with more than a few
words when the agent engaged them. There was clearly
awkwardness to the interaction.
The agent's social abilities and personality (or lack
thereof) were noted by a number of the participants. In the
travel task, w e intentionally had the agent begin the session
saying, "Hello, [person's name]." Three participants
explicitly mentioned this feature, one stating, when asked if
the agent had a personality, "Yes, respectful. It said, '[my
name]', and 'I agree with this.'...l thought that was very
funny. That was really cool."
Other comments implying a personality included,
"Seemed a lot like a travel agent that was in a hurry," and
"helpful, but kind of annoying," and "he seemed almost
irritated when I didn't agree with him." O n e participant w h o
did the editing taskfirst,stated after the task that the agent
did not have a personality, "It w a s just directed at
answering questions. It had no inflections." But when
asked again after the travel task, the participant responded,
"It was still mechanical, but you could feel the attempt at
being more personable. It acknowledged m y responses,
asking m e to elaborate. The responses were at a more

work has been its lack of systematicity in examining key
factors and the use of dependent measures that often did not
appropriately assess subjective experience and objective
performance.
In this paper w c introduced a framework for
systematically examining the effects of anthropomorphic
agents on user performance and subjective responses. W e
performed an initial experiment within this framework that
suggested that type of task may play an outsized role in the
perception of agents. W e plan to use our framework to
guide additional studies and hope other researchers fmd it
useful and that it will allowfritureexperiments to build on
each other more effectively than in the past.

personal level." Participants' willingness to ascribe a
personality to the agent based on a few comments by the
agent in one task suggests that people might be predisposed
to "finding" a personality in an agent. If the effects of
seeing a personality in an agent can be better understood,
such a predisposition might be exploited for good purpose
by designers.
Conclusion
Anthropomorphic interface agents might be one of the best
interface approaches ever devised. Or they might not.
Equivocal results from prior research make it virtually
impossible to decide this matter. The difficulty with prior

Table 2: Responses to Questionnaire Items as a Function of Type of Agent and Task.
Stiff (/I =12)
Animated (n=]2)
Edit
Agent was
Edit
Travel
Travel
1.42
Worthwhile
2.25
2.50
1.58
Intrusive
4.00
3.50
2.83
3.50
Friendly
2.50
2.42
2.67
2.67
Annoying
3.25
3.25
2.83
3.33
2.50
Intelligent
2.58
2.58
2.92
2.67
3.00
3.25
3.08
Cold
2.58
2.58
2.33
Agent has clear voice
2.33
Enjoyed interacting with Agent
2.83
2.75
3.08
3.17
1.67
Agent helped with task
2.25
1.50
1.50
2.33
2.58
Like to have agent
2.67
2.83
Note: Responses were on a scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree).
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Abstract
Given practice, people generate new more efficient
strategies for achieving desired goals. However, some
researchers have observed that even experienced users of
computer systems persist with relatively InefTicient
strategies. One reason for these findings may be a
reduced opportunity to use efficient strategies in tasks
where higher goal constraints are present. In this study
half of the participants completed a drawing task in
Microsoft PowerPoint in which they had to design the
layout of a computer room and study area; the other half
completed an equivalent drawing task that involved no
higher goal constraints. Those with higher goal
constraints were slower to generate more efficient
strategies. This can be accounted for by a reduced
opportunity to use 'efficient' strategies. Experience in
other computer packages and strategic knowledge also
influenced strategy generation.
Introduction
W h e n people learn a n e w skill they often m o v e through
a series of progressively more efficient strategies.
Practicing a task does not only result in faster
performance, but also leads to the generation of n e w
strategies (Delaney, Reder, Staszewski and Rittcr, 1998;
Charman and H o w e s , 2001). For example, Charman
and H o w e s (2001) found that people can successfiiUy
generate more efficient drawing strategies w h e n using
Microsoft PowerPoint as a result of practice on
component procedures.
However, Carroll and Rosson (1987) observed that
the skills of computer users "tend to asymptote at
relative mediocrity" (p.l). Similarly, Bhavnani and
John (1997) reported that even after a number of years
of experience and formal training in a computer aided
design package, m a n y users had not adopted more
efficient strategies. The reason, they suggest, was not
related to the standard of interface design or experience
with the package, but to an absence of strategic
knowledge. Bhavnani, John and Flemming (1999)
found that people stay with inefficient methods unless
they are taught efficient strategies explicitly.
O n e explanation for the conflicting observations of
Charman and H o w e s (2001) and Bhavnani and John
(1997) is that participants had different primary goals.
Whereas the task used by Charman and H o w e s (2001)

involved participants reproducing simple pictures in
Microsoft PowerPoint, Bhavnani and John (1997)
observed C A D users completing real work tasks, which
would have imposed higher goal constraints. It is
possible that the presence of higher goal constraints
inhibits the generation of more efficient strategies
and/or reduces the opportunity to use them. Higher
goal constraints w h e n preparing a report or
presentation, for example, might concern syntax and
semantics, and when designing a building they might
concern fiinctionality and aesthetic quality.
Higher goal constraints m a y hinder strategy
generation by changing the user's focus. This is
consistent with the observations of Carroll and Rosson
(1987). They found that people were unwilling to take
time out to read a manual because they were 'endproduct' focused, i.e. their paramount concern was with
completing the tasks at hand. It is possible that
Bhavnani and John's (1997) participants failed to
generate more efficient strategies because they were
focused on meeting higher goal task constraints derived
from the work domain. The focus in Charman and
H o w e s ' (2001) study however was on the method for
which more efficient strategies were available.
In addition, the presence of higher goal constraints
m a y reduce the opportunity to use efficient strategies.
W h e n taking into consideration higher goal constraints,
sub-goals tend to be smaller, and so strategies that
exploit the iterative power of the computer package are
not as beneficial. W h e n working with higher goal
constraints computer users m a y generate strategies that
are efficient given the sub-goal structure of the task, but
which appear inefficient w h e n viewed from the
perspective of the end product. E.g. It is possible to
imagine an efficient w a y of drawing a given floor plan,
but w h e n a person is designing a plan they do so
interactively, using the device as repository for partial
solutions.
While, substantial efforts have been m a d e to model
strategy change (e.g. Shrager and Siegler, 1998), these
models do not address the issue of when people deploy
strategy generation mechanisms. These models instead
have addressed details of the mechanisms by which
n e w strategies are generated from existing strategies.
For example, Crowley, Shrager and Siegler (1997)
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proposed that people use both a meucognitivc and an
associative mechanism. The metacognitive mechanism
is of particular interest here because it requires
deliberate and resource intensive problem solving. Our
interest in this paper is in the extent to which higher
goal constraints moderate ability or opportunity to
beneficially deploy metacognitive problem solving.
W e predict that there will be a negative impact of
higher goal constraints on the generation of efficient
strategies. In the following experiment, whether or not
participants had a higher level goal to meet was
manipulated. The higher-goal task was to design the
layout of a computer room and study space. In the nohigher-goal task participants copied and pasted an
equivalent number of computers and desks into a large
blank area. To complete the tasks a range of strategies
varying in efficiency, with the same component
procedures, could be used. Participants could copy and
paste just one item (a computer or a desk) at a time, or
could copy and paste multiple items at once. Previous
experience and strategic knowledge were also examined
as factors affecting strategy generation.
Method
Participants
Twenty-four undergraduates w h o were regular
computer users, ranging in age from 18 to 26, took part
in the experiment for 1 Yz hours of course credit or for
payment of £6. All participants were given the same
amount of credit or payment to take part in the study,
no matter h o w long they took, in order to encourage
efficient completion of the tasks.
Design
The study involved three between-subjects factors. The
first was task type. In one condition participants were
given a higher goal, where they were asked to design
the layout of a computer classroom and a study area
(see Appendix I). This higher goal gaveriseto several
design constraints that determined the manner in which
the desks and computers could be arranged. The goal
for these participants was to take into consideration the
constraints outlined and also to consider the best use of
space. In another condition participants did not have a
higher goal in mind, they were asked to copy and paste
an equivalent number of computers and study desks
into a large blank space. A median split (over both task
type conditions) on two pre-test measures, experience
and strategic knowledge, created two more between
subjects factors.
Procedure and Materials
The participants completed an informed consent form
and then a short online spatial IQ test (Crampton and
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Jerabek, 2000), which consisted often questions, giving
a score out of 100. Participants were then asked to
complete a short questionnaire that asked about prior
experience with Microsoft PowerPoint, as well as other
software packages with drawing ftinctions and
Microsoft Word.
The tuition phase was then
completed, which ensured that the participants mastered
basic drawing skills (drawing, moving, altering, fencing
to select, copying and pasting a single shape). The
participants were informed that they should only use
functions identified in the tutorial stage. These
included fencing, copying and pasting, but, for
example, excluded duplication and grouping.
After the tuition phase the participants completed an
open-ended questionnaire designed to assess knowledge
about the device. Ten questions relevant to the key
concepts particular to working with more than one item
at a time were included. Five questions related to
fencing multiple shapes with space between them and
five related to the manipulation of multiple shapes.
The participants then completed a pre-test stage
where they were asked to draw eight 2-shape items in
as few moves as possible (Figure 1). The strategy used
by the participant was coded and scored (1-7) according
to the relative efficiency of the strategy based upon the
coding framework outlined in Charman and H o w e s
(2001). For example, participants were given a score of
1 if they drew each shape one by one, and a score of 7 if
an exponential copying strategy was used
(exponentially increase the number of items made each
time copy and paste are used). This score was taken as
a measure of strategic knowledge.

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

4^^
Figure 1: Pre-test task.
The main task of the experiment was then conducted.
Participants were informed that there was an online
help facility that they could choose to consult if they
wished (this was availablefi'eelyto the participants and
could be accessed by selecting an open Internet
Explorer window). For the main task, the no-highergoal condition participants were given a key with
sample desks and computers in it, and asked to
reproduce 54 study desks and 148 computers in the
space provided. The participants were all instructed
that they could fence (to select), copy and paste the
computers and study desks provided in the key.
In the higher-goal condition, participants were asked
to plan the layout of a new extension to the Psychology
building (Appendix I). In the proposed extension there
was a study area where study booths were to be placed,
and a computer classroom where computers were to be

placed. Participants were given design constraints for
which visual measures were provided, such as making
sure that there were gangways, access to desks and
space between computers. Although participants were
told that a design could include 148 computers and S4
desks, the task was over when the participant felt they
had finished their design, with the constraints met.
Participants were instructed to complete the task in as
few moves as possible. Finally participants filled in
another device representation questionnaire. Microsoft
PowerPoint 97 was used to cany out the drawing tasks.
Strategies
T o complete the task, several strategies could be
employed. It was possible to work with an individual
shape, as the composite parts of each item (a computer
or desk) were not grouped together. A better way to
complete the task was to draw a fence around one item
and then copy, paste and m o v e the item. A n even better
strategy was to work with more than one item at a time.
In order to do this a participant needed to know that
multiple items with space between them could be
selected at once (by drawing a fence around them, see
Figure 2) and then manipulated (copied, pasted and
moved) simultaneously.
Finally, the exponential
copying strategy allowed very fast completion of the
task. Here the number of copies produced at once
increases exponentially.
Cursor
start point

S

S
End point

Figure 2: Fencing, by using the mouse to click and
drag from the start point and releasing at the end point.
Results
Each m o v e made by a participant was recorded,
allowing a fine-grained analysis of performance. A n
individual m o v e was taken to be either a key-stroke
(e.g. delete) or a purposeful mouse-click (e.g. copy or
select shape). Creating a fence was also counted as one
m o v e (although to do this one must click and drag).
Using efficient copying strategies did save time. The
total time taken was negatively correlated with the
proportion of moves where multiple items were worked
with at once (rs=-0.612, /KO.OOl).
Only three
participants visited the on-line help facility, for less
than forty seconds each, so these results are not
included in the analyses.
For analysis, participants were split into high and low
experience groups based upon the experience
questioimaire data, and also high and low strategicknowledge groups based upon the pre-test strategy
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score achieved. The main analysis used was a between
subjects 2x2x2 A N O V A with task type, experience and
strategic knowledge as factors.
Task Type
Total M o v e s Those in the no-higher-goal condition
(A/=116.8) made fewer moves in total than the highergoal condition (M=323.2) [F(l,16)=51.168, /XO.OOl,
MSE=7916.\], and took fewer moves to make each item
(A/=^.6) than those in the higher-goal condition
(A/=1.9) [F(l,16)»37.444,p<0.001, M5£'=0.4].
Exceii Movei as a Proportion of Total Moves The
fact that there were fewer moves made in the no-highergoal condition may have been due either to reduced
opportunity or to task focus. In order to fiirther
investigate strategy change as a fiinction of opportunity
w e analyzed the excess moves as a proportion of total
moves. For each task type the mean optimal number of
moves was calculated (145 for higher-goal; 46 for nohigher-goal) and subtracted from each participants total
number of moves to give the excess moves. The excess
moves as a proportion of the total moves made was then
calculated for each participant.
There was no
significant difference between the higher-goal group
(A/=0.45) and the no-higher-goal group (A/=0.49) [F(l,
16)=0.363,p=0.555, MSE=O.0S].
Strategy Generation Higher goal constraints impacted
upon h o w soon strategies were generated. Participants
occasionally started to complete the task by working
with individual shapes. Most however started working
with one item (computer or a desk) at a time. A better
strategy was to work with more than one item at a time.
The m o v e on which this strategy was first used was
recorded. The higher-goal condition (A/=197.9) worked
with more than one item significantly later on than
those in the no-higher-goal condition (A/=41.0),
F( 1,16)= 18.729,/><0.001, A/5£= 17227.6.
The final progression in strategy use was to use an
exponential copying strategy. A main effect of task
type on the m o v e when this strategy wasfirstused was
found [F(l,16>=13.820, /kO.01, M 5 £ = 2 1072.3); those
with a higher goal (A/=229.8) generated the strategy
later on than those with no higher goal (A/=8S.2).
However, while in both tasks the earliest opportunity
to use each of the strategies was the same (move 7), the
overall opportunity to use the strategies differed
between tasks. These results m a y therefore reflect
either reduced opportunity or a different task focus.
Experience
At the start of the experiment participants had either no
experience, or very little experience, with the drawing
functions in Microsoft PowerPoint.

Table 1: Interaction between taak type and experience.

Measure
Total time taken to complete the task
Total moves taken to complete the task

High-Experience
No-Higher-Goal
Higher-Goal
1060.S
384.3
279.0
116.0

Low-Experience
Higher-Goal
No-Higher-Goal
1630.7
458.2
750.0
118.0

Performance A median split placed participants in
either a high-experience or low-experience group, based
upon their experience questionnaire score.
A main effect of experience on time taken to perform
the task was found [F(l,16)=18.102, /KO.OOl,
A/5£=57457.4].
Unsurprisingly those with high
experience (Af=696.4s) performed the task faster than
those with low experience (A/=1097.7s).
Highexperience participants (Af=191.2) also performed the
task using fewer moves than those in the lowexperience group (A/=254.0), F(l,16)=9.395, p<0.01,
M5£=7916.1.

/KO.OS] where participants were given a higher goal.
However, this interaction m a y have been due to a
ceiling effect in the performance of the no-higher-goal
condition.
Similarly there was an interaction between task type
and strategic knowledge (see Table 2) for the number of
moves taken to complete the task [F(l,16)=7.544,
/K0.05, Af5'£=7916.1]. Simple effects tests revealed
that strategic knowledge had a greater effect where
participants were given a higher goal to consider
[F.4@Z)/(1,16)=4.509, p<0.05]. However, again this
interaction m a y be due to a ceiling effect.

Strategy Generation More interestingly, experience
had an effect on h o w soon efficient strategies were
generated. There was a main effect of experience on
the move participants fu-st worked with multiple items
[F(l,16)=7.024, p<0.05, M5£=17227.6].
Highexperience participants generated this strategy
(Af=87.1) earlier than those w h o had low experience
(A/= 157.7). Those with high experience (A/= 122.2)
also generated the exponential copying strategy earlier
than those with low experience (A/= 199.3),
/'(l,16)=5.856,p<0.05,A/S'£=21072.3.

Table 2: Total moves taken to complete the task.

Strategic Knowledge
Performance A median split placed participants in
either a high-strategic-knowledge or low-strategicknowledge group, based upon their pre-test strategy
score.
A main effect of strategic knowledge
[F(1,16)=I9.321, p<0.001, A/5£=7916.1] found that
high-knowledge participants (Af= 199.3) performed the
task using fewer moves than those in the lowknowledge group (Af=240.8).
Interactions
There was a significant interaction between experience
and task type for the total time taken to perform the task
[F(l,16)=12.906. /KO.Ol, A/5'£=57457.4] and also for
the total number of moves taken to perform the task
[F(l,16)=7.956, p<0.05, MSE=19\6.\] (see Table 1).
Simple effects tests revealed that where experience was
low, the presence of higher goal constraints had an
effect on the time taken [Fs@a2(l,16)=6.575, p<0.05]
and moves made [FB@a2(l,16)=11.457, p<0.05].
Simple effects tests also found that experience had a
greater effect on time taken [F/<@67(1,16)=8.350,
p<0.05] and moves made [FA@bl(\,\6)=\23%2,
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Higher-Goal
No-Higher-Goal

High-StrategicKnowledge
262.6
72.5

Low-StrategicKnowledge
444.3
139.0

Spatial I Q
A regression found that spatial IQ had a significant
influence on the total niunber of deletes and undos used
by a participant, (P=-0.477, ;K0.05). This suggests that
those with a high spatial IQ perform the task more
accurately than those with a low spatial IQ, and
therefore do not need to undo or delete as often. Those
with a high spatial IQ m a y be better able to plan their
actions, and so make fewer mistakes.
Mental Representation of the Device
The amount of experience a participant had on other
drawing packages had a significant influence on their
first device representation questionnaire score
(P=0.554, p<0.01).
A regression found that a
participant's score on the first device representation
questionnaire ( D R Q ) had a significant influence on the
time taken to perform the pre-test (P=-0.484, /K0.05).
The score that participants gained on thefirstD R Q also
exerted influence on early improvement in the number
of moves made to make each item in the main task
(p=0.611,p<0.01).
From these data w e can suggest that previous
experience allows more accurate hypotheses about the
operation of the device to be developed while the
participant answers the questionnaire.
This
representation then supports the generation of faster and
more efficient methods.

C a s e Study
One case study demonstrated a particularly strong effect
of having a higher goal. Initially the participant had
low device knowledge, but had an average spatial IQ
and previous experience with computer packages. The
participant completed the pre-tcst task very quickly and
used a very good strategy. The strategy used in the pretest involved the participant fencing, copying and
pasting four items at once. However during the main
task where the participant had to design the layout of
the computer room and study areas, he did not use this
strategy or the exponential copying strategy. Instead he
fenced, copied and pasted each item one by one, this
taking him 417 moves (A/=220) and 1465 seconds
(A^880). In this case it seems that the presence of a
higher goal actually inhibited the use of a known and
previously used strategy.
Discussion
W h e n higher goal constraints were present participants
made more moves and generated new strategies more
slowly. Those with higher goal constraints made at
least four times as many moves before generating more
efficient strategies. In addition, those with low strategic
knowledge or experience suffered diminished
performance and took nearly twice as long to generate
efficient strategies.
Our analysis mdicated that the effect of higher goal
constraints was entirely due to the way in which the
design task reduced the opportunity for the use of the
more efficient strategies. Once opportunity was
accounted for, higher goal constraints had no significant
effect on the number of moves made. This suggests that
higher goal constraints might not change the ability of a
user to generate an efficient strategy, rather they may
change the problem such that the opportunity to use
efficient strategies is reduced. Users with a higher goal
m a y have demonstrated adaptivity to opportunity.
A s opportunity could account for the difference in
performance between the higher-goal and no-highergoal conditions, w e found no evidence that a higher
work goal might inhibit strategy generation. W e found
no support for the hypothesis that users become so
focused on meeting higher goal constraints that they do
not concern themselves with the efficiency of the
methods by which they complete the task. However,
fiirther study is required to assess the extent to which
strategy generation might be inhibited by focus on
higher goal constraints when opportunity is held
constant.
W e also found no evidence that higher goal
constraints inhibited users from taking time out to learn
about the device (following from Carroll and Rosson,
1987), as participants very rarely used the on-line help
and all groups concluded the experiment with similar
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levels of device knowledge. More importantly, all the
strategies were composed of the same known
component procedures.
While the rate at which participants generated new
strategies was slowed by a reduction in opportunity in
the higher-goal condition, most participants showed a
marked improvement in the efficiency of the strategies
that they were using as the experiment progressed.
Further, as participants made little use of the on-line
help and did not stop performing the task to explore the
package, the acquisition of device knowledge must
have occurred while the task was being completed.
Together, our results suggest that it may be necessary
to qualify the claim that people are unwilling to take
time out learn (Carroll and Rosson, 1987). Our
fmdings, while laboratory bound, indicate that people
are willing to invest in the generation of more efficient
strategies within the bounds of what they discover
while using the device. They m a y not go to a manual,
but they do think about the way that they achieve tasks,
they do attempt to explain what they observe, and they
do adapt their methods accordingly.
Finally, our findings suggest that Bhavnani, John and
Flemming's (1999) conclusion that people do not
generate efficient strategies without instruction may be
premature.
Our participants generated efficient
strategies within the bounds of what the higher goal
constraints allowed. These findings suggest that it m a y
be beneficial, instead of teaching strategies explicitly, to
encourage strategy generation during task performance.
While Bhavnani, John and Flemming (1999) argue that
strategies need to be taught, it m a y be better, in the long
term, to ensure that users actually generate the strategy
themselves. Evidence in the psychological literature
suggests that there are substantial advantages to selfgeneration and self-explanation (Chi, Bassok, Lewis,
Reimann and Glaser, 1989; Bielaczyc, Pirolli and
Brown, 1995).
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Appendix I: The higher goal task. Participants were required to plan the layout of the computer room and study area
using the items provided in the key.
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Abstract
Categories arc learned in many ways, but the focus of
category learning research has been on classification learning.
In classification learning, the diagnosticity of features is a
primary influence on learning and the category representation.
In this paper, we assess this influence of diagnosticity on a
different means of category learning, inference learning. In two
expenments, each with a different dependent measure, we found
the expected result that classification learning led to strong
sensitivity to the diagnosticity of the features, even to the
exclusion of prototypicality (^en controlled for
diagnosticity). However, inference learners were significantly
less sensitive to the diagnostic value of the features, and were
sensitive to the prototypicality. This result provides fiirther
evidence for the idea that different types of category learning
differentially influence the category representation and
provides a better understanding of inference learning.
Introduction
Categories are critical for a wide variety of cognitive
tasks, such as classification, inference, explanation,
communication, and problem solving. Category learning
reflects how it is that people acquire knowledge of the
categories that will successfully support these uses. Any
intelligent system that extends information firom specific
examples to other related occurrences needs to account for
the processes related to category learning. Thus, developing
an understanding of category learning is an important
research endeavor in cognitive science.
Although categories may be learned in a number of ways,
the focus of category learning research has been on
classification, h o w items are assigned to categories (e.g.,
Kruschke, 1992; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986).
In classification learning, a subject is shown an item, asked
to indicate its category membership (usually from a set of
two possible categories), given feedback on their choice, and
then allowed to study the item before the next item is
presented. Through the learning trials of this classification
task, the subject learns what items go into what category,
thus developing a category representation that can be used
later to answer questions about the category members or to
classify novel items.
Category learning, however, does not just consist of
classification learning. W e learn categories for a variety of
purposes, and how w e learn categories is often tied to these
uses. Category learning is based on not just classification,
but on inference or explanation or problem solving (among
other possibilities). A complete understanding of category
learning requires considering additional category learning
tasks and h o w they influence the category representation.

The idea underlying this research is that different ways of
learning about categories lead to different category
much
representations, and that our real-world representations often
derive from a variety of ways in which categories are learned
and used. Although this notion has a certain intuitive
appeal, only a small number of category learning studies
have examined it.
One category learning task that has received attention over
the last few years is inference learning (Anderson, Ross &
Chin-Parker, 2002; Yamauchi, Love & Markman, 2002;
Yamauchi & Markman, 1998, 2000). In this task, a
classified item is presented with a category feature missing
and the task of the learner is to choose the appropriate
feature for that item. For example, if one were making
inferences about different types of birds, one might be given
a classified bird (e.g., yellow-nimped warbler) with a
number of its features and asked to choose its food
preference. Inference is a critical component of category use.
Since people leam about categories as they make inferences
and receive feedback on their predictions, inference learning
is a natural direction to follow in category learning research.
This task has also been the focus of recent research because
it has m a n y similarities to classification learning and is
formally equivalent to classification if the category label is
treated simply as another feature (Yamauchi & Markman,
1998).
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Diagnosticity
A critical aspect of current theories of classification learning
is the focus on the diagnosticity of the features, how
predictive they are of category membership (Tversky, 1977).
As people leam to classify category members, they leam to
attend more to those features that help to distinguish the
categories (e.g., Kruschke, 1992). In the simple case in
which the categories m a y be distinguished on the basis of a
single feature, all the attention may be focused on that
feature. For more complex cases, the attention is distributed
across the diagnostic features to maximize classification
performance.
Inference learning, however, may not lead to such an
exclusive attention to diagnostic features. In inference
learning, the item is already classified, so the learner can
focus on that category and what feahires occur with
members of that category. This focus on a single category at
a time makes information about the prototypical feature
values more available (Anderson et al., 2002; Yamauchi &
Markman, 1998, 2000). This information about the
prototypical feature values for each category means that the
category representation emphasizes the internal stmcture of
the category, what it is that coheres the members of the

category. This focus during inference learning suggests that
different information about the category would be acquired
during learning when compared to classification learning.
Current Experiments
The goal of the current experiments is to investigate the role
of diagnosticity in category learning with two different
category learning tasks, classification and inference. Based
on a large body of previous research, w e expect that
diagnosticity will be the primary influence in classification
learning. Thus, the question of most interest is h o w
inference learning is affected by feature diagnosticity (versus
the internal structure of the category). The hypothesis is that
inference learning will not lead to as strong an influence of
diagnosticity as does classification learning. This
hypothesis is of importance for two reasons. First, it
questions a major assumption of current models of category
learning, that the diagnosticity of features is the most
important determinant of category learning. Second, it helps
to provide a further understanding of another type of
category learning, inference learning.
W e used a c o m m o n category structure, family
resemblance, as shown in Table 1. In this structure, the
prototype is chosen and the learning items from that
category consist of items that are similar to the prototype,
though they may be different from one another. In the
experiments reported here, all the learning exemplars match
the prototype on all but one of the features.
The diagnosticity of the features is manipulated by
varying the overlap of the prototypes. With this
manipulation, to be described in detail for each experiment,
w e could separately vary the prototypicality of the item
(i.e., h o w similar it w a s to the prototype, reflecting the
internal structure) and the diagnosticity of the features (in
terms of h o w predictive they were of category membership,
reflecting the relation of the two categories).
Based on results from previous studies, w e can anticipate
some of the results of these experiments. Classification
learners should show a strong effect of diagnosticity, but
not prototypicality. W e also know the inference learners
should show a sensitivity to prototypicality. The question
remains to be answered as to whether the inference learners
will show any effect of diagnosticity. If they do show a
sensitivity to diagnosticity, it should be significantly less
than that of the classification learners.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated the influence of diagnosticity on
classification and inference learning with a forced-choice test
at transfer. The critical test trials varied the diagnosticity
and typicality to examine the influence of the learning
conditions. The categories learned were fictional "bugs".
The manipulation of diagnosticity as a function of
prototype overlap can be seen in Table 1. The target
category is the one on the left, the Deegers (prototype
11111, indicating a particular set of values for each of the
five binary dimensions). Along with this category, subjects
either learned the Lokads (prototype 00011) or the Koozles
(prototype 11000). Those features c o m m o n to both
prototypes are not diagnostic because they do not help one

Table 1: Category Structure for Experiment 1.
Lokad

Koozle

Learning
Exemplars

11110
11101
11011
10111
01111

00010
00001
00111
01011
10011

11001
11010
11100
10000
01000

Prototype

11111

000II

11000

to determine category membership. A s can be seen, both
contrast categories overlapped Deegers on two features, but
two different features. Thus, for subjects learning Deegers
and Lokads, the last two features were not diagnostic,
whereas thefirsttwo were not diagnostic for the subjects
learning Deegers and Koozles. B y varying the test features
for Deegers, w e can determine the extent to which
diagnosticity is being used, as described shortly.
Method
Design There were two learning conditions, classification
learning and inference learning. Within each learning
condition half of the subjects learned about Deegers and
Lokads, and the other half learned about Deegers and
Koozles. The position of the bug attributes within the
category structure was balanced across subjects. This
resulted in a total of ten experimental groups. Within the
study and transfer blocks, items were randomly presented.
Subjects Fifty undergraduates fi-om the University of
Illinois participated for either course credit or pay. Ten
subjects w h o did not meet the learning criterion (two
classification, eight inference) were replaced.
Materials The materials were drawings of "bugs" labeled
Deegers, Lokads or Koozles (see Figure 1). These bugs
varied along the binary attributes of their antenna, legs, tail,
body coloring and eyes.
Each subject learned two categories, the target category
(Deegers) and one of the two non-target categories (either
Koozles or Lokads). The abstract structures for the three
categories can be found in Table 1. Each of the non-target
category prototypes overlapped with the target category
prototype on two features. The features that overlapped were
Figure 1: Example Prototypes for Bug Categories in
Experiment O n e

n
Deeger
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Lokad

Koozle

not predictive of category membership as they occurred
equally often in each category. The remaining three features
were diagnostic in that they occurred 8 0 % of the time with
one of the categories. Whether a particular feature w a s an
overlap or diagnostic feature depended on which of the two
non-target categories was learned with the Deeger category.
For example, the Deeger specified by 11110 was seen by all
subjects during learning. For a subject that learned the
Lokad category along with the Deeger category, the first
feature w a s a diagnostic feature, in that it w a s consistent
with the Deeger prototype but not the Lokad prototype. For
a subject that learned the Koozle category along with the
Deeger category, the first feature was an overlap feature
because it occurred in both the Koozle and Deeger
prototypes. This design of the category structures allowed
the same item to vary in terms of its diagnosticity between
subjects, depending only on the category set learned, while
the item prototypicality remained constant.
Table 2 specifies the terminology used to describe the
bugs. The bugs varied on two dimensions, their relation to
the category prototype (prototypicality) and the number of
diagnostic features maintained. Along the first dimension,
there were three possible levels: prototype, typical and
atypical, which indicated whether there were 5, 4, or 3
features consistent with the prototype. For the second
dimension, the item could maintain 1, 2, or 3 of the
diagnostic features. For a subject that learned the DeegerLokad combination, 11110 would be a typ3 Deeger: it is
typical because it has four features consistent with the
prototype 11111, and it has a diagnosticity of 3 because it
has all three of the diagnostic features for Deeger (111~).
However, for a subject that learned the Deeger-Koozle
combination, 11110 would be a typ2 Deeger: again it is
typical because it has four of the prototype features, but n o w
it only has 2 of the diagnostic features (—111).
The study items were the five typical bugs for each
category being learned. For the classification subjects, these
bugs were always seen complete. In the inference condition,
the bugs were missing one feature that was consistent with
the prototype. The inference subjects also saw the two
possible features that were choices for the missing feature.
The transfer items were pairs of bugs from a given
category. There were two critical types that allowed an
examination of the influence of diagnosticity: typ/typ and
typ/atyp items. The six typ/typ transfer items were pairs of
bugs that were matched in prototypicality (boA were
typical) but varied in the number of diagnostic features. O n e
of the bugs in the pair would be a typ2, while the other was
a typ3, the specification being dependent on which category
Table 2: Abbreviations for Items
# of Prototype
Consistent Features
Proto
Typ3
Typ2
Atyp3
Atyp2
Atypl

5
4
4
3
3
3

# of Diagnostic
Features Maintained

3
3
2
3
2
1
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set had been learned. The typ/atyp pairings varied both in
terms of h o w many features were consistent with the
category prototype and the number of diagnostic features. O f
the six typ/atyp transfer items, three of the pairs consisted
of a typ2 and an atyp3. These transfer items pitted typicality
to the category prototype against the diagnosticity of the
features. The other three pairs consisted of a typ3 and an
atypl. For these pairs, both typicality and diagnosticity
were in agreement as to which bug was the better category
member. The content of the typ/atyp pairs was also
dependent on the category set learned; the typ2/atyp3 pair
for someone w h o learned Deeger-Koozle was the typ3/atypl
pair for someone w h o learned the Deeger-Lokad set, and
vice-versa. The critical typ/atyp pairs are the typ2/atyp3, but
the typ3/atypl pairs allow full counterbalancing of items.
There were nine additional filler transfer pairs in the
Deeger task, as well as 12 pairs for the other category that
did not address the issues of interest.
Procedure Subjects were given verbal instructions prior to
the study phase. All subsequent instructions and reminders
appeared on the computer screen. Learning and testing were
done on Macintosh computers using Psyscope (Cohen,
M a c W h i n n e y , Flatt, & Provost, 1993). All subjects were
debriefed both verbally and with a written statement as to
the general intent of the experiment.
In the classification condition, subjects saw a bug
presented in the center of the screen. Subjects indicated
which category they thought the bug belonged to by
pressing the " D " key for Deeger, the " K " key for Koozle or
the " L " key for Lokad. Feedback was given as to whether
the choice was correct or incorrect, and the subject was
shown the bug again along with the correct n a m e to study.
This study time was self-paced. The learning phase
continued for a m i n i m u m of four blocks, ten exemplars per
block, until the subject was able to correctly identify nine of
the ten bugs within a block.
In the inference condition, the subjects were presented
with an incomplete bug (one of the five attributes was
absent from the bug picture) centered on the screen. The
category label was presented to the left of the bug, and the
two possible features for the missing attribute were
presented on the right side of the screen, one above the
other. The subject indicated a choice by clicking the mouse
on one of the two features. The position of the correct
feature was randomized across learning trials. Feedback was
given, and self-paced study time was allowed. The learning
criteria were the same as in the classification condition.
Following learning, all subjects completed the same
forced choice test. N o feedback was given to the subjects
during the transfer phase. Each subject completed the target
(Deeger) testfirst.Subjects saw two possible Deegers on the
screen, one centered on theright-handside of the screen and
the other centered on the left-hand side of the screen. Below
the pictures appeared the question, "Which of these bugs is
mostfypicalof a Deeger?" Once the subject clicked on one
of the pictures, a box appeared around the choice and the
prior question was replaced by " H o w confident are you of
your choice?" along with a number scale going from one
(guessing) to seven (very sure). T h e subject clicked on a

Table 3: Category Structure for Experiment 2

number to indicate his or her confidence. O n c e the target
category transfer was completed, the subject was informed
that the same type of questions would be asked about the
other bug category. The procedure for the non-target
category tnuufer was identical.

Deeger Lokad

Koozle Himlit

Learning
Exemplars

11110
11101
11011
10111
01111

00010
00001
00111
01011
10011

11001
11010
11100
10000
01000

10100
10111
10001
11101
00101

Prototype

11111

00011

11000

10101

Results and Discussion
For the typ/typ transfer items, the mean proportion of
choice for the typ3 Deeger was calculated. Also, the m e a n
confidence scores were determined; confidence scores when
selecting the typ2 were multiplied by -1 (no preference
between the bugs would result in a mean confidence of
zero). These results examine h o w important the
diagnosticity was to each condition when the prototypicality
is held constant. The classification learners chose the bug
with more diagnostic features well above chance (m = .79),
t(\9) = 4.74, p < .01, while the inference learners did not
(m = .56), r(19) < 1. These results are also reflected in the
group confidence ratings. The classification learners'
confidence rating (m = 3.44) was significantly greater than
0, r(I9) = 5.38, p < .01, while the inference mean
confidence rating (m = 0.70), was not, ^(19) = 1.22, p >
.10. The proportion of the classification learners w h o chose
the typ3 bug over the typ2 bug w a s significantly greater
than the proportion of inference learners, f(38) = 2.70, p <
.01. The mean confidence score of the classification learners
was also significantly different from the score of the
inference learners, f(38) = 3.19,p< .01.
For the typ/atyp items, the mean proportion of times the
typical Deeger was chosen over the atypical Deeger was
determined. The mean confidence rating was calculated by
multiplying the confidence scores when choosing the
atypical bug by -1. O f interest are the bug pairs that pitted
typicality against diagnosticity, the typ2/atyp3 pairs;
choosing the typ2 bug meant that overall typicality to the
prototype was of primary importance while choosing the
atyp3 bug indicated that diagnosticity was driving the
decision. The classification learners chose the typ2 bug (m
= .35) marginally less than the inference learners (m = .57),
f(38) = 1.81, /> < .10. However, the mean confidence score
for the classification learners (-2.22) was significantly lower
than that of the inference learners (0.76), r(38) = 2.49, p <
.05.
For both transfer measures, the typ/typ and typ/atyp
items, the classification learners showed significantly more
dependence on diagnostic information than the inference
learners when making decisions about the category
members. In the typ/typ measure, the inference learners did
not show an influence of diagnosticity. The typ/atyp results
are more difficult to assess in this regard since there is no
clear baseline to compare performance to. These results
show a clear difference in the role of diagnosticity for the
two different types of category learning.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 examined the same issues, but had three
differences from Experiment 1 to increase generality and the
number of critical observations. First, during transfer, a
typicality rating task was used rather than a forced-choice
task. Second, to allow us to use all the transfer data to test

the hypothesis, w e changed the design so that each category
had a critical contrast (see Table 3). A s before, one subject
might learn Deegers and Lokads, whereas another learned
Deegers and Koozles. However, by adding two more
counterbalancing groups (Himlit and Lokads, Himlit and
Koozles), all the categories had critical test items. Third,
although the items were againfictitiousbugs, n e w features
were constructed.
Method
Design A s in Experiment 1, there were a classification and
an inference condition. There were four possible category
combinations a subject could learn [Deeger-Koozle, DeegerLokad, Himlit-Koozle, Himlit-Lokad]. Within each possible
combination, there w a s a balancing as to the order of the
categories presented during the typicality rating task. The
presentation of items within both study and transfer blocks
was random.
Subjects Sixty-one undergraduates from the University of
Illinois participated for either course credit or pay. O n e
subject's data were lost due to a computer error and 12
subjects (five inference, seven classification) were replaced
w h o did not meet the learning criterion.
Materials The materials for this experiment were again
drawings of "bugs" (Deegers, Himlits, Koozles and Lokads)
that consisted of five binary attributes: legs, wing, eyes,
antenna, and tail. Across subjects, each attribute was
balanced as to whether it served as an overlap or diagnostic
attribute. The bugs seen during learning were the five
typical bugs (one feature of each was not consistent with the
prototype) from each of the two categories being learned,
and they were presented as in Experiment 1.
The typicality rating task consisted of 16 bugs for each
category learned. Five of the bugs were the typical bugs
(one inconsistent feature each) which had been seen during
learning. The other 11 bugs were novel to the subject at the
time of the typicality rating task. These bugs consisted of
the category prototype along with 10 atypical bugs, each of
which had two features that were inconsistent with the
prototype. The levels of prototypicality and diagnosticity
were specified as in Experiment 1 (refer to Table 2).
Procedure The procedures during the learning phase for this
experiment were very similar to those in Experiment 1. The
primary differences were that the classification subjects used
the mouse to click on the category label and the study time
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was restricted to two seconds per bug. The learning criteria
were the same as Experiment 1.
Following the learning phase, the subjects were given
instructions on the computer screen explaining the typicality
rating task. During this task, a single bug appeared centered
on the screen along with the question, " H o w typical is this
bug of a [Deeger, Himlit, Koozic, Lokad]?" Underneath the
picture were the numbers from one ("Not at all typical") to
seven ("Very typical"). T h e subject indicated their rating of
each bug by clicking the mouse on one of the numbers.
Results and Discussion
W h a t influences the typicality ratings for the two learning
groups: diagnosticity, prototypicality or both? The short
answer is that the ratings of classification learners were
influenced only by diagnosticity, whereas both diagnosticity
and prototypicality affected the ratings of the inference
learners.
The group means for each of the bug types are provided in
Table 4. The effect of diagnosticity becomes clear w h e n the
column means are examined. Collapsing across the levels of
prototypicality, it is evident that classification learners
showed a large effect of diagnosticity, whereas inference
learners showed some effect, but a smaller one. The
A N O V A supports this interpretation with no main effect of
learning, F(l, 46) < 1, a significant main effect of
diagnosticity, F{2, 92) = 147.87, p < .001, and an
interaction between the factors,F(2, 92) = 13.17, p < .001.
A s can be seen at the column m e a n level (and also within
each row), the loss of a diagnostic feature reduced typicality
ratings almost l.S(ona 1-7 scale) for the classification
learners, whereas it had m u c h less of an effect on inference
learners .
The effect of prototypicality requires a more careful
examination. Collapsing over the diagnosticity levels, the
two learning conditions show very similar row means,
supported by the A N O V A indicating that there is no main
effect of learning condition, F\l, 46) < 1, a significant effect
Table 4: Mean Typicality Ratings from Experiment 2
Classification Learners
N u m b e r of Diagnostic Features
3
Prototype

2

1

5.92

mean
5.92

Typical

5.98

4.39

Atypical

5.88

4.51

2.93

5.02

5.94

4.47

2.93

4.18

Inference Learners
N u m b e r of Diagnostic Features
3
Prototype

2

1

6.06

mean
6.06

Typical

5.24

4.98

Atypical

4.63

4.07

3.66

5.08

5.29

4.37

3.66

4.00
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of prototypicality, f(2, 92) = 102.96, p < .001, and no
interaction between the two, F{2, 92) < 1. H o w e v e r , the
difference between conditions is hidden by the fact that
prototypicality in this analysis is confounded with
diagnosticity as can be seen in Table 4. For classification
learners, within each column there is no effect of
prototypicality. For example, as long as the item has all
three diagnostic features, the rating given by the
classification learners does not depend at all on whether it
has the two non-diagnostic features consistent with the
prototype (prototype, 5.92), just one of them (typical,
5.98), or neither of them (atypical, 5.88). A similar result is
seen with the items that maintained two diagnostic features;
on average, the classification learners actually rated the
atypical items 0.12 higher than the typical items. However,
inference learners show large effects of prototypicality at
each level of diagnosticity. For the test items with all three
diagnostic features, each non-diagnostic feature makes a
difference of about 0.7. The inference learners dropped their
typicality rating about 0.9 w h e n a non-diagnostic feature
was removed from the items that maintained two diagnostic
features.
Thus, in Experiment 2, the typicality ratings of
classification learners were influenced only by diagnosticity,
whereas both diagnosticity and prototypicality affected the
ratings of inference learners.
General Discussion
The diagnosticity of features plays a critical role in current
theories of category learning. These experiments
investigated the role of diagnosticity for two different means
of category learning, classification and inference, and found
an important difference. For both experiments, classification
learners relied on the diagnostic features when making
decisions about category members. Inference learners were
sensitive to both the diagnosticity of the features (although
m u c h less so than the classification learners) and the
relationship of the item to the category prototype. These
results indicate that these two different ways of category
learning lead to different emphases in the category
representation. Yamauchi, Love, and M a r k m a n (2002),
using a non-linearly separable category structure, also found
that inference learners did not show an effect of feature
diagnosticity, while the classification learners did, when
predicting missing features of items following learning.
The results of this study rule out the strong hypothesis
that the inference learners would not be at all sensitive to
the diagnostic value of the features. However, this
conclusion needs to await further research for two reasons.
First, there were only two categories, so the probability that
cross-category comparisons might be m a d e (e.g., about the
internal structure learned by inference) w a s probably m u c h
greater than in m a n y m o r e realistic situations. W h e n w e
learn about items there is normally not such an obvious and
closely related contrasting category being learned. Second, it
is possible that some or all of this influence occurred at test.
For example, the effect of diagnosticity in inference learning
was most evident w h e n the items were less typical category
members. Since these items would have had more features
in c o m m o n with the non-target category, their presence m a y

have prompted the inference learners to consider that other
category (although it was not necessary to do given the
design of the transfer tasks). Again, this seems to be much
less likely in more realistic category situations. It is
important to keep in mind that although the inference
learners did show some sensitivity to the diagnosticity of
the features, it was sometimes tiny and always significantly
less than the classification learners. Despite these
possibilities, it is important that future research more fully
examine how the category representation is influenced by
inference learning.
It is also interesting to consider the classification learners.
Their lack of sensitivity to the non-diagnostic features that
were part of the prototype suggests an extreme focus in the
representation they develop. Other results also point out
some difficulties that arise from category learning based
solely on classification. Yamauchi and Markman (1998,
Exp. 2) found that varying the order of classification and
inference learning resulted in a situation where a block of
classification learning prior to inference learning was not
beneficial (although inference learning prior to classification
learning was). Chin-Parker and Ross (in press) showed that
classification learners were not sensitive to within-category
correlations whereas inference learners were sensitive to this
relational structure. Anderson et al. (2002) also found that
classification learners were less accurate than inference
learners when classifying individual features of category
members. These lines of research suggest that classification
learning may lead to a category representation that is good
at determining category membership of items but is
impoverished with regards to other category information.
The question remains as to why classification and
inference learning lead to such different category
representations. Even though the two learning tasks can be
considered formally equivalent, they impose very different
demands on the learner. In the classification learning task, a
subject is shown an item and predicts the category label
using the available information. If a piece of information is
not diagnostic, such as "flying" when learning to
distinguish birds and bats, it is not important and not
incorporated into the category representation. The current
experiments and formal modeling (Krushke, 1992) have
shown that diagnosticity is the primary concern during
classification learning. As noted earlier, the inference
learning task focuses the learner on a single category,
promoting the acquisition of information about the internal
structure of that category. This would make the inference
subjects sensitive to what are the most likely features given
the category membership. If an item is labeled as a "bird"
and then a prediction is made about h o w it will get from
one tree to another, the correct prediction would most
likely be "flying", and that piece of information is
incorporated into the category representation. Recognition of
the features that distinguish birds from bats is not important
in this situation, so those diagnostic features would not be
made salient.
A major challenge now will be to formalize the
differences that exist between the various means of category
learning and to incorporate that information into a category
learning model. Such a model would be useful for any
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endeavor within the cognitive sciences concerned with
learning from past experience.
In closing, it is important to remember that when w e
learn about categories in more realistic situations, it is by a
combination of different tasks, such as classification,
inference, and explanation. The limited representation that is
developed as a result of classification learning does not
appear to be much like theflexible,dynamic representations
that underlie our knowledge of real world categories.
However, the same may be true of a category representation
that is developed as a result of any single category learning
task. It may the combination of various learning tasks that
creates aflexibleand dynamic representation. To understand
category learning as it exists outside of the laboratory, w e
are going to have to develop a more integrated approach to
category learning (e.g., Solomon, Medin, & Lynch, 1999).
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specifically, comprehension monitoring and regulation seem
especially critical in distance collaboration situations where
Comprehension monitoring and regulation in a distance
a lot of learning takes place from text. Therefore, the goals
learning situation were examined in comparison to individual
of this research are to examine whether distance
learning through an error-detection paradigm. The
collaboration
improves
individuals' con^rehension
collaborative learning condition produced significantly better
monitoring and regulation abilities, as well as the conditions
learning and monitoring. These results were interpreted as the
that m a k e distance collaboration produce effective or
effect ofregulativeinteraction in the collaboration. Then, the
ineffective text comprehension.
^ecific interactions of 3 good and 3 poor pairs were
contrasted to examine their interaction pattern in terms of
Monitoring and Regulation in Collaboration
monitoring andregulation.The results showed that the good
pairs had a higher level of monitoring and regulative
Monitoring and regulation have been considered critical
interaction. Also \^en the good and poor groups successfully
in effective face-to-face collaboration because they help
monitored comprehension failure, the poor groups
learners construct a more coherent understanding. First,
implemented less effectiveregulationstrategies.
externalizing thinking and understanding
through
To understand text, learners need to integrate successively communication might help collaborators better monitor and
regulate their performance (Miyake, 1997) because it causes
encountered information from that text into a coherent and
thinking and understanding to become objects that can be
well-integrated (mental) representation (Kintsch, 1998).
sharable and manipulable between collaborators (Miyake,
According to Kintsch this comprehension process proceeds
1986). While learners working alone are often subject to
in a piecemeal way, sequentially developing a bigger and
self-confirmation bias, learners can benefit from working
more coherent repres^itation. This process tends to be prone
widi peers dianks to a 'checking mechanism' in
to errors such as representation of incorrect information
and/or misrepresentation of correct information due to collaboration (Miyake, 1986) that advances comprehension
monitoring and regulation. Second, the division of cognitive
omissions, inconsistencies, and/or anomalous and unclear
in collaboration (Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, &
processes
text. W h e n these comprehension failures occur, learners
O'Malley,
1995) m a y play a part in improving monitoring
should be able to use metacognitive monitoring to detect the
failures and regulation strategies to repair them and thus and regulation in collaboration. For exan^le, one peer
might take the role of leader, while another peer might take
construct a more coherent understanding of the text in order
the
role of monitor (e.g. Miyake, 1986). In the process of
not to end with a lack of understanding or misunderstanding.
collaboration, m a n y errors m a d e are detected and corrected
However, despite die significance of monitoring and
by partners (Miyake, 1986; Resnick & Sahnon, 1993). Also,
regulation strategies to text understanding, learners tend to
Karabenick (1996) recently showed that learners m a y have
fail to detect their o w n misunderstandings (Markman, 1979),
better
comprehension monitoring after receiving questions
ignore incorrect information (Otero & Kintsch, 1992), and
from coleamers. Third, comprehension monitoring and
overestimate their o w n understandings (Glenberg,
regulation could be easily implemented when peers have
Wilkinson, & Epstein, 1982) and capabilities (Presseley &
conflicting
perspectives. A s Piaget's socio-cognitive
Ghatala, 1990). Learners are too often satisfied with dieir
conflict dieory suggests, collaborating individuals with
faulty understanding to challenge given tasks and hence fail
different understandings of the same task m a y advance their
to trigger regulation processes. Accordingly, various efforts
understanding
in the process of resolving dieir differences.
such as metacognitive strategy training, setting u p explicit
Fourth, regulating comprehension problems seems
comprehension goals, or self-generating feedback have been
fundamental to collaboration processes because the
m a d e to improve learners' comprehension.
regulation process in collaboration m a y be activated
Considering that effective learning often takes place in
automatically (Schegloff, 1991), and incorrect elements of
social settings, and that individual learners' comprehension
their representation might Uien be fixed through
could be affected b y their peers' comprehension, it seems
conununicative interactions such as engaged discussion
worthwhile to examine comprehension monitoring and
(Kruger, 1992), elaboration or argiunents (van Boxtel, van
regulation in collaborative learning situations. M o r e
Abstract
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der Linden, & Kanselaar, 2000), or other repairs (Lumpe &
Staver, 1995).
Because collaborating learners m a y have higher chances
of monitoring (detecting that there might be something
wrong) and of regulation (knowing what could be correct
knowledge), it might be straightforwardly expected that
collaborating learners will have better comprehension than
isolated learners. However, when distance between learners
is involved in learning, the above inference seems
complicated because people working together at a distance
report various kinds of difficulties that seem to deteriorate
collaboration. First, the lack of nonverbal communication
cues in distance communications m a y torture clear
communications (Armstrong & Cole, in press) that help to
manipulate thinking. Second, distance learners have
difficulty in grounding communications and spend a long
time doing so (Kiesler, Siegel, McGuire, 1984). Third, some
studies report that cognitive conflicts are not only well
detected (Armstrong & Cole, in press), but also rather
emotionally charged with no easy method of cognitive
resolution. Finally, anonymous individuals w h o are placed
in group distance learning situations tend to be less
supportive of each other because of low perceptions of
group cohesion and conformity.
Therefore, one could propose the following model of
effective distance collaboration. W h e n comprehension
failures occur, they should be detected. If not, the failures
might end up with non- or mis-comprehension. Once the
failures are detected, they should be repaired. If not, the
failures also might lead to non- or mis-comprehension. T o
test the model, w e hypothesized that if interactions between
individuals working at a distance (e-Pairs) are sufficiently
effective, they will be better than the individuals working
alone (Singles) in learning scores because of better
comprehension monitoring and regulation and that good ePairs will be better than poor e-Pairs in comprehension
monitoring and regulation.
Method
Comprehension monitoring and repairing during distance
collaboration was compared to monitoring and repairing
during individual learning. Unlike typical face-to-face
collaboration studies that emphasize ecological validity, w e
wanted better experimental control and a wider range of
data.
Participants. Sixty-nine undergraduates (Male = 27,
Female = 42) taking introductory psychology courses
volunteered in this study. All the participants received
course credits for participation. Thefirstlanguage of all the
subjects was English. They all reported that they had
experience using chatting interfaces on the internet and were
familiar with these interfaces. Randomly, thirty-seven of
them were assigned to an individual learning condition
(Singles: male=15, female=22) and the other 32 to the
collaborative learning condition (e-Pairs: male=12.
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femaie='20). All e-Pairs participants were randomly paired
with a same sex partner. O n e pair w a s removed from the
data analysis because of a problem with the interface.
Materials. Two expository texts about theories of
knowledge representation were used. O n e text concerned
symbolism and the other connectionism. T h e text content
was selected because undergraduate students were not
familiar with these theories of representation, and this
allowed us to minimize the pre-knowledge effect and
maximize the purity of comprehension monitoring and
regulation strategies. Each text consisted of 15 sentences
and had two versions: Consistent and inconsistent
Following M a r k m a n (1979)'s error-detection paradigm,
inconsistent versions had contradictory or inconsistent
information at the 5*, lO"" and 15* sentences. For example,
the first five sentences used in the symbolism text were (1)
O n e of the major theories about representation is called
symbolic representation. (2) The symbolic representation
view is that the h u m a n mind represents information as a
language-like or symbolic form. (3) Because most of us
think and all of us write linguistically, w e tend to couch our
ideas in symbols like a natural language form. (4) W e can
understand thought, belief, problem solving in a languagelike symbolic form. (5c) Thus, in this view, symbols
(roughly, words) are used to represent information in the
human mind. (5i) Thus, in this view, symbols (roughly,
words) are not used to represent information in the h u m a n
mind. Here the 5c was a consistent sentence, while 5i w a s an
inconsistent sentence. Thus, w h e n subjects came to read the
fifth sentence, either (5c) or (5i) was displayed to them.
Detecting thefirstinconsistent sentence located at the 5""
position was manipulated to be the easiest, that of the
second at lO"* position the middle, and that of the last at the
\ 5 ^ position the most difficult in terms of the amount of
correct representation needed to detect the inconsistency.
Interface. A computer interface (see Figure 1) was used to
manage the experiment automatically, to collect data, and to
provide an environment in which the participants could
work. The interface for the main experiment session
consisted offiveunits: (1) a n e w sentence display unit, (2) a
history window, (3) a monitoring detection task unit, (4) a
comprehension self-rating slider, and (5) an I R C (internet
relay chatting) as a distance communication channel. The
n e w sentence display unit was used for displaying each n e w
sentence. W h e n each n e w sentence appeared, the previous
sentence moved up to be located at the bottom in the history
window which accumulated all the previous sentences. Thus,
the participants could focus on comprehension instead of
memorizing sentences. The distance communication
chaimel was an internet relay chatting interface where each
pair communicated without any verbal and nonverbal
interaction. The individual learning condition was identical
except for not having the distance communication channel.

sessions, they read that they would study, with or without a
partner, two draft texts that might or might not have
inconsistent information. They were also instructed that they
should explain the meaning of each sentence - to
themselves in the Singles or with their peer in the e-Pairs and that they would get bonus credits based on their
performance. Both the pre- and post-test comprehension
questions, and their alternatives about the main tasks, were
completely randomized. In the main task session, all the
participants in the e-Pairs were randomly paired with a
same-sex partner with w h o m they had no interaction before
the main task session. The order of presentation of the two
texts was randomized and the selection of either version was
counterbalanced. Thus, the participants studied two texts but
only one of them was an inconsistent version. In each
episode identified as each sentence level interaction,
whenever a new sentence appeared, the participants
individually
read
the
sentence, performed
the
comprehension monitoring tasks (the detection and selfrating task) with no means of communication. Then they
studied the sentence by explaining the meaning of the
sentence either alone in the Singles or together with a peer
through the distance interaction channel in the Pairs. W h e n
they decided to finish studying, they hit a button to request
another sentence, at which point the communication channel
was automatically disabled. These sentence level activities
repeated until the end of the two tasks. Note that the e-Pairs
were not asked to reach an agreement, did not have an
interaction before the main task session, and only their first
names were shown on the communication channel interface.

Figure 1: Computer interface
Comprehension monitoring task. There were two
monitoring tasks: Detection and comprehension self-rating.
The detection task was to decide whether or not each
sentence was consistent with previous sentences. The selfrating of comprehension was measured with a rating scale
labeled with 0 % , 2 5 % , 5 0 % , 7 5 % , and 1 0 0 % , indicating the
approximate percentage of the meaning that the subject
believed he/she understood. However, self-rating measures
appeared unreliable and were thus removed from the results.
Comprehension regulation interaction coding scheme.
Each episode (the period between the end of one sentence
and the start of the next n e w sentence), was evaluated in
terms of the level of monitoring and regulation quality
exhibited. The conversation levels were coded using the
following hierarchical scheme: 0: off-task - coded when an
episode consisted of task-unrelated things; 1: Checking
answers - coded when an episode consisted only of asking
for and providing each other's answers; 2: Rephrasing coded when an episode consisted of providing answers and
rephrasing the given sentence as their rationale; 3:
Explanation - coded w h e n an episode included integrating,
relating, or generating information to explain answers, 4:
Elaboration - coded when subjects proceeded to elaborate
or clarify each other explanation, and 5: Negotiation coded w h e n an episode w a s resolved with an agreed
cognitive solution. This scheme was hierarchical in that the
higher, the better in comprehension as a continuum from
low level monitoring (Checking answers) to high level
regulative behavior (Negotiation). W h e n multiple levels in
an episode appeared together, the highest one was selected
to represent the quality of interaction of the episode. T w o
coders independently coded two randomly selected groups
for the analysis and achieved a 0.84 inter-coder reliability.

Results
1-1. e-Pairs will be better than Singles in learning
A one-way A N O V A showed no significant difference in the
pretest scores between the Singles and e-Pairs. Another onew a y A N O V A was done with the learning defmed as the
difference between the post- and pre-test scores. The e-Pairs
{ M = A A l , S D = 1.73) were significantly better than the
Singles ( M = 2.62, S D = 1.88) (F(1.65) = 5.13, p = .03).
Finally, the effect size as Cohen's d was 1.02. These results
provided a rationale to conduct further analyses.
1-2. e-Pairs will be better than Singles in monitoring
The detection task performance as comprehension
monitoring was examined (see Figure 2). In the consistent
versions, the e-Pairs ( M = .92, S D = .06) and Singles ( M =
.88, S D = .04) were not significantly different on any
sentence. However, in the inconsistent versions, the e-Pairs
were significantly better for thefirstinconsistent sentences,
the easiest one (5* sentence: for e-Pairs M = .75, S D = .18;
for Singles M = .18, SD=.01) at text 1: F(1.32) = 18.03, p =
.00 and at text 2: F(1.33) = 5.05, p = .02), not for the second
(lO"") and the third (15"') inconsistent sentence.
2-1. G o o d e-Pairs will be better in monitoring

Procedure. Each participant was randomly assigned to
either the Singles condition or the e-Pairs condition. The
participants went through an instruction session, a pretest
session where they answered 20 multiple choice questions
about the main texts, a warm-up session that had two short
texts to familiarize them with the interface, a 2"^ instruction
session that was exactly same as the 1" instruction, a main
task session, and a posttest session. In the instructional
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To examine what mechanisms drive effective distance
collaboration, three good (A/ = 13.3, S D =2.1) and three
poor e-Pairs (A/= 4.0, S D = 7.0) were selected, I (4) - 5.74,
p =.00). This selection was niade after removing e-pairs
where peers had large knowledge differences, to avoid
looking at extreme cases. N o significant differences
between the good and poor Pairs were found in the pretest
scores (Good: M=11.0, SD=2.0; Poor: M=13.0, SEN5.6),
the pretest difference between members in each pair (Good:
M=1.0, SD=.0; Poor: M=1.0, SD=1.0), die mean number of
tums per episode (Good: M=6.7, SD=.3.3; Poor: M=6.4,
SD=5.0), the total time spent per group (Good: M = 52.7
min, SD=15.0; Poor: M=47.2, SD=14.3), and time per
episode (Good: M-1.76 min, SD=.5; Poor: M=1.6, SD=.5).
These non-significant indices formed the baseline against
which to examine differences in the level of monitoring and
regulation quality in collaboration.
"ZBW -

1.0), F(1.178) -= 58.40, p = .00 {see Figure 3). In general, the
g o o d e-Pairs interaction quality w a s around explanation
level, whereas the poor e-Pairs interaction quality w a s
between just checking answer a n d rephrasing (refer to
coding s c h e m e in the m e t h o d section).
2-3. Given successful monitoring, good e-Pairs will be
better than p o o r e-Pairs in regulative interaction.
Before answering the question, w e examined when ePairs had longer conversations, which means they tried to
do something more likerepairing.Based on each individual
decision on the detection task before starting each
interaction period, each episode was categorized into one of
three categories: both members' answers or perspectives
were 'same and correct', 'same and incorrect', or different.
Then comparisons were made between good e-Pairs and
poor e-Pairs. According to a two-way A N O V A (/"(2,174) =
8.2, p = .00) and its Scheffe, the only significant difference
was on the category dimension, especially between the level
different and the others {see Table 1).
Table 1: The mean number (SD) of tums in episode

1lt 2nd 3rd *h 6thfth7th Mh 0th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 16th
Sanunea No.
Figure 2. Comprehension monitoring task performance
Then, the hypothesis that high e-Pairs will be better in
comprehension monitoring w a s tested. There w e r e n o
significant differences at all three inconsistent sentences,
although the pattern looks similar to that o f the comparison
between the e-Pairs and Singles.

Categories

Good

Poor

Mean

Same & Correct

6.3(3.1)

5.7(4.8)

6.0 (4.0)

Same & Incorrect

5.0 (2.5)

6.8 (4.2)

6.0 (3.3)

Different

9.8 (3.0)

8.8 (4.9)

9.2 (4.3)

Mean

6.7(3.3)

6.4 (5.0)

6.5(4.1)

36

1
r
12

22

i;

0

m
1

m

Figure 4: Quality of interaction given successful monitoring

• -P»lri
Figure 3. Quality of regulative interaction in general
2-2. Good e-Pairs will have higher quality of monitoring
a n d regulative interaction than p o o r e-Pairs
Another difference w a s found in the level o f monitoring
and regulation quality in their interaction. T h e g o o d e-Pairs
( M = 2.77, S D = .97) h a d a significantly higher level o f
regulative interactions than the poor e-Pairs ( M = 1.64, S E N
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T h e n w e e x a m i n e d the hypothesis that g o o d e-Pairs will
h a v e higher quality o f interaction {see Figure 4). Regulative
interaction qualities between the g o o d a n d the poor e-Pairs
w e r e c o m p a r e d w h e n they all h a d successful monitoring.
G i v e n the total 2 4 episodes (good: n = 10; poor: n = 14)
w h e r e peers in an e-Pair h a d different perspectives that
signaled there might b e something w r o n g , their interaction
qualities w e r e examined. Interestingly, the poor e-Pairs (A/
= 2.21, S D =1.31) s h o w e d a significantly lower level o f
regulative behavior than the g o o d e-Pairs { M = 3.60, S D =
.52), F(l,23) = 9.95, p = .00. T h e interaction quality o f the
g o o d e-Pairs w a s between the explanation a n d elaboration

the good e-Pairs interaction quality was around the
explanation level, whereas the poor e-Pairs interaction
quality was between just checking answer and rephrasing.
Another interesting finding was from the comparison
when both the good e-Pairs and the poor e-Pairs had
successful monitoring. The poor pairs' regulative
interactions were not highly activated even though their
comprehension problems were monitored explicitly, while
the good groups tended to indulge in higher level of
regulative interaction.
Therefore, the results can be interpreted as supporting the
claim that participants in distance collaboration benefit from
collaborative interaction by improving their detection of
comprehension failures, and implementing repair processes
through regulative interaction. Also, the results support the
research model that states that when comprehension failures
or cognitive conflicts happen they should be detected and
repaired to achieve correct comprehension or learning.
Thus, the model explains w h y some research on cognitive
conflict finds increased learning while other research does
not. A s the model states, cognitive conflicts do not
necessarily result in learning unless the conflicts are
detected and resolved. In this experiment, no case was found
to reach a cognitive resolution coded as negotiation. Instead,
a lot of cases ended up with social negotiation. Here social
negotiation means that conversants agree to blur their
conflicts without reaching a clear resolution, as seen in the
example conversation from the good e-Pair. Interestingly,
there was also no instance of flaming, which is frequently
reported in distance collaboration studies.
The so-called 'checking mechanism' (Miyake, 1986) m a y
be a key for suppressing self-confirmation bias that m a y be
dominant in solo learning. Self-confirmation bias is a
tendency to stick to an ah^ady held explanation rather than
developing alternative explanations. This tendency, when
learning alone, tends to block learners fix)m changing their
representation by suppressing (Otero & Kintsch, 1992)
and/or ignoring (Chinn & Brewer, 1993) inconsistent
information that does not match with their representations.
However, the confirmation bias in a group m a y be smaller,
because groups are better than individuals at rejecting
presuppositions (Gorman, Gorman, Latta & Cunningham,
1984), so long as they entertain hypotheses and alternative
ideas, and consider justifications (Okada & Simon, 1997).
The results of Uiis research are consistent with oAer
research in the collaboration community. For example.
B r o w n and Campione (1986) argued that "understanding is
more likely to occur when a student is required to explain,
elaborate, or defend his or her position to others; the burden
of explanation is often the push needed to make him or her
evaluate, integrate, and elaborate knowledge in n e w ways"
{p. 1060). Also, Forman and Cazden (1994) identified
parallel, associative, and cooperative interaction patterns,
of which cooperative is the highest level - characterized as
constantly monitoring, guiding and correcting each other's

level, while that of the poor e-Pairs was around rephrasing.
For example, the following episode from a good e-pair
shows that w h e n peers had different opinions they tried to
resolve the difference.
l:Lao i put incorrect b/c i had no clue what that was
about
2:Uo sorry:(
3: Cat haha
4: Cat that's alright
5:Uo i just thought that the info sounded like
conflicting symbols
6: Cat it's just saying that by adding another symbol to a
sentence you can m a k e it a fact
7: Cat the sentence is kinda weird
8: Lao oh ok
9:Uo yeah it is
10: Cat m a y b e the next sentence will be about
displacement
11: Lao ok
However, another episode fix)m a poor e-pair shows that
after they checked their answers they did not try to resolve
their conq)rehension failure.

1: Cu
2: Ja
3: C u
4: C u
S: Ja
6: C u
7: Ja

hmm
i wasn't sure about this one
m e either
I chose incorrect
oh, i chose correct, i don't k n o w w h y though...
m e either
oh well
Discussion

Comprehension processes are error-prone because they are
constructive and approximate. Learners need to be error
sensitive to attain error-proof comprehension. In this study,
w e examined the role of collaboration in improving
comprehension monitoring and regulation in a distance
communication situation, a matter that had not been
investigated before. Widi a relatively well-controlled
collaboration experiment, w e first showed that distance
collaboration is more beneficial to learning than working
alone. In addition, performance in detecting contradictory
information is also somewhat better in collaboration.
Therefore, the better learning that occurred in the e-Pairs
m a y be attributed to the process of collaboration.
Furthermore, to examine the role of collaboration in
comprehension monitoring and regulation in detail, 3 good
e-Pairs and 3 poor e-Pairs were examined. The good e-Pairs
were not significantly better than the poor e-Pairs in
comprehension monitoring (error detection). However, the
regulative interaction quality of good e-Pairs' interactions
was generally higher than that of poor e-Pairs. In general,
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work. Additionally, Barron (2000) argued thui after
contrasting a high-achievement group with u lowachievement group, greater monitoring for coordination
between members would result in higher results. Therefore,
collaboration might be an ideal way to improve individuals'
monitoring and regulation abilities.
Finally, some aspects of this study should be noted that
may limit generalizations of the results. One is that this
experiment was highly controlled compared to other face-toface collaboration research. W e tried to separate the
collaboration period from individuals' comprehension
monitoring decision periods, to examine the effect of
collaboration on individual learners' comprehension. Also,
w e tried to remove socially confounding variables. For
example, the participants in each pair did not interact before
the main tasks. Although this may appear to limit the
ecological validity of this study in terms of face-to-face
collaboration, it seems acceptable in terms of e-cological
validity since distance collaboration is often between
anonymous individuals. Also it may provide a cleaner
demonstration of the cognitive effects of collaboration on
learning.
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Abstract
Brain

World
Shepard and Chipman's second order isomorphism describes how the brain may represent the relations in the
world. However, a common interpretation of the theory
can cause difficulties. The problem originatesfromthe
static nanire of representations. In an alternative interpretation, I propose that we assign an active role to the internalrepresentationsandrelations.It turns out that a collection of such active units can perform analogical tasks.
The new interpretation is supported by the existence of
neural circuits that may be implementing such a function.
Within thisframework,perception, cognition, and motor
function can be understood under a unifying principle of
analogy.
Introduction
O n e of the central tenets in neuroscience is that neurons receive incoming spikes, process that spatial or
temporal information, and then pass on the transformed
information for further analysis. Also, neurons that
fire together develop strong connections (Bliss and
CoUingridge 1993). Thus, the neurons represent features
in the input, and connections encode relational context
among features. This viewpoint is analogous to the second order isomorphism by Shepard and Chipman (1970;
below, just S & C ) . However, a problem can arise depending on h o w w e interpret S&C's theory.
The difficulty comes from the static role assigned to
representations. In this paper, the representations and
the relations are given an active role. W h e n working
as a collection, these active units can perform an analogical functioa In fact, a similar active approach has
been employed in previous work, resulting in the emergence of analogical (Hofstadter 1985; Mitchell 2001) or
metaphorical (Narayanan 1999) functionality.' A n important observation advanced in this paper is that the
fimction of active representations and relations are very
similar to that of neurons, and specific circuits in the
cortex and the thalamus can actually implement analogical functions. Analogy is commonly attributed to higher
cognitive faculties only, but it does not always have to
be the case (Chalmers et al. 1992); it m a y be part of a
larger set of h u m a n brain function including perception
and motor function. I will discuss in the end h o w such an
'Analogy and metaphor are closely related in that they refer
to similarities in relations and attributes although the relative
degree in each may differ (Genmer 1989).

s

representation

relation

^

representation

Figure 1: S&C'i Second Order Isomorphism. There are
two objects, one square and one round in the world (on the
left). TTie internalrepresentationsin the brain of these two objects are shown on theright.The vertical arrows represent the
relations between the objects. The two horizontal arrows represent mapping from the world to the brain which is initiated by
sensory transduction. Note: The square and circle on the right
(in the brain) are just there for the ease ofreference.They can
be removed without causing any change in content (this applies
to therestof the figures).
analogical framework can allow us to better understand
the nature of cognition and brain function.
C o m m o n Interpretations
Under second order isomorphism the brain needs to find
the relation between the (1) relations between external
objects and (2) relations between internal representations
(figure 1). S&C's theory seems to be more appropriate in modeling h o w our brain represents the world than
Locke's Isomorphism (Edelman 1998,1999). In physical
terms, w e can interpret thefigureas follows: (1) relation
in the world ( W l ; coincidences in sensory events) (2) arrows from world to brain (B1; sensory transduction), (3)
representations in the brain (B2; afferent connections),
and (4) relation in the brain (B3; lateral connections). O f
these, let us focus on what is available in our brain (BIBS). If w e take for granted the information our sensory
transducers tell us, w e can drop B1 from our discussion
and focus on just B 2 and B 3 .
A n implicit message infigure1 is that two objects are
represented, and some brain process then judges the relationship between the two (the open arrow). Making this
point more explicit, w e can illustrate S&C's theory as in
figure 2a (the diamond box). W e can see that a difficulty
can arise in such an interpretation; something has to perform the comparison function, but this creates an ever
increasing levels in a hierarchical w a y (i.e. higher areas
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Figure 2: C o m m o n Interpretation! of Second Order Isomorphism, (a) A n explicit comparison mechanism is necessary to
judge the relations between the two representations. (6) The comparison box is replaced by a representation of relation. However,
thisfigurestill requires a third-party to evaluate the representation of relation.
judging the output relation in the lower areas). However,
as Hilgetag et al. (1996) noted, it is hard to determine
a strict hierarchy a m o n g cortical m a p s (in this case, between visual areas). Also, as Zeki (2001) suggests, integration of these information m a y be a nonhierarchical
process. Thus, representing something and delaying the
interpretation until later m a y not work very well.
O n e can argue that the lateral connections represent
the similarity relation, not requiring a separate interpreter
(figure 26). However, w e still need something to evaluate (or interpret) the resulting representation. Thus, this
refoimulation just replaces the need for one kind of interpreter with another.

they can represent the spatial relation between the two.
So, let us update ourfigureagain to include backward relational arrows (figure 36). W e can n o w think in terms of
temporal relations only, because spatial relations seems
to be a special case of temporal relations (at least in the
brain).
T h e R o l e o f Active Relations a n d its N e u r a l

Basis
In the previous section, I replaced the representation for
relation by an active relation. W h a t about the representations for the objects (or events)? Representation is an
inherently static term (like a symbol), thus, w e should
take a more active viewpoint and ask what action occurs
A s s i g n i n g a n A c t i v e R o l e to R e l a t i o n
when a neuron detects a pattern in its incoming input,
What can a relation be if it should not be a representa- rather than focusing only on what a neuron represents.
Knowing what representations do m a y be as important
tion? The problem seem to c o m e from representations
as knowing what they standfor.
and relations playing a static role. W h a t if w e assign an
To discover the relationship between things in the
active role to the representations as shown infigure3a?
world,
w e need the motor capabilities as m u c h as w e
In thefigure,I assigned an active role to the relation arneed sensors. Thus, between the world and the brain
row itself, allowing one representation to invoke another.
there must be a backward arrow firom the brain to the
Thus the activation of the internal representation of the
world. The resulting diagram is shown in figure 3c.
square invokes (or turns on) that of the circle, and vice
This addition is crucial in learning the relations in the
versa.
world (O'Regan andNoe 2001). Thefinaldiagram looks
N o w consider h o w can w e use this n e w active relation
(note that it is directional) to describe the relations in the very similar to the basic circuitry in our brain. H o w can
thisfinalfigurehelp us understand the mechanisms of the
world. First, w e have to know what kinds of relations
brain? The key is to understand what is the action taken
exist in the world. There are two basic relations: spatial
by a neuron, no less than to know what it represents.
and temporal relations. Spatial relations are between objects, and they are causally bidirectional.^ O n the other
Active Relations: A Primitive for Analogical
hand, temporal relations are between events, and they are
Processing
causally directional. W h e n one event precedes the other,
N
o w w e have a single active functional unit: a neuron
the reverse cannot happen simultaneously.
that
firesa spike along the active relational arrow as soon
In the brain, action potentials only propagate in one
as it detects a certain input feature. This unit alone cannot
direction along the axon, and the adaptation of synapses
achieve much, neither can a serial chain of such units.
tend to learn causality (Song et al. 2000). Such connecThe true power of this simple unit is revealed when it is
tions are ideal for implementing temporal relations, but
used
in a massively parallel way. This m a y be an obvious
what about spatial relations? If w e pair a unidirectional
line of thought because that is what our brains seem to
arrow from A to B with a reciprocal one firom B to A ,
do. However, it turns out that the collective effort of these
then w e can indeed represent spatial relations with only
simple units can embody a simple yet powerful function
directional arrows. If representations for object A and B
of analogy.
simultaneously activate through mutual excitation, then
W e have to simplify matters to see h o w such neurons
^Note that causal simply means that one event precedes the can process analogy. Let us assume there are six neurons in an imaginary creature's brain inhabiting the world
other in time.
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Figure 3: A N e w Interpretation of Second O r d e r Isomorphism, (o) In this n e w interpretation of S & C ' s theory, an active role
is assigned to the relation arrow. Notice that the I N V O K E arrow is a single arrow, not one arrow going into and another leaving out
of the box. Thus, the rounded box signifies that the arrow actually performs an action. (6) Backward relational arrows are added
in the brain to account for the mutufu, but directional nature of relations. With two relational arrows, both spatial and temporal
relations can be implemented, (c) T h e neural counterparts of (6) are shown. T h e limiting term representation is removed, and the
motor reaction (backward arrow from the brain to the world) is added. Sensory transducers are also explicitly shown.
Word Red Word Oran(e
Onnge
Color Red
Detector
Detector Ocleclor Delectoi
of fruits (figure 4). After the fruit brain experiences the
world o ffruits,it will leara the co-occurrences b e t w e e n
features a n d establish relational arrows as s h o w n in the
figure (arcs with arrows). A l s o suppose that the brain
is partitioned into several specialized m a p areas (or parW o r l d o f Fniits
titions), as in cortical maps. N o w suppose <apple>,
<orange>, and <word-red> were presented to the creaFigure 4: World of Fruits. A brain with object, color, and
ture simultaneously. If w e track the activation, w e can
word detector neurons is shown. The six neurons each respond
see that these detectors will turn on: apple detector,
to
these input features as labeled above. At the bottom is the
orange detector, color-red detector, color-orange detecfruit world, and the thick vertical arrows represent afferent intor, andfinally,word-red detector. These activations are
put. The horizontal arcs are the relational arrows that point to
input-driven. Because the neurons are active, as soon as
their most frequently co-occurring counterparts that have been
they detect what they are familiar with, they send out siglearned through experience. The gray vertical bars represent
nals through therelationalarrows horizontally across the
the partitioning of the brain into separate map areas (from the
cortex. A s aresultof this second order activation, the
left toright,object map, color map, and word map). Note that
word-orange detector turns on, even without input. N o w ,
for simplicity, the word-orange detector connects only to the
here is the crucial moment. W e can ask this question:
color-orange detector, but not the orange detector, i.e. it is a
which neuron'sfiringwas purely cortically-driven? (note
word-color-orange detector, not a word-object-orange detector.
that w e can view this as afilteringprocess). The recortically-driven activations, the answer will be <wordsult of thefilteringis then <word-orange>. The sigred> <word-orange>. However, w e can overcome this
nificance of this observation is that this process is very
problem if w e ask: what are the most cortically-driven
similar to solving analogical problems. The input preactivities in each partition of the brain? Because <big>
sented to the creature is basically an analogical query:
a n d < a p p l e > appeared in the input twice but < s m a l l >
<apple>:<orange> = <word-red>:<?>. The filtered and < o r a n g e > appeared only once, the latter t w o can
cortical response <word-orange> can then be the anb e selected, as well as the purely cortically driven acswer to this query.' Thus, active neurons can perform a
tivities listed above. T h u s , even for derived activities
rudimentary analogical function w h e n the responses are
that are input-driven, those that are less input-driven can
filtered properly.
survive a n d the correct analogical response c a n still b e
However, things can get complicated w h e n combifound a m o n g such activities that are m o r e corticallynations of objects are used as a query. Let us exdriven within each partition (or area). N o t e that <colortend the creature's feature detectors to include cono r a n g O also survives the filtering, but w h a t is m o r e imcepts of small and big (not shown in the figure).
portant here is that a simple filtering process as described
above c a n generate a small subset o f potential answers
Then w e can allow the creature to learn the reto analogical queries. Although the simple analogical
lations again.
W e can then present an analogiquery presented above has a straight forward answer, in
cal query like this: <big><apple>:<small><apple>
more complex analogical problems, there can be multi= < b i g > < o r a n g e > : < ? > . In this case, if w e follow the
ple answers depending on the interpretation (Hofstadter
same steps as above w e c o m e across a problem. Beand Mitchell 1994; Mitchell 2001).
cause the answer w e expect (i.e. <small> <orange>)
In this section, I have shown that active neurons that
ab-eady appeared in the query, if w e look for purely
detect input features and establishrelationalcontexts can
collectively perform a rudimentary analogical fiinction.*
^Therc is an issue of how the presence of <word-rcd> can
^Analogical tasks can become much more complex than the
affect the outcome at all. This problem will be discussed later
ones shown here. The example in this paper is decidedly simple
in the discussion section.
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how such patterns can encode feature co-occurrence and
h o w they can dictate the performance of the model (Choe
200 l;Gcislcretal. 2001).
CORTEX
For filtering, a separate mechanism is necessary. In
the thalamo-cortical loop, there exists a massive feedback from the cortex to the thalamus and an inhibition
mechanism within the nucleus reticularis thalami (nRt)
"HITE MATTER
on
the surface of the thalamus (Mumford 1995). This
Thalamus
particular architecture has been thought to be involved
in the analysis and synthesis of n e w memories ( M a c K a y
1956), active blackboard (Harth ct al. 1987; M u m f o r d
1995), global workspace ( N e w m a n et al. 1997), and finally, generating attention and consciousness (Crick and
Koch 1990). It turns out that these feedforward and feedINPUT.1
back connections from nRt to the cortex together with
12INPUT-0
no input
preeent
the nRt inhibitions can filter the feedback from the corFigure 5: Analogical Filtering in the Thalamus. The diatex to promote the most cortically-driven feedback, i.e.
gram shows a simphfied thalamo-cortical loop that can perform the analogical answers. Let us first see h o w the purely
analogical completion and selection and then propagate the secortically-driven activities are selected (figure 5). In the
lection back to the cortex. All connections shown are based
thalamus, ascending fibers (Tl to C I ) branch out and
on known anatomy of the thalamus and the cortex (Mumford
excite the inhibitory nRt neuron R l (Tl to R l ) . W h e n
199S). II and 12 are input fibers, Tl and T2 are thalamic rethe feedback from C I to Tl comes back, it branches and
lay cells, and Rl and R 2 are inhibitory nRt cells. CI, C2, C3,
stimulates R l . A s a result, if the descending feedback
and C 4 are cortical neurons (each is a set of neurons ranging
had a matching ascending signal, the inhibition Tl remultiple layers in a single cortical column). The neurons are
ceives is twice as high as other neurons in the thalamus
either excitatory (+) or inhibitory (-), and the arrows are axons
that are activated by purely cortically-driven feedback
(pointing in the direction of action potential propagation). The
(i.e. that of T2). If the synaptic weights are appropriate
number»l labels on each arc show the activity being carried.
(i.e. w t c = 2 and lujR = 1)'. at Tl the feedback will
Black solid arrows are ascendingfibersto the cortex and the
cancel out, but at T 2 the feedback will survive the inhicortico-cortical connections (relational arrows), and gray solid
arrows are cortico-thalamic feedback. Black dashed arrows are bition and be retransmitted to the cortex (the n e w query
inhibitory connections. The diagram shows a scenario when an arrow). Such a surviving cortical feedback, together with
input was presented to CI, which excites C2, and in turn gener- the input stimulus at the next m o m e n t form a n e w anaates the feedback from C 2 to T2, which is then retransmitted to logical query to the cortex, and the same process is repeated. That is, C 2 elicits activities in C3, and in turn C 4
the cortex as a new query (ascending thick black arrow). The
selection decision for further propagation to the cortex depends through the thalamo-cortical loop (note that they can be
quite far away). For the selection of the most cortically
on the relative excitation and inhibition T1(T2) receive from
C1(C2) and R1(R2). O n therightof C2 (dotted) in the cor- driven feedback, the mutual inhibitions in the nRt layer
(e.g. between R l and R 2 ) m a y disinhibit (inhibiting an
Butisdoes
the brain function
such a way?
In fact,Note
an
tex
die subsequent
cascade ofinanalogical
completions.
exacttocircuit
that m areciprocal
y be implementing
function
that
avoid clutter,
coimectionssuch
in theacortex
are not inhibitory neuron results in less net inhibition at the target; figure 5) each other and allow the more cortically
exists in the brain.
shown.
driven feedback to go back to the cortex, even w h e n all
Neural Basis of Analogical C o m p l e t i o n a n d
current cortical activities are input driven.
Filtering
Discussion
Two basic mechanisms are needed to account for the pro- The neural mechanisms described in this paper can only
posed analogical function: completion and filtering. Beaccount for simple kinds of analogies, and in some case
low, I will discuss h o w the cortico-cortical connections
it can even seem as simple pattern completion. For exand the thalamo-cortical loop can implement these two
ample, <orange> = 7 will result in the same answer
mechanisms.
<word-orange> as in the Active Relations:... section.
Completions m a y be accomplished by the long-range
H o w can the terra <word-red> in the original query afcortico-cortical connections (Mumford 1992). A s m e n fect the outcome at all? For this, I believe that a m o n g
tioned earlier, synapses are strengthened when the presym a n y possible completions, the general m a p area (i.e.
naptic activity precede postsynaptic activity (Song et al.
the partitions in figure 4) that are activated by input gets
2000), thus the connections can implement causal relahigher preference. In this example, the fruit-map, wordtions. Also, specific patterns of connections observed in
m a p and color-map will turn on, thus purely cortical acanimals (e.g. visual cortex of monkeys; Blasdel 1992)
tivations in other general m a p s (say odor-map, etc.) will
show h o w such patterns can implement specific comnot be as salient as that of <word-orange>. Thus, in this
pletion fiinctions. Computational models also showed
'Here, iwyx is the synaptic connection strength from neuron
to clearly illustrate the basic mechanism.
X to neuron Y.
Actlv«tlon

^
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way, the presence of <word-red> can indeed affect the
outcome of the analogical query. A more precise neural mechanism for this kind of selection among areas (or
maps) needs to be investigated further.
Researchers regard the analogical capability as the
crux of high-level cognition (see Centner et al. 2001 for
a collection of current work on analogy). However, analogy does not need to be limited to high-level cognition.
Recent results suggest that analogy may be needed in
perception as well (Morrison 1998), and such an ability emerging in perceptual systems may even be a crucial
requirement for cognitive development (Chalmers et al.
1992). Then it is not unthinkable that motor function also
employ analogy in a similar manner (cf sensory motor
contingency theory by O'Regan and Noe 2001), thus w e
can then start to understand perception, cognition, and
motor function under the unifying fhmiework of analogy.
H o w can such a diverse functionality be integrated under a single framework of analogical processing? Massive connections exist within and across different functional areas in the brain, and the sensory/motor maps
are topologically organized, i.e. nearby neurons are responsive to nearby features in the sensory space (Kohonen 1982; von der Malsburg 1973). Within each map,
the feature detectors and the cortico-cortical connections
learn to encode the relations (Choe 2001). It is possible that cognitive maps also have a topological organization where nearby areas learn to encode similar concepts,
such as semantic maps or episodic memory maps (Miikkulainen 1993). W h e n the sensory, cognitive, and motor
maps are connected in an orderly way preserving their
local topology, analogies can be drawn within and (more
importantly) across different functional domains.
Within this huge number of maps specializing in different tasks, a cascade of multiple analogical completions can be going on in parallel, synchronized at each
moment by the 40Hz rhythm to hold an instantaneously
coherent state (Gray 1999; Mumford 1995). Such a state
can then pose as another analogical query, and the process can repeat. W h e n the cascade reaches a motor area,
behavior will be generated. Memory content may also
enter the analogical cascade, and this quasi-static contribution can prevent the continuously changing input
stream from causing random cascades, thereby maintaining a more goal-directed and stable behavior. Specific mechanisms of how the memory content enters the
thalamo-cortical loop, and how analogies are archived in
long-term memory should be studied fiirther.
Neuroscience research has revealed a lot about perception and motOT abilities in the brain, but understanding
the cognitive faculty still remains elusive. Investigation
into cognitive functions can proceed under the analogical framework, where w e can infer the functionality of
the higher areas by backtracking the connections to the
perceptual and motor areas and study their topology and
analogical links. Specific predictions regarding the layout of the higher centers may be made based on the topology of the lower centers and the connection structure between the two, and experiments can then focus on verify-
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ing these predictions. For example, there are orientation
maps with smoothly changing orientation preference in
VI (primary visual cortex; Blasdel 1992), and there are
object maps in T E (temporal area E; Tanaka 1996) that
also change smoothly (for example, rotation of a head).
The analogical framework predicts that there will be an
orderly mapping from VI to T E that preserve such local
topology across different representation spaces.' Similar mappings may exist between sensory and cognitive
areas, and if such a mapping is found, w e can start to understand the abstract cognitive functions based on concrete perceptual architecture.
The strong connection made in this paper between
analogical fiinction and specific neural circuitry can help
us better understand both. The functionality of the target
area of a neuron can be studied to understand what action occurs when a neuron detects a certain feature in the
input. Such a study can reveal the kinds of relations implemented in the brain, thus providing us with insights
into what kinds of analogies are possible. The mechanisms of neural circuits can also be further revealed by
carefully designed analogical tests in perception, cognition, and motor function, and also in a combination of
these different domains. Different types of unimodal and
cross-modal analogical tasks can reveal how the different
cortical areas are related and how they invoke each other.
In studying such mappings across tasks and modalities,
understanding the co-occurrence statistics of natural signals becomes increasingly important as they may give
us a hint on how the connections are organized in the
brain (Choe 2001; Simoncelli and Olshausen 2001).
Conclusion
In this paper, I analysed the difiiculties that the common
interpretations of S&C's second order isomorphism can
cause in understanding the brain. I proposed an active
role for representations and relations, and it turned out
that collectively they can perform an analogical Junction. A n important connection between analogical function and a specific brain circuit was then established, providing support for the new interpretation. This new viewpoint allows us to understand perception, cognition, and
motor function under a unifying framework of analogy,
and it can help us take a more focused approach in brain
and cognitive sciences.
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Abstract
Short-term performance data from a complex computerized cognitive test called S Y N W O R K l were
examined for age differences in transitory performancefluctuationsin samples of 55 older and 57
younger adults. Profile analysis indicated that the
older adults' performance trajectories were essentially parallel to those of the younger adults', but
with the older adults performing at a consistently
lower level on all four subtasks of S Y N W O R K l .
These apparent age diflferences in level of performance were reduced substantially when a simple
graphical approach was used to examine the performance trajectories. These results extend our
knowledge concerning the nature of intraindividual variability while illustrating again some of the
methodological inadequacies inherent in research
com]>aring age differences in levels of cognitive performance when c o m m o n statistical assumptions are
even mildly violated. The competence of older
adults can be underestimated based on a single
measiu-e of a group mean, thus leading to further
Selection
and selection
eflFects
have
received
a conrisk of missing
important
learning
strengths
of older
siderable
adults. amount of attention from behavioral scientists (Nessehoade, 1988; Nesselroade & T h o m p son, 1995) and still remain one of the obstacles researchers must somehow overcome. T h e primary
concerns, however, revolve around selecting a representative sample of participants from the population of interest (e.g. Cronbach, Gleser, N a n d a k
RAJaratnam, 1972) and valid indicators to represent the underlying construct imder study (e.g. Little, Linderberger & Nesselroade, 1999). These, of
course, capture only two of the ten possible dimensions defining empirical data in Cattell's data box
(Cattell, 1966; Little et al., 1999), namely, the persons and variables dimensions, a m o n g other possible
design configurations. Another relatively familiar dimension of the data box, occasions of measurement,
has also been discussed rather extensively, especially
in comparing the relative merits of cross-sectional
versus longitudinal research design (e.g. Kraemer,
Yesavage, Taylor & Kupfer, 2000). Another kind
of selection effect that is inherent in almost any research designs, but has rarely been addressed, is the
effect of averaging data across participants or oc-

casions of measurement. In a recently published
article, Newell, Liu and Mayer-Kress (2001) question the c o m m o n practice of averaging data across
participants or occasions, presumably to remove the
transient, noise-like changes from trial-to-trial, or
during the 'Svarm-up" phase at the beginning of a
practice session, with the goal of singling out a global
learning trend that is characteristic of all the participants across all the trials. A s suggested by Lamiell
(1981), both idiographic and nomothetic approaches
have their o w n merits in answering certain research
questions. However, when a group mean is used as
the only index of a group's performance, the end of
searching for a global trend in learning does not always justify the means of levelling out the individual
differences in this aspect.
Idiographic suid Nomethetic Approaches
to M o d e l i n g C h a n g e
Over the past few decades, the importance of an
idiographic approach (Allport, 1937; Murray, 1938)
to studying h u m a n behavior has gained increased
recognition. Considerable efforts have been devoted to integrate idiographic and nomothetic approaches in psychological research, thus allowing researchers to capture both the intraindividual variability, and the interindividual differences in various
aspects of h u m a n behavior (Baltes & Nesselroade,
1979). Repeated assessments of the same individual
often yield information on intrtdndividual variability in aspects thought to be relatively stable over
short time-span, such as cognitive abilities and intelligence (see e.g., Horn, 1972; M a y , Hasher & Stoltzfus, 1993; Stigler, 1994), personality styles and other
belief systems (e.g., Shoda, Mischel & Wright, 1994;
K i m , Nessehoade & Featherman, 1996), as well as
other more transient state-like fluctuations in affective states (e.g., Larsen, 1987; Shifren, Hooker,
W o o d & Nesselroade, 1997; M u m m a 2001).
While m a n y researchers are moving away from
performing means comparisons at the aggregate
level, the idea of taking a group m e a n as the unbiased estimator of the group, as well as the population that it represents, is so deeply entrenched in
contemporary data analytic techniques that a m a jority of the between-group comparisons essentially
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involve means. Although it is a well-known fact that
other measures of central tendency, such as the median, might be a better estimator of a group's performance when certain statistical criteria are not met,
or when there are outliers in the data that could
potentially skew the results of one's analysis, most
of the available statistical tests, such as A N O V A ,
are based on means comparisons. Even in cases
where intraindividual variability is modeled explicitly, such as in growth curve analysis (McArdle k
Epstein, 1987; Francis, Fletcher, Stuebing, Davidson
& Thompson, 1991; Meridith & Tisak, 1990), conclusions on intraindividual changes in levels of performance still derive primarily from means. Adding
to these methodological difficulties of capturing representative idiographic information, of course, are
the conceptual difficulties of summarizing the interindividual differences in a way that is helpful for
making empirical decisions. A graphical approach
is a useful supplement to other more rigorous star
tistical approaches, as it helps to depict a summary
picture of both the intraindividual and interindividual aspects of change.
Transitory Changes in Cognitive
P e r f o r m a n c e as M e a n i n g f u l
Intraindividual C h a n g e s

their group means when c o m m o n statistical assumjjtions are even mildly violated. Finally, we present
a simple graphical approach that serves as a supplement to means comparisons at a group level, and an
alternative to summarizing changes at £in individual
level.

Method
Participants
This sample consisted of 55 older adults (36 female
and 19 male), and 57 younger adults (38 female and
19 male). The older adults' ages ranged from 60 to
93 years ( M = 73.73, S D = 7.26), and the yoimger
adults' from 17 to 28 years { M = 19.18, S D = 1.75).
The younger axiults were recruited from the undergraduate participant pool in a southeastern imiversity and were rewarded with course credits for participation in this study. The older adults were recruited from the Charlottesville community through
newspaper advertisements and direct solicitation at
senior centers . Both age groups rated themselves as
in reasonably good health, with self-ratings of health
averaged between average to good (on a 4-point scale
firom 1—excellent to 4—poor, M = 2.27 and S D =
1.00 for older adults; M = 1.91 and S D = 0.87 for
younger adults).

Despite increased awareness of the limitations of usMaterials
ing an aggregate measure to represent a group, the
The cognitive performance of the participants was
same limitations that exist when applied to individassessed using a computer program called S Y N ual data were not addressed as often. Just as a group
mean does not necessarily represent the group as a
W O R K l . The S Y N W O R K l program is a computerized multi-tasking test enviroimient designed by
whole, an individual's mean score is limited in its
own way. The transient fluctuations observed during
Elsmore (1994) to examine an individual's ability
the initial phases of an individual's learning history
to perform multiple tasks concurrently. Figure 1
should not unthinkingly be regarded as "outliers"
shows the four primary tasks that are measmred on
S Y N W O R K l , including a memory task, a self-paced
that ought to be levelled out. Unfortunately, most
arithmetic task that involves using mouse-click to
experimental studies aimed at capturing determinmanipulate the plus and minus panels to adjust the
istic dynamics in transitory learning fluctuations as
sum from four zeros (0000) into the correct siun of
observed during the "warm-up" phase are limited
to studies in the area of motor development (e.g.
two given numbers, a visual monitoring task, and
Adams, 1961; Schmidt, 1982; Thelen, 1994). Inan auditory discrimination task. Points are given
dividuals' cognitive learning curves as reported by
for correct responses and taken away when a task is
some researchers (e.g. Salthouse, Hambrick, Lukas
neglected or performed incorrectly. A n individual's
total score is constantly updated and is shown in the
& Dell, 1996) do in general resemble the learning
curve of motor skills. However, very few studies
middle of the four task quadrants.
have focused on examining the patterns of transiProcedure
tory changes in human cognitive performance £ind
even fewer studies emphasize learning as an ongoing
D u e to the complexity of the S Y N W O R K l program,
refinement of errors in the face of external perturbathe participants were first given a short training
tions.
session during which they practiced the four S Y N W O R K l tasks one at a time, followed by a oneObjectives of This Study
minute session during which they practiced the four
In this paper, we examine transitory changes in indi- tasks simultaneously. After the participants were
viduals' short-term adaptive responses and compare
told to strive for their best possible scores, we began
these responses among adults of different ages. W e
recording their performance data on S Y N W O R K l
also demonstrate some of the inadequacies inherent
over nine consecutive trials, with each trial lasting
in compaxing adults of different ages on the basis of
about one minute.
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subject to a M A N O V A test, the task scores of individuals exposed to the two sequences of difficulty
levels were not statistically diflferent from each other.
After confirming that, a profile analysis was used to
evaluate the differences in level, parallelism, and flatness of the two groups' responses on the four tasks,
with age group as the independent variable.
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Figure 1: T h e S Y N W O R K l program designed by
Elsmore (1994) to test h u m a n synthetic work performance

T o induce some short-term transitory fluctuations
in the participants' performance, w e manipulated
the difficulty levels of the S Y N W O R K l program
throughout the nine trials by speeding up or slowing
d o w n the timing at which each task appeared. During the more difficult sessions, w e also increased the
mmiber of addends for the arithmetic task, and the
number of target letters the participants had to rem e m b e r for the m e m o r y task. This sudden increase
in the difi&culty levels of the four tasks was expected
to induce a small amount of perturbations in the individuals' responses and the individuals' abihty to
adapt to these sudden perturbations was taken as
an indication of their adaptive behavioral patterns.
During a particular trial, the S Y N W O R K l program
was governed by one of three possible sets of parameters w e classified as easy, mid-difficulty, and difficult. T h e participants were exposed to one of two
sequences of altering difficulty levels in the order of

{M, E, M, D, M, E, M, D, M}, or {M, D, M, E, M,
D, M , E, M } , where M represents mid-difl5culty, E
represents easy, and D represents difficult sessions.
T h e total number of correct memory, arithmetic, visual, and auditory responses for each of the nine
trials were used as the primary dependent variables
in this study to determine if the two age groups had
different performance profiles on each of the tasks.
Results
Prior to analysis, the participants' task scores over
nine trials were screened for outliers and departure
from other statistical assumptions. Several outliers
were detected a m o n g younger adults w h o performed
too poorly on the m e m o r y task, older adults w h o
performed too well on the arithmetic task and the visual task, and a m o n g younger adults on the auditory
task due to the restricted range of scores observed
in that age group. These outliers were retained in
subsequent data analysis as they were thought to reflect reasonable range offluctuationsin performance.
N o missing values were observed in the data. W h e n
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T h e descriptive statistics of the two age groups are
presented in Table 1. Consistent with findings reported in the aging literature, the younger adults
were found to perform at a significantly higher level
on the m e m o r y task, F(l,110) = 132.17, p < .001;
the arithmetic task, F(l,110) = 223.69, p < .001,
and the auditory task, F(l,110) = 106.56, p < .001,
as determined by using Wilk's criterion. The visual
task was the only task that did not show significant
difference in levels between the two age groups.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Older and
Younger Adults.

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Memory
Arithmetic
Visual
Auditory

Old

Young

Old

Young

5.77
0.21
70.80
0.81

9.47
1.84
72.22
1.78

2.92
0.60
22.51
0.83

2.20
1.45
21.49
0.76

W h e n averaged across groups, scores on all four
tasks were found to deviate significantly from flatness by Hotelling's criterion on all four S Y N W O R K l
tasks (p < .01 for all). This simply confirmed
that the experimentally imposed perturbations did
lead to somefluctuationsin the participants' performance. There might also be some learning taking
place, as shown by the slight increase in means over
the nine trials. Using Wilk's criterion, however, the
older and younger adults' profiles were not found to
deviate significantly from parallelism, except on the
arithmetic task, F(8, 103) = 2.98, p = .005. The
arithmetic task might be too cognitively demanding
for the older adults, thus causing them to avoid the
task altogether. Aside from this, the two age groups
did not react to the experimental perturbations in a
statistically different way over the nine trials.
Graphical Representation of
Intraindividuai Variability
T h e conceptual difficulties of siumnarizing informal
tion at an individual level can be illustrated using
Figure 2, in which all the individuals' total scores on

z

Trill
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Figure 2: T h e total scores of all the individuals in
the sample.

S Y N W O R K l are s h o w n over the nine trials. Different individuals have their o w n distinct trajectories,
m a k i n g it hard to s u m m a r i z e the performance of the
group as a whole. T h e conventional m e a n s plot (see
Figure 3) m a y b e helpful in providing a s u m m a r y
picture, but could also m a s k important information
in the data. T o further e x a m i n e the performance of
the t w o age groups as captured b y other descriptive
measures, the 10th, 50th a n d 90th percentiles of the
t w o groups' scores o n the four tasks were plotted
and competred using S-Plus' H m i s c library (Harrell
k Alzola, 2001). D u e to space limitations, w e chose
to include only the m e a n s a n d percentiles plots for
the m e m o r y a n d auditory tasks here.
A s s h o w n in the plots in Figure 4, the age differences in performance levels reduced substantially
w h e n the percentiles plots were used to represent
the performance of the t w o age groups ^. W h e n
compared to adults from the s a m e age group, older
adults w h o performed at the 90th percentiles o n the
m e m o r y jind arithmetic tasks (omitted here) were
foimd to s h o w performance that closely resembled
younger adults w h o s e scores were near the m e d i a n
levels of their peers^. Older adults in this category
were observed to m a k e m o r e m a r k e d improvements
on the m e m o r y a n d arithmetic tasks toward the e n d
of the experiment. A similar pattern w a s observed
on the auditory task, except that the relatively well
performing older adults (i.e., the 90th percentile
group), started out with performance trajectory that
w a s identical to the trajectory of younger adults
w h o performed at the m e d i a n level, but after the
7th trial, caught u p to the performance of younger
adults w h o performed at the 90th percentile level
ajid performed at exactly the s a m e optimal level after the 7th trial. T h e younger adults w h o performed
^ W e also plotted the trajectories of younger and older
adults at less extreme percentile levels (e.g. 25th and
75th percentiles). A similar, but smaller magnitude of
reduction in age differences was observed.
^The percentile levels were calculated separately for
each task and each age group.
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Figure 3: T h e means and the 9 5 % confidence limits of the older and younger adults' scores on the
memory and auditory tasks.

at the 90th percentile levels were performing at the
optimal level on the memory, visual and auditory
tasks very early on, achieving the m a x i m u m possible scores during almost all of the trials. Their only
source of improvement in scores derived primarily
from the self-paced arithmetic task, on which their
scores continued to improve throughout the course
of this experiment. O n the other hand, older adults
at the 90th percentile level were observed to have
rather uniform improvements on all four tasks, and
more trials were required before they could attam
the same level of performance the well performing
younger adults could achieve at an early phase.
Another important source of variability constituted by age stemmed from the lack of clear improvements observed among older adults w h o performed
at the 10th percentile level. T h e relatively poor performing younger adults (those at the 10th percentile
level) were able to capitalize on the m e m o r y task
and auditory task as time progressed much better
than older adults of comparable performance level.
Nevertheless, older adults at the 10th percentile level
did demonstrate their own learning strengths on the
visual task—they attained a considerable amount of
improvement on the visual task from trial one to trial
two, and maintained a rather persistent level of performance before a sharp decrement in scores was observed during and after the 8th trial, presumably due
to fatigue and decreased attention span. W h e n the
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Figure 4: T h e 10th, 50th a n d 90th deciles of the
older a n d younger adults' m e m o r y a n d auditory
scores.

plots of individuals from less e x t r e m e percentile levels (e.g. 25th a n d 75th percentiles) w e r e e x a m i n e d ,
similar fluctuation patterns that differed slightly in
levels w e r e observ«l, revealing interesting individual differences in performance fluctuations within,
as well as b e t w e e n different age groups.
Discussion
In this study, S Y N W O R K l was used as an active
interface for capturing the age differences in performancefluctuationswhen individuals were faced with
ongoing external perturbations. A s Jones and Conrad's (1933) quotation of Thomdike's remark put it,
"...individual differences amongst those of the same
age...enormously outweigh differences between ages"
(p. 258-59). T h e c o m m o n approach of comparing age differences in levels of cognitive performance
by using group means inevitably under-represents
the complexity underlying the variability in performance both within and between different age groups,
especially when the two age groups have unequal
variances in m a n y respects. D u e to the lack of a
clear definition of what constitutes a normative representation of the older adults population, the issue of identifying and eliminating outliers becomes
tricky. Results fi-om our profile analysis showed findings that were consistent with those reported in the
literature (e.g. Erber, 1976). Essentially, adults
of different age groups were found to exhibit simi-

lar, significant improvements on cognitive or intelligence tests as practice effects accumulated, but the
younger adults' level of performance was almost always higher than the older adults' on all the measurement occasions.
Using group means and the changes in means
as the sole indicators of the performance of these
older and younger adults might be informative in
its o w n way, as demonstrated by the profile analysis in this study, but fails to acknowledge the differences in performance profiles a m o n g individuals
of the same age group. In fact, the younger adults
in this study, w h o were all recruited from the same
university and were often thought of as representing
a rather homogeneous group, showed different dynamics in their performance fluctuations when the
trajectories of individuals from different percentiles
were compared. T h e trajectories plotted using the
percentiles of the younger and older adults also revealed very consistent patterns in performance fluctuations that reflected our experimentally imposed
alterations in task difficulty levels very accurately.
More importantly, the age differences in levels of performance were reduced substantially when the percentile scores of these two age groups were examined,
revealing some of the older adults' unique strengths
in learning that started surfacing at a relatively more
gradual pace than for the younger adults.
O f course, yoimger adults of the higher ability
group might be encountering ceiling effects on those
tasks from a very early phase. In addition, with
the data from the present study, there is no way
for us to determine whether the high-performance
younger adults will resemble the high-performance
older adults in any w a y when they get older. However, by using a simple graphical approach, w e
presented some of the inadequacies of using group
means as the only representation of the dynamics of
the group as a whole because a researcher m a y risk
bypassing some of the interesting dynamics within
the group by not looking at the results offered by
other alternative methods.
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Abstract

T R A C E model to allowing sequence learning through
the inclusion of multiple cell assemblies.
In recall tasks, increased levels of arousal soon after This article will begin with a discussion of the
presentation time leads to short-term performance that is
Kleinsmith and Kaplan data and some of the theoretical
contradictory to standard memory nnodels. Despite the
problems it raises. Next the MultiTrace model is
fact that long-term recall is excellent in such situations,
presented, highlighting parts of the model directly
short-term recall is poor, worse than in the long-term
relevant to this task. Finally, the original experiments
case. This article presents a model, based upon Hebb's
are modeled in MultiTrace and the results are compared
cell assembly construct, to account for this puzzling data.
to the originals.
The system, called MultiTrace, has previously been used
to model a lexical priming task and was adapted with
Reminiscence
only minor changes for this task.
The learning paradigm used by Kleinsmith and Kaplan
Introduction
was a simple paired-associate task. In the first
The relationship between arousal and short-term
experiment, subjects were shown a word for four
m e m o r y has presented a problem for standard m e m o r y
seconds and then the same word and a number for
models for nearly 40 years. In a pair of studies in the
another four seconds. The recall task was to remember
early 1960s Kleinsmith and Kaplan (1963; 1964) found
the niunber when the word w a s given as a cue.
that while there is a positive correlation between
Changes in galvanic skin response ( G S R ) deflection
increases in arousal and long-term memory, in the were used as the measure of arousal response. These
short-term case the reverse is true. Further, in cases of
changes were sorted into "high" and "low" categories
where arousal markedly increases, short-term recall is
for each subject. In the long-term case (one week),
substantially worse than long-term recall, an effect
Kleinsmith and Kaplan got the results that they
called "reminiscence." Because these results challenge
expected - recall was better for words in the "high"
standard m e m o r y models in which short-term m e m o r y
category. The surprising result was that in the shortis necessarily stronger than long-term memory, they
term cases (2 minutes and 20 minutes) this was not the
have often been criticized, but just as often have been
case, and further, recall in the "high" categories was
replicated (Eysenck, 1977; Wcingartncr & Parker,
worse than in the long-term case. W h e n the arousal
1984; Revelle & Loftus, 1990). T o date, no widely
deflection was "low", the recall curves generated were
accepted explanation has ever been provided to account
what would normally be predicted - short-term recall
for the data (see, for example, Revelle & Loftus, 1990).
was very good but decayed over time (Figure 1). In the
However, more m o d e m views of memory, updated with
"high" case, however, Kleinsmith and Kaplan found
an increased understanding of the underlying neural
that the recall curve was essentially an inverted U
mechanisms involved, can n o w provide a plausible
(Figure 1). T o address criticism of the original study,
explanation of the data. This article presents an
Kleinsmith and Kaplan replicated their work the
existing model that can account for the data in a w a y
following year, but used nonsense syllables instead of
that is surprisingly close to the original account of
words, and got qualitatively similar results.
Kleinsmith and Kaplan.
The model used in this article, called MultiTrace
(SonnUg, 1991; C h o w n , 1994; Forbell & C h o w n ,
2000), is a variant on the cell assembly construct
High Arousal
proposed by Hebb (1949) and later extended by Kaplan,
Recall
et. al. in their T R A C E system (1991). W h a t makes the
cell assembly model so attractive for this task is that,
Low arousal
unlike m a n y other neural network models, cell
assemblies have complex temporal dynamics directly
Log Time
affected by the physiological properties of neurons.
Figure 1: The Kleinsmith and Kaplan data.
MultiTrace is an extension of the single cell assembly
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that enables the cell assembly to effectively hold
information through the reverberation of the loop once
it becomes active. In this w a y cell assemblies are
neural analogs of "symbols." Hcbb's theory was
rejected after early models showed that the recurrent
connections tended to lead to out of control activity
(Rochester, et. al., 1956). This was because H e b b had
cautiously omitted inhibition from his model because
no direct physiological evidence existed for it at the
time. M o r e recently, however, cell assembly theory has
imdergone something of a revival as experimental
evidence for their existence has been found (Amit,
1995) and several models have been proposed that
extend Hebb's original conception (Kaplan, et al, 1991;
Hetherington & Shapiro, 1993; Amit, 1995; Horn, et
al., 2000).

The major question raised by the Kleinsmith and
Kaplan data is w h y recall is so poor in the short-term
case in the high deflection condition. A m o n g other
things, the results would seem to discount the notion
that long-term m e m o r y is just a decayed version of
short-term memory, or that memories transition from
short-term into long-term storage.
Kleinsmith and Kaplan proposed that the neural
circuits involved in the task rapidly reverberated under
conditions of increased arousal and were relatively
unavailable because of that reverberation. They went
on to theorize that this same reverberation was
responsible for the better long-term recall due to greater
perseverative consolidation. This explanation was
discounted due largely to the lack of an accepted
mechanism that could account for the unavailability of
the circuits in the short-term. Kleinsmith and Kaplan
proposed neural fatigue as the mechanism, but this is a
property of neurons that only started to become
accepted more than 20 years later (Ito. 1992; Artola &
Singer, 1993) and was criticized at the time for being
implausible.
Most of the alternative explanations proposed in the
interim involved some combination of consolidation
and interference in conjunction with separate short and
long-term memory mechanisms. N o n e of them were
satisfactory (Revelle & Loftus, 1990), and work in the
area appears to have died out due to the lack of
attractive theories. The model presented here is closely
related to Kleinsmith and Kaplan's original proposal.
The neural circuits in this case are cell assemblies. In
this paradigm learning comes as the result of correlated
neural activity (this is usually called Hebbian learning).
O n e effect of an increase in arousal is to generate
intense and focused activity in the brain (Oades, 1985).
In a Hebbian paradigm one byproduct of intense
activity is that the areas of focused activity experience
more correlated activity and therefore more learning.
A s this activity stretches out over a few seconds it
essentially serves as the m e m o r y consolidation period.
O n the other hand, this intense activity also tends to
fatigue the neurons that have been repeatedly firing.
The net result is that these fatigued cell assemblies
temporarily require an unusual amount of stimulation in
order to become reactivated.

TRACE
MultiTrace is based upon one such model, the
T R A C E (Tracing Recurrent Activity in Cognitive
Elements) model of Kaplan et. al. (1991). T R A C E is
based on the idea that there must be counterbalancing
forces to offset the tendency of cell assemblies to
continually reverberate. The most important of these
forces are inhibition, which provides a mechanism for
selection and for competition with other cell
assemblies, and fatigue which ensures that cell
assemblies do not stay active indefinitely.
T R A C E is modeled as a set of difference equations
that capture the biological properties of the population
of neiu-ons that comprise the cell assembly. The
equations are similar to population models used by
biologists. Rather than trying to work out the
interactions of neurons individually, the Kaplan group
decided to work at a slightly higher level in order to
understand their collective behavior. T R A C E units,
therefore, are more complex than typical neural
network units, but are still at a higher level than
neurons.
The crux of any cell assembly model is that activity
in a cell assembly is the basis of cognitive processing.
Perception, for example, would correspond to a cell
assembly reaching some internal threshold of activity
(defined as the percentage of active neurons at any
given time step). T R A C E added several theoretical
constructs to Hebb's theory that are relevant to this
article; they are inhibition, fatigue, and short-term
connection strength.
Inhibition serves numerous roles in cognition,
including selection and providing a mechanism for
perceptual competition. These will be discussed in
more detail in the discussion of the MultiTrace
extension to T R A C E .
Fatigue provides a kind of shut-off mechanism to cell
assemblies, ensuring that the cognitive system does not
literally get stuck on a single thought. It has also been

The MultiTrace Model
Hebb developed the cell assembly construct to address
questions concerning the temporal nature of neural
processing. Hebb needed a w a y to explain h o w neurons
could hold information over time (e.g. the
psychological concept of "set") even though they
essentially pass through information. H e solved this
problem by proposing that cell assemblies consist of a
large collection of neurons that are highly
interconnected. These connections form a kind of loop
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speculated that fatigue m a y play a central role in
leatning in m u c h the same w a y that muscle fatigue is
crucial to getting stronger. Neurons, like muscles are
physical systems that require fuel (e.g. transmitter
substances) to work efficiently. With extreme usage
that fuel supply can run out and essentially damage the
system. With muscles it is the repair of the damage that
makes the muscle stronger. It m a y be that neural
fatigue is a kind of signal to rewire synapses in order
for the system to run more efficiently in the fiiture.
The important function of short-term connection
strength with regard to this article, is that it provides a
mechanism for short-term memory.
Short-term
connection strength (STCS) is based on post-tettanic
potentiation, the property of neurons that once they fire
they are temporarily more likely to fire again. In other
words, once a cell assembly has been active, for a short
time it will be easily reactivated (or recalled). STCS's
counterpart in T R A C E is long-term connection strength
( L T C S ) which comprises the long-term structure of the
brain and is what changes with learning.
The T R A C E equations are shown in Table 1. A s
difference equations, they are updated on each time step
(set at 10 milliseconds in T R A C E ) .

previously been used with MultiTrace to model a
lexical priming task (Forbell & C h o w n , 2000). T h e
first property is what Kinsboume (1982) called "the
fianctional distance principle." This is the property that
similar concepts tend to interfere with each other more
than dissimilar ones. In neural terms, similar concepts
are processed near each other in the brain and will tend
to inhibit each other. This provides a means for
perceptual competition among odier things. The second
property is that cortex consists of a large number of
layers. It is possible to think of these layers vertically,
with the perceptual layer on the bottom and more
abstract layers higher in the hierarchy. In the original
T R A C E paper it was proposed that each layer consists
of cell assemblies with different temporal properties (in
the context of the model this is achieved by varying the
parameter settings).
Figure 2 is drawn from (Forbell & C h o w n , 2000) and
demonstrates both of these properties. The lexical layer
is more abstract than the phoneme layer and is therefore
at a higher level in the cognitive hierarchy. In this case
the lexical layer is one level up since words consist of
sequences of phonemes. Each layer has slightly
different properties (for example, perceptual layers will
need to recover from fatigue very quickly so the
perceptual system can always be ready for the next
input) and similar items within a layer tend to compete
with each other through lateral inhibition. In the figure,
for example, " B L A S T " will inhibit " B L A C K " more
than it will inhibit " B L U E S " since it is more similar to
"BIACK."

Table 1: The TRACE equations
Update Equations

Delta Equations

A(t+l) = A(t) + A A
F(t+1) =F(t) + A F
S(t+1) =S(t) + A S
L(t+1) = L(t) + A L

AA = P - M _
P = {A + A I)A V
M = {A^' +AA^')V
A F = (t)gAF -(t)dF
A S = O g A 5 -CTdS

Excitatory
Inhibitory

K = X(5 + L)FAr

/ BLAST^v
I BL'ACK

1 = 1"'-!'">• (see text)
6i: unit loss
Sc: inhibitory
competition
v : normal factor
<t>g: fatigue growth
^ i : fatigue decline
Og: S T C S growth
Oi: S T C S decline

A: activity
F: neural fatigue
S: S T C S
L: L T C S
I: network input
Ar: Arousal
Equation Note: A'denotes
quantity (1 - X )

BJiUES

MultiTrace
MultiTrace extends T R A C E by putting T R A C E units
into a larger architecture consisting of multiple cell
assemblies. In addition to the properties of the
individual units that come from the T R A C E model,
units also have properties associated with the
architecture of the brain. There are two properties that
are important with regard to this article and they have

/s/

/z/

Figure 2: The two-tiered connectionist architecture.
Similar words are processed near each other and will
tend to inhibit each other based upon distance.
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The main extensions to the original T R A C E modal
added in MultiTrace is to use a more complex input
function that combines several sources of mhibition as
well as excitation. The input equations found here are
the same as in (Forbell & Chown, 2000) and more
details on die derivations can be found there.
For clarity a unit's input can be divided into
inhibitory and excitatory components. Because of the
functional distance principle, neighboring units will
tend to inhibit each other. The amount of inhibition is a
fimction of the distance between units and the activity
and fatigue of the inhibiting unit:
iV*
It ~

_

D Jk

j: source unit
k: target unit
D: distance

S i m u l a t i o n a n d Results
The experiments simulated in this article are from
(Kleinsmith & Kaplan, 1964). The only changes to
MultiTrace from (Forbell & C h o w n , 2000) were in
parameter settings related to operating at a different
level of cognition than the perceptual experiments in
that work. The parameters internal to units arc largely
based upon those in the original T R A C E paper (Kaplan,
et. al., 1991) since it w a s meant to model higher
cognition. With regard to the experiments, the
important parameters are the ones affecting fatigue,
short-term connection strength and arousal. The values
are shown in Table 2. With regard to arousal, the value
shown is taken to be a baseline that varies
experimentally as described below.
Table 2: Unit Parameters
Parameter

There is an additional inhibitory factor in the model
termed "regional inhibition" which is designed to limit
the total activity in a n y given cognitive layer.
Therefore the total inhibition for a unit, k, is the s u m of
the inhibition from other units, plus its regional
inhibition:
1

*,
<I>d

CTj
Oi
\

Description
Fatigue G r o w t h
Fatigue Decline
S T C S Growth
S T C S Decline
Arousal

Value
0.007
0.0001

0.1
0.001
0.95

In terms of the architecture selected, a two-tiered
system was used similar to the one shown in Figure 2.
The reasoning is that nonsense syllables were selected
^ 7=1
j=l
specifically to be unlike normal words. This means
n: number of units in a layer
there should be no perceptual competition between the
R: regional inhibition factor
nonsense syllables and die associated digits. Further,
L: lateral inhibition factor
connections between the layers should be relatively
uniform and weak. O n e difference between the layers
Excitatory input is computed in a conventional
is that nonsense syllables represent "unlearned" or
connectionist manner. T h e only difference is that units
weakly connected cell assemblies. Digits, on the other
have both long-term and short-term connections
hand, are frequently used, and thus the cell assemblies
between them:
that represent them should be tightly connected. In the
I%' = iLTCSj,^STCSj,)Aj
original T R A C E paper it was proposed that unlearned
cell assemblies have an internal long-term connection
strength (LTCS) of 0.2, while well-learned ones have
•exc
an L T C S of 0.5. In the experiments that follow, this is
jk
the only difference between the two layers.
j: source unit, k: target unit
The basic format of a given run of a simulation is
n: number of incoming connections for unit k
simple: a unit was randomly selected from the first
layer and was stimulated. Meanwhile, a starting arousal
Once the excitatory input is computed it is run
level
was also generated. Then two seconds later a
through a standard sigmoid function to force it to values
random
arousal deflection was generated. This was
between 0 and 1.
categorized
as either "high" or "low" by comparing it
Learning in MultiTrace is based upon the Hebbian
learning rule that connections between imits are against the median arousal level. T w o seconds after
increased when they fire nearly simultaneously. This is that the original unit was again stimulated along with a
randomly selected unit from the second layer. In the
modulated by the fatigue (raised to the power P ) of the
short-term case the network was then allowed to run for
unit as well as a learning rate, A.
two minutes of simulated time. Then arousal was again
A L T C S m = A * Ak * Aj * F /
set randomly (it was found that there was no correlation
between arousal at presentation and arousal at recall

^=7(i^r)+/?(i4)
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(Kaplan & Kaplan, 1970)) and the first unit was restimulated. If the second unit became active due to
stimulation from the first, it was categorized as
successful recall. The procedure was the same in the
long-term case except that factors such as fatigue and
S T C S were simply reset to normal levels to simulate
the passage of time. In addition, the network learned
(in the form of changes in inter-unit L T C S ) in the longterm, but not the short-term case. This is because
consolidation data shows that the physical process of
long-term m e m o r y generally takes at least 20 minutes
Miller &Marlin, 1984).
The 20-minute recall case was dropped for a variety
of reasons. O n e reason is that the simulation essentially
runs in real time. This means it is not possible to run a
significant number of trials as compared to the 1000
trials in the other cases. A second reason is that the 20minute case mixes short-term and long-term memory
processes. There is no a priori w a y of knowing h o w
m u c h the recall rates at those times are due to either
factor. The tested cases are purely short-term m e m o r y
on the one hand, and purely long-term m e m o r y on the
other, and therefore can generate more meaningful
results. There is no obvious w a y to set the learning rate
in the 20-minute case and trying to determine one
experimentally would be extremely difficult due to the
time-scale involved.
The architectural parameters relating specifically to
MultiTrace are given in Table 3.

The results are similar to those obtained by
Kleinsmith and Kaplan, though exact comparisons
cannot be drawn since they published curves, but not
the actual numbers. Further, pursuit of an exact match
is probably a fruitless enterprise as the results were later
reinterpreted with different scoring methodologies
(Kaplan & Kaplan, 1970). The conclusion of that study
was that the trends in the results were consistent across
experiments and scoring, but with a fair degree of
variation. The important trends being that initial recall
is high in the low arousal case and then declines, and
that the reverse is true in the high arousal case.
It is important to emphasize that the parameters for
this work were drawn from previous sources. The
T R A C E parameters in Table 2 were taken directly,
without modification, from an extension to T R A C E
where arousal was added (Chown, 1994). These
parameters are different than those used in (Forbell &
C h o w n , 2000) due to the fact that different levels of
cognition were being modeled. In the previous case the
individual units represented phonemes; in the current
case the cell assemblies represent entire syllables.
Since syllables are comprised of sequences of
phonemes the time course of activity must be longer.
In terms of the MultiTrace architectural parameters in
Table 3, the only parameter that varied from (Forbell &
C h o w n , 2000) was the learning rate. It is reasonable to
believe that the teaming rate for lexical material is
different than the learning rate at higher levels of
cognition, such as at the word level.

Table 3: MultiTrace Parameter Settings
Parameter

R
L
A
P

Description
Regional Inhibition
Lateral Inhibition
Learning Rate
Fatigue Power

Value

0.1
3
0.03

3

T o test the robustness of the model, in each
simulation run a new "subject" was generated by
randomly perturbing all of the relevant model
parameters. For example, if the parameter's ideal value
w a s set at 0.1 a n e w one was generated for each run by
using a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0.1 and a
standard deviation of 0.01. In all, 1000 runs were done
for both the long and the short-term cases. The results
are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Recall Rates
Arouial

Low
High

2-minute
0.55
0.11

1-week
0.25
0.50
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Discussion
This work serves two purposes. First, an existing
biologically grounded model was used to address a
theoretical problem in the memory and arousal
literature. The results support Kleinsmith and Kaplan's
theory that their data can be explained in terms of
reverberating neural circuits. Second, their data
provides further constraints in exploring the temporal
dynamics of neural processing in cognition and the
development of cell assembly-based models.
T R A C E and MultiTrace were developed as m o d e m
versions of Hebb's cell assembly construct. The
individual parts of each model were theoretically
motivated as part of a general cognitive theory. The
fact that MultiTrace was able to model the Kleinsmith
and Kaplan results with only minor parameter changes
lends credence to Kleinsmith and Kaplan's original
supposition about the underlying cause of their results.
In turn, their data, which has defied other explanations
for four decades, shows that the physiology of the
brain, including architectural factors such as wiring, are
critical in fully understanding human learning.
Hebbian learning has become increasingly popular in
connectionist models in recent years and the paradigm
explored in this paper provides evidence of h o w it

might be useful in a general theory of learning. The
postulate that learning comes as the result of correlated
neural activity implies that variation in learning can
largely be explained in terms of factors that impact that
activity. Arousal is a primary example of such a factor.
Cell assembly models such as MultiTrace have the
potential to explore this idea by modeling the dynamics
of neural activity at a fairly high level while still
incorporating physiological constraints.
These
constraints are often architectural, depending on factors
that are not easily modeled in many other types of
neural networks where, for example, the temporal
dynamics of the individual units are essentially
irrelevant.
Dynamic models are gaining in popularity, and
control issues, such as those involved in the T R A C E
and MultiTrace models, will be central in their
continuing development. Time dependent data, such as
the Kleinsmith and Kaplan data is crucial to the
development of these models as it provides a source of
constraints on h o w the models must operate. This work
is part of an ongoing process of collecting such
constraints and using them to develop and calibrate the
model. The diversity of the tasks involved - e.g.
modeling priming and interference effects in phoneme
processing versus modeling paired-associate learning is crucial in showing the generality and power of the
model.
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Abstract

In this theory of metaphor, knowledge is organized
into experientially based domains; e.g., SPACE, TIME,
The theory of conceptual metaphors is adopted in which LIVING THINGS (see Clausner & Croft, 1999, for an
conceptual relations are productive of linguistic metaoverview of the theory of domains in cognitive semanphorical expressions. Conceptual metaphors vary in their
tics). A conventional metaphor is a stored relation
degree of productivity according to semantic principles.
between two domains. Concepts from an abstract (tarSpatial-graphical expressions of non-spatial concepts arc
get) domain are systematically comprehended or
investigated providing evidence that they are instantiaexpressed in terms of concepts from a different, often
tions of metaphors. For three cases of differing
concrete,
(source) domain. For example, m o r e is up
productivity it is argued that the same semantic princiA
N
D
less
is d o w n is a conventional metaphor whose
ples which result in metaphor productivity for linguistic
source domain UP-DOWN stands in relation to the target
expressions also result in spadal-graphical expressions.'
domain MORE-LESS. This metaphor is a semantic strucBackground
ture which can be instantiated as linguistic expressions;
e.g., rising prices, fell ill. high esteem, fell unconscious.
Language gives us words, and constructions made of
Language expresses abstract concepts metaphorically
words, to tolk about abstract concepts. W e find in
by
means of spatial and other basic perceptual concepts
space, conventional shapes and organizations of shapes
(Grady, 1997). Metaphors that relate spatial source dowhich also convey abstract concepts. These representamains to non-spatial target domains can be productive
tions in space are typically experienced visually, but not
of linguistic expressions about non-spatial abstract
exclusive of other experiential modalities. This paper
meanings by using words having spatial meanings. The
addresses the problem of h o w spatial-graphical repremetaphor M O R E IS UP is strongly implicated by investisentations convey abstract meanings by means of
gations of graphs as expressions in space. Tversky,
metaphors, which allow us to understand or express
Kugelmass & Winter (1991) found that subjects asabstract concepts in terms of concrete expressions, parsigned
interpretations to the axes of graphs, such that
ticularly ordinary, relatively static, conventional
increasing quantity was preferentially assigned to the
devices (e.g., m a p legends, key pads, and clocks).
vertical axis, and temporal concepts were preferentially
Fourceville's (1996) analysis of abstract concepts
assigned to the horizontal axis. Gatis & Holyoak (1996)
conveyed by creative images and language in advertisinvestigated subjects' interpretation of graphs, finding a
ing, aims toward a theory of 'pictorial metaphor'.
significant advantage when the variable being queried
Tversky (2001) treats depictions, such as maps, grq)hwas assigned to the veriical axis. They argue that
ics, and icons as involving spatial metaphor derived
graphing increasing quantity in terms of vertical spatial
from concrete world experience, across languages and
cultures. Zacks, & Tversky (1999) argue that systematic increase is based on the metaphor M O R E IS UP. Given
that there is evidence for conventional metaphor being
correspondences between graph forms and interpretaexpressed in the construal of spatial graphs, this paper
tion are naturally derived, not due to knowledge of
proposes the following hypothesis: The same cognitive
explicit conventions. This paper takes a similar treatprinciples which determine metaphor productivity for
ment of metaphor, adopting cognitive semantic theory
linguistic expressions also determine metaphor produc(Clausner, 1993, 1994; Clausner & Croft, 1997; Grady;
tivity
for spatial expressions. This hypothesis will be
1997; Lakoff, 1993; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Lakoff &
tested with respect to a specific technical characterizaTurner, 1987), which treats metaphor as conventional
tion of metaphor productivity.
schemas expressive of ordinary conventional language.
Productivity in Metaphors
' The author thanks the three anonymous reviewers of this
paper for their helpful comments. A n earlier version of this
research was presented at the Seventh International Cognitive
Linguistics Conference, 2001, Santa Barbara, California.

Clausner & Croft (1997) argue that just as
phonological schemas vary in their productivity of
base-derived relations, so semantic schemas (i.e., meta-
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phor source-target domains) also vary in their productivity of metaphorical expressions. Schcmaticity is the
range of source (or target) d o m a m concepts consistent
with the schema. Productivity is the proportion of a
schema's range which can be instantiated as expressions. This translates into strength of stored
representations, called degrees of entrenchment. Relative entrenchment between a schema and its
instantiations characterizes its productivity. High productivity of a metaphor is a configuration of a strongly
entrenched schema relative to a wide range of weakly
entrenched instantiations. Whereas, low productivity of
a metaphor is a weakly entrenched schema relative to a
nan'ow range of strongly entrenched instantiations.
In the following sections three degrees of metaphor
productivity are considered: High productivity, Semiproductivity, and Nonproductivity. The three cases are
presented in separate sections. In each case, the section
begins with the conceptual principles by which Clausner and Croft (1997) account for h o w metaphors vary in
their degree of productivity for linguistic expressions.
Then evidence that spatial-graphic expressions are
metaphorical expressions is presented. Measures from
human subjects or semantic analysis are used to argue
that in each case the pattern of results is attributable to
conceptual principles of metaphor productivity.
High Productivity
The case of a metaphor having high productivity of
linguistic expressions is characterized by Clausner &
Croft (1997) as follows. The source-target domain relation [S -> T], is a schema that produces instantiations.
Each instantiation [e -» c] is a metaphorical expression
e whose source domain words are about target domain
concepts c (Figure 1). For example the metaphor
schema [UP/DOWN -^ MORE/LESS] (i.e., M O R E rs UP A N D
LESS IS D O W N ) can be instantiated as any number of
expressions in which words about verticality (e.g., riring/falling,..., up/down) express non-spatial concepts.
Metaphor productivity is a semantic configuration of a
metaphor and its instantiations which includes the relation of schematicity between schema and instantiations
(descending arrows). High productivity is high schema
entrenchment (bold box) relative to a wide range of /
weakly entrenched instantiations (lighter boxes).

el ^ c l
Figure 1: Semantic characterization for
high productivity of a metaphor.
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A highly productive metaphor expresses a large proportion of concepts consistent with the metaphor
schema. Nearly any concept about quantity or quality
can be expressed in terms of spatial verticality (e.g.,
rising/falling prices,..., feeling up/.down). This characterization of high metaphor productivity for linguistic
expressions will be applied to the investigation of
metaphor productivity for spatial-graphic expressions.
High productivity (Spatial-graphical metaphorical expressions)
The vertical spatial axis of graphs can be employed to
convey quantities and this can be attributed to the
metaphor M O R E IS UP (e.g., Gatis & Holyoak, 1996). If
this metaphor indeed has high productivity and the theory applies to both linguistic and spatial-graphical
expressions, then not only numerical quantities, but also
non-spatial qualities (e.g., severity) should be found
instantiated in space. Specifically, a wide range of concepts about severity is predicted to be expressed such
that great severity is expressed as high vertical space.
This was measured using assignments of severity to a
vertical m a p legend. The subjects were 34 graduate and
undergraduate student interns at H R L Labs. Each subject was given Figure 2 with the instructions, "This is a
legend to be used for a weather m a p of storm severity.
A s you can see no colors are yet assigned. Assign colors to the two extremes (two boxes) of the legend. Next,
(in the blank lines) label which extreme of storm severity is which."

Figure 2: Vertical m a p legend, uncolored with blanks
for labeling the two extreme values.
The aim of color assignment was to first get subjects to
commit to a particular orientation of severity (target
domain) to verticality (source domain), without having
to verbalize target domain concepts. While color names
were not expected to be sufficient evidence of any systematic conceptualization of the legend, the labeling of
storm severity was expected to evoke words that would
demonstrate a preferential orientation consistent with
the M O R E IS UP metaphor.
Table 1 summarizes the range of types of responses
subjects gave as labels for the top and bottom of the
legend. The left column lists response types which assign extreme storm severity to the top of the legend
(e.g., severe and calm written in for the top and bottom

labels, respectively). T h e right column of response
types are those which assign extreme storm severity to
the bottom of the legend.
Table 1: Response types and percent consistent with
M O R E IS UP or LESS IS UP, N - 3 4 .
M O R E SEVERE IS U P /
LESS SEVER IS D O W N
high / low
heavy / light
severe / calm
bad/good
most / least
severe / less severe
very severe / not severe
extreme / clear
hurricane / balmy
misery / balmy
stormy / fair

LESS SEVERE IS UP /
M O R E SEVERE IS D O W N
low / high
lightest / heaviest
calm / severe

91%

9%

O f 34 subject responses, 31 responses assigned greatest
severity to the top of the legend and 3 responses assigned the least severity to the bottom. A s expected, the
assignment of severity to verticality does not occur at a
chance rate, but is significantly biased toward the assignment of greater severity to higher verticality, x^(l.
N = 34) = 46.12, p < 0.001. It can be concluded that
something in the cognitive process of doing the task
biases the responses, and this bias is consistent with the
conventional metq)hor M O R E IS UP.
Color assignment is not the central U s k and the results were not expected to bear on the investigation;
indeed they are varied. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy
that of 34 toUl color assignment responses, the end of
the legend that was also labeled as the most severe (regardless of vertical assignment), was most frequently
designated "red" for 6 8 % of color assigrmients. "Blue"
was the most frequent color assigned to the least severe
end of the legend for 3 8 % of all color assignments, regardless of vertical assignment.

UP
DOWN

MORE
LESS

STORMY

—

CALM

—

FAIR

Figure 3: Graphic-spatial expressions of a highly productive metaphor.

These results suggest that understanding the vertical
spatial graphic as a legend of storm severity systematically yields interpretations of the top as an expression
of greatest severity, contra the bottom. That is, the subjects read the spatial verticality as an expression of
concepts about the abstract quality of severity, such that
a significantly large proportion of these concepts are
consistent with the up part of UP/DOWN SPACE expressing the more part of the MORE/LESS quality scale. This
characterization of the results is depicted in Figure 3 as
a case of m a n y concepts about storm severity (e.g., severe/calm, stormy/fair ^ ... and others not shown) as the
meanings of the extreme ends of the legend. Each instance of the legend having a particular
conceptualization is an expression of a metaphor, as
depicted by the arrows between the metaphor
MORE/LESS IS UP/DOWN (upper bold box) and each of
the instantiations (lower lighter boxes) in Figure 3.
This is the same relation between schema and instantiation illustrated in Figure 1 for linguistic expressions
of a metaphor. Just as there are m a n y non-spatial concepts c expressed as linguistic expressions e using
words about vertical space, there are also m a n y nonspatial concepts expressed as spatial-graphs. A large
range of non-spatial concepts are consistent with the
target domain more/less and these are expressed by
means of a vertical graphical legend consistent with the
source domain UP/DOWN, respectively.
It can be concluded that since a large proportion of
the schema's range can be instantiated as graphical expressions the metaphor schema is highly entrenched
relative to a wide range of weakly entrenched instantiations. The metaphor is highly productive, and of more
than the legend colorings and labelings investigated
here, but of any graphic vertical axis (e.g., mercury
thermometers). Having argued for a case of high metaphor productivity expressed in space, w e will next
consider cases of lesser productivity.
Semi-Productivity
This section presents an analysis of spatial expressions and argues that they systematically instantiate a
semi-productive metaphor. First, the characterization of
semi-productive metaphors for linguistic expressions
given by Clausner & Croft (1997) is summarized. Then,
the case of spatial expressions being instantiations of a
semi-productive metaphor is made.
Clausner & Croft (1997) argue that semi-productivity
of a metaphor is the case of relatively few linguistic
expressions of a metaphor, compared with the wide
range of concepts potentially consistent with that metaphor. For example, the five idioms, spill the beans, let
the cat out of the bag, loose lips, blow the whistle, and
blow the lid off&K all about revealing a secret. LakofF
(1987) and Gibbs & O'Brien's (1990) conclude that
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these idioms are consistent with the metaphor schema
THE MIND IS A CONTAINER and IDEAS ARE ENTITIES. The
idiom expressions are transparent idioms, because most
people have some awareness of a relationship between
specific word meanings and the idiom meaning. They
loiow that the words for physical things (e.g., cat) escaping a container (e.g., bag) are related to an idiomatic
meaning of ideas coming out of the mind. Clausner &
Croft's (1997) analysis of these transparent idioms argues that the metaphor schema [ENTITIES O U T OF A
CONTAINER -¥ IDEAS O U T OF THE MIND] is semiproductive. There are only five instantiations, each a
transparent idiom (e.g., cat out of the bag -* secret revealed). The metaphor is only partly productive because
the transparent idioms express only a limited proportion
of possible instantiations that are consistent with the
metaphor. For example, *spill the peas and *let the
weasel out of the cage are expressions which are consistent with the metaphor schema, but nonetheless do
not mean, reveal a secret^. The five idioms that do have
this meaning are highly conventionalized (i.e., highly
entrenched) expressions.

any specific spatial arrangement of digits is understood
to be a meaningful ordering of incrementally successive
values. That the spatial arrangements vary widely, but
have the same interpretation as ordered values, suggests
a systematic relation between their spatial expression
and their conceptual meaning.

0
123
456
789

123
456
789
0

Figure 5: Phone, television, and bank A T M digit pad.

0
789
456
123

789
456
123
0

Figure 6: Calculator key digit pad.
1234567890
• 0123456789
Figure 7: Typing keyboard number order.

eN ^ c N
Figure 4: Semantic characterization for
semi- productivity of a metaphor.

8
7
7
6
6
S
5
4
4
3
3
2
2 order.
Telephone digit
Figure 8: Rotary
8

They conclude that a countable number N of highly
entrenched instantiations of a relatively less entrenched
metaphor schema is characteristic of metaphor semiproductivity. Figure 4 illustrates the cognitive structure
of a lightly entrenched metaphor (lighter box) that is
consistent with a limited range of highly entrenched
instantiations (bold boxes). Given this account of semiproductive metaphors, semi-productivity for graphical
spatial expressions is investigated.

The investigation of a common semantic relation that is
consistent among these four spatial arrangements can
proceed as one would a linguistic case. Analyzing the
range of spatial expressions characterizes the schema
that might be instantiating them, just as it does for linguistic expressions. A m o n g these four digit
arrangements, the " 0 " numeral occurs in two positions,
either near the " 9 " numeral, or near the " 1 " numeral.
This suggests that the shared meaning of the digit arrangements is the concept of counting, expressed with
the " 0 " numeral representing either the 0th or 10th
value. In fact, the first form of the rotary phone had
numbered fmger holes, except the " 0 " was marked with
the R o m a n numeral " X " (Hill, 1953).
If the counting order of digits is indeed the c o m m o n
meaning among the four spatial arrangements, then that
order is independent of whether the spatial configuration of the digits is rotational, horizontal, vertical, or

Semi-productivity (Spatial-graphical transparent idioms)
The data considered are the spatial-graphic arrangements of digits for entering numerical values, such as
those found on telephones, calculators, alphanumeric
keyboards, and rotary telephones (left side of Figures 58, respectively). Each of these four digit arrangements
is highly conventionalized. It is transparent, however,
that the digits are arranged in counting order. That is.

^ An asterisk, "•", which begins a linguistic expression or
graphic expression denotes its infelicity as a conventional
expression of the particular semantic meaning in discussion.
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some combination (e.g., reading " 1 " to "9" successively
left-to-right and top-to-bottom, as on a phone pad).
These configurations (or combinations, of them) are
expressed, but it is the counting order, not the spatial
order, that is c o m m o n across the expressions. The only
variation among digit orderings is the relative position
of "0" in the counting order.
In laying out a metaphorical system of h o w humans
understand abstract mathematical concepts Lakoff &
Niinez (2000) propose metaphors whichfitthe above
analysis. They first establish that M O D U L A R
ARITHMETIC IS ALGEBRAIC GROUPS and GEOMETRIC
ROTATIONS ARE ALGEBRAIC GROUPS. That is, the digits
for counting in base 10 modular math are conceptualized as rotations. Successive rotations form the basis for
counting, which they argue is the metaphor the
INFINITE CLASS OF N U M E R A L S FOR T H E N A T U R A L
NUMBERS IS A N ITERATIVE PROCESS THAT GOES ON A N D
ON. For the purpose of this paper, the simpler characterization is [CYCLIC PROCESS -> COUNTING WITH
DIGITS]. The spatial expression of the C Y C L E in this
case is the spatial traversal of numerals in one of four
conventional arrangements. The traversal is cyclic by
means of the " 0 " indicating modulo 10.
Evidence that the metaphor does not express the full
range of spatial expressions consistent with its specifications comes from the absence of specific digit
arrangements. The right side of Figures 5-8, depict spatial arrangements of digits that are unexpressed as
conventional digit orders (as denoted by " * " ) • These
spatial arrangements are consistent with base 10
counting order, but they are not conventionalized.
Figure 9 depicts the metaphor (upper light box)
which is semi-productive of N highly conventionalized
instantiations (lower bold boxes). The A^=4 spatial arrangements of numerals are understood as ordered
digits. The metaphor is semi-productive, because the
four instantiations are consistent with the metaphor,
which is not productive of other expressions.

CYCLE

idioms". Transparent linguistic idioms are highly entrenched expressions of a comparatively lightly
entrenched metaphor (Figure 4). This same principle of
semi-productivity applies to spatial expressions. Only
four of the possible spatial arrangements consistent
with the metaphor domain relation are expressed. The
expressed spatial arrangements are highly conventional
and their meaning is semantically transparent.
Nonproductivity
This section investigates productivity less in degree
than semi-productive metaphor, specifically the case of
nonproductivity. Opaque linguistic idioms are very few.
For example, kick the bucket, meaning to die, and by
and large, meaning something in general. They are
semantically opaque in that most English speakers
know these linguistic expressions and know what they
mean, but do not know why they make sense. Clausner
& Croft (1997) analyze save face and lose face as
opaque linguistic expressions of an absent metaphor.
The expressions were borrowed from Mandarin Chinese. English speakers know their meaning is about
avoiding disgrace and incurring disgrace, but they do
not know w h y they mean this. English lacks the relevant metaphor [having face -^ socl\l respect] that
would be productive of other expressions, such as those
not borrowed into English, e.g., *give face, does not
mean, to show due respect for someone's feelings, as it
does in Mandarin.
Figure 10 depicts the absence of an entrenched metaphor schema (light dashed box). The expression is
extremely conventional, that is, highly entrenched (bold
box), and it is opaque since there is no source-target
domain relation that would be productive of the expression e in relation to concept c. Also absent are vertical
arrows, indicative of the nonproductivity.

COUNTING

E E D

N=4
^^_^k
PHONE
456 -> PAD
789
DIGIT
0
ORDER
I 23

Figxire 10: Semantic characterization for metaphor
nonproductivity.

789
CALC.
456 -^ P A D
1 23

0

DIGIT
ORDER

Now we turn to graphical-spatial expressions and argue
that w efindthe same semantic structure as for opaque
linguistic idioms.

Figure 9: Graphic-spatial expressions of a
semi- productive metaphor.

Nonproductivity (Spatial-graphical opaque idioms)

The case of spatial expressions of semi-productive
metaphor can be called, "transparent spatial-graphic
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A n extremely conventional spatial-graphical expression
is the analog clock. There are clockwise clocks, but not
counter-clockwise clocks (although they exist for

amusement, but not conventional use). Most people do
not know why clocks run in the conventional clockwise
direction. It is opaque, in that there it no conventional
semantic relation between the source and target which
makes the spatial pattern make sense. That is, there is
no widespread knowledge that the sidereal rotational
direction of shadows cast by sundials in the northern
hemisphere is the basis for the rotational direction of
clocks. There is no conventional entrenched metaphor
schema. If there were a metaphor it might be something
like, PASSAGE OF TIME IS S H A D O W ROTATION.
Just as there are few opaque linguistic idioms, it
should follow that there are few "opaque spatial idioms", precisely because there is no conventional
metaphor to produce them. Another example of an
opaque spatial idiom would be the Q W E R T Y keyboard^. The arrangement of alphanumeric keys is
widely known, but w h y they have this specific arrangement, among all the possible unattested ones, is
largely opaque. It is not widely known that early mechanical typewriters arranged keys in order to slow
typing speed, thus reducing the likelihood of two keys
striking together.
Discussion and Conclusion
These results point to issues of representation and
conceptual structure c o m m o n to linguistic semantics
(spoken and signed), psychology, computational modeling and the role of metaphor in human-computer
interaction. Further work is required to distinguish the
theory of metaphor productivity from alternate interpretations of the results, e.g., treating conventional
correlations between the top of a spatial axis and one
pole of a semantic scale as due to salience. The top of a
legend or vertical mercury thermometer, or keypad digit
ordering may be interactions of jjerception and conventionality; however, conventionalized form-meaning
pairs do not obviate a conventional metaphor schema.
The theory of productivity is about contemporary conceptual structure (not historical origins of the
metaphors) and predicts the above results.
Spatial-graphical expressions are argued to be instantiations of conceptual metaphors which vary in
productivity according to the same principles which
determine productivity for linguistic expressions. The
relative entrenchment of a metaphor to its instantiations
is argued to result in varying ranges of expressions.
Three degrees of metaphor productivity were investigated. In each case the principles which are held to
explain ranges of linguistic expressions are argued to
explain evidence about spatial graphical expressions.
These are, in decreasing order: High productivity is the
case of spatial-graphical metaphorical expressions.
Semi-productivity is the case of spatial-graphical trans-

parent idioms. Nonproductivity is the case of spatialgraphical opaque idioms. These cases are concluded to
represent three points on a continuum of metaphor productivity for spatial-graphical expressions.
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Abstract

possible names or do they also accept tones as possible names? Thefr results indicate that the answer
Words seem to have a special status among percep-to this question depends on the developmental level
tual signals. The developmental evidence, liowever,
of the diild. Thirteen month-old infants will assosuggests that words become special. Woodward and
ciate both a word and a non-linguistic sound with
Hoyne (1999) showed that 13-month-olds readily asa target object. In contrast, 20-month-old children
sociate both words coming from the experimenter's
will associate a word to a target object, but not a
mouth and non-linguistic sounds coming from a
non-linguistic sound. N a m y & W a x m a n (1998) have
h&nd-hdd noisemalcer, with object categories. In
similar results for 18- and 26-month-olds contrasting
contrast, 20-month-olds associate words but not
words and gestures. While the younger children will
non-linguistic sounds with object categories. Woodassociate both a novel word and a novel gesture with
ward and Hoyne suggest that words become privia target object (object category) the older children
leged as poesiole names; that the forms a name can
will only associate the word to the object, and not
tidce are open at the beginning and become more
the gesture.
restricted with development. Are children learning
Both teams of researchers suggest that older chilwhat forms coimt as words? If so, just what defining
dren do not associate non-words with the objects
features are they learning? This paper presents an
because older children know that non-words are not
associationist account of this developmental trend
possible names. T h e idea is that words become privand tests this explanation in two experiments with
ileged as possible names; that the forms a n a m e can
20-26-month-oldIchildren.
ntroduction
take are open at the begiiming and become more
W o r d s seem to have a special status a m o n g percepn
restricted with development. But h o w do words betual signals. Having a label for an object changes
come names and thus privileged? W h a t determines
the way it is categorized for both adults and chil- what counts as a name?
dren. For example, when asked to generalize an
In this paper w e attempt to answer these quesobject n a m e to n e w instances, children and adults
tions. First w e offer a mechanistic explanation of
generalize by shape. However, when asked to find
this developmental trend. Then w e present two exan object that "goes with" another, they choose
periments that test our explanation.
by overall similarity (Landau, Smith k Jones, 1988;
Imai & Centner, 19i97). A label also makes children's
An associationist account
choices shift from thematic to taxonomic ( W a x m a n ,
We propose that words become privileged as cate1997) and from surface to more conceptual similarities (Keil, 1989) . A s W a x m a n said, words work like gory names because of the special way in which they
correlate with object categories. In the experience of
invitations to form categories; words are category
a child, mjiny events m a y co-occur with attention to
names. But what makes a word? H o w do children
objects. For example, objects m a y co-occur with exk n o w whether a particular sound is a category label?
pressions such as "look!", gestiures such as pointing,
O n e finding critical to this issues was reported
words related or unrelated to the object, noises, acby W o o d w a r d and Hoyne (1999) . They presented
children with two novel objects and labeled one of tions related or unrelated to the nature of the object,
and so on. However, of all these events, words (as
them (the target object). In the W o r d condition
they paired the target object with a word ("this is object names) correlate in a way that makes them
especially good predictors for category membership.
a toma"); in the Soimd condition they paired the
target object with a non-linguistic sound, such as a
B y our account, there are two properties that
tone. Children were then asked to "get the toma"
make words good candidates for becoming privileged
or "get the < tone > " to test whether they had asas names. T h e first property is predictiveness or cue
sociated the "label" (toma or < tone > ) with the
validity. There is one n a m e (more or less) that goes
object. They asked: D o children treat only words as
with one category (more or less). Thus, the name of
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a category is a feature that all members of the category have in common, while at the same time the
name is a feature that distinguishes instances of the
named category from members of other categories.
This is illustrated in Figure 1. The word "ball" typically co-occurs with members of the category B A L L ,
but not with members of the category D O G . Similarly, the word "dog" co-occurs with members of the
category D O G , but not with members of the category B A L L , in contrast, events like pointing and
hearing "look!" will just as likely co-occur with both
balls and dogs. Thus, it is the object names that
are predictive of object category, and not events like
pointing or the word "look!".

Thus, these m a y be the properties that, through
language learning, come to define what counts as
a n a m e for children.
In sum, in our account what makes words privileged as names is that they co-occur systematically with object categories. Conversely, a n a m e is
whatever features systematically co-occur with object categories, even beyond what we usually think
of as words (or names).
Thus, we make the following two predictions:
1. Events that co-occur systematically with object
categories come to refer — to be usable as names.
According to our account, any event domain that
systematically predicts category membership will
be taken as a name as well. Fortunately for the
experiment we report here, children's experiences
include a domain in which something other than
words co-occurs systematically with categories —
the domain of animals. Animal category correlates with animal sound: d o p bark, cats m e o w ,
elephants trumpet and so on. Thus our first prediction is that animal sounds should be taken as
names for animals.

2. What defines a name is the cluster of features that
systematically co-occurs with categories. This
means that any strongly correlated featiu-e of a
name, even beyond what we think of as a word,
will become an integral part of what is a name.
Figure 1: Object names systematically correlate
For young children w h o rely on spoken language,
with object categories
words emanating from mouths is a highly systematic property of names. Therefore children should
Predictiveness, however, is not enough by itself. take coming-from-a-mouth as one of the defining
After all, even 3-4 month-old infants can distinguish
features of being a name. Thus, our second prepictures of dogs from, for example, cars. Whether
diction is that if a word comes out of a place other
infants have the category or concept of D O G or C A R
than a mouth, young children will not take it as
or not, the fact remains that there is something
a name. Conversely, young children m a y take a
about dogs and cars perceptually that allows them
non-word as a n a m e if it emerges from a mouth.
to distinguish members of the two categories. W h y
isn't the feature "dogness"( or "camess") which is
In the next experiment we tested these predictions
predictive of category membership for the category
in the domain of animals. W e selected children to
D O G (or C A R ) not something that can be taken as
participate who by W o o d w a r d & Hoyne's and N a m y
a name, hke a word? W e propose that the answer
and Waxman's studies should already treat words as
to this question lies in a second statistical property:
the only privileged naming events. To test the first
systematicity. That is, words as a domain are preprediction (that animal sounds can be used as names
dictive of object category membership. Put another
for animals) we labeled animal toys with different
way, if there were just one word that correlated with kinds of soimds: a word, an animal sound, and a
a category, words in general would not get an admotor sound. To test the second prediction (that
vantage. The fact that there are m a n y words that
emanating from the mouth was a defining feature
co-occur with many object categories is what helps
of being a name) we m a d e the names emanate from
children generalize this expectation to novel words.
different sources: from the experimenter's mouth or
The mechanism we propose also says something
from a nearby object.
about the nature of words as names. According to
The design for Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 2.
our account, a name is simply the bundle of signals Note that from W o o d w a r d and Hojme's study w e
that systematically co-occurs with categories. These
know what will happen in the Word-Mouth cell and
could be properties such as being a speech sound
in the ArbitrarySound-Noisemaker cell. Children
should take the word as a n a m e in thefirstcase and
with particular spectral and prosodic forms, being
produced by people, coming out of mouths, or coreject the sound as a n a m e in the second case. The
occurring with pointing and eye gaze to the object.
questions are: will they accept the animal sound as a
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name? Will they accept any kind of sound emanating from the mouth as a name? Will they accept the
word as a name regardless of where it comes from,
or will the source matter?

In the Familiarization phase the child was shown
two different toy animals and a name was supplied
for one of them - the target object. The two objects
were presented twice, one toy animal at a time. First
the target animal was presented and named, and
then the distracter aniraal was presented with the
Source
same phrases but without a name. Then the target
NoiseMaker
Mouth
animal was presented and named again followed by
the distracter animal.
Word
In the Mouth condition, children heard the three
f r ^
kinds of label coming from the experimenter's
c Animal
mouth. W h e n presenting the target object, the ex3 Sound
perimenter named it saying, "Look at this toma.
O
Motor
W o w ! See this toma? Look! Tbma." in the
Sound
^
^
Word condition, imitated the animal sound in the
Animal Sound condition ("look at this < frog —
Figure 2: The experiment had three different kinds
likedxicking >") and imitated the mechanical sound
of sound (Word, Animal Sound, Arbitrary Sound) as in the Motor Sound condition ("look at this <
motor-likesound >"). In the Noisemaker condition
within-subject conditions and two different sources
the three kinds of sounds came from cloth-covered
(Mouth, Noisemaker) as between-subject conditions
recorders that were held close to the toy animal being named. T h e distracter objects were always presented with the same phrases as the target objects,
Experiment 1
but without the name: "Look at this! W o w ! See
this? Look!"
Methods
In the Test phase the child was presented with
Subjects. 24 20-26 month-old children particitwo choices on a tray and asked to retrieve the tarpated in the experiment.
get object. The test question was asked in the same
manner as the naming in each condition - from the
Design. We used a 2x3 mixed design with the two mouth in the Mouth condition and from the Noisemaker in the Noisemaker condition. There were four
different sources (mouth, noisemaker) as a betweentest trials for each kind of sound; two test trials used
subject variable and the three different sounds
the same animals as the ones used in the Famihar(word, animal sound, arbitrary sound) as a withinization phase and the other two were generalization
subject variable.
trials, using the animals that matched the familiar
ones in all aspects except for their color. Each child
Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of two sets of six got a total of 12 trials. The toys were randomly asnovel toy animals. The animals in the two sets were signed to each condition for each child. The order of
the same in all respects except in color, and one
the two sound type conditions was counterbalanced.
was used as the generalization of the other. The
sounds used as names were the word "toma", a frog Results
sound as the animal soimd, and a motor sotmd as
W e coded children's choices as the first object they
the arbitrary soimd.
touched or took from the tray. Figures 3 and 4 show
the number of children w h o successfully mapped the
Procedure. The experiment was preceded by a
name to the object category in the Word, Animal
training phase. The goal of the training phase was
Sound and Motor Sound conditions. W e classified
to make sure that the child understood the task and
children as Successfully Mapping if they picked the
could make clear choices. In this phase we presented
target object when asked on three or more of the
the child with a familiar object (a ball, a spoon, a
four trials.
flower) and asked the child to "get the ball" (or spoon
Figure 3 shows children's performance. In the
orflower).Once the child had done this, we put two Word condition, most children (9 out of 12) sucfamiliar objects on the tray and asked the child to
cessfully mapped the word to the animal category
get one of them. The training was considered sucwhen the word came from the experimenter's mouth.
cessful if the child retrieved the correct object twice
The number of children that successfully mapped the
from the tray with a distracter.
word to the animal category in the Mouth condition
was reliably more than would be expected by chance
Each child heard three different kinds of names
(p < .01). In contrast, the number of Successfully
(Word, Animzil Sound, Motor Sound) in three
Mapping children in the Noisemaker condition was
blocks. Each block consisted of a Familiarization
almost reliably below what would be expected by
phase and a Test phase.
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chanical sound with the animal category when the
sound came from the Noisemaker did not reliably
exceed chance (p > .2). That is, motor sounds are
only accepted as names when they emanate from a
mouth.
In short, any sound emanating from the mouth
is taken as a n a m e and animal soimds are taken as
names regardless of its source.
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Figure 4: Results of Experiment 2. Any sound emanating from the mouth is taken as a name and motor
sounds are taken as naunes regardless of its source

chance (p = .06). In fact, only one child consistently retrieved the target object when the n a m e was
a word coming from a handheld noisemaker. Thus,
it appears that children only accept the word as the
name of an animal category when the word emanates
from the mouth of the experimenter.
In the Animal Sound condition, the number of the
SuccessfuUy Mapping children exceeded what would
be expected by chance in both source conditions
(Mouth: p = .01, Noisemaker: p = .03). That is,
children successfully mapped the animal sound to
the animal category regardless of the source of the
sound. They did so whether the sound cjune from
the experimenter's mouth or from a handheld noisemaker. So, children always accept the animal sound
as the name of an animal category, regeirdless of the
source from which the animal sound emanates.
In the Motor Sound condition - when the sound
used was an unrelated soimd - the number of children successfully mapping the sound to the animal
category only exceeded what would be expected by
chance in the Mouth condition (p < .05). T h e number of children that successfully mapped the me-

Our results replicate Woodard and Hoyne's study:
words emjuiating from mouths are associated with
object categories and arbitrary sounds emanating
from handheld noisemakers are not associated with
object categories. In addition to that, however,
we have shown two things. First, that words are
only accepted as names when they come from the
speaker's mouth, and not when they come from
other sources, such as a hand-held noisemaker. Second, that even non-linguistic sounds, such as the
buzz of a motor or the croak of afrog,will be taken
as a name if they are produced by a h u m a n mouth.
Therefore, our results suggest that for children at
this age it is not words that are taken as the privileged form of naming, but rather soimds produced
by a h u m a n mouth, that is, source matters.
O n e difference in our results between words and
animal sounds is that the source of the name matters
for the word, but not for the animal soimd. This also
fits with our associationist account: in children's experience, animal sounds are not specific to a source.
They emanate from the mouths of real animals, from
the inside of stuffed animal toys, and from mouths
of people imitating animals. In contrast, words as object names - are typically produced by h u m a n
mouths. Therefore the source will be part of what
defines a word as a name, but not of what defines
an animal sound as a name for an animal category.
W h y are sounds emanating from mouths always
taken as names? According to our account, this is
because emanating from a mouth is one of the most
systematically correlating features of naming situations. Another possibility that needs to be explored
is that perhaps when produced by a h u m a n mouth
even an imitation of a mechanical sound stops being
arbitrary. Being made by a mouth m a y make any
sound word-like (or animal sound-like).
More importantly for our proposed, however, our
results showed that animal sounds - which are systematically correlated with animal categories in the
real world - will be accepted as labels for animal
categories regardless of their source. Thus, our predictions were confirmed.
W h y are animal sounds taken as njimes for animal categories? According to our proposal, this is
because animal sounds correlate with animal categories in much the same way as words correlate with
object categories in general: one animal sound corresponds to one animal category, and animals typically
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axe associated with a sound they make. However, an
alternative explanation is that there is something in
the acoustic features of the animal sound used that
makes it word-like. That is, it may be that it is
not the special way in which animal sounds correlate
with animal categories which makes animal soimds
good potential labels for animal categories, but that
there is something about animal sounds (perhaps
they are closer to linguistic sounds in some similarity space), that makes them good potential labels
for any category. Conversely, it could be that motor
soxmds are just not word-like enough to serve as a
label. Thus, to support our propsal we have to show
that animal sounds are good only for animal categories (and not vehicle categories), and that motor
soimds are good only for vehicle categories (and not
animal categories). Accordingly, in the next experiment we test this alternative explanation by replicating Experiment 1 using toy vehicles instead of toy
animals as stimuli.
W e reasoned that vehicle sounds correlate with
vehicle categories much in the same way as animal
sounds correlate with animal categories. Thus, if
our accoimt is right, and it is the systematicity of
correlations that makes a word, we predict that contrary to what was found in Experiment 1, the motor
sound (now related) will be accepted as a name for
toy vehicles, but the animal sound (now unrelated)
will not. However, if it is something specific about
the animal sound we used that made it work as a
name, the same animal sound should be accepted as
a name for vehicle categories as well.

are analogous to the results of Experiment 1. Children map the motor soimd to vehicle categories, but
fail to map the animal soimd - the unrelated sound.
Figure 4 shows children's performance in Experiment 2. In the Word condition, most children (10
out of 12) successfully mapped the word to the animal category when the word came from the experimenter's mouth. The number of children that
successfully mapped the word to the animal category in the Mouth condition was reliably more than
would be expected by chance (p < .01). In contrast, the number of Successfully Mapping children
in the Noisemaker condition was not different from
chajice (p > .2). Thus, as in Experiment 1, children
accept the word as the name of a vehicle category
only when the word emanatesfromthe mouth of the
experimenter.
In the Animal Sound condition, when the sound
used as name was a unrelated to the vehicle categories, the number of children successfully mapping
the sound to the animal category only exceeded what
would be expected by chance in the Mouth condition
(p < .05). The number of children that successfully
mapped the animal sound with the vehicle category
when the sound came from the Noisemaker did not
reliably exceed chance (p > .2). That is, animal
sounds are only accepted as names for vehicle categories when they emanate from a mouth.
In the Motor Sound condition, when the sound
was systematically related to vehicle categories, the
number of the Successfully Mapping children exceeded what would be expected by chance in both
conditions (Mouth: p = .01, Noisemaker: p = .03).
That is, children successfully associated the motor
Experiment 2
sound to the vehicle category regardless of the source
Subjects. 24 20-26 month-old children particiof the sound. So, children seem to accept the motor
pated in the experiment.
sound as the name of an vehicle category, regardless
of the sourcefromwhich the motor sound emanates.
Design. As in Experiment 1, we used a 2x3 mixed
In short, as in Experiment 1, any sound emadesign with the two different sources (mouth, noise- nating from the mouth is taken as a name and remaker) as a between-subject variable and the three
lated sounds (in this case motor sounds) are taken
different sounds (word, animal sound, motor sound) as names regardless of their source.
as a within-subject variable.
Discussion
1, the pattern of results could be exIn Experiment
Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of two sets of
six
suggesting that there was something
plained
away
by
novel toy vehicles. W e used the same sounds as in
Ebcperiment 1, that is the word "toma", a frog sound, special about the animal sound used in the experiment, or animal sounds in general, that made it
and a motor sound.
more word-Uke. By using the same sounds as in
Experiment 1, but showing the opposite pattern of
Procedure. The procediure is the same as in results
Ex- (Animal sound not taken as a label; Motor
periment 1.
sound taken as a label), we showed this is not the
case. Which non-linguistic sound will be more readResults
ily associated with an object category depends on
the kind of object categories being associated: if the
Children's choices were coded as in Experiment 1.
categories arefromthe domain of animals, then the
Children were classified as Successfully Mapping according to the same criterion as in Experiment 1 animal sound will have the advantage; if the categories are from the domain of vehicles, then the
when they chose the target object correctly in at
motor sound will have the advantage.
least 3 of the 4 trials. The results of Experiment 2
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Furthermore, Experiment 2 provided converging
evidence from a different domain for the idea that
systematicaUy correlating cues become good candidates for label-hood. The results of this experiment
agree with the results of Experiment 1. That is, children in Experiment 2, like children in Experiment 1,
were likely to m a p the related non-linguistic sound
to the object categories, but not the unrelated nonlinguistic sound.
Conclusions
The results of the two experiments showed the same
pattern: Words, as well as non-lmguistic sounds that
systematically correlate with the relevant domain
of categories, are accepted as labels. In contrast,
non-linguistic sounds that are imrelated to the domain in question are not accepted as labels. Furthermore, words are only accepted as labels when
they are produced by a mouth. W h y this pattern?
W e believe that this pattern reflects the systematicity with which events correlate with categories in the
world. Soimds from mouths typically name things,
so they are taken as names even when they have
unusual properties such as the imitation of a mechanical sound does. Animal sounds systematically
correlate with animal categories, so these kinds of
sound - from mouths or from noisemakers - are accepted as names for animal categories. Analogously,
motor sounds systematically correlate with vehicle
categories, so these kinds of sound - regardless of
their source - are accepted as names for vehicle categories.
Perhaps, before language learning, there is nothing speciaJ about words as names and there is nothing special about reference. All that a word is is a
bundle of highly correlating features. All that reference is, is the association between a name -the
bundle of highly correlating features - and a category. Maybe children learn what is reference as they
leam names, and they learn names as they experience words referring to object categories.
With more learning, what counts as a n a m e should
get more and more abstract, to the point in which
emanating from a mouth m a y no longer be a crucial
feature. However, this m a y be where it starts; in
the systematicity with which events, such as spoken
words or animal sounds, refer to categories.
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sensory modalities: touch, vision, and audition.
Experiment 1 provides the first direct evidence for a
fairly complex tactile sequential learning capability.
Experiment 2 provides a visual analogue of Experiment
1 and suggests commonalities between visual and
tactile sequential learning. Finally, Experiment 3
assesses the auditory domain, revealing an auditory
advantage for sequential processing. W e conclude by
discussing these results in relation to basic issues of
cognitive and neural organization—namely, to what
extent sequential learning consists of a single or
multiple mechanisms.

Abstract
W e investigated the extent to which touch, vision, and
audition are similar in the ways they mediate the
processing of statistical regularities within sequential
input. While previous research has examined
statistical/sequential learning in the visual and auditory
domains, few researchers have conducted rigorous
comparisons across sensory modalities; in particular, the
sense of touch has been virtually ignored in such
research. Our data reveal commonalities between the
ways in which these three modalities afford the learning
of sequential information. However, the data also
suggest that in terms of sequential learning, audition is
superior to the other two senses. W e discuss these
findings in terms of whether statistical/sequential
learning is likely to consist of a single, unitary
mechanism or multiple, modality-constrained ones.

Sequential Learning

Introduction
T h e acquisition of statistical/sequential information
from the environment appears to be involved in m a n y
learning situations, ranging from speech segmentation
(Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996), to learning
orthographic regularities of written words (Pacton,
Perruchet, Fayol, & Cleeremans, 2001) to processing
visual scenes (Fiser & Aslin, 2002). However, previous
research, focusing exclusively on visual and auditory
domains, has failed to investigate whether such learning
can occur via touch. Perhaps more importantly, few
studies have attempted directly to compare sequential
learning as it occurs across the various sensory
modalities.
There are important reasons to pursue such avenues
of study. First, a c o m m o n assumption is that
statistical/sequential learning is a broad, domaingeneral ability (e.g., Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson,
2002). But in order to adequately assess this hypothesis,
systematic experimentation across the modalities is
necessary. If differences exist between sequential
learning in the various senses, it m a y reflect the
operation of multiple mechanisms, rather than a single
process. Second, in regards to the touch modality in
particular, prior research has generally focused on lowlevel perception; discovering that the sense of touch can
accommodate complex sequential learning m a y have
important implications for tactile communication
systems.
This paper describes three experiments conducted
with the aim to assess sequential learning in three

W e define sequential learning as an ability to encode
and represent the order of discrete elements occurring
in a sequence ( C o n w a y & Christiansen, 2001).
Importantly, w e consider a crucial aspect of sequential
learning to be the acquisition of statistical regularities
occurring a m o n g sequence elements. Artificial
grammar learning ( A G L ; Reber, 1967) is a widely used
paradigm for studying such sequential learning'. A G L
experiments typically usefinite-stategrammars to
generate the stimuli; in such grammars, a transition
from one state to the next produces an element of the
sequence. For example, in the grammar of Figure 1, the
path begins at the left-most node, labeled SI. The next
transition can lead to either S 2 or S3. Every time a
number is encountered in the transition between states,
it is added as the next element of the sequence,
producing a sequence corresponding to the rules of the
grammar. For example, by passing through the nodes
SI, S2, S2, S4, S3, S5, the "legal" sequence 4-1-3-5-2 is
generated.
During a training phase, participants typically are
exposed to a subset of legal sequences—often under the
guise of a " m e m o r y experiment" or some other such
task—with the intent that they will incidentally encode
structural aspects of the stimuli. Next, they are tested on
whether they can classify novel sequences as
In the typical A G L task, the stimulus elements are presented
simultaneously (e.g., letter strings)—rather than sequentially
(i.e., one element at a time). W e consider even the fomier
case to be a sequential learning task because scanning strings
of letters generally occurs in a left-to-right, sequential
manner. However, our aim here is to create a truly sequential
learning environment using temporally-distributed input.
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incoiporating the same regularities they had observed in
the training input. Participants commonly achieve
levels of correct classification that are significantly
greater than chance. Although there has been
disagreement as to what types of information
participants use to m a k e correct classification
judgments, it is likely that statistical information is an
essential piece of the puzzle (e.g., Redington & Chater,
1996). Participants appear to become sensitive to the
statistical regularities in the training items—i.e., the
frequency with which certain "chunks" of information
co-occur—allowing them to generalize their knowledge
to novel sequences. It is such statistical sensitivity that
w e consider to be vital for complex sequential learning
tasks.

Figure 1: Thefinite-stategrammar used to
generate the stimuli for the three experiments.

Method
Participants A total of 20 undergraduates (10 in each
condition) from introductory Psychology classes at
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, participated
in the experiment. Subjects earned course credit for
their participation. The data from an additional five
participants were excluded for the following reasons:
prior participation in A G L tasks in our laboratory
(n=4); did not adequately follow the instructions (n=l).
Apparatus The experiment was conducted using the
PsyScope presentation software (Cohen, MacWhinney,
Flatt, & Provost, 1993) run on an Apple G 3 PowerPC
computer. Participants m a d e their responses using an
input/output button box (New Micros, Inc., Dallas, T X ) .
Five small motors, normally used in hand-held paging
devices, generated the vibrotactile pulses. Each of these
motors was less than 18 m m long and 5 m m wide,
making them small enough to be easily attached to the
participants' fingers with velcro straps. W h e n activated,
the motors produced minor vibrations (rated at 150 H z )
at a magnitude equal to that found in hand-held pagers.
The motors were controlled by output signals
originating from the N e w Micros button box. These
control signals were in turn determined by the
PsyScope program, allowing precise control over the
timing and duration of each vibration stimulus.
Materials The stimuli used for Experiment 1 were
taken from G o m e z and Gerken's (1999) Experiment 2.
This grammar (see Figure 1) can generate up to 23
sequences between 3 and 6 elements in length. The
grammar generates sequences of elements (numbers)
with each number being mapped onto a particular finger
(1 is the thumb and 5 is the pinky finger). Each tactile
stimulus consisted of a sequence of vibration pulses
(pulse duration of 250 m s ) delivered to the fingers, one
finger at a time (250 m s occurring between pulses). For
example, the legal sequence 1 -2-5-5 corresponds to one
vibration pulse delivered to the thumb, then a pulse to
the second finger, and lastly two pulses to the fifth
finger.
A total of 12 legal sequences, arranged into pairs,
were used for training. Six pairs consisted of one
training sequence presented twice (matched pairs)
whereas the remaining six pairs consisted of two
sequences that differed slightly from one another
(mismatched pairs). A 2 s pause occurred between the
two sequences of each pair.^
The test set consisted of ten legal and ten illegal
sequences, all of which were novel to the participants.
Illegal sequences were produced by beginning each
with a legal element, followed by a series of illegal

The standard AGL paradigm has been used
extensively to assess visual, as well as auditory
learning, suggesting that sequential learning can occur
in both modalities. However, two issues remain
unexplored: can sequential learning occur in other
modalities, such as touch? And, what differences in
sequential learning, if any, exist between different
sensory modalities?
Experiment 1: Tactile Sequential Learning
The touch sense has been studied extensively in terms
of its perceptual and psychophysical attributes (for a
review, see Craig & Rollman, 1999), yet only a few
studies have hinted that complex sequential learning is
possible. For instance, evidence suggests that tactile
temporal processing and pattern learning is better than
visual, but worse than auditory processing (e.g., Handel
& Buffardi, 1969; Manning, Pasquali, & Smith, 1975;
Sherrick & Cholewiak, 1986). These studies suggest
that touch supports a powerful learning mechanism,
which perhaps m a y be sufficient to allow for successful
performance on an A G L task. Experiment 1 attempted
to verify this hypothesis.

' A n example of a matched pair is 4-1-3, 4-1-3; an example of
a mismatched pair is 1-2-5-5, 1-2-1-3.
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transitions, and ending with a legal element once more.
A n illegal transition denotes that a particular pair of
elements does not occur together during training. For
example, the illegal sequence 4-2-1-5-3 begins and ends
with legal elements (4 and 3, respectively) but contains
several illegal interior transitions (4-2, 1-5, and 5-3 do
not occur during training). In this manner, the legal and
illegal sequences differ from one another in terms of the
statistical relationships of adjacent elements.^
Procedure Participants were assigned randomly to
either a control group or an experimental group. The
experimental group participated in both a training and a
testing phase, whereas the control group only
participated in the testing phase. Before beginning the
experiment, participants were assessed by the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) to
determine their preferred hand. Then, using velcro
straps, the experimenter placed a vibration device onto
each of the five fingers of the preferred hand.
At the beginning of the training phase, the
experimental participants were instructed that they were
participating in a sensory experiment in which they
would feel pairs of vibration sequences. For each pair
of sequences, they had to decide whether the two
sequences were the same or not, and indicate their
decision by pressing a button marked " Y E S " or " N O " .
This match-mismatch paradigm used the twelve
training pairs described earlier. It was our intention that
this paradigm would encourage participants to pay
attention to the stimuli while still allowing incidental
learning of the statistical structure to occur.
After the last sequence of each pair, a 1 s pause
occurred, followed by a prompt on the screen asking for
the participant's response. After the participant m a d e a
response, there was a 2 s inter-trial interval before the
next pair began.
Each pair was presented six times in random order
for a total of 72 exposures, the entire training phase
lasting roughly ten minutes. A recording of white noise
was played during training to mask the sounds of the
vibrators. In addition, the participants' hands were
covered by a cardboard box so that they could not
visually observe their fingers. These precautions were
taken to ensure that tactile information alone, without
help from auditory or visual senses, contributed to task
performance. A s mentioned previously, the
experimental g r o u p — b u t not the control
group—participated in the training phase.
Before the beginning of the testing phase, the
experimental participants were told that the vibration
sequences they had just felt had been generated by a
'in addition, Gomez and Gericen (1999) matched the legal and
illegal sequences in terms of element frequencies and length
so that these factors could not influence performance.
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computer program that, using a complex set of rules,
determined the order of the pulses. They were told that
they would n o w be presented with new vibration
sequences. S o m e of these would be generated by the
same program while others would not. It was the
participant's task to classify each n e w sequence
accordingly (i.e., whether or not the sequence w a s
generated by the same program) by pressing a button
marked either " Y E S " or " N O . " The control participants
received the same instructions and task except that there
was no reference made to a previous training phase.
The twenty test sequences were presented one at a
time, in random order, to each participant. The timing
of the test sequences was the same as that used for the
training sequences.
Results
T h e training performance for each experimental
participant w a s assessed by calculating the m e a n
percentage of correctly classified pairs. This calculation
revealed that participants, on average, m a d e correct
match-mismatch decisions for 7 4 % of the trials.
Results from the testing phase revealed that the
control group correctly classified 4 5 % of the test
sequences while the experimental group correctly
classified 6 2 % of the test sequences. Following
Redington and Chater's (1996) suggestions, two
analyses were conducted on the data. The first was a
one-way analysis of variance ( A N O V A ; experimental
vs. control group) to determine whether any differences
existed between the two groups. The second compared
performance for each group to chance performance
(50%) using single group t-tests.^
The A N O V A revealed that the main effect of
group w a s significant, F(l, 18) = 3.16, p < .01,
indicating that the experimental group performed
significantly better than the control group. Single group
t-tests confirmed the A N O V A ' s finding. The control
group's performance was not significantly different
from chance, t(9) = -1.43, p = .186, whereas the
experimental group's performance was significantly
above chance, t(9) = 2.97,p < .05.
The results show that the experimental group
significantly outperformed the control group. This
suggests that the experimental participants learned
aspects of the adjacent element statistics inherent in the
training sequences, allowing them to classify novel test
sequences appropriately. This is the first empirical
evidence of a tactile sequential learning system of such
complexity to enable participants to m a k e judgments
regarding the legality of artificial grammar-generated
sequences.

* Ideally, the control group should perform at chance levels
while the experimental group should perform significantly
better than both chance and the control group.

E x p e r i m e n t 2 : Visual Sequential L e a r n i n g
Experiment 2 assessed sequential learning in the vi«ual
domain. This experiment was identical to Experiment I
in terms of the general procedure and the timing of the
stimuli; however, instead of vibrotactile pulses, the
sequences consisted of flashing squares occurring at
different spatial locations. The reason for using such
stimuli, as opposed to letters, for example, was to
provide as close a match as possible to the tactile
stimuli used in the first experiment. Importantly, unlike
sequences of letters, the vibrotactile sequences
consisted of non-linguistic, spatially-distinct elements
that were presented one at a time (sequentially). The
visual stimuli used for this second experiment shared
these same characteristics; therefore, the resulting data
should provide a meaningful basis for comparison with
the first experiment. Like Experiment 1, there was an
experimental group, undergoing training and testing
phases, and a control group, undergoing the testing
phase only.
Only a handful of statistical learning studies have
used non-linguistic visual stimuli in a truly sequential
manner (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham et al,
2002). The data suggest that such a presentation does
not hamper sequential learning by vision. However,
other studies (e.g., Handel & Buffardi, 1969) indicate
that for certain temporal processing and pattern learning
tasks, vision may be inferior to touch. This experiment
aimed to investigate whether such differences would be
observed.

of the stimuli presentations, as described above. T h e
timing of the stimuli were identical to those of
Experiment 1.
Result§
The same statistical analyses as used in Experiment 1
were performed. During the training phase, the
experimental group participants m a d e correct matchmismatch decisions on 8 6 % of the trials. A comparison
of means across the two experiments revealed a
significantly higher training performance in Experiment
2,F(l,18)=14.21,p<.01.
Results for the testing phase revealed that the
control group correctly classified 4 7 % of the test
sequences while the experimental group correctly
classified 6 3 % of the test sequences. A n A N O V A
(experimental vs. control group) indicated that the main
effect of group was significant: F(l, 18) = 3.15, p <
.01. Single group t-tests revealed that the control
group's performance was not significantly different
from chance, <(9) = -1.11, /> = .3, whereas the
experimental group's performance w a s significantly
different from chance, <(9) = 3.03,/; < .05.
The results indicate that the experimental group
significantly outperformed the control group. In
addition, overall experimental and control group
performance at test was very similar to that observed in
Experiment 1, suggesting commonalities between
tactile and visual sequential learning.
Experiment 3: Auditory Sequential
Learning

Method
Participants A n additional 20 undergraduates (10 in
each condition) were recruited from introductory
Psychology classes at Cornell University. Subjects
received extra credit for their participation. The data
from three additional participants were excluded for the
following reasons: did not adequately follow the
instructions (n=2); equipment malfimction (n=l).
Apparatus The apparatus was the same as Experiment
1, except for the exclusion of the vibration devices.

Experiment 3 assessed sequential learning in the
auditory domain. This experiment was identical to
Experiments 1 and 2 except that it used sequences of
auditory tones. Like the previous experiments.
Experiment 3 had an experimental group, undergoing
training and testing phases, and a control group,
undergoing the testing phase only. Although previous
research has found similar statistical learning
performance in vision and audition (Fiser & Aslin,
2002), other data suggest that audition excels at
sequential processing tasks (Handel & Buffardi, 1969;
Sherrick & Cholewiak, 1986); therefore, w e might
expect to see a difference in auditory compared to
visual and tactile sequential learning.

Materials The sequences were identical to those of
Experiment I except that instead of vibrotactile pulses,
they were composed of flashing black squares
displayed on the computer monitor (1 was the leftmost
location and S was therightmost).Each flashing square
appeared for 250 m s and was separated by 250 m s .
Thus, 1-2-5-5 represents a sequence consisting of a
flash appearing in the first location, then in the second
location, followed by twoflashesin thefifthlocation.

Method

Procedure The procedure was the same as that of
Experiment 1, the only differences relating to the nature

Apparatus The apparatus was the same as Experiment
2. The auditory tones were generated using the
SoundEdit 16 version 2 software for the Macintosh.
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Participants A n additional 20 undergraduates (10 in
each condition) were recruited from introductory
Psychology classes at Cornell University.

Material! The sequences were identical to those used
in the previous experiments except that instead of
vibrotactile pulses or flashing black squares, they
consisted of musical tones beginning at middle C (1 =
C, 2 = D flat, 3 = F, 4 = Gflat,and 5 = B).' Each tone
lasted 250 m s and was separated by 250 ms. Thus, the
sequence 1-2-5-5 consists of a C, then a D flat, and
lastly two B's.
Procedure The overall procedure was the same as that
of the previous experiments.

The testing results for all three experiments are
summarized in Figure 2. All three experiments are
similar in that the experimental group test performances
were significantly different from both chance and their
respective control groups. From these results, it appears
that participants learned aspects of the adjacent element
statistical structure inherent in the training input,
allowing them to classify novel stimuli. In this manner,
tactile, visual, and auditory sequential learning display
commonalities. It is especially interesting to note that
sequential learning is not limited to the visual and
auditory modalities, but extends to touch as well.
—!-

Results
During the training phase, the experimental group
participants made correct match-mismatch decisions on
9 6 % of the trials. This training performance was
significantly higher than that of Experiment 2, f(l, 18)
= 10.20, p < . 0 1 .
Results for the testing phase revealed that the
control group correctly classified 4 4 % of the test
sequences while the experimental group correctly
classified 7 5 % of the test sequences. A n A N O V A
(experimental vs. control group) indicated that the main
effect of group was significant: F(l, 18) = 7.08, p <
.001. Single group t-tests revealed that the control
group's performance w a s marginally worse than
chance, ^ 9 ) = -2.25, /? = .051, indicating that our test
stimuli were biased against a positive effect of learning.
T h e experimental group's performance w a s
significantly different from chance, f(9) = 7.45, p <
.001.
Like the previous experiments, the data indicate
that the experimental group significantly outperformed
the control group; hence, participants appeared to learn
aspects of the statistical structure of the input. In fact,
the experimental group test performance appears to be
substantially greater compared to those of Experiments
1 and 2 ( 7 5 % vs. 6 2 % and 6 3 % ) .
General Discussion
Assessing first the training results, w e found that
performance was significantly different across all three
experiments (audition = 9 6 % ; vision = 8 6 % ; touch =
7 4 % ) . Because the training task essentially involves
remembering and comparing sequences within pairs,
the results m a y elucidate possible differences between
the three modalities in representing and maintaining
sequential information (Penney, 1989). It is also
possible that these results are due to factors such as
differential discriminability or perceptibility of
sequence elements in different sensory domains.

^ This particular set of notes was used because it avoids
familiar melodies.
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Figure 2: Summary of test results (# of correct
responses out of 20).
Despite this overall similarity across modalities, it
is also apparent that the Experiment 3 (auditory) results
are somewhat different from the other two experiments.
Specifically, the auditory experimental group
performed better at test as compared to the tactile and
visual experimental groups ( 7 5 % vs. 6 2 % and 6 3 % ) .
This difference is in fact significant [F (1, 54) = 6.03, p
< .05].* Thus, it appears that in this task, auditory
sequential learning was more successful than both
tactile and visual learning. While previous research has
suggested that audition excels at relatively low-level
temporal processing tasks (Mahar et al., 1994; Sherrick
& Cholewiak, 1986), our results appear to be the first
evidence that such an advantage extends to complex
temporal processing, namely statistical/sequential
learning. This auditory advantage perhaps is related to
the finding that adults process tone sequences by
representing relative, as opposed to absolute, pitch
(Saffran & Griepentrog, 2001); such a strategy may
allow for more efficient encoding of adjacent element
statistics.

* This was computed by contrasting the means of the
experimental and control groups, as illustrated by the
equation: E3-C3 = .5(E1-C1)+.5(E2-C2), where E and C refer
to experimental and control group means, respectively.

Conclusion
It has been argued that statistical learning is subserved
by a single, domain-general mechanism (e.g., Kirkham
et al., 2002). Although a single-mechanism view m a y
be theoretically attractive, our results point toward
another possibility: diat sequential learning m a y involve
multiple, modality-constrained processes. This idea is
supported by a recent multivariate meta-analysis of 35
P E T experiments (Lloyd, 2000), which suggested that
computations in the different "sensory streams" (i.e.,
representations of tactile, visual, and auditory
information) rely on entirely different cortical areas
altogether, at all levels of processing. Additionally,
neuroimaging evidence specifically related to
sequential learning is consistent with a multiplemechanism view (see Clegg, DiGirolamo, & Keele,
1998). Thus, w e propose that sequential learning is best
understood as a Ainctional "suite", composed of
multiple, modality-constrained mechanisms. Each
mechanism is instantiated in largely non-overlapping
brain areas but some degree of interaction is likely to
occur between them. W e further suggest that each
modality-constrained mechanism shares similar
computational properties with one another, including
the ability to extract adjacent element statistics from
incidental exposure to input. However, because each
learning mechanism is largely tied to specific sensory
areas, each is constrained by the global properties of
that sensory system. These properties presumably relate
to the types of information that each sensory modality
is specialized to process, such as temporal,
spatiotemporal, or spatial configurations (Mahar et al.,
1994). Our experimental data illustrate one example of
such specialization: the auditory system encoded
statistical information of temporal input m o r e
effectively than did the other senses. Important targets
for future research include further substantiating this
multiple mechanism view of sequential learning and to
discover h o w such modality-constrained systems might
interact with each other, as well as h o w each relates to
human cognition in general. W e anticipate that such
future research, especially that involving
neurophysiological experimentation, will further
elucidate the nature of sequential learning by touch,
vision, and audition.
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Abstract

1927). In other shidies, increasing the feedback rate is found
to
hinder performance (Bourne, 1957; Bourne & Bundeson,
Complex cognitive skills cannot be learned without feedback.
1963; Schroth, 1997). This indicates that the effect of
There are reasons to believe that positive and negative
feedback is strongly mediated by other variables.
feedback function differently. For skills that are represented
W e would expect the content of the feedback itself to be
hierarchically, feedback can provide information locally,
one such variable. Studies in social psychology suggest that
concerning individual actions, or more globally, referring to
feedback is less effective w h e n it draws attention to general
higher level goals. A 2-by-2 factorial experiment showed an
interaction between type of feedback (positive or negative)
performance or to self-efTicacy and it is most effective when
and scope of feedback (global or local). Contrary to the wide
it draws attention to the task itself (Kluger & DeNisi, 1998).
spread belief in the efTectiveness of positive feedback, local
Another relevant variable is the type of task the learner is
negative was most effective. Global negative feedback was
acquiring knowledge about. For complex tasks, feedback
least effective. Positive feedback fell between these two
might foster m o r e active processing, enhancing
conditions and was less affected by scope. The results are
performance. For simple tasks, constant feedback m a y
discussed in terms of the information content of the feedback.
interfere with deeper evaluation, reducing performance.
(Schmidt & Wulf, 1997). A third variable that affects the
Introduction
outcome reported in a study is the manner in which
A large part of learning consists of gradually fine-tuning feedback
our
is measured. T h e most effective feedback
efforts until w e have succeeded in the task at hand. Learners
condition as measured during training might not be the most
m a y be able to evaluate progress without aid in simple tasks,
effective condition as measured by transfer measures
but for complex tasks they rely on feedback (Kluger &
(Schmidt, Young, Swinnen & Shapiro, 1989; Scroth, 1997).
DeNisi, 1996). For complex tasks, performance will often
In the study reported in this paper, w e focus on yet
involve the execution of m a n y goals, each involving the
another dimension of feedback: whether it provides
^jpUcation of component skills (Kotovsky & Simon, 1973).
information about appropriate, correct and usefiil actions,
M a n y of the studies that employ feedback use it in the
which w e refer to as positive feedback, or whether it
service of other research interests and are less concerned
provides information about errors and mistakes, which w e
with comparing one feedback condition to another.
call negative feedback. Empirical work supports the notion
Feedback is used to establish the levels of learning that the
that negative and positive feedback have qualitatively
purpose of the experiment requires, but is not itself the
different effects (Taylor, 1991).
object of study. Consequently, w e k n o w less about the
There is widespread belief that positive feedback is more
cognitive function of feedback than one might expect.
effective than negative feedback. A simple argument about
Studies that d o focus on the feedback itself report
information content supports this belief W h e n a learner
contradictory findings and no current theory can fiilly receives information that an action is appropriate, correct or
explain w h y feedback is effective.
useful, this requires neither change nor interpretation. The
S o m e contrary findings m a y be explained by the fact that
straightforward implication is that he or she should repeat
studies take one of two approaches, either investigating the
that action w h e n a similar situation arises in the future.
informational or the motivational impact of feedback
W h e n a learner receives information that his or her action
(Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). However, inconsistencies are not
was an error, he or she merely knows to avoid that particular
eliminated w h e n w e limit our survey to one or the other
action in the future, but not which action to perform instead.
approach. In this article, w e focus on the information aspect
Positive feedback provides definite information, while
of feedback.
negative feedback requires interpretation of the cause of the
error and the selection of an alternative action. T h e
Background and Rationale
interpretation process for negative feedback can be quite
complex (Ohlsson, 1996).
It seems obvious that if feedback is helpful, then more
The argument from information content is even stronger if
feedback should be more beneficial than less feedback.
w e factor in the scope of the feedback. M a n y situations in
M a n y investigations have studied the impact of feedback
real life do not provide feedback immediately after every
rate (Salmoni, Schmidt, & Walter, 1984). In some cases,
elementary action. The effects of one's behavior might be
increasing the rate improves performance (Kulik & Kulik,
delayed until after a series of actions has been completed
1988; Salmoni et al., 1984; Schmidt et al., 1989; Thomdike,
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(Salmoni, Schmidt, & Walter, 1984). W e call feedback that
refers to a single action as being local in scope. Feedback
that refers back to a series of actions is global in scope. The
interpretation problem for global negative feedback is even
more difficult than for local feedback. If a series of actions
ends in an undesirable outcome, which part of the
underlying cognitive skill should be affected by this
feedback? If the sequence of actions is controlled by a
subgoal, which in turn is dominated by a superordinate goal,
which goal or goals should be affected by the negative
feedback? During problem solving, a correct higher goal can
dominate an incorrect lower goal, and vice versa. In prior
work with a simulation model, w e have shown that
situations can arise in which a hierarchical, feedback driven
system fails to learn because a superordinate and correct
goal carmot recover from the negative feedback generated
by incorrect lower level goals or actions (Corrigan-Halpem
& Ohlsson, 2001). Ohlsson & Halpem, 1998). In contrast,
global positive feedback does not seem to pose a more
complex interpretation problem than local positive
feedback. Learning that an entire sequence of actions was
correct should be more powerful than receiving similar
information about a single action.
However, empirical and theoretical research is not fully in
accord with the implications of the argument from
information content. Some researchers have indeed found
that positive feedback is more effective than negative
feedback (Greeno, 1974). However, in other cases, negative
feedback was found to produce better performance (Mesch,
Farh & Podsakoff, 1994). In prior work using a computer
simulation model, w e showed that some combinations of
learning mechanisms imply that negative feedback will have
a stronger impact on learning rate than positive feedback
(Ohlsson & Jewett, 1997). The interaction with scope
appears not to have been systematically investigated.
Closer scrutiny of the information content argument itself
shows that it overlooks potential interactions with some of
the factors mentioned above. The difference between
practicing a simple task - drill - and solving an unfamiliar
problem might be important. During problem solving, many
actions are taken tentatively, with little or no rationale.
W h e n such an action fortuitously generates positive
feedback, the learner only gains knowledge about h o w to
solve that particular problem. T o learn something that
transfers to a related but different problem, he or she must
figure out w h y the action worked. Hence, in this case,
positive feedback requires interpretation. O n the other hand,
when the learner has acquired a rationale for his or her
responses, then the positive feedback arrives after learning.
In summary, a straightforward application of the
information content argument suggests that positive
feedback should be more effective than negative feedback
and that the advantage should be greater for large than for
small scope, but this argument overlooks potential
complicating factors. In the present smdy, w e aimed to
increase available information about these issues by

systematically varying both feedback type and feedback
scope, and by assessing the outcome during learning, after
learning, and with transfer tasks.
Method
Participants. Ninety-four undergraduates participated in
return for class credit.
Task. The subjects mastered a version of the sequence
extrapolation task studied by, among others, Simon and
Kotovsky (1963). The subject is shown a series of letters
that follow a specifiable pattern (e.g., M A B M C D M ... ).
Then he or she is asked to extrapolate the pattern to N
additional places ( E F M G H M . . . ) . W e used a type of
extrapolation problem that incorporated the hierarchical
organization typical of the related problems studied by
Resde(1970).
To make letter extrapolation into a task with multiple
opportunities to receive feedback, w e presented the given
sequence via several short presentations and asked for a
response after each one. The subjects viewed the given
sequence for 20 seconds, then attempted to extrapolate it.
They were asked to reproduce as much of the pattern as they
could, guessing the letters for which they were uncertain.
They received feedback on their extrapolation as described
in detail below. Then the next trial (20 second study period,
plus extrapolation attempt) began. The subjects went
through 12 such trials.
T o make the problem more difficult, a different sequence
of letters was presented on each trial. For example, suppose
a subject smdied the sequence C A D F F D A C D B E G G
E B D. H e or she was prompted with the letter M and the
correct extrapolation w a s M K N P P N K M N L O Q Q O
L N. On the following trial, he or she saw a new
instantiation of the pattern, e.g., F D G I I G D F G E H J J
H E G. He or she was again prompted with M and the
correct extrapolation was once again M K N P P N K M N L
O Q Q O L N. The extrapolation prompt (M), and hence the
correct extrapolation, was the same on each trial.
The tasks were presented on a 1S inch computer monitor
with help of the PsyScope experimental control software.
The given sequences were presented in black letters on a
white backgroimd. W h e n the 20 second study period ended,
the given sequence was erased and the prompt M appeared
on the screen to the left of a horizontal row of 15 answer
boxes. The subjects gave their answer by clicking on the
answer boxes in any order and typing in a letter. W h e n
done, they clicked on a 'Done' button, and the next trial
commenced.
Design. In a 2-by-2 between-subjects design, w e varied
feedback with respect to type (positive vs. negative) and
scope (local vs. global). Negative feedback consisted of ± e
word "wrong" appearing in red text underneath an incorrect
response. Positive feedback consisted of the word "correct"
appearing in green text imdemeath a correct response. Each
subject saw only one type of feedback.
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Because feedback is intermittent in most real learning
scenarios, w e provided feedback probabilistically. A subject
in a negative feedback condition received feedback on a
random selection of 7 5 % of his or her enors. For the
remaining 2 5 % of erroneous responses, plus all his or her
correct responses, the subject saw the word "none" in white
letters on black background below his or her response. The
instructions emphasized that "none" meant that the response
w a s either incorrect or correct. This feature prevented
subjects from inferring that a response that did not receive
negative feedback was correct (and vice versa). The
presentation of positive feedback was analogous.
B y local feedback w e mean information about the
correctness of a single letter. In contrast, global feedback
referred to the natural chunks of the extrapolated sequence.
Consider the given sequence C A D F F D A C D B E G G E B D . It
consists of two parts, C A D F F D A C and D B E G G E B D ,
which have the same structure but are separated by one
position in the alphabet. The first part consists in turn of two
subparts, C A D F and F D A C , which arc mirror images of
each other; similarly for D B E G G E B D . Hence, the correct
extrapolation M K N P P N K M N L O Q Q O L N consists of the
four chunks M K N P , P N K M , N L O Q , and Q O L N . In the
global conditions, feedback was given with respect to these
chunks by drawing a line imdemeath each group of four
answer boxes; the word "correct", "wrong" or "none"
appeared under the center of that line. The instructions
emphasized that the feedback referred to the entire group of
for letters. Thus, negative feedback meant that at least one
of the responses in that group was wrong. In order to be get
global positive feedback, all the responses in a chunk had to
be correct.
In both the local and global conditions, the feedback
remained on the screen for 45 seconds before the next trial
commenced.
Procedure. The experiment began with an Instruction
stage, in which subjects were given general information
about the experiment. They were also taught the three
relevant pattern construction operations (displace a letter or
a group of letters one position forwards or backwards in the
alphabet; repeat a letter or group of letters, and extend a
sequence with its o w n reversal) with both verbal
descriptions and examples. In the Training stage, the
subjects went through twelve trials with respect to the target
problem, as described above. In the Assessment stage, the
subject solved the target problem twice without prior
presentation of the given sequence and without feedback.
That is, the prompt letter M appeared together with the
answer boxes, and the subject attempted tofillthem in; then
M appeared again and the subject filled in the answer boxes
once more. In the Transfer stage, the subject tried to solve a
letter sequence problem with the same pattern as the pattern
in the target problem. However, the prompt letter was T
instead of M . In this case, the correct extrapolation consisted
of a completely different sequence of letters. N o feedback
was given on the transfer problem.
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Results
Analysis of Learning Stage
A Mixed A N O V A was performed to assess performance
during the learning sUge. All 12 Training trials were
entered as a within-subjects factor. Feedback Scope (local
or global) and feedback Type (positive or negative) were
entered as between-subjects factor. The dependent measure
was the number of letters conect per trial. There was a
significant learning effect as shown in Figure 1, F (990, 11)
=« 42.21, p < .001. There was no effect of feedback Scope,
E (90 , 1) = 1.33, p > .05. There was no effect of feedback
Type, E (90 , 1) - 0.31, E > .05. There was an interaction
between Scope and Type, F (90 , 1) = 8.45, p = .005,
indicating that the effectiveness of either feedback type is
mediated by scope.
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Figure 1. Performance on the training trials.

W e hoped that by training subjects on the three
construction rules, and by providing problems with a
chunking structure, w e would maximize the likelihood that
they would represent the pattern hierarchically. To test
whether this manipulation worked, w e examined the inter
response time for each position.
W e computed solution times for each of the positions of
the pattern. There was no time for thefirstletter of the
pattern since this was given to subjects in the form of the
prompt "M". W e analyzed the last four trials of training, so
that w e could capture thefinalproduct of learning, the point
where subjects would have come to represent the pattern
hierarchically. Four subjects were removed from the
analysis because they omitted responses on one or more of
the trials. Figure 2 shows the result.

Subjects spent the longest times at the beginning of the
pattern. The first three responses " K " " N " and "P"
correspond to thefirstchunk. The high latency for the first
'K" probably reflected initial time planning to reproduce the
pattern. The next four positions (5-8) correspond to the
second chunk, " P N K M " . Since subjects could reproduce
these letters by reflecting thefirstchunk, response times
were much quicker and there was a trend for these positions
to form a horizontal line. The next chunk " N L O Q "
involves the translation of thefirstchunk by one letter in the
alphabet. This required more effort as indicated by the
increase in latencyfi-omposition 8 to position 9. The last
chunk, " Q O L N " , could also be completed by reflection.
Latencies match those of the second chunk and the
horizontal trend is again present.

measure was the number of letters correct per trial. There
was neither an effect of Type nor of Scope, F (90 , 1) = 0.05,
E (90 , 0) = 2.15, p > .05. The interaction between Type and
Scope was once again significant, F (90 , 1) = 7.58, p < .01.
Figure 4 shows the results for the Transfer trials.
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Figure 2. Time to complete each position averaged across
the last 4 learning trials.
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Analysis of Assessment and Transfer Stages
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A mixed within-subjects A N O V A was performed for the
Assessment trials. Both trials of the Assessment stage were
entered as within-subjects measure. Type and Scope were
entered as between-subjects measures. The dependent
measure was the number of letters correct per trial.
There was no effect of feedback Type, F (90 , 1) = 0.10, 2
> .05 and no effect of feedback Scope F ( 90 , 1) = 3.23, e >
.05. The interaction between Type and Scope was once
again significant, F (90 , 1) = 7.70, p < .01, indicating that
the effect of feedback type depends on scope. There were
no effects involving the repeated measure. Figure 3 shows
the results for the Assessment trials.
The two Transfer trials were entered as a within-subjects
measure in an A N O V A . Feedback Type and Scope were
entered as between-subjects measures. The dependent
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Figure 4. Accuracy for the two Transfer trials.

In summary, w e first showed that learning occurred
during the Training stage of the experiment and w e verified
that subjects were representing the pattern hierarchically
W e showed that during all of the stages of the experiment
there was an interaction between Scope and Type. This
interaction is driven by the fact that negative feedback is
maximized when provided locally, £ (90 , 1) •= 9.88, p <
.005, while for positive feedback, there is no significant
effect of Scope, £ (90 , 1) = 1.36, p > .05.
Discussion
W e presented data to show an interaction between feedback
Type and feedback Scope. Local negative feedback was the
most effective condition, while global negative feedback
was the least effective one. Positive feedback fell between
these two in effectiveness. Performance was similar for the
two positive feedback conditions, suggesting that for this
type of feedback Scope plays a limited role. This exact
pattern of outcomes recurred during training (see Figure 1),
in the assessment tasks (see Figure 3), and in the transfer
tasks (see Figure 4).
This is not the pattern that is predicted by a
straightforward formulation of the information content
argument, since it predicts that the two positive feedback
conditions should be best. According to the latter, negative
feedback should provide less information regardless of
scope, but this is not what w c found. Furthermore, it is
unclear what the information content argument predicts with
respect to a transfer task in which the exact solution
acquired during training is no longer sufficient.
Nevertheless, the same pattern was observed in the transfer
tasks.
W e propose an alternative to the information content
view, one where the informational content plays a role, but
where it is not the only factor. In this study, negative local
feedback was superior to negative global. Since negative
local feedback provides direct information concerning
individual responses, it is easier to interpret and hence can
more directly be used to change subsequent responses. This
explains w h y local negative feedback was more effective
tfian global, but it does not explain our fmdings with respect
to positive feedback.
Positive feedback applies in either of two cases. Eharing
problem solving, responses are sometimes made tentatively,
without a rationale or reason. In the case of such fortuitously
correct responses, positive feedback requires no less
interpretation than negative feedback: why was the response
correct? W h e n the rationale has been worked out, the
feedback arrives after learning has already occurred. The
argument from information content ignores the dynamics of
learning. Negative feedback is naturally received before
learning occurs, and hence can influence and support
learning. If the learner already knows how to generate a
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correct answer, the information in the resulting positive
feedback is not novel and hence might not contribute
strongly to learning.
This study has multiple limitations. The learning phase
was short, only twelve trials. The feedback messages were
limited to "correct" versus "incorrect" with none of the
explanatory content that would be likely to accompany a
feedback message in a realistic instructional situations (but
not always in realistic situations where the feedback is
'delivered' by physical reality itself, e.g., in the form of a
malfunctioning device). The transfer tasks were only
moderately distant from the training tasks. The
generalisability of the interaction between scope and type of
feedback cannot be determined at this time. Future work
will address these limitations.
What emerged clearly in this course of this study is that,
contrary to the wide spread impression that feedback during
problem solving practice is a topic that has been studied to
death, w e do not, in fact, know very much about the
function of feedback. In particular, wc do not understand the
space of relevant parameters, and w e do not know how
currently identified parameters interact. It is plausible that
the contradictoryfindingsmentioned in the introduction are
due to aggregation over overlooked interactions. A
systematic experimental attack on the determinants of
feedback effectiveness is warranted.
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Abstract
The production of novel noun-noun compounds is a prime
exanq>le of everyday linguistic creativity. What cognitive
processes guide peopled choice of words when they make up a
new noun-noun confound? A n experiment examined peopled
production of noun-noun compounds as names for novel objects.
The results showed that peqjleS choice of words in these novel
compounds was influenced by the diagnosticity of properties in
those objects. By contrast, peopled choice of words did not
seem to be influenced by the communicative precision of the
resulting conq>ounds. These results suggest that, in constructing
novel coD^xxmds, people are guided by conceptual
rqjresentatioo rather than communicative task.
Introduction
The production of noun-noun compounds is a prime example
of everyday linguistic creativity. Compounds such as soccer
m o m (a middle-class suburban moflier) or alpha geek (the
pCTSon in a worlq)lace w h o knows most about computers)
convey a lot of information in a concise and inventive way.
H o w do peqjle produce novel compounds such as these?
W h a t cognitive processes guide people's choice of words when
they m a k e iq) a n e w noun-noun compound? There has been
m u c h recent researdi on the cognitive processes of conceptual
combination, whidi allow people to understand novel nounnoun compKxmds by combining their constituent words in
meaningful ways (Costello & Kcane, 2000, 2001; Gagn6 &
Shoben, 1997; Hampton, 1987; Murphy, 1988; Wisniewski &
Goitner, 1991). There has also been much work on the
situations in which noun-noun compound production occurs,
especially in child language (asking whether childroi create
compounds tofillgaps in their lexicon, to mark contrasts, or to
allow more precise communicatiMi; see Clark, 1987, Clark &
Berman, 1984, Windsor, 1993). However, there has been little
research on the specific cognitive processes involved in
people's creation of novel noun-noun compounds. This paper
atten:q)ts to address this gap.
This paper describes an experiment examining people's
choice of words in novel noun-noun compounds. In this
experiment participants are given a description of a novel
object and asked to m a k e up a noun-noun compound as a
n a m e for that object. The experiment examined the influence
of propaty diagnosticity on people's compound productirai.
Diagnostic pr(^erties for a concept are those \ndiich serve to
identify monbers of that concept: a diagnostic property is one
that most members of a concept have, but most non-members
do not have. Previous research has shown that property
diagnosticity is important in people's interpretation of
compound phrases (Costello & Keane, 2001). In the current
experiment, the novel object descriptions presented to
participants are controlled for diagnosticity: some containing
diagnostic properties for a given concept, others containing
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non-diagnostic properties. If diagnosticity also plays a role in
compound production, then there should be a relationship
between the diagnosticity of properties in a novel object
description, and people's choice of words when producing
compound names for that object.
The current experiment uses materials derived from Costello
& Keane's (2001) study of diagnosticity in compound phrase
interpretation. T h efirstpart of this paper describes this earlier
study. T h e second jjart describes the current experiment
To
examining die production of novel compounds.
foreshadow the results, this experiment found that
diagnosticity w a s an accurate predictor of compound
productim: in the experiment the more diagnostic the property
in an object description was for a given word, the more likely
that word was to be used in generating a compound to name
that object. A n altemative factor, that of communicative
precision (Clark, 1987, 1990), was not a reliable predictor of
compound production. The final part of the paper links these
findings to other research on concept combination and
compound production.
Diagnosticity in the Interpretation of Noun-Noun

Compounds
H o w are people able to understand and grasp the meaning of a
noun-noun compound which they have never seen before?
W h e n confi-onted with a novel noun-noun compound, people
interpret that compound by combining the compound's
modifier concept (thefirstword in the compound) with the
compound's head concept (the second word). People can
combine these two parts in a variety of different ways. Three
main combination types have been recognised: conjunctive,
relational, and property-transfer interpretations (Hampton,
1987; Murphy, 1988; Wisniewski & Gentner, 1991). In
conjunctive interpretations people produce a combined
concept that is an instance of both concepts being combined
(e.g., "a pet bird is a bird which is also a pet"). In relational
intrapretations people assert a relation between the two
concepts being combined ("an apartment dog is a small dog
which lives in city apartments").
In property-transfer
interpretations people create a n e w combined concept by
transferring a property from the modifier concept to the head.
For example, the compound "elephant pig" might be
interpreted as " an elephant pig is a pig that has tusks": the
transfer of a property fi-om the modifier concept ("elephant")
to die head concept ("pig").
These property-transfer
combinations have been the focus of much recent research
(Costello & Keane, 2001; Gagne, 2000; Wisniewski &. Love,
1998). This focus in this paper is on property-transfer
combinations.
Costello & Keane (2001) describe an experiment examining
people's interpretation of property-transfer combinations. The

experiment was designed to test two differing predictions
about these property-transfer combinations. O n e prediction
was that the transferred property would be a structurally
aligned difference between the modifier and head concepts;
that is, a property in the modifier concept that structurally
corresponds to a different property in the head (Wisniewski,
1996). The competing p»-ediction was that the transferred
property would be a diagnostic property of the modifier
(source) concept; that is, a property that helps identify
members of that concept and distinguish it from other
concqjts (Tversky, 1977; Costello & Keane, 2000). In this
experiment, participants were shown 16 novel compound
phrases, with 4 different property-transfer intopretations as
possible meanings for each phrase. Using two pre-tests, the 4
interpretatJOTS for each compound were controlled and crossed
for structural alignment and diagnosticity. For example, for
die i^irase "elephant pig" the 4 interpretations were

concept "elephant", participants were asked to rate h o w
helpful each of properties:
• are
•
•
•

big
are grey
have tusks
are an endangered species

would be in allowing their partner in the game to identify die
concept "elephant". Participants rated the helpfulness of the
properties on a 7 point scale going from -3 (not at all helpfiil)
to +3 (very helpful). Diagnostic properties were those w^ose
average rating was above 0 on this 7-point scale. T w o
diagnostic and two non-diagnostic properties were obtained
for each modifier concept, and these properties were used to
construct the 4 interpretations for the c o m p o u n d phrase in
question. In tfie main experiment, participants rated the
acceptability of these interpretations for those c o m p o u n d
phrases. T h e next section describes h o w these materials were
used to investigate the role of diagnosticity in the production
of c o m p o u n d phrases.

Elephant pigs are
(diagnostic, aligned)
• pigs diat are big
• pigs that are grey
(non-diagnostic, aligned)
• pigs that have tusks
(diagnostic, non-aligned)
• pigsftatare an endangered species
(non-diagnostic, non-aligned)

Diagnosticity in ttie Production of Noun-Noun

Compounds

The previous section described an experiment showing that, in
Participants were asked to judge how good or bad they thought intapreting compound phrases, the property diagnosticity
each property-transfer interpretation was as a meaning for the
plays an important part. Is diagnosticity also important w h e n
compound phrase in question, and to rate the acceptability of
people are producing, rather than interpreting, c o m p o u n d
each interpretation on a scale going from -3 to +3.
phrases? This section describes an experiment addressing this
The results of this experiment showed that people's
question.
interpretation of property-transfer compound phrases w a s
In this compound production experiment, participants were
strongly influenced by the diagnosticity of the transferred
shown descriptions of unusual objects and asked to generate
property for the modifier concept in the combination. People
compound names for those objects. T h e object descriptions
reliably rated interpretations using diagnostic properties as
used were selected from the interpretations used in the
acceptable, and those using non-diagnostic properties as
comprehension study. Each of the 16 phrases in die earlia^
unacceptable. There was a significant correlation between the
experiment had 4 object descriptions as interpretations, two
acceptability of interpretations and the rated diagnosticity of
using diagnostic properties and two using non-diagnostic
the properties they contained. Structural alignment had no
properties. In the current experiment one diagnostic and one
influence on peq)le's interpretation acceptability ratings in the
non-diagnostic object description was selected for each phrase.
experiment. In a subsequent test participants were shown the
Participants were given the object descriptions alone (and not
same phrases and simply asked to write d o w n their o w n
given the compound phrases). They were then be asked to
intopretations. Again, diagnosticity, but not structural
generate a two-word noun-noun phrase to n a m e that object.
alignmait, influenced people's interpretation of the phrases.
For example, some participants were given the object
Costello & Keane's (2001) materials provide the basis for
description
the current expoiment on role of diagnosticity in people's
production of novel compound phrases. Costello & Keane's
• "a special type of pig that has tusks"
materials were constructed as follows. First, 16 participants in
and asked to write down a two-word noun-noun phrase to
a property-generation task produced lists of properties for the
n a m e that special type of pig. Other participants were given
modifier and head concepts of the compounds used in the
the object description
experiment. For the modifier concept in each compound, 4
frequently-listed properties were selected. The diagnosticity
• " special type of pig that is grey",
of these 4 properties was then obtained in a diagnosticityrating task. Another set of participants were shown the
and asked to come up with a noun-noun phrase for that object.
selected properties, each property being paired with the
The questim of interest was whether participants would
modifier concept of the relevant compound. Participants were
produce the {rfuase which corresponded to that object in die
asked to imagine they were playing the g a m e in ^ i c h they
earlier expoiment; that is, whether participants would produce
had to help the other player to guess the concept shown. They
the phrase "elephant pig" as a n a m e for "pigs that have tusks".
were asked to rate h o w helpful each property would be in
Notice that in the object description the head word for the
helping their partner idoitify the concept in question. For
phrase in question is afready given (participants already k n o w
example, to assess the diagnosticity of properties for the
that the object described is a type of pig, and so would most
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Table I. Examples of correct responses in instruction sheet.

likely use that word as the head of whatever phrase they
produce). The focus of analysis in the experiment is therefore
on pec^le's choice of modifier word for the phrases they
generate. Will people be more likely to produce the expected
modifier f w object descriptiois containing diagnostic
prc^erties ("pigs diat have tusks") than for those containing
non-diagnostic properties ("pigs that are grey")?

Special type of thing
a special bed with hot lightbulbs
above it, giving the user a tan.
a special bike with strong rugged
tyres and fi«me.
a special padded glove which protects
against heat.
a special lamp containing moving
bubbles of hot, coloured oil.

Method
Participants. The participants were 18 Dublin City
University undergraduates w h o took part for course credit.
Materials. The materials were 16 sets of object descriptions.
Each set contained two object descriptions both of which had
die same target phrase consisting of a modifier and a head.
(Appendix A shows all 16 sets of object descriptions and
target phrases). O n e object description ccmtained a diagnostic
prc^rty for the modifier concept in that target phrase; the
other dbject description contained a non-diagnostic property
for that conc^t. Participants in the expoiment saw one object
description fi-om each set. Participants did not see the
modifier concq)t for the target phrase for that set. The factor
of interest was whether participants would produce a phrase
containing tfie target modifier concept. Object descriptions
were taken fi-om the materials of Costello & Keane's (2001)
experiment en compound phrase comprdiaision. The fi-aming
phrase "a special type of." was added to each object
description (so diat, for example, participants were asked to
produce a noun-noun compound to n a m e "a special type of pig
that has tusks").

Correct compound

'a^"b5^^

y

a "mountain bike''^
an "oven glove" ^
a "lava lamp" ^

sometimes simply reproduced a word fiom the description
rather than coming up with a n e w noun-noun phrase
(producing the compound n a m e "tusked pig" for the object
description "a special type pig that has tusks", for example).
T o avoid uninteresting responses of this type, instruction sheet
stressed that, in producing a compound n a m e for an object,
participants should not simply reproduce the words used in the
description of that object. Participants were shown four
examples of compounds which simply reproduced terms fi-om
an object description (Table 2, below). TTiese were marked by
crosses to show they were incorrect responses.
Results

The noun-noun phrases produced by participants for A e
object descriptions were analysed by counting, for each object
description, the number of participants w h o produced tfiat
description's target phrase as a n a m e for that object
description. For the object description "a special type of pig
that has tusks", for example, this would mean counting h o w
Design. All participants saw 16 object descriptions, one fi-om m a n y participants produced the target phrase "elephant pig"
each of the 16 object-description sets. Participants were
for that object description. Variations of the target phrase
randomly divided into two groups. The first group of
were allowed if they clearly included the target modifier; for
participants obtained the diagnostic object descriptions fi-om
example, if a participant (xoduced a blending such as "ele-pig"
one half of the object-description sets and the non-diagnostic
for "a special type of pig that has tusks", that would be taken
descripticxis fi^om the other half The second group of
as an occurrence of the target phrase.
participants obtained non-diagnostic object descriptions fi-om
For each target phrase there were two object desaipticms;
thefirsthalf of the object-description sets and the diagnostic
one using a diagnostic property of the modifier concept, the
object descriptionsfi-omthe other half
other using a non-diagnostic property of the modifier. For
each target phrase, one group of 9 participants saw one object
Procedure. Each participant received a booklet consisting of description, die other group saw the other object description;
an instruction sheet followed by 16 object-description sheets
thus each object description was seen by 9 participants. For
in random order. Eadi object description sheet had an object
the object descriptions containing diagnostic properties of the
description at the top of die page, and diree slots in which
modifier concept, the target phrase was produced by 3 out of 9
participants were asked to write d o w n three noun-noun
participants, on average. For the ncxi-diagnostic object
compound names for the object described at the top of the
descriptions, the target phrase was never [H-oduced.
page. Each slot provided space for a modifier and a head
concept Participants had 40 minutes to complete the task.
Table 2. Examples of incorrect responses in instruction sheet.
The instruction sheet explained to participants that they
would be asked to read a set of object descriptions and to
Special type of thing
Incorrect compound
respond by writing d o w n some noun-noun phrases which they
a "lightbulb bed" ^
a special bed with hot li^tbulbs
thought would be good names for the objects described. Four
above it, giving the user a tan.
examples of familiar noun-noun phrases were given, to
a special bike with strong rugged
a "rugged bike" >^
illustrate the type of response required. These examples were
tyres
and
fi-ame.
marked with a tick, to show that they were the correct type of
a special padded glove w^ich protects a "protective glove" ^
response (see Table 1). These examples involved various
against heat.
different relationships between the nouns in the phrase.
A pre-test showed that, when asked to produce compound
a special lamp containing moving
a "coloured lamp" ^
phrases as names for object descriptions, participants
bubbles of hot, coloured oil.
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Figure 1. Probability of target phrase production for
the 16 diagnostic-property object descriptions, and
diagnosticity of properties for modifier in target phrase
(diagnosticity mapped to probability scale).

Figure 2. Probability of target phrase production for
the 16 diagnostic-property object descriptions, and
acceptability of descriptions as interpretations for
phrases (acceptability m a p p e d to probability scale).

Results: diagnosticity. The previous analysis showed that
participants were clearly more likely to produce the target
phrase for descriptions with diagnostic properties than for
descriptions with non-diagnostic properties. A more detailed
examination of the role of diagnosticity in compound phrase
production was performed by analysing the relationship
between the diagnosticity of properties in descriptions and the
rate of target phrase production for those descriptions. This
analysis was carried out for diagnostic-property descriptions
only (the only descriptions for which the target phrase was
produced). There was a significant correlation between the
average rated diagnosticity of properties in these descripticms
for the modifier concept (obtained fi-om the pre-test for
Costello & Keane's (2001) experiment), and the probability of
target phrase production for those descriptions. The more
diagnostic the property in an object description was for the
modifier, the more frequently participants produced the target
phrase (r= 0.81, p < 0.001, %var = 0.66). Figure 1 shows a
graph of probability of target phrase fwoduction versus average
property diagnosticity for the 16 diagnostic object
descriptions. (In this graph property diagnosticity is mapped
from its original rating scale of-3 to +3 onto the 0 to 1 interval
on which probability of target phrase production is shown).
This result suggests that the production of novel noun-noun
phrases for property-based object descriptions can be
predicted from the diagnosticity of properties in those object
descriptions. It might be argued, however, that the target
phrase production in the experiment was not influenced by
property diagnosticity per se, but by a more general
association between the properties and concepts in question.
For example, it could be that the phrase elephant pig was
produced frequently for the object description "a special type
of pig with tusks", not because having tusks is specifically
diagnostic in identifying the concept elephant, but because
there is a general association between elephants and tusks.
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To address this possibility a general measure of association
between concepts and properties was obtained from Costello
& Keane's (2001) original property-generation task. In that
task, 16 participants listed prqjerties for the concepts used in
the experiment. For each property and concept, the number of
participants w ^ o listed that property as belonging to that
concept was obtained. This number was taken to be a measure
of the general association between the property and the
concept. The correlation between this property-concept
association and the rate of target-phrase production did not
reach significance ( r= 0.41, p > .1, % v a r = 0.17). This
suggests that it is diagnosticity specifically, ratfiCT than a more
general association between properties and concepts, that is
important for compound producticm.
Results: Communicative accuracy. In addition to examining
the role of diagnosticity in compound phrase production, the
current experiment allows us to examine the role of
communicative precision in people's production of c o m p o u n d
phrases. O n e view of compound production is that people
produce novel compounds to allow them to precisely
communicate their intended meaning to the listener (Clark,
1987, 1990; Clark & Berman, 1984). In this view, c o m p o u n d
production is a listener-centered process: a person [H-oducing a
compound as a n a m e for a given object will choose a
compound that the listener would easily interpret as referring
to that object. If communicative precision is important in
compound production, there should be a relationship between
the rate at which people produce a given compound phrase as
n a m e for a particular object, and the degree to w^idi people,
w^en given that compound phrase, describe that object as the
correct interpretation for the phrase.
The role of communicative precision in c o m p o u n d phrase
production was analysed by comparing the rate at which
people produced the target phrase for the given object
descriptions in the current experiment against the degree to

which participants in Costello & Keane's (2001) study rated
those object descriptions as good interpretations for those
phrases. The correlation between the phrase production for a
given description and description acceptability as an
interpretation for diat phrase was not significant (r = 0.1, p
>.l, % v a r = 0.01). Figure 2 shows a graph of the rated
desaiption acceptability as interpretation and target phrase
production. This finding of no relation between target phrase
production and interpretation acceptability casts some doubt
on the role of communicative precision in compound phrase
production. This finding is in line with other results (e.g.
Windsor, 1993; Elbcrs, 1988) which also call into question the
communicative precision view of compound production.

(ii) Feature Recognition, (iii) Categorisation, (iv) Lexical
Access, and (v) Decision (Bock & Griffin, 2000). The
suggestion that diagnosticify is important in compound
production because it related to judgements of category
membership,fitsnicely into the third Categorisation stage in
this framework. Indeed, thefindingsof the current experiment
suggest that property diagnosticify m a y play an important role
in the Categorisation stage in this language production
fi-amework.
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A P P E N D I X 1. Object deicrlpdoni and target phrases from Experiment
DeKription
Set

Object deKription

Property is diagnostic for modifier

Target phrase
(modifier head)

Property is not diagnostic for modifier

1

A special type of chair that has blankets

A special type of chair that has wheels

Bed chair

2

A special type of moth that stings

A special type of moth that fertilises plants

Bumblebee
moth

3

A special type of oak that stores water

A special type of oak diat is completely green

Cactus oak

4

A special type of pig that has tusks

A special type of pig that is grey

Elephant pig

5

A special type of beetle that jumps

A special type of beetle that eats insects

Frog beetle

6

A special type of antelope that has a long
neck

A special type of antelope that has a long
tongue

Giraffe
antelope

7

A special type of airplanefliathas
horizontal rotcH-s

A special type of airplane that is manuverable

Helicopter
airplane

8

A special type of monkey that has a pouch to A special type of monkey that doesn't
cairy young
climb trees

9

A special type of lobster that has eight limbs

A special type of lobster found in w a r m wateri

Octopus lobster

10

A special type of robin that can talk

A special type of robin that can be a pet

Parrot robin

11

A special type of horse that has a h w n

A special type of horse that is very dangerous

Rhinoceros
horse

12

A special type of squirrel that smells bad

A special type of squirrel that lives on the
ground

Skunk squirrel

13

A special type of spider that has a shell

A special type of spider that eats plants

Snail spider

14

A special type of iguana that slithers

A special type of iguanafliatis used to m a k e
handbags

Snake iguana

15

A special type of slug that is poisonous

A special type of slug that is fast

Viper slug

16

A special type of seal that has a blowhole

A special type of seal that is an endangered
species

Whale seal
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Kangaroo
monkey
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Abstract

In further experiments, Calder et ai. present data
that they interpret as showing that there must be
Rjecent work has shown that expression recogni-separate representations for facial identity and facial
expression processing. The experiment in this case
tion shows holistic processing effects much like face
was to show several kinds of composite images to the
recognition (Calder et al., ress). W e extend our previous model offecialexpression recognition (D^ey
subjects, and to give them two tasks: identity judgeet al., 2000) to account for these results. W e show
ments (after training on the identities of the subthat our model, with small modifications to the
jects), and expression judgements. There were three
training procedure, can accoimt for the systematic
kinds of composite images: 1) same identity, differbiases between upper and lower facial expression
ent emotion; 2) different identity, same emotion; and
recognition, and the holistic/configural processing
3) different identity, different emotion. Consider the
effect. Finally, we show that results that seem to
case of identity judgements. The subjects are asked
support the idea that separate representations are
to judge the identity of the subject in the bottom
necessary for emotion and identity processing can
half of the image. If the top of the image is the
be accounted for by a single representation model.
same subject, but a different emotion, the reaction
This latter effect is demonstrated in subjects bv
times are faster than if the top half of the image
constructing chimeric faces by taking the top half
is a different subject. This is expected based on
of one face and the bottom half of another.
the above results on configural processing. However,
Background
when the top was a different subject, their reaction
In recent years a consenstis has emerged that
face
did not differ between the case where the extimes
processing is "holistic" in nature (Tanaka and Farah, pression of the different subject was the same or different. The interpretation is that identity processing
1993; Farah et al., 1998). Here "holistic" means
is not affected by affect processing. Identical results
"configural": that is, there is an effect of the whole
in the emotion identification task support the idea
in recognition of the parts of a face. One way to
show this is to construct composite faces by comthat expression processing is not affected by identity
bining the upper and lower halves of different faces. processing. The conclusion that two representations
If the subject's task is to recognize the identity of
must therefore be in play makes intuitive sense, but
the upper half of the face, there is interference if the should be tested in a model. In the following, we
lower half of the face is from a different person. How- show that a single representation suffices to obtain
these resiilts.
ever, if the lower half of the face is misaligned with
the upper half, there is no difference in subjects' responses when the lower half is the same person or a The Model
different person (Young et al., 1987).
W e performed three experiments that paralleled as
Recently, it has been shown that this effect ex- closely as possibly three of the experiments reported
tends to f^al expression recognition (Calder et al., in (Calder et al., ress). In each experiment, we
ress). Calder etal. first replicate a well-known effect
used the same images from the Pictures of Facial
that certain expressions aire more easily recognized
Affect ( P O F A ) dataset (Ekman and FViesen, 1976),
from their top or bottom halves. A summary of the
although normalized as described below. Also,
data is shown in Table 1. Based on this data, Calder
we constructed our o w n versions of Calder's hcindet al. constructed composite faces from the same
constructed split images. All experiments used a
subject using a toi>-biased emotion in the top haJf
similar model and data. The details of these experand a bottom-biased emotion in the bottom half.
iments are described in this section.
W h e n subjects were asked to identify the emotion
Classification Model
in one half, their reaction times were slower when
In all experiments, our classification model emthe two halves were eJigned versus when they were
misaligned.
ploys image filtering, principal components analysis
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Expression
Happy

Sad
Afraid
Angry
Surprised
Disgusted

H u m a n Top
0.20 (.09)
0.19 (.05)
0.33 (.08)
0.28 (.06)
0.06 (.21)
0.62 (.10)

Human
0.01
0.34
0.56
0.49
0.33
0.04

Bottom
(.01)
(.08)
(.09)
(.09)
(.07)
(.14)

Net Top
0.40
0.28
0.28
0.29
0.00
0.20

Net Bottom
0.00
0.40
0.70
0.65
0.21
0.00

Table 1: Fraction of test examples incorrectly identified for each expression. The H u m a n T o p and H u m a n
Bottom results correspond to the results reported for expression recognition by (Calder et al., ress). T h e
Net Top and Net Bottom results correspond to the results achieved by our classification model. T h e number
in parentheses is the standard error for the humams.

( P C A ) , and a single-layer neural network to classify
the expression and identity of an input pixel image
of an actor posing an expression (Dailey et al., 2000).
Preprocessing of these images begins by aligning
the images so that the eyes and mouth of all images are in the same location, then cropping the images to eliminate the background. After each image is aligned, it is convolved with a grid of twodimensional Gabor jets. Each jet is composed of 40
Gaborfiltersoffivedifferent sizes and eight different
orientations. Each jet is centered on a pixel of the
aligned image. This imagefilteringwas chosen because it is similar tofilteringdone in the striate cortex of cats and has previously been shown to improve
expression recognition in neural networks (Dailey
et al., 2000). Applying Gabor filters to a subsampled 240 X 292 pixel image results in a 40,600
component vector. These vectors are then z-scored
(transformed to 0 mean, unit std. dev.) on an individualfilterbasis, resulting in the Gabor pattern.
As our experiments required a method of directing
the classification model's attention to just one half
(bottom or top) of the face stimulus, the other half
of the face stimulus is attenuated. Each component
in the half of the Gabor pattern to be attenuated is
multiplied by 0.125. The factor 0.125 was chosen after comparing the results of attenuating by different
fractions. A n attenuation factor of 0.125 resulted in
the error of the model's recognition of expression
in half face training data (described below) most
closely resembUng the error of the human's recognition of expression in liali face images. However,
we found little vari«ince in the model's error with attenuation factors between 0.5 and 0.125. W e define
a Gaborfilteras being within the half the image to
be attenuated if the pixel it is centered on is in that
half, or if it is within two times the standard devia^
tion of the Gaussian of the Gaborfilter.This way,
evenfiltersin the attended half will be attenuated
if their receptivefieldoverlaps the other half of the
image.
50 principal components of each Gabor pattern
are extracted from the training data. These are also
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(b)
Figure 1: Whole and Half Face Ti'aining Data: (a)
Aligned and cropped pixel image; (b) Pixels corresponding to the top half; (c) Pixels corresponding to
the bottom half.
z-scored. Finally, a soft-maxed single-layer neural
network is trained using the cross-entropy error criterion.
Training Data
All stimuli are derived from pixel images from the
P O F A database. This data set includes images of
14 actors posing 6 expressions: happiness, sadness,
fear, anger, surprise, and disgust.
In all experiments, the principal components of
the Gabor patterns are extracted from whole face
and half face Gabor patterns, and the neural network is trained upon those. W e assume that during
the learning of the emotions, subjects also attend to
just one half of the face at different times. W e can
think of this as either an attentional process or as
a crude simulation of eye movements. In addition,
splitting the images between the top half and bottom half, as defined by Calder, resiilted in the top
half of the image being smaller in £urea than the bottom half of the image. Extracting principal components while attenuating one half of the image allowed
more equal representation of each half in the principal components. Whole face Gabor patterns are
created by convolving the originjJ pixel image with
the Gaborfilters,as described above, then z-scoring
these patterns. Half face Gabor patterns are created in a similar manner: the original pixel image is
convolved with the Gaborfiltersand z-scored, then
one hcdf of the pattern is attenuated to afractionof
0.125. Thus, when creating a top half face Gabor

pattern, components corresponding to the bottom
half of the face axe multiplied by the fraction 0.125.
A n alternative method would have been to start with
a pixel image of just one half of the face, and then
convolve the image with Gaborfilters.W e did not
do this because the Gaborfilterswould have given
a strong response at the edge in the image between
the zeroed half and the non-zeroed half, and we were
concerned that this signal might confuse the network
(this may have been an unnecessary worry). A n example of an aligned and cropped pixel image and
bottom euid top half images are shown in Figxure 1.

Experiment 2
The goal of the second experiment was to determine if incorrect configural information disrupts the
model's expression recognition. This involves comparing the model's accuracy on identifying the expression in one half of two different types of stimuli:
composite and noncomposite. A composite example is the result of aligning the top half of one face
with the bottom half of another (Figure 2(a)). A
noncomposite example is the result of misaligning
the top half of one face with the bottom half of another. W h e n performance degrades on composite
faces compared to non-composites, this is taken to be
an indicator of configural processing (Young et al.,
Experiments
1987). That is, when the two halves are aligned,
Experiment 1
subjects are unable to ignore the information in the
other half of the face, even though they are judging
The goal of the first experiment was to determineonly one half.
whether our network gave the same results as Calder
In this experiment, both halves of the composite
et al.'s subjects in terms of which expressions are
and noncomposite examples correspond to the same
top-biased and which are bottom-biased. A n expresactor but different expressions. In Calder et al.'s
sion is top-hiased if it is more accurately identified
experiment, reaction times were slower for composite
by our model from the top half of the face than the
images th«m for non-composite. Composite images
bottom. A n expression is bottom-biaaed if the oppoare created by aligning the bottom half of one happy,
site is true. Calder et al. used 10 of the P O F A actors surprised, or disgusted face image with the top half
for this experiment. W e used the same 10 actors.
of one sad, afraid, or angry face image. Following
The general procedure for this experiment was to
Calder et al., images from only four of the actors
classify half face examples using the classification
are used.
model described above, then compare the classificar
Composite Gabor patterns are the result of contion error for top and bottom test half face examples
volving these composite images with Gabor filters
for each expression. W e used "hold one actor out"
and z-scoring. As the model must identify the excross validation, so we trained on nine and tested
pression in one half of the example, one half of the
on the tenth. Each of these were repeated ten times
composite Gabor pattern is attenuated by a fraction
using different initial ramdom weights. The test half- of 0.125. Noncomposite Gabor patterns are created
face examples classified by the network are the result
from the composite Gabor patterns. The half of the
of convolving a whole face image with the Gabor fil- pattern that is attenuated is misaligned with the
ters, z-scoring, attenuating one half using the multi- other half by replacing the components of the atplier 0.0 (thus there is no output from that half), and tenuated haff corresponding to the right side of the
projecting onto the principal components. TVainface with the components corresponding to the left
ing is stopped when error on the training set most
side and zeroing the components corresponding to
closely corresponds to the h u m a n confusion matrix
the left side. These are projected onto the principal
reported by Ekman.
components of the same training set as thefirstexResults: The average results of classifying each
periment. The network is trained as in the previous
experiment, and tested on identifying the expression
test example 10 times are shown in Table 1. The
in one half of both composite and noncomposite exnetwork responses do not vary much over networks.
amples.
These results show that for our classification model,
happy and disgusted are bottom-biased while sad,
Results: The results are shown in Figru'e 3. These
afraid, angry and surprised are top-biased. These
results indicate that our classification performs better on noncomposite test examples than composite
results are very similar to the human results: happy
test examples. A s the top and bottom face halves are
and disgusted are bottom-biased and sad, afraid,
aligned in the composite examples, there is incorrect
and angry are topnbiased. The only difference is that
configural information in these examples that is not
our classification model finds siuprised to be topbiased while the h u m a n resultsfindsurprised to be
present in the noncomposite examples. Therefore,
unbiased, due to subject variance. In addition, large this result indicates that incorrect configural information disrupts our model's expression recognition.
differences between the network's classification error
fractions of the top- and bottom-half stimuli corre- The trend in classification error for these two types
spond to large differences between humans' classi- of test examples is similar to the trend reported for
fication errorfractionsof the top and bottom-half himian response time for these two types of examples, as shown in Figure 3.
images.
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Figure 2: Diflferent stimuli types, (a) Composite/Non-composite images; composites with (b) same identity/different expression; (c) different identity/same expression; and (d) different identity/different expression.
RMponft* Time on Otffarenl Typ«« of Stimuli

Nttwork Error fw OKTiwnl Typaa of SUmull

6 12S0

Figure 3: Experiment 2 results, (a) Average error proportion for composite, noncomposite, and half face test
examples. Vertical bars indicate standard deviations, (b) H u m a n response times for expression classification
of composite and noncomposite test examples
Experiment 3

shows examples of all three types.

In Calder et al.'s Experiment 4, they investigated
the interference between identity and expression processing. They noticed that when two happy expressions were combined from different individuals, the
new image looked like a happy person w h o was a
new individujd, different from the two source individuals (see Figure 2(b)). They hypothesized from
this that "the configural information used to encode facial identity m a y be different from that used
to code facial expression." They suggested that if
the two kinds of processing could be selectively disrupted, then that would be support for this tworepresentation model. Note that our model has one
representation, corresponding to the principal components layer. If we can obtain the same results,
then we will show that their conclusion, that there
are two representations, is unwarranted.
This experiment involved three types of composite stimuli. S a m e identity with different expression
(SID/DE) composite examples require that the identity of the actor in both halves be the same but the
expression in each half be different. Different identity with same expression (DID/SE) composite examples require that the identity of the actor in each
half be different but the expression in each half be
the same. Different identity with different expression ( D I D / D E ) composite examples require that the
identity of the actor in each half be different but the
expression in each half be the same. Figure 2(b-d)

T h e model is trained on all the whole and half
face examples for ten actors. Following Calder et al.,
the model must classify the expression and identity
in the bottom half of the composite test examples
constructed from three of the actors. In order to
test for identity performance, Calder et al. trained
their subjects on both identity eind expression for
the three actors they used to create the composite
test stimuU. Hence these stimuli were included in
the training set. Three additional localist outputs
were included to learn the identity of these three actors. The seven remaining actors were trained to
produce all O's on these units. Following Calder et
al., for the three test subjects, the composite examples constructed from them for testing purposes
only use the happy, Surprised, and disgusted expressions. W e stopped training by using a holdout set
composed of the remaning four actors from P O F A
that were not used in any of the Calder et al. experiments. T h e network was trained imtil error on
the holdout set was minimal, and tested on all three
types of composite examples.
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Results: The results are shown in Figure 4. While
both expression and identity were classified without
error on all types of composites, there was a significant difference in a standard measure of reaction
time from feed-forwaurd networks: 1 - the m a x i m u m
output. Figure 4(a) shows the reaction time of our
network on the relevant stimuli.
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.«. idwiUly DkWxi

Nstworfc RMponM TknatorDMIarant Typat ol Conpo
•*- Idanttty
-• ExprsMton
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•.

-aoB

(b)
Figure 4: Experiment 3 results. Panel (a) shows the effect of composite type on our network reaction time
for identity and expression recognition. Panel (b) is derived from (Calder et al., ress).

W h e n classifying expression (dashed line), the
model resp>onds more quickly when the expression
is the same in both halves of the composite example. Crucially, the model is not slowed more in the
D I D / D E case than the S I D / D E case. T h e same result is true for identity classification. W h e n classifying identity, the model is faster when the identity
is the same in both halves of the composite example. Crucially, the model is not slowed more in the
D I D / D E case than the D I D / S E case. In fact, it
is slightly faster. The pattern of these results are
equivalent to the pattern of the response times in
the h u m a n experiments ( Figure 4(b)).

expression and identity recognition, but other than
that the top ten components for the two tasks were
disjoint.
This suggests that the principal components used
to encode expression are separate from those used to
encode identity. Figure 5(a) and (b) show the projections of the identity classes and expression classes
on the most discriminating expression principal components. It is apparent that these components separate expression better than identity. Figiure 5(c)
shows the identity Wilk's A value plotted against the
expression Wilk's A value, for corresponding principal components.

Analysis

Discussion

In this section w e examine the kind of representation that the network is using for this task. In particular, w e examine the principal components of the
Gaborfilters.Calder et al. showed that the principal components of gray scale images taken from the
P O F A database show a sepaj°ation in terms of identity and expression. That is, there are components
that best sepju-ate expressions, and different components that best separate the identities of the models
in the P O F A .
T h e principaJ components that best discriminate
a data set, assuming the data samples are normally
distributed, are those that minimize the variance of
the samples within each class, while maximizing the
total variance of all the samples. Therefore, w e can
rank the approximate discriminating power of each
principal component by the Wilk's A value: the
within-class scatter divided by the total scatter of
the samples. T h e smaller the Wilk's A, the greaiter
the discriminating power.
T h e two Wilk's A values for each principal component were computed for the two face recognition
tasks compared in this paper: expression recognition
£uid identity recognition. Only two components out
of the highest 10 ranked principal components for
each task overlapped. T h e 5th and the 19th principal components were ranked in the top 10 for both

Our results suggest that our simple neural network
model can explain a variety of effects in psychological research in expression recognition. W e found
that our model showed nearly the same pattern of
results in discriminability of expressions from half
faces. In order to obtain this result, w e had to
change our model in two ways. First, we modeled
the attentional process as an inhibition of irrelevant
information, an approach that is well supported in
the literature. Second, we had to add trjiining on
half faces to our model. W e suggest that this modification is independently motivated by the fact that
people foveate on different parts of the face when
performing such tasks. Future research should concentrate on actually implementing an eye movement
mechanism that is modulated by the task. Our previous model of scan paths (Yamada and Cottrell,
1995) only used bottom up information. Top down,
task-related information can be incorporated by using the mutual information between the features and
the categories - essentially, feature selection.
Second, we showed that our model's error patterns when shown composite versus non-composite
faces follow the reaction time pattern in the h u m a n
subjects data. That is, where our model makes more
errors, the humans have longer reaction times. In an
unreported experiment, w e found the correct pattern
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Figure 5: P C Analysis: (a) Plots of each class of expression on the two most discriminating expression
principal components; (b) Plots of each class of identity on the two most discriminating expression principal
components; (c) Identity and expression Wilk's A values for corresponding principal components.

of reaction times when the network is only shown
a half face versus a composite faice. This suggests
that either the h u m e m subjects do not look at the
other half of the face at all when they are misaligned,
or that a greater degree of attenuation of the misaligned hali should lead to results more in keeping
with the R T data.
Third, our model showed that it is not necessary
to posit two independent representations for identity
and expression processing. Since the representation
at the principal components layer is a set of orthogonal vectors, and the categorizer is a single layer
perceptron, this suggests that each output imit is
simply cutting off a different corner of the feature
hypercube, amd the learned hyperplane is simply orthogonal to the non-informative directions of variation. This is exactly what one would expect given
this type of model, and so there is no mystery in our
results.
This result might also have been expected given
previous results examining the principal components of gray scale images of facial expressions directly (Calder et al., 2001), where it was foimd that
expression and identity tended to load on different
principal components. T h e main difference here is
that our principal components are performed on a
more biologically plausible representation of faces
than gray scale images. However, we find that when
w e do a similar analysis to that carried out by Calder
et al. (2001), we also find that the representation
loads expression and identity on orthogonal components. Does this m e a n that we have two representations? If one thinks of each principal component
as a Unear "neuron," and the projection of £in input
on that component as its activation, then observing these activities will appear to show units that
respond to identity, and other units that respond
to expression. O n e could argue that these axe then
separate representations.
However, we argue that when viewed ontologically
these representations were developed to be orthogonal with respect to one another. That is, due to the
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constrain that the principal components must be orthogonal, the representation of emotion is m a d e in
the context of and in competition with the representation of identity, as these are the major directions
in which the data vary. O n the other hand, one can
say that this is a functional sep^ation of the representations, and indeed, it is.
Acknowledgments We thank Gary's Unbelievable Research Unit ( G U R U ) for discussion and comments. This research was supported by N I M H grant
M H 5 7 0 7 5 to G W C .
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Researchers have established that prior domain
knowledge has a strong effect on text comprehension and
This study examined the ability of cognitive factors (i.e., prior
memory. Bransford and Johnson (1972) first established that
domain knowledge, reading ability, and metacognitive
prior knowledge improves readers' m e m o r y for written
reading strategies) to predict students' comprehension of
information. They showed that w h e n readers were provided
science texts and students' performance in an introductory
with a prior schema via a passage title or a picture, readers
psychology course. Both prior knowledge and reading ability
recalled twice as m u c h from the passage compared to those
reliably predicted comprehension of the science text (about
w h o were not provided with prior schematic information.
sensory memory). Prior knowledge was the best predictor for
Essentially, the passage title activated the appropriate prior
exam performance. However, greater knowledge provided no
knowledge, or schema, that allows the reader to understand
benefit for students w h o did not use certain types of
and thus remember the passage. Chiesi, Spilich, and Voss,
metacognitive reading strategies. Also, the tendency to use
(1979) demonstrated that readers with greater prior
previewing strategies only benefited smdents if they
knowledge of baseball better understood and remembered a
possessed sufficient prior knowledge.
passage concerning baseball, regardless of the participants'
age
or reading ability. Further research has demonstrated
Introduction
that prior knowledge has a pronounced effect on
W h a t cognitive abilities are most important to a student
comprehension of difficult expository texts, such as those
entering a college level science course? If w e assume that
found in science textbooks. Readers with greater prior
science course performance relies on factors related to
knowledge exhibit superior comprehension and thus
science comprehension, then cognitive factors such as the
enhanced learning compared to diose with less prior
students' level of reading ability, their prior knowledge of
knowledge (Alexander, Kulikowich, & Schuize, 1994;
the domain area, and students' knowledge and use of Chiesi et al., 1979; M c N a m a r a , 2001; M c N a m a r a &
metacognitive reading strategies should play key roles in
Kintsch, 1996; M c N a m a r a , Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch,
1996). Therefore, w e can expect that prior knowledge will
students' course jjerformance. Hence, the purpose of this
have a substantial effect on science course performance,
research w a s to establish whether these cognitive factors
perhaps more so than reading skill.
were predictive of students' comprehension of science texts
Whereas prior knowledge is certainly critical for
as well as their performance in a science course (in this
successful text comprehension and course performance,
case, introductory psychology).
students' metacognitive knowledge, such as their knowledge
There is no doubt that better readers better comprehend
text (Perfetti, 1985) - because, of course, that is the of metacognitive reading strategies, m a y also play an
important role. Generally, metacognition refers to an
underlying definition of reading skill. Skilled readers also
individual's ability to think about thinking. More
tend to experience the reading process as more automatic
specifically, metacognition can be defined as an individuals'
and effortless than less skilled readers (Underwood, 1997).
ability to self-monitor, self-assess, and self-evaluate. These
Skilled readers tend to ntake reading process decisions
processes help a learner determine w h y a process such as
below the level of consciousness, particularly w h e n reading
familiar material. Thus, skilled readers unconsciously, or reading a science textbook is difficult, and then potentially
overcome the difficulty.
with very little conscious effort, understand the thoughts
Metacognition when applied to reading refers to the
comraimicated through the texts and are reminded of the
process of monitoring comprehension and the use of
knowledge diey have regarding the topic covered within a
strategies to improve comprehension (Forget & Morgan,
text (Underwood, 1997). Furthermore, skilled readers
1997). Reading strategies such as summarization, mental
approach confusing sentences or passages by incorporating
imagery, mnemonic imagery, question generation,
their prior domain knowledge to help them better
answering self-generated questions, and look-backs have all
understand the text (Collins, 1994). Thus, it would be
been shown to enhance text comprehension (Pressley &
expected that not only reading skill, but also prior
Woloshyn, 1995). Chi and Bassok (1989) found that
knowledge would provide considerable benefits to science
successful students tended to employ reading strategies such
text comprehension and by consequence to students' course
as generating elaborations and paraphrases, monitoring and
performance.
creating statements, and producing self-explanations. In
turn, these strategies enhanced their understanding of the
Abstract
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text material (see also, Chi, DeLeeuw, Chiu, & LaVandchcr,
1994). Chi and Bassok also found that the students were
more likely to generate explanations of the material covered
within a text when they monitored and detected the points
that they did not successfully understand. In addition, more
successful students' self-explanations tended to include
additional knowledge compared to less successful students
w h o were more likely to simply par^hrase the text
material.
Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, and Glaser (1989) found
that successful students showed a tendency to use strategies
such as explaining and justifying example-exercises in a
science textbook to themselves whereas less successful
students were not as likely to show thistendency.W h e n the
less successful students explained the exercise to
themselves, they did not seem to connect their prior
knowledge with the information covered within the science
textbook. The study also found a tendency for the successful
students to accurately monitor and detect when they
understood a concept as well as when they did not fully
comprehend or understand a concept. The less successful
students did not show this tendency when attempting to
detect comprehension failures of concepts covered within a
science text.
Reading strategy instruction also improves reading
comprehension. Bereiter and Bird (1985) found that when
readers were taught strategies such as restatement,
backtracking and problem solving, there was a significant
increase in reading comprehension. M c N a m a r a and Scott
(1999) found that when students in a college level science
course were trained to use reading strategies to improve
self-explanation, they had superior course grades compared
to their counterparts w h o did not receive this training.
Moreover, this training was more beneficial to students with
less prior knowledge than for those w h o had greater prior
knowledge. In essence, the training helped the students to
overcome their knowledge deficits.
Collins (1994) also notes that metacognition affects an
individual's ability to integrate prior knowledge with
incoming novel information from atextbook,such as those
textbooks used in science courses. A s indicated earlier, prior
knowledge assists an individual's ability to comprehend
incoming information. Thus, an individual's metacognitive
skills may assist him or her in incorporating their prior
knowledge with the new information from the textbook.
In summary, the literature indicates that reading skill,
prior knowledge, and the knowledge and use of
metacognitive reading strategies are important tools in
science comprehension. Thus, the current study examines
whether reading ability, prior domain knowledge, and
metacognitive reading strategies are related to course
performance in an introductory psychology course at Old
Dominion University. These factors were assessed at the
beginning of a semester to determine their ability to predict
students' comprehension of a science text and students'
course performance. Our secondary goal was to reveal
whether specific metacognitive reading strategies were more
or less associated with reading ability, science text
comprehension, and prior knowledge.
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Reading ability was expected to facilitate readers'
comprehension of text material and thus improve course
performance. Additionally, it was expected that prior
knowledge would have a profound effect on science course
performance as well as comprehension of a science text.
Those students w h o have prior knowledge of the domain of
atextshould perform better on comprehension measures of
that material because they have the opportunity to
incorporate that prior knowledge with the text material.
However, knowledge and use of metacognitive reading
strategies should enhance that ability by the reader
strategically incorporating his or her prior knowledge with
the novel material from the text. However, for those
students w h o lack the adequate knowledge needed to
comprehend difficult texts, such as science textbooks, the
use of metacognitive reading skills m a y compensate for the
lack of prior knowledge (see e.g., O'Reilly and McNamara,
2002). Metacognitive reading strategies m a y assist the
learner to monitor their comprehension of thetextmaterial
and thus actively attempt to understand the material.
Method
Participants
The sample consisted of 144 undergraduates enrolled in
Introduction to Psychology at Old Dominion University.
The participants included 57 males and 87 females with a
mean age of 19 years. The majority of the participants were
freshman (n=lll). The remaining sample consisted of 21
sophomores, 8 juniors, and 4 seniors. They were given extra
credits points in the psychology course of their choice for
their participation.
Procedure
The experiment involved two sessions, which took place
during the regularly scheduled class periods. In the first
session, participants were invited to participate and given
the Metacognitive Strategies Index (MSI) to con:q)lete at
home. (There was no instruction of metacognitive reading
strategies.) In the second session, participants were
administered the prior knowledgetest(19 min), the Nelson
Denny reading test (15 min), and the sensory memory text
with die comprehension questions (8 min). Students' grades
were provided by the instructor at the end of the semester.
Materials
Metacognitive Reading Strategies Knowledge and use of
metacognitive reading strategies was assessed using the
Metacognitive Strategies Index (MSI; Forget, 1999). This
was a 25-item multiple-choice questionnaire. Studies
conducted by Forget in content areas at the high-school
level found validity and test-retest reliability to be high
(Forget, 1991; Forget & Morgan, 1997; Forget, 1999). The
questions determine what the student does before, during,
and after reading a text. For the purpose of this study, four
sub-factors were examined (1) predicting and verifying
(predicting the content and evaluating predictions and
creating new ones), (2) previewing the text, purpose setting,
and self-questioning, (3) drawing from background
knowledge (activating and incorporating information from

That is what did he measure") and the remaining 6 were
text-based questions which require the reader to use only
one sentence in order to successfully answer the question
(i.e., "What is sensory memory?"). The students were
allotted 8 minutes to read the passage and answer the
questions, but were allowed to refer back to the passage to
answer the questions. Therefore, performance on the
questions assesses comprehension, but does not necessarily
assess memory or learning. The participants were allotted 8
minutes to complete the exercise. Reliability of the science
text comprehension questions computed by Cronbach's
Alpha was .33.

background knowledge), and (4) summarizing the content.
ThereliabiUtyof the M S I computed by Cronbach's Alpha
was .66. Reliability of sub-factor (1) predicting and
verifying was .30, of sub-factor (2) previewing, purpose
setting, and self-questioning was .38, of sub-factor (3)
drawing from background knowledge was .46, and for subfactor (4) summarizing and applying fix-up strategies was
.29.
Demographics Demographics, motivation, effort, and
education were assessed using a questionnaire consisting of
15 questions. The questions assess h o w m u c h time and
effort the students devote to the course as compared to h o w
m u c h time and effort they devote to other courses (i.e.,
" H o w m a n y hours per week do you plan to devote to
reading and studying for this course?"). The questions also
determine h o w m a n y science courses the participants have
completed and h o w m u c h they enjoy reading and learning
scientific material as well as non-scientific material.
Examples are: " H o w m u c h do you enjoy reading?" and
" H o w m u c h do you enjoy learning information about
science?"

Results
The alpha level was set at .05; hence, probability values are
only reported for marginal results. A s might be expected,
knowledge and reading skill were highly correlated (R=.63),
but were not reliably correlated with performance on the
M S I . Text comprehension performance was measured in
terms of proportion correct on the open-ended questions.
T w o raters scored the comprehension questions and
discrepancies ( 1 2 % of the scores) were resolved via
discussion, yielding afinalset of scores.

Prior Knowledge Prior knowledge was assessed using an
unpublished prerequisite knowledge test developed in
collaboration writh Linda Buyer at Governors State
University in Illinois. The 48 multiple-choice questions
were developed based on the concepts covered within three
textbooks used for introductory psychology courses that
were assumed k n o w n to the reader by the textbook authors.
The questions included psychology sp>ecific questions (i.e.,
"Which person is most closely associated with the concept
of the unconscious?"), general knowledge questions (i.e.,
"Which of the following is a logarithmic scale?"), and
research methodology questions (i.e., " H o w is sample size
related to the accuracy of population estimates derived from
sample data?")- The questions were presented in random
order. Reliability of the prior knowledge test computed by
Cronbach's Alpha was .67.

Demographics

Reading Ability Reading ability was evaluated using form
G of the Nelson Denny adult reading comprehension test
(Brown, Fishco, & Hanna, 1993). The measure consists of
seven passages and 38 questions. The participants were
instructed to read a passage and then answer the
comprehension questions regarding that particular passage.
They were permitted to look back on the passages to answer
the comprehension questions. Reliability computed by
Cronbach's Alpha was a=.88.
Science Comprehension The text consisted of a 307-word
passage on the topic of sensory m e m o r y adapted from
Leflon (pp. 195-196; 2000). The reading ease was 31.3 and
the Flesch-Kincaid Grade level was 12. Twelve open-ended
comprehension
questions were used to measure
comprehension of the passage. Six of the 12 questions were
bridging questions, which require the reader to m a k e
inferences from two or more sentences in the text (i.e.,
"What w a s the dependent variable in Sperling's experiment?

A standard multiple regression was computed to determine
whether variables such as the students' amount of effort in
the class, motivation, enjoyment for leaning science and
non-science material as well as the number of previous
science courses taken by the student were associated with
comprehension of the sensory memory text as well as
course performance. For comprehension of the sensory
m e m o r y passage, the overall regression model was
significant, F(15,121)=2.29 accounting for 1 2 % of tfie
variance. Total points on the S A T in high school was the
only significant predictor, P=.35, sr,^=.09. For average exam
performance, the overall regression model was reliable,
F(15,121)=1.93 accounting for 9 % of the variance. The only
reliable predictor was high school grade point average,
P=.33, sr,^=.08. Hence, neither course effort nor reading
enjoyment were significant predictors of performance in this
study.
Predicting Comprehension and Exam Performance
Oiu-firstquestion regarded the ability of prior knowledge,
reading ability, and the M S I to predict science text
comprehension and course performance. Regression
analyses were performed for each dependent measure
including prior knowledge, reading ability, and
metacognitive reading strategies as predictor variables.
Science Text Comprehension For science text
comprehetuion, the overall regression model was reliable,
F(3,140)=30.70, accounting for 3 8 % of the variance.
Performance on the M S I did not predict performance,
whereas both prior knowledge, F(l,140)=9.54; P=.27,
sri^=.04, and reading ability, F(l,140)=23.68; P=.4I,
sri^=.10, reliably predicted comprehension. High-knowledge
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students scored significantly higher on the comprehension
questions Q ^ = 4 9 % correct) than low-knowledge students
^ = 3 3 % correct); and similarly, skilled readers showed
better comprehension ( M = 5 0 % correct) than less-skilled
readers ( M = 3 1 % correct). Separate analyses did not reveal
any interdependencies between prior knowledge and reading
ability.

O — Low Summary / Low Preview
•— Low Summary / High Preview
a — High Summary / Low Preview
•—High Surrmary / High Preview

Average Exam Performance Average Exam performance
in this course was based on the top five of six exams.
Analyses included students w h o completed at least four of
the six exams (n=136). In terms of average exam
performance, the overall regression model was reliable,
F(3,132)= 13.46, accounting for 2 5 % of the variance.
Neither reading ability, F(l,132)=2.38, nor performance on
the M S I , F(l,132)=3.24, reliably predicted exam
performance. Prior knowledge, in contrast, accounted for
2 1 % of the variance, F(l,132)=30.85; p=.48, sr,^=.14.
Students with greater prior knowledge about concepts
related to psychology when beginning the course scored
significantly higher on the exams (M=0.80) than did lowknowledge students (M=0.72). In addition, the effect of
knowledge on exam performance remained stable across
exams, thus, prior knowledge affected performance
equivalently across all of the exams.

Low

High

Prior Knowledge
Figure 1. E x a m Performance as a Function of Prior
Knowledge, Summarization Reading Strategies, and
Previewing Reading Strategies

E x a m Performance Performance on exams w a s reliably
predicted by sub-factor 2 (previewing, purpose setting, and
self-questioning), F(l,131)=4.16; p=.19, srj^=.03 (High
M=0.77; L o w M=0.73) and by sub-factor 4 (summarizing
and J^plying fix-up strategies), F(l,131)=4.33; P=.19,
sri^=.03 (High M=0.77; L o w M=0.73). However, these
effects were not reliable w h e n prior knowledge was also
Metacognitive Reading Strategies
included in the regression model indicating that prior
knowledge
is more predictive of exam performance.
Our second question regarded whether the sub-factors of the
Moreover, further analyses revealed that these factors were
M S I differentially predicted reading skill, science text
interdependent. A n interaction between knowledge and
comprehension, and course performance. The sub-factors
previewing
indicated that students w h o were more likely to
included (1) predicting and verifying, (2) previewing,
use previewing strategies (i.e., sub-factor 2) only benefited
purpose setting, and self-questioning, (3) drawing from
from these strategies on the exams if they possessed
background knowledge, and (4) summarizing and applying
sufficient knowledge, F(l,128)=7.95. In addition, there was
fix-up strategies.
a three-way interaction between knowledge, previewing,
Reading Ability None of the four metacognitive sub-factors and summarization, F(l,128)=4.65 (see Figure 1). Students
reliably predicted scores on the Nelson Denny reading test. w h o were less likely to use previewing strategies but more
likely to use summarization strategies showed a marginal
effect of prior knowledge, F(l,36)=3.31, p=.08. Students
Science Comprehension Performance on the science text
w h o were more likely to use previewing strategies,
comprehension questions was reliably predicted by subregardless of the extent of their use of summarizing
factor 3 (drawing from background knowledge),
strategies significantly benefited from their prior knowledge
F(l,140)=4.37; P=.21, sri^=.03. The students w h o were more
on exams (High S u m m a r y F(l,46)=14.33; L o w Sununary
likely to use prior knowledge while reading scored
F(l,19)=21.36). Finally, greater knowledge provided no
significantly higher on the comprehension of the science
benefit for students w h o did not use either type of reading
text ( M = 4 2 % ) , thantiiosestudents w h o were less likely to
strategies, F<2. Looking at the interaction from a different
use knowledge ( M = 3 7 % ) . This relationship remained
angle, the effects of strategy use were not reliable for lowsignificant when prior knowledge and reading ability were
knowledge students. In contrast for high-knowledge
included in the regression equation. Although, one might
students, there was a reliable effect of previewing,
expect that drawing on background knowledge would
F(l,47)=7.84, and marginal interaction of previewing and
depend on the student's prior knowledge, this interaction
summarizing, F(l,47)=3.61, p=.06.
was not reliable.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine which cognitive
abilities were precursors to science comprehension, and by
consequence to students' performance in a science course
(in this case, introductory psychology). Hence, w e examined
students' prior knowledge, reading ability, and
metacognitive reading strategies at the beginning of a
semester and related performance on these measures to
students' ability to comprehend a science text (about
sensory m e m o r y ) and students' average exam scores. In
addition, w e determined whether specific metacognitive
reading strategies differentially predicted reading ability,
science text con^)rehension, and course performance.
A s hypothesized, prior knowledge strongly predicted
students' comprehension of the sensory m e m o r y passage as
well as their exam performance. High-knowledge students
showed a 16 percent advantage on comprehension questions
in comparison to low-knowledge students. Similarly,
students with greater prior knowledge about basic
psychological concepts performed about 8 percent better on
the course exams than low-knowledge students. Indeed,
prior knowledge was the only reliable predictor of exam
performance, accounting for 21 percent of the variance.
Moreover, there w a s not a decline in the effect of prior
knowledge throughout the semester. Hence, students did not
overcome their knowledge deficits as the course proceeded.
Reading ability was a strong predictor of text
comprehension, even more so than prior knowledge. The
fact that reading ability did not predict exam performance
could inq)ly that the exams did not include information
covered solely widiin textbooks rather was primarily based
on information covered within the lectures; thus reading
comprehension would not be necessary to succeed in the
course. In addition, this would mean that our reading ability
measure would be a poor predictor of lecture
comprehension. Alternatively, the type of reading ability
measure could be at fault. That is, perh^s the Nelson
Denny reading test does not tap into the same processes
involved in comprehending a course textbook. T o contradict
that argument, however, it was found that reading ability
was the strongest predictor of comprehension of the science
text, which was derived from an introductory psychology
textbook.
In addition, it was found that neither the overall score nor
the four metacognitive sub-factors predicted reading ability.
This result indicates that the Nelson Denny reading test does
not rely heavily on strategy use. This result m a y be expected
because the Nelson Denny reading test primarily covers
relatively familiar material, whereas metacognitive reading
strategies m a y be most helpful for less familiar or difficult
material.
Students' overall score on the Metacognitive Strategies
Index (MSI) did not reliably predict either exam scores or
science text comprehension. However, when the sub-factors
were considered, it w a s found that drawing from
background knowledge was predictive of science text
comprehension. The influence of this type of reading
strategy was positive regardless of students' prior
knowledge and reading ability. This result further supports
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the importance of teaching both high- and low-knowledge
students to integrate prior knowledge with n e w information
when reading difficult texts such as science textbooks (e.g.,
M c N a m a r a & Scott, 1999).
The two sub-factors, previewing, purpose setting and selfquestioning as well as summarizing and applying fix-up
strategies predicted exam performance; however, this was
dependent on the amount of knowledge the students'
possessed. The students' use of previewing strategies was
only beneficial on the exams when they possessed sufficient
prior knowledge. The purpose of previewing is to activate
knowledge schemas. These schemas presumably help the
student to prepare for the learning process - just as a story
title helps the reader understand a passage (Bransford &
Johnson, 1972). However, without the necessary knowledge
about the topic, previewing is of little utility.
In addition, it was found that students widi lowknowledge did not benefit reliably from strategy use on
exams (cf, O'Reilly & M c N a m a r a , 2002). Thus, in contrast
to the results for text comprehension, it was found for
exams that strategy use did not help to compensate for
knowledge deficits. High-knowledge participants benefited
from strategies, and most importantly, having more prior
knowledge did not benefit students w h o did not use either of
the metacognitive reading strategies. Hence, knowledge and
strategy use are critically intertwined.
There are several limitations to this study. First, this study
was correlational, and thus causal relationships caimot be
assumed. Clearly, additional experimental studies are
necessary to more completely understand these issues (cf,
M c N a m a r a & Scott, 1999). Second, the sample was college
students all enrolled in the same introductory psychology
course and most of the students were freshmen in their
second semester of college. Thus, the results of this study
m a y not generalize to other populations. Additionally, this
study m a y not adequately tap into science comprehension
per se since the students are enrolled in a psychology course
and the sensory m e m o r y text was derived from an
introductory psychology textbook. The predictors of
comprehension of passages within a psychology textbook
m a y differ from those predictors of comprehension of a
biology textbook or textbooks used in other hard sciences.
Future research in this area could be to examine what
factors predict comprehension of texts and course
performance in other science courses such as biology or
chemistry (e.g., see O'Reilly & M c N a m a r a , 2002). Finally,
it m a y be beneficial to examine predictive factors of science
comprehension for college students compared to younger
students such as those in high school.
In conclusion, these results underline the notion that
students should be taught to utilize strategies when reading
texts, particularly those found in science courses. It is
important, though, to understand which strategies m a y be
more or less helpful under different circumstances. This
study is a small step toward better understanding what these
circumstances m a y be.
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Zwaan, 2001; Fincher-Keifer, 2001). They could
potentially benefit problem solving by facilitating the
We argue that problem solvers can, in certain cases,
testing and general exploration of candidate solutions.
solve target problems by transforming perceptual
W e argue that the w a y a diagram is drawn affects not
simulations of solutions to analogous source problems.
only what is perceptually simulated but also h o w the
W e further argue that source diagrams may facilitate the
resulting simidation can be perceptually transformed. A
process, but only if they convey physical affordances
long history of findings, dating back to Cooper and
consistent with the necessary transformations. W e
Shepard's (1973) chronometric studies of mental
conducted an exploratory study in which participants
rotation, support die basic premise that simulations are
were asked to solve a source and a target problem. W e
transformed through simulated motor activity. More
identified two properties of extemporaneously drawn
recently, researchers have found that simulated
source diagrams - view and configuration - that were
transformations are motorically structured and
h i ^ y correlated with the production of analogous
constrained. T h e ease with \^iiich imagined body parts
solutions to the target problem. W e speculated that view
are mentally rotated, for example, parallels the ease
and configuration influenced the ease with which certain
with which those parts can be rotated in actuality
simulated transformations were performed. The results
(Parsons, 1987). In addition, concurrent motor activity
of two additional experiments in which the view and
consistent with simulated transformations of imagined
configuration of source diagrams were independently
objects tends to m a k e those transformationsfesterand
controlled further support the claim.
mcx-e accurate, wiiile inconsistent activities produce
Introduction
interfwence (Wexler, Kosslyn & Berthoz, 1998).
In this paper w e explore the functioning of diagrams
Generally speaking, simulated transformaticHis appear
in analogical problem solving. Specifically, w e
to be ccxistrained in the same w a y real interaction with
investigate h o w contextual aspects of diagrams - things
the physical world is constrained. Insofer as contextual
ranging from depicted physical details to intrinsic
aspects of diagrams would help determine the physical
properties like perspective, orientation and scale properties of simulated objects (e.g., texture, shape,
might afford the land of simulated physical
mass, etc.) and the context in which they are perceived
transformations needed to convert a solution to one (e.g., perspective, orientation, scale, etc.), those aspects
problem into a solution to another. In the next two act as transformational affordances by fecilitating
sections w e briefly outline our claims concerning
certain simulated transformations and inhibiting others.
diagrams, simulations and affordances, and h o w they
A finding diat illustrates the idea that diagrams
might relate to analogy. In the remaining sections w e
convey transformational affordances comes from a
present the findings of three experiments designed to
study by Schwartz and Black ( 1 9 % ) in wliich people
both illustrate and test those claims.
were shown a diagram of two gears meshed together,
one larger than the other, and asked wiiether two marks,
Diagrams, Simulations and Affordances
one on the circumference of each gear, would
O n e w a y external diagrams can fiincticm in problem
eventually line up if the gears were rotated. B y
solving is by scaffolding perceptual, or analog,
comparing response times against the initial angular
simulations in the perc^tual and motor cortices of the
disparity of the marks, Schwartz and Black were able to
brain (Barsalou, 1999; Glenberg, 1997). Perceptual
identify different strategies used to complete the task,
simulations have been found to facilitate spatial
one of which appeared to be perceptually simulating the
reasoning (e.g., Kosslyn, 1994) as well as various forms
two gears rotating together. Ultimately, Schwartz and
of concqjtual reasoning (e.g., Barsalou, Solomon &
Black were able to constrain the strategy peqjle used
W u , 1999; Glenberg & Robertson, 2000; Sunfield &
Abstract
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by manipulating the gear diagrams. In particular they
found that the simulated-rotation strategy was most
likely to be used when the contacting surfiices of the
gears were dq)iaed as rough rather than smooth, as if
roughness m a d e it easier to imagine one gear driving
the other. In this case a physical property depicted in
the diagram appears to have affected the ease with
which associated perceptual simulations were
subsequently transformed.
Analogical Problem Solving
In analogical problem solving, problem solvers start
with a solved "source" problem that is similar in some
way to an unsolved "target" problem. If a problem
solver is aware that the two are related, he or she will
need to m a p the source problem onto the target, thus
identifying which problem elements and constraints are
identical, which are comparable, and w^ich are
irrelevant. Ideally, a mapping will be formed that
allows the problem solver to transfer additional aspects
of the source to the target, producing a target solution.
Although most accounts of analogy are based on
perceptually neutral representations (e.g., Gentner,
1983; Gick and Holyoak, 1983), w e argue that people
can, in certain situations, perceptually simulate source
solutions and transform the simulations into solutions to
target problems. Following the hypothesis presented in
the previous section, w e further argue that affordances
associated with source diagrams might influence the
likelihood that an analogical solution is produced by
constraining what transformations can be executed.
Experiment 1
T o explore h o w diagrams influence analogical
problem solving w e devised an qjen-ended experiment
in which participants were given two superficially
dissimilar but analogous problems and asked to 1)
consider possible links between them, 2) list whatever
similarities they found, and 3) try to solve them. The
first problem was written to be easier than the second,
the hope being that participants would solve it and thus
have a source they could apply to the second problem.
N o independent variables were controlled. Instead,
variations in solutions to the easier problem - in
particular variations in the ccxitextual aspects of
spontaneously produced sketches - were analyzed after
the fact. Correlations between various contextual
properties and the production of analogous solutions to
the harder problem were then sought.
The easier of the two problems - the one written to
be a potential source for the harder problem - involved
designing a door system for a laboratory that would
give workersfi-eeaccess to the lab space while keeping
the air outside the labfi-omcontaminating the air inside.
It was assumed that most participants would come up
with a redundant-door solution, one that involved either
two sets of doors on either side of a vestibule or a
revolving door. The harder problem - the one written to
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be the target - involved designing a pole that suspended
a device several feet off the side of a truck. T h e pole
was described as sticking out in such a way that it ran
into signposts on the side the of the road (Figure 1). T h e
problem was to design the pole so that it could pass
through signposts at a right angle. Ideally, if
participants came up with a redundant-door solution to
the door problem they would use it to come up with a
redundant-pole solution to the pole problem. They
might, for example, specify two poles, one that m o v e d
out of the w a y wdiile the other stayed in place and vice
versa.
T o fcHin an analogy between the d o w problem and
the pole problem requires overcoming not only
superficial differences (e.g., differences in objects and
object attributes) but also a key structural difference in
their respective perceptual contexts. In the door
problem, passing through the door is natural; the
problem is that it lets bad air in and good air out. In the
pole problem, by contrast, passing one object through
the other is not natural, and the problem is to m a k e it
so. Furthermore, the pole problem involves modifying
the thing in motion, w^ile the door problem involves
modifying the thing being passed through. Thus, to m a p
a simulated redundant-door solution onto the pole
problem ultimately requires a shift in one's physical
fi-ame of reference. O n e must either 1) imagine that the
sign post in the pole problem is the lab worker in the
door problem, or 2) imagine that the lab boundary in
the door problem is the pole in the pole problem. T h e
latter means imagining an otherwise rooted lab
boundary in motion, while the former means imagining
an otherwise rooted sign post in motion.

Figure 1 T h e pole problem: Participants are asked to
design a pole that can pass through a signpost.
Transforming the motional context of a simulated
redundant-door solution m a y not be easy. Such a shift
might depend on what sort of transformational
affordances are present, which might, in turn, depend
on the contextual pToperties of an external diagram. W e
argue that a diagram of a redundant-door solution
might, by scaffolding a perceptual simulation, facilitate
the use of such a solution in solving the pole problem,
but only if the contextual properties of the diagram
afford the shift in motional context required to align the
two problems.
Materials and Procedure
The experiment was administered in booklet form. T h e
door problem was printed at the top of thefirstpage

and the pole problem just below it. Instructions on the
first page asked participants to write down as m a n y
similarities between the two problems as they could in
4 minutes. The second page of the booklet was divided
vertically, the top containing instructions asking
participants to write down a solution to the door
problem, the bottom containing instructions asking
participants to write down a solution to the pole
problem. The instructions specified that they would
have 5 minutes total. A s participants were led through
the booklet they were reminded to carefully read the
instructions before starting each task. W h e n they turned
to the second page they were verbally told they could
draw pictures if it helped them articulate their solutions.
Participants
T w o hundred and nine participants were recruited fi^om
an introductory psychology class at Georgia Tech to
participwte in exchange for class credit. The experiment
was administered in one large group during a regularly
scheduled class session.
Results and Discussion
W efirstanalyzed similarities participants reported prior
to solving die problems. Most participants reported
superficial similarities, such as that both problems
involved engineers. A few also reported highly abstract
similarities, such as that both problems involved an
obstacle that prevented a device fi-om working. M o r e
interestingly, some participants reported that both
problems involved something passing through a solid
barrier. Although the requirement that something pass
through a barrier is clearly stated in the pole problem, it
is not stated at all in the door problem. The objective in
the door problem is, in fact, opposite that of the pole
problem: Something with a penetrable (as opposed to
solid) boundary needs to be redesigned to prevent
something fi-om getting through (as opposed to allow
something through). Despite the implicit nature of the
pass-through similarity, 60 of the 209 participants
(29%) reported it.
W e next analyzed solutions produced for the two
problems. Solutions to the door problem were classified
as either redundant-door solutions or non-redundantdoor solutions, the former being those that included one
or m w e of the following: 1) a verbal reference to two
doorways, 2) a verbal reference to an airlock, 3) a
verbal refermce to a revolving door, 4) a diagram
showing two doorways, 5) a diagram showing an
airlock, or 6) a diagram showing a revolving door. A s
expected most participants (184, or 8 8 % ) produced
some kind of redundant-door solution.
Fewer students, by contrast, were successful in
solving the pole problem. Solutions to the pole problem
were first classified as either analogous to the door
problem or non-analogous. Analogous solutions were
those that m a d e use of redundancy. Specifically, a
solution was deemed analogous if one part remained in
place while another part moved out of the way and vice
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versa. Such solutions included those with multiple
latches (with one latch opening at a time), multiple
poles (with one pole retracting at a time), or rotating
devices (with one end swinging out of the way as the
other end swung into place). O f the 209 participants, 33
(16%) produced analogous solutions to the pole
problem. A n example of an analogous solution is
shown alongside a non-analogous solution in Figure 2
Not surprisingly, participants were more likely to
generate an analogous solution to the pole problem if
they generated a redundant-door solution to the door
problem. O f the 184 participants w h o generated
redundant-door solutions, 31 (17%) produced
analogous solutions to the pole problem, while only 2
of the other 25 participants (8%) produced them.
Analogous solutions to the pole problem were also
correlated with the reporting of pass-through
similarities. O f the 60 participants w h o reported passthrough similarities, 17 (28%) produced analogous
solutions to the pole problem, compared to 16 of the
149(ll%)wiiodidnot.
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Figure 2 A solution to the pole problem that is
analogous to a redundant-door solution to the door
problem (left) and one that is not (right).
The remaining analyses concern the diagrams
participants drew to illustrate their solutions to the door
problem. O f the 184 participants w h o produced
redundant-door solutions, 131 drew at least one
diagram. Diagrams alone were not correlated with
analogous solutions to the pole problem. O f the 131
wiio drew diagrams, 22 (17%) produced analogous
solutions to the pole problem, while 9 of the remaining
53 participants (17%) also produced them. This is not
inconsistent with the argument m a d e earlier about the
role of diagrams in problem solving. O f interest is not
\^^ether diagrams in general help but whether certain
types of diagrams are more highly correlated with the
production of analogous solution than others.
T o roughly classify diagrams according to
transformational affordances w e looked at two diagram
properties: view and craifiguration. View was coded as
either plan (viewed from above), elevation (viewed
fi-om the side), perspective, or ambiguous (either plan
or elevation). Configuration was more varied. AAct
reviewing all redundant-door diagrams, 17 distinct
configuration types were identified based on the spaces
that were depicted and their organization. From these
17 types, two higher-level categories were defined: 1)
single-space diagrams, or those in which the only space

depicted was the space between the redundant dixvs
and 2) multiple-space diagrams, or those in which
additional spaces were depicted. A space, in this case,
was defined as any convex area bounded by at least
three walls. A n example of each type is shown in
Figure 3.

There are at least two explanations for w h y
participants were less likely to produce analogous
solutions to the pole problem when drawing multiplespace diagrams than when drawing single-space
diagrams. O n e is that additional spaces meant that there
were additional unalignable features in the source that
could have interfered with a successful mapping.
Although this possibility is hard to assess, it should be
noted that there were a number of other randomly
distributed unalignable features in the diagrams that
could have countervailed those associated with multiple
spaces.
A second explanation, and one that is more in line
with our original hypothesis, is that additional spaces
made it more difficult to transform a perceptual
simulation of a redimdant-door solution into a
perceptual simulation of a redundant-pole solution. This
explanation rests on three assumptions:first,that the
diagrams scaffolded simulations of physical objects
with particular transformational affordances; second,
that using a redundant-door solution to solve the pole
problem required imagining the door system in motion;
and third, that a simulated door system might have been
rooted via a kinesthetic sense of inertia that would
m a k e it difficult to imagine motion. If so, whether a
redundant-door diagram facilitated the production of an
analogy would have depended on the diagram's
affordances. Specifically, the depiction of additional
spaces could have caused the door system to seem more
physically encumbered and hence harder to simulate in
motion as required for a successful mapping.
The fact that view was also correlated with the
production of analogous solutions to the pole problem
further supports the idea that diagrams both scaffolded
and constrained perceptual simulations. Participants, for
example, would have likely been able to visualize doors
swinging open more easily in plan than in other views
(the motion being orthogonal to such a view), making it
easier to simulate the actions needed to solve the pole
problem. In addition, plan-view simulations m a y have
been mcM-e easily transformed because they were not
constrained by gravitational affordances, gravity being
(xthogonal to spatial relations depicted in plan view
(Franklin and Tversky, 1990; Rock, 1973). The idea
that view and configuration m a y have influenced
perceptually simulated transformations is, of course,
speculative. The next two experiments attempt to
provide more support for the claim.
Experiment 2
O n e of the findings from Experiment 1 was that the
configuration of source diagrams was correlated with
the production of analogous solutions to a target
problem. W e argued that the diagrams scaffolded
perceptual simulations, which could have then been
transformed to fit the physical context of the target
problem if the diagrams afforded those transformations.
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Figure 3 A multiple-space diagram of a redundant-door
solution (left) and a single-space diagram (right).
Participants w h o drew single-space diagrams were
significantly more likely to produce analogous solutions
to the pole problem than those w h o drew multiple-space
diagrams. O f the 131 participants drawing redundantdoOT diagrams 26 drew single-space diagrams, and of
those 12 (46%) produced analogous solutions to the
pole problem. B y contrast, only 10 of the 105 (10%)
participants w h o drew multiple-space diagrams
produced analogous solutions. The percentage of
participants w h o produced analogous solutions to the
pole problem in each of the two main configuration
types is listed in Table 1.
Participants w h o drew diagrams in plan were also
much more likely to produce analogous solutions to the
pole problem than those w h o drew diagramsfi-omother
views. O f the 131 participants w h o drew redundantdoor diagrams, 58 drew diagrams in plan, 14 (24%) of
w h o m went on to produce an analogous solution to the
pole problem. O f the 73 w h o drew redundant-door
diagrams fr«n other views, only 8 (11%) produced
analogous solutions. The percentage of participants
who produced analogous solutions to the pole problem
in each view is listed in Table 2.
Table 1 Number of redundant-door diagrams drawn in
each configuration type, and the percentage of those
followed by an analogous solution to the pole problem.

N
Single-ipace
Multiple-space
N

26
105
131

Analogoui aolutions
46%
10%
17%

Table 2 Number of redundant-door diagrams drawn in
each view, and the percentage of those followed by an
analogous solution to the p>ole problem.
Plan
Elevation
Perspective
Ambiguous

N

N
58
42
22
9
131

Analogous solutions

24%
10%
9%
22%
17%
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Although Experiment 1 helped illustrate this argument,
the analysis was primarily post hoc. The experiment
discussed in this section is designed to test the claim in
a more controlled way.
A two-condition variation of Experiment 1 was
designed. Participants in both conditions were given the
door problem with a redundant-door solution already
specified and a diagram illustrating it. They were then
given the pole problem and asked to solve it, along with
the hint that the solution to the door problem might help
them. The independent variable was the type of
diagram shown with the door problem, while the
dependent variable was the type of solution participants
produced for the pole problem.
In one condition (the afforded condition) participants
were given a redundant-door diagram showing a door
vestibule bisecting a wall bounding the lab. In the other
condition (the unaffbrded condition) participants were
given a diagram showing the same door vestibule
abutting the wall (Figure 4). The number and type of
elements were the same in both diagrams, ensuring that
diffo-ences in performance could not be attributed to
differences in the number or type of unalignable
objects. Although both diagrams are single-space
configurations according to the coding scheme used in
Experiment 1, they differ in their physical affordances,
particularly in h o w the vestibule is perceived in relation
to the wall. In the afforded condition, the wall and the
vestibule are meant to be perceived as overlapping,
following the Gestah law of continuation. In the
unafforded condition, by contrast, the vestibule is
meant to be seen as resting up against, or attached to,
the wall. The diagram in the unafforded condition
should thus be harder to imagine moving because it is
encumbered by (or anchored to) the lab space, in turn
making it harder to align with the pole problem.
Following this reasoning, w e predicted that participants
in the unafforded condition would be less likely to
produce an analogous solutioi to the pole problem than
those in the afforded condition.
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Figure 4 Diagrams used in the affca-ded condition (left)
and the unafforded ccmdition (right) of Experiment 2.

Materials and Procedure
The door problem and the pole problem used in
Experiment 1 were printed on a single sheet of paper.
Just below the door problem was written, "Have
WOTkers enter a vestibule space before entering the lab,"
along with one of the two diagrams shown in Figure 4,

depending on the condition. Instructions printed at the
top of the page and just below the two problems asked
participants to carefijlly read them and write d o w n a
solution to the second one. Participants were given 7
minutes to complete the task.
Participants
Twenty-eight students enrolled in undergraduate
psychology classes at Georgia Tech participated in
groups of 2 to 6 each, 14 in the afforded condition and
14 in the unafforded condition. All received class credit
for participating.
Results and Discussion
Solutions to the pole problem were categorized as either
analogous or non-analogous to the door problem using
the criteria estoblished in Experiment 1. O f the 14
participants in the afforded condition, 10 (71%)
produced analogous solutions, compared to only 5 of 14
participants (36%) in the imafforded condition. A s
predicted, configuration was a significant predictor of
^^ilether participants produced analogous solutions
01^=3.82, fX.05). The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Participants producing analogous solutions to
the pole problem in Experiment 2.
Analogous solutions N
Afforded diagram
Unafforded diagram

71%
36%

14
14

Experiment 3
Another notable finding in Experiment I was that
participants wiio drew plan diagrams were more likely
than those w h o drew diagrams from other views to
produce analogous solutions to the pole problem. W e
argued that it was easier to perceptually simulate doors
opening in plan and hence easier to simulate the action
required to solve the pole problem. W e also argued that
it might be easier to transform a simulation of a
redundant-door solution if the simulation was not
perceptually structured in relation to gravity, or, in
other words, if all spatial relations were orthogonal to
gravity. T o test this claim, w e repeated Experiment 2
with two n e w redundantndoor diagrams: one drawn
from the side (unafforded condition) and one drawn
from above (afforded condition) (Figure 5). Consistent
with the arguments put fcMth in Experiment 1, w e
predicted that participants in the afforded condition
would be more likely to produce an analogous solution
to the pole problem.

^^*,

Figure S Diagrams used in the afforded condition (left)
and unafforded condition (right) of Experiment 3.
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Abstract
In this paper we discuss a generic component of
a cognitive agent architecture that merges beliefe,
obligations, intentions and desires into goals. The
output of bchef, obligation, intention and desire
components may conflict and the way the conflicts
are resolved determines the type of the agent. For
component based cognitive agents, we introduce an
alternative classification of agent types based on
the order of output generation among components.
This ordering determines the type of agents. Given
four components, there are 24 distinct total orders
and 144 distinct partial orders of output generation. These orders of output generation provide the
space of possible types for the suggested component
based cognitive agents. Some ofthese agent types
correspond to weU-known agent types such as realistic, social, and selfish, but most of them are new
I n t r otypes
d u c tofi cognitive
on
characterizing specific
agents.
Imagine an agent w h o is obliged to settle his debt,
desires to go o n holiday, and intends to attend a
conference. Suppose that he believes he can only afford to finance one of these activities and decides to
pay his checks to settle his debt. Unfortunately, our
agent does not earn m u c h m o n e y and is in the habit
of buying expensive books. Therefore, he runs again
into debt after a short while. Despite the fact that
he still has the same obligation, desire, and intention and believes that he can only afford to finance
one of these activities, he decides this time to attend
the conference. Directly after this decision, he hears
that the conference is cancelled and he receives a
telephone call from his mother telling him that she
is willing to pay his checks for this time. T h e agent is
n o w happy and decides to go on hohday. O u r agent
has afriendw h o has the same obligation, desire, and
intention, and likewise believes that he can only afford to finance one of these activities. In contrast to
our agent, thisfrienddecides to go on holiday. H o w ever, he is late with arranging his holiday; all travel
agencies are sold out. Therefore, he decides to attend the conference. In a different situation where
these two agents are obliged to visit their mothers,
desire to go to cinema, emd believe they cannot do
both simultaneously, thefirstagent decides to visit

his mother while his friend goes to cinema. Yet in
another situation where these agents intend to clean
up their houses, are obliged to help theirfriends,and
believe they cannot do both, they decide to clean u p
their houses. Although these agents behave differently, each of them seems to follow a certain behavior pattern under different situations. T h e first
agent seems to be more sensitive to his intentions
and obligations than to his desires while the second
agent seems to prefer his desires more than his intentions and obligations. Moreover, thefirstagent
seems to be indifferent towards his intentions and
obligations while the second agent seems to prefer
his intentions above his obligations. These characteristics and principles that govern agent's actions
and behavior determine the type of cognitive agents
and can be used as the basis for a classification of
cognitive agents.
W e are motivated by the studies of cognitive
agents where the behavior of an agent is defined in
terms of rational balance between its mental attitudes [1, 9, 5]. A classification of cognitive agent
types specifies possible ways to define the rational
balance. Beside the scientific need to study possible
definitions of rational balance in a systematic way,
a classification of cognitive agent types is important
for m a n y applications where it is impossible to specify agent behavior in specific and usually unknown
situations. In such applications, it is important to
specify the behavior of agents in strategic terms and
by means of types of behavior.
In [2] w e investigate the design and implementation issues of generic component-based cognitive
agents. In the present paper, w e propose an alternative classification of cognitive agent types. There
has been m a n y formal and informal studies proposing agent types [1, 8, 4]. In these studies, there is a
trade-off between the space of possible agent types
and their precise and formal definitions. In particular, informal studies provide a rich space of possible types of cognitive agents and ignore their precise
definitions, while formal studies provide precise definition of agent types but ignore the richness of the
space of possible types. T h e proposed classification
of cognitive agent types in this paper is formal and
in terms of a generic component based architecture.
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This classification is systematic and provides a large
space of possible types for cognitive agents. Some of
these agent types such as realistic, social, and selfish
are well-known. However, most of these agent types
are new and characterize specific types of behavior.
The layout of this paper is as follows. First,
we discuss different ways of classifying agent types.
Since our classification is based on generic component based agent architecture, we briefly discuss this
architecture and explain some of its properties that
are relevant for the agent type classification. Possible agent types within this architecture aie discussed. A n example of a conflict situation is formalized and it is shown how different agent types behave
differently in this situation. Finally, w e conclude the
paper and indicate future research directions.

is proposed for the design phase and it is thus in
terms of agent architecture.
Agent Architecture

In general, agent architectures are defined in terms
of knowledge representation (i.e. data) and reasoning mechanism (i.e. control). T h e agent type classification, which w e introduce in the next section, is
defined in terms of properties of generic component
based architecture called B O I D ( B O I D stands for
Beliefs, Obligations, Intention, and Desire). Therefore, w efirstbriefly explain this architecture, which
can be seen as a black box with observations as input and intended actions as output. T h e architecture and the logic of B O I D are discussed in more
detail elsewhere [2].
A B O I D agent observes the enviroimient and reClassification based on Agent
acts to it by means of detectors and effectors, respectively. Each component in the B O I D architecture is
Architecture
a process having an input and output behavior. For
Various frameworks with corresponding type classi- this reason and to model the input/output behavior
fications for cognitive agents are proposed [9, 5, 3]. of each component, the components are abstracted
Considering different phases in agent oriented softas a rule-based systems that contains a set of deware development process such as analysis, design, feasible rules. A s these components output mental
and implementation phases, most proposed cogniattitude only for certain inputs, they represent contive agent frameworks with corresponding type clasditional mental attitudes. In the B O I D architecture
sifications are provided for the analysis phase. For
two modules are distinguished: the goal generation
example, R a o and Georgeff's B D I framework with
module and the plan generation module. T h e goal
realism and commitment strategies as agents tjnpes
generation module generates goals based on beUefis,
[9] have been developed as formal specification tools desires, intentions and obligations, and the plan genfor the analysis phase. In this framework, the single
eration module generates sequences of actions based
minded agent type is thought to be the one which
on these goals. In the rest of this paper, w e focus
maintains its commitments until either it believes it only on the goal generation module since the prehas fulfilled its commitments or it does not believe
sented classification of the agent types is defined in
it can ever fulfill its commitments.
terms of rational balance between agent's mental atAlthough these formal tools and concepts are very
titudes. Possible classification of agent types that
useful to specify various types of cognitive agents,
can be defined in terms of the plan generation m o d they are specificsilly developed for the ansdysis phase
ule or in terms of the interaction between the goal
which makes them too abstract for other phases.
or the plan generation modules are out of the scope
In fact, to design and to implement various types
of this paper.
of cognitive agents, w e need to define agent types
T h e B O I D architecture differs from the Procein terms of tools and concepts available at the dedural Reasoning System (PRS) [7], which is develsign and the implementation phases such that they
oped within the B D I (Beliefis, Desires, and Intention)
can be translated into agent architectures and agent
framework, in several aspects. T h efirstdifference is
implementations. A closer look at the specification
that B O I D extends P R S with obUgations as an adformalisms such as R a o and Georgeff's B D I C T L forditional component. O n e reason for this extension is
malism shows that the space of theoretically possible
to incorporate elements of the social level, i.e. social
cognitive agent types is determined by the expressive
commitments, to formalize for example social agents
power of that formalism. Obviously, other phases of
and socifd rationality. T h e second difference is reagent development process restrict and narrow down
lated to the conditional nature of mental attitudes
the space of possible agent types since available conin B O I D . In fact, each mental attitude is abstrswited
cepts and tools at those phases should satisfy conas a rule-based system containing defeasible rules.
ditions such as realizability and computability. This
This is in contrast with the representation of mental
implies that each agent architecture allows only a
attitudes in P R S which are sets or lists of formula.
subset of possible agent types that can be specified
T h e third difference is that the B O I D components,
at the analysis phase. Therefore, it is essential for
which represent mental attitudes, M e processes haveach agent architecture to indicate which types of
ing their o w n control mechemism. Thus, in contrast
agents can be designed in that architecture. T h e
to the central control mechanism in P R S , in B O I D
classification of cognitive agent types in this paper
there are two levels of controls. A central control
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mechanism at the agent level coordinates activities
among components. T h e control mechanism at the
component level determines how and which output
is generated by each component when it receives input. Finally, the goals in B O I D are generated by the
interactions between agent's mental attitudes in contrast to the P R S where goals are given beforehand
and become selected by the central control mechanism.
A s noticed, each component can be abstracted as
a rule-based system specified by prepositional logical
formulas, in the form of defeasible rules represented
as a "—• 6. The reading of a rule depends on the component in which it occurs. For example, a rule in the
obligation component, represented as a «-» 6, should
be read as follows: if a is derived as a goal emd it is
not inconsistent to derive 6, then b is obliged to be a
goal. T h e input and the output of components are
represented by sets of logical formulas, closed under
logical consequence. Following Thomason [10] these
are ccdled extensions. T h e logic that specifies extensions is based on prioritized default logic that takes
an ordering function p as parameter. This function
constraints the order of derivation steps for different
components and characterizes the type of the agent.
W efirstbriefly discuss the B O I D conflict resolution
mechanism and then explain how the ordering function can be used to define various agent types.

• max(£. A ) C B U 0 U / U D it the set of ndes
(o '-» 6) G max(E, A ) strictly applicable to E such
that there does not exists a (c «-Ki) € B u O U I U D
strictly applicable to E with p{c «-» d) > p{a <-* b);
• E C L is an extensioT} for A iff E e Sn and
5„ = S„+i for the procedure in Figure 1.
i := 0; Si := {06s};
repeat
5i+i := 0;
for all E e Si d o
if exists ( o > - » 6 ) 6 B u O U / U l > strictly
applicable to E then
for all (a w 6) e max(£;, A ) d o

Si+i-Si+rU{EULit{w)y,
end for
else
5.+1 := Si+i U {E};
end if
end for
i:=i-l-l;
until Si^Si-i;
Figure 1: Procedure to calculate extensions

In our model, p can assign values to the rules,
such that all rules from one component receive either Ifirger or smaller values than the rules from another component. This implies that the rules fi-om
one components are apphed before the rulesfi-omanother component can be applied. This is the basis of
our idea to define agent types. O f course, in many
practical applications p must be specified further.
For example, an agent may prefer some of his O rules
to some of his D rules while conversely preferring
some other D rules to some other O rules. However,
this does not mean that our basic idea has to be
dropped. It just means that the number of components has to be further specified and the p function
has to be defined accordingly. Each component can
thus be subdivided in a number of subcomponents
such that the p can describe the preference of the
rules accordingly. Here w e do not further describe
this division since it is not important for the general
idea of agent type classification that w e present in
this paper.
The pareuneter p m a y assign unique values to the
rules of all components. In such a case, the B O I D
calculation scheme can apply in each iteration loop
only one rule, which implies that the B O I D calculation scheme generates only one extension. However,
p may also assign identical integers to different rules.
In this case, p imposes a partial ordering among the
rules. For such a p, the above B O I D calculation
• o rule {a'—*b)is strictly applicable to an extension
scheme can apply more than one rule in each itera^
E , i£fa€ Th{E), b 0 T h { E ) and -.6 ^ T h { E ) ;
tion loop, which implies that the B O I D calculation

Conflict Resolution Mechanism
In the B O I D architecture, goals are generated by a
calculation mechanism. The calculation starts with
a set of observations 06s, which cannot be overridden, and initial sets of default rules for the other
components: B , O , I, D . Moreover, it assumes an
ordering function p on the rules of the different components. The procedure then determines a sequence
of sets of extensions Sq,Si, — The first element in
the sequence is the set of observations: So = {Obs}.
A set of extensions 5,+i is caJculated from a set of
extensions S, by checking for each extension E in
Si whether there are rules that can extend the extension. There can be none, in which case nothing
happens. Otherwise each of the consequents of the
applicable rules with highest p-value are added to
the extension separately, to form distinct extensions
in Si+i. The operator Th{S) refers to the logical
closure of 5, and the syntactic operation Ltt{b) extracts the set of literals from a conjunction of literals
6. In practice not the whole set of extensions is calculated, but only those that are calculated before
the agent runs out of resources.
Definition 1 yl tuple A = {Obs,B,0,I,D,p) is
called a B O I D theory. Let L be a propositional logic,
and an extension E be a set of L literals (an atom
or the negation of an atom). W e say that:
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scheme may generate a set of extensions. For example, consider a scenario in which an agent believes

a conference. It i$ obligatory for the agent not to
spend too much money for the conference. In parthat he is in a non-smoking area (i.e. T *-» nsa).ticular, either the agent should pay for a cheap flight
ticket and stay in a better hotel, or the agent should
He intends to smoke (i.e. T «-» 5), but he intends
pay for an expensiveflightticket and stay in a budnot to smoke when he is in a non-smoking area (i.e. get hotel. The agent desires to stay in a better hotel.
But, he believes that the secretary has booked an exnsa •—» ->a). Define p as follows:
pensiveflightticket for him. More examples of these
conflicts are presented in [2].
B II
A conflict resolution type, which characterizes am
p(T •-» nsa) > p{nsa "-+ -is) > p(T <—• 5)
agent type, is considered here as an order of overrulFor this p, the BOID calculation scheme as defined
ing. Given four components in the goal generation
in Definition 1 generates one single extension which
module of the B O I D architecture, there are 24 posis: {nso,-"s}.
sible orders of overruling. In this paper, we only
Now, suppose p is defined as follows:
consider those orders according to which the belief
component overrules any other component. This re,
,
I
/-r B
duces the number of possible overruling orders to 6.
p(T <-• nsa) > p{nsa <—> -.s) = p{T ^ s)
Some examples of conflict resolution with beUefs are
This p does assign identical integers to the intention
as follows. A conflict between a beUef and an intenrules and the B O I D calculation scheme generates the
tion means that an intended action can no longer be
following two extensions: {nsa,-is} emd {nsa, 5}.
executed due to the changing environment. Beliefs
therefore overrule the intention, which is retracted.
Agent Types
Any derived consequences of this intention are reGiven the presentation of mentsd attitudes and the
tracted too. Of course, one m a y allow intentions
B O I D calculation scheme, we investigate which type
to overrule beliefs, but this results in ururealistic beof interactions between mental attitudes can arise
havior. Conflicts between beliefs and obligations or
within the B O I D architecture and how these interdesires need to be resolved as well. As observed by
actions can be classified. In principle, there are fif- Thomason [10], the beliefs must override the desires
teen types of conflicts that can occur between the
or otherwise there is wishful thinking. Moreover, a
mentioned four mental attitudes [2], These conflicts
conflict between an intention and an obligation or
can be solved in different ways. W e explain how difdesire means that you now should or want to do
ferent ways of resolving conflicts can be modelled by
something else than you intended before. Here inrestricting the order of rule application in the B O I D
tentions override the latter because it is exactly this
calculation scheme. W e argue that these restrictions
property for which intentions have been introduced:
specify different types of the B O I D agent and into bring stability [1]. Only in a call for intention
troduce a classification of the types for the B O I D
reconsideration such conflicts m a y be resolved othagents. Finally, some examples of B O I D types and
erwise. For example, if I intend to go to cinema but
their solutions to one and the same conflict situation
I a m obliged to visit m y mother, then I go to cinema
is presented.
unless I reconsider m y intentions.
Using the order of string letters as the overruUng
Conflict resolution and agent types
order and thus as representing the agent type, a reOne of the main tasks of deliberative agents is to
solve possible conflicts emiong their mental attitudes. alistic agent can have any of the following six specific
agent types, i.e. B O I D , B O D I , B D I O , B D O I , B I O D ,
In principle, there arefifteendifferent types of con£ind
B I D O . These specific agent types axe not known
flicts that may arise either within each class or bein
the
literature and we do not have emy name for
tween classes. Dependent on the exact interpretathem.
Note that we overloaded the name B O I D in
tion of these classes, some of the conflict types m a y
this
way,
because it becomes a specific type of agent
be more interesting or important than others. W e
as well as the general name for the agent architecdistinguish two general types of conflicts: interned
ture. These six specific agent types, in which beliefs
and external conflicts. Internal conflicts are caused
override all other components, can be represented
within each component while external conflicts are
as a constraint on the p function resulting in the
caused between them. Internal conflicts can be distinguished into four unary subtypes (B ; O ; I ; D ) . well-known agent type, called realistic.
Definition 2 Realistic agent type is a constraint on
External conflicts can be distinguished into six binary conflict subtypes (BO ; BI ; B D ; 01; O D ; ID),the p function formulated as follows:
Vrb & B,roe 0,ri e I , r d & D
and four ternary conflict types (BOI; B O D ; BID;
{p{rb) > p{ro) A p{rb) > p{ri) A p{rb) > p{rd))
OID) and one quadruplicate conflict type (BOID).
or
simply
A n example of the B O I D external conflict type is

B^O A B>^ I A B>^ D

the following situation: The agent intends to go to
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N o w that w e have a specific p function that characterizes realistic B O I D types, w e indicate h o w the
extension is calculated. Following definition 1, a realistic B O I D agent starts with the observations and
calculates belief extensions by iteratively applying
belief rules. W h e n no belief rule is applicable anymore, then either the O , the /, or the D component
is chosen from which one applicable rule is selected
and applied. W h e n a rule from a chosen component
is applied successfully, the belief component is attended again and belief rules are applied. If there is
no rule from the chosen component applicable, then
another component is chosen again. If there is no
rule from any of the components applicable, then
the process terminates - a fixed point is reached and extensions are calculated.
Other agent types can be specified as constraints
on the p function as well. Since w e consider in this
paper only realistic agent types, w e limit ourselves
to thoee agent types that are subtypes of realistic
agent types. S o m e of well-known agent types can
now be represented as follows.

D>-0
0>-D

0>-D

B»D

B>-D
0)-D

B>-D
Figure 2: The lattice structure of agent types.

BIDO, BOID, and BIOD are called stable, because
intentions overrule desires, i.e.
architecture by giving an example that describes the
following mental attitudes: // / go to Washington
D C ( G o 2 D C ) , then I believe that there are no
cheap rooms ( C h R m ) close to the conference site
(Close2ConfSite). If I go to Washington D C ,
then I a m obliged to take a cheap room. If I go to
Washington D C , then I desire to stay close to the
conference site. I intend to go to Washington D C .
This example can be represented by the following
rules:

B>-OASy/AB>-DA/>-Z)
BDIO, BIDO, and BDOI are called selfish, because
desires overrule intentions, i.e.

B>^OAB>-lAByDADyO
BOID, BIOD, and BODI are called socicd, because
obligations overrule desire, i.e.

ByOAB)^lAB)^DAO>~D
The six specific realistic agent types mentioned
lier are subtypes of these three well-known more
general realistic agent types. Other agent types,
for which w e do not have any name, are still possible. T h e relation between these and other realistic agent types forms a lattice illustrated in Figure
2. T h e level in this hierarchy indicates the generality of agent types. T h e bottom of this lattice is
the realistic agent type that is characterized by the
least number of constraints on the p function. Each
higher layer adds eidditional constraints resulting in
more specific agent types. At the second level, the
stable, social, and selfish agent types result, and at
the fourth level the mentioned six specific and unknown agent types (BIDO, B I O D , B D I O , B D O I ,
B O I D , and B O D I ) result. T h e top of this lattice
is the falsum, which indicates that adding any additional constraint to the p function results in an
inconsistent ordering.
Example
In this section, w e illustrate how conflicts between
mental attitudes can be solved within the B O I D

p = 5 {Go2DC A ChRm) '^ -^Close2Conf Site
earp = 4 {Go2DC A Close2ConfSite) ^ ^ChRm
p = 3 Go2DC ^ Close2ConfSite
p = 2 Go2DC^ChRm
p = l T'^ Go2DC
Lets examine a specific type of social agent,
i.e. B I O D . Let the input of the agent be empty.
Then, following the extension calculation mechanism, w e first derive all beliefs and intentions,
resulting in the following extension:
{Go2DC}
Because it is a social agent (i.e. the fourth rule has
a higher priority than thefifthrule), the obligation
rule is applied first. This results in the following
intermediate extension:
{Go2DC. ChRm}
This extension is fed back into the B component
where it triggers thefirstbelief rule (i.e. the first
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Prioritized Defaults. Proceedings of Logic Probased B O I D architecture that is developed for coggramming and Knowledge Representation 1997,
nitive agents. Each component in the B O I D archi164-223, Port Jeerson, N e w York, October
tecture represents a mental attitudes of the agent.
1997.
The output of components m a y conflict. Some of
the conflicts that may arise among BOID's compo[7] M. P. Georgeff and A. L. Lansky. Reactive reanents are presented. In the B O I D architecture the
soning and planning. In Proceedings of the
conflicts are resolved by the order of output generSixth National Conference on Artificial Intelation from different components. W e have shown
ligence (AAAI-87), pages 677-682, 1987.
that the order of output generation determines the
[8] A. Rao and M. Georgeff. An abstract architectype of an agent. In general, the order of output
ture for rational agents. In Proceedings of the
generation can be used to identify different types of
K R 9 2 , 1992.
agents. W e have shown that these conflict resolution
mechanisms provide some well-known agent types
[9] A. Rao and M. Georgeff. BDI agents: From
and an interesting set of unknown agent types. In
theory to practice. In Proceedings of the First
particular, we have shown that for a realistic agent
International Conference on Multi-Agent Sysbeliefe are generated before obligations, intentions
tems (ICMAS'95), 1995.
or desires; for a stable agent intentions are generated before desires; and for selfish agents desires are
[10] R. Thomason. Desires and defaults. In Proceedgenerated before intentions.
ings of the KR'2000. Morgan Kaufinann, 2000.
W e beheve that the way the B O I D components are
updated depends also on the type of the agent. The
integration of updating various components have the
highest priority in our research agenda. Another issue which in on our future research agenda is the
incorporation of agent types derived from plan generation module and its interaction with goal generation modules. In the B O I D architecture, the plan
generation module influences the computation of extensions and therefore m a y play an important role
in agent type classification. For example, when a
generated extension cannot be transformed into a
sequence of actions, another extension should be selected. The exact choice for a new extension should
depends on the type of agent as well.
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Abstract

First, w e introduce the Toads and Frogs puzzle
(henceforth T & F ) , a problem w e found particularly
The relationship between theoretic ally-grounded hints, suitable for the present research because of the peculiar
strategy selection, and solution perfomiance in the Toads
structure of its problem space. W e describe then a set of
and Frogs puzzle, a well-structured problem in which weak
candidate strategies for solving it, and present an
methods are difficuh to apply, is investigated through an
experiment designed to study the effectiveness of two
experiment and an A C T - R simulation. The main results
types of hints delivered through the interface. Next w e
show that providing a state specific hint is useful in
summarize the results of an A C T - R simulation aimed at
q>eeding up the adoption of a hybrid solution strategy,
identifying the strategies actually used by participants,
comprising bothttieretrievalof previous moves and the
and at tracing their development. Finally, w e discuss the
proceduralization of a domain-specific heuristic that avoids
fmdings in the light of two main classes of problem
any kind of forward search. The implications of the results
solving
strategies (memory-based vs. rule-based).
for the problem solving theory are discussed.
Introduction
Research work on problem solving has attained to
significant success in identiiying the sources of difficulty
for several kinds of well-structured problems (Newell &
Simon, 1972). Woricing m e m o r y limitations (Miyake &
Shah, 1999), in particular, play a prominent role in
explaining w h y some problems are "so hard", and m a n y
factors have been identified that affect the working
m e m o r y load. A parrial list comprises the execution of
legality tests on the operators (Kotovsky, Hayes & Simon,
198S), the number of options to be considered, and the
availability of usefiil external memories (Gary & Carlson,
2001; a a n g & Norman, 1994).
Independently from working m e m o r y limitations,
problem solvers seem reluctant to engage in a high degree
of forward plaiming (Atwood, Masson & Poison, 1980;
W a r d & Allport, 1997; Simon & Reed, 1976). People
usually recur to heuristic strategies, often relying on weak
medKxls such as hill-climbing or means-ends analysis
(Anderson, 1982; Anzai & Simon, 1979; Simon, 1975;
Simon & Reed, 1976), and take into account only a
limited number of states.
It is however interesting to wonder what strategy would
be used in problems requiring a substantial degree of
search w h e n weak methods are not directly applicable.
Here w e try to answer this question by carrying out a first
empirical exploration of problem solving behavior in a
n e w kind of task.

Tlie Toads and Frogs Puzzle
The T & F puzzle (Beriekamp, C o n w a y & Guy, 2001) is a
well-structured problem that, to the best of our
knowledge, has never been previously utilized in
psychological research.
In the variant used here, three toads are placed on the
three leftmost squares of a seven-square board while three
frogs are placed on the three rightmost squares (Figure 1).
The central square is initially empty. The goal of the
g a m e is to switch the animals' positions by having the
toads occupy the threerightmost,and the fix)gs the three
leftmost squares, respectively. A square can be occupied
by only an animal at a time, and an animal can m o v e only
into the empty square. Toads can m o v e only rightward
and frogs only leftward. There are two possible types of
move: a Slide to the next (empty) square and a Jump over
an animal of a different type to a two-square apart empty
position. A solution can be reached in exactly 16 moves, 9
Jumps and 7 Slides. T w o symmetrical solution paths are
possible, depending on the animal that is moved first (the
solution sequence for the fiDg-move-first type of problem
is presented in Figure 1).
S o m e of the moves in the solution path are forced
(Jump only or Slide only) while in the remaining cases it
is necessary to choose between two Slides, or between a
Jump and a Slide, or between two Jumps (off the solution
path only). Excluding the first m o v e that allows two
possible options, there exists a singlerightm o v e for every
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solution step, and it is not possible to retract a move when
it has been done.
—choices

Solution Path —I

-rirtalJ-JStateititn i T f n
ftate Hint \

a :
Uier Interface—
State Hint Area

f Ffiiiilrii
Movable tokeni

final itite
Figure 1: The Toads and Frogs problem
From a normative point of view, it is possible to
identify two rules that foster the T & F puzzle solution.
First, in deciding between two Slides, avoid the m o v e that
brings to a fatal Jump-Jump configuration, i.e., a state in
which both legal moves are Jumps (an example is given in
Figure 1). Every such configuration lies off the solution
path and leads eventually to a dead end. Second, in
choosing between a Jump and a Slide, select the Jump.
From a psychological viewpoint,tiieproblem presents
some interesting properties. It cannot be solved through
hill-climbing, because this strategy does not help in
deciding what to do when facing the critical Slide-Slide
choices. A pure forward planning approach will not work
either, because detecting dead ends would require an
unattainable degree of look-ahead. The problem is also
hard to solve by means-ends analysis, because of the
difficulty to find out useful subgoals. The natural subgoal
choice (i.e. putting the most advanced animal to its target
location) cannot be used in the first solution steps due to
the necessity to plan up to seven moves and to detect ten
potential dead-ends. Finally, it is unlikely to fmd the
solution by pure chance (p=0.0039).
Candidate Problem Solving Strategies
From the analysis of some concurrent verbal protocols
collected in a pilot study and by combing the problem
solving literature, w e were able to define a set of
candidate solution strategies for the T & F puzzle. W e will
briefly present the strategies and the hypotheses about the
performance measure that can be derived from them.
A V O I D B L X ) C K S (AB) This strategy can be reduced to
two rules: (1) Avoid moves that bring to a "blocked"
state. A state is considered blocked whenever the moved
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animal is preceded in its moving direction by an animal of
the same type that (a) cannot be moved, and (b) is not
placed in its final position. (2) In cases when none of the
two legal moves brings to a blocked state, choose
randomly between them. This strategy reflects the general
heuristic of avoiding bad states, and it hypothesizes
chance-level performance in the Slide-Slide choices.
J U M P A N D R A N D O M ( J R N D ) In the Jump-Slide
choices always select a Jump move. In the Slide-Slide
choices choose randomly. The "always J u m p " rule could
be acquired by proceduralizing the hill-climbing heuristic.
The strategy predicts a higher error rate in the Slide-Slide
decisions in comparison with the Slide-Jump ones.
M O V E P A T T E R N ( M P ) Because the sequence of
moves to reach the solution is highly patterned, implicitly
learn to perform the pattern of moves. For instance, when
the first m o v e is the Slide of the most advanced frog [Fl],
the solution pattern is: [Fl] Tl T 2 Fl F2 F3 Tl T 2 T 3 Fl
F2 F3 [T2 T 3 F3] with the three final moves being on-thetarget moves. This strategy (described, among others, by
Reber & Kotovsky, 1997) predicts an approximately
similar percentage of errors for each class of choices and
no difference in the associated decision times.
J U M P A N D R E T R I E V E (JR) In the Jump-Slide
choices, always select a Jump move. In the Slide-Slide
choices, try to retrieve the last decision taken in the same
situation, using the current state as a m e m o r y cue. If the
last trial is remembered as a success, repeat the retrieved
move, else select the alternative legal move. The strategy
constitutes a partial version of the trial-and-error weak
method. It predicts higher times (due to retrieval costs)
and higher error rates (due to retrieval errors) in the SlideSlide choices than in the Slide-Jump ones.
J U M P A N D S P A C E (JS) Always Jump in the JumpSlide pick. In the Slide-Slide choices, select the m o v e that
brings to a state in which there is exactly one interposed
square between each neighboring pair of animals like the
moved one. This rule implements a domain-specific
preference for states in which animals of the same type
are regularly spaced. The strategy stems from the verbal
protocols of participants stating their desire to reach an
"alternating sequence" of animals. They claimed they
wanted "to make some space" between the animals of the
same type to allow the possibility for the other animals to
"jump into". The strategy could be acquired by a
perceptual noticing mechanism (Ruiz & Newell, 1989)
and by the use of the perceived features as subgoals
within a means-ends approach (Anzai & Simon, 1979). It
requires: (a) to imagine a state stemming from the
execution of a move; (b) to maintain the imagined state in
working memory; (c) to perform two distance tests on the
imagined state; (d) to select therightm o v e depending on
the test outcome. This process is time expensive and can
be error-prone, therefore the strategy predicts higher times
and error rates in the Slide-Slide decisions than in the
Slide-Jump ones.

T h e Experiment
W e performed an experiment to analyze the effect of two
interface hints on the performance in the T & F puzzle, and
on the acquisition of the solution strategies.
The first hint is motivated by the work of Kotovsky,
Hayes & Simon (1985), w h o suggested that the execution
of legality tests on the operators constitutes a major
source of difficulty in the Tower of Hanoi isomorphs (the
so-called rule-application hypothesis). According to the
authors, the working m e m o r y load associated with these
tests initially hinders the discovery of a solution strategy.
Assimiing that legality tests could be a source of difficulty
also in the T & F problem, w e devised an interface hint that
completely removes any cost associated with their
execution. With the "legality hint" enabled, the movable
tokens pop out in the interface, being displayed on
squares of a diffierent color. In this way the legality tests
are embedded into the interface. This manipulation should
fiee working m e m o r y resources, and m a k e them available
for problem solving and for the acquisition of a solution
strategy.
The second hint is related to the structure of the
problem space and, in particular, to our hypothesis that
the Slide-Slide choices are the biggest sources of
difliculty in the T & F puzzle because they cannot be
handled by the weak methods commonly used in problem
solving. With the "state hint" enabled, an image pattern
representing the c o m m o n part of the fatal Jump-Jump
states is presented in the State Hint Area of the User
Interface W i n d o w (Figure 1) whenever participants face a
SUde-Slidc choice. The participants were instructed to
avoid executing a m o v e that will bring them in a state
corresponding to the hint pattern. According to our
hypothesis, the hint should be very effective in removing
die main error source, and in helping participants to find a
good decision policy in the Slide-Slide choices.
Finally, it is reasonable to expect a synergic interaction
between the two kinds of hints, since the working
m e m o r y unload provided by the first hint should enhance
the effect of the state hint.
Method
Participanti and Materials The participants were 72
undergraduates students, aged between 19 and 30. The
sample was approximately balanced for gender. All the
participants had a basic familiarity with computers, and
were able to use the mouse. T w o different versions of the
T & F problem were used by having the first m o v e (Slide a
toad vs. Slide a frog) automatically generated by the
computer. The first choice actually splits the problem
space in two almost completely non-overlapping subspaces (there are only a few c o m m o n states, placed off the
solution paths).
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Procedure Participants read an instruction document that
explained the rules of the T & F , described the task, and
showed h o w to use the interface. Depending on the
experimental conditions, the document presented also the
available hints. In order to decrease the likelihood of a
random solution, w e adopted as the learning criterion the
attainment of the final state in two consecutive trials. The
interface did not allow undoing a previously executed
move. After getting stuck, or afler a voluntary interruption
of a trial, the solver should start again from die beginning.
Participants were required to solve both versions of the
problem in the order specified by the experimental design.
They had allotted a m a x i m u m time of 20 min for the first
problem and of 10 min for the second one. N o limits were
placed on the number of trials.
Apparatus A PowerMacintosh G3 was used for the
experiment A program implementing the T & F puzzle
was written using M C L 4.3.1 and C L I M 2 . The program
recorded each participant m o v e and the associated time.
The interface window was composed by two parts. The
upper part was only used to display the state hint. The
lower part showed the puzzle board and an "Interrupt"
button. T o m o v e an animal, it was only required to click
on the square containing it. If the m o v e was allowed by
the problem rules, the positions of the animal and of the
blaijc square were immediately updated; in case of an
illegal move, a warning sound was delivered.
Experimental Design Two between-subjects independent
variables (State Hint and Legal Hint availability) were
manipulated in a 2x2 factorial design. The 72 participants
were randomly assigned to the four experimental groups.
W e adopted a transfer design, presenting the two different
versions of the problem in a counterbalanced order. The
hints were available only for the first problem, and the
participants were made fiilly aware of this by the
instructions and by the experimenter. The basic dependent
variables for each problem were the achievement of the
criterion, the total time, and the total number of trials
needed to achieve it. More detailed dependent measures
were the percentages of errors, and the mean move
latency for each choice class.
Results
W e will first present the results on the whole data to test
the hypotheses about the effectiveness of the interface
hints. Then w e will report two series of results concerning
the participants w h o reached the criterion in both the
problems: the first to assess the transfer, the second to
provide detailed performance analyses that will be
compared with the predictions of the various strategies.
Hint EfTectiveness
Criterion. Table 1 presents the frequency of problem
solving outcomes for each hint group and problem.

Problem and State Hint (fl(l,41)=9.96, MSE-'2S.S6,
p<0.0\). The Unequal N Tukey H S D test highlighted the
significant difference between the participants with the
state hint and those without it, again only in the first
problem (p<0.0\). Only in the condition without the state
hint, the number of trials significantly decreased from the
first to the second problem (State Hint: /i=24, A//=8.42,
A/>8.12; N o Hint: n=19, M7=16.63, A/2=9.37,p<0.001).

Table 1: Frequency of problem solving outcomes.
ToUl
FaUure
GROUP
Control
Leeal Hint
State Hint
Both Hint*

5
1
1
3

Criterion Criterion Criterion
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem
Only
Only
1&2

0
2
2
4

6
3
0
2

7
12
15
9

Detailed Performance The choices of each participant in
the non-forced moves were categorized depending on
In the first problem, a higher number of participants in
their location: the first Slide-Slide choice (SS-1), the
each hint group reached the criterion in comparison with
second Slide-Slide choice (SS-2), or a Jump-Slide
the control group (no hint). The Fisher Exact test showed
decision point. Then, the percentage of errors for each
significant differences between the control group and the
choice point was computed, according to the participant's
Legal Hint group (p=0.0205), the State Hint group
number of transitions for that state. Finally, given the low
(p=O.0005) and the group with both hints (p=0.0461),
value of the percentages for each of the six Jump-Slide
respectively. N o significant differences were found in the choices, an overall mean error percentage (JS-M) for each
second problem. Contrasting the fi^uency of criterion
participant was computed.
attainment in both problems with the frequency of any
Errors. A 2x2x2 A N O V A (State Hint availability x
other outcome, only the State Hint group resulted
Problem x Error type) yielded a significant three-ways
significantly better than the control group (Fisher Exact
interaction (F(2,82)=3.30, MS'£=251.3, p<0.05). There
test,/)=0.0076).
was no significant difference on the JS-M error
THmes. A 2x2 A N O V A on the aggregate problem times
percentage between the State Hint and N o State Hint
yielded only the significant main effect of the State Hint
conditions and between thefirstand the second problem
(7^1,68)=8.37, MSE=50.9S, /tO.OI). The participants
(Unequal N Tukey H S D test). The JS-M error percentages
were significantly lower than the SS error percentages in
without the state hint had to devote more time to the
each State Hint condition and problem (least significant
problems (State Hint: A^15.08 min, N o Hint: A/=19.95
difference: fXO.OS; JS-M means between 2 and 0). The
min).
difference on the SS-1 error percentages between the State
Number of trials. A 2x2 A N O V A on the aggregate
Hint and N o State Hint conditions was significant only in
problem trials showed a significant interaction between
thefirstproblem (A/-A=18, M-nh=43, fXO.Ol). A similar
State Hint and Legal Hint availability (F(l,68)=4.78,
result was obtained for the SS-2 error percentages, but the
A/S£=216.65, /KO.05). Only the main effect of the State
Hint was significant (F( 1,68)= 10.00, A/S£=216.65, difference only approached significance (M-h=26, M nh=41, p=0.059). Some single sample t-tests, carried out
pO.Ol). The Tukey H S D test showed significant
to evaluate the null hypothesis that the error percentages
differences between the State Hint group and the control
of the SS choices were not different from random
group (pO.Ol) and between the State Hint group and the
performance (50%), did not allow us to reject the
Legal Hint group (p<0.05). The State Hint group had the
hypothesis only in the condition without state hint of the
lowest mean (Ai^l5.89), followed by the control group
first problem. In the other cases the percentages were
(A/=27), the Legal Hint group (A/=30.39), and the group
significantly lower (least significant difference: p<0.05;
with both hints (Af=34.44).
means ranging from 18 to 35).
Move times. A 2x2x2 A N O V A (State Hint availability x
Transfer
Problem x Error type) on the mean move times, showed a
Times. W e computed a 2x2 A N O V A (Problem x State
significant three-ways interaction (/T(3,123)=7.28,
Hint availability) on the problem solution times. The
MSE=11.57,
p<0.001). The analysis comprised also the
analysis showed a two-way interaction between Problem
two
kinds
of
forced moves (Jump and Slide only) and
and State Hint (fl(l,41)=9.20, A/5£=9.04, p<0.01). The
used the aggregated SS decision times. There were
Unequal N Tukey H S D test underlined a significant
significant differences between the first and the second
difference between the participants with the state hint and
those without it, but only in thefirstproblem (p<0.05). In problem, but only for the real choices. The Unequal N
H S D test yielded the following results in the conditions
both the conditions, the time to criterion significantly
with the state hint: p<0.001 for SS (M7= 10.40 s, M2=4.94
decreased fit)m thefirstto the second problem (State
s) andp<0.001 for SJ-M (A//=5.68 s, A/2=3.30 s). In the
Hint: n=24, A/7=7.26 min, M2=4.56 min, /kO.05; N o
conditions without state hint the results are analogous:
Hint: n=19, A//=10.85 min, M 2 = 4.19 min,p<0.001).
/KO.OOl for SS (A//=7.06 s, M2=A.\6 s) and/KO.OOl for
Number of trials. A 2x2 A N O V A (Problem x State Hint
SJ-M (A/7=5.23 s, A/>2.93 s). For both problems, the SS
availability) showed a two-way interaction between
times were significantly higher than the JS times (State
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Hint: ;k0.001 and/KO.OOl; N o State Hint: p<0.00\ and
p<0.05). The JS times were significantly slower that the
forced moves (pO.QOl for each condition and problem).
The only significant difference involving the State Hint
condition was that on the S S decisions in thefirstproblem
(A/-A=10.40 s, M-nh=l.06 s,p<0.05).
Discussion
The experimental results provided strong support for the
effectiveness of the state hint. This hint promoted the
achievement of the criterion in thefirstproblem, while its
removal did not produce any performance decrease in the
second one. A significant support for the effectiveness of
the legal hint was not reached, but the limited power of
the tests advises caution in the interpretation.
The results on the percentages of errors clearly showed
that the main sources of difficulty for the problem were
the Slide-Slide choices. The state hint worked by reducing
the errors in these decision points in the first problem,
thus allowing a faster development of a decision policy.
However, about 6 0 % of the participants were able to
reach the criterion in both the problems, thus
demonstrating the possibility to acquire an advantageous
solution strategy with a sufficient amount of practice.
Furthermore, the performance of the successful solvers in
the second problem w a s quite similar across the
experimoital conditions.
The error and time results were not compatible with the
adoption of the M P strategy. The use of the A B or J R N D
strategies could not excluded in the conditions without the
state hint, but only in the first problem. The JR and the JS
strategies were the only two strategies potentially in
accordance with the evidence on the second problem.

retrieval. Thus, the JS model often dictated a m o v e that
did not comply with the strategy requirements.
The implementation of the JR strategy required, on the
other hand, the memory storage of each Slide-Slide
choice, and of the outcome of each trial. W h e n facing a
Slide-Slide problem state, the model tries to retrieve the
last decision taken in the same situation using the current
board configuration as a retrieval cue. It also tries to
retrieve the outcome of the last performed trial. If the trial
is remembered as a success, the retrieved m o v e will be
executed, otherwise the alternative legal m o v e will be
carried out. Thus, the JR model sometimes makes the
wrong selection due to retrieval errors or to a temporal
mismatch between the retrieved m o v e and the trial.
Procedure and Results
W e compared the A B and J R N D predictions with the data
of the first problem without the state hint. Then, w e
contrasted the JR and JS results with the data of the
second problem, in the conditions without the state hint.
For each strategy, w e executed a number of simulation
runs (2000) sufficient to provide an efficient estimation.
The dependent variables were the number of trials to
reach the criterion, and the error percentages on the two
Slide-Slide choices. The JS-M percentages were not taken
into account, because all the strategies predicted few
errors in the JS choices and the empirical values are
always very close to zero. The experimental data and the
simulation results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3
(the number near the strategy label stands for the problem
being simulated).
Table 2: Experimental data.

The Simulation
W e decided to undertake an A C T - R simulation (Anderson
& Lebiere, 1998) to formulate more detailed predictions
from the partially supported strategies: Avoid Blocks
(AB), Jump and R a n d o m (JRND), J u n ^ and Retrieve
(JR), and J u m p and Space (JS), and to test them against
the appropriate subset of data. W e implemented the four
strategies as separate A C T - R models.
While the J R N D strategy leads to a direct
implementation, the A B and JS require to mentally
simulate the execution of the possible legal moves, and to
evaluate the states deriving from them. W e implemented
the construction and storage of the imagined states via
time-costly productions, and w e assumed that the state
evaluations were always performed errorless. Given that
verbal protocol data indicated that detecting a block
situation is quite an easy task, w e assumed also that the
A B model did not need to retrieve the simulated move.
Conversely, the JS model, being engaged in more difficult
distance tests, had to use the error prone m e m o r y

PROBLEM
FIRST
SECO^a)

Trials to
Criterion
16.63
9.37

SS-1 Error

SS-2 Error

43
30

47
35

Table 3: kimulation
S
preclictions. (Values within the
95% confit lence interval <)f data are marked with *)

STRATEGY
AB(1)
JRND(l)
JR(2)
JS(2)

Trials to
Criterion
13.95*
13.08
7.56*
13.70

SS-1 Error

43*
42*
34*
42

SS-2 Error

40*
39*
37*
39*

The results showed that the A B strategy obtained a
slightly betterfitthan the J R N D on the first problem
results. The bestfitfor the performance on the second
problem was obtained by the JR strategy. Thus, the most
probable explanation is that participants shifted from the
A B to the JR strategy as a consequence of their increased
experience with the task.
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It seems reasonable to assume that the state hint was
able to foster the adoption of the JR strategy. A simple
memorization of the state hint seems quite implausible,
given the move latency data. In the second problem, if the
participants were retrieving the state hint and using it to
carry out the SS move selection, w e should have observed
a significant increase in the mean latency. O n the
contrary, the mean times for the SS moves resulted much
lower in the second problem. Furthermore, the whole
second problem performance was very similar for the
groups with and without the state hint. So, it could be
parsimoniously hypothesized that the indirect suggestion
of the correct move made available through the state hint
could have sin:q)ly speeded up the natural development of
a more general memory-based strategy.
Conclusions
The evidence provided can help us to answer the
question that motivated our research on the T & F puzzle.
People were able to acquire an effective solution strategy
even when hill-climbing or means-ends analysis were not
directly applicable. W e gained support for a stateavoidance strategy in the initial problem solving attempts,
and for a memory-based strategy in later trials. Finally,
w e demonstrated the effectiveness of a specific type of
interface hint.
From a broader prospective, it is worth noting that some
findings, obtained in very different settings (Howes &
Payne, 2001), seem to bring converging evidence for a
kind of memory-based problem solving when weak
methods are not applicable or not efficient.
Another meaningful point is that our hybrid memorybased JR strategy was probably derived partly from the
weak method of trial-and-error, and partly from the
proceduralization of the state-avoidance heuristic. This
raises an interesting theoretical issue concerning the
ontology of multi-step problem solving strategies. The
strategies commonly proposed in the literature seem to
belong either to the algorithmic or to the memoryretrieval class. Our work seems to suggest that, in some
multi-step situations, people are able to acquire hybrid
strategies, relying on memory retrieval to handle problem
solving steps where procedural methods don't work. So,
in our view, it seems necessary to make a distinction
between the strategies that require the intentional usage of
memorized instances (Logan, 1988), the ones that keep
track of the previous history in a procedural form (Lovett
& Anderson, 1996), and the hybrid formulations. This
also means that it will be generally necessary to make
explicit all the potential candidate solution strategies, and
to contrast them in their capacity tofitthe data.
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Abstract

problem not shared in the source case, or a
factual weakness in the source case not shared in
the target. For the cases in our experiment,
students play the role of the defendant's attorney;
a distinction is defmed as a pattern of facts that
strengthens defendant's legal argument in the
problem not found in the cited-case, or a fact
pattern that weakens defendant's side in the
cited-case not found in the problem.
In order to distinguish effectively, one must
be sensitive to the argument context in which a
case has been used. The context includes the role
a relevant difference plays in an argument, its
underlying legal significance both in absolute
terms aid relative to the other combinations of
facts in the target problem and cited precedent.
Professors note that law students often
demonstrate only a shallow understanding of the
concept of a distinction. Students m a y be able to
find different facts but fail to realize that only
some differences are distinctions. Students m a y
also ignore which side a difference favors, or
they fail to view the significance of a difference
in the context of the other facts in the problem
and cited<ase. Because of their shallow
knowledge, students m a y m a k e arguments citing
differences that hurt, rather than help, their side's
argument.
Ideally, students "pick u p " the skill of
distinguishing
through
the trial-and-error
experience of making arguments. In a law school,
students engage in arguments in the classroom.
Sometimes, however, students are reluctant to
expose themselves in class by making arguments,
and, in any event, could benefit from additional
instruction outside the classroom. In an effort to
meet this need, Aleven and Ashley (1997)
developed the C A T O program (i.e.. Case
Argiunent Tutorial), an Intelligent Tutoring
System designed to teach basic case-based
argument skills, including h o w to distinguish
cases (see also Aleven, 1997).
In designing an ITS to teach distinguishing,
one m a y try two approaches. Didactic
explanation involves presenting good and bad
examples of distinguishing. The system explains

W e compared two automated approaches to teaching
distinguishing, a skill that involves assessing the
relevant differences among cases in a context -sensitive
way. W e implemented the two approaches in two
versions of an Intelligent Tutoring System designed to
teach law students basic skills of case-based legal
argument. The original version of C A T O employs
didactic explanation. The newer version, CATO-Dial,
teaches die same skill widi a simulated dialectic
argument in a courtroom setting. W e hypothesized that
students would learn the skill better by engaging in the
simulated argument than by receiving interactive
explanation. W e expected that dialectic argument
would help students to construct the target knowledge
on their o w n as they developed responses to
arguments, aitd diat this would lead to more robust
learning. W e showed that students in the dialectic
argument simulation group performed significantly
better on a section of the post-test aimed at assessing
transfer of their skills of distinguishing. W e discuss a
number of cognitive and motivational benefits that
may explain this effect
Introduction
The skill of distinguishing is important in
dialectical domains such as law, applied ethics,
policy analysis, and business, where arguments
by analogy are routinely employed in
professional
education
and
practice.
Distinguishing is a w a y to respond to an
analogical argument. T h e argument claims that a
target problem ^ould be decided in the same
w a y as a cited source case by virtue of their
relevant similarities, that is, factual patterns the
cases share that form the basis of legal reasons
for deciding them in the same way. A distinction
is a factual difference underlying a legal reason
to decide the target problem differently from the
cited case. There m a y be m a n y differences, but
only those that give rise to legal reasons for
treating the cases differently are distinctions.
A distinction m a y be a factual strength of a
side (i.e., a party, either plaintiff, the one w h o
c o m m e n c e s suit, or the defendant) in the target
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learned targeted physics concepts (i.e., rules)
better than those taught with more didactic
dialogues (Rose et. al, 2001). In the latter, the
human tutor provided more explanation before
asking questions but asked fewer open-ended
questions.

w h y the examples are instances of successftil or
unsuccessful argument The bad examples
illustrate the various kinds of shallow knowledge.
This is how C A T O teaches distinguishing.
Dialectic argument attempts to teach
students distinguishing by engaging them in
arguments, affording an opportunity to learn the
skill through a process of trial-and-crror.
Technically, it is harder to design this kind of
pedagogical interaction. Before undertaking to
develop a large-scale dialectic argument system,
w e wanted to sec whether it was likely to
improve students' learning. W e therefore
developed a variation of C A T O , called C A T O Dial, which employs dialectic argument to teach
distinguishing.
W e hypothesized that students would learn
better to distinguish by engaging in dialectical
argument than in didactic explanation. W e
speculated that students engaged in role -playing
and arguing would encounter information in a
more relevant context and would be motivated to
process the information more thoroughly. They
would develop deeper knowledge of the role a
difference plays in the argument context, its
interactions with other facts in the target problem
and source case and the underlying reasons w h y
it matters. Our experiment tested this hypothesis.
In aiding students to learn deeper
knowledge, w e also hoped that CATO-Dial
would promote better transfer of knowledge. A
major problem in knowledge transfer is that
people tend to access prior knowledge that bears
superficial rather than structural similarity to the
problem at hand (Thompson et al., 2000).
Legal argument is not as determinate a form
of problem-solving as, say, physics or geometry.
Legal problems rarely have provably correct
answers; there m a y be reasonable arguments on
both sides of a dispute based on analogies to
competing cases (Ashley, 1990). CATO-Dial
attempts to engage students in argument
dialogues that focus them on comp aring cases.
L a w school professors engage students in
Socratic dialogues about cases in the casebooks.
S o m e of the earliest ITSs used Socratic dialogue
and an inquiry teaching method to teach subject
matter such as geography
(SCHOLAR
(Carbonell, 1970)) or meteorology ( W H Y
(Collins and Stevens, 1982)). A subsequent
tutoring system (Wong et.al, 1997) incorporated
the inquiry teaching method into an ITS shell and
geography tutor. The O L I A ITS (Retails et al.,
1996) used a related argument dialogue strategy,
playing devil's advocate. Research suggests that
students tutored manually with Socratic dialogues

CATO vs. CATO-Dial
CATO is one of the few case-based
Intelligent Tutoring Systems that teaches a process
of case-based reasoning. (Aleven, 1997, pp. 1978). It provides a set of specialized tools, accessible
through an X-server connection to C A T O nirming
on a Unix workstation, and a web-accessible
Casebook and Workbook. The Casebook presents
excerpts from important legal case opinions in
trade secret law. A small set of argumentation and
discussion questions follows each case, m u c h like
an ordinary legal casebook. The Workbook helps
students use C A T O ' s tools to analyze and respond
to the argumentation and discussion questions.
Experiments show that C A T O is an effective
teacher (Aleven & Ashley, 1997; Aleven, 1997).
Students work with C A T O ' s textual case
summaries and abstract representations of cases in
terms of factors. Each factor represents a
stereotypical collection of facts, which tends
normally to strengthen or weaken a conclusion
that a side should win a particular kind of legal
claim (Ashley, 1990). A Factor Hierarchy
represents legal reasons w h y a factor makes a
difference to the legal claim (Aleven, 1997).
C A T O helps students analyze target problems
and compare them to past cases. It teaches novices
to identify factors in a target problem, test
hypotheses about their significance against cases
in its database, and make legal arguments about
h o w to decide the target problems citing cases.
Students encounter problems based on real
litigated cases. Novice users identify conflicting
factors in the problem, which give rise to
conflicting reasons for decision. C A T O teaches
them h o w to make arguments to resolve such
conflicts.
C A T O ' s Argument Maker tool provides a
tutorial on distinguishing. T o enable C A T O to
employ dialectic argument, w e developed C A T O Dial, a modification of the program that engages
novice users in courtroonvstyle arguments about
target problems. In using the CATO-Dial version
of the tutorial on distinguishing, students
encounter examples like the Lynchburg Lemonade
case.' With the Case Analyzer tool, students have
' In the Lynchburg Lemonade case, Tony Mason, the
plaintiff, developed a cocktail he dubbed "Lynchburg
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identified conflicting factors in the L e m o n a d e
problem and have begun to consider the
conflicting factor-based legal reasons about h o w
to decide its outcome. For comparing cases, the
Case Analyzer presents them in a tabular form as
in Figure 1. T h e problem has six factors, four of
which favor the plaintiff (p) and two of which
favor the defendant (d). T h e Boeing case, w o n by
plaintiff (p), shares two of these factors, the
relevant similarities (marked with " = " ) . T h e
relevant differences (i.e., distinctions) arc the four
imshared factors marked with "*". These favor
deciding the L e m o n a d e case for the defendant
(i.e., differently from Boeing). Note that F16
strengthens the defendant in the Lemonade case
and is not found in Boeing, whereas F4, F12 and
F 1 4 strengthen the plaintifTs position in Boeing
and are not found in the L e m o n a d e case. FIO, F15
and F 1 8 are also unshared factors, but they arc not
distinctions because they favor deciding the
L e m o n a d e case for plaintiff (i.e., the same as in
Boeing).
With C A T O - D i a l , students play the role of an
advocate. Perry M a s o n , w h o has to argue a case in
court. A s shown in Figure 2, the student m a y put
arguments in the mouth of Perry M a s o n by
selecting argument m o v e s and values from a
menu. C A T O - D i a l responds on behalf of the
Judge, w h o mediates the proceedings, Hamilton
Burger, Perry's opposing counsel, and Delia
Street, Perry's savvy assistant, w h o offers helpful
hints.
In the dialogue, M r . Burger's responses (such
as step 5 in Figure 2), generated by C A T O - D i a l ,
take advanUge of any weaknesses in M r . Mason's
argument, based on the students' m e n u selections.
T h e Judge's reaction emphasizes the student's
mistake, and Delia's hints, also generated by
CATO-Dial, provide instruction on h o w to correct
them. C A T O - D i a l can engage in dialogues like
this for any pair of relevant cases in its database.

Lemonade". Since Tony took some measures to protect his
recipe's secrecy, and since his wistt>eonly tavern producing
this drink, we sayfactorsF6, Security-Measures, and F15,
Unique-Product, apply; both tend to favor the plaintiff (p).
O n die other hand, Tony disclosed his recipe in negotiations
with a sales agent of the defendant. Jack Daniel's Distillery.
Thus, Fl, Disclosure-ItvNegotiations, applies, a factor diat
tends to favor the defendant (d). The agent was aware,
however, thatfeerecipe was a "secret formula", so F21,
Knew-Info-Confidential, also applies, tending to favor the
plaintiff. Without compensating Tony, the defendant started
marketing exactly the same kind of cocktail; F18, IdenticalProducts applies and favors plaintiff Finally, the recipe could
have been obtained by reverse engineering the cocktail; FI6,
Info-Reverae-Engineerable, applies and favors the defendant.
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CATO-Dial's dialectic argument contrasts
with C A T O ' s didactic explanation. Originally,
C A T O ' s tutorial engaged students in an
interactive
exercise
employing
didactic
explanation. In these explanations, C A T O did
not engage the student in as direct a manner.
Instead, the student w a s presented with an
argument that a hypothetical opponent could
make. Below is an excerpt from C A T O ' s
original version of the dialogue of Figure 2.
First, C A T O makes the same argument as in
Step 1 of Figure 2 and invites the student to
select the factors that he would emphasize in
distinguishing the Boeing case on behalf of the
defendant. Second, the student again selects
three differences (i.e., factors FIS, 516, and
F18) which though not shared between the two
cases, actually strengthen the argument that
plaintiff should win in the problem situation.
C A T O then responds as follows:
3. C A T O : Suppose defendant made the following
argument: The Boeing case is distinguishable, because
in the Lynchburg Lemonade case, defendant's product
was identical to plaintiffs [FIS] and plaintiff was the
only manufacturer making the product [F15]. This was
not so in Boeing. Would this really help defendant?
W h e n you have answered this question for yourself,
please click on "Continue".
4. S T U D E N T S : (Continue)
5. C A T O : Plaintiff could respond to defendant's
argument, as follows: Your Honor, as defendant's
counsel correctly pointed out, in the current problem,
defendant's product was identical to plaintiffs [F18]
and plaintiff was the only manufacturer making the
product [F15]. Boeing, which was w o n by plaintiff,
does not have these strengths on plaintiffs part but is
otherwise similar to the problem at hand. Where these
additional strengths are present, a decision in favor of
plaintiff is warranted even more strongly than it was in
Boeing. In short, even though factors FIS and F15 are
differences, defendant cannot use them to distinguish
Boeing. Defendant needs to focus on other differences,
namely, on those differences that make the Lynchburg
Lemonade case look stronger for defendant than
Boeing. Please click on "Continue". See (Aleven,
1997atl41f).
The argument that C A T O uses to show the
inadequacy of the student's initial selection of
distinctions is the same in both versions; the
difference lies in the manner in which it is
presented to the students and the w a y in which
students are engaged in the task
Description of Experiment
We compared the impact of teaching
distinguishing to senior undergraduates using the
two versions of C A T O . The students had all been
accepted into law schools and were receiving

preparatory instruction through a s u m m e r
institute. The students were randomly assigned to
two groups. T h e experimental group used the
dialectic argument version of C A T O - D i a l and
initially numbered 22 students. The control group
worked with the didactic explanation versbn of
C A T O and initially numbered 23 students. Each
group worked in a series of eight two-hour
sessions over a span of about one month from
June 5 through July 11, 2000. For each session a
student was paired with a different partner from
the same group.
Lynchburg Lemonade Case
- Fl Disclosure-In-Negotiations (d)
= F6 Security-Measures (p)
F15 Unique-Product (p)
* F16 Info-Rever8e£nginea^ble(d)
F18 Identical-Products (p)
= F21 Knew-Info-Confidential (p)
= shared factor

Prior to the series of instructional sessions, all
students took a pre-test comprising three questions
designed to assess argumentation skills. For
Questions 1 and 2, students read a problem
situation and three short cases. Students were asked
to m a k e and respond to arguments about the
problem given the cases. Question 3 asked them to
defme the concepts of a relevant similarity and
relevant difference.

Boeing (p)
- Fl EMsclosure-In-Negotiations (d)
• F4 Agreed-Not-To-Disclose (p)
= F6 Security-Measures (p)
FIO Secret8-Disclosed-OuUidets(d)
* F12 Outsider-Di8closures-Reslricted(p)
* F14 Restricted-Materials-Used (p)
= F21 Knew-Info-Confidential (p)

* distinction
Figure 1: Case Comparison In T e r m s of Factors

Court is in session...
1. M r . Burger for Plaintiff ( C A T O ) : Your Honor, where plaintiff adopted security measures [F6] and defendant knew
that plaintiffs infomfiation was confidential [F21], even though plaintiff disclosed its product information in
negotiations with defendant [Fl], plaintiff should win a claim of trade secrets misappropriation, as in JTie Boeing
Company v. Sierracin Corporation, 108 Wash.2d 38,738 P.2d 665 (1987).
2. Judge (to Defendant's counsel): Your response, Mr. Mason?
3. < S T U D E N T (selecting from menu): Distinguish Boeing [F15] [F16] [F18] (Continue)>
M r . M a s o n for Defendant (Student): The Boeing Company v. Sierracin Corporation is distinguishable, Your
Honor, because in the Lynchburg Lemonade case, plaintiffs product information could be learned by reverseengineering [F16]. This was not so in Boeing. Boeing is also distinguishable, because in the Lynchburg Lemonade
casd unlike Boeing, defendant's product was identical to plaintiffs [F18] and plaintiff was the only manufacturer
making the product [FI5].
4. Judge (to Plaintifrs counsel): Mr. Burger?
5. M r . Barger for Plaintiff ( C A T O ) : Your Honor, as Mr. Mason concedes, in the current problem, defendant's
product was identical to plaintiffs [FI8] and plaintiff was the only manufacturer making the product [F15].
Boeing, which was w o n by plaintiff, does not have these strengths on plaintiffs part but is otherwise similar to the
problem at hand. Where these additional strengths are present, a decision in favor of plaintiff is warranted even
more strongly than it was in Boeing.
6. Judge (to Defendant's counsel): I a m sony, Mr. Mason, but I a m afraid I have to agree with Mr. Burger.
7. S T U D E N T : Help! (Continue)>
8. Delia Street (whispering into Perry's ear): Here is a hint. Even though factors F18 and FIS are differences,
defendant cannot use them to distinguish Boeing. Defendant needs to focus on other differences, namely, on those
differences that make the Lynchburg Lemonade case look stronger for defendant than Boeing.
9. < S T U D E N T (selecting from menu): Distinguish 5oe«jg [F4][F12] [F14] [F16] (Continue)>
M r . M a s o n for Defendant (Student): Boeing is distinguishable, because in Boeing, defendant used materials that
were subject to confidentiality restrictions [F14], plaintiffs disclosures to outsiders were subject to confidentiality
restrictions [F12], and defendant entered into a nondisclosure agreement with plaintiff [F41. This was not so in the
Lynchburg Lemonade case. Also, in the Lynchburg Lemonade case, plaintiffs product information could be
learned by reverse-engineering [F16]. This was not so in Boeing.
10. Judge (to PlaintifTs counsel): Mr. Burger?
11. M r . Burger for Plaintiff (CATO): Uhh. Well, as you know, Your Honor, Boeing, is not the only case w e cite in
our brief
12. Delia Street (whispering into Perry's
ear):2:BrilUant
Perry!Argument in CATO-Dial
Figure
Samplejob.
Dialectic
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During the first six sessions, the experimental and
control groups were treated identically. In Sessions 1 to 4,
both groups of students familiarized themselves with the
factor based representation system and the C A T O
environment. In Sessions 5 and 6 all students learned h o w to
use the Argument Maker tools.
The control group and experimental group were treated
differently in Sessions 7 and 8. These two sessions focused
on teaching students h o w to distinguish cases. During both
Sessions 7 and 8, students were expected to complete eight
pair-wise case comparisons involving distinguishing. The
eight pairs of cases were the same in both groups. The only
difference w a s the manner in which C A T O and CATO-Dial
taught the lesson. The experimental group worked with
CATO-Dial's simulated courtroom dialogues like that in
Figure 2. The control group worked with the original C A T O
didactic explanations.
After Session 8, all students took a post-test comprising
six questions. The first three questions were worded
identically to the pre-test questions, but Questions 1 and 2
involved a different problem and cases. The other three
questions tested the following transfer skills:
•
Question 4 put students in a new role - instead of
making arguments they critiqued an argument.
•
Question 5 tested sftidents' recall of a particular problem
situationtfieyhad encoimtered in the instruction. This
problem had been used extensively in the teaching
sessions as a basis of the argumentation lessons. Students
were asked to make and respond to an argument about
the problem, which they had to recall iix>m memory, by
analogizing it to and distinguishing it iix>m a new case
presented with the question.
•
Question 6 tested students' ability to apply skills they
had learned to an unfamiliar new domain: the copyright
law doctrine of Fair Use. As such, diis question is a
telling measure of their ability to distinguish cases.
The director of the University of Pittsburgh School of
L a w legal writing program graded all but one of the pre-test
and post-test questions. T h e grader was provided a one-page
summary of grading criteria and instructed to assign a
gestalt grade (between 1 and 10) to each question. H e was
blind as to the identity of the test writers, but did k n o w
which were pre-tests and which were post-tests. The
exception w a s Question 5, the recall question, for which w e
developed an objective grading scheme. Students were
awarded a m a x i m u m of ten possible points on the basis of
h o w m a n y of the factors in the problem they referred to in
their argument.
Analysis
Post-test data were available for only 22 of the 45
students, IS in the experimental group and 7 in the control
group. The rest of the subjects either dropped out before the
end of the experiment or did not complete enough work in
Sessions 7 and 8, the only sessions involving differential
treatment of the two groups.
Pre-test scores were analyzed for the 22 students, w h o
provided both pre-test and post-test data. For each student,

responses to the three pre-test questions were s u m m e d , and
the m e a n response of students in the expcrimentol group
was compared to that of students in the control group, using
a two-tailed l-test. Results showed no statistically significant
difference between the two groups. Since the students were
paired with different partners across sessions, w e used the
individual student rather than the pair as the unit of analysis
for both pre-test and post-test analyses.
Post-test scores were also analyzed for the 22 students
w h o provided both pre-test and post-test data. A two-tailed
t-test indicated no significant difference in the m e a n posttest scores of the experimental and control groups with
respect to the first five questions. For question 6, however,
the m e a n post-test score of the experimental group was
significantly higher than that of the control group t (7.1)
=3.87, 2 < .05, effect size of 1.57).^ O n question 5, the mean
post-test score of the experimental group was nearly
statistically significantly higher than that of the control
group (t (20) = 1.39, p =0.052. effect size of 0.62). While
the difference w a s not significant the experimental group
scored substantially higher on question 4 with an effect size
ofO.88.

Figure 3: Comparison of M e a n Post-Test Scores
Discussion and Conclusion
Our hypothesis was that students would learn the skill
of distinguishing better by engaging in simulated dialectical
argument than in interactive didactic explanation. The data
confirmed our hypothesis in an interesting way. Whereas
dialectic argument w a s not more effective than didactic
explanation in teaching argumentation skills, it was more
effective in helping students transfer the skills they learned
to n e w tasks and significantly better in helping students
apply the skills to an unfamiliar legal domain. Dialectical
argument m a y have induced students to construct a schema
for making and responding to arguments, resulting in deeper
knowledge and thus better performance on transfer skills.
Experimental students also appeared to have a better
understanding of the importance that context plays in the
task of finding distinctions. The grader also evaluated the
^ Degrees offreedomfor this test were reducedfrom20 because Levene's
test for equality of variances indicated that the variances of scores in the
experimental and control groups were not equal.
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answers in terms of four grading criteria, each involving a
simple binary positive-or-negative scale. T w o diffcrcncci
emerged. Students in the experimental group were more
often rated positively on the criteria "Avoids making
opponent's argument" and "Avoids errors regarding which
side strengths favor". These results support the conclusion
that the experimental manipulation helped students to learn
better when a difference is a distinction.
It is intriguing that the rather superficial transformation
from C A T O to CATO-Dial in the presentation of the lesson
on distinguishing had such a dramatic benefit. After all,
both programs presented the same basic information. The
critical difference, w e believe, is that CATO-Dial's
dialectical argument simulation provided that information in
a more useftil way. The dialectical argument offers several
potential benefits, any or all of which m a y explain the
observed difference in transfer scores.
Students m a y have found the increased level of
involvement and the competitive element in the courtroom
simulation motivating and thus conducive to paying
attention and learning.
Furthermore students m a y have found it easier to
understand the program's responses in CATO-Dial than in
C A T O . It is awkward for C A T O to explain the quality of a
student's response by example. The dialectical argument
simulation, by contrast, provides a more natural context for
illustrating the effect in an ongoing dialogue regarding a
student's choices. Students in the experimental group did
report finding the dialogues somewhat (though not
significantly) more helpful than did those in the control
group. W h e n asked, "When C A T O did provide instructional
feedback, h o w hclpfiil was it?", the CATO-Dial students
rated it as more helpful than did the C A T O students (Ms =
6.76 and 5.56 out of 10, respectively).
Role-playing in a courtroom argument, with its
cognitive and emotional expectations, m a y also be
important. Courtroom simulation explicitly prompts the
student. A n interactive style of human tutoring, in which
tutors prompted students, supported learning even when
tutors did not provide explanations and feedback (Chi et al.,
2001). Having been prompted to participate, students m a y
have been more likely to argue the merits to themselves, a
task cognitively similar to self-explanation (Chi et al.,
1989). Dialectical argument m a y also induce a student to
feel worse about making a mistake than does didactic
explanation. If so, students are more likely to pay attention
and to care about learning in the former context. Roleplaying m a y also induce students to compare the cases more
carefully, helping the transition from shallow to deeper
knowledge. In a recent investigation, business school
students w h o compared cases in a study phase were three
times more likely to transfer the cases' implicit principle to
a new application than were those w h o simply read the
cases for the purposes of advice-giving (Thompson et al.
2000).
The results suggest that the CATO-Dial approach is
potentially quite valuable. Since laws change, law
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professors value students' ability to transfer skills. Our
subsequent work will focus on converting as m u c h of the
C A T O curriculum as possible to a dialectical format.
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Abstract
An initial model of human error in a real-world teamwork
environment has been developed. The captain and first officer
of a commercial aircraft and the air traffic controllers with
w h o m they interact are modeled as the crew executes an
approach and landing followed by taxi operations that take
them to their assigned gate. Scenario details and human
model development were based on the results of a series of
full-task simulation experiments using commercial pilots as
subjects. The focus of the experiment was on errors
committed by the aircrews during taxi operations. The models
developed exhibit the robust behaviors typically exhibited by
aircrews and identify psychologically grounded windows for
error within that robust behavior.
Human Error Modeling Applied to Taxi
Operations
N A S A A m e s Research Center conducted two full-mission
studies of airport taxi operations under low visibility and
night conditions. The subject of the studies was the Taxiway
Navigation and Situation Awareness ( T - N A S A ) system,
aircraft flight deck technology designed to improve
commercial airport taxi operations in poor weather while
maintaining a high degree of safety (Hooey, Foyle, &
Andre, 2000). The T - N A S A system includes a head-up
display, a head-down electronic moving m a p display, and
directional audio alerts. The studies included a series of
baseline trials run without the T - N A S A system and a series
of trials using various configurations of the T - N A S A
system. The T - N A S A system effectively eliminated very
nearly all error, hence the focus of the human error
modeling effort was on the baseline trials.
The N A S A A m e s Advanced Concept Flight Simulator
( A C E S ) used in the studies provided a generic glass cockpit
simulator with a 180-degreefieldof view and a high fidelity
rendering of Chicago O'Hare Airport replicating the airport
layout including runways, taxiways, signage, painted
markings, lights, concourses, and structures (Hooey &
Foyle, 2001). In the first study, 16 two-pilot commercial
crews each completed six land and taxi-to-gate trials based
on current operations using Jeppesen charts for navigation.
Half of the trials were under low visibility conditions with
runway visual range ( R V R ) of 700 feet, and half under night
visual meteorological conditions ( V M C ) . In the second
study, 18 commercial two-pilot crews each completed three

land and taxi-to-gate trials based on current operating
conditions under 1000 foot R V R conditions. In evaluating
these studies. Hooey and Foyle (2001) defmed navigation
errors as taxiing on a portion of the airport surface on which
the aircraft had not been cleared and deviating from their
cleared centerline by at least 50 feet. Their analysis revealed
26 navigation errors in 150 current-operation trials—errors
were committed on 17.3% of the trials.
Modeling Robust Nominal Performance as a
P r e l u d e to M o d e l i n g E r r o r
A s w e set out to identify the sources of error (c.f, Deutsch
& Pew, 2001) and then to model error in taxi procedures,
w e started by refining earlier Distributed Operator Model
Architecture ( D - O M A R ) models (Deutsch, 1998; Deutsch
& A d a m s , 1995) that captured the robustness in aircrew
procedures. T h e models represent the multiple task
behaviors of each player as the product of a mix of goals
and procedures that operate concurrently to proactively
address the player's agenda. Expectations integrate
anticipated events while anticipated or unanticipated
interruptions must be accommodated. Ongoing tasks
determine their o w n execution times and n m to completion
unless another procedure defined as a competing procedure
with greater priority intervenes. A mix of automatic and
thoughtful behaviors are modeled without resorting to a
central executive responsible for explicitly scheduling all
future actions. A thoughtful cognitive act of decisionmaking is defmed as just that, another procedure that
determines the action to follow.
The N A S A Information to Modelers package included a
Nominal Task Sequence ( N A S A , 2001a) for the T - N A S A
baseline conditions. This was used as the basis for the
development of the approach-and-landing and taxi
procedures that the models of the captain, first officers, and
air traffic controllers employed. Approach-and-landing is
one of the busiest phases of flight, making high demands on
the aircrew. In spite of the high demands of getting the
aircraft safely on the ground, it is also the time at which the
first steps in the subsequent taxi operations are initiated. The
crew is in the process of approaching a given runway and
already know the concourse and gate toward which they will
be heading. Moreover, as specified in the Nominal Task
Sequence, at about eleven miles out they discuss with the air
traffic controller and among themselves which runway exit
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they will take. A s w e will argue below, the c r c w m c m b e n
each n o w have in mind one and perhaps several taxi routes
they might take to the gate. Once the runway exit
information is in hand, the focus of attention returns to
landing the aircraft and rollout.
The information provided in the Nominal Task Sequence
was also used as the basis for the modeling of the
subsequent landing and rollout sequence. A s the rollout
sequence is completed and the aircraft approaches the
designated runway exit, the taxi sequence is initiated. The
first ofiicer provides information to the captain on their
position relative to the preferred exit based on notes taken
when the preferred exit was agreed on. He/she then informs
the controller that the aircraft is clearing the runway, both
crewmembers then switch their radio frequency, and the
first officer contacts the ground controller. At this point, the
ground controller provides the crew with the taxi route to
the gate and the first officer writes d o w n the taxi route.
It was at this point that w e encoimtered the fu-st instance
of a requirement for a coping strategy. M a n y of the highspeed exits at O'Hare have a very short run to the first
intersection and taxiway routings can be unusually lengthy.
W e encountered this fu-st when modeling a landing on
runway 9 R using high-speed exit M 6 with an immediate left
turn onto taxiway M . The first officer was head-down
writing out the taxi directives and was late in providing
information to the captain on the upcoming immediate turn.
At this point, the captain was also listening to the taxi
routing and could go with what he/she heard or slow the
aircraft and obtain confirmation on the upcoming turn from
the fu-st officer. The coping strategy that w e modeled had
the captain go ahead with the turn as heard and notify the
first-officer of the turn as it was executed.
The process for each subsequent turn in the taxi sequence
followed the same pattern. A s a turn was completed, the
fu-st officer would consult his/her routing notes and the
airport diagram, and then prompt the captain on the taxiway
and direction for the upcoming turn. As expected, the
modeled nominal process proved very robust. B y simply
changing the routing that the ground controller provided, the
captain andfirstofficer were able to execute any desired
taxi routing. With these robust aircrew processes in place,
the challenge was to model taxi sequences that produced
errors consistent with those in the baseline T - N A S A
experiments.
A s the captain andfirstofficer meet their responsibilities
during taxi operations, the inherent nature of the tasks that
they perform provide them each with a different sense of
their immediate location and their location with respect to
their assigned taxi routing. They each achieve and maintain
different levels of local and global situation awareness
(Wickens & Prevett, 1995). If they are working well as a
team, they will strive tofilleach other's gaps in awareness.
In building the aircrew models, w e felt that it was essential
to reflect this level of teamwork.
The captain was modeled as predominantly head-up
during taxi operations. He/she announced each turn as it was
executed to keep the fu-st officer informed of their
immediate location during such periods as thefirstofficer
might have been head-down. Meanwhile, thefirstofficer.
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working with the airport diagram and written notes on the
runway exit and taxiway routing provided the captain with a
more global view of their taxiway routing than would have
otherwise been available. The teamwork skills of the
modeled aircrews were effective in repairing gaps in one
another's situation awareness. O n e effect of providing this
level of detail in good crew performance was of course to
m a k e the taxiway procedures just that m u c h more robust
and error that m u c h less likely.
Making the Wrong Turn at an Intersection
The particular process that produced the errors of interest
was the preparation for and execution of the next turn in the
taxi sequence as governed by the captain. A s modeled, the
captain, if left to his/her o w n resources, must rely on his/her
m e m o r y of the taxi sequence as conveyed by the ground
controller as the aircraft cleared the landing n m w a y .
However, the captain gets significant support in this task
from thefirstofficer. Thefirstofficer takes notes on the taxi
sequence as it is received from the ground controller and
will, under nominal conditions, prompt the captain with the
name of the next taxiway and the direction of the turn
required.
Under nominal conditions, the first officer prompts the
captain on the upcoming turn and one can reasonable expect
that the captain will correctly act in accordance with the
prompt. Acting counter to the prompt is an error possibility
that w e did not pursue. Hence, to fmd a source for making a
turn error at an intersection, w e had to construct reasonable
scenarios in which thefirstofficer was otherwise occupied
and unable to provide the prompt in a timely manner and of
course identify an underlying reason for a mistake on the
part of the captain. The events that prevented the first officer
from providing the prompts are discussed below in the
sections providing details on the error scenarios. Here, w e
examine possible sources for the errors committed by the
captain in executing the incorrect turns.
Intention-to-Act
A classical view of the taxiway process might be that, in
approaching a turn, the captain has a planning problem
whose resolution is then followed by plan execution. D o w e
in fact need to m a k e a turn at the upcoming intersection and
if so, which way? There might be a schema in place for
executing the next turn with slots to befilledin for the n a m e
of the next taxiway and the direction to turn. In this view of
the process, error might c o m e about by incorrectly filling
the slot for the next taxiway name, but more probably, the
slot for the direction of the turn to make.
W e would like to argue in favor of an alternate view in
which there are typically several intentions-to-act
concurrently in process. The intentions m a y be established
at different points in time. O n e or more of them m a y lead to
a correct turn or to making an error at the intersection. A
winner-take-all process leads to the execution of one of the
intentions-to-act and the correcmess of the outcome is the
product of the winning intention. At the point of execution,
the remaining intentions cease to contend. W e label the
process intention-to-act to suggest that the process is not the

product of a conscious decision process—it is not a
deliberative planning process followed by a plan execution
process. There is the immediacy of an automatic, atomic
process rather than a sequential process of planning and
acting. Each of the intentions-to-act is instantiated with
established slot values, rather than with unfilled slot values
to be filled by a deliberative process.
Most of the time there is more than one intention-to-act.
In the nominal case where thefirstofficer has provided the
correct prompt for the turn, the turn is, most likely, simply
executed in response to the prompt and most likely in
accordance with a pre-existing intention. In lieu of the
prompt from thefirstofficer, the captain will act on a preexisting intention that might lead to the execution of his/her
intention to turn or alternatively to pause and query the first
officer on the next turn. ( W e have not pursued the case of
the captain's slowing or stopping the aircraft and querying
the first officer.) That is, most of the time in the taxi
environment, it is reasonable to expect that the captain has
an intention-to-act in place and ready to be acted on.
Rather than having a single planning process with slots to
be filled from various sources that is followed by a plan
execution step, there are multiple intentions-to-act with
selection through a non-conscious winner-take-all process.
Each of the intentions-to-act has a complete set of
immediately filled slots. In the following section, w e
provide die reasoning supporting this viewpoint.
Intentions-to-Act as Automaticity
At this point, w e want to build the case for the idea that in
performing relatively simple tasks like correctly executing
the next taxiway turn, there m a y be several competing
intentions-to-act. Most m a y arise as automatic processes
that require little or no conscious deliberative thought. They
m a y emerge from different ongoing processes competing in
a winner-take-all process to determine the action taken.
Occasionally, the winner will determine an action that is in
error. During the course oftfiisstudy, w e have atten^ted to
identify some of the sources for these intentions and to
provide reasoned explanations on w h y the errors emerge.
For most of us, there are a broad range of everyday
activities that w e perform quickly and effortlessly—they
appear to be automatic and involve little thought or
conscious awareness (Logan, 1988a; James, 1890). Logan
(1988a) characterizes this automaticity, the execution of
these activities, as fast, effortless, autonomous, stereotypic,
and unavailable to conscious awareness. That is, w e
experience them as fest, effortless, stereotypic, and
unavailable to conscious awareness. They are autonomous
in the sense that the acquisition of these skills comes about
independent of any deliberate intention to learn them.
Logan (1988a) developed the "Instance Theory of
Automaticity," a theory for h o w automatization is
constructed. The theory was developed in part through a
series of experiments in learning alphabet arithmetic—
learning to solve problems of the type " A + 2 = ? " where the
answer is "C." Initially, most people solve these problems
by explicitly counting out the required steps through the
alphabet—they employ an algorithm that they step through
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w h e n the problem is presented. Through experience they
"learn or remember" the answers.
Logan suggests that each learned instance is remembered.
W h e n presented with a new problem, there is a concurrent
attempt to access a remembered instance of a previous
solution and an explicit algorithm-based problem-solving
computation. The m e m o r y access is a comparatively fast
process, the algorithm-based process comparatively slow. If
the memory access is successful in retrieving a solution,
there will be a rapid response to the posed problem. If the
m e m o r y access is not successful, the response will be
slower. Through experience, more and more solutions are
acquired and at some point, the deliberative process is
simply not a contender in the winner-take-all process. For
any given problem, there m a y be several remembered
solutions. D u e to the remembering of each solution instance,
there m a y potentially be several correct retrievals. It is the
one that isfirstretrieval that determines the time required to
solve the problem.
Logan (1988b) further argues that the m e m o r y traces that
suppori automaticity m a y well support declarative as well as
procedural knowledge. Logan (1988b) suggests that w e
"look more broadly for automatic processes. They need not
be restricted to procedural knowledge or perceptual-motor
skill but m a y permeate the most intellectual activities in the
appUcation environment." Bargh and Chartrand (1999)
further suggest that limits on conscious, intentional control
requires that non-conscious processes support much of
moment-to-moment psychological life. Here w e are
suggesting that the captain's procedures for addressing the
next turn in the taxiway sequence m a y sometimes be
automatic and that while these will often lead to correct
behaviors, they m a y sometimes lead to errors such as those
seen in the baseline T - N A S A experiments.
Intentions-to-Act as a Source of Error
Our review of the NASA-provided data on the T - N A S A
experiments pointed to two important factors that w e feh
deserved particular attention in our modeling effort. N A S A
(2001c) identified the importance of the location of the
destination gate and its relation to the taxi route. Five errors
occurred in 48 instances of required turns away from the
shortest route to the concourse gate while only seven errors
occurred in S34 instances of turns toward the concourse
gate. At any given intersection, the aircrews had a bias to
turn toward their destination concourse gate. W h e n the
correct turn was one away fi-om the concourse gate, there
was a greater tendency toward making an error.
The second observation was the straightforward one that
time pressure can lead to error. There was a greater chance
of error when a second turn in the taxi sequence closely
followed the previous turn. The time pressure of a second
turn closely following afirstturn was an important factor in
each of the errors that w e generated in the modeling effort.
T o date, four sources of contending intentions-to-act have
been identified and modeled. The first is episodic
m e m o r y — a source for habit-based actions. Similar
situations have been encountered in the past and w e have a
ready source of responses that have worked well. These are

responses that in the past have proven successful and are
generally able to cany us through most of the activities of
the day. W h e n they fail this is what Reason (1990) refers to
as "strong-but-wrong." In our particular case, the aircrews
had a history of previous landings at Chicago O'Hare.
A second source of intention-to-act is context-based
expectation, driven by partial knowledge. Explicit partial
information provided in the current situation prompts a
particular intention. Within the taxi-framework, die captain
knows the location of the concourse gate and, based on this
knowledge, m a y reasonably have an expectation that the
next turn will take them on the shortest route to the gate.
These particular situation-specific information points are
sufficient to set up an intention for the next turn.
The third source of intention-to-act is the remembrance of
the taxi sequence as provided by the ground controller when
the aircraft exited the landing runway. A s the aircraft
approaches a turn, several minutes m a y have passed since
the ground controller provided the taxi directive. The
remembrance m a y or m a y not be correct, but it can be the
source of an intention-to-act.
The fourth source of intention-to-act in the taxiframework, and the best-grounded source of intention, is the
explicit prompt by the first officer based on written notes on
the taxi directives provided by the ground controller. In the
nominal case, the first officer's prompt will match the
captain's intention and will lead to errorfreeperformance.
W e modeled the contention between these intentions as a
winner-take-all process mediated by priority and explored
the impact of varying the priorities of the contending
intentions. Within the winner-take-all framework, at the
winning intention's transition from intention to action, the
remaining intentions cease to contend—within the
framework of the model, the procedures that would have
implemented those intentions fail. The occurrence and
timing of the events that drive the intentions determine h o w
they play out, producing successful behaviors or mistakes
that lead to an incorrect turn on the taxiway. In particular, to
provide a window for error to occur, it was necessary to set
up realistic event chains that prevented the first officer from
providing the prompt on the next turn to the captain.
A s w e have suggested, the team-based nature of the taxi
procedures makes them very robust and the challenge has
been to create situations in which mistakes will lead to
error. This effort focused on two error sequences, each
requiring two turns in rapid sequence. For case one, there
were two instances of the same error as crews took highspeed exit M 7 from runway 9R. At the first intersection
after the high-speed exit, each captain turned left toward the
concourse gate rather right away from the gate as directed
by the ground controller. In the second case, there were two
scenarios that shared a similar turn sequence: after turning
onto taxiway F in thefirstinstance and M 2 in the second
instance, there was a quick right turn onto taxiway B. In
each of the scenarios, one of the captains turned left rather
than right. The errors were noteworthy, because in
committing the error the captains each turned away from
their intended concourse gate rather than toward the gate as
directed.

Error Driven by Partial K n o w l e d g e Our hypothesis is that
the incorrect turn following the high-speed exit (see Figure
I) was driven by the captain's expectation that the shortest
route to the gate was the route to be taken. (The small
arrows that denote the errors in Figure I indicate the
incorrect left turns taken just after the high-speed runway
exit. They are in red w h e n viewed in color—in grayscale,
they m a y be difficult to m a k e out.) T h e intention-to-act
arose at the point of the eariy discussion of the runway exit
with the approach controller and the first officer. At this
point, the captain k n e w the runway exit and the concourse
gate, and might reasonably have expected to turn left from
the high-speed exit at taxiway M taking him/her toward the
gate. It became one intention contending to be executed at
thefirstturn after exiting the active runway. F r o m Reason's
(1990) perspective, this is an automatic retrieval process
based on similarity-matching and frequency-gambling that
opens a w i n d o w for error.
A s the scenario played out in the nominal case, the first
officer completed the task of taking notes on the taxiway
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sequence a n d then prompted the captain o n the first turn
following the r u n w a y exit. T h e first officer's prompt
triggered a n e w , contending intention-to-act o n the captain's
part. T h e n e w intention m a y or m a y not have been
consistent with preexisting contentions. In the nominal case,
it dominated and the captain turned right correctly. G i v e n
the correct p r o m p t b y the first officer, w e d e e m e d it highly
unlikely that the captain w o u l d incorrectly execute the turn.
T o o p e n a w i n d o w for an error to occur, it w a s necessary
to construct a situation that reasonably occupied the first
officer, preventing him/her from providing the captain with
the explicit p r o m p t o n the u p c o m i n g turn. T h e very short
run to the first turn after the high-speed exit w a s the
essential fiictor. T h e first officer w a s already busy taking
notes o n the taxiway routing. Indeed, in s o m e scenarios the
taxiway routing w a s so lengthy that in the nominal case the
first officer w a s still taking notes as the first turn w a s
executed. In this scenario, this w a s not the case, hence a
"mistake" w a s needed to additionally task the first officer.
T h e dilute to preset the radio frequency for the transfer to
the ground controller provided the delay. T h e few seconds
necessary to set tiie n e w radio frequency provided enough
delay to prevent die first officer from prompting the captain
before the turn. This w a s a mistake o n the part o f the
aircrew in the sense that it is always incumbent u p o n them
to complete a n action at the earliest available time, rather
than risk a situation such as this in w h i c h there are
contending tasks in process.
Let us recap the captain's intentions-to-act as the aircraft
approached the first turn onto taxiway M after the highspeed exit o n taxiway M 7 . T h e first officer has been
otherwise occupied and has not provided the captain with
the explicit p r o n ^ t o n the u p c o m i n g turn. Based o n the
coping strategy described earlier, the captain might have a
correct intention-to-act based o n having attended to the
ground controller's taxi directive and an incorrect intention
based o n the expectation o f receiving a shortest route to the
concourse gate. M u c h of the time the coping strategy might
be expected to w i n the wiimer-take-all competition and lead
to a correct t u r n — s o m e of the time the expectation-based
intention-to-act might b e acted upon, leading to a taxiway
error. H e n c e , a reasonable, grounded source for an error
consistent with the T - N A S A experiments has been
identified and modeled.
Error Driven by Habit The second scenario examined the
surprising cases in which an aircrew incorrectly turned a w a y
from the shortest course to the gate (see Figure 2 ) . (In
Figure 2, the small arrow denoting the error indicates the
incorrect left turn taken just after the short north-bound
segments near the center of the airport diagrams. It is in red
w h e n viewed in color—in grayscale, it m a y b e difficult to
m a k e out.) T h e basic intention to take the shortest route to
the gate w o u l d have led to the correct behavior, yet it w a s
not the o n e acted upon. There were two instances of this
error at similar intersections. In thefirstcase (Figure 2), the
aircraft w a s proceeding north o n taxiway F and had been
instructed to turn right onto taxiway B , but the captain
turned left instead. In the second case, the aircraft w a s
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proceeding north o n taxiway M 2 and had been instructed to
turn right onto taxiway B , but the captain turned left. W e
speculated that a crew w h o s e c o m p a n y gates were o n the
opposite side o f the airport from those required b y the
scenario might incorrectly h i m toward their c o m p a n y gates,
exhibiting an error based o n long established habit.
Requiring an aircrew to proceed to a gate opposite in
direction from their c o m p a n y gates might be considered an
artifact of the particular scenario, but in a commercial air
travel environment that has seen m a n y c o m p a n y failures and
mergers, it is not u n c o m m o n for aircrews to find themselves
working for n e w companies with n e w gate locations.
T h e turn at which the errors occurred closely followed a
previous turn, creating a time-pressured situation. O n c e
again, w e manipulated the situation such that thefirstofficer
w a s not able to provide a timely prompt to the captain o n
the u p c o m i n g turn. Conflicting taxiway traffic w a s present
o n the first officer's side of the aircraft during the approach
to thefirstturn. T h e first officer informed the captain of the
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presence of the traffic and continued to monitor the other
aircraft. Consequently, the first officer was delayed in going
head-down to review his/her notes on the upcoming taxiway
turn and checking the airport diagram. Following the delay,
the first officer's prompt on the upcoming turn was
immediately interrupted by a message fi-om the ground
controller directing the other aircraft to hold short of the
upcoming intersection, allowing thefirstaircraft to proceed
with the turn. Very slight changes in timing of the
interruption would have opened the window for a timely
and successful prompt.
In the absence of the prompt, there were still multiple
intentions-to-act. As modeled, there were intentions-to-act
based on the remembrance of the ground controller's taxi
directive and on habit based in episodic memory. W h e n the
captain's habit-based intention-to-act won the winner-takeall competition and was acted upon, the error was
committed. An informal post hoc analysis of the human
subject trial error provided support for the speculation that
the model represented (B. Hooey, personal communication).
Heuristically Guided Search of the Error
Space
The incidence of error in the current-equipment T-NASA
experiments was strikingly high when compared to the
typical behaviors of professional aircrews. In general, the
low frequency of mistakes and the even lower frequency of
mistakes combining to produce errors renders a simple
stochastic exploration of the behaviors space impractical.
The robustness of aircrew team procedures that employ
checking and cross-checking of critical actions means that
most mistakes will be caught, further compounding the
search task. Estimating errorfi-equencyfor error types can
also be a problem. The frequency of some errors (e.g.,
discrimination of taxiway signage) might be reasonably
estimated; the frequency of others (e.g., the onset of a
particular intention-to-act) is more difficult.
Timing is also critical. Very small variations in timing
can open or close the window in w^ich an error might
occur. Timing was particularly critical in the scenario in
which the habit-based error occurred. The combination of
the demand on the part of the first officer for head-up time
to monitor the approaching traffic and the precise moment
of the ground controller's interruption of thefirstofficer's
prompt for the upcoming turn was necessary to open the
window to error. It might well have been possible to
generate many hundreds of runs, slightly varying several of
the timings, and never have produced a single habit-based
error.
To address this problem, we have employed a
heuristically guided search of the space in which forced
sequences of mistakes are generated, looking for those that
lead to error. The errors produced to date are initial
examples of the product of such a process. W e have
identified several novel potential sources of mistakes and
worked to create situations in which they might reasonably
be expected to occur. W e have taken advantage of the time
pressure inherent in the closely spaced turn sequences to
manipulate the timing of events to construct sequences of
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mistakes that do in fact lead to error. For the present, this
heuristically guided exploration of the error space has been
manipulated by hand. In thefijture,we would like to move
toward a more automated exploration of the error space.
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and the categorical premise. This piece of information
was a categorical premise denying the consequent [or
In this study, we describe the influences of qualitative affirming the antecedent]. T h e three pieces of
changes to the reasoning problem on the reasoning
information together are in contradiction with the valid
process. The first manipulation is the quality of the test
M o d u s Ponens [Modus Toilens] argument: If A then B ,
context; A rule is learned in a certain context and
A , thus B [If A then B, not-B thus not-A].
contradicted in another. The belief in the rule is then
Participants were asked to resolve the contradiction
measured in the learning context, the contradictory
by rejecting one of the two first pieces of information.
context, and a new context. The second manipulation is
Elio and Pelletier (1997) observed that participants
the quality of contradiction: The contradictory rule can
chose to disbelieve the conditional premise rather than
neutralize or inverse the learned rule. Both qualitative
the categorical one w h e n resolving the contradiction.
changes influence the belief revision process.
Their results were refined by Dieussaert, Schaeken,
Introduction
D e Neys, and d'Ydewalle (2000) and by Politzer and
Carles (2001). They found that the initial belief in the
Research in Artificial Intelligence is often conducted
conditional premise influenced the belief revision
to develop systems that think/act rationally (or like
choice that participants prefer to make. W h e n
humans, depending on the approach). Minsky (1975)
participants had a strong belief in the conditional
was one of the first to point out the problem with
premise, the preferred to reject (doubt) the categorical
deductive systems, and from then on, several
premise, w h e n the conflicting information is added.
researchers developed non-monotonic reasoning
W h e n participants had a weak belief in the conditional
systems (for an overview, see Brewka, Dix, &
premise, the results of Elio and Pelletier (1997) were
Konolidge, 1997).
confirmed: In this case, participants prefer to reject
While these systems can be very interesting from the
(doubt) the conditional premise.
viewpoint of an engineer. Rips (1994) mentions two
This shows that it is important in belief revision
main reasons w h y these nonmonotonic logics are less
research to be aware of the belief state participants hold
than ideal for cognitive purposes: They do not lend
before conflicting information is presented. Therefore,
themselves to simple implementations (higher order
w e conducted a measure of the initial belief state in the
logics are incomplete) and they do not seem to reflect
following experiments, before adding conflicting
the deliberations that actually underlie h u m a n reasoning
information.
with defaults. H e (1994, p. 299) stated: "For purposes
The following experiments were inspired by research
of philosophy (and perhaps AI), w e need normative
in the field of conditioning. A m o n g others, Bouton
rules about h o w to change our minds in the face of
(e.g., 1988, 1994) showed that the extinction of
conflicting evidence; for purposes of psychology, w e
behavior does not necessarily means the rejection of a
also need descriptive information on h o w people deal
learned rule. O n e of the phenomena that confirm this
with the same sort of conflict"
Elio and Pelletier (1997) wrote a pioneering article on hypothesis is 'renewal': W h e n a behavior is learned in
context A , and extinguished in context B, the behavior
this topic. In their experiments, they first presented
might show up again with a n e w test in context A.
participants with a conditional premise and a
Bouton explains this phenomenon as follows:
categorical premise that affirmed the antecedent [or
Individuals leam a dominant rule and exceptions to this
denied the consequent]. Then, they added a third piece
rule in certain contexts (see also: Holyoak, K o h , &
of information, which conflicted with the conditional
Abstract
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Nisbett, 1989). A s a consequence, a stimulus that has
lost his value as a reinforcer, becomes an ambiguous
stimulus from which the specific value is determined by
the context. In other words, Bouton points to the
importance of the presence of a certain context as an
indicator of the belief in the (conditional) rule w h e n an
individual is confronted with conflicting information to
that rule. In the forthcoming experiments, w e will also
work with context embedded situations, to gain more
insight in the relative value of the contra-evidence.
Another uniqueness of the present experiments is that
the participants' belief state is measured by the
behavior they pose, and not by what they say their
belief is. W e think it is as important to k n o w h o w
individuals act on their beliefs, as it is to k n o w h o w
they describe their beliefs. Moreover, D e Neys,
Dieussaert, Schaeken, and d'Ydewalle (2000) found a
strong correspondence between what participants say
about their beliefs and h o w they actually act upon these
beliefs, in experiments comparable with the ones
presented below.
Briefly, on a technical level, the following
experiments are designed as follows: first, the initial
belief in a rule is tested. Then, contradictory evidence is
presented in a different context, and fmally, the belief in
the rule is again evaluated by examining participants'
manifested behaviours. O n the content level, the
experiments describe the influence of qualitative
changes to the reasoning problem on the belief revision
process.

E x p e r i m e n t 1: Pilot s t u d y
In this part, w e describe a study that tests whether
formeriy used instantiations of the quality of contraevidence were well chosen.
Before that, w e explain the two hypotheses that are at
issue in this manuscript and w e depict the important
role that the pilot study has regarding the second
hypothesis. Subsequently, w e give a brief overview of
the content of the experiments.
T w o hypotheses are evaluated in this manuscript. The
main hypothesis is that when a conditional rule is
acquired in a first context (A) and contradicted in a
second context (B), the belief in the conditional is not
affected by the contradictory information w h e n tested in
thefirstcontext (A) or in a n e w context (C). Indeed, if
the rule acquired in the first context really is a dominant
rule, and if the conflicting information learned in a
second context is perceived as exceptional, one should
also apply the dominant rule in a n e w context.
A second hypothesis is that the quality of the
contradictory information plays a role in the belief
revision process. Bouton (1988) focused on the
extinction of learned rules. With extinction, a learned
rule is often only neutralized (e.g. food - no food). Our
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hypothesis is that w h e n the conflicting information has
a stronger impact (compare with: food - shock), this
m a y affect the belief revision process in a different
way. M o r e precisely, w e hypothesize that w h e n the
contradictory information merely neutralizes the
acquired conditional rule, its effect on the belief
revision process is smaller than w h e n it reverses the
acquired conditional rule. Or, in other words, w e
suppose that w h e n the acquired rule is reversed, this
might affect thefinalbelief state tested in context A and
C anyway, despite the fact of a buffering context
element (B) when the contradictory information is
provided.
It is m a d e very clear in the fore mentioned examples
that the absence of an appetitive stimulus (neutralizing)
is not the same as the presence of an aversive stimulus
(reversing). A n adequate test of the second hypothesis
is only possible if both stimuli are well chosen.
In a former series of experiments (Dieussaert,
Schaeken, & d'Ydewalle, 2002), the manipulation of
the quality of the contra-evidence did not result in
significant differences, contrary to our second
hypothesis. Before
drawing
any
theoretical
consequences from this finding, w e examine whether
those instantiations were appropriately chosen. The
pilot study (Experiment 1) was set up to test this
hypothesis.
To convey a good understanding of this pilot study
and its consequences possible, w e briefly describe the
content of the former experiments (Dieussaert et al.,
2002). The motivation behind the experiment is related
to that behind the conditioning experiments of Pinefio,
Ortega, and Matute (2000). Participants are in a war
area, leading a rescue mission. They are told they
should rescue as m a n y refugees as possible from a
building and they can do this by loading the refugees on
a truck. Importantly, they should onlyfillthe truck with
refugees if the road is free of mines. They can learn
whether the road is safe because coloured lights
indicate it. Therefore, they should learn as fast as
possible the meaning of these lights.
The participants learn the meaning of the lights in a
first location (context), and then m o v e to a second
location where they learn that the meaning of some
lights is reversed or neutralized. For example, a green
light in the first location might indicate that the road is
safe, while in the second location it indicates that the
road is mined (reversal) or that no information about the
road is available (neutralizing). Finally, they m o v e to a
third location. At this location, identical or different
from one of the former contexts, the participants' belief
regarding the meaning of the lights is examined.
In this pilot study (Experiment 1), w e manipulate the
feedback that participants received in the test phase.
Three forms of feedback were distinguished: clearly

positive feedback, clearly negative feedback, and the
feedback 'no information available'. The hypothesis is
that participants interpret the latter feedback as
negative.

persons saved' is displayed after the cue light lit up in
the test phase, while for the ABA/-/ group and the A B A
group, the messages are 'n persons died' and 'no
information available', respectively. The neutral light
indicates that the road is closed. The meaning of the
other lights differs randomly over blocks; they can
indicate that the road is mined, safe, or closed.
Procedure The experiment w a s carried out
individually, on computer. All participants received the
same instructions. They were told to imagine that they
were in charge of a rescue mission. Refugees were
hiding in a building that could be attacked by the
enemy. Furthermore, these people can only be rescued
safely, by placing them in a truck, if the road is free of
mines. People are loaded in the truck by pressing the
spacebar. T o know whether the road is safe, the
participants have to learn the meaning of the lights that
appear on each trial. S o m e of the four lights have a
fixed meaning (road safe, road mined, road closed);
other lights are distracters and have no fixed meaning.
The feedback they receive is 'n persons saved', 'n
persons died', or 'road closed'.
Moreover, sometimes no information is available
about the situation of the road, so that the participants
do not k n o w whether the persons they placed in the
truck were saved. It was stressed that they should only
press the spacebar continuously in case they were very
sure that the people would be saved in that trial.
Finally, they were told that different rescue missions
could take place and that a beep sound signaled the start
of a n e w mission. The importance of keeping in mind
the location (context) where the rescue mission took
place was stressed. They were told that the lights could
have different meanings in different locations.

Method
Participants. T h e 36 participants are candidate
students at the University of Leuvcn, Department of
Psychology and they participated as a partial fulfillment
of a course requirement. Each student was randomly
attributed to one of two groups (12 per group).
Design O n e variable w a s manipulated between
subjects: Feedback. T h e three levels of this variable
were manipulated in the test phase.
The dependent variable is the number of times
participants press on the space bar during a fixed time
interval when the cue light appears. The meaning of a
space bar press is that a person is put in the truck. Each
press is A u s equivalent to the saving of one person.
This dependent variable is measured in the three phases
of the experiment: the confirmation phase (9 blocks),
the contradiction phase (9 blocks) and the test phase (4
bloclcs). This behavioral measure is taken as a measure
of belief state. The idea behind it is that the more the
participant believes that the road is free of mines, the
more persons (s)he will put in the truck.
Each block consists of four trials. A trial lasts four
seconds. Ehiring these four seconds, a colored light is
shown (green, blue, red or white). The sequence of the
lights is randomized within each block. Participants
learn the meaning of these lights (see below) by
pressing the spacebar. O n e of these lights is the cue
light, one is the neutral light and the other two do not
have a fixed meaning. Each light's meaning is
Results
counterbalanced between participants.
Table 1 shows the mean number of space bar presses,
The first eight blocks are considered as learning
blocks; they are not included in the analysis. All (i.e., persons put in the truck) within a fixed time
interval. Neither in the confirmation phase, nor in the
participants acquired a constant pressing level for the
contradiction phase, did w e observe any differences
cue light within these blocks. The cue light indicates a
between
the groups.
safe road. The neutral light indicates that the road is
closed. The meaning of the other lights differs
Table 1: Mean number of presses per phase per group.
randomly over blocks; they can indicate that the road is
mined, safe, or closed. The context is a location, which
CONFIR
CONTRA TEST
w e refer to as context A.
MATION DICTION PHASE
The confirmation phase consists of nine blocks. The
PHASE
PHASE
meaning of the lights is equal as in the learning blocks.
34.9
7.1
14.9
ABA/-/
The context does not change either.
ABA
45.5
2.5
27.5
The contradiction phase consists of nine blocks.
42.6
4.9
39.1
ABA/+/
Here, the cue light indicates a mined road. The neutral
light indicates that the road is closed. The meaning of
A n A N O V A shows a main effect of Feedback
the other lights differs randomly over blocks; they can
(F(2,33) = 7,80, p<.005). The A B A group scores higher
indicate that the road is mined, safe or closed. The in the test phase than the AB/W-/ group (F(l ,33) = 4.20,
context is a location, which w e refer to as context B.
p<.05), but does not differ from the A B A / + / group. The
The test phase consists of four blocks. The test phase
latter group differs strongly from the ABA/-/ group
always takes place in the same context as the (F(l,33)= 15.58, p<.0005).
confirmation phase (A), but the feedback varies
between groups. For the A B A / + / group, the message 'n
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A more detailed planned comparison analysis on the
four blocks of the test phase moderates the picture. The
three groups do not differ from each other in the first
block. The A B A group differs significantly from the
ABA/-/ group in the second block (36.7 vs.9.4; F(l,33)
= 14.24), p<.001), but differs significantly from the
A B A / + / group in the third and fourth block of the test
phase (17.8 vs. 42; F(l,33) = 10.54, p<.005 and 18.7
vs.36.3; F(l,33) = 5.51, p<.05, respectively). For these
last two blocks, no difference with the ABA/-/ group
could be observed.
Discussion
The feedback message 'no information available'
does not function well as a neutralizer of a conditional
rule. The message is not interpreted as the absence of an
appetitive stimulus, but rather as the presence of an
aversive stimulus. Indeed, after a few trials the effect of
this feedback message does not differ from other
negative feedback, such as the message 'n persons
died'.

Experiment 2
N o w that w e have shown that the message 'no
information available' is interpreted as negative rather
than as neutral feedback, w e have good reasons to
believe that it was not appropriate to use this message
as an instantiation of the neutralizing level as was done
in former experiments (see: Dieussaert et al., 2002).
In the present experiment (Experiment 2), w e test the
two hypotheses at issue, and focus on the more
appropriate qualitative manipulations of the contraevidence. Our main hypothesis is that a conditional rule
acquired in a Hrst context functions as a dominant rule.
Conflicting information learned in a second context is
perceived as exceptional. Therefore, one should also
apply the dominant rule in a n e w context.
Our second hypothesis is that the quality of the
contradictory information plays a role in the belief
revision process. More precisely, w e suppose that when
the acquired rule is reversed by contradictory evidence,
this might nonetheless affect the final belief state in
both context A and context C, despite the existence of
the buffering context element (B).
Method
Participants Seventy candidate students at the
University of Leuven, Department of Psychology,
participated in this experiment. They did not participate
in the former experiment and participated as a partial
fulfillment of a course requirement. Each student was
randomly assigned to one of six groups (11 in the A B B and A B C - W e a k group; 12 in the other groups).
Design The independent variables. Test Context and
Contradiction Level, were manipulated between
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subjects. W e distinguish three instances of the variable
Test Context: The context in the test phase can be the
same as the context in the confirmation phase ( A B A ) , it
can be the same as the context in the contradiction
phase ( A B B ) or it can differ from both ( A B C ) .
The second independent variable, Contradiction
Level, consists of two instances: The contradiction can
be Strong, when the meaning of the rule is reversed, or
can be W e a k , when the meaning of the rule is
neutralized.
The dependent variable is the same as in Experiment
1: The number of times participants press on the space
bar during a fixed time interval when the cue light
appears. Again, this variable is measured in the three
phases of the experiment: the confirmation phase (9
blocks), the contradiction phase (9 blocks) and the test
phase (4 blocks). This behavioral measure is taken as a
measure of belief state.
Each block consists of four trials. A trial lasts four
seconds. During these four seconds, a colored light is
shown (green, blue, red, or white). The sequence of the
lights is randomized within each block. Participants
learn the meaning of these lights (see below) by
pressing the spacebar. O n e of these lights is the cue
light, one is the neutral light and the other two do not
have a fixed meaning. Each lights' meaning is
counterbalanced over the participants.
The first eight blocks are considered as learning
blocks; they are not included in the analysis. All
participants acquired a constant pressing level for the
cue light within these blocks. The cue light indicates a
safe road. The neutral light indicates that the road is
closed. The meaning of the other lights differs
randomly over blocks; they can indicate that the road is
mined, save, or closed. The context is a location, which
w e refer to as context A.
The confirmation phase consists of nine blocks. The
meaning of the lights is equal as in the learning blocks.
The context does not change either.
The contradiction phase consists of nine blocks.
Here, the cue light indicates a mined road in the Strong
contradiction level. In the W e a k contradiction level, the
message 'road closed' is displayed with a cue light. The
neutral light indicates that the road is closed. The
meaning of the other lights differs randomly over
blocks; they can indicate that the road is mined, save or
closed. The context is a location, which w e refer to as
context B.
The test phase consists of four blocks. In this phase,
simultaneously with the cue light, the message 'no
information is available' is displayed. The neutral light
indicates that the road is closed. The meaning of the
other lights differs randomly over blocks; they can
indicate that the road is mined, save, or closed. The
context varies over groups: It can be the same as in the
confirmation phase (A), the same as in the contradiction
phase (B) or different from those two (C).
Procedure See Pilot study (Experiment 1)

first and the second hypothesis are thus confirmed: The
belief is not influenced by the contradictory information
Results
in context B. when this conflicting information
neutralizes the learned information, but it is influenced
N o differences between the groups could be observed
in the confirmation phase. This was expected since at when the conflicting information reverses the learned
that moment no manipulation was introduced yet. In the information.
However, this conclusion would be false because for
contradiction phase, the Strong groups scored lower
each
Contradiction level, the belief in the rule remains
than the Weak groups, as w e hypothesized (2.4 vs.7.6;
low when it is tested in a new context (C). If the
F(1.64) - 7.6. p<.01). Within the same level of
'dominant rule' hypothesis were correct, the belief in
contradiction, no differences were observed. Table 2
the new context should be as high as in the
shows the means for each group.
confirmation phase, at least for the Weak level group.
Table 2: Mean number of presses per phase per group.
CONFIRMATION
PHASE
45.5
41.2
41.0
44.0
44.0
46.2

CONTRA
DICTION
PHASE
2.5
1.8
2.8

General Discussion

TEST
PHASE

W e manipulated two qualitative factors, Test Context
and Contradiction Level, to test their influence on the
ABA Strong
27.5
belief revision process. Regarding Test Context, w e
2.1
ABB Strong
hypothesize that when a conditional rule is acquired in a
2.5
ABC Strong
first context (A) and contradicted in a second context
10.9
40.4
ABA Weak
(B). the belief in the conditional is not affected by the
7.3
ABB Weak
8.3
contradictory information when subsequently tested in
2.9
ABC Weak
3.6
thefirstcontext (A) or in a new context (C).
This hypothesis was inspired by Bouton (1988.
A n A N O V A shows a main effect of Test Context
1994), who stated that an acquired rule is protected
(F(2,64)=73.21; p<.00001). The score of participants
against extinction when the conflicting information is
firom the A B A group (33.9) is higher than the score of
presented in another context than the learning context,
participants from the A B C group (2.69; F(l,64) =
118.36, p<.00001) and the A B B group (4.70; F(l,64) = because individuals interpret thefirstrule as the
dominant rule and other one as the exception.
98.65. p<.00001).
Regarding Contradiction level, the hypothesis was
The manipulation of Contradiction Level resulted in a
that
the quality of the contradictory information plays a
main difference between both levels (10.69 vs. 16.87
role in the belief revision process. W e supposed that
for the Strong and Weak contradictions respectively;
when the acquired rule is reversed, this might affect the
F(l,64) = 6.71, p<.05) in the expected direction.
Neither the A B B group, nor the A B C group has a final belief state tested in context A and C anyway.
different score in the Strong and Weak group. The main despite the buffering context (B) of the contradictory
information.
effect results from the difference in the A B A Strong
The influence of the variable Test Context is clear:
and Weak group (F(l,64) = 10.05. p<.005).
The A B A Weak score in the test phase does not differ Given the same learning (and confirmation) and test
from it's score in the confirmation phase, while the context, less belief revision takes place after
A B A Strong score does (F(l,64) = 19.79. p<.00005).
contradictory information is presented in a different
context, than when learning and test contexts differ.
Discussion
The influence of the variable Contradiction Level is
also clear. Given an appropriate choice of the absence
The effect of Contradiction Level is now adequately
of an appetitive stimulus (road closed) and of the
obtained due to an appropriate choice of the
instantiation of the Weak level. Only the groups where presence of an aversive stimulus (road mined), the
learning and test context are the same, are affected by
manipulation resulted in a significant difference
the Contradiction Level manipulation: When the
between the Weak and the Strong level. This effect was
contradiction merely neutralizes (i.e., does not reverse) mainly due to the effect in the A B A group. For this
a previously learned rule, no belief revision takes place. group, no belief revision took place when the
W h e n the contradiction is strong, the belief in the rule
contradiction neutralized the learned rule, but belief
decreases compared to the learning phase. This
revision was observed when the contradiction inversed
observation is surprising given that the contradiction
the learned rule.
takes place in another context, and could therefore be
Although this effect on the A B A group confirms both
easily neglected.
hypotheses, one should not be too optimistic about the
O n a theoretical level, it would be tempting to
theoretical consequences because no such effect was
conclude that the rule acquired in context A can be
considered as a dominant rule. One could state that the
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found for the A B C group, which plays an impt)rfui)i
role as a control group.
Therefore, the results may put serious question marks
on the theoretical translation into 'dominant' and
'exception' rules. The results of these experiments may
indicate that di^erent rules are learned within each
context
However, from an economical viewpoint on the
learning process, this idea does not seem very fruitful.
Learning and applying conditional rules would become
a very heavy task if every new context implied a new
rule.
A n interesting distinction, that was not made thus far,
could be between conditional rules that are learned (and
mostly applied) in one restricted context and
conditional rules that are learned (and applied) in a
wide range of different contexts.
Our experiments investigated the former situation. It
might be that in the latter situation rules that are
applicable in more contexts m a y become dominant
rules and rules that are only applicable in one or a few
contexts may become exceptional rules. Surely, this
idea needs supplementary testing.
In sum, the results of these experiments indicate that
the belief revision process is influenced by various
qualitative characteristics of the problems. More
precisely, this study shows the effect of contradictory
context and the level of contradiction. Although the
theoretical consequences of these results are not clear
for the time being, some handouts for further testing are
provided.
Sharing the considerations of Rips (1994) regarding
human reasoning, w e conclude with an amendment to
his statement: For purposes of psychology, w e need
more descriptive information and theoretical
explanations on h o w people deal with conflicting
information.
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Abstract
Analogies produced in twenty-five US eighth-grade
mathematics classroom lessons were analyzed according to
their frequency and structure. Frequencyfindingssuggest
that analogies are a common part of mathematics classroom
learning, and a component analysis revealed regular structural
panems in the way these analogies are produced. Teachers
tended to organize the analogies by producing the target,
source, and mapping steps before students become active
participants. Students were most likely to then make
inferences, ad^t them to the target context, and solve target
problems. Student participation was either independent or coconstructed with a teacher or other students. Findings address
an important correlate with experimental research on
analogical reasoning.
The United States' educational system is presently
struggling to find teaching programs that facilitate
mathematical understanding that goes beyond algorithmic
knowledge. Standardized test results recently released in
California indicate that despite improvements, the
educational system remains far below state goals in
mathematics ( S T A R , 2001). O n e major component of this
difficulty is a lack of knowledge about h o w to teach abstract
concepts so that students are able to transfer this learning
across contexts.
Systematic use of analogy m a y be integral to a teaching
program that meets that goal. Analogy is a comparative
structure that highlights abstract structural relations
(Genmer, 1983), and facilitates schema acquisition and
transfer across problems (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Learning
mathematics requires development of generalized concept
representations that can be applied across contexts
(Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999).
Cognitive scientists have argued for decades that analogy
plays a central role in h u m a n cognition, learning and
problem solving (e.g., Holyoak, Genmer & Kokinov, 2001;
Kolodner, 1997; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995; Centner &
Toupin, 1986; Piaget, 1950). However, there have been
paradoxical findings in analogy research. While analogy
has been demonstrated to be used in several everyday

contexts (e.g. Dunbar 1995, 2001), most laboratory studies
show low rates of spontaneous noticing and use of analogies
for problem solving (e.g. Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983). It
is necessary to understand this discrepancy between
observed patterns of analogical reasoning in the laboratory
and in everyday contexts, termed the analogical paradox
(Dunbar, 2001), in order to design meaningful interventions
to promote educational usage of analogy.
W e suggest that in order to clarify the paradoxical
findings concerning analogy use, detailed analysis of
everyday analogy usage is essential, because important
aspects of analogy use can only be understood through
online analysis of the pragmatics governing analogy
production. The current study uses discourse analytic
techniques to explore analogy production in the context of
teaching mathematics in eighth-grade mathematics
classrooms.
Methods
Sample and Coding
Twenty-five videotaped eighth-grade mathematics lessons
were analyzed to examine analogy activities. The lessons
were randomly selected fi-om a larger random probability
sample collected as part of the Third International
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) directed by Jim
Stigler (see Stigler, Gonzales, Kawanaka, Knoll, & Serrano,
1998). All selected classrooms were videotaped on one
occasion. The classrooms were selected from U S public,
private, and parochial? schools in both urban and rural
areas, and videotaping was conducted throughout the school
year. T h e lesson content was not constrained, but most
lessons drew from number theory, geometry, or algebra
domains. Teaching styles similarly were not constrained
and thus reflected a range of techniques and perspectives.
Lessons were analyzed using V-Prism, a computer
software package designed to allow simultaneous viewing
of a digitized video and its typed transcript on a computer
screen. In the program, the video's transcript is time-linked
so that the lines of text m o v e temporally with the video.
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The transcript m a y be marked with codes to designate when
an episode begins and ends.
Six levels of analysis were developed such that every
lesson was coded in six passes. Each pass was conducted
by at least two coders and intercoder reliability was
assessed. Codes and frequency data are presented below.
1. Identifying analogies
The defmition of analogy used in this study was based on
Centner's structure mapping model (1983). Analogy was
operationalized as a comparative structure between familiar
objects, termed the source (or base) of the analogy, and
relatively unfamiliar objects, termed the target of the
analogy. Objects were defined as entities that function as
wholes at a given level of analysis. The source and target
objects are aligned according to their predicate, or
relational, structure such that inferences are drawn from the
source predicate structure to explain the target predicate
structure. Mapping is defined as the process of aligning and
drawing inferences between the source and target objects.
Inferences are then drawn from the source structure and
used to derive novel knowledge about the parallel target
structure. Several constraints govern which mappings are
made in each analogy, since all possible mappings are not
typically completed (see Holyoak & Thagard, 1989).
Coders used a conservative measure of analogy, marking
only units where a source, a target, and clear structural
mapping between the source and target could be identified
in discourse or explicit gestures. T w o examples illustrate
typical analogies. Reliability between the two coders was
calculated on 105 protocols in 4 lessons ( 1 8 % percent of the
total sample). Agreement was 8 6 % . Differences were
resolved in discussion and consensus between the coders.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the type of analogy
typically identified in the data. This is a transcript of an
analogy presented by a teacher to a whole class. The
teacher is standing at the board, where the formula for
circumference and a drawing of a circle is projected behind
him.
Construction of
Source object:
Highlighting the
predicate
structure:
External layer
of (peel, orange)

Mapping:
orange peel to
circumference

Teacher:

Now here's how I
alway's looked at
it. We're gonna
say this- this
circle right here
is an orange
Its an orange
Alright?
Its an orange
Now lets say we're
gonna take
stick
a needle in the
orange n' suck
out everything
inside except for
the peeling of the
orange.
((demonstrates gesturally)).
Okay we're goswe're gonna
pretend like
that's our
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Adapting the
inference (this
object will be an
external layer) to
the context of a
geometric circle

circumference
right there.
((teacher usee a pointer to
run along the outside edge of
the circle on the overhead
projector))

Figure 1: Example Analogy
A total of 103 analogies were identified as verbally
produced by classroom participants. Lesson included a
mean of 4.1 analogies {SD = 2.6). The range for individual
lessons was between 1 and 11 analogies. Thus in every
lesson examined, at least one explicit analogy unit was
coded.
2. Participant Organization.
Each analogy unit was examined to record the roles
played by teachers and students. Based on empirical and
computational models of analogy, coders specifically
determined whether a teacher, a student, a group of students,
or no one generated the four steps of analogical reasoning
demonstrated above in figure 1 (source, target, mapping,
inference and adaptation, and problem solving).
Findings revealed that most analogies were initiated by
teachers, and those produced by students tended to be highly
superficial and only occurred in two classrooms ( 3 % of the
total number of analogies coded). Teachers produced 8 4 %
of sources, 7 7 % of targets, and 8 9 % of mappings. Students
had a comparatively m o r e active role in developing
inferences and adapting them to target contexts, produced
2 7 % alone or collaboratively with the teacher. Finally,
students were most active in completing computations to
provide final answers to target problems. Although only
4 2 % of analogies had an explicit answer, students supplied
3 8 % of those answers.
3. Source Structure
In order to examine the types of sources and targets
produced typically in these mathematics analogies, the
structure of the source and the target were independently
coded for each analogy unit. Five classification categories
were used. There were: 1) decontextualized math problem,
2) contextualized math problem (i.e., a word problem set in
a non-math context), 3) schema (general rule, no surface
features), and 4) outside math phenomena. If more than one
source was used to explain the same target, or the target was
stated in two ways, the source was coded " multiple." See
Figure 2 for sample analogies of each structure.
Intercoder reliability was calculated separately for coding
source and target. 22 protocols were used from 3 lessons
(approximately 1 5 % of the analogies coded). Reliability
was calculated to control for chance using Cohen's Kappa,
yielding k=12 and A=81 for source and target reliability
(acceptable to good levels).
Both the sources and targets displayed significant
differences between the frequency with which each structure

category was used, X* (4) = 26.5; 68.4; p <.001 in both
cases. While both sources and targets were most likely to
be decontextualizcd math problems ( 4 0 % and 4 4 % ) , all four
categories were represented. The next largest proportion of
targets were math schcmas (33%), suggesting that teachers
were using analogies not only to prompt solutions to single
problems, but also to aid in developing more general
schemas. The most substantial distinction occurred between
objects outside the domain of mathematics used as sources
and targets. 1 S % of sources were outside the domain of
mathematics, while only 1 out of 103 targets was a nonmath phenomenon. This is not entirely unexpected since the
math classroom is oriented towards mathematics learning,
but it is conceivable that mathematics classrooms would
discuss h o w to apply math structures to understand realworld problems. Finally, there were more multiple sources
used (16%) than multiple versions of the target (5%).
Table 1: Structural composition of analogy sources and
targets
Stricture
Source
Not math
Contextualized
Decontextualizcd
Schema
Multiple
Total

15
19
41
12
16
103

Frequency
Target

1

2

Outside-math
phenomena:
It s like balancing a
scale, matter doesn t
disappear, so to keep
it balanced, whatever
we do to undo one
side we have to do to
the other.
Contextualized math
problem:
Lets say you ve got
money. Ifyou lost 88
cents and then you
lost 5 cents more,
would you add or
subtract to find out
the total amount you
lost?

Decontextualizcd
math problem:
It is divided by
negative sixty, so
we multiply by
negative sixty on
both sides.
Math schema
When you have a
negative number
minus another
number, do you
add or subtract?

Decontextualizcd
math problem:
H o w would you
multiply these?
(x + 2y)(x + y)

Decontextualized
math problem:
N o w lets change
the integers to
monomials with
variables. So
then how would
we reduce
I5x/z'/25x^y?
Decontextualizcd
math problem:
In that case, how
would you
multiply (5x+
yXx + 3y)

Low
similarity

High
similarity

Figure 2: Analogy structure and surface similarity
Table 2 shows the frequencies of the surface similarity
between analogy sources and targets. There were no
significant frequency difference a m o n g the four categories,
;^ (3) = 3.058 p=.3, indicating that all four types of analogy
constructions were regularly used.

Surface Similarity
Schema involved
Far distance// outside-math
source/target involved
L o w surface similarity
High surface similarity
Total

The overall level of similarity between the surface
features of the source and the target was coded on a four
point scale, as suggested by research indicating that this
relationship governs the reasoning used to solve an analogy
(e.g. Ross, 1987; Gick & Holyoak, 1983).
Target

4

Decontextualizcd
math problem:
Ok, don t put all that
other stuff. What if it
was just 16/20. H o w
would you reduce it?

Table 2: Surface similarity between source and target

1
18
45
34
5
103

Source

3

Frequency

28
19
31
25
103

4. Function
The function of each analogy unit was coded to examine
the context and purpose for analogy use. Primarily, this
code examined whether the analogy was directed toward
explaining a concept, a procedure, or a combination of the
two. Additionally, a separate code marked whether the
analogy was implemented following evidence of a student
having trouble with a problem or concept.

Surface
Similarity
Far
distance

Schema
involved
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Code
1

Code
2

Code
3

Code
4

Mathematical
Function
Being a math
student.

Paraphrased Examples

Remove the parentheses, very
carefully. Kind of like if you were
a bomb squad called in to diffuse
a bomb. If you mess up the first
step, the whole problem will blow
up in your face at the end!
Teach concepts When you 're adding fractions,
think about your denominators as
only.
units, like centimeters or feet.
When you add length, the units
must be the same in order to add
them.
Teach concepts Ok do you remember how we
and procedures found the perimeter and area of
polygons last week? This time it
is the same concept but we are
going to use the formulas to solve
for circumference and area of a
circle.
Teach
What were the steps we used to
procedures
solve the last example? O K lets
only.
do the same thing in this problem.
First lets factor the numerator
and denominator and then we'll
see what we can cancel..

Source Structuro

oontoxtJuMZM
^<lKontartiilZ«d
proc*durw onJy
Figure 4: Source structure according to m a t h teaching
function.
Second, in order to determine whether the structure of the
w h o l e analogy is related to the fiinction, a Pearson chi
square w a s performed to c o m p a r e the surface similarity
b e t w e e n the source and target o f each analogy with its
function. This test revealed that there w a s a significant
relationship between these variables, y^ (3) = 37.5 /K.OOOl.
Far distance analogies w e r e almost exclusively used to
explain concepts or concepts paired with procedures. In
contrast, relational m a p p i n g s with high surface similarity
between sources and targets w e r e almost exclusively used to
teach procedures only. S c h e m a s w e r e m o r e likely to b e
used in analogies demonstrating concepts, but w e r e also
regularly used to teach procedures. L o w surface similarity
analogies, a n d m a p p i n g s based o n a decontextualized
mathematics object, w e r e used m o r e frequently to teach
procedures than concepts.

Figure 3: Analogy Function
The mathematical function of each identified analogy
revealed that some fimctions were more frequent than others
X^ (3) = 20.1, /7<.001. The raw frequencies are shown in
Table 3. Teachers were most likely to use analogies to
teach procedures only. The frequency distribution m a y be
related to the tendency of U S teachers to teach more
procedures than concepts during a single lesson (Stigler et.
al, 1998).
Table 3: Frequency of mathematical analogy functions.
Function
Being a math student
Concepts only
Concepts and Procedures
Procedures only
Total

Frequency
Surface simllahty
^Kchsma Invdvtd

12
19
30
42
103

•Imlvtty
•Irrtlvtty
a)nc«pl preient

W e were interested in whether the fiinction or purpose of
the analogy w a s related to the type o f analogy produced.
T w o steps were taken to investigate this question. First, a
Pearson chi square w a s performed to c o m p a r e analogy
function with the structure of source generated. This test
revealed that there is a significant relationship between the
source generated and the structure of each analogy, % (12)
= 35.8,;K.001.

prooedurw only

Figure 5: Surface similarity according to m a t h teaching
fiinction.
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word problems. In D. Centner, K.. J. Holyoak, & B. N.
Kokinov (Eds.) The analogical mind: Perspectives from
The present findings suggest that analogies arc regularly cognitive science (pp. 401-433). Cambridge, M A : M I T
Press.
produced in U S mathematics classrooms, and arc generated
Brown,
A. L., & Kane, M . J. (1988). Preschool children can
in reliable structural patterns. These patterns vary as a
learn to transfer: Learning to learn and learning from
function of the immediate context and purpose of the
example. Cognitive Psychology, 20, 493-523.
analogy. The specific nature of these relationships suggest
Bransford. J. D., Brown, A. L., & Cocking, R.R. (1999).
that analogy generation is highly constrained and organized
H o w people learn: Brain, mind, experience, and school.
by the goal of the analogy. W h e n the goal of the analogy
National Research Council, Commission on Behavioral &
was to teach conceptual information, teachers were more
Social Sciences & Education. Committee on
likely to use distance analogies, schemas, and lower surface
Developments in the Science of Learning. Washington,
similarity than when they were teaching math procedures
D
C : National Academy Press.
alone.
Carpenter, T., Fcnnema, E.,; Fuson, K, Hiebert, J. Human,
Patterns of analogy usage also revealed interesting
P., Murray, H., Olivier, A., & W e a m c , D. (1999).
associations between teachers' analogy practices and
Learning basic number concepts and skills as problem
previous research. Teachers frequently presented multiple
solving. In E. Fcnnema & T. Romberg (Eds.)
sources, techniques that have been demonstrated to facilitate
yMathematics classrooms that promote understanding
schema acquisition and transfer (e.g., Gick & Holyoak,
(pp. 45-61). Mahwah, NJ: Edbaum.
1983). Thus it is possible that teachers m a y be using
Dunbar, K.. (1995). H o w scientists really reason: Scientific
intuitive theories of analogy to guide their analogy
reasoning in real-world laboratories. In R. J. Sternberg
production towards an effective teaching tool.
&J. E. Davidson (Eds),. The nature of insight (pp. 365In addition, teachers provided substantial structure for
395) Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
each analogy, perhaps because they are aware that noticing
Dunbar, K. (1997). H o w scientists think: On-line creativity
analogies is a difficult task, as has been frequently
and conceptual change in science. In T. B. Ward, S. M .
demonstrated experimentally.
While the teachers
Smith, & J. Vaid (Eds.), Creative thought: A n
assistance makes the analogy more likely to be completed
investigation ofconceptual structures and processes (pp.
successfully than if students were responsible for generating
461-493).
Washington, D.C.: American Psychological
more components, however, this design provides little
Association.
information to the teacher about whether students are
Dunbar, K. (2001). The analogical paradox: W h y analogy is
actually performing analogical reasoning when analogies
so easy in naturalistic settings yet so difficult in the
are produced in this way. Although teachers frequently
psychological laboratory. In D. Centner, K. J. Holyoak, &
asked students to participate in producing analogies, they
B. N. Kokinov (Eds.), The analogical mind: Perspectives
m a y not be aware that the way most students participate
from cognitive science (pp. 313-334). Cambridge, M A :
does not require that they perform higher order comparative
M I T Press.
reasoning.
Gentacr, D. (1983). Structure-mapping: a theoretical
Further, educational research suggests that enabling
framework for analogy. Cognitive Science, 7, 155-170.
students to generate predictions and inferences about
Genmcr,
D., & Toupin, C. (1986). Systematicity and
unknown problem types can be highly beneficial for their
surface similarity in the development of analogy.
transfer performance (e.g. Carpenter, Fcnnema, Fuson &
Cognitive Science, 10,277-300.
Hiebert, Human, Murray, Olivier & W e m e , 1999). These
Gentocr, D., Holyoak,, K. J.& Kokinov, B. (2001). The
findings therefore suggest that teachers might be reducing
analogical mind: Perspectives from cognitive science.
the leammg benefits of analogy by highly structuring the
Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
comparisons for students. This is an empirical question that
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C a t e g o r y Size a n d C a t e g o r y - B a s e d Induction
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h o w similarity might affect the strength of an inductive
inference consider the arguments below where the statement
above the line is a premise and the statement below the line
is a conclusion. With arguments of this type participants are
asked to assume the premise to be true and to evaluate the
degree to which it supports the conclusion.

Abstract
In this paper w e investigate the role of category size in
category-based induction. In a series of three experiments w e
asked participants about the strength of inductive inferences
from aibitnuy subordinate categories to their superordinates.
W e show that people use both subordinate and superordinate
category size as a cue in category-based induction
(Experiments 1 & 2). However, the results of Experiment 3
show that the efTect of subordinate category size is smaller
when the categories are said to be similar than when said to be
dissimilar. O n the basis of this result w e suggest that people
use category size as an indication of how much uncertainty
remains cooconing the superordinate rafter than as a means
of assessing how representative the category is as a sample of
the superordinate. W e conclude with a discussion of possible
strategies for inductive reasoning.
One of the functions of categories is to promote inductive
inference. K n o w i n g that one set of instances possesses a
certain feature allows us to consider whether other sets are
also likely to possess the same feature. For example,
knowledge duU all of the chairs in the lecture room w e are
currendy in are m a d e of plastic will assist us in making a
prediction about the chairs in die lecture theatre next door,
the cafeteria at the end of the corridor and the provost's
office. The experiments to be reported in this paper were all
concerned with the role played by information about
category-size in such inductive inferences. They ask
whether participants arc more likely to project a property if
it is possessed by instances of a larger category dian of a
smaller category and whether people arc more confident
about conclusions concerning large or small groups.
Furthermore, if people do turn out to be sensitive to size
cues in this manner, what kind of reasoning underlies their
use of such cues? A s w e will see below, there are a variety
of ways in which category size might influence people's
judgements of inductive strength.
Other researchers have been interested in induction based
on categories and there are several models of categorical
induction in the literature all designed to capture between 12
and IS phenomena (for an excellent review, see Heit, 2000).
O n e factor that is c o m m o n to all of these models is intercategory similarity (Osherson et al, 1990) or featural
overlap between categories (Sloman, 1993). T o illustrate

Robins have an ulnar artery
Thrushes have an ulnar artery

Argument I

;t9l?ins have an lOntf Wtqy
Flamingos have an ulnar artery

Argument 2

As the categories in Argument 1 are more similar than those
in Argument 2, people will judge the former to be stronger
than the latter. W h e r e the conclusion category is
superordinate to the premise category, as in Argument 3
below, the degree to which the premise category is typical
of die superordinate category informs people's judgements
of inductive strengdi (see Rips, 1975).
Robins have an ulnar artery
Birds have an ulnar artery

Arguments

A second factor which, in at least one model of categorybased induction, impacts upon judgements of argument
strength is 'coverage' (Osherson et al, 1990). Coverage is
the degree to which the premise categories are similar to
instances of the conclusion category (or, in cases where the
conclusion category is not superordinate to the premise
categories, to instances of the nearest superordinate
category containing both premise and conclusion
categories). So, for example. Argument 4 below would
normally result in greater ratings of inductive strength than
would Argument 5.
German Shei:^erxls produce phagocytes
Poodles produce phaeocytys
All dogs produce phagocytes
Argument 4
German shepherds produce phagocytes
Dobermans produce phagocytes
All dogs produce phagocytes
Argument 5
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As the premise categories in Argument 4 are similar to •
greater range of instances of the conclusion category than
are the premise categories in Argument 5, the former is
judged to be stronger than the latter. In general, the more
diverse arc the premise categories, the stronger is the
argument (although for exceptions see Sloman, 1993).
There are several things to note about much of the
existing woiic on category-based induction. First, although
rarely formally contrasted with normative models of
induction (for an exception see Heit, 1998), many of the
effects in the literature have an intuitively strong normative
basis. For example, both effects of similarity and coverage
might be expected under the assumption that participants
are sensitive to the representativeness of the samples about
which they have some information. Samples that are either
similar to, or typical of, the population to which the
property will be projected, are, intuitively at least, more
representative of that population. Similarly, diverse sets of
premises intuitively seem to be more representative of the
premises than are non-diverse premises.
A second characteristic of previous work on categorybased induction is that researchers have been interested in
investigating the effects of category knowledge on inductive
judgements concerning natural kinds. A s it is not normally
possible to know the size of many naturally occurring
categories (for example, h o w many members are there of
the category 'bird"?) research has tended to concentrate on
the role played by inter-category relationships. This may be
contrasted with work on, for example, statistical judgement
where both the a priori probabilities of the hypotheses as
well as the probability of the evidence given each
hypothesis has been manipulated. B y presenting participants
with problems concerning arbitrary categories in which
category size was manipulated, the work to be described
here attempted to address the role that category size plays in
category-based induction.

There are at least two reasons for preferring Argument 6 to
Argument 7. Thefirstline of reasoning is that the sample
size in Argument 6 is larger than that in Argument 7. A s
larger samples are held to be more representative of the
populations from which they are drawn than are small
samples, Argument 6 is stronger than Argument 7 (for a
recent discussion of the psychological literatures on
sensitivity to sample size see Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer,
1997, and Keren & Lewis, 2000). However, since Nisbett et
al's (1983) work on statistical heuristics in induction, it has
been known that the variability of the feature being
projected interacts with sample size to determine inductive
strength. For example, Nisbett et al found that only a very
small sample was required for participants to project
features for which there is little within category variability
(e.g. colour in a specific species of bird) whereas a m u c h
larger sample was required for the projection of more
variable features. In the scenario above, the information that
people work on different floors m a y suggest variability in
staff identity numbers. That is, if category structure is made
salient by a scenario, sample size m a y not be considered
relevant in determining the strength of the inference.
The type of reasoning described above relies on indirect
inference. That is, an inference about characteristic of a
population is made on the basis of evidence about the
prevalence of that characteristic amongst members of a
sample. A less sophisticated, but more direct, way of
making the inference is to think about the san^le as a
proportion of the population. Thus, if a large proportion of
the population is known to possess the characteristic, then
there is less uncertainty about the remaining members of the
population and hence, a greater probability that the
characteristic is universally possessed.
If w e find that participants are sensitive to category size
when asked to evaluate category-based inductive inferences,
then the question arises as to what form of statistical
reasoning underlies that sensitivity. The first two
experiments to be reported here were designed to
investigate premise and conclusion categories as cues to
inductive reasoning whilst the final experiment was
designed to compare contrasting accounts of any category
size effect.

Category Size and Category-Based Induction
Consider the following scenario:
672 people work in a 10 story office block C f these, 313
work onfloor2 and 35 work onfloor7.
Given this scenario, which of these arguments is the
strongest?
All 313 people who work onfloor2 have an
ideotitv number beginning with the letter Z
All 672 people who work in the office block
have an identity number beginning with the letter Z Argument 6

Experiment 1
Method
A total of 40 participants from the undergraduate population
of the University of Durham (Stockton campus) took part in
this experiment. O f these, 11 were male and 29 were
female. The average age of participants was 22 years.
E3q)eriment 1 had an entirely within participants design.
The dependent variable was the number of problems for
which participants chose as strongest the argument

All 3S people who work onfloor7 have an
iJCntitv niMxT beginnipg with thy letter Z
All 672 people who work in the office block
have an identity number beginning with the letter Z Argument 7
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concerning a large premise category. Each participant
received a set of instructions and eight reasoning problems.
Each problem described a supcrordinate category and two
subordinate categories. The absolute size of each category
w a s described such that the Large subordinate category was
25-40%, and the Small subordinate category 5-8%. of the
size of the superordinate category. Participants received
problems such as the following:

subordinate. In Experiment 2 w e kept subordinate category
size constant and, instead, manipulated the size of the
Table I: Large and Small argument selection from
Experiment 1.
Subordinate Category
PTQblcm Content

Extensive research has shown that there are several
strains of the dreaded, and always fatal, Xanthrax virus.
1,000 people are known to have died from the virus.
O n e form of the virus is Strain 6 from which 300 people
have died. Another form is Strain 3 from which 60
people have died

EHsease
Library
Housing
Forest
Journal
Office Block
Artefacts
Gallery

and were then asked to indicate which of two arguments
w a s the stronger. These arguments consisted of a premise,
concerning one or other of the subordinate categories, and a
conclusion concerning the superordinate category

srnali

large

13
8
11
10
10
10
7
6

27
32
29
30
30
30
33
34

superordinate category. Our strong intuition was that
participants would be happiest projecting a feature to a
small, rather than a large, category. A n analogous effect
exists in the literature (Osherson et al, 1990) where
participants have been demonstrated to prefer projections to
lower level, and hence smaller, categories.
A second aim of this experiment was to demonstrate
category size effects in a between participants design. The
literature on base rate neglect (see Koehler, 1996) contains
demonstrations that participants are more likely to take the
baserateinto account when baserateis manipulated within
particif>ants. Hence, in Experiment 2 w e wished to
investigate whether participants would take category size
into account in a between participant design.

Xanthrax Strain 6 produces a blotchy rash in sufferers
All 1,000 Xanthrax fatalities displayed a blotchy rash
Xanthrax Strain 3 produces a blotchy rash in sufferers
All 1,000 Xanthrax fatalities displayed a blotchy rash
The order in which the arguments appeared was controlled
whilst the eight problems appeared in one of eight randomly
determined orders. The other seven problems concerned
books in a library, articles fiom several issues of a journal,
the age of trees in a forest, houses sold by an estate agent,
workers in an office block, characteristics of historical
artefacts and works of art.

Experiment 2
Results and Discussion

Method

As expected, participants displayed a marked preference for
arguments involving the large subordinate category. Out of
a m a x i m u m of eight, the mean number of such arguments
selected as being stronger was 6.13 (S.D. = 1.99). The
difference between the number of large subordinate
category arguments that were selected as stronger and the
number that would be predicted by chance was statistically
significant across all problem contente ( t (40) = 6.76, p <
.001). This preference for large premise categories was also
statistically significant in all eight problem contents (x2(l)
> 8 in 7 out of the eight cases). Response frequencies,
broken d o w n by content, are displayed in Table 1.
The results of Experiment 1 confirm our intuition that
participants are more likely to project a property to a
superordinate category from a large rather than a small

The experiment had a 2 x 3 mixed design. Population size
was manipulated between participants whilst each
participant received three different problems asking them to
rate the strength of an inductive argument.
A total of 116 participants from the undergraduate
population at the University of Durham (Stockton Campus)
took part in this experiment. O f these, 58 were male and 58
were female. The average age of participants was 21 years.
Participants received a booklet containii^ a set of
instructions followed by three reasoning tasks. These tasks
asked participants to evaluate the strength of arguments
projecting a feature possessed by a subordinate category to
all members of its superordinate. The problems concerned
sub-types of a disease, individual production lines in a
factory, and different variants of a plastic. Participants were
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requested to rate the strength of the arguments on a I-10
scale (very weak - very strong).
In cases where the superordinate category was small, the
subordinate category accounted for between 45 and 5 5 % of
the superordinate. W h e n the superordinate category was
large, subordinate categories accounted for between 5 and
8 % of the larger category. Importantly, only the size of the
superordinate category was altered in this experiment.
Approximately equal numbers of participants attempted the
problems in each of the six possible orders.
Results and Discussion
The means and standard deviations from this experiment are
presented in Table 2. A 2x3 Anova analysis revealed a
significant effect of population size on the strength ratings
assigned to arguments (F (1, 114) = 5.32, M S E = 9.98,
p<.03). A s expected, the mean ratings for large population
arguments (mean = 2.81, S.D. = 1.68) were significantly
smaller than for the small population arguments (mean =
3.59, S.D. = 1.96). Neither of the other effects tested by the
analysis were significant.
Table 2: Means and standard deviations from Experiment 2.
COPdition
Large
Small

Disease
3.84 (2.41)
2.74 (2.07)
3.29(2.31)

Content
Factory
3.14(2.23)
2.84 (2.07)
2.99(2.14)

Plastic
3.79(2.71)
2.84(1.96)
3.32 (2.40)

A s expected, participants rated arguments projecting
features to small conclusion categories more highly than
they did arguments concerning large conclusion categories.
However, one striking aspect of these results is that mean
ratings of argument strength were very low. It would appear
that, at least in a between participants design, making
subordinate categories salient in the scenario causes
participants to doubt the conclusion regardless of conclusion
category size. One possible reason for this is that
participants m a y expect there to be differences between
subordinate categories. This expectation m a y contribute to
their unwillingness to project a feature to the superordinate
on the basis of evidence concerning only one subordinate.
In Ejqjeriment 3 w e investigated the effects of explicit
information about similarities and dissimilarities between
subordinate categories on ratings of inductive strength.

accounts of people's use of category size as a cue for
induction.
The first account w e considered was that people's
judgements are affected by subordinate category size
because they use a sample size heuristic (see Nisbett et al,
1983). That is, people realise that larger samples are more
representative of the population from which they are drawn
than are smaller samples. Alternatively, people m a y reason
that a large subordinate leaves a smaller proportion of the
superordinate unaccounted for than a small subordinate and
hence, makes for a stronger argument.
T o test these alternative accounts w e gave one group of
participants reason to believe that all subordinate categories
in the domain were similar whilst telling another group that
they were dissimilar. Our reasoning was that 'similar'
problems should result in fewer attributions of variability to
the superordinate category. If participants were cautious in
using a sample size heuristic in Experiment 1 due to worries
about the representativeness of the sample, then for 'similar"
problems participants in this experiment should be less
cautious and a greater effect of category size should be
observed. O n the other hand, 'dissimilar" problems should
produce even more caution and a smaller effect of category
size.
A n alternative hypothesis is that the effect of category
size in Experiment 1 m a y have been due to an assumption
that the subordinate category was unrepresentative of the
superordinate. That is, participants m a y have been unwilling
to project a property to the superordinate because the
subordinate category for which information was available
m a y not have 'covered" the superordinate category.
Accordingly, participants m a y have endorsed inferences
from large premise categories more strongly because large
premise categories leave fewer cases unaccounted for in the
conclusion category. Thus, telling participants that the
subordinate categories in the scenario are similar m a y cause
them to rely less on category size as a cue and to assign
hi^er ratings of inductive strength regardless of category
size. Explicitly telling them that members of the
superordinate are dissimilar m a y lead them to rely even
more heavily on sample size.
Method

Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 have demonstrated that participants are
sensitive to both subordinate and superordinate category
when evaluating the strength of inductive arguments. In
Experiment 3 w e atten^ted to contrast two possible
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Eight male and 52 female undergraduate students (average
age 27 years) from the University of Durham's Stockton
C a m p u s took part in this experiment which had a 2 x 2
entirely within participants design. The factors manipulated
were the similarity said to hold between subordinate
categories in each of the problems (similar vs. dissimilar)
and the size of the subordinate category (large vs. small).
Each participant received a nine-page booklet comprising
a set of instructions and eight inductive reasoning problems.

Our category size manipulation also had a significant
effect on ratings of argument strength (F (1,59) = 6.03, M S E
» 7.19, p<.02). Arguments involving the large subordinate
category were rated as stronger (7.54) than those involving
the small subordinate (6.69). Although the interaction
between these factors did not approach significance (F(l,
59) - .34, M S E = 8.21, p > .5), planned comparisons
revealed a significant effect of category size when category
members were said to be dissimilar but not when they were
said to be similar.
W h e n participants are explicitly told that the members of
the superordinate category are similar, premise category
size ceases to have a significant effect on judgements of
inductive strength. Instead, it would appear that category
size is more important under conditions where indirect'
inductive inference from a subordinate to a superordinate is
likely to be unsafe. This suggests that category size
fiinctions as an indicator of the number of cases for which
uncertainty remains.

In each of these problems participants were told that
instances of s subordinate category possessed a feature and
were asked to evaluate the strength of an argument
projecting this feature to all members of the superordinate
category. The problems concerned workers in an office
block, symptoms of a disease, features of handmade chairs,
materials used by an engine manufacturer, properties of a
type of plastic, the type of material used in indigenous art,
production lines in a factory, and stock at a fish farm. Each
participant received one version of each problem and two
problems in each condition of the experiment. Each problem
content appeared equally often in each condition of the
experiment
T h e problems were designed so that the large subordinate
category was 4 S - S S % of the size of the superordinate
category, whilst the small subordinate category contained S8 % of the superordinate peculation. T o achieve the
similarity manipulation participants were explicitly told that
some similarity/dissimilarity existed between all members
of the superordinate category. For example, in the office
block problem participants were told that the workers either
worked for the same, or different, divisions of a company.

General Discussion

Results and Discussion
A s participants completed two problems per condition of
the design, w e calculated a m e a n score per condition for
each participant. W e carried out a 2 x 2 entirely within
participants A N O V A on this data, the means from which
m a y be seen in Figure 1. Our similarity manipulation had a
h i ^ y significant effect upon the ratings of argument
strength (F (1, 59) = 24.70. M S E = 10.38, p<.001). M e a n
ratings of argument strength were higher for categories
containing similar members (8.15) than for categories
containing dissimilar members (6.08). This finding
replicates previous work (e.g. Nisbett et al, 1983)
suggesting that within category variability significantly
affects people's willingness to project a property from a
sample to a population.
Figure 1; Interaction between Category Size and Similarity
from E>q)eriment 3

• Larga
Category
D Small
Category

Similar
Dissimilar
Member Similarity
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Our finding, that category size acts as a cue in categorybased inductive inference, is entirely novel (if not entirely
unexpected). Likewise, the finding that the effect of
category size decreases when participants are explicitly told
that subordinate categories are similar is also novel W e will
discuss possible interpretations of these findings and their
implications for the question of strategy use for induction.
The results of Experiment 3 might be regarded as being
consistent Avith Nisbett et alls findings as in their study
participants were found to be insensitive to sample size
w h e n the property that they were required to project was
unlikely to vary. Similarly, our participants were also
relatively insensitive to sample size when told that there
were similarities between subordinate categories. It might
even be argued that participants' greater sensitivity to
sample size in the dissimilar condition is also consistent
with Nisbett et al's results and is evidence that participants
realised that in conditions of variability, a large sample is
safer.
W e are unsure about this reading of the results because
w e find it implausible that participants told that there were
dissimilarities between subordinate categories should
consider a bigger subordinate category more likely to be
representative of the population than a smaller subordinate.
W e find it m u c h more plausible that participants attributed
greater strength to arguments that accounted for the most
population members. It is plausible, however, that in the
similar condition, participants projected features to the
population on the basis of characteristics of the sample.
Even in the small category size condition, premise
categories always had more than 20 members. This figure

was chosen as 20 was the largest sample size given to
participants in Nisbett et al^ experiment. Given the
existence of a subordinate category structure, participants
may have considered the increase in inductive strength from
small to larger premise categories to be insubstantial.
W e contend that our results suggest that people are
flexible in the strategies that they adopt for inductive
inference. In conditions of low variability, people will
project properties to a population on the basis of the
characteristics of a sample. However, where high variability
exists, people may be more likely to base their judgements
of inductive strength on the number of cases outstanding.
The 'direct' strategy is a very interesting one, partly
because it has been somewhat neglected in the literature
(although see Evans & Dusoir, 1977). The conditions for its
application are population size being both finite and
approximately known. In addition, w e suspect that a 'direct'
strategy will be used in conditions where the population is
small. This is because indirect induction only becomes
necessary where the population is large or infinite and it is
difficult, or impossible, to check all members. With small
populations a direct strategy based on checking as many
members as possible is more tractable.
Evidence that group size can affect h o w people perform
induction comes from W a n g (1996) w h o showed that the
demonstration of classic framing effects depends on the size
of the group being reasoned about. His explanation for this
finding is that w e possess social-group domain-specific
reasoning abilities. As W a n g only gave scenarios
concerning social groups to his participants, w e are
unwilling to subscribe to the notion of social-groi^ domainspecific abilities. However, w e agree that the human species
is likely to have made inferences about relatively small
populations throughout most of its history. In addition,
formal notions of induction evolved relatively recently (see
Gigerenzer et al, 1989), most probably in response to a need
for safe inferences about population whose size was
unknowable or infinite. Although the 'direct' strategy is
primitive when compared to more indirect' forms of
induction, such a strategy m a y work very well with small
populations.
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consistent with Cascade's account of example fading, as
well as the predictions made by Jones and Fleischman
(2001).

Abstract
"Faded" examples are exan^le problems that provide a
solution, butfirstrequire smdents to generate a portion of the
solution themselves. Empirical studies have shown that such
examples can be more effective teaching aids than completely
worked examples that require no work from the student.
Cascade is a model of problem>solving skill acquisition that
was originally developed to explain other empirical
regularities associated with human problem solving and
learning, most notably the self-explanation effect. Past
research demonstrated that Cascade might also explain the
mechanisms underlying die efTectiveness of example feding.
This paper analyzes new protocol data, and finds that it is
consistent with predictions derivedftx>mCascade.

Bacl(ground

Overview
Renkl, Atkinson, and Maier (2000) empirically
demonstrated the qualitative result that, when leaming
problem-solving skills, students studying a series of "faded"
exaii^)les show improved post-test performance over
students studying only completely worked examples. Jones
and Fleischman (2001) argue that this result can be
explained by Cascade (VanLehn, Jones, & Chi, 1991), a
computational model of problem-solving skill acquisition.
Cascade was originally developed to understand the
mechanisms of the self-explanation effect (Chi, Bassok,
Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; PiroUi & Anderson,
1985).
Jones and Fleischman demonstrated that the
mechanisms underlying self-explanation might also explain
the effectiveness of studying faded examples. Although
they showed that Cascade is consistent with the fading
result, the explanation involved assumptions that had not yet
been tested empirically. Therefore Jones and Fleischman
(2001) finished with a small set of predictions and
suggestions for n e w experiments to confirm or dispute
Cascade's account. Since that time, Renkl, Atkinson, and
their colleagues have run additional experiments, collecting
detailed transcripts of subjects studying two types of faded
sequences of problems. Although the experiments are not
yet complete, w e have been able to perform a qualitative
analysis of the protocol data for eight of the subjects.
Additionally, w e have fme-tuned Cascade's knowledge base
(but not its underlying mechanisms) to more faithfully
model the current data. This paper reports the result of using
Cascade to develop a qualitative analysis of the eight
subjects. T h e primary result is that the findings remain

Years of research have demonstrated effective techniques
for teaching students problem-solving skills in a variety of
task domains. In particular, a number of studies show that
students benefit from being given a series of completely
worked example problems, followed by a series of
unworked practice problems (e.g., Chi et al., 1989; Pirolli &
Anderson, 1985; Renkl, 1997, Vanl^hn, 1996). Other
studies show that the effectiveness of such a curriculum
depends in part on the willingness of the students to explain
the worked examples to themselves in detail, rather than
simply giving the examples a superftcial read (Chi et al.,
1989; Fergusson-Hessler & de Jong, 1990; Pirolli &
Bielaczyc, 1989). VanLehn and Jones (1993a, 1993b;
VanLehn et al, 1991) developed Cascade in order to
determine the cognitive mechanisms behind this selfexplanation effect. In essence, Cascade suggests that
thorough study of worked examples help students
consciously expose and patch gaps in their task knowledge.
In addition, self-explanation provides contextual memories
that can guideftjtureproblem solving by analogy to familiar
examples.
Subsequent experiments by Renkl et al. (2000) suggest
that student leaming can improve even further by fading a
curriculum from fiiUy worked examples to partially worked
examples. T h e partially worked examples provide a
complete solution to the problem (as with fully worked
examples), but fu-st require students to derive one or more
steps on their own. This in turn requires the students to
understand the rest of the example in at least enough detail
to be able to attempt a solution.
Jones and Fleischman (2001) argue that the reason faded
examples improve leaming is that they retain much of the
guidance provided by the context of a solved example, but
they force the students to work on particular parts of the
problem, in turn possibly forcing them to expose and patch
knowledge gaps. This is in contrast to studying completely
worked examples, where it is basically up to the students to
decide whether they are going to put any effort into
understanding the examples (because the students are not
required to produce any answers in that case). This
argument came directly fi-om the assumption that Cascade is

' The second author is also affiliated with Soar Technology, Inc.
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an accurate model of human problem solving and learning
(at this level of abstraction).
Jones and Fleischman ran Cascade on a mock "faded"
curriculum in order to demonstrate the plausibility of their
hypothesis. This exercise confirmed that the proposed
explanation is a sufficient account of the general fading
results, but the explanation rests on a number of
assumptions that had not yet been confirmed by empirical
data. The first assumption was that the classical physics
problem domain (implemented in Cascade and studied by
Chi et al., 1989) is sufficiently similar to computing simple
probabilities (studied by Renkl et al., 2000). The second
assumption was that Cascade's underlying processes
accurately match what subjects do when learning from
faded examples. Data had simply not yet been collected to
argue this point either way. Thus, Jones and Fleischman
(2001) presented three specific predictions to be confirmed
or denied by subsequent empirical research:
1. "Faded examples cause effective learning by
forcing the student to encounter and overcome
an impasse."
2. There is likely "...at least some benefit to
example fading from the learning of search
control knowledge."
3. 'The primary benefit of a faded example is that
it forces the student to process parts of the
example that they might otherwise ignore."
They also suggested that these predictions be tested with
new experiments that include the collection of protocol data.
The current work tackles both of these issues. T o begin
with, Renkl and Atkinson (and their colleagues) have
initiated an additional study to collect more detailed subject
data, including transcribed talk-aloud protocols generated
by the subjects while studying and solving problems.
Although their experiment and analysis is not yet complete,
they provided us with eight initial transcripts, enabling us to
generate a partial coding that tests the predictions listed
above.
W e have also generated a n e w task knowledge base for
computing probabilities, so Cascade can solve precisely
they same problems given to the subjects in the n e w
experiments. This allows us to remove a model assumption,
and verify the Cascade results with a more accurate match
to the data. The next section describes the methods w e used
to generate the new knowledge base and encode the
protocols. The following sections present the results of
those activities in more detail.
Methods
Given the study material presented to the experimental
subjects, w e first performed a thorough task analysis. This
involved identifying the probability equations required for
solving the set of study problems. This set serves as the
target knowledge base diat w e would expect a "perfect
learner" to have acquired after complete study of the
curriculum. The task analysis allowed us to replace
Cascade's physics task knowledge with task knowledge
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about computing probabilities. It is important to note that
w e only changed Cascade's task knowledge. W e did not
change any of the underlying problem-solving or learning
mechanisms built into Cascade. Once w e defined the target
knowledge base, w e represented each problem as a set of
given and sought quantities, using Cascade's representation
language within Prolog.
After doing the task analysis, w e ran Cascade on each
problem in order to perform a content analysis. The content
analysis records the required equations for each solution.
This allows us to predict interactions between performance
on separate problems by a single subject. For example, if a
subject fails to use an identified equation in one problem (as
suggested by an error combined with protocol evidence),
but then correctly solves a subsequent problem that requires
the same equation, w e can safely hypothesize that some sort
of learning took place even if there is no direct evidence of a
learning episode in the protocol transcript. This helps us
track learning across a series of problems. The content
analysis also helps constrain the encoding of the subject
protocols. In the face of ambiguous utterances that lead to a
correct solution, w e can generally infer which equations the
subject must have used correctly.
Our final task was to encode the subject protocols for
behavior episodes relevant to the predictions reported
above. Future work (when all subject protocols are
available) will contain thorough quantitative analyses of
various protocol encodings. For the current effort, however,
w e performed a qualitative analysis, looking for general
trends in the data. The goal was to investigate whether there
were any relationships between example fading and
learning, the use of analogies for search control, and the
generation of self-explanations.
W e constrained the
protocol encoding by performing a goal decomposition to
match each subject protocol. Running Cascade on the same
problems generates similar goal decompositions, which w e
can then use to inform the coding process.
Task and Content Analysis
A s mentioned above, the task analysis determined all of the
equations, or knowledge chunks, required to solve the set of
probability problems from the empirical study. W e did not
include more basic arithmetic reasoning (such as addition,
multiplication, and the ability to isolate variables) in the
analysis. This is because, for the domains Cascade has been
used to study so far, it simplifies the model to assume that
subjects have well rehearsed knowledge of these tasks. For
the problems in question, w e identified twelve distinct,
required equations. S o m e of the equations compute simple
probabilities by dividing the cardinality of various sets of
objects. The task knowledge includes cases for choosing
objects at random with and without replacement. The target
knowledge base also includes various equations for
combining probabilities.
These include the special
multiplication rule
P(el and e2) = P(el) x P(e2)
the addition rule

So I have a total of 12 bottles and there arc 4 that are turned into
vinegar. So a total of 4 vinegar and 8 drinkable. Probability of
vinegar is 1/3 and drinkable is 2/3. N o w if we take one then
we're left with...There is a I in 3 chance that that will be
vinegar...

S: value(p(evcntla))
S: solve(p(evcnt) = size(8electionpool) / size(totalpool))
S: value(size(selectionpool))
F: value(size(selectionpool)) = 4
S: value(size(totalpool))
F: value(sizc(totalpool)) = 12
F: solve(p(event) = size(selectionpool) / size(totalpool)): 1/3
F: valuc(p(evcntla))«= 1/3

Table 1. A protocol excerpt and its corresponding analysis in the
form of a Cascade trace.
P(el or e2) = P(el) + P(e2) - P(el and e2)
and the subtraction rule
P(note) = l-P(e).
It is worth comparing some features of this domain with
classical mechanics, the domain used in previous studies
with Cascade. The physics and probabilities domains share
the feature of involving mostly symbolic problem-solving
skills, which w e feel is the defining characteristic that
allows Cascade to model both well. However, there are also
some potentially significant differences between the two
domains.
T o begin with, the target knowledge base for computing
probabilities is m u c h smaller than the physics knowledge
base. In contrast to the current set of 12 equations. Cascade
required explicit representation of 62 separate chunks of
knowledge for classical physics.
Another significant
difference is that subjects often relied on common-sense
reasoning to explain and learn physics skills. Thus, the
Cascade model for physics included a number of general
common-sense rules that could be used to guide the learning
of correct (and sometimes incorrect) physics knowledge. In
contrast, there seems to be m u c h less opportunity to
generate common-sense explanations for the rules of
probabilities (although there are certainly some). In the
protocols w e have studied so far, subjects generally m a d e
little use of common-sense principles w h e n they got stuck.
T o perform the content analysis, w e encoded the
problems provided by Renkl and Atkinson into Cascade's
representation. This essentially involved translating the
problems' given and sought quantities into a Prolog-style
predicate representation. Once complete, w e ran Cascade to
ensure it could solve each problem with the complete
knowledge base. Each problem run generated an execution
trace that provides explicit detail about which equations are
necessary to solve each problem. With these tools in hand,
w e proceeded to analyze each subject protocol to track the
usage of individual equations, self-explanation behavior, the
use of analogy to guide problem solving, and learning.

For each subject-problem pair, w e generated the
hypothetical solution trace that Cascade would have to
generate in order to produce the utterances observed in the
subject. W e allowed ourselves to tune the trace only by
assuming that Cascade has missing or incorrect knowledge
about computing probabilities. A n y other discrepancies
between Cascade and the protocol data are marked against
Cascade's ability to explain the subject's performance.
Table 1 presents an example protocol excerpt and the
corresponding Cascade trace that matches the internal
behavior suggested by the subject's utterances.
W e constructed Cascade-like traces for a number of
problems, and used those results to guide the rest of our
protocol analysis. Recall that the predictions presented by
Jones and Fleischman (2001) focused on self-explanation,
forced impasses, knowledge acquisition from impasses, and
knowledge tuning. Thus, our protocol analysis focuses on
these three issues.
Self-Explanation
For Cascade's account of fading to be correct, it must mean
that subjects tend to generate more self-explanations (or
problem-solving activity) for faded examples than they do
for completely worked examples. This prediction is borne
out in the protocol data w e examined. Subjects rarely
engaged in self-explaining on fully worked examples.
Subjects were m u c h more engaged in the faded examples,
presumably because the faded examples demanded them to
generate some kind of answer. The protocols show
evidence that sometimes even this was not enough to ensure
self explanation. Sometimes, subjects would simply "click
through" the faded portions of the examples, and skip on to
the solutions. For example, after revealing a solution step,
one subject simply said "Boy...summmsumm...I don't
k n o w this right now," and proceeded to the next step.
However, there were certainly m a n y more instances of selfexplanation for faded examples than there were for
completely worked examples.

Protocol Analysis

Impasses

T h e basic approach to the protocol analysis was to assume
that Cascade provides an accurate model of each subject's
behavior and then to look for inconsistencies. W e patterned
this approach after Jones and VanLehn's (1992) evaluation
of Cascade's ability to model the fme-grained behavior of
individual subjects studying and solving physics problems.

Subjects encountered impasses during fully worked
examples even more rarely than they bothered to selfexplain the examples. This is because a subject cannot
experience an impasse withoutfirstengaging in some selfexplanation. However, subjects experienced m a n y impasses
when working on faded examples. This is because, if the
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original proposal gave such a large role to knowledge
acquisition, w e feel w e are being conservative by suggesting
that there are no knowledge acquisition episodes at all in the
current protocol data. There are clearly other types of
learning episodes in the data, which w e describe below, and
w e feel that those remain consistent with Cascade's
predictions about fading.

subject made a mistake, they received relatively immcdiuic
feedback by then being shown the correct solution step. If
the subject bothered to read the revealed solution, they
would have to acknowledge a discrepancy and go back to
refigure things. The following excerpt shows an example of
a subject first reading a completely worked example
(Problem S) with no impasse, and then working a faded
example (Problem 6) that forces an impasse. Both problems
require precisely the same set of equations to generate a
correct solution.
Problem 5:
S: Okay, let's see here. Probability is 1/10 time 1/5,
okay, I see h o w they did it, allright. Probability of
stitching and/or color defects is 1/10 plus 1/S minus
the total probability that's 1/50, and that equals
(reads aloud) okay, next.

Knowledge Tuning

Problem 6:
S: Okay, allright. N o w . This is the difference, that's
going to be 1 minus the 2/50 plus the 23/50, that's
going to be, 1 minus okay, 2/50 or, 2/50 equals .04,
and plus 23/50 equals .46, now, .46 and .04, give m e
.50, 1 minus .50 equals .50, so, I'm doing this right,
it should be .50, no, okay, allright, let's see, okay, I
guess I..., okay, so that's 1 minus that, okay, I see
what I did.
In this excerpt, the subject essentially just reads Problem
5 and claims to understand it (which is, paradoxically, a
hallmark of subjects that are not doing enough self
explanation). The subject generates an answer to Problem 6
that they think is correct, but when they reveal the correct
solution step they discover they are wrong. This forces an
impasse. In this particular excerpt, there is no convincing
evidence that the subject actually resolved the impasse and
learned the correct solution sequence, but the impasse at
least gave them the opportunity. The following sections
discuss analysis of actual learning episodes in the protocols.
Knowledge Acquisition
W e were surprised to find no obvious episodes of
knowledge acquisition in the protocols. That is, w e found
no evidence that subject were missing entire chunks of
knowledge that they were then able to discover in response
to an impasse. This was particularly surprising because
Jones and Fleischman (2001) assumed a key role for
knowledge acquisition episodes during their initial Cascade
study with physics problems. It appears that this is a place
where differences in the task domains are significant. A s
mentioned previously, knowledge acquisition episodes were
an extremely important part of Cascade's account of the
self-explanation effect for the physics domain. However, in
all of the protocols for subject computing probabilities, it
appears that they aheady iaioY/ all of the equations they
need; they just have not yet learned the right times to use
them. This is admittedly a subtle distinction that cannot
always be verified in the protocol data, so w e plan to give it
a much closer look in future studies. However, since our

O n e of the predictions about Cascade's account of fading
was that fading enables students to tune knowledge they
have already acquired, by allowing them to use it in a usefiil
problem-solving context. In Cascade, all knowledge tuning
occurs via a process of analogical search control. Thus, w e
expect to see subjects learn after they have successfully
drawn an analogy between two problems. W e observed
m a n y such episodes in the current protocol data. The
following excerpt provides one of the clearest examples:
Problem 2:
S: ...The chance of it being drinkable is 8 to 11 so
the probability of her drinking, probability that the
first bottle is vinegar but the second is drinkable, 2
red balls and 2 white balls is 4, probability is 1/2 so
if w e multiply 1/3 times 8/11 that will be 8/33...
Problem 2 involves a collection of bottles containing wine
and vinegar. However, in the middle of the excerpt, the
subject makes an explicit analogical reference to Problem 1,
which deals with selecting a particular configuration from a
collection of red and white balls. In a subsequent problem
that uses precisely the same solution technique, the subject
easily solves the problem correctly, without any evidence of
an impasse or overt analogical reference.
It seems clear that this particular episode involves
knowledge tuning via analogy. There are other episodes of
knowledge tuning that are not overtly analogical. T h e
current Cascade model dictates that all knowledge tuning
occurs by analogy, but that happens at a low enough
cognitive level that it is difficult to prove or disprove.
Certainly there are m a n y cognitive theories that posit s o m e
sort of similarity-based m e m o r y for skills and facts.
There is one aspect of knowledge tuning that Cascade
does not model well. S o m e subject protocols show
basically the same pattern as the excerpt above, but the
tuning occurs more gradually across 3 or 4 problems.
Cascade's knowledge tuning mechanism is more of an allor-nothing proposition. A s soon as Cascade solves one
problem by analogy, it can immediately retrieve the same
knowledge in similarly structured future problems. This
seems to be a clear weakness in the Cascade model.
However, it does not invalidate Cascade basic account of
fading. The subject protocols show that the use of analogy
occurs more frequently during fading-driven impasses than
during the study of completely worked examples.
In prior Cascade studies in the physics domain, there were
strong interactions between the knowledge tuning and
knowledge acquisition mechanisms (VanLehn & Jones,
1993b). W e expect that similar interactions could help
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explain the effectiveness of fading examples. However,
since w e have so far seen no evidence of knowledge
acquisition in the current study, it has not been important to
analyze potential interactions.
Conclusions
W e conclude by reiterating the predictions that Jones and
Fleischman (2001) proposed to gather evidence for
Cascade's account of the benefit of fiaded examples:
1. "Faded examples cause effective learning by
forcing the student to encounter and overcome
an impasse."
2. There is likely "...at least some benefit to
example fading from the learning of search
control knowledge."
3. 'The primary benefit of a faded example is that
it forces the student to process parts of the
example that they might otherwise ignore."
W e feel that our initial analysis of protocol data from
Renkl, Atkinson, and colleagues confirms each of these
predictions to some extent. The basic effect is strong:
students often do not expend much effort on understanding
completely worked examples, but fading the examples gives
the students a strong impetus to do so. This encouragement
to work out portions of the examples leads to more
opportunities to identify incorrect (or incorrectly applied)
knowledge, which in turn provides opportunities to correct
or tune that knowledge. W e were surprised to find that
knowledge acquisition did not appear to play a significant
role in the probabilities task domain. However, future
analysis will more closely search for such episodes. In
addition, although it makes the model less interesting in
some ways, the preponderance of analogical knowledge
tuning is entirely consistent with the Cascade model. Since
Jones and Fleischman's (2001) original study of fading with
Cascade did not focus strongly on knowledge tuning
(because it played less of a role in the physics domain), an
importantfijturetask is to r\in a thorough set of experiments
with Cascade to confirm that knowledge tuning can account
for all of the observed improvements in problem-solving
skill.
It is also certainly possible that future analysis will
uncover data that is inconsistent with Cascade's predictions.
With this possibility in mind, our next course of action is to
gather even more data and perform a more thorough
quantitative analysis. W e also expect that w e will find some
ways in which Cascade should be improved. For example,
w e already know that the knowledge tuning mechanism
should be adjusted to account for more gradual forms of
knowledge tuning observed in the subjects. A n y further
mismatches of the model to the data should also serve to
improve our understanding of h o w humans learn problemsolving skills and, as a consequence, inform h o w w e ought
to teach them.
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Abstract
In a recent paper. Lera Boroditsky and Lauren A.
Schmidt (2000) examined the degree to which the
linguistic category of grammatical gender of nouns
influences people's perception of the cognitive category
of biological gender, or sex. Their conclusion was that
English speakers' intuitions about the gender of certain
nouns (anunals) correlate with the gender assigned to
those nouns in languages such as German and Spanish.
More important, they found that people's ideas about the
putative biological gender (sex) of objects are strongly
influenced by the grammatical gender of those objects in
their native language. In this study I sought to reproduce
Boroditsky and Schmidt's results in order to show that
the interpretation they supplied is unwarranted, and that
the authors conflate the concepts of biological gender
(sex) and "formal gender", w^ich is employed by most
Indo-European languages (as opposed to "natural
gender", in English). I compare the intuitions of 20
American monolinguals with the statistics of formal
gender as it appears in 14 Indo-European languages.
Moreover, I discuss the possible origin and evolution of
gender in such languages, and suggest an explanation for
therelationbetween grammatical and biological gender.
Introduction
The idea that our native language m a y shape our
Aought, in part or in whole, is usually associated with
the work of W h o r f and Sapir, in what is known as "the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis" (Whorf, 1956). This is an
intriguing hypothesis because it implies that different
cultures — speaking different languages — m a y
perceive the world in different ways. For example,
whereas one culture m a y differentiate objects on the
basis of shape, another culture m a y differentiate them
on the basis of material (Imai and Gentner, 1997), and
this m a y be reflected in the corresponding languages.
T o 'wiat extent, then, does language (and culture) force
a person's cognition to perceive the world in one w a y
rather than another?
A possible manifestation of this idea was examined
by Boroditsky and Schmidt (henceforth B & S ) , in
studying the w a y grammatical and biological gender
interfere with each other in the minds of native speakers
of languages such as Spanish and German. B & S
support the idea that a speaker whose language assigns
the genders masculine and feminine to nouns —

whether they refer to people, animals, things, or ideas
— is bound to subliminaily think of an object as having
a corresponding biological gender, male or female. (To
avoid circumlocutions, I use the word "sex" to refer to
biological gender, reserving "gender" for the
grammatical category.)
B & S ' s proposal rests on the assumption that there is
an inherent equating of the concepts of gender and sex
in such a speaker's mind. So, for example, a young
learner of an Indo-European language employing
"formal gender" could associate a specific category of
nouns discernible only through the behavior of
neighboring words (say, the feminine nouns) with a
perceptual property of entities of the world (say, the
femaleness of individuals), even before encountering
the words for "feminine" and "masculine". Although
the latter point to a certain relation between gender and
sex (which undoubtedly exists), w e will see that such an
assumption is untenable. First, however, w e should
briefly review the category of gender as it appears in
various languages, in order to imderstand what it is, and
what relation w e m a y expect between the concepts of
gender and sex.
Although m a n y people are familiar with gender as it
appears in Indo-European languages, the notion of
gender as understood by linguists is much more
general. A s a "definition", I will follow Charles F.
Hockett's description: "Genders are classes of nouns
reflected in the behavior of associated words" (Hockett,
1958:231). A characterization like this is general
enough to encompass all noun categories that linguists
call "genders", whether they are labeled "masculine",
"feminine", "neuter", "common", or even "class IV".
A language m a y have two or more classes of nouns
that qualify as genders, or it m a y have none, in which
case w e say that the language lacks a gender system.
Such is the case with several of the major families of
Asian languages (e.g., Mandarin Chinese). Tamil, a
m e m b e r of the Dravidian family in south India, divides
nouns into "rational" (i.e., people, gods) and "nonrational" (animals, and everything else), and further
subdivides rational gender into "masculine" and
"feminine" (Corbett, 1991:8-10). Thus, Tamil employs
a "natural gender system", which means that given the
semantics of a noun w e can predict its gender, and viceversa. English, a Germanic language, has a natural
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gender system like Tamil, reflected only in personal.
possessive, and reflexive pronouns. There arc a few
exceptions to semantic association: '^he" m a y be used
for a ship or country, 'heTihe" for an animal (of
unknown sex), and 'it" for downgrading humans
(Mathiot and Roberts, 1979). Other languages show a
less well-defined assignment based on semantics:
Zande, a language spoken mainly in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, assigns nouns generally to four
genders: masculine, feminine, animal, and neuter
(Corbett, 1991:14). There arc, however, about 80
exceptions, including such concepts as heavenly and
metal objects, and edible plants, which are placed in the
animal gender. Dyirbal, an Australian language, also
has four genders, denoted by 'blass I, II, III, and I V . It
has been shown (Dixon, 1972:308-12) that male
humans and non-human animates belong to class I;
female humans, water, fire, and fighting to class II;
non-flesh food to class III; and everything else to class
rv. Thus, the rules are semantic but non-obvious.
However, children learning the language do not appear
to learn the gender of nouns individually.
Turning n o w to typical Indo-European languages, w e
see an even smaller dependence on semantics. Nouns
denoting people —assigned to masculine or feminine
gender according to sex — are a minority. The
'bxceptions" (non-sexed objects assigned to either of
those two genders) are the majority, thus making the
semantic association a rather useless predictor for the
gender of a noim. This fact, as w e shall see, is very
important for a correct assessment of B&S's work.
B&S's Experiment 1
In their first experiment, B & S investigated whether 'the
grammatical genders of nouns do in part reflect the
properties of their referents" (Boroditsky and Schmidt,
2000:2). If true, they predicted "a correspondence in the
assignment of genders across languages, and also a
correspondence between Spanish and German genders
and English speakers' naive intuitions". Although their
testing of the prediction of correspondence across
languages was rather inadequate (regarding the number
of languages; I improve this test in the present study),
they did a more thorough test of the naive intuitions of
15 English speakers, none of w h o m were familiar with
either Spanish or German (though w e do not k n o w if
they were monolinguals). The subjects were asked to
exclusively classify each of 50 animal names and 85
names of artifacts as either masculine or feminine ( B & S
do not give a list of those words).
Their comparison of gender agreement between
Spanish and German yielded a correlation coefficient of
r = 0.21, p < 0.05. This, they termed an 'Appreciable
agreement". Although I would think a value of r = 0.21
(hence, r^ = 0.04) indicates a rather appreciable
jt^agreement, B & S pointed out that the two languages
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'fagreed more on the genders of animals (t=.39, p<.01),
[than] on the genders of artifacts (r=.10, p<.35)".
T o test B&S's hypothesis on the agreement of gender
across languages, I examined 84 c o m m o n nouns in 14
Indo-European languages. The nouns were chosen so
that they represented more-or-less c o m m o n referents:
20 artifacts, 22 natural objects, 20 abstract ideas, and 22
animals. The 14 languages were chosen so that a fairly
representative set of the Indo-European family tree was
obtained (three Germanic: Dutch, German, Icelandic;
four Romance: French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese;
three Slavic: Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croatian; one
Celtic: Irish; and also Albanian, Greek, and Kurdish.)
Native speakers verified m y choices of nouns
(originally collected from dictionaries) for all languages
but Albanian, Dutch, and Icelandic. The full assignment
of genders is given in Appendix A.
The results of m y study show that, predictably, the
closer languages are in the family tree, the more they
agree on gender. Languages as close linguistically as
Portuguese and Spanish show a coefficient of
determination' r^ = 0.75. However, the coefficient
between Spanish and German is r^ = 0.09, p < O . O l (so,
r = 0.30; compare with B&S'S r = 0.21), and the one
between Spanish and Russian is r^ = 0.03, exhibiting a
complete uncorrelatedness (see Table 1). Overall,
languages that belong to different subfamilies (e.g., a
pair formed by a Romance and a Germanic language)
show appreciable disagreement. For languages in the
same subfamily, the part on which they agree — a s
given by the coefficient r^ — i s explicable not by
reference to any inherent c o m m o n intuition of people
on the sex of things like a book and a tree, but by
reference to the fact that Indo-European languages
evolved from a c o m m o n ancestor language, which
employed gender, probably one with a strong semantic
basis. A s languages diverged, so did gender
assignments, precisely because there is no objective and
universal basis on which to decide the gender/sex of
'flower", or the idea of 'War", or even the words for
'tat" and 'butterfly". (See Appendix A: each of these
words is nearly evenly assigned —close to 5 0 % —
between the masculine and feminine genders.) Table 1
shows the coefficients of determination (r^) between the
14 languages.
B&S's second prediction is that English native
speakers' naive intuitions about the gender of notms
' Since I observed no negative conelation, I prefer to use r^,
the coefficient of determination, rather than r, the correlation
coefficient, because the former has a natural interpretation,
which the latter lacks: r^ shows the proportion of variation in
one population that is explained by the variation in the other
population. To be precise, I should enq>loy the non-parametric
r,^: Spearman rank coefficient of determination, since the
populations are highly non-normal. However, in our case
differences between ? and r,* appear only in the second
decimal place, so I will keep referring to r^ in order to
facilitate the comparison with B & S ^ results.

Table 1: Coefficients of determination (r^) for the 14
languages, plus English inonolinguals ('En', last row).
French
Fr Hltalian
It 32BBPortuguese
Pt .37 J2MSpanish
Sp .44 .24^5]i|Dutch
Du .04 .00 . O o T ^ i G e r m a n
Ge .07 .03 .06 .09^4§Blcelandic
Ic .14.12.17.21 .07 J 9 m r i s h
Ir .01 .00 .03 .04 .01 .02^l]MPolish
PI .05.02.06.13.06.14.11^1|lRussian
Ru .00 .01 .01 .03 .02 .06 .04 .00^9|HSerbo-Croatian
Se .04 .09 .02 .03 .06 .05 .06 .01 .18TTMAlbaman
Al .11 .11 .18.15 .01 .13 .16.02 .01 .Ol^OMGreek
Gr .14.10.09.11 .00 .14 .15 .00 .03 .02 . 1 4 M 9 j | Kurdish
Ku.07 .02 .08.10.09.11 .09.00.04.01 .01 . 1 5 ^ 4 ^ avg
En .00 .01 .01 .01 .07 .05 .03 .01 .03 .04 .03 .03 .01 .11 .03

not an animal, and thus lacks sex. In the young learner's
world, the nouns for which gender and sex correlate
nicely are a small minority compared to those for which
the two notions cannot be correlated (because sex is not
one of the perceived properties of the object referred to
by the noun). The situation is depicted in Figure 1.
masculine nouns

feminine nouns

sex-unrelated 1

sex-unrelated
males

females

Figure 1: Gender vs. sex in 'formal gender" languages

The sizes of the areas in Figure 1 are schematic, but
relevant. Assuming the learner's cognitive mechanisms
should show a correspondence with the assignment of are tuned toward noticing the statistics and learning the
gender in other Indo-European languages. T o test this
regularities of this world, w e conclude that the learner
prediction I asked 20 monolingual native American
of such a language should not find the linguistic
Enghsh ^>eakers (10 males and 10 females) to assign a
category of gender a particularly good predictor of the
gender, either masculine or feminine, to each of the 84
cognitive percept of sex. W e should note that, at an
nouns listed in Appendix A. Subjects showed a
early (pre-school) age, the learner is oblivious to the
remarkable consistency among themselves (average
fact that the name of an observed category of nouns is
standard deviation s = 0.18), especially for words that
'hiasculine", a word closely associated with maleness,
have a natural association with maleness and potency
while another category is called 'feminine'* the learner
(e.g., hammer, boulder, thunder, attack, war, lion), or
with femaleness and beauty (e.g.,flower,happiness, simply notices the categories. Later, during formal
love, butterfly). The average assignments of genders by education, the suspected (weak) relation between the
notions of gender and sex m a y be reinforced, but it
English monolinguals form a ISth population, which
happens at a time when the learner has already acquired
was compared against each of the 14 studied languages
the linguistic category of formal gender, and has
to determine the degree of correlation. The last row in
already noted that, as Figure 1 suggests, gender is not a
Table 1 shows the values of r^ for each case. W e see
good predictor of sex, and the two notions are only
that the opinion of native English speakers on gender
loosely related.
shows a very weak correlation with each of the 14
O n the contrary, learners of languages that en^loy
languages, except possibly Kurdish (which can be
'hatural gender", such as English, notice the close
attributed to statistical error). N o negative correlation
was observed. The average of all r^ is < r ^ = 0.03. The correlation between gender and sex. For such
p-values (indicating linear relationships) are statistically languages, the situation is depicted in Figure 2.
insignificant (p > 0.05) for all languages but Dutch,
German, and Kurdish. However, it should be noted that
sex-unrelated
masculine nouns
feminine nouns
the p-values are bound to converge to zero given a large
enough sample size. What is important is not whether a
females i
linear relationship exists, suggested by the /7-values, but
males
the magnitude of correlation, given by r^.
T o explain w h y the correlation between English
speakers' intuitions and gender assignment in the 14
studied languages is so weak, w e must understand the
neuter nouns
sex-related (?)
cognitive processes of gender acquisition in such
languages. Young learners of Indo-European languages
with formal gender might notice the close correlation
between gender and sex when the noun being referred
Figure 2: Gender vs. sex in 'hatural gender"languages
to is a person (or even a pet of a known sex). However,
learners could not miss noticing the clear unrelatedness
of gender and sex when the object being referred to is
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In this case, the intersection of masculine, feminine,
and neuter nouns having the 'fcorrcct" correlation with
the percepts 'hiale", 'female", and 'bthcr'* is large. The
close correlation between gender and sex thus turns the
percept of sex into a good predictor of the grammatical
category of gender, and vice-versa. This fact may lead
speakers of languages employing natural gender into
conflating the two ideas, and possibly, as the B & S
paper implicitly suggests, thinking that native speakers
of languages with formal gender m a y perform a similar
conflation. W e should note in passing that one of the
meanings of the word 'Render" in English is 'the state
of being male, female, or neuter; sex" (Oxford English
Dictionary, 1993). Thus, in English, the question 'What
is your gender?" is a meaningful one to ask a person. In
Greek on the other hand, a typical Indo-European
language employing formal gender, the same question
("pio eeneh to genos sou?') is absurd, because it
in^)Iies the questioned entity is a noun —akin to asking
in English: 'Nvhat is yom- declension?"
B&S's Experiment 2
In their second experiment, B & S attempted to test
whether '{)eople's ideas about the genders of objects
are strongly influenced by the grammatical genders
assigned to these objects in their native language"
(Boroditsky and Schmidt, 2000: Abstract). B & S based
their hypothesis on an earlier study (Konishi, 1993)
where German and Spanish speakers judged nouns that
were masculine in their languages to be higher in
potency than feminine ones, and the tested nouns
belonged to opposite genders in the two languages.
Subjects assigned subjectively a potency value for each
noun, on a 7-point scale. B & S presented 24 pairs
consisting of a noun (e.g., '^oon') and a proper name
(e.g., 'Erica') to 16 German and 25 Spanish native
speakers during a learning phase. All nouns were given
in English. The subjects' memory of the sex of the
proper name that had been associated with a noun was
examined during the testing phase. A s expected,
subjects were better able to remember the correct sex
( 8 2 % correct) when the sex (e.g., 'female") matched
with the gender (e.g., 'feminine'), than when this was
not the case ( 7 4 % correct). Since the nouns were
chosen to have opposite genders in the two languages,
subjects showed opposite memory biases. B & S
concluded that 't>eople's ideas about the genders of
objects are strongly influenced by the grammatical
genders assigned to those objects in their native
language."
As with experiment 1, what is important is not the
observation that there is an interference in memory
retention between gender and sex, but the explanation
for this phenomenon. B & S tacitly assume people make
a direct connection between the concepts 'taasculine"
and 'hiale", and between 'feminine" and 'female".

This direct connection m a y be 'traversed" in the
Spanish speaker's mind when presented with the word
'hioon" (in Spanish: " luna", of feminine gender), so
that they match the 'femaleness" of the m o o n with the
femaleness implied by a name like 'Karla". A German
speaker performing the same task (being presented with
'hioon" - 'Karla') would experience inhibition
between moon's 'taaleness" (in German: " Mond",
masculine), and Karla's femaleness, resulting in slightly
worse m e m o r y performance.
Plausible as this explanation might appear, it makes
more sense in the mind of a native speaker of a natural
gender language (such as English), where 'hiale" 'taasculine"and 'female"- 'feminine"nearly coincide
conceptually. For a native speaker of a formal gender
language this explanation seems to be simplistically
projecting the natural-gender speaker's view of the
world onto everyone else. A n alternative explanation is
that the interference is caused by a m u c h more indirect
relation between noun and proper name than what B & S
hypothesize. For example, the word 'hioon" in a
Spanish speaker's mind evokes involuntarily, instantly,
and subliminally, the Spanish word "luna". This word is
of feminine gender, and is related to the feminine
ending "-a", the pronoun " ella", and so on. The proper
name 'Karla" is also of feminine gender in the Spanish
speaker's mind ( 7 5 % of all female names tested by
B & S ended in "-a", the marker of Spanish morphology
for feminine nouns), and thus instantly and subliminally
related to the same grammatical items ("ella",
'feminine", etc). W e should note that I make no
reference to 'hioon's sex" in this conceptual plan. In
other words, there is a lot of overlap in linguistic
connections between 'hioon"-'luna"and 'Karla" in the
Spanish speaker^ mind.^ N o experimental setting can
sever these Hnguistic connections, and allow us to test
exclusively the connections 'feminine" - 'female" and
'hiasculine" - 'hiale". I do not claim that such direct
connections do not exist in the mind of a formal gender
language's speaker. Such connections do exist. They
m a y be learned in school, where the words for
'hiasculine" and 'feminine" are used as labels for
categories of nouns the native speaker has already
acquired at a very early stage; or they m a y be based on
the small number of sex-related nouns. W h a t I do claim
is that experiments such as the one described by B & S
(and Konishi) do not necessarily detect the direct
influence of a supposed 'Sex of nouns" on cognition in
speakers of languages with formal gender, but instead
the very intricate and indirect connections between
gender and sex in such languages, which are of both a
perceptual as well as a linguistic nature.
This argument is weaker for German speakers, but then we
are not given the difference in performance between German
and Spanish subjects in B&S's second experiment.
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Evolution of G e n d e r
What could the origin of grammatical gender be? B & S
hint at possible c o m m o n intuitions of people across
languages, and attempt to quantify this assumption by
examining the intuitions of speakers of English.
I performed a similar comparison of such intuitions
against Indo-European languages, and found that such
intuitions do not show any particular correlation with
the studied languages (Table 1). Moreover, it would be
meaningful to talk about such a correlation if languages
agreed among themselves. Otherwise, if w e find a
correlation between the intuitions of monolingual
speakers of English and, say, Kurdish, w e do not have
any reason to assume there is anything other than
chance involved. Looking back at the data in Table 1,
w e see that the only agreement that can be observed
among languages is between members of the same
subfamily (e.g., Portuguese-Spanish, etc.). The more
phylogenetically distant the languages, the lower their
correlation is (allowing for statistical errors). This hints
at a possible answer to the gender-origin question.
That all Indo-European languages evolved from a
c o m m o n ancestor is indisputable. It is plausible to
assume that this ancestor language employed a gender
system, possibly one with a semantic basis. But what
could have caused its m o d e m descendants to assign
genders such as masculine and feminine to inanimate
objects? A n d h o w can a 'Jjure" system (I mentioned
Tamil as an example in the introduction) evolve into the
m o d e m chaos and disagreement?
The answer some authors have given to these
questions is that the origin of gender is purely formal:
some suffixes of sex-differentiable nouins acted as
attractors, and created the genders in a purely formal,
non-semantic way (Brugmann, 1899). This leaves open
the question of what caused sex-differentiable nouns,
rather than any other category, to become attractors.
Another possible answer is that in some languages the
initially semantic neuter gender was lost, and the void
was filled by masculine and feminine genders being
assigned to previously neuter nouns. Such a process can
be observed today in Russian, where neuter nouns are
only 1 3 % of the total, and loanwords entering the
language go primarily to the masculine gender, but also
to the feminine (Corbett, 1991:317). This hypothesis
does not take into account languages that retain the
neuter gender, and still assign masculine and feminine
genders to inanimate objects (German, Greek, etc.).
A n alternative hypothesis is that masculine and
feminine assignments to inanimate objects existed even
in the original Indo-European ancestor. Although such
assignments seem nonsensical today, they might have
'inade sense" in the remote past, at least among the few
speakers of the ancestor language, based on animistic
conceptions of the world. It could have appeared
natural to a particular culture that, for example, a stone
is of female sex. However, as the original language
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evolved, ideas about the stone's sex changed, too. Since
there is no objective way to agree on something like the
sex of a stone, the 'bpinions" among descendant
languages evolved differently. What w e observe today
appears as a purely formal and arbitrary assignment,
since the original 'Reasons" have been lost. One
prediction of this hypothesis is that gender evolution in
such languages should be traceable through a weak
agreement
between
phylogenetically
proximal
languages. I believe the present work supports this
implication, although fiirther investigation of the
hypothesis is clearly needed.
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Appendix A : W o r d s Examined
The 84 words in four categories are listed below. For
the abbreviations used for the 14 languages see Table 1
(in text). The codes of gender values are as follows: -I
for masculine, 0 for neuter, 1 for feminine. A n y
intermediate valuesreflectthe fact that more than one
assignment was possible for a noun (e.g., 'Sea" in
German and Spanish), or more than one noun of
differing gender corresponded to the same concept.
Blanks indicate that I could not obtain the appropriate

gender (or the word is not native to the language). The
last column (En) presents the average assignments of 20
American English monolinguals. Words marked with a
star (*) were disambiguated for subjects w h o were
asked to assign a gender as follows: table (furniture);
chair (furniture); fork (utensil); bridge (over river);
paper (a sheet of); bed (furniture); key (locking a door);
watch (measuring time); star (on sky); gold (metal);
power (of ideas, of wealth); revolution (of people).

Frit PtSpDuGcIcIrPlRuSeAlGrKu E n
Artifacts
1 1
1 1 1-10
1 1 -1 .00
door
-1 0
-1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 -.10
wall
1-1 0-1 1 0 1 .47
1
table'^
1 0 -.20
1
- 1 - 1 0 1 0chair'
1 0
.60
1
1
1
0
1
spoon
-1
0
.16
1
1 1 0-1 folk*
1 0 1 -.50
-1
0
0-1
1
knife
1 0
-.50
1
1 0 0-1car
1 0
-.16
0
0
0-11
house
1 1
-.20
-I 11
-1 bridge*
-.70
-1
0 1 1 -1 pistol
.16
-1
0
0-1
0
book_
.20
-1
0
1
0 0 -1 -1 -1
paper'
.47
-1 0
-1
0
0
1
1
0
bed*
-1 -1-1 1 -1 0 1 -1.00
-.58
-1
hammer -I 1 0 1 -.30
-1 -1
-1 -1
-1 -1
-1 1
0 0 11
key'
1 0-1 -.40
-1 0 1-1-1
hat
1 0
-.50
0
0-1 -1 -1
shirt
-1 0-1 -.20
1 watch*
Natural Objects
-1
pencil
-1 -1 1 0 0 0-1 -1 1 .60
sky
-1 -1 I 1 10 0 0-1 -1 0 -.10
sun
-1 1 0 1 .20
1
-1 0 1
moon
1 -1 0 1 .40
1
-1 -1 1
star-1
-1 0-1 0 0 0 1 0 1 -.30
tree
1 0-.5 1 01 0 0-1 1 1 .20
sea
-1 -1 0 -1 - -11 1-1 0 -1 .26
river
-1 1 -1 - 1 -1 1 1 -1.00
thunder -1 1
-1 0 -1 - 1 -1 1
.70
rain
1
0-1 -1
0
0
-.30
forest
1 -1
1
-1 -1 1 1
1 -1.00
boulder -1 1
-1
-1 0-1 0 0 0-1 0 -1 -.68
mountain 1
0- -1 -1
-1
0-1 0-1
1 1 .50
lake
-1
- -1 1
-1 1 0-1
air
earthquake -1
0-1
-1 0 0-1-1 -1 0 .20
-11 -1 -1
-1 1
1 -1 - -1 -1-1
.50
wind
stone
-1
1 flower
1 0-1 -1 - -1 1 -1 1 -.40
-1 gold*
0 0 0-1 0 I 0-1 1 -1 -.80
1
1 -1 0 1 .90
water
0 0 0-1 1
1
island
O l i o 1 - 0-1 -1 -1 -.10
-1 fire
0 0-11 -1 - 1 -1 0 1 .58
0 1 -.05
1 -1 -.70

Frit P t S p D u G e l c I r P l R n S e A l G r K u E n
Abstr. Ideas
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -.50
justice
freedom
1 I 1 1 - 1 1 . 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .00
-.30
democracy 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1
idea
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .20
group
-1 -1 •1 -1 -1 1 -1-111 1-111 .20
anger
1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1-1-1 0-1-1 1 -.70
surprise
1 1 1 1 1 1 1-1 0-1 0 1 1
.60
question
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 0 1 1 1 .26
hunger
1 1 1 1-1-1 0-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -.37
power*
-1-1 • 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -.70
love
-1 1 • 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .79
revolution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1
-.70
friendship 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 .60
war
1 1 1 1-1-1 0 - 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 .3 -.89
religion
1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 -1 1 I 1 1 1 0 .30
happiness
-1
answer
11
1
sadness
1 1 1 1 0 1 0-1 1-1 - 1 1 1 1 .05
attack
1 -1 1 1 0 0 1-10 0 1 1 1 1 1.00
defense
1 1 1 1 0 1 0-1-1 1 1 1 1 1 .70
•1 -1 -1 -11-1-1 0 -1-111 -.90
Animals
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -.60
-1 -1 -I
1-11 .15 11 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 .58
cat
-1 -1 -1-1 -1 -1-1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1-1 -1 .80
dog
-1 -1 -1-10 0 -1 -1 -1 •1 -1 -1 0-1 .10
horse
-1 -1 -1-1 -1 -1 0-1 -1 •1 -1 -1 0
.90
lion
elephant -1 1-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1•1 -1 -1-1 -1 .60
-1-1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 0-1 .90
snijce
-1 1 -1-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 •1 -1 -11-1 50
tiger
1 1 -1-1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1
10
1
antelope
1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 •1 -1 1 0 1 00
ant
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 30
fly
butterfly -1 1 1 1 -1 0 0-1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 90
1 1 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 0 1
50
bee
-11 -11 -1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
60
0-1
bird
-1 1 1 0-1 -1 .3 -1 -1 1 1 1
wolf
-1 -1 -1 1 0-1 •1 -1 1 1 1 -1-1 -1 90
fox
-1 -1 -1 •1 1 -1 •1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 20
37
fish
-1 -1 -1 1 0-1
1 -1 1 -1 -1 0-1
50
0
sparrow -1 -1 -1 1 0-1 •1 -1 0 1 0
.20
penguin
0 0-1 1 -1 -1-.5-1 0 1 -1 -1 -1
30
chimp.
1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
80
1
bear
1 1 1 1 -1 0 •1 -1 -1 1-1 1
10
1
spider
1 -1 60
whale
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Abstract
As information systems become more complex and
present tin increasingly rich amount of information
to users, interruptions present an ever larger hurdle
to operational efficiency. User interface tedinologies
intended to support increased user-control of the
trcmsitions between computer-based tasks can help
mitigate that obstacle. W e present a three-pronged
approach that combines dynamic interruption coordination support with context review m«iianisms
to aid user navigation through interruptions. These
mechanisms are implemented within a spoken dialogue interface system for a radio-based humansoftware agent military logistics task.
Introduction
M o d e r n information technologies continue to successfully deliver ever more powerful information
products. This increase in power, however, can support the user in performing tasks quickly and accurately only if users can exploit this increased information flow for their o w n needs. People have a
limited capacity for information management that
directly affects the quality of their decision-making
in stressful real-world tasks. If the ever-increasing
information stream is not properly managed, these
h u m a n capacities could become overloaded. T h e net
result is that the adoption of a new information technology can actually cause an overall decrease in mission performance.
N e w , more powerful information technologies m a y
increase the volume of important information delivered to decision-makers, but at the same time
increase the frequency of interruptions of those
decision-makers, degrading their information m a n agement capacity. T h e number of alerts that interrupt lisers affects h o w they manage their limited attentional cognitive resources. A n interrupting alert
causes users to switch from their current task to the
n e w alert task. After completing the alert task, users
must switch tasks again to resume what they had
been doing prior to the interruption. T h e cognitive
demeinds of these context switches increase the effective workload of users, which in turn increases the
probability of mental mistakes.
For example, Foushee and Helmreich (1988) found
that the disruptive effects of interruptions have

caused flight errors in commercial airline flights,
sometimes resulting in fatal crashes. H u m a n interruption is also a recognized problem in domains such
as Navy c o m m a n d and control systems (Osga, 2000)
and flightdeck or cockpit systems (Barnes, 1990;
A d a m s and Pew, 1990; A d a m s et al., 1995).
T h e literature is rich with descriptions of the cognitive limitations people have relative to resuming
tasks after being interrupted. Miyata and N o r m a n
(1986) give a general overview of the topic, discussing foregrounded and backgrounded activities
and h o w interruptions are the stajidard way people
switch between tasks in multitasking. Liu and Wickens (1988) discuss task interference and the effect of
task type in h u m a n multitasking. McFarlane (2002)
provides an in-depth review of the published relevant theory and proposes both a definition of h u m a n
interruption and a taxonomy for classifying h u m a n
interruptions.
Other studies investigate the causes of the disruptive nature of interruptions. M c L e o d and Mierop
(1979) examine the effect of task similarity for manual tasks. Zijlstra and R o e (1999) found that the
frequency of interruptions in an office environment
affects the length of delay for people resuming the
main task. Latorella (1998) found a modality interaction effect between h o w interruptions are presented (aurally or graphically) and the type of task
that cockpit crew members perform (aural or graphical); different combinations of interface solution and
task type resulted in different kinds of adverse effects
on crew behavior. Linde and Goguen (1987) found
that differences in h o w cockpit crews interew;t with
each other tiffect their ability to successfully handle
interruptions.
T h e objective of h u m a n alerting technology is
to cancel the negative effects of h u m a n interruption and allow users to exploit the benefits of
greater information volume for making better decisions. H u m a n alerting mechanisms are being integrated within a broad range of conamercial and
military applications. These include announcement
mechanisms for relatively less important systems
like email, telephone, voicemeul, internet mstant
messaging, chat rooms, automated help systems
(Uke Microsoft's "Clippy"), computer-based tutor-
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ing, and shopping agents. These applicationH aluo
include m a n y mission-critical systems including military c o m m e m d and control (C2), aircraft flightdeck
control, power plant operations, spacecraft control
centers, and real-time targeting sentinel-agent systems. McFarlane and Latorella (2002) present an
in-depth discussion of the scope and importance of
h u m a n interruption for H C I design.

by having the interface use a different voice. For
example, the interface m a y use a female voice while
participating in dialogue related to the user's current
task, then switch to a male voice w h e n introducing
the interruption to the user. This cue gives the user
the opportunity to register the alert, allowing the
user to rehearse the context of the main task before
continuing into the interruption.

Approach
There are three basic strategies for improving h u m a n
performance on an interruption-laden multitask: (1)
training (Hess and Detweiler, 1994); (2) selection of
users (Joslyn and Hunt, 1998; Joslyn, 1995); and
(3) user interface design. D u e to the constraints of
our real-world applications, w e have focused our approach on the last option.
O u r objective is to support efficient task recovery
after interruption. It is useful to divide m a n y user
interface design approaches for h u m a n interruption
into three phases. T h e pre-interruption phase prepares the user to transition from the main task to
the interrupting task. T h e mid-interruption phase
generally focuses on the user's transition to the interrupting task and includes the user's efforts and
ability to maintain situational awareness of the main
task while working on the interrupting task. T h e
post-interruption phase sees the user return and reorient to the context of the original task that was
interrupted.
Our approach has three peurts, matching each of
the three interruption phases.
Pre-interruption
Before the actual interruption takes place, the interface should give the user support for quick rehearsal
of the current task before switching context to handle the interruption. Gillie and Broadbent (1989)
noted that rehearsal m a y have potential for aiding
h u m a n interruption in user interface design. Storch
(1992) suggests that rehearsal m a y be useful in diminishing the negative effects of interruption after
obtaining unexpected results in experiments unrelated to rehearsal. Detweiler et al. (1994) describes
two experiments related to early warnings of interruptions that indicate that providing warnings is
only marginally useful if the interruption task has a
low m e m o r y load and is dissimilar to the main task
while providing warnings can be extremely useful if
the interruption task has a high m e m o r y load and is
similar to the main task.
T o allow the user to rehearse before interruption,
some cue must precede or accompany the incoming
alert. This cue helps to differentiate between the
main task and interrupting task contexts and can
tEike m a n y forms, such as a visual flash, an audible
beep, or a vibration. Because our particular applications involve a spoken dialogue interface, w e have
differentiated incoming alerts from the current task
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Mid-interruption
When the interruption occurs, the interface should
support user control of context switching and help
the user maintain situational awareness of backgrounded tasks. This switch can take m a n y forms.
McFarlane (2002) conducted a theory-based experiment that compared four basic alternative solutions
to the problem of h o w to coordinate h u m a n interruption in computer user interfaces. These four solutions are: (1) interrupt immediately and get it
over with; (2) provide negotiation support so that
the user controls the timing and exact context of
switching between tasks; (3) provide intelligent m e diation that brokers the onset of interruption tasks
on behalf of the user; and (4) the use of scheduled
interruption time cycles so that interruptions only
occur during set times or contexts. O f these four
solutions, negotiation was measurably the best approach for all kinds of user performance, except in
cases where even small differences in the timeliness
of handling interruption tasks are critical (either the
current task is too important to allow distraction by
the negotiation process, or the interrupting task is
too important to wait for the negotiation to be completed).
O u r approach involves the intelligent, automated
selection of interruption strategy on a case-by-case
basis. Our selection criteria is based on a dynamic
automated assessment of the relative importance between the current task and the interrupting task. If
the interrupting task is mission critical compared to
the current task, the user is interrupted inmaediately.
If the current task is critically important compared
to the interrupting task, the alert is held until the
user is finished with the current task (that is, it's
scheduled for the next cognitive break). In all other
cases, the interruption is negotiated.
T o further aid the user in assessing relative task
importance, w e vary the default option in negotiar
tion. That is, if the interrupting task appears to be
slightly more important than the current task, the
default option for the user is to accept the interruption. If the interrupting task is not deemed to be
of higher importance, the default option for the user
is to defer the interruption until the next cognitive
break. Table 1 presents the full interruption strategy
selection process for a three-valued priority system.

Current Task

Interruption
Task
high

high
Negotiated, default defer

medium

Negotiated, default defer

low

Defer interruption until
cognitive break

medium
Negotiated, default interrupt
Negotiated, default defer
Negotiated, default defer

low
Interrupt immediately
Negotiated, default interrupt
Negotiated, default defer

Table 1: Interruption Strategy Selection based on relative priority

Post-interruption
After the interruption is complete and the user transitions back to the original, interrupted task, the interface should provide recovery support to the user.
That is, it should provide mechanisms to aid the
user in recalling the context of the interrupted task,
helping the user return more quickly to that previous
task. M a h n et al. (1991) state that user interfaces
should be designed to reorient users to previously interrupted activities when they try to resume them.
In their work, a simple log of relevant recent decisions is made easily available to the user for reference.
Our approach to context recovery involves providing the user commands that query the interface
about aspects of the previous task. In a spoken dialogue system, this takes the form of meta-dialogue,
with possible queries like "Where was I?" or "What
was I last working on?" The user can also ask questions specific to the task, such as inquiring which
supplies have been ordered so far in a requisition
application.
Finally, the user can request a full progress review
of the interrupted task. This provides a complete replay mechanism to the user, catching the user up to
previous task context quickly and in detail. In a spoken dialogue system, this taJces the form of requests
for a summary of the task progress to-date.
Implementation
A s a testbed for our approach to intelligent alerting and interruption management, w e applied our
techniques to a spoken dialogue interface. W e
have implemented a number of speech applications
following the Listen, Communicate, Show (LCS)
paradigm(Daniels, 2000). L C S systems integrate
mixed-initiative spoken dialogue interaction with
mobile intelligent agents to provide a natural, robust interface to information systems.
In most domains, users can use L C S to c o m m a n d
agents to persistently monitor information sources
for specific information events. W h e n these events
occur, the agents inform the L C S interface, which
calls and alerts the user. If the user is currently
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engaged in another task, this agent-initiated conversation can result in an interruption.
The spoken dialogue portion of an L C S system
is built upon the Galaxy architecture developed at
M I T (Seneff et al., 1999). Galaxy supports distributed, plug-suid-play systems in which specialized
servers are coordinated through a centraUzed communication hub. L C S systems contain servers specialized for speech and natural language processing,
a dialogue manager to direct the system's side of
the conversation with the user, and an agent server
for communicating and coordinating with the agent
system.
Originally, when L C S monitor agents would notify the user, they would communicate to the dialogue manager directly through the agent server.
The dialogue manager, which contained Umited control mechanisms for interruption, woiild interject the
interrupting alert at the next available moment in
the dialogue. This would ensure that the user would
not be interrupted mid-utterance, but does not take
into account the effects of interruption on the user's
cognitive state.
To integrate our new interruption techniques, we
added several new servers to the L C S architecture
(see Figure 1 for illustration). The priority server
ascertains the relative priorities of the current and
interrupting tasks. The dialogue manager keeps the
priority server informed of the task in which the user
is engaged, while the agent server communicates the
priority of incoming alerts.
The interruption server selects the interruption
strategy most appropriate for the relative priority
determined by the priority server. Once the interruption strategy is determined, the interruption
server supervises as the system enacts the strategy.
If the interruption is deferred, the interruption server
tracks it to make sure that the alert is eventually delivered.
Because negotiated interruptions require interaction about the interruption (rather than about the
interrupting task itself), we implemented a dialogue manager to drive this interaction in a domainindependent manner. T h e negotiation manager controls the system's part of the negotiation process and
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Figure 1: T h e ability to task multiple agents to perform persistent tasks (such as monitoring information systems) is a strength of L C S systems. However,
since multiple agents m a y return results at the same
time, advanced methods for handling interruptions
were required. S o m e enhancements to the standard
L C S architecture were required to implement these
new interruption mechanisms.

coordinates with domain-specific dialogue managers
to ensure that the system speaks to the user in a
reasonable, focused manner.
In addition to constructing the n e w servers,
we made several enhancements to the already existing L C S infrastructure. W e implemented the
metsrdialogue for post-interruption context recovery by adding logic for meta-dialogue control to the
domain-specific dialogue managers. W e also added
an intuitive pre-interruption cue, programming the
hub to have the system use voices for interruptions
that are different from the voice used for the interrupted task.
Application
W e applied the new interruption techniques to an
L C S domain that supports Marines in managing requests for suppUes using regular military radio protocols. This appUcation was originally developed as
part of the Small Unit Logistics (SUL) Advanced
Concept Technology Demonstration ( A C T D ) program. The spoken language interface assists a Mar
rine user in placing, modifying, deleting, or checking
the status of a supply request. The S U L system also
supports the creation of monitor agents to tr£ick requests and notify the user when either the status of
the request changes or if the agent observes that the
request hasn't been given attention over a set period
of time.
In its original implementation, the S U L system
would accomodate these returning notification activities by waiting until a break in the current conversa^
tion before providing any notification results to the
Marine, regardless of the priority of either the no-

I M M E D I A T E : System: Break! Break!
MAGTF-5, thia in BSSGl. Alert! Urgent
Rapid Request 1738 has changed status to be
canceled, over
N E G O T I A T E D - I N T E R R U P T : System:
Break! Break! MAGTF-5, This is BSSGl.
Alert about Immediate Rapid Request
1738...Accept now? over
N E G O T I A T E D - D E F E R : System: Break!
Break! MAGTF-5, This is BSSGl, Alert about
Routine Rapid Request 1738...Defer now?
S C H E D U L E D : [No interaction until the user
ends the current conversation. Then the system
contacts the user.] System: MAGTF-5, MAGTF-5,
this is BSSGl, over.
Figure 2: Example opening utterances for each interruption strategy. In all cases, a voice different from
the one the user had been listening to was used for
the alert. Note that when an interruption occurs,
the user is explicitly informed of the new task's priority to support the user's decision to switch tasks.

tification activity or the current task. B y allowing
the S U L system to break into an ongoing conversation with important news, w e can create a spoken
dialogue interface that more realistically emulates
radio protocols. However, this feature brings with it
all the challenges associated with interruptions that
have been discussed throughout this paper.
T o support interruption strategy selection, w e established a priority comparision scheme based on the
priorityfieldof each logistics request. For a S U L request, there are three priorities: routine, immediate,
and urgent. W e mapped these priorities to the low,
medium, and high priority scheme described earlier
in Table 1. W e used the interruption strategy selection method described in this paper to govern delivery of agent alerts. Figure 2 shows examples of h o w
interruptions would be presented to the user for each
strategy.
T o support post-interruption context review, w e
implemented two sets of meta-commands, relying on
radio protocol to guide us. In thefirstcase, the system repeats just its most recently stated utterance
from the prior conversation. For the S U L domain,
the proword (that is, a military procedure word)
"Read back" is used. In the second case, the system
reiterates all information it has been given about the
current task. Figure 3 shows an example in which
the user has requested more than just the prior system utterance. For this, the proword "Read back
m y request" is used.
In addition, w e implemented dialogue that allows
the Marine user to examine specific parts of a supply
request by querying the interface specifically about
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that part. For example, the user might ask, "Who
is the point of contact for this request?" or "How
many grenades did I order?" This provides the user
complete control in returning to the context of the
interrupted supply request. Similtir dialogue supports the user in orienting quickly to interrupting
alerts about other supply requests as well.
The SUL spoken dialogue system, with alerting
enhancements, has been demonstrated successfully
multiple times in operational settings. The enhanced LCS alerting infrastructure is being used as
the basis for several more applications that will be
field tested in the near term.

we can help the user move from task to task more
quickly, resulting in potentially more efficient, less
error-prone work by the user.
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Future Work
W e are working toward several enhancements of
the current L C S interruption mechanisms. In eeich
case, the enhancements build upon a core capability
present in the current system.
Our current use of overall task priority to select interruption strategy assumes that a coarsegrained decision is sufficient. A more-informed decision would result from afiner-greunedknowledge
of where the user is in the current task. For example, in the S\JL domain, the system is programmed
with knowledge of the information that is necessary
to fully complete a supply request. With its programmed knowledge of the request process, the system should be able to ascertain how close the user
is to the beginning or end of completing the task, or
if the user is in the middle of clarifying a particular
step in the task process.
W e are tilso investigating adding multiple modalities, where possible, as a method to further differentiate interrupting tasks from the current task, taking
advantage of modality effects like those described in
(Latorella, 1998). While our use of different voices
helps, the use of another modality to cue interruption may prove more helpful to the user in mitigating
cognitive disruption. This approach will be implemented and tested in the field.
In addition, we plan to add finer control of context
review. Currently, our system provides for review of
prior context in one of two forms: either the most
recent system utterance or the entire set of known
information items that the system has. While this is
quite useful, with long, complex tasks, an intermediate level of detail might be preferred. W e plan to
construct and test dialogue methods for giving the
user thatfinercontrol.
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Abstract
We present four problems that will have to be overcome
by text co-occurrence programs in order for them to be
able to capture human-like semantics. These problems
are: the intrinsic deformability of semantic space, the
inability to detect co-occurrences of (esp. distal) abstract
structures, their lack of essential world knowledge,
which humans acquire through learning or direct
experience with the world and their assumption of the
atomic nature of words. By looking at a number of very
simple questions, based in pan on how humans do
analogy-making, we show just how far one of the best of
these programs is from being able to caphire real
semantics.

T h e intrinsic deformability o f
semantic space

W e will take issue with one of the main principles
underlying L S A (Landauer and Dumais. 1997), H A L
(Lund & Burgess, 1996) and other programs based on
lexical analysis of large corpora - namely, that "The
meaning of a word can be thought of as a location in
semantic space and the dimensionality of that space and
the location of any word within it can be recovered from
estimates of the distance between word pairs." (Fletcher
& Linzie, 1998). The implication is that words have
stable, fixed locations in semantic space. While this is
obviously not entirely false, this principle overlooks the
fact that these locations in semantic space are higMy
Introduction
context
dependent. They not only can, but must be able
" Y o u shall k n o w a word," wrote J. R. Firth in 1957, "by
to
move
considerably in semantic space depending on
the company it keeps." This idea, in one form or
another, underUes the statistical study of the co- the context in which they are to be used.
Consider a very simple example. A "claw hammer"
occurrence of lexical items in large text corpora. This
would, under most circumstances, be close in semantic
burgeoning field of research has been made possible to
space to terms like "ball-peen hammer," "hit," "pound,"
a large extent by the ready availability of vast databases
"nail," "saw" and, even, "club." However, if, while
of text that can be automatically scanned by computer.
nailing a floor, you suddenly have a back itch, the
While w e certainly do not dispute the value of the
"claw" part of the h a m m e r will likely become much
sutistical study of large text corpora, w e take issue with
more salient as a back-scratcher, rather than a nailthe claim that lexical co-occurrence alone can capture
remover. Your realization that you can use the hammer
real-world semantics. W e focus on four main problems
as a back-scratcher temporarily moves the object in
with co-occurrence analysis programs:
semantic
space muc h closer to "back-scratcher," "itch,"
• they d o not take into account the intrinsic
etc., than when it is perceived only as an object with
deformability of semantic space due to contextwhich one can drive in nails. This "relocation" of the
dependence;
meaning
of a word/concept in semantic space based on
• the cannot detect co-occurrences of abstract
context is at the very heart of analogy-making, of
structures, especially w h e n they are highly distal;
perceiving one object as an instance of another class of
• they lack of essential world knowledge, which
objects (Chalmers, et al, 1992; Hofstadter, 1995). It is
humans acquire through learning or direct
therefore essential to any algorithm that claims to be
experience with the world;
able to automatically extract word meaning from very
• they assume that words are "atomic" entities.
large text corpora A n d it is precisely this ability to
These issues are ones that will have to be effectively
relocate in semantic space in a context-dependent
dealt with by text analysis techniques in order for them
manner that is currently beyond the reach of all coto capture even elementary human semantics. These
occurrence techniques.
points will be examined in the context of h u m a n
In shon, while co-occurrence techniques m a y
analogy-making.
plausibly
situate a word in semantic space with respect
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
to ite average usage, this is not sufficient to capmre the
W e begin by discussing the relationship between
context-dependent shifts in word meaning required to
analogy-making and concept meaning and show w h y
understand even the simplest analogies on which so
current co-occurrence programs would have so m u c h
muc h of our cognition is based. For this w e need to
difficulty with this broader view of concept meaning.
somehow extract, at the very least, abstract relational
W e then consider one of the best recent co-occurrence
information concerning the word.
programs, PMI-IR (Tumey, 2001a) and show just h o w
far this program is from being able to plausibly respond
(i.e., in a human-like manner) to even the simplest
possible analogies.
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Detection of (distal) abstract structures
Acquiring the semantics of a particular word allows us
to rate the quality of associations between that word and
other words. T o plausibly claim that a program has
acquired, or even partially acquired, the semantics of a
word means that it should give word-association ratings
that are at least approximately similar to those given by
humans (French, 1990). W e will use this rating
technique to judge the performance of text cooccurrence programs.
There are (at least) two different bases for these
associations, even if this distinction is not always easy
to characterize (Chahners, French, & Hofstadter, 1992).
T o say, "John is a real beanstalk," refers to largely
"surface" attributes of John and beanstalks — namely,
they are both tall and thin. O n the other hand, when w e
say "John is a real wolf with the ladies," w e don't mean
John grows long gray hair around w o m e n and bites
them, but rather that his relation with w o m e n is socially
predatory, analogous to a wolfs relation of physical
predation with its prey. The first analogy is largely
altributional, based essentially on c o m m o n surface
features (in this case, the attributes "tall" and "thin") of
John and beanstalks, whereas the latter analogy is
primarily relational, based on a mapping between
John's behavioral interactions with w o m e n and wolves
behavioral interactions with prey. The first kind of
association can be captured by co-occurrence
techniques, whereas the latter — the basis of virtually
all deep analogy-making (Centner, 1983) — is still well
beyond the reach of these techniques.

• Flugly as the name of an accountant in a W . C.
Fields movie."
Humans, of course, can do these two ratings without
difficulty: Flugly is a decidedly lousy name for a
glamorous Hollywood actress and a fine name for an
accountant in a W . C. Fields movie or a teddy bear. But
h o w do w e "know" this, since you have never seen the
word Flugly before? Y o u know, at least in part, that
Flugly doesn't work for the name of a glamorous
actress because of its component parts (French, 1990).
In particular, it contains an unpleasing-to-the-ear
guttural "g," to say nothing of the syllable "ug" or the
entire word "ugly." Similarly, w e rate it as a good name
for an accountant in a W . C. Fields' movie because, in
our mind's ear, w e hear him pronouncing the name as
"Flugleeec." This requires phonetic information
acquired by having heard W . C. Fields' unique manner
of speaking (or having heard others imitating this
manner) and by the fact that various components of
Flugly, namely, "ly," can be transformed into a
drawling "leeee."
The point is that words contain parts that contain
crucial information that contributes to the overall
meaning of the word. Co-occurrence programs are
currently insensitive to this information. A n d it is not
clear that by extending their analyses to the letter or
syllable level that i) there would not be a problem of
combinatorial explosion and ii) that this would be an
appropriate way to acquire this information.

PMI-IR
In the examples that follow, w e will consider the
performance of one recent program, PMI-IR (Tumey,
2001a, b), that, according to its author, outperforms all
other current programs on the most widely used
benchmark for programs that attempt to extract word
meaning from large text corpora. This benchmark is
their performance on the standard synonym selection
tasks that are part of the Test O f English as a Foreign
Language (TOEE'L) and the test of English as a Second
Language (ESL).
The co-occurrence technique used by PMI-IR is one
of a family of "Pointwise Mutual Information" (PMI)
techniques developed by Church & Hanks (1989) and
Church et al. (1991). In order to calculate the
conditional probability scores on which it bases its
choice of the correct synonym, the program queries 350
million pages of English text indexed by the AltaVista
search engine. The most sophisticated version of P M I IR is able to make use of local (proximal) context in
order to correctly answer questions such as, "Every year
in the early spring farmers [tap] maple syrup from their
trees (drain; boil; knock; rap)." A s Peter T u m e y , the
author of PMI-IR, points out, "the problem word tap,
out of context, might seem to best match the choice
words knock or rap, but the context maple syrup makes
drain a better match for tap" (Tumey, 2001b). The
program factors in the context provided by "maple
syrup" to correctly answer this question.
The program does, indeed, perform impressively on
the synonym recognition task. According to T u m e y , the

Incorporating semantic information
A n equally important difficulty involves the
unavailability to these programs' of crucial semantic
information that cannot be acquired merely by
examining word co-occurrences. In two of the examples
below this lack of crucial contextual knowledge — that
fathers are always male in one example, and the fact
that there is an undeclared war going on between the
Israehs and the Palestinians in the other — causes the
particular text co-occurrence analysis program under
consideration to fail completely in responding to the
simplest questions involving word meaning. H u m a n s
acquire this information through direct experience with
the world or through explicit learning, whereas these
programs currently have no way of acquiring it. The
point is that, when making judgments about word
meaning, people — unlike co-occurrence programs —
make use of a wealth of relational and semantic
information that is unrelated to word co-occurrence.
Words are not atomic entities
Consider an example of a "subcognitive" question from
French (1988, 1990) involving the rating of a
neologism. "On a scale of 1 (awfiil) to 10 (excellent)
please rate:
• Flugly as the name of glamorous Hollywood
actress.
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program produced the following results on the standard
TOEFT^ and E S L synonym recognition task:
'The task of synonym recognition is, given a
problem word and a set of alternative words,
choose the member from the set of alternative
words that is most similar in meaning to the
problem word. PMI-IR has been evaluated using
80 synonym recognition questions from the Test of
English as a Foreign Language ( T O E F L ) and 50
synonym recognition questions from a collection
of tests for students of English as a Second
Language (ESL). O n both tests, PMl-IR scores
7 4 % . . . For comparison, the average score on the
80 T O E F L questions, for a large sample of
applicants to U S colleges from non-English
speaking countries, was 6 4 . 5 % (Landauer and
Dumais, 1997). . . . Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA), another statistical technique, scores 6 4 . 4 %
on the 80 T O E F L questions (Landauer and
Dumais. 1997)."

10 • Humant
• PMI-IR

I

I I

I

§ I

I
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Figure 1. A comparison of PMI-IR and human
data. The two profiles are clearly very different.
We also found that PMI-IR gave an extremely high
rating to "Lawyers as children," higher, in fact, than any
of the choices tested in Figure 1. Clearly, something is
wrong here:first,lawyers cannot even be children
(something which PMI-IR has no way of knowing) and,
even metaphorically, it just doesn't seemrightto us.
Rating the plausibility of Jewish/Palestinian
ministers' n a m e s

Three examples
In what follows w e use a word-rating technique from
French (1988, 1990) and similar to standard similarity
judgment techniques used to study h o w word meanings
are represented (sec, for example. Rips, Shoben, &
Smitfi. 1973). The key idea is that these simple
questions require non-local context for their answers
(French & Labiouse, 2001).
Rating lawyers
Our first example involves the rating of lawyers as
variotts other entities.
"Rate on a scale of 1 (terrible) to 10 (excellent)
rate lawyers as: horses,fish,telephones, stones,
sharks, cats, flies, birds, slimeballs, kangaroos,
robins, dogs, and bastards."
We appUed the P\fI-IR search technique described in
T u m e y (2001b) using the Alta-Vista search engine and
found that it gave the lowest (i.e., poorest) ratings to
"Lawyers as slimeballs" (1.06) and "Lawyers as
bastards" (L15), the latter being roughly equivalent
PMI-IR's rating of "Lawyers as kangaroos" (1.17)! W e
then asked a group of 26 undergraduates at Willamette
University (Oregon) to also do these ratings. These
results (Figure 1) are much more in line with one might
expect for humans with a clear understanding of the
semantics of the word "lawyer" — namely, lawyers are
judged (fairly or unfairly) to be most like slimeballs,
bastards, dogs and sharks, and least like telephones,
kangaroos, and birds. PMI-IR, on the other hand, judges
lawyers to be most like computers, cats, and telephones
and least like slimeballs, bastards, kangaroos and
robins. Lawyers as sharks or fish are judged to be
equally bad. A comparison of human vs. PMI-IR results
can be seen in Figure 1. In short, it is amply clear that
even for this straightforward question about lawyers, the
human semantics of "lawyer" does not even vaguely
resemble the semantics extracted by PMI-IR.

Next we used PMI-IR to judge how good various first
names would be for an Israeli or a Palestinian minister.
W e chose ten traditional Jewish names (Uri, Ariel,
Moshe, Yitzhak, Yehudi, David, Samuel, Benjamin,
Shimon, and Zeev) and nine traditional Arab names
(Saddam, Usama, Ahmed, M o h a m m e d , Salah, Amin,
Khalil, Ashrawi, and Yasser). W e asked two separate
questions, each processed independently by the
program. Thefirstwas " H o w good is X [one of the
names, e.g., Ahmed) as the name of an Israeli minister?"
All nineteen names were rated for this question. Then a
second question was asked: " H o w good is X [again, one
of the 19 names] as the name of a Palestinian minister?"
All 19 names were rated for this second question. W e
then compared the ratings for each name for the two
questions to determine their degree of coirelation.
Once again, PMI-IR fails rather spectacularly: for
example, it considers Yasser to be almost as good a first
name for an Israeli minister as for a Palestinian
minister! Similarly, Ariel is judged to be the best name,
out of all ten Jewish names and all nine Arab names, for
either an Israeli minister or a Palestinian minister . The
results for the other names are shown in Figure 2.
W h y does the program rate Yasser as a highly
probable name for an Israeli minister and Ariel as
highly probable for a Palestinian minister? The reason is
simple: Because the program is concerned only with the
co-occurrence of words, in this case the words Yasser,
Ariel, Israeli, Palestinian and minister. The fact that
Israel and Palestine are currently waging an undeclared
war is known to PMI-IR only through higher than
normal co-occurrences of war-related words and words
like Israel, Palestine, intifada, etc. It knows nothing
about wars, about their causes and effects, about their
effects on societies and individuals in those societies,
about hatred, about destruction, about reftigees, about
Israel, about Palestine, etc. ad infinitum. It knows only
that sometimes these words co-occur with higher
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frequency than others. The complete absence in PMI-IR
of this deep relational structure in which the words that
it encounters (and concepts these words represent) are
embedded is precisely why PMl-IR fails lo
convincingly answer even the simplest questions that
require deeper relational structure and knowledge to be
answered plausibly.
So, to return to our example, in the context of the
current crisis in the Middle East and of cultural
specificities of ^t-names, good names for Palestinian
ministers should be perceived as bad names for Israeli
ministers and vice-versa. PMI-IR is, as w e have said,
unaware of the cultural context surrounding these
questions. Specifically, PMI-IR is ignorant of the
obvious (to us) cultural fact that some first names are
typically Jewish while others are typically Arab and the
relation of that cultural fact to the currently perceived
inappropriateness of Palestinian ministers with Jewish
names and vice-versa. So, according to PMI-IR, the
appropriateness of a name for a Palestinian minister
correlates almost perfectly (h-0.98) with the
appropriateness of the same name for an Israeli minister
(See Figure 2).
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names for the question: " H o w good is X as the name of
a father?" Not so PMI-IR. The program concludes that
"John" is the best name out of all twenty names for a
father and for a mother. It rates "Mary" as being a very
good name for a father or for a mother. Ditto for the
name "William." A s in the above example, the
appropriateness of a particular name for a father
correlates essentially perfectly (+0.99) with the
appropriateness of that same name for a mother! (Figure
3)
Once again, the program fails because extracting cooccurrences of words in a large corpus of text is simply
not good enough to answer questions that require
abstract contextual knowledge or experience. Again, the
problem is that PMI-IR has neither abstract rules nor
world experience that it can rely on. And since, in any
text where the word "father" occurs, the word "mother"
will generally not be far away, PMI-IR fails completely
on this simple rating task.
• Father
• Umher

• Israeli nirister
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Figure 3. T w o questions were asked: " H o w good
is X as the name of a father?" and " H o w good is X
as the name of a mother?" Lacking all context
about what "fathers" and "mothers" actually are,
PMI-IR produces an almost a perfect correlation
between the appropriateness of the names, male or
female, for a father or for a mother!

I-

Figure 2. For two separate questions: " H o w good
is X as the name of an Israeli minister?" and "How
good is X as the name of a Palestinian minister?"
PMI-IR produces an almost a perfect correlation
between the appropriateness of a given name as
either that of an Israeli or a Palestinian minister.

c t

Why PMI-IR works so well on the synonym
selection task

Rating names of mothers and fathers

Given PMI-IR's poor performance on the simple
examples above, how could it be so good in the
Finally, we decided to pick an example, simple in synonym
the
selection Usk, a task that would seem to
extreme and far removed from politics and current
require
a
relatively
sophisticated
semantic
events, that relied on a very specific piece of contextual understanding of words in order to be done
information that would be available to all humans but
successfully? In what follows we will briefly examine
not to a word co-occurrence analysis. W e compared
why this program, and other similar programs, most
PMI-IR's answers to the following two questions: H o w notably LSA, are able to perform so well on this task, in
good is X [a first name] as the name of a father?" and spite of their inability to do the examples above.
"How good is X [the samefirstname as in the first
The author of PMI-IR claims that his program can
question] as the name of a mother?" For each question
do better on the T O E F L and E S L synonym tests than
we asked PMI-ER to rate ten very common men's names any other current computer program (Tumey, 2(K)la,b).
(John, William, Stuart, Peter, Robert, Jack, Gary, Steve,This is believable and reasonable. Tumey illustrates
Albert, and Michael) and ten very common women's
PMI-IR's performance on the synonym-finding task
names (Barbara, Mary, Patricia, Linda, Susan, Jennifer, with the word levy (as in "to levy taxes"). Four choices
Karen, Nancy, Elizabeth, and Dorothy).
imposed, believed, requested,
are proposed —
W h e n judging the appropriateness of a particular
correlated — and the program chooses one of them as
name as the name of a father (or mother), humans partly the best synonym based on how often that word is close
rely on a simple fact that the program does not have —
to "levy" in many W e b pages. The reason for PMI-IR's
namely, that fathers are invariably men, while mothers
success does, indeed, reflect the semantics of the word
are invariably women. Consequently, humans will
under consideration, but is tied most directly to the
necessarily rate women's names lower than men's
stylistic reasons for which we use synonyms — viz., so
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as not to repeat the same word too often in a given text
or, especially, in the same paragraph. This purely
stylistic constraint imposes the proximity of synonyms,
which is detected by PMI-IR.
Assume you are writing an article to be put on a
W e b page about some blunder that occurred. In
describing this blunder, you are aware that it is bad style
to repeat the word blunder over and over again in your
text, so you resort to synonyms, such as failure, mishap,
mistake, slip, bungle, mess, and so on. This obviously
produces co-occurrences of blunder and mistake, of
blunder and slip, etc., and this is precisely what PMI-IR
detects. A blunder IS (to a ftrst approximation) a
mistake, which IS a slip, etc. These words all have
approximately the same dictionary definitions. In other
words, the features that describe them arc largely
identical. This is what w e called above attributional
similarity. The point is that w e can expect
attributionally similar words, if only for stylistic
reasons, to occur close to one another in a text. Hence,
PMI-IR's excellent performance on this task.
This technique can, indeed, incorporate proximal
context, as in the example of the word tap in the context
of "maple syrup." But most analogical association
involves abstract context derived from examples that, if
they exist at all in the text corpus, may well be
separated by millions of pages from the word under
consideration. It is an open question in the field of
computational analogy-making as to how this abstract
relational structure might be stored and indexed fluidly
enough to be accessible for later retrieval in a wide
variety of contexts (see Chalmers, French, &
Hofstadter, 1992, for a detailed discussion of this issue),
but one thing is clear it is not accessible to programs
that rely only on local word co-occurrence to produce
their semantics.
And, to be fair, this is one way in which humans
learn attributionally similar words/concepts. But there
is much more to "semantic similarity" than surface
similarity.
T o reiterate, relationally (or metaphorically) similar
words require a great deal more than the detection of
attributional similarity and physically proximal context.
Consider rating a banana split as medicine (French,
1988, 1990). The number of times that these two items
will occur together in any text anywhere is now, and
will forever be, infmitesimally small compared to the
other associations involving banana splits or medicine.
For programs that extract semantics only from text
corpora this poses a serious problem, referred to as the
problem of data sparseness (Dagan et al., 1994). But the
problem is unavoidable. O f course the number of W e b
pages containing the terms "banana split" and
"medicine" will be vanishing small because is it not a
c o m m o n association at all, but it remains a perfectly
valid, readily understandable one that w e can judge
without difficulty because w e understand it in relation
to our experience with the world, i.e., to facts like the
doctor bringing us a bowl of ice-cream after w e have
had our tonsils out, with our mother taking us for a
sundae to pick up our spirits when our junior high
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school safety poster was eliminated from the city
competition, etc.
In other words, describing one word in terms of
another usually involves much more than the above
kind of "blunder-mistake-mishap-slip" synonym
searching. It involves mentally placing the both words
in a variety of relational as well as attributional
contexts (that can shift fluidly) and converging on a
context that fits both words (for detailed discussions of
this see: Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter, 1992;
Hofstadter, 1995; etc.) If both words fit that context
very well, then w e give the association a high rating.
The more difficult it is to converge on an appropriate
context for both words, the lower the rating.
PMI-IR, however, is incapable of extracting these
all-important relational and contextual characteristics of
situations. Specifically, for questions of the form, "Rate
X as a Y," the program is incapable of grasping the
relational structure in which each of the words is
embedded and then of mapping those two structures
onto one another in order to determine the relational
similarity of the words.
Conclusions
While w e acknowledge the impressive performance on
certain lexical tasks of programs that employ cooccurrence analyses on large text corpora, our
contention is that these programs lack the capabilities
necessary to acquire real (i.e., human) semantics. This
paper must not be read as a criticism of these methods
per se, but rather as an incentive for researchers to
develop new techniques that can incorporate more of
the mechanisms by which w e humans acquire
semantics. These requirements go well beyond the
often-cited problems of the lack of syntactic knowledge
(Perfetti, 1998) and conceptual disambiguation
(Landauer & Dumas, 1997). W e have pointed to four
problem areas for these programs, areas in which we
believe future research should be focused. These areas
are i) the ability to cope with the context-dependent
deformability of semantic space, ii) the detection of cooccurrences of abstract structures, especially similar,
but distal, abstract structures, iii) the means of providing
the programs with essential world knowledge, and iv)
the elimination of the assumption of words as "atomic"
entities. In other words, w e maintain that to know a
word in a manner even approximately equivalent to how
w e humans know it, requires far more than merely
knowing the "company it keeps."
In short, while the area of text analysis of large
corpora is a fascinating and promising one, w e believe
that in order for real, human semantics to emerge from
these techniques, the problems raised in this paper will
have to be squarely confronted and overcome.
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a dog as a novel stimulus, whereas an infant
familiarized on the more variable category, Dog,
would tend to perceive a cat exemplar as simply
belonging to the already-familiar D o g category. This,
w e claimed, explained the asymmetric levels of
attention that Quinn et al. (1993) had observed. T o
further test this hypothesis, French et al. (2001)
artificially reversed the inclusion relationship by
carefiilly selecting breeds of dogs that were relatively
similar (i.e., low variance) and highly variable breeds
of cats. The connectionist computer model predicted,
and the experimental results with infants subsequently
confirmed (French et al., 2001), a reversal in the
categorization asymmetry observed by Quirm et al.
(1993).
However, one outstanding question remained.
Even though, intuitively, the variability of the Cat
category appears to be less than that of the D o g
category, h o w could one be sure of this in any
quantifiable way? Mareschal and French (1997) and
Mareschal et al. (2000) handled this as follows. They
originally selected ten features c o m m o n to both cats
and dogs (head length, head width, eye separation, ear
separation, ear length, nose length, nose width, leg
Background
length, vertical extent, and horizontal extent) and
This paper builds on earlier work by Quinn, Eimas,
measured the values associated with these features for
and Rosenkrantz (1993), Mareschal and French
each of the photos of the 18 Cat exemplars and 18
(1997), Mareschal, French, and Quinn (2000) and
D o g exemplars used in their experiments. Even
French, Mermillod, Quinn, and Mareschal (2001).
though this choice of features was based on
Quinn et al. (1993) reported the following
experimental data where infants typically look at the
categorization asymmetry. Infants familiarized with a
head and face region of the stimulus when they
number of exemplars of cats show significantly
observe an animal (Quinn & Eimas, 1996; Spencer,
increased interest when subsequently tested on an
Quinn, Johnson, & Karmiloff-Smith, 1997), h o w
exemplar of a novel dog compared to a novel cat.
could w e be sure that the set of perceptual features
However, if the infants are first familiarized with
that w e had chosen corresponded to those features to
images of dogs and then tested on a novel dog and a
which the infants were actually attending Further,
novel cat, there is no significant difference in interest
the claim was that at 3-4 months of age infants were
between the two test stimuli. Mareschal and French
not making use of previously acquired percepnial
(1997) and Mareschal et al. (2000) attributed this to
information (i.e., prior categorical knowledge of dogs
the greater variance of the "dog" stimuli set compared
or cats or, for that matter, ears, noses, legs, etc.);
to the "cat" stimuli set, the interpretation being that
rather, they were simply relying on statistical pattern
the D o g category largely subsumed the Cat category.
recognition. Under these circumstances, using a set of
Thus, an infant familiarized on the less variable
measurements of specific high-level perceptual
category. Cat, would, in general, view an exemplar of

Abstract
At the earliest ages of development, perceptual
maturation is generally considered as a functional
constraint to recognize or categorize the stimuli of the
environment. However, using a computer simulation
of retinal develq>ment using Gabor wavelets to
simulate the output of the V I complex cells (Jones &
Palmer, 1987), w e showed that reducing the range of
the spatial &equencies from theretinalm a p to V I
decreases the variance distribution within a category.
The consequence of this is to decrease the difference
between two exemplars of the iomecategory, but to
increase the difference between exemplars from two
different categories. These results show that reduced
perceptual acuity produces an advantage for
differentiating basic4evel categories. Finally, w e
show that the present simulations using Gabor-filtered
input instead of feature-based input coding provide a
pattern of statistical data convergent with previously
published results in infant categorization (e.g.,
Mareschal & French, 1997; Mareschal et al, 2000;
French etal, 2001).
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features to characterize the input seemed, if not

original image

spatial- frequency m a p

Figure 1: Transformation of the original image into a spatial-frequency m^

r-%1

"vi'-ii'•;'"'» "sf il' »i"iSi7
spatial-frequency m a p
Figure 2. Once w e have the m a p of spatial frequencies, w e "cover" this m a p with spatial-frequency ovals along
various orientations of the image. (Each of the ovals are normalized to have ^proximately the same energy.)
necessarily incorrect, at least somewhat inappropriate.
W e therefore decided to attempt to examine this
problem in a more neurobidogically plausible
manner, one which sidestepped the difficulties
inherent in selecting and measuring various
percepmal features of the cat and dog stimuli. The
dog/cat stimuli used in the simulations reported in this
paper were those used in French et al. (2001), all of
which had been normalized to have ^proximately the
same size.
Organization of tlie present paper
W e will attempt to answer two questions in the
present paper.
The first is: Can w e avoid the use of explicit
feature coding in our autoencoder model of infant
categorization and replace this coding with Gaborfiltered input known to have a neurophysiological
counterpart in the infant visual system? W e wall
show that this can, indeed, be done successfully.
The second issue that w e will address starts from
the well-known fact that the 34 month old infant
visual system is not sensitive to high spatial frequency
information (Banks & Salapatek, 1981; Dobson &
Teller, 1978). However, instead of this being a
disadvantage for the infant, w e wdll show that,
somewhat counter-intuitively, this low visual acuity is
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actually an advantage in learning basic-level
categories. The claim is that high spatial fi^uency
information in the input signal produces an
"information overload" in the infant cognitive system,
adding information that is not necessary for correct
categorization but that must, nonetheless, still be
processed. In other words, when the infant is
attempting to learn basic-level categories, high spatial
frequency information in the input is very much like
noise (Turkewitz & Kenny, 1982; Turkewitz &
Kenny, 1985) and, as such, the less there is, the better.
Spatial frequency maps
It is well known that different columns in V I are
sensitive to different ranges of spatial frequencies P e
Valois & D e Valois, 1988; Tootell, Silverman, & D e
Valois, 1981). A scene reconstructed from only low
spatial frequency information (i.e., with fine details
blurred out) appears to us to be blurry. O n the other
hand, an image composed of high spatial frequencies
would show only the fine details and would have no
global perspective (rather like seeing many individual
trees, but having no sense of the global entity, a
forest). In any case, in order to have an optimal
perception of a scene, w e need the entire range of
spatial frequencies. Therefore, by means of a 2 D

Fourier tmnsform, w e first decomposed each of the
images in the stimulus set into its component spatial
frequencies and plotted them on a spatial frequency
m a p (see Figure 1).
W e then covered the frequency diagram with a
"flower-petal" arrangement of 26 oval spatial
frequency areas ("filters") corresponding to various
orientations emanating from the center of the spatialfrequency diagram (Figure 2). Gabor functions were
used to simulate the 2 D spatial and spectral structure
of single cells in visual primary cortex. (Jones &
Palmer, 1987; Jones, Stepnowski, & Palmer, 1987).
The smaller petals near the center of the m a p
encompass the low frequencies, while the larger ovals
further from die center ffovtp together high spatial
frequencies. For each of these 26 filters, w e calculate
an "energy" value based on the local energy spectra,
thereby simulating the activity of V I complex cells
(Sakai & Tanaka, 1999). This value determines the
importance of that paiticular filter. If there are many
spatial-frequency points that fall in a particular oval,
it is given a high energy value; few points in a
particular oval m e a n a low energy value.
Recall that in prior experiments and simulations
(Mareschal et al., 2000; French et al., 2001), the
dog/cat stimuli were characterized by a vector of ten
values, with each value corresponding to a particular
"high-level" feature. N o w , instead of using ten
features, w e characterize each of the images by a
vector of 26 values, each of which corresponds to the
weighting of a group of spatial frequencies along
various orientations of the image.
Visual acuity in infants
W e k n o w that the visual acuity in infants is not the
same as that of adults ^ a n k s & Salq)atek, 1981;
D o b s o n & Teller, 1978). In particular, infants do
not perceive hi^-spatial frequencies (i.e., fine
details), or perceive them only poorly. Certain authors
(Tmkewitz & Kenny, 1982; Turkewitz & Kenny,
1985) have claimed that,ratherthan being a problem,
this reduced visual acuity nnay actually improve
perceptual efficiency by eliminating the "information
overload" caused by too many extraneous fine details
likely to overwhelm their cognitive system. A n
implication is that basic-level category learning m a y
be &cilitated by reduced visual acuity.
In both of the simulations below w e removed
most of the high spatial frequencies from the input
given to the autoencoder network that was used in
Mareschal and French (1997), Mareschal et al.
(2000), and French et al. (2001). This was done by
weighting the contribution of each of the spatial
frequencies according to a normal distribution (with
the low spatial frequencies at the center) and cutting
off all spatial frequencies above 7.1 cycles/degree.
The ^atial frequencies are Gaussian-filtered in such a
w a y that spatial frequencies above 3-4 cycles/degree
contribute very little to the input vector associated

with each image; the cut-off of 7.1 cycles/degree
completely removes the highest spatial ftrquencies.
Overview of tlie simulations
T h e 26-16-26 autoencoder network used in the two
simulations presented in this paper is based on a
simple encode<ompare-adjust principle (Sokolov,
1963; Charlesworth, 1969; Cohen, 1973): W h e n an
infant sees a perceptual stimulus, this stimulus is
encoded as an internal representation, which is
continually compared to the external stimulus and
adjusted to match it. A s long as there is a significantly
large discrepancy between the internal representation
and the external stimulus, the infant continues to look
at the external stimulus. A s this discrepancy falls, the
infant becomes less interested in the external
stimulus. In the autoencoder model, this is equivalent
to the network's correctly generalizing on output to
match the network input (i.e., if the error on each of
the 26 outputs is less than 0.5). In particular, w e will
use this criterion of generalization to measure the
network performance on the category-learning task in
Simulation 2.
In the simulations reported here w e hope to
establish two claims - namely:
i) Simulation t that die use of a vector of 26
weighted spatiaMrequency values, as described
above, does, indeed, produce autencoder
network results that are similar to those
produced by infants tested on the same images
and
ii) Simulation 2 that the reduced visual acuity
produced by largely eliminating high-spatial
frequency information from the input (i.e.,
"blurry" vision) actually significantly improves
the network's ability to categorize the images
presented to it.
Simulation 1: The ade quacy of Gabopfiltered spatial-frequency i n p u t
In the first simulation we used the dog/cat stimulus
set used in French et al. (2001). These authors used an
encoding technique developed in Mareschal and
French (1997) and Mareschal et al. (2000) in which
10 features of the animal images were measured and
used as input to a 10-8-10 autoassociative network.
Using feature-based input to this autencoder, w e
obtained categorization results that qualitatively
matched experimental data with infants. In contrast,
in the present simulation, w e decomposed each image
into a vector of values consisting of the energy values
from each Gabor filter for a given orientation and
spatial frequency. These values correspond, at least
approximately, to what V I neurons are known to
"perceive."
Each value of the 26-element vector represents an
"energy" level associated with that particular spatial
frequency. For this simulation,frequenciesabove 3-4
cycles per degree of visual arc are given a very low
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energy value (very highfrequencies,i.e.. those above
7.1 cycles/degree are simply removed), which means
that they contribute very little to the overall input
vector (i.e., they contribute very little to the overall
characterization of the image). The removal of this
high spatial-frequency information was done to
simulate the reduced visual acuity of 3-4 month old
infants (Courage & Adams, 1995).
The simulation reported here was done on a
standard 26-16-26 feedforward backpropagation
autoencoder network (learning rate: 0.1, momentum:
0.9, Fahlman offset: 0.1). The stimulus set and the
training regime was identical to that used in French et
al. (2001). (It is important to recall that in French et
al., 2001, the D o g stimuli were selected to be the less
varied category, while the exemplars making up the
Cat category were chosen to be considerably more
varied than the dogs.)
Networks were trained in batches of 2 patterns
for a m a x i m u m of 250 epochs. This simulated
familiarization with pairs of pictures for a fixed
period before being presented with a new
famiUarization pair. All results were averaged over
100 runs.
novel cats
novel dogs
0.35

0.3
0.25
Cats

Dogs
Familiarization

Figure 3a: Networic generalization errors on novel
cats/dog exemplars as a function of familiarization
category.
novel cats
novel dogs

Dogs
Familiarization
Figure 3b: Corresponding results for 34 month old
infants
Figure 3a shows the model's generalization error
to novel exemplars of cats and dogs as a function of
whether they were trained on cats (the broad
category) or on dogs (the narrow category). Networks
trained (i.e., familiarized) with cats show very little
difference in error (hence predict little difference in
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infant looking times) when tested with a novel cat or a
dog. In contrast, networks originally trained with dogs
show significantly more error (F(l, 198)=13.4
p<0.0005) when tested with a novel cat than when
tested with a novel dog (suggesting a preference for
looking at a novel cat vs. a novel d(^). Figure 3b
shows the corresponding attentional asymmetry in 3-4
month old infants, as reported in French et al. (2001).
These simulation results using Gabor-filtered
spatial frequency data allow us to conclude that the
use of this type of spatial frequency data produces a
reasonable fit to data. Most importantly, this result
allows us to circumvent the thorny issue of using a
particular set of "high-level" feature measurements
(ear length, eye separation, etc.) to characterize the
images used in the simulations.
Simulation 2. Improved categorization
w i t h r e d u c e d visual acuity
Does the autoencoder modd of infant categorization
(Mareschal & French, 1997; Mareschal et al., 2000)
show improved categorization performance (at least
on the dog/cat basic-level category images used in
French et al., 2001) when "reduced acuity" input is
used compared to "fiill acuity" input? The answer is
that categorization performance is, indeed, enhanced,
as w e will show below.
T o reiterate, the key idea of this simulation,
which at first blush seems rather counter-intuitive:
categorization performance for basic-level categories
(Rosch et al., 1976) should be better without high
spatial frequency information. This information is
rather akin to noise in the input since, while it does
indeed add information to the signal, it is not needed
for accurate basic-level categorization. This
extraneous information thus makes it more difficult
(for the infant or for the netwoiic) to m a k e use of the
lower spatial frequency information that is, in fact,
essential to basic-level categorization.
W e used the same network as in Simulation 1,
with an identical parameter set. W e first ran the
network (100 independent runs) with input data that
contained all of the spatial-frequency information in
the images. W e then ran the network again (100
independent runs) with input data fix)m which most of
Ihe high-spatial frequency information had been
removed, as described above. The network was
trained for 250 epochs on the training stimuli, as in
Simulation 1.
A s can be seen in Figure 4, whether the network
was trained on Cats or Dogs, whether it was tested on
novel dogs or novel cats, its categorization
performance is significantly poorer when the input
signal also contains high spatial frequency
information compared to input with the high spatial
frequencies removed.
It is also important to note that in lie reduced
visual acuity condition, w e continue to see a
significant difference in error (corresponding to

apparatus does begin to come on-line at around 7 to 8
months of age (Kellman & Arterberry, 1998), the
infants will be in a better position to then do more
refined (i.e., subordinate-level) category learning.
7¥im^^:m::swnvTxmT^m
Thus, rather than having to confront all of the
information associated with a particular category at
once, the limitations of visual acuity of the infants'
immature visual system first helps the infant to
distinguish broader categories. Once these have been
learned (or partially learned), then their
visual/cognitive apparatus is then ready to build on
this knowledge by incorporating the fine-grained
details, perceived through high spatial frequency
perception, that characterize subordinate expert-level
categorization. The overall results of the simulations
are thus consistent with a differentiation-driven view
Cats:
of early category development (Quirm & Johnson,
n-,.
Cats:
uogs:
Dogs;
novel cat
1997, 2000).
novel dog ^ovel cat
^ ^ ^
Furthermore, these results are entirely consistent
Familiarization * test stimulus
with Archambault, Gosselin, & Schyns (2000), w h o
showed that basic-level categorization seems to be
Figure 4. M o r e information is not always better
more resistant to changes in viewing distances than
information, at least for basio level categorization.
that of subordinate-level categorization. This is
The addition of high spatial frequency information
because of the fact that as an object recedes from the
makes correct basic-level categorization m o r e
viewer, information about details (i.e., high spatial
difficult for the network.
frequency information) is lost, whereas low-spatial
attention in infants) when the network is trained firstfrequency information is not. Since basic^evel
categorization is largely based on the latter, w e would
on dogs (in these experiments, the narrow category)
expect more resistance to change of this type of
and then sees a n e w cat, compared to when the
categorization
compared
to subordinate-level
network isfirsttrained on cats (the broad category)
categorization, where features are, indeed, essential.
and then sees a n e w dog.

% Connect
cato0ortzation
100

I H F removed
E8 All Frequencies

Basic-level categories a n d incrementally
increasing cognitive load
It is important to note that reduced acuity should
improve categonzation learning in the case of basiclevel categories, but not subordinate-level categories.
T o see w h y this would be true w e need to refer to
Rosch et al.'s (1976) definition of "basic-level"
categories. This level of categorization is the level for
which the ratio of between-category variance to
within-category variance is the highest. In other
words, between-category variance is high with respect
to within-category variance, which is generally
relatively low. Within-category variance increases as
fine-grained details of category exemplars increase.
But these finer details are revved only by the high
spatialfrequencies.For this reason, a decreased visual
acuity that consists of partially or completely
removing high-spatial frequency information, will
decrease withii> category variance and leave betweencategory variance largely unchanged. This would
i n w o v e the learning of basic level categories, but
would m a k e it difficult, if not impossible, for 3 4
month old infants to learn categories that depend on
high spatial frequency information. This qiplies, in
particular, to subordinate level categories.
Having already learned a certain number of
basic-level categories under conditions of reduced
visual acuity, when the high spatial frequency
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A P r e d i c t i o n o f the M o d e l
A smpXt prediction emerges from theseresults.B y
manipulating the amount of high-frequency
information in test images, it should be possible to
vary infants' responses to these items after
familiarization on a standard set of basic-level
categories. So, for example, consider the Dog/Cat
stimuli from the experiment by Quinn et al. (1993), in
which the D o g category largely subsumes the Cat
category. Under normal circumstances when infants
are familiarized with cats, then shown a novel dog
and a novel cat, they devote significantly more
attention to the novel dog than to the cat. But were w e
to choose a novel dog and a novel cat whose
differences were based largely on high spatial
frequency information, w e would expect the
previously observed novelty preference to disappear,
even if for us, adults, the two aninuds were quite
different, one clearly being a dog, the other, clearly a
cat
Conclusion
In an extension of work done by Mareschal & French
(1997), Mareschal et al. (2000) and French et al.
(2001), w e have been able to show that there is no
need to use feature-based characterizations of the
stimuli presented to the encoder network.
Autoencoder results using Gabor-filtered input

corresponding approximately to the set of frequencies
that the human visual system is known to use also
produce a good approximation to categorization
results in infants. W e have also modeled a rather
counter-intuitive learning advantage for basio-level
categories that arises from reduced acuity input.
Finally, based on the results of our autoencoder model
of infant categorization and on the results w e obtained
using reduced acuity input, we have suggested
experiments that might be performed on infants to
further examine the validity of this model.
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Abstract
This paper describes a computational model which
simulates d»e change in the use of optional infinitives
diat is evident in children learning Dutch as their first
language. The model, developed within thefi-ameworkof
M O S A I C , takes naturalistic, child directed speech as its
input, and analyses the distributionalregularitiespresent
in the input. It slowly leams to generate longer utterances
as it sees more input W e show that the developmental
characteristics of Dutch children's speech (with respect
to optional infinitives) are a natural consequence of
MOSAIC'S learning mechanisms and the gradual
increase in the lengdi of the utterances it produces. In
contrast with Nativist approaches to syntax acquisition,
the present model does not assume large amounts of
innate knowledge in the child, and provides a
quantitative process account of the development of
optional infinitives.
The Optional Infinitive Stage
O n e phenomenon which has received considerable
attention in the area of syntax acquisition is the socalled Optional Infinitive (OI) stage (Wexler, 1994,
1998). Children in the O I stage of development use a
high proportion of (root) infinitives, that is, verbs which
are not marked for tense or agreement. In English, root
forms such as go, or eat are infmitive forms, whereas
ate or goes are marked for tense and agreement + tense
respectively. Verbs which are marked for agreement or
tense are k n o w n asfiniteverbs. (Technically, infinitives
are a subclass of the class of non-finite verb forms,
which also includes past participles and progressive
particles).
Another feature of the O I stage is that children often
omit subjects from their sentences. That is, children will
produce utterances such as throw ball from which the
subject (/) is absent While the proportion of infinitives
is (considerably) higher than for adult speech, children
in the O I stage d o show competence regarding other
syntactic attributes of the language. Typically, children
will not m a k e errors in the basic verb-object order.
English-speaking children, for instance, will say throw
ball, but not ball throw. O n e puzzling feature of the 01
stage is that children produc? both inflected and
uninflected forms in contexts requiring the inflected
form, but d o not produce finite forms in nonfinite

contexts. The fact that children use both inflected and
uninflected forms shows that it is not the case that they
simply don't k n o w the inflected forms.
T h e optional infmitive stage has been shown to occur
in m a n y different languages, which can differ
considerably in their underlying syntactic properties,
and children do show competence regarding these
syntactic properties. Different languages also differ
with respect to h o w pronounced the 01 stage is. Since
most verb forms in English are not distinguishable from
non-finite forms, it is relatively difficuh to distinguish
optional infinitives from grammatically correct
utterances. In other languages (e.g. Dutch), the number
of unambiguously finite forms is larger, and as a result
the optional infinitive stage is more pronounced.
Wexler (1998) has proposed a Nativist account of
w h y children in the optional infinitive stage produce a
large number of non-finite forms. In accordance with
Chomsky's theory of Universal G r a m m a r (Chomsky
1981), he theorizes that children in the optional
infinitive stage actually k n o w the full grammar of the
language. T h e only thing they do not k n o w is that
Agreement and Tense are obligatory. This approach
accounts for the fact that children produce both correct
finite forms and incorrect (optional) infinitives. It also
explains w h y children rarely produce other types of
errors. Finally, its great sti^ngth is that it unifies across
languages where children clearly use optional
infinitives despite differences in their underlying
grammar. However, there are also a number of
problems with Wexler's account.
Firstly, Wexler's theory does not give a process
account of developmental change in the use of optional
infinitives. H e assumes this to be due to maturation.
Secondly, the theory makes very limited quantitative
predictions. It only predicts that the optional infinitive
stage occurs, and that children will stop making
optional infinitive errors at some point. It makes no
specific predictions regarding the time course of this
development, or related changes in other attributes.
Thirdly, the theory assumes a large amount of innate
knowledge in the child (the theory assumes that the
child does not k n o w that inflection is obligatory, but
otherwise k n o w s the fiiU granrniar of the language).
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A n obvious alternative to Wexler's theory is that
children leam the grammar of a language through
exposure to that language. Wexler discounts this kind of
learning-based approach on the grounds that the
grammar is too difficuU to leam, that the optional
infmitive stage lasts too long (years), and that, although
children produce both correct and incorrect forms,
when they use finite forms, they use them correctly
(Wexler, 1994).
In this paper, w e aim to show that the dynamics of
the optional infinitive phenomenon can be simulated
using a simple learning mechanism which performs a
distributional analysis of naturalistic input. Earlier
versions of the model have already been shown to
simulate the basic optional infinitive phenomenon in
both English (Croker, Pine & Gobet, 2001) and Dutch
(Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet, 2001). Whereas the earlier
versions modelled one specific stage in development,
the present model aims to simulate the developmental
change that is apparent in the use of optional infinitives.
There are a number of reasons for choosing Dutch as
the target language. Firstly, as was mentioned, in adult
speakers' Dutch, unambiguous finite forms are far more
frequent than they are in English. In English, in the
present tense, only the third person singular can be
distinguished from the infinitive form. In Dutch, the
first, second and third person singular are
unambiguously fmite. If, for instance, an English
speaking child produced / throw ball, it would be
unclear whether the verb throw was an infmitive form.
The Dutch equivalent ik goal bal would be classified as
a finite form, because gooi is different from the
infinitive gooien. Thus, the number of unambiguously
fmite forms is larger in Dutch than in English. (This
suggests that developmental change in the use of
optional infmitives is likely to be more pronounced in
Dutch than it is in English, which makes the simulation
of Dutch child language more informative as a
modelling exercise.) A second reason for using Dutch is
that detailed data regarding this development are
available. Wijnen, K e m p c n & GiUis (2001) have
analysed the corpora of two Dutch speaking children
and have shown that the proportion of root infmitives
decreases from around 9 0 % to roughly 1 0 % between
the ages 1;6 and 3;0. By comparison, root infmitives are
used in less than 1 0 % of adults' utterances. Wijnen et
al. concluded that the frequency of occurrence of
optional infinitives in the child's speech was related to
frequency, and utterance position, as well as lexical
transparency.
A third reason for choosing Dutch as the target
language is that Dutch grammar is relatively complex
when considering finiteness of verb forms. Dutch is
what is known as an S O V A ' 2 language. This means
that the verb in Dutch can take one of two positions,
depending on its finiteness. A non-finite verb takes the
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sentence final position, whereas fmite verbs take the
second position. Therefore, in the sentence
Ik gooi een bal
(I throw a ball)

(1)

the verb gooi (throw) is finite and takes second
position. In the construction
Ik wil een bal gooien (2)
(I want a ball throw/1 want to throw a ball)
the verb gooien is a non-finite form, and takes sentence
final position. (The auxiliary wil is finite and takes
second position.) In English, which is an S V O
language, verb position is not dependent on the
finiteness of the verb. If a model is to leam from the
distribution of naturalistic speech input, then the
production of a large number of infinitives while
respecting the overall grammar would appear to
represent a greater challenge in Dutch than in English.

MOSAIC
M O S A I C (Model of Syntax Acquisition In Children) is
an instance of the C H R E S T architecture, which in turn
is a m e m b e r of the E P A M (Feigenbaum & Simon,
1984) family of models. C H R E S T models have
successfiiUy been used to simulate novice-expert
differences in chess (Gobet & Simon, 2000), as well as
several phenomena in language acquisition (Jones,
Gobet & Pine, 2000a, 2000b; Croker, Pine & Gobet,
2001, 2002; Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet, 2001, 2002).
W e will n o w give a brief description of M O S A I C . A
more detailed description of the model can be found
elsewhere in this volume (Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet
2002). The model w e have used in these simulations is
identical to the one that Freudenthal et al. (2002) used
for the simulation of a different phenomenon (Subject
Omission) in another language (English).
The basis of the model is a discrimination net, which
is used to store the input that is fed to the model. The
network is an n-ary tree which is headed by a root node.
Utterances that the model sees are encoded by
sequences of nodes in the network.
The model encodes the fact that word a has been
followed by word b in the input by creating a node for
word b under the node for word a. The fact that word a
has preceded word b is similarly encoded. Fig. 1 m a y
illustrate the basic M O S A I C network. Apart from the
standard links between words that have followed each
other in utterances previously encountered, M O S A I C
also employs generative links. Generative links connect
nodes that are distributionally similar. W h e n two nodes
(phrases) have a high likelihood of being preceded and
followed by the same words in the input, a generative

link is created between them. Since distributionally
similar phrases are likely to belong to the same word
class, generative links that develop end up linking
clusters of nodes that represent different word classes.
The induction of word classes on the basis of cooccurrence statistics is the only mechanism that
M O S A I C employs for representing syntactic rules. The
main importance of generative links lies in the
generation of utterances from the model. In generation,
words that share a generative link can be substituted,
thus allowing the model to generate novel utterances.
Again, the reader is referred to Freudcnthal, Pine &
Gobet (2002) for details regarding generation. O n e
point worth mentioning here is that the model will only
output utterances that contain an end marker (i.e. where
the utterance final phrase has occurred in a sentence
final position in the input). Several authors have
suggested that sentence final position is particularly
salient, and that children are more likely to produce
utterances that have occurred in sentence final position
(Shady & Gerken, 1999; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg,
1998).

occasion it was seen, which resulted in a model with an
M L U (Mean Length of (output) Utterance), that was
comparable to that of a child that has passed the 01
stage. In the present version, the probability of creating
a node is dependent on the size of the network (a
measure of the linguistic knowledge or vocabulary size
of the child), and the length of the phrase that is being
encoded. More specifically, the probability of creating a
node is given by the following formula:

\* nodes _m_net*
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It will be apparent from the formula above that the
probability of creating a node is very low if the network
is small (i.e., the number of nodes in the net is low). As
the number of nodes in the net grows, this probability
will increase. A second point to note is the occurrence
of the length of the phrase (number of words) in the
exponent. This has the effect of lowering the probability
of creating nodes that encode longer phrases. The value
50,000 has been chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Its main
role is to ensure that the difference in node creation
probability for short and long utterances decreases as a
function of the size of the net. A s the number of nodes
in the net approaches 50,000 (a typical number for a
saturated model given the Dutch input used here), the
base number in the formula approaches one, and thus
the weight of the exponent diminishes. O n e additional
remark must be m a d e about this formula: phrases that
occurred in utterance final position (i.e., contained an
end marker), were treated differently from other
utterances in that their length (for calculation of the
N C P ) was decreased by 0.5. This constitutes an end
marker bias in learning, rather than at production. It has
been argued that utterance final phrases are learned
more easily than non-utterance final phrases (Wijnen,
Kempen&Gillis,2001).

m Pass 3

Fig. 1: M O S A I C learning an input
The model we used for these simulations is an
extension of that used in Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet,
(2001), which simulates the children's performance in
Dutch at one specific point in time. This version of the
model has also been shovra to produce both root
infinitives and correct inflected forms in English
(Croker, Pine & Gobet, 2001). The main difference
between this and the previous version of the model is
that the present model leams m u c h more slowly. B y
using a slow learning rate, and iteratively feeding input
to the model and analysing its resulting output, w e were
able to model consecutive stages of development. In the
previous version, a word was encoded on the first
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The Simulations
The data that were simulated were taken ftova.
Wijnen, K e m p e n & Gillis (2001). Wijnen et al.
analysed two Dutch corpora of child and adult speech
(the corpora of Matthijs and Peter and their mothers).
The corpora consisted of transcribed tape recordings of
speech between mother and child. For Matthijs, the
recordings were made between the ages I;9 and 2;II.
For Peter they were made between 1;7 and 2;3. The
children's M L U (Mean Length of Utterance) ranged
from I to roughly 3. Wijnen et al. analysed the corpora
with respect to the presence of the optional infinitive
phenomena in both the mother's and the children's
speech. O n the basis of the children's data, four
developmental stages were identified, and the
proportion offinite,non-finite and discontinuous finites

(see below) was assessed. Since the corpora that Wijnen
et al. analysed are available in the C H I L D E S data base
(MacWhinney & Snow, 1990), w e had access to the
same corpora, and used these (maternal corpora) as
input for the model.
In order to compare the output of the model to the
children's speech, w e ran the input through the model
several times. After each run of the model, w e
generated output, and compared the M L U of the model
with the child's M L U in the developmental stages that
Wijnen et al. identified. W e then selected for further
analysis those outputfilesthat most closely matched the
children's M L U for the four developmental stages. The
actual analysis performed was similar to that of Wijnen
et al. Firstly, w e selected those utterances that contained
one or more verb forms. W e then classified these
utterances as finite, non-finite or discontinuousfinite.In
doing so, w e used the following criteria:

•

A n utterance is considered a discontinuousfiniteif
it contains both a non-finite, and afiniteform (e.g.
afiniteauxiliary).

There were some small differences fi-om Wijnen et al.'s
analysis. The most notable difference is that Wijnen et
al. removed all forms resembling imperatives, starting
with the early two word stage. W h e n coding actual
speech, this is relatively easy to do, since context allows
one to disambiguate. Since the model's output does not
provide this context, the classification remains
somewhat ambiguous. W e therefore decided not to
remove forms resembling imperatives.
Results

Figure 1 shows the data and the simulations for Matthijs
and Peter. The model shows a considerable drop
(around 5 0 % ) in the proportion of non-finites for both
input sets. For the children, the corresponding drop is
• An utterance is considered non-finite if it contains
80-85%. Given the fact that w e are using naturalistic
only non-finite verb forms.
input to model the development of children's speech,
• A n utterance is consideredfiniteif it contains only
and the fact that w e used an identical model for both
finite verb forms.
children (i.e. no parameters were adjusted) w e consider
Fig. 2b: Model for Matthijs

Fig. 2a: Data for Matthijs
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Fig. 2d: Model for Peter

Fig. 2c: Data for Peter
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Figure 2: Distribution of root infinitives and (discontinuous) finites as afiinctionof
M L U for Matthijs, Peter, and their respective model.
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this figure promising. (Note however, that w e report
five rather than four data points for the models. The last
data point reflects an M L U larger than that for the
children in thefinalstage, and is included to show that
the proportion of non-finites continues to decrease.)
W h a t mechanism is responsible for this drop in the
m o d c r s ou^ut? The thing to note is that non-finite
forms take sentence-final position in Dutch, and that the
model is biased towards generating (and encoding)
phrases that occurred in sentence-final position. The
formula for calculating the node creation probability
ensures that early on, the model will encode relatively
short utterances that occurred in sentence-fmal position.
If these utterances contain a verb, it will (in Dutch)
most likely be a non-finite form. These non-fmite forms
m a y have been part of an auxiliary + verb construction
(e.g. H e wants to build a house). Since the model can
generate partial utterances, it can learn the root
infinitive build a house from this (discontinuous) finite
form. Therefore, a high proportion of non-finite forms
is expected in the early stages of the model's
development. A s the model sees more and more
utterances, the number of nodes in the net will increase,
and the probability of creating a node will also increase.
A s a result, longer and longer utterances will be
encoded in the network. A s the encoded utterances
increase in length, they will be more likely to include
words that occur early in the utterance. Since finite
fonos take second position in Ehitch, the nimiber of
finite forms will increase as the model starts generating
longer utterances. Note that this also means that root
infinitives will slowly be replaced by discontinuous
finites. Where the model m a y have output the root
infinitive build a house early on, it will be able to
output the discontinuous finite he wants to build a
house as die size of the net increases.
Table 1: Proportion of correct Object-Verb orderings
for the model as a function of finiteness (averaged
over developmental phase).
Finites
1 Non-Finites
.94
Matthijs
.91
Peter
.96
.93
Given that the model simulates the basic optional
infinitive i^ienomenon, w e n o w need to assess whether
it conforms to the other criteria of the optional infinitive
stage. Tables 1 and 2 show the proportion of correct
verb placement and the position of the object relative to
the verb. It is evident, that, in the majority of cases, the
model uses the correct placement, indicating that it is
sensitive to basic Dutch grammar.
The fact that the model gets the basic word order
right in the majority of the cases is perhaps not very
surprising. After all, the input that die model learns
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from has the correct word order. This is not a trivial
result however, as the fact the children correctly
produce the correct word order has been taken as
evidence by Wexler (1994, 1998) that the child knows
the actual grammar.
Table 2: Proportion of correct verb placement for the
model as a function offiniteness(averaged
over developmental phase).
Finites
Non-Finites
Matthijs
.85
.95
Peter
.97
.88
Though these results are very promising, especially
considering the fact that w e are using naturalistic input
to simulate actual children's speech, some issues
require attention. For both children, the proportion of
non-finites is underestimated for stage 2, and
overestimated for the later stages. Possible causes for
the underestimation in the early stages m a y lie in the
fact that Wijnen et al. removed forms resembling
imperatives as of stage two (which m a y also explain the
relatively low proportion of non-fmites in stage one in
the data). W e did not do this. This underestimation may
be exacerbated by the fact that the model produces
relatively few utterances early on, thus making it
relatively sensitive to small changes. A second, possibly
more likely cause m a y be that there are additional
factors that cause the high proportion of non-finites in
the children. Wijnen et al. claim, on the basis of a
regression analysis, that frequency of occurrence alone
is not enough to explain the high incidence of non-iinite
forms. They suggest that non-finite forms are learned
more easily and attribute this to lexical transparency.
Since M O S A I C does not employ any semantics, w e
cannot model this effect. Regarding the later stages, one
possible cause for the overestimation is the fact that
M O S A I C has a limited ability to unlearn. That is, at any
stage, when the model generates output, it will generate
all the utterances it can. Thus, once the model has learnt
to generate he wants to build a house, it will also (still)
generate build a house.
Mechanism for change
The model shows a drop in the proportion of non-finites
of roughly 5 0 % . W e can n o w ask ourselves what has
caused this change. T w o possible explanations come to
mind. Firstly, as the model learns, the M L U of the
generated utterances increases. A s explained earlier, if
the generated utterances adhere to Dutch grammar, an
increase in the proportion of finites is expected. A
second possible cause lies in the proportion of
generated (rather than rote learned) uHerances. A s the
model's M L U increases, so does the proportion of
generated utterances. This m a y result in a
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disproportionate growth in the number of finite
utterances. (Since finite forms are more frequent, a
relatively large proportion of the generated utterances
conUin finite verbs.) While a regression analysis
showed that the increase in M L U alone explained 9 0 %
of the variance in the proportion of finite utterances,
and the proportion of generated utterances explained an
additional 6%, the correlation between generativity and
M L U was relatively large, which might decrease the
sensitivity of this analysis. W e therefore assessed the
proportion of non-finites in rote utterances only. This
increased the proportion of non-finites in the last stage
by 1 0 % for Peter's model, and by 2 0 % for Matthijs'
model. Apparently, the role of generativity is greater
than the regression analysis suggests.
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Abstract
Several dwories have been put forward to explain the
phenomenon Aat children ^ o are learning to speak
their native language tend to omit the subject of the
sentence. According to the pro-drop hypothesis, children
represent the wrong grammar. According to the
performance limitations view, children represent the full
grammar, but omit subjects due to performance
Umitations in production. This paper proposes a third
explanation and presents a model which simulates the
data relevant to subject omission. The model consists of
a simple learning mechanism that carries out a
distributional analysis of naturalistic input. It does not
have any overt representation of grammatical categories,
and its perfonnance limitations reside tnainly in its
learning mechanism. The model clearly simulates the
data at hand, without the need to assume large amounts
of innate knowledge in the child, and can be considered
nwre parsimonious on these grounds alone. Importantly,
it en^loys a unified and objective measure of processing
load, namely the length of A e utterance, which interacts
wiA frequency in the input The standard performance
limitations view assumes that processing load is
dependent on a phrase's syntactic role, but does not
specify a unifying underlying principle.
Subject Omission
Children who are acquiring English often produce
sentences with missing subjects, like those shown
below.
Hug Mummy
Play Bed
Writing Book
See Running
While these examples clearly do not adhere to adult
English grammar, many contemporary theories of child
language assume that children produce their sentences
on the basis of an abstract grammar. Theories differ
with respect to h o w m u c h the hypothesized grammar
differs fi-om the adult grammar. According to the prodrop hypothesis (Hyams, 1986; H y a m s & Wexler,
1993), children represent a grammar that is different
from the adult grammar in that it allows null subjects.
In this respect, children's grammar resembles that of

adult Italian and Spanish speakers. Other authors have
argued that children actually possess the correct adult
grammar, but drop subjects because they have difficulty
expressing the (correct) underlying form due to some
kind of processing bottleneck (L. Bloom, 1970; L.
Bloom, Miller & Hood, 1975; Pinker, 1984; P. Bloom
1990; Valian, 1991). Thus, a child producing an
utterance is thought to represent a grammatically
correct underlying structure, but, due to performance
limitations, some elements have a lower probability of
being expressed than others.
A number of phenomena have been cited as evidence
for the performance limitations view. P. Bloom (1990)
showed that, in utterances with a subject, the length of
the Verb Phrase (VP) is shorter than it is in utterances
without a subject. The load associated with the
provision of a subject is thought to decrease the
likelihood of expressing a longer verb phrase. Along
similar lines, the length of the V P is greater when the
subject is a pronoun, than when it is a noun. This is
thought to resuh from the fact that pronouns are
phonetically shorter, and the fact that non-pronominal
subjects m a y be longer than pronominal ones. L. Bloom
(1970) has also found that subject omission is more
likely in negated sentences or in sentences with
relatively new (unfamiliar) verbs. Presumably, the load
associated with negation and novel verbs is such that it
induces subject omission.
While the performance limitations view makes sense
from an information-processing point of view, it is not
very precise in its predictions (Theakston, Lieven, Pine
& Rowland, 2001). Performance limitations accounts
also tend to be rather ad hoc in nature. Given the
imprecise nature of performance limitations, it becomes
all too easy to posit a greater processing load whenever
the provision of a certain element leads to a greater
likelihood of the omission of another, especially when
there is an interaction with frequency. Furthermore, it is
not clear whether an explanation of the patterns in the
data requires a limitation in production coupled with
full knowledge of a language's grammar (as the
performance limitations view typically has it). In fact,
as Theakston et al. point out, performance limited
learning of lexical items (independent of syntactic
complexity) m a y well give rise to the same pattern of
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results without the need to assume a full representation
of the grammar, and a different processing load Tor
various types of grammatical roles. The present paper
aims to test these claims by seeing to what extent a
performance
limited distributional analysis of
naturalistic input can account for the pattern of
omission and provision of grammatical categories that
is found in children's speech. T o this end, w e aim to
simulate the effects that P. B l o o m (1990) attributes to
performance limited production. W e will n o w introduce
the model w e have used for these simulations.

development of the net through the three presentations
of the sentence.

w( ked

walkM
w< liked

hone

waiktd

wMcadhome

MOSAIC
M O S A I C (Model of Syntax Acquisition In Children) is
an instance of the C H R E S T architecture, which in turn
is a m e m b e r of the E P A M family of models. C H R E S T
models have successfully been used to model
phenomena such as novice-expert differences in chess
and computer programming. In language acquisition,
M O S A I C has been applied to the modeUing of the use
of optional infinitives in English and Dutch, the
learning of sound patterns and the Verb Island
phenomenon. D u e to space limitations, w e refer the
reader to another paper in this volume for the relevant
references (Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet, 2002).
The basis of the model is a discrimination net, which
can be seen as an index to Long-Term M e m o r y . The
network is an n-ary tree, headed by a root node.
Training of the model takes place by feeding utterances
to the network, and sorting them (see Figure 1).
Utterances are processed word by word. W h e n the
network is empty, and the first utterance is fed to it, the
root node contains no test links. W h e n the model is
presented with the utterance H e walked h o m e , it will
create on itsfirstpass three test links from the root. The
test links hold a key (the test) and a node. T h e key holds
the actual feature (word or phrase) being processed,
while the node contains the sequence of all the keys
fix)m the root to the present node. Thus, on its first pass,
the model just leams the words in the utterance. W h e n
the model is presented with the same sentence a second
time, it will traverse the net, and fmd it has already seen
the word he. W h e n it encounters the word walked it will
also recognize it has seen this word before, and will
then create a n e w link under the he node. This link will
have walked as its key, and he walked in the node. In a
similar way, it will create a walked h o m e node under
the primitive walked node. O n a third pass, the model
will add a he walked h o m e node under the he walked
chain of nodes. The model thus needs three passes to
encode a three-word phrase with all n e w words. (For
expository purposes, here w e assume that a node is
created with a probability of 1. A s is explained under
learning rate, this probability is actually lower and
dependent on a number of factors). Figure 1 shows the
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" Passi
Pass 2
Pass 3
Figure 1: M O S A I C learning an input.
As the model sees more input, it will thus encode
longer and longer phrases. Apart from the standard test
links between words that have followed each other in
utterances previously encountered, M O S A I C employs
generative links that connect nodes that have a similar
context. Generative links can be created on every cycle.
Whether a generative link is created depends on the
amount of overlap that exists between nodes. T h e
overlap is calculated by assessing to what extent two
nodes have the same nodes directly above and below
them (two nodes need to share 1 0 % of both the nodes
below and above them in order to be linked). This is
equivalent to assessing h o w likely it is that the two
words are preceded and followed b y the same words in
an utterance. Since words that are followed and
preceded by the same words are likely to be of the same
word class (for instance N o u n s or Verbs), the
generative links that develop end up linking clusters of
nodes that represent different word classes. T h e
induction of word classes on the basis of their position
in the sentence relative to other words is the only
mechanism that M O S A I C uses for representing
syntactic classes.
The main importance of generative links lies in the
role they play w h e n utterances are generated from the
network. W h e n the model generates utterances, it will
output all the utterances it can by traversing the network
until it encounters a terminal node. W h e n the model
traverses standard links only, it produces utterances or
parts of utterances that were present in the input. In
other words, it does rote generation. During generation,
however, the model can also traverse generative links.
W h e n the model traverses a generative link, it can

supplement the utterance up to that point with a phrase
that follows the node that the current node is linked to.
A s a result, the model is able to generate utterances that
were not present in the input. Figure 2 gives an example
of the generation of an utterance using a generative
link.

has been provided by Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg (1998)
and has been attributed to prosodic highlighting of the
sentence final position (Shady & Gerken, 1999). In
contrast to the standard performance limitations view,
processing load in M O S A I C does not vary as a ftinction
of grammatical role. Also note that the version of
M O S A I C used for these simulations is identical to that
which Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet (2002) used for the
simulation of the optional infinitive phenomenon in
Dutch. N o free parameters werefittedto obtain these
results.

runs
Subject Omission in MOSAIC

rins
she runs

he runs

Figure 2: Generating an utterance. Because she and he
have a generative link, the model can output the novel
utterance she sings. (For simplicity, preceding nodes are
ignored in this figure.)
Learning Rate
M O S A I C does not simply leara all the utterances it
encounters. The probability of the creation of a node is
dependent on die size of the net and the length of the
utterance it encodes. This has the effect of making the
learning process frequency sensitive. If an utterance is
seen more often, it has a higher probability of being
created. Finally, phrases that occur in an utterance final
position in the input (have an end marker) have a higher
probability of being encoded. The precise formula
governing learning rate is given elsewhere in this
volume (Freudenthal, Pine & Gobet, 2002).
Performance Limitations in MOSAIC
The only performance limitations in M O S A I C arc the
following:
• Frequency: high frequency items have a higher
likelihood of being encoded, and thus feature in
longer utterances
•
Short phrases have a higher likelihood of being
encoded than long phrases
•
Utterancefinalphrases have a higher likelihood of
being encoded.
•
A n utterance will only be produced (generated) if
its final phrase has occurred in sentence final
position in the input.
It may be appropriate to point out that these
performance limitations are plausible from general
theorizing in the cognitive psychology and learning
literature. Huttenlocher et al. (1991) provide evidence
for the effect of frequency on vocabulary learning.
Evidence for the importance of sentencefinalposition
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M O S A I C creates utterances without subjects because
the model can output partial utterances, provided that
the utterance fmal element has occurred in a sentence
final position in the input. As a consequence,
constituents that take a position early in the sentence,
have a higher probability of being omitted than those
that take a position ftuther downstream. Since the
subject takesfirstposition in English, it has the highest
likelihood of being omitted. However, this prediction is
not tied to the English language. M O S A I C would
generate utterances with omitted subjects in all
languages that have the subject as thefii^telement in
their underlying word order.
Method
In order to simulate the data presented by P. Bloom
(1990), two M O S A I C models were trained using
corpora of maternal speech available in the C H I L D E S
database (MacWhinney & Snow, 1990). W e used the
files of Anne and Becky. The mean length of utterance
( M L U ) in the output generated fix)m the models was
2.87 for Anne's model, and 3.41 for Becky's model. In
line with Bloom's analysis, w e limited our analysis to
utterances which could not be interpreted as
imperatives. This is necessary as subjectless sentences
in English are grammatical as imperatives (e.g. Put it
down). Bloom selected a list of nonimperative verbs
and past tense verbs for his analysis. Since these verbs
cannot be used in an imperative form, sentences which
contain a verb from these lists, and do not contain a
subject, are true examples of subject omission. Tables 1
and 2 give the lists of verbs that were used for these
analyses.
Table I: Nonimperative verbs used for analysis
Laugh
Miss
Care
Need
Gary
Laughs
Fall
Like
See
Live
Sneeze
Falls
Forget
Lives
Want
Grow
Love
Wants
Know
Loves

In line with Bloom's analysis, w e removed from our
samples all questions, all utterances that contained the
words not or don't, all utterances where the verb was
not used in a productive way, and all utterances where
the target verb was part of an embedded clause.
Table 2: Past tense verbs used for analysis
Fixed
Saved
Ate
Folded
Saw
Bit
Forgot
Sent
Bought
Found
Sharpened
Broke
Brought
Gave
Spilled
Goed
Stepped
Came
Caught
Ironed
Stopped
Closed
Thought
Left
Lost
Cooled
Throwed
Covered
Made
Took
Melted
Cried
Tored
Drinked
Pee-peed
Tripped
Pulled
Dropped
Turned
Dropt
Rode
Washed
Failed
Said
Went
Fell
Sat
Wrote
Table 3 gives the data for three children that Bloom
reports and the two simulations (Atme's and Becky's
model). It can be seen that for the children, the Verb
Phrase length in utterances with a subject is shorter than
in utterances without a subject. It can also be seen that
M O S A I C readily simulates this result, and the size of
the effect is quite comparable to that in the children.
The difference in verb phrase length is statistically
significant for both Aime's model (r(330) = 4.82, p <
.001), and Becky's model (r(314) = 4.64, p < .001).
Table 3: Mean length of Verb Phrases in
sentences with and without subjects
Child
With
Without
Subject
Subject
Adam
2.33
2.60
Eve
2.72
2.02
Sarah
1.80
2.46
Anne's Model
Becky's Model

2.14
2.58

2.76
3.31

M O S A I C obtains this result because the probability
of learning an item in M O S A I C is dejjendent only on its
frequency and length, and not on its grammatical role.
There is thus no reason (apart from differences in
frequency), w h y sentences with subjects should, on
average, be longer (or shorter) than those without. The
fact that verb phrases in utterances with subjects should
be longer than verb phrases in utterances without a
subject is a straightforward consequence of this fact.

A second analysis performed by Bloom was to look
at the length of the verb phrase as a fimction of the type
of subject (no subject, pronoun or non-pronoun). The
reasoning was that, since the processing load of a
subject is higher than that of a missing subject, and the
processing load of a non-pronoun subject is higher than
that of a pronoun (since the pronoun is both
phonetically shorter as well as shorter in word length),
this should again result in length effects on the Verb
Phrase. The results of this analysis are shown in table 4.
Table 4: Mean length of Verb Phrase as a
function of subject size
N o Subject Pronoun
Adam
Eve
Sarah

2.60
2.75
2.45

2.55
2.30
1.90

Aime's Model
Becky's Model

2.76
3.31

2.45
2.93

NonPronoun
2.25
2.00
1.50
1.60
1.67

Again, it is clear that M O S A I C has no difficulty in
simulating these results (though the size of the effect in
M O S A I C appears to be slightly larger than in the
children that Bloom analysed). The difference in verb
phrase length between utterances with a pronoun
subject and those with a non-pronominal subject is
statistically significant for both Anne's model (r(64) =
3.45, p < .001) and Becky's model (/(104) = 4.40, p <
.001). There are two possible reasons w h y M O S A I C
might simulate this resuU. Firstly, non-pronoun subjects
are on average slightly longer than pronoun subjects.
Pronouns are by definition one word long, while nonpronoun NP's can contain determiners and adjectives.
In fact. Bloom indicates that the average non-pronoun
subject for the children he analysed was 1.16 words
long. Secondly, pronouns have a higher frequency of
occurrence than non-pronominal subjects. In M O S A I C ,
this increases the likelihood that they will be learnt, and
the likelihood that they will feature in longer utterances.
W e decided to test these two explanations in M O S A I C
by performing the analysis on non-pronominal subjects
of length one and greater separately. A s it turned out,
only a small proportion of the non-pronominal subjects
had a length greater than one. For non-pronominal
subjects of length one, the size of the V P was 1.58 for
Anne's model, and 1.88 for Becky's model'. Both
values are smaller than the V P length for pronoun
' One would expect the length of the veib phrase to increase
when limiting this analysis to subjects of length 1. This is the
case for Becky's model, but not for Anne's model. This is due
to the fact that, for Anne's model, there were relatively few
long non-pronominal subjects, but one of those that did occur
had a particularly long verb phrase.
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subjects. Given the low incidence of long nonpronominal subject in both these and Bloom's data, this
clearly indicates that the lower complexity effect that
Bloom attributes to the fact that pronouns are
phonetically shorter, can be explained by frequency in
the input. Note that M O S A I C does not employ a
phonetic component. Phonetic differences can therefore
not have contributed to M O S A I C ' S simulation of the
effect.
The importance of frequency in the input as an
explanation for the difference between pronouns and
non-pronouns is also highlighted by a point made by
H y a m s & Wexler (1993). Though pronouns m a y be
phonetically shorter, the process of assigning the
referent to a (potentially ambiguous) pronoun m a y
actually result in its processing load being higher, rather
than lower. This would predict a shorter Verb Phrase
length for pronominal than for non-pronominal
subjects.
Subject versus Object Omission
It has often been shown that subjects are omitted more
often than objects. In order to test h o w often objects are
omitted. Bloom selected utterances which contain verbs
that require an object, and calculated the proportion of
object omission from these obligatory contexts. Table 5
this list ot verijs.
Table 5: Verbs that take obligatory objects.
Bought
Ironed
Saved
Like
Broke
Saw
Love
Brought
See
Loves
Caught
Sharpened
Made
Thought
Covered
Throwed
Drinked
Miss
Fix
Need
Took
Want
Folded
Pulled
Found
Rode
Wants
Gave
Said
Washed

This would result in subjects having a higher processing
load than objects, and as a result, in them being omitted
more often.
Table 6: Omission from obligatory contexts
Subjects
Objects
Adam
57%
8%
Eve
61%
7%
Sarah
43%
15%
Anne's Model
Becky's Model

64%
60%

21%
14%

The explanation for the effect in M O S A I C is simple.
A s a result of M O S A I C ' S performance limitations, a
constituent is less likely to be omitted when it occurs
fiirther toward the end of the sentence. Since subjects
takefirstposition, and objects usually come after the
verb, the probability of omitting an object is smaller
than the probability of omitting a subject. Bloom goes
on to suggest that the hypothesized processing
asymmetry should cause other differences between
subjects and objects. For example, since pronouns exert
less of a processing load, more pronouns will occur in
subject position than in object position. Table 7 shows
the relevant data, both for Bloom's analysis, and
M O S A I C ' S simulations. Again, the assymmetry is
significant for Anne's model (A* (1, N = 243) = 8.08. p
< .01), and Becky's model (^'(l, N = 292) = 27.53, p <
.001).
Table 7: Proportion of overt pronominal Noun Phrases
Subjects
Objects
41%
Adam
25%
36%
14%
Eve
91%
Sarah
33%
Anne's Model
Becky's Model

Table 6 compares the proportion of omitted subjects
and objects from obligatory contexts (verbs from tables
1 and 2 for subjects, verbs from table 5 for objects). It
can be seen that the proportion of subject omission is
considerably higher than the proportion of object
omission. The subject-object asymmetry was significant
for both Anne's model (A* (I, N = 560) = 98.83, p <
.001), and Becky's model (^^(1, N = 548) = 125.97, p
< .001). Bloom suggests several possible causes for this
asymmetry. Firstly, it m a y be due to pragmatic factors.
Since subjects typically convey given information,
while objects convey n e w infonnation, it m a y be more
pragmatically appropriate to omit subjects when
processing capacity is limited. A second possible cause
might be that there is a 'save the heaviest for last' bias.

47%
72%

27%
40%

There is no specific reason why MOSAIC would
predict this effect, but the pragmatic factors that Bloom
mentions m a y well explain this result. Subjects tend to
convey given information, and objects tend to convey
new information. It certainly makes sense to introduce
n e w information using a non-pronoun N P . The use of a
pronoun requires the listener to resolve the referent of
the pronoun. The use of a non-pronoun N P is usually
less ambiguous, which aids the resolution process. In
fact, several authors have argued that diis is the
preferred argument structure for English (Clancy,
2001). A s such, it is not just a feature of child language,
but is actually the preferred structure in adult language.
The fact that M O S A I C simulates this result is simply a
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reflection of the fact that it mimics the distribution of
the input.
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several phenomena in children's speech, and is firmly Clancy, P. (2001).
Developmental origins of preferred argument
grounded in the C H R E S T / E P A M framework. Though
structure in Korean. In J.W. DuBois, L.E. K u m p f &
M O S A I C has performance limitations, these reside
W.J.
Ashby (Eds), Preferred argument structure:
mainly in the learning mechanism. Unlike the standard
G r a m m a r as architecture for function. Amsterdam:
performance limitations view, M O S A I C does not
John Benjamins.
assume full competence. In fact, M O S A I C has no built
Freudenthal,
D. Pine, J. & Gobet, F. (2002). Modelling
in knowledge regarding grammatical categories or
the
development
of Dutch optional infinitives in
roles. The effects arise in M O S A I C through a
M O S A I C . This Volume.
combination of performance limited distributional
Huttenlocher, J. Haight, W., Bryk, A. Seltzer, M . &
learning, and frequency sensitivity. Effects that are
Lyons, T. (1991). Early vocabulary growth: relation
present in the input (such as a higher proportion of
to language input and gender. Developmental
pronominal subjects than objects), are mimicked in
Psychology. 27, 236-248.
M O S A I C ' S output because of the fact that it is a
Hyams, N. (1986). Language Acquisition and the
distributional analyser.
Theory of Parameters, Dordrecht: Reidel.
O n a theoretical level, M O S A I C has two main
Hyams, N . & Wexler, K. (1993). O n the grammatical
strengths over the standard view of performance
basis of null subjects in child language. Linguistic
limitations. Firstly the definition of processing load in
Inquiry, 24, 421-59.
the standard view is somewhat ad hoc. If the provision
MacWhinney, B. & Snow, C. (1990). The child
of certain elements leads to a higher rate of subject
language data exchange system: A n update. Journal
omission, this is seen as evidence for a relatively high
of
Child Language, 17,457-472.
processing load of these elements. The actual reason for
Naigles, L. & Hoff-Ginsberg, E. (1998). W h y are some
this high processing load then varies from effect to
verbs learned before other verbs. Effects of input
effect. Witfiin M O S A I C , processing load is a fimction
frequency and structure on children's early verb use.
of the interaction of two objectively measurable
Journal of Child Language, 25, 95-120.
variables: frequency in the input, and length of the
Pinker, S. (1984). Language Leamability and Language
phrase being encoded. W h e n an item is more frequent
Development, Cambridge, M A : Harvard University
in the input, it has a higher likelihood of being encoded,
Press.
and therefore features in longer utterances that have a
Shady, M . & Gerken, L. (1999). Grammatical and
higher likelihood of being grammatical (i.e. including
caregiver cue in early sentence comprehension.
the subject). If two utterances have equal overall
Journal
of Child Language, 26,163-176.
frequency, and one of the two includes a longer element
Theakston, A.L., Lieven, E.V.M., Pine, J.M., Rowland,
(verb phrase), then some other element will necessarily
C.F. (2001). The role of performance limitations in
be omitted. Since the subject is the first element in the
the acquisition of verb-argimient structure: A n
sentence, this has a higher likelihood of being omitted.
alternative account. Journal of Child Language, 28,
Secondly, the standard performance limitations view
127-152.
assumes a large amount of innate knowledge in the
Valian, V. (1991). Syntactic subjects in the early speech
child For the simulation of these results, M O S A I C
of American and Italian children. Cognition, 40, 21assumes no iimate syntactic knowledge.
81.
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Abstract
In the standard form of Wason's (1960) 2-4-6 task,
participants must discover a nilc that governs the
production of sequences of three numbers. Studies
typically show success rates of approximately 2 0 % ,
which Wason attributed to a cognitive deficit that he
labeled 'confirmation bias'. In Tweney et al.'s (1980)
formally equivalent Dual Goal (DG) fonn of the task,
however, success rates are at least double to those seen
on the standard task. If this facilitated performance could
be accounted for, then this would go some way toward
explaining the normally low performance on the standard
problem. The present experiment examined two
competing accounts of the D G superiority effect: Evans'
(1989) positivity bias explanation, and Wharton, Cheng
and Wickens' (1993) goal complementarity theory. The
experiment independently manipulated the number of
goals that participants had to explore (a single goal vs.
two complementary goals) and the linguistic labels used
to provide feedback ( D A X and M E D vs. 'fits the rule'
and 'does not fit the rule'). Results supported the goal
complementarity account in that facilitation was evident
in both D G conditions irrespective of the polarity of the
feedback provided. W e also discuss a novel fmding: that
it is the production of at least a single 'negative' triple
that is most closely associated with task success.
Introduction
Poletiek (2001) summarises hypothesis testing as
comparing internal thoughts with external facts in order
to interact with the world. For example learning a
language can be characterised as hypotheses testing as
the learner utters sounds and observes the listener's
reactions. Hypothesis testing, therefore, can be viewed
as a fundamental m o d e of mental functioning, and for
this reason is of considerable interest to psychologists
and cognitive scientists alike.
O n e important experimental paradigm that has been
employed extensively in order to study hypothesistesting behaviour is the 2-4-6 task, introduced by Peter
W a s o n in 1960. The 2-4-6 task is a deceptively simple
rule discovery task, which W a s o n originally devised to
investigate whether people conformed to the

contemporary scientific norm of hypothesis testing,
namely falsification (Popper, 1959). In the standard
version of the 2-4-6 task, participants seek to discover a
rule which generates sequences of three numbers
(referred to as triples). They are initially given an
example, conforming triple (2-4-6), and are then
required to produce further triples which the
experimenter classifies as either conforming to, or not
conforming to, the rule. The to-be-discovered rule is
"any ascending sequence'. Participants produce triples
until they are confident that they k n o w the rule, at
which point they announce it. Despite the seeming
simplicity of the task, participants perform poorly, with
typically only around 2 0 % correctly announcing the
rule on the first attempt, (e.g., Tukey, 1986; W a s o n ,
1960; Wharton, Cheng & Wickens, 1993). M a n y of
these incorrect announcements are a more restricted
version of the rule, for example, 'numbers increasing by
two'. It has been suggested (e.g., Wetherick, 1962) that
the initial 2-4-6 exemplar lures participants into
formulating
such
overly-restricted
hypotheses.
Participants then produce triples motivated by these
hypotheses (e.g., 8-10-12), which always receive
positive feedback, since they form a subset of the target
rule. Faced with repeated confirmations of their
hypothesis, participants seemingly become increasingly
confident of its correctness until they announce it as the
rule. It is clear that unless participants change their
testing strategy they will never discover that although
their hypothesis is sufficient, it is not necessary.
In his analysis of participants' performance on the
task, W a s o n showed that solvers and non-solvers could
be differentiated in terms of both the number of triples
they produced (with solvers producing reliably more
triples), and the type of triples generated (with solvers
producing a higher proportion of triples which received
negative feedback). W a s o n viewed the non-solvers'
strategy of testing positive instances of their
hypothesised rule as a cognitive failing, which he
labeled 'confirmation bias'. However, Klayman and H a
(1987), in an elegant conceptual analysis of the
underlying structure of the 2-4-6 task and its variants,
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demonstrated that it is the relationship of the
hypothesised rule to the target rule in the original task
which causes participants' failure to discover the target
rule. Klayman and H a ague that what W t s o n regarded
as a bias to seek confirmatory evidence could instead be
conceptualised as a "positive test strategy', which in
certain circumstances is an effective method for
yielding disconfirmations of a current hypothesis. Their
essential point (cf. Wctherick's, 1962, argument noted
earlier) is that in the standard task, the target rule ('any
ascending sequence') has been deliberately designed to
be more general than the hypothesis invited by the
given triple, such that the application of a positive test
strategy can never lead to the discovery of the target
rule. For other target rule/hypothesis relationships,
however, such as where the experimenter's rule (e.g.,
'even numbers ascending by two and less than 10') is
more restricted than the participant's initial hypothesis
(e.g., 'numbers increasing by two'), then the
implementation of positive testing would lead rapidly to
falsification of the overly general initial hypothesis, and
to accurate rule discovery.
Dual Goal Instructions
Tweney, Doherty, W o m e r , Pliske, Mynatt, Gross, and
Arrkelin (1980) introduced a modified form of the task,
in which participants were instructed to discover two
rules, one called D A X , the other M E D . The D A X rule
governs triples of the traditional ascending type, all
other triples are M E D s . Although formally equivalent
to Wason's original task, this simple Dual Goal ( D G )
manipulation was seen to have a dramatic effect on
success rates, with 6 0 % of participants making a correct
first announcement of the rule. This facilitated
performance has been shown to be a robust fmding that
has been replicated m a n y times (e.g., Farris & Revlin,
1989a, 1989b; Tukey, 1986; Wharton, Cheng &
Wickens, 1993). Tweney et al., were at a loss to explain
the facilitatory effect of the D G manipulation, although
they felt that the explanation was s o m e h o w related to
the way participants conceptualise the task, and h o w
triples produced are related to their conceptualisation.
It has been noted that the D G manipulation has the
effect of increasing the number of triples which are
generated before rule announcement, and also the
variety of triples (Gorman, Stafford & Gorman, 1987;
Tukey, 1986; Tweney et al., 1980). Vall6e-Tourangeau,
Austin and Rankin (1995), in their replication and
extension of D G instructional effects, formulated two
measures of triple heterogeneity, namely posvars and
negtypes. Posvars are triples which receive positive
feedback but which do not increase by a constant. Thus,
if the numbers that make up a triple are a, b, and c, a
posvar is a triple in which (b-a) {c-b). Negtypes are
the eight possible types of triples which receive
negative feedback, (e.g., descending triples, identical-
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number triples, etc.). Vallde-Tourangeau et al. found
that using these indices of triple heterogeneity, the D G
manipulation led to increased production of both
posvars and negtypes compared to Single Goal (SG)
instructions. They interpreted this as being indicative of
participants considering a wider range of hypotheses,
although they did not directly test this claim. Whilst
these observations of triple heterogeneity are
interesting, they are largely descriptive, and do little to
explain the facilitatory effect of D G instructions.
Evans (1989) proposed that poor performance on the
standard task could be attributed to the operation of a
general 'positivity bias', which is a form of selective
processing that causes people to attend to positive
rather than negative information. According to this
proposal, facilitated performance using D G instructions
is caused by the labeling of triples that 'do not fit the
target rule' as M E D , thereby avoiding a negative label,
and hence counteracting participants' tendencies not to
attend to this information. Evans (1989) argues that in
the standard version of the 2-4-6 task, if a participant
forms the hypothesis 'numbers ascending by equal
intervals isright',they have logically also formed the
hypothesis 'numbers not ascending by equal intervals is
wrong'. They are, however, not aware of this alternative
hypothesis, and therefore do not test it. In the D G
manipulation, however, because participants are
attempting to discover two rules, they test both D A X
(correct) triples, and M E D
(incorrect) triples.
Participants are more successful with the D G
instructions since by carrying out positive tests of their
M E D hypotheses they are effectively carrying out
negative tests of their D A X hypotheses, thus
eliminating the overly restrictive hypotheses typically
announced by the S G non-solvers. In summary, then,
Evans argues that D G
instructions facilitate
performance by changing participants' representation of
the task by creating a positive label for the previously
negative 'does notfit'feedback.
Wharton et al. (1993) proposed a subtly different
mechanism by which D G instructions improve
performance. They invoke Klayman and Ha's (1987)
proposal that a central feature of hypothesis testing
behaviour is a tendency for individuals to adopt a
positive test strategy which leads to the generation of
triples that match their hypothesised rule. A s w e noted
earlier, in the standard 2-4-6 task positive testing will
never enable participants to discover the overly
restrictive nature of their hypothesis as they will never
generate a triple which lies outside of their hypothesis
yet is still within the experimenter's target rule. With
D G instructions, however, even though the exemplar
triple for D A X suggests the same restricted hypothesis,
the requirement to discover the second ( M E D ) rule
should encourage participants to form a second
hypothesis (e.g., 'numbers ascending by intervals other

than two* are M E D ) . O n carrying out a positive test of Procedure
the M E D hypothesis, (e.g., 5-10-15) participants will
Participants were tested in groups of up to four in a
(unexpectedly) receive D A X feedback, thus causing
quiet laboratory. Standardised instructions were read to
them to alter both their D A X and M E D hypotheses.
each group. Single Goal (SG) instructions referred to a
This sequence of events is repeated until satisfactory
unique rule: 7 have in mind a rule that specifies h o w to
rules for D A X and M E D are discovered. Thus,
make up sequences of three numbers (triples), and your
according to Wharton et al., it is the complementary
task is to discover this rule' In what w e subsequently
nature of the two rules that leads to task success.
refer to as the SG—Fits condition, participants were
It is clear that Evans' (1989) positivity-bias account
asked to discover the target rule by generating triples
and Wharton et al.'s (1993) goal-complementarity
which they would be told either 'fitted' or "did not fit'
account make very different predictions regarding
the rule that the experimenter had in mind. O n the other
performance on the 2-4-6 task. Evans' theory predicts
hand, in what w e refer to as the S G — D A X condition,
that participants given positively-labeled D A X and
participants were told that triples thatfittedthe rule
M E D feedback in relation to generated triples will
were called D A X triples and those that did notfitthe
perform better than those given a combination of 'fits
rule were called M E D triples. It was explained to
the rule' (positively labeled) and 'does notfitthe rule' participants that on generating a triple they would be
(negatively labeled) feedback, and that this dissociation informed as to whether it was a D A X or a M E D triple.
will be present irrespective of whether participants are
The Dual Goal ( D G ) instructions emphasised that
asked to discover a single target rule or two
there were two rules to be discovered: '...your task is
complementary rules. In contrast, the goaldiscover this rule, and also a second rule for
complementarity account proposed by Wharton et al. categorising the triples that do notfitm y rule' In the
predicu that participants given the task of discovering
standard D G task (i.e., D G — D A X ) , participants were
two complementary rules will be more successful than
additionally informed that triples that fitted the rule
those seeking a single rule, regardless of whether
were called D A X triples and those that did notfitthe
feedback is given as D A X / M E D or 'fits'/'does not fit'. rule were called M E D triples. They were instructed to
Previous studies of the facilitatory effect of D G
produce further triples, which the experimenter would
instructions have always confounded these two
describe as either D A X or M E D . In the D G — F i t s
variables, such that participants given D G instructions
condition, participants were told to generate triples
have always been given D A X / M E D feedback, whilst
which the experimenter would classify in terms of
those given S G instructions have always received
whether they 'fitted' or 'did notfit'the rule.
'fits'/'does notfit'or *yes'/'no' feedback. The present
Participants in all conditions were given 2-4-6 as the
experiment was designed to discriminate between the
example triple. All participants were provided with an
positivity-bias account and the goal complementarity
answer sheet and were asked to write 2-4-6 on the first
theory, by manipulating
these two factors
row, and either 'fits' or D A X in the feedback column,
independently. T o this end, the participant's goal (i.e.,
as appropriate. They were instructed that they could
discovery of one rule vs. discovery of two
produce as many triples as they wished, and that when
complementary rules) was systematically crossed with
they were sure of the rule(s) they should write it (or
the linguistic label of the feedback (i.e., D A X / M E D vs. them) on the answer sheet. In line with Gorman (1992),
'fits the rulc'/'does notfitthe rule').
participants were allowed only one guess at the rule(s).
Method

Results

Participants

Success Table 1 shows thefi'equencyof correct and
incorrect announcements by participants in each of the
four experimental conditions.

Sixty undergraduates of varying backgrounds and
ethnicity ft-om the University of Derby took part in the
experiment in exchange for course credits. They had not
received any teaching on the psychology of reasoning
before the experiment.

Table I: Frequency of correct announcements by
condition.
Condition

Design
A fully between participants design was employed that
manipulated two factors: Goal (Single Goal vs. Dual
Goal), and Linguistic Labeling ( D A X / M E D vs.
Fits/Does Not Fit). Fifteen participants were randomly
assigned to each of the four resulting conditions.
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SG—DAX
SG—Fits
DG—DAX
DG—Fits

15
15
15
15

Solvers

Non-Solvers

3
3
12
11

12
12
3
4

Table 2: M e a n number of triplet (and type of triples) produced by condition.
Posvars

Feedback

Negtypes

0.33 (0.62)
0.53(1.36)
1.13(1.06)
1.07(1.10)

0.73(1.28)
0.93(1.58)
2.67(1.95)
1.4 (1.24)

0.33 (0.62)
0.80(1.42)
1.20(0.86)
0.93 (0.80)

Condition

Total
Triples
SG—DAX
7.6 (6.25)
5.87(2.75)
SG—Fits
DG—DAX
10.27 (6.30)
8.33 (3.22)
DG—Fits
Note: S D in parenthesis.

Labeling of feedback (DAX/MED vs. Fits/Does Not
Fit) seems to have had little effect on the likelihood of
success; the proportions of solvers were similar
between both the two S G groups and also the two D G
groups. However more than three times the number of
participants in the D G conditions than in the S G
conditions announced the correct rule. A contingency
table chi-square analysis w a s performed on the
frequencies of correct and incorrect announcements
(pooled over the labeling of feedback), and revealed a
highly significant effect of the S G versus D G
manipulation,x^(l)= 19.288, p < . 0 0 l .
Feedback Analyses were also performed to ascertain
whether the manipulated factors had any effect on the
type or number of triples produced (see Table 2).
Again, the labeling of the feedback appeared to make
little difference to the number or type of triples
produced by participants. With regard to the S G versus
D G instructions, however, there were significant main
effects on three of the measures; number of triples
produced, F(l, 56) = 4.09, p < .05; number of triples
receiving negative feedback, F(l, 56) = 9.1, p < .01;
and number of variable positive triples, F(l, 56) = 5.86,
p < .05. The difference in the number of negtypes
produced across S G and D G conditions also approached
significance, F(l, 56) = 3.96, p = .052. There were no
significant interactions for any of the measures.
Presence of Triple Types Although the analyses of
triple type are interesting they do not give insight into
the absolute importance of the production of the triple
types. For this reason, it w a s decided to carry out
further analyses in which the production of either a
posvar or a negative triple was crossed with success on
the task. In this way it would be possible to test whether
the production of such triples is necessary for task
success.
Table 3: Frequency of correct announcements by
production of at least one posvar.
Solvers
Posvar produced
N o Posvar produced
Total

25
6
31

NonSolvers
10
19
29

Total
35
25
60

A contingency table was, therefore, produced in which
the production of at least one posvar was crossed with
success (see Table 3). The table clearly demonstrates
that the production of a single posvar is associated with
success on the task, with four times the number of
participants w h o produced a posvar making a correct
announcement compared to those w h o did not produce
one. A chi-square analysis confirmed the reliability of
this observation, x^(l) = 13.137, p < .001.
Table 4 shows a contingency table in which the
production of at least one negative triple is crossed with
success. Here the association is even more marked than
in the case of the production of at least a single posvar,
with there being only one instance of a participant w h o
had not produced a negative triple correctly announcing
the rule. In contrast, of the 34 participants w h o did
produce a negative triple, 28 solved the task. A chisquare analysis revealed that these differences were
highly significant, x^(l) = 36.363, p < .001).
Table 4: Frequency of correct and incorrect
announcements by production of a negative triple.
Solvers
Negative triple present
Negative triple absent
Total

28
1
29

NonSolvers
6
25
29

Total
34
26
60

Discussion
The results of the present experiment clearly support
the goal complementarity account (Wharton et al.,
1993) of the facilitatory effect of D G instructions on the
2-4-6 task. Evans' (1989) positivity-bias account, on the
other hand, fails to find support in the evidence
presented. The results show that D G superiority cannot
be attributed to the re-labeling of negatively valenced
'does notfit'feedback as positive ' M E D ' feedback, as
participants in the D G conditions performed
significantly better than participants in the S G
conditions, regardless of the nature of their feedback.
This leads to the conclusion that the typically poor
success rates on the standard form of the task cannot be
accounted for by participants selectively attending to
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positive information and thus ignoring a potentially
informative set of triples. In relation to this point, the
analyses of triple type and triple production show that
participants in the D G condition produced a greater
number and variety of triples. It could, therefore, be
argued that it is not that S G instructions lead to
selective processing of negative information, but rather
that S G instructions do not promote the exploration of
negative information in thefirstplace (cf Wharton et
al., 1993).
The final set of analyses also revealed a hitherto
unremarked phenomenon. It has long been noted that
people w h o solve the 2-4-6 task tend to produce more
triples as well as a greater proportion of negative triples
(Wason, 1960). It has also been demonstrated more
recently that solvers generate a greater variety of triples
(e.g., Valltc-Tourangeau et al., 1995). What has not
previously been shown, however, is that it is the
production of at least a single negative triple that is so
closely associated with success on the task. Indeed it
remains possible that other indices of success such as
the total number of triples produced or overall triple
variety m a y well be mediating factors through which
the critical negative triple is produced as a result of task
manipulations. This is an area which would seem to
require closer investigation.
The basic observation that negative-triple production
is so closely related to task success, does, atfirstsight,
appear rather paradoxical The point is, that given the
typically
overly-restrictive
hypotheses
which
participants form, it seems intuitively obvious that it
should be the production of the discriminatory posvars
(rather than negative triples) that would be most
strongly associated with task success. Although our
results do indicate that posvar generation is
significantly
linked
to
correct
initial rule
announcements on the task, it remains striking that the
production of negative triples is even more predictive of
task success. W h y might this be the case?
O n e possibility is that the production of a descending
triple (and its associated M E D or 'does not fit'
feedback) somehow makes the general dimension of
ascending numbers appear to be relevant to the target
D A X or 'fits' rule. The concept 'descending' may have
this effect by facilitating the establishment of a salient
contrast class that promotes an insight into the potential
scope of the target rule. Closer investigation of the
precise role of negative triples in facilitating task
success - perhaps through the invocation of clear
contrast sets within. the space of possible triples would, therefore, appear to be essential. T o achieve this
a finer-grained system of codifying the triples that
participants produce m a y be required.
In summary, the results of this study clearly support a
goal
complementarity
account
of
facilitated
performance using D G instructions on the 2-4-6 task.
Participants in the D G conditions were more successful
at the task than those in the S G conditions. The lack of
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effect with regard to the labeling of feedback would
appear to undermine a standard positivity-bias account.
Further work, however, is vital to understand the role
that negative triples play in determining task success.
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Abstract

event or situation (Shastri, 2001b; 2002). W e assume that
a planning agent is capable of remembering past events
A connectionist model for emergent planning behaviorsuch
is as "performing action A under conditions P lead to
proposed. The model demonstrates that a simple planconsequences C". Each episodic m e m o r y trace of this
ning schema, acting in conceit with two general purpose
type can be represented as a triple of the form Preconcognitivefiinctiontdities,namely, episodic memory and
ditions, Action, Consequences, and w e will refer to such
O t i o n , can solve a restricted class of planning probtriples as PAC memories (or events)'.
y backchaining from the goal to the current state.
Finally, w e assume that the planning agent is capable
In spite of its simple structure, the schema can search for
of observing the current world state through perception.
and execute plans involving multiple steps. W e discuss
B y this w e mean that the agent can determine whether or
how this simple model can be extended into a more pownot certain perceptually salient and directly observable
erful and expressive planning system by incorporating adrelations hold in the world. For example, in the context
ditional control and memory structures.
of the classical blocks world scenario, this assumes that
Introduction
the agent can look at the table and determine whether or
not a specific block is 'clear'
Consider a classical planning problem, specified by an
initial state, a goal state and a set of operators. A direct
approach to solving this problem consists of searching
A memory-based planning schema
the state space tofinda 'path' between the initial and fi- Figure 1 shows the abstract structure of the proposed
nal states. Several symbolic planning systems adopting
planning schema. In order to explain its behavior, let us
this approach in conjunction with the use of heuristics
describe the functionality of each of its components and
(Hoffinan & Nebel, 2001; Haslum & Geffiier, 2000; Bac- their interactions using a simple example.
chus & Teh, 1998) have recently shown notable improvements in efficiency on various benchmark problems.
Episodic r —:;, Observable
Although a state space search algorithm is conceptuMemory"/ ^
/ \ World state
ally simple, it is not obvious h o w the data structures and
subgoalj^,
control mechanisms required for the specification and
COMPARE
RECALL
execution of such an algorithm can be realized in a neurally plausible manner. In this paper w e propose a confail
«"''8°a'
nectionist model that exhibits a state-space search behavsubgoal.
match?
ior. The model uses only a few simple control structures
CURRENT
in conjunction with essential cognitive faculties, such as
GOAL
episodic memory, semantic memory, and perception.
Episodic memory (Tulving, 1995) refers to our abil^
ity to remember specific events and situations in our
Success/Failure
Goal 3
daily lives. The use of memory and experience in planning and reasoning has been investigated by several reFigure 1: A block diagram showing the basic composearchers (see (Waltz, 1995; Spalazzi, 2001) for usefiil
nents of the planning mechanism.
accounts). Neurological and psychological data strongly
suggests that episodic m e m o r y is distinct both in its Consider a planning problem with only two blocks
fimctional characteristics and neural basis fi-om other ('A' and 'B') where the agent's goal G is to achieve
forms of memories such as semantic memory, m e m o r y
O n ( A , B ) (i.e. block A on block B ) and the current
for c o m m o n sense knowledge, and procedural knowlworld state is O n (B, A ) . Let us assume that the agent's
edge. It has been argued that events and situations in
episodic memory contains the two PAC events Ei and Ea:
episodic memory are best viewed as relational instances
that specify a set of bindings between the roles of a rela'Note that preconditions and consequences may contain
tional schema and objects thatfillthese roles in a given
multiple predicates.
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El) Instate
action
ledto
Ea) Instate
action
ledto

P i = { O n ( B , A ) },
A i » U n s t a c k (B, A )
Ci={OnTable(A) ,OnTable(B)};
P j - { O n T a b l e ( A ) , O n T a b l e (B) },
A2= Stack(A, B)
C3={0n(A,B)}.

(1) Initialize
The schema activity is initialized by conveying the goal
(7 (= O n ( A , B ) in our example) as input to C U R R E N T G o a l ^. In the absence of any incoming activity
fVom C o m p a r e , C u r r e n t G o a l simply passes control along with the goal (subgoal i = G ) to the R E C A L L
component. The behavior of the C U R R E N T G O A L component in the presence of an input from C O M P A R E is different, and is described below.
(2) RecaU
R e c a l l is activated when it receives the subgoal i
( O n ( A , B ) , in the example) as input from C U R R E N T
G o a l . The function of this component is to search
episodic memory for an event wherein a specific action
(say. A ) performed under some specific preconditions
(say, P ) lead to a set of consequences (say, C ) in which
subgoal i is true. In our example, Ea happens to be such
an event. W h e n a matching event is found, action A
and preconditions P are recollected and become 'active';
P becomes the current focus of the agent's attention^,
and control is transferred to C o m p a r e , along with P as
the current subgoal j+i. In the example, subgoal i+i =
P2 = { O n T a b l e (A) , O n T a b l e (B) }. If there are no
events whose consequences 'match' the subgoal i, the
schema execution halts and signals & failure.
(3) Compare
The C o m p a r e block compares subgoal i+i with the current world state, which is assumed to be observable
through perception. It returns a positive outcome iff
subgoal i+i is true in the current state. In the example,
the response is negative, as the world is still O n (B, A ) .
After the comparison, the outcome and the subgoal i+i
(=P) are passed to C U R R E N T G o a l , which takes control of the activity and reacts as explained below.
(4) Repeat
If C u r r e n t G o a l receives a negative result from
C o m p a r e , the following happens:

At this point, one loop is completed and the procedure
repeats from step (2) with P as the current goal.
If C u r r e n t G o a l receives a positive input from
C o m p a r e , the schema terminates returning Success and
the control is given to an appropriate 'Action schema'
that will carry out the action currently active in memory
{A). If the original goal G is not achieved via the execution of this action, the planning schema is re-invoked and
re-initialized with G. Note that w e are not assuming the
existence of a working memory which would allow the
agent to dynamically store sub-goals during the planning
process or to maintain active more than one pac event at
a time. Because of this, the proposed system is forced to
're-discover' parts of the same plan every time an action
is executed, as described below.
Returning to the example, the result of C o m p a r e
is negative and no action is performed: G is 'forgotten', while Pi becomes the new subgoal < and is passed
on to Recall. The schema now queries the episodic
memory by asking if { O n T a b l e (A) , O n T a b l e (B) }
has been achieved in the past: pac event Ei is recollected. The precondition P i = { 0 n ( B , A ) } - required
to perform U n s t a c k ( B , A ) - becomes the new focus of attention and is compared with the current world
state, producing a successfiil outcome: a chain of (two)
pac events cormecting the goal to the initial state has
been found, and the planning problem has been (potentially) solved. However, because of the absence of a
working memory able to dynamically store goals and
subgoals, all the agent can 'see' at this point is the
last PAC event recollected. The currently active action (i4i=Unstack(B,A)), though, can and should
be executed, since this will get the current state one
step closer to the goal. After the positive outcome of
C o m p a r e , the schema terminates returning 'Success':
the agent carries out the currently active action U n s t a c k (B, A ) , and the new state of the world becomes
{OnTable(A),OnTable(B)}.
After the action has been completed, the agent is
're-exposed' to the initial goal G (which has not
been achieved yet), and the planning schema is reinvoked. The subsequent flow of activity is identical to the first part of the previous one, except
that now P 2 = { 0 n T a b l e (A) , O n T a b l e (B) } matches
the current state of the world, and thus action A 2=
S t a c k (A, B ) is executed. This leads to achieving the
original goal G, and the schema is no longer invoked.

The connectionist planning schema
• the original goal G is no longer passed as input to REThe planning mechanism described above has been
CALL, and ceases driving the activity of the schema;
implemented using the representational machinery of
• the set of preconditions P (=subgoal j+i) becomes the
SHRUTI, a neurally plausible structured connectionist arnew subgoal j and is passed to R E C A L L by the C U R chitecture that demonstrates how a network of neuronlike elements can encode a large body of structured
R E N T G o a l component.
knowledge and perform a variety of inferences within a
^It is assumed that this goal is represented in otherfew
networks
htmdred milliseconds (Shastri & AJjanagadde, 1993;
outside the planning schema and communicated to the schema
Shastii, 1999; Shastri & Wendelken, 2000).
via controlled spreading activation.
SHRUTI suggests that the encoding of relational infor^In order to achieve the original goal G, it suffices to
mation (frames, predicates, and schemas) is mediated by
achieve P and execute action A.
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neural circuits composed of focal-clusters, and that the
dynamic representation and communication of relational
instances involves the transient propagation of rhythmic
activity across these clusters. A role-entity binding is
represented in this rhythmic activity by the synchronous
firing of appropriate cells. Rules are encoded by links
that enable the propagation of rhythmic activity across
focal clusters, and a fact in long-term m e m o r y is a temporal pattern matching circuit.
In the past, SHRUTI's representational machinery has
been used to encode commonsense knowledge (Shastri
& Ajjanagadde, 1993), causal models (Shastri & Wendelken, 2000), as well as action schemas and reactive
plans (Shastri, Grannes, Narayanan & Feldman, 1997)
and decision-making (Wendelken, 2001).

O n T a b 1 e (B) from the precondition O n (B, A ) . "
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Consider the network structure depicted in Figure 2.
This network fragment consists of two 'control' focalclusters A C H I E V E and R E C A L L , two predicate focalclusters O n and O n T a b l e , an action focal-cluster U n s t a c k , two entity focal-clusters A and B, and a type
focal-cluster B l o c k . Typically, a focal-cluster contains
several control and role nodes. For example, the focalcluster A C H I E V E contains control nodes +, -, and ?, and
role nodes / and G (the entity and type focal-clusters do
not contain role nodes).
Role nodes within the focal-cluster of a predicate or
schema provide a mechanism for expressing role (or parameter) bindings. In particular, a dynamic binding between a role and itsfilleris expressed by the synchronous
firing of the role node and the focal-cluster of the object
filling the role. A relational focal-cluster with bound role
nodes designates a particular relational instance.
The enabler (?) node associated with a focal-cluster
may be viewed as an "initiate query" or "initiate activity" node. In contrast, collector nodes (+ and -) associated with a focal-cluster indicate the outcome of a query
or of other activity pertaining to the focal-cluster. In particular, the activation of the + (-) collector indicates a
positive (negative) response to a query or signals a successful (unsuccessful) completion of some activity.
Inference occurs via the propagation of activity between focal-clusters. The links between the enabler and
role nodes of interconnected focal-clusters allow queries
posed in one focal-cluster to propagate to other focalclusters: if role node R \ is linked to role node R 2 , the
firing of ill induces synchronous firing in R 2 , allowing
dynamic binding propagation.
A query is communicated to a focal-cluster by activating its enabler node and binding its role nodes to appropriate rolefillers.In Figure 2, the query "Can block
B be placed on the table, given that B is on A ? " is
communicated by activating ? : A C H I E V E , and synchronizing thefiringof A C H I E V E . I and +: On; the firing
of A C H I E V E . G and + : O n T a b l e ; the firing of O n . x,
O n T a b l e . x and ? : B; and that of O n . y and ? : A. The
activity of A C H I E V E propagates to the R E C A L L cluster,
resulting in the query "Is there some action which led to
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Figure 2: diagram showing network structure for a protoplanning mechanism.
Fact structures attached to a relational focal-cluster encode specific instances of that relation. If the query active
at a focal-cluster matches an attached fact, the fact becomes active and, in turn, activates the positive collector
of the relation's focal-cluster, binding (via synchronous
firing) each of the relation's role nodes to the entity filling these roles in the fact. A neurally plausible model of
h o w this might happen in the brain is described in (Shastri, 2001b).
In the case of R E C A L L , the facts structures attached to
this focal-cluster represent episodic memories of specific
PAC events. The activation of the query "Is there some
action which led to O n T a b l e (B) fi-om the precondition O n (B, A ) " matches the memorized PAC event and
leads to this event becoming active (i.e., recalled). This
in turn results in the activation of + : R E C A L L and the
synchronousfiringof the unbound role R E C A L L . A with
the representation of U n s t a c k (B, A ) : the system re-
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calls that performing U n a t a c k (B, A ) when O n (B, A )
was true lead to O n T a b l e (B) being true.
A n important featxire of the system consists of its
ability to treat a relational instance as a role-filler
(e.g. A C H I E V E . I = O n ( B , A ) ) . In order to support
this requirement, SHRUTI allows for two levels of temporal synchrony. Bindings between standard role nodes
and entity/type nodes are represented within a rapid minor oscillatoTy cycle, while bindings between specialized
role nodes and relational instances are encoded within a
slower major oscillatory cycle.
The simple schema described above, consisting of the
A C H I E V E and R E C A L L clusters acting in concert with
the episodic memory, can retrieve previously memorized
"if-then^ (PA.C) tuples. Thus, this schema can be construed as a proto-planner capable of returning one-step
'plans.' The next section demonstrates how this schema
can search for sequences of actions, therefore constituting the next 'stage of evolution' of this proto-planner.

new (sub)goal of the schema, and its focus of attention.
Activity from ? : S U B G O A L reaches ? : R E C A L L again,
while role node C startsfiringin synchrony with G. This
leads to the retrieval of PAC event Ei, and hence, the precondition P i - { O n ( A , B ) } gets bound to role P and role
A is bound to the action instance A1 " U n s t a c k (B, A ) .
These bindings are in turn propagated to C O M P A R E .
OBSERVABLE
WORLD STATE
EPISODIC ('^•*VC1
MEMORY <"-*^">:

• PERCEPTION

o .0 RECALL

COMPARE
to 4:SUBG0AL
SUBGOAL

The planning schema in SHRUTI
Figure 3 shows h o w the planning schema of Figure 1 has
been implemented using SHRUTl's representational machinery. It is easy to see how the focal clusters of this
schema can be mapped to the elements of Figure 1 (the
C u r r e n t G o a l block has been realized with two clusters, P L A N and S U B G O A L ) . W e shall use the same example adopted earlier to illustrate h o w the schema can
periForm a basic form ofplanning as search.
Let us assume that the memory of the agent (represented only abstractly in thefigure)contains the two PAC
events of the previous example, namely, Ei = (Pi, Ai,
Ci) and Ea = (P2, A j , C2), and that the PERCEPTION
block, when queried with input P, activates the + or collector depending on whether the event bound to P is
true or falst in the observed world state.
The schema is invoked by activating the P L A N cluster's enabler ('?') node and by binding its role node
G to the relational instance expressing the current goal
( O n ( A , B ) in the example). After initialization, activity propagates upwards along links to clusters S U B G O A L
and R E C A L L . After few major cycles, ? : R E C A L L is activated, with role C firing in synchrony with the current goal { O n (A, B ) }. The PAC event E j matches the
activity in the cluster and is retrieved. Consequently,
+: R E C A L L becomes active, and the roles A and P are
instantiated with actions A 2 = S t a c k (A, B ) and relational instance P2 = { O n T a b l e (A,B) }, respectively
(the clusters corresponding to predicate 'OnTable' and
action 'Stack' are not shown in the figure). The activity of P reaches C O M P A R E . Since O n T a b l e (A, B)
is not true in the current world state, - : C o m p a r e becomes active. This leads to the inhibition of the links
ft-om P L A N to S U B G O A L , which blocks the propagation of the query P L A N ( O n (A, B ) ) through the schema.
Simultaneously, activityft-omC O M P A R E reaches S U B G O A L : the role node G startsfiringin synchrony with
P, which was temporally bound to the relational instance { O n T a b l e (A, B) }. Hence, this becomes the
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Figure 3: A diagram showing the connectionist structure
of the planning schema.
The positive outcome of the comparison leads to
the activation of + : C O M P A R E , which communicates to
P L A N that the search has terminated successfully. After
action A i is executed, the initial goal G = { O n ( A , B ) }
(not yet achieved and still present in the system) causes
the schema to restart. The subsequent flow of activation
is identical to the initial part of the previous sequence,
except that when P2 = { O n T a b l e (A, B) } is compared
with the current state, the outcome is positive and the
currently active action ( S t a c k (A, B ) ) is executed. This
achieves the goal G and terminates the activity.
Simulation results
The above planning schema has been realised and tested
using the "Shruti Agent Simulator" software written in
Java. Tlie example described in the previous section has
been used to test the functioning of the schema. Figure 4
shows the detailed trace of activation resulting from the
actual simulation. Note h o w the diagram reflects closely
the flow of activity described before, up to thefirstpositive outcome of C O M P A R E .
Consider, for example, time point a of the diagram. Here, the PAC fact E j has just become active because of the initial query 'PLAN (On (A, B ) )',
which has been propagated upwards and has led to the
query ' R E C A L L (x, j/. O n (A, B) ) '. A s a consequence,

path from the goal to the initial state, it can get caught
in a state that subsumes a set of conditions D which
do not match the consequent of any PAC event in m e m ory. There is, however, a simple three part solution to
this problem. First, the agent detects that it has reached
a deadend state (this is signaled by the activation of a
: R E C A L L . Second, the agent memorizes that this path
leads to a deadend in the context of the current problem. It can do so by memorizing the following episodic
m e m o r y trace: iwhen trying to achieve the goal G , instantiating a subgoal D leads to a deadendi. ^ Third, the
agent restarts the search and at each step in the search
process retrieves both PAC and D E A D E N D events that
match the current subgoal. A n y retrieved PAC event that
is counterindicated by retrieved d e a d e n d event is ignored. Since the memorization of deadends prunes the
potential search space, with suf cient practice, the agent
m a y memorize a large number of deadend events and
carry out a highly cf cient search.
Another limitation of the proposed planning schema
m . i
is that it needs to traverse the same paths through the
0n(A.B)
state space several times during the course of nding a
0ii(B,A)
plan. HoAvever, if the agent could remember the path
ij
111
1
m
i
OnTibli(A)
traversed from the current goal to the initial state, it
AOnTabMB)
would not have to rediscover the same plan subsequences
m a n y times over: plan execution would involve traversFigure 4: Node activation trace of the simulation.
ing the memorized sequence of PAC events only once (in
the reverse order) and executing the actions associated
Time point ;9 is a snapshot of the situation immedi- with each PAC event in the sequence. Note that rememately following the negative outcome of the (simulated)
bering such a path can be viewed as memorizing a secomparison. Notice h o w the o w of activity going from
quence of PAC events. Learning of event sequences is a
the P L A N cluster to the R E C A L L cluster has been interwell-known property of episodic memory, but it remains
rupted by the negative outcome of C O M P A R E in order to
to be seen h o w the process of such on-line memorizaallow the new goal { O n T a b l e (A) , O n T a b l e (B) } to tion of event sequences can be fully integrated with the
make its way through to cluster R E C A L L .
on-line retrieval of previous episodic memories. Working m e m o r y mechanisms can also play a complementary
Discussion
role in such on-line memorization. Our current research
The work described in this paper is part of a larger effort
addresses the functioning of episodic m e m o r y (Shaswhose goal is to develop a neurally plausible architectri, 2001b; 2002) as well as that of working memory,
ture for reasoning, remembering, planning, and decision and w e hope that the development of powerfiil episodic
making. This paper presents progress along an important
and working m e m o r y models will directly bene t fiiture
dimension of this ongoing effort. Perhaps the most interwork in the development of planning schemas.
esting aspect of this work is the demonstration that genSince the proposed planning schema operates within
eral purpose cognitive faculties such as episodic m e m the SHRUTl architecture, the full range of knowledge
ory, semantic memory and perception can be harnessed
representation and reasoning capabilities of SHRUTl can
to produce a state-space search behavior and solve a subbe leveraged during planning. This includes representclass of planning problems.
ing and reasoning with commonsense (semantic) knowlThe plaiming schema discussed in this paper is limited
edge, causal models, type hierarchies, context-sensitive
in a number of ways; however, as discussed below, this
prior probabilities of events and estimated utility/value of
schema can be extended into a much more powerful and
world-states. Thus, general purpose domain knowledge
expressive planning system by incorporating additional
as well as planning speci c knowledge can be seamlessly
control and memory structures, and by leveraging the full
combined to support planning involving not just m e m o r y
representational and expressive power of SHRUTl.
retrieval, but also inference.
The proposed planning schema is susceptible to getThe functionality of the current planning schema is
ting trapped in deadends. A s the system searches for a
'The representational machinery required to encode such
*The perceptual task of verifying whether some conditions
DEADEND leventst is similar to that required to encode PAC
hold in the current world state was simulated by manually acti- events: like pac events, the episodic memory trace of DEADvating the + or - collector of the cluster eComparel as appro- END events also involves role- Hers that are partial statepriate.
descriptions, speci ed by sets of conditions.

the two preconditions { O n T a b l e (A) , O n T a b l a (B)}
are about to become active, and will be propagated to the
C O M P A R E cluster, where they will be matched against
the current state of the world*.
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also limited by its inability to make use of goal decomposition. Imagine that the agent is trying to nd a plan for
the goal G i & G j given the world state / and the two PAC
events PAC(/',ai,Gi) and PAC(/",02,G2) in memory.
The planning schema described in this paper will be unable to solve the composite goal G i & G j , even though
it will be able to solve each of the subgoals G i and G 2
if presented individually'. In order to deal with goal decomposition, the schema must (i) recognize that it can
solve one of the subproblems using one of the pac facts,
(ii) pick the subproblem to be solved, (iii) note down the
subproblem that it is deferring for now, (iv) nd a solution to the selected subproblem, (v) shift attention back
to the deferred subproblem, and (vi) solve the deferred
subproblem. A connectionist implementation of this algorithm would require a more complex schema (control
structure) than the one described in the previous sections,
together with the ability to remember deferred goals. The
memory of deferred goals can take the form of working
memory (if deferred goals have to be remembered for a
few seconds) or episodic memory (if the goals have to be
remembered over longer time periods).
Another area of ongoing research of direct relevance
to the work described here concerns the representation
of complex action schemas and plans. In past work, w e
have shown that parameterized schemas capable of dealing with partially ordered actions, conditional actions,
concurrent and iterative actions, as well as compositional
and hierarchical actions can be encoded using SHRUTlis
representational machinery (Shastri et al., 1997). This
makes us con dent that the more complex control structures required for encoding more sophisticated planning
schemas would not present an insurmountable problem.
A key issue that remains open is the learning of appropriate control structures. W e are investigating this question within the frameworks of spike-timing dependent
syniq>tic plasticity (Wendelken & Shastri,2000; Song,
Miller & Abbott, 2000) and recruitment learning based
on long-term potentiation (Malenka & Nicoll, 1999;
Shastri, 2001a).
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Abstract

conceptual structure (as object categories do) and that
their feature structure is quickly accessed by the parser
Phil(»opher8 and linguists have claimed that verb meanings
w h e n resolving syntactic ambiguities. Moreover, Ferretti,
are divided into semantic types or superordinate categories
M c R a e & Hathcrell (2001) have shown that verbs prime
that differ in internal conceptual structure. In particular,
their typical agents, patients and instruments (e.g.,
eventive verbs, which have internal causal structure are
praying primes nun). They argue that verbs activate event
distinguished n o m stative verbs, which have no internal
schemas or generalized situation based knowledge that
causal structure. In this pq>er, w e explore the processing
facilitate accessing the meaning of their typical
consequences of assuming that the lexical representations
participants. Finally, M c K o o n & Macfarland (2000) have
of verb meanings differ in the complexity of their internal
found processing correlates of two types of verb
representations. W e conducted two experiments, a lexical
meanings, those that are conceptualized as either
decision task and a self-paced reading smdy, that
externally caused events (e.g., break) or internally caused
investigated how veib types of different complexity are
ones (e.g., grow). These verb types are assumed to differ
processed. W e predicted that the conceptually more
in internal lexical complexity, particularly in their causal
complex eventive verbs would take longer to process than
components (see also Gentner 1981). Taken together,
stative verbs. In both experiments, this prediction was
these findings suggest that there is some internal structure
confirmed. This lends support to theories of verb concepts
in verb meanings: thematic structure and event types.
that propose classifications based on internal
The woilc presented here further investigates verb
representations andIntroduction
shows that there are discrete and
concepts, i.e., h o w verbs, which refer to events, are
abstract conceptual categories in the domain of events.
processed and internally represented. In particular, w e ask
An important question in cognitive science concerns
whether there are verb-general concepts and structures
h o w word meanings (or lexical concepts) are internally
beyond and above the idiosyncratic meanings of
represented. Although considerable progress has been
individual verbs. W e follow numerous linguistic and
made in the domain of nominal concepts since Rosch's
philosophical studies (as in M c K o o n & Macfarland, 2000)
studies, the nature and organization of verb concepts is
in assuming c o m m o n structural and causal properties
less well understood. Early studies on verb meanings
across classes of verbs that define superordinate concepts.
investigated whether verbs had internal semantic
Thus, beyond the existence of typical agent-verb-relations
structure, as proposed in linguistic theories, but failed to (that between nuns and praying), there m a y be more
find evidence supporting such a view (e.g., Fodor,
abstract structural or conceptual properties that organize
Garrett, Walker, & Parkes 1980, Kintsch, 1974, Rayner &
our knowledge of events stored in the lexicon.
Duffy, 1986). For example, Rayner and Duffy (1986)
The classification of verbs and their semantic properties
measured the eye-fixation time on verbs during reading
has been the topic of numerous philosophical and
that were assumed to differ in internal complexity. They
linguistic studies (Vendler, 1967). Following traditional
found no reading time differences corresponding to the Aristotelian classes, these studies have argued that there is
semantic complexity of the verbs. This sort of finding,
a typology of events underlying verb uses. Verb types
together with Fodor and colleagues' theoretical arguments
appear to be universal (Smith, 1991) and are supposed to
(Fodor, 1975, Fodor, Fodor, & Garrett, 1975, Fodor &
reflect the w a y speakers conceptualize the domain of
Lepore, 1998), was taken to support the view that verb
events, i.e., the semantic/conceptual properties they assign
meanings are atomic and lack internal structure. However,
to a particular actual occurrence. O n e general distinction
recent psycholinguistic studies challenge this view.
typically m a d e between verb meanings is, a m o n g others,
Several sentence processing experiments have shown that
that between states and events (Vendler 1967, Dowty,
lexical semantic properties such as selectional restrictions
1979, Taylor 1977, Bach, 1986, Verkuyl, 1993,
and verb-specific thematic roles (agent vs. patient) are Jackendoff, 1990, Rappaport-Hovav & Levin 1998). T h e
quickly accessed by the processor w h e n parsing syntactic
distinction seems cognitively basic because it is grounded
ambiguities (e.g., Trueswell, Tanenhaus & Kello, 1993, in causal properties: eventive verbs typically denote a
Trueswell, Tanenhaus & Gamsey, 1994). M o r e relevant
cause and a change from an initial state to a resulting one
to verb concepts per se, M c R a e , Ferretti & A m y o t e
(e.g. write, destroy), while stative verbs simply denote
(1997) have shown that thematic roles have internal
properties or stable relations between participants (e.g.
love, belong, contain) (Dowty, 1979, Parsons 1990). T h e
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distinction presupposes that verb lexical meanings have
internal conceptual structures that differ in complexity:
event lexical concepts have internal sub-components
derived ftom their causal properties (e.g., the cause and
the resulting state), while states lack any such
components.
In this paper, w e investigate h o w verbs denoting states
and events are processed and represented. In particular,
w e ask whether eventive and stadve verbs, which
drastically differ in their semantic-conceptual complexity,
are processed in ways consistent with their complexity.
T w o psycholinguistic experiments show that speakers'
processing of verb meanings varies according to lexical
semantic complexity, thus supporting the view that
eventive and stative verbs arc represented differently.

Semantically, the classes are distinguished by logical
enUiilments. W h e n each verb type occurs in sentences,
they allow or disallow distinctive inference patterns. The
entailments refer to causal and temporal properties of the
constiTied eventuality as a whole. Stative sentences imply
facts, i.e., they entiiil that they hold ti^e for an indefmite
period of time. In conti-ast, eventive verbs have the
change-of-state entailment: they either entail a single
change of state, as in (6) and (7) below (in Vendler's
classification, achievement and accomplishment verbs),
or sequence of changes as in (8) (activity verbs). These
changes are caused by either an agent's single act or a
series of actions that m a y be sustained for a while. But in
conti-ast to states (which can persist on their o w n ) events
stop w h e n their cause does so that they do not hold for
indefinite periods.

The Distinction between Verb Classes
Eventive and stative verbs are distinguished by semantic
and syntactic properties. Syntactically, they differ in their
ability to co-occur with certain adverbs and in certain
constructions. These distributional restrictions are taken
as tests that identify membership in one verb class or
another. For example, stative verbs such as deserve are
distinguished by their ability to occur with simple present
in English but not present progressive, as in (1) and (2).
Similarly, stative verbs cannot occur in nominalized
constructions such as that in (3), caimot appear as
complements of verbs like/brce as in (4), and cannot be
modified by adverbial phrases as in (5). In contrast,
eventive verbs such as build have the opposite
distributions (for more tests, see D o w t y 1979):

(6) X killed >< -> x caused y to become dead
(7) X buihy -> x caused y to become existent
(8) X hammered>> -> x caused^ to become hammered
The temporal entailments distinguishing each class are
the counterpart of their causal properties. Because states
have no internal (causal) structure, they are true at a given
interval as well as at any subpart of this interval. M o r e
precisely, if a state is true at any interval i, it follows that
it is true at all instants within i, as in (9).
(9) If Bill had a bike last week, he had a bike
throughout the week.
This entailment is called temporal homogeneity. In
contrast, events lack this property (Dowty 1979): if a
change of state is true at any interval /, it follows that it is
false at the initial part of;, (the initial state) and it is true
at thefinalpart of i (thefinalstate) as in (10):

(I) Bill is deserving* I is building something.
(2) Bill deserves I builds* something.
(3) W h a t Bill did was to deserve* I build something.
(4) Bill forced M a r y to deserve* I build something.
(5) Bill deserved* I built something in an hour.

(10) If Bill wrote a letter in an hour, the letter was not
The intuition behind (l)-(4) is that the participants of a written before the hour and was writtenrightafter it.
stative eventuality are not causal or volitional agents.
Rather, they are experiencers. The two classes thus
The entailment captures the fact that single-change events
involve different relations between their participants. The
typically have sub-parts (the initial and resulting state) so
intuition behind (5) is that states persist in time while
that the event as a whole cannot be true until it is
events have ending points or culminations. Examples of
completed. This also holds for activity events at the level
each verb type are given in Table 1.
of each component change. It follows that events are not
temporally homogeneous because their truth at a given
Table 1: Verb examples
interval docs not hold at any sub-instant.
It is clear that whether one focuses on their temporal or
Events
States
causal properties, states are fundamentally different fi-om
live
enter
events. While states lack internal causal structure and are
love
accuse
temporally homogeneous, events have complex causal
contain
create
strucnires and are not temporally homogeneous.
know
give
The contrast between these verb classes has led
despise
build
linguists to propose conceptual lexical representations that
constitute
capture their semantic properties and the relations
buy
cherish
betray
between their participants. The representations are
expressed via logical operators (Dowty 1979) or primitive
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Materials 31 and 32 words were selected for each verb
type (states and event) according to the semantic and
syntactic criteria discussed in Dowty, 1979. The items
were matched for word length, frequency (Associate Press
Corpus, mean frequency for events =* 2.40, and for states
= 2.45), number of sense (WordNet database: events:
2.79; states: 2.S9), number of orthographic neighbors
(events: 2.23, states: 1.85) and argument structure. Verbs
were transitive verbs (taking obligatory N P or P P
complements), except for 6 intransitive verbs in each
Because verbs of the same type have structurally similar class, and were not ambiguous between noun and verb
uses. Non-words (= 62) were possible words similar to
representations, the distinction between events and states
can be expressed in verb-general conceptual structures:
real words. This favors deeper processing of words,
because written form is not sufficient discriminator to
perform the task (see Seidenberg, Petersen, MacDonald &
Events x CAUSE(BECOME(y state))
Plaut, 1996).
States X state y = statefx, y)
In a pre-test study, imageability ratings (how easy is it
Eventive representations typically involve changes and to imagine/visualize the meaning of a word) were
collected from another set of subjects to control for the
causes, while stative representations simply involve a
possibility of this effect. W e subsequently used the items'
stative predicate that holds true of participants. In fact,
imageability ratings as a covariate in our analysis. The
stative predicates are component part of events, because
rationale for incorporating this factor derives from the
changes include resultative states. This renders eventive
observation that higher imageability ratings are associated
verbs as semantically more complex than stative verbs.
with faster reaction times (James, 1975, Paivio, 1991,
Strain, Patterson & Seidenberg, 1995). W e used the
Experimental Evidence
instructions provided in Chiarello, Shears, & Lund's
(1999)
If the mental representations of verbs in fact differ due
to norming. Comparisons of these ratings across
categories revealed that the categories differed, widi
their causal and temporal properties, this suggests that
eventive verbs being more imagaeble (mean for events =
each verb type m a y involve differential processing cost
4.21
in a scale from 1 to 7, mean for states = 3.25, p =
depending on internal complexity. Representing the
.001).
meaning of an eventive verb entails representing different
Examples of test words are the following:
alternative states of affairs such as the initial state and
predicates (Rappart Hovav & Levin 1998, JackcndofT,
1990) such as C A U S E and B E C O M E , together with verbspecific lexical predicates that hold true of their
arguments. Consider the represenutions of the following
verbs:
write = X C A U S E ( B E C O M E ( ) ' be-written))
break = x C A U S E ( B E C O M E (y be-broken))
possess = X possess y
deserve = x deserve y

final state resulting from the agent's intervention. In
contrast, representing the meaning of a stative verb
implies representing a single state of affairs. If processing
a verb implies accessing and processing its lexical
meaning, more complex meanings should yield longer
processing time. T o test this empirical prediction, w e
conducted two psycholinguistic experiments. The first
experiment was a visual lexical decision task. This task
has been shown to be sensitive to top-down influences of
meaning (see Balota, 1994, Balota, Ferraro & Connor,
1991) and several semantic effects such as abstract vs.
concrete aspects of meaning have been reported
(Blesdale, 1987, Eviatar, M e n n & Zaidel, 1990, Paivio,
1991). The second experiment was a self-paced reading
study, in which the reading time of verbs (occurring in
sentences) was measured. Previous literature has shown
that lexical complexity factors such as number of senses
(Rayner & Duffy 1986) and type of verbs (McKoon &
Macfarland 2000) have an effect on reading times.
Experiment 1: Visual Lexical Decision Task
In this experiment, we ask whether stative verbs are
recognized faster than eventive verbs, given the
hypothesized semantic complexity differences.
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Events: betray, borrow, conquer, create, deduce, align,
attract, devour.
States: adore, aspire, believe, belong, cherish, comprise,
contain, deserve, detest.
Participants and Procedure 52 right-handed native
speakers of English participated in this study, all students
at the University of Maryland. For each word presented in
the screen, participants decided whether it was a word of
English. The experiment was carried out in G 3 Macintosh
computer rurming Psyscope. Words were presented at
varying inter-trial time (500-1500 m s ) on the center of the
screen. Before each stimulus word or non-word, a fixation
point was presented for 500 ms. The reaction time (RT) to
each stimulus was automatically collected.
Results Analysis of covariance across items with RTs as
dependent variable and imageability ratings as covariate
revealed a significant main effect of imageability
(F(l,60)= 7.19, p= .009), a main effect of word type (F(l,
60)= 7.95, p= .006) and no interaction. The overall word
effect is represented in Figure 1, with bars representing
standard error. M e a n difference was small but reliable,
(about 20 ms), because not all state/event pairs show big

same number of syntactic frames in which they can occur
and for the most frequent frame, the same number of
arguments. For example, love was matched with build,
which have similar logfrequencies.Proportions of corpus
occurrences in different syntactic frames is the following:

difTerences. W e also conducted an analysis across
subjects with similar result (F(51,l)- 40.21, p - .0001).

TOOn
690-

love
subj:obj
subj:to-inf
subj:v-ing

build
subj:obj
subj:obj:obj
subj:obj:for

0.76
0.05
0.04

Both verbs occur very frequently in transitive uses, and
both verbs have 3 possible argument structures. For verbs
like believe (equi-biased verbs), which have two equally
frequent argument structure (NP, sentence complement),
the two most frequent frames were matched for number of
arguments. So, believe was matched with report, which
have roughly the same frequent syntactic frames.
Third, test sentences were exactly alike up to the point
of the verb, and in some cases, the sentences were
completely alike except for the verb. This eliminates the
possibility that factors associated with preceding words
affect the reading time of the verbs. Examples of matched
verb and sentence stimuli are the following:

6S0640 630 620-^
event

0.67
0.10
0.03

state

Figure 1: RTs as a function of word type
We interpret these findings as indicating that both
imageability and meaning complexity have an effect on
RTs. The lack of an interaction between the two main
effects indicates that the word type effect does not depend
on imageability. Overall these results support the
prediction that stative verbs are recognized faster than
eventive verbs, consistent with an effect of
representational complexity.

(11) The young boy bullied his parents, (event)
The young boy adored his parents, (state)
(12)The retired musician built a house, (event)
The retired musician loved his daughter, (state)

Experiment 2: Self-paced Reading study
In diis experiment, we asked whether stative verbs are
processed faster than eventive verbs w h e n integrated into
previous information in the process of sentence
comprehension. For this, w e measured the reading time to
verbs of the sentence stimuli.
Materials 84 sentences containing 42 stative and 42
eventive verbs (plus fillers) were selected. Test verbs and
sentences were carefully nutched for a number of
variables known to affect reading times in context. First,
the verbs were pair-wise matched for frequency and word
lengdL M e a n log-frrquency for both states and events was
3.96 and the mean word length was 6.11 characters for
events and S.82 for states (Collins Cobuild corpus).
Coni^Mrisons of these variables were not significant.
Second, w e pair-wise matched the verbs used in the
sentences by their number of syntactic arguments and
preferred (most frequent) syntactic frames. This is
because Shapiro, Nagel & Levine (1993), Shapiro, Zuriff,
& Grimshaw (1987), Rayner and Duffy (1986), McElree
(1993) and others have shown that argument structure
complexity as well as preferred argument structure can
have behavioral consequences in reading times. W e used
Schulte im Walde's (1999) electronic corpus based on
syntactic analysis of the Bank of English to compute
number of syntactic arguments and the frequency of
syntactic frames. Each selected verb pair had roughly the
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Finally, we control for the plausibility relation between
the subject N P and the verb. Because certain types of
subjects m a y be more likely to appear with one or the
other verb type, w e obtained individuals' judgments
rating the typicality of the subject-verbrelation.W e asked
50 students to rate h o w typical it was for a given subject
N P to perform the corresponding action denoted by the
verb (Trueswell, et al. 1994). The ratings were compared
across word types and did not differ significantly (t<l).
The m e a n rating for events and states were 5.51 and 5.60
respectively in a scale of I to 7.
Procedure 30 students at University of Maryland read
sentences on the computer screen. After each sentence,
participants answered a comprehension question. The
words of the sentences were presented one-by-one and the
participants pressed a key on the keyboard to see each
word. Reading time for each word was recorded, though
our interest was in the reading time of verbs.
Results comparison of reading times at the verb position
revealed a word type effect both across subjects (F(l,
29)= 10.66, p=.003) and items (F(l,43)=8.9 p=.004).
Eventive verbs took longer to process than state verb
(about 25 m s . difference). Figure 2 represents the mean
reading times (and standard errors) for the nouns
preceding the verb, the verb position and the next word.

accurate expressions of the internal representation of the
verb meaning. These results only suggest that the
representation of eventive verbs is more complex than
that of stative ones, regardless of h o w the complexity is
spelled out. Yet if the internal mental representation of
verbs includes the type of relations that they establish
between participants, it is possible that the complexity
RT
difference is due to causal features. In one case, the
eventualities denoted involve changes and cause-effect
460
J event
1
relations (and therefore, agentivc participants), while in
450
_. - —
11 state
I\
the other case, they involve mere descriptions of facts.
\
440
These are important cognitive differences that m a y
\
430
somehow be abstracted over verb-specific meaning.
420
Our results have some important implications for
410
theories of word meanings. A s M c K o o n & Macfarland's
(2000)findings,our results challenge the view that verb
400
t
meanings are atomic and unstructured. O n such a view,
390
preceding noun critical verb
next word
there is no principled reason to expect these differences in
processing unless the lexical entry is allowed to have
some sort of internal structure. In this respect, the failure
Figure 2: Reading times as function of word type and
of previous attempts to find lexical complexity effects
position
could be due to the fact that indirect measures of
complexity were used (e.g., Fodor et. al 1980) or very
Discussion
small (perhaps undetectable) differences between verb
classes were investigated (e.g., Rayner & Duffy, 1986).
The results of these experiments show that eventive verbs Our results also suggest that part of the information
take longer to process than stative ones, thus supporting
encoded in the verb is semantic/conceptual, and
the view that the mental representations associated with
somewhat independent fi'om number of participants and
them differ in semantic complexity. Computing the verbs'
syntactic frames. Several psycholinguistic studies have
meanings involves differential processing cost, as
shown that these syntactic variables do influence
suggested by the hypothesized complexity of conceptual
behavioral measures (e.g., Shapiro et al. 1993). Similarly,
representations. The distinction between these verb
Fodor & Lepore (1998) claim Aat syntactic combinatorial
classes is rather abstract and is based on whether the verbs rules can be part of lexical entries, thus increasing their
involve a change of states. T o our knowledge, this is the
complexity. Our results indicate however, that such
first time that these verb classes are shown to have syntactic information is not the only relevant factor for
empirical correlates.
complexity effects. Purely semantic properties can also
Note that the results cannot be attributed to syntactic
yield processing time differences.
differences among verbs (frames or number of
Finally, our results have implication about the exact
arguments), as this factor was kept constant. Nor can they
source of the semantic complexity effects and the overall
be explained as a consequence of expectations generated
organization of verb concepts in the lexicon. M c R a e et al.
by the type of arguments with which verbs occur, a factor
(1997) and Ferretti et al. (2001) have suggested that
that has been often manipulated in studies of syntactic
events in m e m o r y are organized in event schemas and that
ambiguity resolution. In our sentence comprehension
such schemas arise fi-om the knowledge of their typical
experiment, the same subject-arguments were used for
agents and patients acquired during learning, i.e., thematic
both eventive and stative verbs and the plausibility
feature knowledge. Thus, it is in principle possible that
relations between subject-argument and verb were
the verb classes studied here can be distinguished by such
equalized. Also, no such factor was present in the lexical
thematic features (e.g. features defining agent/patient vs.
decision task. Thus, the alternative interpretation of the
experiencer/entity structures). However, it is unclear h o w
results in which there is a processing difference but not a
these features would explain the complexity effects. M o r e
representational one does not seem plausible, as there is
importantly, it is unclear whether such features can in fact
no apparent reason to expect a purely processing
be distinguished from other aspects of the verb meaning
difference. W e are inclined to conclude, then, that
such as the relation between participants established by
difference in processing cost are due to representational
the verb. Both types of information are inherently related.
complexity differences between states and events and that
Our results suggest a level of abstraction or generalization
such differences m a y rely on the causal vs. non-causal
of verb schemas that goes beyond verb-specific
relations they establish between their participants.
knowledge of typical participants and typical situations.
However, the results are neutral as to whether
Rather, as is the case for nominal concepts, verb concepts
representations such as x C A U S E ( B E C O M E ( y state)) are
The results are thus similar to those of the lexical decision
task and strongly support our hypothesis of a semantic
complexity difference between verb meanings. Semantic
complexity in this experiment is clearly independent of
syntactic behavior and argument structure complexity.
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seem to be orgmnized in major event types, in this case
distinguished by general causal properties. These types
provide the domain of events with a hierarchical
organizational structure firom verb-specific concepts to
abstract verb-general concepts.
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Abstract

Although interactive knowledge acquisition tools
enable end users to enter knowledge, users remain
This paper argues that interactive knowledge ac- largely responsible for the acquisition process, both
quisition tools would benefit from a tighter euid
the teaching side and the learning side. These tools
more thorough incorporation of tutoring and learnare quite passive in terms of formulating or pursuing
ing principles. Current systems learn from users in
learning goals, keeping track of the flow of a lesson,
a very passive and disengaged manner, and could
and generally assess h o w m u c h they are learning and
be designed to incorporate the proactive capabilih o w useful that knowledge is. At the same time,
ties that one expects of a good student. This pausers are not necessarily skilled teachers by nature,
per points out what tutoring and learning principles
so being in a position to teach a computer is alhave been used to date in the acquisition literatxire,
ready a challenge for them. Interactive acquisition
though unintentionally and implicitly. W e discuss
tools need to be more effective and helpful to users,
how a more thorough and explicit representation
by incorporating some of the skills that are
perhaps
of these principles would help improve enormously
expected of good students. A n d , as good students
how computers learn from users.
Introduction
do, they should also be able to cope with an inexperienced teacher (which their users are likely to be)
Computers have long been considered an invaluable
amd still learn from the experience by bringing to
tool for education. Intelligent tutoring systems and
bear knowledge about h o w a good tea«;her typically
other kinds of educational software show h o w people
goes about a lesson. A n interactive aw;quisition tool
can acquire knowledge about diverse topics by intercould then be viewed as a tool to support augmented
acting with a computer. Given our reUance in comcognition, since it would supplement the user's limputers for the future of education, w e need to realize
itations as a teacher and knowledge engineer.
that an important component of the h u m a n education revolution is the computer education revolution:
The contributions of this work are twofold. First,
anyone should be able to teeich computers on topics
we point out h o w existing knowledge acquisition
that are of vadue, so that anyone can learn about
tools use techniques that are related to widely used
those topics from computers. So an important questutoring and learning principles. Second, w e identify
tion is: how will computers acqmre knowledge? In
areas that the acquisition tools developed to date
most cases knowledge is entered by hand by software
or knowledge engineers, as is often done in intelligent have neglected, amd suggest promising areas of research based on our findings. This would result in a
tutoring systems (Forbus & Feltovich, 2001). This
new generation of acquisition tools that are not only
limits severely the utility of the tools, as it would be
better students but also more helpful to the teacher
more desirable that the people with expertise in the
(the user).
domain at hand would be the knowledge providers.
Knowledge can also be extracted from text (Cowie
k Lehnert, 1996), adthough given the error rates of The paper begins with a short introduction and
background on interactive knowledge aicquisition
state of the art systems and the kinds of knowledge
they acquire (mostly instance-level information) it tools. W e then discuss several tutoruig and learnwill take m a n y years for these techniques to be of ing principles that w e have drawn from the educar
tionad literature and that seem useful to support the
practical use to build an accurate body of knowlinteractive acquisition process. Next, w e show h o w
edge about a topic domain. Another possibiUty is to
some existing acquisition tools use techniques that
use interactive knowledge acquisition tools that help
au-e related to these principles in some aspects of
users enter knowledge. In recent yeaurs these systems
their functionality. W e finadize with a discussion of
have shown that end users with no b8w;kground in
promising directions that w e see in designing acquicomputer science or knowledge representation were
sition tools that incorporate tutoring and learning
able to enter sizeable amounts of knowledge (Kim &
principles more thoroughly.
Gil, 1999; Eriksson et al, 1995; Clark et al, 2001).
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Figure 1: A Modular View of Interactive Knowledge
Acquisition Tools.
Interactive Knowledge Acquisition

• Trigger g o a b : The system analyzes its knowledge and generates learning goals of what knowledge it still needs to acquire. M a n y tools focus on
detecting inconsistencies or gaps in the knowledge
base, which generate the goals to fix them or seek
the information missing ( C H I M A E R A , E X P E C T ,
S E E K 2 , T A Q L , TEIREISIAS).
• Propose strategies: The tool can generate
possible strategies that the user could follow in
achieving the learning goals. It can also generate
predictions of what strategy the user is more likely
to pursue, or what answers the user is more Ukely
to give to the user's questions (TEIREISIAS).
This is often done by analyzing existing knowledge. Planning strategies are often used to msJce
suggestions to the user in terms of what to do to
achieve the active learning goals, which will make
the acquisition process more eflfident ( E X P E C T ) .

Tools
• Prioritize goals and strategies: An acquisition
The interactive knowledge atcquisition tools summa- tool can help users further if it is able to organize
rized in Table 1 illustrate different approaches that
and prioritize the active learning goals and candiresearchers have undertaken over the years and ase
date strategies, so that it can make more focused
representative of the literature. A brief description
suggestions to the user. Sometimes these are orof the tools are in Gil and K i m (2002). The techganized by the type of knowledge sought (SALT),
niques used range from cognitive theories of experor by the type of goal being pursued or error being
tise and learning, case-based reasoning and cinalogy,
fixed ( E X P E C T ) .
non-monotonic theory revision, induction and machine learning, knowledge engineering approaches,
• Design presentation: The tool cjui make deanalysis of knowledge interdependencies and buggy
cisions about what to bring to the attention of
knowledge, and agent-based interaction.
the user at each point in time to help him or
Figure 1 shows a diagrainunatic view of typical
her decide what to do next. There are many
components used in various tools. The functionality
possibilities, and the tool can take into account
of an interactive knowledge acquisition tool can be
the user's situation (user modeling), the stage of
described along five dimensions, which we will use
the process (initial stage versusfinaltesting), and
for reference later in our analysis:
the content of the current knowledge base. The
tool m a y present the user with a single question
• Assimilate instruction: Given a user's instruc- ( I N S T R U C T O - S O A R ) or give the user a choice in
the form of an agenda containing multiple items
tion, the system makes the necessary additions
( C H I M A E R A , E X P E C T , SALT). The tool can
or changes to the knowledge base and updates
suggest a specific strategy, anticipate the user's
any other internjil structures. Instruction m a y be
answer and ask for confirmation, or simply present
given as an example ( P R O T O S , S E E K 2 ) , a natural language statement ( I N S T R U C T O - S O A R ) , a
the user with multiple possible strategies and suggestions ( E X P E C T ) . Other tools leave it up to
descriptive piece of knowledge ( C H I M A E R A , E X P E C T , S A L T , T A Q L ) , or a graphical rendering
the user to figure out what to do and simply
(KSSn, S H A K E N ) .
make all possible options available to them (KSSn,
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S H A K E N ) The tool m a y simply a^k the user to
review an explanation ( P R O T O S ) , check some aspect of the knowledge (KSSn), or confirm a hypothesis (TEIREISIAS).

T u t o r i n g a n d L e a r n i n g Principles in
Existing Interactive A c q u i s i t i o n T o o l s

We analyzed the tutoring and educationad literature
to compile tutoring and learning principles that huAnother useful view of interactive acquisition mans and computers exploit to make teaching and
tools is in terms of the kinds of knowledge and meta- learning more effective. W e compiledfifteenprinciples that could be of immediate use in our work,
knowledge that they bring to bear in order to supand that are described in detail in (Kim & Gil, 2002)
port the user, also illustrated in Figurel. This inincluding detailed references to the tutoring literacludes:
ture that are omitted in this paper because of space
limitations.
• Genertd problem solving and task knowledge: GenW e noticed that many of these principles could
eral inference structures are used to determine the
be related to the techniques used in existing acquirole that domain-specific knowledge plays in problem solving, as is done in role-limiting approaches sition tools. Yet, the tutoring literature is seldom
mentioned in knowledge acquisition work. In this
to knowledge acquisition (Marcus & McDermott,
section, we describe our views on how acquisition
1989) (e.g., SALT, T A Q L ) .
techniques can be expressed in terms of these tutor• Prior domain knowledge: The initial knowledge ing and learning principles. Table 2 summarizes our
base m a y contain terms that aie specific to the do- analysis, indicating the peuticular functionality (as
outlined in Figure 1) where the principle was applied
main at hand and that can be used to define new
in specific acquisition tools.
terms and tasks (e.g., E X P E C T , I N S T R U C T O -

SOAR).

Introduce lesson topics and goals

• General background knowledge: The initial knowlTeachers often start off by introducing the topics
edge base may include high level theories and onand goals of the lesson. There is no notion in actologies that capture general knowledge, such as
quisition tools that there is a lesson being started or
time, physical objects, etc. (e.g., S H A K E N ) .
ended, since at any point users can choose to enter
knowledge about any topic. E X P E C T allows users
• Example cases: Sample situations, test cases, and
to specify the top-level tasks that the system should
problem solving episodes can help ground abstract
be able to solve with the new knowledge, which can
knowledge (e.g., I N S T R U C T O - S O A R , P R O T O S , be viewed as a statement of the goals for that acquiS E E K 2 , S H A K E N , TEIREISIAS).
sition session. S E E K 2 has a suite of test cases that
the system should be able to solve after the lesson,
• Underlying knowledge representation: Models of and that could be viewed as a statement of the goals
the underlying knowledge representation will deof the lesson.
termine how users need to formulate new knowledge (e.g., C H I M A E R A , KSSn, S E E K 2 , T A Q L ,
Use topics of the lesson as a guide
TEIREISIAS).
It is useful for students and tutors to ensure that
what is being leaurned has some coimection or rel• Diagnosis and debugging knowledge: Typical dievance to the topics of the lesson. E X P E C T uses
agnosis skills are useful in order to detect errors
the specified top-level tasks to check that any new
and potential problems in the knowledge base. Efknowledge specified solves some of their subtask, and
fective debugging strategies can be incorporated
if not it notifies the user and suggests how it could
to msike suggestions to the user about how to fix
play a role in solving the tasks. S E E K 2 uses the suite
the errors and problems found (e.g., C H I M A E R A ,
of test cases to detect errors, which then drive the diE X P E C T , TEDIEISLAS).
zdogue with the user towardsfixingthem. S A L T can
be viewed as having an implicit (and very high level)
One source of meta-knowledge that has not retopic for ah sessions, namely to acquire knowledge
ceived attention is effective tutoring and learning
for configmration design problems. SALT'S interface
techniques. By exploiting meta-knowledge about
asked users to specify only three kinds of knowledge
how to \eain and how to teach, acquisition tools will (parameters, constraints, andfixes)that ase relevant
become more proactive learners and will be able to
to those types of problems.
help users teach them more effectively. Current tools
are often too passive, and place on the user the maSubsumption to existing cognitive
jority of the burden of the acquisition process. Our
structure
goal is to understand whether and how knowledge
Learning about a new topic involves relating the new
acquisition tools can exploit knowledge about tutorknowledge to what is already known, for example by
ing and learning.
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IXitoring/Learning principle
Introduce lesson topics and goals
Use topics ot the lesson as a guide
Subauniption to existing
cognitive
Immediatestructure
feedback
Generate educated guesses
Keep on track
Indicate lack ot understanding

Assimilate
Instruction
SALT
I'HOTOS
PHOTOS

Propose
Strategies

'IVigger
Goals
• EXPKOT,SKKKJ
^KKKI
INS'THUtrrO-SOAK
IKIHKISIAS

Prioritize
Goals and
Strategies

Design
Presentation

EXPECT
TEIHEIHIAS

SAL'l'
PHOTOS, SALT '

TEIREISIAS
EXPECT

EXPECT

INSTHUCTOTAQL
Detect and fix "buggy" knowledge SOAR
KXPblCT
CHIMAERA
Learn deep models
Learn domain language
anKK-i
Keep track ol correct answers
h'rioriTiie learning tasks
EXPEC'l'
Summarize what was learned
KSSn
Assess learned knowledge
Table 2: Tutoring and learning principles used in acquisition tools.

"•

INSTHUCTOSOAR
PHOTOS, SEEKS
TEIREISIAS

K e e p o n track

checking inconsistencies, drawing analogies, or deriving generalizations. P R O T O S took a new example case provided by the user, zmd indexes it into one
of several classes (or categories) of exaimples. It also
presented the user with aii explanation of the classification of the new example to show how the new
knowledge was incorporated into the existing structures. TEIREISIAS created generalized rule models from its rule base, and used them to propose to
the user additional conditions to newly defined rules.
The interface amd presentation of S A L T was always
based on the kinds of knowledge needed for configuration design.

Tutors need to keep track of the lesson and bring
back issues that had to be dropped while engaging
in clarifications or other side dialogues. Acquisition
tools do not keep track of the history and status of
the dialogue. Users havefreerange on what aspects
of the knowledge base to extend, what pauts of the
tool to invoke, and what They can movefreelyfrom
topic to topic and back and forth, or discontinue
teaching about a topic at any point without notifying termination. Current acquisition tools would
never even notice that the user is deviating from a
topic in any of these situations.

Immediate feedback

Indicate lack of understanding

Educational systems often provide immediate feedback, as studies show that it is more effective than
feedback received after a delay. P R O T O S provided
immediate feedback as a new case was assimilated
by showing the user an explanation of its classification in the knowledge base. I N S T R U C T O - S O A R
generated clarification and follow-up questions for
the user immediately after an instruction was given.
TEIREISIAS proposed amendments to rules as soon
as the user defined them. E X P E C T analyzes the
knowledge base after each user action and shows immediately an agenda of errors to resolve and tasks
to do.

Students often volunteer an indication of their lack
of understjmding, but tutors adso will point out the
specific aspects introduced in a lesson that the student needs to understand. I N S T R U C T O - S O A R detects missing aspects of a task description specified by a user and generates follow up questions.
E X P E C T and C H I M A E R A detect undefined terms
that will be used to guide future dialogue with the
user to define them.
Detect and fix "buggy" knowledge

M a n y tutoring systems are aimed to diagnose and fix
student's "buggy" knowledge, often by asking questions and checking the student's answers. T A Q L
analyzes the knowledge specified by the user eind
Generate educated guesses
points out errors based on static analysis. CHIM A E R A and E X P E C T detect errors m the knowlStudents often show their understcinding by finishing
edge entered that need to be fixed by the user. P R O a tutor's utterance, and tutors often invite students
T O S , S E E K 2 , and TEIREISIAS show explanations
to guess as a way to assess and correct the student's
or traces to users so they can detect errors in the
knowledge. TEIREISIAS maps newly entered rules
system's reasoning.
to rule models and proposes corrections based on
how it expects a rule to follow the patterns of other
Learn deep models
rules in that model. E X P E C T generates suggestions
to a user about how tofixspecific problems by makStudents should learn deep conceptual models ining educated guesses about the context of the probstejwl of superficial ones. Knowledge acquisition
lem (related domain knowledge, past problem solvtools do not have any basis to evaluate or pursue
ing states, etc.)
depth in their knowledge base, though this is a long
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recognized shortcoming of knowledge-baaed sysleniM.
To date, these systems are at the mercy of the mer's
intention and of their implementation of any depth
in the models.
Learn domain language
Students are expected to be describe their knowledge
in terms that are suitable for the domain at hand.
Acquisition tools do not help users specify how to
describe knowledge in domain terms amd how the
terminology used depends on the context of the scenario at hand. Knowledge bases are annotated with
some lexical information, but acquiring this kind of
knowledge has not been a focus of knowledge base
development.
Keep track of correct answers
Instructional tools keep track of the questions that
the student is able to suiswer correctly as well as
those answered incorrectly, which drives further interactions with the student. S E E K 2 keeps track of
whether the test cases are answered correctly, and
alerts the user when a change to a rule causes a case
to be solved incorrectly.
Prioritize learning tasks
Tutoring systems often hcindle multiple sub-tasks using priority rules that look at the diu-ation and type
of task, for example focusing onfixingerrors before
turning to omissions. E X P E C T organizes errors jmd
other problems in the knowledge base based on their
type and the amount of help it can provide (e.g., if
it has njuTOwed down the options that the user can
take to resolve them).
Limit the nesting of sub-lessons
Tutoring diadogue is sometimes controlled by limiting the amount of subdialogues, which helps the
student keep track of the lesson topics.
Summarize what was learned
M a n y educational systems will summarize to the
student the maiin highUghts at the end of the lesson, especially if the student was given hints during
the lesson. Acquisition tools do not summarize what
they have learned.
Assess learned knowledge
Some instructional tools isolate weaknesses in the
student's knowledge and propose further lessons on
those cireas, some students also volunteer their assessment of how well they understand certain topics.
K S S n uses clustering techniques to suggest aspects
of the model that users could detsiil further. Other
acquisition tools do not perform this kind of analysis.
Users often have to put the knowledge base through
a performance system that exercises it in order to
be able to assess if the knowledge was learned appropriately.
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Discussion
Acquisition tools have used techniques that can be
cast in terms of tutoring and learning principles
found in educationsd software research. These principles are implicit in the design of the tool, and they
iniauence their interaction with the user to the degree that they are implemented in the underlying
code. Having these principles represented explicitly
and declauratively would enable acquisition tools to
reason in terms of the teaching and learning process, juid their interaction with the user would be dynamically generated given the situation at hand. A
declarative representation of meta-knowledge about
their learning state, goids, and possible strategies
could turn interactive acquisition tools into more
proficient and proactive learners.
The principles have ordy been used in some aspects of the functionedity of acquisition tools, and
are exhibited by some but not al\ the tools. T h e
sparseness of the matrix in Table 2 points to m a n y
opportunities for future work in incorporating these
principles. B y having declarative representations of
their learning state, goals, and possible strategies,
interactive acquisition tools could more easily incorporate these principles throughout the acquisition
process and thefivefunctions shown in the table.
Acquisition interfaces should be able to structure
the diaJogue with the user in tutoring terms. T h e
should organize the dialogue based on lesson topics
and sub-topics, be aware of the stJirt and the end of
each and generally keep the user on track and delaying termination until the goals of the lesson are
satisfied. Acquisition tools should exploit the topics
of the lesson throughout the acquisition process, for
exEunple to naurrow down the prior knowledge that is
relevant to that portion of the dialogue and consequently naurrowing down the proposed strategies and
customizing the presentation of information back to
the user. B y keeping track of the interactions with
the user, the topic of the dialogue at each point in
time, and the termination of sub-topics, acquisition
tools would be able to manage their participation in
the dijilogue better and relieve the users from having to remember and keep traick of what is going on.
They could exploit this information in generating
goals by detecting areas where a topic is still unfinished, plan and prioritize more relevant strategies
that exploit the context of the currently open topics,
zuid help users view progress and termination.
Acquisition tools should be able to expose and
assess the knowledge acquired so fju:, allowing the
user to understand what the system has assimilated
and showing the user as well what areas the system thinks need to be further improved. Currently,
knowledge-based systems will answer any question
they are asked, regardless of the quality of the knowledge used to answer it. It would be very useful for
these systems to convey whether they are confident
on the answer. This would also help users identify

further areas of improvement for future acquisition
sessions.
W e are pursuing these ideas in our current work,
implementing a front-end dialogue management system that represents and uses tutoring and learning
principles to guide knowledge acquisition.
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Abstract

still the subject of debate (cf. Matthews and Deary,
1998).
Extraversion, and its linguistic consequences—if
We study how Extraversion or Introversion influences people's language production. A corpus of
there are any—is relevant to cognitive research for
e-mail texts was gathered from individuals cateat least two reasons. First, there is considerable
gorised via Eysenck's E P Q - R personality test. One
evidence that this personality dimension is related
experiment analysed the corpus using existing conto preferred learning styles and educational achievetent analysis tools, and found relatively weak efment, via speed of e x a m completion, m e m o r y refects of Extraversion. A second experiment used
trieval and recall tasks, creativity, mathematical
more sensitive bigram-based techniques from statisability, self monitoring and communication ability
tical natural language processing to replicate earher
(Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993). Secondly, there is
findings, and uncover novel patterns of behaviour.
evidence that computer users attribute personality
to interfaces, and respond to it in robust ways (eg.
Introduction
Nass, M o o n , Fogg, and Reeves, 1995; Isbister and
Casual acquaintance with Extraverts^ and Introverts
Nass, 2000). Even in a text-only environment, Exsuggests that the former talk a lot more than the
traverts apparently prefer interfaces presenting inlatter. But apart from this intuitive difference, h o w formation using language associated with Extravert
does this personality dimension influence an individtraits; Introverts prefer Introverted interfaces. A n
ual's Itmguage production? Before addressing this
interface with a matching personality is judged more
question, w e need to clarify what w e mean by Ex- positively, and rated as more attractive, credible and
traversion, and its relevance to cognitive science.
informative (Nass et ai, 1995).
A typical Extravert tends to be sociable, needs
So the personality dimension has some validity,
people to talk to, craves excitement, takes chances, is and appears relevant to the diagnosis and projeceasy-going, and optimistic. B y contrast, a typical In- tion of personality in human-computer conmninicatrovert is quiet, retiring, reserved, plans ahead, and tion, and in computer-based learning. But h o w does
dislikes excitement (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1991).
Extraversion influence an individual's language proT h e personality trait of Extraversion—and the
duction? In addressing this question, w efirstoutline
complementary Introversion— is one of the few which
some hypotheses from the literature, before describresearchers generally agree provides 'consistent and
ing our collection of a controlled corpus of language,
valid information' (Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993).
and our analysis of it. W e then report the results—
Beyond it, there is greater controversy.
some unsurprising, others unexpected^and discuss
For instance, Eysenck's E P Q - R personality test
some of their implications.
reflects a personality model which incorporates just
Previous hypotheses
two further dimensions: Neuroticism, which is
mainly characterised by susceptibility to anxiety;
W o r k on textual personality within the "Computers
and Psychoticism, which is more complicated, but Are Social Actors" paradigm has taken the expresgenerally related to aggression and individuality. B y
sive hallmarks of Extraversion or dominance (one
contrast, the N E O - P I - R model incorporates five fac- facet of the dimension) to be confidence, as shown
tors (Costa and McCrae, 1992). A s well as Extraverby an avoidance of hedge-expressions such as persion and Neuroticism, there are Conscientiousness,
haps and maybe (Nass et ai, 1995), and is related
Agreeableness and Openness. It is generally agreed
to the empirical work of Bradac and Mulac (1984)
that these relate to Psychoticism, but exactly how is
on perceptions of powerful and powerless speech.
From an intuitive perspective, Extraverts are de'The spelling of
follows Eysenck, because
scribed as individuals w h o think out loud, do most
this paper employs his E P Q - R as the measure of perof the talking, are less self-focussed, and tend to
sonality, but this does not represent a commitment to a
skip from topic to topic. Conversely, Introverts m o specifically Eysenckian theory of personality.
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nopolise the conversation on topics important to
them, are more self-focussed and prefer to concentrate on discussing one topic in depth (cf. Garment,
Miles, and Cervin, 1965). With reference primarily
to speech, Purnham (1990) has proposed that Extravert language is less formal, has a more restricted
code, uses more verbs, adverbs and pronouns (rather
than nouns, adjectives, and prepositions), and uses
vocabulary loosely (see also Dewaele and Purnham,
1999, for a review of speech and writing studies).
Text analysis approaches have found that transcribed texts rated as belonging to the w a r m facet
of Extraversion used fewer negative emotion words
and unique words, and more present tense verbs,
with dominant texts using fewer unique words, positive emotion words and self referents (Berry, Pennebaker, Mueller, and Hiller, 1997). Finally, study of
the texts written by Extraverts has found that they
used fewer negations, tentative words, negative emotion words, causation words, inclusive words, and exclusive words, while using more social and positive
emotion words (Pennebaker and King, 1999).
Data Collection
T h e approach to data collection follows Peimebaker
and King (1999). Written texts were collected
from 105 University students or recent graduates
(37 males, 68 females; m e a n age = 24.3 years; S D
= 4.6; all native English speakers). A n introductory e-mail explained the experiment, and pointed
subjects to the relevant web-page. After the completion of an online demographic questionnaire and
a version of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire
(Revised short form; Eysenck, Eysenck, and Barrett, 1985) (mean score for E = 7.91, S D = 3.25;
normative score = 7.42 (male), 7.60 (female)), subjects were asked to compose two e-mails to a good
friend w h o m they hadn't seen for quite some time,
the style of whici is considered to be close to oral
communication (Baiter, 1998). O n e message concerned their activities in the past week; the other discussed their plans for the next week. Subjects were
advised to spend around ten minutes per message,
composed online and submitted using an H T M L
form. It was highlighted that responses would be
treated in confidence and that subjects could remain anonymous. N o payment was made for participation, and integrity of responses was monitored
by reading through the transcripts. O n e additional
submission was rejected as not being serious; the resulting corpus contained 210 texts and 65,000 words.
Experiment 1: Dictionary techniques

LIWC and MRC Methods
LIWC Each respondent's texts were individually
processed using the L I W C text analysis program
(Pennebaker and FVancis, 1999). Items were selected

Table 1: S u m m a r y of E Score and L I W C multiple
regression analysis.
Dependent
Variable
E Score

Independent
Variable
Numbers
Word Count

0
-.21
.20

R"

.08 .0144

for principle components analysis using the same criteria as Pennebaker and King (1999), namely reliability, topic independence, independence from other
variables, and a mean minimum usage of 1%. T h e
validity of the current data was shown using varim a x rotation to derive four factors which essentiaUy
replicate their priorfindings.There was minor variation in some factor loadings, which we attribute to
differences in the writing tasks. See Gill and Oberlander (prep) for a fuller discussion.
By correlating their resultant L I W C factors with
personality dimensions, Peimebaker and King's results suggest broad style preferences for Extraverts.
But this does not identify the relative importance of
their categories for identifying text as Extravert.
Thus, to identify which L I W C variables best help
identify an author's personality, stepwise linear multiple regression was performed. T h e variables entered were those which showed at least a small correlation with the personality type—with a significance
of p < .1—and which satisfied the criteria for inclusion in the previous principle components analysis.
However, since requiring variables to have a mean
usage of 1 % per essay for inclusion in the analysis did not leave any L I W C variables in the regression equation for Extraversion, this criterion was ignored for the results presented below. (Interestingly,
by contrast, even with the application of this criterion, Psychoticism and Neuroticism both had several
strongly significant L I W C predictor variables.)
MRC In addition to the LlWC-based tests, multiple regression analysis was also performed on psycholinguistic properties of the texts, derivedfromthe
M R C Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981).
Texts werefirsttagged for Parts of Speech,^ and
each word-POS pair was then looked up in the
database. If the word and P O S tag matched a pair
in the database, psycholinguistic data was returned
for that word. W h e n all the words in the text had
been processed, mean scores were calculated for categories such as verbalfrequency,written frequency,
concreteness, age of acquisition, along with additional global information, such as the percentage of
a text's words which were captured by the database.
A s with the L I W C regression, variables showing a
correlation with the personaUty type with a significance of p < .1 were entered in to the equation.
^Using the M X P O S T tagger (Ratnaparkhi, 1996).
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it m a y be that for Psychoticism and Neuroticism
the choice of word, or some property of the word
is informative—but for Extraverts, it m a y be that
word order or collocations are more relevant.

Table 2: Summary of E Score and M R C multiple
regression analysis.
Dependent
Variable
E Score

Independent
Variable
Mean
C!oncreteness

P

R»

P
Experiment 2: NLP techniques

Therefore, we recruit bottom up statistical text analysis techniques from corpus linguistics. Specifically,
bigram analysis calculates the probability of pairs
Results
of adjacent terms, or bigrams, occurring together in
The multiple regression analysis of the L I W C varithat order in a given text. To determine the sigables (Table 1) shows that a greater overall word
nificance of a bigram's occurrence, a statistic—log
count for a text {P = .20), and the occurrence likelihood—is calculated, taking into accoimt all the
of fewer references to numbers within that text
other instances of each element in the bigram pair,
(/3 = -.21), indicate Extraversion {p < .05). So, and the other words with which they appear.
Extraverts do appear to type more than Introverts,
Since bigrams can be used to calculate the probmirroring earlier results on speech (Garment et al,
abilistic space in which Ismguage occurs, they have
1965), with the avoidance of numbers embodying
been put to a variety of uses (Collins, 1996; Pedera 'looser', less precise use of language (Fumham,
sen, 2001). However, this study uses them simply
1990). However, the variance accounted for by these
as an advancement on the classified unigram (that
variables is relatively low at 8%. In comparable analis, single-word) toialysis in Experiment 1. Because
yses, both Psychoticism and Neuroticism regression
bigrams contain information about the intercoimecequations explain variance greater than 10%.
tion and dependencies of words, this second analysis
Similarly, with the M R C Psycholinguistic analysis
retains some of the contextual information of lan(Table 2), only the novel finding of a general lowerguage use. Ekjually importantly, since bigrams are
ing of a text's concreteness of vocabulary (/9 = -.21, not classified subjectively, they provide a form of
p < .05) was seen to explain 5 % of variance in Exanalysis that is bottom-up, rather than top-down.
traversion. Again, equations for Psychoticism and
Method
Neuroticism explained more than 1 0 % of variance.
The original corpus of texts was divided by degree
Discussion
of Extraversion by selecting respondents whose E
In both of the dictionary-based antdyses of the
score was greater or less than 1 s.d. of the mean
texts, rather few features appeared to distinguish
(cf. Dewaele and Pavlenko, 2002), with the 21 High
Extravert/Introvert texts, especially when compared
Extravert authors scoring more than 11, and the 17
to the numerous L I W C and M R C features which asLow Extravert authors scoring less than 5.
sociated with Psychoticism and Neuroticism traits.
Bigrams were calculated for the resulting ExH o w could this be? At least two explanations
travert and Introvert subcorpora; the former conare possible. First, the L I W C dictionary is a subtained over 12,000 words; the latter around 8,000.Bijectively constructed analysis tool. It is based on
gram profiles were generated for each corpus and
judgements by health psychologists of texts written
their co-occurence significance in the current texts
by distressed individuals for therapeutic purposes
ranked by log-likelihood statistic (-2 log A),' since
(Pennebaker and Francis, 1999). For its original
for smaller corpora this approximates better to x^
purposes, this is a strength; but it also imposes a
than the X ^ statistic (Dunning, 1993). Rankings
top down limitation on LIWC's functioning. Given
for each group are based on the top 50 bigrams with
this therapeutic origin, it is tempting to suggest that frequency of TV > 2, and a significance of p < .001.
the linguistic features associated with the personalRelative frequency ratios (Damerau, 1993) were then
ity traits of Psychoticism and Neuroticism were more
calculated for bigrams that were c o m m o n to both
important or relevant to the distressed individuals
the subcorpora, and a Spearman Rank correlation
producing the texts—and that is w h y these features
was also performed on these bigrams.
are better represented in LIWC's dictionary.
Results
The M R C database is also fitted to its specific
purposes—for example, matching psycholinguistic
S p e a r m a n R a n k Correlation
stimuli—but this again imposes constraints which
The
correlation coefficient score of .53 indicates that
might prove artificial when it is appUed to a differExtravert
and Introvert use of the shared bigrams is
ent area of investigation.
significantly
correlated at the p < .005 (one-tailed,
Secondly, both dictionaries necessarily operate usN = 2 8 ) level, and they are therefore not distinct.
ing strings corresponding to individual words, sub-.21

.06

.0278

sequently classifying them in a predefined way. Neither takes into account the context of a word. Thus
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^Ted Pederson's bigram software is avsdlable from:
http://www.d.umn.edu/"tpederse/code.html.

Table 3: Shared Extravert and Introvert bigrams.

Table 4: Bigrams unique to Extravert corpus.

Extr Intr
Extr
Intr Rel.F
Cnt Cnt Ratio Ratio Ratio
looking forward 15
4 0.0011 0.0005 2.49
it was
22 0.0034 0.0025 1.39
46
next week
12 0.0018 0.0013 1.33
24
a bit
15 0.0022 0.0017 1.28
29
up with
10 0.0014 0.0011
19
1.26
!!
24 0.0033 0.0027 1.24
45
will be
13 0.0018 0.0015 1.22
24
i was
18 0.0025 0.0020 1.22
33
at the
16 0.0020 0.0018 1.12
27
to see
19 0.0024 0.0021
32
1.12
which is
9 0.0011 0.0010 1.11
15
for a
21 0.0025 0.0024 1.07
34
to get
23 0.0025 0.0026 0.98
34
i have
29 0.0033 0.0032
44
1.01
. i
69 0.0074 0.0077 0.95
99
0.0009
0.91
on friday
8 0.0008
11
0.0040 0.88
, and
36 0.0036 0.0021 0.80
48
and then
19 0.0017 0.0038 0.80
23
in the
34 0.0031 0.0006 0.80
41
apart from
5 0.0005 0.0031 0.78
6
i am
28 0.0025 0.0016 0.76
33
0.75
i think
14 0.0012 0.0035
16
0.0010 0.74
, but
31 0.0026 0.0037 0.72
35
a lot
9 0.0007 0.0012 0.72
10
going to
33 0.0027 0.0026 0.66
36
a few
11 0.0009 0.0013 0.50
12
to do
23 0.0017
23
i've been further analysis
12showed
9
0.0007Extraverts to be
However,
more distinguishable from Ambiverts or Introverts.*

Bigram

Bigram

Rank

- 2 log A Count
Ratio
152 0.0113
183.48
of the
33
40 0.0030
79.47
, which
20
25 0.0019
100.89
had a
16
22 0.0016
115.60
which was
24
19 0.0014
95.69
new year
7
18 0.0013
192.22
got a
45
17 0.0013
66.65
a good
46
16 0.0012
64.45
forward to
26
15 0.0011
94.76
need to
28
15 0.0011
89.99
i'll be
22
14 0.0010
98.70
on Saturday
27
13 0.0010
90.94
we went
42
11 0.0008
67.54
as well
43
11 0.0008
67.18
couple of
30
10 0.0007
84.18
want to
41
10 0.0007
68.01
the moment
44
10 0.0007
67.09
< E N D > hi
21
9 0.0007
99.44
able to
50
9 0.0007
61.19
take care
23
8 0.0006
96.00
catch up
7 texts;
0.0005and
followed
by hi, was39unique70.50
to Extravert
other
6 0.0005
since
thethan
< E N D > 49
marker62.84
separates concatenated
files in the corpus, here we have a tendency towards message-initial hi. B y contrast the more formal [ < E N D > hello] was found solely in Introvert
texts. Use of punctuation also differs between the
two. groups, with Extraverts preferring multiple exclamation marks [.' .'], and solely using multiple full
stops [. .] as in the elliptical (...), again a feature
of informal style, and 'looser' use of language.

Extraverts versiis Introverts

The results of the bigram analysis include: bigrams Quantification In terms of quantification. Introwhich occurred in both the Extravert and Introverts generally tend to show a preference for a
vert corpora (Table 3); bigrams which were found
greater use of quantifiers, such as [o lot], [a few] and
uniquely in the Extravert corpus (Table 4); and
uniquely [all the], [one of], [lota of] and [loads of],
those found only in the Introvert corpus (Table 5). whereas Extraverts show a preference for a bit] and
T h e shared bigrams are ordered by their relative
uniquely use [couple of]. Not only does this demonfrequency, with the highest ratios above 1.0 showstrate an Extravert tendency to be looser and less
ing the strongest association with Extravert authors,
specific, it also apparently reveals exaggeration on
and the smallest ratios less than 1.0 indicating a
the part of the Introvert.
preference on the part of more Introverted authors
Social Devices The Extravert use of stylistic ex(the breakpoint has been indicated by a separating
pressions such as [catch up] and [take care] indicate
rule). Features which are unique to each subcorpus
a relaxed and informal style; their omission points
group can be considered the most distinctive of auto a more socially restrained Introvert. A surpristhorial personality. For current purposes, w e divide
ingly neat equivalence in expression can be found bethe features into eight groupings.
tween the Extravert use of [other than] rather than
Surface Realisation Features These gross fea^
[apart from], although it is not immediately clear
tures are perhaps the most intuitive in their reprewhat might give rise to this.
sentation of the Extraverts or Introverts. For examSelf/Other Reference References to self in the
ple, [ < E N D > hi], the < E N D > (end-of-file marker)
texts demonstrate differences between Extraverts
*When comparing the groups High E (>l8.d.), Mid
and Introverts: Introverts make extensive use of the
E (< ±ls.d.) and Low E (< -Is.d.) (all P and N
first person singular pronoun ([i don't], [i went], [i'm
< ils.d.) it was found that Low E and Mid E correlate
going], [i can], [i've got] are all unique to the Introvery significantly (p < .005; p = .67; Af = 19), whilst
vert text), and also show preference for the following
High E and Mid E do not significantly correlate at the
shared bigrams: [i've done], [i think], [i am], [. i].
p < .05 level (p = .32; N = 24).
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state that they are [trying to] or possibly—and at
some point in the future—they are [going to].

Table 5: Bigrams unique to Introvert corpus.
Bigram
.<END>
i don't
went to
to go
all the
i went
one of
trying to
i'm going
i can
on thiursday
don't know
i've got
lots of
this week
anyway ,
should be
on monday
two weeks
loads of
< E N D > hello
exam results

Rank

- 2 log A

Count

17
18
25
34
47
50
32
29
36
46
20
21
35
26
39
45
40
41
31
49
44
42

80.13
78.77
63.53
56.65
43.06
42.70
57.45
60.75
52.84
43.90
72.22
69.76
55.19
62.29
48.51
44.79
48.10
47.91
58.65
42.72
45.05
47.26

20
18
15
14
12
12
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
6
5
5
4
3

Ratio
0.0022
0.0020
0.0017
0.0016
0.0013
0.0013
0.0012
0.0011
0.0011
0.0011
0.0010
0.0010
0.0010
0.0009
0.0009
0.0009
0.0008
0.0007
0.0006
0.0006
0.0005
0.0003

Modality Similarly, collocations with the verb be
show a distinction in use of modal auxiliaries which
has an effect on the projection of certainty. For
example, Introverts are unique in their use of the
weaker and more tentative should be, whereas Extraverts show a greater use of the stronger predictive
[will be], and are unique in their use of the contracted
form [i'll be] {i will be) (Coates, 1983).
Message Planning/Expression Looking towards surrogates of grammatical construction, Extraverts and Introverts differ in their use of connectives: Introverts show preference for the coordinating conjunctions [, and] and [, but], whilst
Extraverts uniquely show use of the subordinating
[, which], usually deployed in an evaluative sense.
Discussion

In summary, our results support earlierfindings,and
suggest some new conclusions.
For Extraverts, the only unique first person bigram
W e found that Extraverts produce texts with
is [i'll be], and they also show greater use of [t was] more words, which supports the previous findings
for speech (Garment et at., 1965), whilst the reduced
and [i will], although relatively less preferred than
concreteness of Extravert language is a novel finding.
Introvert forms. This underscores the increased InIt m a y be a direct consequence of talking or writing
trovert tendency to focus on self, whereas the only
more, if the pressure to produce words at a high
bigram containing afirstperson plural is unique to
rate (in order to hold thefloor,for instance) diverts
Extraverts {[we went]). T h e Extravert preference for
resources away from more detailed lexical planning.
the bigram [up with] typically indicates a shared exIntroverts' greater preference for numbers and quanperience (prompting the question with w h o m ? ) and
tificationfitswith this, and is compatible with findgreater sociability. These results apparently contraings concerning the use of articles (Pennebaker and
dict Furnham (1990) on pronouns, but given that
the vast majority of pronouns here are first-person King, 1999), and suggestions of a more imprecise and
'looser' Extravert style (Furnham, 1990).
singular, thus focusing on self, this is unsurprising.
Extraverts' use of other or social referents, and InValence Bigrams containing negations were used
troverts' preference for self referents confirms Berry
significantly only by Introverts, as in [i don't] and
et al. (1997)'s previousfindingsfor Extraversion and
[don't know] (indeed [i don't] is the bigram with most its dominant/submissive facets. Another possible
frequent use of i) , whilst Extraverts used the bigram manifestation of the increased Extravert social abil[a good] which is suggestive of positive affect.^ Simity and ease in interaction is expressed by their use
ilarly, the Extravert preference for [looking forward] of surface features and social devices. W e also note
and [forward to] (presumably as in looking forward
in passing the tendency of Extraverts to refer to days
to) also suggests a more positive disposition.
of the weekend, where Introverts refer to weekdays.
Our results on valence are consistent with previous
Ability Personal views on capability are suggested
findings on Introverts' preference for negations and
by the different collocations with infinitival to.^ For
negative emotion words, and the Extravert tendency
Extraverts, their ability to do something should
for positive affect words is consistent with results for
they choose is confidently and assertively relayed uswarmth. However, they do suggest that care should
ing want-, need-, and able- (to); which they use
be taken over the relation between Extraversion and
uniquely. Introverts more timidly and tentatively
dominant facet features (cf. Isbister and Nass, 2000).
Expressions of definite modality and ability ap'Further investigation shows that •••• is not directly
pear to be associated with Extraversion, although
negated (as in [
)). Compare the Introvert [••••],
which was generally followed by • • •. Although the effect they m a y not be the same forms as those discussed
in the context of powerful/less speech. Adoption of
of negation was not viewed as important by Pennebeiker
definite modalities can also be related to avoidance
in the functioning of L I W C , it certainly has implications
of tentativity (Pennebaker and King, 1999).
for models of language generation.
Turning to connectives, w e note that our Introvert
*This confirms the appropriacy of retaining functors
usuallyfilteredout by a stop list (cf. Damerau, 1993).
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preference for [, and] and [, but] is consistent with
Costa, P. and McCrae, R. R. (1992). N E O PI-R
Professional Manual. Psychological Assessment
studies using L I W C which found that the dictionary
Resources, Odessa, Florida.
categories of Inclusion and Exclusion were both inversely correlate with Extraversion. However, [other Damerau, F. (1993). Generating and evaluating
than] and [apart from] would both fall into the same domain-oriented multi-word terms from texts. InL I W C category, yet appear to distinguish opposite
formation Processing and Management, 29, 433ends of the personality dimension.
448.
Dewaele, J.-M. and Furnham, A. (1999). ExtraverConclusion
sion: The unloved variable in applied linguistic
By combining techniquesfrompsycholinguistics and
research. Language Learning, 49(3), 509-544.
statistical natural language processing, we have been Dewaele, J.-M. and Pavlenko, A. (2002). Emotion
able to replicate previous findings on the expression
vocabulary in interlanguage. Language Learning,
of Extraversion through language, and uncover some
52(2), 265-324.
new hnguistic behaviours. Where existing content
Dunning,
T. E. (1993). Accurate methods for the
analysis tools could not detect reliable differences,
statistics
of surprise and coincidence. Computamore sensitive linguistic tools proved their worth.
tional Linguistics, 19(1), 61-74.
Further, more technically sophisticated analyses
can be carried out on this data, and we envisage the Eysenck, H. and Eysenck, S. (1991). Eysenck Personality Questionnaire-Revised. Hodder, London.
use of machine learning techniques to identify disEysenck, S., Eysenck, H., and Barrett, P. (1985). A
tinctive features from the texts, along with bigram
revised version of the psychoticism scale. Personanalysis exploiting Parts of Speech tags. Additionality and Individual Differences, 6(1), 21-29.
ally, the role of gender could be investigated.
Ourfindingscould be exploited within the field Furnham, A. (1990). Language and personality. In
of automatic language generation. As they stand,
H. Giles and W . Robinson, editors. Handbook of
stochastic techniques would be needed; however, a
Language and Social Psychology, pages 73-95. Wicognitively-based personality model would allow a
ley, Chichester.
deeper approach, and that is our eventual goal.
Gill, A. and Oberlander, J. (in prep.). Dictionary
approaches to personality language, in prep.
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Abstract
We explore one aspect of nKaning, the identification of
matching concepts across systems (e.g. people, theories,
or cultures). W e present a computational algorithm
called A B S U R D I S T (Aligning Between Systems Using
Relations Derived Inside Systems for Translation) that
uses only within-systcm similarity relations tofindbetween-system translations. While illustrating the sufficiency of within-system relations to account for translating between systems, simulations of A B S U R D I S T also
indicate synergistic interactions between intrinsic,
within-system information and extrinsic information.
Conceptual Meaning and Translation
There have been two major answers to the question of
h o w our concepts have meaning. The first answer is that
concepts' meanings depend on their connection to the external world (Hamad, 1990). B y this account, the concept
D o g means what it does because our perceptual apparatus
can identify features that characterize, if not define, dogs.
D o g is characterized by features that are either perceptually given, or can be reduced to features that are perceptually given. This will be called the "external grounding"
account of conceptual meaning. The second answer is
that concepts' meanings depend on their connections to
each other ( M a r k m a n & Stillwell, 2001; Saussure,
191S/I9S9). B y this account, Dog's meaning depends on
Cat, Domesticated, and Loyal, and in turn, these concepts
depend on other concepts, including Dog. The dominating metaphor here is of a conceptual w e b in which concepts all mutually influence each other (Quine & UUian,
1970). A concept can mean something within a network
of other concepts but not by itself This will be called the
"conceptual web" account.
The goal of this article is to argue for the synergistic
integration of conceptual w e b and externally grounded
accounts of conceptual meaning. However, in pursuing
this argument, w e will fu^t argue for the sufficiency of the
conceptual w e b account for a particular task associated
with conceptual meaning. Then, w e will show h o w the
conceptual w e b account can be ably supplemented by external grounding to establish meanings more successfully
than either method could by itself
Our point of departure for exploring conceptual
meaning will be a highly idealized and purposefully simplified version of a conceptual translation task. Consider
two individuals, Joan and John, w h o each possesses a
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number of concepts. Suppose further that w e would like
some w a y to tell that Joan and John both have a concept
of, say, M u s h r o o m . Joan and John m a y not have exactly
the same concept of M u s h r o o m . John m a y believe mushrooms grow from seeds whereas Joan believes they grow
from spores. More generally, Joan and John will differ in
the rest of their conceptual networks because of their different experiences and levels of expertise. Still, it seems
desirable to say that Joan and John's M u s h r o o m concepts
correspond to one another. W e will describe a network
that translates between concepts in two systems, placing,
for example, Joan and John's M u s h r o o m concepts in correspondence with each other.
Translation across systems is generally desirable and
specifically necessary in order to say things like "John's
concept of mushrooms is less informed than Joan's."
Fodor and Lepore have taken the existence of this kind of
translation as a challenge to conceptual w e b accounts of
meaning (Fodor & Lepore, 1992). B y Fodor and Lepore's
interpretation, if a concept's meaning depends on its role
within the larger system, and if there are some differences
between the systems, then the concept's meaning would
be different in the two systems. A natural w a y to try to
salvage the conceptual w e b account is to argue that determining corresponding concepts across systems does not
require the systems to be identical, but only similar.
However, Fodor (Fodor, 1998; Fodor & Lepore, 1992)
insists that the notion of similarity is not adequate to establish that Joan and John both possess a M u s h r o o m concept. Fodor argues that "saying what it is for concepts to
have similar, but not identical contents presupposes a
prior notion of beliefs with similar but not identical concepts" [Fodor, 1998, p. 32].
The ABSURDIST Algorithm for Crosssystem Translation
W e will now present a simple neural network called
A B S U R D I S T (Aligning Between Systems Using Relations Derived Inside Systems for Translation) that finds
conceptual correspondences across two systems (two people, two time slices of one person, two scientific theories,
two developmental age groups, two language communities, etc.) using only inter-conceptual similarities, not conceptual identities, as input. Thus, A B S U R D I S T will take
as input two systems of concepts in which every concept
of a system is defined exclusively in terms of its dissimilarities to other concepts in the same system. Laakso and

where D(A,,A,) is the psychological distance between
elements q and r in System A , and S is a negative exponential function of the absolute difference between S's
two arguments. The amount of inhibition is given by

Cottrell (2000) describe another neural network model
that uses similarity relations within two systems to compare the similarity of the systems. A B S U R D I S T produces
as output a set of correspondences indicating which concepts from System A correspond to which concepts from
System B. These correspondences serve as the basis for
understanding h o w the systems can communicate with
each other without the assumption made by Fodor (1998)
that the two systems have exactly the same concepts. The
existence of A B S U R D I S T provides evidence against
Fodor's argument that similarities between people's concepts are an insufficient basis for determining that two
people share an equivalent concept. A B S U R D I S T is not a
complete model of conceptual meaning or translation.
Our point is that even if the only relation between concepts in a system were simply similarity, this would still
suffice to find translations of the concepts in different
systems.
Elements A , „ belong to System A , while elements B, „
belong to System B. C,(Aq,B,) is the activation, at time t,
of the unit that represents the correspondence between the
qth element of A and the xth element of B. There will be
m n correspondence units, one for each possible pair of
corresponding elements between A and B. In the current
example, every element represents one concept in a system. The activation of a correspondence unit is bound
between 0 and 1. with a value of 1 indicating a strong correspondence between the associated elements, and a value
of 0 indicating strong evidence that the elements do not
correspond. Correspondence units dynamically evolve
over time by the equations:

p,(\.B.)*p.(A,.B,)

According to the equation for R, Elements q and x will
tend to be placed into correspondence to the extent that
they enter into similar similarity relations with other elements. For influencing alignments, the similarity between
two distances is weighted by the strengths of the units that
align elements that are placed in correspondence by the
distances. The equation for R represents the sum of the
supporting evidence (the consistent correspondences),
with each piece of support weighted by its relevance
(given by the S term). The inhibitory I term is based on a
one-to-one mapping constraint (Falkenhainer, Forbus, &
Centner, 1989). The unit that places A, into correspondence with B , will tend to become deactivated if other
strongly activated units place A , into correspondence with
other elements from B, or B , into correspondence with
other elements from A.
Correspondence unit activations are initialized to rand o m values selected from a normal distribution with a
mean of O.S and a standard deviation of O.OS. In our
simulations, Equation (1) is iterated for a fixed number of
cycles. It is assumed that A B S U R D I S T places two elements into correspondences if the activation of their correspondence unit is greater than or equal to 0.55 after the
fixed number of iterations have been completed (4000
cylces in the simulations described below).
ifN{c\A,.B^)*0lh4nCjA,.B.).C.{A,,B.)*N(c,(A,.B.)){mMX-C.(A,.B.))L
eluCUA,.B.).CiA,.B.)*N{clA,A)lc,{A,.B,)-nm)L

W-

Assessing ABSURDIST'S Performance
In assessing A B S U R D I S T ' S performance, w e will asIf N(C;(A,,B,)), the net input to a unit that links the qth sume that conceptual dissimilarities obey Euclidean diselement of A and the xth element of B, is positive, then
tance metric assumptions, and are interpretable as disthe unit's activation will increase as a function of the net
tances between concepts lying in a geometric space. Our
input, a squashing function that limits activation to an upgeneral method for evaluating A B S U R D I S T will be to
per bound of max=l, and a learning rate L (set to 1). If
generate a number of elements in a two dimensional
the net input is negative, then activations are limited by a
space, with each element identified by its value on each of
lower bound of min=0. The net input is defmed as
the two dimensions. These will be the elements of System A, and each is represented as a point in space. Sysn(c,(a^,B,)) - a£(/l,,Bj + pR{A,,B,)-xl{\,B,), (2)
tem B's elements are created by copying the points from
System A and adding Gaussian noise to each of the diwhere the E term is the external similarity between \ and
mension values of each of the points. Then, equation (1) is
Bx, R is their internal similarity, I is the inhibition to
used to update correspondences across the two systems
placing A , and B , into correspondence that is supplied by
for a fixed number of iterations. The correspondences
other developing correspondence units, and a+b+c=l.
computed by A B S U R D I S T are then compared to the corW h e n a=0, then correspondences between A and B will
rect correspondences. T w o elements correctly correspond
be based solely on the similarities among the elements
to each other if the element in System B was originally
within a system, as proposed by a conceptual w e b accopied from the element in System A.
count. The amount of excitation to a unit based on withinsystem relations is given by
Noise tolerance and system complexity
A n initial set of simulations was conducted to deter5;2s(D(A,.A,),D(fi,,Bj)c,(4.A,)
mine h o w robust the A B S U R D I S T algorithm was to noise
and h o w well the algorithm scaled to different sized sysR(A,,B.)-^
Mm(m,Ai)-l
tems. W e ran a 7 X 6 factorial combination of simulations, with 7 levels of added noise and 6 different numbers of elements per system. Noise was infused into the
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algorithm by varying the displacement between corresponding points across systems. The points in System A
were set by randomly selecting dimension values from a
uniform random distribution with a range from 0 to 1000.
System B points were copied from System A , and Gaussian noise with standard deviations of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,0.4,
0.5, or 0.6% was added to the points of B. The number of
points per system was 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, or 15. a was set to 0,
P was set to 0.4, and x to 0.6. The values for p and x
were selected because they were the most balanced
weights that produced fewer than 5 % two-to-one correspondences. For each of the 42 combinations of noise and
number of items, 1000 separate randomized starting configurations were tested. The results from this simulation
are shown in Figure 1, which plots the percentage of
simulations in which each of the proper correspondences
between systems is recovered. For example, for 15-item
systems, the figure plots the percentage of time that all 15
correspondences are recovered. The graph shows that performance gradually deteriorates with added noise, but that
the algorithm is robust to at least modest amounts of
noise.
More surprisingly. Figure 1 also shows that the algorithm's ability to recover true correspondences generally
increases as a function of the number of elements in each
system, at least for small levels of noise. O n e might have
thought that as more elements were matched between
systems that there would be greater confusion between
elements, given that the size of the bounding region re-

mains constant. A s the number of elements in a system
increases, the similarity relations between those elements
provide increasingly strong constraints that serve to
uniquely identify each element. If one generated random
translations that were constrained to allow only one-toone correspondences, then the probability of generating a
completely correct translation would be l/N!. Thus, with
0.6% noise, the 2 3 % rate of recovering all 3 correspondences for a 3-item system is slightly above chance performance of 16.67%. However, with the same amount of
noise, the 1 7 % rate of recovering all of the correspondences for a 15-item system is remarkably higher than the
chance rate of 7.6X10". Thus, at least in our highly simplified domain, w e have support for the argument (Lenat
& Feigenbaum, 1991) that establishing meanings on the
basis of within-system relations becomes easier, not
harder, as the size of the system increases.
Interactions between extrinsic and intrinsic determinants of alignments
The simulation above indicates that within-system relations are sufficient for discovering between-system translations, but this should not be interpreted as suggesting
that the meaning of an element is not also dependent on
relations extrinsic to the system. A B S U R D I S T offers a
useful, idealized system for examining interactions between intrinsic (within-system) and extrinsic (external to

A—3 Items
Item*
5 Items
6 Items
10 Items
IS Items

Percent Noise
Figure 1
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the system) aspects of meaning. O n e w a y to incorporate
extrinsic biases into the system is by initially seeding correspondence units with values. T h u s far, all correspondence units have been seeded with initial activation values
tightly clustered around 0.5. H o w e v e r , in m a n y situations, there m a y be external reason to think that t w o elements correspond to each other: they m a y receive the
s a m e label, they m a y have perceptual attributes in c o m m o n , they m a y be associated with a c o m m o n event, or a
teacher signal m a y have provided a hint that the t w o elements correspond. In these cases, the initial seed-value
m a y be significantly greater than 0.5.
Figure 2 s h o w s the results of a simulation of
A B S U R D I S T with different amounts of extrinsic support
for a selected correspondence between t w o elements.
T w o systems are generated by randomly creating a set of
points in t w o dimensions for System 1, and copying the
points' coordinates to System 2 while introducing 0 . 6 %
noise to their positions. W h e n Seed = 0.5, then n o correspondence is given an extrinsically supplied bias. W h e n
Seed=0.75, then one of the true correspondences between
the systems is given a larger initial activation than the
other correspondences. For a system m a d e u p of 15 efcments, a m a p p i n g accuracy of 31 % is obtained without
any extrinsic assistance (Seed=0.5). If seeding a single
correct correspondence with a value of 1 rather than 0.5
allowed A B S U R D I S T to recover just that one correspondence with 1 0 0 % probability, then accuracy w o u l d increase at most to 3 5 . 6 % (((.31 • 14) + 1)/15). T h e reference line in Figure 2 s h o w s these predicted increases in
accuracy. For all systems tested, the observed increment
in accuracy far outstretches the increase in accuracy predicted if seeding a correspondence only helped that correspondence. Moreover, the a m o u n t by which translation
accuracy improves beyond the a m o u n t predicted generally
increases as a function of system size. T h u s , externally
seeding a correspondence does m o r e than just fix that correspondence. In a system w h e r e correspondences all
mutually depend upon each other, seeding one correspon-

dence has a ripple-effect through which other correspondences are improved.
Equation 2 provides a second w a y of incorporating extrinsic influences on correspondences between systems.
This equation defines the net input to a correspondence
unit as an additive function of the extrinsic support for the
correspondence, the intrinsic support, and the competition
against it. T h u s far, the extrinsic support has been set to
0. T h e extrinsic support term can be viewed as any perceptual, linguistic, or top-down information that suggests
that two objects correspond (this differs from the philosopher's use of "external m e a n i n g " to refer to the causal
determinants of a concept). T o study interactions between
extrinsic and intrinsic support for correspondences, w e
conducted 1000 simulations that started with 10 randomly
placed points in a two-dimensional space for System A ,
and then copied these points over to System B with Gaussian-distributed noise. T h e intrinsic, role-based support is
determined by the previously described equations. T h e
extrinsic support term of Equation 2 is given by a negative
exponential function of the absolute distance between the
t w o concepts' absolute locations. T h u s , the correspondence unit connecting q and x will tend to be strengthened
if q and x have similar coordinates. This is extrinsic support because the similarity of q's and x's coordinates can
be determined without any reference to other elements.
In conducting this third simulation, w e assigned three
different sets of weights to the extrinsic and intrinsic support terms. For the "Extrinsic only" results of Figure 3,
w e set a = 0 . 4 , p = 0 , and x=0-6. For the "Intrinsic only"
results, w e set a = 0 , P=0.4, and x=0-6- For "Intrinsic and
Extrinsic," w e set ot=0.2, p=0.2, and x=0.6.
Figure 3 s h o w s that using only information intrinsic to
a system results in better correspondences than using only
extrinsic information. This is because corresponding elements that have considerably different positions in their
systems can often still be properly connected with intrinsic information if other proper correspondences can be
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recovered. The intrinsic support term is more robust than
the extrinsic term because it depends on the entire system
of emerging correspondences. For this reason, it is surprising that the best translation performance is found
when intrinsic and extrinsic information are both incorporated into Equation 2 with equal weight. The superior
performance of the network that uses both intrinsic and
extrinsic information derives from its robustness in the
face of noise. S o m e distortions to points of System B adversely affect the intrinsic system more than the extrinsic
system. For example, a slight distortion to a point m a y
make its pattern of distances to other points quite similar
to another point. A system that incorporates both sources
of information will tend to recover well from either disruption to absolute orrelativepositions if the other source
of information is reasonably intact.

translations between concepts. It is often easier to find
translations for large systems than small systems.
T h e second important theoretical contribution of
A B S U R D I S T is to formalize some of the ways that intrinsic, within-system relations and extrinsic, perceptual information synergistically interact in determining conceptual alignments. Intrinsic relations suffice to determine
cross-concept translations, but if extrinsic information is
available, more robust, noise-resistant translations can be
found. The synergistic benefit of combining intrinsic and
extrinsic information sheds n e w light on the debate on accounts of conceptual meaning. It is c o m m o n to think of
intrinsic and extrinsic accounts of meaning as being m u tually exclusive, or at least zero-sum. Seemingly, either a
concept's meaning depends on information within its conceptual system or outside of its conceptual system, and to
the extent that one dependency is strengthened, the other
dependency is weakened. In opposition to this zero-sum
perspective on intrinsic and extrinsic meaning,
A B S U R D I S T offers a framework in which a concepts'
meaning is both intrinsically and extrinsically determined
(see also two-factor theories in philosophy such as Block,
1986), and the external grounding makes intrinsic information more, not less, powerful. T o claim that all concepts in a system depend on all of the other concepts in a
system is perfectly compatible with claiming that all of
these concepts have a perceptual basis.
W e have focused on the application of A B S U R D I S T to
the problem of translating between different people's conceptual systems. However, the algorithm is applicable to
a variety of situations in which elements from two systems must be placed in correspondence in an efficient and
reasonable (though not necessarily optimal) manner. A

Discussion
The A B S U R D I S T model makes two theoretically important points. First, translations between two systems
can be found using only information about the relations
between elements within a system. The claim is that the
concept in Person A that matches a concept in Person B
can be found considering only the relations between concepts in Person A , and the relations between concepts in
Person B. A B S U R D I S T demonstrates h o w a holistic
conception of meaning is compatible with the goal of determining correspondences between concepts across individuals. T w o people need not have exactly the same systems, or even the same number of concepts, to create
proper conceptual correspondences. Contra Fodor (Fodor,
1998; Fodor & Lepore, 1992) information in the form of
inter-conceptual similarities suffices to find inter-svstem

Extrinsic Only
Intrinsic and Extrinsic

0.2

0.3

Percent Noise
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combination of properties makes A B S U R D I S T particularly useful for applications in cognitive science: 1) the
algorithm can operate solely on relations within a system,
2) the within-system relations can be as simple as generic
similarity relations, 3) the algorithm can combine withinsystem and between-systems information when each is
available. 4) the algorithm has a strong bias to establish
one-to-one correspondences, and 5) the algorithm does
not require larger numbers of iterations for convergence
as the number of elements per system increases. S o m e of
the domains of application for A B S U R D I S T include object recognition, analogy, and automatic translation.
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of the system. A standard solution to recognizing rotated
objects is to find matching landmark points that are identifiable on a known object and an input object to be recognized (Ullman, 1996). Once identified, these landmarks
can reveal h o w the input would need to be rotated to match
the known object. Even if no extrinsically aligned landmarks can be identified, A B S U R D I S T can still match the
objects by taking advantage of the wealth of information
contained in within-object proximity relations (Edelman,
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Analogy
A B S U R D I S T offers a complementary approach to
analogical reasoning between domains. Most existing
models of analogical comparison represent the domains to
be compared in terms of richly structured propositions
(Hummel & Holyoak, 1997; Eliasmith & Thagard, 2001).
In many cases, such as single words or pictures, it is difficult to come up with propositional encodings that capture
an item's meaning. In such cases, A B S U R D I S T ' S unstructured similarity relations are a useful addition to existing models of analogical reasoning.
Automatic dictionary translation
The small-scale simulations conducted here leave open
the promise of applying A B S U R D I S T to m u c h larger
translation tasks, such as dictionaries, thesauri, encyclopedias, and organizational structures. A B S U R D I S T could
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and English 'cat" might correspond to each other because
of their phonological similarity).
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Abstract
Many scientific fields continue to explore cognition
related to Theory of Mind abilities, where people reason
about the mental states of themselves and others.
Experimental and theoretical approaches to this problem
have largely avoided issues concerning the contents of
representations employed in this class of reasoning. In
this paper, w e describe a n e w approach to the
investigation of representations related to Theory of
Mind abilities that is based on the analysis of
commonsense strategies. W e argue that because the
mental representations of strategies must include
concepts of mental states and processes, the large-scale
analysis of strategies can be informative of the
representational scope of Theory of Mind abilities. The
results of an analysis of this sort are presented as a
description of thirty representational areas that organize
the breadth of Theory of Mind concepts. Implications for
Theory Theories and Simulation Theories of Theory of
Mind reasoning are discussed.
Investigating the Tlieory of Mind
One of the most challenging areas of research in the
cognitive sciences has concerned the Theory of Mind,
in reference to the abilities humans have to perceive
and reason about their o w n mental states and the mental
states of other people. Along with the inherent
difficulties in investigating behavior that is largely
unobservable, researchers in this area are required to be
extremely interdisciplinary. M a n y research fields
contribute evidence that influences our understanding
of these human abilities, although the methods used to
gather this evidence are diverse.
Researchers in developmental psychology largely
choose to investigate the Theory of M i n d as a set of
abilities that progressively emerge in normal child
development (Wellman & Lagattuta, 2000). B y the last
half of their second year, toddlers demonstrate an
understanding of the role of intentionality in action, and
that other people have subjective experiences. B y the
age of four and five, children comprehend and use
vocabulary to refer to mental states such as thoughts,
imaginations, and knowledge. A s children advance into
grade-school years and adulthood, there is a growing
appreciation of people as active constructors and
interpreters of knowledge, and awareness that others
have ongoing thoughts. There is evidence that Theory
of Mind capabilities continue to improve into the later
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adult years, even while non-social reasoning abilities
begin to degrade (Happ^ et al., 1998).
In the research area of abnormal psychology,
compelling cases have been m a d e relating illnesses
such as autism (Baron-Cohen, 2000) and schizophrenia
(Corcoran, 2001) to deficits in Theory of Mind abilities.
Neuropathology studies of stroke patients have
provided evidence that Theory of M i n d mechanisms
m a y be localized in the brain (Happ6 et al., 1999), and
ongoing functional neuroimaging studies continue to
provide further evidence for localization (Frith & Frith,
2000).
In search of a more process-oriented understanding of
Theory of M i n d abilities, it is the philosophy
community that has m a d e the most contributions,
proposing two classes of process theories that have
been extensively debated. First, the Theory Theory
hypothesizes that Theory of M i n d abilities are
computed by prediction and explanation mechanisms
by employing representation-level knowledge about
mental attitudes (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Nichols &
Stich, forthcoming). T h e opposing view is that of
Simulation Theory (Goldman, 2000), which argues that
Theory of M i n d abilities are computed by imagining
that you are in the place of the other person, then
inferring their mental states b y monitoring the
processing that is done b y your o w n cognitive
mechanisms. While some high-level process-oriented
cognitive models have been proposed (e.g. Nichols and
Stich, 2000), there are m a n y unanswered questions that
prohibit the creation of detailed, computational models
of Theory of Mind abilities.
Most lacking in our theoretical understanding of
Theory of Mind abilities is a description of the specific
contents of the mental representations that are
employed in this reasoning. There is general agreement
that these representational elements must include
concepts such as beliefs and desires (e.g. Harris, 1996),
and these two concepts in particular have taken a
privileged role in the cognitive models that have been
proposed. A potential benefit of the focus on these
concepts is that this representational area (beliefs,
desires, intentionality) is a m o n g the very few where
established axiomatic theories have been developed in
the artificial intelligence community (Cohen &
Levesque, 1990). Continued artificial intelligence
progress in developing axioms for inference concerning

mental states (e.g. Ortiz, 1998) will greatly support the
plausibility of the Theory Theory approach.
However, there is a general sense throughout the
fields investigating Theory of Mind abilities that the
contents of these representations go far beyond simple
notions of beliefs and desires, particularly a m o n g
developmental psychologists investigating the role that
language plays in acquiring mental state concepts.
Several studies have been conducted that investigate the
linguistic environment of children for the presence of
Theory of Mind related terms, where the conceptual
scope is m u c h more broadly construed. Dyer et al.
(2000) best exemplifies the broad conceptual scope of
this line of work, which compared the frequency of 455
mental state terms that appear in young children's
storybooks. This list included 102 cognitive state terms
(e.g. notice, wonder), 152 emotional state terms (e.g.
nervous, boring), 84 desire and volition terms (e.g.
hope, wish), and 117 moral evaluation and obligation
terms (e.g. ought, terrible), where the complete list was
compiled from previous language studies.
While these linguistic approaches help to broaden our
conception of the scope of representational elements in
Theory of M i n d reasoning, m a n y of the traditional
concerns about the relationship between language and
mental representation m a y apply. Particularly, there is
no reason to believe that any full enumeration of mental
state terms must parallel the breadth of concepts that
are represented and manipulated by reasoning
processes. The inherent subjectivity of these concepts
m a y serve to restrict the introduction of n e w vocabulary
in the lexicon as compared with other topics of
discourse. Likewise, the remarkable creativity that is
evident in h u m a n language use m a y mislead us to
believe that there are representational distinctions
between concepts that are in fact functionally
synonymous. While these linguistic approaches have
been persuasive in arguing for a broader scope of
Theory of M i n d representations in our cognitive
models, a n e w investigative methodology for concept
enumeration would be useful.
Analogy as an Investigative Tool
In previous work (Gordon, 2001a), w e argued that
progress in a different area of cognition - that of
analogical reasoning - could be a basis for a novel
methodology for the investigation of mental
representations. A s a cognitive process, analogical
reasoning has received an enormous amount of
attention, both theoretical and experimental, with the
aim of understanding h o w people draw analogies
between two different cases in working memory. The
prevailing explanation is based on the notion of
structural alignment of the mental representations that
people have of these cases (Gentaer, 1983). That is, two
different cases are judged as strongly analogous when
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portions of the structured mental representation of one
case can be mapped onto structurally identical portions
of the other. Strong empirical support for the structure
mapping theory of analogical reasoning (see Centner &
Markman, 1997, for a review) presents an opportunity:
if structural alignment of representations are necessary
to process analogies, then an analysis of the analogies
that people naturally m a k e can reveal the sorts of
representations that they must employ.
In this previous work, two main claims were put
forth. First it w a s noted that there is something
particularly interesting about the commonsense notion
of a strategy as it relates to analogies between planning
cases. People readily see analogies between plaruiing
behaviors exhibited in vastly different goal-driven
domains. For example, a retreating military force that
destroys the supplies that they can't take with them m a y
be viewed as analogous to the company that publicly
releases its closely guarded industrial secrets in the face
of a hostile corporate takeover. In both cases w e would
say the actors were using the same strategy, one that is
so commonly recognized that it has been given a name,
scorched earth policy. In accordance with the structure
mapping theory of analogy, it was argued that strategies
like this one are structured mental representations that
are shared between the analogous planning cases where
they are employed.
The second claim was that mental representations of
strategies necessarily include references to the mental
states and processes of people. For example, to be
considered as an example of scorched earth policy, it
must be the case that the actor foresees he will loose
possession of a valuable resource to an advancing
enemy, he foresees that after the e n e m y gains
possession of it he will use the resource to further
advance against him, and that the actor imagines that
what he does to these resources will make them useless
to the enemy. Strategic analogies show us that concepts
such as these that specifically refer to mental processes
must be explicitly represented in cognition. A s the
mental state concepts in these statements are exactly the
sort relevant to Theory of Mind abilities, our claim is
that the analysis of strategies provides a means of
identifying the breadth of reified mental state concepts
that are available in support of this class of reasoning.
In order to explore the representational scope of
strategies, w e undertook a large-scale strategy
representation effort (Gordon, 2001b). First, 372
commonsense strategies were collected from 10
different planning domains using directed expert
interviews, the analysis of texts that are encyclopedic of
strategies in a particular domain, and the introspective
elaboration of strategies in our o w n areas of expertise.
T o identify the representational requirements of this
catalog of strategies, w e developed a notational form
called a pre-formal representation that would allow us

to commit to the specific semantic elements in the
representation of a strategy without adhering to the
syntactic constraints that would be necessary in more
formal, logic-based representations. After authoring
pre-formal representations of each of the 372 strategies,
the component concepts were grouped into sets of
synonyms to form a controlled vocabulary consisting of
989 unique concepts. This list was then organized into
48 representational areas that parallel both those that
are traditionally the subject of formal conrunonsense
knowledge representation (e.g. time and events) and
those that are viewed as component cognitive processes
in previous cognitive modeling work (planning and
memory retrieval).
Eighteen of the representational areas that were
identified in this previous work did not concern the
mental states and processes of people. A large portion
of these areas related more generally to the physical
world, including concepts of time, space, events, states,
objects, numbers, sets, and taxonomies. The remaining
portion of these eighteen areas concerned people
directly, but not their mental states in particular, and
included terms for the relationships they hold, the
organizations they participate in, their abilities,
activities, and non-mental actions.
The other thirty representational areas that were
identified deal specifically with the mental life of
people. W h a t is interesting about this collection of
representational terms is that its scope is significantly
larger than what has been suggested in cognitive
models of Theory of M i n d abilities or even in the
contents of the lexicons used in the analysis of language
for Theory of Mind concepts.
The primary direction in which these representational
areas expand the scope of previous work is with respect
to folk psychological conceptions of mental processes,
whereas previous work has focused mostly on mental
states. While the terms revealed in our investigation
certainly include mental state concepts such as beliefs
and desires, these are coupled with concepts describing
the mental processes that affect these states, such as the
mental processes of removing the justification for a
belief and the process of abandoning of a goal to
achieve some desired state. In short, the representations
that appear to be necessary to account for strategic
analogies outline a set of processes that constitute a
cognitive architecture.
Theory of Mind Representations
In order to elaborate on the mental state and mental
process components that are evident in the organization
of strategy representation terms, this section briefly
describes each of the thirty representational areas (of
the 48 total) specifically related to Theory of Mind
reasoning. Each area is listed with a short area title, the
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number of unique representational terms (out of 989) in
the area found in strategy representations, a short
definition of the scope of the area, and a few examples
of the specific terms in the area.
I. Managing knowledge (30 terms): The knowledge
that agents have is a set of beliefs that m a y be true or
false based on certain justifications, and can be actively
assumed true, affirmed, or disregarded entirely.
Examples: Assumption, Justification, Revealed false
belief.
2. Similarity comparison (16 terms): Agents can
reason about the similarity of different things using
different similarity metrics, where analogies are similar
only at an abstract level. Examples: Class similarity.
Similarity metric. M a k e analogy.
3. M e m o r y retrieval (3 terms): Agents have a
m e m o r y that they use to store information through a
process of memorization, and m a y use m e m o r y aids
and cues to facilitate retrieval. Examples: M e m o r y cue.
M e m o r y retrieval. Memorize.
4. Emotions (8 terms): Agents m a y experience a wide
range of emotional responses based on their appraisal of
situations, which defines their emotional state.
Examples: Anxiety emotion. Pride emotion. Emotional
state.
5. Explanations (17 terms): Agents generate
candidate explanations for causes in the world that are
unknown, and m a y have preferences for certain classes
of explanations. Examples: Candidate explanation.
Explanation preference. Explanation failure.
6. World envisionment (48 terms): Agents have the
capacity to imagine states other than the current state, to
predict what will happen next or what has happened in
the past, and to determine the feasibility of certain state
transitions. Examples; Causal chain. Envisioned
likelihoood. Possible envisioned state.
7. Execution envisionment (23 terms): O n e m o d e of
envisionment is that of imagining the execution of a
plan for the purpose of predicting possible conflicts,
execution failures, side effects, and the likelihood of
successful execution. Examples: Envisioned failure.
Side effect. Imagine possible execution.
8. Causes of failure (31 terms): In attempting to
explain failures of plans and reasoning, agents m a y
employ a number of explanation patterns, such as
explaining a scheduling failure by the lack of time, or a
planning failure by a lack of resources. Examples:
False triggered monitor. Lack of ability. Successful
execution of opposing competitive plan.
9. Managing expectations (8 terms): Envisionments
about what will happen next constitute expectations,
which can be validated or violated based on what
actually occurs. Examples: Expectation violation.
Unexpected event. Remove expectation.
10. Other agent reasoning (8 terms): Envisionments
about the planning and reasoning processes of other

agents allow an agent to imagine what they would be
thinking about if they were them. Examples: Guess
expectation, Guess goal. Deduce other agent plan.
11. Threat detection (15 terms): B y monitoring their
o w n envisionments for states that violate goals, an
agent can detect threats and track their realization.
Examples: Envisioned threat. Realized threat. Threat
condition.
12. Goals (27 terms): Goals of agents describe world
states and events that are desired, and include both
states and events that are external to the planner as well
as those that characterize desired internal mental sUtes
and processes. Examples: Auxiliary goal. Knowledge
goal. Shared goal.
13. Goal themes (6 terms): A potential reason that an
agent m a y have a goal could be based on the roles that
agents have in relationships and organizations, or
because of a value that they hold. Examples: Generous
theme. G o o d person theme. Retaliation theme.
14. Goal management (28 terms): Agents actively
manage the goals that they have, deciding when to add
n e w goals, commence or suspend the pursuit of goals,
modify or specify their goals in some way, or abandon
them altogether. Examples: Currently pursued goal.
Goal prioritization. Suspend goal.
IS. Plans (32 terms): The plans of agents are
descriptions of behaviors that are imagined to achieve
goals, and can be distinguished by the types of goals
that they achieve or by h o w they are executed, and m a y
be composed of other plans or only partially specified.
Examples: Adversarial plan. Repetitive plan, Shared
plan.
16. Plan elements (28 terms): Plans are composed of
subplans, including branches that are contingent on
factors only known at the time of execution. They m a y
have iterative or repetitive components, or include
components that are absolutely required for a plan to
succeed. Examples: // then. Iteration termination
condition. Triggered start time.
17. Planning modalities (17 terms): The selection of
plans can be done in a variety of different ways, such as
adapting old plans to current situations, collaboratively
planning with other agents, and counterplanning against
the envisioned plans of adversaries. Examples:
Adversarial planning. Auxiliary goal pursuit. Imagined
world planning.
18. Planning goals (27 terms): The planning process
is directed by abstract planning goals of an agent, which
include goals of blocking threats, delaying events,
enabling an action, preserving a precondition, or
satisfying the goals of others. Examples: Avoid action.
Delay duration end. Maximize value.
19. Plan construction (30 terms): Agents construct
n e w plans by specializing partial plans, adding and
ordering subplans, and resolving planning problems
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when they arise. Examples: Candidate plan. Planning
failure. Planning preference.
20. Plan adaptation (18 terms): Existing plans can be
adapted and modified by substituting values or agency,
and by adding or removing subplans to achieve goals
given the current situation. Examples: Adaptation cost.
Adaptation failure. Substitution adaptation.
21. Design (8 terms): O n e modality of planning is
design, where the constructed plan is a description of a
thing in the world within certain design constraints, and
where the resulting things have a degree of adherence
to this design. Examples: Design adherence. Design
failure. Designed use.
22. Decisions (38 terms): Agents are faced with
choices that m a y have an effect on their goals, and must
decide among options based on some selection criteria
or by evaluating the envisioned consequences.
Examples: Best candidate. Decision justification.
Preference.
23. Scheduling (23 terms): A s agents select plans,
they must be scheduled so that they are performed
before deadlines and abide by other scheduling
constraints. Plans m a y have scheduled start times and
durations, or m a y be pending as the plaiwer waits for
the next opportunity for execution. Examples:
Deadline, Pending plan. Scheduling constraint.
24. Monitoring (18 terms): Agents monitor both
states and events in the world and in their o w n
reasoning processes for certain trigger conditions which
m a y prompt the execution of a triggered action.
Examples: First monitor triggering. Monitoring
duration. Monitor envisionmenl.
25. Execution modalities (11 terms): Plans can be
executed in a variety of ways, including consecutively
along with other plans, in a repetitive manner, and
collaboratively along with other agents. Examples:
Concurrent execution. Continuous execution. Periodic
execution.
26. Execution control (28 terms): A plaimer actively
decides to begin the execution of a plan, and m a y then
decide to suspend or terminate its execution. A
suspended plan can later be resumed from the point the
agent left off Examples: Execution delay. Suspend
execution. Terminate activity.
27. Repetitive execution (16 terms): S o m e plans and
subplans are executed iteratively for some number of
times, or repetitively until some termination condition
is achieved. Examples: Current iteration. Iteration
completion. Remaining repetition.
28. Plan following (29 terms): Agents track the
progress of their plans as they execute them in order to
recognize when deadlines are missed, preconditions are
satisfied, and when they have successfiiUy achieved the
goal. Examples: Achieve precondition. Miss deadline.
Successful execution.

29. Observation of execution (29 terms): A g e n U can
track the execution of plans by other agents, evaluating
the degree to which these executions adhere to
performance descriptions known to the observing agent.
Examples: Observed execution, Assessment criteria,
Performance encoding.
30. Body interaction (15 terms): The physical body
of an agent translates intended actions into physical
movements, and sometimes behaves in unintended
ways. The body modifies the planner's knowledge
through perception of the world around it, and by
causing a sensation of execution. Examples: Impaired
agency, Nonconscious execution. Attend.
Discussion
There exists no infallible technique for identifying the
contents of the mental representations used in
reasoning. The approach described here, where our
theoretical understanding of analogical reasoning is
used as an investigative tool, relies heavily on our
analytic abilities in describing the shared relational
structure of analogous cases as much as on the validity
of the structure-mapping theory itself W e feel that
while the specific concepts chosen in the course of
authoring pre-formal representations of 372 strategies
can rightly be questioned, the scope of these concepts
as a whole cannot. The evidence provided by terms
used in strategy representations suggests that the scope
of mental representations that m a y support Theory of
Mind abilities includes concepts for both the mental
states of people and of the cognitive processes that they
employ.
This evidence of process-oriented mental
representations does not by itself provide support for
either of the two prominent Theory of Mind theories
(Theory Theory and Simulation Theory). However, it
does have relevance to h o w proponents of these
theories proceed to produce more detailed, even
computational, process models of Theory of Mind
abilities.
Proponents of the Theory Theory should view these
representation areas as a catalog of the component
theories that will be necessary to specify a complete
folk psychology, in m u c h the same w a y that artificial
intelligence researchers have attempted to define the
component theories of naive physics (Hayes, 1985). If
the two endeavors are indeed similar, then terms like
those that comprise the representational areas listed
here will appear as notations (predicates or otherwise)
in formal axiomatic theories that could drive deductive
reasoning. Because breadth of component theories for a
full folk psychology appears to be at least as rich as
those in naJve physics, w e would expect that the same
methodological problems in specifying these theories
would prohibit progress (see Davis, 1998). A s folk
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psychology has received little attention within the
artificial intelligence community as compared with
n a W e physics, few axiomatic theories exist today for
the majority of the representational areas that are listed
in this paper.
While axiomatic theories have not been forthcoming,
most of these representational areas have been
extensively studied as cognitive processes. Cognitive
science and artificial intelligence researchers have
constructed an enormous number of computational
models in support of our theoretical understandings,
with one notable exception of Theory of M i n d
reasoning itself (representational area 10, Other Agent
Reasoning). For proponents of the Simulation Theory it
is this set of computational models that will have to be
employed in the off-line reasoning that allows a person
to perform Theory of Mind tasks. Evidence of mental
representations that correspond to these processes could
suggest that there is a representational interface to
support off-line reasoning. That is, terms like those in
each of the representational areas could be viewed as a
vocabulary for expressing inputs (e.g. c o m m a n d s and
arguments) to these processes as well as their outputs
(e.g. inferences). Further agreement within the
cognitive modeling conununity concerning inputs and
outputs could potentially promote the development of
more modular computational theories, facilitating the
integration of models that will be necessary in
providing a process account of Simulation Theory,
among others.
While the investigation of Theory of M i n d
representations m a y affect the theoretical debate only in
the long run, its utility in linguistic studies of Theory of
Mind language use m a y be more direct. Specifically,
the identification of these representation areas - as well
as the specific terms that appear in each - m a y be
valuable in identifying a broader lexicon for use in the
analysis of language data. For example, a processoriented term such as suspend goal (from area 14, Goal
Management) is expressible in a wide variety of ways
in English, as in "Let's/?«r it off for n o w " or "I'll c o m e
back to it later'' where the direct object in both
statements is the suspended goal. Compiling word and
phrase lexicons for each of the terms in these
representational areas could provide enough coverage
over a language to facilitate more automated text
analysis approaches, which in turn could greatly scale
up the amount of linguistic data that could be analyzed.
Conclusions
While there has been great interest in understanding the
Theory of Mind abilities of people, the experimental
and theoretical approaches to this problem have largely
avoided issues concerning the contents of
representations employed in this class of reasoning. In

this paper, w e have argued that progress in our
understanding of a different cognitive process - that of
analogical reasoning - provides us with a tool that can
be used to investigate these representations in a new
way. The curious nature of commonsense strategies, in
accounting for analogies in planning domains and
including references to mental states and processes,
makes them a particularly important subject of analysis.
B y conducting a large-scale analysis of strategies from
m a n y planning domains, authoring pre-formal
representations for each, w e have improved the
understanding of the scope of representations that
would be available in support of Theory of Mind
reasoning abilities. In addition to the mental state
concepts that have traditionally been discussed in
Theory of Mind research, this investigation suggests
that rich representations of mental processes are also
part of our representations.
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Abstract
Semantic networks produced from human data have
statistical properties that cannot be easily captured
ty spatial representations. W e explore a probabilistic approach to semantic representation that explicitly models the probability with which words occur
in different contexts, and hence captures the probabilistic relationships between words. W e show that
this representation has statistical properties consistent with the large-scale structure of semantic networks constructed by humans, and trace the origins
of these properties.
Contemporary accounts of semantic representation suggest that w e should consider words to be
either points in a high-dimensional space (eg. Landauer k Dumais, 1997), or interconnected nodes in a
semantic network (eg. Collins & Loftus, 1975). Both
of these ways of representing semantic information
provide important insights, but also have shortcomings. Spatial approaches illustrate the importance
of dimensionality reduction and employ simple algorithms, but axe limited by Euclidean geometry.
Semantic networks are less constrained, but their
graphical structure lacks a cleeur interpretation.
In this paper, w e view the function of associar
tive semantic m e m o r y to be efficient prediction of
the concepts likely to occur in a given context. W e
take a probabilistic approach to this problem, modeling documents as expressing information related
to a small number of topics (cf. Blei, Ng, & Jordan,
2002). T h e topics of a language can then be learned
from the words that occur in different documents.
W e illustrate that the large-scale structure of this
representation has statistical properties that correspond well with those of semantic networks produced
by humans, and trace this to the fidelity with which
it reproduces the natiural statistics of language.
Approaches to semantic representation
Spatial approaches Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) is a procedure
for finding a high-dimensional spatial representation
for words. L S A uses singular value decomposition
to factorize a word-document co-occurrence matrix.
A n approximation to the original matrix can be obtained by choosing to use less singular values than
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its rank. O n e component of this approximation is a
matrix that gives each word a location in a high dimensional space. Distances in this space are predictive in m a n y tasks that require the use of semantic
information. Performance is best for approximations
that used less singulsir values than the rank of the
matrix, illiistrating that reducing the dimensionality of the representation cein reduce the effects of
statistical noise and increase efficiency.
While the methods behind L S A were novel in scale
and subject, the suggestion that similarity relates to
distance in psychological space has a long history
(Shepard, 1957). Critics have argued that h u m a n
similarity judgments do not satisfy the properties of
Euclidean distances, such as symmetry or the triangle inequality. Tversky and Hutchinson (1986)
pointed out that Euclidean geometry places strong
constraints on the number of points to which a particular point can be the nearest neighbor, and that
m a n y sets of stimuli violate these constraints. T h e
number of nearest neighbors in similarity judgments
has an analogue in semantic representation. Nelson,
M c E v o y and Schreiber (1999) had people perform a
word association task in which they named an associated word in response to a set of target words.
Steyvers and Tenenbaum (submitted) noted that the
number of unique words produced for each target follows a power law distribution: if k is the number of
words, P{k) a k"^. For reasons similar to those of
Tversky and Hutchinson, it is difficult to produce a
power law distribution by thresholding cosine or distance in Euclidean space. This is shown in Figure 1.
Power law distributions appear linear in log-log coordinates. L S A produces curved log-log plots, more
consistent with an exponential distribution.
Semeintic networks Semantic networks were proposed by Collins and Quillian (1969) as a means
of storing semantic knowledge. T h e original networks were inheritance hierarchies, but Collins and
Loftus (1975) generalized the notion to cover sirbitrary graphical structures. T h e interpretation of this
graphical structure is vague, being based on connecting nodes that "activate" one another. Steyvers and
Tenenbaum (submitted) constructed a semantic network from the word association norms of Nelson et
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Figure 1: T h e left panel shows the distribution of the
number of associates named for each target in a word
association task. T h e right shows the distribution
of the number of words above a cosine threshold for
each target in L S A spaces of dimension d, where the
threshold was chosen to match the empirical mean.

al. (1999), connecting words that were produced as
responses to one another. In such a semantic network, the number of associates of a word becomes
the number of edges of a node, termed its "degree".
Steyvers and Tenenbaum found that the resulting
graph had the statistical properties of "small world"
graphs, of which a power law degree distribution is
a feature (Barabasi & Albert, 1999).
T h e fact that semantic networks can display these
properties reflects their flexibihty, but there is no indication that the same properties would emerge if
such a representation were learned rather than constructed by hand. In the remainder of the paper, w e
present a probabilistic method for learning a representation from word-document co-occurences that
reproduces some of the large-scale statistical proj)erties of semantic networks constructed by humans.
A probabilistic approach
Anderson's (1990) rational analysis of m e m o r y and
categorization takes prediction as the goal of the
learner. Analogously, w e can view the function of
associative semantic m e m o r y to be the prediction
of which words are likely to arise in a given context, ensuring that relevant semantic information is
available when needed. Simply tracking how often
words occur in different contexts is insufficient for
this task, as it gives no grounds for generalization.
If w e assimie that the words that occur in different
contexts are drawn from T topics, and each topic
can be characterized by a probability distribution
over words, then w e can model the distribution over
words in any one context as a mixture of those topics
T
P{Wi) = ^ P { W i \ Z i = j ) P i Z i = j )
>=1
where Zj is a latent variable indicating the topic
from which the ith word was drawn and P{wi\zi = j)
is the probability of the ith word under the j'th topic.
T h e words likely to be used in a new context can
be determined by estimating the distribution over
topics for that context, corresponding to P{zi).
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Intuitively, F{w\z = j) indicates which words are
important to a topic, while P{z) is the prevalence
of those topics within a document. For example,
imagine a world where the only topics of conversar
tion are love find research. In such a world w e could
capture the probability distribution over words with
two topics, one relating to love and the other to research. T h e difference between the topics would be
reflected in P{w\z = j): the love topic would give
high probability to words like joy, pleasure, or heart,
while the research topic would give high probability
to words like science, mathematics, or experiment.
Whether a particular- conversation concerns love, research, or the love of research would depend upon
the distribution over topics, P{z), for that particular context.
Formally, our data consist of words w
=
{wi,. •• ,Wn}, where each lOj belongs to some document dj, as in a word-document co-occurrence matrix. For each document w e have a multinomial distribution over the T topics, with parameters d^'^^K
so for a word in document di, P{zi = j) = 6^'.
T h e jth topic is represented by a multinomial distribution over the W words in the vocabulary, with
parameters <l>^^\ so P{wi\zi = j) = <l>w}. T o m a k e
predictions about n e w documents, w e need to ass u m e a prior distribution o n the parameters fl^"**).
T h e Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the multinomial, so w e take a Dirichlet prior o n fl^''*^
This probability m o d e l is a generative model: it
gives a procedure b y which d o c u m e n t s can b e generated. First w e pick a distribution over topics from
the prior o n 6, which determines P{zi) for words
in that d o c u m e n t . E a c h time w e w a n t to a d d a
w o r d to the d o c u m e n t , w e pick a topic according
to this distribution, a n d then pick a w o r d from that
topic according to P{wi\zi = j ) , which is determined
by (f)^^\ This generative m o d e l w a s introduced by
Blei et al. (2002), improving u p o n Hofmann's (1999)
probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI). U s ing few topics to represent the probability distributions over words in m a n y d o c u m e n t s is a form of
dimensionality reduction, a n d has a n elegant geometric interpretation (see H o & n a n n , 1999).
This approach models the frequencies in a wordd o c u m e n t co-occurrence matrix as arising from a
simple statistical process, a n d explores the parameters of this process. T h e result is not a n explicit representation of words, but a representation that captures the probabilistic relationships a m o n g words.
This representation is exactly w h a t is required for
predicting w h e n words are likely to b e used. B e cause w e treat the entries in a word-document cooccurrence matrix as frequencies, the representation
developed from this information is sensitive to the
natural statistics of language. Using a generative
model, in which w e articulate the assumptions about
h o w the data were generated, ensures that w e are

able to form predictions about which words might
be seen in a new document.
Blei et al. (2002) gave an algorithm for finding
estimates of ^^•'' and the hyperparameters of the
prior onfl^"**)that correspond to local maxima of
the likelihood, terming this procedure Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Here, we use a symmetric
Dirichlet(a) prior on ^(*^ for all documents, a symmetric Dirichlet(^) prior on ^(•'^ for all topics, and
Markov chain Monte Carlo for inference. A n advantage of this approach is that w e do not need to explicitly represent the model parameters: we can integrate out 6 and 0, defining model simply in terms
of the assignments of words to topics indicated by
the^i. '
Markov chain Monte Carlo is a procedure for obtaining samples from complicated probability distributions, allowing a Markov chain to converge to the
target distribution and then drawing samples from
the Markov chain (see Gilks, Richardson & Spiegelhalter, 1996). Each state of the chain is an assignment of values to the variables being sampled, and
transitions between states follow a simple rule. W e
use Gibbs sampling, where the next state is reached
by sec^uentially sampling all variables from their distribution when conditioned on the current values of
all other variables and the data. W e will sample only
the assignments of words to topics, Zj. The condi,(«-<)
tional posterior distribution
for zt isn^^
given+ by
g
P{Zi = j\Z-i,w) oc n^:j+/?
(1)
n'L\_j+W0n^^il+Ta
where z_i is the assignment of all Zk such that k ^ i ,
and 'n_^J is the number of words assigned to topic
j that are the same as Wi, n_\j is the total number
of words assigned to topic j, ni/^ is the number
of words from document di assigned to topic j, and
n^/' is the total number of words in document di, all
not counting the assignment of the current word Wi.
a, 0 arefreeparameters that determine how heavily
these empirical distributions are smoothed.
The Monte Carlo algorithm is then straightforward. The Zi are initialized to values between 1 and
T, determining the initial state of the Markov chain.
The chain is then run for a number of iterations,
each time finding a new state by sampling each Zi
from the distribution specified by Equation 1. After enough iterations for the chain to approach the
target distribution, the current values of the Zi are
recorded. Subsequent samples are taken after an appropriate lag, to ensure that their autocorrelation is
low. Gibbs sampling is used in each of the following
simulations in order to explore the consequences of
this probabilistic approach.
* A detailed derivation of the conditional probabilities
used here is given in a technical report available at
bttp;//www-psych.Stanford.edu/'N'grufTydd/cog8ci02/lda.p8
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S i m u l a t i o n 1:
L e a r n i n g topics w i t h G i b b s s a m p l i n g
The aim of this simulation was to establish the sta^
tistical properties of the sampling procedure and to
qualitatively assess its results, as well as to demonstrate that complexities of language like polysemy
and behavioral asymmetries are naturally captured
by our approach. W e took a subset of the T A S A
corpus (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998), using the
4544 words that occurred both in the word association norm data and at least 10 times in the complete
corpus, together with a random set of 5000 documents. The total number of words occurring in this
subset of the corpus, and hence the number of Zi to
be sampled, was n = 395853. W e set the parameters of the model so that 150 topics would be found
(T = 150), with a = 0.1, /? = 0.01.
The initial state of the Markov chain was established with an online learning procedure. Initially,
none of the Wi were assigned to topics. The z, were
then sequentially drawn according to Equation 1
where each of the frequencies involved, as well as W ,
reflected only the words that had already been assigned to topics.^ This initiaUzation procedure was
used because it was hoped that it would start the
chain at a point close to the true posterior distribution, speeding convergence.
Ten runs of the Markov chain were conducted,
each lasting for 2000 iterations. O n each iteration
w e computed the average number of topics to which
a word was assigned, (k), which was used to evaluate
the sampling procedure for large scale properties of
the representation. Specifically, we were concerned
about convergence and the autocorrelation between
samples. The rate of convergence was assessed using
the Gelman-Rubin statistic R, which remained below 1.2 after 25 iterations. T h e autocorrelation was
less than 0.1 after a lag of 50 iterations.
A single sample was drawn from thefirstrun of the
Markov chain after 2000 iterations. A subset of the
150 topics found by the model are displayed in Table
1, with words in each column corresponding to one
topic, and ordered by the frequency with which they
were assigned to that topic. T h e topics displayed are
not necessarily the most interpretable found by the
model, having been selected only to highlight the
way in which polysemy is naturally dealt with by
this representation. More than 90 of the 150 topics
appeared to have coherent interpretations.^
The word association data of Nelson et al. (1999)
contain a number of asymmetries - cases where people were more likely to produce one word in response
to the other. Such asymmetries are hard to ac^ R a n d o m numbers used in all simulations were generated with the Mersenne Twister, which has an extremely
deep period (Matsumoto & Nishimura, 1998).
T h e 20 most frequent words in these topics are listed
at http://www-p8ych.8tanford.edu/-wgruffydd/cosaci02/topice.txt

COLD
WINTER
WEATHER
WARM
SUMMER
SUN
WIND
SNOW
HOT
CUMATE
YEAR
RAIN
DAY
SPRING
LONG
FALL
HEAT

ICE
FEW
GREAT

TREES
TREE
FOREST
LEAVES
GROUND
PINE
GRASS
LONG
LEAF
CUT
WALK
SHORT
OAK
FALL
GRSBN
FEET
TALL
GROW
WOODS
WOOD

COLOR
BLUE
RED
GRRRN
LIKE
WHITE
BROWN
BLACK
YELLOW
LIGHT
BRIGHT
DARK
GRAY
MADE
LITTLE
TURN
WIDE
SUN
PURPLE
PINK

FIELD
CURRENT
ELECTRIC
ELECTRICITY
TWO
FLOW
WIRE
SWITCH
TURN
BULB
BATTERY
PATH
CAN
LOAD
LIGHT
RADIO
MOVE
LOOP
DEVICE
DIAGRAM

GAME
PLAY
BALL
TEAM
PLAYING
GAMES
FOOTBALL
BASEBALL
FIELD
SPORl'S
PLAYER
COACH
LIKE
HIT
TENNIS
SPORT
BASKETBALL
LEAGUE

FUN
BAT

ART

MUSIC
PLAY
PART
SING
LIKE
POETRY
BAND
WORLD
RHYTHM
POEM
SONG
LITERATURE
SAY
CHARACTER
AUDIENCE
THEATER
OWN
KNOWN
TRAGEDY

BODY
BLOOD
HEART
MUSCLE
FOOD
OTHER
BONE
MADE
SKIN
TISSUE
MOVE
STOMACH
PART
OXYGEN
THIN
SYSTEM
CHEST
TINY
FORM
BEAT

KINO
GREAT
SON
LORDS
QUEEN
EMPEROR
OWN
PALACE
DAY
PRINCE
LADY
CASTLE
ROYAL
MAN
MAGIC
COURT
HEART
GOLDEN
KNIGHT
GRACE

LAW

RIGHTS
COURT
LAWS
ACT
LEGAL
STATE
PERSON
CASE
DECISION
CRIME
IMPORTANT
JUSTICE
FREEDOM
ACTION

OWN
SET

LAWYER
YEARS
FREE

Table 1: Nine topics from the single sample in Simulation 1. Each column shows 20 words from one topic,
ordered by the number of times that word was assigned to the topic. Adjacent columns share at least one
word. Shared words are shown in boldface, providing some clear examples of polysemy

coimt for in spatial representations because distance
is symmetric. The generative structure of our model
allows us to calculate Piwilwi), the probability that
the next word seen in a novel context will be iU2,
given that thefirstword was Wi. Since this is a
conditional probability, it is inherently asymmetric.
The asjrmmetries in P(iy2|it;i) predict 77.47% of the
asymmetries in the word association norms of Nelson et al. (1999), restricted to the 4544 words used
in the simulation. These results are driven by word
frequency: P{w2) should be close to P{w2\wi), and
77.32% of the asymmetries could be predicted by the
frequency of words in this subset of the T A S A corpus. The slight improvement in performance came
from cases where word frequencies were very similar
or polysemy made overallfrequencya poor indicator
of the frequency of a particular sense of a word.

number of meanings of a word follows a power law
distribution. Zipf's law was established by analyzing dictionary entries, but appears to describe the
same property of language.

<k> = 1 69

Figure 2: T h e left panel shows a bipartite semantic
network. T h e right shows the degree distribution a
network constructed from Roget's Thesaurus.

Bipartite semantic networks
The standard conception of a semantic network is
a graph with edges between word nodes. Such a
graph is unipartite: there is only one type of node,
and those nodes can be interconnected freely. In
contrast, bipartite graphs consist of nodes of two
types, and only nodes of different types can be connected. W e can form a bipartite semantic network
by introducing a second class of nodes that mediate the connections between words. One example of
such a network is a thesaurus: words are organized
topically, and a bipartite graph can be formed by
cormecting words to the topics in which they occur,
as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 2.
Steyvers and Tenenbaum (submitted) discovered
that bipartite semantic networks constructed by humans, such as that corresponding to Roget's (1911)
Thesaurus, share the statistical properties of unipartite semantic networks. In particular, the number of
topics in which a word occurs, or the degree of that
word in the graph, follows a power law distribution
as shown in the right panel of Figure 2. This result
is reminiscent of Zipf's (1965) "law of meaning": the
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Our probabilistic approach specifies a probability
distribution over the allocation of words to topics. If
w e form a bipartite graph by connecting words to the
topics in which they occur, w e obtain a probability
distribution over such graphs. T h e existence of an
edge between a word and a topic indicates that the
word has s o m e significant probability of occurring in
that topic. In the following simulations, w e explore
whether the distribution over bipartite graphs resulting from our approach is consistent with the star
tistical properties of Roget's Thesaurus a n d Zipf's
law of meaning. In particular, w e examine whether
w e obtain structures that have a power law degree
distribution.
Simulation 2:
P o w e r l a w d e g r e e distributions
W e used Gibbs sampling to obtain samples from
the posterior distribution of the Zj for two worddocument co-occurrence matrices: the matrix with
the 4544 words from the word association norms
used in Simulation 1, and a second matrbc using
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Figure 3: Degree distributions for networks constructed in Simulations 2 a n d 3. All are o n the s a m e axes.

4544 words d r a w n at r a n d o m from those occurring
at least 10 times in the T A S A corpus (n = 164401).
B o t h matrices used the s a m e 5000 r a n d o m documents. For each matrix, 100 samples were taken
with T = 50,100,150,200 a n d 250. Since the results seemed unaffected b y the n u m b e r of topics, w e
will focus on T = 50,150,250. Ten samples were
obtained in each of 10 separate runs with a burn-in
of 1000 iterations in which no samples were drawn,
and a between-sample lag of 100 iterations.
For each sample, a bipartite semantic network was
constructed by connecting words to the topics to
which they were assigned. For each network, the
degree of each word node was averaged over the 100
samples.'* The resulting distributions were clearly
power-law, as shown in Figure 3. The 7 coefficients
remained within a small range and were all close
to 7 = —3.65 for Roget's Thesaurus. A s is to be
expected, the average degree increased as more topics were made available, and was generally higher
than Roget's. Semantic networks in which edges are
added for eeich assignment tend to be quite densely
cormected. Sparser networks can be produced by
setting a more conservative threshold for the inclusion of an edge, such as multiple assignments of a
word to a topic, or exceeding some baseline proba^
bility in the distribution represented by that topic.
Our probabilistic approach produces power law
degree distributions, in this case indicating that the
number of topics to which a word is assigned follows
a power law. This result is very similar to the properties of Roget's Thesaurus and Zipf's observations
about dictionary definitions. This provides an op* Since power law distributions can be produced by averaging exponentials, we also inspected individual samples to confirm that they had the same characteristics.
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portunity to establish the origin of this distribution,
to see whether it is a consequence of the modeluig
approach or a basic property of language.
Simulation 3:
Origins of the p o w e r l a w
To investigate the origins of the power law, w e first
established that our initialization procedure was not
responsible for our results. Using T = 150 and the
matrix with random words, w e obtained 100 samples
of the degree distribution immediately following initialization. As can be seen in Figure 3, this produced
a curved log-log plot and higher values of 7 and (fc)
than in Simulation 2.
The remaining analyses employed variants of this
co-occurrence matrix, and their results are also presented in Figure 3. T h efirstvariant kept word frequency constant, but assigned instances of words to
documents at random, disrupting the co-occurrence
structure. Interestingly, this appeared to have only
a weak effect on the results, although the curvature of the resulting plot did increase. T h e second
variant forced the frequencies of all words to be as
close as possible to the median frequency. This was
done by dividing all entries in the matrix by the
frequency of that word, multiplying by the median
frequency, and rounding to the nearest integer. T h e
total number of instances in the resulting matrix was
n = 156891. This manipulation reduced the average density in the resulting graph considerably, but
the distribution still appeared to follow a power law.
The third variant held the number of documents in
which a word participated constant. W o r d frequencies were only weakly affected by this manipulation,
which spread the instances of each word uniformly
over the top five documents in which it occurred

and then rounded up to the nearest integer, giving
n = 174615. Five was the median number of documents in which words occurred, and documents were
chosen at random for words below the median. This
manipulation had a strong effect on the degree distribution, which was no longer power law, or even
monotonically decreasing.
T h e distribution of the number of topics in which
a word participates was strongly affected by the distribution of the number of documents in which a
word occurs. Examination of the latter distribution
in the T A S A corpus revealed that it follows a power
law. Our approach produces a power law degree distribution because it accurately captures the natural
statistics of these data, even as it constructs a lowerdimensional representation.
General Discussion
W e have taken a probabilistic approach to the problem of semantic representation, motivated by considering the function of associative semantic m e m ory. W e assume a generative model where the words
that occur in each context are chosen from a small
number of topics. This approach produces a lowerdimensional representation of a word-document cooccurrence matrix, and explicitly models the frequencies in that matrix as probability distributions.
Simulation 1 showed that our approach could extract coherent topics, and naturally deal with issues
like polysemy and asymmetries that are hard to account for in spatial representations. In Simulation 2,
we showed that this probabilistic approach was also
capable of producing representations with a largescale structure consistent with semtintic networks
constructed from h u m a n data. In particular, the
nimiber of topics to which a word was assigned followed a power law distribution, as in Roget's (1911)
Thesaurus and Zipf's (1965) law of meaning. In Simulation 3, w e discovered that the only manipulation
that would remove the power law was altering the
number of documents in which words participate,
which follows a power law distribution itself.
Steyvers and Tenenbaum (submitted) suggested
that power law distributions in language might be
traced to some kind of growth process. O u r results
indicate that this growth process need not be a part
of the learning algorithm, if the algorithm is faithful to the statistics of the data. While we were able
to establish the origins of the power law distribution in our model, the growth processes described by
Steyvers and Tenenbaum might contribute to understanding the origins of the power law distribution in
dictionary meanings, thesaurus topics, and the number of docvunents in which words participate.
T h e representation learned by our probabilistic
approach is not explicitly a representation of words,
in which each word might be described by some set of
features. Instead, it is a representation of the probabilistic relationships between words, as expressed

by their probabilities of arising in different contexts.
W e can easily compute important statistical quantities from this representation, such as P{w2\wi),
the probability of w^ arising in a particular context
given that wi was observed, and more complicated
conditional probabilities. O n e advantage of an explicitly probabilistic representation is that we gain
the opportunity to incorporate this representation
into other probabilistic models. In particular, we
see great potential for using this kind of representation in understanding the broader phenomena of
h u m a n memory.
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Abstract
Participants were trained to use one of two different
strategies in an orientation task, which were based on
verbal reports from participants in another experiment.
The data provide support for the conclusion that
participants in the two training conditions searched the
screen differently to complete the task, but that neither
group used mental transformations like image rotation.
These results have implications for research in this area
as well as for conceptualizing how individuals perform
such tasks. A comparison of the results from the two
strategy conditions is made based on an ACT-R model
of one of them. Small differences in how information on
the screen is scanned can produce the observed
differences in performance.
Introduction
The coordination of different views of space is a
fundamental task in h u m a n functioning. A n everyday
example of it involves determining which w a y to turn at
an intersection by using a m a p . The visual scene
presents one view of the space (egocentric), while the
m a p presents an alternative representotion (allocentric).
In order to accurately decide which w a y to go, it is
necessary to bring these two views of the space into
correspondence. O f course, with a physical m a p it m a y
be possible to actually rotate it to align it with your o w n
orientation. In other situations, mental transformations
m a y need to be done in order to coordinate these views
to make accurate decisions.
O n a continuum of reasoning about orientation within
a space, deciding whether the correct turn is left or right
is a fairly straightforward task. Still, research on this
issue has shown that it becomes increasingly difficult to
perfonn as a fimction of the difference in orientation
between the two views of space (Shepard and Hurwitz,
1984). The phenomenon bears a strong resemblance to
findings in the mental rotation literature (Shepard and
Metzler, 1971) where the time needed to determine that
two objects are identical increases linearly as a function
of the angular disparity between them. These fmdings
have been used to support the conclusion that
performance in orientation tasks involves analog mental
rotation of mental images. Note, however, that the task

of coordinating views of space adds a layer of
complexity to the traditional mental rotation task. In a
spatial orientation task, the information is presented in
two different formats. Thus, deciding whether the
visual scene matches the information o n the m a p
requires additional reasoning beyond the image
transformation.
In an important series of experiments, Hintzman,
O'Dell, and A m d t (1981) had participants perform
orientation tasks in a variety of ways. In the basic task,
participants had to indicate the direction of a target
relative to a given orientation. Figure 1 shows the
orientation task used in the experiment presented here.
In thisfigure,the left side represents the targetfieldas
viewed from a camera (on a plane above thefield)and
the darkened circle indicates the target. The right side
represents a map-view with the targetfieldat the center.
The arrow on that side shows the camera's orientation
for viewing the targetfield.Participants are asked to
indicate in which cardinal direction the target is located
relative to the center of the targetfield.In the sample
trial in Figure 1, the correct response is South. T h e
general finding is that decisions for targets in line with
the assumed orientation are m a d e more rapidly, and
response times for other targets increase as they depart
from the nearest point immediately in front of the
viewpoint. Although not explicitly addressed b y
Hintzman, et al., this increase in response time is not
strictly linear. In addition, no evidence was presented in
their study about h o w participants claimed to b e
performing the task.
In order to investigate what factors influence
performance on this task, w e asked participants to
complete the task and then questioned them as to the
manner in which they solved it. While w e will not go
into detail about this experiment, the data are presented
below and bear a strong resemblance to results from
similar studies, including Hintzman, et al. (1981).
However, b y questioning participants after they had
completed the experiment, w e discovered that
participants were using at least two distinct strategies to
do the task. S o m e participants claimed to be
implementing a strategy that incorporated imagery and
mental rotation to determine correct responses.
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H o w e v e r , other participants indicated that they used a
different strategy altogether, o n e that did not depend o n
mental imagery or mental rotation at all.
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Figure 1: S a m p l e trial for the orientation task.
In the imagery-based strategy, participants reported
forming an angle connecting the c a m e r a to the target in
the c a m e r a view with the vertex at the center o f the
target field (a 135 degree angle in Figure 1). This angle
w a s then mentally transformed to line it u p with the
position o f the camera o n the m a p view. A second
group o f the participants simply counted around the
target field to A e target o n the camera v i e w (3 in Figure
1), a n d then coimted that n u m b e r o f steps from the
camera's position in the appropriate direction o n the
m a p view.
Both strategies are equally effective and valid for
doing the task, but one depends on mental imagery
while the other does not. In addition, the verbal reports
indicate that few of the participants treated the task as
an orientation task. Rather, the strategies they reported
suggest that they treated the task more like a traditional
mental rotation experiment. That is, participants
effectively eliminated the added level of complexity
introduced by having different representations of the
information by selecting strategies that bypassed the
need to consider them. This finding casts some doubt
on some previous explanations for performance on
similar tasks. The experiment presented in detail below
w a s conducted to further investigate the implications of
these strategies, by training participants to perform the
task using either the imagery-based "angle" strategy or
the more analytic "counting" strategy.
Experiment
Previous research aimed at addressing performance
on tasks similar to the one presented here have based
explanations largely on mental imagery and mental
rotation (Shepard and Hurwitz, 1984; Hintzman, et al.,
1981), though Hintzman et al. do consider a sequential
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scarming explanation. However, all these explanations
fail to account for some of the more subtle aspects of
the data and ignore the potential for different
approaches to the task. The experiment presented here
examines strategic differences in an orientation task
that is similar to those used by Hintzman, et al (1981).
If the strategies were to be implemented according to
the descriptions provided to participants, there should
be clear differences in performance between the two
strategy conditions. For the counting strategy, the
position of the target relative to the camera should
greatly influence response times. That is, response time
should increase linearly as a function of the amount of
the counting that needs to be done. However, the
location of the camera in the m a p view should have no
impact on performance, since the strategy can be
implemented identically regardless of the camera's
position in the m a p view. The angle strategy makes the
opposite set of predictions. Response time should be
unaffected by the target's location, since the angle to be
formed is similar in complexity regardless of the
target's position in the camera view. However, the
degree of rotation that needs to be done depends on the
camera's position in the m a p view, suggesting that
response times should increase linearly as a function of
the camera's position relative to the bottom of the
screen.
Method
The experimental task was based both on the
experimental task used by Hintzman, et al (1981) as
well as on an unmanned air vehicle ( U A V ) flight
simulator used by the Air Force for training U A V pilots
(see Gugerty, et al, 2000; Figure 1). The display
consisted of two static views, an egocentric "camera"
view of a target field, and an allocentric "map" view.
The target field was in the center of the m a p view, and
the perspective of the camera was identified with an
arrow (therighthalf of Figure 1). The targetfieldwas a
circle, containing eight objects equally spaced at 45
degree intervals on the circle (the left portion of Figure
1), with one of them highlighted in red to identify it as
the target. Participants were asked to indicate in which
cardinal direction the target was located relative to the
targetfield'scenter. Responses were m a d e using the
number pad on the keyboard.
After being introduced to the experimental task,
participants were trained to complete the task using
either the angle or counting strategy (n=16 per
condition). They first read a brief description of the
strategy, and then were shown h o w the strategy applied
to a sample trial. After that, participants completed 16
paper-based practice trials in random order. In these
practice trials, participants were asked to explicitly
demonstrate use of the strategy they had been taught by
labeling them appropriately based on the strategy they

had been taught In the counting strategy condition,
participants were taught to use positive lumbers for
targets on the left (clockwise from the camera), and
negative numbers for targets on the right
(counterclockwise). Participants in angle strategy
condition were instructed to note the direction in which
the angle "opened". Feedback was given on each of the
practice trials by the experimenter.
After training, participants completed 4 blocks of
trials on the computer. Each block included all 64
possible trials in random order. A dropout procedure
was used such that if an error was m a d e on one of the
trials it was presented again later in the block. During
this phase of the experiment feedback was still given
after each trial, including what the correct answer was
in cases where participants m a d e an error.

given that participants were taught quite different ways
of doing the task. Despite the overall similarity, there
was a significant interaction between the strategies and
the particular target angle, F(7,210)=3.534,p<.02, as
well as between the strategies and the camera angle,
E(7,210)=3.810,p=.01. Looking at Figure 2, response
times were higher for participants using the angle
strategy w h e n the target was directly in front of the
camera or w h e n it w a s 45 degrees to therightor left. In
terms of camera angle, Figure 3 shows that participants
trained to use the angle strategy exhibit relatively
longer latencies w h e n the camera is located in a
northerly position.

Results
The results for the original experiment and the two
training conditions in this experiment are presented in
Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2, response time is plotted as
a function of the target's clockwise deviation from the
camera. The numbers correspond to the measure of the
clockwise arc from the camera position to the target on
the target field in the camera view. In Figure 3, the data
are presented as aftinctionof the location of the camera
relative to the target field in the m a p view. In the
sample trial shown in Figure 1, the target angle is 135
and the camera's location is N E . O n e aspect of the data
that should be immediately apparent from these graphs
is that performance w a s symmetrical in terms of left
andrightpositions of both the camera and the target. In
addition, response times were somewhat faster in this
experiment than in thefirstone. This m a y be a result of
the training given in this experiment, which participants
in thefirstexperiment did not receive.
Finally, the training conditions used in this
experiment seem to separate out two components of the
data from thefirstexperiment in terms of the effect of
the target's position. Specifically, data produced by
participants using the counting strategy increase
linearly with the target's angular deviation from the
camera. In contrast, the data produced by participants
using the angle strategy show a scalloped effect, with
no difference between 45 and 90 degrees (or 315 and
270 degrees). The data from the original experiment
show evidence of a combination of both trends. This
suggests that averaging data over all participants m a y
not provide a complete story of the effects in this task.
At the highest level of abstraction, there w a s no main
effect of strategy condition in average response time,
F(l,210)=0.233,p=.63, suggesting that at a global level
both strategies were equally effective for completing
the task. O n e has to be struck by the overall similarity
of the results between the two strategy conditions and
their close relation to the results from the first smdy.
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Discussion
Based upon the data, it is clear that participants were
not executing the strategies precisely according to the
instructions provided. In fact, only one of the
predictions is clearly borne out in the data. Specifically,
response times increased linearly as a fimction of the
extent of counting for participants trained to use the
counting strategy. However, these participants still

showed a small cfTect of the camera's location. In
addition, data from participants trained to use the angle
strategy showed a discontinuous effect of both the
camera's position and the target's relative position.
The most curious result is the effect of the target's
position relative to the camera in the angle strategy.
That is, the description of the angle strategy predicts no
increase in response time as a function of the target's
location. However, an increase does occur, and it is
complicated by the discontinuity at 90 and 270 degrees.
This finding, in particular, casts doubt on the claim that
participants were using mental rotation at ail in
performing this task. In particular, it is hard to imagine
h o w an imagery-based strategy can account for this
particular effect without resorting to specialized
mechanisms relating to imagining and/or manipulating
90-dcgrec angles. Research docs suggest that cognitive
representations of space tend to distort angles to be
closer to 90 degrees (Glicksohn, 1984), and also
indicates that horizontal and vertical lines are preferred
in visual perception (4S and 135 degree angles involve
oblique angles; Cecala and Gamer, 1986). Still, it is not
clear h o w this should have such a large impact on the
ability to manipulate or create mental images of angles
of various sizes. A more likely explanation is that the
differences in performance between the two strategy
conditions arise from small differences in h o w the
screen was scanned by participants as a result of their
training, rather than because of differences in higherlevel cognitive operations on the information.
In the counting strategy, the linearity of the targetposition effect suggests that participants were indeed
counting fix)m the camera's position to find the target.
The small effect of the camera's position, however,
indicates that the strategy was not being implemented
exactly according to the instructions. W e believe that
participants encoded the location of the target as being
to the "left" or "right" of the camera, rather than as
"clockwise" or "counterclockwise". While this is a
small difference in encoding, it does have implications
for locating the target on the m a p view. If a target
location is encoded as clockwise, the m a p view can be
scanned in a clockwise direction regardless of where
the camera is located. However, if the location of the
target is represented as "left" instead, the correct
scanning direction is "right" w h e n scanning from N W ,
N , or N E . So, whenever participants search the screen
from one of these locations, extra cognitive steps are
needed to make sure that the screen is scanned in the
^propnate direction.
A n example should clarify h o w w e believe the
counting strategy was implemented by participants. For
this purpose, consider the trial presented in Figure 1.
W e believe that coimting participants would begin this
trial by locating the target on the camera view and
encoding it as "3-lefl". At that point, they would find
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the camera's location on the m a p view. Since the
camera is located at N E , the correct search direction is
actually "right", so an extra operation is needed to
convert the direction of scanning. Then, the screen can
be scanned to locate East, and the count can then be
incremented. Then, Southeast can be found, and the
count incremented again, followed by South and the
final increment in the count sequence. At this point,
participants have located the answer and can issue their
response by pressing the "2" key on the number pad
(keys were assigned to correspond to the layout of
cardinal locations on the screen).
Given that participants using this strategy produced
data that were largely in line with predictions and the
results were similar to the other condition, w e decided
to develop a model for the counting strategy. This is a
first step to an overall model for the task, which will
involve some mixture of strategies.

ACT-R Model
The A C T - R theory (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998)
provides an architecture in which the proposed
mechanisms can be implemented to determine h o w well
they fit with the data. In addition, A C T - R n o w
incorporates a theory of perceptual-motor action,
allowing it to interact directly with the experimental
software (Byrne and Anderson, 1998). In this way, an
A C T - R model can participate in the experiment exactly
as though it were a participant by gathering information
fi-om the screen using visual perception, operating on
that information within its cognitive system, and issuing
a response by sending commands to its motor module.
This integration means that all aspects of performance
are considered in the model's performance.
Model Design
There is certainly a large degree of overlap between
the two strategy conditions. In particular, the details of
gathering information and issuing responses in the task
are assumed to be largely the same for both strategies.
Thus, by understanding h o w participants executed one
of the strategies it will be easier to understand h o w
participants in the other condition m a y have performed
the task. Toward that end, a model of the coimting
strategy has been implemented and is described next. In
the conclusion, w e will describe h o w w e believe the
behavior of participants trained to use the angle strategy
m a y have differed to produce the observed results.
W h e n a new trial is presented to the model, its first
action is to search for the location of a red object on the
left side of the screen. Its location is encoded as being
left orrightof the camera and as an integer value from
0 to 4 to define its distance ft-om the camera. Then, the
model finds the location of the camera on the m a p view
and shifts its attention to that location.

Since it is hypothesized that the location of the target
is encoded as left or right rather than clockwise or
counterclockwise, the model needs to alter its scanning
direction when the camera is in the N W , N , or N E
positions. Once the appropriate scanning direction is
selected, the model finds the nearest cardinal direction
to the camera and increments its count. This process is
repeated until it has incremented the count the
prescribed number of times. At that point, the current
cardinal location is encoded and mapped to a response
on the number pad. Finally, the model issues a response
by sending a c o m m a n d to press the correct key.
Based on verbal reports from participants, there were
a couple of exceptions to this operation. First, w h e n the
target was located in line with the camera, participants
reported that they did not bother to count. Rather, for
target positions of 0 degrees they simply responded
with whatever position the camera was in, and for target
positions of 180 degrees they responded with the
cardinal direction directly opposite the camera's
position. The other instance where the strategies were
not used was when the position of the camera was S. In
this case, participants reported that they went directly
fix)m the target's location on the camera view to a
response. In response to these verbal reports, these
special cases were implemented in the model. These
reports also correspond to data presented in previous
studies (e.g., Hintzman, et al., 1981).
Model Performance
The model's performance using the counting strategy
compared to the data in the two conditions is presented
in Figure 4. A s can be seen, it makes accurate
predictions for response times for both conditions in
both aggregations of the data (correlation = .98, mean
deviation = .11 seconds). The model performs the task
in exactly the way w e believe participants are doing the
task. That is, the model incorporates all of the
perceptual, motor, and cognitive steps that humans
would need to go through to do the task. Based on this
completeness, w e feel that the model captures all of the
relevant aspects of participant performance.
The linear increase in response time as a function of
target location is produced in the model by the simple
act of counting and scaiuiing cardinal locations
sequentially. For target angles of 45 and 315 degrees,
one step is counted, for 90 and 270 degrees this is done
twice, and for 135 and 225 degrees there are three
cycles. The small effect of the camera's position results
from the left/right encoding of the target position. A s
described above, this creates the need to perform extra
cognitive operations to switch the scanning direction at
any point when searching from N W , N , and N E , thus
increasing response times in trials where those
situations arise. This evaluation occurs at each step in
the search process. So, each time the model searches for
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the next cardinal location, it determines whether or not
the encoded direction of the target is the correct search
direction, and then alters the search direction w h e n
necessary.

' O" Modal • CMiwa LocAtJon
-*— Oau • Target Pouoon
•A- Mod* • Tir»al Poaioon
VO SW/4S W/aO NW/135 M/iaO (C/Zlfl 1/270 n/iM
C«fn«ra PosJtion/Targ«t LocatJon
Figure 4. performance of the model of the counting
strategy compared to participants' data.
In terms of the overall qualitative pattern of data, the
performance of the model is parameter-free. B y
constructing a model that really does the task, its
performance is highly constrained at this level. T h e
parameters serve only to adjust the magnitude of the
effects. First, retrievals from m e m o r y are an important
aspect of the model's operation. T h e model retrieves
various facts from m e m o r y as it performs the task,
including counting sequences for the counting process,
associations between cardinal directions and n u m b e r
keys for making responses, and information about
cardinal directions for guiding the search and problem
solving process. In this model, the time to perform
these retrievals w a s set to .05 (seconds). T h e only other
parameter that w a s explicitly set in this model is the
execution time for the production that encodes the
target's location on the camera view. This value w a s set
to .7 (seconds) and impacts all conditions similarly. T h e
remaining parameters all reflect default perceptualmotor parameters in A C T - R / P M (Byrne and Anderson,
1998). T h e model's source code is available online at
http://act.psy.cmu.edu/.
Conclusions
The experiment and model presented here provide an
alternative view of findings in the area of spatial
cognition concerning h o w participants perform
orientation tasks. There are two basic questions to
answer. First, are participants actually performing an
orientation task in these studies? The participants in this
experiment were clearly not treating this task as a
traditional orientation task where two distinct
representations of spatial information are brought into
correspondence. Rather, m u c h of the complexity was

eliminated by implementing strategies that avoided this
aspect of the task. It is unclear whether similar strategic
choices can achieve the same effect in more realistic
orientation tasks (e.g., Gugerty, et al., 2000).
The other basic question to ask based upon these
results is whether participants use mental imagery in
performing the task. If they do, it is important to
investigate h o w such cognitive abilities are applied in
these tasks. If not, the question becomes what
mechanisms are responsible for participant performance
on these sorts of tasks. Based on the data presented
hoe, it appears that participants assumed a more
analytic approach to the task, simply scanning the
screen in a systematic way to determine the correct
artswer. These findings also illustrate that there is
variability in h o w participants approach virtually any
task, and these variations have implications for
performance.
The model shows that w e can reproduce much of the
qualitative form of the results in this task by
implementing a strategy that involves systematically
scanning the information on the screen. Moreover, this
strategy corresponds to what some participants
spontaneously report. However, what about the other
participants w h o spontaneously report an angle
stratejo^ W e believe that they may be just engaging in
a variant of the implemented scanning strategy, which
explains why their behavior is so similar to the
participants w h o were counting. More specifically, w e
believe that implementing the angle strategy involves
such differences as looking at more of the information
on the camera view but not systematically looking at
the intermediate points between the camera and target
on the m a p view. Both of these differences could be
produced by the different training conditions in the
experiment W e are currently implementing a model
w ^ c h incorporates such a variant of the scanning
strategy and doing an eye movement study to see if w e
can find evidence for the hypothesized scanning
patterns.
Basically our proposal is that participants prefer to
process the information given on the screen rather than
transform an internal image of this information. This
aversion for mental transformations is consistent with
the results of Kirsh & Maglio (1994) w h o found that
people prefer to rotate objects on the Tetris screen
rather than rotate them intiieirhead. W e suggest that
some results attributed to mental rotation like those in
this task m a y reflect the operation of some other
process like the scaiming in the counting strategy that
w e have implemented. While Hintzraan, et al. (1981)
considered sequential scanning as an alternative
explanation to mental rotation, they did not consider the
possibility of strategic differences in the scanning
process. The results presented here demonstrate that
such strategic differences exist and that some scaiming
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strategies can result in data that approximately match
predictions based on imagery and mental rotation. In
addition, participants trained to use mental imagery
produced data that does not fit with the imagery
account. A n evaluation of the model for the counting
strategy suggests that small differences in encoding and
visual scanning can account for the differences found in
the angle strategy. These findings suggest that mental
rotation may not provide a flill account of human
performance in orientation tasks.
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Abstract
Classical choice theories assume choice behavior is
based on value maximization computed over the entire
choice set. However, empirical evidence has revealed
violations of axioms of rational choice that cannot be
explained by value maximization. W e argue that
choice behavior can be reconceptualized as value
maximization constrained by categorization processes,
and describe a neural network model developed to
account for key empirical findings. The model
simulates two important phenomena that have been
construed as irrational choice behavior, namely, the
similarity effect and the attraction effect. W e argue
that there are important commonalities among choice
behavior, categorization and perception.
Introduction
Many axiomatic theories of choice behavior are
based on the assumption that decision making is
based on a process of value maximization performed
over all attributes (c. f, Tversky & Simonson. 1993).
However, empirical evidence has demonstrated that
axioms of rational decision making are often violated
in choice behavior, and value maximization alone is
unable to explain these violations. Recently, an
alternative perspective that is concerned with the
relations between similarity processes and decision
processes has been proposed to conceptualize choice
behavior and to understand violations of rational
decision making (Medin, Goldstone, & Markman,
1995). That view has been embodied in a
comprehensive computational model of choice
behavior (Roe, Busemeyer, & Townsend, 2001).
In the spirit of this alternative perspective, w e have
developed a connectionist model to account for two
key violations of rational choice, namely, the
similarity effect and the attraction effect. Both of
these phenomena involve adding a third alternative
(decoy) to a choice set of two options, thereby
leading to inconsistency of choice. If the decoy is
similar and con^)etitive (two alternatives are
competitive when their additive utilities are almost
identical to each other) to one of the original options,
then the addition of the decoy decreases the choice
probability of that option. This phenomenon is called

the similarity effect (Tversky, 1972). If the decoy is
similar to and dominated by one of the two original
alternatives but not the other, then the addition of the
decoy increases the choice probability of the
dominant option more than the other alternative. This
phenomenon is referred to as the attraction effect
(Huber, Payne, & Puto, 1982). Both phenomena can
potentially lead to violations of rational choice. F e w
theories were able to provide an integrated
explanation of both phenomena prior to the model
proposed by Roe et al. (2001), which is a neural
network instantiation of the decision field theory
(Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993). That model
explains the two effects (in addition to several other
important choice phenomena) by taking into
consideration similarity relations among options and
the dynamic nature of decision processes. The model
described here is similar to that of Roe et al. in that it
also takes into account similarity among alternatives;
however, the manner in which similarity is
represented and processed differs between the two
models. W e will briefly discuss the relationship
between the two models after w e present our
proposal.
Neural network models have been one of the major
modeling tools in cognitive science (Rumelhart,
McClelland, & P D P Research Group, 1986).
However, such models have had only limited
applications to decision behavior (Holyoak & Simon,
1999; Roe et al., 2001; Thagard & Millgram, 1995).
The model w e describe here, like that of Roe et al.
(2001), uses a neural network approach to provide an
accoimt of the similarity and attraction effects.
Operation of the Model
Decision Scenario and Model Architecture
The decision scenario used here is adapted from that
used by Roe et al. (2001). The decision maker has to
choose one car from a set of two or three alternatives
by evaliiating their ratings on two attributes: gas
mileage and performance (see Figure 2). A simple
neural network is constructed for this scenario.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the model, adapted
from E C H O (Thagard, 1989), a neural network
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model of h o w people achieve coherence in making
explanations. T w o nodes represent the attributes, gas
mileage and performance, and three others represent
the three alternatives. O n e special node, labeled as
External Driver in Figure 2, represents the
motivational and attentional sources that drive the
decision process. The lines between nodes represent
node connections. Each attribute or alternative is thus
represented by one node in the network, with
relations a m o n g
attributes and alternatives
represented by connection weights.
Bidirectional excitatory links (represented b y dark
arrowheads in Figure 2) connect attribute nodes to
their respective alternatives. T h e alternative nodes
send out inhibitory influences (represented by empty
arrowheads in Figiue 2) to one another. N o d e
activation ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. The special node,
which drives the decision-making process, always
feeds excitatory influence to the attribute nodes,
thereby initiating and maintaining activation
diroughout the entire network. T h e special node has a
constant activation of 1.0, and the weight of its
connections to the attribute nodes is 0.05 (there are
no reciprocal connections to the special node from
the attribute nodes, as the former is intended to be the
source of activation). Because the three alternative
nodes con^ete via inhibitory connections with one
another, one witming node generally achieves a m u c h
higher activation than the rest.

• Tai9*t(2.0,8.0)
, j Y ] (2.5.6.5)
A O^-")

•
Competitor (8.0,2.0)

O m Mileage
Figure 1. A s u m m a r y of the phenomena
simulated. T h e letters S and A stand for
where the decoy is positioned: Decoy S
yields the similarity effect; decoy A yields
the attraction effect. T h e numbers in
parentheses are the attribute ratings of the
nearby alternative: T h e first number is the
rating of that alternative on gas mileage and
the second number is its rating on
performance.
Cholc«1

Choice 2

Chofce3

Setting Connection Weights and Initial
Activations

O N°*

Initially, the connection weight between an attribute
and an alternative node (called attribute-alternative
weight from n o w on) is set to the rating of the
alternative on the corresponding attribute. For
exan^)le, in Figure 2, the option Target is rated 8 and
2 on performance and gas mileage, respectively, so
its initial weights are set to 8.0 and 2.0 for the
performance-target
and
gas-mileage-target
connections, respectively.
Next, each initial weight is normalized:
iWy-mm(w)).(K-T))
yvy=J1+inax(w) - min(H')

Ugmd

• Goudcciioo

GuMUeags

Performance

External Driver

(1)

Ezcilitory
inQiKDc*

Ishflntory
ufiueon

Figure 2: T h e architecture of the model.
Choice 1, Choice 2 and Choice 3 are the
alternatives, and G a s Mileage and
Performance are the attributes. External
Driver represents the motivational and
attentional sources that drive the decision
process.

Here, >v„ is the weight of the connection to node i
from j. Weights are normalized according to their
range; k and ;; are m a x i m u m (set to 0.8) and
m i n i m u m (set to 0.2) values for that range,
respectively. Accordingly, the normalized weight

should always be within the range of 0.2 to 0.8. The
choice of this range is arbitrary, but it reflects the
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assumption that the perception of an attribute value
should never actually reach 0, which can be viewed
as reflecting no value at all, nor should it reach I,
which can be viewed as reflecting sublime
satisfaction. The range of actual attribute value is
computed by max(w) - min(H'), where max(w) and
min(w) are the largest and smallest attribute values
obtained for all attributes.
The attribute-alternative weights as defined in
Equation 1 are linearly related to the actual attribute
ratings. In choice behavior, w e are concerned with a
subjective measure of utility in which the impact of a
given increase in rating declines with the absolute
magnitude of the rating. Accordingly, attributealternative weights are transformed:

w„. =

—,

R u n n i n g the M o d e l
The model runs in an iterative fashion. In each
iteration the activation of a node is updated by a
conunonly-used activation function,
fl,(r + l) =
mputXMAX-a,{t))r+a,{t){\-e)
Ur,putXa,il)-MIN)r + aXt)O-0)

if input, > 0
otherwise

ai(t+1) is the activation of node / at iteration / + I; it
is a fiinction of a,(t), the activation of the same node
at the previous iteration. M A X and M N are the upper
(1.0) and lower (0.0) limits of node activation. 6 (set
to 0.015) is a decay parameter specifying h o w m u c h
the activation decays in each iteration, and y (set to
0.12) is a growth rate specifying the increment of
activation as a function of the input. The parameter
input, is the total influence received by node / from
other nodes connected to it, specified by

(2)

Here, both / and I are constants. After exploration of
the parameter space, / was set to 1.4 and X was set to
0.5 to achieve good simulation results. Equation 2
describes a basic psychophysical function in which
sensitivity to an increase of stimulus strength declines
as the stimulus strength increases. Finally, weights
undergo a linear transformation specified by

w, = WyT/lO.O.

(4)

input,it) = ^Wyajit). (5)
/
The model runs iteratively according to Equations
4 and 5 until the activation of each node no longer
changes from the previous iteration by more than a
settling criterion (set to 0.001 here). According to
Equation 4, a major determinant of node activation is
the total input a node receives from other nodes; and
according to Equation 5, this input depends on the
attribute-alternative weights. It follows that an
alternative with a high additive attribute rating tends
to have a higher node activation than those with low
additive attribute ratings; this is an instantiation of
the value maximization principle, which implies that
the winning choice should have the highest additive
utility summed across all attributes.
The choice probability of an alternative depends on
the activation of the corresponding node. Luce's
(1959) choice model is used to convert the activation
into choice probability for alternative /:

(3)

Here, T(set to 4.0) is a parameter intended to
amplify the attribute-alternative weights so that the
same difference between attribute values n o w has a
larger impact on node activations (see Equations 4
and 5). Finally, these weights are divided by 10.0 so
that they are kept reasonably small in relation to node
activations. Although the model has several
parameters, and specific values for them were
selected after extensive search of parameter space,
the choices of parameter values do not affect the
underlying conceptual framework of the model.
Moreover, it is very likely that other sets of
parameter values exist that would allow the model to
exhibit desired behavior.
The inhibitory connections among the alternative
nodes are all set to -0.60. The initial activations are
set to l.O for the special node and 0.5 for all other
nodes (0.5 is the middle point of the activation range,
0.0 - l.O). T o increase psychological realism, some
randomness is introduced: The initial activation of an
alternative node is a random number within the range
of 0.5 + 0.01. The generation of random numbers
conforms to a uniform distribution. There is no
randomness for the activations of the special node
and the attribute nodes.

probabilit y{i) =

activation (i)

(6)

^ activation (j)

Simulations a n d Results
The two phenomena simulated are schematized in
Figure 1. For each phenomenon, 100 simulations
were run and the results were averaged for each
attribute and alternative. The averaged results are
presented both as node activations, wiiich are the
final activation values of the nodes (see Table 1), and
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choice probabilities, which are converted from
activations using Equation 6 (see Table 2).

the target being chosen relative to that of the other
choice in the original set, the competitor. This
similarity effect (Tversky, 1972) can lead to a
violation of an axiom of rational choice,
independence of irrelevant alternatives, which
implies that adding an alternative to a choice set will
not alter the rank order of the original options. T o
produce a similarity effect, the decoy should be
roughly as good as the target in terms of additive
attribute rating. In the simulation, the decoy is chosen
to have attribute values of 2.3 and 6.S for gas mileage
and performance, respectively (see Figure 1).
T o model the similarity effect, w e first run the
model on a choice set that includes only the target
and the decoy. After the network settles for that
comparison, w e run it on the entire set of three
alternatives. The psychological rationale is diat
because the target and the decoy are similar to each
other, they are grouped together in a marmer similar
to a perceptual grouping (e.g., in visual perception,
when two shapes are close to each other, they are
perceived as belonging to the same cluster). Our
assumption is that the two similar alternatives are
perceived as belonging to the same category, and
therefore are compared to each other before all three
alternatives are compared.
The simulation was thus divided into two stages: a
binary comparison in which only the target and the
decoy were compared, and a trinary comparison in
which all three alternatives were compared. The
activations are carried over from the first to the
second stage; accordingly, any activation differences
from the first stage will have an effect on the second
stage. At the end of the binary-comparison stage, the
target has an activation lower than O.S, the baseline
activation, due to its competition with the decoy. This
low activation is carried over to the trinarycomparison stage, where the competitor joins the
comparison with the default initial activation of O.S.
Thus in the trinary-comparison stage the target starts
with a lower activation as compared to the
competitor; as a result, the target attains a lower
activation and choice probability as compared to the

1
Compttlor

11
21
31
Number of Iterations
Figure 3: Decision process of binary choice.
The activation of alternative nodes is plotted
as a function of number of iterations.
Binary Choice
The original choice set contains two alternatives, one
of which is arbitrarily selected as the target, and the
oAer the competitor (see Figure 1). Both cars receive
ratings on a 10-point (1 - 10) scale for gas mileage
and
performance. T o simplify the choice scenario,
the two options are made equal in terms of additive
attribute rating: The competitor is rated 8 on gas
mileage and 2 on performance, whereas the target is
rated 2 on gas mileage and 8 on performance. It is a
trivial prediction diat (assuming the two attributes are
equally important) the two alternatives should be
equally likely to be chosen. The model makes this
prediction: when diese two alternatives are equally
attractive, both have a 5 0 % chance of being chosen
(see Table 2).
Sinularity EfTect
If the decoy is similar and competitive compared to
one of the two original choices, the target, the
introduction of the decoy reduces the probability of

Table 1: Simulation results as node activations.

average node activations

Choice scenarios
gas mileage

performance

competitor

target

Binary choice

0.647

0.647

0.398

0.398

Similarity effect

0.695

0.729

0.424

0.343

decoy

0.317

0.019
0.741
0.627
0.708
0.465
Attraction effect
Note. Each node activation displayed here is the average of activations for the corresponding node
calculated over 100 simulation runs.
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activation indicates the transition between the two
stages of comparison. The fmal choice probability of
the target is 0.564 (see Table 2). In the original
binary choice set, the target has a choice probability
of 0.5 (see Table 2); thus adding the decoy leads to a
violation of regularity principle.

competitor at the end of simulation. The dynamic
process of the two-stage comparison is shown in
Figure 4, where the sudden change in activation
indicates the transition from thefirstto the second
stage. The final choice probabilities of the target and
the competitor are 0.317 and 0.391 respectively (see
Table 2), indicating that the competitor ranks higher
in terms of preference. Since in the binary choice the
choice probabilities of the two alternatives are equal,
the altered rank order is a violation of the principle of
independence of irrelevant alternatives.

1
0.9
0.8
§ 0.7
* 0.6
0.5
0.4
I 0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Table 2 Simulation results as choice probabilities.
Choice scenarios

average choice probabilities
competitor

target

Binary
choice

0.500

0.500

Similarity effect

0.391

0.317

decoy

-©-Competitor
-A-Target
-a-Decoy

^
=#=

1

0.292

Attraction effect
0.419
0.564
0.017
Note. Each choice probability displayed here is the
average of choice probabilities for the corresponding
node calculated over 100 simulation runs.

11

21 31 41 51 61
Number of iterations

71

Figure 4: Decision process of similarity
effect. Axes are the same as Figure 3. T h e
vertical dashed line indicates the transition
from
binary
comparison
to trinary
comparison.

Attraction Effect
Huber et al. (1982) showed that w h e n the additional
alternative (a dominated decoy) is similar to and
obviously inferior to one of the alternatives (the
target) of the original choice set, the introduction of
this decoy will increase the probability of the target
being chosen more than that of the competitor. This
effect can potentially increase the probability that the
target is chosen, thereby leading to violation of an
axiom of rational choice, the regularity principle,
which states that adding additional alternatives into
the choice set would not increase the choice
probabilities of options in the original choice set (cf
Huber et al., 1982). T h e violation of the regularity
principle is a stronger form of preference reversal
than the violation of independence of irrelevant
altematives.
The same two-stage comparison is employed to
model the attraction effect, because the target and the
decoy are similar to each other and therefore form a
natural grouping. At the end of the binary
comparison, the target has an activation higher than
0.5, the baseline activation, due to its superiority as
compared to the decoy. This advantage in activation
is carried over to the trinary comparison, and as a
result the target has a relatively high activation and
choice probability at the end of the simulation run.
The dynamic process of the two-stage comparison is
shown in Figure 5, where the sudden change in

©-Competitor
A-Target
a-Decoy
tS 0.5

61 61 101 121 141 161
Nun bar of it* ration*
Figure 5: Decision process of attraction
effect. Axes are the same as Figure 3. T h e
vertical dashed line indicates the transition
from binary
comparison
to trinary
comparison.
In simulating both effects, the model still computes
a form of value maximization; however, the
computation is carried out in a local instead of global
manner during thefirststage of comparison, due to
the categorization process in which two similar
altematives are grouped and processed together
independently of the third alternative.
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R. Busemeyer, Patricia W . Cheng, Aimee Drolet and
Shi Zhang.

Conclusions
The connectionist model presented here explains two
perplexing empirical findings in choice behavior
using a straightforward neural network algorithm and
simple psychological principles. It has been argued
that the principle of value maximization underlying
rational choice is in conflict with some apparently
irrational choice behaviors (Simonson & Tversky,
1992). However, the present model shows that choice
behavior can be viewed as value maximization
constrained by categorization processes.
Roe et al. (2001) also used similarity relations to
account for die similarity and attraction effects. In
their neural network model, lateral inhibition among
alternatives is set in such a way that the more similar
two options are, the stronger is the lateral inhibition
between them. This differential inhibition provides a
foundation for modeling similarity-related fmdings.
In contrast, in the present model similarity is assumed
to lead to a grouping effect, which in turn leads to the
two-stage con^arison process. Thus while both
models emphasize die role of similarity in choice
behavior. Roe et al.'s algorithm models the impact of
similarity by variations in a continuous parameter for
inhibition; whereas the present algorithm hold
inhibition constant and instead assumes that
similarity alters the grouping of options, leading to a
multi-stage comparison process. Further empirical
investigations will be required to distinguish between
these two possible mechanisms by which similarity
may modulate choice behavior.
The present model has several limitations that will
need to be addressed in future work. For example, the
choice scenario is constructed in a highly schematic
way, and more complex and realistic choice scenarios
need to be used in future studies. Also, the way the
connection weights are set by explicit equations is
rather artificial; future efforts need to address how
the weights may be acquired using a connectionist
learning mechanism. Peiiiaps most imfwrtantly, the
critical assun^jtion that similar choices are grouped
togedier and therefore processed together in choice
behavior requires further empirical investigation.
The present model may have in^lications for
applied work. Expert systems based on the ciurent
model can be developed to analyze and predict
choice behavior. In contrast to more traditional
axiom-based systems, such systems may make it
possible to analyze apparently irrational choice and
decision processes, thereby leading to more accurate
predictions of himian decisions.
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of category learning paradigms including supervised
classification (Love & Medin, 1998), inference learnHow do people learn and organize examples in the
ing (Love, Markman, & Yamauchi, 2000), and unabsence of a teacher? This paper explores this quessupervised learning (Gureckis & Love, 2002). O n e
tion through a examination of human data and comprimary goal of our modeling approach is to address
putational modeling results. The SUSTAIN (Supermultiple forms of category learning (both supervised
vised and Unsupervised STratified Incremental 5fetand unsupervised) with one consistent set of princiwork) model successfullyfitshuman learning data
ples. After a brief introduction to the operation of
drawn from two published studies. Thefirststudy
SUSTAIN, these core principles will be discussed.
examines how correlations between features can faIntroduction to SUSTAIN
ciUtate unsupervised learning. The second set of
studios examines the role that similarity and atSUSTAIN is a clustering model of human category
tention play in unsupervised category construction
learning. The internal representation of the model
(i.e., sorting) tasks. Importantly, SUSTAIN sugconsists of a set of clusters. Category representations
gests two novel behavioral predictions that are conconsist of one or more associated clusters. At the
firmed.
Introduction
start of learning, the network has a single cluster
that is centered in this representational space upon
The study of human category learning has focused
thefirstinput pattern.
on supervised learning. Researchers typically utilize
W h e n a new stimulus item is presented, S U S T A I N
a experimental procedure in which the participant
attempts to assign the item to the most similar exmust learn to classify a set of stimuli while receiving
isting cluster. This assignment is unsupervised since
corrective feedback on every trial. Certainly, there
are many other ways to learn about the world. Our it is based only on the similarity between item and
cluster. If a surprising event occurs, such as a misenvironment does not always provide us with explicit
prediction in supervised learning or a stimulus is enfeedback eind thus, some learning is better characcountered in unsupervised learning that is not simiterized as unsupervised. For example, we routinely
lar to any existing cluster, S U S T A I N creates a new
categorize incoming email as "junk mail" in the ab^
cluster to encode the current stimulus. This new
sence of a teacher. A great deal of human learning
may be unsupervised. The goal of this paper is to cluster is centered in the representational space on
the misclassified item.
expand our understanding of how humans learn from
W h e n a stimulus is not surprising, the item is asexamples without supervision.
lb achieve this goal, wefitthe S U S T A I N model of signed to the most similar existing cluster and this
cluster updates its internal representation to become
category learning to Billman emd Knutson's (1996)
more similar to the current item (a process somestudies concerning how humans learn correlations
what analogous to prototype formation). Classifican
through observation and to Medin, Wattenmaker,
tion decisions are based on the cluster to which a
and Hampson's (1987) data on unsupervised category construction (i.e., sorting) behavior. S U S T A I N stimulus instance is assigned. Like other models of
category learning (e.g., Kruschke, 1992), SUSTAIN's
successfully accounts for human performance in both
selective attention mechanism learns to selectively
of these studies with one set of parameters. Importantly, SUSTAIN's account of these studies suggests weight stimulus feature dimensions that are most
useful for categorization.
novel predictions which are subsequently tested (and
confirmed) with human subjects.
The Principles of SUSTAIN
The Modeling Approach
With this general understanding of the operation of
SUSTAIN has been successfully applied to an array
the model, we now examine the six key principles
of challenging human data sets spanning a variety
that underly SUSTAIN.
Abstract
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Principle 1, S U S T A I N is directed towards
simple solutions S U S T A I N is initially directed
towards simple solutions. At the start of learning,
S U S T A I N has only one cluster which is centered
on thefirstinput item. It then adds clusters (i.e.,
complexity) only as needed to accurately describe
the category structure of the learning task. Its selective attention mechanism further serves to bias
S U S T A I N towards simple solutions by focusing the
model on the stimulus dimensions that provide consistent information.
Principle 2, similar stimulus items tend to
cluster together In learning to classify stimuli as
members of two distinct categories, S U S T A I N will
cluster similar items together. For example, different instances of a bird subtype (e.g., sparrows) could
cluster together and form a sparrow cluster instead
of leaving sepau-ate traces in memory for each instance. Clustering is an unsupervised process because cluster assignment is done on the basis of similarity, not feedback.
Principle 3, SUSTAIN relies on both unsupervised a n d supervised learning processes
A s discussed above, S U S T A I N can cluster based on
similarity (an unsupervised process). SUSTAIN's
operation is also affected by supervision (when available). Consider the example of S U S T A I N learning
to classify stimuli as memiiers of the category m a m mals or birds. Let's assume that a cluster representing four-legged, hairy, land creatures is already acquired, as well as another cluster representing small,
winged, creatures thatfly.Thefirsttime S U S T A I N
is asked to classify a bat, the model will predict that
a bat is a bird because the bat stimulus will be more
similar to the existing bird cluster than to the existing manmial cluster. U p o n receiving corrective
feedback (supervision), S U S T A I N will note its error
and create a new cluster to store the anomalous bat
stimulus. N o w , when this bat or one similar to it
is presented to S U S T A I N , S U S T A I N will correctly
predict that the bat is a m a m m a l . This exsmiple
also illustrates how S U S T A I N can entertain more
complex solutions when necesseiry through cluster
recruitment (see Principle 1).
Principle 4, Clusters are recruited in response
to surprising events A s the previous example illustrates, surprising events lead to new clusters being recruited. In unsupervised learning, a surprising
event is simply exposiu-e to a stimulus that is not sufficiently similar to any existing cluster (i.e., a very
novel stimulus).
Principle 5, the pattern of feedback matters
A s the b i r d - m a m m d example above illustrates, feedback affects the inferred category structure. Prediction failures result in a cluster being recruited, thus
different patterns of feedback can lead to different
representations being acquired. This principle al-
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lows S U S T A I N to predict different acquisition patterns for different learning modes (e.g., inference versus classification learning) that are informationally
equivalent but differ in their pattern of feedback.
Principle 6, cluster competition Clusters can
be seen as competing explanations of the input. The
strength of the response from the winning cluster
(the cluster the current stimulus is most similar to)
is attenuated in the presence of other clusters that
are somewhat similar to the current stimulus (compare to Sloman's, 1997, account of competing explanations in reasoning).
Model Fits and Predictions
In the following sections, Billman and Knutson's
(1996) results are described, fit, and SUSTAIN's
novel predictions are tested. Following Billman and
Knutson, Medin et al.'s (1987) work is given similar
consideration.
Modeling Billman and Knutson's (1996)
Billman and Knutson's experiments tested the prediction that category learning is easier when certain stimulus feature dimensions are predictive of
other feature dimensions (e.g., "has wings", "can
fly", "has feathers" are all inter-correlated features
of birds) them when correlations are unrelated or are
not numerous. Their studies evaluate how relations
among stimulus feature dimensions affect learning
in an unsupervised task. S U S T A I N has successfullyfitBillman and Knutson's (1996) Experiment 2
and 3 (Gureckis k Love, 2002). Here, we focus on
Experiment 3.
Fitting Billman and Knutson's (1996) data
Subjects studied stimulus items that depicted imaginary animals m a d e up of of seven feature dimensions:
type of hesid, body, texture, tail, legs, habitat, and
time of day pictured. Each dimension could take on
one of three values. For example, the time of day
could be "sunrise", "nighttime", or "midday". The
correlational structure of the feature dimensions varied according to which of two conditions (either the
Structured or the Orthogonal condition) the subject
was randomly assigned. The abstract structure of
the two conditions is shown in Table 1. In the Structured condition, thefirstthree stimulus dimensions
are intercorrelated (for a total of three correlations),
wliile the remaining four dimensions varyfreely.The
Orthogonal condition's structure also contains three
correlations (thefirstand second dimensions are correlated, as are the third and fourth, and thefifthand
the sixth), but the correlations are isolated (e.g., the
first and third dimension are not correlated).
In the learning phase for both conditions, subjects
were told that they were participating in a visual
m e m o r y experiment and viewed 27 stimulus items
for four blocks (a block is a single pass through all
training items). Each of the 27 items appeared once

Table 1: The logical structure of the stimulus items
for the Orthogonal and Structured conditions in Experiment 3 of Bilhnan and Knutson (1996). The
seven columns denote the seven stimulus dimensions.
Each dimension can display one of three different
values, indicated by a 1, 2, or 3. A n x indicates that
the dimension wasfreeto assume any of the three
possible values.
Structured Condition
lllxxxx 222xxxx
333xxxx
Orthogonal Condition
1 11 11 Ix 221 1 1 Ix 3 3 1 1 1 1 X
1 1 1 122x 22 11 22x 3 3 1 1 2 2 x
1 1 1 133x 22 11 33x 3 3 1 1 3 3 x
1 1221 Ix 2222 1 Ix 3 3 2 2 1 I x
1 12222X 2222 22x 3 3 2 2 2 2 X
1 12233X 2222 33x 3 3 2 2 3 3 X
1 1331 Ix 2233 1 Ix 3 3 3 3 1 I x
1 13322X 2233 22x 3 3 3 3 2 2 X
333333X

1 13333x

T^ible 2: The mean accuracy for humans and SUST A I N in Billman and Knutson's (1996) Experiment .2:
Orthogonal Structured
Human
.66
.77
SUSTAIN
.60
.77

Table 3: SUSTAIN's bestfittingparameters for the
studies considered. SUSTAIN's parameters are not
discussed in this paper, but this table is included for
readers who wish to replicate our results.
function/adjusts
symbol value
learning rate
Tf
0.0966
cluster competition
P
6.40
decision consistency
d
1.98
attentional focus
r
10.0
threshold
r
0.5

2233 33x

Modeling Results S U S T A I N was trained in a
manner analogous to how subjects were trained by
using four randomly ordered learning blocks. N o
feedback was provided as all stimulus items were
per block in a random order. The only difference
encoded as being members of the same category.
between the Structured and Orthogonal conditions
N e w clusters were recruited according to the unsuwas the abstract structure of the stimuli that were
pervised notion of surprise. In order for S U S T A I N
shown during the learning phase.
to mimic the forced choice nature of the test phase,
In the test phase of the experiment, subjects
a response probability was calculated for each of the
viewed a novel set of 54 stimulus pairs. Each memtwo items. The ultimate response of the network was
ber of the pair had two of the seven feature dimenbiased towards the item in the forced choice that had
sions obscured (e.g., the locations where the tail and
the strongest response probability.
head should have been were blacked out) so that inSUSTAIN was run numerous times on both condiformation about only one correlation was available
tions in both experiments and the results were averfor each item in test pair. One item in the pair
aged. The bestfittingparameters are shown in Tapreserved the studied correlation, while the other
ble 3. SUSTAIN correctly predicts greater accuracy
item violated the correlation. Subjects were asked
in the Structured condition thtm in the Orthogonal
to choose the stimulus item in the peiir that seemed
condition (see Table 2).
most similar to the items studied in the learning
In Experiment 3, SUSTAIN's most common sophase (a forced choice procedure). The item that
lution in the Orthogonal condition was to partition
preserved the studied correlation was considered the
the studied items into three clusters. However, the
correct choice. For example, in the isolating connature of the three partitions varied across runs.
dition the correct item of the pair might have the
SUSTAIN tended to focus on one of three correla^
abstract structure [1 1 m 1 m 1 2] because it pretions present in the Isolated condition and ignored
serves the correlation between thefirstand second
the other two. For instance, during training SUSdimensions (the 'm' represents a dimension that was
TAIN might create three clusters organized around
blocked). The incorrect item of the pair might then
thefirsttwo input dimensions (one cluster for each
be [1 2 m 1 m 1 2] which breaks the correlation
correlated veilue across the two dimensions) and igpresent in the training items between thefirstand
nore the correlation between the third and fourth
second dimension.
dimensions and thefifthand sixth dimensions.
The basic result from Experiment 3 was that the
SUSTAIN also recruited three clusters in the
"correct" item was chosen more often in the StrucStructured condition. The same dynamics that lead
tured condition than in the Orthogonal condition
SUSTAIN to focus on only one correlation in the Or(77% vs. 6 6 % from Taible 2). Thisfindingsupports
thogonal condition leads S U S T A I N to focus on all of
the hypothesis that extracting a category's structure
the interrelated correlations in the Structured condiis facilitated by intercorrelated dimensions.
tion. W h e n S U S T A I N learns one correlation in the
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Structured condition, S U S T A I N necessarily learns
all of the pairwLse correlations because of the way
clusters are updated (i.e., three clusters are formed
that capture the three basic subtypes of stimuli).
This type of learning in the Structured condition is
what lead to the higher accuracy levels.
SUSTAIN's solution to Experiment 3 suggests
some novel predictions: (a) W h e n correlations are
not interrelated, learning one correlation should
block the learning of other correlations, and (b)
W h e n correlations are interrelated, either all of the
correlations are learned or none of the correlations
are learned. These predictions are explored in the
following section.
Testing the Predictions In the original Billman
and Knutson eurticle, accuracy was considered in aggregate for all three correlations. Here, we reanalyze Billman and Knutson's data by considering each
subjects' performance on each correlation (i.e., each
subject contributes three scores to the tmalysis instead of one). S U S T A I N predicts that human subjects will learn only one of the three correlations in
the Orthogonal condition, but will learn either all
or none of the correlations in the Structured condition. If this is true, the mean variance of subjects'
accuracies for the three correlations should be higher
in the Orthogonal condition than in the Structured
condition. This was indeed the case. The mean
variance of each subject's three accuracy scores was
0.030 for the Orthogonal condition, but only 0.010
in the Structured condition (t(46) = 2.76, p < .001).
Discussion D u e to the way S U S T A I N organizes
its clusters, it predicts that learning one correlation in the Orthogonal condition blocks the leairning of other correlations (which should result in a
high within subject variance), whereas in the Structinred condition learning one correlation is tied to
learning all three correlations (which should result
in a low within subject variance). These predictions
were made prior to obtaining access to Billman and
Knutson's data. The combined results of the original
Billman study and the subsequent analysis, suggest
that peoplefindcategories that are organized around
highly correlated features to be easier to learn because correlations enable the transfer of knowledge
across features. The mechanism that supports this
operation m a y bare a strong resemblance to SUSTAIN.

Table 4: The logical structure of the perceptual dimensions in Medin et al. (1987) sorted in two ways.
In the family resemblance table, the stimuli with a
preponderance of I's can be seen as forming one family, while the stimuli with a preponderance of 2*8 can
be seen as forming a second family or covert category. In the one-dimensional sort table, the same
stimuli items are grouped on the basis of a single
dimension (thefirstdimension).
Family Resemblance
2222
1111
1112
222 1
112 1
22 12
12 11
2 122
2111
1222

One-dimensional Sort
1111
2222
2 22 1
1112
22 12
112 1
2122
12 11
2 111
1222

that alternate organizations exist that respect the
intercorrelated nature of the stimuli, such as an intercorrelated family resemblance structure (Medin,
Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987).
S U S T A I N was applied to the sorting data from
Medin et al.'s (1987) Experiment 1 in hopes of reconciling the apparently contradictoryfindings.In Experiment 1, subjects were instructed to sort ten stimuh into two equal sized piles. Stimuli were cartoonlike animals that varied on four binary-valued perceptual dimensions (head shape, number of legs,
body markings, and tail length). The logical structure of the items is shown in Table 4. The basic finding is that subjects sort along a single dimension (the
one-dimensional sort in Table 4) as opposed to sorting stimuli according to their intercorrelated structure (i.e., the family resemblance structure shown in
Table 4).
In these simulations, S U S T A I N was constrained
to create only two piles (i.e., clusters) like Medin at
al.'s subjects. This was accomplished by preventing
S U S T A I N from recruiting a third cluster. S U S T A I N
was presented with the items from Table 4 for 10 rand o m training blocks to mirror subjects' examination
of the stimulus set and their ruminations as to how
to organize the stimuli. To evaluate the performance
of the model, we looked at how SUSTAIN's two clusters were organized. Using the same parameters that
were used in the Billman and Knutson (1996) studModeling Sorting Behavior with
ies listed in Table 3, S U S T A I N correctly predicted
SUSTAIN
that the majority of sorts (99%) are organized along
one stimulus dimension.
Billmem and Knutson's (1996) studies suggest that SUSTAIN's natural bias to focus on a subset of
subjects prefer stimulus organizations in which the stimulus dimensions (which is further stressed by
perceptual dimensions are intercorrelated. However,
the selective attention mechanism) led it to predict
studies in category construction reveal a contrasting
the predominance of one-dimensional sorts. Attenpattern — subjects tend to sort stimuli along a single tion is directed towards stimulus dimensions that
dimension. This behavior persists despite the fact
consistently match at the cluster level. This leads
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to certain dimensions becoming more salient over
the course of learning (i.e., the model's attention
value along that dimension becomes larger). T h e
dimension that develops the greatest salience over
the course of learning becomes the basis for the onedimensional sort.
Which dimension provides consistent information
during the course of learning will, in part, be determined by the order in which the stimulus items are
presented to the model. Thus, S U S T A I N predicts
that the order of card consideration in a sorting task
might constrain which dimension h u m a n subjects focus their sort on. If card ordering has no effect and
subjects randomly choose a dimension to sort on or
choose due to individual differences in the salience
of a particular dimension, then SUSTAIN's account
should be insufficient.
Testing the Prediction

0000

1

1111

1

Figure 1: T h e layout and initial configuration of the
board given to subjects is shown.

ure 1 the abstract structure of thefirsttwo cards
actually handed to the subjects might be [0 0 0 1]
The following study tests this prediction by creating
and [1 1 1 0].
a modified version of the Medin, et al. sorting experiment in which the order that subject m a y consider
T h e final 6 cards given to subjects were drawn
cards is manipulated. Our interest was to test if the from the remaining possible. Cards were randomly
dynamics that led S U S T A I N to choose a particular
chosen but came in pairs of opposing values. For exdimension to sort on were the same dynamics that
ample, if the fourth card had the abstract structure
constrained subjects' sorting strategies.
[ 0 0 1 0 ] , thefifthmight be [1 0 1 1]. This manipulation also helped to encovurage subjects tofillthe
Procedure Stimuli in our experiment were geometric shapes, printed on laminated cards, that var- board up in a more or less even fashion rather than
filling up one side completely, then having no choice
ied on four of five binary valued dimensions (one
as where to place the remaining cards.
dimensions value was held constant and thus had
Our hypothesis was that subjects would, like S U S no influence on subjects sorting decisions). The diT A I N , place thefirsttwo cards on the board on the
mensions were size (big or small), color of border
(white or yellow), main color (blue or purple), a slash basis of overall similarity to the guide cards as opposed to randomly choosing a single dimension on
across the shape (present or absent), and texture
which
to focus their sorting strategy. Thus in our
(smooth or rough). Each dimension is independent
example, [0 0 0 1] would be placed under the [0 0
and equally salient (as verified by multi-dimensional
0 0] prototype and [ 1 1 1 0 ] would be placed unscaling of subjects' pairwise similarity ratings).
der
the [ 1 1 1 1 ] prototype. If subjects allocated
Participants were given a large board that was diattention to dimensions that provide consistent invided in half with a dark line (see Figure 1). Each
formation like S U S T A I N , then attention would be
side of the board hadfivepositions in which to place
increased on only the dimensions that matched the
cards. Before the start of an experiment trial, two
guide
cards (all but the fourth dimension in this
"guide" cards were placed on the board that had opcase). This initial attentional disadvantage on the
posing values along each dimension. Figure 1 shows
fourth, mismatched dimension would prevent suban empty board with the abstract structure of these
jects from sorting on that dimension.
two guide cards. T h e particular values and meaning of each stimulus dimension was random for each
Results Twenty-eight psychology undergraduate
subject (i.e., the values of the stimulus dimensions
students participated in the study for course credit.
such as size and color were randomly assigned to one
T h e results collected for this study are show in Tacolumn of the abstract structure shown).
ble 5. O f the 28 subjects, 23 subjects performed a
one-dimensional sort while 5 used an alternate sortDuring the experiment, participants were given
ing strategy. Of the 23 subjects that performed a one
one new card at a time by the experimenter and
were asked to place the card in an empty position
dimensional sort, only 2 of these 23 subjects sorted
the cards using the mismatched dimension as their
on one side of the boaird according to what seemed
basis for organization. If subjects had no particular
most natural or sensible given the other cards on
preference for any dimension and the manipulation
that side. T h e first two cards actually handed to
of the C£u:ds had no effect, then the probabihty of
subjects were constrained so that they mismatched
getting 21 out of 23 subjects to sort on a dimenon one dimension from the guide cards already on
sion other than the one mismatching dimension is
the board. For example, given the two cards in Fig-
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Table 5: T h e results of the sorting study.
Number of Subjects
Subjects using a ID sort
--Mismatched Dimension
— O t h e r Dimensions
Subjects using a non ID sort
—Family Resemblance
— Unknown Strategy
Total Subjects

23
2
21
5
3
2

28

less than .05 as given by a two-tailed binomial trisd
(n=23, p = .25). Of the Eve subjects that did not
perform a one-dimensional sort, three performed a
family resemblance sort and two performed a sort
using an undecipherable sorting strategy.
S U S T A I N was simulated using the same parameters used for the Billman and Knutson studies (Table 3) and using the same conditions from the Medin,
et al. sorting simulation, but with the specific card
orderings that subjects were given in our experiment. In 1 0 0 % of the trials, the model used a dimension other than the mismatched dimension as
the basis for a one-dimensional sort.
Discussion
T h e dimension that subjects choose to sort in this
task carmot be explained as random choice. The results presented in our experiment provide evidence
that the order of card presentation plays a role in influencing subjects to sort on a particular dimension.
Specifically, sorting behavior is influenced by the
way we perceive similarity between stimuli. In this
unsupervised task, attention is allocated such that
the similarity space changes during the course of
learning. At the start of learning, each dimensions
is more or less equally important, but as learning
proceeds, certain dimensions become more salient
(because they are more informative) while others
become less. This warping of the similarity space
is what ultimately causes judgments in this type of
task to become based on a single dimension, rather
than on the overall similarity between items. The
fact that S U S T A I N predicted this behavior gives additional support to the notion that it's principles
reflect some of the true operational principles of hum a n learning.
Conclusions and Implications
SUSTAIN's combined account of Billman and Knutson's (1996) studies and Medin et al. (1987) suggest
that the saUence of stimulus dimensions change as
a result of unsupervised learning and that the correlated structure of the world is more likely to be
respected when there are numerous intercorrelated
dimensions that are strong. In cases where the total
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number of correlations is modest, and the correlations are weak and not interrelated (such as in the
Medin et al. stimuli), S U S T A I N predicts that stimuli will be organized along a single dimension.
The ability of S U S T A I N to account for two diverse
unsupervised learning data sets with a single set of
parameters demonstrate how it's formulation positions it as a robust model of category learning. In
addition to the studies reported here, SUSTAIN's
principles has been shown to generalize across a
number of other forms of category learning (such
as supervised learning and inference learning). It is
these well-defined principles and the transparent operation of S U S T A I N that allow it to make the two
predictions which have been successfully confirmed
here.
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Abstract
Following up on previous work by Thagard (1989, 2000) we
have developed a connectionist constraint satisfaction model
which aims at capturing a wide variety of tasks involving
causal cognitions, including causal reasoning, learning, hypothesis testing, and prediction. W e will show that this model
predicU a number of recentfindings,including asymmetries
of blocking, and asymmetries of sensitivity to structural implications of causal models in explicit versus implicit tasks.
Introduction
Causal reasoning has been widely investigated during the
last decade, which has led to a number of interesting novel
findings (see Shanks, Holyoak, & Medin, 1996; Hagmayer
& Waldmann, 2001, for overviews). For example, it has
been shown that participants' causal judgments are sensitive
to the contingency between the cause and the effect, and
that people's judgments reflect the causal models underlying
the observed learning events (see Hagmayer & Waldmann,
2001; Waldmann, 1996). Moreover, causal reasoning has
been studied in the context of a number of different tasks,
such as learning, reasoning, categorization, or hypothesis
testing.
Most psychological theories and computational models
of causal learning and reasoning are rooted in two traditions.
They are either based on associationistic or on probabilistic
or Bayesian models (see Shanks et al., 1996; Thagard,
2000). Both kinds of models have been criticized. Associationistic learning networks have proven unable to capture
the fundamental semantics of causal models because they
are insensitive to the differences between learning events
that represent causes versus effects (see Waldmann, 1996).
B y contrast, Bayesian networks are perfectly capable of representing causal models with links directed from causes to
effects (see Pearl, 2000). However, although the goal of
these networks is to reduce the complexity of purely probabilistic reasoning, realistic Bayesian models still require
fairly complex computations, and they presuppose competencies in reasoning with numerical probabilities w^ich seem
unrealistic for untutored people (see Thagard, 2000, for a
detailed critique of these models).
The aim of this paper is to introduce a more qualitatively
oriented, connectionist constraint satisfaction model of
causal reasoning and learning. O u r model is inspired by
Thagard's (2000) suggestion that constraint satisfaction
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models m a y qualitatively capture m a n y insights underlying
normative Bayesian network models in spite of the fact that
constraint satisfaction model use computationally far simpler, and therefore psychologically more realistic processes.
The model differs from standard associationist learning
models (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) in that it is capable
of expressing basic differences between causal models. O u r
model embodies a uniform mechanism of learning and reasoning, wdiich assesses the fit between data and causal m o d els. This architecture allows us to model a wide range of
different tasks within a unified model, which in the literature
have so far been treated as separate, such as learning and
hypothesis testing.
Constraint Satisfaction Models
Constraint satisfaction models (Thagard, 1989, 2000) aim at
capturing qualitative aspects of reasoning. Their basic assumption is that people hold a set of interconnected beliefs.
The beliefs pose constraints on each other, they either support each other, contradict each other, or are unrelated. C o herence between the beliefs can be achieved by processes
wliich attempt to honor these constraints.
Within a constraint satisfaction model beliefs are represented as nodes which represent propositions (e.g., " A
causes B"). T h e nodes are connected by symmetric relations.
The numerical activation of the nodes indicates the strength
of the belief in the proposition. A belief that is highly activated is held strongly, a belief that is negatively activated is
rejected. The activation of a node depends on the activation
of all other nodes with which it is connected. M o r e precisely, the net input to a single node j from all other nodes i
is defined as the weighted siun of the activation a of all related nodes (following Thagard, 1989, p.466, eq.5):
Netj = li w.jai(t)
(1)
The weights w represent the strength of the connection of
the beliefs. In our simulations, they are generally pre-set to
default values which are either positive or negative and remain constant throughout the simulation. At the beginning of
the simulations, the activation of the nodes representing hypotheses are set to a low default value. However, nodes representing empirical evidence are coimected to a special activation node whose activation remains constant at 1.0. This
architecture allows us to capture the intuition that more faith
is put into empirical evidence than into theoretical hypotheses (see Thagard, 1989). T o update the activation in each
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cycle of the simulation,firstthe net input netj to each node
is computed using Equation 1. Second the activation of all
nodes is updated using the following equation (Thagard,
1989,p.446,eq.4):
flj(t+l) =- aj(tXl-e)+netj(max-flj(t)) if netj>0
= aj(tX 1 -e)+ne^(Oj(t)-min) otherwise. (2)
In Equation 2, 6 is a decay parameter that decrements the
activity of each node in every cycle, min represents the
m i n i m u m activation (-1) and m a x the m a x i m u m activation
(+1). The activations of all nodes are updated until a stable
equilibrium is reached, which means that the activation of all
nodes do no longer substantially change. T o derive quantitative predictions it would be necessary to specify rules that
m a p the final activations to different types of responses.
This is an important goal which should be addressed in future research. In the present article w e only derive ordinal,
qualitative predictions from the model.

signed the negative default value. Exploratory studies have
shown, that participants share a c o m m o n intuition whether a
certain pattern of events supports or contradicts a hypothesis
(Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2001). The assigned weights mirror these general intuitions. The weights of the links remain
the same throughout the simulations. Figure 1 does not display the special activation node. This node was pre-set to
1.0 and attached to event nodes describing present events in
the respective experiment.

The Model
Following causal-model theory (Waldmann, 1996) w e assume that people typically enter causal tasks with initial assumptions about the causal structure they are going to observe. Even though specific knowledge about causal relations m a y not always be available, people often bring to bear
knowledge about abstract features of the models, such as the
distinction between events that refer to potential causes and
events that refer to potential effects. In virtually all psychological studies this information can be gleaned from the initial instructions and the materials (see Waldmann, 1996).
Figure 1 displays an example of h o w the model represents a causal model. The nodes represent either causal hypotheses or observable events. The causal hypothesis node
at the top represents a strucmral causal hypothesis (HI), in
this case the hypothesis that the three events ei, Cj, x form a
common-effect structure with Ci and e2 as the two alternative
causes and x as the c o m m o n effect. The two nodes on the
middle level refer to the two causal relations H 2 and H 3 that
are part of the common-effect model with two causes and a
single effect The nodes on the lowest level refer to all patterns of events that can be observed with three events (a dot
represents "and"). O n the left side, the nodes represent patterns of three events, in the middle pairs, and on the right
side single events. Not only the present but also the corresponding absent events are represented within this model
(for example ~x). The links connecting the nodes represent
belief relations. Thus, they do not represent probabilities or
causal relations as in Bayesian models. There are two different kinds of connections between the nodes. Solid lines indicate excitatory links, dashed lines inhibitory links. H o w are
the coimections defined? A connection is positive if the
propositions support each other. For example, if all three
events are present, the observation is in accordance with
both hypotheses H 2 and H 3 . This pattern might be observed
if both el and e2 cause x. Therefore the evidence node
el.e2.x is positively connected to H 2 and H 3 . In general, a
hypothesis is positively connected to an evidence node if the
events mentioned in the hypothesis are either all present or
all absent. If this is not the case, that is if one of the relevant
events specified in the hypothesis is absent, the link is as-
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Figure 1: Constraint satisfaction model of causal learning
and reasoning. See text forfiirtherexplanations.
In Figure 1, the dashed line between the hypotheses HI and
H 2 , which signifies an inhibitory link, is of special interest.
The network represents a common-effect structure. This
means that there are two causes el and e2 which compete in
explaining the occurrence of effect x. Therefore the two
hypotheses referring to the individual causal relations have
to be connected by a inhibitory link (see also Thagard,
2000). However, both hypotheses H 2 and H 3 are positively
connected to the structural hypothesis H I . B y contrast, a
common-cause structure is represented slightly differently.
In such a structure, event x would be the c o m m o n cause of
the two effects el and e2 (i.e., H I : x->el.e2). A model of
this structure looks almost identical to the one for the common-effect structure in Figure 1. There is only one very important difference. Because there is no competition between
the effects of a c o m m o n cause, a common-cause model has
no inhibitory link between H 2 and H 3 . All other nodes and
links in the two models are identical.
Both the common-effect and the common-cause model
were implemented using Microsoft Excel. Default values
were adopted from the literature if not indicated otherwise
(Thagard, 1989). Initial activations were set to 0.01, inhibitory links between nodes to -0.05, and excitatory links to
+0.05. The inhibitory link between H I and H 2 within the
common-effect model was pre-set to a value of -0.20. The
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special activation node was attached to all evidence nodes.
The additional activation was divided among the evidence
nodes according to the relative frequency of the evidence in
the learning input. This principle captures the intuition that
more faith is put into evidence that is observed more frequently.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed constraint satisfaction
model different tasks and paradigms from the literature on
causal learning and reasoning were modeled. O n e of our
main goals was to show that the same architecture can be
used to simulate different types of tasks. However, different
tasks required different sections of the model depicted in
Figure 1. W e used two principles for the construction of task
specific networks. The first principle is that w e only included the event nodes that corresponded to the event patterns observed in the learning phase or that corresponded to
events that have to be evaluated or predicted in the test
phase. For example, to model a task in which only event
triples were shown, only the event nodes on the lefl side of
the event layer in Figure 1 would be incorporated in the
model. However, if the task following the learning phase
required the prediction of single events, the corresponding
nodes for single events would have to be added to the event
layer. The second principle is that only the hypothesis nodes
were included that represent hypotheses that are given or
suggested to participants. These two principles ensure that
for each paradigm a minimally sufficient sub-model of the
complete model is instantiated.
Test 1: Asymmetries of Blocking
Blocking belongs to the central phenomena observed in associative learning which, among other findings, have motivated learning rules that embody cue competition (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). A typical blocking experiment consists of two learning phases. In Phase 1 participants learn
that two events el and x are either both present or absent. In
Phase 2 a third event e2 is introduced. N o w all three events
are either present or absent. In both phases, events el and e2
represent cues and x the outcome to be predicted. Associative theories generally predict a blocking effect \^ich means
that participants should be reluctant about the causal status
of the redundant event e2 that has been constantly paired
with the predictive event el from Phase 1. This prediction
has come under attack by recent findings that have shown
that the blocking effect depends on the causal model learners bring to bear on the task (see Waldmann, 1996, 2000). If
participants assume that el and e2 are the causes of x (common-effect structure) a blocking effect can be seen. In contrast, if participants assimie that el and e2 are the collateral
effects of the c o m m o n cause x (common-cause structure), no
blocking of e2 is observed. In this condition, learners tend to
view both el and e2 as equally valid diagnostic cues of x.
T o model blocking, w e used a network that was extended after Phase 1. In Phase 1, the net consisted of a hypothesis node (H2) and the nodes for patterns of two events
(el, x). Afler Phase 1, the final activation of the hypothesis
node was transferred to Phase 2. In Phase 2, the network
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consisted of two nodes for the two causal hypotheses (H2
and H3), and nodes that represented patterns of three events,
the patterns participants observed within the learning phase.
Furthermore, the node H I was included, which, depending
on the condition, either coded a conunon-cause or a common-effect hypothesis. The nodes for the event pairs from
Phase 1 were removed.
Figure 2 shows the activation of the two hypotheses referring to the causal relations in Phase 1 and 2. Figure 2 A
depicts the activation for the common-cause model and Figure 2 B for the common-effect model.
activation
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Figure 2 A: Simulation of a blocking paradigm (Test 1).
Activation of hypothesis nodes for a common-cause
model. The solid line represents the activation of
H2:x->el, the dotted line of H3:x->e2. Phase 2 started at
the 101" cycle.
50

The model shows no blocking for event e2 in the context of
the common-cause model. It quickly acquires the belief that
there is a causal connection between x and e2.
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Figure 2 B : Simulation of a blocking paradigm (Test 1).
Activation of hypothesis nodes for a common-effect
structure. The upper line represents the activation of
H2:el->x, the lower line of H3:e2->x. Phase 2 started at
the 101" cycle.

For the common-effect model the simulation shows blocking
of the second cause, that is the second hypothesis is believed
to be wrong. Thus, the simulations closely correspond to the
empirical finding that blocking interacts with the structure of
the causal model used to interpret the learning data.
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Test 2: Testing C o m p l e x C a u s a l Hypotheses
Thefirsttest of the model used a phenomenon from the hterature on causal learning. W e n o w want to turn to a completely different paradigm, hypothesis testing. In experiments on causal learning participants are typically instructed
about a causal structure, and the task is to learn about the
causal relations within the structure. They are not asked
Avhether they believe that the structure is supported by the
learning data or not. In recent expenments (Hagmayer,
2001; Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2001) w e gave participants
the task to test a complex causal model hypothesis. For example, w e asked them whether three observed events support a common-cause hypothesis or not. Normatively this
task should be solved by testing the implications of the given
structural hypothesis. For example, a common-cause model
inches a (spurious) correlation of the effects of the single
c o m m o n cause. In contrast, a common-effect structure does
not imply a correlation of the different causes of the joint
effect Unless there is an additional hidden event that causes
a correlation among the causes, they should be uncorrelated.
In the experiment, participants were given data which either
displayed a correlation between all three events (data set 1)
or correlations between el-x and e2-x only, that is el and e2
were marginally independent in this data (data set 2). Data
set 1 was consistent with a common-cause hypothesis wliich
implies correlations between all three events. In contrast,
data set 2 favors the common-effect hypothesis with x as the
effect and el and e2 as independent causes. However, in a
series of experiments w e found that participants were not
aware of these differential structural implications when testing the two hypotheses. Instead they checked whether the
individual causal relations within the complex structures
held (e.g., e 1 -x). Thus, participants dismissed a hypothesis if
one of the ass\uned causal links was missing. However, they
proved unable to distinguish between the common-cause and
the common-effect structure w h e n both structures specified
causal coimections between the same events (regardless of
the direction).
T o model this task w e used the model without the nodes
for event pairs and individual events. The special activation
node was connected to the patterns of three events. A s before the activation of the individual event patterns was proportional to the frequency of the respective pattern in the
data. T o test the model, w e used three sets of data. Either all
three events were correlated (data set 1), el and x, and e2
and x were correlated and el and e2 were marginally independent (data set 2), or el and x, and el and e2 were correlated, and e2 and x were uncorrelated (data set 3). A s competing hypotheses w e either used a common-cause model
with X as the c o m m o n cause, or a common-effect model with
X as the c o m m o n effect. Figure 3 shows the activation of the
node H I which represents the hypothesis that the respective
causal model underlies the observed data.
Figure 3 A shows the results for the common-cause hypothesis, Figure 3 B for the common-effect hypothesis. The
results clearly mirror the judgments of our participants.
Whenever the two assumed causal relations within either
causal model were represented in the data, the structural
hypothesis was accepted (solid lines), if one link was missing the hypothesis was rejected (dotted line).
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One slight deviation from our empirical fmdings was observed. In early cycles there seems to be an effect favoring
the common-effect hypothesis with data consistent with this
hypothesis. However, the difference between the hypotheses
is relatively small and fiirther decreases after 100 updating
cycles. Thus, the results are consistent with participants'
insensitivity to structural implications of causal models in
hypothesis testing tasks.
activation
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Figure 3 A: Activation of hypothesis node H I for a common-cause model (Test 2). T h e solid lines represent the
activations for data set 1 and 2, the dotted line the activations for data set 3.
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Figure 3 B : Activation of hypothesis node H I for a common-effect model (Test 2). The solid lines represent the
activations for data set 1 and 2, the dashed line at the
bottom the activations for data set 3
Why does the model not differentiate between the two
causal structures? T h e reason is that it is assumed that complex structural hypotheses are not directly linked to empirical evidence. In our model empirical evidence is connected
to the hypotheses that represent individual causal links
which in turn are linked to more complex model-related
hypotheses. This architecture allows it to model learning
and hypothesis testing within the same model. It also seems
to capture the empirical finding that participants can easily
decide whether a certain pattern of events supports a simple
causal hypothesis, but have a hard time to relate event patterns to complex causal hypotheses.
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Test 3: Causal Inferences
In the previous section w e have mentioned studies showing
insensitivity to spurious relations implied by causal models.
A last test for our model is a task in which participants have
to predict other events under the assumption that a certain
causal model holds. Interestingly w e have empirically demonstrated sensitivity to structural implications of causal
models in this more implicit task (Hagmayer & Waldmann,
2000). In diis task participants do not have to evaluate the
validity of a causal model in light of observed evidence but
rather are instructed to use causal models when predicting
individual events. In our experiments w e presented participants with two learning phases in which they learned about
two causal relations one at a time. Thus, in each phase participants only received information about the presence and
absence of two events (x and el, or x and e2). They never
saw patterns of alt three events during the experiment. The
initial instructions described the two causal relations, which
were identically presented across conditions, either as parts
of a common-cause model with x as the cause or as part of a
common-effect model with x as the effect. After participants
had learned about the two causal relations w e asked them to
predict whether el and e2 were present given that x was
present. W e found that participants were more likely to predict that both el and e2 would co-occur when x was viewed
as the c o m m o n cause than when it was seen as a c o m m o n
effect. Thus, in this more implicit task the predictions expressed knowledge about structural implications of causal
models. In particular, the patterns the participants predicted
embodied a spurious correlation among the effects of a comm o n cause, wliereas the causes of a c o m m o n effect tended to
be marginally uncorrelated in the predicted patterns. B y
contrast, in a more direct task which required explicit
judgments about correlations, no such sensitivity was
observed, wliich is consistent with the results reported in the
previous section.
T o model this experiment w e eventually used the complete network depicted in Figure 1 which was successively
augmented according to our two principles. In Phase 1, the
learning phase, patterns of two events were connected to the
hypotheses H 2 and H 3 . E>epending on the learning condition, these two hypotheses were either linked to a c o m m o n cause or a common-effect hypothesis (HI). The activations
of the hypothesis nodes at the end of Phase 1 were used as
initial activation values in Phase 2. In Phase 2 the model
consisted of the three hypothesis nodes, the nodes for patterns of three events and the nodes representing single
events. The single event nodes were included because the
task required the prediction of individual events. The special
activation node was n o w attached to event x. The model
then predicted the other two individual events and patterns
ofall three events.
The model quickly learned the causal relations during
Phase 1 of the experiment. Figxu'e 4 depicts the results of
Phase 2. Figure 4 A shows the predictions of the model for
the condition in which participants assumed a c o m m o n cause model. Figure 4 B shows the results for the c o m m o n effect condition. The results of the simulations are consistent
with the behavior w e have observed in our participants.
W h e n the model assumes a common-cause model the pres-
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ence of x leads to a high positive activation of the two effects el and e2. This means that the model tends to prefer
the prediction that the two effects of a c o m m o n cause cooccur. In contrast, for the common-effect structure the
model does not show such a preference. In this condition,
both causes or either one of them equally qualify as possible
explanations of the observed effect. This means that our
model, similar to the one Thagard (2000) has proposed,
tends to "explain away" the second cause w h e n one of the
competing causes is present. This is a consequence of the
competition between the two causal hypothesis H 2 and H 3 .
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Figure 4 A : Implicit causal inferences (Test 3). Activation of single event nodes for the common-cause model:
Event X (top), events el and e2 (bottom)
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Figure 4 8 : Implicit causal inferences (Test 3). Activation of single event nodes for the common-effect modelEvent X (top), event el (middle), event e2 (bottom)
Discussion
A constraint satisfaction model of causal learning and reasoning was presented in this paper that extends the architecture and scope of the model proposed by Thagard (2000).
Thagard's model focuses upon causal explanations of singular events and belief updating. Our aim was to create a
model that allows it to model both learning and reasoning
within causal models. The model was successfully applied to
three different tasks. It modeled people's sensitivity to structural implications of causal models in tasks involving learning and predictions whereas the same model also predicted
that people would fail in tasks which required explicit
knowledge of the statistical implications of causal models.
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One question that might be raised is whether the proposed model really captures learning or just models causal
judgment. In our view, the concept of learning does not necessarily imply incremental updating of associative weights
Our model embodies a hypothesis testing approach to learning which assumes that learners modify the strength of belief
in deterministic causal hypotheses based on probabilistic
learning input. This view also underlies recent Bayesian
models of causality (Pearl, 2000). In the model the activation (i.e., degree of belieO of the hypothesis nodes is modilied based on the learning input. This way the model is capable of modeling trial-by-trial learning as well as learning
based on summary data within the same architecture.
Thus far w e have pre-set the weights connecting evidence and hypotheses. In our view, the assigned values reflect everyday qualitative intuitions about whether an event
pattern supports or contradicts a hypothesized causal hypothesis. These weights remained constant throughout the
simulations. Despite this restriction the model successfully
predicted empirical phenomena in learning and reasoning.
However, pre-setting these weights is not a necessary feature
of the model. It is possible to add a learning component that
acquires knowledge about the relation between event patterns and hypotheses based on feedback in a prior learning
phase (see W a n g et al., 1998, for a model adding associative
learning to Echo).
In summary, our constraint satisfaction model seems to
offer a promising new way to model causal learning and
reasoning. It is capable of modeling phenomena in a wide
range of different tasks, which thus far have been treated as
separate in the literature. Relative to normative Bayesian
models, our connectionist model allows it to simulate a large
number of different tasks and different phenomena wiiile
using fairly simple computational routines. It proved capable
of capturing a number of recent phenomena that have presented problems to extant models of causal cognition. More
tests of the model clearly seem warranted.
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Abstract
General Background
There is good theoretical reason to believe that the applicaPast research within cognitive psychology has sought evition of explicit rules docs not proceed in a strictly context
dence for internal rules in a wide range of domains, from
free manner, whereby the features stipulated by the rule are
language, to implicit learning, reading and problemsimply checked one by one. The fact that specifications of
solving. Each of these areas has seen intensive debate begeneral knowledge seem inherently prone to exception sugtween proponents of rule-based accounts and proponents of
gests that a moreflexibleapproach is required. One way of
alternative, similarity-based explanations (see e.g., H a h n &
balancing the simplicity of rules with the need for flexibility Chater, 1998a for an overview). For example, categorizais through the combination of rule application with the
tion might construed as the application of rules the learner
monitoring of instance-similarity. As a test of this hypothehas abstracted during learning (e.g., "If it is furry, four
sis, this paper reports an experiment which examines effects
legged and barks, then the creature is a dog") or similarity
of instance similarity on the speed with which a simple excomparison to k n o w n exemplars or a prototype (e.g., "This
plicit rule can be applied, both as a function of experience
creature is so similar to Lassie, that it must be a dog"). In
with the rule and its complexity.
this way, rules and similarity have typically been viewed in
Introduction
Since its very beginnings Cognitive Science has sought to
establish the role of rules in human cognition. However,
this work has focussed primarily on internal, often implicit,
rules. With this w e m e a n rules which are internal to the
cognitive system and typically unavailable for conscious
inspection, and which have no external, public manifestation. Hence this work has had little to say about h o w w e
reason with external, explicit rules such as legal rules or
explanatory rules provided in educational settings.
This state of affairs is highly unsatisfactory last but not
least because evidence for internal rules has been harder to
come by than cognitive scientists originally thought, with
any claim for rule-based behaviour typically countered by
alternative -most frequently similarity-based- explanations,
and supposedly supporting data. B y contrast, the existence
of vast numbers of external rules is beyond doubt. H o w w e
reason with these should thus be a central concern.
W e present here an experimental investigation of the
way in which explicit rules are applied, examining specifically the role of similarity in this process.
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opposition.
However, detailed computational considerations -which
draw lessons from Artificial Intelligence - suggest that
neither purely rule-based reasoning, nor purely similaritybased reasoning are optimal or even feasible strategies for
real-worid tasks (Hahn & Chater, 1998a, 1998b; Oaksford
& Chater, 1991). Such considerations lessen the plausibility of any cognitive account that seeks to explain h u m a n
performance solely in terms of one or the other.
However, similarity- and rule-based reasoning differ in
their respective strengths and weaknesses. Hence, computational considerations suggest that 'blends', which combine the strength of both, are an extremely interesting class
of account (Hahn & Chater, 1998a, 1998b). This is reflected in a recent interest in hybrid experts systems within
AI which encompass both rule and similarity-based components (e.g., Rissland & Skalak, 1991).
Furthermore, it is highly suggestive that law, next to science the single most elaborate and explicit system w e have
developed for dealing with every-day life, displays both
similarity- and rule-based reasoning in the form of precedent and statute. While legal systems differ regarding the
relative weight they place on each of these factors (e.g., the
Anglo-American legal tradition emphasises similarity to
past cases, and the continental tradition emphasises rules),

the 'blend' of both is a robust finding for all western legal
systems.
Together, these considerations suggest that research
niight profitably turn toward studying the potential interplay between rules and similarity in h u m a n thought.
The particular w a y w e propose to do this also turns away
ftom the focus on internal rules to external rules which, as
the examples of both law and educational instruction show,
are of indisputable significance in h u m a n cognition.
Previous Research
In comparison to the wealth of research examining either
rules or similarity (see Hahn & Chater, 1998a for references), the body of previous experimental research examining a possible interplay of rules and similarity is tiny
(e.g., Ross, Perkins & Tenpenny, 1990; Allen & Brooks,
1991; Nosofsky, Pabneri and McKinley, 1994). O f this
work, only two studies consider explicit, external rules that
are given to participants by the experimenter -Nosofsky,
Clark & Shin, 1989 and Allen and Brooks (1991). Both
find effects of exen^lar similarity in the context of rule
application. This is first positive evidence for a routine
interaction between similarity and the application of explicit rules as might seem desirable in the light of computational considerations. Further examination, however, is
required. In particular, the Allen and Brooks (1991) study
does not provide the most robust test of the hypothesis that
similarity generally influences rule application. Allen and
Brooks provided participants with an explicit rule by which
a set of training stimuli could be perfectly classified. D e spite the fact that the rule was perfectly predictive, i.e. sufficient for classification, and that participants were both
aware of the rule and the instruction to use it, their perfarmancc on novel items was significantly affected by the
test items degree of similarity to items seen during training. However, the nature of the rule used raises worries
about the robustness and generality of their fmdings.
Crucially, the explicit rule used in the experiment defined a prototype. The use of similarity might conceivably
be an (artefactual) resuh of this, rather than a property of
rule application in general. Specifically, the rule used in
the Allen & Brooks study had the form "if X has 3 of the 5
features{a,b,c,d,e}, then X is a category member". In other
words,tiierule specifies a so-called m-of-n concept and
thus is formally equivalent to a prototype (n, i.e. an item
with *all* relevant features present) and a threshold (m,
i.e. the number of matching features required) which determines the degree of similarity to the prototype which
items must have in order to be category members (Langley,
1994; H a h n & Chater, 1998a). This equivalence makes
Allen and Brooks' similarity effects rather less surprising.
T h e rule effectively defines a prototype plus similarity
threshold, thus virtually suggesting die general use of
similarity to participants. Thus, the fact that even similarities irrelevant irom the perspective of the rule influenced
classification, Allen and Brooks'finding,might have arisen
only because the nature of the rule pointed toward similarity in the first place.
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T o establish more generally a role for similarity in rule
application w e need to repeat the basic Allen and Brooks
study with a rule that does not involve the specification of a
prototype. It is crucial to see what happens if the rule is
something like "choose all symmetric patterns," or "all
patterns that have an even number of comers". Does one
still find effects of similarity to training items on classification speed and accuracy with such a rule?
The second limitation of the Allen and Brooks' study
concerns rule complexity. The rule used by Allen and
Brooks is a fairly complicated one, so that participants
might conceivably have had difficulty operationalising it.
Thus Allen and Brooks similarity effects might be the resuh of alternative, "fall-back" strategics on the part of the
participants or of errors arising fromfiiilureto use the rule,
and not -as w e would like to see- the result of genuine
interaction between rule and similarity-based processing.
This suggests that it is crucial to look also at asymptotic
performance, (that is performance afler several experimental trials), to see whether influences of previously seen
exemplars disappear as participants' accuracy with the rule
grows.
Our study seeks evidence for a constructive interplay of
similarity and rule appUcation which avoids these limitations. T o this end w e conduct a simple replication with a
different type of rule, varying rule complexity, and monitoring asymptotic performance.
Experimental Investigation
Our materials were simple geometric shapes as depicted in
Figure 1 below.

#

Figure 1: an example of a training material used in the
experiment.
Category membership was governed by a simple, explicit
rule "is an A if it has an upside down triangle at the side "
in one-feature rule condition, and by a more complex rule,
which m a d e reference to three features -"is an A if it has
an upside down triangle at the sides, a cross in the centre,
and a curly line at the top "- in the complex rule condition.
Neither of these constitute an m-of-n concept as did Allen
& Brooks' rule. Testing and comparing both a simple and
a more complicated rule would further allow us to ascertain
the robustness of any putative similarity effect. Specifically,
it would allow us to examine whether the similarity effects
in the Allen & Brooks study were simply d o w n to participants difficulties in operationalising the rule and, as a result, seeking out alternative, easier strategies.

T o the same end, w e also monitored participants' pcrfonnance over four blocks of training -each of which comprised 24 exposures to the test stimulus items. This would
allow us to examine whether similarity effects vanished as
participants became more and more proficient with the
rule.
At the heart of the study is its similarity manipulation.
This was achieved by manipulating the additional features
not referenced by the rule. Participants received a set of
training items to illustrate the rule they had been provided
with. The actual experimental test items where eidier high
in similarity or low in similarity to these illustrative training items. The high-similarity test items differed from the
training items in one feature; this feature was not referenced by the rule and consequently was irrelevant to the
categorization task at hand. The low similarity items differed from the illustration items in 3 features, again features irrelevant to the application of the rule. Because the
similarity manipulation concerned only stimulus aspects
which were irrelevant to the rule, a difference in the way
the high- and low-similarity items were treated would indicate an influence of similarity on the rule-based classification process, despite these differences in similarity being
completely iirelevant to the application of the rule. This
would provide evidence for an automatic monitoring and
processing of similarity information in the context of rule
application even where there were no task demands to necessiute this.
T o make the classification task a genuine one, it was
necessary to have both test items that complied with the
rule and ones that didn't. The non-compliant test items,
again, were either high- or low- similarity to the illustrative
test items, differing from these items in a single feature
which contradicted the rule, in the case of the highsimilarity non-compliant items, or in a rule-feature and two
further irrelevant features in the case of the low-similarity,
non-compliant items. A s a consequence, similarity effects
could emerge both where the rule was applicable and where
it did not apply.
The central prediction of this study was that there should
be a difference in the speed with which the rule was applied between high- and low-similarity items. Specifically,
compliant items which were also high in similarity to the
training items should be classified more quickly than compliant items which were low in similarity. Differences
should also emerge between the non-compliant high- and
low-similarity items, though the direction of the difference
is harder to predict here; low-similarity items might be
rejected more quickly, but advantages at the decisionmaking stage are likely to be offset to greater or lesser extent by increased costs of processing a less familiar image.
In addition, w e would expect an effect of training on reaction time, and that the three feature rule should be slower
to apply than the one feature rule because it requires a
more complete scan of the stimulus, although these two
predictions have no bearing on our experimental question.
With regards to similarity effects, w e would also expect
differences in the amount of errors elicited by high- and
low-similarity items. Low-similarity compliant items, and
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high-similarity non-compliant items expected to be more
error prone than their counterparts.
Method
Participants
Ninety-one undergraduate students from the University of
Bangor (Wales) participated in this experiment as an extra
credit option in a Psychology course. 45 participated in the
simple rule condition while 46 took part in the complex
rule condition.
Materials
The stimuli were line drawings of geometric shapes that
varied in 6 aspects: Body, Side Ears, Top/Bottom, Inner,
Antenna, and Hair. There were six alternative realisations
of each of these aspects. W e generated a total of 108 stimuli: 12 training items and 96 test items. Figure 1 gives an
example of a training material used in the experiment.
The 96 test items were composed of four different types
of items which formed to four conditions: 24 highsimilarity (C-High) and 24 low-similarity (C-Low) (items
that complied ^Yith the rule), and 24 high-similarity (NHigh) and 24 low-similarity (N-Low) (items that did not
comply with the rule). High-similarity items differed from
(one of the items of) the training set in one value. L o w similarity items differed from (one of the items of) the
training set in three values. For the items that complied
with the rule, the differed value was always an irrelevant
feature. For the items that did not comply with the rule, the
differed feature was a value of the rule for the highsimilarity items, and a value of the rule plus two irrelevant
values for low-similarity items.
Apparatus
The experiment was controlled by the E R T S software n m
on a P C computer. The pictures were presented as black
line drawings on a white background on a (640x480) V G A
monitor. Participants used a two-key response pad attached
to the E R T S EXKEY-logic connected to the computer to
express their response. O n e of the key was labelled Y E S
and the other was labelled N O . Participants used their
dominant hand to press the Y E S key. Participants' key
responses and time elapsed from the presentation of an
item to the participants' response were recorded.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually. They were seated in a
quiet booth at a comfortable viewing distance infrontof a
monitor. They received the instructions displayed on the
monitor. The instructions told them that they would see a
series of pictures of abstract objects. S o m e of the pictures
corresponded to 'good objects' and some to "bad objects'.
Participants' task consisted of pressing the key labelled
Y E S if the abstract object was a 'good object' and press the
key labelled N O if the abstract object was a 'bad object'.
Before the initiation of the experiment, participants were
presented with 10 trials with either Y E S or N O displayed

on the screen to familiarise them with pressing the
Y E S / N O keys. Participants were given a rule (see above) to
determine whether an object was a good object or not. immediately after the written description of the rule, participants received a graphic example of the rule.
The expoimental session was divided into S blocks:
there was 1 training block and 4 test blocks. During the
training phase participants were given 36 trials made up of
12 training items seen 3 times each in a random order.
Participants controlled the speed of presentation of each of
the training items using the space bar.
After the training phase participants were given four
blocks of test. Each test block consisted of 24 items selected
randomly from the total of 96 test items, with the only constraint that each test block contained 12 items that comply
with the r\ile (6 high-similarity items and 6 low-similarity
items) and 12 items that broke the rule (6 high-similarity
do non-compliant items and 6 low-similarity noncompliant items). The test items of each block were presented in a different random order to each participant.
After each of test block participants were reminded of
the rule and were shown the 12 items from the training
phase (this time they saw each training item only once).
This was done with the aim to reinforce rule application.
A s during the training phase, this repeated training phase
was controlled by the participants using the space bar. Participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible without compromising accuracy.
Results
W e begin with the error analysis. In the case of the simple,
1 feature rule, 123 (2.84%) from a total of (96x45) 4320
responses were errors, that is the participant either pressed
the Y E S key wiien the N O key was appropriate according
to the rule or the other w a y round (see Table 1). For the
complex, 3 feature rule, the data of 4 participants was not
included because they failed to respond using the correct
key for all the trials of at least one of the blocks in one of
the conditions. From a total of (96x42) 4032 responses, 305
(7.56%) were errors were the participant pressed the Y E S
key w h e n the N O key was expected or the other way round
(see Table 1).

items than on the low similarity non-compliant items was
not b o m out at all, with equal numbers of errors in both
cases. In summary, the error analysis for the simple rule
revealed no effects of similarity on rule application.
A different picture is presented by the error data for the
complex, 3 feature rule. Again, there were more errors on
the low-similarity compliant items than on the highsimilarity compliant items as expected, but here the difference is statistically significant (t(41) = 2.10, p < 0.02, onetailed). Again, the expectation that, of the non-compliant
items, it should be the high similarity ones which elicit
more errors was not b o m out in that participants made
more errors on the low similarity, non-compliant items
(Table 1); however, this unexpected difference, tested post
hoc, was not significant (t(41) - 1.48, p = 0.115, twotailed). In summary, at least for those items which comply
with the rule, a significant effect of similarity on rule application emerged.
Finally, a con^arison of the error proportions for the
simple and complex rule revealed the expected higher level
of errors in the complex rule condition: two 2-way Analysis
of Variance ( A N O V A ) (one for the compliant items and
another for the non-compliant items) with similarity (High
vs. L o w ) within subject and rule (simple vs. complex) between subject analysis showed a main effect of rule complexity for the non-compliant data (F(l,85) = 18.56, p <
0.0001) but not for the compHant data (F(l,85) = 2.21).
In summary, the analysis of the error data revealed
similarity effects for the complex rule, but not the simple
rule. W e next ask whether diis finding is confirmed by
participants' reaction times.
Reaction Time Analysis. W e begin with the simple, 1
feature rule condition. For each participant w e calculated
the m e a n reaction time of response for each condition per
block, giving us 16 data points per participant. These data
point were transformed into their logarithm. This formed
the bases for our analyses. Table 2 shows the mean reaction
time per condition and block across all participants.
Table 2: mean reaction time across participants for onefeature rule.

Block 1
Table 1: Errors for both 1 and 3 feature rules. "C" indicates Block 2
items which comply with the rule, " N " items which violate
Block 3
it, "High"- and " L o w " refer to the degree of similarity to
Block 4
the test items.
Errors 1
Errors 3

C-High
26
46

C-Low
33
61

N-High
36
92

N-Low
36
107

W e begin with the analysis of the simple, 1 feature rule.
Though there were slightiy more errors on the low similarity items which complied with the single rule, as w e had
expected, a paired t-test comparing the proportion of errors
m a d e by each subject in across high vs. low similarity
comply did not reach significance (t(44) = 1.26, p = 0.1,
one-tailed). The expectation that on the non-rule compliant
items there should be more errors on the high similarity
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C-High

C-Low

N-High

N-Low

565
541
514
534

587
540
515
513

662
548
530
551

626
521
583
528

W e analyse the compliant and the non-compliant items
separately, not only because w e expect different patterns of
result, but because two different hands were used for Y E S
and N O responses and therefore the RT's from the dominant hand are not directly comparable to those of the nondominant hand.
A two-way A N O V A (fully within) was performed on the
reaction time data for the compliant items. The variables
were block (1-4) and similarity (high vs. low). A main effect of block was found (F(3,132) = 7.15, p < 0.0001). N o
main effect of similarity was found (F(l,44) = .083) and
there was no interaction (F(3,132)= .102).

A further two-way A N O V A (fully within) was performed on the reaction time data for the non-compliant
items. Again a main effect of block was found (F(3,132) 29.32, p < 0.0001). N o main effect of similarity was found
(F(l,44)= .804) but the interaction was significant
(F(3,132) = 8.92), p < 0.0001).
Repeating these analyses for the complex rule condition,
w e calculated, for each participant, the mean reaction time
of response for each condition per block, giving us 16 data
points per participant. These data points were transformed
into their logarithm to minimise individual differences.
This formed the bases for our analyses. Table 3 shows the
mean reaction time per condition and block across all participants.

A N O V A showed a main effect of similarity, but no interaction).
Comply

DR3+H
DR3^.

a
Block Block Bkjck Bkjck

Table 3: Mean reaction time across participants for comFigure 2: Plotted along the x- axis is the number of blocks,
plex-rule condition.
plotted along the y axis is the m e a n reaction time. R-1 reC-High
C-Low
N-High
N-Low
fers to the simple rule, R-3 to the complex, and H and L
1056
1166
Block 1
1276
1166
stand for high and low similarity to training items.
837
1018
Block 2
1077
815
The non-compliant items deviate from this picture only
736
934
Blocks
976
723
slightly. A s can be seen from Figure 3, the magnitude of
Block 4
780
902
732
939
the difference between high- and low-similarity is again
greater for the complex rule, which also shows no clear
A two-way A N O V A (fully within) was performed on the
effect of practice. This is confirmed by the above statistical
reaction time data for the comply condition. The variables
analysis: for the non-compliant items in the complex rule
were block (1-4) and similarity (high vs. low). A main
effect of block (F(3,123) = 13.67, p < 0.0001) and of simi- condition there is, once again, a significant main effect of
similarity, but no interaction between similarity and block.
larity (F(l,41) = 18.42, p < 0.0001) was found. However,
The data for the non-compliant items of the simple rule are
the interaction did not reach significance (F(3,123)= 1.58).
not quite as clean showing an anomalous increase on block
A further two-way A N O V A (fiiUy within) was perthree. A s a result of this increase, there is a significant informed on the reaction time data for the non-compliant
items. Again a main effect of block (F(3,123) = 69.69, p < teraction between similarity and block, but as before with
the compliant items, there is no main effect of similarity.
0.0001) and of similarity (F(l,41)= 12.78, p < 0.001) was
Crucially, the failure to show a consistent similarity effect
found. However, the interaction did not reach significance
observed in the compliant items is thus replicated in the
(F(3,123)=1.72).
non-compliant items.
Finally, comparing the simple and the complex rule condition, participants were significantly faster classifying on
the basis of the simple rule, as predicted for both the compliant condition ((F(l,85) = 173.93, p < 0.0001) and the
non-compliant condition (F(l,85) = 121.80, p < 0.0001).
W e illustrate the implications of the above analyses of
reaction times with reference to two graphs plotting the
mean reaction times for both kinds of rules, and high and
low similarity items, with one graph each for the compliant
(Figure 2) and the non-compliant items (Figure 3).
The main interest of the experiment, lies in potential
differences between high- and low-similarity items, both as
a function of rule complexity and of the amount of training.
A s can be seen from Figure 2, the difference in reaction
time for high and low similarity items is m u c h greater for
the complex rule than it is for the simple rule.
The (Ufference also does not seem to change m u c h with
practice. These informal observations are confirmed in the
above analyses in that there is no consistent effect of similarity in the case of the simple rule (the A N O V A found no
main effect of similarity, nor any interaction between
similarity and block) while there is an effect of similarity
for the complex rule. However, this effect does not change
significantly with practice, that is across blocks (the
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Figure 3: Plotted along the x- axis is the number of blocks,
plotted along the y axis is the m e a n reaction time. R-1 refers to the simple rule, R-3 to the complex, and H and L
stand for high and low similarity to training items.
In summary, then, we fmd similarity effects only for the
complex rule, not the simple rule -a result which corresponds with the findings f^om the error analysis. Furthermore, there is no evidence that this similarity effect goes
away with increased practice.

Discussion
The most important result of this experiment is that it
manages toreplicatethe previously observed intrusion of
similarity on rule-application even though there was nothing about the rules themselves which in any w a y made
similarity seem relevant.
The similarity effect was apparent both in the error patterns and in participantsreactiontimes and the finding that
the similarity effects (where present) did not seem to abate
with increased practice in implying the rule further underscore the generality of the observed interplay between ruleapplication and similarity assessment.
However, w e failed to find a consistent effect of similarity in the sin:^)le rule condition. O n e must be cautious in
interpreting such a null-effect in a single study in that an
effect mig^t well be observable given slight changes in
experimental procedure or a considerably larger sample.
However, the failure to find an effect does suggest that the
role of similarity is not independent of rule-complexity and
in that sense neither ubiquitous nor completely automatic.
In contrast, the similarity effect found on the complex rule
is very robust.
W h y might one find effects of similarity in the context of
rule application at all, and can our differential results for
rules of diflfereot complexity be linked into an explanation?
The weakness of rule-based reasoning lies in the fact that it
is so exceedingly difficult to come up with perfectly predictive rules. Mostregularitiesseem to be prone to countless exceptions, or hold onlyrelativeto certain background
assumptions which are virtually impossible to capture. For
example, the rule "birds fly" is true by and large, but there
are some birds which don't. Making rules more specific
doesn't eliminate the problem: "robins fly" seems true
enough, but, again, will be false if the robin in question has
broken its wing, has its feet stuck in concrete, or has eaten
too m a n y worms.. .The potential exceptions are endless and
there seems to be no clean cut way of ruling them out in
advance. These difficulties have dogged rule-based approaches within Artificial Intelligence which were once
held to lead to "expert behaviour" within decades. The
frame problem, the difficulties encountered by the naive
physics project (Hayes, 1979), and the difficulties in formalising defeasible inference (e.g., Reiter, 1980) are testimony to these difficulties (see also Pickering & Chater,
1995, for discussion).
Our assimiption is that similarity might go some w a y toward alleviating these difficulties, thus allowing human
beings to harness the undoubted power and clarity provided
by explicit rules. Specifically, tracking the similarity of a
potential candidate instance of the rule to previously encountered instances m a y provide a means whereby one is
alerted to potentially deviating circumstances, where the
rule -though seemingly applicable- does not, in fact apply.
The fact that a novel instance seems dissimilar from previous instances might be a clue to the fact that it should actually be treated differently. This, w e would argue, is one of
the reasons w h y an interplay between rules and similarity
seems profitable, and hence, is pervasive in large scale
legal systems such as the law (see H a h n & Chater 1998a
and 1998b for fiiller discussion). If this is true, tracking
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similarity in the context of rule application would seem
usefiil in most contexts, but w e might expect greater reliance on similarity under conditions of increased uncertainty. O n e w a y of looking at the increase in rule complexity is as an increase -for participants- in uncertainty. This
also seems compatible with Nosofsky, Clark and Shin's
(1991) observation of similarity effects despite an explicit
rule as their task required fine-grained perceptual distinctions along continuous valued dimensions, which it seems
unlikely could be achieved exclusively by the rule. H o w ever, fiirther experimentation is required to establish
whether the uncertainty reduction is indeed central. The
most obvious experimental path to pursue is that of increasing uncertainty in the case of the simple rule, for example by introducing exceptions, thus making the classification task "noisy", or by making the differences in appearance even more extreme. In the meantime, what our
results suggest is that instance similarity has some role to
play in rule application - a role which needs both ftirther
clarification and a satisfactory explanation.
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Inspired by the findings of Martin and Femberger (1929);
Pollack, Johnson and Knaff (1959) and Wickelgren (1964),
Sometimes humans have a need for storing long sequences of that grouping can increase the ability to recall longer
infonnation in memoiy. Several expoiments show that
sequences, the interest here is to test 1k>w grouping affect
grouping the items in the sequence helps storing the sequence
the recall of sequences in Pollack's (1990) Recursive Autoin auditory tbort-term memory. One architecture used by
Associative Netwoiics ( R A A M s ) . A R A A M is a type of
connectionist cognitive researcheis wboi representing and
artificial neural network used for representing sequences
processing sequences is Recursive Auto-Associative Memory.
and strucmres of unknown or dynamical size. It has
One of the aspects of it is that its capacity for storing
previously been used in experiments involving manipulation
sequences is limited, leading to diat the longer the sequence
of structured objects (e.g. sentence transformation
the less likely it is that the entire sequence can be recalled; the (Chalmers, 1990), language translation (Chrisman, 1991).
deepest parts of the sequence are forgotten. T w o experiments
These experiments showed that R A A M uses the sequential
are performed to test if grouping affects storage in Recursive
order of the presented objects to develop highly structured
Auto-Associative Memories. W e conclude that grouping
(spatial) interna! representations. In the experiments
affects the ability for storing sequences in Recursive Autopresented in the following a variant of these networks,
Associative Memories much in the same way as it afTects the
called Extended Recursive Auto-associative Networks
human auditory short-term memoiy, i.e., using grouping
( E R A A M ) , originally suggested by Niklasson and Sharkey
increase the probability of that the sequence can be recalled
(1992), will be used
correctly.
Introduction
Grouping experiments
One technique for studying h o w m e m o r y is constructed is
The exact definition of what a group is varies. According to
serial recall (sec for example Baddeley, 1999 and Bridges
Wickelgren (1964), Fraisse (1945) defined a group as a
and Jones, 1996; Pickering, Gathercole, Hall and Lloyd,
cluster of correct items separated by one or more errors.
2001). A sequence of items (for example objects, digits, Wickelgren noted that this w a y of defining groups assumes
letters, etc.) is presented to the research subjects. The task that the items in a groi^ are rarely forgotten and that the
for the subjects is to recall all items in the sequence in the
subjects practically never can remember two groups in
same order as they were presented.
succession. Others, for example B a u m a n n and Trouvain
O n e of the aspects studied using serial recall tasks is b o w
(2001), used rhythm of speech and intonations for finding
to increase the ability of the subjects to recall longer
groups w h e n the subjects recalled the sequences.
sequences.
Wickelgren defined a grouping method as a method for
Martin and Femberger (1929) performed such a study
rehearsal, i.e. grouping in twos means rehearsing the items
regarding the improvement of auditory short-term memory.
in twos; grouping in threes means rehearsing the items in
They concluded that the ability to remember sequences
threes; etc.
increased, if the objects in the sequence were organized in
A large number experiments on h o w grouping affects the
groups. Wickelgren (1964) and Pollack, Johnson and Knaff
ability to recall longer sequences have been conducted.
(1959) among others later confirmed this.
Most of these experiments confirm each other in that they
Grouping entails that the sequence is divided into shorter
show similar results.
sub-sequences. The actual grouping has in previous
Martin and Femberger (1929) trained subjects to
experiments been done in two ways. Either the size of the
remember long sequences. This w a s achieved by the
groups is decided by the experiment leader (cf Wickelgren
subjects using increasingly larger groups (first the subjects
(1964); Pollack, Johnson and Knaff (1959)) or the size of
used groups of size two, after a while groups of size three
die groups is selected by the subjects and can vary within a
and so on). Martin and Femberger noted that the
sequence (cf Martin and Femberger (1929); Baumann and
performance increased up to groups of size 5, after that the
Trouvain (2001)).
performance decreased.
Abstract
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Pollack, Johnson and Knaff (1959) confirmed these
results using temporal grouping (i.e. making a short pause
between the groups when presenting the sequence for the
subjects) for items presented in I's, 2's, 3's, 4's and 6*8.
According to their experiment, using groups of size four
resulted in the best overall performance. Note however, that
they did not test groups of size five, which Martin and
Femberger (1929) concluded was better than other group
sizes.
Wickelgren (1964) also conducted experiments on h o w
different groupings affected recall. According to that study
groupings in threes were the best, closely followed by
grouping in fours. The worst was grouping in twos, closely
followed by grouping infives.Groups of one item resulted
in a performance quite close to thefive-grouping,see
figure 1.
05

Group size
Figure 1: Resulte fix)m Wickelgren's (1964)
experiments for grouping in human short-term
memory. Bror rate is used to measure the
subjects' performance.
In his experiments, Wickelgren used error rate to
compare performance using different groupings. TTie error
rate for a group is calculated b y dividing the number of
incorrecdy recalled sequences (all items must be recalled in
the correct order for the sequence to be regarded as correctly
recalled) with the total number of sequences.

ERAAM
A s its name suggests, the Extended Recursive AutoAssociative M e m o r y ( E R A A M ) , originally suggested by
Niklasson and Sharkey (1992), is an extension of Pollack's
(1990) Recursive Auto-Associative M e m o r y ( R A A M ) ,
which is a connectionist architecture able to represent
dynamically large structures (for example sequences) in a
fixed-sized artificial neural network. D u e to several of its
features it has been used by several cognitive researchers
w h o want to investigate theories for sequence recall (see for
example Adamson and Dandier (1999); Blank, Meeden and
Marshall (1992)). O n e of the features is that the network is
trainable, i.e. that it can leam to represent, for example, a
specific type of sequence. Another feature is that R A A M
during recall is more likely to produce decoding errors the
more complex the sequence is. The errors usually appear
towards the end of the sequence, quite like humans (cf
Henson ( 1 9 % ) , Baddeley, (1999) and Adamson and
Damper (1999)).
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Figure 2: The structure of E R A A M . The extra bit
in the input and output layers is used to classify
if the representation is a terminal or a composite
structure, dl is the compressed representation
of a and b. d2 is the compressed representation
of c and dl. Due to decompressing errors w e do
not get exactly the same representation as w e
put in. T o illustrate this, a' and ^' are the
representations from the decompressed dl and
c' and d l ' results from the decompressed d2.
Note that the R A A M requires fixed valence on
the structures represented.
In RAAMs two networks are involved: a compressor and
a decompressor. The compressor consists of an input layer
where an item in the sequence is presented together with a
compressed representation of the previously presented items
of the sequence and an output layer that contains the
compressed representation of new item in combination with
the previous (infigure2 'dl' is a compressed representation
of the combination of the terminals 'a' and 'b' and 'd2' is a
compressed representation of the terminal 'c' and the nonterminal (i.e. previously comjH-essed) 'dl'). The
decompressor consists of an input layer containing the
compressed representation and an output layer containing
the (partially) decompressed representation. Tlie compressor
and decompressor networks respectively are used
recursively to do further compressions or decompressions of
sequences.
W h e n deconpressing, a terminal test is nonmally
performed on the decompressed representaticms to see if any
of them is a terminal and therefore should not be fiirther
decompressed. The terminals contain the representation of
the items in the sequence. Different alternative methods for
this terminal test have been proposed (see for example
Chalmers (1990); Pollack (1990)). E R A A M is another
suggestion for h o w to interpret if a decoded representation is
a termiiul or non-terminal. In E R A A M an extra bit of
information has been added to each part of the sequence. If
the representation is a terminal this bit is set to 1 and
otherwise 0, see figure 2. This extra bit is compressed and
decompressed along with the other information. When,
during decoding, a 1 is encountered as the last bit in the
representation, this is interpreted as the representation being
a terminal. The representation is then compared to the
representations for the known terminals and the terminal
that is closest in Euclidean space is the one said to be
present in the output.
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Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment is to see h o w grouping
affect the ability to recall longer sequences in E R A A M s . In
the experiments Wickclgren's (1964) definition of grouping
as a method for rehearsal is used, i.e. the E R A A M s rehearse
the groups in the sequence as well as the complete sequence.
Figure 3: example of h o w the sequences are
The group sizes vary from 1 to 6, but the same group size is
organized. T o the left an ungrouped sequence,
used throughout the sequence. According to Baddeley
to
therighta sequence with group size of four.
(1999) grouping can be used as long as the subjects can
is used as an end marker.
Nil
notice the presence of the groups. In order to mark the
boundaries of groups a 'nil' character is used marking the
ERAAMs 30 Extended Recursive Auto-associative
beginning of a new group.
memories are used having 2*11 sigmoidal iiq)ut and output
nodes
and 10 sigmoidal hidden nodes. Each E R A A M has a
Method
unique and random initialization so as to minimize die
Sequences The sequences are entirely made up by digits
probability that the experiments, by coincidence, give bias
between 0 and 9 and 'nil' representing spacing between
to some specific group size.
groups. The digits and the "nil' character have orthogonal
Procedure Each subsequence is trained on all the thirty
representations so as not to give any benefit of grouping
E R A A M networks. Each network is trained using
several representationally similar digits together. The
backpropagation on the given subsequence for 200,000
sequences used are produced by picking a random digit for
iterations. This number of iterations is established by
each position in the sequence. However, extra constraints
several dry runs, where almost no changes in the learning of
are used. Each digit m a y only appear once during the first the netwoiic are detected after 50,000 iterations and no
ten positions in the sequence, only once between the
changes are detected after 150,000 iterations. The limit is
eleventh and twentieth position and only once between the
set to 200,000 iterations to give the E R A A M s plenty of time
twenty-first and thirtieth position, this to prevent that the
to learn the subsequences, but still provide an upper limit to
probj^ility for a specific digit to appear is larger than for the the training time.
others thereby making the sequence a bit easier to learn.
The E R A A M s receive the subsequence one item at a time,
Furthermore, for groups of size two a specific digit m a y not
but each group in the subsequence is trained to be
occur in the same position within a group twice for the first reproduced separately.
twenty positions in the sequence. For groups of size three no
The E R A A M s are tested after 200,000 iterations on
digit m a y appear in the same position in a group during the
whether or not they can compress and decompress the entire
first thirty items, and so on. This is done to ensiu-e that the subsequence they have been training on.
probability for a group to contain a specific digit in a
The E R A A M is considered successful in this experiment
specific position should be similar to the probability of other
if the entire recalled subsequence is compressed and
(Ugits thereby giving as little advantage as possible to any
decompressed correctly, i.e. there must not be a single error
digit combination in a group and as little advantage as
anywhere in the decompressed subsequence.
possible to any specific group size.
Results and Discussion
Three sequences are generated following the above
The proportion of errors in relation to number of trials in
constraints:
each group (i.e. the same measure as used by Wickelgren,
- 97250831645982164073516,
1964) can be seen in figure 4. For group size 1 the
- 58472096133509847261915,
proportion of errors for sequences of length 12 to 23 is .748.
25713680491368049257804
For groups of size 2 it is .820. For groups of size 3 it is .768.
For size 4 it is .745. For size 5 it is .729 and finally for
From each of these sequences twelve subsequences of
groups
of size 6 it is .769. It seems as if, analogous to
are created varying in lengths from 12 to 23 digits. The
Wickclgren's (1964) results, using a group size of 2 yields
subsequences of length 12 are constructed from the twelve
first digits in the above sequences, the subsequences of the worst result. W e can also see that when using larger
groups the error rate decreases until the use of group size 6.
length 13 are constructed from the thirteenthfirstdigits and
However,
the performance is never much better than that
soon.
achieved using an ungrouped sequence.
In order to separate the groups that the subsequences are
In the experiments the performance declines in a
divided into a 'nil' character was inserted marking the
sigmoidal
fashion from almost correct recall of ungrouped
beginning of each group. This is done after the groups are
sequences of length 12 to none correctly recalled at
constructed (seefigure3).
sequence lengths of 20 or more.
The results acquired indicate that grouping has an effect
on the ability to recall sequences in E R A A M s . It is better to
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group a sequence into fours and fives than into twos with
respect to the probability of recalling the sequence correctly.
However, the ungrouped sequence is about as likely to be
recalled correctly as using groups of size four and five.
There are two possible reasons for this.

experiments are performed, this time without the 'nil'
marking the boundaries of the groups.
Method
Sequences The same subsequences as the ones used in
experiment I are also used here. The difference between the
subsequences in this experiment and the previous is the
grouping method. In this experiment 'nil's are not used to
mark group boundaries, see figure 5. This leads to that the
subsequences contain the same number of items regardless
of the group size used, whereas in the previous experiment
the 'nil's constitute extra items making the subsequences
longer.

085
E 075

Group size
Figure 4: summary of results for experiment 1. A s
w e can see, in almost 7 5 % of the trials the
E R A A M s fail to correctly encode and decode
the entire sequence. W e can also see that
grouping for the most sizes makes this worse.
However when using groups of sizes four and
five there are fewer errors made than in the
ungrouped sequences.

Figure 5: example of h o w the sequences are
organized. T o the left an ungrouped sequence,
to therighta sequence with group size of four.

The first one is that grouping has no advantage in
sequence recall conq)ared to the ungrouped case.
The otiier reason is that in the grouped sequences there
are extra characters inserted; the 'nil' characters. Since they
are items as well as the digits this has the effect that the
sequences get longer; more items need to be correctly
recalled in the grouped sequences than in the ungrouped.
This makes the task harder. If this is indeed the case, then it
can be noted that the recall of sequences divided into groups
of size four and five have the same performance as the
ungrouped sequence, acmally indicating that grouping has
influence. T o test whether this is the case, another
e;q>eriment was performed where the 'nil' characters was
removed.

As in experiment 1 the size of the subsequences varies
between 12 and 23.
E R A A M s The same E R A A M s as in experiment 1 are used;
30 differently initialized E R A A M s of size 2* 11 sigmoidal
input and output nodes and 10 sigmoidal hidden nodes.
Procedure A s in experiment 1 the E R A A M s are trained to
compress and decompress the given sequence for 200,000
iterations using backpropagation. The E R A A M s are reset to
their initial configuration between each sequence so that the
training of one subsequence does not affect the next.
After training, the E R A A M is tested whether or not it can
compress and decompress the entire subsequence. A s
before, the entire subsequence must be correctly reproduced
for successfulresult,otherwise the E R A A M is considered to
have failed in representing the subsequence.

Experiment 2
Whereas the performance in experiment 1 never gets much
better for a grouped sequence than for an ungrouped
sequence, an interesting effect can be seen in that the use of
group size 2 is the worst, but, as the size of the groups
increase, the error rate decreases leaving at the group size of
5 a result about the same as an ungrouped sequence before
getting worse again with groups of size 6. What differs
between the grouped sequences, other than the group size, is
the number of 'nil's used, being the most in groups of size
two and then gradually decreasing with larger group sizes.
Since 'nil' is an extra character, in practice, the sequence
gets as m u c h longer as the number of groups used than if it
had been ungrouped.
T o test whether or not the 'nil' character, since it makes
the sequences longer, makes it more difficult for the
E R A A M s to learn the sequences another round of

Results and Discussion
The error rates for different groupings can be seen in figure
6. For groups of size 1 the overall error rate (the number of
correctly compressed and decompressed sequences divided
by the total number of sequences used) is .577, for size 2 it
is .482, for size 3 it is .402, for size 4 it is .358, for size 5 it
is .398 and for groups of size 6 it is .370. It seems as if
grouping the sequence leads to better performance,
continuously improving until group size 4 when the
performance cease to improve any fiirther, seefigure6.
There is n o w a clear benefit shown of using grouping
when trying to recall longer sequences. Using the group size
of four yields a 4 1 % better result (the difference between
the number of incorrectly recalled sequences for an
imgrouped sequence and the number of incorrectly recalled
sequences using group size four divided by the number of
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incorrect ungrouped sequences) than trying to represent an
ungrouped sequence.
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Figure 6: summary of results experiment 2. As we
can see, not grouping the sequence here leads to
that fewer sequences are recalled than in the
grouped cases. W e see that using groups of sizes
four, five and six results in that more sequences
are correctly recalled.

In many situations there is a need to store long sequences.
It is well known that grouping the sequence makes it easier
to recall in auditory short-term memory. W e see that this is
also true for E R A A M s ; grouping the sequences that are to
be stored leads to an increased probability that they are
correctly recalled.
What is suggested here is that R A A M like architectures
can be used to model the human ability to store and recall
sequences. However, many questions demand answers
before networks of this kind can be said to model all the
aspects of human memory. This includes questions
concerning biological plausibility, a performance more
closely matching the hunnan, especially when using
meaningful subsequences, etc. The results presented here
show that R A A M like architectures indeed have a promising
potential for supplying the answers to these questions.
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Abstract
This paper describes a new computational model
of phonological production, Holographic Reduced
Representations for Oscillator Recall, or H O R R O R .
H O R R O R ' S architecture accounts for phonological
speech error patterns by combining the hierarchical
oscillating context signal of the O S C A R serial-order
model (Vousden, Brown, and Harley 2000; Brown,
Preece, and Hulme 2000) with a holographic associative memory (Plate 1995). The resulting model
is novel in a number of ways. Most importantly, all
of the noise needed to generate errors is intrinsic to
the system, instead of being generated by an external process. The model featm-es fully-distributed
hierarchical phoneme representations and a single
distributed associative memory. Using fewer par
rameters and a more parsimonious design than OSC A R , H O R R O R accounts for error type proportions, the syllable-position constraint, and other
t r ohiunan
d u c t ispeech
on
constraints seen Iinn the
error data.
T h e phonological production subsystem is the part
of the language production apparatus that sequences
the sounds in individual words and groups of words.
Phonological production is the mapping from lexical units, morphemes and words, to sequences of
phonological units, phonemes. This paper presents
a new model of the phonological production system,
a model that offers a new explanation for errors and
serial order in speech.
Speech Error Effects
Numerous constraints and patterns have been observed in speech error patterns, including error type
proportions (see Table 1), the syllable position constraint, the C-V category constraint, the distance
constraint, the phonologiceil similarity effect, and the
phonotactic regularity effect (Fromkin 1971). Unless
otherwise specified, the numbers in the descriptions
below are from the (Vousden et al. 2000) analysis of
the (Harley and MjicAndrew 1995) error corpus.
A strong constraint on movement errors (the first
three error types in Table 1) is the syllable position
constraint, or S P C . 89.5% of movement errors retain
their position in the syllable (onsets move to onsets,
vowels to vowels, etc.).
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Type
anticipations
perseverations
exchanges
non-contextual slips
mixed errors

Rate
35.1%
26.0%
10.6%
17.3%

11.0%

Example
det the dog
pet the pog
det the pog
pet the log
let the pog

Table 1: Error type proportions. Target utterance
is "pet the dog." Mixed errors include any error not
in the other categories.

A n even stronger constraint is the consonantvowel category constraint, or C - V constraint. Errors
very rarely involve the replacement of a consonant
by a vowel or vice versa. A superset of these errors, those that violate language-specific rules (the
phonotactic regularity effect), occur in less than 1 %
of errors (Stemberger 1983).
T h e distance constraint is the observation that
phonemes tend to move only short distances (one
or two syllables) in movement errors.
W h e n movement errors occur, they are more likely
than chance to involve phonemes that share phonetic
features. For example, "pig bull" for the intended
"big pull" is a more likely exchange than "bill pug,"
since [p] and [b] are more similar than are [g] and [1].
This is the phonological similarity effect.
Language Sequencing Models
Phonological production models can be categorized
by how they generate serial order. I follow Vousden
et al. (2000) and use the terms associative chaining
model, frame-based model, and control signal model.
Associative chaining models account for serial order by having each subsequent phoneme be triggered by a combination of the pattern of previous
phonemes and a representation of the target utterance (Dell, Juliano, and Govindjee 1993). These
models successfully account for phonotactic regularity effects and the C - V constraint, but they do not
generate anticipations and exchanges well, nor do
they account for S P C effects.
Frame-based models (Dell 1986; Roelofs 1997) use
strict phonological frames to slot phonemes into pre-

specified positions, such as the onset, nucleus, and
coda positions of a syllable. These models often use
chains of sequencing nodes to activate the slots sequentially (Eikmeyer and Schade 1991). Although
frame-based models are influential, sequencing nodes
are often criticized as being poorly motivated.
To address this point, control signal models
(Burgess and Hitch 1992; Hartley and Houghton
1996; Vousden et al. 2000) replace discrete syllable
frames with continuous time-varying signals. Prior
to production, different parts of the word are associated with different parts of the signal. Then, as
the signal changes during production, the associated
phonemes are output sequentially. Simple control
signal models explain how phonemes could be produced in order, but don't ficcount for S P C effects.
The O S C A R model (Vousden et al. 2000), described below, is a complex control signal model
that accounts for S P C effects by using a multidimensional control signal with biological motivation. It contains an implicit frame in the way that
the control signal is structured, but does not require
explicit slots or sequencing nodes for production.
Building Blocks
T h e H O R R O R model combines elements of two previously existing models: the OSCillator-based Associative Recall ( O S C A R ) model of serial-order and
phonological production (Brown et al. 2000; Vousden et al. 2000), and the Holographic Reduced Representations ( H R R ) model of hierarchical associative
m e m o r y (Plate 1995). Prior to describing H O R R O R , I review its two ancestral models.

OSCAR
O S C A R works by associating item vectors (phoneme
representations) and phonological context vectors
( P C V s ) in a Hebbian associative m e m o r y . T h e
P C V s are inspired by oscillating signals in the brain,
and have an important hierarchical self-similarity
pattern, described below. A s the P C V s are iterar
tively presented to the associative m e m o r y , the original item vectors are recalled and b e c o m e available
for production. T h e self-similarity pattern generated by the oscillators, w h e n combined with noise,
generates patterns of errors that previously required
the use of syllable frames.
In O S C A R , there are 30 oscillators in two groups
of 15. In the non-repeating group, the oscillators
generate sinusoidal values at frequencies ranging
from very slow to very fast. Initial phases and frequencies are generated with suflficient randomness
that the non-repeating group's state does not repeat for m a n y steps. In the repeating group, the
initial phases of the oscillators are random, but the
frequencies are identical. T h e state of this group repeats precisely every three time steps, representing
the period of a three-segment C V C syllable.
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Figure 1: H O R R O R ' S P C V self-similarity function.

T h e P C V itself is generated by multiplying together selected oscillator signals to form a 32element vector. Each element is a product of four
oscillator signals, all of which are selected from the
same group (repeating or non-repeating). T h e pattern of multiplications results in an automatically
normalized P C V , allowing easy comparisons for similarity.
A key feature of O S C A R is that the P C V is selfsimilar in a hierarchical manner. Each state of the
P C V is most similar to states that are multiples of
three time-steps away, but nearby states are also
somewhat similar (see Figure 1).
T h e process for producing a "word" (a randomly
generated 18-segment sequence of six C V C syllables)
is as follows. A P C V is initialized, and starts to
change with time. A t each time step, the P C V is
associated with a p h o n e m e feature vector in a Hebbian weight matrix. Each time step uses a separate
weight matrix. This entire process is performed nine
times (in parallel), to create a total of 81 weight m a trices, nine replications of nine time steps. T o produce the sequence, the P C V is re-instated to its initial state, then sequentially re-produces each step's
state. T h e P C V is usually associated with the correct weight matrices to generate an approximation
of the p h o n e m e feature vector. In addition, a probabilistic process is used to generate errors. 7 0 % of the
time, segments which are associated with P C V s that
are similar to the current P C V are combined with
the output from the correct weight matrix. T h e result is an output vector, a potentially noisy approximation to the correct phoneme. Also, a post-output
suppression mechanism is used to reduce excessive
perseveration and facilitate exchange errors. T h e
generated output vectors for each of the nine replications are comptired to an item m e m o r y containing
each phoneme, such that each p h o n e m e is activated
to an extent proportional to the similarity with the
nine output vectors. T h e most active phoneme is
then produced in a winner-take-till process.

O S C A R ' S P r o s a n d C o n s In majiy ways, O S C A R is important work in the literature of phonological production and speech error modeling, but
it has significsLnt problems that m a y limit its applicability. Its contributions include making good
use of an independently-motivated context signal to
create serial order, accounting for S P C effects without position-specific phonemes, and using £in implicit rather than explicit syllable frame. Overall,
it accounts for various error patterns better than do
chaining models.
However, several limitations lead m e to question
the extent of the model's successes. Most importantly, the noise-addition procedure is unprincipled.
A s well, the artificial words did not include repeated
phonemes, the associations between the context and
phonemes £ire stored separately, and there are a concerning number of parameters.
Consider the noise-addition procedure. Cognitive
models should use reasonable sources of noise to generate error phenomena. M a n y models add Gaussian noise, while others use intrinsic noise from distributed representations and imprecise network computation. Although O S C A R uses well-motivated
oscillator signals to provide serial-order effects, its
noise-generation procedures are much more weaJcly
motivated. A s described above and in Appendix C
of Vousden et al. (2000), phonemes associated with
states of the P C V that are selected by their similarity to the correct P C V are recalled in parallel and
used to corrupt the winner-take-all process.
That this procedure generates impressive error results is not siu-prising. T h e noise in O S C A R is generated only by interference from particular phonemes
in the current sequence, not by any sort of random
numerical noise or other natural interference. O S C A R claims to explain w h y most errors are movement errors - in their model, it's because the generated noise is movement noise.
A related concern with O S C A R is that the associations between the P C V and phoneme vectors
are stored separately. Although it is reasonable to
use Hebbian learning to associate a P C V signal with
phoneme representations, it is difficult to explain
w h y each segment need be stored in entirely separate sets of weights. A more parsimonious solution
would use a single set of weights and would treat the
resulting noise as an asset, not a weakness.
H O R R O R adopts the oscillating P C V system
from O S C A R , but replaces the movement-based
noise-creation system with the noise inherent in an
associative m e m o r y system with overlaid weights. It
also uses a more parsimonious unified m e m o r y system, allows repeated phonemes within a sequence,
and requires fewer free parameters^.
'In addition to thefivelisted in Table 7 of Vousden
et al. (2000), there are these four: the ratio of correctto-incorrect activation, 0.6; the number of redundant
associations, 9; the similarity threshold for allowing a
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Ti = a*b
• :I x I = » T

# :IxT=>I
-l- :T X T = > T

a#Ti -+ b 4- noise
T2 = a*b-f-c*d-f-e*f
ti#T2 -* c + noise
Ts = g * Ti + h
g # T 3 -* Ti -f noise

Figure 2: Holographic Associative Memory, a - h
are item vectors; Ti are m e m o r y vectors. * , # , and
+ symbolize circular convolution (encoding), correlation (decoding), and addition (composition).

D i s t r i b u t e d Associative M e m o r i e s
For several decades, mathematical psychologists
have looked at distributed representations for m o d els of m e m o r y (Murdock 1982; Eich 1982), and
have accounted for m a n y recognition and recall effects. Compared to localist connectionist models,
where representations consist of features and microfeatures, distributed representations use long quasirandom vectors. These vectors are generated and
manipulated such that similarity between two representations is defined by the dot product or cosine.
Distributed representations can be combined in various ways. T w o symbols m a y be associated by operations such as convolution or the outer product,
resulting in another large vector. Retrieval from
m e m o r y vectors is performed by inverting the association operation, correlation. Distributed memories
can store a number of associations at once, simply by
adding the vectors together. A s vectors are overlaid,
the amount of noise increases. This intrinsic noise
is part of the model, and resulting simulations can
account for list-length and item-similarity effects.
A limitation in m u c h of the work o n distributed
memories is that the operations that generate associations greatly expand the size of the vector, with
the result that hierarchies of associations are impractical. H O R R O R utilizes one of several approaches
that overcome this problem, the Holographic Reduced Representations ( H R R s ) of Plate (1995).
With H R R s , the representations and associations
are always fixed-length vectors. A circular version of
convolution is used to associate vectors. T h e resulting m e m o r y vectors are the same length as the input
vectors, at the cost of increased noise. T h e greatest
benefit is that hierarchies of associations caui be easily generated and stored. See Figure 2 for simple
examples and notation. A n auto-associative item
m e m o r y (a Hopfield network or a nearest-neighbor
search through a list) is necessary to identify the
result of each correlation.
phoneme to be added as noise, 0.5; and the similarity
exponentiation factor in the item memory, 3.4.

HORROR

Param. Value Description
17
# of non-repeating oscillators
Holographic Reduced Representations for Oscillator nrep
Representation
vector width
v
w
2048
Reccdl ( H O R R O R ) is a model of serial-order processRepeating
oscillator
cc
3
inv. freq.
ing that combines the self-similar context vectors of
D
4
Speech-rate (larger = slower)
O S C A R with the hierarchical representations and
Inhib
.121
Post-activation inhibition level
memory of H R R s . The result is a fully-distributed
phonological production model that accounts for erInDec
.5
Inhib. decay (lower = faster)
rors in the seritil-order part of the system by using
ds
3
Phoneme dis-similarity factor
the intrinsic noise from the associative-memory part
of the system.
Table 2: Free parameters in H O R R O R
O S C A R and H R R s fundamentally both represent
similarity by distance between vector representations. In O S C A R , the extent to which pairs of conlators. The procedure of generating the P C V from
text vectors which are near in time are aJso near in
the oscillators in H O R R O R is very similar to the
space determines retrieval accuracy and error patprocedure used in O S C A R , but since H O R R O R ' S
terns. With H R R s , capacity and noise levels are deP C V is very wide (2048 elements), the process was
termined by the extent to which composed vectors
repeated with different random initial phases and
are near (not orthogonal) to each other. In O S C A R
frequencies in order to fill up the vector, which was
these similarity metrics can be complex and hierthen normalized. See Table 2 for the list of P C V and
archical, determined by the oscillator patterns, and
other parameters used in the experiments described
in H R R s , the similarity metrics can also be hierarbelow.
chical, by the process of overlaying associations. In
Vousden et al. (2000) use an articulatory-feature
both models, item memories are used to clean up
representation of phonemes. Each phoneme is 17 elfind to select a single item.
ements long, with binary features representing place
H O R R O R is a new model based on the general
and manner of articulation, nasality, voicing, and
framework of O S C A R . It takes a variation of the
vowel position and tenseness. W e converted these loP C V from O S C A R , and combines it with an H R R
caUst features into distributed features for the fullyassociative memory, replacing the simple associative
distributed representations used in H O R R O R .
memory used by O S C A R . In addition, the featurePhonological representations were built in a fullyvector phonological representations used in O S C A R
distributed manner by generating random Gaussian
are replaced with fully-distributed hierarchical rej)vectors (of width vw) for each feature, then summing
resentations in H O R R O R . A critical aspect of H O R the appropriate features together and normalizing.
R O R is that all of the phoneme-context pairs that
Each vector thus has an intrinsic similarity metric,
make up a sequence are stored together in a single
defined by the number of shared features. In orlarge vector, rather than in O S C A R ' s many separate
der to partially "drown out" the similarity between
weight matrices. The noise in this memory vector,
otherwise very-similar phonemes, additional random
combined with representational similarity and the
vectors {ds) were added to each phoneme vector.
P C V structure, provide sufficient opportunities for
Decoding consists of sequentially correlating each
appropriately distributed error patterns to arise.
time-step of the P C V with the single stored memory
vector. The result is a series of approximations to
Experiments
the target phonemes, corrupted by the noise intrinsic
A major goal of this work is to account for the same to a holographic memory. Each recalled vector is
h u m a n speech error data as does O S C A R , using
compared to an item memory containing possible
a simpler structure, more ptu-simonious procedures,
phonemes. The phoneme that is most similar to the
and fewer parameters.
recalled vector is then produced.
A s with O S C A R , P C V s are generated sequentially
The item memory has three features that help it
and convolved with phoneme representations to form
best account for the error patterns. First, each item
memory traces. Unlike O S C A R , these traces are
in the item memory has a persistent activation level,
s u m m e d to form a single vector representing the eno. Activation is added to similarity to determine
tire sequence. To produce the sequence, the vector
which phoneme is selected. At each step, each item's
is correlated with the P C V s in order, resulting in
a is increased by the item's distance from the recalled
noisy versions of the phonemes. T h e phonemes are
vector, weighted by the Inhib parameter. Second,
cleaned up in an item memory, and the results are
after a phoneme is selected, it is suppressed by setanalyzed for various types of errors.
ting o to be the negation of Inhib. Post-output supThe oscillators used to generate the P C V were
pression is a c o m m o n feature of this type of model
the same as used by O S C A R . H O R R O R addition(Vousden et al. 2000; Dell 1986). Finally, at every
ally includes a parameter, nrep, that specifies the
time step, activation decays toward zero according
proportion of repeating versus non-repeating oscilto the decay constant InDec.
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Figure 3: H O R R O R ' S error type proportions.

Experimental Results
2000 6-syllable "words" were generated, associated,
and output. Errors were determined by £in automatic categorization process. Error type proportions, S P C violations, distance constraint statistics,
and phonetic similarity constraint statistics were
coimted.

Figure 4: Distance gradients of the anticipation errors produced by H O R R O R , compared with the hum a n data and chance baseline of Vousden et al.
(2000). Adjacent syllables have a distance of 1.
Same-syllable errors (separation 0) are not shown.
Error type
Movements
Exchanges
Non-contextual
Chance

n

M e a n shared features

895
22
306

2.4
3.1
3.1
1.9

Error proportions 1538 errors occurred during
production of 36,000 segments, resulting in an overall error rate of 4.3%. Figure 3 shows the proportions
of error types. The results compare fairly well with
the h u m a n data reported in Vousden et al. (2000).
Exchanges, however, were under-represented in the
model, raising the question of whether H O R R O R ' s
exchanges are true exchanges or merely the joint
event of independent anticipations and perseverations. Other speech error models (Dell et al. 1993;
Roelofs 1997) are unable to produce true exchanges,
and are therefore seen as incomplete.
To address this, I calculated the expected number of exchanges, assuming that they are coincidental. This number, 0.33 per 2000 sequences, was
more than sixty times smaller than the number of
exchanges actually observed (22), demonstrating a
true tendency for exchanges. Exchanges in H O R R O R occur because post-activation inhibition helps
to prevent an erroneously anticipated phoneme from
then appearing in its correct location. Instead, the
earlier, replaced phoneme m a y be triggered via the
P C V , turning an anticipation into an exchange.

Phonetic similarity constraint Vousden et al.
(2000) concentrate their analysis of the phonetic
similarity constraint on consonant exchanges. H O R R O R produced only 22 consonant exchanges, 20 of
which shared 7 5 % or more of their phonetic features.
Table 3 compares the categories of consonant errors
to chance. Chance was determined by randomly selecting 1000 pairs of consonants, and counting the
number of shared phonemes for each pair. T h e phonetic similarity constraint is clearly present in these
results. Note that exchange errors were significantly
more similar than were other movement errors. This
is true for h u m a n exchanges, and also lends further
support to the observed exchanges being real.

Distance constraint The model's movement gradients parallel the distance constraints seen in hum a n data, with disproportionately small separations. Exchange errors shifted least, an average
0.95 syllables, followed by anticipations, averaging
1.4 syllables, and perseverations, averaging 2.9 syllables. Figure 4 shows a comparison on anticipar
tions between H O R R O R and h u m a n data. The
shorter movements m a d e by exchanges, compared

Syllable-position constraint 29.0% of the
model's errors violated the S P C , compared to
10.5% of errors in h u m a n data (Vousden et al.
2000). T o confirm that this number still reflects
a constraint, and is not just the chance rate of
violations, it's necessary to look at the probabiUties
of errors being in each syllable position. In this
set of data, 50.7% of errors were in the onset,
8.6% in the vowel, and 40.8% in the coda. T o
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Table 3: Average similarity for consonant errors.
Movements are anticipations and perseverations.

to other error types, has been observed in h u m a n
error data (Nooteboom 1973).

calculate the expected rate of S P C violations,
assume that the consonant-vowel constraint is
never violated, and that consonant errors have a
5 0 % chance of movement from onsets tind codas.
Therefore, the expected S P C violation rate is
1 - (.086 -I- .507 » .5 + .408 * .5) = 45.7%. Although
the S P C is violated more often by the model than
it is in h u m a n data, it is still a real effect.
Consonant-vowel constraint Only 2.3% of the
errors violated the C-V constraint, showing that the
model is generally respecting the consonant-vowel
categorical distinction seen in natural errors.
R e p e a t e d p h o n e m e s In order to investigate the
role of repeated phonemes in the model, the same
experiment was re-run with repeated phonemes disabled. Since repeated items are known to strongly
affect performance in distributed memories, it was
expected that the effects on H O R R O R would be significant as well. T h e error rate without repeated
items was reduced to 1.3%, and the proportion of
non-contextual errors was greatly reduced (see Figure 3). H O R R O R is more error prone when repetitions occur, as in h u m a n data (Dell 1986). Repeated phonemes appear to be an important trigger
for speech errors, including non-contextual errors.
Discussion
T h e H O R R O R model combines the best features
of O S C A R , a serial-order phonological model with
a hierarchical context signal, and H R R s , a holographic associative memory using hierarchical representations. Its aim is to account for speech error
patterns using more parsimonious mechanisms than
previous related models.
H O R R O R succeeds in a number of ways. It allows rei>eated phonemes in the sequences, it combines associative memory traces into a single distributed association vector, and its error mechanism
relies entirely on the intrinsic noise from the associative m e m o r y with no generated noise at all. It
uses fewer parameters than does O S C A R , and accounts for a number of error patterns in h u m a n
data. Specifically, the model's error type proportions, distance constraint, phonological similarity
constraint, and C-V category constraint results were
largely similar to hiunan data. T h e S P C results
were real, if modeled less accurately. H O R R O R accounts for these major speech error patterns by using fully-distributed hierarchical representations, a
single intrinsically-noisy associative memory, and an
oscillating phonological context signal.
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Abstract
It has recently been suggested that knowledge is
represented in the form of perceptual symbol systems
(Barsalou, 1999). According to this view, perceptual
states may be used to suppot higher cognitive processes
without being transduced into a representational
language. Since the ability to recognize difference and
similarity is fundamental for cogniticm, w e examined to
what extent it migjit be based on perceptual information.
In three experiments, participants made judgments of
similarity and difference for single items under three
presentation coiditions: Words Only, Words and
Pictures, and Pictures Only. Reaction times for
judgments in the Words-Only conditicm were
consistently slower than in the other presentation
amditions. However, judgments of perceived similarity
and perceived difference did not markedly differ
between presentation conditions. The results suggest that
participants recruited perceptual information \\iien
evaluating similarity in the Word-Only condition.
Additionally, presentation condition had an effect on the
relation between the similarity and difference scales: for
a given degree of similarity, more extreme difference
judgments were found under those conditions where
wOTds were displayed. W e offer an explanation for this
effect, and present a fiirther research program.
Introduction
Similarity, or psychological resemblance of entities,
is a fundamental aspect of cognition. Similarity plays a
critical role in perception, memory, learning and
transfer, categorization, analogical reasoning, problem
solving, and language comprehension. It has also been
suggested that recognizing differences between entities
is fundamental to cognition; for instance, in
discriminating category members from non-members.
A n extensive body of research thai has outlined the
processes for whidti similarity and difference are
important However, m u c h less is k n o w n about that
nature of the information recruited for evaluating
similarity and difference themselves.
S o m e theories of similarity hypothesize a process
whose inputs are representations in the form of feature

lists with most of the properties represented as unitary
attributes (Nosofsky, 1986; Tversky, 1977). According
to others, conceptual knowledge plays such an
important role in similarity, that similarity is taken to be
akin to analogy; q)erating chi an intercormected system
of relations and their arguments (Centner & M a r k m a n ,
1997). T h e crux of this view is that processes o f
similarity, as well as difference (Markman, 1996),
operate b y aligning the structures of the compared
entities. T h e structures themselves are described as a
system of relational predicates and their attributes. T h e
research program of structural alignment (see Gentno& M a r k m a n , 1997) convincingly demonstrated that the
use of structural knowledge is an integral part of
making similarity judgments.
It is an open question, however, whetha- the only
kinds of informaticm used for these judgments are in the
form of such a-modal representations as relations or
feature lists. A recent proposal (Barsalou, 1999),
suggests diat perceptual states - modal and analog
forms of representation - are also used to support higher
cognitive processes. Perceptual states are taken to
maintain a part of the perceptual nature of their
referents, without being
transduced
into a
representational language. If this is the case, judgmoits
of similarity and/or difference might m a k e use of
perceptual information, in addition to other forms of
knowledge.
W e examined this issue b y evaluating the effects of
various types of presentation conditions on similarity
and difference judgments, which were m a d e for a
variety of natural stimuli. W e presented participants
with pairs of items for similarity and difference
judgments under three presentation conditions which
were manipulated between groups: pairs were presented
as Words-Only ( W O ) , as words accompanied b y
pictures ( W P ) or as pictures only (PO). T h e instructions
given to all three groups were the same, and did not
m a k e any reference to speed of response. Most
critically, the instructions given to participants in the
Word-Only condition did not mention envisioning the
objects depicted b y the words. If participants in this
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group took longer to reach their decision, but ultimately
m a d e judgments resembling those m a d e in the picture
conditions, this would suggest that perceptual
information was recruited w h e n making these
judgments.
T h e reported research has two major goals: (1) to
estimate effects of perccptxial and non-perceptual
aspects of the stimuli on making judgments of
similarity and difference; and (2) to examine whether
perceptual and non-po-ceptual aspects of the stimuli
affect the relation between the similarity and difference
scales.
Calibration Experiment
The purpose of the calibration study was to choose
pictorial material that would be easily and
unambiguously recognized as typical examples of the
intended items. Twenty-seven undergraduate students
fix)m die ( M o State University participated in the
study. The photographs chosen correspwided to 100
items, taken from 10 categories of Battig and
Montague's (1969) category norms with 10 items being
selected from each category. The ten categwies
belonged to two ontological domains, livingtilingsand
artifacts, with five categories in each domain. In
addition to the experimoital items, 25 items that
appeared to be bad examples of their types were also
added as negative anchors. Participants were presented
with photogn4)hs of objects followed by words
denoting these objects, and decided whether the
photographs were good examples of the entities
depicted by the words ("something that immediately
reminds you of that thing"). For example, a picture of a
car was displayed, followed by a blank screen and then
by the word C A R . Participants pressed 1 if the photo
was indeed a good example and 0 if it was not.
The i»-<q)ortion rating for the experimental items was
0.85. W e included only those photographs that were
found to be good depictions by more than 6 7 % of the
participants. This procedure resulted in the removal of
10 items.

Pair-type
(same-superordinate,
within-ontological
domain or across-ontological domains) as a withinsubjects variable. T h e 90 items chosen from the
calibration test were used. Items were paired to
construct 240 pairs of items such that: (a) 80 pairs were
of items from the same superordinate category, (b) 80
pairs were of items from different superordinate
categories but from the same ontological domain (i.e.,
both were either artifacts or living things) and (c) 80
pairs were of items belonging to different ontological
domains. W e decided to use such pairs since there was
ground to suppose that they differ considerably in their
perceived similarity (see M a r k m a n & Wisniewski,
1997).
Procedure The participants worked alone in an
experimental room. Participants making similarity
judgments were told that Acir task was to decide h o w
similar these items were. They were instructed to press
3 if items were very similar, 2 if they were not so
similar, and 1 if they were not similar at all. Participants
making difference judgments were told that their task
was to decide h o w different these items were. They
were instructed to press 3 if items were very different, 2
if they were not so different, and 1 if they were not
different at all. The experiment was run in three blocks,
with a 1-minute break between blocks. The experiment
began with a few practice pairs, which were followed
by 14 hidden practice pairs whose purpose was to bring
participants up to speed. Practice items were not
analyzed.
Results and Discussion
Reaction time data and ratings for
difference judgmaits are presented in
that A N O V A results will be presented
analysis section, whereas the results
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Reaction times and ratings for similarity and
difference judgments in the Word-Only conditicMi
Reaction Time

Experiment la: Judging Similarity and
Difference o f O b j e c t s D e n o t e d b y W o r d s

Pair type

Method
Participants There were 29 participants in the
similarity-judgment condition and 25 participants in the
difference-judgment condition. The participants in both
conditions, and in all following experiments, were
undergraduate students from the Ohio State University
w h o participated to fulfill a psychology course
requirement or in return for payment
Design and Materials The experiment had a mixed
design with Judgment type (similarity judgment or
difference judgment) as a between-subjects variable and
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similarity and
Table 1. Note
in the overallof t-tests are

Sim

Dif

Ratings
Sim"

Dif"

Across-domain
1232.
1245, 1.04. 2.99.
Witiiin-domain
1315b 1317h 1.20b
2.90b
Wilhin1400c
151U 2.32c 2.06c
superordinate
Average
1315 1358 1.52 2.65
Note. Numbers with different subscripts in a given column
differ at E < . 0001.
* High numbers reflect greater similarity
" High numbers reflect greater difference
As expected, similarity and difference ratings for the
different pair types were different, with Within-

Supercx-dinate pairs (e.g., dog - cat) being more tiiniilar
than Within-Domain (e.g., shark - horse) pairs, and the
latter being more similar than Across-Domain (e.g.,
c o w - spoon) pairs. The difference ratings showed the
same pattern. More importantly, reaction times in both
the similarity and difference judgment groups were
fastest for Awoss-Domain pairs, slower for WithinDomain pairs and slowest for Within-Superordinate
pairs. A s will be shown, this pattern of resuhs
replicated in the Word-Picture and Picture-Only
presentation conditions as well.
Experiment lb: Judging Similarity and
Difference of O b j e c t s D e p i c t e d b y W o r d s
a n d Pictures
Method
Participants There were 18 participants in the
similarity-judgment condition and 18 participants in the
difference-judgment condition.
Design, Materials and Procedure Design, Matraials,
and Procedure were identical to those in Experiment la,
except that items were denoted by words and by
pictures, such that the words were printed above the
pictures.

T o examine whether participants were reading the
words, w e modified the experiment slightly to include
12 inconspicuous spelling mistakes. If participants were
paying attention to the words, reaction times for these
changed items should be higher than reaction times to
the same items in the original experiment. Thirteen
participants participated in the modified version of the
similarity-judgment condition. The average reaction
time for the modified items (1453 m s ) was significantly
higher than for the original, items (1170 ms.; onetailed t-test, t22 = 2.37, p < .01). In addition, w e asked
participants whether they had noticed anything during
the study. All but two noticed a few spelling mistakes.
The results indicate that participants were indeed
reading the words presented above the pictures, and that
the reduced reaction times could not be attributed to
such neglect.
Experiment Ic: Judging Similarity and
Difference o f O b j e c t s D e p i c t e d b y Pictures
Method

Results and Discussion
Reaction time data and ratings for similarity and
difference judgments are given in Table 2. The overall
pattern of reaction time and rating results was similar to
that in experiment la.

Participants There were 25 participants in the
similarity-judgment condition and 26 participants in the
difference-judgmoit condition.
Design, Materials and Procedure Design, Materials,
and Procedure were identical to those in Experiment la
and lb, except that items were n o w depicted only by
pictures. Participants were told that they would be
presented with pictures referring to objects in the world,
and that their task is to determine h o w similar these
objects are.

Table 2. Reaction times and ratings for similarity and
Results and Discussion
difference judgments in the Picture-Word condition
Reaction time data and ratings for similarity and
difference
judgments are given in Table 3. The overall
Reaction Time
Ratings
pattern of results was as in experimaits la and lb. The
Pair type
Dif
Sim
Dif
Sim
fact that the similarity ratings increased and difference
ratings decreased the more conceptually related the
1002. 1180. 1.04. 2.96.
Across-domain
objects were, testifies to the fact that participants used
1123b 1177b 1.23b
Within-domain
2.84b
conceptual knowledge in their judgments of pictorial
Within1270c 1376, 2.37c
1-82^
material, and did not rely exclusively on perceptual
superordinate
information. Reaction time data and ratings of
Average
1131 1211 1.55 2.54
similarity and difference are given in Table 3.
Note. Numbers with different subscripts in a given column
differ at p<.0001.
Table 3. Reaction times and ratings for similarity and
" High numbers reflect greater similarity
difference judgments in the Picture-Only condition
'' Higji numbers reflect greater difference
Initial inspection demonstrates that reaction times in
this presentation m o d e were faster than in the WordPair type
Only presentation condition. Though several theoretical
Across-domain
explanations for this m a y exist, it was important to
Within-domain
examine one in particular; namely, that participants
Withinwere ignoring the words and basing their decisions
superordinate
solely on the pictures.
Average
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Reaction T i m e
Sim
Dif
1067. 1159.
1154b 1171b
1334e 1316c

Ratings
Sim"
Dif
1.03. 2.92.
2.74b
1.21b
2.22c
1.85c

1185

1.49

1215

2.50

Note. Numbers with difTerent subscripts in a given column
differ at B<.0001.
' H i ^ numbers reflect greater similarity
" H i ^ numbers reflect greater difference

the relation between the similarity and difference
scales. W e separately analyzed similarity and difference
judgments given under the three presentation
conditions. D u e to the ordinal nature of the response
scale, w e used the variance of response proportions as
the measure of test in the following A N O V A s .
However, since the data are more easily encapsulated in
the form of averages, w e present them in Table 4.

Combined Analysis of experiments la - Ic

Analysis of Response Times for Difference and
Similarity Judgments U n d e r Three Presentation
Conditions.
The data from all experiments were combined to
Table 4: Mean similarity and difference ratings under
assess the effects of the presentation-mode on reaction
three presentation conditions.
times in A c similarity- and difference-judgment tasks.
Average response times were calculated and entered
Condition Mean Similarity Mean Difference
into a 3 (Presentation) X 2 (Judgment) X 3 (Pair-Type) Picture Only
2.507
1.489
mixed A N O V A with Presentation (Word-only, WordW o r d Picture
2.543
1.548
Picture and Picture-only) and Judgment (Similarity and
2.654
W o r d Only
1.522
Difference) as between subjects variables, and PairType
(Across-domain, Within-domain, WithinW e first analyzed responses given intfiesimilaritysupcrordinate) as a within subjects variables.
judgment groups. The proportions of 1, 2 and 3
A s expected, the main effect of Pair-Type was
responses were analyzed in 3 separate one-way
significant, F(2, 250) = 251.5, e < 0001. More
A N O V A s , with Presentation as a grouping factor and
important, A e main effect of Presentation was
response proportion of each response as the dependent
significant, F(2,125) = 10.91, g < .0001. Reaction times variable. N o effect was found in any of these analyses
in the Word-Picture condition (1138 m s ) were fester
(Fs < 1). There were practically no differences in the
than in the Picture-Only conditiai (1183 m s ) and the
response proportions in the three presentation
latter werefesterthan reaction times in the Word-Only
conditions. Proportions of the three responses varied
condition (1337 ms). Scheffe's post hoc analysis
minimally between presentation conditions; in the range
revealed that reaction times in the W O condition were
of 1.5%.
significantly sloww than reaction times in the P O and
A similar analysis was performed on the response
W P presentation conditions (g < .001). Judgments in
proportions in the difference-judgment groups. The
the W O condition were slower than in the other
proportions of 1 and 2 responses did not vary
conditions even thougji the W P condition presented
significantly
between
i^-esentation
conditions.
participants with more information, and the P O
However, an A N O V A of '3' responses was significant,
condition amounted to a naming task. There are several
F(2,62) = 5.08, E < 0.01. In the W O condition, there
explanations for this effect: it might be that under the
were more '3' responses (74%) than in the other W P
different presentation conditions, participants m a d e
and P O
presentation conditions (69%, 6 8 %
differential use of perceptual and conceptual
respectively).
information in dieir judgmoits; relying more heavily on
The similarity-rating data are congruent with the
pictorial data whenever it was available, thus being
hypothesis that participants in all presentation
fester in those conditions diat contained pictures. If this conditions performed the similarity judgment on the
is the case, A e n judgments in die P O and W P
same representation. Note however that while
conditions should be more similar to each other than to
judgments across all conditions were similar,
the W O condition. The second possibility, which is
participants in the W O condition, w h o were not
consistent with the perceptual-symbols hypothesis, is
presented with the perceptual component in the stimuli,
diat participants under the three presentation conditions
were slower to m a k e their judgments.
eventually constructed the same representation, but that
In addition to this converging measure, the data that
diis {M-ocess took longer in the Word-Only condition. If
are pohaps most suggestive of the use of perceptual
so, judgments in all three modes are expected to be
information in the W O condition is the fact that
quite similar. A n analysis of the similarity and
participants in the W O condition were also slowest in
difference judgments was conducted to test these
judgments of Across-domain items (e.g., Pan-Dog).
possibilities.
O n e does not need to envisage a Pan and a D o g in order
to determine that they are not similar at all, or very
Analysis of Similarity and Difference Judgments
different. Such a decision could easily be made on the
U n d e r Three Presentation Conditions.
basis of categorical knowledge alone. However,
W e n o w examined the efTects of presentaticm m o d e
judgments of similarity and difference for such pairs in
on (a) judgments of similarity and difference and (b) the W O condition were slower than such judgments in
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the W P and P O conditions (1232, 1002, 1067 luid
1245,1080,1059 ms. for similarity and dillcrence
judgments respectively). The di fference-judgment data
are also congruent with die possibility that participants
evened perceptual data. A s reported, difference
judgments to Across-domain items in the W O condition
were slower than in the other presentation conditions,
suggesting diat perceptual information was used here as
well. However, the slight tendency to find more items
'very different' in the W O conditions m a y suggest that
another mechanism was also at work here. W e discuss
the issue subsequently.
Analysis of Scale Equivalence Under Three
Presentation Conditions
W e also cwnputed a measure relating the similarity
and difference ratings under the three presentation
c(xiditians. T o recap, in this analysis w e are interested
in the relation between an items' perceived similarity
and its perceived difference under the three presentation
modes. Since it is only sensible to talk of a degree of
similarity in cases where similarity was found, w e
included in this analysis only items whose average
similarity was greato- than 1.
T o cwnpute this measure, for each item whose
average similarity score was greater than 1, w e
compared its location on the similarity scale to its
location on the difference scale. Let Si and Di denote,
respectively, the distance of an item from the "least
similar" end of the similarity scale and the "most
different" end of A e difference scale, in units of
standard deviation. In the case of equivalence of the
similarity and different scales, the items' difference
between Si and Di should be equal to 0 (i.e., an item that
was judged "most similar" should be also judged "the
least different").
Delta, a measure of deviation from scale equivalence,
is the average of the differences between these two
parameters w^en computed across all items. The total
deviation from equivalence between the scales then is
[ Y (S| - D^)]/N • If scales are equivalent. Delta is
equal to 0. Delta is greater than 0 when the judgment
of similarity is more conservative thantfiejudgment of
difference (e.g.,, if a pair is judged as "somewhat
similar" and also as "very different"). Delta is less than
0 when the judgment of difference is more conservative
than the judgment of similarity (e.g., if a pair is judged
as "somewhat similar" and also as "least different").
Delta measures for all items, under die three
presentation conditions were subjected to a one-way
A N O V A with Presentation as a between-groups factor.
The main effect of Presentation was significant,
F(2,511) = 40.3, E < .001. Scheffe' s post hoc
comparisons revealed that all Delta measures differed
significantly both from each other and from zero, g's <
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,05. Delta measures, the number of pairs on which
Delta was greater than zero and the number of pairs on
which Delta was lower than zo^o for each presentation
condition are given in Table 5.
Table 5: Delta ratings and propcMtions for three
presentation conditions.
Condition

Delta

Pairs where
Delta > 0
Picture-Only
- 0.08. 57
Word-Picture 0.09b
109
Word-Only
0.16.
146
Note. Numbers with different subscripts in
differ at p<.05.

Pairs where
Delta < 0
108
54
38
a given column

In the Picture-Chily ccmdition, items tended to be
located 'farther' from the "very different" end of the
difference scale than they were from die "not similar"
end of the similarity scale. However, for die WordPicture condition, and especially the Word-Only
condition, items tended to be "closer' to the "very
different" end than they were to die "not similar" end.
In short, negative Deltas in the Picture-Only conditions
stem from more conservative ratings of difference
compared to die similarity ratings given.
A possible explanation is diat die presence of words
resulted in more weight being given to conceptual
knowledge in judgments. It has been suggested diat in
certain conditions, difference judgments are based on a
comparison that involves aligning the structure of the
items in die pair (Markman, 1996). Since conceptual
knowledge affords a basis for structural alignment, it
might be that the presentation of words resulted in
enhanced attention to diese differences. For instance, a
pair such as 'dog - cat' might be judged highly similar
w h e n presented under all presentation conditions.
However, when greater weight is given to conceptual
knowledge, one might remonber diat dogs bark and
cats m e o w , that dogs can become attadied to people
and cats are territorial, and diat dogs bite and cats
scratch. Minding diese differences could lead to more
extreme difference ratings.
General Discussion
W e set out to examine die effects of various
presentation modes on perception of similarity and
difference in order to establish what information is used
in such judgments, and h o w die presentation modes
affect the similarity and difference scales themselves.
W e used Reaction times, and similarity and difference
ratings to address die first issue, and used Delta, a
measure of asymmetry between the scales to address
the second.
In short, two major findings stem from die diree
reported experiments: (1) W h e n pictures were not

present, reaction times were slower than in the other
presentation conditions, but the judgments were
comparable with them and (2) Deltas were positive
whenever words were present, and were negative
whenever words were absent. These data m a y be
indicative of several important regularities.
First, people m a y rely on both perceptual and
conceptual input when making similarity/difference
judgments. In particular, their responses are faster
when words are accompanied by pictures than when
words are presented alone. It seems reasonable to
hypothesizetiiatthey try to envision objects when those
are depicted by words alone. Particularly suggestive of
this, is the feet that compared to the Picture-Only and
Picture-Word conditions, participants in the Word-Only
condition were also slower in responding to Acrossdomain pairs. Other research on the role of perceptual
information in higher-level cognitive tasks supports this
possibility. Recent studies have demonstrated that
accessing i}erceptual knowledge is an integral part of
such tasks as property generation and property
&
verification (Solomon & Barsalou, 2000; W u
Barsalou, 2001). Though the data support the
hypothesistfiatpeople did use perceptual information,
the issue can be conclusively resolved by obtaining
activation measures fi'om brain areas implicated in
imagery during the performance of this task.
Second, the Delta measure refers to what m a y be
different processing considerations under the WordOnly and Word-Picture conditions, on the one hand,
and the Picture-Only condition on the other.
Particularly, in the former two conditions. Deltas were
largely positive, whereas in the latter condition they
were largely negative. Recall that the more that
difference is underestimated per a given similarity
rating, the larger the Delta. Therefore, negative Deltas
in tiie Picture-Only condition stemmed from more
conservative ratings of difference compared to
respective similarity ratings. These data m a y point to
the effect of knowledge on the perception of difference.
They also indicate that regardless of the pair type,
jud^ents of similarity and difference are affected by
die modality of input.
Overall faster response times for different pairs than
for similar pairs are indicative of the fact that
judgments "not similar" or "very different" are m a d e
whenever no sufficient similarity is found. At the same
time, computation of the degree of similarity is a more
lengthy process. The results reported here seem to
establish a boundary condition for situations where
alignmoit is used in similarity and difference
judgments. Participants were faster to decide that
objects are not similar than to decide that they are;
suggesting that judgment of difference was not based
on finding specific differences. W e are currently in the
process of setting up research for examining brain
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activity under the conditions reported here to evaluate
whether brain areas involved in imagery are recruited
during similarity judgments to words only.
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explain the treatment of both regular and irregular plurals
in compounds (Murphy, 2000). Frequency counts of a
sample of the C H I L D E S (Child Language Data Exchange
System) corpora (McWhinney & Snow, 1985) have
shown that the plural /s/ morpheme is a perfect predictor
of wordfinalityand furthermore, the plural /s/ morpheme
is never followed by a second noim. Importantly, the
reverse pattern is found with the possessive /'s/ morpheme
since it is always followed by a second noun. Therefore, it
might be that a noun rarely follows the regular plural /s/
morpheme (i.e. patterns such as "*rat/s/ chaser" do not
occur ) because the pattern "noun - morpheme /s/- noun"
is reserved for marking possession (such as rat's tail).
Interestingly in other languages that do not have this
competition between the plural and possessive morpheme
such as Dutch (Schreuder, Neijt, van der Weide &
Baayen, 1998) and French (Murphy, 2000), regular
plurals are allowed within compounds. Irregular plurals
may, however, appear in English compoimds as they are
not formed by the addition of the plural /s/ morpheme.
Thus, irregulars do not compete with the possessive
structure and as such m a y be followed by a second noun
in a compound. This polyfunctionality of the /s/
hypothesis is explored here using three neural net
simulations and an empirical study.

Abstract
Compound words with irregular phiral nouns in first
position (e.g. niice-eater) are producedfermore frequently
than coR^)ound words with regular plural nouns in first
position (e.g. Vats-eatcr), (Gordon, 1985). Using
enq)irical evidence and neural net modelling, the studies
presented here demonstrate how a single route, associative
memory based account might provide an equally, if not
more, valid explanation of this phenomenon than the
standard dual mechanism based theory (Marcus,
Brinkmann, Clahsen, Weise & Pinker, 1995).
1. Introduction
1.1 The Compounding Phenomenon
Psycholinguistic research has shown that English
confound words with irregular plural nouns in first
position (e.g. mice-eater) are produced far more
frequently than compound words with regular plural
nouns infirstposition (e.g. *rats-eater), (Gordon, 1985).
1.2 The Dual Mechanism Model's Explanation of
Compounding
The dual mechanism model (Pinker, 1991 ), proposes that
irregular nouns and their plurals are stored as memorised
pairs of words in the mental lexicon (e.g. mouse-mice) but
that regular plurals are produced by the addition of the
/s/ morpheme to the regular stem at a post lexical stage
(e.g. rat + s = rats). Conpoimds are created in the lexicon.
Thus as irregular plurals are stored in the lexicon they are
available to be included within compound words.
However, as only the singular stems of regular nouns are
stored in the lexicon the plural form is never available to
be included within compound words (Marcus et al, 1995).

2. Neural Net Modeling
A n associative memory-based account of inflectional
morphology has been investigated in numerous
connectionist models. Several models have successfully
simulated the putative dissociation between regular and
irregular inflection for both verbal morphology
(Daugherty & Seidenberg, 1994) and plural morphology
(Plunkett & Juola, 1999) using a single learning
mechanism and no explicit rules. Furthermore, as well as
being able to learn mappings from input to output,
connectionist models have also been able to learn
sequential mappings (Elman 1990). Thus it is predicted
that a single route associative memory system could learn
that the inclusion or omission of the regular plural
morpheme /s/ is influenced by where that /s/ morpheme
occurs in a sequence of language input. Three neural net

1.3 A Single Route Associative Memory Based
Explanation of C o m p o u n d i n g
A n alternative explanation of this compounding
phenomenon based on the frequency and patterns of
occurrence of items in the linguistic input has not been
explored fully. However an explanation of this sort m a y
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models arc considered here. The first investigates whether
the presence of/s/ predicts word finality. The second and
third models analyse whether learning about the word that
follows an /s/ morpheme is sufficient to drive learning
about compound formation in English.
2.1 Experiment 1.
Experimentl, was designed to test the degree to which/s/
indicates word finality in a stream of concatenated letters.
A neural network was trained on a concatenated stream of
200 sentences of child directed speech taken from
C H I L D E S (MacWhinney & Snow, 1985). A word-ending
marker was attached to each word and the words
(including a word-ending marker) were concatenated to
form a stream of 3596 letters. The network was trained on
200 passes through the sequence of letters. Each letter
was encoded using one of 26 random 5-bit vectors (one
for each letter in the alphabet). The word-ending marker
was encoded using a 27th 5-bit vector. The network was
required to predict the next letter it expected to occur
given the letters it had seen previously. The network
consisted of S input units, 30 hidden units, 5 output units
and 35 context units. A fiilly recurrent and a S R N (Elman,
1990) architecture were tested and produced similar
results. It was hypothesised that on a next letter prediction
task of this kind, a neural network would learn that after
the input /s/ there was a high probability that the next
input would be a word ending marker.
Test Set And Results: As predicted, at the beginning of a
word the error was high but as more letters were presented
to the network the error decreased until it was at its lowest
at the end of the word. The network's ability to learn that
[-s] is a good predictor of wordfinalitywas tested using
19 unseen words that ended in /s/ and 19 unseen words
that ended in other letters. The network was more
accurate (i.e. the error was lower) at predicting a word
ending nnarker after an /s/ than after all other letters
combined (t=-2.08, df=18, p<0.05). This simulation was
completed to confirm that a model with a single learning
mechanism and no explicit rules, trained on child directed
speech, could learn that after /s/ there was a high
expectancy that the next item would be a word-ending
marker. Interestingly, /s/ is associated with word finality
even though /s/ appears in the middle of numerous words.
This overwhelming pattern of/s/ at the end of a word m a y
influence language learners to omit /s/ from the middle of
words such as compounds.
2. 2 Experiment 2.
The aim of this experiment was to examine h o w highly
consistent patterns in the input (i.e. that a plural noun is
never followed by another noun while a possessive noun
is always followed by a second noun) might drive
learning about h o w to manipulate plurals within nounnoun compounds. The network was required to predict the
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next word it expected to occur given the words it had seen
previously. It was impossible for the network to predict
the exact word that followed in the input. However, the
network was expected to learn which syntactic category
the next item would come from. Thus the network was
expected to make afirstorder distinction between the
fiinction of nouns and verbs, determiners and adjectives
(Elman, 1990). Furthermore from these induced synuctic
categories the network was expected to learn a second
order distinction that only "verbs" could appear after
some /s/ morphemes and only "nouns" could appear after
other /s/ morphemes. It was impossible for the network to
distinguish between the possessive and the plural /s/ as
both were encoded in exactly the same manner in the
input. However, the network was trained on one group of
words that were represented as having the properties of
possessives, plurals and singulars, a second set was only
represented as singulars and plurals and a third group was
only represented as singulars and possessives. It was
predicted that the tokens making up these three groups of
words would cluster together as three distinct sets in the
hidden layer representations. The network was trained on
a concatenated stream of 2000 legitimate English
sentences constructed from a lexicon of 38 words. A
sentence-ending marker was attached to each sentence and
the sentences (including the sentence-ending marker)
were concatenated to form a stream of 14,600 words. The
network was trained on 10 complete passes through the
sequence of words. Each word (including the sentenceending marker) was encoded using a 39-bit localist coding
scheme. The presence or absence of /s/ at the end of a
word was also explicitly coded. A simple recurrent
network was used so that at any point in time the state of
the hidden units at the previous time step were used as
additional input (Elman, 1990).
Results: Figure 1, shows a typical representation of the
first two principal components of the hidden unit
representations. The dotted line superin^>osed on the
P C A diagram shows the divide between the w a y nouns
and verbs are represented in the hidden units. The network
has also represented determiners and adjectives
separately. Most interestingly, nouns which were included
in the training set as both "plurals and possessives", items
that were only included as "possessives" and items which
were only included in the "plural" form are all represented
separately within the cluster of words ending in /s/.
Therefore, Experiment 2 showed that a neural net was
able to make some differentiation between the plural and
possessive /s/ depending on the words that followed it in
the input even though the two types of/s/ had exactly the
same encoding characteristics.

Nouni

position but plural nouns are n o w rqsresented quite
separately. InterestingJy, both plunls and singulars i.e.,
items that m a y be followed b y a verb lie in similar
positions on the x axis, while the possessives are
clusten'ng with adjectives i.e., with other items ^at are
followed by nouns. Therefore, Experiments shows that
learning about the different functions o f the /s/morpheme
is enhanced with the addition of the very m i n i m u m of
semantic information

Verbt
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Figure 1. First two principal components of the hidden
layer representations in Experiment 2. Area 1 corresponds
to the representational area occupied by items that
appeared in the context of both plurals and possessives.
Area 2 corresponds to the representotional area occupied
by items that appeared only in a possessive context and
area 3 corresponds to the representational area occupied
by items that appeared only in the plural context.
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Figure 2. First two principal components of the hidden
layer representations in Experiment 3

2.3 Experiment 3.
In Experiment 2, the network was able to group nouns
that in the training set were behaving as "plural and
possessive" or as "plural" or "possessive" only. However,
the network could not totally disambiguate plurals from
possessives. In this third simulation, the network that was
used in Experiment 2 was amended to include an extra
input unit that encoded whether the subject of the sentence
in which the word occurred was either a plural or a
singular noun. Hence, although both "plural" and
"possessive" words were coded as ending in /s/, only
plural items were encoded as ending in /s/ and being
plural, as possessive words were encoded as ending in /s/
but being singular. The same training set and task from
Experiment 2 was employed. With the addition of this
minimal semantic information, the network is expected to
disambiguate "plural" nouns from "possessive" nouns. It
was predicted that in the hidden units, the plural and
possessive nouns would be represented separately.
Results: Figure 2, shows a typical representation of the
first two principal conq)onents of the hidden unit
representations. From the P C A it is evident that once
again nouns, verbs, determiners and adjectives are
represented separately in the hidden units. With the
addition of the semantic information it is n o w evident that
singular, plural and possessive nouns are all represented
separately. Singular and possessive nouns (both of which
are achially singular nouns) are located in a similar
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2.4 Discussion of Neural Net Modelling
From Experiment 1, it is evident that a neural net
model trained on child directed speech was able to learn
that /s/ is strongly associated with word-finality (even
though /s/occursfrequentlyin the middle of words). This
overwhelming pattern of/s/ at the end of words might
influence English language learners to omit /s/ from the
middle of words such as compoimds. Experiment 2,
showed that the net was able to learn that /s/ followed by
one set of words was different from /s/ followed by a
different set of words even though the Isl was encoded in
exactly the same w a y in the input. The same might be true
for the language learner. Both the possessive Isl and the
plural Isl sound the same phonetically but the patterns in
which the two different types of morpheme appear in the
input m a y be sufficiently distinct as to indicate that one
type of morpheme performs a specific linguistic function
and the other performs another type of linguistic fiinction.
From Experiment 3, it is evident that learning that the
plural and possessive morphemes are only legal in certain
sequences m a y be refined as the child learns that
semantically, the plural morpheme refers to m a n y things
while the possessive morpheme usually refers to one
thing.

Table 1: Examples of Compounds used as stimuli in Experiment 4.
Group

Example of contextualising sentence

Examples of compounds

(1) Possessive nouns

Last week, I left m y purse in a London taxi.
Luckily, I managed to signal to the

(2) Regular plural nouns

I feed four cats, a Burmese, a Siamese and two cats feeder
lovely old Persians. I enjoy being a

(3) Irregular plural nouns

Women always get lowly jobs. In the nursery mice chaser
rhyme the farmer's wife is nothing more than a

(4) Comparatives or superlatives
(5) singular nouns
ending in phoneme /%/

Greg is very modest. He was amazed to hear that biggest seller
his song is still the record company's
We'll have a larger lawn and mowing the grass
grass cutter
will take longer. I'm thinking of employing a

(6) singular nouns
ending in a phoneme other than /s/

Stephen is so skilled at mixing cocktails that the drink server
hotel want him to work permanently as a

taxi's driver

3. E x p e r i m e n t 4 : C o m p o u n d Processing S t u d y
The compounding phenomenon wasfiirthcrtested by
asking 22 native adult English speakers to process "nounnoun" compounds as part of an "on-line" lexical decision
(LD) task. This is important as most research has focussed
on production (e.g., Gordon, 1985; Murphy, 2000). In this
experiment, participants were required to categorise 216
compounds as being words or non-words having seen
them presented visually on a computer screen and
proceeded by a contextualising sentence. The mean
response time for processing different types of compound
(see stimuli) was examined in a within subjects design.
T w o hypotheses were tested to examine the associative
explanation of compounding. These were:- (I) If, as the
first neural net simulation (Experiment I) confirmed,
language users associate /s/ with wordfinality,then
compounds in which thefirstnoun ends in /s/ should be
processed more slowly than compounds that do not
include afirstnoun ending in /s/. (2) If, as the
polyfimctionality hypothesis indicates, /s/ appearing in the
middle of a compound made up of two nouns is
interpreted as indicating possession rather than plurality,
then compounds containing possessive nouns should be
processed more quickly than compounds containing plural
nouns.
T w ofiirtherhypotheses were investigated to test the
dual mechanism model's explanation of compounding. (1)
Pinker (1991) stated that:

However, the dual mechanism model makes no
directional prediction as to which type of morphology
might be processed more quickly. Beck (1997) asked
native adult English speakers to supply the past tense of a
series of present tense regular and irregular verbs. Beck
found that both low (mean response time 477 msec) and
high (mean response time 508 msec) frequency regulars
were produced more quickly that both low (mean
response time 581) and high (mean response time 535
msec)fi-equencyirregulars. B y collecting reaction times
in Experiment 4, it was possible to test the speed at which
the two types of morphology were processed within
compounds in a lexical decision task. The following two
hypotheses were tested, (1) compounds containing
irregular morphology and compounds containing regular
morphology will be processed at different speeds (2) more
specifically, compounds containing irregular plurals and
compounds containing regular plurals will be processed at
different speeds.
3.1 Stimuli
Thefirstnoun in each compound was taken from one of
six groups. These were; - (1) possessive nouns (2) regular
plural nouns (3) inegular plural nouns (4) comparative or
superlatives (5) singular nouns which ended in phonetic
/s/ (6) singular nouns which ended in a phoneme other
than /s/. Each group offirstnouns were matched for
frequency. The second noun in each compound was a
deverbal noun, i.e., a noun that is formed from a verb
(e.g.s, walker, chaser ). All second nouns were matched
forfrequency.Table 1.shows examples of each type of
compound tested. The apostrophe was omitted from all
the possessive nouns thus making it impossible to

"because it categorically distinguishes regular from
irregular forms, the rule-association hybrid predicts that
the two processes should be dissociated from virtually
every point of view [including] reaction time
"
(p253).
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regular plurals than compounds containing possessive
nouns (t=2.195, df=21. p<0.05). These two findings
support the outcomes of the neural net simulations in
Experiments 1,2 and 3. T w o planned comparisons were
conducted to test the dual mechanism model's explanation
of compounding. All types of regular morphology were
processed more quickly that irregular plurals (mean
difference of 108 milliseconds) (t=3.22, df=21, p<0.05). It
took participants an average of 62 milliseconds longer to
process irregular plurals than regular plurals but this
difference was not found to be reliable. A post hoc
analysis was also conducted to test the difference between
the time taken to process compounds containing both
types of plural and the time taken to process compounds
containing other types of morphology (mean difference of
103 milliseconds). A Tukey's H S D test found this
difference to be reliable (F=l 1.29, df=21, p<0.05).

distinguish between the plural and possessive nouns (cf.
the neural net used in Experiment 2). However, each
confound was preceded by a contextualising sentence,
(cf. the neural net used in Experiment 3) which pilot work
had shown would lead the first noun in the compound
(e.g., rats in *rats eater) to be interpreted appropriately.
T o ensure uniform treatment of all stimuli, contextualising
sentences also preceded the first noun even where they
were not taken from the plural or possessive groups (see
Table 1. for examples of contextualising sentences).
3.2 Results
Table 2. M e a n reaction times
Mean
reaction time
in
milliseconds
Comparisons to test the
associative account
1285
All groups
ending in /s/
Final phoneme
1205
other than /s/

Standard
Difference
deviation of between
Mean
means m
reaction time milliseconds

Regular plurals 1277

492

Possessives
All groups
containing
regular
morphology
Irregular plurals

1191
1231
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1339

470

Regular plurals

1277

492

33 Discussion
Consider first the two hypotheses that tested the
associative explanation of compounding. It took longer to
process compounds in which thefirstnoun ended in /s/
than compounds which did not include afirstnoun ending
in/s/. Language users, like the network in Experiment 1,
found it harder to process /s/ in the middle of a word.
Furthermore, possessive nouns are easier to process than
plural nouns in the middle of compounds even though
they share exactly the same phoneme. The /s/ morpheme
in the middle of a word seems to indicate possession not
plxirality. Consider next the two hypotheses that tested the
dual mechanism's explanation of compounding. Similar
to Beck's (1997) production data, it took participants in
this experiment less time to process all types of regular
morphology than it took them to process irregular plurals
(the only type of irregular morphology tested). However,
no difference was found in the time taken to process
regular and irregular plurals, despite Tinker's (1991)
prediction that the two types of morphology should be
dissociated "from virtually every point of view" (p 253).
Interestingly, a reliable difference was found when
reaction times to both types of plural were collapsed
together and compared with reaction times to
comparatives and superlatives and possessives (all items
of regular morphology) collapsed together. Adult
language usersfindit relatively difficult to process either
type of plural in the middle of compounds. However,
contrary to the predictions of the dual mechanism model,
adults seem to have no difficulty processing other items of
regular morphology (i.e., items which are produced at a
post-lexical stage) within compounds (cf Marcus et al,
1995). It has been argued elsewhere, that due to the
competition with the possessive structure, language users
omit regular plurals from compounds. Furthermore,
guided by this template, i.e., that plurals do not occur
within compounds, mature language users also begin to

465

80*

455

86*

450

108'

Irregular plurals 1339
470
Comparison to test the time difference between
processing plurals and processing other types of
morphology
Regular and
irregular

1291

479

All other items
of morphology

1188

424

62

103"

* Difference reliable at alpha = 0.05

M e a n reaction times in milliseconds are shown in Table 2.
T w o planned comparisons were conducted to test the
associative explanation of compounding. Firstly,
compounds with a first noun ending in /s/ were processed
more slowly than compounds where the first noun ends in
another letter (a mean difference of 80 milliseconds)
(t=4.41, df =21, p<0.05). It took participants an average of
86 milliseconds longer to process compounds containing
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differentiate between the plural and the possessive
morpheme. The possessive morpheme may be followed
by a second noun but the plural morpheme may not be
followed by a second noun. When faced with a noun-noun
compound the language user may delete the plural
morpheme from the end not because regular items of
morphology are different in kind from irregulars and
represented as rules but simply because this pattern is
used to denote possession not plurality. Thus the
dissociation between the treatment of regular and irregular
morphology in compounds may result form the fact that
one type of morphology is subject to competition with the
possessive morpheme but the other is not. As this
alternative hypothesis is explored fiirther, it may become
apparent that this plural dissociation in compounds is not
good evidence to support the dual mechanism model.

omit irregular plurals from compounds, (Hayes, Smith &
Murphy, unpublished manuscript)
4. General discussion
Experiment 1 showed that /s/ is associated with word
finality. Furthermore, participants in the empirical study
took longer to process compounds which contained /s/
than compounds that did not contain /s/ (regardless of
what type of/s/ it was). Both strands of evidence would
seem to indicate that /s/ is linked to wordfinalitydespite
the fact that s occurs frequently in the middle of many
words. This overwhelming pattern of/s/ at the end of
words might influence language learners to omit /s/ from
the middle of words such as compounds. Evidence from
Expenment 2, showed that a neural network was able to
learn that /s/ followed by one set of words was different
from /s/ followed by a different set of words even though
the /s/ was encoded in exactly the same way in the input.
From Experiment 3, it was evident that learning that the
plural and possessive morphemes are only legal in certain
sequences may be refined as the child learns that
semantically, the plural morpheme refers to many things
while the possessive morpheme usually refers to one
thing. The empirical evidence also showed that one type
of /s/ morpheme was processed more quickly within
compounds than another type of/s/ morpheme, although it
was denoted by same phoneme. Both the possessive Isl
and the plural /s/ sound the same phonetically but the
patterns in which the two different types of morpheme
appear in the input seem to be sufficiently distinct to
indicate that one type of morpheme performs a specific
linguistic function and the other performs another type of
linguisticfiinctioaAs well as providing support for the
associative account Experiment 4 also calls into question
the dual mechanism model's explanation of
compounding. N o difference was found between the time
taken to process regular and irregular plurals. However,
participants were able to process some items of regular
morphology within compounds relatively quickly. It
seems to be plurals (of either kind), rather than items of
regular morphology, that adults find difficult to process
within compounds.
The three models taken together with the
empirical work provide evidence for an associative
account of compounding. In this associative account the
language user relies on properties of the linguistic input
itself and not on distinct ways of representing "rules"
versus associations to drive linguistic behaviour. More
specifically in the case of compounding, the language user
learns that the /s/ morpheme tends to nearly always occur
at the end rather than in the middle of a word.
Furthermore, the language learner is sensitive to the fact
that the same /s/ morpheme occurs in different patterns in
the input. With the addition of the absolute minimum of
semantics, namely the numerical context in which the
phrase is uttered, the language learner seems able to
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terpretation of utterances during interaction. W h e r e
several types of semantically distinct referring exA body of empirical evidence indicates that interacpressions are possible for describing a location, peotional context has a key influence on the form and
ple show a strong preference for matching the type
interpretation of language. This paper reviews a seof expression used by their conversational partner.
ries of experiments whi(£ indicate that interactional
Brannigan, Pickering and Cleland (2000) have obcontext also plays a key role in the interpretation
served similar entrainraent eff'ects with syntax. Garof drawings and sketches. T w o graphical communirod and Anderson (1987) argue that these dialogue
cation tasks, analogous to definite reference tasks,
phenomena reflect the operation of a basic dialogue
are described. The findings from these tasks show
co-ordination mechanism which simplifies the prosignificant parallels between the mechanisms of cocesses of production and comprehension in interacordination in graphical dialogue and natural lantion.
guage dialogue. Specifically; the coordination of
graphical representation types by 'dialogue' particInteractional Context in Graphicsd
ipants, the contraction of recurrent 'graphical reDisdogue
ferring expressions', effects of direct interaction on
the use of abstract drawings, and the development
Intuitively, it might be supposed that graphical repof
community-specific
Interaction£d
C ographical
n t e x t conventions.
in D i a l o g u e
resentations would be less sensitive to interactional
context. O n e reason for this is that the production
Conversation is a, if not the, key context of underand use of drawings and sketches is normally treated,
standing for language. People's use of language to
and analysed, as an activity more akin to monologue
represent objects, events and situations is sensitive
than dialogue (cf. Scaife and Rogers, 1996). There
to, amongst other things; w h o they are speaking to,
is evidence, however, that this underestimates both
the mutual availability of referents, the history of
the actual and potential use of drawing activities as
their conversation and their (dis)joint membership
a m o d e of interaction. Anecdotally, drawings are ofof cultural and linguistic sub-communities (Hymes,
ten incrementally produced and modified as part of a
1972; Clark, 1998). Evidence for the direct influence
conversational exchange. For example, sketch m a p s
of interactional context on interpretation and underand explanatory diagrams form a familiar extension
standing comes from a variety of sources (see Krauss
of m a n y routine conversations.
and Fussell, 1996, for a review). O n e example is
van Sommers (1984) provides evidence from a
provided by work on the Collaborative Model of diquestionnaire study that approximately half of roualogue (Schober and Clark, 1989; Clark and Wilkestine, non-work, drawing activities take place with
Gibbs, 1986). Wilkes-Gibbs and Clark (1992) have
or for an audience. Although van S o m m e r s does
shown that full understanding of referring expresnot report h o w often these interactions involve disions depends on the degree of active participation in
rect graphiced exchanges, hisfindingsdemonstrate
conversation by speaker and addressees. Non-active
the variety of interactional contexts in which drawparticipants in a conversation, such as passive sideing occurs. T h e most frequently cited category is the
participants, overhearers, or byst£inders, have more
production of sketch m a p s of a local area, either as
difficulty in interpreting referring expressions than
active participants. This is observed even when, in part of an explanation or in order to give directions.
T h e second most frequently cited category relates to
gross informational terms, they are equivalent to acactivities with children including; games and amusetive participants.
ments, teaching or helping with homework and helpA second example of the influence of interactional
ing children learn to draw. Additional categories of
context comes from studies of conceptual and Imguistic co-ordination in dialogue. Garrod and A n - 'public' drawing include; sketching of hair, makeup
and clothing, sketching house plans, drawing to exderson (1987) have shown that conversational partpress feelings, defacing pictures and drawing people.
ners tend to match or 'entrain' on the form and inAbstract
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T h e collaborative development and modification
people (e.g., "Robert de Niro", "Arnold Schwarzenof sketches is a feature of m a n y specialised work reneger", "Clint Eastwood"), television programmes
lated interactions, such as architect-architect and
(e.g., "drama", "soap-opera", "cartoon"), obarchitect-client (Neilson and Lee, 1994). W e esjects (e.g., "television", "computer" "microwave"),
timate that in the architects' practice studied by
and abstract concepts (e.g., "loud", "homesick",
Healey and Peters (2001) approximately 3 0 % of
"poverty"). O n e participant, the 'Drawer', is given
an ordered list of twelve words. Their partner, the
daily drawing activities occurred as an integrated
'Chooser', is presented with an unordered list of the
part of a conversational exchange. Engle (1998) prosame twelve words plus four distractors. The task is
vides experimenttil evidence that graphics, gesture
and language combine in explanatory dialogues to
for the Drawer to take each word in turn from their
create composite communicative signals (cf. Clark,
list and produce a sketch of it so that their partner,
1996). Overall, there is a prima facie case that
the Chooser, can identify the concept depicted. The
sketches and drawings are often closely integrated
aim is for the Chooser to determine the original orinto interaction and that this m a y have significant
dered list of twelve concept words that the Drawer
implications for their interpretation.
started with.
A second source of scepticism about the role of inT h e basic Music Drawing Task is similar to the
Concept Drawing task but uses pieces of music in
teractional context in the interpretation of sketches
and drawings is the intuition that drawings and
place of concept words. T h e pieces are relatively
unknown 30 second piano solos in a variety of genres
sketches are easier to interpret than language. Arand styles. In the typical procedure, the Drawer
guably, many of the interactional influences on lanand the Chooser are seated in separate rooms. The
guage interpretation are associated with the conDrawer listens to a target piece of piano music and
ventional nature of linguistic representation. Coproduces a sketch of it. T h e Chooser has two pieces
ordinated interpretation of utterances requires the
of music, the target and a distractor, and tries to
concerted application of conventions. Interaction is
select which piece is the one depicted by the Drawer.
used to maintain and modify those interpretations.
Playback of the pieces is self-paced and all drawing
Drawings and sketches can exploit iconicity to protakes place on a shared virtual whiteboard which
vide a less arbitrary form of representation. Consequently, w e might suppose that they would be less
logs the drawing data for analysis (Healey, Swoboda,
dependent on interaction to secure their interpretaKing, forthcoming).
tion. This idea is most plausible for, say, sketches of
In both tasks, subjects arefi-eeto draw anything
buildings or people but it does not cover the range of
they like; the only restriction is that they do not use
uses to which sketches and drawings are put. Explaletters or numbers. T h e types of drawing produced
nations involving sketches of Veim diagrams or Euler
for each concept or piece of music varies substancircles provide perhaps the most obvious countertially between pairs, some examples are provided in
example.
Figures , 2 and 3. All things being equal, each pair
tends to establish their o w n conventional solutions
Experiments on Graphical Dialogue
to the communication problems posed by the task.
Subjects appear to find both tasks enjoyable and
T h e present paper summarises the findings from
engaging and perform them with above diance aca series of experiments which, considered together,
curacy.
provide evidence that the interpretation of drawings
and sketches is sensitive to interactional context.
Effects of Interactional Context
In particular, that interactional context affects the
form, interpretation and understanding of sketches;
and that the mechanisms and processes that give
rise to these effiects show important parallels to those
identified for natural language dialogue.
T h e findings reported below are drawn from experiments involving two basic referential communication tasks, the Concept Drawing Task and the M u sic Drawing Task, in which pairs of subjects c o m m u nicate about a variety of concepts using exclusively
graphical means. These tasks can be thought of as
two-way or conversational variants of the party g a m e
'Pictionary' ( T M ) .
The Experimental Tasks
T h e basic Concept Drawing Task uses an ordered list
of twelve concept words drawn from the categories;
places (e.g., "theatre", "art gallery", "museum"),
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A number of experiments have been performed
using these tasks which suggest important ptirallels between the effects of interactional context on
graphical and verbal dialogue. Here w e provide an
overview of thefindingsfrom these experiments and
discuss their implications for investigations of graphical representation and models of h u m a n interaction.
Interactional Entrainment. One of the simplest
pieces of evidence for effects of interactional context
on the use of drawing comes from the Music Drawing task. Participants in this task produce drawings
that can be reliably classified into two basic types^;
'Abstract' and 'Figurative' (Kappa = 0.9, N = 287,
k = 2). Abstract drawings, illustrated in Figure 1,
^For ease of exposition a third, 'Composite, type is
not discussed here

m

Figure 1: Example Abstract Drawings from T w o
Trials of the Music Drawing Task
F

l

Figure 3: A Sequence of 'Robert deNiro's from the
Concept Drawing Task
^

^

^

Figure 2: Example Figurative Drawings from T w o
Successive Trials of the Music Task

typically involve graph-like representations of e.g.,
pitch, melody, rhythm or intensity. B y contrast.
Figurative drawings, illustrated in Figure 2 typically
depict recognisable objects, figures or scenes. Where
pairs of participants in the task both take the role
of Drawer (either by alternating roles or in manipulations in which both participants draw at the same
time) they show a reliable tendency to match each
another in their use of drawing the Figurative and
Abstract drawing types (Healey, Swoboda, Umata,
& Katagiri, 2001). As noted above, this pattern of
entrainment between the participants in an interaction is also established for semantic and syntactic aspects of utterances in dialogue (Garrod and Anderson, 1987; Brannigan, Pickering and Cleland, 2000).
Garrod and Anderson (1987) argue that entrainment
constitutes a basic mechanism through which conceptual co-ordination is achieved in dialogue.
Contraction of Recurrent References. The
procedure for the Concept Drawing task typically
requires pairs to repeat the same set of twelve target
words, in different orders, over several trieils. This
manipulation ensures that each word is drawn, and
identified, several times by each peiir. This is designed to reproduce the procedure followed by Clark
and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) w h o investigated the production of recurrent (verbal) referring expressions
by conversational partners. Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs
found that both the average number of words and av-

erage number of turns used to refer to a target item
(in their case a tangram figure) rapidly declined with
the number of repetitions. Experiments with the
concept drawing task show the same pattern of reduction. This is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows
a sequence of four trials (ordered left to right and
top to bottom). Where target concepts recur, the
drawings that represent them quickly become simplified. This is indexed both by simple quantitative
measures such as the amount of 'ink' and number of
lines used, and by their complexity as estimated by
h u m a n judges and calculations of their visual complexity.2
Experiments to evaluate the effects of these contractions on the intelligibility of the drawings for
non-participants are currently in progress. However,
it appears likely that they will have a substantial
effect. The first drawing in Figure 3 has a number of elements that might allow a non-participating
observer to guess the identity of the individual depicted. For example it includes a sketch m a p of Italy,
sketches of a T V and V C R , and an image of a taxi
(which refers to a de Niro film). B y contrast, the
last sketch in the sequence, consisting of a star and
a dollar sign would be m u c h harder to decipher.
Effects of Direct Interaction. Experiments
with the Music Drawing task have investigated the
influence of level of communicative interaction between participants on the type of drawing (Abstract
or Figurative) that they produce. The basic contrast is between an interactive and non-interactive
version of the task (Healey et al., 2001; Healey, Swoboda, U m a t a and Katagiri, forthcoming). In the
^The analysis of visual complexity is based on a psychophysical measure developed by Pelli B u m s Farell and
Moore (in press) and is based on the formula: Complexity = Perimeter^ / Ink.
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non-interactive version, subjects alternate between
acting as Drawer tind Chooser on each trial and
the whiteboard is configured to prevent the Chooser
from drawing. In this version of the task each trial
approximates to a single turn in the communicative
exchange. In the interactive version the task is altered so that both members of a pair draw at the
same time. They have one piece of music each and
must determine, using only drawing, whether their
pieces are the same or different. In this case there
is a richer communicative exchange. In addition to
producing drawings of their pieces, subjects employ
devices such as arrows, underlining, and circling to
query and revise various aspects of their drawings.
Each trial in the interactive task thus approximates
to a number of 'conversational' turns.
T h e effect of the difference in level of communicar
tive interaction can be seen in Table 1 (the 'Composite' category refers to drawings that combine Figurative and Abstract elements). W h e r e both members
of a pair can interact directly on the whiteboard,
they rely primarily on the Abstract drawings. In
the non-interactive task, where they are alternating
between drawing and choosing, they rely primarily
on Figurative drawings.

Data from an unpublished experiment with the
Music Drawing task demonstrates that, for this
task at least, the patterns of co-ordination in drawing style that emerge within sub-communities are
specific to those sub-communities (cf. Healey,
1997). The experiment takes place in two phases.
In thefirst'convergence' phase experimental subcommunities consisting of sub-groups of six people
are formed. Subjects themselves are unaware of this
sub-group manipulation, from their perspective the
experiment consists of a series of rounds of Music
Drawing with a different partner each time. During
the convergence phase, the composition of pairs is
controlled so that they are always m a d e up of individuals from within the same sub-group. This continues for four rounds thus allowing for a history of
interactions to build up within each sub-group. O n
each round subjects perform the interactive version
of the Music Drawing Task for 12 trials.
T h e second, experimental, phase occurs in the
fifth round. In this round two conditions are compared; same-group pairs w h o are composed, as before, of subjects from within a single sub-group
and cross-group pairs w h o are composed of subjects
drawn fi-om different subgroups.^ Same-group and
cross-group pairs have equivalent task experience
and, as noted, are unaware of any sub-group maTable 1: Distribution of Drawing Types in the Music nipulation. Nonetheless they are reliably different
Drawing Task
in their use of the Drawing types. Multinomial regression analysis shows a reliable effect of the group
Drawing Type
manipulation on the distribution of Drawing types
Abstract Figurative Composite
Task
(Chi^3)=25.44, p=0.00, n=516). T h e percentages
59%
Interactive
lew
are shown in Table 2.
64%
Non27%
8%
Interactive
Table 2: Use of Drawing Types in Pairs Drawn from
the S a m e or Different Subgroups
Further evidence for the importance of direct interaction comes from analysis of the logs of drawing activity (Healey, Swoboda, U m a t a and Katagiri,
Drawing Type
forthcoming). T h e Abstract and Figurative drawing
Task Version Abstract Figurative Composite
tjrpes are not distinguishable in terms of the number
62.7%
Same-group
11.1%
181%
of lines or ink (pixels) involved in producing them,
32.9%
Cross-group
41.3%
15.8%
nor in terms of the accuracy of responses associated with their use. Considerations of the efficiency
or effectiveness of the two drawing types alone do
These results indicate that the co-ordination
not appear to explain their pattern of use. Howon particular drawing types that develops within
ever, drawing activities overlap approximately 2 0 %
the experimental sub-communities is communitymore w h e n subjects produce Abstract drawings than
specific. Subjects in the cross-group interactions use
w h e n they produce Figurative drawings. This suga more mixed profile of drawing types. This suggests
gests it is the availability of specific mechemisms of
that the graphical conventions established within
communicative interaction, such as the circling and
sub-communities do not readily transfer to interacunderlining of each others drawings, that is critical
tion outside those communities. Healey (1997) reto the co-ordinated use of the Abstract drawings.
ports parallel results for verbal dialogues about spar
tial locations. In this case the types of spatial referComniiinity-based Conventions. Perhaps the
ring expressions established within sub-communities
most interesting parallel between graphical and verbal dialogue comes from experiments on the emergence of graphical conventions in experimental 'subcommunities' (cf. Garrod and Doherty, 1994).

^The original design employed three experimental
subgroups but for ease of exposition only two are reported here.
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The aim of providing an overview of a number of experimental results means that much important detail
1400. _ _ _ _ x . _ . _ . . _
has been elidedfromthe descriptions of experiments
and
results provided above. Nonetheless, the results
i
\
1200
summarised above consistently point to the impori
- - - "^----^
tance of interactional context in graphical commu1000
1
" "^ -nication.
~ •- -» .,
800
Like referring expressions in conversation, the
form and interpretation of drawings is systemati600
cally influenced by the character of the interaction
in which they occur. Participants in interactions
400
show a strong tendency to match each others repBl
B2
B3
resentational style and type. If items recur in an
interaction, pairs also tend to develop increasingly
Figure 4: Reduction in Visual Complexity of Conabbreviated ways of representing them that are difcept Drawings with Repetition in a Round (B1-B3
ficult for third parties to interpret. These patterns of
= Blocks of recurring items within a round)
change in the form of drawings obtain independently
of the particular concept or item being represented.
In eiddition to these basic co-ordination processes
of entrainment and abbreviation, there is evidence
during the corresponding convergence phase also
that level of direct graphical interaction available to
proved unstable in 'cross-group' interactions.
participants affects the form of representations they
Data from a conmnmity-based version of the Conuse. In particular, the ability to mark up and modify
cept Drawing Task also suggests parallels between
elements of each others' drawings appears to be imconmiunities of graphical and linguistic communiportant to the sustained use of more abstract reprecators. The task requires a community group of 8
sentations. Lastly, this paper has presented evidence
participants to communicate with each of the other 7
that interactions within sub-communities lead to the
over an extended period of time. In thefirstround
development of community-specific conventions for
of the experiment they work in 4 pairs with both
graphical interaction.
participants drawing each concept 3 times over the
The programmatic rationale for investigating
course of the round. In the second round the 8 participants are re-paired and again draw the concepts tasks, such as those described above, that involve
exclusively graphical communication is the potential
3 times. After each round they are re-paired again
they offer for comparison with other modes of interuntil every participant has encountered each of the
action. The results summarised above suggest sigothers once and only once.
nificant parallels between the mechanisn^s that unFigure 4 shows how drawings become increasingly
derpin communicative co-ordination in exclusively
simple (on the Pelli et al. measure) as the experigraphical and verbal exchanges. As noted above,
ment proceeds. In thefirst3 rounds this simplificar
some of thesefindingscan be accounted for in terms
tion process occurs across repetitions of the drawings
of the collaborative model of grounding (Clark and
(shown along the x eixis of thefigure).However, as
Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Clark, 1996) and input-output
the shared interaction within the community begins
coordination model (Garrod and Anderson 1987,
to develop (i.e., after round 4) the initial drawings in
Garrod and Doherty 1994). The importance of intera round become as simple as thefinaldrawings in the
actional mechanisms, such as localisation, to graphround. A similar pattern of results emerges for the
ical communication also suggests possible parallels
communicators accuracy at identifying the concepts
with the mechanisms of conversational repair (Saicks,
conveyed by their partners drawings. These findings
Schegloff and Jefferson 1974; Scheglofi^ 1992). The
are consistent with the idea that as a community beviability of applying these explanations to the details
comes established through a common history of inof graphical communication is the subject of further
teraction so the drawings become conventionalised
work.
within the community: Drawings become simpler
and more readily interpreted by the members of the
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community.
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Abstract
spatial structure, and the sequence of operations has a
Complex systems such as a car brake, circulatory system,
temporal, causal structure. T h e primary media for
or legislative system can be conveyed by language or
conveying complex systems are language and diagrams.
diagrams. Such systems can be presented from structural
With an increasing emphasis on visual displays of
or functional perspectives. In three experiments, w e
infOTmation, w e found it important to investigate the
examine communicating structure and function of
success that diagrams have in comparison to text in
mechanical systems (bike pump, car brake, pulley
communicating this information. Structural information
system) by text and diagrams in relation to mechanical
should be effectively conveyed in diagrams because
ability. By adding arrows, strucUiral diagrams can be
diagrams use elements and relaticms in space to convey
enriched to convey functional information. Inferring
actual topology. Furthermore, arrows indicating the
structurefromfunction was easier than inferring fiinction
sequence of operaticMis can be added to a diagram to
from structure. Participants high in mechanical ability
convey functional information.
outperformed low participants except when text
There are conflicting results cm the relations
perspective matched question perspective. Those with
between
medium and ability. S o m e studies show that
low mechanical ability are at a disadvantage, especially
people with low ability benefit from diagrams and
for inferring functionfromdiagrams. Comprehension of
others show that people v«th low ability have
complex systems depends in sensible ways on
perspective, medium, and ability.
difficulties extracting information from diagrams
(Hegarty 1992; Urkin & Simon, 1987; Mayer, 1989)
Conveying Complex Systems
A n analysis of information perspective m a y reconcile
W h e n w e leam about a new digital camera, attempt to
these conflicting findings. In particular, low ability
troubleshoot a broken-down car, or try to understand a
participants or novices m a y be able to extract structural
n e w finding in neuroscience, w e need to understand a
but not functional information from diagrams.
complex system. Despite the ubiquity of contact with
Functional information must be inferred from diagrams,
complex systems, understanding them or interacting
in contrast to structural information, which is explicit.
with them can befrustrating.The frustrations are due
Three experiments examine the interactions of
not only to the complexity of the systems but also to the
medium, content, and ability in the comprehension of
inadequacy of instructions and explanations.
complex systems. W e use three systems that have been
Effective explanations of complex systems have a
used with success in previous literature, a pulley system
complexity of their own. Effectiveness depends on the
(adapted from Hegarty & Just, 1993), car brake and
perspective of the information to be conveyed, on the
bicycle p u m p (both adapted from Mayer & Gallini,
medium of conveying the information, and on the
1990).
ability and expertise of the learner. S o m e of these
complex interactions have been examined in previous
Experiment 1:
work, though finding generality in the conclusions has
been elusive (e.g., Hegarty, et al., 1990; Hegarty, et al.,
Descriptions f r o m D i a g r a m s
1993; Mayer «fe Gallini, 1990; Morrison and Tversky, Diagrams of complex systems are excellent for
2000). More clarity m a y be achieved by an analysis of
conveying structural information as they use space and
the information to be conveyed relative to
the elements in it to convey real or conceptual elements
characteristics of the media and to qualities of
and the relations among them. Adding arrows m a y
facilitate conveying functional information as arrows
individual differences.
indicate the temporal sequence of operations.
Information about complex systems is of two types:
structural information, the configuration of parts or
Participants were asked to describe what is depicted in
topology of the system, and functional information, the
a diagram of a complex system, without and with
sequence of operations and outcomes. T h e
arrows.
configuration of parts has a spatial or metaphorically
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Method
Particlpaats
Participants were 67 psychology students fulfilling a
course requirement. Thirty-four participants described
diagrams without arrows; 8 a car brake, 14 a bicycle
p u m p , and 12 a pulley system (see Figure 1 for example
of car brake diagram with arrows). Thirty-three
participants described diagrams with arrows; 8 a car
brake, 12 a bicycle p u m p , and 13 a pulley system.
Procedure
Participants were first asked to rate their mechanical
ability and prior knowledge of the device given to them
(XI a 1 to 7 scale, 1 = poor, 7 = excellent. In the 3
experiments reported here, participants self-rated their
mechanical ability and their prior knowledge of the
complex system presented. W e chose a self-rated
measure as it has been found to correlate with actual
mechanical ability and spatial ability (Hegarty & Just,
1993; Heiser & Tversky, in prep).
Participants were shown one of three diagrams: a
car brake (Figure 1), bicycle p u m p , or a pulley system,
either without or with arrows and asked to "Please
examine the diagram above. O n the lines below, write a
description of the system in the diagram."
»«.«^..
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Results and Discussion
There were no main effects for diagram content, selfrated ability or total number of propositions across
conditions.
A s predicted, participants w h o described diagrams
with arrows produced significantly more fimctional
units of information ( M = 2.24, S D = 1.3) than
participants w h o described diagrams without arrows ( M
= 1.26, S D = 1.1), F (1,61) = 10.9, p < .01. Similarly,
participants w h o describ«l diagrams without arrows
generated significantly more structural units ( M = 1.65,
S D = 1.6S), than those w h o described diagrams with
arrows ( M = .52, S D = .62), F (1,61) = 13.67, p < .01.
The presence of arrows in a diagram of a mechanical
system indicates the sequence of operations of the
system. From the temporal sequence, participants
readily made inferences to the fiinction of the system,
and described it in those terms.
Experiment 2:
D i a g r a m s f r o m Descriptions
Is the use of arrows to convey temporal, causal
sequence so established that producers of diagrams will
comply? Participants read either a structural or a
functional description of a complex system, and
produced a diagram.

\

n^~ - ^ 1
V

the features of the components (i.e. the shape of a part)
counted as structural information. Descriptions of the
fiinction of the system, the function of individual parts
or the way the parts work together, counted as
functional information. In the previous example, the
first proposition, "the brake fluid is liquid" was coded
as structural. The second proposition, " the brake fluid
travels down the tube" was coded as fimctional. Coders
agreed 9 4 % , and disagreements were settled through
discussion.

-

Figure I: Car brake diagram with arrows (adapted from
Mayer AGallini (1990))
Coding
Self-rated mechanical ability and self-rated prior
knowledge of system correlated highly (r = .78, p < 01).
They were averaged to provide a single ability score,
ranging frran 1-7 (poor-excellent).
Descriptions of diagrams were coded blindly. T w o
coders divided each description into propositions.
Coders were told that a prqKwition is the smallest unit
of meaning in a sentence. For example, in the sentence
"the liquid brakefluidtravels down the tube," there are
two propositions. First, "the brake fluid is liquid" and
second, "the brakefluidtravels d o w n the tube."
Coders categorized each proposition as structural or
fimctional. Descriptions of the system structure or of
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Metliod
Participants
240 students in an introductory psychology course at
Stanford University participated for course credit.
Fwty-four participants either did not draw a diagram or
did not complete the questionnaire, leaving 93
participants in the fimctional description group and 103
in the structural description group, distributed fairly
evenly across the three systems.
Stimuli
Structural and fimctional descriptions were written for
each of the three systems, the car brake, bicycle pump,
and pulley system. Those for the car brake appear in
Table 1 and 2. Structural descriptions contain details of
parts and their spatial relations, primarily using forms if
the verb "to be" or verbs offictivemotion. Functi(mal

descriptions contain actions and
primarily using active verbs of motion.

structural descriptions were high mechanical ability
participants (see Figure 2 for examples).

consequences

Table 1: Car brake structural description
'The brake or brake drum is a circultr structure. Directly inside
Ok sides of the brake drum are two thick aemicircular structures
called the brake shoe*. The brake fluid re«ervoir is located
above and to the side of the brake drum. From the brake fhiid
reservoir, a tube runs down sideways a»(l then down to the
middle of the brake drum. Extending from both sides of the
tube in the middle of die brake drum are wheel cylinders
surrounding small pistons. Brake fluid can move from the
reservoir throu^ die tube to the pistons. The small pistons can
move outward toward the brake shoes. The brake shoes can
move outward toward the brake druriL"
Table 2: Car brakeftinctionaldescription

Figure 2. Drawing from structural description (left) a n d
flincticxial description (right) of car brake.

'From die brakefluidreservoir, brake fhiid enters and travels
sideways and down the tube. As the brakefluidaccumulates at
the bottom of the tube, pressure is exerted on the small pistons
inside die wheel cylinders. This causes die pistons to push
outward toward die brake drutiL The outward movement of the
dwes causesfrictionalong the inside of die brake drum,
slowing the rotation of die wheel."
Procedure
Participants first rated their mechanical ability on a 1 to
7 scale, 1 = poor and 7 = excellent and their specific
knowledge of the depicted mechanical system on the
s a m e scale. Participants thai read a description of one
of three labeled systems (car brake, bicycle p u m p , or
pulley) and were asked: 'In the space provided below
the description, please construct a diagram of what you
think the description is trying to convey."
Coding
Self-rated mechanical ability and self-rated prior
knowledge of the device were highly correlated, r = .72,
p < 01. T h e y were averaged to produce a single ability
score for each participant. Diagrams were coded blindly
by t w o coders for conventional elements, such as
arrows or lines, that conveyed either structure or
fiincticMi. There were n o disagreements in coding.
Results
A s before, there were n o effects of mechanical system
or for self-rated ability. O f the 196 depictions coded,
the only graphical element added w a s arrows. T h e
arrows were to indicate direction of motion of the
mechanical system. A s predicted 62/93 (66.7%) w h o
depicted functional descriptions used arrows in their
depiction to indicate sequence of operation, whereas
16/103 (15.5%) participants w h o depicted structural
descriptions included arrows, X ^ ( N = 196) = 9, p <.01.
All 16 w h o included arrows in depictions from
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Discussion:
C o m m u n i c a t i n g Witli D i a g r a m s
Experiment 1 and 2 showed that people readily interpret
and produce arrows in diagrams to suggest functicHial
properties of complex systems. For a car brake, bicycle
p u m p and pulley system, diagrams without arrows
elicited structural descriptions. Conversely, for
structural descriptions participants drew diagrams
without arrows but for fimctional descriptions they
drew diagrams with arrows. Moreover, low ability
participants were as likely as high ability participants to
comprehend and produce arrows to convey ftmction.
The finding that structural diagrams can be
effectively enriched by the simple addition of arrows is
important, as making inferences from structure to
function is one of the major difficulties of
understanding complex systems. The next study will
examine the roles of structural and functional
descriptions and diagrams with and without arrows in
comprehending and making inferences about complex
systems.
Experiment 3: Learning structure and
function f r o m d i a g r a m s a n d text
Complex systems can be described from structural or
functional perspectives. The structural aspects of a
system are typically easier to convey. However, it is
often the fimctional aspects that are critical for
understanding h o w the system operates and for troubleshooting, error-recovery and high-level problem
solving. The previous experiment showed that a simple
enrichment of structural diagrams, an arrow, enable
functional inferences. Here w e examine directly and in
detail the relative efficiency of structural and fimctional
text and of diagrams with and without arrows in
conveying structural and functional aspects of complex
systems. W e do this for both high and low mechanical
ability participants. This experiment will provide
insight into the effects of medium, text or diagram;
perspective, structural or fimctional; and ability, high or

low, on transmission of structural and functional
information about complex systems.
Method
Participants and design
Participants were 147 students in an introductory
psychology course at Stanford University participating
for course credit. Each participant was randomly
assigned to one of 8 conditions. 31 to the no arrow
diagram condition, 40 to the arrows diagram condition,
33 to the structural text condition, and 43 to the
function text condition. Approximately equal
proportions of the participants studied the car brake and
the bicycle p u m p . T h e pulley system was not used in
this study. Study time was recorded for all subjects;
however, timing was inaccurate for 34 subjects (in
random conditions) leaving 113 study times in the
analysis.
Procedure
A s in Experiments 1 and 2, participants first rated their
general mechanical ability and prior knowledge of the
specific device (car brake or bicycle p u m p ) on a scale
from 1 to 7, 1 = poor, 7 = excellent.
Participants studied a description or diagram of either
the bike p u m p or car brake. In the text conditions,
participants read and studied the description four times.
In the diagram condition, participants studied the
diagrams completely four times. Study time was selfterminating. Immediately after study, participants
answered 16 true/false statements, half structural, half
fiinctional. The questions varied in difficulty. A n
example of a structural T/F statement is 'The small
pistons are adjacent to the brake shoes." A n example of
a fianctional T/F statement is 'The pistons put pressure
on the brake shoes." Participants were told to respond
quickly and accurately.
Ability measurements
Participants' scoresfrc»nthe self-rated prior knowledge
of device and mechanical ability scales correlated
significantly (r = .68, p < .01) and were averaged to
form a mechanical ability score. A median split gave
low and high ability students.
Results
Does the medium, text or diagram, or perspective,
structural/no arrow or functional/arrow affect
performance on structural and functional questions?
H o w does ability affect performance? Because of their
natural mapping to space, it is predicted that diagrams
will be superior to text for structural questions. In
regards to conveying structural or functional
perspectives of complex systems, it is predicted that
structural descriptions or diagrams should facilitate
structural questions and functional presentations should
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facilitate functional questions. Finally, which is easier,
making inferences from structure to function or from
function to structure? T o assess these effects and others,
w e performed four analyses of variance on errors and
response times for structural and functional questions.
Each A N O V A had medium, text or diagrams;
perspective, structural or functional; and mechanical
ability, high or low, as factors.
Study time
There was wide variability in study time, but it did
not correlate with any of the measures of interestmedium, perspective, or ability.
Learning Structural Information
Effect of Ability
High mechanical ability participants outperformed low
ability participants on structural questions. L o w ability
participants m a d e more errors ( M = 2.5, S D = 1.51)
than high ability participants ( M = 1.59, S D = 1.14),
F(l, 139) = 15.7, p < .01. There were no significant
differences in response times between high ( M = 4.6s,
S D = 1.5) and low mechanical ability ( M = 4.5s, S D =
1.3s). There were also no significant interactions
between ability, medium, and perspective for errws on
structural questions. Figure 3 illustrates that low ability
participants perform close to that of high ability
participants ^^en structural text was studied, however
this did not elicit a significant interaction.
Effect of Medium
There were no effects of m e d i u m for structural
questions. Fewer errors were m a d e after a diagram was
studied ( M = 1.76 out of 8, S D =1.08) than after text
was studied ( M = 2.28, S D = 1.62), however this
difference was not significant, p > .1 (see Figure 3).
Structure was conveyed equally well by text and
diagrams. Response time, however, was significantly
longer on structural questions after studying a diagram
( M = 5.1s, S D = 1.4s) than after studying a text ( M =
4.2s, S D = 1.3s), F (1, 131) = 13.6, p < .01. This effect
m a y be due to extra time required to translate a visual
representation into a sentential representation in order
to answer the verbal questions.
Effect of Perspective
There were no effects of perspective (structural or
functional) on errors or response time on structural
questions. Participants m a d e similar numbers of errors
on structural questions if a structural perspective was
studied ( M = 1.89, S D = 1.39) than if a fimctional
perspective was studied ( M = 2.13, S D = 1.41), p > .05
Though in this analysis, diagrams have a clear
advantage because structure remains explicit in the
diagram with arrows, the interaction between
presentation and perspective was not significant, p > .1.

inferences from structural descriptions and diagrams,
with or with out arrows. W h e n functional information
is presented verbally, low ability participants are no
longer disadvantaged.

T h e finding that both high a n d l o w mechanical ability
participants did not differ significantly o n structural
errors regardless of study perspective indicates that they
were able to efficiently m a k e inferences from function
to structure.

Effect of Perspective
There was a slight benefit for functional questicms from
studying fimctional material, however this effect was
only marginally significant, F (1,139) = 3.5, p = .06.
Performance was higher on functional questions after
studying functional text or diagrams with arrows ( M =
1.73, S D = 1.48), than after studying structural text or
diagrams ( M = 2.45, S D = 1.69). There were no
differences in response times.
There was an interaction between perspective and
medium. Errors on functional questions were higher
after studying a structural text (M=3.0, SD=1.7) than
after studying a diagram without arrows (M=1.87,
SD=1.5), fimctional text ( M = 1.71, S D = 1.27) or
diagram with arrows ( M = 1.75, S D = 1.68), F(l, 139)
= 17.48, p < .01. In general, participants were better at
making fimctional inferences from diagrams, than from
structural text.
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Figure 3. Errors o n structural questions b y ability,
perspective a n d m e d i u m .
Learning Functional Information
Effect of AbiUty
For functional questions there was a main effect for
ability, where high mechanical ability participants m a d e
fewer errors ( M = 1.44, S D = 1.3) than low ability
participants ( M = 2.75 S D = 1.6), F(l, 145) = 29.6,
p<.01. There were no significant differences in
response times between high mechanical ability ( M =
5.2s, S D = 1.9s) and low mechanical ability ( M = 5.3s,
SD=1.8s),p>.l.
Mechanical ability interacted with medium. See the
following section for details.
Effect of Medium
There were no overall effects of medium on errors and
response times on fimctional questions. However,
medium and perspective interacted, F(l, 139) = 8.02, p
< .01. High ability participants made fewer errors on
functional questions whoi diagrams were studied ( M =
1.1, S D = 1.1) than when text was studied, whereas low
ability participants m a d e fewer errors when text was
studied ( M = 2.6, S D = 1.6) than wlien diagrams were
studied ( M = 3.0, S D = 1.6). This effect however,
could be driven by interaction between perspective of
study and medium, where participants performed
extremely well if fimctional text was studied, but not
structural text. This is further discussed in the next
section.
Interestingly, high ability participants outperformed
low ability participants on fimctional questions in all
conditions except when functional text was studied (see
Figure 4). These results indicate that low ability
participants have difficulties making functional
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NoHiowdMfnD) Amwdiigniii Stniounl Tat Funcdoaal Text
Figure 4: ErrcH-s o n fimctional questions b y ability,
perspective a n d m e d i u m .
Experiment 3 Discussion
Structural infcMination was effectively conveyed by
well-constructed diagrams and text, from the
perspective of the system's structure or fimction.
Mechanical ability of the participant, however, is
important for predicting errors on structural questions.
The results for functional information were quite
different. Again, high mechanical ability participants
outperformed low ability participants. This result was
conditional upon presentation, however, where low
ability participants performed as well as high ability
participants w h e n fimctional text was studied. L o w
ability participants were at their worst wiien fimctional
inferences had to be m a d e from diagrams.
T h e results from Experiment 3 help to clarify the
relationship between ability and comprehension of
diagrams, illustrating the importance of the information

to be conveyed. L o w mechanical ability participants
were able to learn structure from both diagrams and
text, but needed functional text to aid learning
functional information.
General discussion
Complex systems consist of structural infwmation, a
configuration of parts, and functional information, a
sequence of operatiwis and outcomes. The present
research investigated the effects of medium, text and
diagram, perspective of presentation, structural or
functional, and ability on acquisition of complex
systems.
Diagrams use elements and relations in space to
convey elements and relations in real or conceptual
space. Thus, diagrams are especially suited to convey
structural informaticm. Experiment 1 and 2 showed that
a simple addition to diagrams, arrows, enables a static
diagram to convey functional information effectively.
Participants qxmtaneously interpreted diagrams with
arrows functionally, and produced diagrams with
arrows for functional descriptions. In global acquisition
of complex systems, however, arrows were sufficient
for participants with high mechanical ability but not for
those with low mechanical ability.
In Experiment 3, participants were more adept at
inferring structural information from functional than
functional from structural. Apparently, function
imposes more constraints on structure than structure
imposes on function, in accordance with the design
adage that form follows function. This means that
function is not necessarily transparent from form. This
fact is substantiated by the performance of low ability
participants, who, in contrast to high ability
participants, had trouble making functional inferences
from diagrams. Similarly, Suwa and Tversky (2001)
found that experienced architects were more likely to
extract functional information from their sketches than
novices. L o w ability participants reached the level of
high ability participants when the perspective of the
questions matched that of the studied text. This
suggests that the text guides the learner in forming a
mental model of that information, especially for low
ability learners. For this type of complex systems,
including car brakes and bicycle pumps, the
disadvantages of low ability can be overcome by the
addition of explicit functional information.
These results have implications for theories of
diagrammatic reasoning. The findings indicate that
learners of all abilities are able to extract essential parts
and their interrelations from diagrams; however the
advantage of diagrams disappears when learners with
low mechanical ability are asked to m a k e inferences
beyond what is conveyed explicitly in the diagram.
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In addition, these results have implications for
design of instructions and explanations as well as
comprehension of complex systems. Instructions and
texts depending solely on diagrams will be ineffective
for some users, especially for functional information.
Instructional illustrations of mechanical, scientific, or
abstract systems such as governmental legislation need
to include explanatory text. Taking into account the
ability of the learner, the perspective of the information,
and the medium in which it is portrayed, will
dramatically increase the accuracy and amount of
information that can be acquired from a portrayal of a
complex system.
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Abstract

(a huge sphere surrounded b y space). Vosniadou and
Brewer (1992) delineated a series of models that m a n y
children hold as they approach a mature understanding of
the earth's shape. Most children will acquire a round earth
concept by fifth grade. This knowledge alone is an
in^ortant building block for understanding of m a n y Earth
Science concepts, however, there are still important
conceptual developments in Earth models that need to occur
in order for students to understand m a n y other topics in
Earth Science.

In the present studies, we assessed college undergraduate
research participants' models of the earth's composition and
dynamics, both without and with access to a web site on plate
tectonics. In previous studies, it has been found that argument
writing tasks promote better understanding from web pages,
with the best comprehension of texts observed when students
write arguments using a two-window browser. In the present
investigation, w e are interested in whether or not students in
this condition acquire more advanced conceptual models of
the subject matter than naive students, or students in other
For many Earth Science topics, following die adoption of a
reading/ writing conditions.
spherical Earth model, die students need to refine their
In previous studies (Wiley & Voss, 1999; Wiley 2001) the understanding of the compositional properties and surface
task of writing an argument and the presentation of w e b
features of that model. Specifically, students need to
pages in two side-by-side windows were found to lead to the
develop models that can account for rock cycles, mountain
most comparison, integration and explanation in student
formation, seafloordynamics, and geological disasters such
essays. This resulted in better understanding of the subject
as earthquakes and volcanoes. They need to develop
matter, as measured by inference and analogy tasks.
models that explain geological data relating to changes in
Theoretically, presenting information in multiple sources as
the Earth's surface. This seems to be problematic for m a n y
well as asking students to construct their o w n argiunents
students as they are presented with n e w Earth Science
bofli seem like conditions which m a y especially prompt
information.
active processing, and demand that readers try to develop
their o w n models of the text. (Wiley & Voss, 1999, Perfetti, Generally aroimd fifth or sixth grade, the composition and
1997; Kintsch, 1998). The present studiesfirstinvestigated
dynamics of the Earth are included in an Earth Science
what Earth Science concepts students held, specifically
curriculimi. Ross and Shuell (1993) found that students in
pertaining to the causal nature of volcanic eruptions, without
grades K through 6 had m a n y misconceptions about die
receiving any instruction at all. Second, w e advanced a causes of earthquakes. S o m e examples of yoimg children's
taxonomy of student concepts about volcanoes and plate
misconceptions are: that earthquakes are caused by wind or
tectonics, and w e investigated whether manipulating the
weather; that volcanoes are caused by the heat of the sun or
writing instruction (essay or argument), as well as the type
by mountains; and that volcanoes and earthquakes can have
of w e b interface (one window or two windows) the
animistic/humanistic explanations, like the eardi is 'hipset",
materials were presented in, had any effect on the quality of
and diat these events s o m e h o w reflect the earth's mocjd or
students' causal models of a phenomenon in Earth Science,
temperament.
the eruption of Mt. St. Helens
The American Geological Institute (1991) has prescribed the
Earth Science Concepts
understanding of h o w the Earth's crust is moving and the
Students' understanding of Earth Science concepts is a Theory of Plate Tectonics as essential questions to be
historically neglected topic that has only begun to receive
answered by students in grades 9-12. However, even after
the
necessary
attention.
Consequently,
mental
theirfirstinstruction on these topics, students have m a n y
representations of the complexity of our planet and the misconceptions about the causes of earthquakes and
causes of its natural phenomena is an appropriate topic for
volcanoes. Marques and Thompson (1997) found that
conceptual change researchers to focus on as well as an sixteen and seventeen year-old Portuguese students held
important goal for educators. B y the age of 13, most
numerous misconceptions about the Earth's continents,
children have acquired a spherical earth concept. They have
magneticfield,and tectonic plate movements. For instance,
developed a model of the Earth that corresponds to a planet
some students believed that tectonic plates rotate around a
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plate axis, while others believed that there is a progressive
cooling of the Earth, which causes the crust to crack.
Barrow and Haskins (1996) have shown that Earth Science
misconceptions extend beyond grade 12 and are exhibited
by college students in an introductory geology course, of
which less than 7 % believed their earthquake knowledge to
be good or excellent. M a n y adults think that earthquakes
can be predicted by the weather or the tides. S o m e still have
a model of the earth's surface with continents floating on
top of oceans, while others see volcanoes and earthquakes
as the result of the earth building up too m u c h pressure, heat
or other internal stuff, making the Earth like a balloon or
pimple. Clearly, Earth Science is a domain where mastery
a m o n g children and young adults is rare and misconceptions
are widespread.
In one of the few investigations that have been done on
people's understanding of advanced Earth Science concepts,
Gobert (2000) has found that w h e n younger students
atten^t to produce causal explanations about Earth Science
phenomena, they tend to demonstrate incomplete or
distorted knowledge. Gobert (2000) classified student
models using typologies of the interior of the Earth and the
causal mechanisms of volcanic eruptions. Gobert's typology
of explanations for volcanic eruption consists of type la
models in which mechanisms are heat-related only (like the
earth core gets too hot), type lb models, which involved
movement-related causal mechanisms and are void of heatrelated causal concepts (like the m a g m a rises or pushes up
dirou^ the crust and causes a volcano), type 2 mixed
models, which contain some elements of heat and
movement causal mechanisms but are not elaborate or
integrated (the inside of the earth is hot, m a g m a pushes up),
and type 3 models, which consist of multiple, well
integrated, heat-related and movement-related mechanisms.
At level 3 the idea that heat causes movement, and more
specifically that convection currents in the earth's core
cause tectonic plate movements, is important.
Gobert's typology is a useful one in analyzing and
categorizing the models of Earth Science students. With
some minor additions and fme-tuning it is utilized in the
data analysis in A e present studies.

Wiley and Voss (1999) found that w h e n students were asked
to write arguments about the causes of the Irish Potato
Famine from multiple sources it resulted in essays with
more transformation, integration, and explanation of the
presented information, than when students were asked to
write narratives from the same set of sources. Furthermore,
students w h o wrote arguments were better able to identify
correct inferences and underlying principles about the
causes of the Potato Famine after the writing task. In
comparison to students w h o wrote narratives from textbook
chapters, students w h o wrote arguments from the multiple
sources in a w e b site demonstrated a better understanding of
the subject matter. Based on this evidence, Wiley and Voss
(1999) concluded that tasks which require students to
construct their o w n representation of a situation yield the
most conceptual learning in web-like environments; and the
argument writing task promoted understanding because it
required students to integrate information from across
multiple sources as they created supfwrt for a thesis. This
result is consistent widi other studies demonstrating that
tasks that require learners to engage in active, constructive
and integrative tasks lead to the best understanding of text
(e.g., Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu & LaVancher, 1994; Goldman,
1997; M c N a m a r a , Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996,
Scardemelia & Bereiter, 1987) as well as studies on
collaborative discourse which have found that students w h o
engage in more argumentation-related behaviors develop a
better understanding from peer discussion (Anderson, et al.
2001; Chinn, Anderson & Waggoner, 2000).
There has been little work studying how students use
multiple windows, or looking at optimal conditions for
multiple window use (Foss, 1989; van Oostendorp, 1996).
Recently, Wiley (2001) found that when readers were given
explicit instruction on h o w to use the browser there were
some learning benefits for a two-window interface, while
there was an even more resilient facilitation for
argumentation task. There appears to be growing evidence
that engaging in argumentation, and similar tasks, facilitates
conceptual learning and integration of new material.

Present Studies
In the present studies, w e assessed undergraduates' models
of the Earth's composition and dynamics. In the first study
Argumentation Tasks
w e asked undergraduates for their understanding of what
It is possible that part of the problem with students
causes volcanic eruptions without providing them with any
understanding of Earth Science is that they don't integrate
reading material. In a second study, w e tested whether
the information that they are presented with into a coherent
undergraduates would display more mature models after
and complete model. The achievement of this goal could be
engaging in argumentation tasks. Undergraduates were
aided by encouraging students to engage in tasks that
asked to read documents from a w e b site about earthquakes
facilitate the integration of relevant concepts that are
and volcanoes either with the general instruction to learn the
presented to fliem.
information so that they could write an essay about what
caused the eruption of M t St Helens, or the specific
Past work has indicated that argument writing is a task thatinstruction that they should read the site in order to write an
requires students to integrate information, particularly w h e n
argument of what caused the eruption of M t St Helens. In
addition, students either read the information presented in a
it is necessary to coordinate information fi-om different
single-window or two-window browser. In general, past
sources to m a k e a cohesive representation of a phenomenon.
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work has found that both the two-window design of the
browser as well as the argument writing task are responsible
for promoting understanding, with the best comprehension
of the text observed when students write arguments using a
two-window browser. In the present investigation, w e are
interested in whether or not students in this condition
acquire more advanced conceptual models of the subject
matter.

planets, tides, faults, time, dormancy or too much lava, as
well as non-explanations. Essays that did not include any of
the major causal agents identified below received a 0.

Type 0 Incorrect, Superficial Models
Students were assigned a 0 if their explanation of the cause
of volcanoes was related to an irrelevant surface feature of
the earth. Examples of explanations at Level 0 are that
volcanoes are caused by surface conditions, such as wind,
avalanches, landslides, mountains, weather, sun, the orbit of

TypeO

I assume that the eruption was
due to a geological disturbance
such as a sudden misalignment
of orbits.

7 (25%)

TypelA

The eruption of Mt. St. Helens
was caused by the heat build up

3 (10.71%)

Type 1 Local Models
Models that mentioned single, local causes of movement or
heat, as in Gobert's (2000) typology, or the concept pressure
were assigned a '1'. Models were given this rating if they
expressed the idea of one of these three as being the causal
An accurate understanding of the nature of the eruption ofagent in the eruption of the volcano. The addition of the
Mt. St. Helens would entail the following information: Mt.
concept pressure as a type 1 causal agent was made because
St. Helens is a subduction zone volcano, which means that it this concept is a separate notion from heat or movement and
is relevant to the eruption of a stratovolcano, such as Mt. St.
is located on a tectonic plate boundary and not on a hotspot.
Helens, in which no gas escapes from the volcano before a
The Earth's tectonic plates are known to move, due to
violent eruption. A second amendment from Gobert's
convection currents in the Earth's liquid layers. The plates
that lie underneath Mt. St Helens pushed together, or
typology was splitting the movement category into two
separate categories, one specifically related to m a g m a or
converge, leading to subduction.
Consequently, this
lava movement, and the second related to plate movement.
subduction (one tectonic plate sliding underneath the other)
After proposing this coding analysis, none of the students
causes solid mantle from the bottom plate to be pushed
had an explanation related to m a g m a movement alone, so a
down to areas of higher temperature. This solid mantle
melts in the high temperature and became viscous liquid
single movement category was retained.
magma. Viscous m a g m a builds up and causes an increase
in pressure, which is not released until the m a g m a shifts and Explanations of Type lA tended to mention hot, melting or
an eruption occurs.
molten m a g m a , the temperature of the m a g m a , and the heat
of the earth's core. Explanations of Type IB mentioned the
Study 1
movement, shifting, colliding, rubbing or interacting of
Method
plates. Explanations of Type I C tended to mention that the
Participants. 28 undergraduates at the University of Illinois
volcano or Earth was full of gas, the m a g m a had too m u c h
at Chicago participated in this experiment.
gas, that there was pressure or that the m a g m a was being
kept under force.
Procedure. The participants were asked to answer the
question "What caused the eruption of Mt. St. Helens on
Type 2 Mixed Models
M a y 18, 1980?". Students were asked to write at least a
Models that included plate movement with either heat,
paragraph.
pressure, force or chemical processes were assigned a '2'.
In these models, multiple factors were mentioned but not
Measures. Student concepts were assessed by coding
causally related.
answers for the kind of models that students had of h o w
volcanic eruptions happen. The coding scheme was
Type 3 Integrated Models
originally based on Gobert's (2000) typology, but several
Only models that causally related heat or pressure and
categories needed to be added or amended to account for the
movement in either direction (i.e. convection currents cause
models w e observed in our protocols. The different levels of plate movement; or plate movement causes plates to subduct
our typology are described below.
and melt, forming m a g m a thatrisesunder volcanoes) were
coded as level 3 models.
Student Models of Volcanic Eruptions
Examples of explanations included in the naive student
It should be noted that some models are not necessarily models along with frequency of occurrence are included in
Table 1.
incorrect explanations of volcanic eruptions per se, because
they could account for certain types of volcanoes. But m a n y
are not sufficient explanations of w h y Mt. St. Helens, a
Table 1: Frequency of Naive Models with Examplet
stratovolcano, erupted as it did.
Examples
Frequency
Model
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Type IB

TypclC

Type 2

Type3

Further in this condition the list of documents was split in
half, so that in order to read all of the information readers
had to use both windows. All students received explicit
instruction on h o w to use the browser environment.

in the earth's core...
The eruption of the volcano was 8 (28.57%)
caused by a sudden shifting in
the earth's tectonic plates. This
shifting caused a disruption of
the mountain...
The eruption of Mt. St. Helens 7 (25%)
occurred because there was an
enormous amount of pressure on
the volcano... It coiJdn't keep
the lava in, and erupted.
The eruption of Mt. St. Helens 2(7.14%)
was caused by movement in the
plates.... The lava is heated to
the point where it has to escape.
Volcanic eruptions arc the result 1 (3.57%)
of the earth's tectonic plates
shifting below the surface. A s
the plates m o v e past each other,
friction builds up and hot m a g m a
forms.
Once the plates are
pushed to a certain point, the
m a g m a is forced up through
volcanoes.

In each of the two presentation conditions, half the students
received an essay writing instruction while half received the
argument writing instruction. This yielded a 2x2 (writing
task X browser format) design with 10 students in each of
the four conditions.
Materials. The contents of the page were taken from the
U S G S w e b page. Pictures and diagrams were presented
with captions, but in their o w n windows (as documents).
There were no hyperlinks between documents other than
navigational links back to the overview lists, and between
the overview list and the documents.
Procedure. The participants were asked to read documents
from a w e b page about Geological Hazards in order to write
either an essay or an argument. All participants were given
30 minutes to read the documents and write their essays.
Measures. Students' concepts were assessed by evaluating
the quality of the essays. W e coded essays using the coding
scheme developed in Study 1. T w o raters independently
coded each essay, blind to condition. Inter-rater reliability
was above .90. Discrepancies were resolved throu^
conversation.

ImpUcations
A surprising number of undergraduates have incomplete or
incorrect models of w h y Mt. St Helens erupted. Consistent
with anecdotal reports, there are a number of persistent
misconceptions about w h y volcanic eruptions and
earthquakes occur. In study 2, w e address the extent to
which students m a y undergo conceptual development as
they construct arguments from evidence presented in a w e b
site.
Study 2
Method
Participants. 40 undergraduates at the University of Illinois
at Chicago participated in this experiment.

Additionally a demographics questionnaire was
administered at the end of the experimental session that
included the question, " H o w m u c h did you know about Mt.
St. Helens and its relation to plate tectonics before reading
this site?" Participants answered this question on a scale of
1-10, with 1 meaning "not much" and 10 meaning "a lot".

Examples of Student Explanations
The following examples are excerpts of the participants'
written essays. T w o examples of each category are
provided.
Only the portions of the essays containing
Design. There were two manipulations in this experiment.
relevant
ideas
are included.
The first manipulation was in die instructions that students
were given. Twenty of the students were asked to read the
Type 0 Incorrect, Superficial Model
w e b site in order to "write an essay of what caused the
... the climate has a dramatic effect on volcanoes.
explosion of M t St Helens in 1980", while the other twenty
were given the exact same instructions except the word
Type lA Local Heat Model
essay was replaced by the word argument.
... in certain locations around the world volcanism has been
active
for a long time which means there are a hot spots
The second manipulation was in the format of the browser
under the plates which are exceptionally hot regions that
in which the w e b site was presented. In this experiment,
provide localized high heat energy to use.
students either read the documents from a single-window
...Below some plates there are hot regions which give off
browser, meaning diey chose documents from a document
high heat energy, thus sustaining volcanism.
list that was presented at the start of the experiment, and
viewed the documents one at a time. The other half of the
students were given a two-window browser, but they also
got specific instructions about w h y they were being given
two windows "in order to compare across documents".

Type IB Local Movement Model
.. .The earth is built around a dozen plates...As the plates
move, it causes the plates to rub against each other, causing
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the explosion of the volcano.
.. .In the case of M t St Helens, an oceanic-continental
boundary formed. A dense plate from the oceanfloormeets
a less dense plate of continental land, creating the
mountainous area around M t St Helens....The material of the
dense plate goes deep into the earth and eventually
transforms into m a g m a , a product of a volcano...
TypelC Local Pressure Model
...The fierce explosion of Mt. St. Helens was due to the fact
that gas was tripped inside the m a g m a . This gas can't
escape until m a g m a enters the throat of the volcano...
...Moimt St Helens violent explosion was due to great
amount of silica (in the magma).... These are what stop
gases from escaping at the proper time...
Type 2 Mixed Models
...There could be several reasons w h y Mt. St. Helens
erupted. However, I believe a collision of oceanic and
continental plates caused the earthquake that caused Mt. St.
Helens to erupt...Eventually the Juan de Fuca plate and the
North American plate, smashed into each other, causing a
great disturbance underneath Mt. St. Helens volcano. The
gas inside the volcano could not escape... the pressure built
up inside the volcano and grew too strong and came out as
one big burst.
...Three plates come into play underneath Mt. St.
Helens...The movement oftiieseplates and the added build
up of pressure cause a seismic zone to form under Mt. St.
HelensType 3 Integrated Models
What produced the explosion of Mt. St. Helens? The
explosion could have been caused by the collision of
oceanic and continental plates... A s the subducting oceanic
crust melts within the asdienosphere the new m a g m a rises to
the top of the surface and forms volcanoes. Shallow
earthquakes are associated with high mountain ranges when
intense compression is occurring. Most volcanic eruptions
occur near plate boimdaries.
The eruption of Mt. St. Helens was caused by the unsettled
m a g m a and gas pressure. A s plates meet, the denser heavier
plate will be forced to sink below the lighter plate. A s it
moves below, m a g m a is formed as extremely high
temperatures below the mantle melt the plate. Gas and
m a g m a flow to the surface, pushing until mountains and
volcanoes, which will eventually erupt, are formed. They
erupt due to this pressure...
Distribution of Models across conditions
The distribution of models by reading, writing and window
condition are presented in Table 2. A 2x2 (writing condition
x window) A N O V A was conducted on the groups'
numerical self-ratings of previous Mt. St. Helens knowledge
and there were no significant differences across the
experimental groups, (F<1).
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Table 2: Frequency of Models by Writing and W i n d o w
Condition
2
Model level
0
1
3
Narrative
1 window
2 window
Argument
1 window
2 window
Total
Reading
N o Reading

3
1

6
5

1
2

0
2
|

1
1
6
15%
25%

3
3
17
42.5%

65%

5
4
12
30%
7%

1
2
5
12.5%

4%

Chi square analysis on the frequency of models by writing
condition indicated that models were not evenly distributed.
Narrative writers had more models at levels 0 and 1 versus 2
and 3, while argument writers had more models at levels 2
and 3 if anything ( X \ \ ) = 4 M , e<.03). (An overall chi
square analysis on the eight cells was not possible due to
low cell size). N o effects of number of windows were seen
in a chi square on the frequency of models by the windows
condition, (X^<1).
ImpUcations:
The results of this study indicate that yoimg adults have
incomplete models of the Earth's composition and dynamics
as indicated by their observed models of the eruption of Mt.
St. Helens. Although several students were able to exliibit
some understanding of volcanic eruptions in general, m a n y
of their models did not show any understanding of the
importance of the Theory of Plate Tectonics or that there are
different kinds of volcanoes. Generally, students could not
accurately describe Mt. St. Helens as a subduction zone
volcano, even after reading several docimients about the
topic that contained all of the necessary information.
Consistent with Wiley (2001) it was found that argxmient
writing did facilitate better understanding and model
building from scientific electronic text, while providing a
two-window browser only showed a beneficial trend. These
results, based on a small number of participants, ftirther
suggest that conceptual development, in a domain such as
Earth Science, is aided by tasks that encourage integration.
But the degree of learning (and the fact that not all students
achieved an understanding of plate tectonics and volcanic
eruption in this condition) suggests that there m a y be other
pieces of the puzzle needed to advance students beyond
their misconceptions in this domain.
It may be that in areas such as Earth Science, where students
lack concrete experience with observing and dissecting
planets, some concepts are particularly difficult to learn
about from text. Additionally Gobert (2000) asserts that
plate tectonics concepts are difficult for children to learn
due to the large size scales of the agents involved, and the

extremely long tcmpwral scales that extend far beyond a
human lifetime. Students m a y also And it difficult to
integrate and visualize these concepts in order to understand
the structure and behavior of the planet. Based on the
presented studies this holds true for young adults as well.
Mastery of this domain essentially requires understanding
dynamic spatial information, which m a y make images,
animations and simulations quite important. Although in
general, evidence for the beneficial effects of visual adjuncts
on learning is mixed (Wiley, in press; Wiley & Hemmerich,
in press), for the mastery of these concepts such adjuncts
m a y be critical. W e are interested in pursuing this
hypothesis, and its effects on long-term learning, in fiiture
studies.
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plans are. For example, an agent m a y want to infer what
plan an opponent is executing so that the agent can select
countermoves. H a n and Veloso (1995), Rao (1994), R a o
and Georgeff (1995), T a m b e and Rosenbloom (1995), and
T a m b e (1996) have studied various forms of recognizing
an agent's intents.
Sometimes it is necessary to infer facts that are normally
observable, such as agent location, because of sensor or
other limitations. For example, a pilot agent m a y need to
predict where a threat aircraft is flying after it enters a
cloud. There are m a n y approaches to predicting agent
trajectories, including Newtonian mechanics (Lin and N g ,
1993), neural networks (Kim et al, 1999), Hidden M a r k o v
Models (Washington, 1998) and others. This paper
addresses a particular application of trajectory prediction in
distributed simulation and compares the effectiveness of a
neural network to a commonly used Newtonian approach
for this application.
The remainder of this section defmes the trajectory
estimation problem in the distributed simulation application
and describes a previous use of neural networks for
estimating agent trajectory in a visual scanning application.
The paper then describes a neural network approach for
trajectory estimation in distributed simulation and presents
results and comparisons with Newtonian dead reckoning.

Abstract
In tune with the 24th Annual Cognitive Science
Conference's emphasis on application, this paper presents
an empirical comparison between two methods used in
agent tracking. The need to predict an agent's intents or
future actions has been well documented in mUlti-agent
system's literature and has been motivated by both
systematically-practical and psychologically-principled
concerns. However, little effort has focused on the
comparison of predictive modeling techniques. This paper
compares the performance of two predictive models both
developed for the same, well-defined modeling task.
Specifically, this paper compares the performance of a
neural network based model and dead-reckoning model,
both used to predict an agent's trajectory and position.
After introducing the background and motivation for the
research, this paper reviews the form of the dead-reckoning
algorithms, the architecture and training algorithms of the
neural networks, the integration of the models into a largescale simulation environment, and the means by which the
Quantitative
performance measures are generated.
measures from our experiments indicate that, for the task
considered, the neural network based model provides
greater predictive utility, but at an increased cost in
processing time. Performance measures are presented over
increasing levels of error tolerance.
Introduction

Dead Reckoning in Distributed Simulation

Intelligent agents typically operate in an environment
populated by other intelligent agents. Agents m a y help
each other, hinder each other, get in each other's way, or
ignore each other, often without directly communicating
their intent. In order for an agent to achieve its goals, it is
thus sometimes necessary for the agent to determine where
the other agents are, what they are doing, and wh&X their

In a Distiibuted Interactive Simulation (DIS) (DIS Steering
Committee, 1994), simulation software for each agent runs
independently of other agents and broadcasts the ground
truth about the state of the agent through network packets
k n o w n as protocol data units (PDUs). Each simulation in
D I S uses trajectory estimation so that the state of the agents
does not have to be broadcast frequently. Lin and N g
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(1993) explain h o w dead-reckoning can be used to maintain
coherence among entities' states in a DIS environment.
Each simulator uses Newtonian equations of motion such as
equation 1

2 (I)

v = VQ+ao(A/)

where

p =
Po =
V =
vj =
ao =
A/ =

reckoning model. W h e n the error exceeds the threshold,
the models are brought into correspondence by the issuance
of an entity state P D U ( E S P D U ) . Thus in the figure, only 3
E S P D U s are broadcast instead of one at every time step.
The goal of the research presented here is to reduce the
number of E S P D U s sent in by DIS simulations below the
number needed using Newtonian dead reckoning.

current position
initial position
cuirent velocity
initial velocity
initial acceleration
elapsed time

Neural Networks for Trajectory Estimation

to predict the trajectory of other agents. Each simulator
also uses the same equation to model the trajectory of its
o w n agent; the output of this equation can be compared to
the ouq>ut of the true dynamics model for the agent to
determine w h e n the models diverge. W h e n , and only when,
the error between models reaches a certain threshold, the
simulator broadcasts n e w state information for its agent.
Figure 1 showrs this process in a D I S simulation called
M o d S A F (Calder et al, 1993) that w e used for our
experiments.

ModSAF

ModSAF Entity
EnmyDm

PR Model UpdMt
SuicDtti
Last
ESPDU M

Dead-Reckoning Model

K i m et al (1999) developed a system to generate short-term
predictions of an agent's trajectory such that it can be used
to predict the agent's position at any fiiture instance, given
some window of time. They use this model as part of a
helicopter agent's perceptual system to enhance the agent's
ability to visiually track ground vehicles, and their
motivation for this model is both psychologically and
practically rooted. Psychologically, this model can be used
to simulate a helicopter pilot's gaze shifting as he attempts
to visually track and reaquire multiple targets. Thus,
instead of operating in a state of onrmiscience, the agent is
required to juggle the act of determining spatial information
across multiple agents, as would be the himian helicopter
pilot. The functional ramification of this approach is that
the total number of perceptual inputs to the agent is reduced
at any given instance. In other words, instead of getting
continuous perceptual information on all of the ground
entities within the helicopter agent's field of view, by using
this predictive model, the agent only requires updated
information on entities when its attention is focused on
those entities.
The high level architectiu-e of this system is presented in
Figure 3. The agent architecture is embedded in the

V6*»t"*
OlSNMwoili
Figure 1. Dead-Reckoning Implementation in M o d S A F

Long-Urm Mftmory

•D^daion making

Figure 2 shows how at a series of time steps, the true
position of an agent computed by the agent dynamics model
(shown by the curve) deviates from a linear dead

Working Msmery

m
9 ocKtmcdd
A daditckoDiig model

•••

lirahoU

Outpui Command*

Nauni Nalwortu

•

P>'c«plu» An.lyila
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DIS Nalwork

Time
Figure 2. D I S Dead-Reckoning Process

Figure 3. Visual attention for helicopter agent
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Modular Semi-automated Forces ( M o d S A F ) simulator, a
system used by the military for training and research.
M o d S A F is elaborated on in section 2, "Methodology".
The agent's intelligence is modeled in Soar (Rosenbloom et
al, 1993; Newell, 1990). A s a model of natural intelligence,
the Soar software architecture combines the abilities to
react immediately to situations, use knowledge in
deliberative decision making, step back from the inmiediate
situation to perform various forms of problem solving and
planning, and learn from experience. A s an indicator of the
maturity and sophistication of Soar-based agents, the
system has been used successfully as the production model
in a number of large-scale military exercises (Hill et al,
1997; Jones et al, 1999; Nielsen et al, 2000).
The inputs to the neural networics developed for this
application consist of entity data (e.g., call-sign, sim-time,
position, velocity, etc.) and abstracted terrain information
germane to both "on-roads" and "cross-country" travel and
correlated to the entity's visual field (hill, road, lake, etc).
All together, the input vector consists of 196 fields and the
output vector consists of 15 outputfieldscorresponding to
discretized changes in heading ranging from -35° to 35°.
The selected heading change, coupled with an assumed
constant speed and "delta" time since last prediction, can be
used to predict the entity's expected location at some time,
t. With this prediction, the virtual helicopter pilot is able to
look away from the ground entity for up to 7 seconds,
within some error threshold.
Methodology
This paper seeks to compare the performance of a neuralnetwork based model with the dead-reckoning model. Like
both systems described in sections on dead-reckoning and
neural networks for trajectory estimation, this experiment is
implemented in M o d S A F , a training and research system
developed by the Army's Simulation, Training, and
Instrumentation C o m m a n d ( S T R I C O M ) .
ModSAF
provides a set of software modules for constructing
computer-generated force behaviors at the company level
and below. Typically, M o d S A F models are enq)loyed to
represent individual soldiers or vehicles and their
coordination into orderiy-moving squads and platoons; but,
their tactical actions as units are planned and executed by a
human controller. The human behaviors represented in
M o d S A F include move, shoot, sense, communicate, tactics,
and situation awareness. The authoritative sources of these
behaviors are subject matter experts and doctrine provided
by the A r m y Training and Doctrine C o m m a n d ( T R A D O C ) .
M o d S A F uses state transition constructs inspired by finite
state machines (FSMs) to represent the behavior and
functionality of a process for a pre-defined number of
states.
The scenario used for the comparison was a road-march
for a tank entity 45-segment route shown in Figure 4 It is
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approximately 7 kilometers long and takes a tank entity
about 15 minutes of simulation time to travel at a March
Order speed of 8 m/s. Fromtiiis15 minute period, a total
of 13760 movement updates were performed, generated at a
rate of 15 H Z .

y

Figure 4. Route Used for Experiment
For this application, a feed-forward architecture
developed with back-propagation training was used to
develop the neural networks. O n e of these networks
predicts the change in an entity's speed and A e second
network predicts tlie change in the entity's heading. Each
network used a sigmoid function at the hidden nodes and a
linear transformation at the output nodes.
The
configuration of the networks in each of the models m a y be
seen in Table 1
Table 1. Neural Network Architecture
Model

Arch

Speed

8-20-5-1

Predictors

Resp

AS,
Rs,.t.HRab,_t.HRbc,.i.Hz,.t

Heading

7-20-5-1

Ra,.i.Rb,.,.Rc,.t,Rp,.i,
Rs,.i.HRab,_,.HRbc,.t

AO,

where the inputs were normalized according to equations 2
- 19 below. Fundamentally, the inputs for each of the
networks were a function of the entity's state at the last
simulation clock and h o w this state related to the road
characteristics (width, heading, length of segment, etc) and
March Order parameters (speed, end-point, etc). The
specific predictors are expressed in 4 - 10, and the
parameters making up those inputs are explained in 11 - 19.
5, =5,.,+AS,
where A5, =/fl?a,_,,^6,_,,/{c,_,./?p,.,,
Rs, i.HRab, ^.HRbc,.i.Hz, ^)

(2)

Z-axis of tank). A typical threshold for dead-reckoning
error tolerance in DIS is 1 0 % of the vehicle's dimensions.
In this case then, the error tolerance for this entity's
location would translate into .356m along the X-axis,
.734m along the Y-axis of the tank, and .233m along the Zaxisofthetank.

(3)
where Ae, = ma,.x.Rb,.uRc,.^Rp,-xRa,=S,/{Da,+M)

(4)

Rb,=S,/(Db,+M)

(5)

Rc,=S,/{Dc,+A4)

(6)

Rp,=S,P,/M

(7)

Rs,=S,/M
HRab,=Hab,y.Hxy,

(8)

HRbc, =Hbc^xHxy,

(10)

S, = entity speed at t
Da, = distance to prryious waypoiM

(II)
(12)

Db, B dislanct to cwrvir waypoini
Dc, = distance 10 next waypoint

(13)
(14)

M = march order speed

(15)

P, = perpindicular distance to road

(16)
(17)

Mods A F

ModSAF Entity

(9)

Hab, - direction of road segment ab
Hbc, = direction of road segment be
Hxy, = entity orientation

llin
NN M(x)cl UpdftlE

NN
USLast f|» Model
NN Engine
ESPDU
I Inpim
ModSAF Environmenul Variablei

i brnttuuupttm
nSNMWodl
Figure 5. Neural Network Implementation used for
Experiments in M o d S A F

(18)
(19)

The second way of determining an update threshold is with
respect to the orientation of the vehicle. In this case, the
components of the dead-reckoned euler angles are
compared with the components of the entity's true
orientation. For tracked ground entities in M o d S A F , this
measure is defaulted at 3°. That is, if the dead-reckoned
prediction is more than 3° off about X-axis, Y-axis, or Zaxis, an error is generated. Overall, at these error
tolerances, the number of updates ( E S P D U s ) required by
the dead-reckoning model was 351. Using these same error
thresholds, the neural network models required 263
updates. Thus, the neural networks required 2 5 % fewer
updates than the dead-reckoning models. This information
is presented in Figure 6 according to type of update. In the
O R case, a small number of the required updates occurred
simultaneously between location and rotation.

O ffljese,860 examples were used for training the speed
network, 860 exan^les for training the heading network,
and 859 examples were used for validating the training of
both of these networks. The training rate was selected as
0.01 and the initial momentum parameter was .9. The
momentum parameter was periodically adjusted to speed
die rate of descent along the error surface. The training and
validation results for each of the networks may be seen in
Table 2.
Tmble 2. Training and Validation Errors

Training

Delta Speed
A5
Error(ni/i)
0.259977±2.04558

Delta Heading
Ad
Error(rads)
0.0O4578±0.00781

Validation

0.206374±0.82532

0.014221 ±0.06766

NN WelghU

§

«M y'
^H

E x p e r i m e n t a l Results
The neural network models were implemented in such a
way that their performance for predicting entity location
could be compared with the dead-reckoning model. This
implementation is presented in Figure 5.
There are two ways of generating an error in our system.
T h e first is according to the enity's location. This error is
measured in terms of comparing the entity's dead-reckoned
X Y Z with the entity's true X Y Z and is proportioned
according to the width of die entity along its X , Y , and Z
axes. For example, an M 1 A 2 tank is 3.56m in width
(defined along X-axis of tank), 7.34m in length (defined
along Y-axis of tank), and 2.33m in height (defined along
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Total

351
263
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Figure 6: N u m b e r of Updates Required by D R Model
versus N N Model

Although the neural network based model was able to
predict the entity's path with more accuracy, as evidenced
in Table 3, this increase in predictive utility comes at a cost
in processing time.
Table 3. Execution Time Using Neural Networks and
Dead-Reckoning Equations
Processing Time (in 10'' seconds)
NN
Speed

NN
Heading

DR

Total

6.89029

6.19888

13.08981

2.2888

Mean

7.77692

7.47008

15.24700

2.7974

Max

20.5993

29.7999

50.3992

6.35981

1.78
2.492
3.204
3.916
4.628
5.34
7.12

8.9
10.68

3.67
5.138
6.606
8.074
9.542
11.01
14.68
18.35
22.02

15
21
27
33
39
45
60
75
90

119
98
88
70
69
62
51
48
44

137
109
92
79
75
73
60
55
48

A s evidenced in Table 4, as the error tolerance increases,
the predictive advantage that neural networks have over
dead- reckoning models becomes less significant for this
modeling task.

NN

MiD

5
7
9
11
13
15
20
25
30

Summary and Conclusions
Using the U N I X "gettimeofday" function, the processing
speed was calculated on a Pentium III, 500 M h z machine,
running RedHat Linux 6.2. As shown in Table 3, the neural
network based model required, on average, about 6 times
more processing time than did the dead-reckoning based
model. As stated in Section 2, the simulation time was
approximately IS minutes. O n average then, the dead
reckoning model produced about 23 updates per minute or
rather, 1 update every 2.5 seconds (at a threshold of .356m
in the X direction and .734m in the Y direction).
Alternatively, the neural network based model required
about 17 updates per minute, or approximately 1 update
every 3.5 seconds (at the same thresholds). Coupling this
information with the information on processing time
tradeoffs, it becomes clear that for applications where
processing time is at a premium, the use of dead reckoningmodels m a y be preferred, in spite of their poorer predictive
performance.
T o further examine the relationship between the
predictive power of the dead-reckoning models and this set
of neural network models, we conducted experiments over a
range of error tolerances. So, whereas the initial results,
reported in Figure 6, were measured according to DIS
default values for a tank entity (i.e., .356m, .734m, and 3°),
follow-on tests incremented these error thresholds by those
exact amounts. Results are presented in Table 4 and
reported only by total number of required updates.
Table 4. Updates Required Over Increasing Error
Thresholds

•5

X-axis
(m)

1
2
3
4

Updates Required

Error Threshold

.356
.712
1.068
1.424

Y-axis
(m)
.734
1.468
2.202
2.936

Allaxes
(deg)

3
6
9
12

NN

263
193
157
138

DR

351
237
188
156
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A s one might expect, the choice of tool must be driven by
the modeling constraints. The results reported above
suggest heuristics for when to apply which modeling
technique. For example, in an application where processing
time is not the primary constraint e.g., multi-agent systems
communicating over a wireless network, then the increased
processing costs incurred from using a neural network m a y
be defendable. Alternatively, in an application where
processing time is a limiting factor, then dead-reckoning
models m a y be the more prudent approach. It is interesting
to note, also, that the differences in predictive utility of the
two modeling approaches becomes less prominent as the
error threshold is increased. This speaks to the power of
dead-reckoning models to generalize and scale.
It is important to recognize, of course, that the modeling
task in this research is limited in scope. Also, a different
neural network could have yielded different results. W e
can not claim that this is the best network architecture or
configuration for this specific modeling task. W e can only
claim that it was one of the more promising configurations
with which w e experimented. Other configurations m a y be
better. One approach Heiminger et al (1999) found
particularly effective in improving the neural network based
model's performance was to work with modularized
models. This approach has been advocated in the control
literature (Murray-Smith and Johansen, 1997; Narendra et
al, 1995) and robotics literature (Brooks, 1986), and w e
have started exploring this approach. One of the benefits of
adopting this approach is the ability to mix different
modeling techniques as they best apply to the problem
locally. For example, combinations of architectures and/or
algorithms that can be applied to individual sub-problems,
make it possible to exploit specialist capabilities. In the
problem discussed in this paper, one interesting test would
be to use dead-reckoning algorithms in straight parts of the
road data base and then use neural networks to guide the
turn, as this appears to be where the majority of updates are
required.
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Abstract
An aptitude for the detection of bilateral symmetry
is a fairly prominent aspect of the human visual system. Knowledge of the reasons behind this facility
is not so well established, however. Some of the behavioral data indicates that processing of symmetric and non-symmetric stimuli is undertaken in two
wholly different manners (i.e. serial versus parallet).
However, the interpretation of this as being due to
high level cognitive preferences doe^ not exhaust the
list of possible explanations. Using a spUt-neural
network model, we show that instead of cognitive
Figure 1: A familiar optical illusion whose interprepreferences, gross morphological factors may play a
tation m a y depend on the part-decomposition facillarge role in underwriting the abiUty to detect symitated by symmetry.
metry 33 a special case of shape perception. The
earlier model is consistent with behavioral data, but
Occam's razor suggests that we might prefer the
comment that "the link between symmetry and segnewer morphologiceil
I n t rexplanation.
oduction
mentation curiously seems to be more than a coinBi-lateral symmetry is ubiquitous in nature. Such
cidence" (ven Tonder & Ejima, 2000).
symmetry is related to biological morphology, fitIndeed, the benefit of S)mimetry detection for segness, and behavior throughout the animad kingdom
mentation helps promote the view that it is a worth(Dakin and Herbert, 1998). Thus it is not surpriswhile thing to be good at, for segmentation is linked
ing that it has also been shown to be a highly salient
to part-decomposition, which in turn could be key
property of the h u m a n visual system, implicated in
to figure ground separation, even aiding, for exammany phenomena.
ple, the interchange foreground and background in
Symmetry is both a morphological charaicteristic
a very c o m m o n visual illusion (Figure 1).
and a perceptual benchmark. From recognition of a
This paper deals with the specific area of contour
suitable mate to apprehension of a possible predator,
symmetry, and its effects on h u m a n visual processsymmetry plays an important role, being a "noning, by looking at a computational model of a speaccidental" property. That is, it is unlikely that
cific behavioral study by Baylis and Driver (1994).
symmetry inheres in an image by chance, or when
T h efieldof behavioral studies on symmetry is \aige;
the actual image source is asymmetric. A n d adit often concerns not only contour s)rmmetry, but
though increasingly there is the view that symmeinternal symmetry (Hicks & Monaghan, 2001) and
try detection is not only universcil, but also fundathe effects of variousfilteringprocesses. For the purmental, emerging from very low level simple proposes of this paper, however, w e focus on providing a
cesses (Dakin and Herbert, 1998; Sally & Gurnsey,
computational explanation for the differences which
2001), there is not yet consensus about the mecha^
arise in processing symmetric and repeated shapes,
nisms that underlie the facility. O n the one hand, it
as seen in Figure 2.
seems that symmetry detection is a bottom-up effect
of low-levelfilteringin eai\y stages of the visual process. O n the other, it appeeirs to be a top-down prefB e h a v i o r a l Studies
erence for image distillation based on its exploitabilPart-decomposition offers a motivation for the "symity for segmentation and pjut decomposition (Baylis
k Driver, 1994; Latecki & Lakamper, 1999). Its util- metry is special" theory, but alone it says little
about the mechanisms involved. Baylis and Driver
ity in segmentation applications has caused some to
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Figure 2: Stimuli: symmetric (left) and repeated
(right) contours, both showing 8 discontinuities
(steps) along the sides.

performed two experiments linking the perception
of different shape types to distinctions in cognitive
processes. In particular, the experiments aimed to
elucidate the relationship between the perception of
symmetry and the class of cognitive processes that
are termed "parallel." In this case, "p£irallel" would
mean that in the detection of symmetry in a twodimensionalfigiu«,the subject does not engage in
anything akin to a serial point-by-point comparison
along the shape's contour. BayUs and Driver used
a selection of perfectly symmetric shapes intermingled with shapes whose contours contained "errors"
which meant a deviation from the truly symmetric form along 2 5 % of the contour. Subjects m a d e
symmetry judgements while the experimenters varied the number of steps along the side of the shape,
between 4, 8 and 16. The experimenters wanted to
know whether the reaction time and error rate were
significantly dependent on this variation.
It was found that symmetry was generally more
quickly identified than asymmetry. This indicated
directly that subjects were not involved in point-bypoint search, which would always terminate earlier
with erroneous excimples of symmetry. Furthermore,
effects of step number on subject performance were
slight, and remained well within the accepted limits that define a process to be parallel.^ Thus, the
hypothesis that detection of symmetry is governed
by a process impervious to increases in complexity
brought about by a greater number of steps seems
supported.
But what if the effects of the symmetric shapes
were merely an effect of their potentially constrjuned
nature? It might not be symmetry specifically, but
redundancy in general that accounts for this semblance of parallel processing. B y conducting an analogous experiment, using repetitive shapes (Fig. 2,
right side), it should be possible to confirm or dismiss this confound. After all, repetitive shapes are
as redundzint as their symmetric counterpjurts, while
exhibiting that redundancy via translation instead
of reflection.
^The exception to this was when the shapes were oriented horizontally, where there was a slight effect of step
number for symmetric shapes. W e touch on this briefly
in the discussion of our own model.
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This second experiment found a significant effect
for number of steps, consistent with the hypothesis
that whatever process is used to judge repetition,
it is effected by step count, aa though it were a serial process. This suggests that the main difference
between the two types of shapes is that in the processing of symmetry the number of discontinuities
along the contour is not a significant factor, while
for repeated shapes it certainly is.
Given that repetition and symmetry are equally
redund£mt, it is clear that there must be a qualitative difference between them. The step number
effect indicates a point-by-point comparison—a serial search— in the detection of repetition, which is
absent from symmetry detection. But a new question arises: what is it that promotes this fast-track
route for the detection of symmetry? Beneath the
'higher-level' concepts of parallel and serial processing, is there a more fundamental explanation for the
fact that symmetry appears to render insignificant
the relative complexity of a shape?
Modeling
This paper aims to show that this may be the case
and, furthermore, that this could just as equally be
the result of gross morphological aspects of anatomy
as of high-level cognitive preferences. More precisely, the original assessment of the behavioral data
says little about the hypothesis that what is parallel
about symmetry perception is actually the 'readystate' of the h u m a n processor to accommodate vertical symmetry.
To show this we employ a spUt neural network,
which has previously been used as a rough correlate
of the split in h u m a n visual processing, modeling
reading (Shillcock & Monaghan, 2001) as well as the
apprehension of the effects of symmetry in wordbased stimuli (Hicks & Monaghan, 2001).
Variations in the typical architecture of neural
nets often involve adding one or a number of hidden
layers, vertically (Elman, 1993), or the insertion of
recurrent connections. Our model employs a specific
manipulation of network architecture that is not so
common. Instead of devoting the entire hidden layer
to the whole task upon which the network is being
trained, the hidden layer can be spUt laterally, with
each resulting half being privy to only haii of the
input (Shillcock et al, 2001). This spht affects network performance, as shown in other modeling work.
Here we apply it to the detection of symmetry in
pseudo-random-block shapes.
Materials and Methods
A series of simulated neural networks, employing a
back-propagation learning algorithm, were trained
using sets of two-dimensional pseudo-ramdom block
shapes represented by patterns of activation. The
shapes were presented to the networks through a

Comparing "on-form" Performance
The Riadom Stiiiiiilui
Ncnrarli

Number of Discontinuities on Contour

Figure 4: The compared "form" produced by trained
networks, as a function of step number, under the
random stimulus.
Figure 3: T h e split architecture network reproduces
the form presented at the input, which m a y appear
anywhere across the t w o visual hemi-fields.

sets is discussed in the next section.
For all simulations the PDP+-f- Neural Nets software from C M U was used, running on an Ultra 5
workstation.

shift invariant identity m a p p i n g (SIIM) task, maintaining the predetermined 2 D block-shape of the
stimuU, while m o v i n g it sequentially along the input
w i n d o w (Figure 3). Input nodes that fall outside
the location of the block have activation zero. T h e
vertical split in the input reflects that of the fovea
and thus, as a block is repeatedly presented to the
network from all possible positions across the input,
it crosses from o n e "visujil hemifield" to the other,
activation being redirected to the associated hidden
layer accordingly. T h e network is trained to recognize (represent) the shape it is being trained on.
E a c h stimulus set contained 6 0 pseudo-random
block shapes, of one shape-type either all s y m m e t ric or all repetitive. For each shape type, there were
three stimulus sets, with shapes having 4, 8 or 16 discontinuities along the contour (shapes with 8 discontinuities are s h o w n in figure 2). A third class of stimulus, consisting of mixed sets, where the n u m b e r of
discontinuities w a s h o m o g e n e o u s , but both s)Tnmetric a n d repetitive shapes were represented equally,
w a s also used in tredning. D u e to the presentation
of each pattern in all visual input positions, each
stimulus accounts for 17 events in the total training set, for a total of 1020 presentation-recognition
events per epoch.
After training to a predetermined n u m b e r of network epochs, each net w a s tested with novel stimuli.
T h e test set w e focus o n for the purposes of this
paper conteiined novel blocks that were neither s y m metric, nor repetitive. W e were interested in seeing h o w the networks tended towards reproducing
the type of shape they were traiined o n w h e n being
presented with these " r a n d o m " stimuli. T h e metric
used for gauging network performance o n these test
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Results
In examining network performance on the two dimensional stimuli, w e want a way of gauging the
degree to which the activation at the network's output tends generally toward a given type of shape.
Fortunately, the stimuli were strictly formal, in the
sense that they can be defined in terms of a simple
additive exemplar based function. A measure for
symmetry measure is based on cancellation £iround
the proposed axis of symmetry, while that for repetition measure but requires that activation aAd to a
constant along 2irrays orthogonal to the axis of repetition (the bars that constitute the repetitive patterns are of constant length). W e adopt a method
of summing activations at the output so that the
closer w e get to the ideals, the smaller this quantity
is (i.e. perfect symmetry, like perfect repetition, in
the output has a form measm-e of zero).

M e a s u r i n g f o r m at t h e o u t p u t
A form measure is thus available for each test shape
presented to the network. I.e., for the net trained on
symmetry and the test set of random (neither symmetric nor repetitive) shapes, there were 20 different
weight sets for the trained net, and 20 shapes to test,
giving 400 shape-weight combinations. For each we
can measure both the symmetry and the repetition
of the shape generated by the net's output. Note
that w e are not concerned with the actual error involved, but with these measures that are based on
the activation levels at the output.
Thus the ''on-form" measure for a net shows the
tendency of its output to resemble the general shape

type with which it w a s trained,^ with smaller q u a n tities indicating greater affinity for that s h a p e type.
"Off-form" measures are also available ( s y m m e t r y in
the net trained o n repetition, repetition in the net
trained o n s y m m e t r y ) a n d were surprisingly important.

Comparing "off-form" Performance
Ths Rjuidom Stimuliu
Natwnk Tiitad « SynmMy
Nanmt Mmd on lUiMililoii

"On-Porm" Measure
T h e general effect obtained in the model is striking. For the analysis described above, we find a
significant interaction between shape type and step
count when looking at the networks with respect to
the type of stimulus used for training. This interaction cjm easily be perceived in the graphs through
the m u c h higher variance in the case of networks
trained on repeated shapes (filled bars). Figure 4
shows the "on-form" analysis for the random test
stimuh, comparing the degree of symmetry present
in the symmetric nets, with the degree of repetition
in the repetitive net. T h e interaction is highly significant: F ( S , 114) = 52.253, p < .001).
This significant interaction between shape type
and number of steps when we are using the measure appropriate for e&ch network tells us one of
two things. Either the networks, otherwise identical, have been differentially sensitized to step number by virtue of the type of shape they were tradned
on, or the manner in which activation is measured dictates that the quantity "tendency-towardrepetition" present in the output of the net will
vary more than the the quantity "tendency-towardsymmetry," under the regime chosen to gauge it.

16
8
4
Number of Discontinuities on Contour

Figure 5: The compared "off-form" measures produced by trained networks, as a function of step
number, under the random stimulus.

present even when we are examining h o w symmetric
its output is.
Discussion
The findings of the behavioral experiment were three
fold, viz.
• the processing of shapes by the humam observer
varies qualitatively in accordance with the characteristics of shape's contours.

"Off-Form" Measure
W e can clzuify which of these is correct by examining
the "off-form" measures. B y looking at the output of
the symmetricjdly trained net with "repetition goggles" and repetitively trzdned net with "symmetry
goggles, " hopefully we can rule out the confound of
this being a measurement effect.

In figure 5 a significant effect does obtain for
the "off-form" measures of the random test stimuli (F(2,114) = 9.417,p < .001). However, once
more this is in the direction of repetitive nets showing more variance (by a factor of 2, upon examination of means). If the variance was due to the measurement of "tendency-to-repetition, " thus leading
to a Type I error, we would now expect to see that
variance in the symmetric when we are measuring
it for its "tendency-to-repetition. " For the net
trained on repetition, the "off-form" measure shows
how symmetric its output is. The sustained effect in
the net suggests a general sensitivity to step number,
'i.e. synimetric for the network trained o n s y m m e try auid repetition for the network trained on repeated
shapes
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• the processing of symmetric shapes is carried
out in parallel, while the processing of repetitive
shapes remains a serial task, with point by point
comparisons
• this is ecologically consistent with a cognitive far
ciUty that maximized correctfigureground segregation in a two dimensional image
The second of these points was behind the susceptibility to chjmges in step number on the contours
of repetitive shapes only. Their data was consistent with the hypothesis, that processing of repetitive shapes is affected by the cognitive costs associated with serial processing, unlike the processing of
synunetric shapes.
In our model, there is a similar distinction in the
way the network handles these two classes of stimuli.
In paui;icular, when considering the degree to which
the specific regularity of shape-type is learned in the
network, we find generally better performance on
symmetries, in contrast with repeated shapes. In addition, the performance of the nets trained on repetitive stimuh shows that they aie affected by the number of discontinuities along the side of the pseudorandom block shapes. This is true for novel stimuh
of the sjmie type as well as for non-symmetric, nonrepetitive block stimuli.

Interpretations: S t e p N u m b e r

leaving the parallel process (the detection of s y m m e try) unhindered. Thus, the process of recognition is
The main effect that we would like to address here
essentially one that involves the comparison of the
is the differential processing of symmetry and repesegment end-points that m a k e up the shape, and in
tition by both h u m a n subjects and the split archithe case of symmetry these comparisons take place
tecture.' T h e central finding was that there was a
simultaneously.
strong interaction between shape type and step numIn some sense, the model is not incompatible with
ber, with the repetitive shapes talking the brunt of
the take on the behavioral data. Indeed, the huthe effect, far outstripping the variance induced by
m a n study leaves open the question of what the far
step number in their symmetric counterparts.
cilitating mechanism is for the parallel treatment of
It certainly seems plausible that that difference is
symmetry, and the model provides one such possibilbased on fixed anatomical features; looking for the
ity. Nevertheless, there is an important contrast. A s
the features held in c o m m o n by both the model and
discussed below, the notion of what constitutes comthe h u m a n subjects, the general split in the archiplexity is notfixed.For Baylis and Driver, complextecture of the processor is the obvious front-runner.
ity increased with step number, and parallel processThis cuiatomiccil consideration in particular suggests
ing was where such an increase was insignificant. For
how the differentiation of symmetry and repetition
the model however, it would be quite an assumption
m a y be linked to the distinction between parallel
to simply associate increased step number with inand aerial processing through the very structure of
creased complexity, for point-by-point comparisons
the processor.
of the stimuli have httle mesining in a model lacking
The formalization of what constitutes repetition
a temporal dimension. However, the difference beand symmetry in the block-shapes, activation across
tween the symmetric and repetitive shapes is just as
the vertical access summing to a constant in the
marked. In the absence of any sequential processformer and having a net difference of zero in the
ing, this indicates that symmetry is special not in
latter, was crucial to the analysis presented here.
avoiding the narrow view of complexity-as-quantity,
But it goes further: it implies that for a spht probut in generally "playing-down" any dependence on
cessor, symmetry is as simple as cross-checking (or
contour variations. Since parallelism and seri«dity
cross-generating, in the case of this task) the output have no temporal meaning in the model there must
from each hidden layer. Repetition, on the other
be a more fundamentzd retreat from complexity that
hand, involves a cumbersome re-cedibration, for evsymmetry offers.
ery segment of the repeated pattern, because the
cross-image portion of the output is not a simple
Complexity
reflection.
Above, w e alluded to the unfixed nature of complexN o w if this difference is that symmetrical shapes
ity. A potential shortcoming in the modeling result
can be checked by a pau-allel system, then it is conis that the effect of step number seems to maniceivable that that system is rooted in the recognized
fest in the reverse direction. That is, an increase
image being split centraJly along its axis of s y m m e in the number of steps in the stimuli presented to
try and each half being presented to each visual cornets trained on repetitive shapes meant an increase
tex, which in turn provides a massively parallel "canin how well that nets output stayed to form (form
cellation" style verification of the image. Were w e
in this case being repetitive). W e would expect this
to assume homotopic and inhibitory commissures,
"accuracy" to decrease, given that more steps presymmetry would be exactly the reciprocal cancelsumably means greater complexity and therefore a
lation of activity across the two sides of the visual
hMder task (and one for which, in the original expercortex, an idea that finds little favor in some circles
iment, the authors saw a need for more "coimting"
(Dakin, 1998), but which a simple model such as the
time). If anything, the results of the model disturb
one here might help to refine.
the clear relation obtaining between the original inBut how does this explanation differ from that
terpretation of serial versus parallel amd h o w each
drawn in the original experiment? Baylis and Driver
accommodates effective increases in complexity.
identified an aspect of shape processing in which
Of course, there is no claim that the model atsymmetry was distinguished from repetition by rentempts to perform either serial, or parjJlel processdering null the processing costs of increased shape
ing, in the sense that B a y Us and Driver use those
complexity. This was elaborated as being a case of
terms. A n d it is hoped that the previous section
pajcdlel versus seried processing, in which complexwent some way to reducing the high-level cogniity, which is directly proportional to step number
tive connotations of these terms to more concrete,
along the contour, only retarded the sericd process,
amatomically based concerns. T h e networks learn to
'Though beyond the limits of this paper, it is worth
noting that an effect of orientation found in the behavioral study, marked generally by poorer performance (RT
and error), also fails out of the split-network model.
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perform an identification task, and in doing so they
pick up the general trends eUcited by the stimuli sets
used for training. It is in this sense then that processing of shape type differs: it will depend on h o w

the task was learned in thefirstplace.
In this context let us ask what complexity is. For
though an increase in complexity can be equated
with an increase in step number; for our model it
won't be. Again, complexity in terms of the number
of sequential operations performed (i.e. counting the
steps) has no meaning in the context of the network.
So h o w could a contour with 16 steps appear easier
to process, or be in general more likely to encourage
good "on-form" output, than one with only 8 or 4
discontinuities?
T h e answer to this involves reviewing the nature
of the task, from the network's perspective: to reproduce accurately a contour of maximal discontinuity,
which, in the case of this model, is one with 16 steps,
the net at least has the advantage of avoiding any
cross-row constraints. That is, given that the grain
of the image and the grain of the shape in question
match, no additional provisos aure required in order
for the net to attempt reproduction of the input at
the output. Thus the task is relatively unencumbered, and the result is a more stable version of the
form learned during training. But reduce the number of steps along the contour and the complexity
of the task the net has to solve is actually increased
by virtue of the added constrziints of aligning rows
of "pixels" at the output.
It isn't that this in itself disrupts the measure of
form at the output, for that is always measured at
the grain of the model, but that such additional constraints divert the resources that the net has devoted
to producing well-formed images. The result is a
drop in the form at the output, but, and this is the
key point, this whole story, in which complexity for
the network is revealed to be the opposite of what
one would expect, only eflfects repetitive shapes.

a split architecture neural net, we have suggested
that the symmetry preference m a y arise from gross
anatomical aspects of the processor. If this is so,
then the application of Occam's Razor suggests that
there is a simpler story on symmetry.
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Summary
T h e described model presents interesting analogues
to some of the madn effects uncovered in behavioral
studies. In particular we have the preference for the
processing of symmetric shapes, which is much less
susceptible to variations along the contour than is
the processing of repetitive shapes.
A s already noted, symmetry m a y initially seem
more complex a phenomenon, in terms of the operations required to generate symmetric contoiurs
(translation Jind reflection). However, from an
anatomical perspective it m a y fact be simpler, especially around the vertical axis. This relates to
the view that homotopicality between the visual
cortices promotes the recognition of vertically oriented symmetry—because information, instead of
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Markham, 1987) and 'Tmowledge-transforming"
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987) can help young writers
This paper reports a perspective-taking strategy thatdiscriminate their intended message f^om the actual
assisted younger writers in representing the
text they have composed, thus influencing the textual
descriptive needs of their readers. There were 154
quality of their writing. Fewer studies, however, have
writers (78 S-^graders and 76 9"^-graders) and 52 9*"- outlined conditions that m a y help improve younger
grade readers that partkhpated in the study. Three
writers' awareness of their readers' possible
conditions were contrasted: a feedback only
interpretations. For example, Frank (1992) found that
condition, a "rating other" conditiorv and a "reading^ subtle manipulation of "audience specification" in
as-the-reader"
conditioii.
Readers'
correct
writing prompts led fifth-grade writers to compose
descriptiorvto-tangram matches m a d e for each of
their newspaper advertisements differently for two
three sessions served as the dependent measure. separate audiences. The research literature (e.g., Bonk,
Repeated measures analysis revealed both the 9''^ arvi 1990) remains imclear about instructional conditions
the St^grade writers showed cor\sistent sigruficant
that can help young writers view their text from the
improvement under the "read-as-the-reader"
perspective of their readers, and thus improve the
condition when revising their essays and when
communicative quality of their writing.
drafting anew. The results suggest that when young
T o investigate how older students might become more
writers engage in a process that mirrors their readers' sensitive to their readers needs, Traxler and Gemsbacher
experiences, they can more accurately revise their
(1992, 1993) asked college students to compose and
descriptive writing to meet their readers' revise descriptions of tangrams for anonymous readers.
informational needs.
The readers' task was to read each description and then
select the matching tangram firom a group of similarlooking tangrams. The writers w h o went through a
Theoretical perspective
revision process identical to that of their readers
Writing is simultaneously an individual struggle andconsistently
a
wrote the most effectivetexts.Traxler and
social undertaking (Dyson & Freedman, 1991; Gemsbacher (1993) concluded that the reciprocity
Fitzgerald, 1992; Florio, 1979; Flower, 1994). Writers
between readers' needs, text, and writer could be
face the individual cognitive task of selecting what
successfijlly accomplished when writers read-as-theirinformation to communicate and h o w they will
readers, that is, when writers learn to take the
communicate it. Inseparably, writers consider w h o their
informational perspective of their readers. If
readers will be and the context of their reading. Writing
consideration of the readers' needs is critical to "good
scholars (Traxler & Gemsbacher, 1992, 1993;
thinking during composition" (Fitzgerald, 1992, p. 345),
Fitzgerald, 1992) theorize that to meet the informational
then "reading-as-the-reader" m a y enable young writers
needs of readers, a writer must coordinate at least three
to consider the descriptive needs of their readers.
interacting mental representations: a representation of
Reading-as-the-reader m a y be one strategy whereby
personal communicative intent (what do I want to say?),
young writers can coordinate "what do I want to say?"
a representation of the text produced (what have 1
and "what have I written?" with "how will the reader
written?), and a representation of the reader's
interpret m y writing?"
perspective (how will the reader interpret m y writing?).
This paper reports on-going research (Holliway, 2000;
Establishing reciprocity between reader, writer, and
Holliway & McCutchen, in press) that suggests
text is the hallmMk of experienced writing (Witte,
"reading-as-the-reader" can improve fifth- and ninth1992; Olson, 1994). Considerable research (e.g.,
grade writers' ability to compose descriptive writing
Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Beal, 1996) has
consistent with their readers' informational needs. Three
demonstrated that young writers are particularly
questions guide the present paper: 1) Can "reading-aschallenged in teaming this writer-reader-text
flje-reader" assist young writers in composing and
reciprocity. Specific instructional conditions that foster
revising descriptive writing that meets their readers'
"comprehension monitoring" (Beal, 1996; Fitzgerald &
Abstract
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informational needs? 2) What do the writers* postexperiment reflections reveal about three contrasting
perspective-taking conditions? 3) H o w are the "readers'
informational needs" reflected in the descriptive
strategies used by these writers??
Methods
Participants
All participants came from four elementary schools and
three high schools located in a large metropolitan area.
There were 154 writers (78 5th-graders and 76 9thgraders) that came from regular language arts classes.
The readers were a separate group of 52 9th-grade
readers in advanced placement English classes.
Design
A written referential communicative paradigm w a s
adapted from Traxler and Gemsbacher (1993). The
writer communicated the details of Tangram to a reader
w h o chose the "target-gram" from a group of similarlooking tangrams. There were three writing sessions
each sqiarated by one-week intervals. Each writing
session wzs followed on a separate day of the same week
by a reading session.
Materials
The tangrams that the writers described came from a
collection of 72 figures (similar to those used by Traxler
and Getnsbacher, 1992, 1993; Clark and Wilkes -Gibbs,
1986). Tangrams were counterbalanced across sessions
and conditions.

description creates a clearer picture in your mind?). After
finishing they revised their original descriptions.
Feedback + reading-as-the-reader condition
Writers received a feedback sentence for each
description indicating whether their reader had
successfully matched the description with the associated
target -gram, plus three descriptions written by another
student, and then they matched each description with
tangrams, exactly as their readers had done. After they
fmished their matching, they revised their original
descriptions.
Session three
Afler finishing their task-specific activity, all writers
received a n e w set of three tangrams to describe.
Procedures for Readers
The readers received a notebook that contained typed
versions of the tangram descriptions, and a scorebook
wherein they made their description-to-targetgram
matches. For the entirety of the experiment, the same
reader scored the same three writers, each writer
representing one of the three experimental conditions.
Results
Quantitative analysis
The dependent measure for the 2 (grades) x 3 (tasks) x 3
(sessions) repeated measures analysis was the number of
correct description-to-'target-gram" matches that each
reader made for each description they read (For M e a n
differences see Table 1 below).
Table 1: Means and standard deviations by
Session, condition, and grade.

Procedures for Writers
Session one
All writers were given a notebook with three tangram
figures to be described. Writers had 3 0 - 3 5 minutes to
complete their descriptions.

CoodMoo
Feedback
Sj-grwJe
^-grade

Sesion two
Writers in each classroom were randomly assigned to
one of three perspective-taking conditions. The three
conditions differed in h o w closely the writers' task
mirrored that of their readers.
Feedback-only condition
Writers received a sentence for each description
indicating whether their reader had successftilly matched
the description with the associated target-gram. Writers
then revised their original descriptions.
Feedback + rating-other condition
Writers received a feedback sentence for each
description indicating whether their reader had
successfiilly matched the description with the associated
target-gram, plus three descriptions written by another
student. Writers rated the descriptions by considering the
informational adequacy of each description (e.g., which

Seiiioiil
N M SD

Scuionl
N
M SD

SdrioBS ^^^^
N
M SD

18 2.17 .92 18 2J9 .85 18 2.28 .96
25 1.80 .76 25 220 .76 25 1.68 .95

Rat»Olher
^-grade
^-gnde

26 2.23 .77 26 142 .76 26 2.42 .70
30 1.87 1.04 30 2.00 .95 30 2.27 .87

Read-as-the
Reader
S''-grade
S'-grade

32 175 .88 32 2.25 .84 32 2.47 .67
23 1J7 .59 23 2.13 1.01 23 2.26 .69

The between subject effect revealed a main effect of
Writer, F( 1,148)= 11.00, p=.001. O n average, the ninthgraders scored higher than the fifth-graders throughout
all sessions and in all tasks. The within subjects effects
revealed a significant main effect of Session,
F(2,296)=8.76, p<.001, with session 1 ( M = 1.88, S D =
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86) yielding fewer matches than session 2 ( M - 2.22,
S D = .87) and session 3 ( M » 2.24, S D - .83). However,
the session main effect was compromised by a
significant interaction between session and condition, F
(4,296) = 2.96, p = .019. Post hoc analyses (Tukey's
Honestly Significant Difference ( H S D ) approach)
established that differences between session 1 and
sessions 2 and 3 were significant only for the read-asihe-Feader group (critical value = .375, p = .05). N o other
interactions reached significance (F <1). These results
suggest that reading-as-the-reader helped both the ff^
and the 9*-graders in meeting their readers'
informational needs more than the other two conditions.

their comments about what they needed from their
writers revealed that a global conceptual image created
by an analogy with a balance of local shape and spatial
elaborations helped them discriminate and chose the
"target-gram" from the group of similar-looking
tangrams For example, one reader commented: "The
descriptions that were the best were very detailed in the
shapes and what the figure looks like it's doing." The
readers' profile revealed that the readers' informational
needs were met more efficiently by writers w h o
elaborated on the analogical referent with a balance of
sh^)e names (e.g., triangle, parallelogram, square),
geometrical qualifications (e.g., zigzaggy, diagonal,
pointy) and location descriptors (e.g., to theright,on its
left, the left one).
Qualitative analysis
A text analysis of the descriptions revealed that m a n y
A n analysis of the writers' open-ended free-writes about
their "reading-as-the-reader" experiences revealed that writers, regardless of condition and grade, began their
the task was very useful for these writers. Students descriptions with analogies (e.g., "It looks like a ruiming
portrayed their writing e}q>eriences on a variety of levels, fox," "This tangram looks like a ghost flying.") These
usually characterizing the task in some way as fiin or "spontaneous analogies" (English, 1997, p. 15) m a y be
boring, insightful or uninspiring. The student free-write one w a y writers are attempting to establish a c o m m o n
responses were used to generate a general coding scheme perceptual ground with their readers. Writers varied,
that categorized their experiences as positive or negative, however, in the w a y they elaborated on the spatial and
geometric qualities of the tangrams they described.
useful or not useful.
Based on the coding scheme, the percentage of M a n y writers used an "object centered" strategy that
students in each condition w h o characterized their focused on the intrinsic details of each tangram. For
writing experience positively was calculated. Not all example this writer's description represents a c o m m o n
students provided a free-write. Table 2 presents the strategy: "It looks like a goose. It has a long zigzagging
number of students responding in each condition, as well neck. It has a small head and a pointed beak. Its body is
as the percentage. The percentage of positive responses kinda [sic] long and it has two feet on top of each other."
from students in the Feedback condition was compared At this point in the analyas it is not easy to identify
to those in the Rate-Other and the Read-as-Reader changes in writing strategies and textual features due to
conditions. Students in the Feedback condition were enhanced reader perspective. Initial text analyses of the
significantly less likely to characterize their writing descriptive essays generated in this study reveal few
experiences as positive, compared with students in the structural differences that can be associated with
condition.
other two groups (Fisher's Exact = 6.787, p =.005).
Table 2: Actual number and percentage of students w h o
responded positively to their experimental condition.

Discussion
Theoretical Implications
Positive Response
All three groups of writers received feedback indicating
# Reapooding
% Who responded the accuracy of their reader's choice. The rate-other
ir "iKtl T?''1i*i^ from each conditioo group also read and evaluated descriptive tangram texts
written by other students. However, only the read-as-the463%
Feedback
20
reader group was asked to take their readers' perspective
in the actual task of matching descriptions to tangrams.
67.9%
Rate-Other
38
Although the m e a n scores improved significantly from
session 1 to session 2, the cognitive potency of the readas-the-reader
condition emerged most strikingly in the
Rod-s70.9%
39
"transfer comparison" between sessions 1 and 3. It m a y
Rnder
be the case that the intervention duraion was not
sufficient in the second session to show a significant
T o investigate the "readers' needs" a profile was revision in the original descriptions. Periiaps more than
coti^iled based on the readers' open-ended comments one experience with reading-as-the-reader is necessary
made at the end of each reading session. A n analysis of for younger writers to show the benefits.
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A n alternative explanation involves the nature of the
writing task in session 3 compared to session 2. In the
second session (revision session), writers m a y have been
under the influence of the text they had already created;
the actual physical text that they composed in the first
session m a y have constrained the creation of a n e w text
fresh with detail. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987)
suggest, "the original version of text, because it is
perceptually present [emphasis added], has a direct
claim on conscious attention. Unless the writer can
deliberately bring alternatives to mind, the original text
will win for lack of competition" (p. 87). The reading-asthe-reader condition had the greatest impact when
students were given a chance to apply and
recontextualizc what they had learned from imposing
one set of texts to the composition of a similar, but n e w
texts. That is, w h e n writers drafted anew in the third
session, unconstrained by an existing less-effective text,
they were able to demonstrate what they had learned
firom "reading-as-the-reader."
The positive responses that students m a d e suggests
that "reading-as-the-reader" gave these writers a
perspective on the effects of their writing that they
otherwise might not have considered. O n e writer
reflected "I like to read other kids' descriptions because
sometimes if I read odier kids [sic] descriptions I can get
more ideas . . because w h e n I look back into the
pictures I can't see the pictures they see." The analysis
of the writer's comments from the read-as-the-reader
group stiggests that actually doing the task their readers
did revealed to them the necessary information they
needed to include and the uimecessaiy information they
needed to exclude in their descriptions.
Further research might "directly probe the ways in
which individuals cope with the items or task, in an
effort to illuminate the processes that underlay item
response and task performance" (Messick, 1989, p. 6).
B y conducting protocol analysis students' thoughts could
be assessed to reveal the kinds of decisions that writers
m a k e and the kinds of information they chose to include
and exclude, and ultimately, the kinds of discourse
strategies that they chose to use in an attempt to meet
Aeir readers' informational needs. This is one approach
w e might take to better understand h o w reading-as-thereader can assist yotmger writers in accomplishing the
writer-reader-text reciprocity.

study offers empirical support for the widespread
classroom practice of peer editing and peer response.
This shidy suggests, however, that peer response m a y be
more effective w h e n peers actually use the text in some
way, because they are forced to confront the text's
sti-engths and weaknesses in a concrete context, rather
than the more absti-act context of giving literary
feedback.
Although the "referential communication design"
has been traditionally associated with experimental
psychology and spoken communication, similar
activities and communicative processes are found in
writing instruction literature. For example, an adaptation
of the writing/reading exercise "reading-as-the-reader"
might be added to a teacher's repertoire of "optimal
environmental activities" (Daniles, 1990, pp. 118-121).
Daniles suggests, "lessons about effective descriptive
writing emerge from experiencing sO^tegies in use" (p.
119). "Reading as the reader" is a perspective-taking
strategy experienced when the writer attempts to create a
specific description their readers can "see."
Another application of "reading as the reader"
would be a perspective-taking strategy that can be added
to a "writer's tool box" (Harper, 1997). Harper describes
fiverevisiontools that she suggests have worked for her
as a practicing middle school writing teacher. O n e such
tool is the "snapshot." Students compose written
snapshots similar to a detailed photographic sna{>shot.
Snapshots are writing activities that compel students to
concentrate on the physical properties and descriptive
qualities of various "objects." "Reading-as-the-reader"
could be an instructional tool that writing teachers
incorporate into his/her repertoire of classroom activities
to help students become more efficient descriptive
writers.
Finally, "reading-as-the-reader" m a y help students
to m a k e details explidt and assist students in recognizing
other text creating approaches that could be used with
other functions of writing. Con^)osing concrete poems
and descriptive essays and then "reading as the reader"
are classroom experiences that m a y facilitate students
going beyond their immediate personal and social
circumstance (Cameron, Hunt, & Linton, 1996;
Elasasser & John-Steiner, 1977; Florio, 1979). If
"reading-as-the-reader" is a learning strategy that
woriced for younger writers in helping them develop a
readers' perspective in transactional writing, it might
also be a strategy transferable to other writing purposes.
Educational Implicationt
This research contributes to a body of literature (e.g., Not only does "reading-as-the-reader" assist writers in
Bcal, 1996; Cameron, Hunt, & Linton, 1996; Frank, asking, "what do I want to write?" and "what have I
1992; Oliver, 1995) that clarifies some of the written?" , more in^ortantiy, it m a y assist in addressing
instrtictional conditions that can help young writers the more challenging task of, " H o w will the reader
envision h o w their readers' interpret the text they have interpret m y writing?"
written. Specifically, it contributes to our understanding
of h o w younger writers can learn of the reciprocity
between writing, reading, and text (see Wittc, 1992). The
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Abstract
How do people control interactive search? One type of
decision that is made when perfoiming a task such as
searching the web is whether to continue to explore
unattractive but imntediately available links or to backup
to previously experienced links. It has recently been
suggested that this choice may be governed by a preset
threshold. W e report empirical evidence that in fact the
choice is governed by memory for the quality of the
onselected alternatives on previous pages. Further, w e
rcpon a con^utatioiud model that combines an instancebased memory for previous evaluations with displaydriven action to control interactive search.
Introduction
Taslcs such as w e b browsing and m e n u search are
examples of what w e call interactive search tasks.
They differ from other problem solving tasks in that the
effect of an operator is u n k n o w n until the operator has
been implemented in the world. In these circumstances
a problem solver caimot use mental lookahead in order
to constrain search, rather search is constrained by two
mutually dependent cognitive activities.
First, people estimate the relative likelihoods that
operators will lead to the goal and trade these off
against estimates of cost (PiroUi and Card, 1999). In
interactive search, estimates of likelihood are typically
based on an interpretation of the relationship between
the goal and the semantics of the word(s) and icon(s)
tised to represent the operator. Estimates of cost are
often based on the time that operators are expected to
take to implement in the world.
Second, the process of likelihood estimation must be
embedded within a strategy for controlling search. A
strategy typically defines policies for determining
which operators are included in the set of those
considered and policies for reducing or eliminating the
probability that operators that have been tried before are
redundantly reselected.
Typically a strategy for
interactive search will be supported by m e m o r y for
which operators have already been tried on the current
search (so that reselection can be avoided) and by
m e m o r y for information about which operators lead to
success or failure on previous trials (Howes, 1994).

H o w e s and Payne (2001) have argued that these needs
are not easily captured by current architectural theories
of h u m a n cognition.
A search strategy is required in addition to an ability
to follow label semantics because in real menus and on
real w e b pages, label semantics (and therefore estimates
of likelihood) are rarely sufficient to guarantee that
users will navigate directly to the location of a goal
without some firuitless exploration of other parts of the
search space. A n understanding of the process by
which people rank order operators must be
complemented by a model of which they consider, h o w
they remember which they have tried, and h o w they
remember where to find them.
Previous research on the strategies that people use to
control exploration in these circumstances has
emphasised that performance is often display-based.
I.e. problem solving is constrained by the set of
operators currently available on the display of the
device (Howes and Young, 1996). The device display
imposes constraints on the problem solving process that
limit the cognitive costs of device use. Other research
has indicated that judgements of what choices have
been taken before are sometimes made on the basis of
long-term representations of familiarity (Payne,
Richardson, Howes, 2000).
Other research has directly addressed the question of
w h e n users choose to 'backup' from a choice point. A
'backup' operator is a special kind of operator in
interactive search in that the user knows that its effect is
to return the user to the previous, higher, node in the
tree (although the user m a y not k n o w the content of this
node). There are a number of types of backup in w e b
browsing. The 'Back' button on a browser takes the
user to the previous page in the recent history stack. A
link labelled 'back' on a w e b page will typically take a
user to a page one level higher in the site hierarchy
(though this is not guaranteed). T h e differences
between these operations are potentially interesting but
for here w e consider a generic backup where the two
definitions are aligned.
O n e answer to the question of when users choose to
backup is that backups are selected when evaluations of
all available forward moves fall below some threshold
(Miller and Remington, 2001). In their model, Miller
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interactive search (Payne, Richardson and Howes,
2000; H o w e s and Payne, 2001).
Experiment

vary good laM

bad labal

good label
OR
average label
OR
bad label

bad label
OR
vary bad tabai
vary bad label
and Remington assumed that users selected a link
whenever the perceived likelihood of success exceeded
some predetermined threshold. They point out that a
feature of this model is that it places little demand on
memory. Search is controlled without a m e m o r y for
previous alternatives to the current search path. Miller
and Remington also describe an elaboration of their
threshold model in which "improbable links at a lower
tier" are selected opportunistically. This is achieved by
temporarily reducing the threshold for selection. Their
model was motivated by examination of w e b usage logs
which suggested that users selected less probable links
before backtracking to other possibilities.
A n alternative model is that people moderate their
willingness to backup according, in part, to their
memory for the quality of previously unselected
operators at higher levels in the m e n u tree. In this
model a single fixed threshold would not be used, rather
backup would be selected according to a computation
of the relative values of an extended set of operators
that included, but was not limited to, those derived from
the currently displayed labels. It is possible that people
backup if the previous label was significantly better
than the current labels, or perhaps only if both the
current labels were below some threshold (as in Miller
and Remington's model) and the previous label was
above some other threshold.
In addition it seems likely that the perceived time cost
of successfully returning to a remembered option will
moderate people's willingness to select a backup
option. Such behaviour would be consistent with recent
fmdings in Human-Computer Interaction (Gray & Fu,
2001) and with the conflict resolution mechanism of
A C T - R (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998).
In this paper w e first report an experiment designed
to test the hypothesis that when engaged in interactive
search tasks people take into account the value and cost
of options other than those that are immediately
available on the computer display. W e also report a
model of interactive search, that is consistent with the
results of the experiment, and which is based on an
instance-based framework of memory for problem
solving. The model was developed in response to the
current findings and in part to our previous work on
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The aim of the experiment was to test the hypothesis
that people take memory for the value and cost of
unselected m e n u options from previous choice points
into account when deciding whether to backup.
Participants were asked to search for a different target
in each of a series of identically structured binary m e n u
trees. Selection of an option resulted in the displayed
menu being replaced by a submenu. The trees differed
in three respects: (a) the qtiality of the weaker option at
the top level choice-point in the menu (either a good,
average or bad choice); (b) the quality of the two
options at the lower level, or critical choice-point
(either both bad or both very bad choices for the goal);
(c) the cost of backup.
The quality of labels was determined by previous
studies in which participants were asked to fill in a
questionnaire indicating the likelihood that they would
select a label for a particular goal. For example, they
were asked to rate "Cowboy movies" and "Facts and
Figures" for the goal, "find when John W a y n e died."
Answers were given on a five point scale, from 1 (very
likely), to 5 (very unlikely), the levels of which are
referred to in this paper as very good, good, average,
bad, and very bad.
In accordance with (a) and (b) above, at the top level
of the menu tree there was always one very good option
and one that was either good, average or bad. O n the
m e n u underneath the top level very good option there
was a node with labels that had both been rated bad or
both very bad. (Of their o w n volition, participants were
expected to mostly select the best choice at the top
level.)
The number of times that participants chose to backup
as thefirstm o v e made from the critical choice-point
was recorded. The design of the experiment allowed us
to determine whether the number of backups was
dependent only on the quality of the labels at the critical
choice-point (bad vs. very bad) or also on the quality of
remembered but untried labels at higher levels of the
tree (good vs. average vs. bad) and/or on the cost of
backup.
A "give up" option was available so that participants
did not need to follow paths under bad or very bad
options in order to find the goal. This would otherwise
be the case in the menu trees where the alternative
option at thefirstchoice-point was a label that had been
rated as bad. This was designed to ensure that
participants experienced minimal positive feedback for
the bad m e n u labels.

Method
Participants. Thirty-six undergraduate students (30
females and 6 males) participated in this study for
course credits. The mean age of participants was 19
years 11 months.
Materials. Twenty-seven binary menu trees were
used. Participants were required tofinda single goal in
each of the menu trees. The goals were all to find
general information on different topics.
The twenty-seven menu trees consisted of eighteen
test menu trees and ninefillertrees. In each tree the
first choice was between a label that had previously
been rated as a very good label for the goal, and one
that had been rated as either good, average or bad. The
very good choice led to a choice-point where the two
labels had been rated as either both bad or both very
bad.
Nine different topics were used for the test trees, with
each topic occurring twice. Each topic was used for a
menu tree with a very bad critical choice-point and for a
menu tree with a bad critical choice-point giving nine of
each in total. Within each of these sets of nine menu
trees, three had a good alternative option at the first
choice-point, three had an average option and three had
a bad option. Across participants, each topic was
presented equally often as each of the six different types
of test menu.
There were two locations for the goal in each of the
test menu trees. The goal information could be found
eidier by moving forwards ftt»m the critical choicepoint, or by backing up fhim it and searching the other
half of the structure.
Procedure. All participants carried out a simple menu
search training tasks before taking part in this
experiment After reading the instructions, participants
worked through three practice search tasks and then
through the twenty-seven menu search tasks presented
in a different partially-randomised order for each
participant. Presentation of tasks was self-paced in that
participants had tofindthe goal (or give up) before the
next task could be started.
Selections were
automatically recorded by the program.
Participants were randomly assigned to either a lowcost, immediate backup group or to a high-cost, slow
backup group. Participants in the high-cost group had
to carry out two intermediate steps between clicking on
backup and getting to the previous choice-point. Both
of these steps required participants to click buttons in
windows to confirm that they wanted to backup. As
before, participants in these two groups were matched
forfi-equencyand length of Internet use.

was used on only S % of tasks on average. As expected,
it was used most often on those tasks where the untried
option at thefirstchoice-point was bad rather than good
or average.
The mean percentage of backups made as the first
move fi'om the two types of critical choice-point (bad
and very bad) in each of the three types of menu tree
(good, average or bad untried previous option) was
calculated for each participant. These data are
summarised in Table I and were subjected to an Anova
to test for effects of critical choice-point type, preceding
untried option type and cost of backup.
Fast backups
Critical
choicepoint
Very bad
Very bad
Very bad

Previous
untried
option
Good
Average

M

5,D.

73%
61%
50%
70%
52%
44%

31%
26%
26%
28%
38%
30%

Slow
backups
SJI
M

55%
37%
52%
25%
50%
30%
Bad
61%
26%
Good
Bad
45%
22%
Bad
Average
44%
25%
Bad
Bad
Table 1. The mean backups made as thefirstmove
from the critical choice-points in each menu type.
There was a significant effect of the goodness of the
preceding untried option on the number of backups
made, F(2, 68) = 8.45, p < 0.01. Significantly more
backups were made fix)m the critical choice-point when
the preceding untried option was good than when it was
bad or average. There was no main effect of the quality
of labels at the critical choice-point, F(l, 34) = 1. 14, p =
0.29. Equal numbers of backups were made whether
the options were bad or very bad. This was not due to
floor or ceiling performance: the average percentage of
backups made from the critical choice-points was 55%.
There was not a significant main effect of cost of
backup, F(l, 34) = 1.77, p = 0.19, nor were there any
significant interactions.
Finally, there are two ways of looking at this data,
either in terms of the assessment of the preceding
untried option (as above), or in terms of the difference
between the untried option and the options at the
current choice-point. However, it is hard to quantify
differences in assessments. The fact that there was no
significant difference between bad and very bad critical
choice-points is evidence against the difference in
assessments being a factor.
An instance based model

Results and Discusssion
The tendency to select the give-up option rather than
continuing imtil the goal was found was very low. It
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The model is a computationally implemented model
of the strategy underlying the direction of the effects
observed in the experiment. It consists of an algorithm

implemented in a simple but novel production system
framework developed by the authors.
A brief
description of the framework is given before the details
of the strategy.
Framework
The basic assumptions in the framework (though not
the model) were motivated by previous research rather
than by the current findings. The primary motivation
was the problem of discriminating which trial a
m e m o r y was from, and in particular whether a m e m o r y
was from the current trial or from a previous trial.
H o w e s and Payne (2001) have argued that the w a y in
which information is represented in ACT-R's
declarative m e m o r y (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998)
makes it difficult to model the control of search over
multiple trials within the same search space. O n e
problem is that the combination of frequency and
recency information in base level activation makes it
difficult to distinguish whether an activation is high
because a representation was used on the current trial
(recency), or high because it has been used m a n y times
While A C T - R models are
before (frequency).
sometimes built so that they do encode episodic chunks,
it is not clear from the theory when a n e w chunk should
be encoded and when the activation of an old chunk
should be increased.
The instance-based framework that w e describe here
is a response to these problems. Where in A C T - R ,
repeated exposure to a goal or aspect of the
environment results in an incremental increase in the
base-level activation of the chunk, in the framework
described here, repeated exposure to patterns results in
the encoding of separate instances (where an instance is
a structure consisting of a collection of attribue/value
pairs). Effects of frequency can be captured in the
framework by a race between instances that match to
the current goal and sUte. The approach has been
inspired by Logan's (1988) instance-model of practice
and by Altmann and John's (1999) episodic account of
h o w people control search during program
comprehension.
In brief, the main assumptions behind the framework
are given below. M a n y of the assumptions are derived
from A C T - R and Soar but the framework differs
substantially from both in the structure of its
declarative/working memory. While w e believe that
these assumptions have the potential to offer a novel
approach to modeling the control of cognitive behavior,
they should not be taken in their current form as a
competitor to the established architectures. A C T - R for
example consists of a sophisticated set of mechanisms
that have been shown to be useful in modeling a broad
range of behavior. In contrast, w e have focused on just
those mechanisms required to capture a handful of
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experiments on a specific but important issue. T h e
assumptions are:
1. The framework includes two types of data structure:
(1) production rules, and (2) instance structures.
Production rules match to instance structures to
produce more instances and/or action.
2. Instance structures consist of (Identifier, Attribute,
Value) triples.
So for example, (ol, isa,
operator),(ol, name, press),(ol, target, "tools"),(ol,
state, si) represents an operator ol with four
features. Similarly, (si, isa, state) might be part of
the representation of the state to which o 1 has been
applied. A n instance cannot be modified or deleted.
N e w instances m a y refer back to old instances.
3. The identifier of the most recent instance is held in a
buffer. Another buffer holds a specification of the
input (information from perception).
4. Whenever a production rule fires it adds n e w
instances to instance memory. So for example, if
the production that created ol was to fire again it
might add the triples, (o2, isa, operator),(o2, name,
press),(o2, target, "tools"), (o2, state, s5). Both ol
and o2 would then be in instance memory, but note
that only o2 would be linked to sS.
5. Conflict resolution. Serial control is imposed at the
level of production firing. A production only fires
once on the same data. Production matches are
selected at random, though behavior m a y be
moderated by high frequency matches.
6. Productions propose operators. Operators can carry
preferences, e.g. "high", but are otherwise selected
at random after a certain number of cycles have
passed since the previous choice.
Unlike in A C T - R , frequency and recency information
are not merged and it is not therefore difficult to
distinguish the current trial from previous trials. The
framework is suitable for modeling the findings of
H o w e s and Payne (2001). It is also suitable for
modeling the results of the experiment reported here.
Strategy
The results of the experiment indicate that m u c h of
the time participants preferred higher value operators
regardless of whether they were available on the current
menu. The strategy for the model therefore considered
not only choices available on the current display (i.e.
those that are cued by the environment) but also choices
that it had previously experienced. The strategy was
encoded in the instance-based framework in terms of a
set of production rules. These rules proposed operators
determined by the currently displayed m e n u items and
by instance-based m e m o r y for previously displayed
untried operators. Importantly, as w e will see, the
model did not need to remember the previous label,
merely the fact that there was a previous highly rated
choice.

T h e experiment was also suggestive of some effect of
the cost of backup on participants' decision making.
While this effect was not significant, it would be
surprising and counter to m u c h previous work if people
did not take cost into account in this kind of decision
and w e have therefore chosen to include a sensitivity to
the cost of backup in the model.
Even for this simple experimental task, the production
rules also need to be sensitive to whether a m e m o r y was
from the current trial or from a previous trial.
Participants in the experiment experienced a whole
sequence of tasks, and would have had to be able to
detramine w h e ^ e r a m e m o r y for a previous, highly
rated m e n u option w a s for the current task. This is
achieved by taking advantage of the discrimination
n u d e available by the instance-based encoding.
Behavior of the model
T o ilhutrate the behavior w e offer a trace for a typical
experimental scenario. The model was given the goal
of finding the target "John Wayne". T h e first choice
was between "Films'* and "Celebrities" for both of
which the model had been given a "high" likelihood
rating (based on a collection of h u m a n ratings). The
model retrieved these ratings (lines 2 and 4) and also
asserted diat neither label had been recognized as tried
for this trial (lines 1 and 3). O n the basis of the
gadiered evidence the model then proposed the
selection of each button (lines S and 6) and then
selected "Celebrities" at random Gine 8). ( note that
"..." indicates where there was a sequence of "wait"
operators (e.g. line 7).)
1. rocogniM no i13 labal^'RIms'
Z r«tr1«v«_ykelihood 114 labeN'Fnmc* valu««high
3. racogniM.no 115 label''Celat>rit)es'
4. re»1«v«_Bke<ihood i16 lab«l>*C6let>iities' value=hish
5. propoM.fonMTd 117 MMl^'Fllms' pref^high
6. propOM forward i16 lab«l>'C«lebntiM' pref^hlgh
7. ...
8. Select
118
9. appty.ferward 124 ACTION (prNS'Calabrlttes')
The model was then presented with a choice between
" C o m e d y Films" and "Companies" both of which had
been given a "low" rating Oines 10 and 13). T w o "low"
rated forward operators were then proposed on the basis
of the gathered evidence (lines 16 and 17). In addition,
a "high" rated alternative was retrieved (line 11). This
retrieval was m a d e from a previously encoded instance
of a highly rated pn-oposal, but in^rtantly, retrieval for
the actual label was not required. The retrieval lead to
the pnqxMal of a "medium" rated backup operator (line
12). The model chose the backup operator (line 19)
over A c "low" rated forward operators. N B . backup
w a s (Mily given a "medium" rating in this circumstance
because of the additional cost to be expected prior to
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the selection of the forward m o v e to which the model
was returning.
10. ratr1«v«_llk«llhood 130 labal-'Comedy Films' value-low
11. retrtava.altemaUve 131 taro«H17 pref>hlgh
12. propos«_backup
132
label-backup
target-117
pr«t"m»dlum
13. retrlev«_llkellhood 133 label-"Compar>l»»" valu»«low
14. recognl8«_no 134 l«bel«'Comedy Films"
16. recognlse_no 135 labal-'Companiea'
16. propoM.forward 136 lab»l""Comedy Films" pret»low
17. propoae.fbrward 137 label-'Companlet' pref-k>w
16. propos«_backup
138
label-backup
targat-117
pr8f> medium
19. Select:
138
20. apply.backup 140 ACTION (press backup)
At this stage the model has returned to the top-level
choice point and immediately recognized that it has
tried the "Celebrities" label before on this trial (line 21).
However, as "Films" is not recognized as tried and is
highly rated it selects it (line 27).
21. recognls«_yes 146 label-"CelebrmM"
22. retrleve.likelihood 147 label="Fllms' value=hlgh
23. recognlse.no 148 label="Fllm»"
24. propose.fbrward 149 labeN'FHms' pref-high
25. retrteve.likellhood 150 labek'Celebrlties' value=high
26. ...
27. Select:
149
28. apply_«bcvwrd 156 ACTION (press'Films")
The model is now given a choice between two "low"
rated labels. This time, no retrieval of a previous and
highly rated operator occurs so one of the "low"
operators is selected. (The S % of trials on which
participants chose to "give up" the search at points like
this are not modeled.)
29. retiieve.llkellhood 162 labels "Careers' value=k>w
30. racogniae.no 163 label- 'Educatk>n'
31. retrievejikellhood 164 label-'EducatkHi' value-tow
32. propose_forward 165 label= "Education" pref-low
33. recognl9e_no 166 label- "Careers"
34. propoaejorward 167 label- "Careers" preHow
35. ...
36. Select:
165
37. apply.forward 172 ACTION (press "Education')
In addition, to the above, the model was run on the
range of label rating combinations used in the
experiment and produced behavior consistent with the
findings in each circumstance. W e have not reported
aggregated statistics of the models performance here, as
the participant responses to which such an analysis
would be compared were probably dependent on finer
grain label ratings than were provided to the model.
W h a t is important for our cmrcnt purposes is that the
model captures the qualitative distinctions observed in
the experiment.

Discussion
W e have presented an integrated model of interactive
search that is based on an instance-based account of
human memory. The model captures findings from an
experiment reported in the current paper and is
consistent with previous findings (Howes and Payne,
2001).
Specifically, while operator proposal is
primarily display-based, operators are also proposed on
the basis of m e m o r y for previous untried same-trial
operators. W e have claimed that this instance-based
approach provides thefinediscrimination for the source
of memories that is required in order to model the data.
While w e have empirically demonstrated that people
moderate their willingness to select backup operators on
the basis of memory for previous unselected
alternatives, a threshold account m a y still relevant to
performance. For example, a threshold m a y be required
to determine "give up* decisions, and also to determine,
at thefirstchoice point, whether to select an item or
scan for another. H o w this threshold is determined is
an issue that requires further research.
There are many aspects of the interactive search data
that w e have not attempted to capture. Miller and
Remington (2001), for example, describe a thorough
analysis of h o w their model capmres aspects of the
dcpth^readth trade-off in human performance with
menu systems. It is possible that our model is
consistent with Miller and Remington's threshold
model in this respect but the analysis remains to be
done.
The model that w e have described can be contrasted
to a method of search control known as operator
subgoaling (Laird, Newell and Rosenbloom, 1987).
With operator subgoaling, the best operator that has
been proposed is selected even though it cannot be
implemented directly in the current state. The operator
is posted on the goal stack and the preconditions for
operator application are posted as the current goal. In
contrast, the search strategy that w e have described here
is relatively lean in the demands that it places on
memory. W h e n a decision was made that there was an
attractive, previously experienced operator, this
operator was not posted as the goal, rather the problem
solver chose the single operator required to achieve the
required preconditions. Once these have been met, the
choices on the n e w menu are considered afresh and a
choice made. In general, it is possible, that the greater
power of the operator subgoaling mechanism is
required to model human interactive search. It is often
the case, for example, that establishing the
preconditions for an operator requires more than one
step. In this circumstance operator selection needs to
be guided by a consistent focus on the desired
preconditions. W e see no reason w h y the instance-
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based framework that w e have described should not be
capable of supporting this more sophisticated strategy.
Lastly, it is worth considering the fact that w e have
not chosen to include mechanisms of decay and
interference in the model reported here. The reason for
this is that these mechanisms were not required to
capture thefindingsof the experiment. However control
strategies often do not degrade gracefiilly as m e m o r y
becomes unreliable. Implausible perseveration is, for
example, a frequent consequence of the loss of critical
information from the memory of a model. It is likely
therefore that this issue will need to be revisited.
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Abstract

due to a recognition that excessive communication
activities place a demand for attention on both the
The ability of members on a team to reason about
sender and receiver that competes with processing of
each others' capabilities and workload is imporintense taskwork. Therefore reasoning about capar
tant for effective teamwork. This is required for
bilities, including knowledge of task demands, skill
proper task allocation and load balancing, as well
levels of individual team members, and momentary
as many other team processes such as adaptiveworkload across the team in a given situation, must
ness, proactive assistance, and backing-up behavior.
be considered an essential component of team cogThe present work proposes to incorporate capability
nition.
reasoning into intelligent agents to produce better
Recently there has been a rise of interest in inteeimwork simulations, to work better with humans
corporating intelligent agents into automated teamas virtual team members, and to facilitate team
training systems (Rickel and Johnson, 1997). These
training. However, classical models of capabiUties
agents could be used in a variety of ways, from auin computational systems and intelligent agents are
tomated assistants (decision aids), to virtual role
inadequate for representing the more complex asplayers, to coaches. In order for agents to monipects of human performance, such as the ability
tor, understand, critique, or participate in teamwork
to perform multiple tasks in parallel, interference
with human trainees, the agents must also be enamong these tasks, effects of limits on attention and
dowed with the abihty to reason about capabilities
other cognitive resources, and the ability of humans
cind workload of individuals on the team. Agents
to dynamically adjust their level of effort on tasks.
in the simulation must be able to assess the workIn this paper, we present a formal mathematical
load of humans with w h o m they interact in order
model of capabilities that accounts for these effects.
to make decisions about when and how to interThe model positsfinitepools of internal resources,
act in a way that is not disruptive or unnatural.
for which tasks compete; quality of performance de(This is an additional constraint that purely agent}ends on the amount of resources jJlocated. Capabased systems do not have to be concerned with.)
>ilities are defined according to whether a feasible
However, most existing formal models of capability
schedule can be found that allows a set of tasks to be
reasoning in agents do not adequately address the
completed within given constraints (e.g. deadlines)
kind
of reasoning that is required in these agentwhile not exceeding
I n tthe
r o dcapacity
u c t i o nof any internal rebased team-training systems. Typically, these prior
source. A n extension of the model is then proposed
models treat capabilities as a simple association beMtiny
studies have
suggested
that the ability to disto incorporate
multiple
resources.
tween actors (agents or humans) and "executable"
tribute tasks appropriately and to adaptively badactions, though the actors must also be aware that
ance the workload within teams is essential for producing effiective teamwork (Kleinman et al., 1992; they can do these things, i.e. have suflScient "knowhow'^ (Moore, 1985; Singh, 1991; van der Hoek et al.,
Kozlowski, 1997). In order to do this, team m e m 1994).
bers must be able to reason about their own and each
These computational models allow agent-based
others' capabilities. For example, they must be able
systems to be designed where the agents can reato know when to accept or reject new tasks, based
on how they might interfere with current on-going
son about each others' capabilities, and even pertasks, to delegate sub-tasks to the (best) team m e m - form task distribution jmd load badancing. However,
these models generally assume task completion is bibers w h o are not overloaded, and to offer assistance
nary (success or failure) and do not take into account
to those w h o are. Even in intra-team communication and coordination, assessment of capabilities and
graded senses of capability, which are more meanworkload have an impaw:t; in one study, it was found ingful to human performance. H u m a n s can often
that communications among team members in the achieve better results by working "harder" (applybest-performing tetuns actually decrecised in highing more effort or attention), they can dynamically
tempo situations (Serfaty et al., 1997), presumably
reduce their effort on one task to accomodate per-
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forming other tasks in parallel, and they are often
hmited by pragmatic upper-bounds on performance
(e.g. due to finite skills or attention). W h a t is needed
is a formiil system that will enable an agent to understamd when a h u m a n is too busy doing certain activities (e.g.flyingan aircraft in combat or engaging
an enemy) to do other things (e.g. monitor for new
visual contacts, listen to background radio traflic).
The agent needs to be able to compute the relative
impact of new tasks on the accuracy of performing
existing tasks, and the potential for delay in completion of individual tasks by their deadlines. This
is different from just asking whether an operator is
capable of doing the additional tasks "in principle."
H u m a n s are capable of performing multiple tasks
in parallel, and there is a great deal of literature on
analyzing time-sharing performance (Wickens and
Holland, 2000). Yet humans ultimately have limits
on their processing capacity, exemplified by the notion offinitelimits on attention, which has been rigorously documented. Furthermore, there is clear evidence that some task combinations are time-shMed
more efficiently than others, such as the difference
between drawing a sketch while listening to the raidio versus reading while listening to the radio. S o m e
models, such as the multiple-resource model (e.g.,
Wickens, 1984) have postulated distinct and separate cognitive resources for different types of cognitive processing to expliiin the wide range of observed task interactions. Another importjint issue
that makes h u m a n capabilities difficult to reason
about is that performance is not a binary quantity,
but rather a graded value (e.g. accuracy, reaction
time), and humams can intentionally adjust task performance in a number of controllable ways, such as
increasing quality by focusing attention and applying more cognitive "effort," or by reducing effort by
spreading the task processing out over a longer interval of time (Hendy et al., 1997), such as multiplying multi-digit numbers together in one's head more
slowly for greater ciccuracy. Therefore, whether or
not a human member of a team is "capable" of doing
something depends on a great m a n y things, including what other tasks he or she is doing (their current
workload), the degree to which the new task might
interfere with them, the individual's skill level(s),
attention management skill (Gopher, 1993), and the
adaptability of the task performance with respect
to the tightness of the constraints on completion
(e.g. deadlines, quality criteria). This is a more
situation-based or context-dependent perspective on
capability.
Reasoning about capabilities at this quantitative
level is important for modeling and understanding
teamwork. To date, very little research has addressed the relationship between individual cognition and quality of teamwork, though the connection
is discussed in (Huey and Wickens, 1993). A n understanding of individuals' capabilities and workload
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are clearly important to the efficient operation of a
team, such as for distributing tasks to the most appropriate/skillful members, balancing the load (to
maintainflexibility),and proactively assisting or
backing each other up. With regard to training,
we hypothesize that each team m e m b e r him/herself
must develop enough reserve capacity on top of their
individual taskwork to devote some attention to participating in the teamwork, such as tracking star
tus or progress of team goals, sharing information
relevant to others, or building distributed situation
awareness.
In this paper, w e present a formal, mathematical model for reasoning about capabilities, especially
for agents to reason about and interaurt with their
h u m a n teammates. T h e approach sythesizes ideas
from a number of previous descriptions of workload, attention, and performance into a computational model that can be concretely implemented as
a decision-making procedure in a multi-agent system. After establishing some terms and assumptions, a definition of capability will be presented in
terms of whether a himian could adapt his or her performance (i.e. tofinda schedule and select effort levels) that would accomodate a given set of tasks with
a set of specified constraints. W e conclude by discussing the implications of this computational model
of capabilities for modeling and understanding team
performance, and for designing new approaches to
team training.

A Formal Model
In this section, we present a quantitative model for
reasoning about capabilities. For simplicity, we stjul;
with description of a single-resource model as a bcisis. Later we extend it to show how it can accomodate the assumption of multiple cognitive resources.
Single-Resource Foundation
Preliminarily, assume there is a single c o m m o n cognitive resource for which tcisks compete. Perhaps
it might be labelled generically as "attentional resources." At any given time, a person might be using
some amount of this resource, u(t), but the resource
is bounded, Vt 0 < u(t) < Umax- Since the scale is
arbitrary, we normalize resource utilization so that
Umax = 1-0, putting it on a uniform scale of 0 to 1.
W e assume this c o m m o n resource can be allocated
to, or divided among, several concurrent tasks. T h e
amount of resource being applied to a given task i
at a given m o m e n t t is referred to as "effort," and is
denoted ei{t). W e view the s u m of resources being
applied to all tasks at a given m o m e n t as a reflection
or internal measure of workload. Let the set of tasks
be called Ti...Ti. T h e "workload" is defined as:
w{t) = Ei ait)
and it is constrained not to exceed the limit, 0 <
W{t) < Umax-
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task 1
tune

effort or resource utilization

Figure 1: Resource utilization over time (with limit).

Whereas this notion of effort is defined on a
moment-by-moment basis, the total effort expended
on a task, or total resources applied Ei, is the s u m
of the effort allocated to that task over the duration
of its performance (illustrated in Figure 1). In other
words, it is the sum, or integral, of the moment-bym o m e n t resources utilized in performing that task:
t=end(i)
ait) dt
-

£

»tort(i)

While the a m o u n t of resources applied to a task is
not necessarily constant, w e assume there is an average effort value ?i, and our model is based on this
approximation.
T h e aimount of resources required for an individual to perform a given task depends on a n u m b e r
of internal and external determinants. Externally,
the difficulty of the task, as well as constraints on
accuracy or speed (i.e. deadlines), can influence the
processing resources required (e.g. it is harder to do
a task better or faster, and s o m e tasks have parameters related to difficulty, such as number of items
to remember, and so on). Internally, a specific individual's response to task d e m a n d cam be aiffected by
their innate ability and executive m a n a g e m e n t skill,
prior training, degree of automation, etc. W e quantify the relationship between amount of resources
applied to a task and qucility of performance using a
function for quality-effort trjideoff: qi = f{Ei) (also
k n o w n as a Performance Resource Function (Norm a n and B o b r o w , 1976); see Figure 2).^ Quality
can represent ciny n u m b e r of performance measures
specific to the task, such as accuracy, inverse of reaction time, etc. W e do not place m a n y restrictions on
the form of this function, but typically, w e assume
it is monotonic: increasing effort on most tasks increases quality (Wickens, 1984). (Often, they reach
a plateau where greater effort does not improve quality, in which case they are said to be "data-limited.")
^Quality of performance might also depend on some
measure of task difficulty, which can be treated either by
adding an argument for whatever variable parameterizes
the degree of difficulty, or by simply viewing them as
separate tasks.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a Performance Resource
Function.
H u m i m s can apply the same a m o u n t of total effort
to a task in a ramge of different ways. In particular,
they might choose to work as hard as possible on
the task, completing it in a short amount of time,
or they might decide to spread the processing out
over time, reducing the moment-by-moment effort,
for example to have s o m e reserve capacity left over to
apply to other tasks in parallel. Given that w e model
effort applied as the integral of resource utilization
over time, and w e assume there is an average level
of effort dedicated to a task, the relationship a m o n g
m o m e n t a r y effort, total effort applied, and duration
m a y be expressed as a simple formula:
Ei = ei- di
where dj = end{i) - start{i) is the duration of the
task. Therefore, the effort-duration tradeoff m a y
be represented as a (presumably) hjrperbolic function, and different levels of total effort appear as
iso-curves (see Figure 3). Each point on a given
curve bounds a box of constant area, representing
the c o m m o n degree of toted effort. Harder versions
of the s a m e tcisk correspond to curves farther out
(dashed line in Figure 3), and improvements in ability, e.g. due to training, appear as curves closer to
the origin.
W e assume there are range bounds on both duration and effort. O f course, a task can utilize no
m o r e than 1 0 0 % of a resource, and this puts a bound
on the m i n i m u m execution time (speed), as a result
of the hyperbolic function. SimiWly, w e assume
there is a m i n i m u m amoimt of resource required,
and a corresponding limit on the slowest effective
rate of performance. W e represent these ranges as
(di,Tntn,d<,moi) and (Ui,min,tii,max)T h e performance-resource function is not only a
function of task, but also of the individual. W e
model the difference a m o n g individuals by assuming
the form of the equation is the sjune, and applying a
multiplier that represents their degree of skill s of individual j (relative to the average of the population,
for which w e set s = 1):
1j,i = fiEi) • sj,i
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Figure 4: Example of task schedule.

duration (task execution time')
Figiire 3: Effort iso-curves.

3. Vf w{t) = Ej Cj < Umax, where the s u m runs
over £ill tasks i s.t. start{i) < t < end{i).
Hence the greater the skill, the greater the quality
of performance for a fixed amount of effort (can be
visucilized as higher curves in Figure 2). This allows
us to model the differences between novices and experts in a simple way.

We note that, among the existing tasks, some may
currently be being processed, while others m a y be
scheduled to start after some delay (i.e. pending
tasks). K processing of certjdn currently executing
tasks is considered uninterruptible, then w e require
Capability Assessment as Scheduling
start{i) = tnow for those tasks in the revised schedGiven this quantitative model of task performance,
ule to maintain continuity (though the effort level
we can now offer an initial formal definition of "cam a y be modified). Figure 4 shows an example of a
pability." Recall that w e are interested not just in
task schedule, with selected effort levels and durar
whether an individual is capable of doing something
tions, and some representative constraints.
"in principle," but also whether it can be carried out
The point of this definition of capabilities is that
effectively in the time allotted £ind to the level of
determination of capability in context must be done
quedity or sw;curacy required, all within the context
flexibly, since there are a wide variety of ways in
of other on-going activities. W e view this as a kind
which performance of tasks can be rearremged to
of "scheduling" problem, where capability is deteraccomodate multiple on-going activities. O n e primined by whether or not the individual can find an
mary mechanism is delaying processing of tasks that
arrangement of processing so that all the tasks can
are not as time-critical. This naturally leads to a
be completed without violating jiny internsil capacscheduling metaphor (Tulga and Sheridan, 1980).
ity limitations.
Various scheduling algorithms c£in be drawn from
otherfields,such as real-time systems. While exDefinition 1: A schedule for a set of
act solutions to these problems are often provably
tasks Ti...T„ being processed or executed by
intractable, reasonably eflScient approximation algoan individual is a set of parameter vectors
rithms often exist (e.g. greedy, ezu'liest deadline first,
{{start{i),end{i)yei)} defining the start amd
most-difficult taskfirst,etc.). A major open quesend times of each task, along with planned avtion is: which approximations seem to correspond to
erage resource utilization to be applied to each.
the kinds of heuristics humans use in deciding h o w to
carry out multiple tasks in complex environments?
Definition 2: An individual; who is currently
One unique characteristic of this application of
performing a set of tasks ri...r„, with quality
scheduling is that, in addition to mjmipulating stait
constraints qi...qn and deadlines dli...dln is said
and end times, another dimension taken into eiccount
to be capable of performing a new task r„+i
is the level of effort. In other words, individuals have
(with constraints qn+i £ind d„+i), if there exthe option of reducing or increasing their resources
ists a schedule S over n ...To+i defining the start
allocated to a given task, which can result in a corand end times along with average resource utireponding increase or decrease in duration required
lization of each task {start{i),end{i),ei), such
to produce equivalent performance. Hence, one m a y
that all constraints remain satisfied. Specifidecide to defer processing of a new task until the
cally:
existing ones are complete, or, if there is insufiBcient
1- «7i < MEi) = m • {end{i) - start(i))),
time, m a y decide to begin processing the new task
2. end(i) < dli, and
right away by shifting some of their emphasis or at-
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tention away from the current tasks, as long as it
will not threaten their successful completion.
Using our scheduling-based definition of task performance under resource constraints (both internal
and external), w e can implement a concrete, computationad method for agents to estimate workload
of humans and use it to simulate decision-making
about w h e n they are likely to accept or reject new
tasks in a dynamic environment. Specifically, the
model would predict task acceptance if and only if
a feasible schedule can be found (at least by a reasonably plausible heuristic method) that would accomodate the new task along with all existing ones,
where they would aJl be completed in time to meet
their respective deadlines, and the effort requirements (workload) would not exceed the limits (maxi m u m capacity) of the internal cognitive resource.
A pragmatic issue in developing such a computationaJ method is that the performemce characteristics for each individual would need to be derived. W e
believe that these parameters can be inferred from
empiricad observations under various controlled conditions by using data-mining techniques, but a detailed description of the methodology is outside the
scope of this paper.

u -a
II
rl r2

r3 r4

r5 r6

r7 r8

Resource Types
Figure 5: Resource-demand profile for a hypothetical task. T h e open bars represent the relative
amount of demand by a taisk on each type of internal
(cognitive) resource when it is being given full attention. T h e solid bars show resource allocation levels
scaled down proportionally for a case where an individual is only able to focus half of the requisite
attention on this particular task.

Extension to Multiple Resources
T h e problem with the model as we have presented
up to this point is that it is based on a singleresource assumption; thus it cannot account for variable degrees of interaction a m o n g tasks of different
types. T o extend our model to incorporate multiple resouces, w e start by assuming that there is
a fixed set of resource pools, ri...r„. For example, these might represent the eight components in
Wickens' (2000) model, with resources for: auditory
input processing, visual input processing, perceptual/central processing, response processing, spatial
processing, verbal processing, manual response processing, and speech response processing. Each of
these is postulated to be used to different degrees
(possibly zero) by any given task.
Thus, instead of a univariate curve for the
performace-resource function, w e have in principle a
function of n dimensions, representing allocation of
each resource independently (Tsang and Velasquez,
1996). However, to keep the model manageable (and
for parsimony), w e instead use a "profile" for each
task to represent, under single-task, full-attention
conditions, the relative aunounts of each resource required: (u(ri), ...,u(r„)) (as illustrated in Figure 5).
Then each resource level is modified proportionally
based on what baction of 1 0 0 % attention, att{T),
is allocated to a given task r in a specific situation, effectively parameterizing the resource demands. Hence the task demand, distributed over
the various resource components, becomes:

This approach adlows us to treat task performance
as intrinsically multi-dimensional. N o w the rest of
the model (including scheduling) can be applied as
before, with the condition that, regardless of how
the tasks combine or overlap, no individual resource
m a y exceed its capacity at £iny point in time:

V< Wk{t) = Si att{Ti,t) • u{rk,Ti) < Umo«(r*)

for all resource pools k, where i is summed over all
tasks being executed at time t. The task difficulty
and quality (i.e. accuracy) requirements set the level
of effort required for the individual, the individual
chooses a suitable duration and corresponding level
of average emphasis to apply, amd then this is used
to compute utilization of each resource based on a
scsded version of the single-task utilization profile.
To determine whether an individual is capable of
accepting a new task in the context of existing ones,
a schedule must be sought that allows all tasks to
complete within the time and quality constraints,
while violating no limits on internal resources.
The primary benefit of this multi-dimensional
model is that it can be used to simulate different degrees of interference aonong tasks depending on their
type. For example, even though tasks A, B, and C
are considered equally demanding, it might be more
efficient to process A and C in parallel than A and
B. This effect could be captured by saying that the
profiles for A and B both share high demsmd for
the same underlying resource, while the components
utilized by A and C are relatively distinct. The phenomenon of differential interference based on task
type has been cadled "structural similarity" in the
{attir) • u(ri, t), ...,att{T) • u(r„, literature
r))
(Wickens and Holland, 2000). Our work
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is intended to form a preliminary basis for theoretical and empirical modeling of this effect.
Discussion
Capabilities and workload are one part of the
"shared mental model" that must be computed,
along with others' behefs, goals, situations, etc., to
generate believable simulations of teamwork. This
model could be applied to enhancing the simulation
and generation of teamwork by influencing role selection, delegation, negotiation, and pro-active behavior. For example, responsibilities could be re-defined
to take into account the degree to which one is capable of doing something, delegation policies and
task allocation strategies could be modified to reflect an awareness of individuals' workload (i.e. to
select a member for w h o m it would least interfere),
and agents could adjust their initiative in offering to
help team members with tasks based on an assessment of how over-loaded they are versus h o w m u c h
of a distraction it would be.
A n important application of this computational
model of capabilities could be for designing intelligent agents for use in team-training systems. Specifically, this model would allow agents to monitor, exercise, and evaluate individuals' ability on h u m a n
teams to appropriately and effectively participate in
the teamwork, as a function of their o w n skills, workload response, and attention management strategies.
The gosil would be the development of novel training interventions that could promote the bzdance of
the cognitive demands of taskwork versus tejimwork
(i.e., spending time reasoning about each other).
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Abstract

(Lee et al., 1999), and on a trade-off between accuracy vs. speed of recognition depending on the
We present a novel self-organiziM structure recog-strength of inhibition as shown in ourfirstexpernition (SOSR network for classincation and recogimental results given below.
nition of relational structures represented by
In Artificial Intelligence and Image Recognition
graphs. The system consists of several subnets each
graphs are a well suited representation of relational
comparing an input structure with a given model
structures Uke molecular structures, data structures,
structure. The subnets are indirectly coupled via a
or semantic networks. In any case, a relational strucwinner-take-all ( W T A ) classifier. During classificap
ture consists of elementary objects and binary relar
tion the S O S R system deactivates subnets which intions between these objects. In a graph of a relar
dicate large dissimilarities between the input structional structure the elementary objects are repreture and the corresponding models. First expersented by vertices and their relations by directed or
iments show that this mechanism significantly reundirected edges. For example, in chemistry, graphs
duces the computational effort in comparison to tramodel molecular structures where the vertices repreditional classincation systems using a comparative
sent atoms and the edges represent bonds. In C o m m a x i m u m selector
I nas
t rao dclassifier.
uction
puter Vision vertices of a graph are objects within a
W e describe a hierarchical neural net for the recogscene and edges are structural relationships between
nition and classification of relational structures by
those objects.
matching with class prototypes which was primarily
A fundamental problem in m a n y application dodeveloped from a theoretical point of view and for
mains of processing relational structures is the idenpractical applications in ArtificijJ Intelligence. Clastification and recognition of c o m m o n structural
sification by means of prototypes is well known in
parts between two relational structures. For examthe psychological literature (e.g. Rxssch, 1975; Rosch
ple in classification, recognition or clustering tasks,
and Lloyd, 1978) but usually is modeled using feainformation about structural overlaps between two
ture vectors as description of objects and prototypes,
structures is required in order to determine a simirespectively. In the context of modeling semantic
larity or distance of these structures. Here w e call
m e m o r y and discussion of the binding problem in
the computation of a similarity or distance between
Cognitive Neuroscience relational descriptions and
two relational structiures graph matching.
representations of structured objects play nowadays
In general graph matching problems are wella major role (e.g. Hinton, 1994; Taylor, 1993; Tayknown NP-complete problems (Garey & Johnson,
lor, 1996; Singer, 2000). Seen from the point of
1979). D u e to the high computationid complexity
view of modeling the dynamics of neural structures
m u c h effort has been directed toward devising effiin connection with psychologically observed behavcient heuristics to find optimal or approximate soior w e are not primarily interested in the neural lutions for graph matching problems. A m o n g other
(population or assembly) code of representing relar
heuristics artificial neural networks have been protions (e.g. Singer, 2000) but in studying the proposed as a promising model of computation for solvcessing strategies using symbolic descriptions of obing graph matching problems (SchMdler & Wysotzki,
jects and prototypes by graphs and a hierarchical
1999).
organized mnner-takea-dl ( W T A ) net. This net
T h e high computational complexity is even more
will classify objects by competitive matching with
inconvenient if the solution of a problem requires
a set of predefined prototypes in a self-organizing several graph matching procedures. In distancemanner, i.e. without a homuncvlus acting as a subased classification using neural networks &n input
pervisor. T h e investigation of the WTA-processing
graph G is matched against a given set of TV model
strategies might also shed Ught on principles of funcgraphs Ml,..., M n representing prototypes of catetioning of the Short-Term-Memory (e.g. Grossberg,
gory Ci,..., Cjv, respectively. T h e matching is per1987a; Grossberg, 1987b), on the role of attention
formed by recurrent neural networks Si,...,Sn. In
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the following we will call these networks S» tubneti.
One fundamental approach in distance-baaod claasification of structures is the classification by means
of a discriminant function and a comparative maxim u m selector ( C M S ) classifier. A classification task
is solved by a C M S approach in the following chronological order (Schadler & Wysotzki, 1999): (1) A
feature extractor computes the discriminants g* of
input G and each model M/,- The discriminant Qk
is computed by the k-ih subnet 5* and serves as a
measure for the similarity between G and M * . (2)
The discriminants are passed to a C M S classifier. (3)
The C M S classifier sequentially compares the calculated discriminants and assigns the input graph to
the category for which the corresponding discriminant is largest. Thus a C M S classifier processes its
incoming data like a supervising homunculus.
In the traditional C M S classifier approach each
match between G and M * has equal priority in the
sense, that each subnet Sk evolves until it has computed a discriminant Qk for G and Af*. Thus a C M S
classifier completes the evolution of all iV subnets although the internal states of some subnets m a y indicate high dissimilarity of the graphs to be compared
at an early stage during the matching process.
In order to improve the computational performance of a classifier for relational structures and to
investigate the effects of self-organization in hierarchical networks we present a self-organizing structure recognition (SOSR) network. To accomplish
a better computational performance than the C M S
classifier the S O S R model identifies dissimilar pairs
G and M * at an early stage of the matching process and aborts the computation of the corresponding subnets Sk- Thus the S O S R network focuses on
promising subnets and neglects subnets indicating
high dissimilarity between the input and the corresponding model. This mechanism is realized by replacing the C M S by an inhibitory W T A network for
the m a x i m u m selection and intertwining the tasks
of step (l)-(3). Rirther improvements to reduce the
computational effort can be m a d e by parallel processing which is not possible with a sequential C M S
classifier.
Note, that the S O S R model has much in c o m m o n
with the competitive relational mind model proposed
by Taylor (1996). Furthermore, Grossberg (1987a)
uses in a similar way a network for competitive le^lming with a reset mechanism which deactivates subnets announcing high dissimilarity to allow them to
rebuild the model, i.e. the expectation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: W e
conclude this introductory section with some basic
notations and definitions. In the next Section we
formulate the graph matching problem in terms of
the m a x i m u m clique problem. Subsequently w e describe the S O S R network eurchitecture. In an empirical study we investigate the behavior of the S O S R
system. Finally, the last section summarizes this
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contribution.
Notationfl a n d Definitions: A graph is a pair G =
{V, E ) consisting of afiniteset V 5^ 0 of nodes and a
binary relation E C V ^ := {(i, j) | i,j e V, i ^ j}.
The elements (i,j) e E are called edges. A subgraph
H = { V h , E h ) of G is a graph with V h Q V and
E h Q V/^ n E . A n induced subgraph H oi G is a.
subgraph with E h = V ^ n E . A graph G is called
complete, it E = V^. A complete subgraph C C G
is called clique of G. A m a x i m u m clique C C G
is a clique with m a x i m u m number of vertices. A
maximcj clique is a clique which is not contained in
any larger clique. T h e clique number u { G ) of a graph
G is the number of vertices of a m a x i m u m cUque in
G. T h e size n y of a graph G is the number |F| of
its vertices.

Graph Matching and Maximal
Cliques
The graph matching problem is the problem to find
the best partial mapping between two graphs where
the quality of the mapping is estimated in terms
of a problem dependent objective function. Our
S O S R approeich can also be applied to inexact graph
matching problems of colored graphs, where vertex
colors represent elementary objects and edges colors
represent the type of relation between theses objects.
But for convenience we only consider the connmon
m a x i m u m induced subgraph problem which comprises the graph isomorphism and subgraph isomorphism problem as special cases.
A c o m m o n approach to solve these classes of graph
matching problems is based on m a x i m u m clique detection in an association graph (Balleurd & Brown,
1982)). The association graph is formed by creating
vertices i from each pair of vertices (ii, 12) € Vi x ^2
and inserting edges between vertices t = (ii,i2) and
3 = U i , h ) if (ii,h) and (12,72) are edges in d and
Gi, respectively.
B y definition of an association graph the cliques of
A = A{Gi, G2) are in 1-1 correspondence to c o m m o n
isomorphic induced subgraphs of Gi and G 2 and the
m a x i m u m cliques uniquely correspond to the comm o n m a x i m u m induced subgraphs of Gi and G2This maps the graph matching problem to the optimization problem of finding a m a x i m u m clique C in
A where the discriminant q{A) is a function on the
nimiber of vertices of C.

The SOSR Model
In the following let Ak = {Vk,Ek)he the association
graph of input G and model M k {I < k < N ) , where
M k represents category C*. With gk we denote the
discriminant of AkThe S O S R model consists of two intercoimected
layers, a feature extractor layer and a classifier layer
(see Figure 1). The feature layer contains N subnets
Sk each comparing input G with model Mk- T h e

classifier layer is a competitive W T A network for the
m a x i m u m selection consisting of N inhibitory connected units where unit c^ represents category C*.
Each subnet S* of the feature extractor is coimected
to unit Ck of the W T A classifier via an inter-unit t*.

max{fl, x ) is the hnear threshold function with lower
bound 9, and «, is a trigger function of the form
1-l-e
0

B,{X) =

a;>0
x<Q

Equation (1) describes the dynamics of an additive
recurrent subnet 5* in the feature extractor, equar
tion (2) describes the behavior of inter-unit i* connecting subnet 5* with unit c* of the W T A net, and
equation (3) specifies the W T A dynsunics. The system terminates if only a single unit cn, in the W T A
classifier is left with an activation z*, (<) > 0 while
all other units c* are inhibited, i.e. Zk{t) < 0. Under
the assumption of converging subnets termination
follows from (Jain & Wysotzki, 2001a; Wersing &
Beyn & Ritter, 2001).

claaslflar layer

•ubnat
aubnat S,
•ubnat S 1
- — — - S,
»2
faatura extractor layar

Figure 1: Architecture of a S O S R network.
During classification the subnets 5* evolve synchronously iuid continuously pass their current internal states to the inter-units t*. The inter-units
compute interim values Qk{t) of the discriminants Qk
and transfer them to the W T A classifier. The W T A
classifier evaluates the evidence presented for a decision at an early stage. If the activation Zk{t) of unit
Ck in the classifier layer falls below zero, the W T A
network disconnects imit c*fi-ominter-unit i*, such
that subnet 5* is excluded firom the competition.
Figure 1 depicts a functional diagram of the S O S R
model for the N = 3 category problem. The shading of units Ck in the classifier layer indicates their
output level where darker shading meems a higher
output. Thus unit Ci is dominating while unit ca
has the lowest jictivation. Inter-units t* are depicted as switches. A subnet 5* participates in the
competition if the connection between 5* and Ck is
switched on. Otherwise, 5* is considered to be irrelevant for the decision making process and inter-unit
it switches off^ the connection to exclude Sk from
the competition. Infigure1 inter-unit t2 disconnects
subnet S^ from the classifier layer.
In matnematical terms the following equations describe the behavior of the S O S R model:
x?(t) = -dxHt) + J2'"iif{x^{t))
(1)

Equation (1): A Maximal Clique Solver
Let index k refer to subnet Sk solving the m a x i m u m
clique problem for graph AkM a n y different neural network approaches and
techniques have been proposed to solve the maxi m m n clique problem (Bomze et al., 1999). As a
representative model we consider a general additive
recurrent network (1) where x*(t) denotes the activity of unit t of subnet A; at time t and the constant
d € [0,1] describes the self-inhibition. The strength
of the coimection between tuiit i and unit j is determined by the synaptic weight Wij = Wji. The
output of each unit is computed by a non-decreasing
bounded function /.
In order to solve the m a x i m u m clique problem of
the A;-th association graph Ak = {Vk,Ek) the network consists of |Vjb I = n* units which are coimected
with weight lo*^ = w ^ > 0 if (t,j) € £ * is an edge
in Ak and with weight wf^ = -lyj < 0 if (i,;) i EkSelf weights wfj are set to zero.
Given appropriate parameter settings the maximal chque solver operates as follows (Schadler &
Wysotzki, 1998; Schadler & Wysotzki, 1999): A n
initied activation is imposed on the network. Finding a m a x i m u m clique then proceeds in accordance
with equation (1) until the system reaches a stable
state. The stable states correspond to the maximal
cliques oi Ak- In the ideal case a m a x i m u m clique is
found. The clique size can be read out by counting
the number of units with activation x*(^) > 1.
For our experiments we used the time-discrete approximation of (1) given by
Xi{t+\) = {l-d)Xiit) + Y^WijfT{xjit))+v{t) (4)

yk{t) =
ik{t)

[e[xu{t))]\£-l,,(^-Zk{t))

(2)

-d:zk(t)-w'£\z,(t))\ +v*(t)
JoJo
** L

(3)

where T]{t) is a small random noise to dissolve ambiguities and /t is a controllable limiter function of
the form

where [x]| := max{^, min{x, t?}} is the limiter function with lower and upper bound ^ < i?, [x]e •=
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x>T
x<0

Mx)

[

x/T

otherwise

of the structures G and M * . Similarly, a local maxi m u m of Qk{t) m a y result in a premature decision
which assigns G to category Ck- Here the match of
input G and model Af* is overestimated during computation. Another source of misclassifications arise
from insufficient synchronization a m o n g the evolving
neural maximal clique solvers 5*. Here, too fast (too
slow) convergence of Qk{t) to a low (high) discriminant Qk can lead to an erroneous decision. Thus it
1. Intialize T <- Tq.
is an important objective to design the computation
of Qk{t), such that deceptions are avoided and the
2. Let the network iterate t steps according to the
matching procedures of the subnets Sk are synchrodsmamical rule given in (4).
nized.
Depending on its current state yt(t) an inter-unit
3. Decrease the pseudo-temperature by T <- a • T
tji, transfers the interim value Qk{t) to unit c* of the
where 0 < o < 1 is an annealing constant.
W T A classifier. A n inter-unit ik is in state O N if
4. 1£T >Tf continue with step 2. Otherwise termi- yk{t) > 0 and in state OFF if yk{t) < 0. Only internate the algorithm.
units in state O N pass interim values to the W T A
classifier. Initially, the state of each inter-unit is O N
The general parameter settings of the subnets
where e > 0 is a small constant to avoid a deactiSk follows a theoretical analysis given in Jain &
vation of t* at the beginning. According to (3) let
Wysotzki (2002). For the weights we set
Zkit) be the «w;tivation of imit Ck in the W T A classifier. Unit Ck switches OFF inter-unit i* if Zk{t) < 0
and does not effect ik otherwise. This mechanism is
wi =
deg* ink - degi;)
realized by the trigger function «,. If z*(t) < 0 then
-Zk(.t) > 0 and thus the value sd-Zkit)) = 1 + e
Wj = degg •w'k
is subtracted from (l>k{t)+e < 1 + e. This sets the
activation level j/t(t) of inter-unit i* equal to 0. Simwhere n* is the nimaber of units of subnet S* and
ilarly, if Zkit) > 0 the trigger function «e has no indegl; (degj) is the m a x i m u m number of excitatory
fluence on the activation yk{t) of inter-unit 1*. Once
(inhibitory) coimections of an unit in 5*.
in state off an inter-unit can not be reactivated. In
Equation (2): Inter-Units:
practical apphcations the corresponding subnets 5*
can be switched off'.
A n inter-unit ik connects subnet 5* = {Vk,Ek) with
Next w e give an example h o w to compute the inunit Ck in the W T A classifier and controls the exterterim values Qk{t) on the basis of a family of disnal input yk{t) of Cfc.
Let Xfc(t) be the current state vector of subnet 5*. criminant functions
Inter-unit ik receives Zfc(t) as its input and computes
an interim value Qk(t) = e{xi,it)) of the discriminfuit
Qk- The computation of interim values Qk{t) is constrained to
where a,P > 0 are problem specific constants
Qk{t) < Qk
(5) which weight the vertex and edge matches, Ck =
where equality holds if and only if 5* is in a sta- { V c , Ec^) is a m a x i m u m cUque oiAk, and /i/t > 0 is
a normjJization constant to ensure an upper bound
ble state corresponding to a m a x i m u m clique. The
of 1. Note, that \ - Qk defines a family of distance
discrimination value Qk measures the resemblance
metrics (Schadler & Wysotzki, 1999). W e define
between input G and model M k - Thus the interim
Qk{t) to be a function on the number of d-active
values Qk{t) reflect a preliminary estimate of the disunits:
criminant Qk where the degree of resemblance of G
and M k gradually emerges with the time spent on
1. Let Vj* C Vk be the set of ^-active units with acthe matching problem. This is indicated by (5). At
tivation ij(<) > e where 0 < » < 1 is a threshold.
beginning an interim value Qk{t) is at a low level
Compute the current 6-intensity
and with increasing time Qk{t) approaches Qk- During evolution of 5* it is not required that Qk{t) is
(6)
monotonously increasing with the time. W e call local maxima and minima of Qk {t) deceptions. Deceptions m a y leed to misclassifications. A local minim u m of Qk{t) m a y result in an exclusion of Sk from
2. Let E l be the set of all excitatory coimections
the competition. In this case the resemblance of G
(t,j) between ^-active units i,j 6 V/. Compute
and M k is underestimated during the comparision
with control parameter T which we call the pseudotempemture. Starting with a high inititial value for
T = To the pseudo-temperature T is decreased during the evolution of the network according to an annealing schedule until it reaches a sufficient low final
value T = Tf. Applying an annealing scheme avoids
that the system gets stuck in spurious minima. The
armealing schedule is of the following form:
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the current 6-connective-intensity

Ov / tus

(7)
(iJ)€El
3. Let J* be the set of all inhibitory connections (t, j)
between 9-active units i,j € V7. Compute the
current 6-incompatibility

(8)

W
0.2
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001

25 / 180.1

50 / 341.3

K

tso

K

tso

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99

18.8
19.2
75.2
167.3
178.7

0.95
0.95
0.99
0.94
0.85

33.0
44.0
97.5
251.1
323.7

Table 1: Classification accuracies k and number of
iterations tso for size nv = 25 and nv = 50.

{<j)6/:
where tt,^ (t) > 0 is a penalty term for the presence maximal clique number Uko among a set of TV = 10
of inhibitory connected active units.
graphs Ai,...,An of identical size nv := |Vi| =
... = |Vyv|. For a single run of the algorithm with
4. Compute the current interim value
fixed size nv the clique numbers ui,...,un of the
N graphs were drawn from a Gaussian distribution restricted to the interval [3, n v — 1] with iden(9)
tically distributed random mean 3 < E[cj] < nv
and variance 0 < Var[u] < nv/2. The chosen
as a function of the current ^-intensity, the cursizes are nv = {25,50,100,250}. To assess the
rent ^-connective-intensity, and the current 6effects of the inhibition - w we varied the weight
incompatibihty.
w = {20-\ 1 0 - \ 1 0 - ^ 10-3, lO-"*}. W e performed
100 runs of the S O S R algorithm for each chosen nv
The appropriate choice of n^jit) is crucial to synand
w.
chronize the subnets and to avoid deceptions. Too
high or too low values of n^j{t) result in a higher
percentage of misclassifications.
Note, that in a stable state of 5* the interim values
Qkit) are identical to the discriminant ek defined by
a corresponding maximal clique Ck-

Parameter Settings: We have chosen To = wb •
degl -f-iy/deg/, T/ = 0.1, a = 0.75, and r = 0.6nv
as parameters for the annealing schedule of the subnets Sk- The self-inhibitions d and d' of the subnets
Sk and the W T A classifier are set to 0.
E2quation (3): A WTA Classifier:
To compute the discriminants we set a = 0 , ^9 = 1,
e = 0, e = 0.1, and /x* = £-* • wj^ for all k
The d)aiamical system given by equation (3) is an
inhibitory W T A network for the m a x i m u m selection
where Uk„ is the maximal clique number of a samfrom a set of external input signals where unit k
ple a;i,...,Wjv. The ^-incompatibility <Tj(t) is derepresents category C*, Zk{t) is the activation of unit fined by the heuristically chosen penalties nfj^t) =
Ck, —vj < 0 represents the inhibitory strength of the
syniapses connecting any pair of units, d' > 0 is the
self-inhibition, and {/^(t) is the external input from
Resiilts: Table 1 and 2 summarizes the results.
inter-unit i*.
Given an initial input vector the operation of these Thefirstrow shows the size nv and the average iterations tMs of a subnet without switching off, avnetworks is a mode of contrast adjustment and pateraged over all N subnets and all 500 runs for size
tern normalization where only the unit with the
highest activationfiresand all other units in the net- nv- The other entries show for each size nv the rate
of correct classifications k and the average iterations
work are inhibited after some setting time (Jain &
tso of a subnet with switching off, averaged over
Wysotzki, 2001a; Jain k Wysotzki, 2001b).
ail N subnets and all 100 runs for a given weight
In the context of the relational mind model of Tay- w and size nv- For example a subnet Sk consistlor (1996) the W T A classifier m a y be seen as the
ing
of 150 units in a 10-category S O S R system with
analogue of the thalamic N R T - C complex acting as
w = 0.01 averages 230.8 iterations until it termia central executive for global competition.
nates. In a C M S classifier system Sk averages 993.7
Experiments
iterations. The classification accuracy of the S O S R
system for this configuration is 0.92.
Infirstexperiments we focused on the performance
of the proposed S O S R model and on the role of the
Discussion: If the inhibition -w in the WTA clasinhibition — w .
sifier is on a low level an increase will tend to more
To keep the experiments simple we considered the
accurate and faster generated responses. But when
more general task of identifying a graph Ak^ with
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L "t- / ^MS LJOG / 571.0
W \ K.
tso
1

150/993.7

K
0.2 0.89 45.5 1 0.83
0.1 1 0.94 49.9 0.84
0.01 1 0.94 126.4 0.92
0.001 0.87 361.9 0.92
0.0001 0.74 543.7 0.67

Bewusstsein. Spektrum.

tso
140.0
130.3
230.8
604.3
882.0

Jain, B.J. ii Wysotzki, F. (2001a). O n the shortterm-memory of W T A nets. In M . Verleysen(Ed.),
Proceedings of the ffinth European Symposium on
Artificial Neural Networks (pp. 289-294). Brussels, Belgium: D-Facto.

Table 2: Classification accuracies k and number of
iterations tso for size n v = 100 and n v = 150.

inhibition is at a high level, the inaeased competition m a y interfere with correct decisions by trapping
into deceptions or by immobility infindingany response. Thus there will be an optimal level of inhibition for effective behavior. The optimal setting of w
compromises the conflicting tasks of significantly improving the computational efforts and gaining high
classification accuracy.
Conclusion
W e introduced a new self-organizing structure recognition system. The architecture couples the subnets
in the feature extractor to a W T A classifier such
that the subnets are in an indirect competition dicing the matching process. The system consecutively
switches off subnets if their interim values indicate
a worst match than the remaining active subnets
and shifts its attention to more promising subnets.
Infirstexperiments we showed that the switchingoff mechanism of the S O S R system significantly reduces the computational effort without suffering in
substantial losses of classification accuracy. The inhibition - w of the W T A classifier controU the conflictmg interests of high classification accuracy and
fast decision making.
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Integrating P e r c e p t u a l O r g a n i z a t i o n a n d Attention: A N e w M o d e l F o r O b j e c t - B a s e d
Attention.
Jerzy P. Jarmasz (JJarinasz@ccs.CBrlcton.ca)
Cognitive Science Program and Centre for Applied Cognitive Research,
Carlcton University, Ottowa, Canada, K I R 7 W 9

questioned w h e n researchers observed that people respond
to visual features that belong to a single object more quickly
Recent research shows that, under certain conditions, visual and accurately than w h e n the features belong to two objects
attention is object-based. That is, attention preferentially
(Duncan, 1984; Treisman, K a h n e m a n & Burkell, 1983).
selects objects in the visualfield.These objects are processed,
Subsequent research confirmed that it is usually easier to
culniinating in object recognition. O n this formulation, the
process information within a single object than across
objects selected by attention are perceptual groups determined
objects (Lavie & Driver, 1996). These findings have lead to
by the principles of perceptual organization of Gestalt
the object-based model of visual attention (Duncan, 1984;
psychology. These groups are formed independently of
Lavie & Driver, 1996). It is n o w generally recognized that
attentional processes and conceptual knowledge. This view is
the
spotlight and the object-based models capture
not consistent with available data about the visual system,
complementary aspects of visual attention (Driver & Baylis,
which shows that perceptual organization is sensitive to
1998).
conceptual infomiation, depends on attentional processes, and
It is undeniable that information can be processed more
infers representations that best explain the visual stimulus.
Here, I propose a new account of visual attention diat aims to
readily within one object than across m a n y (Lavie & Driver,
correct these limitations of the Gestalt-based formulation. The
1996; Driver & Baylis, 1998). However, the object-based
nature of the object representations underlying perceptual and
explanation for this difference in processing efficiency is
attentional mechanisms is discussed. It is proposed that
problematic. Cognitive psychologists generally distinguish
attention and perception interact in an iterative process
between spatio-temporally bounded physical objects and the
wherein constraints imposed both by the visual stimulus and
mental representations of these objects. Physical objects
an observer's cognitive set determine the "objects" to which
correspond to what philosophers call concrete particulars
attention is allocated. Thus, visual attention is object based
(Loux, 1998), and will subsequently be referred to as cprecisely because it is intricately involved in perceptual
objects. Similarly, the mental representation of visual
organization, and not because it selects the output of
objects will be henceforth referred to as p-objects (for
percq>tual organization, as is generally claimed. Experimental
"phenomenological" objects). The generally accepted story
results that support the claim that attention influences
about object perception is that the visual system constructs
perceptual organization arc reviewed. Finally, the
p-objects, which represent c-objects via various perceptual
implications for himian factorsresearchand the metaphysics
and cognitive processes. Researchers w h o accept the objectof everyday objects are discussed.
based
model contend that attention selects "objects" for
Introduction
further processing. W h i c h objects are these - p-objects or cVision is generally assumed to have the fijnctions of
objects? P-objects are supposed to be the end product of
identifying, locating, and directing action towards objects
visual processing (Solso, 1996), so attention must
(Solso, 1996). It is also assumed that the visual system
presumably be engaged prior to the construction of prequires attentional mechanisms to limit the amount of
objects. However, the alternate claim that attention directly
sensory information it processes (Femadez-Duque &
processes c-objects themselves instead of sensory input is
Johnson, 1999). Thus, awareness of objects in the
nonsense. Most researchers assume the visual system first
environment is supposed to result from a series of
constructs low-level representations of c-objects, based on
processing stages that select sensory information and then
the physical properties of the stimulus. These
construct representations of objects by extracting
representations are then elaborated into p-objects by higherregularities from the visual stimulus and matching them to
order visual and conceptual processes (Hoffman, 1998;
patterns in m e m o r y (Palmer, 1999).
Palmer, 1999). These low-level representations will be
It was first assumed that visual attention selects certain
referred to as a-objects (for "attentional objects"). The
regions of the visual field, m u c h the w a y a spotlight
object-based model can be restated thus: Visual attention
illuminates part of a stage and leaves the rest in the dark.
selects a-objects, which are passed on to higher visual
Accordingly, this model is k n o w n as the spotlight model of
processes for elaboration into p-objects, which are
visual attention (Femandez-Duque & Johnson, 1999). O n
representations of c-objects.
this model, attention isfirstdirected to a region of the visual
Philosophers are actively studying the nature of c-objects
field, and only the information within that region is
(see Loux, 1998) and perceptual psychologists are
processed for object identification. This assumption was
Abstract
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researching p-objects (e.g. see Biederman, 1995, and
Kosslyn, 1995). But the notion of a-object implicit in
object-based attention is still poorly defined. Most
researchers take a-objects to be perceptual groupings based
on the Gestalt principles of perceptual organization (Driver
& Baylis, 1998), according to which observers perceive the
details of a scene only as parts of global patterns. Perceptual
organization was thought to conform to the general principle
of figural goodness, or Prdgnanz (Koffka, 1935). Figural
goodness was exemplified in a number of specific principles
(e.g., figure-ground, grouping by similarity, good
continuation, closure, and c o m m o n fate; Palmer, 1999).
However, this view of a-objects is inadequate.
Cognitive scientists tend to assume that cognitive
processing occurs in discrete stages, asfirstproposed by
Sternberg (1969), until evidence forces them to think
otherwise. Accordingly, researchers studying object-based
attention have typically assumed that perceptual grouping,
in the form of Gestalt grouping, occurs at a processing stage
that is independent of, but feeds into, attentional processes,
and that the product of attentional selection are independent
of, but feed into, object recognition processes (Feldman,
1999). This view is problematic on two counts: first, the
evidence that perceptual organization occurs prior to, and
independently of, visual attention is not definitive. Second,
the Gestalt account of perceptual organization itself has
many shortcomings. Let us examine these two issues in
turn.
Attention and Perceptual Organization
Mack, Tang, T u m a , Kahn and Rock (1992) and Rock,
Linnett, Grant and M a c k (1992) have presented results that
suggest that perceptual organization does not occur without
attention. They had participants perform a task that engaged
their attention (typically, judging the relative length of the
branches of a cross) while varying the background on which
the main stimulus was displayed. Most trials had either a
blank or a random background, but each participant also
saw three (non-consecutive) trials where the background
contained a "critical stimulus', either a single shape or
formed some Gestalt grouping. O n the first critical trial,
most participants reported not seeing the Gestalt grouping or
not perceiving the shape or size of the lone object. O n the
second critical stimulus trial, participants were generally
more successfiil in detecting the Gestalt group or the object.
O n third critical stimulus trial, participants were asked to
report on the background stimulus only, generally with
nearly perfect results.
M a c k et al. (1992) and Rock et al. (1992) assumed that on
the first critical stimulus trial, participants were not
expecting to see anything of import in the background, and
thus focused all of their attention on their primary task,
whereas on the second and third critical stimulus trials, they
implicitly allocated some or all of their attention to the
background pattern. Accordingly, they interpreted their
results to mean that perceptual organization cannot occur
without attention, Ben-Av, Sagi and Braun (1992) reported
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a similar study where participants had difficulty identifying
background Gestalt groupings as their primary visual task
became more demanding.
The results just discussed are not conclusive, however, as
they cannot rule out that participants were merely unable to
remember or encode the 'unattended' stimuli rather than
failing to perceive them at all. Evidence along these lines is
provided by Moore and Egeth (1997)'. In a series of
experiments, they had subjects judge the relative length of
two parallel horizontal lines while varying the background.
O n half the trials the background consisted of random black
and white dots, while on the other half, the background
together with the two lines (now identical in length) formed
the well-known Ponzo and MuUer-Lyer illusions through
the Gestalt principle of grouping by similarity. Participants
reliably responded in a manner consistent with the illusions
(i.e. reporting that the appropriate line was longer), even
though the vast majority of them were not aware of seeing
the background pattern. W h a t is crucial here is that
processing the background pattern is necessary for the
illusion to influence participants' responses. T h e conclusion
is that participants perceived the right background grouping
even though they had no awareness of having done so.
D o the results of Moore and Egeth (1997) establish that
perceptual organization does not require attention? Not
necessarily. Moore and Egeth (1997) had each participant
view the displays with the illusions 16 times while they
performed the line-comparison task, whereas M a c k et al.
and Rock et al. tested their participants' awareness of the
background patterns after only thefirsttime each participant
saw the pattern. It is possible that M o o r e and Egeth's
participants learned implicitly and unconsciously that the
background was informative and divided their attention
between the primary and the secondary stimuli.
Furthermore, they report that once the participants were
aware of the Ponzo illusion, their performance of the linejudgment task dropped to chance levels, suggesting that the
illusion was no longer effective (this pattern did not obtain
with the Muller-Lyer illusion). Thus, for the Ponzo illusion
at least, attention does play a role in perceptual organization.
Beyond Gestalt Grouping Principles
Taken together, the results from M a c k et al. (1992), M o o r e
and Egeth (1997) and Rock et al. (1992) suggest that
attention can influence perceptual organization. Gestalt
theory offers no w a y of accounting for this, as on this view
perceptual grouping is largely determined by stimulus
properties. Palmer (1999) and Pomeranz and K u b o v y (1986)
have pointed out further problems for the Gestalt view.
First, the Gestalt principles don't distinguish between
objects and groups of objects. Also, Gestalt principles
ignore the role of top-down, general-purpose knowledge in
perceptual organization. For instance, the Gestah principles
cannot explain w h y people w h o don't k n o w that Figiu-e 1 is
I would like to thank the anonymous reviewer w h o brought this
to m y attention.

a picture of a Dalmatian usually fail to see any meaningful
pattern in the image, whereas people w h o are aware that the
image represents a dog not only find the dog easily but also
organize the stimulus so that otherwise indistinguishable
black dots become a dog, a sidewalk, and the shade beneath
a tree.

Figure 1: Spot the Dalmatian!
In order to address these problems, an account of
perceptual organization must do two things: it must show
h o w perception and attention interact to form a-objects, and
it must show h o w general-purpose conceptual knowledge
can participate in the formation of a-objecU without
requiring fiill object recognition. Both of these objectives
could be facilitated by construing perceptual organization as
Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE), whereby where the
visual system infers three-dimensional structures which best
explain the retinal image (Hoffman, 1998; Leyton, 1992;
Feldman, 1999) ^. I B E is an appealing accoimt of h u m a n
explanatory practice in general, but it suffers fix)m the defect
that explanatory 'goodness' has not yet been properly
defined (Lipton, 1991). Nevertheless, vision researchers
provide some candidates for goodness criteria in perceptual
inference. Albert and Hoffinan (1995), Feldman (1999), and
Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) have suggested that visual
inference is overarchingly guided by the principle of
genericity. That is, the visual system assumes, in the
absence of other data, that the retinal image is a generic
view of three-dimensional objects, rather than a very
specific and "accidental" view of some other set of threedimensional objects. A generic view is a two-dimensional
projection of a three-dimensional structure that does not
entail special or accidental circumstances in the projection.
For instance, a straight line in the retinal image is a generic
view of a straight edge in the environment, but would be a
non-generic view of a curved edge that just happens to be
seen head-on. The genericity principle can account for a
large number of phenomena of perceptual organization.
Furthermore, Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) show that the
Gestalt principles can and should be reinterpreted as
instances of the genericity principle.
The notion of genericity can be extended to explain the
role of conceptual knowledge in perceptual organization.
Assuming an observer expects to see a Dalmatian in Figure

^ i s does not necessarily imply deliberate, conscious inference.
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1, the splotches obviously form a generic view of the dog.
Whereas, if the splotches corresponded to a horse, it would
have to be either a typical horse seen under very specific
shading conditions, or a strangely Dalmatian-like horse seen
under normal viewing conditions. "Explaining" the image as
that of a horse would require invoking a number of special
circumstances, which interpreting the image as that of a
Dalmatian does not. The visual system might thus limit the
conceptual information involved in constructing a-objects to
knowledge of generic views and expectations about which
objects are present in a scene.
A-objects can n o w be re-defined: A n a-object is a
representation of the three-dimensional structure that best
explains the two-dimensional retinal stimulus according to
the genericity principle, which takes into account both
physical stimulus properties and general-purpose conceptual
knowledge.
Although the Dalmatian example demonstrates the role of
semantic information in perceptual organization, it remains
to be shown that a-objects as defmed above actually play a
role in object-based attention. The following section
presents some recent experimental evidence bearing on this
issue from our laboratory.
Recent Evidence for the Involvement of
Attention in P e r c e p t u a l O r g a n i z a t i o n
Afirstline of evidence for the role of attention in perceptual
organization comes from recent studies on object-based
attention using moving stimuU (Jarmasz, 2001; Jarmasz,
Herdman & Johannsdottir, in preparation). In these
experiments, participants were shown a display consisting
of two groups of identical dots. O n e set of dots was static,
while the dots in the second group moved in unison in an
elliptical trajectory that overlapped the location of the static
dots. During each trial, two of the dots in the display
changed color from light gray to one of two colors (either
red and green, or blue and yellow). The target dots were
located both in the static group, both in the moving group,
or one in each group. Participants were required to
determine whether the target dots were the same color. O n
some trials participants had to focus their attention on only
one group of dots, while in other trials they had to spread
their attention to the display as a whole, and avoid focusing
on a specific group. W h e n participants attended to the whole
display, they responded significantly faster to target dots
displayed within a single group than to targets appearing
across both groups. The results were consistent with those
found in the object-based attention literature using static
displays (e.g. see Lavie & Driver, 1996; Treisman et al.,
1983). However, w h e n participants focused on only one of
the groups, their responses were faster when both targets
appeared in the attended group, and slowest w h e n targets
appeared either in the unattended group only or across
groups. A comparison of response latencies across
attentional focus conditions suggests that focused attention
inhibits information processing of imattended stimuli rather
than enhancing processing of attended stimuli relative to

situations where attention is deployed across the whole
display. In all attentional focus conditions, both groups of
dots overlapped in the display, so foveal limitation on visual
acuity likely do not account for these results. Rather, they
suggest that deliberate attentional allocation strategies
influence the degree to which multiple perceptual groups are
perceived as being separate from the others, or conversely
as being part of a larger whole. This is consistent with the
proposal above that a-objects depend on attentional factors
as well as bottom-up stimuli properties.
A second line of evidence implicating attention in
perceptual organization comes from a study using static
visual objects (Jarmasz, 2002). In this study, participants
were shown a display based on one used by Lavie and
Driver (1996) consisting of two intersecting dashed lines.
O n each trial, two of dashes were replaced by two target
elements, either a shorter dash or a gap (absence of a dash).
The target elements could appear either near to each other
on separate lines ('near' condition), far from each other on
separate lines ('far' condition) or far from each other but on
the same line ('object' condition). O n half the trials, both
dashed lines were the same color (either pink or yellow),
whereas in the other trials each line was a different color. In
all cases, participants responded most quickly to targets in
the object condition, even though they were approximately
seven times further apart in the object condition than in the
near condition, thus replicating the effect found by Lavie
and Driver (1996). W h e n the dashed lines were of different
colors, participants were equally slow in responding to
targets in the near and far conditions relative to the object
condition. However, when both lines shared a c o m m o n
color, participants responded more quickly to targets in the
far condition than in the near condition (responses to targets
in the object condition were still fastest overall). This
suggests that in the same color condition, participants parsed
the display either as two separate lines or as one large
figure, depending on the location of the targets. These
results fiirther suggest that observers can implicitly acquire
top-down attention allocation strategies that affect the
perceptual organization of a stimulus from bottom-up cues
(color & target location).
The two studies described above show that attention can
be deployed, either implicitly or explicitly, so as to
influence perceptual organization. The results of these two
studies are inconsistent with the spotlight model of visual
attention, in which spatial separation, but not shape, affects
h o w quickly two stimuli are compared. However, the
"standard" object-based attention model cannot account for
these results either, as on this model perceptual grouping is
assumed to be preattentive, and thus impervious to changes
in attentional allocation strategies. A n adequate account of
visual attention and object perception will have to explain
both h o w perceptual organization can affect attention (i.e.
object-based attention) and h o w attention can affect
perceptual organization. The next section presents such a
model.
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T o w a r d s a N e w T h e o r y of O b j e c t - B a s e d
Attention
Current accounts of object-based attention do not reflect the
reciprocal influences between attention and perceptual
organization. Consequently, I propose a n e w account, the
Inferential Attentional Allocation Model ( l A A M ; Jarmasz,
2001). Briefly, on this model attention and perceptual
organization
interact to incrementally
build
up
representations of c-objects. Potential a-objects are
constructed from regions of uniform color, luminance, and
texture, and edge-bound surfaces in the visual stimulus
(Palmer, 1999). These potential a-objects represent rival
hypotheses as to the 3-D structures in the environment, and
lack detail. A-objects are refined through cycles of
grouping and selection (Grossberg, Mingolla & Ross, 1994).
At each cycle, attention selects a-objects that best satisfy
both genericity and cognitive set (i.e., an observer's
perceptual expectations and general-purpose knowledge).
This progressively liberates resources for generating more
detailed a-objects that better "explain" the retinal image. If
this process is interrupted before it culminates in stable aobjects, an observer m a y fail to perceive a c-object (Di
Lollo, Enns, and Rensink, 2000, have found evidence for
such a phenomenon). Figure 2 depicts these iterative
processes.
The l A A M is a heuristic (i.e., exploratory) model. Even
so, it allows for the following predictions: (1) stimulusdependent, bottom-up information constrains possible aobjects in the scene, and as well as h o w m u c h attentional
resources the stabilization of particular a-objects will
require; and (2) conceptual, top-down knowledge acts to
determine which a-objects will eventually become stable
and become p-objects. Thus, bottom-up properties of a
stimulus should determine h o w "easy" it is to perceive
certain objects, i.e., h o w m u c h attention perceiving those
objects will require and h o w efficient the processing will be.
Top-down factors will sometimes push the visual system to
organize a stimulus into more attentionally demanding
configurations which will result in less efficient processing
(reflected either in slower processing or more interference
from other stimuli). The experiments reported above are
largely consistent with these hypotheses. C o m m o n motion
(a bottom-up factor) makes the segregation of a stimulus
into distinct objects possible, but the intention to pick out
one of these objects (top-down) enhances the processing of
that object at the expense of processing information from
other objects (Jarmasz, 2001; Jarmasz, Herdman
&
Johannsdottir, in preparation). Similarly, collineahty and
c o m m o n color (bottom-up) facilitate the segregation of two
dashed lines into two objects, but implicit task demands
(top-down) seem to determine whether the two lines are
actually parsed as one large figure or two lines (Jarmasz,
2002)
Further work is needed to elaborate and test the l A A M .
Namely, the notions of 'ease' of perceptual grouping and of
efficiency of visual processing need to be operationally
defined. Nevertheless, one can imagine h o w the l A A M

visual stimulus
Successive
Iterations

GENERALPURPOSE
KNOWLEDGE

GENERICITY

<
Progressive
grouping and
selection

P-objects

A-objects

Figure 1: Grouping and selection processes in the l A A M
might apply to "real world" stimuli. For instance, if
someone intends to m o v e a box with a lid from a table to the
top shelf of a bookcase, they will form a single a-object
corresponding to the box and its lid. If, however, that person
wants to open the box, they will form two a-objecls, one for
the lid and one for the box. O n this view, a-objects are
interest-relative; that is, a-objects depend on an observer's
goals and general-purpose conceptual knowledge, in
addition to bottom-up stimuli. This is in contrast to the
standard view, where a-objects are defined purely by
stimulus properties.
Conclusion: Some Implications of the lAAM
The object-based model of attention is currently based on
the assumption that visual attention selects perceptual
groups that are formed preattentively according to the
Gestalt grouping principles. This conceptualization of visual
attention does not reflect the reciprocal influences between
perceptual organization and attention, and further ignores
the role of top-down information in perceptual organization.
Moreover, this formulation is limited in its ability to guide
human factors research, where broad principles are often
lacking and problems often require ad-hoc solutions. A
growing body of experimental evidence supports the notion
that while attention is influenced by perceptual organization,
it in m m influences whether and h o w perceptual
organization occurs as well. Consequently, a n e w model of
object-based attention, the Inferential Attentional Allocation
Model, is proposed which attempts to capture the interaction
between attention and perceptual organization. O n this
model, visual attention is object based not because attention
selects objects, but rather because attention itself is
indispensable to perceptual organization.
The l A A M is a heuristic model. In addition to providing a
framework for developing a comprehensive account of
visual attention, the l A A M also has potentially significant
implications both for human factors research and for the
metaphysics of concrete particulars. Regarding research on
h u m a n factors, the l A A M shows that strategies for
deploying attention interact both with visual stimuli and
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with task demands. Thus, the design of graphical user
interfaces such as desktop computer applications and headup displays in aircraft and automobiles should take into
account h o w a user's cognitive and attentional sets might
interact with the display.
The l A A M shows that what counts as an object for the
visual system depends intimately on an observer's goals and
expectations. This reminds us that in a larger sense,
everyday objects are embedded in a complex w e b of human
activities and conventions. Standard metaphysical theories
generally attempt to defme concrete particulars without any
reference to the agents that use and perceive them (e.g., see
Loux, 1998). However, assuming that at least the broad
lines of the l A A M are a valid account of object-based
attention, what counts as an object for us as agents also
depends on our expectations, intentions and general
background knowledge. The criteria of "objecthood" might
ultimately depend as m u c h on epistemic issues as on
metaphysical ones, as suggested by Smith (1996). Attention
is object-based not only because attention and perceptual
organization are mutually dependent, but also because
objects would not be objects if w e did not perceive them as
such, but merely relatively coherent portions of the
spatiotemporal flux w e call the universe.
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Abstract

(Gclman et al., 2000): W h e n a trusted source uses an
unexpected category label for an object, it reflects a
Language provides an efTicient, uniquely human way of
particular perspective that others have found useful when
transmining non-obvious category information between
thinking and reasoning about that object in the past, and it
individuals and across generations. To explore whether it can
can cause us to revise a classification immediately. For
serve this purpose even for very young children, w e
language to have this effect, however, listeners m a y have to
conducted two experiments: one with 24-month-olds, and the
give up a compelling, perceptually based classification in
other with preschoolers. Children made non-obvious
favor of a classification they do not immediately understand.
inferences about perceptually misleading animals. Those who
A s adults, w e can accept linguistically provided nonheard the animals called by counter-intuitive category labels
obvious
classifications (e.g., a whale is a m a m m a l , not a
made inferences different from those who did not hear the
fish) because w e implicitly assume that something deeper
labels, demonstrating an important influence of language on
than surface similarity binds category members together
thought, even at 24 months of age. However, preschoolers
(Medin & Ortony, 1989). Such an essentialist assumption
appear to have been less influenced than toddlers, suggesting
that there are limits on children's willingness to accept
would facilitate the rapid uptake of non-obvious category
anomalous category labels.
terms. However, it is not clear whether very young children
also expect categories and category terms to encode more
Introduction
than surface similarities. For example, it has been argued
Categorization is fiindamental to human cognition, enabling
that children begin with or quickly develop an expectation
communication and serving as the basis for the that category labels encode similarly shaped objects (e.g.,
representation of objects and for predicting and explaining
Imai, Gentaer, & Uchida, 1994; Smith, 1999). Furthermore,
their behavior (Anglin, 1977; Markman, 1989). Children as
whereas children readily learn words for basic-level
young as 3.5 months (Eimas & Quirm, 1994), adults (Rosch
categories (e.g., "table"), they have difficulty learning words
et al., 1976), and non-human animals (e.g., Freedman et al., for superordinate categories (e.g., "furniture"), which have
2001) alike readily use perceptual similarity to determine
fewer perceptual features in c o m m o n than basic-level ones
the category to which something belongs. But w h e n
(e.g., Horton & Markman, 1980; Mervis & Rosch, 1981;
reasoning about an object, or explaining or predicting its
Rosch et al., 1976). Finally, young children sometimes
behavior, perceptual appearance is not always criterial of object to parental attempts to correct perceptually based
category membership. For example, even though eels look
categorization errors (Mervis, 1987).
like snakes, in order to more accurately characterize their
In two studies, w e investigated children's willingness to
ancestry, behavior and physiological processes, experts
accept perceptually counter-intuitive classifications on the
categorize them as fish.
basis of linguistically provided information alone. In our
Given sufficient experience, children as young as 30 first study, w e asked this question of 24-month-olds.
months can form non-obvious categories by noting causal
Gelman and her colleagues have found that children as
(Gopnik & Sobel, 2000) or functional (Kemler Nelson et al.,
young as 32 months can make inferences on the basis of
2000) regularities between objects.
Under s o m e
linguistic information rather than perceptual appearance
circumstances, even non-human animals can learn to
(Gelman & Coley, 1990; Gelman & Markman, 1986), but
categorize objects in perceptually non-obvious ways
their procedure involves m e m o r y demands, verbal
(Hermstein & DeVilliers, 1980). However, recognizing
responses, and linguistic comprehension abilities beyond
non-obvious similarities can be a slow and laborious
those of younger children. Our procedure uses an imitation
process, often requiring experience that is difficult to obtain. paradigm that minimizes these task demands (see also
Moreover, it requires every individual in every generation to
Baldwin, M a r k m a n , & Melartin, 1993; Mandler &
have the experience for him or herself (Tomasello, 1999).
McDonough, 1996; Welder & Graham, 2001).
Another, arguably more reliable and efficient w a y to obtain
non-obvious category information is through language
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Although preschoolers have been shown to defer to adult
labels in the face of perceptually inconsistent intunnaiiun
(Gelman & Coley, 1990; Gelman & Markman, 1986), there
must be limits on this process. Surprisingly, no one has
considered situations under which children reject
linguistically provided category information. Using the
same paradigm and materials as in the first study, our
second study takes up this question with preschoolers.

Standard Animals

Misleading Test Animals

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to test whether 24-month-olds
would use an experimenter-provided, sometimes counterintuitive, category label w h e n making non-obvious
inferences. In particular, w e were interested in whether they
would use the label to make an inference that was different
from the one they would make without a label.

^

Method
Participants Participants were 32 toddlers, ranging in age
from 23 months, 6 days to 25 months, 28 days ( M = 24
months, 10 days). Five additional toddlers were tested, but
their data are not included due to extreme fussiness resulting
in an inability to complete at least half of the session (4), or
due to experimenter error (1).
Stimuli Eight animals from familiar categories were
grouped into four sets based on similar sizes and body
shapes: Cat-dog, horse-cow, bear-pig, and squirrel-rabbit.
Category familiarity was confirmed by consulting the
MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory for
toddlers (Dale & Fenson, 1996), which indicated that at
least 4 4 % of 24-month-old children could produce the word
associated with each animal (range: 4 3 . 9 % for "squirrel" to
91.6% for "dog").
Realistic, color drawings of a typical exemplar of each
animal were obtained from commercially available
picturebooks, and were digitized for computer manipulation
(hereafter, "standard animals"). In addition, three test
animals for each set were generated on Adobe PhotoShop
from the standard animals of that set: T w o were typical
exemplars (hereafter "typical test animals"), and were
created by manipulating the coloration of the standards; the
third test animal looked more like one standard animal than
the other (hereafter, "misleading test animal"). Misleading
test animals were created by using one of the standards (or
an additional typical image) as a base, and adding features
from the other standard image of that pair. Examples of
standard and misleading animals from the cat-dog set are
shown in Figure 1.
Sixteen graduate students rated each animal, including the
standards, from each set on a 7-point continuum. At one
end of the continuum was the category label for one of the
animals in a given set (e.g., "cat"), and at the other end was
the category label for the other animal in that set (e.g.,
"dog"). Subjects indicated on the continuum the position of
each animal image, with 4 being ambiguous—exactly
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Figure 1: Sample stimuli from the cat-dog set. Each
stimulus set was m a d e up of two standard animals, two
typical animals (not shown, but very similar to the
standards), and one of two misleading animals.
halfway between the two. The average ratings of the
standards and typical test animals were always at the ends of
the continuum (between 1 and 2 or between 6 and 7), and
those of the misleading test animals were always slightly
closer to the center, but leaning in one direction (between 2
and 3, or between 5 and 6) and significantly different from 4
and from each other. A full display of the stimuli and
details of their adult ratings can be obtained at http://wwwpsych.stanford.edu/~jaswal/Stimuli/index.html.
All images were sized to approximately 3 to 4 inches
wide, with their heights constrained by their widths. Each
image (and its left-right reverse) was printed on a 600 dpi
color printer, cut out, laminated, and mounted into a small
stand that allowed it to remain upright.
Each set of animals was associated with a particular
activity, and members of the same pair were associated with
contrasting props or dioramas (hereafter, "props").
Activities were chosen that could be easily and clearly
demonstrated with a 3-dimensional prop, and that might
(though not necessarily) be familiar to children: The cat
played with a ball of yam, the dog played with a stick; the
horse slept on the hay, the c o w slept on the grass; the bear
lived in the forest, the pig lived in the mud; the squirrel ate a
nut, the rabbit ate a carrot. Props were purchased or
specially constructed.
Design The 32 children were randomly assigned to a label
or a no-label condition, resulting in 16 children per
condition, balanced for sex. Each child in the label
condition was yoked to a child in the no-label condition so
that both saw exactly the same animals in exactly the same
configuration and order. The only difference was that one
heard a label during the presentation of each test animal, and
the other did not.

Procedure Toddlers were seated on their parent's lap at a
table in a testing room, or at a small table on their own, with
the experimenter sitting across the table from them. Each
session began with a warm-up trial to familiarize them with
the procedure: The experimenter demonstrated that a fish
lived in an aquatic scene ("water"), and a bird lived in a
tree. They were then shown additional typical fish and birds
in alternating order and asked to show where each lived,
until they succeeded in putting a fish in the water and a bird
in the tree consecutively, or until their attention waned.
Correct selections were praised, and incorrect selections
w ere corrected.
During the testing phase, children watched as the
experimenter demonstrated and explained aloud that one
standard animal engaged in an activity with one prop (for
example, that a cat played with a ball of y a m ) , and that the
second standard animal of that set engaged in an activity
with another prop (for example, that a dog played with a
stick). Following the introduction and labeling of each
standard animal, children were encouraged to imitate the
activity with that same animal.
Children were then shown the two typical test animals
and one of the misleading test animals from that set, one at a
time and in a random order. They were asked to show the
activity in which each engaged. The children in the label
condition heard the experimenter use a category label to
introduce each of the test animals (for example, "Look at
this! Look at this dog! Can you show m e what this dog
plays with?"). The typical test animals were always called
by labels that matched their appearance, and the misleading
test animals were always called by labels that were the
opposite of their appearance (i.e., if adult raters had
indicated that a misleading test animal looked more like a
dog than a cat, it was referred to as "this cat"). T o establish
baseline levels, children in the no-label condition heard the
experimenter use the phrase "this one" to introduce each test
animal (for example, "Look at this! Look at this one! Can
you show m e what this one plays with?"). Regardless of
their selection, children were given neutral feedback in a
positive tone ("OK!"), and the experimenter then proceeded
to the next test animal or animal set.
Most children were presented with all four sets of
animals; however, due to fussiness, five children were
presented with three sets rather than four. The order in
which the animal sets were presented was counterbalanced
across pairs of children according to a Latin Square design.
The prop or diorama matching a misleading test animal's
perceptual appearance appeared twice on the left and twice
on the right for each child, and this was counterbalanced
across pairs of children.
Coding was conducted off-line, via videotape, and
involved noting which of the two possible props was
selected for each test animal. T w o coders, blind to
condition, each coded one-half of the sessions. T o assess
reliability, each coder also independently coded 1/4 of the
other coder's sessions (selected randomly); agreement on
which prop was selected was 9 9 % (Cohen's kappa=.98).
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Results a n d Discussion
A s shown in Figure 2, children in both the label and the nolabel conditions inferred that the typical test animals
engaged with the props associated with their perceptual
appearance significantly more frequently than would be
expected by chance ( 5 0 % ) [label condition: ^15)=4.01,
/><0.01; no-label condition: r(15)=2.93,/7<0.05], and at
levels not different from each other [^30)<1, n.s.]. This is
consistent with other work showing that, in the absence of
labels, even 9-month-olds can make non-obvious inferences
based on an object's appearance (Baldwin et al., 1993).
W h e n a test animal w a s perceptually misleading,
however, labeling had a dramatic effect, as Figure 2 shows.
Children in the label condition made inferences based on the
perceptual appearance of the misleading test animals less
frequently than by chance [r(15)=-2.93,/><0.05], whereas
those in the no-label condition did so at chance levels
[r(15)<l, n.s.]. A 2-way mixed A N O V A on the mean
percentage of perceptual inferences (label/no-label x
typical/misleading) yielded a main effect of stimulus type
[F( 1,30)= 13.41, p<0.0\], and a significant interaction
[F(l,30)=6.62,/><0.05]. Children in the label condition
m a d e significantly fewer inferences in line with the
perceptual appearance of the misleading test animals than
those in the no-label condition [/(30)=-2.32,p<0.05].
In short, children in the label condition inferred that the
misleading animal engaged with the prop associated with its
label, while those in the no-label condition were
significantly more likely to infer that it engaged with the
prop associated with its perceptual appearance. For
example, w h e n shown the misleading animal that adult
subjects rated as dog-like, children w h o heard it referred to
as "this cat" inferred that it played with the ball of yam,
while those w h o heard it referred to as "this one" were more
likely to infer that it played with a stick.

O

No-Label

i

Typical

— Chance

Misleading
Test animal
Figure 2: M e a n percentage of inferences by toddlers that
were consistent with perceptual appearance. Error bars
show standard error.

Using a non-verbal response measure, w e found that even
24-month-old children weigh the category label that a
speaker applies to an animal more heavily than the animal's
perceptual appearance when the two are in conflict.
Although the vast majority of category labels in a typical
two-year-old's productive vocabulary represent categories
whose members cohere perceptually (Samuelson & Smith,
1999), these children nonetheless expect category members
to share deeper similarities, and they can use language to
think about objects in non-obvious—even counterintuitive—ways. The power of a simple category label to
convey non-obvious category information m a y well develop
with age and experience with language. Certainly by 24
months, however, this process is in place, and can serve as
an important mechanism for the cultural transmission of
knowledge and information.
This raises interesting questions about the limits of this
process, including circumstances under which children
might weigh an object's perceptual appearance more heavily
than its category label. In our second experiment, w e
explored one possibility, namely that older children might
be less willing to accept a perceptually counter-intuitive
category label than younger children.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to explore whether preschoolers
would be as willing to accept perceptually counter-intuitive
category labels as the toddlers in Experiment 1.
Presumably, older children have been exposed both to more
exemplars and to a wider range of exemplars from the
familiar animal categories used in our experiment. Because
of this experience, they m a y be less willing to accept
anomalous category information. For example, when they
see an animal clearly possessing the perceptual feanires of a
dog (a "misleading test animal"), they m a y construe it as a
dog that shares properties with other dogs—regardless of
what the experimenter calls it.

were then shown the three test animals one at a time and in a
random order, and asked to show the activity in which each
engaged. All children were shown four sets of animals.'
The major difference from Experiment 1 was that children
heard labels for test animals from two of the sets, and did
not hear labels for test animals from the other two. A s in
Experiment 1, children were yoked in pairs so that both saw
exactly the same stimuli in exactly the same configuration
and order. W h e n one child heard test animals from a
particular set labeled, his or her yoked partner did not. The
order in which the sets were presented was random, as was
the order of the test-baseline sets. The prop matching the
misleading animal's perceptual appearance appeared equally
often on the left and right for label and no-label sets.
Coding w a s conducted off-line, via videotape, and
involved noting which of the two possible props w a s
selected for each test animal.
Results and Discussion
A s shown in Figure 3, like the toddlers in Experiment 1,
preschoolers inferred that the typical test animals engaged
with the props associated with their perceptual appearance
significantly more frequently than would be expected by
chance, regardless of whether the animals were labeled or
not [label condition: r(ll)=13.40, p<0.0\; no-label
condition: r(ll)=6.09,/KO.Ol], and at levels not different
from each other [r(H)=1.00, n.s.].
For perceptually misleading animals that were not
labeled, preschoolers had them engage with the prop that
matched their appearance more frequently than would be
expected by chance [/(11)= 11.00, p<O.Ol]. B y contrast,
when they were labeled, children had them engage with the
prop that matched their appearance at chance levels
[t(\ 1)<1, n.s.]. A 2-way repeated measures A N O V A on the

Method
Participants Twelve 3-year-old ( M = 3 years, 3 months;
range = 2-10 to 3-6) of middle-class and upper-middle-class
backgrounds participated at a university-affiliated
preschool. Six were girls and six were boys.

—

Chance

Stimuli The stimuli were the same as those used in
Experiment 1.
Design Experiment 2 used a within-subject design, with the
same child hearing some test animals labeled and other test
animals referred to as "this one."

Label
O- No-Label

Misleading
Test animal
Figure 3: M e a n percentage of inferences by preschoolers
that were consistent with perceptual appearance. Error bars
show standard error.

Procedure Children were tested individually in a quiet
room at their preschool. The procedure was generally the
same as that used in Experiment 1: Children watched as the
experimenter demonstrated and explained aloud that one
standard animal engaged with one prop, and the second
standard animal of that pair engaged with another. They

Typical

' Additionally, children were shown two sets of artifacts; those
data will not be presented here.
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mean percentage of perceptual inferences (label/no-label x
typical/misleading) yielded a main effect of condition
[F(l,ll)=33.00, p<0.01], a main effect of stimulus type
[F{l,l\)=lAA, ;7<0.05], and a significant interaction
[F(l,ll)=23.44,/J<0.01]. W h e n they heard misleading
animals labeled, children m a d e significantly fewer
inferences in line with their perceptual appearance than
when they did not hear them labeled [/(I l)=-5.61,p<0.01].
A s in Experiment 1 with toddlers, then, labeling clearly
had an effect on preschoolers' inferences about the
perceptually misleading animals. However, as will be
discussed below, once performance on the typical animals
was equated, preschoolers appear to have been less likely to
accept and use counter-intuitive category labels than
toddlers.
General Discussion
These two experiments investigated children's
willingness to accept perceptually counter-intuitive
classifications on the basis of linguistically provided
information. In Experiment 1, 24-month-olds used
category labels provided by the experimenter to make nonobvious inferences about animals that were the opposite of
those they would m a k e without a label. These results
converge with those of Welder and Graham (2001), w h o
found diat 16- to 21-month-olds could use a label to make a
non-obvious inferences about a novel object. In that study,
infants w h o heard two moderately dissimilar novel objects
called by the same novel name inferred that they shared a
non-obvious property (Study 2). W h e n the objects were not
labeled, infants did not spontaneously assume that they
shared the same property (Study 1).
Our design differs from that of Welder and Graham
(2001) in an important way: In particular, whereas Welder
and Graham used novel objects and novel labels (except in
Study 3, where they used novel objects and familiar labels),
w e used instead familiar objects and labels. B y using
familiar categories, w e were able to show that despite
compelling, contradictory perceptual information indicating
membership in a different category, 24-month-olds
nonetheless could accept and use the experimenter's label in
making a non-obvious inference.
In Experiment 2, w e found that preschoolers could also
use labels to make inferences different from those they
would m a k e without a label. This is consistent with work
by Gelman and her colleagues (Gelman & Coley, 1990;
Gelman & Marlunan, 1986), w h o have found similar results
with preschoolers using different procedures. However, w e
also found that preschoolers were l£S5 willing to accept and
use an unexpected category label than the toddlers in
Experiment 1. The first piece of evidence for this
conclusion comes from the chance analyses, which showed
that hearing a label for a misleading animal made toddlers in
Experiment I less likely than chance to m a k e an inference
in line with the animal's perceptual appearance, whereas
preschoolers in Experiment 2 were merely at
chance—meaning that the older children were as likely to
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use the animal's perceptual appearance as the experimenterprovided label.
The second piece of evidence comes from an additional
analysis of the data from the label conditions. So far, w e
have been considering the proportion of inferences children
made in line with each test animal's perceptual appearance.
Another way to consider the data from the label conditions
only is in terms of the proportion of inferences children
made in line with the experimenter-provided labels. These
data are shown in Figure 4.
O n e might reasonably expect the proportion of label
inferences for typical animals to be higher than the
proportion of label inferences for the misleading animals,
because in the case of a typical animal, there is no conflict
between the label and the animal's appearance. And, in
fact, as can be seen in Figure 4, for both toddlers and
preschoolers, this is the case. However, whereas toddlers
made only slightly fewer label inferences for misleading
animals than typical ones, preschoolers were much less
likely to make label inferences for misleading animals than
typical ones. Indeed, a 2-way mixed A N O V A on the
average percentage of label inferences (toddler/preschool x
typical/misleading) yielded a main effect of stimulus type
[F(l,26)=9.67, p<0.0\], and a significant interaction
[F(l,26)=7.01,/><0.05]. In other words, toddlers were
equally likely to make an inference in line with misleading
animals' labels as typical animals' labels [/(15)<1, n.s.],
while preschoolers were significantly less likely to do so
Wll)=-3.74,/K.01].
Although differences in the design of these two studies
m a k e the cross-experiment comparisons somewhat
tentative, this difference in children's willingness to accept
anomalous category labels is extremely provocative: It
suggests that 24-month-olds m a y be more "open-minded"
about category information than 3-year-olds, perhaps
because the toddlers assumed that they had not yet
encountered all possible exemplars of even c o m m o n
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Figure 4: For toddlers and preschoolers w h o heard test
animals labeled, mean percentage of inferences that were
consistent with the labels. Error bars show standard error.

animals, whereas the preschoolers assumed they had (see
Naigles, Gleitman, and Gleitman, 1992, for an analogous
argimient in verb learning). On-going work is considering
this possibility.
Putnam (1977) has argued that a key element of adult
communication is that w e frequently use terms to refer to
things without necessarily knowing the criteria for those
terms. However, w e assume that there are experts in our
community w h o could provide the criteria and perform a
test, if necessary, to fix the extension of those terms. In his
words, language use requires a "division of linguistic labor."
W e have shown that children as young as 24 months also
have something like a division of linguistic labor operating:
They can accept and use what might be considered baffling
category labels in order to make non-obvious inferences
about animals. Using language in this way allows them to
stretch the boundaries of their o w n spontaneously generated,
often perceptually based, categories (but see Mandler &
McDonough, 1996), and to take advantage of the richer and
more conceptual frameworks that their cultures have
evolved. A fruitful area for further investigation will be
exploring the limits of this process.
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Abstract
This paper presents a model of memory for
multidimensional stimuli. The model captures the
independence of feamrcs in memory, their recovery using
spatial location and temporal cues, and the role of verbal
receding in building integrative feature memories. The model
fits data showing that object features may be retrieved
mdependently when given a location cue, but that correct
retrieval of missing features given a feamre cue depends on
the correct retrieval of location. The model also suggests that
positional codes implicated in many memory models may be
the result of the initial positional encoding of stimuli by
perception.
Introduction
Although perception appears to integrate multidimensional
stimuli, mounting evidence suggests that object features,
including color, form, motion, orientation, texture and
location are independently processed by our visual system
and can even remain independent in m e m o r y (e.g.,
Healthcote, Walker, & Hitch, 1994). This paper reviews the
evidence for the independence and re-integration of features
in m e m o r y and proposes a model of the spatio-temporal
coding of m e m o r y for multidimensional stimuli. The model
is implemented as a modification of the A C T - R cognitive
architecture (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) and shown to fit
the results of a representative experiment.
Feature Independence in Memory
Evidence for the independent encoding of features in
m e m o r y typically involves conjunction errors in recall or
recognition tests (Reinitz, Lammers, & Cochran, 1992). In a
recognition test, a conjunction error occurs w h e n a subject
reports previously seeing a n e w stimulus that consists of a
conjunction of features from old stimuli. In a recall test, a
conjimction error occurs w h e n subjects recall a stimulus that
erroneously conjoins features of previously seen stimuli.
Conjunction errors have been demonstrated for a variety of
stimuli, including faces (Reinitz et al., 1992; Treisman,
Sykes, & Galade, 1977), two syllable nonsense words
(Reinitz et al., 1992), colored forms (Stefiirak & Boynton,
1986), and colored bars at different orientations (Isenberg,
Nissen, & Marchak, 1990). Presentation times for study
stimuli in these experiments range from 100 m s to several
minutes, hence the results s h o w that features are
independently stored in both short- and long-term memory.
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Nissen (1985) reported an experiment that suggested that
visual features of objects (in this case color and shape) are
stored separately, but are indexed or bound by their spatial
location. Subjects were presented with four different shapes,
each of a diflferent color, and each in one of four positions,
followed by either a location or color cue. W h e n given a
location or color cue, subjects were told to report the other
two values indexed by that cue (color and shape, and shape
and location, respectively). Subjects were tested in separate
location-cue and color-cue conditions with 64 unique trials
in each condition. Color, shape, location and cue were
systematically randomized so as to ensure statistical
independence among the stimuli and cues.
Nissen found that w h e n the cue was a location, correct
recall of color and shape were statistically independent;
however, w h e n the cue was a color, correct recall of shape
depended on correct recall of location. These results suggest
that object feamres are represented independently, with each
feature associated with the object's spatial location. Thus,
retrieving the shape of an object given its color as a cue
requires one tofirstretrieve the location containing an
object with that color, followed by retrieving the shape at
that location.
Nissen's results showing independence in the location-cue
condition were questioned by Monheit and Johnston (1994)
w h o argued that because of the effects of guessing, very
little deviation from independence w a s possible. B y
increasing the number of colors and forms (using letters
instead of shapes) they reduced the effects of guessing and
increased the expected deviation from independence. They
also increased the number of trials to increase the chance of
detecting a smaller deviation from independence. In a series
of experiments that were similar to Nissen's location-cue
condition, they found consistent evidence for the
dependence of color and shape given a location cue. They
explained their results by arguing that selective attention to
an object tightly binds all features, but that in the Nissen
experiment subjects have only enough time to selectively
attend to a subset of the objects. Features of attended objects
tend to be reported correctly, whereas features of unattended
objects must be guessed. T h e combination of correct
conjunction trials and those involving guessing produced
the amount of dependence observed in their experiments.
Despite Monheit and Johnston's results, Nissen's
experiment still supports a special role for location in
binding object features. Monheit and Johnston's critique of

Nissen's experiment should apply equally well to the colorcue condition, meaning that it would have been just as
difficult to detect dependence. However, Nisscn found
dependence in both the aggregate data and 8 of the 9
individual subjects. The fact that Nissen's experiment was
sufficient to detect dependency in the color-cue condition
suggests that location still plays an important role in binding
object features. However, it is possible that selective
attention m a y increase the association a m o n g object
features, making location less important in the recovery of
feature conjunctions. Indeed, Wolfe and Cave (Wolfe &
Cave, 1999) suggested that pre-attentive features are loosely
bound, whereas features of attended objects are more tightly
bound.
Additional evidence suggests that features m a y also be
bound by temporal cues (Treisman, 1977). In one
experiment a series of several letters, a number, and several
more letters were rapidly presented either at the same
location or were alternated above and below the fixation
point (Keele, Cohen, Ivry, Liotti, & Yee, 1988). Subjects
were told to report the color of the background surrounding
the digit. W h e n the items were presented at the same
location, more errors came from reporting the color of
letters at the -1 and +1 temporal positions, items that
appeared just before and just after the target. However,
when the items were alternated among two locations, more
errors came from the -2 and + 2 temporal positions, items
that occurred at the same spatial location as the target, but
that were temporally more distant than the -1 and +1 items.
Based on the results of several similar experiments, the
authors argued that spatial contiguity is the dominant
requirement for binding features and that temporal
contiguity is of use only when features appear in the same
location. However, the dominance of location m a y be an
artifact of the task. Other researchers have argued that
subjects m a y use multiple strategies to recover feature
conjunctions, depending on the available cues at study and
test (Heathcote, Walker, & Hitch, 1994).
There is also evidence that conjunction errors are affected
by the distance and similarity a m o n g stimuli. Several
experiments have found that subjects are more likely to
erroneously conjoin features of adjacent or similar stimuli
(for a review see Ashby, Prinzmetal, Ivry, & Maddox,
1996).
Other lines of research have shown that verbalization can
result in an integrated stimulus memory. In a recognition
task using colored animal shapes and long presentation
times, Stefurak and Boynton (1986) demonstrated that
subjects had m e m o r y for feature conjunctions unless they
were prevented from naming study stimuli by engaging in a
secondary verbal task, in which case they appeared to have
absolutely no memory of feature conjunctions. In addition to
suppressing verbalization, their experimental task provided
neither temporal nor location cues, because the study stimuli
were presented simultaneously, and the test stimulus was
not presented in its study location. A s a result, the
suppressed verbalization condition did not provide any of
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the cues (verbal, temporal, or spatial) that are thought to
mediate feature integration.
Because verbalization appears to result in an integrated
feature m e m o r y , it appears that verbal codes act in a
different manner than spatial and temporal codes. Instead of
acting as a tag for separate perceptual memories, it seems
likely that the perceptual features are simply recoded as
verbal cues. For example, the features "red" and "triangle"
m a y be recoded as a verbal chunk "red triangle" that m a y be
retrieved as a whole. Likewise, a display containing
multiple stimuli m a y be recoded as a verbal list, such as
"red triangle," "blue square" where each item is given a
temporal position code.
T o summarize, features of multidimensional stimuli
appear to be represented independently in m e m o r y , but
bound by temporal and spatial cues. Integrated feature
representations are possible, but only if verbalization is
possible.

ACT-R 5.0
Our model of feature integration in m e m o r y is embedded in
the A C T - R 5 cognitive architecture (Bothell, 2002), where it
adopts A C T - R ' s theory of m e m o r y and cognition (as
described below), but slightly modifies ACT-R's perceptual
system. This section describes A C T - R 5. Modifications
needed to support the model are described in the next
section.
Unlike previous versions of A C T - R , A C T - R 5 (hereafter
called A C T - R ) consists of several interacting, asynchronous
modules for perception, cognition, memory, and action. The
cognitive module consists of a procedural (production rule)
long-term memory and a goal buffer that holds the current
goal and goal-relevant information. The declarative m e m o r y
module consists of declarative m e m o r y chunks and a
retrieval buffer that holds the last item retrieved. Each
declarative chunk has a unique identifier, a type, and zero or
more attributes and values, such as:
Objl isa shape-map feature triangle location loci
where "Objl" is the identifier of the memory chunk, "shapem a p " is the chunk type, "feature" and "location" are
attributes, and "triangle" and "loci" are their respective
values.
The perceptual-motor module has subsystems for vision,
hearing, speech production, and motor c o m m a n d s . The
visual module has a buffer that holds the currently attended
visual location and the visual stimulus at that location. It
accepts commands from cognition (via production rules) to
conduct visual search and shift visual attention. The motor
module accepts c o m m a n d s from cognition to do simple
computer-based physical tasks, such as moving the mouse
to a certain location, pressing a mouse button, and typing
commands.
M u c h of the coordination between perception and action
is done by production rules. The condition side of a rule is
limited to testing the buffers (including whether a particular

module is busy), whereas the action side can only initiate a
limited set of actions that modify buffers or send commands
to one of the other modules. W h e n a rulefires,its action
side initiates commands to the other modules, such as
shifting visual attention or retrieving a red object from
memory, after which the rule system isfreetofireadditional
rules. The other modules in A C T - R handle these actions
asynchronously, usually resulting (after some delay) in
changes to the buffers. Rules can then detect these changes
and take appropriate actions. Although more than one rule
can match at a given time, A C T - R only fires one rule in
each cycle. A psychologically realistic conflict-resolution
mechanism, based on cost and probability of success,
determines which of several matching rules will fire.
T o understand h o w this works, suppose that A C T - R is
given a cued recall task, where it must report a remembered
shape widi a cued color. Furthermore, assume that A C T - R is
attending to afixationpoint that changes to the cue word
"red." W h e n the visual system detects the change, it updates
the visual buffer to indicate that the word "red" is n o w
attended. A production rule that is conditioned on seeing a
word in the visual bufferfiresand initiates a memory recall
request for a red shape, plus notes on the goal that such a
request was initiated. A s the declarative memory module
begins to process this request, the rule system continues to
check for and fire any matching rules. This allows A C T - R
to engage in additional cognitive processing, including
initiating commands to the perceptual-motor system, while
the memory system processes the retrieval request. W h e n
the retrieval request is complete, the retrieval buffer is filled
with eidier the newly retrieved chunk or an indication of a
retrieval failure. T w o separate rules, both sensitive to the
goal annotation indicating the retrieval request, handle these
possibilities. O n e rule tests for a shape in the retrieval buffer
and initiates a speech c o m m a n d to say the name of the
sh^>e, the other rule tests for a retrieval failure and initiates
a second retrieval to guess a shape.
T o understand the model presented below, it is also
necessary to understand how A C T - R processes retrieval
requests. Retrieval requests specify a chunk type and one or
more attribute-value pairs. The memory module returns the
chunk of the specified type with the highest activation
value, where activation of chunk i is determined by
J k
Bi is the base level activation of the chunk, reflecting how
recently and frequently it has been retrieved. The first
summation reflects associative priming of the chunk by
chunks in the goal buffer, where fVj is the available
activation and Sji is the strength of association from chunky
to chunk i. Wj is typically set to 1/n, where n is the total
number of chunks in the goal buffer. Sji is initially set to Sln(n), where S is a constant and n is the number of chunks
that have chunky as an attribute value. This setting produces
the classic fan effect (Anderson, 1974).
The second summation in E Q 1 reflects similarity of the
chunk /• to the retrieval cue. M*, is the similarity between the
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value of the kth attribute in the retrieval cue and the value in
the corresponding attribute of chunk i. P* (which defaults to
1) reflects the weighting given to the similarity of attribute
k. B y default, M n is I if the kth attribute value in the cue is
identical to the corresponding value in chunk /, otherwise it
is-10.
To model the randomfluctuationsof human memory,
activations vary with time by adding noise as a logistic
function of the parameter s, where s is related to the
variance of the noise by
,2

2 TC

o

(EQ2)

-—s

Finally, the activation threshold x specifies the minimum
activation value for retrieving a chunk. If all chunks
matching the cue fall below this value, the retrieval request
fails. A s with chunks, the retrieval threshold varies from
time to time according to the noise parameter s.
The approximate probability of retrieving a chunk / given
k competitors (including the threshold and chunk i) is given
by
Ai Is-Ji

PH)

Ai,ls^

(EQ3)

where A„ is the mean activation of chunk n.
A Model of Memory for Multidimensional
Stimuli
The model assumes that attending to a multidimensional
stimulus results in a set of feature chimks in memory, where
each chunk encodes one feature along with one or more
temporal and spatial tags. While attention is fixed on the
stimulus these chunks also appear in the corresponding
perceptual buffer. If a stimulus is recognized (either
identified or classified or both), perception may also deliver
a separate chunk encoding the identity (or class) of the
stimulus along with spatial and temporal tags.
Suppose that A C T - R attends to a red square at location
Loc22 on a computer screen at time tl. ACT-R's visual
buffer is thenfilledwith chunks encoding red at Loc22 tl,
square(shape) at Loc22 tl, and square(class) at Loc22 tl.
These same chunks are also added to ACT-R's declarative
memory. This is shown graphically in Figure 1, where
squares represent chunks and arrows indicate chunk
attributes. Locations (e.g., loc22) are chunks that correspond
to unique locations using the computer-screen as the frame
of reference.
A spatial tag encodes where the feature occurs and may
be given in any number of frames of reference (e.g., Wang,
Johnson, Zhang, 2001). For instance, one spatial tag might
give object heading and distance in egocentric (bodycentered) coordinates, whereas another spatial tag might
indicate the exocentric heading and bearing of the object
from another object. Because ACT-R's perceptual-motor

system is designed to work with two-dimensional computer
displays, the model provides a spatial tag relative to the
frame of the display. Evidence forframe-relativelocation
encoding has been found in both monkeys and humans.
Rolls (1999) found that some neurons in the m o n k e y
hippocampus responded to where the monkey looked on a
screen independent of the position of the monkey relative to
the location of the screen. Hock, et al. (1989) showed that
subjects unintentionally retainedframe-relativelocations of
circles forming patterns in a frame, such that they could
estimate the frequency with which circles appeared at a
particular location within the frame.
Given enough time, rules m a y recode the features. For
instance, a set of rules m a y verbalize the visual features
"red" and "triangle" resulting in a redundant verbal code
with appropriate temporal tags. Rules m a y also recode the
features into an integrated representation, such as a single
chunk that binds "red" and "triangle." Whether or not a
stimulus is receded, and the nature of the recoding, is
dependent on the production rules, which in turn depend on
the current goal and the strategy being used to achieve it.

location

location

aquara

T h e critical production rules for modeling the
experimental results are those for retrieving location given a
color, and those for retrieving color and shape given a
location. W h e n given a location cue the modelfirstattempts
to retrieve a chunk encoding the color at that location (such
as objlc in Figure 1), and then attempts to retrieve a chunk
encoding the shape at the given location (such as objls).
W h e n given a color cue, the model attempts to retrieve a
color-map chunk containing that color (e.g., objlc). It then
uses the location in this chunk to retrieve a chunk encoding
the shape at that location.
If a rule fails to retrieve a chunk, the model will guess an
appropriate value. For example, if the model fails in
retrieving a color-map chunk with color red, it will simply
guess a location, and then use that location w h e n it attempts
to retrieve the shape.
Fitting the Nissen data requires estimating the parameters
in E Q 1, as well as the activation threshold, and the noise
parameter. The activation threshold and the base level
activation 5/ for all stimulus chunks were set at 0 — t h e
default value. The amount of activation available for
associative priming was also set at 0, because chunks in the
goal buffer are redundant with attribute values in the
retrieval cue. Similarity a m o n g matching attribute values,
including locations, was set to 1 with mismatching values
set to 0. The noise parameter s was the only parameter tuned
tofitthe data. W e used E Q 3 and the results from the Nissen
experiment to determine an initial value of s, then iteratively
refined it over several model runs to produce thefitreported
below (where s = 0.39).
A. Location-Cue Condition
Shape

Figure 1. Representation of color, shape and location
in the A C T - R model. Temporal cues are not shown.
The model assumes that the similarity (M in EQ 1) of
temporal and spatial tags is inversely proportional to their
temporal and spatial distance; however, the exact nature of
this relationship is left to the model builder. A s a result, the
model will tend to confuse spatially adjacent features.

Correct
Color
Incorrect

Correct
0.485
(0.450)
0.213
(0.175)
0.698
(0.625)

Incorrect
0.212
(0.219)
0.090
(0.156)
0.302
(0.375)

0.697
(0.669)
0.303
(0.331)

Applying the Model to the Nissen Task
A s a partial test of the model, w e applied it to the Nissen
(1985) experiment described earlier. The critical phenomena
in this experiment is that recall of color and shape is
independent given a location cue, but when given a color
cue, recall of shape is dependent on correct recall of
location.
The A C T - R model contains production rules for attending
to the four colored objects, attending to the cue, retrieving
the answers, and pressing keys to record its responses.
W h e n presented with the 4 objects, the model visually
attends to each object, resulting in automatic encoding of a
color-map and shape-map chunk for each object. It then
waits for the cue to appear, at which point it attends to the
cue and begins the retrieval and response process.
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B. Color-Cue Condition
Shape
Correct
Location
Incorrect

Correct Incorrect
0.477
0.221
(0.494) (0.234)
0.032
0.271
(0.051) (0-221)
0.509
0.492
(0.545) (0.455)

0.698
(0.728)
0.303
(0.272)

Figure 2: Results of simulating 50 subjects for each
condition. Values in parentheses are the experimental
results from Nissen.

The results of running the model for 50 subjects in each
of the two conditions are shown in Figure 2 along with the
Nissen data. A s expected, shape and color recall are
statistically independent in the location-cue condition (x2 =
0.131, p »= 0.72), whereas location and shape are dependent
in the color-cue condition (x2 = 901.23, p < 0.01). The
proportions of correct and incorrect recall across both
conditions produce a good fit to the Nissen data: R^= 0.95.
Conclusion
The model described in this paper can account for the basic
phenomena of memory-based feature integration. The
special role of location was demonstrated by applying the
model to the Nissen task. The use of temporal cues, such as
that reported by Keele, et al. and discussed earlier, is
supported by the model's use of temporal tags for each
feature. If location is given a stronger association to the
features than is the temporal tag, this would produce Keele's
results showing a role of temporal contiguity only for items
that appear in the same spatial location. The tendency to
erroneously conjoin spatially adjacent features and features
of similar stimuli is capttu-ed in the model using ACT-R's
theory of m e m o r y retrieval which tends to confuse similar
stimuli (see the discussion of E Q 1). This means that
features of spatially proximal objects will be confused more
often than those of spatially distant objects. It also means
that if the model is trying to recall the color of an oval, it
would be more likely to confuse its color with that of a
circle than with a square.
The effects of recoding, including verbalization, are
captured in the model by assuming that the names of
individual features or the name or semantic identity of an
object m a y be memorized instead of the individual visual
features. If there is enough time for object identification, the
subject need only remember an object's identity and
location during study. At test, the object's identification
provides a cue for reporting essential object features. Such
recoding will produce integrated memories, because the
individual features are already well-learned and "bound" to
the object identity. If a subject remembers seeing a banana,
conceptual knowledge of bananas is sufficient to recall that
it was yellow and crescent shaped—^there is no need to
encode the specific perceptual features in a n e w m e m o r y
trace.
Such a strategy will not work, however, if the task presents
bananas in imnatural colors. In this case, verbal rehearsal
and the resulting verbal m e m o r y m a y be of use. For
instance, given enough time a subject might remember
objects in the Nissen task by verbally rehearsing "red
triangle, blue square..." and so on. Recall of these items
would then be subject to serial recall effects, such as the
serial position curve and positional errors. It seems likely
that such a strategy would result in fewer conjunction errors,
which would explain w h y verbalization results in integrated
feature memory.
The model provides a possible explanation for the need to
use positional codes (instead of integrated codes or
associative chaining) in cognitive models of memory tasks.
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Positional codes were used to account for chunk position
effects in alphabetic retrieval response times (Klahr, Chase,
& Lovelace, 1983) and positional errors in serial recall
(Anderson, BothcU, Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998). It is
possible that these codes m a y be the direct result of the
positional (temporal or spatial) encoding of stimuli by
perceptual processes.
O n e limitation of the model is that it treats all errors as
m e m o r y retrieval errors. However, the model could be
extended to include probabilities for correctly perceiving
features, or a theory of feature perception. However, since
our emphasis is on the representation of features in memory
and their later reintegration, w e saw no need to introduce
additional theory.
Monheit and Johnston's demonstration of dependence of
color and shape given a location cue provides a challenge to
the model presented here. T o account for the dependence
our model must be modified to provide for some strength of
association between features of attended objects. In the
present model, knowing the color of an object does not
activate the object's shape (e.g., the strength of association
between color and shape, Sji in E Q 1, is 0). In the revised
model, the color of a previously attended object would
activate its shape, allowing for some dependence among
features of objects. This would make our model consistent
with Wolfe and Cave's view that preattentive features are
loosely bound, whereas features of objects that have been
attended are more tightly bound.
Finally, the model is meant to provide a foundation for a
comprehensive theory of spatial cognition embedded in
A C T - R . B y embedding the model in A C T - R other
researchers can use it in their models, where it m a y provide
additional constraints and enable more realistic memory
representations and behavioral predictions.
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Abstract

event, situation and fluent calculus; e.g., (Eck, et al. 2001;
HoUdobler and Tielscher, 1990; Kowalski and Sergot, 1986;
This paper presents a fbrmalisation and analysis method for
Reiter, 2001). Just as difference or differential equations,
the dynamics of a reasoning process in which multiple
these
alternative techniques allow to consider and relate
represcntabons play a role. Dynamics of reasoning processes
states of a process at different points in time. The form in
are described by reasoning traces consisting of sequences of
which these relations are expressed can cover both
reasoning states over time. Reasoning states have a
quantitative and non-quantitative aspects. This paper
con^sitional structure; they are composed of different parts,
illustrates the usefulness of such an approach for the
for example, for different representations. Transitions between
two reasoning states nKxlel reasoning steps. In relation to the
analysis and formalisation of the dynamics of reasoning.
compositional structure of the states, transitions are classified
Here a broad perspective is taken on reasoning, subsuming,
into a number of types. A n example reasoning process
for example, reasoning involving multiple representations.
involving multiple representations is used to illustrate how its
A formal analysis method for the dynamics of reasoning
dynamics can be formalised and analysed using the approach.
is presented and illustrated by an example reasoning pattern
involving geometi-ic and arithmetic representations. This
Introduction
pattern is analysed and characterised in terms of a set of
Within Cognitive Science in recent years the dynamical
dynamic properties. The properties have been formalized,
perspective on cognitive phenomena has been emphasized
thus enabling automated support of analysis by an analysis
and received m u c h attention. In most literature focussing on
environment that has been developed.
the dynamics of cognition, the Dynamical Systems Theory
Below, first the dynamic perspective on reasoning is
( D S T ) is taken as a point of departure; e.g., (Port and
discussed in some more detail. Next, the example reasoning
Gclder, 1995). This theory assumes that, in conti-ast to the
pattern is introduced, and thefirststeps of an analysis are
use of symbolic representations, modelling and analysis of made. Third, a number of dynamic properties identified for
dynamics of cognitive phenomena can be done more
the example reasoning pattern are presented. Finally the
effectively by using representations based on real numbers
analysis method is summarised and die conbibution of the
and mathematical techniques, in particular difference and research presented in the paper is discussed.
differential equations. The convincing examples illustrating
the usefulness of this perspective often address lower level
Reasoning Dynamics
cognitive processes such as sensory or motor processing.
Analysis of the cognitive capability to perform reasoning
Indeed one of the advantages of the Dynamical Systems
has
been addressed from different areas and angles. Within
Theory is that it is able to model the temporal aspects of
Cognitive Science, the two dominant streams are the
events taking place on a continuous time scale, such as, for
syntactic approach (based on inference rules applied to
example, recognition time, response time, and time involved
syntactic expressions, as c o m m o n in logic), e.g., (Rips,
in motor patterns and locomotion.
1994), and the semantic approach (based on construction of
Also some examples of higher level cognitive processes
mental models); e.g., (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Yang and
have been addressed using D S T ; for example the dynamic
Johnson-Laird, 1999).
models for decision making developed by Busemeyer and
Reasoning steps in natural contexts are usually not
Townsend (1993). Especially the continuous adaptive
restricted to the application of logical inference rules. For
aspects of the decision making are covered nicely in this
example, a step in a reasoning process m a y involve
approach. Areas for which the quantitative approach based
translation
of information from one representation form
on D S T is assumed to have less to offer are the dynamics of
(e.g.,
geometrical)
into another one (e.g., arithmetical). Or,
higher level processes with mainly a qualitative character,
an additional assumption can be made, thus using a dynamic
such as certain capabilities of language processing and
set of premises within the reasoning process. Decisions
reasoning. In the last two decades, within the areas of
m
a d e at specific points in time during the process, for
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence alternative
techniques have been developed to analyse the dynamics of example, on which representations to use or which
assumptions to make, are an inherent part of the reasoning.
phenomena using qualitative means. Examples are process
Such reasoning processes or their outcomes cannot be
algebra; transition systems; dynamic and temporal logic;
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understood, justified or explained without taking into
account these dynamic aspects.
T o formalise the dynamics of a reasoning process, traces
are used. Reasoning traces are time-indexed sequences of
reasoning states over a time frame; for stepwise reasoning
processes the set of natural numbers as a time frame is an
appropriate choice. The set of all possible reasoning states
defines the space where the reasoning takes place.
Reasoning traces can be viewed as trajectories in this space,
for which every (reasoning) step from one reasoning state to
the next one is based on an allowed transition. If the
possible reasoning states and the allowed reasoning steps or
transitions are characterised, the set of proper reasoning
traces can be defined as the set of all possible sequences of
reasoning states consisting only of allowed transitions.
Reasoning States

reasoning step). Or, if a calculation (arithmetic reasoning)
step is performed, only the aritmetic component is changing.
These single component transitions involve only that
component and can be defmed within one component only:
geometric -» geometric
artthmetic -> arithmetic
It is also possible that one component of a state is changed
by information acquisition, importing information from an
external source in the reasoning process.
Transitions involving two components of a reasoning state
Other types of transitions involve more than one component.
For example, if information from a geometric representation
is translated into an arithmetic form, thereby extending the
arithmetic representation, then two components of the state
are involved: the arithmetic component and the geometric
component. Examples of transition types involving two
components are:
geometric x arithmetic -» geometric
(e.g., the geometric representation is extended or modified
widi results from the arithmetical representation)
arithmetic x geometric -» arithmetic
(e.g., the arithmetic representation is extended or modified
w i A results from the geometrical representation)

A reasoning state formalises an intermediate state of a
reasoning process. The content of such a reasoning state
usually can be analysed according to different aspects or
dimensions. For example part of the state m a y contain a
geometric representation, another part an arithmetic
representation. Accordingly, the reasoning state is structured
as a composition of (i.e., a tuple of) a number of parts,
Reasoning Traces
indexed by some set i. This index set includes different
aspects or views taken on the state, e.g., i = toeometric, Reasoning dynamics results from successive reasoning
artthmetic}. The set of reasoning states RS can be characterised steps, i.e., successive transitions from one reasoning state to
as a Cartesian product RS = flj ^ | rSi where RSi is the set of another. Thus a reasoning trace is constructed: a timeall states for the aspect indicated by i. For example, RSgMmaMc indexed sequence of reasoning states {yt)y,T, where t is the
may denote the set of all possible geometric representations;
time frame used (the natural numbers). A reasoning trace
note, however, that is also possible to use more dimensions,
can be viewed as a trajectory in the multi-dimensional
e.g., different types of geometric representations can be
space rs = rij 6 I RS, of reasoning states. A n example of such
formalised. This Cartesian product formalises the multia
reasoning trace will be discussed in Section 3; see also
dimensional space where the reasoning takes place. For a
reasoning state, which is a vector s = (Si)| ^ | e RS in this Figure 1. Reasoning traces are sequences of reasoning states
subject to the constraint that each pair of successive
space, the Si are called its components.
reasoning states in this trace forms an allowed transition. A
trace formalises one specific line of reasoning.
Reasoning Steps: Transitions of Reasoning States
A transition from one reasoning state to another reasoning
state, i.e., an element < s, S' > of RS x rs, formalises one
reasoning step; sometimes also denoted by s -» S". A
reasoning transition relation is a relation on rs x rs. Such a
relation can be used to specify the allowed transitions.
Transitions differ in the set of components that are involved.
The most complex transitions change all components of the
state in one step. However, within stepwise reasoning
processes, usually transitions only involve a limited number
of components of the state, e.g., only one or two. Transitions
can be classified according to which set of components is
involved. The most simple types of transition involve a
single component transition. Next come transition types
where two components are involved. In the current approach
we concentrate on these two classes of transition types.
Single component transition types
For example, when a modification in the reasoning state is
made solely within a geometric representation, only the
geometric component of the state changes (geometric
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Example Reasoning Process
A n example multi-representation reasoning process is used
to illustrate the approach put forward: interaction between
arithmetical reasoning and geometrical reasoning. The
example focuses on h o w to determine the outcome of
multiplications such as 23 x 36. Experiences on using such
processes with children (8-9 years old) in class rooms have
been reported, e.g., by Dekker et al. (1982), see also
(Hutton, 1977). The example can also be extended to an
example for children of 13 or 14 years to support algebra by
geometric visualisations, e.g., the algebraic identity (a + b)^ =
a' + 2ab + b^ interpreted as the area of a partitioned square of
(a + b) X (a + b) in relation to areas of its parts: a square of a x
a, a square of b x b, and two rectangles of a x b. Also
teaching quadratic equations can be supported by such
visualisations as discussed, e.g., by Bruner (1968), pp. 5963. The example pattern shows two types of one component
transitions of reasoning states, and two transition types
involving two components:

• an arithmetical reasoning step: •rtihmetic -» artthmatic
• a geometrical reasoning step: geomatric -> gaomatric
• a translation of an arithmetical representation into a
geometrical representation: geomatrtc x artthmatic -* gaomelrto
• a translation of a geometrical representation into an
arithmetical representation: arithmatic x g«)metr(c -» artthmauc

Starting problem What is the outcome of the multiplication 23 x 38 7

Step 1 agl rcpreaentadon translation
36
Create a rectangle of 23 x 38.
Step 2 aa1 arithmetic reasonlog
Split the numbers into the 'tens' and
The idea is that only sin^)le arithmetical steps are required.
23
single digiU: 23 > 20 -t- 3; 36 ° 30 -)- 6
The more complicated steps are performed via the
Step 3 afl2 repreacntatlon translation
geometrical representation. A number of skills are assumed.
Translation of the arithmetical splitting of
These skills can be defined in the form of transitions.
the numbers into partitions of the sides
within the geometrical represenution.
A. Assumed arithmetic skills arithmetic -» aiithmatic
aal. splitdng a number in 'tens' and single digits: 2B " 20 + 8
Step 4 O0l geometric reasoning
aa2. addition of a list of numbe« of up to 4 digita, such as 1200 + 340 +
Partition the area of the rectangle
according to the partitioning of the sides.
aa3. 120 + 6
multiplication of two numbers starting with a nonzero digit, followed Step 9 gal representatloi translation
by zero or more zeros, Rich as 20 x 8,60 x 30.
For each part identify the correspond-ing
B. Assumed geometric skilb goomatrtc-> geomatric
arithmetical expression for iu area: 20 x 30,
30
ggl. partitioning a rectangle in non-overlapping areas based on
20x6, 3 x 3 0 , 3 x 6
paititiooinp of its sides
Step 6 aa3 arithmetic reasoning
gg2. detennining the area of afigureflx>mthe areas of a (nonn «
Determine the outcomes of the four
overlapping) partition
multiplications 20 x 30 = 600; 2 0 x 6 C. Assumed translation skills
120; 3 x 3 0 » 90; 3 x 6 « 18
3
geometric x artthmelic -» geometnc:
Step? agS representation translation
agl drawing a rectangle with arithmetically given dimensions
Identify the areas of the parts of the
30
ag2 partitioning a line segment according to a splitting of its length
rectangle based on the outcomes of the
ag3. deletmming the area of a rectangle from the multiplication of the
multiplications.
MS
lengths of its sides
20
Step 8 gg2 geometric reasoning
arithmetic x geometric -> arithmetk::
Assert that the area of the rectangle as a °
gai. translating the area of a rectangle into the multipUcation of the
whole is the combination of the areas of the
•0
lengths of its sides
I
parts
ga2. translating the area of a combination of nonoverlapping areas into
Step 9 ga2 representation translation
A e sum of the areas
Identify the corresponding arithmetical relation: 600 + 120 + 90 + 18
geomettK

•

e
120
ia

Step 10 aa2 arithmetic reasoning
Calculate the sum: 600 + 120 + 90 + 16 = 828

002
'.83
: W ^
901
I
'agl

D y n a m i c Properties
T o specify properties on the dynamics of a reasoning
process, the temporal trace language T T L used by Herlea et
al. (1999), and Jonker and Treur (1998) is adopted. This is a
language in the family of languages to which also situation
calculus (Reiter, 2001), event calculus (Kowalski and
Sergot, 1986), and fluent calculus (Holldobler and Tielscher,
1990) belong. In short, in T T L it is possible to express that
in a given trace at a certain point in time the reasoning state
has a certain (state) property. Moreover, it is possible to
relate such state properties at different points in time. A s an
example, the following (global) property of a reasoning
trace y is considered, which expresses that all multiplication
problems in two digits eventually will be solved.

aritfametic

Figure 1: R e a s o n i n g trace as a trajectory in a t w o dimensional reasoning state space.
The example reasoning trace, based on class room
observation (cf Dekker et al., 1982), forms a trajectory in
the two-dimensional reasoning state space

RS^ RS«(Bm«(c X RSj,
This trajectory is depicted in Figure I. Note that in this
Figure only the changing component is visualised by an
arrow, not what component affected this change. Therefore,
e.g., both a geometric reasoning step and a translation of an
arithmetic into a geometric representation are depicted by a
vertical arrow. The detailed trace is presented below.
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GPl
at any point intimet
if
in the reasoning state in trace y at t an arithmeticrepresentationof
a multiplication problem for numbers x and y < 100 is present,
then a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t' an
arithmetic representation of a solution z of this multiplication
problem with z - x«y is included.

L o c a l Properties
T h e formalisation of this property in T T L is as follows
In
this section a n u m b e r of properties are identified that
Vt Vx, y < 100 iMKy. t, •rtthme«c) |«» multipllc«tloo_probl«m(x, y)
characterise
the reasoning in a m o r e local manner: each
=» ara 3z r « x-y a
property
characterises
one reasoning step. For the sake of
stato(T. t'. artthmetic) («= lt_iolutlon_fbf_mull(pllcatlon_o»(l x, y)
simplicity, for the example reasoning process persistence o f
Note that for simplicity no maximal allowed response time
representations in reasoning states over time is assumed, so
has been specified. If desired, this can be simply added by
that persistence does not need to b e formulated within each
putting a condition tsi in the consequent with r the maximal
of the properties.
response time.
LPl (aritbmetic-geomctrk)
Milestone Properties
at any point in time t
if
in the reasoning state in trace y at t an arithmetic representation of
Within the overall reasoning process a n u m b e r of milestones
a multiplication problem for numbers x and y < 100 is present,
can be defined, and properties can be identified that express
then a time point t*^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t' a
whether the process from one milestone to another one has
geometric representation of a rectangle A B C D with 1AB| - x and
been performed properly. Apart fi-om the start and the finish,
|AD| = y is included.
two intermediate milestones were defined: a reasoning state
This dynamic property expresses that in reasoning trace y, if
in which the problem has been represented in a geometric
an arithmetically represented multiplication problem occurs,
representation and it has been d e c o m p o s e d geometrically
this eventually is translated into a geometric representation.
(after step 4 in the example trace), and a reasoning state in
T h e formalisation of this property in T T L is as follows.
which a geometric representation with numbers in the areas
occurs, i.e., in which the subproblems have been solved
vt Vx, y < 100 state(T, t. artthmetic) |== multlpllcatlon_problam(x. y)
=» 3t^3A,B.C.D
(after step 7 in the example trace). Accordingly, the
(tate(r, r, geomatric) |== ractangle(A. B. C, D) & |AB| = x & |A0| > y
following milestone properties have been formulated.
Further local properties are the following (not in any

MPl

particular order).
•t any point in time t
if in the reasoning state in trace y at t an arithmetic representation of
LP2 (arithmetic-arithmetic)
a multiplication problem for numbers x and y < 100 is present,
at any point in time t
then a time point t*^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t' a
if in the reasoning state in trace y at t an arithmetic representation of
geometric representation of a rectangle A B C D is included with
a multiplication problem for numbers x and y < 100 is present,
points P on A B and Q on AD, with |AB| - x and |AD{ - y
then
a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t' an
and this rectangle is partitioned into four areas A n , A|2, A21, A22 by
arithmetic representation of a splitting of the numbers x and y in
two lines PP7/AD and QQ7/AB with P'on C D and Q'on B C with
'tens' and digits occurs, i.e., x - xj + X2, y = yi + y2 with xj, yj
|AP| - X,, |PB| - X2, |AQ| - yi, and |QD| - yj, where xi, yi is the
multiples of 10 and X2, yj <10.
10-part of X, resp. y, and X2, y2 is the digit part of x, resp. y.
LP3 (arithmetic-arithmetic)
Here, |AB| is the length of AB, and // is 'in parallel with'.
at any point in time t
MPl
if the reasoning state in trace y at t contains an arithmetic
representation of a multiphcation problem for (x, y), wiflj x, y
at any point in time t
multiple of 10 or less than 10,
if in the reasoning state in trace y at t a geometric representation of a
then a time point t"^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t* an
rectangle A B C D is included with points P on A B and Q on A D ,
arithmetic representation of a solution z with z - x«y for this
with |AB| = x and |AD|-y,
multiplication problem for (x, y) is included.
and this rectangle is partitioned into four areas A n , A12, A21, A22 by
two lines PP'//AD and QQV/AB with P' on C D and Q' on B C with LP4 (arithmetic-arithmetic)
|AP| - XI, |PB| - X2, |AQ| = yi, and |QD| = y2, where xj, yi is the at any point in time t
10-part of X, resp. y, and X2, y2 is the digit part of x, resp. y,
if in the reasoning state in trace y at t an arithmetic representation of
then a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t' in
an addition problem for a finite list zi,..., Zn of numbers of up to 4
each of these areas Aij a number zij is represented which equals
digits is included,
Xj.yj.
then atimepoint t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at f a
MP3
solution z " Z\i {£ „ Zj of the addition problem is included.
at any point in time t
LPS (arithmetic-geometric)
if in the reasoning state in trace y at t a geometric representation of a at any point intimet
rectangle A B C D is included with |AB| - x and |AD| ^ y
if in the reasoning state in trace y at t an arithmetic representation of
and this rectangle is partitioned into four nonoverlapping rectangle
a splitting of the numbers x and y occurs, i.e.,
areas All, A,2.A2i,A22,
x-xi+x2,y-yi+y2,
and in each of these areas Aij a number zij is represented which equals then atimepoint t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at t' a
Xj.yj, where x - X| + X2, and y = yi + y2,
geometric representation of a rectangle A B C D with |AB| ^ x and
then a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in 7 at t' an
|AD| - y is included with points P on A B and Q on A D such that
arithmetic representation of a solution z with z - x.y of the
|AP| > xi. |PB| - X2, (AQI - y,, and |QD| - y2.
multiplication problem (x, y) is included.
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L P 6 (Beunietiic-geomctrlc)
•t any point inrimet
if
in thereasoningstate in trace Y at t a geometric representation of a
rectangle A B C D is included with points P on A B and Q on A D ,
then a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning sute in y at t' the
rectangle A B C D is partitioned into four areas A n . A12, A21, A22
by two Imes PPV/AD and QQ'//AB with P'on C D and Q'on E C .

Relationships B e t w e e n the D y n a m i c Properties
A n u m b e r o f logical relationships have been established
between the properties above. First o f all, the three
milestone properties together imply the global property:
MPl & M P 2 & M P 3

GPl

(0)

Next, each of these milestone properties is implied by a
number of local properties:

LP7 (gecmctric-georaetric)
at any point intimet
LPl & LP2 & LPS & LP6 => MPl
(1)
if
in the reasoning state in trace y at t a geometric representation of a
LP3 Sl LPS & LP9 => MP2
(2)
LP4 & L P 7 & LPIO & LPll =» MP3
rectangle A B C D is included that is partioned into a number of
(3)
nonoverlapping areas Ai
Ag,
These logical relationships, which can be depicted as an
then atimepoint t ^ exisu such that in the reasoning state in y at t' it is
AND-tree, are helpfiil in the analysis of errors within a
asserted that the area of A B C D is the combination of the areas
given reasoning trace. First it can be checked whether GPl
A,.....V
holds. If this global property does not hold, the three
LPS (geometric-arithmetic)
properties MPl, MP2, M P 3 can be checked. Given the logical
at any point intimet
relationship (0), at least one of them will be found not to
if
in the reasoning state in trace y at t a geometric representation of a hold. This pinpoints the cause of the error in part of the
rectangle A B C D with |AB| - x and |AD| > y is included with
process, say MP3. Next, (only) the local properties relating
points P on A B and Q on A D such that |AP| - x\, |PB| = X2,
to M P 3 are checked, i.e, LP4, LP7, LPio, LPii. Again, due to
|AQ|-y,.and|QD|-y2.
(3) one of them will be found not to hold. This localises the
and this rectangle is partioned into four areas A n , A12. A21, A22 by
error.
two Unes PF//AD and Q Q 7 / A B with F on C D and Q' on B C .
then a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in y at f
arithmetic representations of multiplication problems for (X|, yj), The Dynamic Analysis Method
(xi, y2). (X2, yi), and {X2, y2) are included.
The analysis method for the dynamics of reasoning
LP9 (geometric&arithmetic-geometric)
processes as presented here is summarised as follows.
at any point in tune t
1. Identify the different dimensions or components of
if
in the reasoning state in trace y at t a geometric representation of a
reasoning states.
rectangle A B C D is included with poinU P on A B and Q on A D ,
and this rectangle is partioned into four areas A n , A12, A21, A22 by
2. Determine the different types of transitions.
two lines PF//AD and Q Q V / A B with F on C D and Q' on B C ,
3. Identify relevant dynamic properties for the reasoning
and arithmetic representations of solutions zni Z12, 221, Z22 for the
a. for the process as a whole (global properties)
multiplication problems for ([AP), |AQD, (|AP|, IQDJ), (|PB|. |AQD,
b.
for milestones within the process
and (jPB|, |QDD are included.
c. for reasoning steps (local properties)
tben a time point f ^ exists such that in the reasoning sute in Y at f
within die geometric representation in each area Ajj, the number zjj
4. Determine logical relationships between the different
is represented.
dynamic properties, in an AND-tree form; e.g.,
LPIO (geometirtc-arithmetic)
a. local properties imply a milestone property, and
at any point in time t
b.
milestone properties imply a global property.
if
in the reasoning state in trace Y at t a geometric representation of a
rectangle A B C D is included which is partioned into a number of
5. For a given reasoning trace, check which of the dynamic
areas Ai, .... A^,
properties hold and which do not hold. This can take the
and within each of these areas Aj a number Zi is represented,
form of a diagnosis following the tree structure of the
then a time point t ^ exists such that in the reasoning state in Y at t' an
relationships between the dynamic properties. A
arithmetic representation of an addition problem for Z|, ..., Zg is
software environment is available to support this
included.
checking process.
LPll (geometric& arithmetic-arithmetic)
The dynamic properties identified can be of different types.
at any point intimet
if
intiiereasoning state in trace Y at t a geometric representation of a S o m e m a y be assiuned to hold for all proper reasoning
traces, others m a y be used to distinguish different types of
rectangle A B C D U included with |AB| - x and |AD| = y that is
reasoning traces or reasoners.
partitioned into a number of nonoverlapping areas A],.... Aq,
and withm each of these areas Aj the number zi is represented,
Discussion
and an arithmetic representation of a solution z of the addition problem
for 2), ., Zn is included,
The analysis method for the dynamics of reasoning
then a time point t"^ exists such that in thereasoningstate in Y at t' an processes put forward and illustrated in this paper was
arithm^c representation of a solution z with z =• x«y of the
validated on the basis of reports from experiments with 8-9
multiplication problem (x, y) is included.
year old children in classrooms in the Netherlands (Dekker
et al., 1982); a similar report has been made by Hutton
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(1977). This paper shows how an analysis of these dynamics
can be made using traces consisting of sequences of
reasoning states over time to describe reasoning processes. It
is shown for the example reasoning pattern, how
characterising dynamic properties can be identified.
The language used to express dynamic allows for precise
specification of these dynamic properties, covering both
qualitative and quantitative aspects of states and their
temporal relations. Moreover, sofhvare tools have been
developed to (1) support specification of dynamic
properties, and (2) automatically check specified dynamic
properties against example traces to find out whether the
properties hold for the traces. This provides a useful
supporting software environment to evaluate empirical data
on the dynamics of reasoning processes.
The same analytic method and software tools can also be
applied to reasoning traces produced by software simulation
models. This applicability supports the comparison of
human reasoning with simulated reasoning.
Further experiments will be conducted, in which also a
focus is on the control of the reasoning. For example, at
what point in time a translation to a geometric representation
is made, and why at that point in time? In the analysis the
notion of reasoning strategy will be addressed. Due to the
compositional structure of reasoning state a reasoning state
can be extended with a component for control information.
Future research will also address the analysis of the
dynamics of other types of practical reasoning, both from
the syntactical and semantical stream, or their combination;
e.g., (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Yang and Johnson-Laird, 1999;
Yang and Bringsjord, 2001); see also (Stenning and
Lambalgen, 2001). One component of the reasoning state
may contain a syntactic formula structure, and another
conqxinent a mental model or set of mental models. For
example, a single component transition can be defined
within a syntactic component including A and A -> B, for
the derivation of B (and hence adding it to the component)
based on the inference rule modus ponens. Yet another
example, within a semantic component is a transition of a
set of mental models, thus providing a formalisation of the
dynamics of reasoning based on mental models.
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Abstract
Although categorization and multiple-cue judgment are
similar tasks, categorization models emphasize exemplar
memory, while multiple cue judgment routinely is interpreted in terms of mental integration of cue weights that
are abstracted in training. W e investigate if these conclusions derive from genuine differences in the processes in
the two tasks or are accidental to different research
methods. The results reveal large individual differences
and a shift from exenplar memory to mental cueabstraction when the criterion is changed from classification to continuous. This suggests that people switch between qualitatively distinct processes in the two tasks.
Introduction

same. A second answer is that the different conclusions
derive from the differences that nonetheless distinguish
the two tasks; for example, the use of a binary criterion
in categorization tasks and a continuous criterion in
multiple cue judgment tasks. The latter answer suggests
a cognitive system with multiple levels of qualitatively
distinct representations that compete to control behavior depending on the requirements (Ashby, AlfonsoReese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Jones, Juslin, Olsson,
& W i n m a n , 2000; Juslin, Olsson, & Olsson, 2002).

• • ••• Categorization
•
Fcatnrei
• 1)
I0-0

Category
A categorization task typically requires a probe de•
scribed by a number of binary/ea/uref to be classified
•
into one, of usually two, categories. A multiple-cue c
judgment involves a probe defined by binary or coni
^
tinuous cues and typically requires judgment of a con^ ^ ^ Inference tai^^Criterion
tinuous criterion. Both tasks require inference from
« ^ J
« < ^
k n o w n variables to an unknown variable. Despite the
structural similarity of the tasks (Figure 1), the most
•
successful cognitive models in the two domains are
•
profoimdly different in terms of the computations, cogJudgmeol
/- H t
nitive processing, and neural substrate that they in^ly.
•
Cum
Research on categorization often emphasize exemplar
1,
m e m o r y (e.g., Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000): retrieval of
, , 1 Mnittplc-CBC
•
m e m o r y traces of concrete objects from different cate1 Jadgmmt
gories. In research on multiple-cue judgment, the (exFigure 1: The structural similarity between a categoriplicit or implicit) interpretation is generally that people
zation task and a multiple-cue judgment task.
retrieve abstracted knowledge of cue weights, which is
tiien mentally integrated to perform a judgment (e.g.,
The Judgment Task
Einhom, Klcinmuntz, & Kleinmuntz, 1979).
In this article, w e report an investigation into the reaThe task requires participants to use four binary cues
sons for these divergent conclusions. F r o m the outset,
to infer a binary or continuous criterion (Jones et al.,
w e can identify two possible answers. The first is that
2000; Juslin et al., 2002). The judgments involve the
research on multiple-cue judgment has not benefited
toxicity of subspecies of an exotic (but fictitious) Death
from the designs and the cognitive modeling needed to
Bug. The different subspecies vary in concentration of
disclose the importance of exemplar memory. F r o m this
poison from SO p p m to 60 p p m (a continuous criterion),
point of view, the conclusions are accidental to differwhere concentrations below 55 p p m are harmless but
ent research paradigms and once that w e scrutinize the
concentrations above 55 p p m are lethal (a binary criteprocesses carefully w e find that they are essentially the
rion, harmless vs. dangerous). The toxicity can be in-
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ferred from four binary cues of the subspecies (e.g.,
short or long legs, spots or no spots on the forc-btck).
The cues take on values 1 or 0 and the toxicity c of a
subspecies is a linear, additive function of the cues:

c = 50 + 4 C,+3C,+2C3+1C,-

(1)

C\ is the most important cue with coefficient 4 (i.e., a
relative weight .4), Cj is the second to most important
with coefficient 3, and so forth. The binary criterion b
is formed from the continuous criterion by assigning
c<55 b=0 (harmless), c>55 fr=l (dangerous), and c=55
randomly as ^ 1 or b=0. A subspecies with feature
vector (0, 0, 0, 0) thus has poison concentration 50 p p m
and is harmless; a subspecies with feature vector (1,1,
1, 1) has 60 p p m and is dangerous. The continuous and
the binary criteria for all the 16 subspecies (i.e., possible cue configurations) are summarized in Table 1.
In training, the participants encounter 11 subspecies
and make either binary judgments about the toxicity of
each subspecies (i.e., "harmless" or "dangerous") or
continuous judgments about their toxicity (e.g., 'The
amount of poison is 57 ppm"). A s indicated in the two
right-most columns of Table 1, five subspecies are
omitted in training. (Sets A and B, respectively, denote
two different training sets wiiere three omitted subspecies are counter-balanced.) In a test phase, the participants make the same judgments as in the training phase,
but for all 16 subspecies and without feedback.
Table 1: Structure of the judgment task. The outbalanced constrained training sets are denoted A and B.
Exemplar

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Cues

c, c^
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Criteria

c? C4 Cont. Bin.
60
0 59
58
0
0 0 57
57
0 56
55 p=.5
0
0 0 54
0
56
1
0 55 p=.S
54
0
0
0
0 0 53
0
53
0
0 52
0
51
0
0
0 0 50

Set

A
E
T
T
0
N
N
N
T
0
0
T
T
T
T
T
E

B
E
T
T
N
0
0
0
T
N
N
T
T
T
T
T
E

tially contain no structure at all. There is thus, in a
sense, no other way to solve the task than to memorize
the exemplars (Smith & Minda, 2000). Our task is neutral in this respect because it allows perfect performance in training both by exen^lar m e m o r y and by induction of the task structure (i.e., by inducing Eq. 1).
Cognitive Models
T h e cue-abstraction model assimies that participants
abstract explicit cue-criterion relations in training
which are mentally integrated at the time of judgment.
W h e n presented with a probe the participants retrieve
rules connecting cues to the criterion from m e m o r y
(e.g., "Green back goes with being poisonous"). T h e
rules specify the sign of the contingency and the in^ortance of the cue with a cue weight. For example, after
training the rule for cue C] m a y specify that Ci= 1 goes
with a large increase in the toxicity of a subspecies.
With a continuous criterion, cue abstraction suggests
that the participants compute an estimate of the continuous criterion c. For each cue, the appropriate rule is
retrieved and the estimate of c is adjusted according to
the cue weight O), (i=1...4). T h e final estimate dj, of c
is a linear additive fimction of the cue values Q ,
e,=k + f^(o,C,' (2)
(=1
w^ere k = 50 + .5(10-Ifflt). If (O, =4, (Of=3, 0)3=2, and
0}4=\, Eq's 1 and 2 are identical and the model produces perfect judgments. The intercept k constrains the
function relating judgments to criteria to be regressive
around the midpoint (55) of the interval [50, 60] specified by the task instructions'. This formulation essentially provides a cognitive interpretation of the linear
additive model k n o w n to provide a good account of
multiple-cue judgment data (Brehmer, 1994). Predictions by the cue-abstraction model in a continuous task
are illush^ted in Figure 2A.
T h e binary judgment involves classification of subspecies into two categories based on their continuous
criterion. O n e w a y to obtain such judgments from Eq. 2
is by assigning all subspecies w i A £g<.S as harmless
and all subspecies with d^ >.5 as dangerous. Whenever
the estimates are correct (e^^ =c) this implies a relation
between classification proportions pi,{b = \) and the

Note: E = Extrapolation exemplar, T = training exen^lar, O =
Old comparison exemplar presented in training, matched on
the criterion to one of the new exemplars, N = N e w comparison exenqjlar presented the first time at test, p=.S assigns
binary criterion 1 to the exemplar with probability .5.
A criticism of previous studies that support exemplar
models is that often the artificial categories used essen-
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The constrained formulation captures the regression effect
within the interval [50, 60] that is introduced by a random
error in the cue weights or the process of cue abstraction.
For example, for the extreme subspecies, (0, 0, 0, 0: c=50)
and (1,1,1,1: c<=60), random error may produce judgments
that deviate from 50 and 60, respectively. However, for exemplar (0, 0, 0,0: c=50) w e expect the errors to more oflen
proiduce a judgment above than below 50. For exemplar (1,
1, 1, 1: c=60) w e expect the errors to more often produce a
judgment that is below than above 60. Second: it holds to a
good approximation in the data reported below. Third, it
provides a four-parameter implementation that is more easily compared to the four-parameter exemplar model described below in terms of the number of free parameters.

criterion c that is a step function. Taking into account
that the process is likely to involve error in cue abstraction and decision niaking, w e allow for a sigmoid function in the form of a logistic function (see Figure lA):
^"Ii^.c;
^(ft = l) =

(3)

l + e**2:»i^'
where W^ are the cue weights in a logistic regression
and k = -.5 "LWj. The intercept * implies a crossover
ftom binary judgment 0 to b 1 at toxicity 55, as implied
by the instructions. W h e n the cue-abstraction model is
fitted to binary judgments below, w e rely on Eq. 3.
Exemplar models suggest that the participants make
judgments by retrieving similar exemplars (subspecies)
from long-term memory. The context model of perceptual classification (Medin & Schaffer, 1978) suggests
that the probability p g { b = \) of categorization as
dangerous equals the ratio between the s u m m e d similarity of the judgment probe to the dangerous exemplars
and the summed similarity to all exemplars:
\S{p,x,)b^
(4)
\ ^=r ± _
p,(b ^= \l)
i,S(j,,Xj)
;«•
where p is the probe to be judged, Xj is stored exemplar
j (J=l..J), S(p,Xj) is the similarity between the probe;?
and exemplar Xj, and bj is the binary criterion stored
with exemplary (Aj=l for dangerous, bj=0 for harmless).
J depends on the size of training set of exemplars.
The similarity between probe p and exemplar Xj is
computed by the multiplicative similarity rule of the
context model (Medin & Schaffer, 1978):
Sip,Xj) = Yld,' (5)
M
where d, is an index that takes value 1 if the cue values on cue dimension i coincide (i.e., both are 0 or both
are 1), and s, if they deviate (i.e., one is 0, the other is
1). 5/ are four parameters in the interval [0, 1] that capture the impact of deviating cues (features) on the overall perceived similarity S{p,x). si close to 1 implies that
a deviating feature on this cue dimension has no impact
and is considered irrelevant, st close to 0 means that the
overall similarity S{p,x^ is close to 0 if this feature is
deviating, assigning crucial in^ortance to the feature.
The parameters St capture the similarity relations between stimuli and the attention paid to each cue dimension, where a lower Si signifies higher attention.
The context model was developed for classification.
T o generate predictions also for judgments of a continuous criterion w e relax the model by allowing the
outcome index 6j to be a continuous value. The estimate
tg of c is then a weighted average of the criteria Cj
stored for the exemplars, with similarity S{p,x^ as the
weights (see e.g., DeLosh, Busemeyer, & McDaniel,
1997; Juslin & Persson, 2000; Smith & Zarate, 1992).
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Predictions
The predictions are summarized in Figures 2 (binary
criterion) and 3 (continuous criterion). In both tasks, the
models produce similar predictions when all exemplars
are presented both at training and test (the upper panels). Both models thus provide accurate representations
of the environment, albeit by different means. Figures
3 A and 3B illustrate that the goodfitof a linear additive
model need not be informative in regard to whether
cues are really mentally integrated according to a linear
model: predictions by an exemplar model are identical.
W h e n the extreme exemplars (c= 50 & 60) and three
intermediate exemplars (c=.55, 56, & 57) are withheld
in training, the models produce distinct predictions.
A s illustrated in the lower panels of Figures 2 and 3,
the cue abstraction model allows accurate extrapolation
beyond the distribution of criteria in the training set
[51, 59]. Whenever the correct signs of the cue weights
are identified, the most extreme judgments are made for
exemplars 1 (c=60) and 16 (c=50). The exemplar model
that computes a weighted average of the criteria observed in training can never produce a judgment outside
the observed range (Delosh et al., 1997). The most
extreme judgments are made for criteria c=51 and 59.
With the cue abstraction model there should be no
systematic difference between judgments for the " N e w "
and "Old" exemplars with c=55, 56, and 57: the process
is essentially the same in both cases. However, with the
exemplar model there is more accurate judgments for
Old exemplars: these judgments benefit fi-om retrieval
of identical exemplars with the correct criterion.
One way to predict the relative importance of mental
cue abstraction and exemplar memory in the binary and
the continuous tasks is by computational considerations
(see Juslin et al., 2002). For judgments of a continuous
variable—assuming a linear additive model, as people
tend to (e.g., Brehmer, 1994)—observation of five
exemplars with their criteria is, in principle, sufficient
to identify the structure of the task. This system of five
linear equations has the unique solution provided by
Eq. 1. Given a psychological bias towards linear additive models, the task thus has a well-defined rule-based
solution that can be induced from a small number of
observations. Binary judgment affords no unique solution, even if the correct function form is assumed and
all 16 exen^lars are considered. Given the difficulty of
inducing a rule-based solution, the participants m a y
have little alternative but to rely on exemplar memory
(see Smith & Minda, 2000, for similar arguments).
Note the alternative hypothesis suggested by a singlesystems account (Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000): that the
participants rely on exemplar m e m o r y in both tasks. O n
computational grounds there seems to be no reason w h y
exemplar memory should not be equally applied in both
tasks. Both tasks allow a linear combination of criteria
stored with exemplars. The hypothesis proposed here is
based on a dual-process account. Because rule-based
knowledge affords better communication and system-

atic elaboration, w e expect explicit rule-based proccssei
to b e applied w h e n the task structure a n d the feedback
allow participants to induce the task structure, whereas
exemplar m e m o r y provides a general a n d flexible backu p system w h e n the task structure or feedback is poor.
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Figure 2: Predictions for the binary task. Panel A : C u e
abstraction m o d e l s with n o noise a n d noise for the
complete training set. Panel B: Exemplar model with all
similarity parameter s equal to .0001 and .1 for the
complete set. Panel C: Cue abstraction model with
noise for the constrained set. Panel D: Exemplar model
with similarity parameter *=. 1 for the constrained set.
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Figure 3: Predictions for the continuous task. Panel A:
Cue abstraction models with no noise and noise for the
complete training set. Panel B: Exemplar model with all
similarity parameter s equal to .0001 and .1 for the
complete set. Panel C: Cue abstraction model with
noise for the constrained set. Panel D: Exemplar model
with similarity parameter s=.l for the constrained set.
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Method
Participants
Sixty-four persons participated in the experiment (35
women and 29 men, with an average age of 23.5 years).
All participants were undergraduate students at U m e i
University and rewarded with 70 S E K (app. 7 U S $) for
their participation in the experiment.
Materials and Procedure
The written instructions informed the participants that
there were different subspecies of a Death bug. T h e
subspecies differed in toxicity between 50 and 60 ppm,
toxicity below 55 is harmless and toxicity above 55 is
dangerous. In the binary task condition, the instruction
asked the participants to categorize the subspecies into
dangerous and harmless. The training phase provided
trial-by-trial outcome feedback about the binary criterion ("This bug is dangerous"). In the continuous task
condition, the task was to directly estimate the toxicity
of the subspecies as a number between 50 and 60. In
tuttsing, the participants received feedback about the
continuous criterion ('This bug has toxicity 57 ppm").
The question on the computer screen was "Is this subspecies harmless or dangerous? (binary task)" or "What
is the toxicity of this subspecies? (continuous task)".
The subspecies varied in terms of four binary cues;
leg length (short or long), nose length (short or long),
spots or no spots on the fore back, and two patterns on
the buttock. The cues had the weights 4, 3, 2, and 1 (Eq.
1). The weights determine the portion of toxicity that
each cues adds to the total amount. In the analogue
stimulus condition, the participants were presented with
pictures of the subspecies, in the propositional stimulus
condition they were presented with four propositions
that provided information about the cue values.
The training phase consisted of 220 trials, where the
11 training exen^lars in Table 1 were presented 20
times each. The remaining five exemplars were omitted
in the training phase. T w o different training sets were
used (Sets A and B in Table 1). In Set A , Exemplars 5,
6, and 7 were omitted; in Set B, Exemplars 4, 9, and 10.
The exemplars in the two training sets were pair-wise
equal in toxicity and the omission of these exemplars
was thus counterbalanced across the training sets.
In the test phase, all participants judged all 16 exemplars, twice with an analogue stimulus format and twice
with a propositional stimulus format. The stimulus
formats were presented in two 2x16 blocks, the order of
which was counterbalanced across the participants. N o
feedback was provided in the test phase. Half of the
participants were trained with analogue stimuli and the
other half with propositional stimuli, whereas all participants were tested wath both presentation formats.

A comparison between the t w o tasks revealed that the
percentage o f participants showing exemplar effects
dropped from 8 1 % in the binaiy task to 6 3 % in the
continuous task (p = .06).

Results
Results and model fits were collapsed over the analogue and prepositional conditions, as the aim of this
paper is to investigate the relative importance of mental
cue abstraction and exemplar memory in binary and
continuous tasks. Figure 4 presents model fits (r^ &
Root M e a n s Square Deviation) and m e a n judgments.
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Figure 5: Exemplar effect in the data for continuous
judgments with die s a m e training and test stimuli. Panel
A : M e a n difference (slope) with 9 5 % C I between each
successive data point Panel B : M e a n absolute difference from the correct value for each data point.
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Figure 4: Panel A : M o d e l fits for the binary task. Panel
B: M o d e l fits for the continuous task. Panel C: R e sponse proportions in the binary task. Panel D : M e a n
judgments in the continuous task.
Inspection of Figure 4C suggests exemplar effects in
the binary judgment task (notice the difference between
n e w and old exemplars with criterion 55, 56, and 57).
T h e m e a n difference in proportion of dangerous decisions between old and n e w intermediate exen:q>lars w a s
-.33 ( 9 5 % CI: -.45 — -.21). Both the cue abstraction
model and the exemplar model were fitted to data. T h e
four parameters in each model were estimated with a
Quasi-Newton procedure that minimized the s u m o f
squared deviations between data and model predictions
for the last 110 trials in the training block. These parameters were used to predict data in the test phase (i.e.,
all free parameters were determined b y training data
and thus produce cross-validation for training exemplars and genuine predictions for n e w exemplars).
T h e exeir^lar model is clearly superior in the binary
judgment task. T h e modelfitindexes in Figure 4 A for
the binary task, R M S D and r^, suggests predominant use
of exen^lar processes with model fits almost identical
to the m e a n standard error in data {SEKf) and t^ above
.90. In the continuous task, the model fits are m o r e
ambiguous, although there is a slight advantage for the
cue abstraction model (Figure 4B). H o w e v e r , there are
nonetheless signs of exemplar effects (e.g., the judgments for the extreme exen:^>lars are at the level of, or
below, the judgments for the second-to-most extreme).

T h e signs of exemplar effects are evident in Figure 5
presenting data for continuous judgments with the s a m e
training and test stimuli. Panel 5 A plots the difference
between each successive data point (slope) in a graph
like Figure 4 D . This slope is 1 for perfect judgments.
Panel 5 A also provides the slope of the best fitting
linear regression of the m e a n judgments on the criterion. Panel 5 B presents the m e a n absolute error o f
judgment for each criterion. It is clear that the slopes
turn negative for the extreme criteria (inability to extrapolate) with m o r e error in the judgments for n e w
exemplars. There is poorer ability to extrapolate the
continuous judgments w h e n training and test stimuli
were in the same format (F(l, 30) = 4.62, p = .04), thus
suggesting m o r e exemplar retrieval.
T h e ambiguous results for the continuous judgments
suggest that the group-level data m a y actually be a m i x
of the two processes. Investigation of individual participants indeed revealed individual differences. S o m e
participants relied on cue-abstraction, others o n exemplar retrieval (Figure 6). S o m e w h a t arbitrarily, but as
bench-mark, w e deemed best-fitting models accounting
for more than 7 0 % of the variance in individual data as
producing acceptablefitO n this criterion, 11 participants ( 3 4 % ) were best accounted for b y the exemplar
model, 13 ( 4 1 % ) were best accounted for b y the cue
abstraction model, whereas 8 ( 2 5 % ) were not accounted
for (r^<.7 for both models). In sum: although there are
exenplar effects also with a continuous criterion, there
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is an increased prevalence of cue abstraction with some
participants clearly relying on cue abstraction.

interplay between - and properties of - these distinct
levels of representation in human judgment and categorization should be a prime goal of cognitive science.
Acknowledgments

Figure 6: Individual-participant data: Panel A exemplifies a participant guided by exemplar retrieval and
panel B a participant guided by cue abstraction.
Discussion
The question addressed in this article is why the theoretical conclusions from categorization and multiple
cue judgment research are different, considering that
the task structure is so similar (Figure 1). Perhaps, the
most salient difference between the paradigms is that
categorization often involves a binary whereas multiple-cue judgment often involves a continuous criterion.
The results suggest that the differential emphasis in
the conclusions is not accidental to different research
traditions, with more cognitive modeling in categorization research and more statistical modeling in multiple
cue judgment research. Changing the criterion from
binary to continuous thus creates a shift from exemplar
memory to a mix of exemplar- and rule-based processing that involves cue abstraction in training and cueintegration at the time of judgment. In the continuous
judgment condition just as many individual participants
extrapolated appropriately and relied on cue abstraction
as on exemplar memory. Figure 6 highlights the individual differences in preferred representational mode
(see Shanks & Darby, 1998, for similar results). These
results raise the question of the appropriateness of the
routine procedure of applying quantitative models to
group-level data. The exen^lar retrieval with continuous judgments moreover seems to increase when training and test conditions coincide.
There is no reason why exemplar memory should not
be used in both tasks (as it indeed was by some participants). Exemplar retrieval is an equally efficient way to
solve both tasks. However, it seems that as soon as the
feedback is informative enough, people eagerly induce
explicit rule-based representations, corresponding to the
"rule-bias" suggested by Ashby et al. (1998). This suggests that people change between qualitatively distinct
representation levels depending on the task properties
(Ashby et al., 1998; Jones et al, 2000; Juslin et al.,
2002). Jones et al. showed that people spontaneously
tend to integrate cues in a task like the one used here,
either explicitly by cue abstraction or in:^)licitly by
exemplar retrieval. A principled understanding of the
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Abstract

words across tasks using multiple regression procedures.
This approach provides the opportunity to sOidy many
Natural language comprehension involves processing a
variables simultaneously, to determine which lexical
multitude of words that vary along many dimensions, some
dimensions account for the greatest amount of variance in
of which may reflect statistical regularities in language.
reaction time (RT) and accuracy for a particular task, and to
These variables may differ in their relative importance
assess whether the variance accounted for is unique, or is
across various types of words and tasks. This study used a
shared by other variables.
multiple regression approach to investigate potentially
Such a regression approach was used in the present study
important predictors of noun-verb processing across
to investigate the relative importance of different lexical
naming, grammatical categorization, and sentence
dimensions across three language tasks. T o our knowledge
completion tasks. Although there were some indications
no prior regression study has examined whether various
of different predictors for nouns vs verb processing, the
predictor variables are equally applicable to words of
strongest predictors of response latencies were primarily
different grammatical class. This is an important issue
determined by the types of processing most important for a
because neuropsychological research has shown that nouns
given task. One variable of particular interest was the
and verbs appear to be processed differendy in the brain
newly created Noun-Verb Distributional Difference
(e.g., Daniele et al., 1994; Koenig & Lehmann, 1996;
( N V D D ) metric developed by Chiarello et al. (1999).
Sereno, 1999). It is unclear whether these differences are due
N V D D values reflect statistical regularities in language
to neurally separate noun and verb processing systems, or
regarding the typicality of the contexts in which nouns
whether these processing differences are mainly due to
and verbs tend to occur. The results suggest that although
different semantic dimensions that covary with word class.
noun-verb typicality, as assessed via the N V D D , is a valid
Investigating several potentially relevant dimensions using a
measure of regularities in noun-verb contexts within a
regression
approach m a y be informative regarding these
linguistic corpus, individuals may not be very sensitive to
processing differences between nouns and verbs.
this dimension in standard psycholinguistic processing
O n e possible reason word recognition research has
tasks.
generally been limited to concrete, imageable nouns, is the
Introduction
lack of word norming corpora available for other word types.
Single word recognition is a central component of language
A recent study by Chiarello, Shears, and Lund (1999),
processing. The typical approach has been to use a naming
however, provides imageability ratings, frequency values
or lexical decision ( L D ) task and a factorial design to
from the Usenet text corpus of the Lund and Burgess (1996)
investigate the processing effect of one or more variables
Hyperspace Analog to Language ( H A L ) model, and a new
such as familiarity or imageability while holding other
measure of noun-verb distributional typicality (the Nounpotentially confounding variables constant. In addition,
Verb Distributional Difference, N V D D , metric), for a set of
most single word recognition research has tended to use
1197 words: 555 "pure" nouns, 427 "pure" verbs, and 215
words of diffident parts of speech without considering
words "balanced" for noun-verb usage, as classified by the
grammatical class (e.g., nouns vs. verbs), or has focused on
Francis and Kucera (FK, 1982) norms.
concrete,
imageable
nouns.
Natural
language
comprehension, however, involves processing a multitude of
Noun-Verb Distributional Typicality
words varying along m a n y dimensions. These dimensions
m a y be relatively more or less important for various word
The n e w measure of noun-verb usage developed by
types, and their relative importance is likely to vary across
Chiarello et al. (1999) uses context vectors from the Lund
different forms of language processing (e.g., word
and Burgess (1996) H A L model, where words occurring in
pronunciation vs grammatical identification vs sentence
similar phrasal and sentential contexts are nearby in high
integration).
dimensional context space. Context distances were
With a few exceptions (e.g., Balota & Chumbley, 1984; computed between each word and each of the 555 "pure"
Balota, Cortese, & Pilotti, 1999), there have been few
nouns (according to Francis & Kucera, 1982) and averaged
attempts to investigate the relative importance of various
to get a mean noun context distance score. M e a n verb
orthographic and semantic dimensions for responding to
distance scores were similarly obtained by computing and
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averaging the context distances between each word and the
427 "pure" verbs (Francis & Kucera, 1982). The mean verb
context distance was then subtracted from the mean noun
context distance, for each word, resulting in a measure
referred to as N V D D (Noun-Verb Distributional Difference),
indicating the extent to which the word occurs in contexts
that are more typical of nouns or verbs. Chiarello et al.
(1999) validated the N V D D measure by demonstrating their
strong correlation with Francis & Kucera (1982) estimates of
noun-verb usage, as well as by examining actual part of
speech occurrences for a subset of words in sentence contexts
from the Usenet corpus.
The N V D D measure is purely computational, however,
reflecting statistical regularities of noun-verb usage in the
language corpus. Given
the
many
compelling
demonstrations of h o w information about statistical
regularities in a learner's environment can be extracted to
result in the learning of various language phenomena (e.g.,
Elman, 2001; Saffran, 2001a,b), it was of interest to
determine whether the N V D D is psychologically relevant for
language processing. W e therefore examined whether
individuals would demonstrate a sensitivity to the
contextual typicality of nouns and verbs in their performance
on psycholinguistic tasks. The present paper further
investigates the psychological validity of N V D D across
three different linguistic tasks, whose fmdings can be
compared with our previous lexical decision results.
Prior Lexical Decision Results
Kacinik, Shears, and Chiarello (2000) reported regression
results investigating the influence of imageability (ease with
which a word arouses a mental image), word length,
experiential familiarity, N V D D , and 2 measures of frequency
(FK, 1982, and Usenet corpus) on noun and verb lexical
decision (LD) response times (RTs).
The results indicated that noun-verb typicality ( N V D D )
accounted for a significant portion of verb R T on its o w n ,
but it did not account for any unique variance with the other
variables in the model. For nouns, the opposite occurred,
such that N V D D did account for a small, but significant
portion of unique variance. These L D results only partially
support the psychological relevance of the recently
developed N V D D metric, because it was not a very
important predictor. L D , however, requires discriminating
words from nonwords, and as nouns and verbs are both
words, noun-verb typicality m a y not really be a relevant
dimension for making this discrimination. Experiments 2
and 3 of the current study investigated grammatical
categorization and sentence completion tasks, both of which
should involve language processes for which noun-verb
typicality could be more relevant.
The L D results also showed different variables to be more
or less important for predicting noun vs. verb R T .
Specifically, imageability appeared to be a more important
predictor for verb responses, whereas frequency appeared to
be more important for nouns. Most importantly, however,
the results indicated that although frequency, imageability.
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and N V D D could each account for a portion of the R T
variance individually, they failed to account for m u c h unique
variance.
The biggest predictor of R T was familiarity, individually
accounting for 5 0 % or 6 0 % of the variance, for nouns and
verbs, respectively. Moreover, when contributions of the
other variables were partialled out, around half of the R T
variance accounted for by familiarity appeared to be unique
( 3 3 % for nouns and 3 0 % for verbs). Familiarity's
importance in predicting L D R T s is not surprising (e.g.,
Balota et al., 1999; Gemsbacher, 1984), suggesting that
familiarity is probably the most important dimension for
discriminating between words and nonwords. More
surprising, however, was that about half of the variance
accounted for by familiarity was unique.
T o continue examining predictors of noun-verb
processing, and the psychological relevance of the N V D D
metric across various linguistic processes. Experiment 1
examined word naming. Experiment 2 involved noun-verb
decision, and Experiment 3 investigated sentence
completion.
Experiment 1
This experiment investigated which variables would be the
most important predictors for noun and verb naming
latencies. W o r d naming entails activating phonological
representations to produce a vocal pronunciation response,
and is not thought to require m u c h semantic processing
(Balota et al., 1999). This is in contrast to lexical decision,
as well as the grammatical categorization and sentence
completion tasks examined in Experiments 2 and 3, which
mainly involve activating semantics to m a k e a decision and
subsequent key press response. Familiarity, frequency, and
length were expected to be most influential because of their
likely importance in the initial recognition processes
involved in activating phonological representations (Balota
et al., 1999). In addition, because nouns and verbs primarily
differ in meaning and grammatical class, w e did not expect
differences for the relative importance of predictor variables
in this pronunciation task.
Method
M e a n latencies from Spieler and Balota's (1997) young
adult naming corpus were obtained for 251 nouns and 131
verbs found in our database of 1197 words. Spieler and
Balota report that these m e a n R T s were obtained from 31
Washington University undergraduates (mean age = 22.6),
w h o named a total of 2870 monosyllabic words.
T h e word length, N V D D , F K and Usenet frequencies,
imageability, and familiarity values for each of these words
were taken from the Chiarello et al. (1999) database. These
6 predictor variables were combined with the Spieler and
Balota naming latencies as the dependent variable.
Results and Discussion
The multiple regression results for noun and verb naming
latencies are shown in Table 1. W h e n all 6 variables were in

Table 1: N o u n and verb regression analyses for the naming task, Experiment 1.

NOUNS

Spl? ? T ^ m < ) ^
Variance

Unique Variance
fsemi-partial i^)

Beta

t value

NVDD
Image
Length
FK Freq
Usenet Freq
Fam
VERBS

.00
.01
.11
.06
.05
.05

.00
.00
.12
.01
.00
.03

-.00
-.01

Sole Predictor
Variance

Unique Variance
(semi-partial i')

-0.08
-0.11
6.08
-1.69
0.64
-2.78
t value

t-test si|j. of P

.01
.00
.07
.02
.03
.05

.02
.00
.05
.00
.00
.03

1.67
-0.15
2.52
0.33
-0.73
-2.02

E<
ns
ns
.05
ns
ns
.05

NVDD
Image
Length
FKFreq
Usenet Freq

Fam

.35
-.24

.09
-.19
Beta

.17
-.01

.23
.04
-.10
-.25

t-test sia. of B

E<
ns
ns
.0001

ns
ns
.01

Note: R^ = .21. F(6. 245) = 70.57, E<.0001.for nouns, a n d R ' = .12. F(6. 121) = 2.87. s^.OS.for verbs
the regression, they significantly accounted for 2 1 % of the
R T variance for nouns, and only 1 2 % of variance for verbs.
It thus appears that the lexical dimensions typically thought
to influence word naming are relatively more important for
nouns than verbs. Further examination of the results,
however, suggests that although both frequency measures
appear to be additionally influential for nouns, they do not
account for any unique variance. T h e variance they account
for appears to be subsumed by length and familiarity.
Indeed, the main conclusion from these results is that
similar dimensions (length and familiarity) were most
important predictors for both noun and verb R T s . These
findings are in contrast to the previous L D results where,
after familiarity, there was some indication that different
predictors were important for noun vs verb processing. This
suggests that noun-verb processing differences are due to
semantics and/or result from postlexical processing.
N V D D w a s not found to be a significant predictor for
noun latencies, and w a s only marginally significant for
verbs, accounting for 2 % unique variance. Thus, both the
L D and naming results provide minimal support that
individuals are sensitive to regularities in the contexts in
which nouns and verbs occur. Another possibility is that
neither of these tasks involves explicitly activating word
class information. Perhaps a task that does require explicit
activation of noun or verb meaning and/or grammatical class
information, will show greater effects of noun-verb
typicality.
Experiment 2

grammatical class information in order to m a k e the nounverb decision.
Method
Participants
Forty native English speaking University of California,
Riverside undergraduates (20 males) participated in the
experiment in exchange for course credit or pay ($6.00).
Stimuli
The same set of 152 nouns and 137 verbs, varying in
N V D D , from Kacinik et al. (2000) were employed here.
Procedure
Each trial began with the presentation of a 400 m s fixation
point, followed by 100 m s blank screen, which was
followed by presentation of the target word. Participants
were required to decide whether each item was a noun or a
verb by making a button press response as quickly as
possible. Targets remained on the screen until they
responded, and the inter-trial interval was 1500 m s .
Participants were told that nouns were words naming a
quality, person, place, or thing, while verbs are words that
express an action or the occurrence of an event, and given
some examples of each. Fifteen practice trials preceded the
experiment.

Results and Discussion
The noun and verb multiple regression analyses are
This experiment investigated the relevance of the typicality
presented in Table 2. W h e n all the variables were included
of contexts in which nouns and verbs tend to occur ( N V D D )
in the regression model, it w a s better at predicting nounfor deciding whether a word is a noun or verb. In contrast to
verb decision than naming latency, such that 4 4 % of the R T
L D and naming, this task requires the explicit activation of
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Table 2: Noun and verb regression analyses for the noun-verb decision task, Experiment 2.
NOUNS

Sole Predictor
Variance

Uniaue Variance
fsemi-partial i^)

Beta

t value

t-test sie. of B

NVDD
Image
Length
FKFreq
Usenet Freq

.04
37
.02
.01
.01
.05

.03
.28
.01
.00
.00
.01

.19

.005
.0001

VERBS

Sole Predictor
Variance

Unique Variance
(semi-partial i')

2.87
-8.50
1.82
-0.06
-0.89
-1.43
t value

NVDD
Image
Length
FKFreq
Usenet Freq

.10
.24
.00
.01
.02
.18

.07
.17
.00
.01
.01
.03

Fam

Fam

E<
-.57

.12
-.01
-.10
-.11
Beta

ns
ns
ns
ns
t-test sis. of p

E<
-.28
-.44

.01
.11
-.12
-.20

-3.79
-6.08
0.09
1.16
-1.30
-2.40

.001
.0001

ns
ns
ns
.05

Note:R^= .44. F(6. 144)= 18.57. p<.0001. fornouns. and R^ = .40. F(6. 123)= 14.39. 2<.0001. for verbs
variance for nouns, and 4 0 % of the R T variance for verbs,
was accounted for.
For nouns, imageability followed by N V D D was the most
significant predictor of noun-verb decision times. Although
familiarity individually accounted for 5 % of the noun R T
variance, it was not found to contribute a significant amount
of unique variance. Imageability and N V D D were also the
most important predictors of unique variance for verbs.
Familiarity was also a strong predictor of verb latency on its
own, but in contrast to the noun results, it also accounted
for a small significant unique amount of variance.
Imageability therefore appears to be the most influential
dimension for deciding whether a word is a noun or a verb.
Furthermore, much of imageability's contribution and the
variance it accounts for seems to be unique. There is also
some indication that imageability is more important for
nouns than verbs in the noun-verb decision task. This is
contrary to the L D results, where imageability appeared
somewhat more important for verbs. A possible explanation
for these results is that since nouns are generally more
imageable than verbs, a highly imageable concrete word
encountered in the context of the noun-verb decision task
must be a noun and could be responded to very rapidly
(Chiarello et al., 1999). A negative correlation should thus
be expected between imageability and decision latencies for
verbs, because low imageability words are more likely to be
verbs (Chiarello et al., 1999), and should be responded to
quickly. The obtained correlation, however, was positive,
suggesting that imageability does not facilitate the nounverb decision per se. Instead, w e suggest it facilitates earlier
processes such as the speed of word meaning activation,
enabling subsequent noun-verb decisions to be made more
rapidly.
As expected, noun-verb typicality ( N V D D ) was
significantly correlated with both noun and verb decision
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latencies (r = .21, e<.01, and r = -.32, e<.0001,
respectively). Given that noun-verb decision does explicitly
involve processing part of speech information, it is
surprising that N V D D was not more important and only
accounted for 3 % and 7 % unique variance for nouns and
verbs, respectively. Recall, however, that the N V D D is a
measure of the typicality of contexts in which nouns and
verbs occur. All tasks investigated thus far involved single
word processing, and m a y not reflect the influence of the
fundamentally contextual nature of the N V D D metric. It is
possible that N V D D m a y be most relevant for processing
words in sentence contexts.
Experiment 3
This experiment investigated whether noun-verb contextual
typicality would influence response speed for deciding
whether a word could be sensibly integrated into an
incomplete sentence. If sentence context is assumed to
constrain possible completions, faster latencies would be
expected for words that are highly typical nouns or verbs
than for words less typical of their grammatical class.
Method
Participants
Forty native English speaking University of California,
Riverside undergraduates (20 males) participated in the
experiment in exchange for course credit or pay ($6.00).
Stimuli
Incomplete sentence frames, which could be sensibly
completed by either a high or low N V D D noun or verb,
were created. For example, punish and smack are high and
low N V D D verb completions for "the father wanted to

his son ", respectively, and tavern and pub are high
and low typicality noun completions for "They walked into
the
". W c created such incomplete sentences for 80
verbs (40 high and 40 low) and 88 nouns (44 high and low)
from the set of 152 nouns and 137 verbs used by Kacinik et
al. (2000). Sentences were normed and balanced for
sensibility and cloze probability. Nonsensical completions
were created by re-pairing sentence frames and target words
(e.g., She had to punish the text).
Procedure
Each trial began with the presentation of a 500 m s fixation
point, immediately followed by the i^pearance of the
incomplete sentence. After 1200 m s , the target word
appeared above the sentence, allowing participants enough
time to read the sentence prior to the target's appearance.
Both the sentence and target word remained on the screen
until they responded. Participants had to decide whether the
target word was a sensible completion to the sentence and
responded by pressing a key as quickly and accurately as
possible. The inter-trial interval was 1000 ms. Twenty-four
practice trials were completed prior to the experiment.
Results and Discussion
Table 3 presents results from regression analyses for the
related condition (i.e., w h e n the noun or verb w a s a good
completion to the sentence). Contrary to our predictions,
noun-verb contextual typicality ( N V D D ) was not found to
be relevant for sentence integration, a task where it was
expected to strongly influence processing. Indeed, it is
surprising that with the exception of Usenet frequency for
nouns (r = -.22, B < 0 1 ) and imageability for verbs (r = -.25,
g<.01), none of the variables were significantly correlated
with decision latencies. N o u n R T did not correlate with
N V D D ^ = -. 18, ns), imageability (r = -.20, ns), length (r =

.07, ns), F K freq(r = -.12, na), and familiarity (r = -.11,
ns). Verb R T was also not correlated with N V D D (r = -. 16,
as), length (r = .09, nj), F K freq (r =-.01, nj), Usenet freq
(r - -. 10, m ) , and familiarity (i =» -. 11, qs). These results
suggest that lexical- semantic dimensions identified as being
important for single word recognition are much less relevant
for integrating words into sentences. Indeed, when all the
variables are in the regression model, they only account for a
marginally significant (13%) portion of variance for nouns,
and a non-significant 1 2 % of the variance for verbs.
O n e possible explanation is that these are lexical
variables, representing characteristics of single words, and
this task is primarily measuring sentence integration. The
nature of the sentence, therefore, is also an important source
of variance for this task. Indeed, it m a y even be the most
important, suggesting that perhaps "sentence-level
variables" such as sentence length, imageability, or
meaningfulness, would be better predictors of decision
latency. Another possibility is that these lexical variables
are still important for initial word recognition and meaning
activation, but that their influence dissipates once a word
has been recognized, such that they are not involved in
higher-level sentence integration processes. This would
predict these lexical dimensions, and possibly N V D D , to
significantly contribute to initial word recognition processes
that happen in on-line sentence comprehension.
General Discussion
The relative influence of variables on processing nouns and
verbs in naming, noun-verb decision, and sentence
completion tasks was investigated. There were some
indications in our previous lexical decision results that, after
familiarity, different dimensions might vary in terms of their
relative importance for noun versus verb processing.

Table 3: Noun-verb regression analyses for the sentence completion task. Experiment 3.

NOUNS

Sole Predictor
Variance

Unique Variance
(semi-partial t')

BeU

t value

NVDD
Image
Length
FKFreq
Usenet Freq
Fam
VERBS

.03
.04
.00
.01
.05
.01

.03
.05
.00
.00
.04
.01

-.18
-.25

Sole Predictor
Variance

Unique Variance
(semi-partial i')

Beta

-1.57
-2.24
-0.08
0.18
-1.85
0.81
t value

t-test sie. of B

.03
.06
.01
.00
.01
.04

.03
.05
.00
.01
.01
.00

-.17
-.25

-1.45
-2.12
0.10
1.04
-1.02
-0.38

E<
ns
.05
ns
ns
ns
ns

NVDD
Image
Length
FKFreq
Usenet Freq

Fam

.01
.03
-.28

.11

.01
.19
-.20
-.05

Note:R^= .13, F(6. 81) = 1.96. ^ . 1 0 , for nouns, and R^ = .12, F(6. 73) = 1.66. ns^forverbs
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t-test sig. of B

E<
ns
.05
ns
ns
.10
ns

Although the present study also found some evidence that
different variables were relatively more important for the
processing of nouns vs verbs across tasks, these differences
were fairly subtle. They generally involved differences in the
strengths of relationships between variables and R T , or in
the unique amount of variance accounted for by each
variable. Thus, the main conclusion from this study should
be that the strongest predictors of R T do not depend on
word class per se, but are determined primarily by the type
of processing necessary for a given task. Specifically, word
length and familiarity were most important for naming both
nouns and verbs, familiarity is the most important
dimension for discriminating words and nonwords
(regardless of whether the item is a noun or verb),
imageability and noun-verb typicality were most relevant for
deciding whether a word is a noun or verb, and imageability
was the most relevant lexical variable for integrating words
into sentences.
A variable of particular interest in the current study was
the typicality of contexts in which nouns and verbs tend to
occur, as measured by Chiarello et al.'s (1999) recent
N V D D metric. Despite the fact N V D D captures statistical
regularities of noun-verb usage based on the typicality of
contexts in which they tend to occur (Chiarello et al.,
1999), it does not seem very relevant for the processing of
nouns and verbs across a variety of tasks. Some results did
find noun-verb typicality to correlate with lexical and nounverb decision latencies. In these cases, however, part of that
correlation with R T was also accounted for by other
variables, such that the unique portions of variance
accounted for by N V D D were rather small. This was true
even in tasks where noun-verb typicality was expected to
influence processing.
There is no doubt that individuals are sensitive to some
statistical regularities present in the language environment,
many of which can affect processing (e.g., Saffran, 2001a),
The presentfindingssuggest, however, that this may not be
true for all such regularities. The typicality of contexts in
which nouns and verbs tend to occur, as measured via
N V D D , appears to be a valid regularity within a linguistic
corpus. Yet individuals m a y not be very sensitive to this
dimension in standard psycholinguistic tasks.
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Abstract
This research adapts theories of graph comprehension to
investigate thefoctorsafficcting how easily a graph can be
described. W e find that the structure of a graph—the number
of visual chunks (visually distinct units of information) to be
described—influences * c conununicative quality of elicited
descriptions. The work extends our understanding of graph
comprehension by investigating the relationship between
con^ifehension and description processes. This research
occurs in the context of understanding how to design
graphical description tasks for the Test of Spoken English.
Introduction
Grains are a ubiquitous communication tool. Instructors
describe graphs to communicate concq)ts, perhaps requiring
students to uncover a graph's main point. A doaor m i ^ t
describe a graph to a patient to m a k e a point about treatment
("see h o w your cholesterol level has been decreasing since
you began the n e w diet?'). Yet w e k n o w little about the
cognitive processes engaged when people describe a grai^.
Research on graph description can contribute to oai
understanding of h o w people integrate visual and verbal
inframation in the performance of everyday tasks. From a
practical standpoint, such research can provide guidelines
for designing graphs that facilitate description.
Instead, m u c h of the research on graphs has focused on
graph comprehension—how w e encode and interpret
elements of a graph to draw out key pieces of information
(CarpentCT & Shah, 1998; Lohse, 1993; Pinker, 1990),
typically in response to relatively narrow tasks (e.g., " W h o
had a greater market share in 19837'). The few studies that
investigate spontaneous descriptions of graphs have focused
on what is described (e.g., globalti-endsvs. local, piecemeal
descriptions [Carswell, 1993; Carswell et al., 1998]; ti-ends
vs. comparisons [Zacks & Tversky, 1999]) and the
organization of the descriptions (Shah, Hegarty, & Mayer,
1999; see below) ratho- than on the communicative quality
of the description. O n e reason for this oversight might be
the lack of a rigorous measure of communicative quality.
In the work presented herein, w e apply a theory of graph
comprehoision to predict the characteristics of graphs that
facilitate descriptive conununication. T o measure the
quality of descriptions produced by alternative graphs, w e
use a theoretically grounded and empirically validated
measure of conununicative quality the scoring rubric from
the Test of Spoken English (TSE*).
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T h e next section provides some background on the TSE,
its scoring rubric, and the real-world problem that motivated
this research.
The Test of Spoken English
The real-world problem
T h e goal of the Test of Spoken English (TSE) is to measure
a test-taker's communicative competence in Northern
American English. It is taken by approximately 30,000 nonU.S. citizens each year, w h o are seeking to be teaching
assistants or healthcare professionals in the U.S. The test
consists of 12 questions diat elicit a range of communication
functions (e.g., describe, compare, state opinion) through a
variety of visual and verbal prompts, liie questions are
presented visually in a booklet and aurally by a taped
interviewer; test-takers' spoken responses are recorded.
Responses are scored by trained raters employing a welldefined scoring rubric (see below).
O n e question (illusti^ted in Figure 1) prompts for a
description of a statistical graph. Test-takers are given one
minute to respond. T h e task mirrors the type of
communication using graphs done by teaching assistants
and healthcare professionals. None of the other 11 questions
presents a data graph.
The graph below shows what people of two age groups value about
their work Describe the information given in the graph.
WHAT PEOPLE VALUE ABOUT WORK

B
•
n
D
•

Good Hours
Salary
Interesting Wock
Low Stress
Pleasant Colleagues

Age5ft«)
Figure 1: Dlustrative graph question [Fewer visual chunks].
This type of graph-descnption question occasionally
poses problems for T S E scoring. According to the raters,
CCTtain graphs elicit speech that displays a lower ability in

English than would be expected based on responses to all
other test questions. However, many graphs evidenced no
such difficulties. Analyses of data from the past two years
of T S E administrations confirm that graph description
questions are more likely than questions with non-graph
prompts to elicit such discrepant performance (Katz, Xi,
Kim, & Cheng, 2002).
The issue of what charactaistics of a graph lead to
descriptions that communicate better is critical to the T S E .
If a graph is hard to describe, it might give an unfair
advantage to test-takers with better graph-reading skills (i.e.,
a more sophisticated "graph schema"; Pinker, 1990), w h o
can make sense of poorly constructed graphs. A test-tako-'s
ability to read and interpret graphs should not influence
their score on a graph question. Indeed, the accuracy of a
person's response to a graph item is not considered in the
score, oily the degree to which the person evidences certain
competencies associated with spoken English.
The challenge is to create graphs that oxitain enough
information so as not to trivialize the description (which
would eliminate any differences between test-takCTs) yet are
straightforward to describe, allowing test-takers to show off
their conmiunicative skill without othCT factors getting in
the way. Ultimately w e seek to develop guidelines for the
development of graph questions that validly measure
communicative competence.
TSE Scoring Rubric
Responses to T S E prompts are scored according to the
published ' T S E S C O R E B A N D D E S C R I P T O R C H A R T '
(TOEFL, 2001). This scoring rulMic defines four key
communicative competencies: discourse, fiinctional,
sociolinguistic, and linguistic competence. The chart also
specifies the types of response characteristics for these
competencies at each of the five possible score levels (20,
30, 40, 50, and 60). Although these several competencies
are considered during scoring, each response receives a
single, holistic score representing the raters' judgment of
which score band level was best evidenced in the response.
The score band chart and associated training materials were
developed based on research into the components of
communicative competence (Douglas & Smith, 1997;
Powers, Schedl, Wilsai-Leung, & BuiIct, 1999).
T w o communicative competencies are particularly
relevant to the issue of graph comprehaision: discourse
competence and functional com[>etence.
Discourse competence relates to the coherence and
cohesiveness of a response. Is the response well organized
and well developed, and does the speaker cue the listener to
the organization (e.g., "First w e see that...," "In
contrast...")? For the graph in Figure 1, a partial response
demonstrating low discourse competence is: (ellipses refer
to short pauses in speech)
the good hours...ah for age...ah,...between age ...50
(I) and 60 is ten percent....And...the pleasant
...colleagues...for...ah...for age...20 to 30...is ten
percent...and..ah for...50 to 60 is twenty percent....
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Responses low in discourse competence tend to be listlike, consisting of phrases connected by "and" but showing
neither a strong organizing structure nor development. A
response showing stronger discourse competence is:
...for adults...uh....between age two,...20 to 30,...they
value interesting work as their most important
(2) thing....well...for
the
old
man...that's
not
important....Other points 1 should compare is uh,—is
the low stress ...for the old m a n they...they prefer low
stress and..while for the younger men...
This response guides the listener better by using phrases
such as "for the old man..." and "Other points I should
compare...".
Functional cranpetence is the ability to use language to
transfer information and ideas to accomplish a goal. It is
demonstrated by the extent to which a person conununicates
an intended goal. For example, w e all k n o w pwople w h o
"beat around the bush" while you are wondering when they
will get to their point. For the graph in Figure 1, a partial
response demonstrating low functional competence is:
Ok, people...around the age...20 to 30...1 guess
started like...ah...just youngsters...they are...um...
(3) they good hours up like twenty percent ...and..
only...ah...at the age of 2 0 to 3 0 ...thepeople w h o
are interested ...are only forty percent
This response does not communicate what information
was provided in the graph, partially because the speaker
misrepresents the meaning of "good hours" and "interesting
work." Response (1), in contrast, does a good job of
describing the information and so was rated higho' on
functional competence than was response (3).
The other two competencies appear less likely to be
affected by the particular charactraistics of a graph.
Sociolinguistic competence is the ability to demonstrate an
awareness of audience and situatini. Linguistic
competence refers to more basic speech issues such as
vocabulary selection, pronunciation, and syntax.
The Theory
Most theories of graph comprehension include the
processes of (a) encoding a visual feature of the graph or
data (sometimes referred to as a "visual chunk") and (b)
interpreting that feature with respect to basic graph
knowledge (e.g., a line going up means something is
increasing) and specific g r ^ h content (e.g., 'Tsicycle sales
are increasing"). CarpentCT and Shah (1998) provide
evidence that comprehension occurs through repeated cycles
of encoding and interpretation, building up mra-e inclusive
understanding of the graph. Thus, the more information (the
greater the number of visual chunks) in a graph to integrate,
the longer it takes to comprdiend a graph.
W e hypothesize that fewer visual chunks similarly lead to
higher quality descriptions. Fewer pieces of information to
describe leaves more time and cognitive resources for

communicative tasks such as providing cues for the listener
as to the wganization of the description, describing each
piece of information succinctly, and so forth.
W h a t are the visual chunks in multi-variable bar graphs?
Shah, Hegarty, and Mayer (1999) argue that each group of
bars associated with a particular value on the x-axis form a
visual chunk. Consistent with this theory, participants'
descriptions of bars graph tend to be organized around these
chunks. However, this impoverished definition depends
solely Ml the x-axis scale of the graph, accounting neither
for the visual properties of the data nor what information is
represented by each group of bars. The present work
requires a richer definition of visual chunks.
Our theoretical claim is that a visual chunk should play
die same role as a proposition in text comprehension models
(e.g., Kintsch, 1998). That is, in addition to being visually
distinct as guided by Gestalt principles, a visual chunk must
encode a single unit of infcxmation. A group of bars need
not be a single visual chunk as is claimed by Shah et al.
Rather, that group would be encoded as a single unit only if
it represented a single unit of information (e.g., "Older
people value salary the most").
Consider the graphs shown in Figures 1 and 2. These
graphs represent the same data set, but switch the variables
represented along die x and z (bar shades) dimoisions.
Which diould be easier to describe? Figure 1 incorporates
fewer visual chunks than does Figure 2 (two vs. five), so
according to our hypothesis should elicit descriptions with
higher communicative quality. Figure 1 has two groups of
bars, each with one category that is m u d i higho- than the
rest: describing this feature succinctly summarizes the data
represented in die group. Thus, a straightforward description
would be to m a k e the global compariscm within one age
group (e.g., "For A g e 20-30, interesting work is die most
important") and dien die other age group. While such a
response does not necessarily capture every nuance of die
data, it does capture the essential difference between die two
groups. B y our enriched definition of visual chunks, it is
important that each x-axis group of bars in Figure 1 contain
an obviously maximal value. OthCTwise, each group might
be perceived as separate chunks (each bar), potentially
diminishing the quality of descriptions that the graph elicits.
W H A T PEOPLE VALINE A B O U T W O R K
40%T
30% 4
20%

Figure 2, in condast, has five visual chunks: die reladve
height of die bars widiin each category. Thus, more time is
needed to comprehend the graph, and die communicative
quality of any descriptions of this graph should be lower
dian those of Figure 1.
This task analysis is not necessarily intuitively obvious.
Although diere are fewer visual chunks in Figure 1, die
graph introduces five different shade-category mappings
diat might need to be eidicr remembered or refi-eshed by
looking at die legend (Lohse, 1993). From diis alternative
task analysis. Figure 1 might impose a heavier workingm e m o r y ( W M ) burden dian Figure 2 because die lattCT has
only two shades representing die two age groups. This
alternative task analysis predicts diat Figure 2 would elicit
descriptions of superior communicative quality.
T o test the visual chunk hypothesis, w e conducted an
experiment diat manipulated two factors with the potential
to affect the descriptive ease of a graph. First, as illustrated
by Figures 1 and 2, w e created two gra;^ organizations for
each of four data sets by switching die variables represented
along die x-axis and by die differentiy shaded bars (die zvariable). O n e graph wganization presents a smallCT number
of visual chunks (2-3 chunks depending on the data set) dian
die other organization (4-6 chunks). These two graph
organizations will be referred to as die few-chunks (e.g..
Figure 1) and many-chunks (e.g.. Figure 2) graphs. The
few-chunks graphs' organization minimizes the amount of
information to be described, and is dierefore predicted to
elicit better descriptions.
A n alternative to the visual chunks hypothesis is diat a
comparison between two groups is simply a more natural
w a y to describe a graph. In odier words, any superiority of
die few-chunks graphs might be due to a particular
descriptive strategy.
This alternative hypothesis suggests the possibility of
drawing participants* attention to the fewer chunks even
within a many-chunks graph (e.g., seeing the maximal
values for the two age groups in the many-chunks graph).
T o investigate this possibility, w e introduced alternative
task prompts. Open-ended prompts were the same for all
graphs and asked the participant to "Describe the
information given in the graph." Directive prompts
identified die critical contrast in the graph, suggesting more
directly what should be described. For example, for Figure 1
the prompt was "Describe the changes in work values
between the two age groups."
Method

n Age 20-30
Age 5 0 ^

^.

10% h
GoodHoun Silay

Participants
Thirty-nine students (19 female, 18 male) participated in die
experiment. Ten students' were recruited from each of four
universities in the U.S., and students participated at dieir
local institution. Eighty-five percent of participants were

Inleralint Low Streti Pkatam
Work
(Mlagutt

Figure 2: Alternative form of Figure 1
[More visual chunks]

' Due to technical difficulties, one participants' data were lost, so
one school contributed only nine students.
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doing graduate or post-graduate work; others were juniors
or seniors. Participants ranged in age from 21 to 45, with an
average age of 29. Students' reported fields of study were
medicine (20%), math or science (18%), humanities (12%),
business (8%), and social science (7%).
Each institution was asked to recruit eight non-native
English speakers and two native English speakers. Most of
the participants (n = 19) were native speakers of a Chinese
dialect; other languages were repwted by no more than two
or three participants (a mix of Asian, European, and Middle
Eastern languages). There were seven native English
participants because one institution recruited only one
native English speaker instead of the request two. Most of
the students had been living in the U.S. for fewer than two
years (n=22); the remaining students were evenly split
between those that had lived in the U.S. 10 or more years
(n=9) and between 2 and 10 years (n=8).
Materials
W e constructed four data sets to be graphed as bar charts.
Each data set had its o w n story line, which had been
reviewed
by
professional
test
devel(^rs
for
comprehensibility to non-native speakers of English. The
data represented the into-action of two independent
variables, with one variable having fewer levels (2-3) than
the other (3-5). The variables with fewer levels were eitho"
years or age groups (as in Figure 1). The othw variables
were eitho- nominal categories (e.g., work values) or
intCTvals (e.g., hours in a day).
W e created two graphs fi'om each data set, for a total of
eight graphs. O n e graph in a pair placed the 2-3 level
variable along the x-axis and represented the other variable
on the z dimension (the different shades of bars)—this
organization created the few-chunks graphs. A s per our
enriched definition of visual chunks, on the few-chunks
graphs, each group of bars included one bar (unique to that
group) clearly higher than the others. The many-chunks
graph was created by switching the variables represented
along the x and z dimensions.
Design
The independent variables of gra[^ organizaticm and prompt
directness were implemented in a completely withinsubjects design: each participant received all four graph
types. The organization type alternated, with half the
subjects receiving few-chunks graphs first and half
receiving many-chunks graphs first. Because of the
possibility of one prompt type influencing the next, that
variable was implemented using an A B B A design, with half
the subjects receiving an ojjen-ended prompt first and half
receiving a directive prompt first.
Preliminary analyses suggested no a priori differences
among the participants from each school in terms of their
communicative competence in English or in their familiarity
with reading graphs.
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Procedure
Each university conducted one data collection session of 10
students. Sessions were typically conducted in a language
lab or similar equipped facility. Besides a test booklet, each
student had a tape recorder and headphones. Studoits heard
the prompts over their headphones and spoke their
responses, which were recorded on audiotape.
The questions were administered in two sets, with a short
break between the sets; each set consisted of nine non-graph
questions followed by two of the experimental questions.
After both sets were administered, students were given a
brief graph familiarity questionnaire. The questionnaire
consisted of several questions concerning
graph
interpretation, a section on self-reported graph familiarity,
and a short demographic questionnaire.
Measures
W e obtained three types of dependent measures from each
response: response latency, holistic scores, and four
component scores. Response latency is the number of
seconds between the end of the spcdcen prompt and w h o i the
participant began speaking. The timing was done by a
research assistant unaware of the purpose of the experiment,
using an on-line stopwatch while listening to each tape.
Each response was also scored by highly experienced
T S E raters, each rater having participated in m a n y rating
sessions each year for five or more years. Rato's produced a
hdistic score in a w a y identical to h o w actual T S E
responses are scored. T o provide finer-grain scores than the
5-level scale described earlier, each rater was asked to
indicate whether a score fell into the high, middle, or low
end of the score band. Thus, raters provided scores such as
"high 4 0 " or 'low 60." Raters often discuss responses in
this way, so producing this additional information was not
difficult. In converting these relative rankings into scores,
"middle" scores were unadjusted to facilitate comparison
between these scores and the typical score scale for the T S E .
In the analyses, a "high" score adds 3.3 to the band level
(e.g., "high 40" becomes 43.3) whereas a 'low" score
subtracts 3.3 from the band level ("low 6 0 " becomes 56.7).
Finally, each rater was asked to provide a score for each
of the component competencies in the T S E Score Band
Chart, as described earlier. Thus, each response received a
discourse, functioial, sociolinguistic, and linguistic score.
These scores were rated on the typical 5-level (20-60) scale.
Results
W e look at the effects of graph organization and prompt
type from three perspectives. First, what are the effects on
response latency? According to Carpenter and Shah (1998),
a greater number of visual chunks should lead to longer
latencies because of the greato- number of encode-interpret
cycles need for comprehension. Second, what are the effects
on holistic scores? A s w e are looking at within-subject
performance, any effects suggest an influence other than a
person's o w n communicative competence on the score (i.e.,
variance irrelevant to the construct intended to be

measured). Finally, as a follow-up to the effects on score,
w e look at the effects on the components of the score—the
individual scores on discourse, functional, sociolinguistic,
and linguistic competence.
W e ran a 2x2 repeated-measures M A N O V A , with graph
organization (few- or many-chunks graphs) and prompt type
(directive or open) as within-subjects factors and response
latency as the dependent measure. There was a significant
main effect of graph organization (F( 1,37^)=4.0, p=.034).
Participants spent less time inspecting the few-chunks
graphs before responding (A/=5.5; SZ>=3.7) compared to the
many-chunks graphs (A/=6.8; SD=4.6). The main effect of
prompt type was not significant nor was the interaction of
graph organization and prompt
Similar results were obtained for hohstic scores. A n
identical 2x2 r^>eated-measures M A N O V A revealed a
significant effect of graph organization (/Xl,38)=8.1,
p=.007). Participants received higher scores when
responding to the few-chunks grafrfis (Af=47.7; SD=9.l)
compared to the many-chunks graphs (Af=46.1; 5Z?=9.5).
The main effect of prompt type was not significant nor was
the interaction of graph organization and prompt
The effects of graph organization on response latency and
holistic scores were also observed in the sub-sample of
seven native English speakers, albeit attenuated due to
ceiling effects. Native speakers were quicker to respond to
few-chunks graphs (3.6 sec) than to many-chunks graphs
(4.2 sec) and produced better responses to those few-chunks
(60.7 versus 59.5). These trends are consistent with the idea
that the effects of gra;* structure are not just due to
language skill, but rather that by using non-native speakers
w e accentuated differences that otherwise might have been
difficult to detect.
Table 1. Mean (SD) scores by graph type.
Competence
Component
Discourse

Gra^rfiType
Many-chunks
Few-chunks
45.3*
47.1
(9.9)
(8.6)

Functional

47.1
(8.7)

45.8
(9.9)

Sociolinguistic

46.2
(8.8)

45.5
(9.1)

W h a t types of effects does graph organization have on
participants' responses? Are responses to few-chunks
graphs more expressive or more linguistically precise?
While w e might expect graph organization to affect h o w
well organized a response is (i.e., discourse competence), it
might be the case that a poorly organized graph increases
W M load, so impinges on all language competencies.
Table 1 shows the effect of graph organization on each of
the competency scores. A s expected, discourse scores were
significantly higher (via two-tailed, paired-samples t-test)
for the few-chunks graphs: responses to these graphs were
rated as more coherent and cdiesive. There was an almost
significant difference on the functional scores, whereby
participants' responses to few-chunks graphs reflected
language more appropriate to the task than did their
responses to many-chunks graphs. There were no
differences between the graph types in participants' ability
to express their knowledge of audience (sociolinguistic) or
in their pronunciation or grammar Oinguistic).
Thus far, the results are consistent with the model that
better performance is achieved with graphs that have fewer
visual chunks. But are participants describing the visual
chunks predicted by the theory? For the few-chunks graph
in Figure 1, participants' descriptions should include the
global comparison between the highest category in a bar
group and the other bars in that group (e.g., "Interesting
W o r k is most important for the 20-30 year olds"). For the
many-chunks graph, descriptions should instead include
discrete compariscxis within a category (e.g., "Interesting
W o r k is more important to the 20-30 year olds than to the
50-60 year olds").
T o address whethw participants describe the expected
visual chunks for these two graphs, w e analyzed the first
piece of information mentioned in their responses. Given
the speeded nature of the task, the first graph feature
mentioned should be the most salient to the participant
Participants' descriptions were consistent with their
describing the two grajAs in terms of the predicted visual
chunks (Table 2). Participants mentioned first the global
features of the data significantly more often when the graph
was organized to accentuate these features (few-chunks
graph) and mentioned first the discrete comparisons (the
relative-height visual chunks) of the many-chunks graph
(X'(l)=11.8,p<.001).
Table 2. Graph type by first description.

47.2
48.0
(8.5)
(8.8)
Note. Each graph type score is the mean of the two
scOTes for each participant. N = 37 per cell because
one participant's component
scotcs were
unavailable. p < .05
Linguistic

Graph Type
Few-chunks
(Figure 1)
Many-chunks
(Figure 2)

^ E)ue to technical difficulty, one participants' latency was not
obtained.
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Global
Comparison

Discrete
Comparison

19

1
10
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Discussion
The research presented in this paper replicates and
extends basic research on graph comprehension. The results
provide support for the hypothesis that graphs with fewer
visual chunks are easier to describe. Participants took less
time to scan the few-chunks graphs before speaking, >^ich
replicates Shah and Carpenters' (1998) results. Gr£^)hs with
fewer chunks also elicited descriptions of greatoconmiunicative quality. Furthomore, the organization of a
graph had a very specific influence on the descriptions
provided by participants: graphs with fewer visual chunks
led to more cohesive and coha-ent descriptions. If the manychunks graphs were worse because of lower overall
comprehensibility, we would expect more aspects of
descriptive competence to be affected. Future research
might further extend Shah and Carpenter's processing
model to explain the mechanisms by which the high^
quality descriptions are facilitated.
Interestingly, incorporating a directive prompt had no
influence on participants' descriptions. Although it is
dango-ous to draw conclusions from null results, this lack of
effect is consistent with the idea that visual chunks are a
visual processing phenomenon and might not be influenced
by directions on problem-solving strategy.
The visual chunks hypothesis—fewer visual chunks
leading to descriptions of higher communicative quality—
has
practical
implications, suggesting
desirable
characteristics of graph questions forttieTest of Spoken
English. For example, two or three visual chunks in a graph
might be the limit of what is reasonably possible to describe
within one minute. Fot multi-variable bar graphs, this
reconunendation would mean limiting the number of bargroups placed along the x-axis and, as per the enriched
definition of visual chunks, ensuring that each group
encodes a single unit of infrarmation.
The visual chunks hypothesis is applicable to a wider
range of graph types, as long as w e can adequately define
the visual chunks. For example, other research (Carpenter &
Shah, 1998; Carswell, 1993; Shah, Hegarty, & Mayer,
1999) suggests definitions of visual chunks for multifunction line graphs: each non-parallel line is a visual
chunk, although each "reversal" in a line (e.g., changing
from an upwards to a downwards slope) is perceived as a
separate chunk. By assuring that any line graphs have no
more than two or so visual chunks accordiiig to these
definitions, we would predict such graphs to be
straightforward to describe.
In line with the overall theme of the conference, applied
research should adapt theories and results from the basic
research literature to solve real-world problems, and then
contribute back to the theoretical literature from which it
drew. By applying theories of graph comprehension to
produce empirically supported recommendations for the
design of T S E graph questions and, in the process, enriching
the theoretical construct of visual chunks, the applied
research presented in this paper achieves these goals.
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nature of adolescent knowledge about H I V ? Second, to
what extent do adolescents apply this knowledge when
Research on knowledge organization and how this
reasoning and evaluating information in the context of
develops with education and training may provide
H I V ? Answering these questions employing cognitive
insight into the alarmingly limited effectiveness of
methods could provide important information for
school H I V education curricula. The present study
improving H I V Education curricula for American
investigates the nature of adolescent knowledge of HIV
schools.
and its relationship to reasoning. Middle and high school
Research on expertise has long established that
students were interviewed about their understanding of
differences
between expert and non-expert knowledge
HTV and were also asked to critically examine problem
extend well beyond the difference in content richness.
scenarios diat contained myths about HIV. The findings
Studies show that some forms of knowledge
suggest that adolescents lack understanding of basic
organization are more suited for effective application
biological concepts around which they could build wellthan others. Expert knowledge is coherent and is
structured schemata of HIV. As a result, their HfV
knowledge exists as a collection of disjointedfocts,not
organized in meaningful patterns around key concepts
conducive to effective application for reasoning. The
and ideas (Chi et al., 1981). In contrast, novices
implications for school-based H I V interventions are
frequently organize their knowledge schemata around
discussed.
superficial surface attributes, rather than big ideas (Chi
et al., 1982). Compared to novices', experts' knowledge
Introduction
schemata also contain more interrelations among
Despite growing awareness about H T V and A I D S , the
individual concepts and ideas (Chi et al., 1981). A s a
outbreak of the disease continues unabated. Current
result, experts have more efficient methods of deciding
assessments of the demographics of A I D S indicate that
which chunks of information are essential for solving a
the disease disproportionately hurts the young, the poor,
particular problem, of retrieving that information
and urban minorities ( C D C , 1999). Schools respond to
efficiently and of applying it correctly. While novice
the problem by producing educational interventions,
and expert knowledge represent two endpoints of the
aimed to teach adolescents about H I V risks and
trajectory, the development of expertise is a long
prevention. In particular, the N e w York City Board of
process, which m a y be conceptualized as a gradual shift
Education mandates its schools to provide six hours of
from flat and fragmentary to systematic and multiH I V Education atmually at every grade level.
layered knowledge structures (diSessa, 1993). This
Unfortunately, in spite of such educational efforts,
process is non-monotonic; often, an increase in
the statistics remain grim. Evaluations show that m a n y
knowledge results in a temporary drop in performance,
existing interventions, while succeeding in increasing
while the n e w knowledge is being integrated with the
teenagers' knowledge about H I V and A I D S , do not lead
existing knowledge (Patel & Groen, 1991).
to the decrease in high-risk behaviors (Brown et al.,
Studies of lay understanding of health and disease
1992; Langer & Tubman, 1997). These failures lead
provide us with domain-specific information about the
H I V educators to a conclusion, currently prevalent in
kinds of knowledge that lay people use w h e n reasoning
H I V education literature, that knowledge about H I V has
about health issues. W h e n reasoning about health, lay
little bearing on real-life behavior.
adults frequently rely on their intuition, as well as
W e believe that in m a n y previous studies, the
cultural,
social
and experiential
knowledge
relationship between knowledge of H I V and its real-life (Sivaramakrishnan & Patel, 1993). In doing so, they
by methodological
application w a s obscured
often misattribute disease causality, viewing symptoms
weaknesses of H T V knowledge assessment measures.
or co-factors of diseases as their causes. Lay scientific
Typically, these studies assess knowledge as the ability
knowledge of relevant biological concepts is
to answer simple factual questions by selecting from
dissociated fi-om experiential and culhiral knowledge,
true/false or multiple-choice answer options (Siegel et
fragmented and is often used opportunistically. This
al., 1995). Such measures do not provide any insight
results in low internal consistency, self-contradictions,
into the nature and organization of adolescents' H I V "loose ends", factual errors and misconceptions (Patel,
knowledge which is critical to its applicability. T h e Kaufinan, & Arocha, 1999).
present study addresses two questions. First, what is the
Abstract
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risks and prevention, as well as their understanding of
Findings from research on expertise and health
the underlying biological concepts. Questions of the
cognition suggest that in order to assist cfTcctive realinterview were designed to cover the scope of H I V
life reasoning, adolescent models of H I V need to
integrate superficial factual knowledge, conceptual
issues without requiring specialized biological
knowledge. In the reasoning task, subjects were
biological knowledge, and
experiential/practical
knowledge into a coherent, imiform system. However,
presented with a simulated w e b site about H I V ,
schools typically teach students about H I V within
supposedly created by a group of high school students.
health education curriculum, which is separated from
The site contained four passages that presented and
science/biology curriculum. H I V education is factual in
supported three erroneous claims and one accurate
nature. Moreover, while H I V education is usually
claim about ways to reduce the risk of H I V infection.
introduced in early grades, the first comprehensive
Understanding the erroneous nature of the information
biology course is taught in high school, vnth little
in the passages required basic knowledge about H I V
connection to adolescent real-life health concerns.
infection and disease progression. After reading each
W e hypwthesize that in the prevalence of the current
passage, students had to express and justify their
educational practice, integration of different kinds of
opinion about the truthfiibess of the information. This
knowledge and deep understanding of the mechanism
paper presents analysis of students' performance on one
of H I V will not occur. Therefore, adolescents are likely
of the erroneous passages which is presented below.
to have model of H I V that is incomplete and saturated
Passage 2
with misconceptions, based on practical analogies and
Ifvou had unprotected sex, vou can minimize the risk of
non-nortnative intuitive biology (Carey, 1985). In spite
of its deficiency, this model is likely to include accurate becoming HIV-positive by expelling the virus from
your body through urine and sweat.
factual knowledge of H I V risks and prevention factors.
A s you probably know, H I V is transmitted through
A s a result, reliance on this model of H I V is likely to
bodily fluids: blood, sperm, etc. This means H I V lives
enable adolescents to successfully pass multiple-choice
in those fluids and travels with them. If one person's
survey assessments, but is not likely to help them
infected fluids get inside another person, the second
reason tiirou^ complex real-life situations that require
person also becomes infected. Logically, if infection
deeper understanding. W e also hypothesize that while
gets inside a body through fluids, it can also get out of
older adolescents m a y have more basic biological
die
body through fluids. Fluids that leave h u m a n body
knowledge than younger adolescents, their knowledge
are urine and sweat. So, if your condom broke, making
is likely to be fragmented and not assimilated into
a lot offluidleave your body can minimize yourriskof
coherent conceptual model, essential for effective
getting
HIV. T o lose fluids, drink lots of water (this will
reasoning and problem solving. A s a result, adolescent
make you go to the bathroom a lot); put on w a r m
ability to reason about novel situations in the context of
clothes and do something physically active. The trick is
H F V is expected to be limited. If confirmed, our
to
do these things early, before the virus has a chance to
hypotheses have important implications for the
multiply and become strong.
structure of knowledge-based H I V interventions.
Coding Scheme for Conceptual Understanding
Method
Subjects
The subjects include twenty adolescents from two N e w
Yoric inner-city schools, including ten seventh-grade
middle school students (4 boys and 6 giris) and ten high
school students from grades 9 through 12 (5 girls and 5
boys). The subjects are referred to by the school level
( M S = middle school; H S = high school).
Procedure
Each subject participated in an individually
administered 45-minute session which included two
assessment measures, a semi-structured interview about
H I V and a reasoning task that required evaluating
information on a simulated website about ways to
reduce the risk of H I V infection. The purpose of the
interview was to assess students' knowledge about H I V
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The analysis of students' knowledge draws on cognitive
research in science education concerned with
characterizing
progressions
of
conceptual
understanding (e.g., Vosniadou, 1999) and on research
in the development of biomedical understanding (Patel
et al, 1995). Based on consultations with H I V
educators, pilot testing and students' responses to the
interview, three conceptual models of H I V were
generated: advanced, intermediate, and naive. The
models reflect students' understanding of three
concepts: the nature of HIV, the mechanism of HIVinfection, and disease progression. Students were
assigned to a model, if at least two out of these three
concepts were consistent with the model description.
T w o investigators scored a portion of the protocols, to
ensure satisfactory level of inter-rater reliability.

Advanced Model involves understanding of HIVrelevant biological structures and processes on the
cellular level, without requiring specialized biological
knowledge. This understanding should be evident on
the following dimensions: IV Definition of HIV.
Students recognize diat H I V is a virus with specific
cellular-level structural and functional components
(e.g., lacks organelles). 2). Mechanism of H I V
infection. H I V enters the body through exchange of
bodily fluids and penetrates T-cells of the immune
system. 3). Disease proprssion. H I V replicates within
T-cells and eventually destroys them and disables the
immune system.

(see Figures 1 and 2 for examples). The relations are
binary relations, such as causal, conditional,
alternating or and exclusive or relations. Semantic
network is a method that allows one to analyze verbal
protocols for the direction of reasoning (forward vs.
backward), coherence and granularity of concepts.
Results and Discussion

The Results and Discussion section is organized into
two parts. Thefirstpart. Conceptual Understanding of
HIV, presents the analysis of students' models of HIV
based on their responses to the semi-structured
interview. The second part of the results. Reasoning in
Intermediate Model involves understanding of HIV on the Context of HIV, presents adolescents' responses to
the reasoning task, described in the Methods section.
systemic, but not on the cellular level, as reflected on
the following dimensions: IV Definition of HIV. HIV is
Conceptual Understanding of HIV
a biological entity (details of the viral structure and
characteristics are not provided; replication is not The classification of individual students' HIV models is
presented in Table I. O n the basis of the stated criteria,
mentioned) 2V Mechanism of H I V infection. HIV
enters the body through exchange of bodily fluids. 9 middle (MS) and 2 high school (HS) students' models
were classified as naive, 5 H S students were classified
Entering T-cells is not mentioned. JY Disease
progression. H T V compromises the immune system, and as intermediate and 3 H S were designated as advanced.
Numbers in bold represent dimensions consistent with
the body succumbs to opportunistic infections. The role
the
model assignment for that student.
of T-cells may be mentioned, but without any notion of
intracellular processes.
Table 1: Classification of students' HTV models.
Naive Model does not en^Ioy relevant biological
concq)ts on either systemic or cellular level. Instead, it
Naive
Intermed
Advanced
is build around intuitive lay concepts of health and
1 Virus
1
disease. Scientific biological concepts are either not
Middle 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 10
known, or not integrated with H T V knowledge. Students
6.7,8.9
characterized by this model lack basic biological
High
1,3,2.5
6,8.9
4,7,10
concqjts aroimd which they could organize their
1 Infection
|
knowledge of HTV. This model, however, does not
Middle 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
preclude individuals w h o hold it from knowing an
6,7,8.9,10
extensive collection of facts about HIV risk factors and
High
1,3,9
2. 5, 6, 8 4.7.10
prevention measures. The naKve model is reflected in
1 Progress
|
the following understanding of the three critical
Middle 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8,10
concepts: 1). Defmition of HIV. H I V is an illness. N o
7.9
mention is made of the virus as a causal agent. 2}.
High
1.3.6
2,5,8,9 4.7,10
M e c h ^ i y m of H T V infection. H I V enters the body.
Bodily fluids are not implicated in the process. 31
Understanding at the Naive-Model Level. The eleven
Disease progression. It makes the person sick. N o
students assigned to this model ( M S 1-9, H S I, HS3)
mention is made of the effect of HIV upon the immune
showed aintiost no understanding of A e biological
system.
concepts of virus, infection, and immune system,
crucial for developing a more advanced model of HIV.
Coding Scheme for the Reasoning Task
W h e n asked what a virus was. these students either
The method of semantic representations was chosen for
characterized it as "sickness" (MSI. M S 2 , M S 4 , M S 9 ) ,
the analysis of excerpts of protocols of students'
or provided specific examples (e.g., "stomach virus",
reasoning and information evaluation. Semantic
"coughing virus") (MS3, M S 7 . HSl, HS2). Students'
network analysis is a formal method for representing
characterization of infection was similar to their
relations among concepts through directed, labeled
characterization of virus. Nine students (MS2, M S 3 ,
graph structures (Patel & Groen, 1986). In these
HSl and HS2) showed no evidence of having a
structures, nodes represent concepts and links
conception of the immune system. Only two students
(directional arrows) represent relations among them
(MSI and M S B ) were able to state that HIV destroyed
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T-celis and weakened the immune system (e.g., M S I
described T-cells as "police ofTicers" that help fight
diseases).
Not having a basic understanding of infection, these
students had no c o m m o n theme that would unite
different routes of H I V transmission (e.g., exchange of
fluids). All the children associated H I V with sex. Older
children also associated it with drugs (HS2) and
exchange of blood (HSl and HS2), thus illustrating that
an increase in H I V knowledge m a y not correspond with
an increase in understanding. Without seeing exchange
offluidsas the c o m m o n theme in all of the routes of
transmission, adolescent' understanding of h o w
protection measures work remains weak (e.g.,
Interviewer: "If you use a condom, can you still catch
H I V or not?" M S 3 : "I don't know"). Such lack of
understanding of h o w exactly H I V is transmitted during
sexual intercourse m a y lead students to believe that
they can control H I V by regulating the amount of sex
that they have. Indeed, two adolescents ( M S 2 and M S 4 )
mentioned that people w h o had H I V could make
themselves feel better, if they stopped having sex.
Without perceiving a virus as a microorganism,
students had to find an alternative causal agent for the
disease. S o m e subjects avoided the challenge by
providing no causal agent at all, while two subjects
( M S 4 and H S 2 ) mentioned dirt. The following example
illustrates a 7'''-grader's ( M S 4 ) misconception about the
process of infection, which involves sex and dirt: "See,
most people, like, they don't actually wash after having
sex. See, if the person is dirty
you know, like the
dirt, it goes into skin, like, it stays there for a long time,
then it starts to go further in, then it starts mixing with
blood, and that's how A I D S could probably form." This
misconception makes students vubierable to the
erroneous beUef that washing after sex m a y prevent
infection. Additional potential misconceptions result
from students' lack of understanding of the process of
disease. Not knowing h o w H I V affects the human body
over time, students in this model also typically did not
understand the connection between H I V and A I D S .
They referred to them as two different diseases, with
one being more dangerous than the other ( M S I , M S 2 ,
M S 3 , M S 7 , M S 9 , HSl, HS2).
Understanding at the Intermediate-Model Level.
The six students assigned to this level ( M S 10, H S 2 ,
H S 5 , HS6, H S 8 and H S 9 ) had some biological
understanding of H I V at the systemic level. Although
none of the students could describe the viral structure or
life cycle, four of them realized that H I V was a particle
with physical properties, such as shape and size (e.g.,
HS6: "It might be a cell-looking thing"). Their
understanding that the process of H I V infection
involved exchange of fluids allowed them to unite
various routes of H I V transmission around a single
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theme. Five of the students understood that H I V affects
the immune system - and thus destroys body's defenses
- and defined A I D S as the advanced stage of H I V
infection (e.g., H S 3 : " A I D S is the sickness itself.").
Overall,tfiesestudents had conception of H I V that was
sufficiently biologically grounded to provide some
framework for organizing facts about HIV. A s a
consequence, they did not share any of the
misconceptions, exhibited by the naive students.
Understanding at the Advanced Model Level. The
three students w h o demonstrated this level of
understanding (HS4, H S 7 and H S I O ) defined H I V as a
virus, and described the virus as a microorganism that
lacks organelles, but contains genetic material and can
replicate inside of a host. They knew that the virus
entered human body through exchange of fluids and
penetrated white blood cells, replicated inside of these
cells and eventually destroyed them. Both students
stated that as the number of viral cells increased and the
number of white blood cells decreased, the body
became unable tofightopportunistic diseases.
Reasoning in the Context of HIV
Reasoning at the Naive-Model Level. Refuting the
erroneous information in reasoning Passage 2 requires
understanding that most H I V particles are "anchored"
in white blood cells in the blood stream, and therefore,
can not be expelled from the body through fluids.
Students whose conception of H I V is at the naive level
do not have this understanding: in their model, H I V
affects not specific cells that are located in the blood,
and (for most, though not all students in this group) not
even the blood in general, but "the body." Sweat and
urine flow out of "the body", so the scenario should
sound convincing to these students. The following
justification of the agreement with passage provided by
a seventh-grader ( M S B ) demonstrates the effect of
naifve model of H I V on reasoning, "It makes sense...
because the stuff is in the body, and you just need a
release, release all of it out... before it really catches
your body." Semantic network of this student's
reasoning is provided in Figure 1. The network
illustrates h o w this student's reasoning, while coherent,
involves the level of conceptual granularity that is too
crude to expose the fallacy of the myth.
Nine out of eleven naive-level students ( M S 3-9, H S l
and H S 2 ) agreed that H I V can be expelled through
urine and sweat. S o m e of these students ( M S 7 and M S
8) initially said that H I V could not be expelled, but later
found the explanation in the passage convincing enough
to change their mind. O n e of the students (HSl) gave
additional support to his reasoning by providing an
experiential analogy to the case of a person defeating
cancer, "Yeah, this is true, this is true. Cause people can
stop it like that. B y exercising, like they said. Like that

lady, like I told you, she exercised her w a y out of
cancer, so I think this is true, you can exercise your w a y
out of H I V ptx>bably." Such opportunistic use of
practical knowledge is typical of lay reasoning about
health (Sivaramakrishnan & Patel, 1993). Notably, the
subject w h o provided the analogy had explicitly stated
in the course of the interview that H I V is incurable
(HSl: " O n c e you get H I V , it's like, that's it, there is no
coming back to it.")
Stuff (HIV)
1
OR-IiXC:

1'
Expel

1
r OR^ALT:
Sweat

COND:
TEM:ORD

i
Uiinate

'

1
ACT;
•
Catch
1
LOC:
Body

1
RSLT:
Can't Expel

A C T : Action, A L T : Alternative, C O N D : Conditional
Relation, E X C : Exclusive, L O C : Location, R S L T :
Result, T E M : Temporality
Figure 1: Semantic network of naive-model reasoning.
Two students showed resistance to the myth
presented in die passage, in spite of low biological
understanding of H I V . O n e student ( M S 2 ) rejected the
idea on the basis of c o m m o n sense/practical reasoning,
asserting that had information in the passage been true,
H T V would have been defeated by n o w . However, she
also conceded that the information in the passage w a s
"a little-little true cause somebody wrote it." This
illustrates that while c o m m o n sense m a y be very useful
in everyday health reasoning, its effectiveness is
limited, if not supported by biological understanding.
Only one naive-level student ( M S I ) refuted the myth on
the basis of biological reasoning, stating that H I V could
not be expelled from the body through urine and sweat.
Reasoning at the Intermediate-Mode! Level.
C o m p a r e d to the students assigned to the nalfve model,
the adolescents in this group had deeper understanding
of the biological basis of H I V . However, the expertise
literature characterizes a stage of development in which
an increase in knowledge is accompanied by a
temporary decrement in performance. Patel and Groen
(1991) describe this as the intermediate effect.

characteristic of a period during which recent
knowledge is not yetftillyassimilated. This phase of
temporary disorientation is evident in the reasoning of
intermediate level students. For example, unlike naYve
model students, most intermediate model students
understood the role of bodily fluids in H I V
transmission. H o w e v e r , they often failed to utilize this
information by inferring that different fluids contained
different amounts of virus and did not interact with one
another. A s a consequence, four out of six students
assigned to this model still found the "in with fluids,
other with fluids" explanation convincing (e.g., H S 6 ,
" A fluid is what makes you get AIDS... drinking gets
fluids out of your system... It probably would help.")
T w o students ( H S 2 and H S 8 ) were able to refute the
myth, although with s o m e hesitations. Overall,
intermediate model level understanding of H I V does
not yet provide sufficient conceptual basis for
consistent efficient reasoning in the context of H T V .
Reasoning at the Advanced-Model Level. All three
students characterized at this level ( H S 3 , H S 7 , H S I O )
rejected the m y t h with very high degree of certainty.
This is not surprising, given their relatively rich
conceptual model of H I V . In addition to knowing that
H I V could enter h u m a n body with fluids and travel
with them, diese students also k n e w that the virus
entered the blood stream, penetrated white blood cells
and replicated within them. This allowed them to
understand h o w the majority of the H I V particles were
anchored in the bloodstream, thus uncovering the flaw
of the passage, e.g., " A I D S virus, it's found in sweat...
but only in minor quantities, so you can't just expel it,
if you d o it, there is going to be virus still in your blood
that will just keep replicating."
AIDS Vims
—

LOC:
(Found in) >
Quantity:
Small

AC•T:

Sweat
1
PRT:
T
Cells

1
Rqjlication
_
(Continues)

COND:

Can't
Expel

LOC:
(Found in)
Blood

A C T : Action, A L T ; Alternative, C O N D : Conditional
Relation, E X C : Exclusive, L O C : Location, P R T : Part
Figure 2: Semantic network of advanced model reasoning.
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References
Figure 2 provides a semantic network of that
student's (HS7) reasoning. The figure illustrates that
while the complexity of the reasoning is comparable to
that of the naive model in Figure 1, the explanatory
reasoning and use of conceptual knowledge
demonstrates a greater degree of understanding.

Conclusions
In this study, students with adequate factual knowledge
of H T V risks and prevention often lacked genuine
conceptual understanding of HIV. With little
conceptual understanding, students had difficulty
evaluating dubious claims and reasoning about practical
issues in the context of HIV. The dissociation between
factual knowledge and conceptual understanding of
H I V parallels the dissociation between H I V and science
education in the schools. With biology taught separately
from factual H I V education and introduced in later
grades, adolescents have little understanding of the
concepts of virus and immune system, which are
critical to building accurate conceptual models of HIV.
As a consequence, H I V knowledge remains in the form
of a disjointed and sometimes erroneous collection of
facts, which have minimal applicability to problem
solving. W h e n adolescents enroll in a high school
biology course, they receive some groimding in the
concepts that are relevant to imderstanding HIV.
However, they do not receive an opportunity to
integrate this biological knowledge with factual
knowledge and the biological knowledge remains inert.
The present study cautions researchers against
making a hasty conclusion about the lack of connection
between knowledge of H T V and sexual behavior. W e
are not implying that understanding of H I V is the only
factor that influences sexual risk taking. Non-cognitive
factors (e.g., sexual arousal) can exert strong influence
on decision-making (Lowenstein, 1996). However, indepth understanding of basic H I V concepts is crucial to
the success of any educational intervention. This study
is part of a research program designed to impart robust
conceptual understanding of H I V to adolescents.
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Abstract
Wc present an analysis of hypothesized advantages of
pictorial representations for improving learning and
understanding of pre-algebraic quantitative reasoning.
W e discuss a "Picture Algebra" strategy that has been
used successfully by 6* grade students as part of a new
middle school madiematics curriculum. This strategy
supports students in sense making both as they construct
pictorial representations and as they use them to cue
appropriate computations. Although w e demonstrate that
6* grade students can use this strategy to successfully
solve algebra-level problems, our detailed production
rule analysis revealed limiutions in our instructional
approach and targeted areas for improvement.
Introduction
A s part of a larger effort to develop a 6"" grade
mathematics course including both a textbook and
Cognitive Tutor software (cf., Koedinger, Anderson,
Hadley, & Mark, 1997), w e have been exploring the
use of pictorial representations to support student
reasoning and learning (Rittle-Johnson & Koedinger,
2001). Here w e investigate the claim that pictorial
representations can help students gain early entry into
algebraic reasoning and build a foundation that will
facilitate more effective learning of formal algebra.
W h y might using pictures or diagrams be
advantageous? Cognitive scientists have presented
arguments and experiments for the advantages of
diagrams (e.g., Cheng, 1999; Larkin & Simon, 1987).
According to Larkin and Simon (p. 98), "a diagram can
be superior to a verbal description for solving
problems" for three reasons. First, diagrams reduce
problem-solving search b y providing localized
groupings of relevant information. Second, diagrams
reduce the need for matching symbolic labels. Third,
diagrams support perceptual inferences that are often
easier than corresponding symbolic inferences.
Others have presented arguments for the use of
diagrams for mathematics instruction in particular. The
mathematics standards of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics ( N C T M , 2000) recommends
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use of pictures to support students in developing a
conceptual understanding of mathematics. Pictorial
representations are used extensively in Asian curricula
(cf, Singapore Ministry, 1999). This usage m a y be a
factor in the success of Asian countries on international
mathematics assessments (TIMSS, 1996).
Despite these arguments for the advantages of
pictures, there is also reason for caution. O n e argument
for the use of alternative representations, like pictures,
is that traditional instruction focuses too m u c h on errorprone rote learning. However, students m a y also
acquire rote procedures w h e n learning to use
alternative representations. Further, learning an
alternative representation takes time that might be
better spent learning the standard representation.
In this paper w e introduce the "Picture Algebra"
strategy, present student data o n the use of it, and
discuss a production rule model of the strategy and
implications for transfer and instructional design.
Picture Algebra
Try to solve the Cans problem shown in Table 1 and
reflect on the strategy Uiat you use to do so. W e have
informally observed that m a n y adults do not directly
infer what arithmetic operations are needed to solve
this problem. Instead, most begin by translating the
problem statement to one or more algebraic equations,
for instance, x + (x + 9) + (x + 17) = 227. They then
perform transformations on the equation to arrive at a
solution. Although a few use other means (cf, Hall et
al., 1989), most find this problem difficult without the
use of algebraic equations. In other words, this is
arguably an "algebra problem" that w e might expect to
be out of reach of students without algebra instruction,
for instance, 6* graders.
Figure 1A shows a 6 * grade student's solution to this
problem using a "Picture Algebra" strategy that was
taught to students as part of our middle school
mathematics curriculum. Like other problem-solving
strategies. Picture Algebra can be described in two
phases: a representation phase and a solution phase. In
the representation phase, the student first translates the

Table 1. Three Problems Solved by 6* Graders
Cans: The sixth, seventh and eight grade clauei brought in
canned goods for the needy. They collected 227 cans between
the grades. Sixth grade collected 9 more cans than eighth
grade, and seventh grade collected 17 more cans than the 8th
grade. H o w many cans did each grade collect?
Beanie: Robin has 6 fewer beanie babies than Angle. If they
have 42 beanie babies altogether, how many beanie babies
does Robin have?
C D : Carissa wants to buy the latest Out o' Sync CD. She also
wants to buy a magazine and a poster about her favorite band.
The magazine costs S8 less than C D , and the poster costs S12
less than CD. The total cost for all three items is $46. H o w
much does each item cost?
phrase "sixth grade collected 9 more cans than eighth
grade" into a box diagram by drawing a box to
represent the cans collected by the 8"" grade and a
larger box to represent the cans collected by the 6""
grade. The larger box is made up of two smaller boxes,
one that is the same size as the 8"* grade box and one
that represents the 9 more cans the 6^ grade collected.
Similarly, the student draws two boxes to represent the
7"" grade cans. In both cases, the extra box off to the
right is labeled with the given "more-than" values, 9
and 17. In the final step of the representation phase,
the student represents the total number of cans, 227, by
drawing a bracket to the right of all the boxes.
This picture representation and the algebra equation,
x + (x + 9) + (X + 17) = 227, are "informationally
equivalent" in Larkin & Simon's terms. The three equal
sized boxes on the left are analogous to the three x's in
the equation, the extra boxes represent the + 9 and +
17, and the bracket and the 227 represent the equal sign
and right hand side of the equation. Despite this
similarity, the picture and equation representations are
not "computationally equivalent . Whereas the
equation is a I D "horizontal" representation, the picture
is 2 D and takes advantage of both the horizontal and
vertical dimensions to better support the inferences
needed to solve the problem.
As w e step through the Picture Algebra solution
phase, notice h o w inferences are visually supported in
a way they are not in the analogous equation solving
steps. Thefirststep in the solution phase is to parse or
comprehend the representation, picture or equation.
Past research has s h o w n that both equation
comprehension (Payne & Squibb, 1990) and equation
production (Heffeman & Koedinger, 1998) are
particularly difficult sets of skills for students to
acquire. For instance, students must learn when they
can and cannot rearrange elements of an equation.
Although experts k n o w they can in effect ignore the
parentheses in "x + (x + 9) + (x + 17)" and transform
the expression into "x + x + x + 9 + 17" and then "3x +
26", the steps involved are non-obvious to students and
prone to error. In contrast, the analogous steps in the
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Picture Algebra strategy are visually supported. The
vertical organization of the bars makes it more apparent
that the three equal unknown boxes can be grouped
separately from the two extra boxes for 9 and 17. A s a
consequence, students can "see" that if they subtract
these extra boxes, they will be left with the three equal
boxes. Notice the arithmetic on the left in Figure I A
where the student computes both 9 + 17 = 26 and 227 —
26 = 201. This step is analogous to the "subtract from
both sides" transformation in equation solving,
however, it is more perceptually intuitive as students
can visualize chopping oIT the extra boxes. Next the
student divides 201 by 3 (see the bottom middle of
Figure l A ) to get the value, 67, of the three equal
boxes. Finally, the student adds back the 9 and 17 to
get the values of cans collected by the 6"" and 7"' grade.
Student Solution Data
W e analyzed 35 sixth graders' solutions to the three
problems shown Table 1. The Cans and Beanie
problems were given as part of a unit test. T o get a
sense for whether the representation or solution phase
of Picture Algebra is more difficult for students, w e
provided a correct picture representation for some
students but not for others. Half the students were
given a test in which a diagram was given for the Cans
problem but not for the Beanie problem. The remaining
students were given a test in which a diagram was
given for the Beanie problem, but not the Cans
problem. Students solved the C D problem (with no
diagram provided) as part of a warm-up activity on a
later day. (One student was absent on each day.)
The Cans problem involves three unknown quantities
(cans collected by 6*' 7*, and 8* grades) and more-than
relations between these quantities. Students were
initially instructed on Picture Algebra with simpler two
quantity more-than problems. The Beanie problem also
has two quantities but is more difficult because of the
less-than (or "fewer") relation between them (Lewis,
1989). The C D problem combines both dimensions of
difficulty as it involves three quantities and less-than
relations. O n e question of interest is whether these
dimensions of difficulty are independent.
Overall Performance Results
The first result of note is that 6"' graders can effectively
use pictorial representations to solve "algebraic"
problems. They were 6 8 % correct on both the Cans and
Beanie problems and 3 2 % correct on the C D problem.
Such problems are challenging for many older students.
For instance, Bednarz & Janvier (1996, p. 120) found
that pre-algebra students (same age as U S 7"' graders)
were only 5 % correct on the following problem:
380 students are registered in sports activities for the
season. Basketball has 76 more students than skating and
swimming has 114 more than basketball. H o w many
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Figure 1. Correct and incorrect 6* grade students' Picture Algebra solutions.
students are there in each of the activities?
A s anotherreferencepoint, Koedinger & Alibali (1999)
collected data on college students' performance on the
followingrelativelysimple problem:
There are 38 smdents in class. If there are 6 more girls than
boys, how many boys are in the class?
Students in a college algebra course were only 5 4 %
correct and even C M U students with a mean math S A T
of 719 were 8 6 % correct.
Students given a picture on the Cans and Beanie
problems were 7 1 % correct in both cases and were
6 5 % correct on both without the picture. That being
given the picture did not help much on these problems
indicates that the representation phase was relatively
easy for students. In contrast, the representation phase
on the C D problem was not easy. Students drew a
good picture in only 3 2 % of C D solutions, but were
6 4 % correct w h e n they did. They were only 1 7 %
correct when a picture was missing or incorrect.
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W e were surprised at students relatively poor
performance on the C D problem (32%) given that two
key sources of difficulty in that problem, 3 quantities
and less-than relations, were each present individually
in either the Cans problem (3 quantities) or the Beanie
problem (less-than relation). A simple surface-level
analysis of problem difficulty factors would predict
that students would be, at worst, 4 2 % correct (.65*.65)
on the C D problem. Clearly, such a surface level
analysis is insufficient to understand w h y the C D
problem was so hard for students. Our production rule
analysis below provides a better explanation.
D i a g r a m m i n g Strategies
W e classified the pictures students drew into 5
categories: size-preserving, incomplete, wrong,
abstract, and no-diagram. In a "size-preserving"
picture, all quantities, or parts of quantities, are
represented by boxes whose sizes correspond with the

relative sizes of the quantities. That is, bigger quantities
arc represented by bigger boxes. U n k n o w n quantities
can be any size, but equal quantities must be
represented by equal size boxes. All quantities are
represented and all k n o w n quantities or parts of
quantities are labeled with their given value. Figures
lA-B show examples of "size-preserving" pictures. A n
"incomplete" picture was one that was otherwise
correct, but was missing quantities or labels. A
"wrong" picture has boxes that are the wrong relative
sizes. Figure \C shows an example where the box for
the magazine cost (top box) is the same size as the box
for the poster cost (bottom box) when, in fact, the
magazine cost is bigger than the poster cost.
A n "abstract" picture is shown in Figure ID. The
boxes in Figure I D violate the size preserving
constraint. Whereas the C D cost is largest, it appears as
the smallest box (the top one). However, some students
correctly interpreted these extra boxes (labeled — 1 2 and
— 8 ) as, in essence, having a negative size.
A potential advantage of the abstract picture is that it
m a y incrementally m o v e students toward the kinds of
abstract inferences needed for symbolic algebra
transformations. O n the easier Cans and Beanie
problems, the 7 solutions employing an abstract picture
were all correct. However, one disadvantage of the
abstract picture is that without the size-preserving cues,
students can easily confiise the operations that need to
be performed and, for instance, subtract w h e n they
should add. This confusion led 4 of the 10 students
w h o used an abstract picture on the C D problem to an
incorrect answer. Further, even among the 6 students
whose abstract picture led to a correct solution, there is
evidence of confusion. Notice the arithmetic on the left
in Figure I D where the student incorrectly subtracts 20
from 46 rather than adding 20 and 46. The student
abandons this approach when he notices that 3 does not
divide evenly into 26. This correct solution m a y not
have come from understanding, but from a shallow
school heuristic that problems usually c o m e out even.
Production Rule Model of Picture Algebra
W e performed a production-rule analysis of typical
correct and incorrect student solutions to the three
problems. Table 2 shows examples of key productions.

Tible 2. Picture Algebra Production Rule Examples
POt: Change-lesi-than-to-more-than
If goal is to draw boxes to represent
=Ql is = X less than = Q 2
then set goal to draw boxes to represent
=Q2 is = X more than =Q1
POb: Change-leu-than-to-more-than-negadve
If goal is to draw boxes to represent
=Q1 is = X less than =Q2,
then set goal to draw boxes to represent
=Q\ is minus = X more than = Q 2
P2a: Draw-base-box-more-than
If goal is to draw boxes to represent
=Q2 is = X more than = Q 1
and no box has been drawn
then draw a first box for =Q1
P3c: Draw-comp-box-equal-part-repair
If goal is to draw boxes to represent
=Q2 is = Y more than ^33
andfirstbox for =Q2 with the size =S 1 is drawn
and no box for =Q3 has been drawn
then draw a first box for =03 with the size =S 1
P6a: Check-equal-size-boxet-with-extra
If goal is to solve a problem with a box diagram
and there are equal-size boxes
and the value of an extra box for =Q1 is = X
and the box with value = X has not been removed
then set goal to remove the extra box
2). This box represents the 8 * grade cans. Other
productions draw "equal-part" boxes for the equal parts
of the 6* and 7 * cans and "extra-part" boxes for the 9
and 17. The fmal production in the representation
phase draws and labels the bracket with the total 227.
At this point, the solution phase begins with
production P6a, which sets a goal to remove an extra
box. This production fires twice in the Cans solution,
once with = Q I set to 6* grade cans and = X to 9 and a
second time with = Q 1 set to 7"" grade cans and = X to
17. Once all quantities represented as extra boxes (i.e.,
9 and 17) are subtracted from the total quantity (227),
fiirther productions find the base quantity by dividing
the n e w total (201) by the number of equal-size boxes
(3). The model finishes with productions for finding
the other two quantities by adding the extra box values
(9 and 17) to the value of the base quantity (67).
Production Trace of Beanie Solution
The key to the model's solution of the Beanie problem
is production POa that converts a less-than relation to a
more-than relation. Once the model sees "Robin has 6
fewer beanie babies than Angle" as "Angle has 6 more
beanie babies than Robin", it can solve the problem just
as it would a more-than problem. Students' relatively
good performance on the Cans and Beanie problems is
consistent with a production rule transfer analysis
(Singley & Anderson, 1989). Relative to the familiar
two-quantity, more-than problems students were
instructed on, only repetitions of already k n o w n

Production Trace of Cans Solution
The correct solution to the Cans problem with a sizepreserving diagram (see Figure lA) is traced with 13
productions. These productions are the same ones
needed to solve a more-than problem dealing with two
unknown quantities and thus w e would expect good
transfer from class instruction. T o process 3 unknown
quantities rather than 2, some productions are executed
multiple times. W h e n drawing a size-preserving picture
the modelfirsthas to draw a "base" box (P2a in Table
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productions are needed for the Cans problem and only
one new production is needed for the Beanie problem.
Production Traces of CD Solutions
It turns out the simple less-than to more-than
transformation performed by POa does not work so well
for solving the C D problem. A production rule trace of
the incorrect solution to the C D problem in Figure IC
illustrates this point. A s in the Beanie trace, the model
begins by firing POa to convert "price of magazine is
$8 less than the price of C D " to "price of C D is $8
more than the price of magazine". It then draws the
single smaller box for the magazine cost (top of Figure
IC, but without 8 inside) and the equal-part and extrapart boxes for the C D cost (first two boxes in the C D
row, without the 12 box or the first 8 label). The
representation is correct at this point, but after
converting "the price of poster is $12 less than the price
of C D " relation to "the price of C D is $12 more than
the price of poster" the model has trouble.
If the model only had the productions needed for the
Cans and the Beanie problem, it would reach an
impasse here. Usually the smaller base of the morethan statement (Poster in this case) has already been
drawn and there are productions for drawing the equaland extra-parts of the larger quantity (CD). However,
in this case, it is the smaller box (Poster) that has not
been drawn. Our model predicts that students reach an
impasse at this point and must implement a "repair"
(VanLchn, 1983). The production P3c in Table 2
represents a result of this repair. It draws a base box
for the Poster cost that is the same size as the equalpart of the C D cost. Next, an over-general production
adds an extra box to the C D row for the "12 more".
This production is over-general because it is missing a
constraint to check that an extra box has not already
been drawn (the middle 8 box in the C D row). The
model continues, like the student, to correctly compute
values consistent with this incorrect representation of
the {Troblem.
With only one production difference from the Cans
and Beanie problems this solution is a relatively easy
transfer. This provides an explanation for the frequency
of this odd incorrect solution strategy. 8 of 34 students
drew pictures for the C D problem like the one shown in
Figure IC with two extra boxes in the C D row.
Students found two ways to be successfiil on the C D
problem. Figure 1 D shows an example of one of these
ways. The model again starts by converting the given
less-than relations to more-than relations, but not by
changing the position of the quantities in the relation,
but by negating the difference value (POb in Table 2).
For example, "price of magazine is $8 less than the
price of C D " is converted into "price of magazine is $8 more than the price of C D " . The model then draws
an abstract diagram with an extra box in the Magazine
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row that has a negative value. N e w productions are
needed to deal with extra boxes with negative values.
O n e of these productions removes an extra negative
box by adding the absolute value of the box to the total
(46 + 12 and + 8). A similar production is needed in the
final steps of the solution to combine these negative
values with the unknown value (22).
A second approach to the C D problem involves
directly representing the less-than relations in the
picture (see Figure IB). In this approach, the larger C D
cost remains the base quantity in both relations. That
the magazine cost is $8 less is represented by labeling
the space between the right end of the Magazine bar
and the right end of the Poster bar. (It would be better
if the student had not put a box around the 8 as this box
implies the size of the Magazine cost includes this 8
when it does not.) Only one student on the C D problem
drew a picture that was close to size preserving.
Both of the correct solution strategics for the C D
problem involve more n e w productions (4 and 7) than
the incorrect solution strategy (1). While the abstract
picture strategy involves fewer n e w productions (4)
than the size-preserving strategy (7), there are other
relative advantages of the size-preserving strategy.
The n e w productions required for the size-preserving
strategy are mostly straightforward analogies with
existing productions, where less-than is substituted for
more-than. M o r e importantly, this strategy provides
more reliable perceptual support for inferences. T o get
three equal bars, one mustfillin the empty space to the
right of the Magazine and Poster boxes (see Figure
IB). This "filling in" is a perceptual cue for addition. In
contrast, in the abstract picture (see Figure ID), the
perceptual cues suggest "removing" or subtraction and,
as w e saw, m a n y students fell for or were distracted by
this cue. T o succeed with this strategy, students have to
do explicit symbolic processing to infer that taking
away a negative is the same as adding.
A n important consequence of this analysis was the
recognition that students should be instructed not to
draw boxes around extra missing parts (see the — 8 — and
— 1 2 — in Figure IC), but to use a double-headed arrow
or bracket to mark the empty space.
Discussion
The Picture Algebra strategy benefits from a number of
positive features of diagrammatic representations:
grouping to facilitate search, reducing the need for
symbolic labels, and substituting intuitive perceptual
inferences for more difficult logical inferences (Larkin
& Simon, 1987). The potential value of this strategy is
evidenced by the observed success of 6* grade students
on algebra-level problems that are quite difficult for
many older students.
Teachers always encourage students to check their
answers and students appear more likely do so when

using Picture Algebra (Fig 1B,C,D) than when using
other strategies. W e speculate that by evoking studcnu'
spatial intuitions, the pictorial representation puts
students in a "sense making" m o d e that leads to greater
self-monitoring (cf., Kalchman, Moss, & Case, 2001).
However, instruction based on pictures is not a
panacea. Although pictures m a y facilitate students'
reasoning and learning, it is not trivial for students to
learn to use such representations flexibly and with
understanding. Not all students using Picture Algebra
engaged in sense making. S o m e m a d e errors typical of
equation solving (e.g., subtracting w h e n they should
add) and failed to catch them even with the visual
support of the picture (cf, Lewis, 1989).
Although students performed relatively well on
problem demands presented individually in the Cans
and Beanie problems, they had m u c h greater trouble
with the C D problem that combined both demands. Our
production rule analysis provides a detailed explanation
for w h y this problem is significantly more difficult.
T h e difficulty arises from the order in which the
quantities are related to each other and potential traps
from inappropriately selecting a "base" quantity.
A novel prediction of our model is that a 3-quantity
more-than problem of the form " A is X more than B
and A is Y more than C " should be almost as difficult
as the C D problem (a 3-quantity less-than problem).
This prediction follows from the fact that the model
essentially converts the C D problem into this form.
Similarly, the model predicts that a 3-quantity less-than
problem of the form "A is X less than B and A is Y less
than C " should actually be relatively easy, more like
the Cans problem. The generation of such predictions
has pushed us to rethink and improve our curriculum
design to better address the previously hidden skills
revealed by our production rule analysis.
This paper reports on theoretical and empirical steps
toward answering the following research questions:
1. C a n instruction on the use of Picture Algebra help
younger students gain entry into algebraic
reasoning sooner than direct instruction on formal
algebra?
2. C a n instruction on Picture Algebra help younger
students build a foundation that will improve and
accelerate later learning of formal algebra?
Because of the complexity and cost of performing
classroom experiments that could directly address these
questions, these questions are excellent candidates to
test the applicability of cognitive theory. Our goal is to
employ cognitive theory and lower cost empirical
studies to provide strong arguments for and/or against
these claims. With such arguments in hand, w e are
better prepared to assess the potential benefit of a
costly classroom experiment and, perhaps m o r e
importantly, facilitate the design of an instructional
method that is most likely to be successfiil.
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Abstract
The effects of adjustments in teaching strategy and
paralanguage information in speech sound on the meaning acquisition process were determined by means of an
experiment in which the game "Pong" was played by a
team of two subjects. One subject (the teacher) coached
the other one (the operator), instructing the operator in
vtiiich direction to move the game paddle and when to
hit the "ball." However, the teacher's speech was rendered linguistically incomprehensible. Tluee phenomena
were obsoved. First, the use of a high-pitched voice by
the teacher caused the operator to pay more attention 4o
her/his actions. Second, meaning acquisition could be
regarded as a reinforcement learning process based on a
multi-reward system (i.e., one for successful game action
and a different one from the teacher's high-pitched voice
for the wrong action). Third, the subjects adapted to each
other; that is, they learned to respond more q>propriately
to each other's behaviors (we call this mutual adaptation). These three phenomena are thought to play important roles in the acquisition
I n t r o d uofc tmeaning
i o n from incomprehensible speech.
H o w do people w h o speak different languages learn to
communicate? H o w do they acquire the meanings of
each other's speech? O n e w a y to interpret the meaningacquisition process is to view it as statistical learning
in which a certain speech sound is linked to the situation in which it was given. Several research groups
have constructed general meaning-acquisition models
based on this simple interpretation (for instance, Sisldnd,
1996). Testing of these models demonstrated that the
word meanings can be acquired using statistical learning
methodologies.
S o m e groups have investigated the teaching of word
meanings to robot agents, which can m o v e by themselves
(Billard et al., 1998; Roy, 1999). For example, Kaplan
(2000) showed that a four-legged robot could learn the
names of a dozen objects shown in front of its "eyes"
(camera) by the experimenter during its action experiences.
O n e study in particular demonstrated that an autonomous agent could learn not only the meanings of
instruction words but also the meanings of evaluation instructions such as "good" and "bad". Suzuki et al. (2002)
developed a learning agent model that could learn the

meanings of words and evaluation instructions during its
action experiences.
of A large variety of learner models have thus been
demonstrated. Siskind's learner model was a computer
that processed string inputs; Kaplan's was a four-legged
robot that could learn object names; and Suzuki's was a
computer agent that could move by itself in a virtual environment. In contrast, only one type of "teacher" has
been demonstrated, one w h o gave instruction based on
unchangeable rules. In real life, however, good teachers adjust their teaching strategy to fit the learner's mode
of learning. For example, a caregiver will speak to a
preverbal infant using only simple words. Then, when
the infant starts to speak, the caregiver will start to use
more complex words and speak in different ways. So far,
there have been no studies on h o w dynamically adjusting the teaching strategy affects the meaning acquisition
process.
Investigating the process involved in acquiring meanings from speech sounds requires investigating the effects of not only phoneme information, which can be
expressed using characters and text, but also of paralanguage information, such as prosody, speech speed and
loudness, which caimot be expressed using characters
and text. The effects of paralanguages information have
been studied in various acoustic studies. For example,
m a n y studies have focused on the turn-taking mechanism
(Pirrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990) and emotional recognition (Hirose et al., 1997). However, so far, there have
been none on the effect of paralanguage information on
the meaning acquisition process.
W e investigated the effects of adjustments in teaching strategy and of paralanguage information in speech
sounds on the meaning acquisition process. W e carried
out a communication experiment, in which a team of
two subjects played "Pong". O n e subject (the teacher)
coached the other one (the operator), instructing her/him
in which direction to m o v e the g a m e paddle and when
to hit the "ball." However, the teacher's speech was rendered linguistically incomprehensible. W e observed h o w
the listener acquired the meanings of the given instructions. For the paralanguage information, w e focused on
prosodic information, because data extraction should be
easier and the possibility of the engineering realization
is higher. The results provide a n e w point of view about
meaning acquisition process and can be used to develop
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Room A

are migi and hidari, which have different numbers of
phonemes. The display of the teacher and operator were
thus made symmetrical with respect to the dashed line in
Figure 2 to prevent biasing of the results.

Room B

Subjects

microphorv

Eleven teams, each composed of two subjects (Japanese,
20-28 years old, 18 m e n and 4 w o m e n ) , participated in
the experiment. The members of each team were required to k n o w each other. O n e additional team participated in two control experiments: one without L P F and
one without instructions.

f \ %»bperatDr

teacher^
Action

Figure 1: G a m e Environment

Procedure
First, the experimenter explained to the subject team (one
operator and one teacher) that the purpose of the experiment was to score as high a total score as possible b y
working together. Then, the experimenter let the team
hear a vocal sample, with and without L P F masking, to
demonstrate thefilter'seffects. The experimenter did not
mention the differing displays.
The test was then started. Each team played two consecutive 10 minutes games, with 3 minutes of rest between them. The roles of teacher and operator were
fixed, and the team members did not have an opportunity to talk face to face and share information.

Symmetric

BaU

4

5- with respect

-'•'•^-J^'
Teacher's display

to the
ashed lii

Sctr*
inlbmation

TEil^
Operator's display

Figure 2: Different Display Settings

basic technologies for constructing interactive robots that
can understand what is said to them, enabling them to
communicate smoothly with people.
Experiment
Method
The experimental game environment is depicted in Figure 1. The two subjects were placed in separate rooms:
the teacher in R o o m A, and the operator in R o o m B. The
teacher's spoken instructions to the operator were transmitted through a low-pass-iilter (LPF) and played over
a speaker in R o o m B. The L P F masked the phoneme
information, which included the symbolic elements of
speech sound; it did not affect the prosodic elements.
This means that the operator could hear only the prosodic
information; s/he could not understand the teacher's instructions as meaningful linguistic information. They
were simply noisy sound.
The team playing the game was awarded 10 points
each time the operator hit the ball, and 10 points were
deducted each time s/he missed it. A s shown in Figure 2, the game display of the teacher differed from that
of the operator: the teacher's display showed the ball,
whereas the operator's did not. The operator could see
only her/his paddle and the score information, indicating
whether s/he had hit or missed the ball.
Even thought the instructions were masked by the
LPF, the operator still might be able to guess which instruction was given based on the number of phonemes
heard. For example, "right" and "left" in Japanese
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Results
To evaluate team performance, values were assigned to
two types of actions, moving the paddle and hitting the
ball. For each move action, if the operator moved the
paddle in the teacher's intended direction. Correct Direction Value ( C D V ) was assigned one point; if s/he
moved it in a different direction, C D V was assigned zero
point. For each hit action, if the operator hit the ball. Hit
Value ( H V ) was assigned one point; if s/he missed it,
H V was assigned zero points. Testing statistical hypothesis using binominal distribution was used to group the
subjects, and actually the teams were divided into three
groups as follows.
Group 1 Average CDV less than 0.8 point.
Group 2 Average CDV more than 0.8 point; Average
H V less than 0.7 point
Group 3 Average CDV more than 0.8 point; Average
H V more than 0.7 point.
Table 1 shows the average values of the last ten hit
and move actions for the three groups. Out of the II
teams, two failed to understand any instructions (Group
1). A m o n g the nine remaining teams, five succeeded
in moving the paddle in the direction the teacher intended but could not hit the ball well (Group 2). W e
call this achievement "learning to recognize direction instructions." The four remaining teams could move to
the teacher's intended position. W e call this achievement
"leaning to recognize distance instructions"(Group 3).

Table 1: Correct Direction Value (CDV) and Hit Value
(HV)
Group
G r o u p 1 (2 pairs)
G r o u p 2 (S pairs)

(CDV, HV)
(0.5. 0.5). (0.3. 0.2)
(0.9. 0.3). (1.0, 0.2). (1.0.0.5)
(0.8. 0.6), (1.0, 0.6)
Group 3 (4 pairs) (1.0, 0.9). (1.0,0.7)
(1.0, 0.7), (0.9,0.8)
no instructions (0.5,0.2), (0.4,0.3)
•control
without L P F (1.0,0.7), (1.0,0.8)

Phase : 2
f} ,
Focus^ondlsti ice\

.^

.J...
Focused o n direction

20
40
60
9
OpporlLrraes to hit ball [index]
Figure 3: Trend in Comprehension of Instructions for
Typical Group 3 T e a m

Table 1 shows that the values of two teams in Group
1 were the s a m e as those for the control pair w h e n they
did not received instructions. M o s t of the teams in Group
2 and Groiq> 3 had an average score between that of the
two control settings, and s o m e teams in G r o u p 3 scored
as high as the control group without the LPF.
W e used Compreheniion of Instructions Value to
evaluate the operator's comprehension of the instruction.
This value w a s assigned 0 points if the paddle w a s m o v e d
in the wrong direction, 1 point if it w a s m o v e d in correct direction but the ball w a s not hit, and 2 points if
it w a s m o v e d in the correct direction and the ball w a s
hit. T h e value for a typical team in Group 3 arc plotted in Figure 3. T h e curve shows the moving average
of the ten hit opportunities. W h e n the curve w a s between 0 and 1 point, the operator is thought to have focused on understanding the direction instructions; w h e n
it w a s between 1 and 2 points, the operator is thought
to have focused on understanding the distance instructions. T h e operator m o r e quickly learned to comprehend
the direction instructions than the distance ones. W e investigate the processes of these two learning phases in
terms of the prosodic elements of the instructions, the
m o v e m e n t of the paddle, and the variety of instructions
given. W e focused on the pitch of the teacher's voice,
which, a m o n g the prosodic elements, had the strongest
relationship with the meaning of the instructions. A s
shown in Figxire 6, w h e n the pitch w a s increased, the operator tended to suddenly changed her/his action.

P h a s e 1: Focused o n Direction
The operator on nine of the 11 teams learned to comprehend the direction instructions. A particular teaching/learning process was used by most of the nine teams.
First, the teacher gave a wide variety of instructions to
the operator, e.g., "move to the center of the display",
"move a bitright",etc. The pitch curve of this initial
teaching is depicted on the left side of Figure 4. It would
have been difficult for the operator to discriminate between the "ue, ue, ue... (up, up, up...)" instructions for
the right direction and "shita, shita... (down, down...)"
instructions for the left.
A s the teaching continued, the teacher gradually decreased the variety of instructions, typically converging
on only two, such as ue and shita. In contrast, the teachers on the unsuccessful teams did not decrease the variety
and continued to use a wide variety (Figure 5). Decreasing the variety of instructions apparently makes it easier
to understand direction instructions.
In conjimction with this gradual decrease in the variety of instructions, the difference in the pitch curves of
these two instructions became more distinct. Most teachers started to repeat the instructions, e.g., "ueueue..." and
"shitashita..." The former was audible as one long, continuous voice, while the latter sounded like m a n y choppy
utterances (see therightside of Figure 4).
Here, the operator learned to recognize the type of instructions according to the differed sounds. At the same
time, subjects were ready to m a k e her/his paddle actions
correspond to them. The operator then started exploring this correspondence by trial and error. If the operator succeeded in hitting die ball, even by chance, s/he
learned to associate the given instruction with her/his last
action. The teacher elicited a correct response by using
higher vocal tones (depicted in the circle in Figure 6).
W h e n the pitch at a certain point in a series of teaching voices was about 20 [Hz] higher than the pitch at the
onset, and w h e n this higher pitch continued for at least
500 [msec], the operators intuitively recognized this as a
warning from the teacher. Specifically, w h e n the operator
heard instructions delivered at a higher pitch, s/he recognized that her/his current action was wrong and modified
it accordingly. Therefore, high-pitched vocalizations in
Phase 1 served as a negative reinforcement of the operator's last action. The operators thus learned to compre-
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hend the teacher's instructions by reinforcement learning
based on a positive reward (hitting the ball) and a negative one (hearing a high-pitched voice).
Learning to recognize the instructions during Phase 1
w a s due not only to the teacher's efforts but also to the
operator's action. T h e actions of operators on the successful teams were initially reluctant, concentrated on
inferring the teachers' intentions from the given instructions. T h e operators started reacting actively after they
inferred the intentions. Their actions thus indicated their
comprehension of the given instructions. T h e operators
on the unsuccessful teams were also reluctant at the beginning of the experiment, but over time they started
moving actively, even though n o instructions had been
given: the operators seemed to disregard the instructions.
In this case, the operator's actions did not indicate any
comprehension of the instructions.
Although at a first glance it seems that meaning acquisition w a s achieved only by the operator adapting to the
teacher's instructions, the teacher actually changed the
instructions and method of delivery based on the operator's comprehensions, which w a s judged from the operator's reaction. T h e subjects actually learned to respond more appropriately to each other's behavior, so
that meaning acquisition w a s a mutual adaptation pro-

In this "Pong" game experiment, learning to recognize
the direction instruction was not sufficient for achieving a high score. The distance information was also
needed to consistently hit the ball with the paddle. O f
the nine teams that learned to recognize the direction instructions, four were able to recognize the distance instructions. These four teams exhibited two distinct approaches to learning to recognize distance instructions.
O n e team used the "stop" instruction, and three teams
did not.
"Stop" Instruction Used O n e team developed a comm o n understanding of the "stop" instruction before developing one for direction instructions. The sound of
"stop" has a short, skipping sound, so it was not difficult for the operator to understand this literally as "stop".
This team then developed a c o m m o n imderstanding of
direction instruction, like the repetitive "ueueue..." for
m o v e right and "shitashita..." for move left. In the case
of using of "ue", the teacher had to give repetitive instructions; otherwise the independent usage of "uc" was
recognized as a choppy sound, meaning the opposite
(left, "hidari") direction. Therefore, the instruction to
m o v erighthad to be repetitively elongated to avoid confusion with the usage of independent "ue". Otherwise,
the operator tended to go past the teacher's intended position. W h e n this "overrun" problem occurred, the teacher
started saying "ueueue, stop, shitashita" to bring the operator back to the intended position. Finally, w h e n the
teacher said "stop" after a repetitive "ueueue...", the operator immediately reversed direction so as not to overrun the teacher's intended position. Thus, the operator
took the "stop" instruction as the literal meaning or as
meaning "go left". This is a typical example of mutual
adaptation in this experiment.
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"Stop" Initruction Not Used The three teams that did
not use the "stop" instruction learned to recognize direction instructions in a manner similar to that of the
other team. In a typical case, after teaching the operator
to learn to recognize direction instructions, the teacher
pitched her/his voice higher at the onset of utterance and
lower at the end, i.e., the intonation decreased, as shown
on the left side of Figure 7. W h e n the distance from the
paddle appeared to the teacher to be too short, the teacher
gradually increased the pitch at the end of the utterance.
Specifically, the teacher increased the pitch at the end of
the instructions utterance when a long distance appeared
to be needed (see the right side of Figure 7), whereas
s/he reduced it when the distance appeared to be short.
In this way, the teacher controlled the operator's action
by increasing or decreasing the pitch at the end of the instruction utterance. High-pitched utterances spurred the
operator's actions, which can be broadly interpreted as
drawing the operator's attention to her/his actions.
Even among the nine teams w h o learned to recognize
the direction instructions, five were unable to learn to
recognize the distance instructions. The teachers on the
successftil teams came torealizethat repetitive instructions were important to learning to recognize the direction instructions. They did this by observing the operators' actions. The teachers on the unsuccessful teams
apparently did not came to this realization and were thus
perplexed w h e n the operators headed in the opposite direction w h e n an "ue" instruction was given.
Comparison of the successful teams with the unsuccessful ones in the two meaning acquisition phases
showed that the team members had to learn to respond
appropriately to one another's behaviors to acquire a high
score. The series of dynamic behaviors shown by the
successful teams can be regarded as mutual adaptation.
Three points in particular were observed for the successful teams.

Discussion
Effects of Adjusting Teacliing Strategy

In this experiment, w e observed a mutual adaptation process: the two members (the teacher and operator) learned
to respond more appropriately to each other's behaviors.
This study did not, however, consider h o w substantial
differences between dynamic and static teaching strategies affect the meaning acquisition process. The actual
effects of the teacher's dynamic instructions on meaning acquisition are thus unclear. W e plan to investigate this effect by carrying out additional experiments
in which w e will control the behavior of the teachers. In
any case, w e observed that the teachers on the successful teams adjusted their teaching strategy according to
the operator's comprehension of the given instructions.
This observed behavior differs from one-directional, or
fragmented communication aspect, such as that in the
code model of Shannon & Weaver (1949). Wiener et
al. (1972) argued that a symbol exchange model, which
is a code model, is a primitive model of communication.
Sperber and Wilson (1986) refiited this argument and argued instead that their "relevance theory" is a primitive
model of communication. Although this theory might
approach the essence of h u m a n communications and thus
overcome the bottleneck of the code model: inferences in
this theory can only be m a d e using simple "deductive"
inference rules (Kimura, 1997). Therefore, this theory
is equivalent to the code model if w e regard the inference "rules" as a complicated "code". This theory, moreover, has another problem: technical terms in the theory
are not cotmected through physical existence. These unsolved problems reduce the theory's ability to explain actual communications.
In our experiment, it seemed at first that only the operator adapted to the teacher's behavior, because only the
teacher could give spoken instructions. However, during
the process of establishing communication, w e observed
that not only did the operator adapt to the teacher's be1. The use of a high-pitched voice by the teacher causedhavior, the teacher adapted to the operator's behavior.
the operator to iiruncdiately focus on her/his action.
While it is not u n c o m m o n for a teacher, w h o is a usually an information transmitter, to sometimes become an
2. The operator learned to recognize the teacher's in- information receiver, in our experiment, the transmitting
and receiving occurred simultaneously. This observed
structions by reinforcement learning composed of a
phenomenon cannot be explained by the code model.
positive reward (hitting the ball) and a negative one
Thus, the results of our experiment suggest that the actual
(hearing a high-pitched voice).
communication process cannot be expressed using a onedirectional communication view like the code model. In3. During the meaning acquisition process, mutual adap- stead, a mutual ad^tive view that cannot be decoded into
tation was observed. That is, team members learned to
one-directional relationships is needed.
respond more appropriately to each other's behaviors.
Effects of Paralanguage Information
Thus, paralanguage information functioned as a negative reward in the reinforcement learning process, and the
teacher's adjustment in teaching strategy was observed as
a mutual adaptation process. Paralanguage information
and adjustment in teaching strategy thus play important
roles in learning to recognize unknown teaching utterances.
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In this experiment, w e observed that the use of a highpitched voice by the teacher caught the operator's attention. In general, the pitch of a speech sound decreases as
the utterance draws to the end. If the pitch deviates from
this pattern, the listener immediately catches the change.
The observed function of the high-pitched voice in our
experiment can be explained by this "prominence mech-

anism." Each team, regardless whether it was successful
or not, actually made use of this function, which might
be a universal trait among humans.
A n infants' salient attention to a motherese voice, as
revealed in various cognitive development studies, suggests that sensitivity to prosodic infonnation is either
an innate function or is learned just after birth. From
our results, it might be said that infants react to the
prosodic information in the caregiver's speech, not to
the phoneme information. The meaning acquisition process observed in our experiment can be regarded as
reinforcement learning with multiple-rewards, and the
high-pitched voice among the various types of prosodic
information fiinctioned as one of two rewards. That
is, prosodic information affects the meaning acquisition
process at some basic levels. Thus, it can be assumed that
the infants' language acquisition process and the meaning acquisition process in our experiment are similar in
both depend on receiving prosodic information before
acquiring the actual meanings of speech or teachings.
Further research should reveal how this assumption is related to the language acquisition processes.
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can serve in a precise w a y in the development of a
cumulative representation of the content of an ongoing
We propose that qualitative physics can provide an important
discourse."
component of natural language semantics. Specifically, w e
This paper is afirststep in linking these investigations.
describe how qualitative process theory can be recast in terms
W e propose that qualitative process theory (Forbus 1984)
of frame semantics, as used in the Berkeley FrameNet project.
can provide such a knowledge representation language for
This reformulation is important because it could allow the
aspects of frame semantics concerned with continuous
techniques of qualitative reasoning to be harnessed for nahiral
pmrameters and continuous causation. Q P theory concerns
language understanding and it expands the range of
the structure of a class of physical theories, and has been
phenomena that can l>e described in N L senumtics. W e show
successfiiUy used in a variety of reasoning systems (Forbus,
diat these ideas can account for a large percentage of a small
1996). T h e hypothesis is that m a n y mental models of
corpus of explanatory text, and that they support the
physical phenomena can be expressol in this formalism,
construction of Q P models from such texts.
Q P theory has been used to develop a wide range of models
of phenomena, including economic and medical models in
Introduction
addition to physical models. This makes it an excellent
Understanding the semantics of natiual language is a central
candidate for a component in a larger system of natural
problem in cognitive science. Such an understanding must
language semantics.
connect fundamentals of our conceptual structure to their
W e begin by building a theoretical bridge between Q P
theory and frame semantics, as exemplified in FrameNet.
realizations in linguistic forms, and thus must draw upon
bodi insights about language and about conceptual structure.
W e briefly review the relevant aspects of Q P theory and
Significant progress is being m a d e on the language side,
show h o w they can be recast in terms of frame semantics.
with projects such as FrameNet (Fillmore et al 2001) This recasting provides a means for defining frames for
developing broad systems that capture aspects of the physical processes and relationships involving continuous
meaning of words and linguistic constructions in terms of
parameters. W e illustrate h o w these ideas can be used to
frame semantics (Fillmore & Atkins, 1994). Significant
extend a natural language semantics by an analysis of flow.
progress is also being m a d e on understanding aspects of
With the theoretical bridge in place, w e provide enqiirical
h u m a n conceptual structure, for example, the work carried
support for it via a corpus analysis of an explanatory text.
out in the qualitative reasoning community. Qualitative
This analysis provides evidence concerning two questions.
reasoning focuses on the representations necessary to reason
First, w e explore h o w m u c h of the explanation these frames
about the physical world, ranging from everyday
can account for. Second, w e analyze whether a qualitative
phenomena to the work of scientists and engineers. While
model can be reconstructed from the text using ttiese
m a n y Q R efforts are aimed at ^plications, some efforts are
frames. Finally, w e discuss some n e w issues raised by this
aimed directly at modeling human reasoning about physical
approach and plans for future work.
systems (cf Brcdeweg & Schut, 1991; Kuipers & Kassirer
1984; Kuipers et al 1988; Foibus & Gentner 1986, 1997).
Qualitative physics in frame semantics
Ultimately these two lines of investigation, natural language
W e begin by recasting Q P theory in terms of frame
semantics and the understanding of h u m a n conceptual
semantics, as used in FrameNet. W e review the ontological
structures, need to join forces. In the words of the assumptions underiying Q P theory and their implications for
FrameNet team': "In the end it will be necessary to express
the organization of the frame system. Next w e discuss
frame notions in some formal knowledge-representation
physical processes and their occurrences, followed by an
language which will allow valid inferences to be drawn
analysis of h o w qualitative mathematics is expressed. W e
from frame semantic representations of sentences, or which
conclude this section by showing that this analysis is
compatible with analyses of overtyping phenomena already
in FrameNet.
' The FrameNet project's home is the International Computer
Science Institute in Berkeley, CA. A detailed description of the
project can be found at http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet
Abstract
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Ontological assumptions
In Q P theory, physical changes in continuous properties are
caused by physical processes. Examples of physical
processes include kinds of flows (e.g., heat, liquid, gas),
phase changes (boiling, freezing), and some aspects of
motion. Ontologically, physical processes serve as the
mechanisms of physical causality: All naturally occuning
changes (and m a n y of the indirect effects of the actions of
agents) are ultimately caused by the activity of one or more
physical processes. Instances of physical processes exist
when an appropriate configuration of participants occurs.
Such process instances are active over any span of time for
which their cortditions hold. W h e n a process instance is
active, its consequences hold. For example, two thermal
entities (i.e., having the continuous property heat) that are
thermally in contact giveriseto two instances of heat flow,
one in each potential direction. Whether or not either of
these is active depends in turn on the relative temperatures
between the two bodies.
The consequences of a physical process are of three types.
First, there are direct influences that represent the direct
effects that a physical process has on the world. For
example, heat flow causes the heat of the source of the flow
to decrease while increasing the heat of the destination.
Second, there are other dynamical properties defined,
including new parameters and causal laws, which describe
h o w changes propagate through continuous properties. For
example, the rate at which heat flows is a continuous
property, and it is determined by the difference between the
temperatures. Third, other properties that hold while the
process is occurring, such as appearance information, can be
consequences. In everyday boiling, for instance, one
typically sees bubbles.
T w o key conceptual advances in qualitative modeling are
the insights that (1) m a n y important kinds of reasoning
about dynamical systems can be done without numerical
information or mathematical models and (2) qualitative
relationships can be formulated which explicitly capture
patterns of human causal reasoning.
These causal
connectives are summarized below; see (Forbus 1984) for
details. The values of continuous parameters tend to be
expressed in comparative terms, via ordinal relationships
constraining a parameter with respect to other relevant
properties. If an object participates in process instances of
heat flow, for example, then its temperature is defined in
terms of its relationships with the temperatures of the other
objects participating in those heat flows.
This summary highlights three important properties of Q P
theory that makes it potentially a valuable component of
natural language semantics. First, the notion of physical
process it defines is psychologically plausible. Descriptions
of physical processes are abundant in language conceming
physical phenomena, and are routinely used in metaphors
(cf Lakeoff 1980, Gentner et al 2001). Second, the causal
account Q P theory provides is consistent with h u m a n causal
explanations in most physical domains (Forbus & Gentaer
1986, 1997). Third, the abstract level of information that
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qualitative representations support seems a naturalfitfor the
level of specificity commonly found in natural language
descriptions of physical principles and situations. O n e does
not need to understand differential equations or carry out
detailed simulations to understand physical metaphors ("her
anger mounted until she boiled over").
Recall that in fiame semantics, meaning is expressed in
terms of systems of structured representations, frames,
whose parts (called frame elements, abbreviated F E ) are
bound to parts of a text and have associated with them
inferences that provide meaning (Fillmore & Atkins, 1994).
The packaging of physical knowledge and principles in Q P
theory (inspired in part by Minsky's (1975) notion of
frames) suggests a natural alignment with frame semantics.
There is a basic physical process frame, whose structure
provides the fundamental aspects of physical processes.
Subframes describe particular categories of physical
processes, with differences in their participants and
consequences being the differentia that set them apart.
Instances of these frames are combined with flames from
other aspects of the semantics to create the flame system
describing the meaning of a text. T h e qualitative causal
mathematics of Q P theory is expressed through another
collection of frames. In addition to their role in physical
process descriptions, these qualitative causal flames can be
used for other domains with continuous parameters, such as
economics or metaphorical extensions of physical concepts.
The next three subsections outline these frame systems.
Processes and their occurrences
The PhysicaiProceas frame involves four types of FEs:
• Participant specifies one of the participants in the
physical process. Example: in "Heat flows from the hot
brick to the cool room", "hot brick" and "cool room" are
Participants in an instance of the HeatFlow flame.
•
Condition specifies one of the conditions imder which
the process is active. Example: in "Heat flows from one
place to another because the temperature of the two places is
different." the condition is the difference in temperature
values (see ordinals below)
• Status specifies whether or not the process is active.
Example: In "The radiator leak was stemmed by shoving a
cloth into it." The word stemmed suggests that a flow which
was enabled is n o w stopped. W e say that the status is
active w h e n the process is occurring, and inactive otherwise.
•
Consequence specifies one of the direct consequences
of the physical process. Example: In "Water flooded into
the room when the valve broke." the liquid flow into the
room has as one of its consequences an increase in the
amount of water in the room.
These fiame elements can be directly mapped to the formal
models that Q P theory supports. For a process type or
instance, the set of participants collectively define the
collections of entities it occurs among. The union of the
conditions is the set of conjuncts that comprise the
necessary and sufficient conditions for it to be active. The

set of fillers for the consequences FEs constitute its direct
consequences.
Our analysis of the syntactic realizations of these frame
elements, and the others ref>orted here, is work in progress,
and w e plan to analyze a m u c h larger corpus to ensure that
our results are robust. That, plus space limitations, will
limit our discussion of syntactic realizations to a few stable
highlights. N o u n phrases that serve as the primary actor and
object in a sentence tend to be participants, e.g., in " A hot
brick loses heat to a cool room." "Hot brick" and "cool
room" are participants. Certain frame elements already used
in other FrameNet frames, e.g., source and Destination,
tend to be participants w h e n a physical process is the actor.
The patterns that indicate conditions include "condition
causes Process", "Process OCCurs w h e n Condition.", and
"Process depends on condition." For consequences, there
are two cases: influences and other consequences.
Influences are discussed below. The other consequences,
since they can range over almost any physical statement in
principle (e.g., appearances, sounds, etc.), are difficult to
characterize concisely. Example indicators are occurrences
of die FrameNet FEs of Manner and Result.
Parameters and values
Continuous properties are represented by the Quantity
frame, which has the following elements:
•
Entity specifies what this property is a property of
Typically this is unique.
Example: "brick" in "the
tcnpcrature of the brick"
•
QuantityType sp)ecifies the kind of parameter that this
is. Example: "temperature" in "temperature of the brick."
•
Value specifies the numerical value of the property.
This F E is optional. Exan^le: " 3 " in "3 liters of water".
•
Units specifies the physical units of the property. This
F E is optional. Example: "kilograms" in "3 kilograms of
lead".
D s specifies h o w the parameter is changing and stands for
"sign of the derivative". This F E is optional. Example: In
"The temperature is increasing." the sign is expressed by the
word "increasing" which would be mapped to the value of
1. While syntactic realizations for quantity types, values and
imits are fairly obvious, Ds manifests itself in the text m a n y
different ways, e.g. -1 could show up as "falling",
"decreasing", etc.
Values and units are oftai not explicitly stated or even
filled in via default, but db and comparative statements
about values are conunon. These are expressed via the
Ordinal frame, which has the following FEs:
•
Ql, Q 2 specify the quantities being compared. Either is
optional. Example: "the coffee's temperature".
•
OrdReln specifies the relationship between the values
of the quantities. It must be one of <, >, =, S, <,, =. ^, sameorder, or negligible. Example: In "Evaporation can be
ignored" the word "ignored" refers to a negligible ordRein
of the rate of an evaporation process compared to other
processes being described.
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Ordinal relations provide a useful qualitative notion of value
because they often serve as conditions for physical
processes and states (e.g., flows occur when a driving
parameter is unequal, equilibriums occur when opposing
effects are equal). Syntactic realizations of ordinals are
usually described via explicit comparisons (e.g., "qi is
greater than q2") or as some type of comparative
construction. O n e very c o m m o n pattern is the use of
ordered dimensional adjectives to set up a tacit comparison.
For instance, from "hot brick" and "cool room", one knows
an ordinalrelationshipinvolving their temperature due to
the meanings of "hot" and "cool".
Qualitative mathematics and causality
The causalrelationshipsbetween quantities are expressed
via a qualitative mathematics that supports partial
information about the nature of the connections between
them. The basic frame is the influence, whose FEs are
•
Constrained specifies the dependent quantity, i.e., the
effect.
•
Constrainer specifies the independent quantity, i.e., a
proximal cause for the constrained quantity.
• Sign specifies the direction, which can be + or -. It is
expressed by words such as "up", "down", "greater",
"more", "less" etc.
There are two subframes of the influence frame,
Directinfiuence and Qprop. These correspond to the Q P
theory primitives I+/I- and «:Q+y«Q. respectively (Foibus
1984). While the two subfiiunes share frame elements, the
underlying semantics is quite different. For direct
influences, the constrainer is combined via addition to other
constrainers to determine (qualitatively) the derivative of
the constrained quantity, and the sign indicates whether it is
a positive or negative contribution to that sum. For oprop,
the Constrained is functionally dep>endent on the
Constrainer, and perhaps on other properties as well, with
the sign indicating whether the dependence is increasing or
decreasing monotonic. This is the weakest distinction that
enables changes to be propagated through causal laws.
A s their c o m m o n - heritage suggests, in some cases the
syntactic realizations of these two kinds of influences can be
quite close. However, m a n y cases are straightforward.
S o m erealizationsfor Qprop include "constrained depends
on Constrainer." and "A» Constrainer Ds, Constrained
Ds." For example, "As the air temperature goes up, the
relative humidity goes d o w n " is clearly a Qprop, with
Constrained = "relative humidity", constrainer = "air
temperature", and sign = -.
Syntactic realizations for Directinfiuences are more
complex. In advanced texts one can find patterns such as
"The rate of constrained depends on constrainer." but
they do not seem c o m m o n . In everyday texts explicit
discussions of rates seem even rarer.
Instead,
Directinfiuences tend to occur in larger-scale patterns,
often tied to a generalized notion of motion. For example,
"Most water in the air comes from evaporation." is a

Direct Influence, with Constrained " "water in the uir",
conatrainer = "[rate of] evaporation" and sign " +.'
Compatibility with existing frame semantics
O n e implication for semantics is that, in addition to the
frames associated with Q P theory per se, there will be a
collection of subframes corresponding to particular kinds of
physical phenomena, such as flows, motion, and phase
changes. A n d indeed FrameNet already has an existing
analysis of motion that is compatible with Q P theory. The
FEs of Theme, Source, Goal, and Path are finer-grained
distinctions of the F E Participant in the general
PhysicalProcesi frame. In Q P theory models of this kind
of motion (cf. Forbus 1984), there is a quantity Position
that is referenced to the Path from source to Goal. A
Directinfiuence frame with Constrained = Position and
Conatrainer = Velocity is a Consequence of the Motion
frame. A n ordinal fiTune with Q1 = velocity, Q2 = zero,
and ordRein = * is the Condition for the Motion frame.
This compatibility is encouraging, since it means that the
implications that can be drawn fh>m qualitative reasoning
could be made available in service of natural language
understanding.

scientific perspective (e.g., heat is not a substance), but m a y
be literal from a c o m m o n sense perspective, depending on
the language user's mental models. Fiowstuff must be
continuous in nature (hence piowq must exist, even if not
explicitly mentioned) for the idea of flow to m a k e sense.
There are two condition FEs for plow. The first is an
ordinal, i.e., that the FiowQ(Fiowsource(Fiow)) is greater
than FiowQ(FlowDest (Plow)). The second is that FiowPath
not be blocked. The nature of being blocked depends on the
subframe of Plow. For instance, a stopper can block liquid
fiow, but heat can still pass.
Flow has three conaequence FEs: a Quantity whose
QuantityType is Rate, and two Directinfiuence frames,
constraining the fiowq of Fiowsource and FlowDest via
Rate (Flow) with the tqipropriate signs.
More sophisticated versions of this basic pattern are
c o m m o n in qualitative modeling; e.g., therateis typically a
function of the difference between the driving quantities,
and also depends on path properties. Such elaborations do
commonly appear in explanatory texts, and consequently the
ability of qualitative modeling to support such incremental
elaboration, which can be done via additional Qprop frames
in this case, provides a necessary source of representational
flexibility for natural language semantics.

Example: An analysis of flow
Some empirical evidence

Next w e present an analysis of an important frame for
physical phenomena, flow. W e start with well-worked out
ideas in the qualitative physics literature, using the
framework above to recast them into frame semantics. This
frame is used in our corpus analysis below.
The general Flow frame
The model of flow w e are starting with is based on those in
Forbus (1984).
Several of the frame elements are
specializations of Participant:
• FlowSource specifies the starting region of the flow.
• FlowDest specifies the region where what is flowing
ends up.
• FlowPalh specifies the path along which the flow
occurs
These FEs determine the overall type of flow occurring:
• FlowDrtver specifies the intensive quantity (e.g.,
something like pressure or temperature) whose
difference at source and destination drives the flow.
• F l o w Q specifies the extensive quantity (e.g., something
like mass or heat) that is directly influenced by the
flow. Optional.
• F/ow^/M^specifies the "stuff" which is considered to be
flowing. C^tional.
Typically texts mention either fiowq or Fiowstuf f but not
bo^. M a n y uses of the Flow frame are metaphorical from a
^ Note that 'from evaporation' refers to an internal quantity of a
process (i.e. the evaporation rate), not to a participant (as in 'from
the ocean'). The latter would be marked as a source, not as a
cons trainer.
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U p to n o w w e have been concerned with expressing the
concepts of Q P theory in Frame Semantics, showing h o w
they can fit into this larger system and some of their
syntactic realizations in English. Here w e examine the
utility of doing this, in two ways. First, w e turn the question
around: H o w much do these ideas contribute to
understanding the semantics of texts involving the physical
world? Second, can w e use these ideas to reconstruct from
an explanatory text the physical ideas being communicated?
W e examine each in turn.
H o w far can a QP-based frame semantics go in
accounting for the semantics of explanatory texts? O n e way
to answer this question is to analyze a corpus of physical
explanations, and see whatflectionof the sentences require
the frames of Q P theory (and flames for mental models
expressed in Q P theory) for their interpretation. W e have
done this by using four chapters of a book on solar energy.
Sun U p to Sun D o w n (Buckley, 1979). W e chose this book
because it is very clearly written, and w e have been using it
for a source of examples in other projects, since it uses both
diagrams and analogies heavily. W e chose chapters 2
through 5 because they provide a basic exposition of heat,
temperature, and types of heat flow.
Our analysis method was this. T w o evaluators familiar
with the theory independently scored each sentence. Then

' As additional corpus material, w e have selected a college
textbook on the weaAer as well as a children's book on weather,
but while these have served as a source of data for our analysis of
syntactic realizations, the results in this sectibn are based only on
the Buckley text.

they compared their results, discussing divergences until
they c a m e to agreement.
W e looked at the linguistic realizations of physical
processes in the text. Based on the Q P frame semantics, w e
defined nine types of information about processes: the
process n a m e (P), information about subclasses of a process
(i.e. a specialization) (SC), participants (PA), about
conditions: antecedent activations ( A A ) , antecedent ordinal
relations ( A O ) , antecedent relations ( A R ) , andfinallyabout
consequences: indirect influences (CII), direct influences
(CDI), and consequence relations other than influences
(CR).* Multiple pieces of information can appear within a
single sentence, so w e scored number of phrases of
particular types in addition to the number of sentences that
they occurred in. Sentences can contain multiple types of
information, so the same sentence can appear in multiple
categories. W e also distinguished between information
from examples (identified through a preliminary analysis)
and general information, since w e have hypothesized
(Fotbus & Gentner, 1997) that c o m m o n sense physics arises
from
within-domain analogies involving concrete
descriptions. Tables 1 (general information) and 2
(exemplar-specific information) s h o w our results.
Type
P SC
«Sen<eocet 10 1
«Phruc<
11 4

PA
8
14

AA
15
16

AO
5
5

AR
1
1

OR
9
18

CDI
8
16

CU

Type
#Semence»
»?bma

PA
28
74

AA AO
IS 6
15 7

AR
5
5

CR
26
53

CDI
19
38

CII
14
17

'' 1
18
1
Table 1: General (Utements using Q P theory concepts

P SC
26 0
26 0

Table 2: Use of Q P theory concepts in examples.
The data shows that the exemplar-specific data contains
more than twice the number of processes, about five times
the number of participants and a lot more information about
the consequences of the mentioned processes. However, the
amount of information about the conditions of a process
(categories A A , A O , and A R ) is nearly the same. A s
expected, any information about specialization of processes
( S Q is only found in the general information.
W h a t kind of coverage does Q P theory provide? O f the
216 sentences, 94 of them mention at least one element
from the Q P frame system proposed here. That means that
Q P theory can account for rou^ly 4 3 % of these chapters.
Let us turn to the second question, the reconstruction of a
Q P domain theory from the fiume semantics that one might
get from analyzing a text. Again w e rely on Chapters 2
through 5 of Buckley (1979). These chapters yield six
physical processes: General models of heat flow and volume
* Although the information involved in these categories has
varying complexity, e.g., influences and ordinal relations are more
complex than the process or participant names, w e do not impose
any ordering or weighting on these pieces of information.
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flow (e.g., liquid flow), and four subclasses of heat flow
(conduction, convection, radiation, and transport). Using
this data and the information about the constituents of
processes it contains, w e attempted to manually reconstruct
the models of the underlying physical processes. Figure 1
shows the reconstructed model of the generic heat flow
process. O n e piece of infonnation in Figure 1 marked with
a star was not part of any general description of the heat
flow process but originated from infonnation about sp)ecific
examples. It was generalized and included into the generic
process model. B y combining infomiation frt)m specific
examples with general information, reasonable Q P theory
process descriptions of each were obtained.
These results are very encouraging. The fi^me semantics
based on Q P theory provides significant coverage of this
corpus. The aspects that are not related to Q P theory are not
themselves physical laws or behaviors per se, but require
frames of the types that would be found in other kinds of
texts. Thus these results suggest that the frame semantics
w e propose using Q P theory could play a useftil role in a
broad system of natural language semantics.
Discussion
This paper argues that qualitative physics, specifically Q P
theory, can be used as a component in a system of natural
language semantics. W e outlined h o w Q P theory can be
recast in terms of Fillmore's frame semantics, as used in the
FrameNet project. The constructs of Q P theory can be
recast in terms of a collection of flames and subframes,
which can be used to describe m a n y causal mental models
found in explanatory texts. A s the syntactic realizations of
these frames arefiirtherworked out, w e believe that they
will be a valuable extension to FrameNet semantics.
In addition to broadening the coverage of FrameNet to
include a wide range of continuous phenomena and systems,
our extension also grounds these n e w frames in terms of a
well-worked out knowledge representation formalism
capable of supporting qualitative reasoning. The
compatibility of existing FrameNet motion descriptions with
this model, and our analysis of a Q P model of flow in frame
semantics, lends support to our claim that this recasting of
qualitative modeling can productively extend frame
semantics for natural language.
The corpus analysis presented suggests that this extension
can be useful, since 4 3 % of the material in sample chapters
from a typical science book can be captured in terms of
them. Moreover, our analysis suggests that these frames
could be composed to construct domain theories of a kind
aheady used in qualitative reasoning.
Our results suggest that Q P frame semantics can indeed
play an important role in natural language semantics for
physical texts. M o r e investigation is needed on several
questions, including:
•
W e want to refine our estimates of coverage by
analyzing a larger corpus with a broader range of materials.
These analyses are impractical by hand, so w e are exploring
the use of automated tools for subsequent analyses.
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Forbus, K. & Gentner, D. (1986). Causal reasoning about
• The same Q P analysis used for literal language could be
quantities. Proceedings of the Eighth annual conference
used to improve the productive understanding of many
of the Cognitive Science Society, Amherst, Mass.,
metaphors. For example, the FrameNet analysis of heat in
August, 1986.
the emotional domain has tied to it the lemma boil directly. Forbus, K. & Gentner, D. (1997). Qualitative mental
If Q P representations for heat, heat flow, and boiling were
models: Simulations or memories? Proceedings of the
used instead, one could infer that making someone angry for
Eleventh International Workshop on Qualitative
longer could lead to boiling, and that if someone had
Reasoning, Cortona, Italy.
"boiled over", stjuting a heat flow with them as the source, Gentner, D., Bowdle, B., Wolff, P., & Boronat, C. (2001).
could "cool them off".
Metaphor is like analogy. In D. Gentner, K. J. Holyoak, &
B. N. Kokinov (eds.) The analogical mind: Perspectives
• A fascinating set of questions arises from crossfrom cognitive science. Cambridge, M A : M I T Press, 199linguistic comparisons. Are these ideas bundled up in the
253
same way in all languages, or are they realized very
Imai, M., & Gentaer, D. (1993). Linguistic relativity vs.
differently (e.g., Bowerman's (1996) cross-linguistic
universal ontology: Cross-linguistic studies of the
analysis of spatial prepositions, Talmy's (1985) crossobject/substance distinction. Proceedings of the Chicago
linguistic ansdysis of verb semantics, and Imai and
Linguistic Society.
Centner's (1993) analysis of the mass/count distinction)?
Kuipers, B. J. & Kassirer, J. P. (1984). Causal reasoning in
analysis of a protocol. Cognitive Science 8:
Another goal of our analysis is synthesis, i.e., to createmedicine:
a
363-385.
habitable controlled language that can be used in natural
Kuipers, B. J., Moskowitz, A. J. & Kassirer, J. P. (1988).
language processing systems that communicate with people
Critical decisions under uncertainty: representation and
about the physical world more fluently. Such software
structure Cognitive Science 12: 177-210, 1988.
could be invaluable in creating new kinds of intelligent
Lakeoff, G. & Johnson, M . (1980). Metaphors we live by.
software, such as tutoring systems and monitoring systems.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Minsky, M . (1975). A framework for representing
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Abstract

interventional learning, and whether people represent
their interventions in the manner suggested by this
normative account.

The central aims of this experiment were to compare
observational and interventional learning of a simple
causal chain, and to ascertain whether people represent
their interventions in accordance with the normative
model proposed by Pearl (2000). In the observation
condition people treated putative causes as independent,
and systematically selected the wrong model. In the
intervention condition performance improved, in
particular greater sensitivity was shown to the relevant
conditional independencies. However, participants'
likelihood judgments approximated the observed
frequencies rather thanreflectingthe appropriate causal
model.

Causal Models
The causal model framework offers a method for
representing causal knowledge and formal rules for
updating this knowledge in the light of either
observation or intervention. Central to this formalism is
the use of directed graphs to represent the mechanisms
that underpin our causal knowledge of a domain, and
the use of probability theory to reflect the uncertain and
defeasible nature of this knowledge.

Introduction
Our causal knowledge of the world is closely tied to our
ability to control or manipulate certain aspects of it. O n
the one hand, w e often learn about cause-effect
relations by observing the effects of our o w n
interventions (e.g., running controlled experiments). O n
the other, w e can exploit such knowledge by
manipulating the causes appropriate to our desired ends.
Further, our causal knowledge allows us to predict or
imagine the consequences of our actions, and is thus a
prerequisite for deliberative decision-making.
Given the central role that intervention plays in
causal reasoning, it has received scant attention in most
accounts of human causal learning. In part this is due to
the lack of a formal analysis of intervention, and the
failure of standard probability theory to distinguish
action fixjm observation (Pearl, 2000). These lacunas
appear to be addressed by a body of recent research in
AI, which provides a normative analysis of causal
inference and a formal means of representing the
difference between observation and intervention (e.g.,
Glymour, 2001; Pearl, 2000).
The formulation of a normative model is at best only
a first step towards an understanding of h o w people
acquire and employ causal knowledge. T h e current
experiment aims to gather some preliminary evidence
about the difference between observational and
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C[jronchife^

Figure I: A causal graph
A causal model is made up of a set of nodes, a set of
directed links between nodes, and a conditional
probability distribution for each node. T h e nodes
correspond to variables relevant to the domain (the preselection of which m a y be non-trivial); these m a y be
binary, or take on a range of values. The directed links
between variables correspond to the autonomous
mechanisms that are supposed to mediate between these
variables, and hence reflect the dependencies between
them.
A simple causal graph is depicted in Fig. I. In this
example the model is restricted to three binary
variables: Bronchitis, Cough, and Insomnia. There is
presumed to be one mechanism that leads from
Bronchitis to Cough, and another that leads from Cough
to Insomnia.
Typically the dependencies between variables are
probabilistic - reflecting either the incompleteness of
the causal model or genuine noise. This uncertainty is
represented by conditional probability distributions for
each node (referred to as the parameterization of the

graph). Thus in our simple example the strength of
dependency between Bronchitis and Cough is
represented by two conditional probabilities - the
probability of Cough given Bronchitis, and the
probability of Cough given no Bronchitis. A high
probability for the former would correspond to the
belief that Bronchitis is very likely to cause Cough; a
high probability for the latter would correspond to the
belief that Cough is also very likely to be ©used by
other variables not represented in our simple model.
Given certain assumptions,' the structure of a causal
graph will fully capture the probabilistic dependencies
amongst all of the represented variables. A fundamental
relation here is that of 'screening off or conditional
independence. For any three variables A , B , C : A and B
are conditionally independent given C if P(y<|fi&C) =
V{A\C)\ once you know the value of C, learning the
value of B does not provide additional information
about A. One causal graph representation that implies
screening off is when C intercepts all directed paths
between A and B. Thus in the causal graph in Fig. 1, the
fact that the Cough node is in between the nodes for
Bronchitis and Insomnia implies that Bronchitis and
Insomnia are conditionally independent given Cough.
Once you know the value of Cough, learning the value
of Bronchitis tells you nothing more about the value of
Insomnia.
B y representing conditional independencies in this
way, causal graphs provide a powerful tool for
organizing knowledge, and for inferring the effects of
new observations. A s the graphs increase in size, these
independence relations can greatly simplify such
computations. For example, one could supplement the
simple model in Fig.l with a complex network of nodes
and links between Bronchitis and Cough, but so long as
the variable Cough still intercepts all links from
Bronchitis to Insomnia, knowledge of Cough is all one
needs to make inferences ibovA Insomnia.
Making inferences given new information
The structure of a causal graph, in combination with the
parameterization of its nodes, determines what
inferences w e can make on the basis of new
information. W h e n this information takes the form of
an observation, then Bayesian updating tells us h o w w e
ought to modify our probabilities. For example, given
the causal model in Fig. 1, if w e fmd out that Jim has a
cough, w e should increase (to some degree, depending
on the parameters) both the probability that Jim has
Bronchitis, and the probability hat he has Insomnia.
However, what if w e changed the value of Cough by
giving him a cough suppressant? Such an action
warrants a change in our belief that he has Insomnia,

but does not warrant any change in the probability w e
assign to him Ya\\n% Bronchitis.
More generally, the probabilistic inferences w e are
licensed to draw after observing the value of a variable
m a y not be the same as those after intervening to set
that variable to the same value. Bayesian updating,
indeed any formal probability model, fails to recognize
this. It docs not differentiate between observing and
acting. That is, the same conditional probability P(X|Y)
is used to represent the probability of X given that Y is
observed, and the probability of X given that w e do Y.
But these can be quite different, as our example
illustrates - the probability of Bronchitis given the
absence of a cough is distinct from the probability of
Bronchitis given that w e remove the cough.
The Representation of Intervention
O n e of the innovative features of the causal model
framework is that it proposes a normative account for
the representation of interventions, and for the
inferences that they license. In so doing, it formalizes
the difference between observation and intervention.
Pearl (2000) achieves this through the introduction of
the 'do(»y operator. In short, this amounts to
representing an intervention in terms of a minimal
modification of the causal graph. Thus a simple
intervention to set a variable to a particular value is
represented by the removal of all arrows into that
variable, without altering the other directed links in the
graph. The effects of the intervention are then
computable through Bayesian updating on this
'mutilated' graph.
T o illustrate using the graph in Fig.l, consider an
intervention (e.g., use of a cough suppressant) that sets
Cough to the value low. This leads to the modified
graph in Fig. 2: The directed link from Bronchitis to
Cough is deleted whilst the link from Cough to
Insomnia is left unchanged. In effect the intervention
amounts to placing the variable Cough under the
influence of a new mechanism that sets its value to low.

C!]jronchife^

Jnso(W_])
Set Cough = Low

Figure 2: Causal graph after intervention

This account provides a normative model for the
representation of both actual and
imagined
interventions, and tells us h o w these interventions will
(or would) affect the values of the other variables in the
system. In particular it dictates which probabilistic
inferences w e are entitled to make. Thus the modified
graph in Fig. 2 permits us to infer a lower probability of
' For example, the explicit representation of any variable that
Insomnia, but no change in the probability of
affects two or more other variables in the model.
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Bronchitis. T h e latter prohibition is reflected in Pearl's
terminology by the difference between ?{Bronchitis\
~ C o u g h ) and f{Bronchiiis\ doi-Cough)), and captures
the basic asymmetry of the cause-effect relation:
manipulating a cause can change an effect but not viceversa.

basis of observation alone, one must determine whether
or not bluned vision and headache are independent
given
high
wine
consumption
(conditional
independence would only hold if the data were
produced by the model on the right). This m a y require
m a n y observations and careful tracking of the relevant
relative frequencies.

Learning causal structure
The appropriate representation of intervention is not
just critical to predicting the effects of our actions; it is
also important for the discovery or learning of causal
structure. Causal models can be learned from explicit
instruction about h o w the world works, but w e can also
learn about causal structure through observation or
through intervention. These are not exclusive, but it is
useful to distinguish cases in which one is restricted to
observational data alone from those in which one also
has the opportimity to intervene.
Observational learning
The causal model literature in A I has developed various
algorithms for inferring causal structure from
observational data, m a n y of which exploit the
conditional dependencies encoded in the structure of a
causal graph. So far none of these have been proposed
as models of actual himian discovery, although they do
suggest some general principles that are relevant to
such enquiries. For example, the establishment of
conditional dependencies is a crucial starting point for
the construction of a causal graph, so it is important that
people are able to make judgments of conditional
dependence versus independence. In contrast, the
precise parameterization of those dependencies is not
always required to discover correct causal structure
Moreover, the graphical approach clarifies which
causal structures can be differentiated on the basis of
observational d a U alone. It establishes equivalence
classes of structures ("Markov equivalence") that share
conditional dependencies and are thus indistinguishable
on the basis of observation alone.^ For example, in a
model made up of just two nodes, A and B, ascertaining
their probabilistic dependence does not tell us whether
A causes B, otB auscsA.
Even if causal structures are from different Markov
equivalence classes, it might be difficult for people to
distinguish them on the basis of observational data.
Indeed, selecting between certain structures requires
careful tracking of observed frequencies and subtle
inferences based on what one would expect to see. For
example, consider the two possible causal structures
depicted in Fig. 3. In order to distinguish these on the

Whw

I

Vision

J

Blurred
Vision

Headache

<][]^dache^^
Figure 3: Two possible causal models

Interventional learning
Another w a y to learn about causal structure is to
actively interact with the system under study and to
observe the consequences. This seems to apply to the
infant playing with a n e w toy as m u c h as to the scientist
running controlled experiments. Whilst this is often
recognized as an important source of causal knowledge,
it has received less attention in the h u m a n causal
learning literature.^
Intuitively, the ability to intervene on a system
should facilitate our learning about its causal structure.
T o take the simplest example, consider two variables
that are k n o w n to be probabilistically dependent.
Assuming no other relevant variables, the direction of
this link can be determined by manipulating one of the
variables and observing whether or not the other also
changes. In a noisy system such learning m a y still
require multiple trials and sensitivity to tie observed
frequencies. But interventional learning has several
advantages over passive observation. Not only can it
help to determine the direction of the causal links, it
also allows selection of the kind of data to see, and thus
to test out critical relations between variables. For
example, let us return to the task of distinguishing
between the two possible causal models in Fig. 3. O n e
possible intervention is simply to drink a large amount
of wine and then keep your eyes closed. If you don't get
a headache, you can be reasonably sure that the chain
model is the correct one. If the system is rather noisy
you m a y have to repeat this experiment several times,

^ One important qualification here is in the case of gn^>hs in
which causal links are necessary but not sufficient; that is, for ^ The dominant approaches to human causal teaming (e.g.
a directed link from Ato B : \ > ?iB\A) > 0 and P(B[-A) = 0. Cheng, 1997; Dickinson, 2001; Shanks, 1995) concentrate on
observational learning.
Networks built from such links may be distinguishable even
though they arc Markov equivalent.
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but it will still lead to greater confidence than making
the distinction on the basis of observation alone.
Overview of Experiment
The central aims of this experiment were to compare
the observational and interventional learning of a
simple causal model, and to ascertain whether people
represent their interventions in accordance with the
normative model proposed by Pearl (2000). W e used a
typical observational learning paradigm (e.g. Shanks,
1995), but adapted it to include an interventional
learning condition and a model selection task. The
learning data were generated from a simple chain model
(see Fig. 4).
Learning performance was assessed both through a
model selection task and through the sensitivity of
people's probability judgments to the appropriate
conditional dependencies.

Temperature

Pressure

test trials. O n each trial they were shown the values of
the two relevant variables, and then clicked on a button
to view whether or not the outcome occurred. The
learning set was constructed according to a chain model
(see Fig. 4) and is shown in Table 1 (order of
presentation was randomized for each participant).
Table 1: Frequency of presented instances in
Observational Learning condition.
Temperature Pressure Rocket Launch No Prob
High
16
Yes
High
4
High
No
Hi^
High
0
Yes
Low
5
No
Low
High
0
Yes
Low
High
0
No
Low
High

Low
Low

Yes
No

Low
Low

0
25

0.32
0.08

0
0.1
0
0
0
0.5

Participants then proceeded to a test phase, in which
they m a d e various conditional likelihood judgments
(e.g., given that Temperature is high, and Pressure low,
what is the likelihood that the rocket launches?) plus a
model selection question. This question presented
participants with five candidate causal models - two
chains, two forks, and a collider (Fig. 5 shows one
model from each category) - and asked them to select
the model that they believed was most likely to have
produced the data.

Rocket
Launch

PfTemperature) = 0.5
P(Pressure | Temperature) = P(Rocket | Pressure) = 0.8
P(Pressure |-Temperature) = P(Rocket [-Pressure) = 0
Figure 4: Causal graph used to generate stimuli for both
observational and interventional tasks
Method

^^mp~~^—>^[^essure"

Participants. Thirty-three undergraduates from Brown
University received course credit for their participation.

a) Chain 2

Materials and procedure. Initial instructions to the
participants included an introduction to the notion of a
causal model with examples of five candidate models.
Each participant then completed both an observational
and an interventional learning task. T w o cover stories
were used, one for each task (task order and scenario
were counterbalanced across participants). Participants
were asked to imagine that they were space engineers
(chemists) running tests on a new rocket (perfume) in
order to discover the underlying causal structure. They
were told that previous tests had identified two
variables as relevant to the success of the test. In the
space engineer scenario the relevant variables were
Temperature (either high or low) and Pressure (either
high or low), and the outcome variable was whether or
not the rocket laimched. In the chemist scenario the
variables were Acid level (either high or low) and Ester
level (either high or low), and the outcome variable was
whether or not the perfume was produced. In the
observation task participants viewed the results of 50
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Pressure
Rocket
b) Forte 2

"([[[Rock^]^
C^^^PT^^^^y^^'^
c) Collider
Figure 5: Three models from the selection task
In the learning phase of the intervention task,
participants were able to set the value of one of the t w o
relevant variables. T h e y then viewed the resulting
values of the outcome variable and the variable they
had not intervened on. This learning set w a s generated
from a pseudo-random table constructed in accordance
with the s a m e chain model. After running 5 0 tests they

proceeded to an identical test phase as
observation task.

in the

substantially, and only 8 out of 33 participants judged
them equal.

Results a n d discussion
M o d e l Selection. The results for the model selection
task are shown in Fig. 6, with the correct chain model
designated as chain 2.* There were more correct model
selections in the intervention than in tie observation
condition. However, whilst the correct model was the
modal response in the intervention condition, overall
responses were not significantly different from the
uniform distribution (x^(4) = 2.91, ns.). B y contrast in
the observational condition there was an overwhelming
bias in favor of the collider (x^(4) = 40.79, p < 0.001).

^ 100 n

S

80-

8
S

605040-

ra

20-

D observe

P(R|T&P)
D observe
B intervene

• intervene

P(R|P)

Figure 7: M e a n conditional likelihood ratings for the
outcome variable R (rocket launch).

Compatibility of judgments with the do operator.
O n e w a y to assess the extent to which participants
represent their interventions in line with the do operator
is to look at their judgments of the likelihood that
Pressure was high given that Temperature was low,
V{P\-T). Recall that the correct judgment for this
likelihood is zero; Pressure is never high if
Temperature is low. However, when participants
intervene on the Pressure variable and set it to high
they temporarily break the link between Temperature
chain 1 chain 2 collider fork1
fbtkZ
and Pressure. In such cases the value of Temperature is
Figure 6: Model selection results in interventional and equally likely to be high or low (its base rate = 0.5). If
participants fail to represent their interventions
observational conditions (the correct model is chain 2).
appropriately, by not "mentally' removing the link from
Temperature to Pressure when they intervene on
Derived judgments of conditional independence. On
Pressure, they m a y en-oneously judge that ?{P\-T) > 0.
the model used to generate the learning set (see Fig. 4),
This is because 5 0 % of the time when they set Pressure
Temperature was independent of Rocket launch
high
they will observe Temperature as low. In other
conditional on Pressure, that is: ?(R\T&P) = P(/?|/').
words, they might fail to mark the distinction between
Participants' mean ratings for these two likelihoods are
action and observation.
shown in Fig. 7. N o significant difference ditained
T o test out this possfcility w e compared people's
between the two likelihoods in the intervention
judgments
for ?(/*[-7) with the relative frequencies
condition, suggesting that participants were sensitive to
they actually observed; i.e., with the proportion of times
this conditional independence. This is reinforced by the
they observed both low Temperature and high Pressure
fact that 19 out of 33 participants judged the two
(regardless
of whether they intervened on Temperature
likelihoods equal. This contrasts with the observation
or Pressure). A s shown in Fig. 8, participants' mean
condition, in which the mean likelihoods differed
judgments for ?(JP\-T) were very close to the
frequencies they observed, and significantly different
from the normative value of zero.
* One complication is that the chain model used to generate
the data is Markov equivalent to fork 2. However, although
not inconsistent with the observational data, this model
requires an idiosyncratic parameterization whereby one effect
(temperature) occurs more often than its sole cause (pressure).
Very few people chose this model in the observation
condition.
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Judged

P(P|T)

• Observed

P(P|~T)

Figure 8: M e a n likelihood ratings and observed relative
frequencies in the intervention condition.

This result could indicate a failure by participants to
implement the do operation when inferring the relation
between Pressure and Temperature. However, there are
alternative explanations for this finding. O n e possibility
is that participants interpreted the likelihood question in
terms of observational rather than interventional
probabilities, and accurately reported the relative
frequency with which low Temperature and high
Pressure co-occurred, regardless of whether they
believed that low Temperature would cause high
Pressure. This fits with numerous studies showing that
people encode the relative frequencies of events
automatically, and often use these as a basis for their
likelihood judgments (e.g.. Hasher & Zacks, 1984).
Second, on Pearl's account the notion of an
intervention is only well defined relative to a specific
causal model. Thus if people uphold an incorrect model
(as the majority of the participants did) they are
unlikely to give appropriate estimates for the
interventional probabilities. Moreover, even those
participants that do select the correct model will have
entertained various incorrect ones through the course of
learning, and it m a y be very hard for them to
retrospectively revise their prior observations.
Conclusions
This experiment demonstrated a contrast between
observational and interventional learning, both with
respect to people's model selection and their likelihood
judgments. Under observational learning, participants
exhibited a strong bias for the collider, despite the fact
that the variables they judged to be independent were
highly correlated in the data. This suggests that they
were engaged in predictive learning of the outcome
variable (e.g.. Rocket launch) on the basis of two
indicator cues (e.g., Temperature and Pressure),
effectively treating them as independent causes of the
outcome. This resonates with research on associative
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learning (e.g.. Shanks, 1995), and multiple cue
probability learning (e.g., H a m m o n d , 1996), where
models that assume the independence of causesfitthe
human data well. One factor likely to encourage this
kind of learning was the manner in which the data were
presented (e.g., indicator variables followed by
outcome variable).
Interventional learning increased sensitivity to the
appropriate conditional independencies and eliminated
the bias for the collider, but the effect on model
selection was not entirely beneficial. Although the
correct chain was the modal choice, the majority of
participants still chose the wrong model. Taken together
with the observational results this implies that
participants might have experienced too few trials to
confidently discriminate between the models.
Whatever the precise reasons for sub-optimal
performance in these tasks, the e}f>eriment shows that
the automatic mechanisms that allow us to engage in
the predictive learning and encoding of noisy
information can sometimes override our discovery of
the causal model that generates this information.
Nevertheless, the difference w e did find between
observational and interventional learning encourages us
that people are able to make use of the special kind of
information afforded by intervention, and that future
models of learning need to incorporate methods that
represent the effect of action.
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Abstract
The study of the conceptual representations that
underUe the use of language is a problem motivated
from both a cognitive research point of view and
that of conatniing language models for various language processing tasks. In this work, we organised
600 Finnish verbs using the S O M algorithm. Three
experiments were conducted using different features
to encode the verbs: morphosyntactic properties,
individual nouns, and noun categories in the context of the verb. In general, the morphosyntactic
properties seem to draw attention to semantic roles,
whereas nouns as features seem to highlight clusters
formed on grounds of topics in the text.
Introduction
Observation of language use provides indirect evidence of the representations that humans utilize.
T h e study of conceptual representations that underlie the use of language is important for appllcar
tions such as speech recognition. D u e to the redundancy in communication, by studying large amounts
of data it m a y be possible to induce the conceptual, system-internal representations which provide
a groimding for meanings of words. Whether this is
possible, euid if so, how, is an interesting and controversial question.
A central problem in learning a langustge or in
estimating a language model^ from data is h o w to
generalize from particular observations to new, similar instances. Generalization requires knowledge of
similarities between words, concepts and other units
of language and thought, i.e., similarity representations.
T h e hypothesis that the semantic similarity of two
words correlates strongly with the similarity of their
contexts has been widely discussed in linguistics and
psychology (for recent treatments, see Levin, 1993
and Miller & Charles, 1991).
It has been proposed by Gardenfors that a central part of our conceptual reprensentations are
^For an introduction to statistical language modeling
see (Manning & Schiitze, 1999). Their applications include speech recognition, machine translation, and dialogue agents that converse with humans in order to
perform tasks such as answering questions about train
schedules and booking flights.
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grounded in various low-dimensional conceptual
spaces. A conceptual space is defined as a set of quality dimensions with a geometrical structure (Gardenfors, 2000). Examples of conceptual spaces near
our perceptual apparatus are colors and the pitch
of sounds. For m a n y higher order concepts a geometric interpretation can be found, as well. For example, comparative relations such as 'longer than'
can be represented as a geometric relation between
two elementary length spaces. Gardenfors proposes
a subset of concepts called natuml concepts:
A natural concept is represented as a set of regions in a number of domsiins together with an
assignment of salience weights to the domains
and information about h o w the regions in different domains are correlated.
An inherent and important property of the proposed conceptual spaces is that they provide a meaning representation that is ordered and offers me2ins
for representing similarities, often in terms of some
continuous-valued underlying qualities. Gardenfors
gives examples of conceptual spaces that humans are
likely to have. However, aa open research question
remains for both brtdn research and the study of
language use: W h a t are the possible conceptual dimensions that humans utilize?
In this work w e analyze the use of Finnish^ verbs
with the following goals in mind: (a) to uncover possible conceptual spaces, i.e., underlying, organizing
semantic qualities or properties, (b) to study semantic similarities of verbs in actual language use. In
particular, w e examine the kinds of semantic or conceptual ordering quzdities that appear to aiffect the
distribution of features in the immediate context of
a verb, in particular (1) morphosyntactic properties
of nearby words, and (2) the nearby nouns and (3)
unsupervised categories of nearby nouns. In effect,
w e rely on the redundancy in communication and
assume that certain regularities observed in the distributions of verb contexts will contain significant
information about the semantics of the verb as well.
'Most of the research on Ismguage is carried out using English data only, which creates a too narrow or
misleading picture of the modeling apparatus underlying language learning and use.

In order to obtain a simultaneous visualiitalion
and a clustering of the verbs (and in one experiment, nouns ZA well), we apply the self-organizing
m a p ( S O M ) (Kohonen, 1995) algorithm. The visualized ordering of the verbs is studied qualitatively
to obtain an understanding of the conceptual dimensions by which the verbs are Ukely to be organized.
Furthermore, the obtained clustering is compared to
a kind of 'ground truth', namely a semantic classification of Finnish verbs suggested by Pajunen (2001).
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm
The S O M (Kohonen, 1982; Kohonen, 1995; Kohonen et al., 1996) is an unsupervised neural network
method that is able to arrange complex and highdimensional data so that similar inputs are, in general, found near each other on the map. The ordered
m a p display can then be utilized to illustrate various
properties of the data set in a meaningful manner.
The algorithm automatically places a set of reference vectors—also called model vectors—into the
input data space so that the data set is approximated by the model vectors. Each reference vector
corresponds to a m a p unit on a two-dimensional regular grid. In effect, the grid and the vectors form a
two-dimensional 'elastic net' in the high-dimensioned
input space: after application of the S O M algorithm,
the m a p follows the data in a nonlinear fashion. T h e
algorithm simultaneously obtciins a clustering of the
data onto the model vectors and a nonlinear projection of the input data from the high-dimensional
input space onto the two-dimensional ordered m a p .
Prior work on unsupervised word
categorization a n d projection
It has been shown that distribution^ information of
word contexts can, at least for English, be used to
induce syntactic categorization, jmd to some degree,
semantic categorization as well using various methods (cf. e.g.. Finch & Chater, 1992; Charniak, 1993;
Honkela, 1997; Redington, Chater & Finch, 1998).
The S O M has been applied to clustering English
word forms based on the word forms in their immediate contexts in (Ritter & Kohonen, 1989; Honkela,
1997). Furthermore, the word categories obtained
in such a maimer have been used for encoding the
meaning of documents e.g., in (Lagus et al., 1996).
Various eJtematives to using S O M exist, including
other clustering methods such as hierarchical clustering (used e.g. in Redington, M., Chater, N.,
& Finch, S., 1998; Pereira et al., 1993). Moreover, di£ferent metrics or clustering criteria can be
applied, such as relative entropy (e.g. in Pereira
et al., 1993) or minimum description length (in Li
and Abe, 1998). Moreover, projection methods that
do not form clusters but only project the data into a
lower-dimensional speice include a number of nonlineaur projection methods under the naune multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) , and linear projection
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methods such as latent semantic analysis (LSA).
Compared to these, a particular property of the
S O M is that it simultaneously forms a grouping and
a nonlinear projection of the data set.
In constructing the feature vectors for each word,
one m a y look at the occurrence of individual words,
or of syntactic word categories, or of morphological
or derivational features (e.g. in Light, 1996). T h e
position in which features are examined m a y be defined in terms of a wide window where more distant
occurrences contribute less (e.g. Gallant et al. 1992;
Lund and Burgess, 1996), or looking at only specific positions near the word, or according to some
grammatical relationship with the word (e.g. Pereira
et al., 1993; Schulte im Walde, 2000).
Experiments
W e carried out three experiments on organizing and
clustering verbs using the S O M algorithm. For the
verb encoding, the following types of contextual fear
tures were explored: morphosyntactic properties, individual nouns and noun categories.
Corpus and data set
A corpus consisting of 13.6 million words of Finnish
newspaper text ' was used in the experiments. T h e
examined set of verbs consisted of the 600 most frequent Finnish verbs, returned to their base forms*.
Each context of a verb in the corpus was examined.
The context was defined as the preceding and the
two following words relative to the verb.
Encoding of the verbs
Morphosyntactic properties. In thefirstexperiment, we preferred overtly marked morphosyntactic
features. The selected features were 1) case endings
(see example (i)), 2) endings of the nominad forms of
verbs (see example (ii)), and two closed-class parts
of speech, namely 3) adverbs and 4) adpositions (see
example (iii)). In addition, the features N U M (for
digits), and P U N C T (for punctuation marks) were
included since they can be considered as visible fear
tures, too.
In Fiimish, the primary means for coding various
semantic-functional dependencies in a clause is the
case-marking system. T h e case endings are added
to stems, as shown in the following example:
Lapse-t
ajoivat kaupunki-in.
,., child
drive
city
^^' N-PL-NOM
N-SG-ILL
'The children drove to the city.'
The feature set used also includes two nominal (nonfinite) verb forms, namely the 1st £ind the 3rd infinitive. The infinitives function in a sentence dts nouns:
'Corpus by C S C , http://www.csc.fi/kielipankki/.
*The morphosyntactic analysis of word forms was
performed using the Conexor F D G parser for Finnish,
©Conexor O y and Anu Airola.

Halua-n
lahte-a syomar&n.
want
eat
go
(ii) V-PRES-SGl V-INFl V-INF3-ILL
'I want to go to eat.'
Location or movement can be coded by using an
2ulposition (iii) instead of case endings. Adpositions
include postpositions (psp) and prepositions (pre):
Lapse-t ajoivat kaupunki-a kohti.
,...> child
drive
city
toward
(m)
^ '
N-SG-PTV
PSP
'The children were driving towards the city.'
T h e lower-level constituents, e.g., noun phrases, are
predominantly head-final, the order being modifierbefore-head. Adjectives Agree in number and case
with the head-noun when they occur as attributes
(iv). D u e to this redundancy, the function of a dependent noun phrase can be inferred before hearing
or seeing the head of the phrase.
punaise-lla autcnlla.
Emmi
ajaa
Emmi
drive
red
car
(iv) N-PROP V-SG3 A-SG-ADE
N-SG-ADE
'Emmi drives in a red car.'
At the clause level, the basic, or default, word order is subject-verb-object. According to (Hakulinen, Karl^on & Vilkuna, 1980), subjects precede
finite verbs in 6 1 % of all sentences in standard written prose. However, as Vilkuna (1989) points out,
clause-level word order in Fiimish shows great freedom; for example, in a simple sentence consisting
of a subject, an object, a verb and one or two adverbials, all permutations are at least grammatically
possible.
T o s u m up, we used a set of 21 mostly nonoverlapping morphosyntactic properties, collected
from three different textual positions relative to the
verb. Each verb was thus encoded using a 63dimensional feature vector. Averaged over a large
number of samples, the value of a dimension in the
vector is the conditional probability of a particular
morphosynt£urtic feature in a particular contextual
position given that verb.
Individual n o u n s as features. In the second experiment, instead of morphosyntactic properties individucil nouns were used bls features. The feature
set consisted of the lO.CMX) most frequent nouns, returned to their base forms.
In order to keep the size of the feature vector reasonable, random projection was applied: Each of the
10,000 nouns was represented as a SOO-dimensional
vector, where 5 randomly selected positions were set
to 1 and the vadues of the other dimensions were 0.
The correlations thus introduced between words are
in general negligible: random projection has been
shown to roughly preserve distances between vectors, if the dimension of the projected vectors is sufficiently large. A theoretical treatment is presented
in (Kaski, 1998); for empirical results on the use
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Table 1: Sample noun categories.
Finnish nouns
Matti, Jukka,
Riitta, ...
maanantai,
tiistai, ...
kirja, levy,
kokoehna,
n&ytelm&, ...
syy, pakko,
tarkoitus,
teupumus, ...

Translations

Characterization
first names of
persons
week days

Monday,
Tuesday
book, record,
products of art
collection,
play
reason, obliga- modalities
tion, intention,
inclination

of random projection in the representation of documents, see (Kohonen et al, 2000).
A s in the previous experiment, each contextual
position was encoded as a separate part of the fea^
ture vector. The resulting dimensionality of the vector was 1,500.
N o u n categories as features. In the third experiment, noun categories were used as features.
T h e categories were obtained by using the S O M algorithm to cluster the set of the 10,000 nouns from
the previous experiment. T h e nouns were clustered
based on verbs appearing in the same sentence at
a m a x i m u m distance offivewords. The position of
verbs within the window was not taken into account.
Verbs occurring at least 20 times in the corpus were
considered as features, which yielded a total number of 3,089 verbs. Again, random projection was
applied to reduce the dimensionality of the vectors.
A noun m a p consisting of 160 units was constructed. Each m a p unit was regarded as a noun
category. S o m e exaunples of the resulting noun categories are shown in Table 1.
Next, the feature vectors for the 600 verbs were
created. T h e encoding was identical to that of
the first experiment except that instead of morphosyntactic properties, noun categories were used
as features. The resulting feature vectors were 480dimensional.
Creation of verb maps
In each of the three experiments, the feature vectors representing our selection of 600 frequent verbs
were organized on a m a p of 140 units using the S O M
ToolBox (Vesanto et al., 2000). A s a consequence,
verbs having similar feature vectors, and hopefully
similar semantic representations, Ccin be fotmd close
to each other on the m a p .
Results
T h e verb maps generated using different features
were evaluated in two ways: by comparing to an

Table 2: Quantitative comparison with Pajunen's
classification.
Exp. no.
1
2
3

Tjrpe of features
Morphosyntactic
Individual nouns
Noun categories

Precision
35.7%
23.6%
27.5%

existing classification, and by exploring the ordering
of the verbs on the visualized maps.
Comparison to an existing verb
classification
W e compared the obtained clustering to Pajunen
(2001), which is the most comprehensive semantic
classification of Finnish verbs available. T h e semantic classification Pajunen presents is based both on
conceptual classes, that is abstract schemas of states
of affairs, and the theory of semanticfields(about
field-theory, see e.g. Lyons, 1977). If compared e.g.
to Levin's (1993) large-scale classification of English
verbs, it can be seen that both Pajunen and Levin
rely on the notion of semantic determination, i.e.,
the assumption that semantics determines syntax.
However, while Pajunen explains form in terms of
meaning, Levin (1993: 5) assiunes that 'verbs that
fall into classes according to shared syntactic behavior would be expected to show shared meaning components.'
Only 200 of our 600 verbs are mentioned in Pajunen's classification. These are divided into 54
classes, with 1-13 verbs per class. The comparison
was carried out as follows: The set of verbs that
formed a class by Pajunen were considered as correct hits for each other. For ejich of the 200 verbs,
the m a p unit of that verb was examined, <uid the
precision was the number of hits divided by the total number of verbs in that m a p unit'.
For each experiment, the precisions, averaged over
the set of 200 verbs are reported in Table 2. For the
experiments 2 and 3, in which random projection
was used in feature encoding, the results are averages
offiveruns with different random seeds. A paired ttest showed significant differences for each pair of experiments (p=0.9997 between 1 and 2, p=0.9706 between 2 and 3, and p=0.9853 between 1 and 3). The
experiments, ordered by similarity to Pajunen's classification, were: morphosyntactic properties, noun
categories, and individual nouns.

Table 3: Sample verb categories based on noun categories (Experiment 3).
Finnish verbs
myyda, ostaa.
tuott£ia, palkata,
tydllistaa, kattaa.
vuokrata
nousta, laskea.
kasvaa, pudota,
vahentya, kohota,
pienentya.
supistua, noutaa.
kfdlistua
kuoUa, hukkua,
ampua, surmata,
a m m u a , hyokata,
menehtya

Translations
sell, buy,
produce, hire,
employ, cover.
rent
rise, decrease,
grow, fall,
diminish, rise.
get smaller.
contract, fetch,
go up in price
die, drown.
shoot, kill,
moo, attack,
get hurt,
pass away

Topic
business

stock
rates

dying

of social interaction, wielding of power, the will
an individual person, and manipulative behavior between people all occupy rather strong regions on the
map.
T h e maps based on the distribution of individual nouns and noun categories (not shown) seem to
be organized more according to a continuum from
verbs describing subjective cognitive events, e.g., the
states of mind of an individual, to the verbs expressing mostly social actions. There were clear categories that appeared to be clustered together on
grounds of a cotrmion topic in the text. S o m e examples are shown in Table 3.
Note that the verb 'to moo' has apparently fadlen
into the 'd)dng' category due to an incorrect morphological analysis made by the F D G parser. T h e verbs
ampua, 'to shoot', and a m m u a , 'to moo', have m a n y
c o m m o n forms that are homonyms, e.g. a m m u n , 'I
shoot' or 'I moo'. In fact, the F D G is reported to
make 2-7 % of disambiguation errors for words in
general.

Disciission
Based on visually examining the m a p and the clusters and a quantitative comparison to Pajunen's categories, the results are promising. It is nevertheless
possible that some improvement m a y be £ichieved by
(1) correcting the errors in preprocessing, (2) trying
yet
different types of features, feature windows, or
Visual inspection of the maps
feature encodings. Moreover, when the purpose is
The m a p obtained in thefirstexperiment is shown
only to obtain individual clusters and not a visualin Figure 1. The orgcinization of the m a p seems to
ization or projection (as done by the S O M ) , different
highUght the importance of cultural, social and emoclustering methods chould be examined as well.
tional aspects in lexical organization. Dimensions
Morphosyntactic properties appear to correspond
*The verb itself was excluded, as well as all the most
verbsclosely to the grounds by which Pajunen's classification is formed: both categorizations emphasize
that were not mentioned by Pajunen.
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Communication, esp. positive
emotional information
say, establish, laugh, be glad, think, smile,
laugh briefly, sigh,remind,stress, tell, etc.

Manipulative actions in h u m a n relationships
recommend, favor, love, approach, criticize,
signify, cause, touch, require, intend,
praise, continue, offer, justify, help,
teach, protect, beat up

««noa

Kltfii

*V09i

- - " X xlotto
^ ^

latktai

mitttt
fMkti

del^ttas
tkriioimt

nttirahkti

v - ^ - s s s .
Start of action, focus o n will o r intention
must, a i m at, b e able to, undertake,
be capable of, begin, c o m m i t oneself,
c o m p l y , prepare, settle for.
:ttm

•rvilli

i

IMJrwttit
tthdinllli

rM'fH
Aggressive / destructive use of povrer
tuhofft

"

^

^ ^
VimStS
sy^ttSii
napaifai
oWtlu

control, destroy,
save, halt, disconnect
defeat, knock out,
ignite, catch, bypass,
break

Figure 1: A m a p of the 6 0 0 verbs organized based o n the distribution of morphosyntactic properties (nonfinite forms of the verb were excluded). Properties of the preceding word a n d the t w o following words
were considered. T h e contents of four sample m a p regions are s h o w n in the insets. M a n y of the obtained
categories correspond to categories defined b y Pajunen. However, in Pajunen's classification the verbs in the
lower right c o m e r indicating 'destructive use of power' are further divided into t w o specific categories, namely
(1) break verbs {tuhota 'destroy', katkaista 'break', hajoittaa 'break down') a n d (2) fight verbs {pysayttaa
'stop', kukistaa 'defeat', tyrmata 'knock out'). Similar categories can be found in (Levin, 1993) for English
verbs.
the semantic roles a n o u n phrase m a y bear in its
clause. This seems reasonable, since in Finnish,
the primary m e a n s to express semantic roles (e.g.
A G E N T and patient) is the case system. Even
though semantic roles cannot be simply derived from
morphosyntactic cases, a strong correlation can still
be assumed.
T h e other feature types, i.e. individual nouns amd
noun categories, exhibit fairly similar information
regarding the verbs. In general, morphosynt2u:tic
properties seem to push the categorization towards
the direction of linguistic semantics, while categorization based on nouns or noun categories is more a
reflection of subject matters communicated through
texts.
In some cases, the morphos)Titactic m a p distinguishes verbs based on the kind of the patient (upper left comer with h u m a n — • { h u m a n } relationships
vs. lower right comer with human—>{nation, abstraction} relationships). This result confirmed our
expectations, and the understamding that the t)rpe
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of consequence of the action for the patient is not reflected in the morphological features. O n the other
hand, the maps based on noun features seem to
m a k e distinctions based on both the topic, the consequences for the patient {d)ring, creation, change of
possession, change of state}, and the kind of patient
{human, food, artefact}. In this way, the different
types of features highlight different relevant iispects
of categorizing verbs.
Conclusions
Different feature selections correspond to different
assessments of what is important in the categorizar
tion of verbs. The categorization most similau' to
Pajunen's was obtained with morphosjrnt£w:tic features. In contrast, it appeared that the noun fear
tures bring out the similarities between verbs in a
richer and more useful manner.
It is interesting to consider whether the ordering
qualities observed on the maps could count as quality dimensions of the conceptual spaces suggested by

Gardenfors. The observed ordering qualities leem to
reflect various higher-level cognitive, emotional, or
social dimensions. These could be emergent properties of representations on some lower, more basic
level. In fact, the emergent properties of one representation level or process are likely to be used as
input features of another level or process.
By looking at the maps it seems clear that there
are many relevant aspects for categorizing verbs, and
any single categorization or ordering is of necessity
reduced into considering only some of these. However, to obtain a more accurate representation, instead of a single categorization or projection, one
should create several simultaneous categorizations
(representations), induced using different kinds of
features.
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Abstract
Multitasking allows people to cope with the ever
changing and complex world that we live in. However,
as much as cognitive scientists have learned about the
details of human cognition, the question of how people
acquire multitasking ability remains a mystery. In this
paper, we argue that multitasking can be best understood
as a product of skill acquisition. In particular, we
describe production composition, a computational theory
of procedural skill acquisition, which can account for the
acquisition of multitasking skill. W e explore this idea in
this paper as part of our effort to develop a cognitive
model of a simulated air-traffic controller Task.
Introduction
Multitasking is a critical ability that allows people to
cope with andflourishin the complex world that w e
live in. However, as much as cognitive scientists have
learned about the inner workings of human cognition,
our ability to multitask remains a mystery. In this paper,
w e argue that w e can best understand multitasking as a
product of production composition (Taatgen & Lee,
submitted), a computational theory of procedural skill
acquisition that has been implemented within in the
A C T - R framework (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998).
Production composition has been used successfully to
account for skill acquisition in a wide variety of
domains including language learning (Taatgen &
Anderson, submitted) and individual differences in
complex skill acquisition (Taatgen, 2001). W e believe
that it can also be used to account for the acquisition of
multitasking skill.
Multitasking
Multitasking is the ability to handle the demands of
multiple tasks simultaneously. At the most basic level,
this m a y involve executing multiple perceptual-motor
actions at the same time, such as moving your attention
to the next lane and turning the steering wheel. At a
more complex level, this may involve interleaving the
steps of many complex tasks, such as shifting down to a
lower gear while navigating a curve and carrying on a
conversation.
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Important insights into people's ability to multitask
come from the dual-task performance literature. One
such insight is that while there is some interference
between the two tasks that are being performed (with a
caveat regarding the modality of stimuli and responses),
people can consciously trade off performing one task
for the other (Wickens & Gopher, 1977). Another is
that people's performances in both tasks depend highly
on their skill in the individual tasks (AUport, Antonis,
& Reynolds, 1972). That is, being skilled in one task
allows a person to perform it and other tasks with
negligible impact on the overall performance of both
tasks. For example, a skill driver might have little
difficulty talking with a friend while driving, whereas a
novice driver mightfindit difficult.
Skill Acquisition
Anderson (1982) proposed a theory of skill acquisition
in terms of transitioning from declarative knowledge to
procedural knowledge through a process called
knowledge compilation. Initially, knowledge is in
declarative form and is interpreted. Interpreting
declarative knowledge is slow and may lead to errors,
especially if the relevant knowledge cannot be retrieved
when needed or erroneous knowledge is retrieved
instead. With practice, declarative knowledge is
compiled into procedural knowledge and is fast and free
of errors. Newell and Rosenbloom (1981) proposed an
alternate theory of skill acquisition called chunking that
became an important component of the Soar cognitive
architecture (Newell, 1990). Within Soar, skill
acquisition is a function of combining multiple
procedures into a single procedure and converting the
current goal context into a more specialized procedure.
Production Composition
Production composition is a theory of skill acquisition
that incorporates aspects of both Anderson's and
Newell and Rosenbloom's account. It involves
compiling declarative knowledge into procedural
knowledge and combining multiple procedures into a
new procedure. Consider the process of retrieving

information from declarative memory in A C T - R , which
is usually done in two steps. In the flrst step, a
production rule' issues a request to declarative m e m o r y
for a certain piece of knowledge, while in the next step
another production rule acts on the retrieved
knowledge. Production composition eliminates the
retrieval process and creates a single production rule
out of the two original rules while substituting the
retrieval into this new production rule. Through this
process, general rules can be specialized into taskspecific rules.
Figure 1 graphically illustrates this process. Before
production composition takes place, a production rule
requests an instruction from declarative m e m o r y on
what to do next. Declarative m e m o r y returns with an
instruction that the Enter key should be pressed in the
current context of "Land plane 3". In response a
production rule issues a motor c o m m a n d to press the
Enter key, which initiates the motor system to actually
press the Enter key. Production composition eliminates
the retrieval from declarative m e m o r y and combines
both of these production rules into one single rule,
producing a task-specific production rule that issues a
motor conmiand to push the Enter key once it is in the
context of "Land plane 3".
Production composition has been used successfully to
model learning in a simulated air traffic controller task
(Taatgen & Lee, submitted), inflection of the English
past tense (Taatgen & Anderson, submitted) and the
German plural (Taatgen, 2001), and strategy
development in the balanced-beam task (van Rijn, van
Someren & van der Maas, submitted). Perhaps
reflecting the utility of production composition, it has
been incorporated into the current version of the A C T R cognitive architecture. In the next section, w e discuss
h o w production composition can be used to account for
the acquisition of multitasking skill.
Multitasking and Production Composition
In the example given in Figure 1, all steps are executed
serially. According to the A C T - R theory, however, each
of the different subsystems. Hand, Declarative M e m o r y
and Production, as well as the Visual and other sensorymotor systems can work asynchronously and in parallel
(Byrne & Anderson, 1998). This is not always possible:
sometimes one subsystem must wait for information
from another. The goal of multitasking in such cases is
to exploit these gaps in processing by slipping in other
useful processes. The production
composition
mechanism is capable of modeling this aspect of
multitasking. Figure 2 gives a graphical example of this
process, in which two tasks have to be carried out: Task
' Within A C T - R and other cognitive theories, procedural
knowledge is often represented hy production rules that have
the form of "IF-THEN" condition-action rules.
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Figure 1: T h e production composition process.
A to push the Enter key and then check whether a light
has gone on, and Task B to say "yes". Obviously these
tasks d o not m a k e any sense without context, but
consider them as part of a larger task, for example in
context of the simulated air-traffic controller task diat
w e will discuss later on.
T h e top left panel o f Figure 2 depicts T a s k A for the
novice, comparable to Figure 1. First, a production rule
issues a request for the next instruction. Declarative
m e m o r y produces the instruction to push the Enter key.
Next, a production rule issues a m o t o r c o n m i a n d to the
H a n d to d o this. Although it takes the motor system
s o m e time execute this conmiand, a production rule
immediately fires to retrieve the next instruction.
T h e retrieved instruction requests the visual system to
check the light after the button has been pushed. T h e
production rule that carries out this request has to wait
for the instruction and the completion of the previous
motor c o m m a n d . Only then can it issue a c o m m a n d to
the visual system to check the light. Task B has a
similar, although slightly simpler structure: an
instruction is retrieved, after which the speech system is
instructed to say, "Yes".
If both task A and B rely o n declarative instructions,
it is impossible to carry t h e m out concurrently because
declarative m e m o r y is busy almost all of the time. O n c e
production composition has taken care of s o m e of the
declarative retrievals, multitasking is possible. Suppose
task A has been c o m p o s e d into task-specific production
rules but not task B . N o w task A is carried out as in the
top right panel of Figure 2: a rule issues the motor
c o m m a n d , the motor c o m m a n d is carried out, after
which a production rule issues the perceptual c o m m a n d .
B u t n o w there is time left after thefirstproduction rule
to d o something else, for example slip in task B . T h e
bottom left panel s h o w s h o w this is done. After a rule
has fired to initiate the H a n d c o m m a n d , a n e w rule fires
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Figure 2: Development of multitasking production rules through production Composition.

to retrieve the instruction for task B. Depending on
whedier the Hand or retrieval from declarative memory
is faster (we chose declarative memory in this case), the
Vocal or the Perceptual c o m m a n d is issued. The other
follows directly afterwards. The composition process
does not stop here, because the retrieval in task B can
also be eliminated, producing the situation in the
bottom middle panel. Finally, the rule that initiates task
A can be combined with the rule that initiates task B,
producing the final state of the bottom right panel of
Figure 2.

The Task
The task that w e use in diis paper to explore the concept
of multitasking as skill acquisition is the KanferAckerman Air Traffic Controller ( K A - A T C ) Task
(Ackerman, 1988; Ackerman & Kanfer, 1994). The
K A - A T C task is composed of the following elements
displayed on the screen: (a) 12 hold positions, (b) 4
runways, (c) information on current score, landing
points, penalty points, conditions of the runways, and
wind direction and speed, (e) a queue of planes waiting
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to enter the hold, and (f) 3 message windows, 1 for
notifying of weather changes, 1 for providing feedback
on errors, and 1 for displaying of the rules of the task in
response to information requests by the participants.
The 12 hold positions are divided into 3 levels
corresponding to altitude, with hold level 3 being the
highest and hold level 1 being the lowest. A typical
display of the K A - A T C task is presented in Figure 3.
Six rules govern participant's actions in this task: (1)
Planes must land into the wind, (2) Planes can only land
from hold level 1, (3) Planes can only move 1 hold
level at a time, but to any open position in that level, (4)
Ground conditions and wind speed determine the
runway length required by different plane types. In
particular, 747's always require long runways, DClO's
can use short runways only when runways are D R Y or
W E T (i.e. not ICY), and wind speed is less than 40
knots, 727's can use short runways only when the
runways are dry or wind speed is 0-20 knots, and
PROP'S can always use short runways, (5) Planes with
less than 3 minutes of fuel remaining must be landed
immediately, and (6) Only one plane at a time can
occupy a runway.
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Figure 3: Kanfer-Ackerman A T C Task.
Participants can execute three actions in this task: (a)
they can accept a plane from the queue into an open
hold-position, (b) A e y can m o v e a plane between the
three hold-levels, and (c) they can land a plane on a
runway. They can accomplish these actions by using
four keys: the Up-arrow and the Down-arrow keys, t
and i; the Fl function key, Fl; and the Enter key, J.
They can m o v e the cursor up and d o w n the holdpositions and the runways using the t key and the i
key. They can accept a plane from the queue into an
open hold-position using the F l key. And, they can
select a plane in the hold, place a selected plane in an
open hold-position (either from the queue or from
another hold-position), or land a plane on a n m w a y
using the J key. In addition, participants can press the
number keys 1 - 6 to examine the rules 1 - 6 any time
during the task.
Participants are given 50 points for landing a plane,
penalized 100 points for crashing a plane, and penalized
10 points for violating one of the six rules. A plane
crashes when the fuel-level of a plane falls to 0
minutes. Planes are added to the queue approximately
every 7 seconds and it takes 15 seconds for a plane to
clear a runway. Once planes enter the hold position
from the queue, they have between 4 - 6 minutes of fuel
and begin to lose fuel in real time.
In Ackerman (1988), participants performed in the
fair-weather condition where the wind speed was fixed
to 0 - 20 knots and the runway condition was fixed to
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D R Y . Under this condition. Rule 4 simplifies to the rule
that all planes, except 747s, can land on a short runway.

The Model
Taatgen and Lee (submitted) have developed a model
of the initial learning of the task. In this paper w e
describe a modification of this model to include some
aspect of multitasking. The general idea of the model is
that the participant in the experimentfirstencodes the
instructions declaratively, forming a (often incomplete)
plan on h o w to do the task. A s interpretation of these
instructions is slow, initial performance is also slow,
resulting in poor performance. But due to production
composition, a speed-up is realized that can account for
the increase in performance.
The former model consisted of a fairly linear plan to
land planes, to decide between the tasks to land planes,
to m o v e planes between hold levels and to get n e w
planes from the queue. The model does not allow for
m u c h concurrency because of the linear structure of the
plan that persists even after proceduralization. In order
to test the n e w approach, w e took out one aspect of the
plan to land a plane, namely the checking of the wind
direction. Wind direction has to be checked to see
which of the runways can be used at the moment, and
as it periodically changes, it has to be rechecked
occasionally. In the original model, the wind w a s
checked as one of the first steps in the landing
procedure. W e took this checking step out of the main
plan, and made an alternative plan to check for the wind

- New Model -•- DaU -^ Linear Model

N e w Model -^ Data -^ Linear Model
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Figure 4: N u m b e r of planes landed.

Figure S: The elapsed time between a change in the
wind direction and the first plane landed.

at moments of "slack time", for example when the
arrow is moved to a plane or a runway. These arrow
movements take multiple key-presses, allowing for
some time for the model take a quick peek at the wind
direction. This checking procedure will only succeed
after the relevant steps have been proceduralized
themselves, similar to the example in Figure 2.
The main question to be answered n o w is whether
this change from a linear to a more parallel model
improves the fit widi the data. A n interesting dependent
measure in this respect is the time it takes for the
participant (or model) to notice a change in wind
direction. Although this cannot be measured directly (at
least not in h u m a n participants), a measure (also used
by Ackerman) is the elapsed time between a change in
wind direction and the first landing of a plane on a
runway in the new direction.
W e compare the model predictions with data from
Study 2 in the O N R data set (Ackerman & Kanfer,
1994), as reported in Ackerman (1988). The data from
Study 2 were from 65 college undergraduates w h o
completed 27 trials of the K A - A T C task with each trial
lasting 10 minutes. For our model comparisons w e only
use trials I through 10, all in the fair-weather condition.
Fig\ire 4 shows the overall score in terms of the
number of planes landed in each lO-minute trial. Both
the scores for the original "linear model" are shown
(from Taatgen & Lee, submitted), and the predictions
by the new model. Although the n e w model is more
accurate than the old, linear model, the difference is
slight A larger difference can be seen in the time to
notice a change in wind direction, the measure closely
tied to the change in the model. Figure S shows the
results. Although the linear model also predicts an
improvement in this reaction time, because all
processing is faster due to proceduralization, the n e w
model matches the data m u c h more closely especially
in the fu-st diree trials where the model still has trouble
interleaving checking the wind with other behavior.

The current model is not a full implementation of the
principle of multitasking within a complex task like the
K A - A T C . It just demonstrates one aspect of in the act
of checking the wind direction. Fortunately this aspect
can be verified empirically. The current model is not
yet capable of explaining improvements in performeince
after trial 10, where human participants still gradually
improve but the model does not. This can only be
explained within the A C T - R theory by a more efficient
schedule of perceptual, cognitive and motor processes
(Lee & Anderson, 2000).
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Discussion
Multitasking and Planning
It is worthwhile in our discussion to see h o w
multitasking and production composition might be
related to other areas of h u m a n behavior. Especially
relevant is the area of plaiming that researchers in
Artificial Intelligence have looked at closely. The
mechanism of production composition is an automated
process that is below a person's conscious control that
automatically generates new procedural knowledge that
are then tuned in their utility with use.
Planning, on the other hand, is largely seen as a
deliberative and conscious process. In the context of
multitasking, one can clearly imagine people reasoning
about the structure of the multiple tasks that they must
engage in, and explicitly devising a "plan" to interleave
the tasks. This can happen at a larger time scale, such as
when attempting to cook several dishes at the same
time for a 7-course meal, or at a smaller time scale,
such as trying to press the clutch and change the gear
when learning to drive a car with a manual
transmission.
From our perspective, planning and any other weakmethod problem solving is completely consistent with
production composition. Weak-methods, such as using
instructions, examples, and planning, are all an aspect

of the declarative problem solving process that
generates sequential actions that can be exploited by
production composition to develop more efTicient (i.e.
multitasking) procedures.
W e believe production composition can provide a
resolution to the debate in the AI community between
traditional planning versus reactive planning (c.f.
Russell and Norvig, 1995). Traditional planning posits
that agents reason over situations and actions in order to
formulate a plan before taking the requisite actions.
Reactive planning on the other hand posits that agents
simply find the most applicable action in the current
situation and executes them. Within A C T - R cognitive
architecture, one can view weak-method problem
solving as a mechanism for traditional plaiming and
production composition as a mechanism for reactive
plaiming. W e a k methods generate sequential actions
that are then used by production composition to
generate reactive production rules. This makes perfect
sense from the perspective of studying human behavior,
since people display both types of planning.
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Abstract

& Jenkins 1961), because of the experimental control
that is achievable. A central argument of ecological apE-mail orioritization involves placing all of the proaches
'useful'(e.g., Simon 1956; Gigerenzer & Todd 1999),
or 'good' unread e-mails at the top of the inbox, and
however, is that it is also important to consider the role
all of the bad ones at the bottom. W e use two cogof non-arbitrary stimulus enviroimients in supporting
nitive decision models—a rational model, which con(or confounding) human decision making.
siders all of the available information, and a fast and
In this paper, we develop and evaluate two cognitive
frugal model that uses one reason decision making—
models for prioritization. O n e is a 'rational' model,
to prioritize e-maib. Experimental results, using real
that performs exhaustive calculations, while the other
data obtained by unobtrusively logging e-mail user beis a 'fast andfrugal'model, that requires only Umhavior, show that the fast andfrugalmodel is just as
ited time by making assumptions about the nature of
effective as the rational model. The results also show
its environment. In the next section, we describe how
that a Bayesian approach to learning is superior to the
e-mails are represented by these models, and how instandardfrequentistapproach, because it balances the
formation about them is learned. W e then describe the
competing demands of exploration and exploitation in
two models in detail, before presenting the results of an
finding good e-mails. W e use the results to draw some
experiment in which both are evaluated on real-world
apphed conclusions about the development of an edata. Finally, we draw some conclusions regarding the
mail prioritization system, and note some theoretical
theoretical implications of the results for understandimplications of the results for the cognitive modeling
ing human decision making, and the applied implicaI
n
t
r
o
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
of human decision making in general.
tions for building an e-mail prioritization system.
Anybody w h o has returned from holidays to be confronted with 600 unread e-mails appreciates the need
&mail Representation and Learning
for prioritization. Ideally, we would like an unread
C u e s £ m d C u e Validities
inbox to rank the e-mails, putting those that are the
most 'important', 'urgent', 'useful' or 'good' at the top, W e follow previous research in assuming e-mails are
represented in terms of a set of binary features, which
and those that are less important at the bottom.
we call cues. These cues m a y relate to the content of
While machine learning methods have been applied
to the problem of e-mail prioritization (e.g., Macslmssy, the e-mail, such as a keyword in the message text, or
metadata associated with the e-mail, such as the name
Dayanik, & Hirsh 1999; Mehran, Dumais, Heckerman,
of the sender. In this way, each e-mail m a y be defined
& Horvitz 1998), it has typically not been treated as a
cognitive modeling problem. Clearly, however, priori- by the set of cues that it contains.
Following Gigerenzer and Todd (1999), we associate
tizing requires an ability to predict whether or not a
a cue validity with each cue, which measures the probuser is likely to evaluate a message as a good message,
abiUty that an e-mail will be regarded as good, given
and so requires an eflFective model of human decision
that
it has the cue. Formally, this means that the vamaking to be successful.
lidity, Uj of the t-th cue, Cj is defined as «< = p (G | Ci),
Using cognitive models for prioritization does not
where G denotes good. Notice that, because each eonly promise to provide an answer to an applied probmail is assumed to be either good or bad, 1 - Vi gives
lem, but also has theoretical benefits for the more genthe p (B I Ci), the probability that an e-mail will be bad
eral study of hvunan decision making processes. This
when it has the i-th cue.
is because, in the form of real-world e-mails, it deals
with arichlystructured stimulus domain. There are,
Learning Cue Validities
of course advantages in studying decision making with
Where the cues constitute the representational comartificial stimuh, as is often done in the categorization
ponent of our decision making models, the way in
and classification literature (e.g., Shepard, Hovland,
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which the validities are specified constitute the learning processes, in the sense that different validities apply in dififerent environments, and are formed on the
basis of information observed in those environments.
W e consider two methods for learning cue vahdities,
arising from the alternative frequentist and Bayesian
statistical approaches. In both cases, we assume that
(in ways described later) every e-mail that has previously been processed by a user has been classed as a
good e-mail or a bad e-mail. This means that the raw
data for the i-th cue take the form of a count gi, giving
the number of good e-mails with the cue, and a count
bi, giving the number of bad e-mails with the cue.
Under the frequentist approach, the validity of a cue
is estimated simply as the proportion of good e-mails
with the cue:

p(G|Ci,...,Cn)
p(B|ci Cn)

In

i=xl

p(ci|B)-

The required evidence ratios p{Ci | G ) /p (ci | B ) can
be estimated from the data in the same way as cue validities, or (with some manipulation) written in terms
of the vahdities themselves. T h e rational approach has
the attraction of considering all of the data, in the
sense that it considers the evidence provided by every
cue associated with every stimulus. For this reason,
it is often considered a normative account of decision
making, and has been used extensively (in one form
or another) to model h u m a n decision maJcing. A s an
(arbitrary) example, consider Kruschke's (1992) well
known A L C O V E model, which uses a weighted sum of
Vi = 9il {9i -\-bi+e),
the evidence provided by each dimension of a stimulus
where e is a small positive number that ensures cuesin deciding whether or not that stimulus belongs to a
category. The rationed approach is also widely used
have a defined validity of zero before they have been
in machine learning, and has been applied in previous
observed in any e-mail (i.e., the caseffi= 6t = 0).
Under the Bayesian approach, prior beUefs regarding research (Macskassy et al. 1999; Mehran et al. 1998)
on prioritizing e-mails.
the validity of the i-th cue aire modified using the data
provided by the counts g^ smd bi. As a cue becomes
The 'Past and Frugal' Approach
associated with more good e-mails, higher values for
In developing their 'fast and frugal' approach to modelits validity become more likely. Conversely, as a cue
ing h u m a n decision making, however, Gigerenzer eind
becomes associated with more beid e-mails, lower valTodd (1999) challenge the rational approach. They
ues for its vaUdity become more likely. Bayes' theorem
argue that because h u m a n decision making processes
describes the way in which the prior beliefe are modified by data to give a probability distribution over the evolved in a competitive environment, they need to
range [0,1] of possible validities. Defining the vaUdity be fast, and because they evolved in a diangeable
of a cue as the mean of this distribution, and assuming environment, they need to have the robustness that
a uniform prior, gives the result (see Gelman, Carlin, comes from simplicity. To meet these challenges, the
fast and frugal approach adopts Simon's (1982) notion
Stern, k Rubin 1995, p. 31):
of 'bounded rationality', and models himian decision
ffi + l
making using simple algorithms that rely on an asVi =^E\p{vi \giM)\ =
gi-\-bi + 2'
sumed structure in the stimulus environment to function effectively.
As more e-mails with the i-th cue are processed
For example, in an environment where the vahdity
the counts gi and hi increase, Eind the frequentist and
of one stimulus cue is highly predictive of the validiBayesian approaches converge towards the same value.
ties of the remaining cues, and the examination of
W h e n few data are available, however, w e later show
additional cues is an effortful process, it is sensible
that the Bayesian approach has advantages for priori- to consider only thefirstcue. Similsirly, in an envitization.
ronment of diminishing returns, where the examination of each successive cue provides less information
Decision Models for Prioritization
than previous cues, it makes sense to base decisions
on a small number of cues. Gigerenzer and Todd
The 'Rational' Approach
(1999) show that many real-world stimulus domains
Under the rational approach to decision making used
have these sorts of structures, and develop a number of
here, the evidence provided by every cue associated
cognitive models—including the 'Take the Best' model
with an e-mail is integrated to give an estimate of the
of forced choice, the 'QuickEst' model of value estimaoverall log odds that the e-mail is good, as opposed
tion, and the 'Categorization by EUmination' model
to bad. Assuming that the evidence provided by each
of categorization—that make inferences by assuming
cue is independent, and that the prior probabilities of
environmental regularities.
an e-mail being good or bad Eire equal, then Bayes'
Unfortunately, none of these models is directly aptheorem gives:
pUcable to the problem of e-mail prioritization, and so
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w e developed a new model using the basic 'fast and frugal' modeling approach. Gigerenzer and Tbdd (1999)
argue that their models of human decision making are
based on simple mechanisms that answer three fundamental questions:

Table 1: The logged e-mail properties used to generate
cues, together with a sample cue.

Property
Sample C u e
Attachments
"AttachmentCount=2"
• How should a stimulus environment be searched for C C list
"CC=mark®adelaide.edu.au"
information?
Flag status
"FlagStatu8=0"
"Importance=l''
• When should this search for information be termi- Importance
Sender's e-mail
"SendersEmail=jdl<aimbox.com''
nated?
Sender's name
"Sender8Name=John Lee"
• Once the search has been terminated, what decision Subject keyword "Subject=upgrade"
should be made given the available information?
Addressee list
"To=Ben Stamley"
In the context of finding good unread e-mails, as
required for priorization, it is not difficult to provide
answers to these questions:
over time, such as being forwarded, and then deleted.
W e used an operational definition of what makes an
• Unread e-mails should be searched in terms of cues,
e-mail a good or bad one, based on these processing
looking for e-mails with high validity cues.
sequences, to enable each e-mail to be labeled as either good or bad. If an e-mail was ever printed, for• The search should be terminated as soon as at a canwarded, replied to, copied to another folder, or saved,
didate good e-mail has been identified. Since users
process e-mails serially, there is no benefit in seek- it was regarded as a good e-mail. Otherwise, when
the e-mail was only deleted, it was regarded as bad.
ing to sort the unread e-mails, beyond attempting to
Of course, this sort of operational definition is not vmensure that at any time the top-most e-mail is the
problematic, but we believe it represents a reasonable
one most likely to be good.
first-order approximation for identifying those e-mails
• The best available e-mail should be placed at the that are more 'important', 'useful' or 'urgent'.
top of the inbox, as the next one to be read by the
The properties of the e-mails being manipulated
user.
were also recorded, providing the subject text of the
These answers suggest a simple fast and frugsJ de- e-mail (for ethical reasons no message content was
recorded), as weU as metadata identifying the sender
cision model for prioritization. The cues are ordered
of the e-mail, whether it had an attachment, and so
in terms of their estimated vaUdity and, starting with
on. Those properties taking discrete values were used
the highest validity, a search is made for an uru-ead
e-mail that has this cue. If this search is successful, to generate the cues for representing e-mails by psiiring
the property with each possible value. Table 1 details
the process terminates without considering any furthe
eight properties used in this way, together with an
ther cues. If no e-mail is found, the seawch continues
example of a cue for each. The only pre-processing
using the next highest validity cue, and this process is
repeated until an e-mail is found. This model is closely used in generating these cues was to remove common
English words from the subject text using a 'stopword'
related to Take the Best, and belongs to the class of
list.
Thefinaldata set contained 886 e-mails, 362 of
what Gigerenzer and Todd (1999) term 'one reason dewhich were good, defined in terms of 3,112 binary cues.
cision making' models. Only one reason, in the form
of the presence of a high \^dity cue, is all that is
required tofindthe next e-mail for presentation.
Experiment
D a t a Collection
W e developed a macro for the Microsoft Outlook email application that unobtrusively logged the behavior of one user for a period of 76 consecutive days.
This logging involved recording the actions made by
the user in reading, responding to, and organizing the
e-mails in their inbox. Every time the user repUed to,
forwarded, saved, moved or deleted an e-mail in their
inbox, an entry in a logfilewas made. Often, a particular e-mail was subjected to several processing actions
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Effectiveness of Prioritization
Both the rational and the fast andfrugalmodels were
appUed to the e-mail data, using the Bayesian learning approach. Each day's e-mails were prioritized
in sequence, to simulate the effect that prioritization
would have if it were implemented on-Une. Figure 1
summarizes the results of 10 independent appUcations
of each method using an efi^ort-reward graph. The
performance curves relate hypothetical levels of 'effort', which describe the proportion of available e-mails
processed by the user, to the resultant level of reward,
as measured by the proportion of available good emails that are found. Mean performance levels are
shown by the curve, with best- and worse-case perfor-
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Figure 2: Effort-reward performance of the 'fast and
fruged' model using Bayesiein andfrequentistleauning.

Figure 1: Effort-reward performance of the rational
and 'fast andfrugal'decision models.

B a y e s i a n a n d Frequentist L e a r n i n g
mance, arising from the stochastic process of breaking
ties, indicated by error bars (where large enough to be
visiljle).
Without prioritization, good e-mails are evenly distributed according to their base-rate of occurrence,
which corresponds to the diagonal hne in Figure 1.
The best- and worse-case possible effort-reward performance of prioritization are shown by the dotted lines,
which correspond, respectively, to the cases where all
good e-mails are presented first, and where all bad
e-mails are presented first. Figure 1 shows that the
rational and the fast and frugal model perform very
similarly. They are close to optimal for thefirst102 0 % of good e-mails, but then perform less impressively, although they continue to provide a significant
advantage over non-prioritized presentation. Reading
thefirst5 0 % of e-mails, for example, results in finding
approximately 75-80% of the good e-mails available.
Figure 1 suggests two important conclusions.
Firstly, it shows that prioritization is effective, which
suggests that h u m a n decisions in processing the e-mails
have some level of systematic relationship with the various cues by which the e-mails are represented. Second, the fast and frugal approach is approximately as
effective as the rational approach, which suggests that
the h u m a n decision making process can be understood
in terms of the identification of key features of the emails, rather than the exhaustive integration of all of
their properties.
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A n important theoretical problem for prioritization relates to the balance between exploitation and exploration processes. In the context of e-mail prioritization, exploitation involves using cues that are known
to have some vahdity tofindgood e-m£iils, while exploration involves learning more about cues for which little or nothing is known, in the hope offindnew sources
of good e-mails. Prioritization algorithms are of limited use if they achieve their results by exploitation at
the expense of exploration, particularly in dynamically
changing environments. For this reason, there has
been some considerable effort in the machine learning
literature (see Sutton and Barto 1998) to balance the
competing demands of exploitation and exploration,
usually by introducing some stochastic element into
the search process.
A s it turns out, the Bayesian approach to learning
vaUdities addresses this problem. Figure 2 shows the
effort-reward performance of 10 runs of the fast tind
frugal model using both the Bayesian and the frequentist approaches. To assist in the exposition of our subsequent analyses, only a limited set of cues, consisting
of all of those generated from the easily understood
'Senders N a m e 'fieldwere used. A s Figure 2 shows,
the Bayesian approach performs better, particularly
for effort levels greater than about 0.5.
T h e reason for the superiority of the Bayesian validity estimate can be demonstrated through a concrete example. O n day 43, a (small) total offivee-

Tiible 2; Sender cues, good (G) and bad (B) counts,
and estimated Bayesian and frequentist validities for
day 43.
Sender's N a m e
G
Bayes FVeq.
B
1 140
A B C News Online
0.01
0.01
1
Scott Brown
0
0.67
1.00
TapcB Subliminales 0
0.50
0
0.00
Virtual Florist
0
0.33
1
0.00
W . Paul Malcolm
0
0.50
0
0.00

mails required prioritization, coming from five different senders. Of these senders, three had previously
sent e-mails: "Scott Brown" had sent one good e-mail,
"Virtual Florist" had sent one bad e-mail, and " A B C
News Online" had sent 141 e-mails, only one of which
had ever been good. These patterns of good and bad
counts, together with their Bayesian and frequentist
cue validity estimates, are shown in T^ble 2.
Under the frequentist approach, the "Scott Brown"
e-mail will be presented &st, because it has been associated with the highest proportion of good e-mails.
The next e-mail presented will be the " A B C News Online" e-mtul, because it has the next highest estimated
vahdity, by virtue of being the only other sender ever
to provide a good e-mail. The remaining two vmknown
senders have estimated validities of zero, and so their
e-mails will be presented in random order. As it happens, one of these e-mails, from the new sender " W .
Paul Malcolm" is a good one, and so prioritization
will be ineffective. Fundamentally, this is because frequentist validity estimation favors the exploitation of
sources with very limited returns over the exploration
of unknown sources.
Using the Bayesian approach, the "Scott Brown" email will again be presentedfirst,because it has the
highest estimated validity. However, "Virtual Florist"
and (especially) " A B C News Online" e-mails will not
be presented until after those from the senders about
w h o m nothing is known, because their validities are
below the 0.5 prior. In this way, the potential new
sources of good e-mails will be explored before those
that are known to have limited returns are exploited.
Notice also that the "Virtual Florist" e-mail will be
presented before the " A B C News Online" e-mail, because less data are available for estimating the validity
of the former, and so it has more scope to achieve a
higher estimate as more observations are made (i.e.,
it is more worthy of further exploration). Finally, we
note that the situation with many 'spam' e-mails is
naturally handled within the Bayesian approach by
changing the prior on good e-mails.
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Figure 3: The relationship between the maximum cue
validity for an e-mail, and its mean cue validity.
The Structure of the Environment
A n analysis of the e-mail stimulus domain explains why
the fast andfrugalapproach performs similarly to the
rational approach. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the mean estimated vahdity of the cues associated vnth each message (using Bayesian learning), and
the m a x i m u m estimated validity. There is a positive
correlation of r = 0.80 between these measures, indicating that the m a x i m u m cue validity, as used by
the fast andfrugalmethod, is highly predictive of the
vaUdities of the remaining cues considered by the rational method. This environmental regularity is the
reason for the success of the fast andfrugalmodel: By
finding the unread e-mail with the greatest cue vahdity, it does not need to consider further cues, because
their validities are largely already determined by the
m a x i m u m value.
Future Work
T h e outstanding problem relates to adaptation. If
the characteristics of the external e-mail environment change (e.g., people send different types of emails), or the user changes the way they regard emails as good or bad, prioritization needs to reflect
the new situation. T h e learning processes used in
our study will be slow to adapt to these sorts of
changes, as demonstrated for the Bayesian approach
by the pattern of change of thefivecues shown in Figure 4. Validities for the "To=Mike Lee" and "Subject=newmair' cues are learned effectively, because

To-MHw Lm'

-To-takycal(*a60hotmail.co(TV

•Sub|ect«»wtnbume'
To^doug.vtakers:
•Sub)«*«now8mar
10

20

30

40
Days

SO

60

70 76

Figure 4: T h e pattern of change over all processing
days forfivecues, using Bayesian learning.

they are consistently evaluated by the user. T h e
"To=fairycake85@hotmail.com" cue, however, is evaluated as good in thefirsttwo weeks, but its change to
a bad cue is learned slowly. Meanwhile, the cues "Subject=swinburne" and "To=doug.vickers" have similar
estimated validities at d a y 76, yet there are grounds
to be m o r e confident about the accursicy of the latter,
since it is based o n a significant volume of recent data,
while the former has not been seen since about day 22.
T h e ability to adapt requires that m e m o r y processes
be introduced into the cognitive decision models. B y
replacing old information in the counts gi and bt with
n e w information, giving greater weight to n e w informar
tion, or forcing information to decay over time, validity
estimates will be based o n data that reflects the current state of affairs. A variety of m e m o r y mechanisms
have been developed for simple psychological decision
models (e.g., Pietsch & Vickers 1997), and their detailed empirical evaluation is a priority for future research. T h e other necessary area of future research is
to extend our evaluation to a larger n u m b e r of users.
Conclusion
W e argued in the Introduction that using cognitive decision models to prioritize e-mails provided a way to
address an applied problem, and also advance our theoretical understanding of human decision making. W e
conclude by suggesting some impfications of our results
on both the appUed and theoretical fronts.
In terms of developing an e-mail prioritization appUcation, the fast andfrugalmodel has significant potential. The data required to drive the algorithm, in
the form of user evaluations of good and bad e-mails, is
done entirely unobtrusively, does not require any addi-
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tional user eff"ort, and provides a continual on-line data
source that should allow for adaptation. The balance
between exploration and exploitation is handled naturally by the Bayesian approach to validity estimation,
and the the fast and frugal algorithm scales well to
large problems. Only one e-mail with one cue needs to
be found at each stage of prioritization, as compared
with the rational approach, which examines every cue
of every e-mail at every stage.
Theoretically, our results suggest that human decision making in processing e-mails can be understood
in terms of a one reason decision making process that
is tuned to regularities in its environment, and so supports Gigerenzer and Todd's (1999) fast and frugal approach to cognitive modeling. The Bayesian approach
to validity estimation also provides a theoretical tool
for any learning or decision making situation where
exploration must be balanced with exploitation, smd
could be used in other cognitive decision models.
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Abstract
W e present the results of a study examining the
effects of category learning on the performance of
five year-old children and adults on similarity
judgment and same-different tasks. Participants
in the learning condition learned to distinguish
two lands of invented alien stimuli by hearing an
interactive story over the course of two days, at
the end of which diey performed three tasks. A
comparison of their performance with control
participants revealed a marked expansion effect
in both children and adults, with learning groups
judging betwcen-category pairs to be more
diflferent than connx>l groups did. There was no
compression effect (within-category pairs were
not judged as more similar by learning than
control groups). W e hypothesize that expansion
occurred because distinguishing pairs of stimuli
was difficult, as indicated by a high error rate on
the same-different task for both child and adult
participants.

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956; Hutchinson
and Lockhead, 1977). The more recent work
suggests that the process of category learning
itself m a y actually alter the similarity space and
thus the representational structure of our
categories.
T w o different kinds of changes to
psychological similarity space have n o w been
documented in the literature. C o m p r e s s i o n
occurs w h e n one region of the n-dimensional
space of similarities changes such that items
falling within that region c o m e to have more
nearly equivalent encodings than they did prior
to category learning. This pattern has been
observed by Livingston, et al. (1998), and Kurtz
(1996), for example, and manifests as (1) an
increase, following category learning, in
similarity ratings a m o n g items drawn from the
same category as compared with items drawn
from different categories, or, (2) as greater
confiisability among items drawn from the same
category than among those drawn from different
categories. In neural network simulations, the
change has been measured directly as an
increased similarity in activation patterns on
hidden units in a simple feedforward network
(Hamad, Hanson, and Lubin, 1995).
The other pattern of change in similarity space
following category learning, called expansion,
occurs when a region of the space of similarities
changes such that items falling within that region
are judged to be more different after category
learning than prior to it, or are less confusable in
a same-different task. This pattern has been
extensively documented by Goldstone (1994a;
1994b; 1996; see also Goldstone, et al. 2001). In
neural network simulations, the change has been

Introduction
Nearly a decade of research n o w suggests that
the space of similarities within which w e locate
objects undergoes a systematic change in metric
structure in the course of category learning (e.g.,
Beale and Keil, 1995; Goldstone, 1994a;
Goldstone, Lippa, and Shiffrin, 2 0 0 1 ;
Livingston, Andrews, and H a m a d , 1998). This
result contrasts sharply with the view of
similarity taken for granted in classical
descriptions of the category learning, where it is
assumed that the metric of psychological
similarity is fixed, with the result that the
locations of objects within that space, and thus
their relationships to one another, are entirely
determined by their perceptual properties (e.g..
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measured directly as an a greater i/iysimilariiy in
activation patterns on hidden units in a
feedforward network (Hamad, et al. 1995;
Tijsseling and Hamad, 1997).
In theory, both kinds of changes could occur in
the course of category learning, but in general
only one pattern is typically observed for a given
set of stimuli. Research is currently ongoing to
establish the conditions under which one
observes compression versus expansion. O n e
hypothesis under active investigation is that
expansion is observed in those cases where the
discrimination among exemplars in the training
set is perceptually difficult, which results in
discrimination learning. Compression, on the
other hand, occurs when no difficult perceptual
discrinunation is required. What is important to
note, regardless of the ultimate fate of this
hypothesis, is that either compression or
expansion is sufficient to produce the effect
necessary for the psychological distinctiveness
that characterizes concepts: a set of similarity
relationships that sets the members of the
category apart from non-members by its
relatively greater degree of intra-category
similarity (or, alternatively, inter-category
dissimilarity).
It has been suggested by m a n y of the
researchers w h o have studied compressionexpansion effects that the process m a y be so
fundamental to category learning that it
constitutes a basic mechanism by which abstract
and universal representations (concepts) are
formed (Damper and Hamad, 2000; Goldstone,
1996; in press; Livingston, et al, 1998). If this
contention is correct, then evidence for the
operation of this process should be found among
young children as well as in adults. To count as
truly fundamental to the process by which
perceptual categories are built, it should not turn
out that compression-expansion effects reflect a
strategy acquired late in life or taking a long time
to develop. Indeed, it does not appear that there
is anything consciously strategic about the
process at all; it seems to reflect the operation of
an automatic recalibration of psychological
similarity space in response to the discovery,
during category learning, that a set of items
needs to be partitioned in a consistent way.
Nevertheless, evidence that this process operates
in young children as well as in adults would
strengthen the claim that it constitutes a basic
mechanism of category leaming.
Certainly there is little doubt that children and
young infants can leara to m a k e category
distinctions, at least among perceptual categories

of the kind at issue here (e.g., Quinn, Slater,
Brown, and Hayes, 2001). There is also a
growing, if still controversial, body of literature
concerning the ability of young children to make
use of information about function (e.g., Rakison
and Cohen, 1999) or internal, inferred features
(Gutheil, Vera, and Keil, 1998) when leaming
new categories or assigning novel objects to
There seem to be m a n y
existing ones.
similarities between the processes of concept
formation in children and adults. T o date,
however, there has been no successful
demonstration that children's category leaming is
characterized by compression-expansion effects
(but see Katz, 1963 for suggestive fmdings).
The major purpose of the research reported
here is to test the hypothesis that the category
learning of children will show patterns of
compression and/or expansion similar to those
already observed among adults. In addition, the
present study presents an opportunity to compare
performance on similarity judgments with
performance (errors and response times) on a
same-different discrimination task.
The
similarity task m a y be more sensitive to the
effects of category learning than the samedifferent task, but its conceptual complexity
makes it difficult to use with children younger
than five. Evidence that the same-different task
can capture the effects of category leaming
would clear the w a y for fiiture work with
younger children.
The limited attention spans of young children
necessitated the development of a more elaborate
training and testing procedure than is needed
with adults. Extensive pre-testing was required
to design a story-based category leaming task
and engaging tasks for the testing process. Pilot
studies revealed that the procedures are too
demanding for children younger than five years
of age, and even for older children must be
spread across sessions on two consecutive days.
Rather than rely on an implicit comparison to the
adult literature, w e included an adult sample that
followed the same procedures used with the
children.
Method
Participants
Participants were 27 kindergarten children
between the ages of five and six, and 23 Vassar
College students participating through an
introductory psychology research requirement.
Participants in each age group were randomly
assigned to the leaming or control conditions.
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young child's attention so as to allow the
experimenter to highlight the differences
between the two categories in the context of an
interactive dialogue rather than by direct
instruction. For example, the long-armed Fips
more easily get tangled in a cargo net while
climbing, but their narrow torsos make them less
likely to get stuck in an obstacle course.
Interactivity is introduced by inviting the
participant to help construct each scene. At
several points in the script the participant is also
asked to sort the aliens into categories, to allow
provision of feedback as learning progressed.
O n the second day of the learning condition,
the story was continued. It concludes with a
final competition, which results in a tie. The
participant is told that he or she will get to stage
one last game to settle the tie, but thatfirstthere
are some other games to be played. These other
games are the three primary data gathering tasks.
The participant gave similarity judgments for
all fifteen possible pairs of six aliens, which
include four that the participant had learned to
categorize during the story telling (two from
each category) and two not seen before (one
from each of the two categories). Pre-testing
indicated thatfifteenjudgments is an upper limit
onfive-year-olds'attention. The novel stimuli
provide a check on whether what has been
learned is a generalizable category. In the
similarity judgment procedure one picture is
placed at the left end of a long felt strip marked
off into distinct intervals that allowed scores
from 0.5 to 8.5 in 0.5 intervals. The participant is
asked to place the other item according to h o w
similar it was to the first item, with more
proximal placement indicating greater similarity.
The participant is trained on the task using
pictures of different breeds of dogs. Pre-training
continued until the judgments were being m a d e
reliably and with confidence. Once the system
was understood, w e presented thefifteenpairs of
aliens. The experimenter recorded the judgment
by reading the position of the center of the
stimulus in relation to the marics on the strip.
In the second task, participants viewed twentyone pairs of stimuli, presented simultaneously on
a Macintosh Powermac G 3 or Powerbook G 3
using SuperLab Pro 1.75 software. The same six
stimuli used in the similarity judgment task were
used here as well. In addition to thefifteenpairs
presented in that task, an additional six pairs
were presented, comprised of each of the six
stimuli presented with its identical twin. Careful
training using pictures of flowers ensured that
participants understood that a "same" response

StimuU
T h e stimuli were designed to resemble
friendly-looking alien creatures and varied on the
dimensions of torso width and arm length.
Figure 1 shows stimuli with extremes on these
dimensions; intermediate values were defined at
equal intervals between extremes. All stimuli had
yellow bodies, green feet, blue hands, and a pink
nose.
For the learning condition, two categories
were created and identified by the nonsense
labels Fip and Zug. The Fips had longer arms
and narrower torsos, while the Zugs had shorter
arms and wider torsos. For each category there
were three possible values on each dimension,
for a total of nine possible m e m b e r s of each
category. O f the eighteen different possible
stimuli, fourteen (seven in each category) were
used in the experiment. Stimuli were printed out
on yellow paper, laminated, and glued onto felt
w i A a black oval-shaped background. A ISS-cm
X 74-cm board covered in black felt served as
the background for the story. T o enhance the
interaction of the children with the materials and
m a k e the story more interesting, felt props were
also used. These props represented various
objects and devices described in the story. For
instance, w h e n it was explained that the Zugs
trained by lifting m o o n rocks and eating a diet of
fuzzy pickles and purple pretzels, participants
would be asked to place m o o n rocks, fuzzy
pickles, and purple pretzels alongside the Zugs.

^

Figure 1. Examples of the stimuli.
Procedure
77ie learning condition. Those w h o learned to
distinguish Fips and Zugs did so over the course
of two, one-on-one sessions with an
experimenter. Learning occurred in the context
of a story, told using the large felt board and felt
props, about two teams of four aliens, the Fips
and the Zugs, w h o compete in an alien Olympics
competition. The story is designed to hold a
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required the stimuli to be identical. Participants
answered by pressing clearly marked keys on a
keyboard. A colorfiil feedback screen indicated
whether the response was correct. These screens
were designed during pre-testing so as to assure
that the children wanted to produce the "correct"
screen and did not like the "incorrect" screen.
For the third and fmal task each participant
was asked to sort a slightly larger set of fourteen
stimuli into two groups, the Fips and the Zugs.
T o the eight stimuli used in the story, and the
two added during testing, w e added four more,
two from each category. Pilot studies suggested
child sorting becomes unreliable when more than
fourteen stimuli were included. This fmal task
provides data concerning whether participants in
the "learning" condition actually did learn the
category distinction, and if so h o w well they
extend die concept to new instances.
The control condition. Participants in the
control condition performed the same three tasks
as those in the learning condition but did not
learn the story or receive any information about
categories or types of aliens. Because they had
not learned to categorize them, w e could not
refer to them by name. The only change in the
tasks required by this difference was to the
sorting task instructions, which simply asked that
the aliens be put into two groups according to
which ones seem to go together.
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Figure 2. Mean similarity judgments by both learning
and control groups for each of three pair types (FF,
FZ, ZZ). Higher numbers indicate greater
dissimilarity
child vs. adult) by 2 (group: learning vs. control)
by 3 (pair type: identical, same category nonidentical, different category) analysis of variance
with repeated measures on the third variable on
the proportion of errors yielded a significant
main effect of age (F(l, 46) = 4.611, M S E =
.045, 2 < 04) and a highly significant main
effect of pair type (E(2, 92) = 23.095, M S I =
.027, e < .0001). Children m a d e more errors
than adults (.221 vs. .146) and different category
pairs produced fewer errors (.057) than identical
pairs (.218) or same category non-identical pairs
(.275). N o other effects were statistically
significant.
A 2 (age: child vs. adult) by 2 (group:
learning vs. control) by 3 (pair type: identical,
same category non-identical, different category)
analysis of variance with repeated measures on
the third variable on the response times yielded
significant main effects of age (F(l, 45) = 8.823,
M S E = 12859202, e < 005) and pair type (F(2,
90) = 5.399, M S E = 1932184, e < 007), and a
significant interaction of age and pair type (F(2,
90) = 7.748, M S E = 1932184, e < .001). Adults
were significantly faster than children overall
(2679 msec. vs. 4577 m s e c ) , but this difference
was due entirely to the non-identical pairs (both
same and different category), which were also
faster overall than the identical pairs. N o other
effects were statistically significant.
Sorting task. A n item w a s considered
correctly sorted if it was placed with the majority
of the items of its category. This allows
characterization of sorts by control participants
as correct or incorrect. If one of the groups was

Results
SimUmtyjwismint^- A 2 (age: child vs.
adult) by 2 (group: learning vs. control) by 3
(pair type: Fip-Fip, Fip-Zug, Zug-Zug) analysis
of variance with repeated measures on the third
variable yielded a highly significant main effect
of pair type (F(2, 90) = 81.140, M S E = 1.004, ^
< .0001) and a highly significant interaction
between condition and pair type(F(2, 90) =
10.473, M S E = 1004, E < .0001). The betweencategory pairs were judged overall to be less
similar than the within-category pairs, and the
between-category pairs were also judged to be
less similar by the learning groups than by the
control groups, a clear case of expansion at the
category boundary following learning. There is
no interaction with age (see Figure 2.) N o other
effects were statistically significant.
Sarn?-difM?nt Judgments. This task yielded
two dependent measures, proportion of errors
and mean response time. Single-sample i tests
demonstrate that all four groups performed the
same-different task better than chance. A 2 (age:
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sufficiently larger than the other at the
completion of the sorting, it might contain a
majority of items from both categories. In that
case, the larger majority was said to defme the
category and thus what counted as correct and
incorrect in the two categories. A 2 (age: child
vs. adult) by 2 (group: learning vs. control)
analysis of variance on the number of items
incorrectly sorted yielded significant main
effects of age (F(l, 45) = 9.032, M S E = 2.603, fi
< .005) and condition (£(1.45) = 13.683, M S E =
2.603, 2 < .001). The interaction approached
significance (F(l, 45) = 3.846, M S E = 2.603, b <
.06). Children m a d e more errors than adults and
control groups m a d e more errors than learning
groups, with control children making by far the
most errors. Single-sample { tests demonstrate
that only the children in the control condition
performed this sorting task no better than chance.

solely higher-order cognitive changes
(Livingston, et al., 1998).
O n e of the more interesting theoretical ~ and
empirical, for that matter ~ questions going
forward will be h o w the operation of a similarity
metric modification process like the one
described here maps onto other patterns observed
in the development of the child's system of
concepts. W e earlier highlighted the similarities
between the concept learning of adults and
children, but interesting differences have been
noted and discussed in the developmental
literature. For example, h o w does one square a
compression-expansion m e c h a n i s m with
variations in criteria for classification, which
have been said to shift from thematic to
taxonomic (Smiley and B r o w n , 1979), or
perhaps from basic-level taxonomic to thematic
and then to superordinate-taxonomic (Gelman,
Coley, Rosengren, Hartman, and Pappas, 1998).
T o address this issue more fully would require a
more detailed analysis than is possible here, but
two possibilities are immediately apparent. The
first is that there is an important difference
between perceptual categorization and
conceptual categorization (Mandler, 2000), and
that the processes w e are describing apply only
to the former. This is a highly controversial
distinction (see the numerous commentaries that
follow Mandler's paper), but if correct it would
make it all the more important to find ways to
pursue evidence for compression-expansion
effects in toddlers and infants, for w h o m highlevel conceptual processes are still poorly
developed. The other possibility is that there is
but a single process, mediated by changes in
similarity metrics, and that variations in
organizational structure, whether identified as
thematic, taxonomic, holistic, analytic, or whathave-you, reflect shifts in the pattern of attention
given to objects and events in the world, shifts
that establish the basic dimensionality of the
similarity space into which objects are sorted on
a given occasion.

Discussion
The finding, based on similarity judgments,
that both adults and children in the learning
condition show the same pattern of expansion at
the category boundary w h e n compared with
participants in the control condition is consistent
with the idea that changes to the metric of
similarity space m a y mediate concept formation
in an age-independent fashion. The results thus
provide encouragement to seek similar evidence
from work with still younger children, and to
pursue that idea that adjustments to the metric
properties of similarity space constitute a general
phenomenon
in
category
learning.
Unfortunately, the failure to find evidence for
expansion using the same-different task suggests
that this procedure is not a good candidate for
extension to younger ages. W e had hoped that
there would be differential changes in speed of
responding between experimental and control
groups, even in the absence of differences in
errors, but found none of the necessary
interaction effects for that measure either.
Clearly, other task candidates, like the match-tosample technique (e.g., Smiley and Brown,
1979), will have to be explored. At least one
finding from the same-different task bears
noting, however. The fact that identical pairs
and different pairs from within the same category
produced the same high level of errors for both
adults and children (over 2 0 % ) suggests just h o w
difficult the discriminations were between items,
and is at least consistent with the hypothesis that
expansion effects at the boundary reflect
perceptual discrimination learning rather than

Conclusion
T h e successful demonstration of learned
expansion in children shows that the
modification of psychological similarity space
that occurs in adult category learning operates
very early in life and m a y indeed constitute a
fundamental mechanism in concept acquisition.
W e suggest that further work is needed to extend
these results to still younger children, and to
resolve important theoretical issues about h o w
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lineage has a special status above and beyond perceptual
features, presumably reflecting the importance of lineage in
A largely accepted view in the categorization literature is
ourthat
lay theory of biology. Similarly, Medin and Shoben
similarity-based reasoning is faster than theory-based
(1988) showed that people would rather accept a square
reasoning. In the cmrent study, w e explored whether theorycantaloupe than a square basketball, presumably because
based categorization behavior would continue to be observed
"being round" is more central in naive theories of physics
when people are forced to make category decisions under
(i.e., die domain in which basketballs are groimded) than in
time pressure. A s a specific test of the theory-based view to
naive theories of biology (i.e., the domain in which
category representation w e examined the causal status
cantaloupes
are grounded).
hypoOiesis, which states that properties acting as causes are
The similarity-based and theory-based views are not
more important than properties acting as effects when
necessarily incompatible (e.g., Sloman & Rips, 1998). In
categorizing an item. Subjects learned four categories of
fact, m a n y proponents of either view allow for, or even
items composed of three features and learned causal relations
advocate, the operation of both kinds of processes (e.g.
between those features. In two experiments w e found that
Sloman, 1996; Smith & Sloman, 1994). However, these
participants gave more weight to cause features than to effect
features even under rapid response conditions. W e discuss
proposals typically put the two views on unequal footing. A
implications of these findings for categorization.
persistent bias present in these 'hybrid' models is that
similarity-based categorization is primary. For instance, in
Introduction
die developmentol literature, it has been argued that theorybased mechanisms cannot precede similarity-based
mechanisms in development because theories must be
W h e n posed with categorization tasks in everyday life
acquired through similarity-based mechanisms (Quine,
people recruit information from a variety of sources. In
1977; Vygotsky, 1962; but see Keil, Smith, Simons, &
general, previous work on categorization has focused on two Levin, 1998). Thus, only after sufficient experience has
sources of information: similarity and theories. O n e family
been obtained m a y theories be developed and used,
of categorization theories has centered on the notion of
amending (or supplanting) similarity-based information.
similarity (e.g., Kruschkc, 1992; Nosofsky, 1986; Smith &
In addition to the idea diat similarity-based categorization
Medin, 1981; Rosch & Mervis, 1975). O n this view
is developmentally primary, there is a notion diat similarityconcept learning and use is based on computing the
based information is accessed more rapidly, and perhaps
similarity between an object to be categorized and a stored
more automatically, than theory-based information. This
representation of a category (e.g., exemplars, Nosofsky,
assumption m a y be motivated by the observation that
1986; or prototypes, Hampton, 1995).
novices (e.g., children) use similarity-based reasoning and
A n alternative view assumes that people have theories
tbus it is a s o m e h o w simpler m o d e of reasoning (cf Keil et
that e m b o d y relations between properties and influence
al, 1998). Smith and Sloman (1994) make diis argtunent
categorization behavior (Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989; Murphy
explicit by assuming that theory-based reasoning is a type of
& Medin, 1985; Rips, 1989). A n illustrative example comes
rule-based reasoning, arguing that rule-based reasoning is,
from Keil's (1989) discovery experiment. W h e n presented
"more analytic and reflective than similarity-based
with an animal that had the appearance and behavior of a
categorization" (pp. 377-378).
horse but the insides and lineage of a cow, adults would
categorize the animal as a cow. This behavior suggests that
Abstract
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T o test this assumption Smith and Sloman designed a
study to examine the effect of time constraints on theorybased (or rule-based) categorization. Smith and Sloman's
subjects performed a forced-choice task in which each item
consisted of a description of an object paired with two
possible categories (task and stimuli adapted from Rips,
1989). Each item had one response that corresponded to a
rule-based (i.e. theory-based) decision and one that
corresponded to a similarity-based decision. For example,
"Circular object with a 4 inch diameter" could be
categorized as a pizza or a quarter. Calling this object a
pizza would signify theory-based understanding of the
minting process whereas calling this object a quarter would
signify a similarity computation because a circular 4-inch
object is more similar to quarters that to most pizzas (but see
Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000). Rips (1989) found that
people tended to choose the theory-based response.
However, w h e n asked to respond as quickly as possible,
subjects in Smith and Sloman's study failed to reproduce
this result. Only w h e n instructed to talk aloud while
categorizing did subjects tend to answer in accordance with
the theory-derived rules. Thus, Smith and Sloman
concluded that a "...possible constraint...is that the
situation encourage people to articulate and explain their
reasons for categorization, rather than encourage rapid
judgments" (p. 383).
O n e problem with this interpretation is that the use of
either similarity or theories resulted the in subjects
accepting bizarre objects as category members. For instance,
participants had to decide whether a circular object with a 4inch diameter that is silver colored is a pizza or a quarter.
This is a rather strict test of theory-use and m a y not
represent a naturalistic situation in which to test the
influence of speed.
More recent studies have suggested that theory-based
categorization m a y be at least as fast as (and perhaps as
automatic as) similarity-based categorization. For example,
Lin and Murphy (1997) pitted perceptual similarity against
knowledge of an object's function during speeded
categorization. For instance, an object with a loop was
either described as a tool used to hunt animals where the
loop is placed around the animal's neck, or a pesticide
sprayer where the loop was used to hang it when not in use.
Thus, the loop should have been viewed as central to the
category in the former condition and more peripheral in the
latter condition. Even when category responses had to be
made within a one-second deadline, or w h e n the picture of
the object to be categorized was presented for only 5 0 m s
and then masked, subjects continued to be influenced by
domain knowledge (e.g., the object's described function).
Palmeri and Blalock (2000) reported a similar pattern of
results. Extending the findings of Wisnewski and Medin
(1994), they had subjects categorize drawings supposedly
drawn by children described as either "creative" or "noncreative." Subjects were able to categorize using this
background knowledge (e.g., by the amount of emotional
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expression) even w h e n the pictures were shown for only
200m8. Their study demonstrated that theory-use did not
require lengthy periods of reflection.
The main goal of the current study was to build upon
these recent findings and to examine speeded theory-based
categorization at a finer level. A s a specific test of the
theory-based view w e have chosen to examine the causal
status hypothesis ( C S H ; A h n , K i m , Lassaline, & Dennis,
2000; A h n , 1998). This hypothesis w a s developed in
response to the valid criticisms that specific mechanisms
underlying theory-based categorization had not been
explicated. C S H states that features of an object that act as
causes in one's domain theory are more important than
features that act as effects, ceteris paribus. This measure,
referred to as causal depth, makes explicit w h y s o m e
features are more central to one's theory than others.
A s a test of the C S H , A h n et al. (2000) provided subjects
with novel categories that possessed features at different
causal depths. W h e n asked to classify possible category
members, each of which was missing a single characteristic
feature, subjects rated those missing an eflfect feature as a
better category m e m b e r than those missing a cause feature.
In the current study w e employed a similar methodology to
test die effects of time pressure on the causal status effect
Experiment 1

Method

Adapting the paradigm from A h n et al. (2000), our stimuli
consisted of fourfictionalanimals (see Fig. 1). Each animal
was described as possessing three features. The features
were described as having a causal chain structure such that
feature A causes feature B, and feature B causes feature C.
It is crucial to ensure that, in the absence of causal
information, the three features did not vary in salience.
Otherwise, any obtained causal status effect could not be
solely attributed to the causal background knowledge but
could instead be attributed to some other factor (e.g.,
physiological feature versus behavioral feature). T o
eliminate this possibility w e pre-tested the stimuli on a
separate set of subjects, using the animal descriptions
without the explicit causal information. Subjects were then
asked to rate the likelihood of category membership of items
missing a single feature (see Fig. 2). The results of this pretest showed no significant differences between the ratings of
items missing the first feature, items missing the second
feature, and items missing the third feature (all p's>.4).
Thus, w e concluded that the features were equated for a
priori strength.
In the categorization tasks used by A h n et al. (2000),
subjects were allowed to view the animal descriptions
(along with the causal structure information) while they
were making their category judgments. T o allow for

speeded responses, subjects in our study were instead
required to learn and memorize the four animals, their
features, and the causal relations between the features.
First, subjects were given the opportunity to study the
description of each animal at the beginning of the
experiment. While studying each description subjects were
instructed to "write about how you think each feature causes
the next," in an attempt to force subjects to think causally
about the features (instead of as a simple ordered list). To
help subjects further learn the items, they were then
presented with 6 blocks of trials, during which they were
prompted with the name of one of the animals and were
required to select (using a mouse-click) the features of that
animal from an array containing the features of all 4
animals. They were required to select those features in the
appropriate causal order. Successfully responding to the
entire set of animals twice allowed subjects to m o v e on to
the next block. In the first two blocks responses were
unspeeded, while in the last four blocks responses had Ssecond deadlines (any response not meeting the deadline
was counted as incorrect). This speeded-leaming procedure
was added so that the novel causal background knowledge
would be sufficiently internalized, thereby approximating
real-life lay theories. In addition, on half of the blocks,
subjects were asked for the causal relations in the forward
order (e.g. A, B, C ) and on the other half in the backward
order (e.g. C, B, A ) . The order manipulation alternated
across blocks and subjects, always begirming with a forward
block.
Kehoes

For the unspeeded trials w e expected to find results
similar to those of A h n et al. (2000). That is, items missing
the terminal effect feature should be rated as more likely
category members than those missing the initial cause
feature. The critical question was whether this causal status
effect would disappear during the speeded trials, as
suggested by Smith and Sloman (1994).
Kehoe?
does not have a low body temp

has a small heart hibernates in winter

Figure 2: A sample transfer item from Experiment 1

Results a n d Discussion

Before analyzing the subjects' category ratings, w e verified
the instructional speed manipulation. The R T s in the
speeded blocks ( M = 1560ms) were indeed significantly
faster than the RTs in the unspeeded blocks (M = 3202ms),
p<.05, Tukey's H S D .
D Missing First Feature
o 1 B Mjssing Second Feature
I Missing Third Feature

h a v e a small heart
have a l o w b o d y t e m p

^

i

hibernate in winter

Figure 1: A sample animal widi causal links
Speeded
Once subjects completed these six blocks they proceeded
to the experimental transfer task. Subjects were presented
with items missing a single feature and were asked to rate
the likelihood that the item belonged to its target category
on an 8-point scale (widi 1 being "Definitely Unlikely" to 8
being "Definitely Likely"). Features of each transfer item
were presented in a triad as shown in Figure 2, with the
position of the features randomized.
There were 4 blocks of trials in the transfer task. In two
of the blocks, subjects were instructed to answer as quickly
as possible. In the other two blocks, they were told to take
as m u c h time as needed. The speed condition alternated
across blocks and was coimterbalanced across subjects.
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Unspeeded

Figure 3: Results from Experiment 1
The results for subjects' categorization responses are
summarized in Figure 3. A 2 (speed condition: speeded vs.
unspeeded) X 3 (item type: missingfirstfeature vs. missing
second feature vs. missing third feature) repeated measures
A N O V A was performed on the date. W e observed a
significant main effect of item type, F(2, 56)=22.69,
p<.0001, demonstrating that subjects categorized in
accordance with the causal status hypothesis. In addition,
w e observed no main effect of speed, F(l,28)=2.89, p>.05,
and the speed X item type interaction was also not
significant, F(2,56)=1.03, p>.05.

Planned comparisons were carried out to examine
difTerences between item types. In both the speeded and
unspeeded conditions items missing the third feature were
rated significantly higher than those missing the first or
second features (p's<.05, Tukey's H S D ) . The difference
between items missing the first feature and those missing
the second feature was not significant (p's>.05, Tukey's
H S D ) , possibly because the second feature also served as a
cause of another feature, making the difference between the
first and the second feature less pronounced (see also K i m
and Ahn, 2002).
Overall, these results demonstrate that it is possible to
categorize using causal knowledge even w h e n time for
lengthy reflection is not allowed. It is tempting to contrast
our findings with those of Smith and Sloman (1994). In
dieir experiment, subjects needed unspeeded conditions and
to talk aloud while making the judgment in order to
demonstrate theory-based behavior. It is possible that the
paradigm used by Rips (1989) and Smith and Sloman
(1994) created a situation in which theory-use was more
difficult to apply than our situation (see above).
Nevertfieless, our findings clearly question the assertion that
theory-use is relegated to situations in which reflection and
analytic thought is permitted.
Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, subjects were simply asked to respond as
quickly as possible to the "speeded" items. Given this
freedom, some subjects responded very quickly but others
responded significantly more slowly. Although the speed
manipulation w e used in Experiment 1 is naturalistic, in that
participants carried out what they thought to be a rapid
decision making process, forcing participants to respond
within a specific deadline would ensure uniform time
pressure across all subjects. Therefore, in Experiment 2, w e
imposed stricter control over subjects' response times by
enforcing deadlines on their category decisions.
O n e methodological complication with establishing
appropriate response deadlines is that it is difficult to
determine beforehand whether a particular deadline is short
enough to challenge the categorization system but not so
short as to m a k e accurate responses impossible. That is, if
the speeded condition does not show the causal status effect,
it can be because theory-based reasoning does not take place
during rapid categorization or because the deadline is too
short to produce any reasonable responses.
For this reason, w e also tested whether similarity
information could be used under similar deadlines. B y
testing both kinds of knowledge, the casual status effects
can be compared to similarity-based categorization at each
deadline. In this w a y it can be inferred whether any
breakdown of the causal status effect is due to the inability
to complete the processes necessary for theory-based
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categorization or if reasonable responses at that deadline are
impossible for both kinds of categorization.
Similarity is frequently calculated based on h o w m a n y
attributes an item has in c o m m o n with other members of the
category (e.g., Tversky, 1977). Therefore, as a similaritybased determinant for feature weighting, w e manipulated
the relative base rates of each feature within a category (i.e.,
what percentage of category members possess a feature), a
measure also k n o w n as category validity. In fact, category
validity has been shown to be positively correlated with
typicality ratings (Rosch & Mervis, 1975).
Experiment 2 contains a similarity condition that provides
category validity information in m u c h the same w a y causal
information w a s provided in Experiment 1. Using this
condition as a point of comparison, and with die addition of
strict response deadlines, w e hope to provide a m o r e
rigorous test of the causal status effect under speeded
conditions.
Methods
Subjects in the Causal condition were given the same
stimuli and accompanying causal information as used in
Experiment 1. Subjects in the Base-Rate condition were
given the same stimuli but were instead given information
about the relative base rates of each feature. Thus, each
category was described as having three features (e.g. A , B,
and C ) such that 1 0 0 % of category members possessed
feature A, 8 0 % of possessed feature B, and 6 0 % possessed
feature C. In our parlance, the Causal condition represents a
theory-based situation whereas the Base-Rate condition
represents a similarity-based situation. Paralleling the
results of Experiment 1, items in the Base-Rate condition
missing the third (60%) feature should be rated as better
category members those missing the first (100%) feature.
This is because those missing the third feature share more
features with more category members than those missing the
first feature.
The learning phase for the Causal condition was identical
to that used in Experiment 1. Subjects in the Base-Rate
condition did not have to generate explanations but instead
categorized exemplars into one of the four animal
categories. For this task, each exemplar always possessed
the first feature of its category, possessed the second feature
on 8 0 % of the trials, and the third feature 6 0 % of the time
(thus mirroring the stated base rates). W h e n a given feature
did not appear in an exemplar, a feature from one of the
other animals was substituted. Feedback was given after
each trial.
Blocks of 30 such trials alternated with blocks of the
"selection task" used in the Causal condition. The only
difference w a s that features were selected in an order
(forward or backwards) dictated by their base rate rather
than their position in the causal chain.

The transfer phase for both conditions was nearly
identical to that used in Experiment 1 except for a modified
speed manipulation. Instead of an instruction to respond
quickly, Experiment 2 employed a signal-to-respond
technique (Lamberts, 1998). Thus, each trial presented the
feature triad (Fig. 2) for a specified duration (see below).
W h e n the triad was removed from the screen subjects made
their response. If a response was made more than 300ms
after the disappearance of the triad, subjects were told to
respond more rapidly.
There were four blocks of trials. Each block used one of
four presentation durations (1500ms, 750ms, 500ms, and
300ms). These blocks were ordered randomly for each
subject.

significant effect on categorization. For simplicity, w e only
report comparisons between items missing the first feature
and those missing the third, the differences that C S H
predicts to be the largest. For the Base-Rate condition,
items missing the first (100%) feature significantly differed
from items missing the third (60%) feature in the 1500ms
condition, t(29)-3.43, p<.005, and the 750ms condition,
t(29)-2.41, p<.05, but not in the 500ms, t(29)=.3, p>.05, or
300ms, t(29)=1.59, p>.05, conditions. In the Causal
condition, items missing the first (initial cause) feature
differed from those missing the third (terminal effect)
feature in the 1500ms, t(29)=2.22, p<.05, the 750ms,
t(29)-2.86, p<.01, and the 500ms conditions, t(29)=2.06,
p<.05, but not the 300ms condition, t(29)=.81, p>.05.

6 -, • Missing First Feature
T Missing First Feature

6 -, D Missing First Feature
• Missing Third Feature

1500ms

750ms
500ms
Response Deadline

300ms

1500ms

Figure 4: Results from Causal Condition

750ms
500ms
Response Deadline

300ms

Figure 5: Results from Base-Rate condition
In light of these results, it is clear that theory-driven
causal knowledge can be utilized to categorize stimuli under
even faster conditions than those created in Experiment 1.
Subjects in this experiment were able to categorize
according to their theory even when allowed only 800ms to
view the exemplar and make a response. This is impressive
considering that this condition was 200ms condition faster
than the speeded condition used by Lin and Murphy (1997;
Experiment 4) - their stimuli were pictures whereas ours
were verbal descriptions. Furthermore, our results indicate
that the base rate information, which has been considered a
key determinant of similarity (Rosch & Mervis, 1975), did
not result in differential responses under this deadline. The
results taken together provide strong evidence that theorybased categorization cannot be slower than similarity-based
categorization.

Results and Discussion

The results from the categorization tosk can be seen in
Figures 4 and 5. A 2 (knowledge condition: Causal vs.
Base-Rate) X 4 (speed condition: 1500ms vs. 750ms vs.
500ms vs. 300ms) X 2 (item type: missing first feature vs.
missing third) A N O V A w a s performed with repeated
measures on the latter two factors. W e observed a
significant main effect of item type, F(l, 58)=15.14,
p<.0005, that did not interact with knowledge condition,
F<I, demonstrating that both background conditions had the
predicted effect on categorization behaviors. N o significant
main effect of speed was observed, F(3, 174)=1.88, p>.05,
but this main effect must be interpreted in light of a
significant interaction between speed and item type, F(3,
174)=6.26, p<.001, which will be further examined below.
N o significant main effect of background condition was
observed, F(l, 58)=3.43, p>.05, and this factor did not
interact with either of the other two factors. The three-way
interaction between background condition, speed, and item
type also failed to reach significance, F(3, 174)= 1.93, p>.05.
Planned comparisons were carried out to determine at
what response deadlines the background information had a

Conclusion

The current experiments demonstrated two important
fmdings: First, theory-based categorization, as measured by
the causal status effect, did not necessarily require excessive
periods of deliberation in order to exert an influence on
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behavior. Second, the latencies at which theory-use it
possible are comparable to those of similarity-use. These
findings bolster the idea that use of similarity is not
necessarily more primary than theory-use. Instead, it
appears that people's use of theories and similarity may be
inexorably intertwined, not just during development (Keil,
ct al., 1998) but during the course of a single category
decision as well.
One open question concerns the type of reasoning that
takes place when subjects actually categorize transfer items.
W a s any causal reasoning taking place during the transfer
tasks, or were subjects simply retrieving pre-compiled
notions about feature importance derived during learning?
Future studies on this issue will help us develop more
detailed processing accoimts of theory-based categorization.
The current results, at the very least, clearly demonstrate
that previously acquired causal knowledge influences later
categorization judgments even when rapidly categorizing
objects.
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Abstract

and case markings. In a strict W O language like English, declarative sentences follow a Subject-VerbObject ( S V O ) pattern. It is the occurrence of the
subject in the first position, and the object in the
second, that allows the hearer to comprehend w h o
did what to w h o m . In contrast, languages such as
Russian or Japanese allow multiple word orders and
rely on case markings to disambiguate subjects horn
objects. For instance, Maaha lubit Petyoo (SVO),
Petyoo lubit M a s h a ( O V S ) , and Lubit Petyoo Masha
( V O S ) are all grammatical in Russian and all mean
M a r y loves Peter (albeit with different emphases on
the constituents), due to the nominative -o, and £iccusative -u case markers.

H o w doee the existence of case systems, and strict
word order patterns affect the learnability of a given
language? W e present a series of connectionist simulations, suggesting that both case and strict word
order m a y facilitate syntactic acquisition by a sequential learning device. Our results are consistent with typtological data concerning the frequencies with which different type of word order patterns occur across the languages of the world. Our
model also accommodates patterns of syntactic development across sever«J different languages. W e
conclude that non-linguistic constraints on general
sequential-learning devices may help explain the relationship between case, word order, and learnability of individual languages.
Introduction
In language acquisition, children are faced with
m a n y formidable tasks, yet they normally acquire
most of their native language within thefirstfive
years of life. O n e of the most difficult of these tasks
involves mapping a sequence of words onto some sort
of interpretation of what that sequence is supposed
to mean. That is, in order for the child to understand a sentence, she needs to determine the grammatical roles of the individual words so that she can
work out w h o did what to w h o m . Although the children appear to bring powerful statistical learning
mechanisms to bear on the acquisition tasks (e.g.,
Saffi-an, Aslin, k Newport 1996), the existence of
linguistic universals c o m m o n across radically different languages (Greenberg 1963) points to the presence of iimate constraints on such learning. Without
such constraints, it becomes difficult to explain w h y
there are few, if any, Object-Subject-Verb ( O S V )
languages (van Everbroeck, 1999) even though in
principle such a language appears to be as good as
any other. In this paper, w e propose that these constraints m a y arise from non-linguistic limitations on
the sequential learning of statistical structure, and
examine h o w this perspective m a y shed light on h o w
children learn to m a p the words in sentences onto
their appropriate grammatical roles. There are two
major ways in which languages signal syntactic relationships and grammatical roles—word order ( W O ) ,
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While long-standing theories describe acquisition
of language through an irmate language acquisition
device (e.g.. Pinker, 1995), an alternative approach
that is gaining ground is the adaptation of linguistic
structures to the h u m a n brain rather than vice versa
(e.g., Christiansen, 1994; Kirby, 1998). O n this account, language universals m a y reflect non-linguistic
cognitive constraints on learning and processing of
sequential structure, rather than constraints prescribed by an innate universal grammtir. Previous work has shown that sequential-learning devices
with no language-specific biases are better able to
learn more universal aspects of language as compared to aspects encoimtered in rare languages (e.g.,
Ellefson & Christiansen, 2000; Christiansen & Devlin, 1997; V a n Everbroeck, 1999, 2001).
Here, we examine the ways in which case markings
and word order m a y function as cues for a sequential learning device acquiring syntactic structure. In
simulation 1, w e model different word orders, and
hypothesize that typologically c o m m o n languages
should be easier to learn by a sequential-learning
device than the more rare ones. W e expand on this
idea in simulation 2 by studying the performance of
networks trained on languages of varying degrees of
case markings andflexibility.Finally, in simulation
3, w e establish that our trained networks are able
to mimic syntactic performance of children learning English, Italian, Turkish, and Serbo-Croatian
(Slobin and Bever, 1982).

Acquisition of W o r d O r d e r
Generative linguists have long relied on parameter
setting to explain how children acquire the distinct
patterns of their native language. For instance, it
has been assumed that the way a child knows to
generate S V O and not S O V English sentences is
through the setting of a V O / O V parameter (Neeleman, 1994). This account has been imsatisfactory
because it does not account for many observed correlations; for instance, O V languages typically have
flexible word orders (Koster, 1999). More generally,
parameter theory has been largely unable to account
for the asymmetries and patterns in the distribution
of world languages. W h y , for instance, are the most
c o m m o n word orders S O V , S V O , and V S O (Greenberg 1963: Universal 1)? W h y do verb-final languages almost always have a case system (Greenberg
1963: Universal 41)? And even more fundamentally,
why do case languages have flexible word orders to
begin with? It is our position that these observations
can be at least partially accounted for by examining
the leamability of languages from the viewpoint of
sequential learning.
Generative linguistics also leaves largely unexplained the process children use to actually set the
parameters. With regard to word orders, an explanation espoused by Pinker (e.g., 1995) involves
the so-called Subset Principle. According to the
Subset Principle, children take the most conservar
tive strategy and so, by default, assume a fixed order. Alternative word orders are only accepted if
a child is exposed to these orders, at which time a
free word order parameter gets switched on. Under
this assumption, F W O languages are predicted to be
more difficult to leeirn. Although the idea that all
languages are initially approached as having strict
word-order ( S W O ) was popular in the sixties and
seventies (Slobin, 1966), Slobin and Bever (1982 conclude that the primacy assigned to word order was
unduly influenced by languages such as English.
There is ample evidence that children learning
a strict word-order language such as EngUsh never
leap to the conclusion that it is a free-word order language (Pinker 1995). While Pinker has used this evidence for reinforcing parameter-setting—the reason
children never leap to such conclusions is because a
word-order parameter has been set—we suggest an
alternative explanation. Simply, children learning
English generally do not produce non-SVO sentences
because non-SVO sentences are incomprehensible in
English. In the absence of case markings. Kicked
John Bill is ambiguous as to who did the kicking.
Children learning English, use the statistical properties of the language to learn that word order is a reliable cue to syntactic relationships. Children learning a case-based language such as Russian, make a
similar observation about case markings. This view
obviates the need for a default strategy. W h a t is
important is that there exist some set of cues to in-
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dicate syntactic relationships—there is nothing inherently special about word order or case markings.
In short, we posit that a major reason for the observable asymmetries among the world's languages
is that certain patterns make a language more easily learnable by a general sequential-learning device,
ensuring the proliferation of such a language in the
human population.
Simulation 1: Exploring the
Learnability o f C a s e a n d W o r d O r d e r
In the view that the frequency of certain W O s is
correlated with their learnability, w e hypothesized
that typologically rare languages will be more difficult to learn by a sequential-learning device than
the more c o m m o n languages. To test this prediction, we trained simple recurrent networks (SRNs:
Elman, 1990) on a total of 14 artificial grammars,
reflecting the 6 possible strict word orders ( S W O )
and aflexibleword order ( F W O ) , with or without
the presence of case markings.
Method
Networks Ten S R N s were used in each condition.
The networks were initialized with random weights
in the interval [-0.1, 0].^ Each input to the networks consisted of a distributed representation of a
word, spliced with a case marker. Words were represented by 20-unit randomly generated bit-vectors.
Although some vectors were bound to be close in the
representation space, random assignment to words
assured that any such interaction would not bias the
results. Having words represented by random vectors m a y seem odd considering the complex phonology that underlies human languages. However, for
present purposes such a representation seems to
work just as well as phonological (e.g., van Everbroeck 2001), while dramatically decreasing training time. Case markings (nominative, accusative,
dative, and genitive) were represented by a four-bit
vector appended to the word vector. This made for
a total of 24 input units. There were seven output units, corresponding to the grammatical roles
the network was supposed to predict: subject, direct object, indirect object, genitive noun, verb, or
end-of-sentence. In all simulations, the learning rate
was set to 0.1, and m o m e n t u m to 0.01. Each S R N
had 30 hidden units emd 30 context units.
Materials The lexicon contained 300 nouns and
100 verbs. This noun-to-verb ratio is generally consistent with h u m a n languages (e.g., British National
Corpus). The verbs were evenly divided into intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive categories. As illustrated in Table 1, each grammar included three
'it was found that the slightly inhibitory starting weights provided for better performance across the
board. A similar conclusion was reached by van Everbroeck (2001).

Table 1: A Sample S O V G r a m m a r Used to Generate
TVaining Corpora

Table 2: Network performance and Language Distributions
Words Uorrect - No Attested htequency
S -• Intransitive 1.35] | TVansitive (.35] | Ditransitive [.3] Word
Order
Case Condition (%)
(%)
Intransitive —» NP-nom V-intrans
-SDV
^ 3
51 (most w/cases)
TVansitive —» NP-nom NP-acc V-trans
VOS
85
8
Ditransitive —» NP-nom NP-acc NP-dat V-ditrans
OVS
80
0.75
N P - N I N N-gen [.25]
OSV
74
0.25
Flexible
65 frequencies 0t (all
w/caaea)
n from
Van
Note. Attested language
Everbroeck (1999).
types of sentences: intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive. A sentence consisted of noun phrases
(NP) and one of three verb classes. Twenty-five peras being correctly mapped.
cent of noun phrases contained a noun in the genitive
It m a y seem that providing the networks with diform (e.g., John's brother. T h e simplest sentence
rect mapping from word to grammatical category is
generated by such a grammar was a simple intrannot ecologically valid. After all, it has long been
sitive: e.g., John walka. The most complex sentence
recognized that kids are not given sufficient ostencontained 7 words: Mary's friend gave Peter's key
sive cues to syntactic relationships and word mean[to] John's brother. A fully flexible grammar was
ings. N o one explains to the child after each encounidentical to the strict W O s except the order within
tered sentence that word A referred to the "do-er"
each element was randomly varied from sentence
and word B to the "do-ee". However, Tomasello
to sentence. In an effort to model the languages
and colleagues have shown that children are able to
as naturedistically as possible, we modeled genitives
use pragmatic cues such as eye gaze to help figure
based on Greenberg's (1963) imiversal 2: in typiout which object is being referred to (Tomasello &
cally prepositional languages ( S V O and V S O ) genAkhtar, 1995). Twenty-four month olds show unitives generally follow the governing noun, while in
derstanding of adult intentions in inferring meanpostpositional languages (SOV), the reverse is true.
ings of novel verbs (Tomasello & Barton, 1994), and
W e modeled the remaining three word orders with
18-month old children are able to learn new words
genitives following the noun. W e also added a geniin non-ostensive contexts (Tomasello, Strosberg, &
tive case-marking to S W O - n o case languages. WithAkhtar, 1996). Such use of pragmatic cues enables
out this, it was impossible for the networks to dischildren to m a p words onto meanings and correctly
cern governing nouns from genitives. This addition
infer w h o did what to w h o m . Considering that
is motivated by the observation that even normally
our networks live in a purely linguistic world, the
case-less languages have some form of genitive case
method of direct mapping seems reasonable.
markings (e.g., in EngUsh: Mary's house) (van Everbroeck, 2001).
Results
Procedure W e used a crossover design of 7 word
orders (6 strict, and one flexible), by two case conditions (with or without case) resulting in 14 training corpora. For each condition, we generated 3,000
random sentences of the appropriate order. Such
a corpus occupies a very small part of the possible
sentences that can be generated by the corpus. For
instance, 9 million different sentences are possible for
a transitive S O V configuration (300 x 300 x 100).
T h e networks were trained for 100,000 sweeps (input/output pairs), corresponding to about 7 passes
through the corpus. During each training sweep, the
network was presented with a word, and depending
on the condition, a case marking. A corpus of 200
novel sentences was created for testing. In the testing corpus, 5 0 % of words were completely n e w — o n e s
to which the network has never been exposed. Performance was measured by assessing the network's
ability to m a p a given word to its correct grammatical role. During testing, the network's highestactivated output unit was compared to the expected
output. If the units matched, the word was marked
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All networks trained in the case condition were able
to m a p 1 0 0 % of the words to the correct categories.
W h e n case was not available, the network performance roughly corresponded to attested language
frequencies (Table 2). Only two caseless W O s obtained nearly perfect performance: S V O and V S O
(99%). There, however, appears to be a discrepancy. While S O V is the most c o m m o n W O , it is
outperformed by both S V O and V S O . According to
Greenberg's Universed 41, however, the great majority of S O V languages have case, and most caseless
lemguages turn out to be either S V O or V S O (e.g.,
English, Welsh). This finding supports our learnability hypothesis: verb-final languages presumably
have a case system because rehance on W O results
in suboptimal learnability.
The likely reason SOV-no case grammars did not
achieve perfect accuracy is because they contained
two unmarked nouns prior to the verb. Since the
networks learn to m a p different types of verbs to
different eirgument constructions, verb-final grammars are at a disadvantage—in these grammars the

grammatical role that provides the most infonnation about what is to come, is received last (van
Everbroeck, 2001). The poor performance of V O S is
due to the intervening indirect subject in ditransitive sentences. W e should also note that even though
F W O - n o case languages perform poorly, their performance is consistently above chance. This can be
explained by the networks' learning to m a p familiar
verbs to intransitive, transitive or ditransitive word
schemas.
These simulation results confirm the idea that
FWO-case languages are no more difficult to learn
than c o m m o n S W O - n o case languages such as S V O
and V S O , coimter to predictions of the subset principle. The difficulty associated with learning a F W O
language without case markings is underscored by
typological evidence, suggesting that such languages
use case markings to signal grammatical relationships (Payne 1992).

Word Order
A EnglsMke
a ttalan-lke
Poish-IKe
oTurtdsMke
e FWO
25%
50%
75%
Percent Nom/Acc/Dat Case Markings

Figure 1: Network performance in simulation 2 for
increasing degrees of case markings as a function of
word order.

Simulation 2: The Impact of Case on
W o r d O r d e r Flexibility

Procedure Each group of networks had case cues
added to the sentences based on case condition. T h e
In natural languages, case markings are not wholly
testing proceeded as in Simulation 1.
deterministic. For instance, Slavic languages such
as Russian and Serbo-Croatian, contain a number
Results
of nouns which, perhaps for historical reasons, do
A s expected, S W O languages such as English and
not take case markings. Additionally, because these
Italian were Uttle-benefited by case (Figure 1). In
markings often take the form of suffixes, they change
contrast, the probabilistic addition of case markthe phonology of words. This results in potential
ings to F W O languages consistently improved perphonological ambiguity. For instance, in Russian
formance. T h e slightly lower performance of ItaUan
stali is either the genitive form of steel or a conis due to it having a moreflexibleword order than
jugated verb meaning we stopped. B y examining the
effects of varying cases on different word orders, w e English (see Table 3). T o compensate for possible
ambiguities, Itahan relies heavily on prosodic and
hoped to show that (1) even probabilistic case markcontextual
information (Slobin & Bever, 1982) which
ings improve performance for F W O languages, and
was not available to our networks. In summary, the
(2) case markings do not improve performance for
precise nature of the cue: case, or W O , does not
languages that aheady rely on W O .
seem to matter. Neither needs to be primary.
Method
Simulation 3: Interactions between
Networks Ten SRNs were used for each condition.
C a s e a n d W o r d O r d e r Flexibility in
The initial conditions and training details were the
Development
same as in Simulation 1.
Materials W e generated five artificial grammars
varying on the salience of case markings—from only
genitive markings, to full case markings. A grammar with case marked 5 0 % of the time corresponded
to a language in which 5 0 % of case markings are
possibly phonologically ambiguous, or a language in
which certain of nouns do not take on case markings. Five more grairunars varying on strictness of
word order—from a completely flexible order, to a
completely strict one (SVO). T h e word orders aj)proximated distributions found in natural languages
(Italian, and Turkish: Slobin & Bever 1982); Polish:
Jacennik & Dryer 1992). T h e two conditions were
crossed, for a 5x5 matrix. A s in simulation 1, 3000
sentences were generated for each condition.
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In this simulation, we demonstrate that networks
trained on corpora similar to those used in simulation 2 are able to mimic syntactic performance
of children learning English, Italian, Turkish, and
Serbo-Croatian. Slobin and Bever (1982) tested 48
children divided into 8 age groups (24-52 months).
Each child was tested on their ability to demonstrate
familiar actions (e.g., scmtch, bump, pick up) using
familiar toy animals after hearing a transitive language in their native language. T h e authors hjrpothesized that Turkish, English, and Italian-speaking
children would have the easiest time due to the consistent, unambiguous case markings available in the
case of Turkish, and the consistent word-order information available in English and Italian. Children

Table 3: Word Order Distributions for Simulation 3
Worda Order
I5ar—roo^rwD
Italian
82% SVO. 2 % SOV,
11% VSO, 5% OVS
Serbo55% SVO, 16% SOV,
Croatian
16% VSO, 3% VOS,
2% OVS, 8% OSV
Turkish

48% SOV, 25% SVO,
13% OVS, 8% OSV,
6% VSO

Caaee
Genitive only
Genitive only

~

Pull for non-SVO
Fbr SVO: 55%
nom, 55% ace,
100% dat, 70%
gen
Full

acquiring Serbo-Croatian would have a more difficult
time due to its more ambiguous case markings, requiring them to pay attention to word-order as well
as cases.

-r-"
Language
« TurMsh
A En^sh
• Italan
* S«t)»Oroatlan
3500
4500
5500
Training Sweeps

Figure 2: The pattern of performance across training
for Turkish, English, Italian, and Serbo-Croatian in
simulation 3

Method
Networks The networks and training details were
Table 4: Percentage correct performance for gramidentical to simulation 2. W e used 12 SRNs in each
matical sentences in a given language in the Slobin
condition, mirroring the number of subjects used by
and Bever (1982) study.
Slobin and Bever (1982).
Materials W e created 4 types of grammars motivated by the four languages used in the study. English was modeled as being 1 0 0 % S V O , and having
only genitive case markings. T h e word orders for
the remsiining languages were modeled based on the
data provided by Slobin and Bever's (1982) corpus of
adult speech, reflecting the linguistic input available
the children.
Although TXirkish does not have an explicit nominative case, it was found that such a marker was
necessary in this simulation. In the absence of semantic information and case markings, the networks
must rely on the syntactic position of a word to correctly identify its category. However, in a relatively
F W O language such as Turkish, this information is
ambiguous. Without a nominative case, both verbs
and subjects are unmarked, and the network naturally has trouble telling them apart. In contrast to
these networks, children rely on semantic information, in addition to syntax, to tell apart verbs and
noims. In other words, a Turkish child knowing the
meanings of "dog" and "sniff", will not confuse the
two even w h e n "dog" is an unmarked agent in the
sentence.
Serbo-Croatian has all four of the cases w e were
modeling, however, only masculine and feminine
nouns take on accusative and nominative markings.
Sentences containing one or more neuter nouns are
typically ordered as S V O . W e did not have data on
the proportion of neuter nouns in Serbo-Croatian
or the percentage of S V O sentences containing such
noims. It was estimated that about 5 5 % of S V O sentences would contain one such noun, therefore case

Lajiguage
~ S g e - English
^ngl
~2?^ -^
32-36
75
40-44
88
48-52
92

ingui
Italian
"BB"
78
85
90

berbo-Croatian
BT
58
69
79

'IXirkish
"7?"
80
82
87

markings were deleted from 5 5 % of nouns in SVO
sentences. Serbo-Croatian neuter nouns do have dative case-markings, hence the datives are marked
100% of the time. However, plural neuter nouns are
not declined in genitive constructions. If plural genitive nouns are used an estimated 3 0 % of the time,
then 7 0 % of S V O sentences will have genitive case
markers.
Procedure Training proceeded as in simulation
1. T h e extent of training was varied for networks
corresponding to different age groups. Testing was
done following the procedure employed by Slobin
and Bever (1982). W e used transitive sentences using only words which the networks have seen during
trtiining. Performance was quantified by measuring
the percentage of subjects and objects the network
identified correctly, and averaging the data with the
overall percentage of words correctly identified.
Results
T h e networks' performance (Figure 2) closely
matched Slobin and Bever's (1982) data (Table 4).
A s predicted, networks trained and tested on Turkish had the easiest time mapping words onto grammatical roles. Networks trained on Serbo-Croatian,
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had the most difficult time, highlighting the higher
processing-cost associated with having to pay attention to W O and case markings. This pattern of results runs counter to the subset principle since the
latter predicts case-languages to be more difficult to
acquire. Performance on Italian was slightly worse
than on English, reflecting the more flexible W O of
Italian. It is predicted that with the addition of
prosodic and semantic cues, the performance of Italian would more closely peirallel that of a fully S W O
language such as English.
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Abstract
We rqx>rt on an experiment that investigated how people
naturally communicate with computational devices using
speech and gaze. Our approach follows from the idea
that human-human
conversation involves the
establishment of common ground, the use of gaze
direction to indicate attention and turn-taking, and
awareness of other's knowledge and abilities. Our goal
is to determine whether it is easier to communicate with
several devices, each with its own specialized functions
and abilities, or with a single system that can control
several devices. If conversations with devices resemble
conversations with people, w e would expect interaction
with several devices to require extra effort—both in
building common ground and in specifying turn-taking.
To test this, w e observed participants in an office mockup where information was accessed on displays through
speech input only. Between groiq>s, w e manipulated
what participants were told: in one case, that they were
speaking to a single controlling system, and in the other,
that they were speaking to a set of individually
controll«i devices. Based on language use and gaze
patterns, our results suggest that the office envirormient
was more efficient and easier to use when participants
believed they were talking to a single system than when
they believed they were talking to a several devices.
Introduction
O n e approach to h u m a n computer interaction is to
improve the usability, user experience, and intuitiveness
of technology by creating natural user interfaces. Here,
natural refers to interactions that are like those people
have with one another. Such is the goal of multimodal
or attentive systems (Maglio, Matlock, Campbell, Zhai
& Smith, 2000; Oviatt & Cohen, 2000), and speech and
1997).
conversational
interfaces
(Maybury,
Understanding cues in conversation, language use,
perceptual abilities, and expectations is vital to building
systems that can be used with little training.
Advances in technology are resulting in smaller,
cheaper, and more pervasive computational systems
than ever before. But are w e ready for this surge of
electronics and information? N o longer confined to
desktop or laptop machines, computational systems will
soon extend across numerous "information appliances"

that are specialized for individual jobs and embedded in
the everyday environment (Norman, 1998). If pointand-click graphical user interfaces (GUI) have enabled
wide use of PCs, what will be the paradigm for
interaction with pervasive computing systems? A s
natural human-computer interfaces and pervasive
systems converge, what form will technology take?
T o address these questions, w e explored the design of
a pervasive system with speech input in an office
setting. W e were concerned specifically with
conversational cues that people rely on w h e n
interacting with the system. S o m e evidence suggests
that people can attribute human-like or social qualities
to computers with which they interact; for instance,
networked computers described as physically close to
the user are judged as more helpful than those described
as physically distant (Reeves & Nass, 1996). Although
people do not treat computers as true conversational
partners (Yankelovich, L e v o w & Marx, 1995), these
sorts of results suggest that people apply natural ways
of interacting to situations in which the conversational
partner is a computer or other computational device.
Our main concern is whether it is easier for people to
talk to a single system or to a collection of devices. In a
previous study of a speech-controlled office, w e found
behaviors and attitudes depended on whether users
received simple c o m m a n d recognition feedback (a
blinking light) from the various devices that performed
tasks or from a single, central location (Maglio,
Matlock, Campbell, Zhai & Smith, 2000; Matiock,
Campbell, Maglio, Zhai & Smith, 2001). In that study,
users were faced with simple office tasks (such as
looking up information, dictating a letter, and printing a
letter) to be completed using speech input only. T o do
this, users were given a set of physical displays
dedicated to various functions (such as address book,
calendar, and so on). Between groups of participants,
w e manipulated whether feedback was associated with
individual displays or with the room as whole. This
feedback manipulation w a s meant to suggest either
central control or distributed control. Behaviorally, w e
found that regardless of condition, participants rarely
addressed individual devices verbally, but they looked
at the devices that they expected to display the results
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before they spoke (Maglio et al., 2000).
In a
questionnaire aimed at uncovering attitudes toward the
office, w e found that participants in the central
condition were more likely to rate their interactions
with the office as being similar to interactions with
people than were those in the distributed condition
(Matlock et al., 2001). The results show that although
people judge the central controller to be more like a
person, they interact with devices individually in both
cases, looking at devices when they speak. One design
implication is that the feedback provided by blinking
lights enables natural user-computer interactions. But
the question of whether it is easier to speak to a single
system or to multiple devices remains.
Let us first consider h o w people use language to
communicate. There are many theories. A popular
view is that discourse is a shared activity whereby two
or more individuals cooperate to build and achieve
understanding (Clark, 1996). This joint activity view
implies that the meaning of an utterance is determined
not only by what the speaker wishes to say to the
listener, but also by context. This includes speaker's
beliefs about the situation, (e.g., what speaker assumes
the listener knows about the context), c o m m o n ground
(e.g., shared history), and listener's ability to accurately
interpret the speaker's message (e.g., listener is paying
attention). For example, imagine that it's early
afternoon and you have just come back from a favorite
lunch spot. A fi-iend looks at you and asks, " W a s it
crowded?", where /; refers to the restaurant. It is no
problem to use the indexical it because the fiiend can
assume that you k n o w which restaurant is being asked
about. The question can even be reduced further by
simply asking, "Crowded?", and you are still likely to
understand what is meant. This type of coordinated
interaction is so c o m m o n and natural that people do not
think twice about it.
Given context's role in understanding, the joint
activity view implies that the process of conversation
also involves verbal (e.g., prosodic) and non-verbal
(e.g., gaze) cues to convey meaning. Feedback is
critical for supporting user interactions with
computational systems (Perez-Quinones & Sibert,
1996); for instance, appropriate acknowledgments (e.g.,
"uh-huh") based on prosodic cues in users' speech can
improve user evaluation of the system (Tsukahara &
Ward, 2001). Likewise, gaze provides important cues
to attention and turn-taking in group interactions
(Kendon, 1967; Argyle & Cook, 1976).
Hypotheses
Following the joint activity view of conversation, our
main hypothesis is that given complex tasks and their
dependencies on one another, participants w h o interact
with a single system will be more likely to establish
context and then assume the system shares it than will
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those w h o interact with several devices. In humanhuman communication, the number of words used by
participants in a conversation decreases over time,
suggesting that the more c o m m o n ground, the easier the
communication (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). Thus,
if people treat the system in the central condition in
some ways like a single other person and they treat each
of the devices in the distributed condition in some ways
like several other people, participants m a y feel that they
need to establish c o m m o n ground with the single
system only once but that they need to establish
c o m m o n ground with each of the devices individually,
and w e can measure this by counting words u s e d —
specifically, words that refer to things mentioned
previously. Moreover, if establishing c o m m o n ground
is easier in the central condition than it is in the
distributed condition, m a n y predictions follow; for
instance, participants should make fewer mistakes in
the central, and participants should be more engaged
with the central system, as shown by gaze.
A n alternative to the joint activity view is that
discourse is simply a process of transferring
information without reference to context or to those
involved. O n this view, meaning is derived ft'om what
is spoken without concern for w h o the speaker is or
what the situation is. If this is the case, maintaining
separate fiinctions in separate devices might make it
easier for users to keep the various functions straight, as
each device naturally conveys its o w n range of
available options (e.g., email device for email). Thus,
on this view, c o m m o n ground is not constructed over
time but is established once by what the device can do.
If this is the case, talking to a single system ought to be
more difficult than talking to multiple devices, as the
single system does not make the options apparent.
Experiment
The goal of the experiment was to investigate whether
and h o w language use and gaze would differ between
participants interacting with a central system and those
interacting with a distributed system. Oia study was
done in a mock office in which participants completed
office tasks under the illusion that they were controlling
what was displayed on four specialized screens. This
sort of mock-up or Wizard-of-Oz method is often used
to investigate user expectations and performance with
(D^lback, Jfinsson
&
speech-based
systems
Ahrenberg, 1993; Gould, Conti & Hovanyecz, 1983).
The Wizard-of-Oz method relies on human controllers
behind the scenes to create the appearance of an
intelligent system, mocking up displays and interaction
results to collect performance data.
In one condition, the experimenter instructed
participants to speak to a system that controlled all the
devices, and in the other, to speak to the individual
devices. U n k n o w n to participants, two other

experimenters in a separate room watched and listened,
controlling what was displayed from a palette of many
possible screens. T h e rules of the g a m e were for the
experimenters to simply behave intelligently: if what
the participant was trying to do was clear from speech
and other context, the system was to respond
appropriately. The experimenters controlling the system
were blind to which participants were given which
instructions.
Method
Between two groups of participants, w e manipulated
only the instructions.
In the central condition,
participants were repeatedly told that they were to talk
to a single computer system that displayed information
on four displays.
In the distributed condition,
participants were repeatedly told that they were to talk
to four separate information devices. Tasks were
identical in both cases: sending and receiving email,
updating address information, scheduling appointments,
arranging a flight, and registering for a conference.
Information was displayed the same w a y in both cases.
Participants Eighteen participants (13 females and S
males) were recruited from summer student interns and
office staff at our research lab, and paid for their time.
Materials and Apparatus Our office mock-up
contained four IS-inch liquid crystal displays (LCDs)
arranged on an L-shaped desk. Embedded in the bezel
of nvo of the L C D s were pinhole video cameras, which
enabled eye gaze and body position to be easily
recorded. A third camera mounted on the wall above
die room recorded an overview of the scene. Each
display was dedicated to a different function or task:
email, calendar, travel planning, and address book.
There were two sets of instructions, one for each
condition. Instructions for the central condition told
participants to talk to the "BlueSpeak system", a single
computer system that controlled four displays.
Instructions for the distributed condition told
participants to talk to a set of "BlueSpeak devices", four
separate devices that ran autonomously. In both cases,
the script was written as a m e m o from a fictitious
manager named B o b Wilson. The m e m o told the
participant that he or she was to be his temporary
assistant (or temp) for the day. It asked the temp to
register B o b for a conference, add a n e w address to his
address book, get a flight from San Jose to N e w York,
reschedule a meeting, and request a vegetarian meal on
the flight. The script purposely did not specify h o w to
issue commands. It included statements such as "You
will need to arrange m y travel to N e w York and from
San Jose", "I need to register for the X Y Z Conference,"
and " M a k e sure m y calendar is updated". Such
language m a d e for m a n y possible ways of making
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Table 1. Tasks completed by participants.
Updat* Addrets Book
open new iddrets form
dictate name, address, city, state, zip, phone, email
ReglatarforX Y Z Confarance
find X Y Z infoimatjon screen
obtain Bob's personal information
compote new email to X Y Z
dictate name, email, phone, credit card
add X Y Z to calendar
Find and Raaarve Fllghta
find airline reservation screen
mteract with reservation "system"
dictate cities, dates, non-stop, under S400
reserve/book itinerary
obtain Bob's personal information
dictate name, email, credit card
addflightsto calendar
Reschedule Meeting*
obtain Kath/s personal information
compose new email message to Kathy
read Kathy's response
modify Kathy's meeting
Notify B o b of Status
compose new email to Bob
read Bob's response
adjust calendar, cancel meeting
modify airlme reservation
findreservationfor Bob
specify vegetarian meal
requests. In addition, a few tasks were given in email
messages sent to the temp during the course of the
session. Table 1 shows the set of tasks and subtasks
each participant w a s expected to carry out.
Procedure Participants read the instruction sheet and
were told their input w a s valuable because it would
help ensure that the "BlueSpeak system" or the
"BlueSpeak devices" would be tested on a wide range
of voices. Participants were then taken into the "Office
of the Future", and asked to test out their voices by
reading a short passage to the system in the central
condition or to the devices in the distributed condition.
Participants were then told to carefully read the m e m o
left by B o b Wilson. In all cases, participants were
instructed to speak naturally and to do the best they
could. T h e y were told that there w a s no right or wrong
w a y to speak to the system or the devices, and that if
they were not imderstood, to try speaking differently.
After issuing a c o m m a n d , the system did not give any
feedback other than displaying the result of the request.
Results
All participants successftilly completed the session.
F e w problems arose and on average it took participants
13 m i n 4 3 sec to complete all tasks. Data analysis
targeted language-use and eye-gaze during the session.
Only reliable differences are reported, except as noted.

L a n g u a g e Qualitatively, participants spoke to the
system in a variety of ways. For instance, requests to
send email included, "Let's send an email to Kathy
Webster," "I need to send an email n o w - I would like
to send it to k webster at i b m dot c o m , " "Email k
Webster at i b m dot com," and "Write an email to Kathy
Webster". Requests to get B o b a vegetarian meal o n
included, "Request vegetarian meal," "Vegetarian
meal," "Let's m a k e this a vegetarian meal", and
"Special request, vegetarian meal for this flight".
M o r e precisely, transcribed utterances in both
conditions were examined for certain characteristics of
language use. First, requests were placed into four
categories: imperative, elliptical, first person, a n d
question (cf Maglio et al., 2000). Imperative requests
are c o m m a n d s , such as, 'hipdate the address book",
"view addresses", "register for conference". Elliptical
requests contain n o a verb, such as, " X Y Z conference",
" n e w entry", and "Kathy Webster". First person
requests include either a singular or plural first person
subject, such as "let's read this email", and "I w a n t a
vegetarian meal". Question requests include queries
such as, "can I check m y email?" and "are there any
other flights available?". Figure 1 shows the break
d o w n of requests for both conditions. There were m o r e
imperatives (central, 7 0 . 4 % ; distributed, 8 0 . 3 % ; x^ =
9.75, p < 0.01) and m o r e ellipticals (central: 1 1 . 8 % ;
distributed: 16.9%; x^ = 4.16, p < 0.05) in the
distributed condition, and there were m o r e first persons
(central, 13.3%; distributed, 2.8%; ^ = 26.9, p < 0.01)
and questions (central, 4 . 5 % ; distributed, 0 . 0 % ; x^ =
16.4,/> < 0.01) in the central condition.
Second, w e examined h o w participants verbally
addressed individual devices. Specifically, w e counted
the n u m b e r of times a device w a s specifically addressed
by n a m e , such as, "Address book, w h a t is Kathy
Webster's address?". T h e proportion of requests
containing an addressee w a s greater in the distributed
condition than in the central condition (central, 1.7%;
distributed, 1 4 % ; x^ = 40.87,;» < 0.01).
Third, w e examined the w a y participants recovered
from errors. W e were interested in h o w requests were
reformulated after an initial attempt had failed. T o take
one example, the most problematic part of the script
w a s ordering a vegetarian meal for the flight (last task
in Table 1). Overall, in the central condition, the meal
request w a s restated 9 times. In the distributed
condition, it w a s restated 13 times. Three participants
in the distributed condition were unable to complete
this task at all and eventually gave up.
Fourth, w e looked at the w a y participants relied o n
previously established context. For example, w h e n
interacting with the system, a participant might say
"register B o b Wilson for X Y Z conference" and then a
short time later say, "add event to calendar", referring
implicitly to the conference.
In this case, the
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• distributed
I central

ImpeiBinn

elliptical first peison question
Utterance Type

Figive 1. Percentage of the time participants
used different types of requests.
participant assumes the system is following the
discourse, and that once established, the context (the
conference event) need not b e repeated. W e calculated
the proportion of statements that assumed context
available in a previous statement across all participants
in each condition (see Figure 2). Overall, participants
in the central condition assumed that the system w o u l d
imderstand the context m o r e often than participants in
the distributed condition (central, 7 . 0 % ; distributed,
1.4%; x^= 14.50,/>< 0.01).
Finally, w e charted h o w language use changed during
the course of a session. Each participant's discourse
was cut in half, based on the task breakdown in Table 1.
The number of times each participant relied on
established context (as defined previously) was tallied
separately for the first half and for the second half (see
Figure 2). N o difference between central and
distributed conditions was found for the first half
(central, 5.5%; distributed, 2.2%; x^ = 2.45, N S ) , but a
reliable difference was found for the second half
(central, 8.5%; distributed, 0.6%; j^ = 13.59,p < 0.01).
Behavior and Gaze Behaviors—including actions
participants took and where they looked—were
analyzed in terms of the task breakdown in Table 1.
Specifically, all overt physical actions taken by
participants were transcribed from the videotapes and
time-stamped. From these data, w e extracted number of
tasks, time taken per task, number of gazes or looks to
task-relevant and to task-irrelevant locations, and
number and kind of the errors made. For all results,
scores falling outside two standard deviations from the
mean were removed and replaced by mean scores; these
outliers constituted 8 % of the scores.
M e a n completion time was 13 min 17 sec for the
central condition and 14 min 10 sec for the distributed
condition. T o calculate the time taken for each
individual action for each participant, the time taken for
each task (e.g., "Update Address Book," "Register for
Conference," etc.) was divided by the number of
actions (e.g., "open address book", "find Bob's
personal information", etc.) actually taken to complete

Cantral
DIstilbuted

RratHsIf

Second H^f
RtIM on Context

Central
asti1bu(ed

Looked before speaking
Looked away w^lle speaking
(a) Eyei on Relevant Dl^>layi (b)

1otal

Figure 3. Percentage of time participants
(a) shifted gaze to display before speaking,
and (b) a w a y from display while speaking.

Figure 2. Percentage of time participants
relied o n established context.
the task. A difference w a s found between central and
distributed conditions o n the m e a n time to take an
action in the address b o o k task (central, 21.1;
distributed, 27.1; /(16) = 3.18,;7 < 0.01), and a marginal
difference w a s found between the m e a n times to take an
action in the flight reservation task (central, S4.0;
distributed, 73.4; r(16)= 1.71,;7 < 0.11).
Unnecessary actions and omitted actions constituted
errors. N u m b e r of errors w a s calculated for each
participant Percentage of errors w a s determined b y
dividing the total n u m b e r of errors b y the total n u m b e r
of actions taken for each participant. Overall, there
were 2 0 % errors in the central condition and 1 6 % in the
distributed condition. This difference w a s not reliable.
Finally, w e examined w h e r e people looked and w h e n
they altered their gaze. In particular, w e counted the
total n u m b e r of times a participant looked at a specific
display w b t a m a k i n g a request for which that display
w o u l d be expected to s h o w a result (see also Maglio et
al., 2000). For instance, w e counted times w h e n a
participant looked at the address b o o k and then said
"Michael Smith's address," but not times w h e n the
participant w o u l d say "Michael Smith's address" before
looking at the address book. T h e percentage of the time
each participant looked at the appropriate display w h e n
taking action w a s calculated b y dividing the n u m b e r of
appropriate looks b y the n u m b e r of actions. A s s h o w n
in Figure 3a, a difference w a s found between the two
conditions (central, 8 0 % ; distributed, 9 6 % ; f(16) = 2.79,
p < 0.05). In addition, w e counted the n u m b e r of times
a participant looked a w a y from a display they were
using to complete an action (again, normalizing with
respect to total n u m b e r of actions). A s s h o w n in Figure
3b, a difference w a s found between the two conditions
(central, 5 3 % ; distributed 1 0 % ; r(16) = 2.39,;? < 0.05).
Discussion
In s u m m a r y , participants interacting with the single
system had an easier time than those interacting with
multiple devices. Specifically, the data s h o w
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1.

dominant use of the imperative in both cases,
and m o r e use of first-person and question forms
in the central case
2. less verbal addressing in the central case
3. less reformulation—and
more
successful
reformulation—of requests in the central case
4. m o r e reliance o n context in the central case,
w h i c h increased over time
S. slightly faster overall completion time for the
central case, and significantly faster for certain
tasks (updating address book, reserving a flight)
6. less of the time, gaze shifted to the appropriate
display before speaking in the central case
7. m o r e of the time gaze shifted a w a y from the
appropriate display in the central case
Returning to our hypotheses, w e can conclude that
participants in the central condition relied m o r e heavily
o n context they had established previously, s h o w n by
the n u m b e r of times they implicitly referred to objects
and information. This is what w e expected given the
joint activity view of discourse (Clark, 1996). It
follows that participants in the central condition
behaved m o r e like they were speaking to a single entity
than those in the distributed condition. T h e w a y
participants addressed displays and shifted gaze also
supports this conclusion. Participants in the central
condition addressed individual devices less frequently,
suggesting that they were less likely to be speaking
directly to devices. Moreover, participants in the
central condition shifted gaze to individual devices
w h e n starting a task less frequently, also suggesting that
they were less likely to be speaking directly to
individual devices. Finally, participants in the central
condition m o r e frequently shifted gaze from device to
device while engaged in a task, suggesting that they
were unconcerned with keeping eye contact with a
specific device. T a k e n together, these results suggest
that participants in the central condition behaved more
like they were engaged with a single entity than those in
the distributed condition.

Conclusion
The present study was intended to investigate how
people speak to computational systems. Controlling
whether users believed they were speaking to a single
centralized system or to several separate devices, w e
found a centralized system was more efficient and
easier to use than separate devices in several ways. Not
surprisingly, the main difference was that users of the
central system treated the system as a single entity
whereas users of the separate devices treated the
devices as independent entities. B y relying on a single
controller, users in the centralized condition were more
likely to reuse conversational context than users in the
distributed condition.
Moreover, because they
interacted with a single entity, users did not need to
divide attention across several conversational partners.
What are some implications for Clark's joint activity
view of conversation? It m a y initially seem misguided
to apply this theory to human-computer interaction, for
it was intended to deal with human-human interaction
only. A n d afterall, computers and other devices are not
true conversational partners because they are controlled
by their users and cannot really engage in conversation.
Nonetheless, Clark's theory was in fact predictive of
behavior in this study, demonstrating that in this
human-computer interaction context, m a n y of the same
assumptions about human-human interaction apply.
What are some implications for the design of future
computing environments? First, for the sorts of tasks
considered here, it is clear that a single controller is to
be preferred over multiple devices. Thus, when
designing a system that requires a user to coordinate
information and activities among a set of distinct
displays or information sources, it would be appropriate
to provide the user a single point of contact with the
overall system, as this would allow the user to establish
an ongoing relationship with a single entity. Second,
because maintaining context seems critical for
efficiency (and possibly for ease of use as well),
providing users with appropriate state information
would likely encourage them to rely on established
context. Third, because users tended to fix their gaze
on individual devices in the multiple device condition,
gaze cues (in addition to language cues) might be useful
in helping the system determine level of engagement
and to disambiguate referential statements, but cannot
be relied on completely in the single controller case.
Fourth, if assumptions about c o m m o n ground can be
manipulated by instructions, then the physical design of
a system should be carefully considered. For example,
putting several screens in the environment with the
same physical size and characteristics might suggest
multiple devices, whereas one large display and a few
smaller displays might appear to be a single system
with one point of contact and several output monitors.
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Fifth, giving devices obvious ways of collecting
information from the room, such as a visible camera,
allows users to understand what kind of c o m m o n
ground the system is likely to have. For instance, the
camera m a y make users more likely to use gestures
(e.g. pointing) to reference information. Finally,
providing users with a single point of control need not
have consequences for implementation; it might simply
be enough to tell users to speak with a single device.
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O n t h e Potential of E p i s t e m i c A c t i o n s for Self-Cueing:
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Because shape identification can be facilitated
w h e n primed with orientations different from the
Epistemic actions are physical actions people tfirget
take orientation (Cooper, Schacter, Ballesteros k
more to simplifV their internal problem-solving proMoore, 1992; Srinivas, 1995), and because numeroscesses than to bring themselves closer to an exterity judgments can be facilitated even when test stimnal goal. Consider how when playing the video
uli are not presented at the same orientation as
game Tfetris, experts routinely rotate falling twothe originally learned patterns (Lassaline k Logan,
dimensional shapes more than is necessary to place
1993), m e m o r y for a target pattern might not rethe shapes. O n e reason for such apparently uimecquire
the retrieval cue be specifically oriented. Thus,
essary actions is that they actually help the player
the epistemic function of physical rotation in Tetris
make placement decisions. Such actions might facilitate placement decisions if additional previews
might be far more complex than is suggested by the
of the shape afforded by rotating it provide inforsimple idea that physical rotation can substitute for
mation about the board, particularly when there is
mental rotation, for instance, serving the function
no direct perceptual match between the shape and
of cueing retrieval (Kirsh k Maglio, 1994). Because
the board at the time of decision. The study prephysically rotating a Tetris shape (which w e call a
sented here tests the hypothesis that several distinct
zoid) provides the player two views of it (i.e., in each
previews of a two-dimensional shape can improve
of
two orientations), it is possible that seeing two
a person's abiUty to recognize and use that shape
diflferent views makes retrieval of relevant informar
when it is not correctly oriented at the time of decision. Results show that indeed task performance
tion easier than does seeing just one. In fact, w e
and recognition are faster with two different orienfound previously that w h e n participants in a Tetristations than with only one. Thus, it is possible that
like task are presented with two views of a zoid,
Tetris players rotate two-dimensional Tetris shapes
the time taken to decide whether itfitsa particular
manually to see them
I n t rin
o dmore
u c t ithan
o n one orientation,
board is faster than w h e n participants are presented
as this can lead to faster decisions.
with only a single view, but this does not depend
People playing the video g a m e Tetris often take acon
the orientation of the previews relative to one
tions that are not strictly necessary but that serve
another (Maglio k Wenger, 2000).
to simplify or speed up internal cognitive or percepAbstract

tual operations (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Maglio k
Kirsh, 1996). Playing Tetris involves maneuvering
falling two-dimensional shapes into specific arrangements on the computer screen (see Figure 1). Even
as players become faster with practice, they tend
to over-rotate falling shapes, leading to backtracking as these over-rotations are corrected. T o m a k e
sense of such backtracking, Kirsh and Maglio (1994)
argued that sometimes physical rotation can serve
the same purpose as mental rotation, effectively offloading mental computation onto the physical world
(see also Clark, 1997; Kirsh, 1995; Maglio, Matlock,
Raphaely, Chemicky & Kirsh, 1999). Such physical
actions—taken to simplify internal cognitive computation rather than to m o v e closer to the external goal
state--are called epistemic actions.

There £ire at least three potential functions of rotation for self-cueing in Tetris. First, seeing the
falling zoid in several different orientations m a y provide helpful information about the board, particularly w h e n there is no direct perceptual match between zoid and board at decision time. That is, if
the orientation of the zoid floating above the board
does not match the orientation in which the zoid actuallyfitsthe board w h e n the player must decide to
place it, then having previously seen the zoid in the
matching orientation might help the process of mentally matching zoid and board. Such an effect might
be the result of having recently seen the zoid in its
fitting orientation, basing the decision as to whether
the zoid matches the board on m e m o r y rather than
on mental rotation. Let us call this potential epis-
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board-match function, the zoid-retrieval function,
and the motor-process function -are not mutually
1
1
exclusive. All are possible reasons for the overRoiaK
rotations observed in normal Tetris play. In this
I Traniltte
paper, w e explore only the board-match function.
n
r
Specifically, w e teat the hypothesis that seeing sevr eral different orientations of a falling zoid is better
than
seeing just one w h e n thefinalorientation of the
Drop
zoid does not match the region the zoidfitson the
contour of the board. A s noted, any such facilitation
r
might result from matching the board to the m e m ^ w. ^ ^ ^ JJSW - Filled
ory of the previewed zoid rather than mentally roRow
tating the zoid seen at test. Thus, our board-match
Dissolves
:i.
hypothesis is a kind of memory-retrieval hypothesis.
Retrieval d e m a n d s while playing Tetris can be
Figure 1: In Tetris, two-dimensional shapes fall one
thought of as indirect tests of m e m o r y in that they
a time from the top of the screen, landing on the
allow for effects of prior experience to be expressed
bottom or on top of shapes that have already landed.
without requiring explicit m e m o r y for the origiThere are seven shapes, or zoida—I,ffl,cfti, % , cff, nal experience (e.g., Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork,
m , cB . A s a zoid falls, it can be rotated, &nd. moved 1988). Tasks requiring explicit m e m o r y for the origright or left. T h e object of the g a m e is to fill rows of inal event—such as old/new recognition or recall—
squares all the way across. Filled rows dissolve and
are referred to as direct tests of memory. Because
all unfilled rows above m o v e down.
direct and indirect tests axe differentially sensitive
to orientation, object symmetry, and other physitemic function of rotation, the hoard-match function. cal aspects of visual objects (Srinivas, 1995; Srinivas
& Schwoebel, 1998), the experiment presented here
A second potential function of rotation for selfused both direct and indirect assessments of m e m o r y
cueing might be to provide advance information
to
determine h o w effective previews are under difabout the zoid itself, particularly w h e n the several
ferent retrieval demands. Because the effectiveness
previews coincide with the orientation of the zoid at
of m e m o r y cues generally depends on the time that
the time of decision. That is, if the orientation of
elapses between presentation of cue and presentation
the zoid floating above the board matches the oriof the item to be retrieved, w e also investigated the
entation in which the zoidfitsthe board w h e n the
effect of various delays between final preview find
player must decide to place it, then having seen it
onset of test.
previously in that orientation might m a k e recogni-

-i

tion easier. In this case, such an effect might be
the result of a complex m e m o r y retrieval process in
which multiple views of a shape lead to faster or
more reliable recognition of it (see Maglio k. Wenger,
2000). Let us call this potential episteraic function
of rotation, the zoid-retrieval function.
A third potential function of rotation in Tetris
might relate to motor processes rather than to m e m ory or perceptual processes. Because physically rotating objects can facilitate or inhibit mental rotar
tion under certain conditions, it is possible that mental rotation and physical rotation share at least some
internal processes (e.g., Wexler, Kosslyn k Berthoz,
1998). Thus, the specific motor act Tetris players take in rotating the falling zoid might serve the
purpose of coordinating motor processes with other
internal processes to facilitate zoid placement decisions. Let us call this potential epistemic function,
the motor-process function.
These three epistemic functions of action—the
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Method
T o test whether two orientations of a falling zoid
leads to faster performance in Tetris than one orientation does, w e created a controlled experimental
situation that shared m a n y attributes with the g a m e
of Tetris but that allowed fine-grained control over
the pau-ameters of interest. In our experimental set
up, a Tetris configuration (a Tetris board and zoid
floating above it) is preceded either by none, one, or
two previews of the zoid in either the s a m e or different orientations. T h e participant's job is to quickly
and accurately determine at the time of test whether
the zoid floating above the boeurdfitssnugly on the
board. Thus, the task creates situations similar to
those faced by Tetris players during an actual g a m e ,
and also requires responses similar to those required
of players during an actual game. In all cases, in the
final Tetris configuration, the zoid and the region
itfitson the board contour (if itfits)are oriented
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Twenty-nine participants were recruited from psychology courses and participated voluntarily in exchange for course credit: 15 in the indirect condition, and 14 in the direct condition. All participants
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
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Figiire 2: Three trial types used, from left to right:
one preview, two previews in the same orientation,
and two previews in different orientations. A n "X"
indicates display of an irrelevant zoid for the trial.
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Figure 3: T h e second preview zoid is oriented properly relative to the board in the trial on the left but
not in the one on the right.

T h e experimental design was fairly complicated so as
to control as m a n y factors as possible. A s described,
our main interest was in whether multiple previews
of the zoid primed recognition and use better than a
single preview when there was no perceptual match
between zoid and board at test. In addition, we
controlled whether the test zoid fit the test board,
whether the preview zoids were in the same or different orientations, the time between preview and
test, £ind whether m e m o r y was tested directly (asking whether the test zoid had been previewed) or
indirectly (asking only for afit/no-fitjudgment).
More precisely, the experiment was conducted as
a 4 (preview type: no previews, one preview, 2 previews same orientation, 2 previews different orientar
tion) X 2 (orientation of the last preview relative to
the board: same, different) x 3 (retention interval
between last preview and target zoid, in frames: 0,
1, 2) X 2 (zoid type: W , §3 ) x 2 (status of target
zoid relative to the board:fit,notfit)x 2 (type of
m e m o r y judgment at test: direct, indirect) mixed
factorial design. All factors except type of memory
judgment were manipulated within participants.
Materials

diflFerently, meaning there was no perceptual match
between zoid and board at test (see Figure 2). In
some cases, the last preview was oriented so as to
fit snugly on the board contour without rotation,
in which case m e m o r y for the previewed zoid might
facilitate thefit/no-fitdecision (see Figure 3).
Participants spent about three hours playing our
experimental version of Tetris. Separate groups of
participants were required either (a) to m a k e judgments about whether a target zoidfitin £in accompar
nying board (indirect test), or (b) to make this judgment and indicate whether they remembered seeing
the test zoid in the set of zoids that were presented
prior to the target (direct test). Between 0 and 2
previews of the teirget zoid were presented in a sequence of zoids prior to the target, and the orientation of these previews (when present) varied relative
to the target. B y placing the previews in a sequence
of events prior to the test, w e were able to manipulate the interval over which the preview would have
to be retained in memory.
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All zoids and boards were constructed from 20 x 20
pixel squares. Squ£u-es were outlined by light gray
Unes, 1 pixel in width, and werefilledin solid black.
T h e background for all displays was also solid black.
All zoid types were composed of four blocks. All
boards were six blocks in height and width. Four
"fit" boards were defined for each zoid type, corresponding to four ways in which the zoid could be
snugly placed. Each such board was used with equal
frequency. Materials were displayed on a 33 c m V G A
monitor controlled by a PC-compatible computer.
Onset and offset of each display was synchronized
to the monitor's vertical scan. A standard keyboard
was used to collect and time (to ± l m s ) responses.
Procedure
Participants were tested on two consecutive days, at
approximately the same time each day, with each
session lasting approximately 90 min. All sessions
were conducted in a darkened room, with participants seated an unconstrained distance from the

monitor, and began with afivemin period for dark
adaptation. Participants were told that, on each
trial, they would see a sequence of zoids presented
very rapidly. T h e zoids in the sequence would begin
falling from a location near the top of the screen:
each successive zoid would appetir below the one
before to create a sequence of falUng zoids much
as in the Tetris game. Each zoid was present for
250 ms, and each sequence consisted of between five
and seven zoids, with the actual number determined
randomly (and with equal likelihood) on each trial.
At some random point in this sequence, participants
would be presented with a combination of a test zoid
and board, and would need to make one of two types
of responses, depending on whether they were in the
indirect or direct m e m o r y condition.
In the indirect condition, participants had to decide whether the zoid presented at test would fit
snugly into the board. Participants responded in the
affirmative using the index finger of the dominant
hand, and in the negative using the indexfingerof
the non-dominant hand, pressing either the "z" or
"/" keys on the lower row of the keyboard. In the
direct condition, participsmts had to indicate with a
single key-press both judgment about whether the
presented zoidfitsnugly in the board and m e m o r y
for any occurrence of the test piece (in any orientation) in the sequence that preceded the target. Participants responded with the indexfingerof the dominant hand if the target piecefitand they remembered seeing this piece in the preceding sequence,
with the middle finger of the dominant hand if the
target piecefitand they did not remember seeing it
in the preceding sequence, eind with the index finger
of the non-dominant hand if the piece did not fit.
Speed and accuracy were emphasized equally.
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Figmre 4: Preview-present trials: interaction of lag
a n dfitstatus. Fit -H indicates trials w h e r e the test
zoidfit,a n d Fit -, w h e r e the test zoid did not fit.
L a g is expressed in terms of the n u m b e r of frames
intervening between last preview a n d test zoid.

120.27, M S E ^ 1039.34). Finally, the effect of the
presence of a preview w a s dependent o n the status
of the test zoid, with the preview effect being larger
w h e n the test zoidfitrelative to w h e n it did not
(indirect, 140 m s vs. 131 m s , F(i.i4) = 10.87, M S E
= 31.12; direct, 148 m s vs. 133 m s , F(i,i3) = 5.08,
Results
M S E = 181.28).
Note that participants quickly became very good at
Having established that a preview m a d e a differthis task; by the end of thefirstday, overall error
ence, w e next look to see whether having more than
rate was below 3%, indicating a high level of skill.
one preview m a d e a difference, and whether the preNow, to determine whether primes had an effect,
view (s) had any interacting effects with other ascorrect reaction times (RT) were analyzed using two
pects of the design. T h e preview-present data were
2 (zoid type: "ff , B: ) x 2 (preview: present, ab- analyzed using two 2 (zoid type: "ff , Bj ) x 3 (number of previews: 1, 2) X 2 (orientation of the preview
sent) X 2 (status of the test zoid: doesfit,does not
fit) repeated measures A N O V A s , one for each test relative to the test piece: same, different) x 3 (lag, in
frames, between the last preview and the test zoid:
condition (direct, indirect). In both test conditions,
0, 1, 2) X 2 (status of the test zoid: doesfit,does not
presence of a preview speeded responses (indirect,
556 m s vs. 691 ms, F(i,i4) = 11995.0, M S E = 23.04; fit) repeated measures A N O V A s , one for each of the
direct, 867 m s vs. 1008 ms, F(i,i3) = 1095.75, M S E test conditions. Afirstresult was an effect of nimfiber of previews: participants were faster with two
= 254.10). Both conditions also showed faster repreviews than with one (indirect, 542 m s vs. 562
sponses when the test zoidfitrelative to w h e n it did
m s , F(i,i4) = 101.02, M S E = 353.96; direct, 857 m s
not (indirect, 594 m s vs. 653 m s , F(i,i4) = 43.67,
M S E = 1214.50; direct, 890 m s vs. 985 ins, F(i,i3) = vs. 872 m s , F(i,i3) = 15.75, M S E = 1172.30). T h e
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Figure 6: Preview-present trials, direct test condition: interaction of lag, number of previews, and
accuracy of the m e m o r y judgment.
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judgment as a random effect, using a 2 (memory accuracy: correct, incorrect) x 2 (zoid type: "ff , Bd )
X 3 (lag between last preview and test zoid: 0, 1, 2)
X 2 (number of previews: 1, 2) repeated measures
A N O V A . This analysis revealed the expected benefit
lag between the last of the previews and the status
of increasing the number of previews (899 m s for two
of the test zoid interacted in both test conditions
(see Figure 4): decreases in lag produced faster R T s
vs. 946 m s for one, F(i,24) = 6.66, M S B = 1194.80).
w h e n the test zoidfit(indirect, F(2,28) = 73.19, M S B It also revealed faster responses when participants
accurately remembered the preview relative to when
= 379.39; direct, F(2.26) = 21.72, M S B = 1488.90)
but produced longer R T s when the test zoid did not
they did not consciously recall seeing a preview (855
fit. Finally, there was an interaction a m o n g lag, sta- m s vs. 997 ms, F(i,24) = 4.79, M S B = 96227.58). Fitus of the test zoid, and orientation of the preview
nally, there was an interaction a m o n g lag, ntimber of
relative to the test zoid (see Figure 5), though this
previews, and the accuracy of the m e m o r y judgment
interaction was reliable only for the indirect condi(see Figure 6; F(2,48) = 4.02, M S B = 1851.61).
tion (F(2,2i) = 4.21, M S B = 339.60).
Discussion
W e next examined trials on which there were two

Figvure 5: Preview-present trials: interaction of lag,
fit status, and orientation of the test zoid.

previews. Half of these involved previews in one orientation and half involved previews in two orientations. Analysis revealed that seeing two orientations
led to faster responses than seeing one orientation in
both indirect (616 m s vs. 686 m s , t(28) = 4.23) and
direct (932 m s vs. 980 m s , <(26) = 4.18) conditions.
If epistemic actions serve the mnemonic purposes
we have suggested, then there might be a certain
awareness on the part of the player as to mnemonic
state while playing, which in turn suggests that the
ability to monitor m e m o r y state m a y modulate the
benefits of epistemic action. T o assess this possibility, w e examined the preview-present trials of the
direct test condition, treating accuracy of m e m o r y
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Our results show that when the test zoid and board
are not oriented properly with respect to one another, one preview of the zoid in any orientation with
respect to the board leads to faster responses than
does no previews, and two previews lead to faster
responses than does one preview. This was found
for both indirect Tetris-likefit/no-fitjudgment task
as well as for direct m e m o r y recognition task. In
addition, two previews with two different orientsr
tions produced faster responses than did two previews with the same orientation. Thus, under certain conditions, several orientations can prime twodimensional shape recognition and use better than
a single orientation can.
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sures of memory. Annual Review of Psychology,
situation. Previous research has established various
39, 475-543.
ways in which Tetris players take actions for their
Srinivas, K. (1995). Representation of rotated obepistemic effects (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Maglio &
jects in explicit and implicit memory. Journal
Kirsh, 1996). The data reported here show that sevof Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory &
eral previews of the falling zoid sometimes speeds up
Cognition, 21, 1019-1036.
performance on a Tetris-like task, but the hypothesis that Tetris players over-rotate zoids in order to
Srinivas, K. & Schwoebel, J. (1998). Generalization
speed up performtmce is not directly tested. It reto novel viewsfromview combination. Memory &
mains to be seen whether actually taking the action
Cognition, 26, 768-779.
of orienting the preview (i.e., physically rotating the
falling shape) is a critical component of performance, Wexler, M., Kosslyn, S. M., & Berthoz, A. (1998).
independent of the presentation of the preview itself.
Motor processes in mental rotation. Cognition, 68,
It also remains to be seen whether the time-cost of
77-94.
making an extra move is more than compensated by
the benefit in RT. W e are exploring both questions.
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Abstract

While a variety of results support constraint-based
theories of sentence processing (see MacDonald et al.,
We tested the hypo&esis that syntactic constraints on 1994), there is reason to believe that spoken word
spoken word recognition are integrated immediately
recognition is initially encapsulated from top-down
when they are highly predictive. W e used an artificial
constraints. Swinney (1979) and Tanenhaus, Leiman &
lexicon paradigm to create a lexicon of nouns (referring
Seidenberg (1979) provided the seminal results on this
to shapes) and adjectives (referring to textures). Each
issue by examining whether all homophones are
word had phonological competitors in both form classes.
activated independent of context. Tanenhaus et al.
W e created strong fonn class expectations by using
presented
participants with spoken sentences that ended
visual displays that either required adjective use or made
with
a
syntactically
ambiguous word (e.g., "they all
adjectives infelicitous. W e found evidence for immediate
rose" vs. "they bought a rose"). If participants were
integration of form class expectations based on the
asked to name a visual target immediately at the offset
pragmatic visual cues: similar-sounding words competed
of the ambiguous word, priming w a s found for
when they were from the same form class, but not when
they were from different form classes.
associates bodi of the alternative suggested by the
context (e.g., "stood" given "they all rose") and of
Top-down constraints on word recognition
homophones that would not fit the syntactic frame (e.g.,
It is clear that w e integrate top-down information w h e n
"flower"). Given a 200-ms delay prior to the
w e interpret language. If someone tells us they put
presentation of the visual stimulus, priming was found
m o n e y in a bank, w e understand that their m o n e y is in a only for associates of the syntactically appropriate
vault and not buried next to ariver.W h a t is less clear is word. This suggests that lexical activation is initially
w h e n and h o w w e integrate top-down knowledge with
based only on bottom-up information, and top-down
bottom-up linguistic input.
information is a relatively late-acting constraint.
O n e possibility is that language is processed in
Tanenhaus & Lucas (1987) argued that this made
stages, with top-down information integrated after an
sense given the predictive power of a form-class
encapsulated first-pass on the bottom-up input (e.g.,
exf>ectation. Knowing that the next word will be one of
Frazier & Clifton, 1996; Norris, M c Q u e e n & Cutler,
tens of thousands of nouns would afford virtually no
2000). The theory behind this genre of model is Aat
advantage for most nouns (those without homophones
optimal efficiency can be achieved by applying
in different form classes). Furthermore, expectations for
automatic processes that will almost always yield a
classes like noun or verb might be very weak because
correct result In the rare event that the automatic result
modifiers can ahnost always be inserted before either
caimot be reconciled with top-down information,
class (e.g., "they just rose", "they bought a very pretty
reanalysis would be required.
red rose"; cf Shillcock & Bard, 1993).
A second possibility is that top-down constraints are
Shillcock & Bard (1993) pointed out that there are
integrated immediately, with weights proportional to
form classes that should be more predictive than noun
their predictive power (e.g., McClelland & Elman,
or verb, because they have few members: those made
up of closed-class words. They examined whether
1986; MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994;
Avud/ in a sentence context favoring the closed-class
Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1994). T h e theory behind
constraint-based approaches is that a system can be item, "would" (e.g., "John said that he didn't want to do
the job, but his brother would, as w e later found out"),
m a d e more efficient by allowing any sufficiently
would prime associates of its homophone, "wood",
predictive information source to be integrated widi
such as "timber" (compared with a context like "John
processing as soon as it is relevant.
said he didn't want to do the job with his brother's
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wood, as w e later found out"). They found priming for
"timber" given the open-class context (favoring
"wood") immediately after the offset of /wud/, but not
given the closed-class context. The same result held
when they probed half-way through the pronunciation
of /wud/. This suggests the closed-class context was
sufficiently constraining to bias the earliest moments of
word recognition. A cloze test (in which participants
were asked to supply the next word given the sentence
contexts up to the word just prior to "would" or
"wood", with the understanding that the word they
supplied would not be the last in the sentence)
confirmed that the closed-class context was m u c h more
predictive. Participants provided words of the same
form class as the target most of the time for both cases,
but were much more likely to provide the target given
the closed-class context than the open-class context.
Shillcock & Bard's result is consistent with the
constraint-based view that top-down information
sources are integrated early in processing when they are
sufficiently predictive. In the current experiment, w e
tested the hypothesis that even form class expectations
for open-class words could constrain word recognition
given a context with sufficient predictive power.
The Experiment
W e hypothesized that form class could be
sufficiently predictive to constrain initial activation if it
were combined with strong visual and pragmatic
expectations. For example, if there are four objects on a
table - a brown purse, a purple book, a red ashtray, and
a blue pen - and w e ask you to pick one up, you would
have strong expectations about h o w specific w e would
be in making reference to an item. For example, if w e
wanted the purse, you would expect to be asked, "pick
up the purse" rather than "pick up the brown purse."
Because of such conversational pragmatics (Grice,
1975), w e would not expect subjects to experience
strong competition between "purple" and "purse" as
they hear "pur—," since if w e wanted the book, w e
would ask for "the book," not "the purple book." But if
there were brovra and red purses, and purple and green
books, given "pick up the pur-" w e would expect little
con^tition from purse - subjects would have a strong
expectation to hear an adjective in this case.
Constructing such an experiment with real words
poses significant problems. While there are many
examples of cross-form class competitors in English,
there are relatively few that are highly imageable and
thus ^propriatc for our pragmatic manipulation. Even
among these few, there is high variability in factors
such as frequency and word length (e.g., purple-purse,
dotted-dog, tan-tambourine, rough-rum).
Therefore, w e extended an artificial lexicon
paradigm that w e previously developed to study the
lexical neighborhoods of spoken words (Magnuson,
Dahan, AUopenna, Tanenhaus & Aslin, 1998). A n
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Table 1: T h e artificial lexicon.
N O U N (ihape) ADJ (texture)
I
1
pibo
pibA
2
pibe
bupo
bupA
3
2
3
bupe
4
4
tedu
tedi
5
tede
5
6
dote
doti
6
dotu
7
7
kagae
kaga'
8
kagu
8
9
galoB
ga'ku
9
galia'
artificial lexicon allows precise control over such
dimensions as phonological similarity and frequency of
occurrence, as well as visual aspects of stimuli.
W e created a lexicon of nouns (referring to novel
shapes) and adjectives (referring to textures). The
lexicon (shown in Table 1) contained phonemic cohorts
(e.g., /pibo/ and /pibA/) in different syntactic categories
(e.g., /pibo/ was a noim and /pibA/ was an adjective) or
the same category (e.g., another noun was /pibe/).
Thus, the artificial lexicon allowed us to compare
phonological competitors in same or different form
classes with similarity precisely controlled. (Note that
there are even fewer examples of real words with
comparable phonological competitors in the same form
class and another, and the possible sets are quite
heterogeneous, e.g.: purple-purse-person, tattered-tantambourine.)
Participants learned the lexicon over two days of
training. Instructions were given in an EngUsh context,
with English word order (e.g., "click on the /pibA/ [adj]
/tedu/ [noun]"). W e created conditions in which the
visual context provided strong syntactic expectations by
constructing contexts in which adjectives were required
(e.g., two examples of the shape associated with /pibo/,
but with two different textures) or infelicitous (e.g., two
different shapes, making the adjective superfluous, even
if the shapes have different textures). If syntactic
expectations in conjunction with pragmatic constraints
embodied in the visual display can constrain word
recognition early in processing, w e should observe
competition effects only between cohorts from the same
syntactic form class.
Methods
Participants
Eight native speakers of English w h o reported normal
or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing were
paid for their participation. Participants attended
sessions on two consecutive days.

U

L

l

.

Figure 1: T h e 9 shapes and 9 textures.
Materials
The linguistic materials consisted of the 18 artificial
words (9 nouns, referring to shapes, and 9 adjectives
referring to textures) shown in Table 1. The auditory
stimuli were produced by a male native speaker of
English in a sentence context (e.g., "Click on the /bupe
tedu/."). The stimuli were recorded using a K a y Lab
C S L 4000 with 16 bit resolution and a sampling rate of
22.025 kHz. The mean duration of the "Click on the..."
portion of the instruction was 475 m s for adjective
instructions, and 402 m s for noun instructions. For
adjective instructions, mean adjective duration was 487
m s , and mean noun duration was 682 ms. For noun
instructions, mean noun duration was 558 ms.
W e examined the neighborhoods our artificial words
would fall into were they real words of English; none
would be in a dense English neighborhood (9 had 0
neighbors, and 7 had 1 neighbor). (See Magnuson
[2001] for evidence that artificial and native lexicons do
not interact, even w h e n artificiai items are constructed
to be maximally similar to real words.) The visual
materials consisted of unfamiliar shapes generated by
randomly filling 18 contiguous cells in a 6x6 grid. W e
selected a set of 9 subjectively dissimilar shapes. These
shapes provided referents for the nouns. In addition, 9
textures were selected from a m o n g the set distributed
with Microsoft PhotoDraw. Figure 1 shows each of the
9 shapes, with a different one of the 9 textures applied
to each (note that picture quality was substantially
higher on the computer display). N a m e s were randomly
mapped to sh^es and textures for each participant.
Eye tracldng
During the tests (see Procedure), eye movements were
monitored using a SensoriMotoric Instruments (SMI)
EyeLink eye tracker, which provided a record of pointof-gaze in screen coordinates at a sampling rate of 250
hz. Saccades and fixations were coded from the pointof-gaze data using SMI's software.
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Eye movements were used because they are closely
time-locked to speech in a properly constrained task.
Tanenhaus, Spivcy-Knowlton, Eberhard & Sedivy
(1995) found time locked fixations when subjects
followed spoken instructions to perform a visuallyguided task (e.g., "pick up the candle"). Because the
subject must foveate the target item in order to
efficiently follow the instruction, there is a functional
link between the speech stimulus and dependent
measure. This link avoids the pitfalls of interpreting eye
movements described by Viviani (1990).
AUopenna, Magnuson &
Tanenhaus (1998)
extended this work to a time-course issue in spoken
word recognition. Whereas studies using more
conventional tasks had failed to find evidence for the
activation of rhymes during lexical competition, eye
tracking proved sensitive enough to detect the robust (if
relatively weak) rhyme activation predicted by various
models (e.g., Luce & Pisoni, 1998; McClelland &
Elman, 1986). Dahan, Magnuson & Tanenhaus (2001)
applied the approach to a debate regarding frequency
effects in spoken word recognition. Competing theories
made conflicting predictions at the level of time course;
for example, some argued it kicked in as a late bias
(Connine, Blasko & Titone, 1993). Dahan et al.'s eye
tracking measures demonstrated diat frequency has a
continuous but gradual influence from the earliest
moments of processing, leading to the appearance of a
late locus in less sensitive paradigms.
T h e eye tracking paradigm imposes different
constraints than more conventional paradigms, such as
lexical decision. In a conventional task, the stimuli are
typically decontextualized; there is nothing about the
task that predicts what word one might hear next. In the
eye tracking paradigm, the stimuli are presented in the
context of a display of items. While this allows more
naturalistic tasks, it might also allow strategic
processing. For example, participants might activate
lexical representations in response to the visual display
prior to any bottom up information, or the displayed set
of items might provide a verification set to guide
recognition. There is no evidence for lexical activation
prior to the bottom-up signal; fixation proportions m a ^
precisely onto emerging phonetic similarity over time.
W e have also foimd that recognition in this paradigm is
not based on lexical activations constrained to the
displayed items: artificial lexical items (Magnuson,
Tanenhaus, Aslin & Dahan, 1999, in preparation) and
real words (Magnuson, 2001) in dense neighborhoods
(i.e., with m a n y or very frequent neighbors) are
recognized more slowly than words from sparser
neighborhoods, even when the neighbors are not
displayed. This suggests the representations of die
neighbors were activated and competed for recognition.
In summary, eye movements provide an extremely
sensitive time course measure of lexical activation and
competition. W e need just such a measure to resolve the
time course debate w e are concerned with here: when

are top-down and bottom-up information integrated
during spoken language understanding?
Procedure
Participants were trained and tested in sessions on two
consecutive days. Each session lasted between 90 and
120 minutes. O n day 1, participants were trained first
on the nouns in a two-alternative forced choice ( 2 A F C )
task. O n each trial, two shapes appeared (both with
solid black texture) and the participant heard an
instruction to click on one (e.g., "click on the bupo").
The auditory stimuli were presented binaurally through
headphones (Sennheiser HD-570) using standard
Macintosh Power P C digital-to-analog devices.
W h e n the subject clicked on an item, one item
disappeared, leaving the correct one, and its name was
repeated. There were 14 repetitions of each item, split
into 3 blocks of 48 trials. Items were not repeated on
consecutive trials, and were ordered such Aat every
item was repeated 7 times every 72 trials. Following the
2 A F C blocks, noun training continued with 3 blocks of
4 A F C , with identical ordering constraints and numbers
of trials. Each shape appeared equally often as a
distractor.
Adjective training then began. First, participants
saw two exemplars of one shape, with different
textures. They heard an instruction, such as "click on
the bupe pibo". Since they already knew that, e.g.,
"pibo" referred to one of the shapes, participants found
it transparent that "biq)e"referredto one oftiietextures.
A s inflienoun training, after they clicked on one item,
the incorrect one disappeared and the full name was
repeated. Each adjective and each noun was a target in
8 trials in each block; each adjective was randomly
paired with 8 different nouns in each block. After three
48-trial 2 A F C blocks, there were three 4 A F C blocks,
with four exemplars of the same shape with four
different textures. These were followed by three more
blocks of 4 A F C , but with two exemplars each of two
sh2^>es, each with a different texture (requiring
participants to recognize both the adjective and noun).
After this, a more complex training regime began.
O n some trials, four different shapes appeared. O n
others, two pairs of shapes appeared. O n every trial,
each shape had a different texture. O n trials with two
pairs of shapes, an adjective was required to make
unambiguous reference, and the fiill referent was
specified on such trials (e.g., "click on the bupe pibo").
O n trials with four different shapes, the adjective was
not required - each item could be identified
unambiguously by the name of the shape, and so only
the noun was specified in the instruction (e.g., "click on
the pibo"). Using the adjective would be infelicitous, on
Grice's (1975) m a x i m of quantity (one should not overspecify, which is the observed tendency in natural
conversation). Each adjective was repeated 8 times in
every block of 144 trials, paired each time with a
different, randomly selected noun. Each noun was
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repeated as the target item 8 times in the 4-noun trials.
Trials were presented in blocks of 48. Participants
completed 3 blocks of this mixed training on Day 1. O n
D a y 2, they completed 12 more, which comprised the
entire training phase on D a y 2.
After each 48-trial block, the participant saw a
sununary of his or her accuracy in that block. T o
motivate participants, w e told them that each training
segment would continue until they reached 1 0 0 %
accuracy. Typically, w e m o v e d to each successive
training phase after the number of blocks listed above
for each segment, except in a few rare cases where
participants were below 9 0 % accuracy after the
specified number of blocks, in which case training
continued for another 1-2 blocks.
Each day ended with a 4 A F C test with no feedback.
W e tracked participants' eye movements during the
test. There were six basic conditions in the test. In the
noun baseline condition, there were four different
shapes, and no shape's or texture's name was a
competitor of the target noun. In the noun plus noun
cohort condition, there were four shapes, and one of
them was a cohort to the target (e.g., the target might be
/pibo/, and /pibe/ would also be displayed), but no
shape had the target's adjective cohort texture applied
(e.g., no shape would have the /pibA/ texture). In the
noun plus adjective cohort condition, four different
shapes were displayed. The noun cohort was not
displayed, but die adjective cohort was (e.g., a
distractor might be /pibA tedu/). In these conditions,
the instruction would only refer to the noun (e.g.,
"click on the pibo").
In the other three conditions, two exemplars of two
different shapes were displayed, requiring die adjective
to be used in the instruction. In the adjective baseline
condition, none of the distractor textures were cohorts
of the target, and neither were any of the noims. In the
adjective plus adjective cohort condition, one of the
non-target textures was a cohort to the target (e.g., the
target might be /tedi dotu/, and one non-target might
be /tedc bupo/), but no noun cohorts of the target
would be displayed. In the adjective plus noun cohort
condition, none of the distractors would have textures
that were cohorts to the target texture, but a noun cohort
would be displayed (e.g., given /tedi dotu/ as the
target, ^ u p e tedu/ might be included).
The following scheme was used to ensure that each
adjective and target appeared 9 times as targets in the
test. Note that nouns and adjectives either had one
competitor in each form class, or two in the opposite
form class. Nouns with noun cohorts appeared in six
noun baseline trials, two noun plus noun cohort trials,
and once in the noun p l m adjective cohort condition.
Nouns with two adjective cohorts appeared in 7 noun
baseline trials, 0 noun cohort trials, and two noun plus
adjective cohort trials. The same pattern was used with
adjective conditions, giving a total of 162 test trials.

Adjective target, adjective cohort
1.0
• TvgM (bapA pib.)
• Cohort' (bop* tadu)
• Avgdlitraobir
(dotipib«,lagifUdu)

N o u n target, n o u n cohort
1.0
TVB«(bifMMk«)
Cohort (doti rib*)
AvgdMraotor
(tsdi dott, kagu ledu)

(kagw)
tedu

pibe
(pihA)
dote

200 400 600 800 10001200140016001800 t-jy
Msecs since noun onset
N o u n target, adjective cohorts
1.0
TwgM (bupA rik*)
Avg ad|scilv« cohwt
(plbi dott, rIkA dotu)
DMracior(kisal. ga*l(u)

200 400 600 800 10001200140016001600
M s e c s since adjective onset
Adjective target, n o u n c o h o r t s
• TiigM (bap* pibe)
(ttSi bopo, sTtcBbop*)
• OWractor (tedipibc)
iisa

(pibA)
dotn
(ka8»>)

_
aac 1000 1200 i«» im las
200 400 600 800 10001200140016001800 ^^^^
Msecs since adjective onset
M s e c s since noun onset
^
Figure 2: Results from the 4 critical conditions. Tiie top panels show competition between within-class
cohorts. T h e bottom panels show the failure to find competition for cohorts from different form classes.
Results

Participants attained high accuracy quickly (two failed
to reach ceiling levels of accuracy, performing at less
than 9 0 % correct on the test on Day 2, and their data
was excluded from the analyses). M e a n accuracy on
nouns and adjectives was 9 6 % at the end of D a y 1, and
9 8 % at the end of D a y 2. The results from the test on
D a y 2 are shown in Figure 2. Examples of possible
stimulus items are shown to the left of each panel (these
would be arranged around the central fixation cross in
an actual experimental display). Note that in the crossform class conditions (noun with adjective cohorts and
adjective with noun cohorts) there were two cohorts in
the display. This was necessary in the case of the
adjective plus noun cohort condition; in order for the
display to demand that an adjective be used, two
exempXdxs of two different shapes had to be displayed.
T o m a k e the noun plus adjective cohort condition
comparable, two items were displayed with textures
whose names were cohorts to the noun target.
The results show strong, immediate effects of the
form-class constraints on lexical access. Compare the
upper and lower panels of Figure 2. While strong cohort
effects are apparent in the upper panels (the withinform class competitor conditions), there is no evidence
for cohort effects in the lower panels (between-form
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class conditions). Analyses of variance on mean
fixation proportion in the noun conditions over the
window from 200 m s (where w e first expect to see
signal-drivenfixations,since it takes 150 - 180 m s to
plan and launch saccades in much simpler tasks) to
1400 m s (where the target proportions asyiiq)tote)
confirm the trends. There was a reliably greater
proportion of fixations to the cohort than to the
distractors in the noun plus noun cohort condition
(cohort=.25, mean distractor=.12; F{\, 11)=10.16,
/7=.0O9), but not in the noun plus adjective cohort
condition (cohort=.15, mean distractor=.15). The same
was true for the adjective conditions, over the window
from 200 to 1800 (the window was extended because of
the longer lag prior to disambiguation). There were
reliably more fixations to the cohort in the adjective
plus adjective cohort condition (cohort=.22, mean
distractor=.15; F(l,ll)=7.2, />=.02), but not in the
adjective plus n o u n cohort condition (cohort=.16, m e a n
distractor=.15,;7=.59).
Discussion
The results demonstrate that higher-level linguistic
constraints (in this case, syntactic expectations based on
a visually-defined referential context) influence even
the earliest moments of lexical access when the
constraints are highly-predictive. Phonemically similar

items competed only when they were from the same
form class. This suggests, contra strong modularity
(e.g., Fodor, 1983), that lexical activation can be
constramed given a highly informative context.
In future research, it will be important to establish
the limits of such effects. It may be the case that form
class constraints would be weaker were there more
members of each form class (as predicted by the
argument that a noun or verb expectation in English is
an extremely weak constraint). W e are currently
exploring this possibility with an expanded lexicon.
It is possible that visual/pragmatic constraints
swamp lexical activation, and turn the display into a
verification set. To eliminate this possibility, w e will
use a neighbortiood density manipulation. W e should
fmd faster increases in target fixations for items in
sparse neighborhoods in addition to the form
class/pragmatic effects observed here.
The timing of these sorts of effects will be
informative about how different classes of constraints
are integrated in real-time spoken word recognition.
The current results provide a starting point for further
explorations while demonstrating that the artificial
lexicon paradigm can be adapted to a wide range of
microstructural issues in spoken word recognition.
Moreover, they suggest that the failure to find
immediate effects in earlier studies does not reflect an
architectural property of the word recognition system
(i.e., encapsulation), but rather reflects the pattern
predicted by constraint-based models when contextual
constraints are only weakly predictive.
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they tended to draw inferences based more on
perceptual similarity than on the similarity of verbal
Linguistic labels, information about category memberships,labels. The young children were able to go beyond
have been found to be more important than perceptual
perceptual appearance and use linguistic labels to draw
infomution in guidmg young children's inferences about
inferences, suggesting that linguistic infomiation is
animal kinds. However, perceptual information of static
more powerfiil dian perceptual information for
shape cues has often been stressed. A recent study ks
preschoolers to draw accurate categorical judgments.
shown that young children tended to use dynamic
A s Gelman and Coley (1990) stated that for young
perceptual cues, such as motion, more often than static
children "language conveys important information
shape cues to make categorical judgments. The overriding
beyond *at which meets the eye" (p.804).
effects of linguistic labels over perceptual information in
Despite of this, the role of category labels ronains to
young children's inferences need to be re-examined. This
be detennined as perceptual characteristics have
paper was an attraipt to examine how iyear-old children
generally been taken as static perceptual cues in
use calegofy labels and motion cues to draw inferences
Gelman et al.'s studies. Perceptual cues should also
about animal kinds. Data showed that preschool children
include dynamic properties, such as motion.
tended to use motion more often than labels when
confronted wtfa a choice between labels and motion. This
The Importance of Motion Information
provides support for our viewfliatthe role of category
In a recent study by M a k and Vera (1999), 4 and 7labels in young children's categorical judgments is not as
year-old diildren have been found to categorize animals
important as what has been suggested in previous studies.
based more on motion similarity duin on static shape
Introduction
similarity. For instance, they were more likely to
categorize, for example, a dinkey with an antelope d u n
The Importance of Categpry Labels
widi a horse when the antelope and the donkey were
shown to jump in the same manner even thought the
The importance of linguistic information in preschool
diildren's inductive inferences about animal kinds has donkey looked more similar to the horse than to the
antelope. The children tended to infer diat the donkey
well been demonstrated in a series of studies by Gclman
shared the same property of "having poor vision" Aat
and her colleagues (e.g., Gelman & Marionan, 1986,
1987; Gelman & Ccdey, 1990). In their studies, tiie was ascribed to the antelope rather than the property of
"having good vision" ascribed to tiie horse. The role of
extent to w W c h children use cat^ory labels and
perccfrtual appearance was examined. For instance, IVi ntotion information has been stressed
A s such, diis paper tried to look further into the role
years old children were found to be more likely to
of category labels and include motion infomiation to
assign a property, e.g., "lives in a nest", fiom a bluebird
study young children's inductive inferences about
to an atypical bird, dodo, which looked different fiom
A e target but shared the same label "bird" tfian to a animal kinds. W e will aigue that die effectiveness of
verbal labels is not as important as Gelman et al. have
dinosaur which kx>ked similar to the bhiebiid but
carried a different label "dinosaur" (Gelman and Coley,
1990). However, vA)en the stimuli were not labeled.
Abstract
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perceptual cues to draw accurate inferences and did not
need to rely on d K linguistic infrnmation (Gelman &
Gelman and Marionan (1987)
Markman, 1987).
unexpectedly found that familiar linguistic labels could
not help the 3- and 4-year-olds. Only wlien 2'/^carold children were tested did tiiey begin to find that
verbal labes could help young chiWren to draw
inferences about femiliar animals (e.g., "bird" and
"dinosaur"). This m a y be due to the fact that the 2!4
year-olds were somewhat but not completely familiar
wifli the animal stimuli. They were not able to use the
subtle perceptual cues to determine flie category
memberships of the stimuli and needed to rely on the
category labels provided to draw accurate inferences.

Effectiveness of C a t e g o r y L a b e k ?
Doubts have beai raised about the significance of
veiixd labels in guiding children's categorical
judgments.
Although Oelman and Coley's (1990)
studies found that young children were ready to draw
inferences about animals based more on label similarity
than on static sinapc similarity, their use of linguistic
infoimation seems to rely on the cone^xmdence
between the label and tiie perceptual information of the
animal stimuli. If children find the labels are not
congruent witii the animal stimuli, tiiey would not use
the linguistic information. They would do so only
when tiiey believe that the labels and the stimuli match
with one anotha-. This has been ilhistrated in some of
Gelnianetal.'s studies.
For instance, Davidson and Gelman (1990) found that
young children did not use familiar verbal labels to
draw inferences about novel animal categories. In this
study, 4- and Syear-old children were tested with some
imaginary animals; in cme of A m expcrimoital
conditions, femiliar category labels (e.g., "cow" and
"dea") were used. Results, which were different fiom
those in Gelman and Coley's (1990) study, showed tiie
preschool children tended not to draw inferences based
more on label similarity than on perceptual similarity.
This might be due to tiie factfliatthe children did not
find the labels "cow" and "deer" congruent wifli flie
imaginary stimuli and therefore did not make judgments
based on die labels.
Even when novel linguistic labels (e.g., "zav" and
"traw") were used, the children did not use the novel
labels and were more likely to use labels dian
perceptual of^pearance to draw inieretKes.
The
children, in this instance, might not to be able to relate
the novel labels to the imaginary animals; confronted
with a choice between perceptual and linguistic
infonnation, they opted for static perceptual cues.
Therefore, if children find that the femiliar labels and
the animal stimuli do twt match with one another, they
would not use category labels. Only when children
believe flat the labels go well with the stimuli do they
begin to find flie linguistic infoimation usefiil. H a e are
some more examples.
In Gelman and Marionan's (1987) study, familiar
animal categories (e.g., "cat" and "skunk") were used.
Three- and 4-year-old childrai were found to be more
likely b assign a property, "can see inttiedark", from a
target cat to aiwther cat (which was shown in different
coloring and posture) than to a skunk (w^iich looked
similar to the target cat) when the animal stimuli were
labeled accordingly.
However, the children also
succeeded in doing so even when verbal labels were not
provided. A follow-up study showedttiatchildren were
able to determine the categorical memberships of the
stimuli perceptually when the stimuli were not labeled.
The animal stimuli seemed to be too familiar to the
young children that they could make use of the subfle
Table 1

This may also be true in the 3- and 4-ycar-olds in
Gelman and Maikman's (1986) study wiio were found
to be guided by the similarity and dissimilarity of
linguistic M ) d s in drawing inferences about familiar
animals (e.g., "bat", "bird", "dolphin", "fish"). In the
experiment, young children were shown, for example, a
"bird" set w W c h included two target animals, a
flamingo and a bat (which looked very different from
one another, and a test animals), a blackbird (which
looked more like the bat ttian tiie flamingo). In flie
conflict condition where the flamingo and the blacldjird
were labeled a "bird" and the bat a "baf", the children
were more likely to categorize the blackbird with the
flamingo than with the bat even though die blackbird
looked more similar to the bat than to the flamingo.
However, in the no-conflict condition where the bat and
the Waddiiid were labeled a "baf' and the flamingo a
"bird", die children tended to categorize the blackbird
and the bat together. In other words, the children
tended to make categorical judgments based more on
linguistic similarity than on perceptual similarity. They
were more likely to categorize the blackbird and the
flamingo together when they shared die same label
"bird" than when the blackbird was labeled a "bat"
instead of a "bird", suggesting tiiat die young children
were not so familiar widi the animal categories, birds
and bats, diat they were willing to accept die names,
"bird" and "bat", to be used to label the blackbird. If
the stimuli were completely femiliar to them, they
would not have beoi guided by the similarity and
dissimilarity of verbal labels, like the 4 and Syear-olds
in Gelman and Marionan's (1987) later study.
To summarize, die effectiveness of familiar linguistic
labels in guiding young children's inferences is tadier
limited, w W c h reUes on two m ^ o r fectors - whether
children find die familiar linguistic labels and the
perceptual information of die animal stimuh match with
one another andflieirfamiliarity with the stimuli. Only
when children believe that the linguistic labels are not
in conflict widi the stimuli and they are somevsiiat but
not completely familiar with the stimuli does the
linguistic information become usefiil.
Odierwise,
linguistic labels cannot help children to draw accurate
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Animation items, category labels and tai^get properties used
Pair Testdisplays
Target displays
Animal
Animal
Motion
Motion
Label
Samc/Diffiaait
1
Horse
Donkey
Walk/Jump
Walk
"Hoise"

Label
Same/Dificnnt
"Horse"/"Donkey"

Good vision

2

"Quail"/"Sparrow"

Good hearing

Quail

Walk

"Quail"

Sparrow

Walk/Hop

inferences. The effectiveness of linguistic labels in
guiding chiklren's inferences is not as significant as
Gelman et al. have proposed.
The Present Study
In view of A c above, it seems to be reasonable to
believe that perceptual information, including both
static and motion cues, m a y not be relatively
uninqjortant in comparison to &miliar verbal labels. It
is evident that young children not only rely on linguistic
labds but also use perceptual characteristics to draw
inferences about animal kinds. In this papa, w e would
like to like to examine to what extent young children
use fimiliar linguistic labels and motion cues to draw
inferences.
It is postulated that young children, such as 3-yearokl children (who have been found to be ready to draw
inferences based on flie similarity and dissimilarity of
&miliar linguistic labelsX would use both verbal labels
and motion cues to draw inferences about animals.
However, »tei confionted witti a choice between
labels and motion, they would tend to use motion
information more often dian linguistic information.

Property

Stimuli
There were two pairs of animal stimuli: (1) a doikey
and a horse, and (2) a sparrow and a quail. Bch pair
consisted of animals with similar appearance and two
series of animations: same and different movement
The movement of the animals in the animations was
slightly slower than tfie corresponding real motion, but
they all moved in the same speed. Aso, all the stimuli
were drawn in the same brown color with black oudine.
The drawings of the animal stimuli used for the
animations are shown in Fig. 1, and the details of the
animation items are shown in Table 1.

Pairl
Pair2
Figure 1
The drawings of animal stimuli used for the animation
items.

Method
Design
T o examine die extent to which 3-year-okls use familiar
linguistic labels and motion cues to draw inferences
about animal kinds, an inductive medKKk>k)gy used in
previous studies (Gelman & Maikman, 1986, 1987;
Gehnan & Coley, 1990; M a k & Vera, 1999) was
adopted.
Here, young children were requred to
consider a pair of animals, a target and a test They
were taught a new property abcut the target aninial and
were asked ^»4jether the target property was true for the
test animal.
Tlie independoit variable was tfuee motion/label
conditions: label and mc^ion, label only m i motion
only. The dependent measure was children's responses
on the inference questions: whether they would
gomalize the target properties to the test animals.
Participants
T w o hundred and twenty 3-year-dd childrenfromtiiree
kindergartens in Hong Kong particqxited: 110 girls and
110 boys, ranging in age from 3 years to 3 years 11
months with a mean age of 3 years 7 months.
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Control Studies
Pn^^eity Controls
Some control studies were run to make certain if 3year-okl children have any biases in assigning the target
prc^ierties to the test animals \ ^ c h were shown to be
static or with certain movement and linguistic labels. In
these controls, children were shown the test animals
akme (i.e., the horse and die quail) one at a time and
were asked if the target properties (i.e., "good vision"
and "good hearing") were true for the horse and die
quail respectively. R e ^ t s are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Percentages of •'yes" responses for 3-year-okl children
in die Property Controls.
Percentage
Control Condition
52.5
Static
57.5
Label only
52.5
Motion only
55
Label and Motion
n=20 (half boys and half girls)

Data showed that 3^ear-olds perfonned at about
chance level in saying that the target properties were
tnie for the test animals, showing no biases in giving
"yes" responses to A e test animals.

Static Controls
T w o animals of similar appearance were adt^ted. T o
confimi if young children were ready to draw
inferences based on the static perceptual similarity of
the animal stimuli, a static control study was also
conducted. In this control, 3-year-old children (10 boys
and 10 girls) were iKcsentcd with two sets of animals
but one set at a time without motion. Children were
tested to see if they would generalize the target
properties to the test animals based cm static shape
information alone.
Data showed that the young
children were willing to do so 8 5 % of the time, which
was significantly above chance level, /K.OOOS (1tailed), suggesting that 3-year-olds were ready to draw
inferences based on d K static shape similarity of the
animal stimuli.
Procedure
This was a between-subject design, so that a child (e.g.,
being assigned to the SameJjobel and DifferentMovement condition) was tested widi two pairs of
animals. One was the donkey/horse pair; both were
labeled a "horse" but were shown to move in diflferert
manners (Le., the donkey jumped and the horse
walked). The odier one was the sparrow/quail pair,
both shared the same name "quail" but were shown to
move diflFerently (i.e., the sparrow hoped and the quail
walked). The presentation order of die two pais was
counterbalanced across participants. Each child was
tested individually.
Throughout die experiment,
instructions were given in Gintonese, the major
Chinese dialect used in Hong Kong. Each child was
tested individually
Children were shown two pairs of animals, one pair
at a time. They werefirsttaught a new property about
the target animal in each pair and were dien asked to
infer whedier the target property applied to the test
animal The animal stimuli were labeled according to
the label conditions. Taking die donkey/horse pair in

the Same (D^erent) Label conditions as an example,
the experimenters first pointed to die donkey and said,
"Seetiiishorse (donkey). This horse (donkey) has good
vision, it can see diings clearly at a great distance." The
experimenter dien pointed to die horse and said, "See
this horse (fiorse). Does this horse (horse) have good
vision, like diis horse (donkey) (referring to die donkey)
diat can see diings clearly at a great distance? Or, diis
horse (horsS), unlike this horse (donkey), does not have
good vision?'
At the end of die experiment, children in the Same
Label groups, w h o were given somewiiat misleading
labels for die target animals, were shown die stimuli
again and were told diat die experimenters had made a
mistake in saying diat die donkey (sparrow) was a horse
(quail). The experimenters further e^qilained to die
children diat its proper name should be d o n k ^
(sparrow) instead of horse (quail).

Results
Children's responses on die inference questions
were coded as 1 when diey said "yes" (i.e., generalizing
die target properties to the test animals) and 0 when
tiiey said "no" (i.e., not generalizing die target
properties to the test animals). These scores were
summed widiin participants, and die score for each
participant ranged form 0 to 2. For each condition, a
one-sanple r-test was conducted to examine if children
performed significandy above or below 5 0 % chance
level. Results are summarized in Table 3.
Motion only condition
Data in diese conditions clearly show diat 3-year-old
children were ready to draw inferences about die animal
stimuli based on the similarity and dissimilarity of the
motion informatioa W h e n two animals widi similar
appearance were shown to m o v e in the same manner,
die young children tended to infertiiatdie test animals
shared die same property ascribed to the target animals
(87.5% of die time, significandy above chance level);
when die two animals moved differendy, die children
tended not to do so ( 2 0 % of die time, significantly
below chance).

Table 3
Percentages of "yes"responsesfor 3-year-old children iaLabel only. Motion onfyemd Label and Motion conditions.
Condition
Percentage
Motion only
87.5
Same
20
Different
Label only
«**
90
Same
15
Different
+++
Label and Motion
10
Same Label/Different Motion
+++
82.5
Different Label/Same Motion
n=20 (half boys and half girts)
•••
above chance, f<.0005, one-tailed
+++
below chance, P<.0005, one-tailed
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below chance, /»<.005, one-tailed

L a b e l only condition
Th^ee-yea^old childro) were also found to draw
inferences based on the similarity artd dissimilarity of
the linguistic labels provided in the experiment W h e n
two animals with similar appearance shared the same
nane, ttie 3-year-olds tended to agree diat the target
properties were also true for the test animals ( 9 0 % of
i K time, significandy above chance). The children did
not do so ( 1 S % of the time, significantly below chance)
v/hen the two animals were labeled with difTerent
names.
Lat>el a n d M o t i o n condition
In these conditions, label similarity and motion
similarity were in contrast with one another. Results
indicate that the 3-year-olds were more likely to draw
inferences about the animal stimuli based on motion
infbraiation than on linguistic information. W h e n two
animals moved in tiw same manner, the children tended
to draw inferences 82.5% of the time (significandy
above 5 0 % chance level) even ttiough the stimuli w a e
labeled with different n a m « ; when two animals moved
in different manners, they tended to draw infereiKes
2 0 % of fee time (significantly below chance) although
the animal stirruli shared tiie same name.

•lAdCMr

n

l».M.ilo.
laM MMtoa

Q : J—I
17.3H
•moiiob (Mr
OuM >al Malhai n.5K

MK
10%

Figure 3
Percentages of "yes" responses for 3-year.old children
in Motion only arxi Label and Motion conditions
This figure shows tiiat children drew inferences 87.5%
of die time w h e n two animals m o v e d in die same
manner in the Motion only condition and did likewise
8 2 . 5 % of the time even w h e n different labels were
ascribed to the stimuli in the Label and Motion
conditioa
Moreover, wdien two animals m o v e d in
different manners in ttie Motion only condition, children
m a d e inferences only 2 0 % of the time, and they drew
inference 1 0 % of tfie time even though tfie same label
was ascribed to die stimuli in die Label and Motion
condition.

s
3«H
30%
10%

However, 3-year-olds did not change much about
their choice of motion information when additional
contrasting
label
information
was
introduced.
Children's responses in Motion only and LtUxl and
Modem conditions are shown in Figure 3.

•m.
)(m
MH
JOS

In order to have a clearer picture of how children
changed their choices between linguistic and motion
information, 3-year-old children's responses in Label
only and L a b d and Motion ccmditions are shown in
Figure 2.

I

inferences 1 5 % of the time when two stimuli were
labeled with different names in the L d x l only
condition, while dicy gave "yes" responses 82.5% of
the time when the stimuli were shown to move in the
same m a n n a even though flicy were labeled with
difTerent names in the Label and Motion condition.

r1

Discussion
T h e current findings provide si^jport for our hypothesis
that linguistic information m a y not be relatively more
important than perceptual information, inchiding bodi
static and dynamic characteristics, in guiding young
children's inferences about animal kinds. Data show
that 3-year-old chiWrcn were ready to use bodi category
labels and motion information to draw infoences.
However, having to m a k e a choice between labds and
motion, children tended to use motion more often dian
foniliar category labels.
Also, this seems to provide support our view that the
effectiveness of category labels in guiding young
children's inferences about animals m a y be radier
limited. T h e importance of linguistic labels diat has
been suggested by previous studies need to be rethought.

I1J«

Figure 2
Percentages of "yes" responses for 3-year-old children
in Label only and Label and Motion conditions.
This figure shows that 3-year-olds tended to shift flieir
choices fiom linguistic labels to motion when
conuasting motion information was introduced in
addition to ttie linguistic infomation. Children drew
inferences 9 0 % of the time from a target to a test animal
w h e n two animal stimuli shared the same n a m e in the
Label only condition, whereas they m a d e inferences
only 1 0 % of the time w h e n additional different
m o v e m e n t patterns were introduced to the stimuli in the
Label and Motion conditiorL Moreover, children drew
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Although to what extent children use categoy bbeli
and motion was compared in M s study, w e are not
suggesting that linguistic and perceptual infomiation
play distinct roles in young children's inferences (for
tills argument, see also Gelman & Modin, 1993; Jones
& Smitii, 1993). Evidence has shown that children use
botii linguistic and perceptual (inchiding static and
dynamic) infomiation to draw inferences.
However,
how static shape cues, motion and linguistic labels
interact to guide children's inferences remains to be
detemiined in future studies.
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Abstract

other word, the multimodal interface) which is the most
compatible with the cognitive profile.
Many applications accessible through the web suffer
In the following sections, w e present our site then w e
from a noticeable lack of support in adapting the
define the term "cognitive styles", assess the main
infonnation presentation to users. The way users learn
styles encountered in literature then discuss the
differs from an individual to an other, if not for the same
taxonomy of ways employed to measure the cognitive
individual from an application to an other one. These
style. Later in section 4, w e describe the fiinctionalities
individual differences affect the learning style of users.
of our site and the model w e adopted to establish the
They are classified into 3 categories which are: affective,
relationship between the cognitive style and the
cognitive &ad physioiogic styles. There is little research
filtering process of the outcome modalities.
to examine h o w to design adaptive systems based on
user's cognitive styles. In this paper, w e are focusing on
Our Site
user cognitive styles definition and suggest a technique
In collaboration with the society S B T , w e work on an
in die design of an adaptive hypermedia system. W e
interactive w e b site for a supervised cognitive training
investigate the selection of the output modality that best
rwww.happvneuron.coni). During each training session
tailor the user profile.
(i.e. each connection), the user executes a set of
In section 1 w e introduce the problematic of learning
exercises that the system suggests. Presented into a
from net-structured knowledge then wc define the
playful
and cultural dimension, the exercises vary in
cognitive styles. In section 2, w e present the main
difficulty's level, speed... in order to entertain the user
cognitive styles which are the most mentioned in
(Habieb-Mammar et al, 2001).
literature. The taxonomy of these cognitive styles and
A database stores normalized data (means and standard
techniques to assess diem are detailed in section3. In the
deviations) for each variant of exercise and family of
last section, w e present the structure of our site and
population distinguishing gender, level of education
model. W e investigate the relationship between the
and age (Tarpin-Bemard et al, 2001). The current
cognitive style and the filtering process of the outcome
statistics show that since the w e b site has been opened
modalities. For the development of the system, w e have
to the public, the number of performed exercises
chosen the two technologies
X M L and ASP.
Introduction
exceeds 400.000. Comparing the trainee's results and
the normalized data w e progressively build his/her
In e-leaming systems, the user is confronted to lessons,
cognitive profile. Thanks to it, the system advises the
exercises, games... which, on the one hand are relevant
elderly user in the choice of exercises.
to his/her needs and preferences i.e. educational level,
In this context, w e built an evaluation module
domain knowledge (expert or novice) but which, on the
composed
often precise exercises that allows to quickly
other hand, do not take into account his/her abilities for
build a cognitive profile. Then, this profile, which is
assimilation, memorization, etc. which are parts of the
cognitive abilities (Lemaire, 1999). In some cases, the quite stable, can be used in very different context. Our
first purpose is to elaborate an adaptive multimedia
learner gives up the g a m e or the exercise because of the
course on the brain. Depending on one's profile, the
frequent situations of defeats. In other cases, he/she
lesson will be presented using the most adapted medias.
tries hard to m a k e his/her best in order to avoid these
Before describing the relationship between cognitive
situations which overload his/her abilities. The aim of
styles and interactive styles let start with the definition
our project consists in developing an adaptive
of these cognitive styles and the methods of their
multimodal interfaces where individual cognitive styles
assessment.
are considered. Indeed, the adaptation process deals
with the estimation of the document combination (in
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m a y even perform better when allowed to develop their
o
Cognitive styles refer to a person's habitual, prevalent,w n strategies (Witkin et al, 1981).
or preferred m o d e of perceiving, memorizing, learning,
However, the restructuring process occurs only when
judging, decision-making, problem-solving Pufresne,
the field lacks organization. W h e n the material to be
1997).
learned is presented in an already organized form, so
Individual differences about h o w people carry out tasks
that structuring is not particularly called for, field
involving these functions m a y constitute a style if they
dependent andfieldindependent people are not likely to
appear to be: pervasive, which means that they emerge
differ in their behavior and learning (Antonietti et al,
consistently in different contexts, independently of the
2000),
particular features of situation; or stable, that is, they
In generalfieldindependent subjects :
are always the same at different times.
They are one of the most stable user characteristics
- Perceive objects as separate from the field;
overtime (Dufresne, 1997). they are consistent across a
- Can disembed relevant items from non-relevant
variety of situations, as opposed to user knowledge or
items within the field;
experience that are more specific and evolving . M a n y
- Provide structure when it is not inherent in the
research have shown the importance of cognitive styles
presented information;
in the area of H C I and their implication in the interface
Reorganize information to provide a context for
design (Muylwijk et al, 1983).
prior
knowledge;
Cognitive styles induce persons to adopt similar
- Tend to be more efficient at retrieving items from
attitudes and behaviors in a variety of domains they
memory.
concern (Daniels, 1996). Cognitive styles are important
W h a t a r e C o g n i t i v e Styles?

in determining the most effective interface for a
particular category of user, especially in the formative
stages of an interaction (Fowler et al, 1985).
They can be conceptualized as a cross-road of thinking,
personality, and motivation. In fact they concern the
kind of strategies which an individual tends to apply
when he/she faces a situation or the preferred w a y of
processing information.

Conversely, field dependent subjects:

The Main Cognitive Styles
Field Dependence
Thefirststyle w e introduce is:field-independentstyle.
People tend to have good analytical and cognitive
restructuring skills. They will actively reorganize
information according to contextual demands and
impose structure when necessary according to their
experience. They are likely to form a mental model of
the situation before proceeding with their task. Fieldindependent people seem to follow more easily a
restructuring approach and use internal referents in
other situations (Antonietti et al, 2000).
Field-dependent people tend to adopt a passive
approach in learning and problem solving. They prefer
to be guided and to rely on external referents.
Perception is dominated by the prevailing field.
W h e n internal referents are less available, field
dependent people are more likely to respond to the
dominant properties of thefieldas given.
Lesser use of restructuring m a y handicap field
dependent people in unstructured situations, field
dependent people m a y need more explicit instructions
in problem solving strategies or more exact definitions
of performance outcome than field independent, w h o
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- Rely on the surrounding perceptual field;
- Have difficulty attending to, extracting, and using
non salient cues;
Have difficulty providing structure to ambiguous
information;
- Have difficulty restructuring n e w information and
forging links with prior knowledge;
- Have difficulty retrieving information from longterm memory.
The test of field dependent-independent subjects is
done through several exercises where individual are
asked to remember shapes or other types of information
whether they where presented in significant context
(Fig. 1) or not (Fig. 2) (Tarpin-Bemard et al, 2001).

^
Figure 1: Significant context.

few c o m m o n features. Other individuals m a y group
objects into different categorization where the criteria
are not only the width:
analytic-descriptive style induces to include in the
same category items showing surface physicalperceptual similarities;
conceptual-inferential style induces to define
categories on the basis of similarities in objects'
functions;
- thematic-relational style induces to include in the
same category disparate objects which have in
c o m m o n only the fact that they occur in the same
action or situation.

Figure 2: Non-significant context.
Impulsive reflective style
The impulsive subject tends to put forward thefirstidea
that comes to him/her, whereas the reflective subject
considers alternatives. This style is generally assessed
by measuring differences in decision-making under
conditions of uncertainty. Tasks used present several
plausible choices, only one of which is correct:

Figure (Fig.4) shows an exercise where subjects are
invited to sort objects into categories suggested by the
supervisor. Firstly, the users select the category then
they sort object into this category.

>\

- who responds quickly often errs;
- w h o pauses to reflect is more often correct.
Fig. 3 is an example of exercise where it is possible to
identify one of the following categories:
- fast-respondingfhigh-error (FH),
- fast responding^low-error (FL);
- slow-respondin^high-error (SH);
- slaw-responding^ low-error (SL).
Figure 4 Exercise type for the category identification

m
Figure 3 Exercise type for impulsive reflective
identification.
Categorization style
Other individual differences consist in giving a number
of objects and asking subjects to sort them into
categories. S o m e individuals place objects into a wide
number of small categories, so that each category
contains only objects sharing a high number of similar
features; other individuals place objects into a small
number of wide categories which include items with
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Analytic-global style
The last style w e consider is the analytic-global style
which refer to either considering the details of a
situation or the whole picture (Euzeby, 1999). Analytic
individuals have a focused attention, an interest in
operations and procedures or the 'proper* ways of doing
things and prefer step-by-step schemes; their thinking is
controlled and consciously directed. Global persons
tend toward scanning, leading to form overall
impressions, including entry of feelings into decisions;
their organizational schemes involve random or
multiple accessibility of components and varied
associations between diem.
S o m e tests in cognitive styles analysis (Riding and
Rayner, 1998) allow to measure the analytic dimension
by presenting items each comprising a simple
geometrical shape and a complex figure and by asking
to indicate whether or not the simple shape is contained
in the complex figure.

H o w d o w e Assess Cognitive styles?
Relationship B e t w e e n Cognitive Styles a n d
Interaction Styles
Three main kinds of data can be employed to measure
cognitive styles: behavioral, self-report, and
The most important components of HappyNeuron's
physiological (Antonietti & Giorgetti, 1998)
technology are structured as follows (Fig. )5 :
Behavioral data can be obtained by recording the final
First stage: User's profile generation process (Tarpinresult of a given task or the procedure followed in
performing A e task. The task m a y consist infillingout Bemard etal, 2001)
- Questionnaire;
a paper-and-pencil test or a sorting test, in carrying out
trials by means of an experimental apparatus, or in
- Exercises;
interacting with the computer like during exercise
- Supervision process;
running (Tarpin-Bemard et al., 2001). For an example,
- Cognitive styles
to assess whether a person is a visualizer or a
- User profile;
veibalizer, it is possible to present him/her with tasks
Second stage: Adaptation process
which can be performed through both vis\ial and verbal
- Compatibility matrix;
strategies and to record the extent to which each of the
- User profile;
two kinds of procedures has been followed.
- XML
(extensible
Markup
Langtiage)
Self-reports require that people evaluate themselves by
documents (multimodal documents);
describing by introspective manner the way in which
- Text;
they performed tasks, by checking personal habits or
Image or graphics;
preferences, or by endorsing statements about what they
Sound;
think of themselves. This m a y be done, for example, by
- Video.
asking subjects to keep a diary of what occurred to
Stylesheet;
them during a period of their life, by interviewing them,
or by adopting questionnaires.
The following example is given by Antonietti
(Antonietti & Giorgetti, 1998):
In order to understand h o w much an individual tends to
visualize, he/she can be requested to keep a record of
the times in which he/she has experienced imagery
during the day. Information of this kind may be derived
also through questionnaires in which people are asked
to rate h o w frequently they create and process various
kinds of mental images. These instruments incite
subjects to consider their habitual modes of thinking as
they emerge in the complete range of mental activities
and to assess the occurrence of visual images in
different tasks, domains, contexts, and so on.
Finally, some physiological measures can be interpreted
as indices of particular cognitive preferences in
processing stimuli. Indeed, Physiological measures
observations have indicated that when someone is
asked a question requiring a little thought the eyes
make an initial movement to the left or right. Since it
was argued that the right cerebral hemisphere is
associated with the processing of visual information
and that the spontaneous lateral eye movements are
under the control of the counter-lateral hemisphere, it
was claimed that the presentation of a visual-spatial
question produces the activation of therighthemisphere
and, consequently, left lateral eye movements.
However, verbalizers should turn their eyes consistently
to therightand visualizers to the left, whatever the kind
>
<
of question. Thus, it has been suggested to use lateral
eye movements as a criterion to assess the preference
Figure S: User profile generation and adaptation
for either a visual or a verbal processing.
process
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3- Indicators revealing some characteristics of styles
such as field dependent or independent.
These indicators are affected with some weightings and
contribute in the adaptation process. For example to
determine whether the subject is field dependent or
independent, w e use the indicator which measures the
difference in performance after running the same
exercise with two different images (the first with
significant context and the second with non-significant
context) then w e adjust it with other cognitive
indicators such as recent m e m o r y (verbal, visual or
musical) and comprehension.

User's profile generation process
The user's profile generation process consists on the
one hand in executing interactive exercises then
constructing the user cognitive profile. O n the other
hand, it deals with other user's behavior such as the
time to run an exercise, performance variations for the
same exercise type, etc. This indicators are adjusted
with each other and constitute the final user profile
(Fig. 6).
SupervUion process
(exercite's nile selection)

List of
recominended
exereiwt

Adaptive Process
A s described in figure 5, the training process yields a
user profile which constitutes the input data for the
adaptation process. Indeed, this profile enables the
selection of the outcomes style sheets. The multimodal
document is defined into an X M L document.
Prior to any process, each style sheet conUins the
layout of a complete page to be presented. For a
specific subject, thefinallayout of this page is brought
through the adaptive process. This page is the most
compatible one to the user profile.
T o illustrate the adaptive process, w e give hereafter an
example of a page to be presented dealing with the
following subject: "The main parts of a language : the
vocabulary and the syntax". In the X M L document, the
page falls under 2 elements. Each one could be
presented according to different modalities. (Fig. 7).

Database
Behavioral indicaton
(time to nm an
exercise, connection
ftequCDCy,
perfbnnance
vanatioo,...)

Cognitive indicators
(dispatched into the
fivesecton)

User's
Profile

Figure 6:The user's profile generation process
During each training session, the supervisor suggests
set of three or four exercises. T h e user can also select
other exercises in the complete list. At any moment, the
system gives users feedback about their progression and
enables them to:
- check their performance by consulting the profile
performance page,
- have a summary of the exercises they have already
done,
browse some documents (news, forums,...).
Thus, the main components of the output profile are:
1- Cognitive indicators dispatched into S sectors:
memory, attention, executivefiinctions,language
and visual and spatial capacities [Tarpin-Bemard
et al, 2(X)1]. In total, 25 indicators have been
determined, w e can mention several of them as an
illustration: cultural memory, old personal
memory, recent m e m o r y (verbal, visual or
musical), working m e m o i y and short term m e m o r y
with the tree modalities, lexical spelling,
categorization,
comprehension,
arithmetic,
planning, reasoning, mental imagery, form
recognition, etc;
2- Behavioral indicators (time during exercise
running, connection frequency, etc.);

a

Principal document
LANGUAGE

Sub-document
VOCABULARY

Sub-document
SYNTAX

. / ' : r x
Text
(Mia)

•M^^

Voiced
Text
(M2a)

Diagram
(M3a)

(Mlb)

Is composed of

^ The possible modalities are
Figure 7: XML document structure
The problem is to find the "best" combination of
modalities according to the willing of the designer and
the abilities of the reader. According to the X M L
structure, the possible combinations are: (Mia, Mlb),
(Mia, M2b), (M2a, M3a, Mlb), etc. Then, we can build
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Metacat: A

Self-Watching C o g n i t i v e A r c h i t e c t u r e
for A n a l o g y - M a k i n g

James B. Marshall (marshall@cs.potnona.edu)
Computer Science Program
Pomona College
610 N. College Ave.
Claremont, C A 91711 U S A
W h a t seems to m a k e brains conscious is the
special way they are organized—in particular,
the higher-level structures and mechanisms that
come into being. I see two dimensions as being
critical: (1) the fact that brains possess concepts, allowing complex representational structures to be built that automatically come with
associative links to all sorts of prior experiences,
and (2) the fact that brains can self-monitor,
allowing a complex internal self-model to arise,
allowing the system an enormous degree of selfcontrol and open-endedness.

Abstract

This paper describes Metacat, an extension of the
Copycat analogy-making program. Metacat is able
to monitor its own processing, allowing it to recognize, remember, and recall patterns that occur in
its "train of thought" as it mtikes analogies. This
gives the program a high degree of flexibility and
self-control. The architecture of the program is described, along with a sample run illustrating the
program's behavior.
Introduction
This paper describes Metacat, an extension of the
Work on Copycat explored the first idea through
Copycat analogy-meiking program originally develthe development of a computer model of analogyoped by Hofetadter and Mitchell (Hofstadter, 1984;
making in which the program's representation of
Mitchell, 1993). Copycat was developed as a model
concepts is intimately intertwined with its mecha^
of the complex interplay between bottom-up and
nisms for perceiving similarity between different idetop-down perceptual processes in the mind, which
together enable humans to perceive analogies be- alized situations. Recent work has focused on the
second idea by incorporating self-watching into the
tween different situations in remarkably flexible
model—namely, the ability of a system to perceive
ways. T h e program operates in an idealized miand to explicitly charsicterize its o w n perceptual procroworld of analogy problems involving short strings
cesses. T h e objective of this work has been to deof letters. Although the program understands only a
velop mechanisms that allow the program to monitor
limited set of concepts pertaining to its letter-string
its
o w n actions and to make explicit the ideas that
world, its "fluid" processing mechanisms give it concome into play during the course of solving analogy
siderableflexibilityin recognizing and applying these
problems. This can be thought of as adding a higher
concepts in m a n y diverse situations.
"cognitive" layer on top of the program's "subcogThe long-term goal of the Copycat line of research
nitive" layer, enabling the program to watch and
is to computationally model h o w high-level cognitive
phenomena such as creativity, analogical perception, remember what happens at its subcognitive level as
perceptual structures axe built, reconfigured, and deunderstanding, and self-awareness can arise out of a
stroyed. H u m a n s are capable of paying attention to
subcognitive substrate composed of a huge number
patterns in their o w n thinking in a similar fashion
of tiny, nondeterministic processes, each of which is
(see, for example, Chi et ai, 1994).
far too small by itself to support such phenomena.
Few people would suggest that individual neurons in
Self-watching in Copycat sind Metacat
the brain (or individual molecules) are "conscious"
T h e Copycat architecture has been discussed at
in anything like the normal sense in which humans
length elsewhere (Mitchell, 1993; Hofstadter and
experience consciousness. O n e is forced to accept
F A R G , 1995), so details will be omitted here.
the fact that self-awareness arises, somehow, out of
Briefly, the program consists of a long-term m e m nothing but billions of molecular chemical reactions
ory of concepts about the letter-string world, called
and neuronal firings. H o w can individually meaningthe Slipnet, together with a short-term m e m o r y for
less physical events in a brain—even a huge number
perceptual structures, called the Workspace. In
of them—ultimately give rise to meaningful awarethe Workspace, small nondeterministic agents called
ness? Hofetadter has argued that two key ideas are
codelets examine the letters of an analogy problem
of paramount importance (Hofetadter and F A R G ,
( "abc=^ abd; mrrjjj=> ?", for example), and build
1995):
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up structures around the letters representing a particular interpretation of the problem. T h e program's
high-level behavior emerges in a bottom-up manner
from the collective actions of m a n y codelets working in parallel, in m u c h the same way that an ant
colony's high-level behavior emerges from the individual behaviors of the underlying ants, without any
centred executive directing the course of events.
Guiding the search for a mutually-consistent set
of structures are concepts in the Slipnet, which become activated to different degrees depending on
the activity in the Workspace. This activation m a y
spread to neighboring concepts, and strongly influences codelet decisions, resulting in top-down pressure that guides the program in its search for a good
interpretation of a problem.
T h e overall degree of Workspace orgsmization is
measured by a number called the temperature. Temperature not only reflects the state of the Workspace,
it also continuously regulates the amount of randomness used by codelets in making decisions. At high
temperatures, few Workspace structures exist, so decisions are m a d e in a highly random mtmner, since
not m u c h is yet known about the problem. H o w ever, as relationships a m o n g the letters are noticed
and structures are built, the temperature falls, and
Copycat begins to gain "confidence" in its understanding of the situation. At lower temperatures, decisions are still probabilistic, but are m u c h less rand o m , being strongly biased by the estimated promise
of newly emerging structures, all of which compete
for attention by codelets. At very low temperatures,
codelets pay attention to only the most promising
structures, and decisions become Ifu-gely deterministic. Thus the type of strategy used by the program
to explore its search space ranges along a broad continuum, from being very diffuse and highly pcu-allel
at high temperatures to being very serial and focused
at low temperatures.
T o summarize, Copycat's seau-ch proceeds via a
large number of fine-grained stochastic decisions,
which depend on the temperature. These decisions
m a y cause new structures to be built or existing
structures to be destroyed, which chemges the temperature and subsequently alters the course of structure building, forming a kind of feedback loop. Temperature thus serves as a very crude mechanism for
self-watching in Copycat, since it aUows the program
to regulate its o w n behavior to a hmited extent.
That is, by tying the stochastic activity of codelets
to the temperature, the program becomes sensitive
to the consequences of its o w n actions, since the temperature reflects the result of these actions, albeit in
a very coarse way (i.e., in the form of a single number).
This type of rudimentary self-watching, however,
is quite primitive. Copycat cein characterize patterns
within its perceptual input (the letter strings), but
is completely oblivious to patterns that arise in its
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processing of that input. For example, when solving
the problem "abc=>abd; x y z ^ ?", Copycat usually attempts to take the successor of z, which is
impossible in the program's microworld. It "hits a
snag", and is forced to try something else. However,
it often just tries the same thing again, over and
over, sometimes as many as thirty or forty times before stumbling by chance on an alternative approach
(such as the answer xyd). Unlike humans, the program is unable to recognize when it has fallen into
a repetitive pattern of behavior. It has no memory
of its actions over time, and thus cannot recognize
when it has encountered the same situation in the
past. As a result, Copycat lacks insight into how it
arrives at its cmswers, and consequently cannot explain what makes one answer better or worse than
another.
In contrast, Metacat is able to create much
richer representations of the analogies it makes, enabling it to compare and contrast answers in an insightful way. This has involved incorporating an
episodic m e m o r y into the original Copycat architecture, along with new mechanisms that allow the program to monitor itself, so that it can recognize, remember, and recall patterns that occur in its "trsun
of thought" as it makes analogies.
T o do this, Metacat creates an explicit sequential record of the most important processing events
that occur during a run. This temporal record is examined by codelets for patterns—in the same way
that Copycat's codelets examine letter-strings for
patterns—and serves as the basis for constructing
£in abstract description of an answer in terms of the
key concepts and events that led to its discovery.
Furthermore, by monitoring its o w n processing in
this way, Metacat can recognize w h e n it has become
"stuck in a rut", enabling the program to break out
of the rut by focusing on ideas other than the ones
that seem to be leading it nowhere.
The Architecture of Metacat
Metacat's architecture includes all of Copycat's architectural components, such as the Workspace and
the Slipnet, as well as three new components: the
Episodic Memory, the Themespace, and the Temporal Trace. W h e n the program discovers a new answer, it pauses to display the answer along with the
Workspace structures that gave rise to it. These
structures represent a way of interpreting the problem that yields the answer just found. All of this
information is then packaged together into an answer description and stored in the Episodic M e m ory, after which the program continues searching for
alternative answers to the problem, instead of simply quitting. Gradually, over time, a series of answer
descriptions, accumulates in memory, each one containing m u c h more information than just the answer
string itself.
T h e most important structures stored in answer

descriptions eire called themes, which repn^Heiii the
essential ideas underlying an answer. T h e collection of themes associated with an answer serves as
the basis for comparing it to other answers stored in
memory. Furthermore, Metacat m a y be reminded
of other answers it has encountered in the past if
the themes associated with a newly discovered answer, acting as a m e m o r y retrieval cue, are similar
enough to those of a previously stored answer description. Thus an answer's themes act as an index
under which it is stored and retrieved from memory.
Themes get created in Metacat's Themespace
as codelets build structures around the letterstrings, and are composed of Slipnet concepts. For
example, in the problem "a6c=»a6d; xyz=>-?",
an Alphabetic-Position: opposite theme representing
the idea of alphabetic-position symmetry between
the letters a and z might get built if the program
perceives these letters as playing analogous roles in
their respective strings (an interpretation that m a y
lead to the "mirror image" answer w y z ) .
In some ways, themes are like ordinary Workspace
structures. They are not initially present in the
Themespace; rather, they arise during the course of
a run as the result of codelet activity occurring in the
Workspace. In other ways, however, themes behave
like Slipnet concepts. They can take on different levels of activation, reflecting the extent to which the
ideas they represent are supported by structures in
the Workspace. A theme's activation level decays
over time, and is influenced by the activation levels of other themes. Like Slipnet concepts, themes
can, under certain conditions, exert strong top-down
pressure on perceptual activity in the Workspace. In
fact, themes can assume both positive and negative
levels of activation, ranging from -100 to +100. A
positively-activated theme exerts "positive thematic
pressure", encouraging the creation of Workspace
structures that support the idea represented by the
theme. A negatively-activated theme, on the other
hand, exerts "negative thematic pressure", which
discourages the creation of structures related to the
theme, promoting instead the creation of alternative
structures.
T h e Temporal Trace serves as the focal point for
self-watching in Metacat. Like the Themespace, the
Trace accumulates information over the course of a
single run, and can be viewed as an extension of the
Workspace. T h e TVace stores an explicit temporal
record of the most important processing events that
occur while the program works on an analogy problem. Examples of such events include recognizing
some key idea pertaining to the problem (by noticing the strong activation of a theme or concept, for
instance), hitting a snag, or discovering a new answer. Once processing events have been explicitly
represented in the lYace as "reified" structures in
their o w n right, they Eire subject to examination by
codelets as well. Metacat thus uses a single set of
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mechanisms for perceiving patterns in its perceptual
input and in its o w n processing of that input. W h e n
a new answer is found, an answer description can
be formed by examining the temporal record in the
Trace to see which events contributed to the answer's
discovery.
This approach is similar in flavor to work on
derivational analogy, in which the trace of a
problem-solving session is stored in m e m o r y for future reference, together with a series of annotations
describing the conditions under which each step in
the solution was taken (Carbonell, 1986; Veloso,
1993). In Metacat's case, however, the information
in the Trace is used as the basis for constructing
an abstract description of the answer found, rather
than being permanently stored itself.
O n e way to appreciate the abstract, chunked na^
ture of the information in the IVace is to consider the
number of "steps" that occur during a typical run of
Metacat. At a very fine-grained level of description,
where each step corresponds to an action performed
by a single codelet, a run consists of m a n y hundreds
or thousands of steps. At this level of description, no
two runs are ever exactly the same, even if they involve the same letter-strings (unless, of course, both
runs start with the same random number seed). O n
the other haind, at the level of description of the
Trace, a typical run consists of a few dozen steps.
At this level of granularity, each step corresponds
to a single event represented in the TVace—each of
which arises from the actions of m a n y codelets.
For example. Figure 1 shows the contents of
the Trace after a run on the problem "abc => abd;
xyz=> ?", in which the program, after trying imsuccessfully a couple of times to take the successor of
z, answers xyd. T h e events that occur during the
run appear left to right in chronological order. Although this run involves a total of 1,558 codelets,
the high-level picture shown in the Trace consists of
just twelve events, which represent the "major milestones" encountered along the way in the program's
search for an answer. Such events include the activation of concepts in the Slipnet, perceiving entire
strings as single, chunked wholes, creating new rules
for describing string changes, hitting a snag, and
discovering a new answer.
For instance, as cam be seen in the figure, the Slipnet concept identity gets activated early on in this
particular run (due to the program perceiving the
a's and 6's in abc and abd as corresponding). This
is followed by the perception of abc and xyz as predecessor groups going in the same direction (to the
left). T h e next event records the creation of the rule
Change letter-category of rightmost letter to successor for describing abc =>• abd, which leads inevitably
to a snag. In the aftermath of the snag, another rule
is created {Change letter-category of rightmost letter
to 'd'), and abc and x y z are reperceived as successor groups (again going in the same direction—only
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Figure 1: T h e temporal record of a run on the problem "abc=> abd; xyz=> f".
this time to the right). However, the program again
attempts to use the first rule, resulting in another
snag. Finally, after creating yet another rule and
again perceiving xyz as a successor group, the progr«un finds the answer xyd.
Pattern-clamping and Self-control
T h e TVace allows Metacat to monitor the subcognitive processing activity in the Workspace at a very
abstract and highly-chunked level of description, enabling the program to "see" what it is doing during a run. Equally important, however, is the program's ability to respond to what it sees by clamping
particular themes and concepts at high activation,
resulting in strong toi>-down pressure on processing. Various types of patterns consisting of sets of
themes, concepts, or codelet types can be clamped
by the program in response to different situations
that arise. Clamping a pattern alters the probabilities that certain types of codelets will run, or that
certain types of Workspace structures will get built,
effectively steering the behavior of the program in
particular directions. This m a y lead the program to
revise its interpretation of a problem, by catalyzing
the reorganization of structures in the Workspace in
accordsmce with the ideas represented by the pattern.
Metacat's ability to revise its perception of a situation in response to events in the TVace affords
the program a very powerful degree of self-control.
Patterns—especially patterns of themes—act as a
"medium" through which the program is able to
wield control over its o w n behavior. For example,
in the problem ''abc=>abd; x y z ^ f", the program
usually perceives abc and xyz as going in the same
direction at first, which leads to a snag (as in the
run shown in Figure 1). This interpretation of the
problem, based on the idea that letters having identical positions in their respective strings correspond
to one smother (a to x, 6 to y, c to z), is characterized by a StriDg-Position: identity theme. W h e n
an event is recorded in the Trace, the themes most
active at the time of the event eire also noted along
with it. These themes serve as the event's thematic
characterization. In the case of a snag event, the
thematic characterization represents an interpreter
tion of the problem that has just led to failure. If
Metacat continues to hit the same snag several times
in succession, a series of snag events will accumulate
in the TVace, all with very similar thematic characterizations. This similarity m a y be noticed by
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codelets (the probability becoming higher as more
snags accumulate), causing them to take action by
clamping the "offending" themes (such as StringPosition: identity) with strong negative activation.
This encourages the program to explore alternative
interpretations of the problem by steering it away
from the ideas causing the snag, which m a y subsequently lead it to the discovery of other answers,
such as w y z . In this way, Metacat can recognize its
o w n repetitive behavior and respond accordingly.
T w o types of codelets are responsible for examining and responding to events unfolding in the
TVace. T h e first type, called a Progress-watcher, is
responsible for deciding whether or not to unclamp a
clamped pattern. If a Progress-watcher codelet runs
while a pattern is clamped, it examines the most
recent event in the Trace to determine how much
time has elapsed since the event occurred. Generally speaking, the purpose of clamping a pattern is
to precipitate a series of events that reorganize the
perceptual configuration of the Workspace in some
way. It is therefore better to wait until the structurebuilding activity occurring in the wake of a clamp
has settled d o w n before concluding that the clamp
has "run its course". Accordingly, if the amount
of time since the most recent event in the Trace
is less than some minimal settling period, then the
codelet simply fizzles, leaving the clamped pattern
still in effect. O n the other hand, if enough time
has passed without any n e w important events having transpired, the codelet unclamps the pattern and
then determines the amount of progress that was
m a d e since the clamp occurred. Depending on the
amount of progress achieved, the codelet m a y decide
to post a follow-up codelet in order to see whether a
new answer can be m a d e based on the newly-created
structures.
The criteria for judging the success of a clamp
can vary. Sometimes, the purpose of clemiping a
pattern is to promote the creation of specific types
of Workspace structures. Other times, the purpose is
to encourage the creation of structures of any type,
so long as they are compatible with the clamped
pattern. T h e progress achieved by a clamp can be
measured by observing the number of structures that
get built in the immediate aftermath of the clamp,
and the extent to which they are compatible with
the pattern.
If no patterns are clamped when a Progresswatcher codelet runs, then instead of checking on
the progression of events in the IVace, the codelet

checks on the current rate of structure-building activity in the Workspace. This activity is measured
by a single number that serves as a quick estimate of
the "freshness" of the current Workspace structure
configuration. More precisely, it is an inverse function of the average age of the most recently created
structures. Thus the activity level tends to remain
high as long as new structures are being built, but
eventually drops to zero in the absence of new structures.
If the activity level is zero, indicating that nothing
much is happening in the Workspace, then Metacat
may have arrived at an impasse in its search for answers to the current problem. This is not quite as
bad as hitting a snag, but it still ought to prod the
program into trying something different. However,
in the case of an impasse, there is usually no clear
set of "offending" structures or themes on which to
pin the blame, unlike in the case of a snag. Indeed,
the impasse may well arise from a lack of appropriate structures, rather than from the existence of the
"wrong" structures.
Therefore, in the absence of Workspace activity.
Progress-watcher codelets check to see whether peirticular types of new structures are needed. For example, a codelet may examine the quality of the
rules that have been built so far. If no good rules
yet exist, the codelet may try to encourage the creation of better rules by clamping a pattern that
strongly increases the probability that rule-seeking
codelets will run, while simultaneously inhibiting
other types of codelets. Eventually, other Progresswatcher codelets will turn off the clamp once enough
time has passed without any more events being
added to the Trace. Since this type of clamp is
only concerned with the creation of new rules, the
amount of progress achieved is judged solely on the
basis of the quality of the rules that get created in
the cleimp's wake.
The second type of codelet that "watches the action" from the high-level vantage point of the TVace
is called a Jootser (short for "jumping out of the
system"). These codelets are responsible for noticing repetitive behavior that the program has fallen
into. A n example of such behavior arising from a
snag was sketched above. However, Jootser codelets
are sensitive to other kinds of situations as well. For
example, it is possible for Metacat to become "fixated" on some idea, such that it ends up clamping
the same pattern over and over again, without making any significant progress. In this case, too, Jootser
codelets may notice the series of recurring events in
the lYace and take action.
For instance, if an analogy problem happens to
involve a string that changes in some difficult-todescribe way, the program may end up repeatedly
clamping patterns in an attempt to spur the creation
of better rules for describing the chauige. Repetitive clamping behavior can even arise from unsuc-
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cessful attempts to break out of a cycle of snags.
That is, clamping a pattern in response to a recurring snag may prove to be ineffective, leading only
to further snags and more pattern-clamping, rather
than to a new interpretation of the problem. Faced
with several similar clamp events in the TVace, a
Jootser codelet decides probabilistically whether to
"joots" based on the number of clamps and the average amount of progress achieved by each. The more
clamp events there are, the more hkely jootsing is to
occur, especially if the amount of progress is low, unless recent cleunps appear to be making more headway than earlier ones. Unlike jootsing from snags,
however, jootsing from a series of recurring clamp
events does not involve the clamping of any new patterns in response. Instead, Metacat simply "gives
up" in a graceful manner and stops.
In a sense, Metacat's ability to respond to a recurring snag by focusing on alternative ideas can
be thought of as "first-order" jootsing. In contrast,
the program's ability to eventually give up when it
recognizes that its repeated attempts to circumvent
a snag are leading nowhere can be thought of as
"higher-order" or "metsrlevel" jootsing (i.e., jootsing from repeated unsuccessful jootsing). The important point is that the same general mechanisms
are responsible forfirst-orderand metarlevel jootsing in Metacat—namely, Jootser codelets and the
explicit representation of processing events in the
Trace.
An Example of Jootsing
The following example illustrates the idea of jootsing. In this run, Metacat is given the problem
"eqe=>geq; abbbc=> ?". The progreim builds up
an interpretation of the string abbbc as a successor
group composed of the letter a, the group bbb, and
the letter c. The two rules shown below are also
created to describe the eqe => qeq change:
• Swap letter-categories of all objects in string
• Change letter-category of leftmost letter to 'q'
Change letter-category of middle letter to 'e'
Change letter-category of rightmost letter to 'q'
Around time step 1100, the program attempts to
apply thefirstrule to abbbc, which results in a snag,
since the idea of a three-way swap involving the letters a, 6, and c makes no sense (see Figure 2). Of
course, if it had chosen to use the second rule instead of the first, then it would have found the answer qeeeq, but it prefers thefirstrule, since this
rule is more abstract.
Over the next 3000 time steps, the program tries
again and again to swap the letters of abbbc, often breaking various structures in the process, but
always rebuilding them in the same way as before. Eventually, at time step 4280, a Jootser
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Figure 2: Attempting to swap the letters of abbbc
codelet notices the pattern of recurring snag events Figure 3: Clsunping patterns in response to snags
in the TVace, all of which involve the t h e m ^
String-Position; identity, Object-iype: identity, and ends the run.
A s this example shows, Metacat is able to realize
Object-lype: different. These themes arisefromthe
when it is "stumped", insteaud of just cycling endprogram's interpretation of the letters e, q, and e
in ege as corresponding, respectively, to the let- lessly. T h e program's ability to monitor its own processing at an abstract level of description aiffords it
ter a, the group 666, and the letter c in a666c.
T h e Object-Type: identity theme is based on the a great deal offlexibilityand self-control, and, it is
to be hoped, represents a step toward the goal of
e - a and e-c correspondences, while the Objectxmderstanding the cognitive mechanisms underlying
lype: different theme results from the corresponhimian self-awareness.
dence between q and 666, since one is a letter and
the other a group.
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In sharp contrast to the relatively clear phonological picture stands the phonetic reality: what are
the Eicoustic correlates of the syllable in the speech
Young children are able to segment words into syllar
stream? For instance, acoustic correlates of the
bles, even though there are no perceptual or acoustic cues that indicate syllable boundaries in the pri'sonority sequencing principle' are very difficult to
mary linguistic data. W e show that information
determine, which led phoneticians to define the sylabout word boundaries can be used to predict syllable from a phonetic point of view as that entity
lable boundaries by replicating the results of experof which the word syllable has three. T h e syllabic
iments done by Gillis and D e Schutter (1996) with
nucleus (the vowel) is fairly easy to detect, but the
children who syllabified Dutch disyllabic monomorsyllable boundaries are not straightforward. For inphemes with a single intervocedic consonant. Word
stance, the /I/ in bitter is the nucleus of the first
boundary probabilities were statistically computed
syllable, but where is the bound«uy of that syllable:
in child language corpora and used to predict syllaimmediately after the vowel /bl.t®r/ or after the
ble boundaries with a simple statistical model. The
first consonant /bIt.Qr/ or in the middle of the first
children's syllabification behavior could be simuconsonant /blt.t@r/, a case of smibisyllabicity? This
lated using word-boundary probabilities estimated
brings us to the core issue addressed in the present
from child language corpora. Similar results were
paper: if from a structural perspective syllables are
obtained for three different corpora. In our simeasy to describe, but if it is very difficult to depict
ulations, we also investigate the question whether
the acoustic correlates of the syllable and its boundchildren acquire their knowledge of word boundaries
aries, it is an outstanding question h o w children arfrom words from the input, from the intake, or from
rive at detecting syllables and their boundaries.
Introduction
their own output.
Nevertheless, in early speech perception (Jusczyk,
1997) as well as in speech production (Wijnen, 1988)
T h e syllable is an important construct in phonochildren appear to use syllables as organizing entilogical descriptions of languages (Van der Hulst &
ties. T h e question is: h o w does a child acquire the
Ritter, 1999) as well as in models of language acknowledge of the structure of syllables?
quisition (Jusczyk, 1997) and language processing
In the acquisition literature there are basically two
(Levelt, 1989). In most contemporary phonological theories the syllable plays an important role at
approaches: in a nativist approach, the universals of
syllable structure are thought to be innately given:
the segmental level (e.g., in consonant harmony) as
well as at the supra-segmental level (e.g., in stress
they are described as inborn parameters (Fikkert,
assignment). Across languages syllables adhere to
1998), or as inborn constraints (Kager, 1999; Leva number of universal principles (Venneman, 1988)
elt, Schiller, & Levelt, 2000). Acquiring the strucand Clements (1990) proposes a universally valid alture of syllables requires a child to figure out the
gorithm for syllabifying words. O n e of its operatlanguage-specific parameter setting or the languageing principles is 'sonority sequencing': a syllable has
specific constraint ranking. Thus, the broad outlines
rising sonority from the left edge to the vocalic nuare genetically given, so that only on the basis of the
cleus and falling sonority from the vowel to the right
ambient language the child has to determine where
edge. Irrespective of the theoretical framework in
precisely her mother tonguefitsinto these outlines.
Appealing as this m a y sound, it is unclear on what
which the universals of syllabification are cast, it is
accepted that the language universals, such as those
basis parameters are set or constraints are ranked.
incorporated in Clements' algorithm, can be overT h e cues for parameter setting or constraint ranking
ruled by language-specific constraints. For instance,
can only be found in the input. However, the acousat the end of a syllable long vowels are universally
tic correlates of the syllable are not clear in the input
accepted, but languages differ as to whether there
(see second paragraph).
can be a short vowel at the end of a syllable (Kager,
T h e alternative approach is that children do not
1989).
start from a preset body of knowledge, but instead
Abstract
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use the information available in the input to arrive at linguistically relevant knowledge. For instance, Brent and Cartwright (1996) found that
word boundaries can be learned on the basis of utterance boundaries. In a similar vein we want to investigate if syllable boundaries can be learned on the
basis of word boundaries. W o r d boundaries are clear
and usable cues, because words often occur in isolation in child-directed speech (van de Weijer, 1998;
Brent & Siskind, 2001). Thus, the hypothesis tested
in this paper is that syllable boundaries are learned
on the basis of word boundaries.
In this paper w e will test this hypothesis in a simulation experiment. T h e results of the simulations
will be evaluated in the light of children's actual syllabification behavior. Gillis and D e Schutter (1996)
tested 5- and 6-year-old native Dutch-speaking children in a syllabification task: they syllabified disyllabic Dutch monomorphemes with a single intervocalic consonant, such as / A p ® l / 'apple'. The children segmented the test words orally and of the possible syllabifications (V.CV, e.g. /A.pQl/, V C . V .
e.g. /Ap.Ql/, and V C l . C l V , e.g. /Ap.pOl/) the
preferred syllabification pattern was V . C V (81.6%),
i.e. before the intervocalic consonant. T h e next
most frequent syllabification was the ambisyllabic
pattern V C l . C l V (17.8%), and the children almost
never (0.4%) put a syllable boundary after the intervocalic consonant (VC.V). Furthermore, children's
syllabification of the intervocaUc appeared to depend
on the length of the preceding vowel, the stress pattern of the word, and the quality of the intervocalic
consonant. These results will be taken as the background against which the results of the simulations
will be evaluated.

by counting the number of times the phoneme is
at the end of a word (e), the number of times the
phoneme is at the beginning of a word (b), and the
total number of times that phoneme occurs (t). For
every phoneme the word-initial boundary probability and the word-final boundary probability are then
computed in the following way:
p(beginning(phoneme)) = b/t
p(end(phoneme)) = e/t
The model's task is to predict the syllable boundary in disyllabic monomorphemic Dutch words with
one intervocalic consonant. T o compute the probability of a syllable boundary between two phonemes
of a test word, the word-final boundary probability
of thefirstphoneme, and the word-initial boundary
probability of the second phoneme are multiplied.
This is done for the two possible syllabifications of
the test word, considering that every syllable must
contain a vowel.
E.g. appel, /ApQl/, 'apple'
p(end(A))*p(beginning(p)) = p(V.CV)
p(end(p))*p(beginning(@)) = p(VC.V)

For all the test words the probabilities of V . C V
and of V C . V are computed. I.e. the probability
that the syllable boundary falls either before or after
the intervocalic consonant. Ambisyllabicity occurs if
the difference between those two numbers does not
exceed a m a x i m u m limit. If it does, the pattern
with the highest probability is chosen. This method
forces the model to syllabify and to choose one of
three syllabification patterns. N o syllabification occurs, though, if the probabiUty for both V . C V and
V C . V is zero. This way, a fourth category of "no
syllabification" is created, to make sure these cases
are not counted as ambisyllabicity.
Naive Bayesian learning of
For n = threshold:
if
p(V.CV) = 0 and p(VC.V) = 0
syllabification
-» no syllabification
Whether it is possible to leau-n syllable boundaries
else if |p(V.CV) - p(VC.V)| < n
from information about word boundaries will be
-^ V C l . C l V (ambisyllabic)
investigated with a naive Bayesian learning techmax(p(V.CV), p(VC.V))
else
nique. A simple statistical model uses estimated
word boundary probabilities of segments to predict
syllable boundaries. This model takes into account
the probability that a phoneme occurs at the end of
a word and that the following phoneme occurs at the
start of a word, and combines both features in a multiplicative way. Such a model does not take into account interactions between the features, hence Naive
Bayesian learning, a well-known supervised learning
approach (Mitchell, 1997). However, we don't use a
normal supervised learning set-up in which training
and testing is on the same data. In our case, training
is on word bovmdary information and extrapolation
is to syllable boundary decisions.
In the training data, the word-initial boundary
probability and the word-fined boundary probability of every phoneme are computed. This is done
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A s the probabilistic model is trained on a two-way
classification problem (either there is a word boundary or not), and the target classification problem
is four-way (ambisyllabic, before or after the intervocalic consonant, no syllabification), w e fixed the
model on the proportion of ambisyllabicity found in
the empirical data by setting the n threshold. This
threshold value is determined by the amount of ambisyllabicity. The percentage of ambisyllabic syllabification is put as close as possible to 17.8%, which
is the percentage of ambisyllabicity found in the experiments by Gillis and D e Schutter (1996).
The fixing of a threshold parameter on the test
data to be explained is an unfortunate consequence
of the fact that the training data (word segmentation
information) does not contain a similar concept to

ambisyllabicity at the syllable level. Nevertheless,
the threshold value seems to be rather robust over
different training data sets, £uid could be learned
with simple hill-climbing type of algorithms (there
is a smooth gradient).

Stress as well has been suggested as a determining factor in syllabification. There is a significant
interaction between stress and length of the first
vowel (Gillis k D e Schutter, 1996), and there is
less syllabification after the vowel if thefirstsyllable is stressed than if it is unstressed (Wijnen,
1988).

Resezirch questions
Considering the different factors that might play a
role in syllabification, a number of research questions
were formulated.

In the following sections, we will report on experiments in which these dimensions are systematically
encoded in the training data. The degree to which
the resulting syllabification behavior of our statis1. What is the nature of the child's primary linguistical model matches the empirical data m a y have
tic data? To acquire knowledge of language, chilheuristic value to answer the question which dimendren m a y analyze all the language that they hear
sions of language data and representation are releor that is addressed to them (i.e., child-directed
vant in explaining this aspect of language acquisispeech). Alternatively, it m a y well be that it is
tion.
not the input, but the intake (i.e., what the child
picks
Experiments
up from the input) (Wijnen, 2000) that is cruT h e input for the learner consisted of data taken
cial for analysis. Alternatively, proponents of the
firom three Dutch child language corpora, all availoutput-as-input hypothesis (Elbers, 2000) £irgue
able through C H I L D E S (MacWhinney, 2000). T h e
that the input for children's linguistic analysis is
research questions were translated into different seprimarily their o w n production, their o w n output.
lections of input material and different types of input representations that were systematically varied
2. What type of words is children's language analysis
in order to figure out their influence on the learnbased on? Judging from the absence of function
ability of the task. Experiments were performed
words in children's early productive vocabulary,
it m a y well be that only content words are vi1. using as training material the input to the child,
tal. A n d since syllables play a role in children's
the child's intake, and the child's output (the conearliest word productions (Fikkert, 1998), it is imcept of intake was operationalized by using the acportant to investigate if syllabification can be actual adult model form of a child production, which
quired solely on the basis of content words as opmakes intake a subset of the input);
posed to function words.
2. using as trsdning material different types of words:
Judging from the predominance of monosyllabic
all words vs. content words, monosyllabic vs.
words in children's early production (or even the
polysyllabic words;
fact that all children initially exclusively produce
monosyllables (Fikkert, 1998)) also the opposition
3. with information about word frequencies: word
between monosyllables and polysyllables will be
types vs. word tokens, as calculated from the corinvestigated.
pora;
3. What is the influence of frequency on the acquisi4. in which the representation of the input was vartion of syllabification? Frequent words in the inied: raw segmental materisil (phonemes) vs. segput are more salient for children (Jusczyk, 1997).
ment categories (stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids,
However, Schreuder and Baayen (1997) found that
glides, and vowels) both with and without primary
the word frequency effect is composite in nature
stress marking.
in the sense that it has both a token and a type
component.
Combining all these factors in three child language
corpora leads to a total of 136 experiments. In each
4. What is the optimal representation? Are words
case, the test material consisted of the words that
best represented as phonemes, or as phoneme catwere used in the experiment with children (Gillis
egories? A n d is stress part of the representation?
k D e Schutter, 1996) (see introduction). T h e arPhoneme categories express distinctive articulatificial learner is set to the same task as the chiltory and acoustic features of phonemes, which is
dren: predicting the syllable boundary in Dutch dithe reason w h y they differ in their scale of sonorsyllabic monomorphemes with a single intervocalic
ity. Sonority is reg£irded as important in syllabconsonant. Hence, the learner has to decide whether
ification, e.g. the universal Sonority Sequencing
for a given word (e.g. appel, /Ap@l/, 'apple') the
Principle describes syllables in terms of rising and
string V C V should be syllabified as V . C V (/A.p@l/),
faUing sonority (Selkirk, 1984; Clements, 1990).
V C I . C I V (/Ap.p@l/) or V C V (/Ap.@l/).
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Fbr the different datasets, word boundary probar
bilitiee are computed with a naive Bayesian learning
technique as described above. T h e amount of ambisyllabicity will be more or less the same for all the
experiments (as close as possible to 17.8%), because
the threshold (n), which is needed to get this percentage of ambisyllabicity, is dataset-specific. It is
the percentages of syllabification after the vowel and
after the intervocalic consonant, and the amount of
"no syllabification", which are of interest. T h e results will be evaluated by comparing the proportions
of the chosen syllabification patterns using word
boundary probabilities to those of the children in the
experiment by Gillis and D e Schutter (1996). This
means very little syllabification after the intervocalic
consonant (0.4%) and most syllabification after the
vowel (81.6%) are best.
Results
In this paragraph w e will systematically take up
the research questions formulated above and discuss
what answer is suggested by the results of the simulation experiments. W e will then propose the characteristics of the 'optimal' simulation, i.e., the one
that most closely matches the results of the experiment with children.
Overall effects

those using only monosyllabic words. There is less
syllabification after the consonant and more after
the vowel with monosyllabic content words (types)
than with all monosyllables (types or tokens), but
there is more syllabification after the consonant
and less after the vowel with monosyllabic content words (tokens) than with all monosyllables
(Table 2).
Table 2: Average results over all simulation experiments using all words vs. content words vs. monosyllables vs. monosyllabic content words.

content words
monosyll. content words types
all words
monosyllables
monosyll. content words tokens

7.7%
19.8%
30.1%
39.2%

Table 3: Average results over all simulation experiments using word types vs. word tokens.

Table 1: Average resxilts over all simulation experiments using input vs. intake vs. output.
V.CV
51.9%
50.8%
57.9%

6%

51.1%
59.8%
44.6%
17.3%

If information of word tokens is taken from child
language corpora as training material, syllabificar
tion occurs more often after the intervocalic consonant and less after the vowel than when word
types are used (Table 3).

It is not clear from the simulation experiments'
results whether language input, intake or production is the source of linguistic knowledge.

input
intake
output

VC.V

60%

3. W h a t is the influence of frequency on the acquisition of syllabification?
T h e simulation experiments suggest that linguistic analysis is based on word types rather than on
word tokens.

1. W h a t is the nature of the primary linguistic data?

Overall, there is less syllabification after the intervocalic consonant and less after the vowel in
experiments using input or intake than in experiments using language output (Table 1).

V.CV

VC.V
18.3%
16.4%
23%

2. W h a t type of words is the language analysis based
on?
T h e results suggest that content words — both
mono- and polysyllabic — are the words used in
a syllabification task.
O n average, there is less syllabification after the
intervocalic consonant and more after the vowel
in experiments using content words than using
all words. T h e results of experiments xising both
mono- and polysyllabic words are better than
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types
tokens

V.CV
55.9%
48.2%

VC.V
14.2%
21.5%

4. W h a t is the optimal representation?
A representation in phoneme categories appears
to be more appropriate than a representation in
phonemes.
Using phoneme categories instead of phonemes
generally gives better results, because with
phonemes "no syllabification" is often assigned.
T h e amount of test words for which the probabilities for V . C V and for V C . V are both zero can
reach up to 81.1%. With phoneme categories, on
the contrary, there are no test words that do not
get syllabified (Table 4).
T h e effect of stress marking in polysyllabic words
is not univocal (Table 5). Using phoneme categories, there is less syllabification after the vowel

and less after the consonant with stress marking;
using phonemes, stress marking has the oppowite
effect. Thus, stress has a differential effect depending on the representation of the segments.

100.0%
80 0%
60.0%
40.0%
20 0%

Table 4: Average results over all simulation experiments using a representation in phonemes vs.
phoneme categories.
DVC1.C1V
phoneme categories
phonemes

V.CV
68%
36.1%

VC.V
12.9%
22.8%

il'•-•^•
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children
81.6%
0.4%
17.8%

r

—

.,..,r-i;:
bimulalions using content
words from Input/Intake
83.8%
0.0%
16.2%

no syll.

0%
22.5%

Figure 1: C o m p a r i s o n of syllabification patterns in
five- a n d six-year-olds with results of simulation experiments using content w o r d s f r o m input (types) or
intake (types or tokens) in p h o n e m e categories.

Table 5: Average results over the simulation experiments with polysyllabic words using a representation
with vs. without stress marking.

phoneme categories
without stress marking
phoneme categories
with stress mtirking
phonemes
without stress marking
phonemes
with stress marking

"^•""^"tSBI
' '-''1h
__...^...^_^

l,i^'.a_

V.CV

VC.V

79.2%

4.3%

76.1%

4.1%

37.7%

21.6%

39.5%

22.2%

These tendencies concerning the composition and
the representation of the input material are found
over the total of all 136 experiments. N o w w e will
discuss the individual experiments that most closely
match the behavior of children.
Best results
Similar syllabification patterns (x^=1.16, p>0.05)
to children's intuitive syllabifications in the experiments by Gillis and D e Schutter (1996) are obtained
when word boundary probabilities are computed in
content words from the intake (types or tokens) or
from the input (types) of a child language corpus,
represented in terms of segment categories without
stress assigned. These results are robust over the
three language corpora, in the sense that w e find
the same results as displayed infigure1 for the three
corpora.
Not only the proportions of the syllabification patterns of the Naive Bayesian learner are similar to
children's. Also the factors that influenced the children's syllabification patterns were replicated in the
simulations. W e will restrict the discussion to the
factor of consonaoit quality.
Gillis and D e Schutter (1996) found that children
give significantly less ambisyllabic reponses if the intervocalic consonant is a stop (3.4%) than if it is a
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continuant ( 1 9 . 5 % ) . L o o k i n g at t h e predicted syllable boundaries in the experiments, there are significamtly less ambisyllabic responses as well if the
intervocalic consonant is a stop ( 0 % ) than if it is a
continuant (19.4%) (x'=9.05, p<0.01). This concerns the same training material, i.e. content words
in phoneme categories from intake or input.
T h e observation that a simple statistical model
trained on word boundary information (of content
words in the input and using a representation in
terms of phoneme categories) produces a tight fit
with syllabification behavior in children, and the additional evidence that the model matches the children's behavior even at a detailed level of consonant
quality is a strong existence proof of the possibility
of data-oriented acquisition of the concept of syllar
bles and of syllabification behavior.
Conclusion
Five- to six-year-old children that can't read nor
write yet are able to syllabify disyllabic monomorphemic words according to universal rules of syllabification (Gillis k D e Schutter, 1996). In this pa^
per, we hypothesized that this intuitive knowledge of
syllable boundaries is learned by attending to word
boundaries.
T o test this hypothesis, statistical word boundary probabilities of phoneme categories were used to
predict syllable boundaries in disyllabic monomorphemes with one intervocalic consonant. T o compute the probability of a syllable boundary between
two phoneme categories, the word-finaJ boundary
probability of the first phoneme category and the
word-initial boundary probability of the following
phoneme category were multiplied. If the difference between the probabilities of the two syllabification possibilities (V.CV and V C . V ) does not exceed a m a x i m u m limit, ambisyllabicity was assigned
(VCl.ClV). Otherwise, the syllable boundary with
the highest probability was chosen.
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Using this naive Bayesian learning technique,
similar syllabification patterns to children's intuitive syllabifications in the experiment by Gillis and
D e Schutter (1996) were obtained. Best results
were achieved when the words used as material to
compute word boundary probabilities were content
words from the intake (types or tokens) or from the
input (types) of a child language corpus, represented
in phoneme categories. T h e same results were found
with words from three different child language corpora. Moreover, the quality of the intervocalic consonant has a similar effect on children's intuitive
syllabification and on the simulations using word
boundary probabilities for syllabification. In both
cases there is significantly less ambisyllabicity if the
intervocalic consonant is a stop than if it is a continuant.
W e have given an existence proof of the hypothesis
that syllable boundaries can be learned from word
boundaries. The fact that extrapolation from word
boundaries to syllable boundaries can be modeled
with such a simple statistical mechanism lends support to our initial hypothesis. Furthermore, varying
the representations and input data used by this simple statistical learner, w e were able to derive a number of interesting more detailed hypotheses about
the type of representations and input children m a y
use. More in particular, our results suggest syllable
boundaries are most reliably learned from content
words' boundaries. T h e semantic saliency of content words seems to be reflected in language production. Moreover, the best results are obtained using
p h o n e m e categories, rather than the phonemes
themselves. This points at the role of sonority in
the production of syllables. Phonological saliency
is also shown to be an influencing factor, since disyllabic words with intervocalic stops are syllabified
significantly differently from disyllables with intervocalic continuants. Finally, we found that the mar
terial that worked best to compute boundary probabilities are words from the intfike or from the input
of child language corpora. This suggests that children's productions — in this case intuitive syllabifications — could be based on their language input
rather than on analysis of their own output. All
these findings and predictions from the model have
to be further investigated.
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Abstract
Interpretation of data is a critical part of scientific
experimentation because it involves applying one's
background theoretical knowledge to the characteristics of
the data. Though many researchers have examined the
impact of background knowledge, few have considered the
impact of the characteristics of the data in making
decisions. In this study, w e presented 3"* graders, 6
graders, and college undergraduates with a series of
datasets that varied in sample size, consistency in data pairs
and variability relative to the mean. W e found that at all
ages, participants showed sensitivity to sample size and
whether or not there were overlapping data points in
comparative datasets, but that there were age differences in
the justifications used and in conclusions drawn from the
data.
Interpretation of data is a critical part of scientific
experimentation. Expectations about features of the data
have been suggested as an important component in
assessing data (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973). These
expectations are based both on theoretical knowledge
about the domain under consideration and on features of
the data itself While a large body of research in scientific
thinking examines the influence of domain theory on the
evaluation of data (e.g., Klahr, 2000; Koslowski, 1996;
Kuhn, Garcia-Mila, Zohar, & Andersen, 1995), little is
known about h o w the characteristics of data influence
h o w children and adults interpret it.
A n important component of science is distinguishing
real effects from error, or effects caused by factors other
than the ones being explored. In the science laboratory,
statistics is a vital tool to help m a k e these decisions.
W h e n there are differences that are highly unlikely to
occur by chance, scientists can feel more confident about
drawing conclusions from data.
In daily life, w e regularly m a k e decisions about
evidence without the aid of formal statistics. In such
cases, w e resort to relying on theory and expectations.
However, there are m a n y situations in which w e do not
have strong background information, and thus only have
evidence based in the data. Elementary school students
seem likely to have an especially large handicap in
evaluating data - they have a smaller knowledge base

about the world and also have less formal knowledge
about statistics and its applications.
Students in elementary school are beginning to learn
about experimentation and data interpretation, and third
through sixth grade is a time of important increases in
understanding of basic science fundamentals, such as the
control of variables strategy (e.g., C h e n & Klahr, 1999).
In addition, elementary school teachers routinely assign
children to perform repeated trials of events, explaining
that this is h o w science is done (Klahr, C h e n & Toth,
2001). In evaluating data in and out of the classroom
w h e n children do not k n o w formal statistical techniques,
w e expect them to rely on their informal knowledge of the
area.
But what constitutes "informal" notions of statistical
reasoning? W e suggest two components: expectations
about data distribution and expectations about the
influence of sample size. S o m e research that has
examined expectations for the distribution of data has
looked at probability estimates. For example, w h e n given
data about a series of coin flips, participants expected that
a coin would land on "heads" every other flip (Gilovich,
1991). This suggests that the participants had an implicit
expectation of the distribution of data in a series of coin
flips and that the judgment of "randomness" w a s (at least
in part) based on a mapping between expectations and
data patterns. M o r e recently, s o m e have argued that
children as young as five or six have a functional
understanding of probability (Schlottman, 2001).
Although there is related research in several areas, few
studies focus explicitly on the characteristics of the data
and the effects this focus has on conclusions. There is
some evidence that children at different ages do recognize
different properties of datasets, and that this recognition
in turn affects the conclusions they draw. For example,
Jacobs and Narloch (2001) found that children as young
as seven could use sample size and variability information
in inferring the likely frequency of a future event. T h e
differences in variability were based on prior knowledge
of base rates (i.e., h o w m a n y elephants have two eyes,
compared to h o w m a n y birds are a specific color). T h e
sample sizes used in this study varied dramatically, with
either 1, 3, or 3 0 instances of an event before the
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participant was asked to infer likelihood of other instances
of the event, so it is unclear what sample size leads
children to feel confident in their predictions.
However, there is also some evidence that children at
ages 11 are still struggling to understand the value of
repeated measurements within the context of a school
science laboratory (Lubben & Millar, 1996). S o m e
children at this age believe repeated measurements are
important, but 1 8 % thought that repeated measures are
useful because they acconunodate scatter in the data.
There is also s o m e evidence that children can
distinguish different kinds of variability. Masnick and
Klahr (2001) examined second and fourth graders
performing experiments in which two balls were
simultaneously rolled d o w n ramps and the distance each
travels was measured. The children expected that on a
n e w trial using the same experimental set-up, the relative
positions of the two balls would remain the same, but that
tfie precise location of each ball might be different. That
is, they were able to m a k e a distinction between small
differences in individual data points and larger differences
in sample means.
Students' expectations about the essential features of
data and the features of a specific dataset m a y allow them
to recognize data as consistent or inconsistent with their
expectations about its distributions. These expectations
m a y in turn guide decisions about the usefulness of the
data and the extent to which the data are relevant to
explanatory theories. Thus, the characteristics of the data
partly determine the extent to which they are used to
guide the formation or modification of explanatory
theories.
O n e related body of research has examined h o w
children use data (in this case covariation between events)
to detect causal relationships between elements (Shaklee
& M i m s , 1981; Kuhn, 1989). These studies looked at
h o w children evaluate evidence w h e n events occur
together all the time, some of the time, or none of the
time.
In a series of studies by Shaklee and her colleagues,
students in grades 2-8 and adults were presented with data
about two events (e.g., plant growth-healthy/unhealthy
and use of bug spray- yes/no) in a 2x2 contingency table.
From these data, students were asked to determine the
nature of the causal relationship between the events (i.e.,
presence and direction of relationship). A majority of
participants at all ages did not use conditional probability
rules to determine covariation, yet m a n y children used a
strategy for summing the diagonals in the contingency
table (Shaklee & Paszek, 1985). However both children
and adults could use a conditional probability rule if
instructed (Shaklee, Holt, Elek, & Hall, 1988).
K u h n and her colleagues (Kuhn, Amsel, & O'Loughlin,
1988; K u h n et al., 1995) extended this line of research
and examined the effect of detecting covariation on the
participant's prior beliefs about an event. For example
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K u h n et al. (1988) interviewed sixth and ninth grade
children about the relationship between consuming
different types of foods and catching colds. Information
about each child's prior beliefs was used to provide each
child with two sets of data: one that confirmed their prior
beliefs and one that disconfirmed their prior beliefs. The
researchers argued that children did not clearly
distinguish theory and evidence because children often
distorted the evidence to match their prior beliefs.
Although these studies suggest that data itself is
important in detecting causal relationships and in
evaluating hypotheses, there is little evidence about the
point at which children (and adults) detect covariation in a
particular dataset. In fact, in her review of scientific
reasoning literature Z i m m e r m a n (2000) states that "it is
not clear h o w large the difference must be in order to
conclude that the two events are related" (p. 115).
If students do rely on evidence to extend or modify a
theory, h o w do they go about such a task? Students'
notions of data variability m a y help them determine h o w
to weigh the potential importance of different types of
information. For example, data with little variability m a y
be considered more usefiil in drawing a conclusion than
data with greater variability a priori. The relevance of the
data to theory m a y be separately evaluated.
O n e approach to understanding h o w children use
evidence to extend and modify theories is to look at
category induction. In a series of studies, Gutheil and
Gelman (1997) presented 8- and 9-year-old children and
college adults with series of category exemplars.
Participants were asked whether a given property would
be expected to occur in a n e w exemplar. The diversity
and sample size of the initial sets were varied. Results
suggested that children used diversity and sample size
information only in combination, but were unable to use
just one successfully to infer category membership.
Adults, in contrast, used each property independently, as
well as jointly, in inferring category membership. In these
studies, however, determining that a set was homogenous
or diverse relied on domain knowledge acquired outside
of the experiment.
Clearly, patterns of data play a key role in scientific
inference, but what characteristics of the data guide
inferences about their utility? W e suggest that, in
drawing conclusions about comparative data, three
characteristics that indicate the amount of variation in the
data are key: consistency within the patterns of data (i.e.,
the relative sizes of the data points), the magnitude of
differences (i.e., the range of each set of data) and the
presence of outliers. Data that show high consistency in
the direction of effects, small differences in magnitude
and few outliers suggests little variability. Data that
shows low consistency in the direction of effects, large
differences in magnitude, and m a n y outliers suggests
more variability. This information about variability can
be assessed increasingly well with a larger number of data

points, increasing the degree to which the data itself can
inform an interpretation.
A s a preliminary exploration of this area, w e presented
children and college students with sets of comparative
data, and asked them to draw conclusions about
differences between the sets. The data were varied
systematically in number of data points presented and
consistency within the pattern of data.
Method
Participants Thirty nine third graders (mean age = 9.1),
seventeen sixth graders (mean age = 11.8), and fifty
college undergraduates (mean age = 20.2) participated.

variability in the data was high or low relative to the
means.
Each participant received a total of 14
comparisons, with 8 trials including no overlap (sample
size 1, 2, 4, and 6), and 6 trials including one or two
overlapping data points (sample size 4 with one
overlapping data point, and sample size 6 with one and
two overlapping data points). Half of the trials had high
variability, in which the standard deviation was 1 5 - 2 0 %
of the mean, and half had low variability, in which the
standard deviation was less than 2 % of the mean. Each of
the fourteen trials tested a different type of sports ball.
(See Table 1 for specific examples of the different data
characteristics.)

Table 1: Examples of datasets
Procedure All participants were interviewed individually.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
Example 1: Six data pairs, no overlapping data points,
conditions. The conditions differed in the cover story for
low variability within columns relative to the mean, robot
the data presented. In thefirstcondition, each participant
condition
was read the following information:
Golf Ball A
Golf Ball B
466
feet
447 feet
Some engineers are testing new sports equipment.
449 feet
429 feet
Right n o w , they are looking at the quality of
different sports balls, like tennis balls, golf balls and
430 feet
452 feet
baseballs. For example, when they want to find out
465 feet
446 feet
about golf balls. Obey use a special robot launcher to
456 feet
437 feet
test two balls from the same factory. They use a
433 feet
448 feet
robot launcher because they can program the robot
to launch the ball with the same amoimt of force
Example 2: Four data pairs, one overlapping pair (3 out of
each time. Sometimes they test the balls more than
four times Carla throws farther), high variability within
once. After they run the tests, they look at the
columns relative to the mean, athlete condition
,
„.
results to see what they can leam.
Carla
Diana
51 feet
38 feet
In the second condition, we used an isomorphic
63 feet
50 feet
background story in which two athletes were trying out
43 feet
56 feet
for one slot on a team in different sports. The coaches
57 feet
44 feet
asked the participants to perform certain tasks (e.g., hit a
golf ball as far as possible) to assess which athlete would
For each dataset, participants were first asked what the
be better for the team. This condition was designed to see
engineer
or coach could find out as a result of this
if adding information about a highly likely potential
information and to explain any reasons for their answer.
source of variability (human error) would change
Then they were asked h o w sure they were about these
participants' responses in any way.
conclusions. T o answer the questions about sureness,
After reading the cover story, the participants were
participants
were offered a four-level scale from which to
shown a series of datasets, one at a time. For each
select their answer, choosing among "not so sure," "kind
example, there was data for either two different balls of
of sure," "pretty sure," and "totally sure."
the same type, which were not given any distinguishing
Participants were next asked if the robot or athlete
characteristics (e.g., "Baseball A " and "Baseball B"), or
launched Ball A again, exactly h o w far they thought the
for two athletes about which there was no information
ball would go, and h o w sure they were that Ball A would
other than their names (e.g., "Alan" and "Bill"). In the
travel X feet. They were asked the same questions about
athlete condition, different names were used for each
Ball B, and then they were asked h o w sure they were that
story, to prevent any carry-over knowledge effect. For
each dataset, there were 1, 2, 4, or 6 pairs of data. Each the ball they had just named as going the farther distance
would actually go farther. For example, if they said that
page contained two columns of data: one listing the
they expected Ball A to travel 50 feet and Ball B to travel
distance die first ball traveled and one listing the distance
60 feet, they were asked h o w sure they were that Ball B
the second ball traveled.
would travel farther. Again, in addition to rating their
The datasets varied in (a) sample size, (b) whether the
datasets overlapped or not, and (c) in whether the
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sureness, they were asked to offer any reasons for their
choices.
This series of questions was repeated for each of the 14
sets of data.
Results
Measures Participants rated h o w sure they were about
their conclusions four times for each dataset: They gave a
rating of their confidence in the initial conclusions drawn
fix>m the data, in the predictions they m a d e of exactly h o w
far each ball would go, and about which ball would go
farther on the next trial. The ratings were assessed on a
four-point scale, converted to a four-point variable, with 1
equivalent to not sure and 4 equivalent to totally sure.
In addition, participants offered reasons for their initial
conclusions and fmal predictions of relative position.
These reasons were coded for mention of any of the
following factors: the precise proportion of times one ball
went farther, a trend in the data, sample size, the
magnitude of the difference between the two datasets,
whether the datasets overlapped, a property of the ball
that affected the results, a property of the robot or athlete
diat affected the results.
Participants also m a d e specific numerical predictions of
h o w far the two balls would go if launched one more
time.
Levels of confidence Mixed model ANOVAs were used
to examine the effects of condition, data size, overlap, and
variability on ratings of sureness on the four-point scale.
For each assessment, data size, overlap, and variability
were within-subjects variables, and subject was treated as
a random variable.
Across all age groups, there was no effect of condition
(robot or athlete) on ratings of sureness. Therefore, on
later analyses of these questions, w e collapsed the data
across conditions.
For conclusions about h o w sure the engineer or coach
could be, based on the original data, that one athlete/ball
threw/went farther, there were several notable effects.
College students were highly sensitive to sample size, the
sixth graders showed a small but not significant trend
upwards, and the third graders showed a small but
significant inverse trend. The data are summarized in
Figure 1. Overall, there was a highly significant effect of
grade (F (2, 1448) = 56.38, p < 0.0001), with third graders
on average m u c h more sure than sixth graders, w h o in
turn were more sure than college students, across all
sample sizes smaller than 6.
In addition to sample size, participants demonstrated a
sensitivity to the presence of overlapping data points,
such that they were less sure of conclusions when the data
contained overlapping points. This effect was significant
for all grades.
Similar patterns emerged on the assessments of
participants' sureness about their predictions, both about
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the specific distance the balls would travel, and about
which ball they expected to go farther on a repeated trial.
The strongest relationships were for the college students,
w h o appeared to always link their sureness rating to the
number of data points, the proportion of overlapping data
points, and occasionally to the level of variation in the
data.
Although similar features in the data affected the level
of sureness, there were striking differences in the sureness
responses to the different questions. Participants were
m u c h less sure about specific predictions than about
overall conclusions or about predictions of relative
placement on a future trial. Overall, general linear
models for each dataset, considering the measure of
sureness as a repeated factor indicate a strong relationship
between both grade and the specific question asked (i.e.,
the assessment of sureness for general conclusions,
specific predictions and relative predictions). Across all
grades, there was a relationship between the level of
sureness and what question was asked, but it was weakest
in the third graders and strongest in the sixth graders.

-*—3rd Grade
-•—6th Grade
-^—College

c/i
1

2

4

6

Number of data points

• ^ • ^

^

^

^

Vi
4,0

4,1

^0

6,1

6,2

N u m b e r of data points, overlaps
Figure 1: Average ratings of sureness by grade, sample
size and number of overlapping data points
Reasons offered Participants offered justifications for
confidence in their conclusions and for the predictions
they m a d e about which ball would go farther on a
subsequent trial. W e examined whether participants
mentioned each reason at any point in response to a
question about each of the fourteen datasets. W e then ran
Chi-square tests to look for grade differences in the
frequency of participants mentioning each factor.

Table 2 presents a s u m m a r y of these results. A n
overwhelming majority of the responses were in reference
to the data and not to theoretical issues such as properties
of the ball or robot/athlete. Y o u n g children were most
likely to mention either the proportion of the data (e.g.,
"Five out of six times A went farther") or a trend in the
data (e.g., "B generally went farther"). In general, college
students used a m u c h wider range of responses than
younger children, with nearly all of them mentioning
sample size at least once. Interestingly, despite the
significant increasing trend, only a small percentage of
the participants mentioned within-column variability, one
of the factors w e manipulated (variability in Table 2).
Table 2: Percentage of participants at each age who
mentioned each justification for their sureness ratings
a^'Gr.
6*^Gr.
Data responses
Precise proportion
92
86
Trend in data*
90
89
25
Sample size**
10
Overlap
64
56
Variability**
11
0
N o Overlap**
7
5
36
75
Magnimde of diffs**
0
0
Outlier*
Theory responses
14
Ball property
8
Robot/athlete property
18
18
Grade differences; *p<0.05; **p<0.01

CoUege

86
100
96
72
28
58
90
10
14
22

Justifications of predictions of which ball would go
farther in a n e w trial followed a very similar pattern as
that described above, for all three age groups.
O n e area in which a condition difference might be
expected is in use of justifications that refer to qualities of
the ball, the robot, or the athlete. Mentioning the property
of the robot or athlete did vary considerably by condition,
with nearly all mentions in the athlete condition (i.e.,
participants sometimes said that a property of athlete was
a reason for the outcome, but almost never attributed it to
a property of the robot). This trend was even stronger
when justifying predictions of future outcomes.
Predictions Participants predicted how far each ball
would go if the experiment were repeated. The data from
two third graders and one sixth grader were not included
in this analysis because they included numbers that
differed from the mean by more than twice the range of
the data. These outliers skewed the data considerably,
and suggested that these participants did not understand
the prediction task.
Overall, however, the participants were very good at
predicting h o w far the balls would go, and their
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predictions averaged close to the mean. Third graders
averaged predictions that were 108.4% of the actual data
means (SD =10.0); sixth graders averaged predictions that
were 1 0 2 . 7 % of the means ( S D = 3.7); and college
students averaged 100.1% of the means (SD = 1.4).
Discussion
Our overall conclusion is that in the absence of clear
domain knowledge upon which to base theoretical
explanations, children and college students paid attention
to several features of data. At the same time, there were
clear age differences in m a n y responses, indicating
changes over time that likely come from a combination of
education, experience, and development.
In all age groups, participants were less confident about
conclusions from datasets in which there were
overlapping data points, indicating a sensitivity to
variation in the patterns of the data. College students
were significantly more confident w h e n there were more
data points, though third graders were actually slightly
more confident with smaller sample sizes. It is possible
that the third graders were overwhelmed by the variability
and became more confused about drawing conclusions
when there were more data points to consider.
Participants also showed an appreciation for some types
of variability by differentiating their sureness ratings for
different types of predictions. At all ages, they were more
sure of conclusions about relative distances on a fiiture
trial than about specific distances, with the effect most
pronoimced in college students. This response pattern
indicates an expectation that variation is more likely in
precise measurements than in overall patterns of results.
Participants seemed less attuned to within-column
variability in the data, rarely citing it as a justification for
either their conclusions or predictions, though older
participants were still more likely to cite it.
The lack of major differences between conditions was
an unexpected outcome. W e had anticipated that the two
different ways of framing the data would lead to different
theoretical explanations of the data. However, most of
the justifications offered for drawdng conclusions from the
data were based on the numerical evidence (e.g., a trend
in the data, sample size), while very few were linked to
mechanistic explanations such as a feature of the ball that
might cause the outcome. There w a s a small but
significant trend for those in the athlete condition to be
more likely to justify their explanations and predictions
by suggesting that the athletes m a y have varied in some
way. However, a minority of participants at all age levels
used such theoretical justifications. S o m e researchers
have argued that children mistakenly justify conclusions
that should be based on data by using their background
theoretical knowledge (e.g., Kuhn, et al., 1995). In
contrast, w e suggest that in fact w h e n children do not
have background knowledge upon which to rely, they are
likely to talk about the data in justifying conclusions.

In making distance predictions, overestimation was
more c o m m o n than underestimation, particularly among
the youngest children. Similarly, third graders often
claimed to be totally sure of conclusions they could draw
after seeing only one pair of data, while college students
tended to reserve their enthusiasm until seeing at least
four consistent pairs of data. In general it appears that
third graders often overestimate both their confidence in
their ability to judge the quality of evidence, and their
predictions of future performance. College students were
very skilled at basing predictions of future events on the
mean of observed events.
This study is a first step toward a clearer understanding
of the m a n y factors that influence the use of data in
different contexts. M a n y other data manipulations could
be examined to explore this question more thoroughly.
For example, one could manipulate the size of withincolumn variation, the relative size of outliers, and the size
of the means. In addition, one could consider multiple
groups of data or a single set of data to be evaluated.
Our long-term goal is to better understand the
interaction between features of data and theoretical
framing, as people of all ages most often encounter data
in contexts in which they have some background
knowledge. This study was designed to tease apart some
of the specific features of data that are used when there is
not a lot of theoretical background knowledge influencing
conclusions drawn. Future studies will continue to
examine different characteristics of data within a range of
contexts, to learn more about h o w they interact to affect
reasoning.
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a single researcher. That is, the model for mousing and
clicking on a button can be built by researchers with
Cuitent computational modeling of human performance expertise on visual/motor behaviors and the complex
can benefit from reusable building blocks of human
model-builder can benefit from that expertise. Third,
behavior. Using C P M - G O M S , a cognitively-based task
reuse provides external verification of the component
analysis method used in HCl, w e have been exploring
models. If the model for mousing and clicking on a
the concept of reusable templates of common behaviors
button predicts the behavior well in the context of a
and their efRcacy for generating zero-parameter a priori
complex task, the data provides an independent test of
predictions of complex human behavior. This paper
the mechanisms of that model. Finally, reuse provides
details the features w e believe are important when
additional constraint on models of complex tasks. If the
moving from hand-crafred models of particular tasks to
mousing and clicking on a button model predicts the
reusable building blocks of commonly occurring
behavior well, the H C I modeler should not change the
behavior. As this becomes c o m m o n practice,
basic mechanisms of the model simply to make it work
proportionately more attention can be paid to the task
in a new domain.
analysis specific to each new domain.
Cognitive architectures such as A C T - R (Anderson &
Lebicre, 1998) and Soar (Newell, 1990) embody a large
Introduction
set of reusable constraints on behavior prediction.
To model human behavior successfully one needs to be
These, however, are mostly at the cognitive level rather
able to decompose a complex task into a set of than at a task level. W e k n o w h o w to reuse
primitive operations to which performance parameters
architectures but not content. Modeling performance
m a y be assigned. These primitives represent the
on human-computer interaction (HCI) tasks is valuable
building blocks from which behavior will be
but currently suffers from several problems. Models of
constructed such that performance can be predicted for
task performance need to be handcrafted and typically
entire task sequences. Thus, the choice of primitives
take a long time to be created. Neither whole models
and the method of combining them to construct larger
nor their component parts tend to be reused, allowing
behavior sequences are critical if performance estimates
littlefransferof code from one task model to the next. It
are to be at all accurate. In this paper, w e describe a
is difficult to incorporate psychological knowledge into
method for combining basic cognitive, perceptual and
models and cognitive/psychological expertise is needed
motor operations into larger behavioral units. These
to do so. Once a model is complete, it m a y be
larger units, which will be referred to as templates, are uninformative with respect to a next attempt at
applications of psychological theory about the
modeling.
perceptual, motor and cognitive process underlying
Other disciplines that build complex systems, like
human performance. T w o main points will be argued:
engineering and computer science, have successfully
1) task-level reuse is important and 2) behavioral
employed reuse as an approach to tame complexity and
templates are a good way to achieve this reuse. W e will this is an approach that cognitive science should
present data for a simple H C I task and describe the
explore as well. There have been numerous arguments
templates w e borrowed (reused) to model it.
about the benefits of using a unified cognitive
Model reuse is a profitable avenue to explore for four
architecture to provide power, structure and constraint
reasons. First, consider mousing to a button and
(e.g., Anderson, 1983; John & Altmann, 1999; Newell,
clicking on it as an example. People learn and use this
1990), but fewer efforts to incorporate previously-built
skill in most interactions with computers. A model of
models of generalized capabilities into models of more
mousing and clicking on a button should be applicable
complex tasks (e.g., Nelson, Lehman & John, 1994).
to many H C I tasks; a n e w model of mousing and
clicking on a button should not be built from scratch for
each new task. Second, reuse provides expertise beyond
Abstract
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Cognitive Modeling M e t h o d s
Cognitive architectures such as A C T - R and Soar have
attempted to solve some of these problems. Underlying
mechanisms embody the psychological theories of the
architectures, and so the theories do not have to be
explicitly coded for each model. Attempts have been
made to reuse models at the task level, but in general
this is not a widely adopted practice (e.g., John &
Lallement, 2000; Nelson, Lehman & John, 1994). A s a
result, models arc mostly handcrafted and take a long
time to create.
ThefieldHCI uses cognitive models in several ways.
It often is less interested in the process of modeling
than in getting results quickly, and has therefore put
emphasis on modeling frameworks that are easier to
learn and use than the more complex cognitive
architectures like Soar and A C T - R (John, 1998). In
addition, thatfieldhas sought modeling procedures that
reuse actual pieces of models as well as the framework.
For instance, G O M S models (Card, Moran & Newell,
1983) are constructed by hierarchical goal
decomposition with reusable, empirically-determined
execution times assigned to particular goals.
T h e G O M S methodology has proven highly
successful in predicting task completion times for
skilled users in routine human computer interaction
(HCI) tasks (e.g.. Gray, John, & Atwood, 1993; John,
Vera, & Newell, 1994). G O M S is really a family of
analysis techniques in which performance predictions
emerge by combining a task decomposition with
estimates of completion times for steps in the
decomposition. The task decomposition produces a
representation of the task as a set of nested goal states
that include an initial state and afinalgoal state. The
user is assumed to move from one goal state to another
by applying operators that represent actions, such as
moving a mouse or reading a word. The set of nested
goal states often resembles a hierarchy, but need not
form a strict hierarchy. The iterative decomposition into
goals and nested subgoals can terminate in leaf nodes
(primitives) of any desired granularity, the choice of
level of detail dependent on the predictions required.
Times are assigned to the operators that transition
between goal states, with additional times often
assigned to subgoal completion (Kieras, 1994). Since
G O M S is meant to model routine behavior, the user is
assumed to have methods that apply sequences of
operators and subgoals to achieve a goal. Selection
rules are applied when there is more than one method to
achieve a goal.
The C P M - G O M S extension to G O M S (John, 1990)
adds psychological knowledge to the G O M S goal
decomposition by expressing c o m m o n H C I tasks (e.g.
reading from a screen, typing) as patterns of Model
H u m a n Processor ( M H P ; Card, Moran & Newell, 1983)
operations of its cognitive, perceptual, and motor
processors. These patterns, or templates, can help
cognitive modeling by grouping psychological
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knowledge into reusable chunks that can be organized
into larger behavioral sequences. Although approaching
modeling with reusable templates has been taught for a
decade (John & Gray, 1992), it has not become
widespread, possibly because C P M - G O M S was not in
computational form (it had to be done by hand by
drawing P E R T charts) until recently (John, Vera,
Matessa, Freed & Remington, 2002).
Template Structure
Templates arc reusable applications of psychological
theory that describe short behavioral sequences.
Thirteen templates were offered to C P M - G O M S
modelers in tutorials and classes in the early 1990s
(John & Gray, 1992) and others have been added since
then. O n e example of a C P M - G O M S template for
mouse clicking (created by Gray & Boehm-Davis,
2000) can be seen in Figure 1. The template
incorporates a psychological theory of the cognitive,
perceptual, and motor components of mouse clicking
and dependencies between these components. The
template was developed in the context of a simple task
of clicking on lit circles, but has successfully been
reused in the context of clicking to operate a simulation
of an automated teller machine (John, et al., 2002).

Figure 1: Model of carefiilly moving the cursor to a
target and clicking the mouse button (adapted from
Gray & Boehm-Davis, 2000).
The psychology in this template is in the form of the
durations, the cognitive bottleneck, the logical
dependencies, and the task dependencies. The
durations for the cognitive, perceptual, and motor
components of the template are empirically derived
MHP-level estimates of these activities. C P M - G O M S
assumes a cognitive bottleneck, where cognitive
processes cannot execute in parallel. The cognitive
resource stream is therefore serially scheduled based on
the logical and task dependencies as described below.
According to C P M - G O M S , each motor activity must
be preceded by a cognitive activity that initiates it. This
is an example of a logical dependency — a motor action
cannot take place unless a cognitive motor initiation
activity has occurred. That you cannot click on a target

until you have moused over to it is an example of a task
dependency. It is not a C P M - G O M S level logical
dependency nor is it a necessary consequence of the
cognitive bottleneck; it is true because the task requires
it to be so. So, for example, a possible performance
error might be to click before the mousing movement to
the target is complete. In contrast, executing a motor
action without a preceding cognitive initiation is not a
possible performance error. Similarly, executing two
cognitive activities in parallel is not a possible
performance error. This combination of constraints
embodies the unique application of psychological
theory to the crafting of each template.
Interleaving Templates
Embodying psychological theory in separate templates
is only thefirststep. The challenge is that C P M - G O M S
templates need to be interleaved to fully capture the
time course of behavior. Simply adding up the
performance time predicted by a sequence of templates
produces a time that is longer than that of h u m a n
performance. A key C P M - G O M S assumption is that
humans are able to perform certain components of the
templates not in strict sequence but interleaved so that
some components of a later template can occur in an
earlier template.
A concrete example of this interleaving can be seen
in a task as simple as hand-washing. While most eye
fixations are related to immediate actions such as
turning on the faucet, a small number are m a d e to
objects relevant only to future actions. Pelz and Canosa
(2001), with the aid of an eye tracker, observed that
subjects consistently made eye movements to the towel
during earlier parts of the hand-washing process.
Part of the psychological theory embedded in
templates is the knowledge of what components of one
template can occur in parallel with components of
another template. This interleaving theory has until
recently only been implemented in paper-and-pencil.
Details of h o w interleaving is implemented in our
system are presented later. W h e n cognitive components
have a dependency on perceptual or motor components
which take a relatively long time to complete, slack
time m a y occur when the cognitive resource is not
being used. Interleaving involvesfillingup this ^ack
time with activity from the cognitive components of the
next template.
ATM Study & Data
CPM-GOMS has been demonstrated to make accurate
zero-parameter a priori predictions of skilled H C I
behavior. Using templates, w e created a C P M - G O M S
model of a simple H C I task — withdrawing money from
an A T M . W e gave two users extensive practice with
this task because C P M - G O M S models are expected to
predict the performance of highly-skilled users (Baskin
& John, 1998).
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The A T M Task
The task was to make an $80 withdraw from a checking
account on a Visual Basic simulation of an automated
teller machine. Users interacted with the A T M by
using a mouse to click on simulated keys or slots. The
users were instructed to follow the following steps:
Insert card (click on the picture of the card slot)
Enter PIN (click on the 4,9,0, and 1 buttons in turn)
Press O K (click on O K button)
Select transaction type (click on withdraw button)
Select account (click on checking button)
Enter amount (click on 8 and 0 buttons)
Select correct/not correct (click on correct button)
Take cash (click on the picture of the cash slot)
Select another transaction (click on N o button)
Take card (click on the picture of the card slot)
Take receipt (click on the picture of the cash slot)
This task was repeated 200 times by the users. This
level of practice is comparable to that used by both
Card, Moran, and Newell (1983) in a text editing task
and Baskin and John (1998) in a C A D drawing task
when they explored the effects of extensive practice on
match to various G O M S models.
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Figure 2: Click times for users and models
The CPM-GOMS Model
The CPM-GOMS model was created byfirstexpressing
the hierarchical goal structure of the A T M task. At the
bottom of the hierarchy were two C P M - G O M S
templates: Slow-Move-Click and Fast-Move-Click.
The cognitive, perceptual, and motor components of
these templates were taken directly from Gray and
Boehm-Davis (2000) where predictions from these
templates were compared to data from several
variations of a simple target selection task.
The Slow-Move-Click template is shown in P E R T
chart form in Figure 1. Because there was uncertainty
about where a target would appear in each trial, Gray
and Boehm-Davis considered Slow-Move-Click to
represent a carefiil selection of a visible target. Fast-

to G O M S , Soar and A C T - R . However, in these latter
architectures, the hierarchical task decomposition
bottoms out at the level of operations of the underlying
cognitive, perceptual and motor processors.
It is relatively easy to perform a hierarchical task
analysis for each new task domain, and necessary
because each domain has its o w n objects, tasks,
knowledge, and procedures. It is much more difficult to
describe the cognitive, motor, and perceptual processes
underlying every n e w task. However, many tasks
bottom out at the same component behaviors
constrained by h u m a n abilities. The component
behaviors are actions like visual search, mouse
movements, and typing. These types of actions are
perfect candidates for re-use because they occur
repeatedly in m a n y tasks, and must be realized in
operations closer to the architecture than is necessary to
describe the task domain. Removing the burden of
understanding and programming in the underlying
cognitive architecture in the form of reusable templates
could make cognitive modeling more accessible to a
wider range of domain experts.
What does it take to create templates in a cognitive
architecture?
• A systematic relationship between the bottom level
of the hierarchical task decomposition, the
templates, and their realization in the underlying
architecture
• A systematic relationship at the boundaries
between templates realized in the underlying
architecture. This m a y be more complicated than
simple serial execution, as w e will describe in the
context of C P M - G O M S , the Model H u m a n
Processor, and its embodiment in Apex.

Move-Click represented a more confident selection of a
target when the user knew where the target was to
appear. In our model, w e choose to use Fast-MoveClick for clicking on the A T M buttons because they
were a reasonable size and Slow-Move-Click for
clicking on the card and cash slots because these slots
were thinner and difficult to hit unless the user was
careful.
Comparing the Model to Data
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the C P M - G O M S
model predictions of mouse click times and mean user
click times. Because Baskin and John (1998) have
found that C P M - G O M S models predict behavior well
at around the 100th trial of a practiced procedure, the
means of trials 91-100 for each A T M user are shown.
T o see the benefit of interleaved templates, predictions
from two other models are also shown: a model using
only Fitts s L a w predictions (a motor time prediction
based only on target geometry), and the C P M - G O M S
model with sequential templates but no interleaving.
The first thing to notice is the good a priori fit of the
model to user data. The degree to which interleaving
contributes to this fit can be seen by comparing the
interleaving and non-interleaving models. The noninterleaving model generally predicts a longer time for
a mouse click and does not capture the variation of user
click times. This variation is better captured by the
Fins s L a w only model, but the model does not
represent the perceptual and cognitive processes
incorporated into templates and so predicts faster click
times than users produce. These comparisons show that
templates contain important predictions of perceptual,
cognitive, and motor processes, and that the theory of
template interleaving can capture the abilities of users
to save time by performing parallel processes.
The important point to emphasize is that the
templates used to m a k e these predictions were
developed for a very different task and were
successfully reused in the present model. Also, note that
the tool w e have developed to implement C P M - G O M S ,
Apex (Freed, 1998b, Freed & Remington, 2000), allows
us to easily generate alternative versions of the model
(e.g., just Fitts s Law, templates with no interleaving).
W e will expand on the workings of the tool below.

Template Grain Size
Generalizeable behavior templates should exist at
different grain sizes. From a practical modeling
perspective, it is valuable to represent basic H C I
behaviors in different size chunks. For example, one
branch of a hierarchical goal decomposition m a y
terminate at simply clicking on an item whereas another
might terminate at a more complex action such as
choosing an item from a pull-down menu. The latter
action encompasses thefirst(twice, in fact), but both
are useful as separate templates. Along with
generalizability, a valuable constraint on the grain size
of templates is the level at which hierarchical goal
decomposition would bottom out. For example, a
template that is just the reaching component of typing a
key (i.e., putting yourfingerover it without pressing on
it) would be very general; it would be Fitts s L a w plus
the associated cognitive and perceptual components.
However, it would not typically be where a hierarchical
goal decomposition would bottom out. A hierarchical
goal decomposition is more likely to bottom out with
activities such as click-on-button or press-key than just

Implementing Templates
H o w docs an organism organize its resource allocation
over an extended period of time over an extensive
sequence of behaviors? Hierarchical task
decomposition is a convenient formalism for an analyst
to record and communicate their analysis of a task but it
also seems to have some psychological reality in h o w
people organize their environment and cognitive
resources to approach a complex task. M a n y
representations of human behavior use hierarchical task
decomposition, from Scientific Management at the turn
of the century, to H T A (Kirwan and Ainsworth, 1992)
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the reaching component of these activities, and
templates should reflect this.
Implementing Interleaving
The template-builder gets to deliberately program these
dependencies. The relationship between templates in
C P M - G O M S involves not sequencing, but interleaving
of parallel operators on multiple resources. In highly
skilled behavior, people attain a high degree of
parallelism in their behavior. T o illustrate this point,
think about printing a document in the word processor
you regularly use. It is not u n c o m m o n for people to
select the Print c o m m a n d then m o v e the mouse to the
place where the O K button will appear well before
the dialog box is visible. A hierarchical task analysis
would list the steps (1) select Print, (2) wait for
dialog box, and (3) click on O K , but the realization in
the underlying architecture should allow the mouse
movement associated with step (3) to precede the
completion of step (2), whereas the clicking associate
with step (3) must indeed wait for the completion of
step (2) or the task will not be successfully completed.
Thus, the relationship between templates is a complex
system of interleaving of the architectural-level
operations.
Apex allows manipulation of serial and parallel
resource in exactly the form required by C P M - G O M S .
A p e x (Freed, 1998a) has a flexible resource
management system that allowed the implementation of
the constraints necessary to produce C P M - G O M S
template interleaving. A complete description of the
implementational rules guiding interleaving in C P M G O M S as embodied in Apex is available elsewhere
(Berkovich & K w o n g , 2002; John et al., 2002). In
general, w e use three facets of the Apex architecture:
1. resource modules (i.e., cognition, hands, point of
gaze, visual perception),
2. priorities on the templates, and
3. virtual resources to record a template s intention
to use a resource.
Resource modules. T o accomplish templates,
operators consume resources at the architectural level.
The resource modules act serially within themselves, so
when they are occupied by an operator, other operators
that require that resource must wait until that resource
isfreeagain. W h e n more than one operator requires the
same resource at one time, there needs to be a w a y to
resolve the conflict and assign that resource to only one
operator. Within a template, such conflicts are either
avoided because of logical dependencies between the
operators (e.g., perceiving a target cannot happen until
the eyes have m o v e d to that target) or resolved
randomly because the template-builder has determined
that it does not matter for the completion of the task
whether one goes before the other. W h e n there is
contention for resources between operators in different
templates, an additional mechanism for conflict
resolution is needed.
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Priorities. W h e n there is competition for a resource
between templates, priorities of the templates is used.
Each template is assigned a priority associated with its
order in the hierarchical task decomposition. In the
printing example above, selecting the Print c o m m a n d
(step 1) has the highest priority, waiting for the dialog
box (step 2) has the next highest priority, and clicking
the O K button (step 3) has the lowest priority. Both
steps 1 and 3 will contend for the right hand to m o v e
the mouse to their respective targets, and step I will
win by its priority, ensuring that the print c o m m a n d is
selected before the mouse is m o v e d to where the O K
button will appear. However, step 2 (waiting) does not
require the right hand, so the mouse is free to m o v e to
the location of the O K button before the dialog box
appears.
Virtual resources. However, resources and priorities
are not enough. For instance, the template to select the
print c o m m a n d (step 1) requires the eyes to m o v e to
and perceive the m e n u title, and later within the same
template to m o v e to and perceive the desired m e n u
item. However, while the hand is completing the m o v e
and click to the m e n u title and the m e n u is coming up,
the eye resource is free. Therefore, step 3, clicking on
the O K button wants the eye to m o v e to the location of
the O K button, and since the resource isfree,there is no
contention and priorities do not c o m e into play. Thus,
the eye resource could be assigned to the O K button
even though the m e n u item will be appearing in a
fraction of a second and the eye will be needed there.
Therefore, to reserve the eye for the higher-priority
template (in this case, the select-menu-item(Print)), w e
developed the idea of virtual resources. Virtual
resources are analyst-defined entities that act like
regular resources. Operators consume these resources
and they have to be allocated using priorities. So at the
beginning of the select-menu-item (Print) template s
first eye movement, it reserves the eye-block virtual
resource and only releases that virtual resource after its
last visual perception is complete. Since all eyemovements and visual perception require this eye-block
virtual resource, this technique blocks any lowerpriority template from stealing that resource before a
higher-priority template isfinishedwith it.
Discussion
W e have a computational system that implements and
automatically interleaves reusable behavioral templates.
While only two templates have been presented here in
detail (Slow-Move-Click and Fast-Move-Click), several
others have been implemented in our system for touchtyping and applied to a different computer aided design
task, and several more are under development for
interacting with the flight maintenance system found on
commercial airliners. Previous work has shown that
other currently existing templates in the literature are
useful for simulations done by hand (Gray, John, &
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Atwood, (1993) being a good example). W e will work
to implement these as well. As more templates arc
accumulated, issues such as coverage of possible
behaviors can be addressed.
W e are currently exploring the possibility of
generating C P M - G O M S models from A C T - R P M .
A C T - R P M imposes its o w n set of constraints on
cognitive, perceptual and motor resources, many of
them different from those of C P M - G O M S . This makes
the generation of genuine C P M - G O M S behavior from
A C T - R P M more challenging but also promises the
possibility of extending the predictive scope of C P M G O M S to a wider range of skill (i.e., from novice to
expert) because of A C T - R s new production
compilation mechanism (Taatgen & Lee, submitted)
In order for cognitive modeling to come into wider
use in the design process, it is necessary to package the
abundance of data on human perceptual, cognitive, and
motor phenomena into a set of behavioral templates that
can be directly incorporated into predictive,
computational models. Templates reduce the amount of
psychology and modeling methodology required to
build models, compile the human performance data into
templates, and allow the modeler to focus on task
analysis.
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Abstract

this complexity has m a d e the resulting examination of h o w
these multiple interactions produce collaborative learning
Collaborative problem solving involves the active exchange and
effects a very difficult pursuit.
interaction of ideas between two or more people and such interacIn part due to this difficulty, an alternative e^jproach to
tive exchanges can result in the joint production of co-constnicted
the study of collaboration focuses on the interactive procideas, some of which may be novel. W e analyzed verbal data of esses that are thought to underlie successful collaborative
pairs of students collaboratively solving problems posed by a com- learning. Examples of such processes are observing peers'
puter workplace simulation (a banking business), and then indistrategies, engaging in productive argimientation, explaining
vidually solving two transfer problems, in order to examine the
one's o w n thinking, sharing knowledge, and providing crifrequency of occurrence of co-constructed novel ideas, and the
tique (Azmitia, 1988; Bos, 1937; Coleman, 1998; Hatano &
subsequent individual reuse of these co-constmcted ideas. The
Iganaki, 1991; King, 1990; Phelps & D a m o n , 1989; W e b b ,
results show that in collaborative interactions, about 2 0 % of the
Troper,
& Fall, 1995). M a n y of these processes are captured
task-relevant ideas were produced jointly, whereas about 8 0 % of
more-or-less in W e b b & Palinscar's (1996) 'Input-Processthe utterances were produced individually (i.e., they were selfexplanations). However, about half of these jointly produced ideas Output' model of group (collaborative) processes.
T h e process component of the model contains four
(or 10%) were novel. Moreover, individual collaborators were able
to reuse these jointly constructed ideas to solve transfer problems. c o m m o n collaborative learning processes: (a) resolving conflict and controversy, (b) giving and receiving explanations,
Finally, more interactive collaborative pairs produced a higher
proportion of jointly constructed ideas than less interactive pairs, (c) providing emotional and motivational support, and (d)
and individual members of more interactive pairs reused jointly
co-constructing n e w ideas. T h e first two processes result in
constructed ideas more than low interactive pairs.
the generation of explanations, either to resolve a conflict,
or to explain a problem or solution, and such explanation
Introduction
generation is k n o w n to produce learning gains (Chi, Bassok,
In classrooms and workplaces, individuals frequently learn
Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Palinscar & Brown,
by collaborating with others, in tasks such as solving phys1984). The third process is generally comprised of personalics problem (Kneser & Plotzner, 2001), plaiming (Barron,
ity factors (e.g., emotion regulation, motivation, social
2000), and learning electricity (van Boxtel, van der Linden,
skills, and attitudes), each of which effects h o w collabora& Kanselaar, 2000). Although operational defmitions of
tors interact with one another. T h e fourth process, cocollaboration vary widely both within and across various
construction, can potentially result in novel ideas, or ideas
fields (e.g.. Psychology, Education, Artificial Intelligence,
that no collaborator previously possessed explicitly.
C S C L ) , for the purposes of this paper, w e define collaboraWhile W e b b & Palinscar's (1996) four collaborative
tion as the active exchange and interaction of ideas between
processes d o drive collaborative learning effects, the first
two or more individuals attempting to discover solutions or
three processes are not imique to collaboration - that is,
create knowledge together (Damon, 1984). While some of
each can also be observed and implemented in individual
the results of previous collaboration research are inconsislearning environments. For example, conflict and controtent, the majority support the conclusion that compared to
versy can arise within oneself w h e n one thinks more deeply
solving a problem alone, collaborative problem solving is
about, or attempts to integrate n e w information with, one's
often more efficient, and in some conditions, more efficaprior beliefs. T h e resolution of such conflict (or self-repairs)
cious than individual learning ( S C A N S , 1991; W e b b &
produces learning gains (Chi, 2000). Similarly, giving help
Palinscar, 1996).
or explanation is akin to self-explaining one's o w n thinking
Most of the initial research o n collaborative learning
without interacting with another individual, and such selffocused on the environmental conditions under which
explanations foster learning (Chi et al., 1989). Similarly,
collaborative learning was more effective than individual
receiving explanations has always been shown to be helpfid
learning. S o m e examples of such environmental factors are
as well, but less so than giving explanations. Providing
group composition, task features, context, and communicaemotional and motivational support is also not unique to
tive medium (Dillenbourg et al., 1996). However, these
collaboration - individuals are capable of supporting their
mediating factors also interact in a highly complex maimer,
and this complexity has m a d e the resulting examination of
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o w n emotional and motivational needs. In the end, while all
four of W e b b & Palinscar's (1996) proposed collaborative
processes do drive collaborative learning effects, coconstruction is the only one that is unique to collaborative
learning
Co-construction has been defined as the process of the
joint production of ideas (by members of a group) that no
individual group m e m b e r is likely to produce on their o w n
(Barron, 2000; Rafal, 1996). Thus, co-construction is a
process that m a y differentiate collaborative and individual
learning environments. That is, collaborators m a y co-create
novel ideas that were not coherently present before they
collaborated, or were unlikely to have been elaborated individually. For example, Kneser and Ploetzner (2001)
administered qualitative and quantitative pre-test, intermediate-test, and post-test questions to individuals learning
mechanics. O n e group of students was instructed on h o w to
solve mechanics problems qualitatively, while another
groi^) was instructed quantitatively. After administering the
intermediate-test, individuals from the two contrasting
groups were placed in dyads and asked to collaboratively
solve n e w mechanics problems. The authors found that individuals were able to answer questions (post-test) that they
were unable to answer prior to collaborating (intermediatetest). However, the results of this study must be interpreted
cautiously since the pairs differed in expertise, which suggests that one m e m b e r of the dyad m a y have learned from
the other member, and not that the dyads co-constructed the
answers together.
Hence, the goals of this paper are to document the extent to which collaboration facilitates the joint production of
novel ideas, and the extent to which individual members of
collaborating pairs take ownership of jointly produced novel
ideas such that they are able to assimilate and reuse those
ideas later m individual (transfer) situations. T o address
these questions, w e report a detailed verbal analysis of collaborative protocols collected in the context of dyads interacting with a computer simulation.
Methods
The verbal data that w e analyzed were collected and described m Jeong, Taylor, and Chi (2000). Here w e briefly
summarize h o w the verbal data were collected and the
measures that are relevant to our analysis.
Participants
Twenty-six high school students (juniors and seniors from
local urban high schools) participated in this study, comprising 13 collaborative pairs (4 male and 9 feniale same-sex
collaborative pairs). Data from one pair was excluded from
analysis due to a collection error, resulting in 12 collaborative pairs. Individual participants brought a friend of the
same gender to participate in the study with them, resulting
in pairs where each collaborator had k n o w n the other for a
m e a n of 4 years. All participants were compensated for participation in the study and all reported familiarity with com-
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puters. A majority of the students reported that they had
u s ^ other computer simulations or games in the past.
Materials
Court Square C o m m u n i t y B a n k ( C S C B ) . C S C B is a
computerized workplace simulation (SIM) in which the user
assumes the role of a new vice-president at a small local
bank. The V P is required to solve problems arising at the
bank that cover a variety of general business issues such as
facilities upgrades or customer relations. The problems encourage the V P to employ a number of business management activities (see Ferrari, Taylor, and VanLehn, 1999; and
McQuaide, Leinhardt, & Stainton, 1999; for more details on
the simulation program). W e will use the more general term
S I M to refer to C S C B .
S I M Problems. The S I M is sub-divided into 14 different
episodes, 8 of which were selected for this study so that
diverse topics would be covered with a m i n i m u m amount of
overlap. Sample episode topics were reinvesting profits into
bank facilities, closing/relocating branches, approving mortgages, and selecting the best candidate for a position.
Measures. Several measures, such as definitions and general business knowledge questions, were designed to assess
participants' overall pre-test and post-test performance. The
one relevant here is the transfer task that assessed general
and context-specific knowledge at a deeper level than the
definitions and questions measiu'es.
The transfer task consisted of two problems (Fresh
Foods and Giant Gallery), each modeled after two problems
discussed in two S I M episodes (episode 9 and 10). The
transfer problems were designed to ^pear different on the
surface, but shared the same deep structure as the associated
S I M problems. During the transfer problems, participants
acted as vice-president (VP) of a grocery store company that
experiences some of the same problems that the bank experienced in the SIM. In the Fresh Foods problem, students
decided h o w to allot available ftmds to various facilities
improvement options for the grocery store - as they did for
the bank in S I M episode 9. In the Giant Gallery problem,
students decided whether to close a less profitable store
and/or open a n e w store - as they did for bank branches in
S I M episode 10.
Talk-aloud protocols were elicited fix)m participants to
obtain more detailed performance data. Participants were
instructed to talk-aloud (Ericsson & Simon, 1984) during
their collaborative (simulation) and individual (transfer)
problem-solving sessions, both of which were audiotape.
All collaborative S I M sessions were also video-t^ed
Procedure
Participants took part in four laboratory sessions, each separated by approximately four days, in the following order: (1)
pre-test, (2) simulation session I, (3) simulation session II,
and (4) post-test.
The pre-test and post-test were administered to participants individually, and both tests asked participants to respond to the definitions, transfer, and questions tasks - and
in that order. Each simulation session consisted of four epi-

sodes. The first three episodes in each session were
performed collaboratively in dyads, and the last problem in
each session was performed individually. O n the collaborative problems, the pairs were instructed to work as a team in
discussing h o w to handle the problems and to reach a consensus before making any decisions.

2000) Nonetheless, in playing the two episodes of the simulation, collaborative pairs produced a total of 365 task relevant ideas (M=30.42, SD=9.23, per pair). The remaining
analyses will be reported in the context of the total number
of task relevant ideas.
T h e N u m b e r of N o v e l a n d Restated Ideas
Were the task-relevant ideas produced while playing the two
simulation episodes novel or restated? T o assess whether
Analyses and Results
collaborators generated novel constructions, as op[>osed to
W e report the results of verbal analyses (Chi, 1997) of indimerely restating information presented by the S I M , w e
viduals' performance on the two transfer problems and their
compared the ideas produced by collaborators to the ideas
associated SIM episodes 9 and 10. This section describes
each step of verbal analysis employed, followed by its re- explicitly presented by the S I M (SIM-ideas). SIM-ideas
were identified through content analysis of the two relevant
sult.
S I M episodes (9 and 10). This content analysis produced a
T h e N u m b e r of Task-relevant Ideas
transcript of the virtual conversations, interactions, and m a Did collaborators produce task-relevant ideas? T o assess the
terials explicitly presented by the SIM. SIM-ideas were then
number of task-relevant ideas the pairs articulated, each
identified in the SIM-transcripts following the same procepairs' verbal protocols were coded for any combination of
dure
employed to identify collaborative ideas. W e then
utterances representing a meaningful concept Hence, ideas
compared the collaborative ideas produced by a pair to the
could be produced either by one individual in one turn, by
SIM-ideas that they were exposed to in order to determine
one individual over several conversational turns, or by both
whether the collaboration idea was a novel construction (no
individuals over several turns on one topic. Ideas were also
match), or a restatement of information embedded within
required to be task-relevant - that is, related either to business in general, the theme of the episode (i.e., facilities im- the simulation (match). W h e n comparing ideas w e focused
on their conceptual meaning rather than the literal vocabuprovement), or a solution the pair considered. Task irrelelary used.
vant ideas consisted of comments of several types, such as
Ideas coded as novel constructions were n e w reasons
"I guess you just gotta ask", " W e need to find out some
generated by students (most likely from prior knowledge or
more information", or "Read the m e m o " , and they were not
experience), inferences following from what was stated in
coded.
the S I M episode, substantial paraphrases (pan^ihrases of
Example I shows an articulated task-relevant idea. Note
more than one idea), and integration statements in which
that examples are verbatim excerpts from protocols with
students
combined ideas expressed in the S I M episode in
prior utterances (in brackets) added for additional context.
ways that the S I M did not explicitly suggest. Restated ideas
were unsubstantial paraphrases (one idea), or verbatim reExample 1: Articulated Idea
A: [If w e renovate the floors] w e will not be able- [to statements of information presented by the SIM. Examples
of a novel construction and a restated idea are given below:
maintain our leadership because...]
B: [subjects speaking simultaneously] new technology.
Example 2: A Novel Construction (also jointly produced)
A : Exactly...because w e will not have the n e w techB: This proposal [ N e w A T M s ] helps the bank's profitnology.
ability
A : help
The basic idea expressed in example 1 is that renovatB: helping the bank to run
ing thefloorswill consume the majority of the funds availA : more smoothly
able for facilities improvements, resulting in a lack of funds
available to purchase new technology ( A T M s ) that would
help the bank maintain its leadership position in the market- Example 2 was coded as a novel construction because
the S I M never explicitly relates the bank's profitability with
place.
n e w A T M s or with the bank numing smoothly. (Note that
In general, the protocols were sparse in terms of the
example 2 is also a jointly produced idea, which will be
amount of substantive ideas produced. For example, the
described in the next section).
total number of lines available to code from two randomly
chosen pairs were 2,131 and 1,320 (pairs 8 and 11, respectively, episode 9). O f those lines, only 3 % and 1 % , respec- Example 3: A Restated Idea
B: [ N e w A T M ] cards will be easier to use
tively, were substantive enough to warrant coding. This is
S I M : N e w A T M s are easier for the customer to use.
consistent with evidence in the literature showing that in
collaborative tasks in which concrete actions have to be
Example 3 was coded as a restated idea because what B
taken (such as working with a simulation), the dialogues are
articulates is an unsubstantial paraphrase of the S I M expliaction-oriented and less abstract and rich (Betmet & Duane,
cated idea that n e w A T M s are easier to use. The results of
1991; Pilkington & Parker Jones, 1996; van Boxtel et al..
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this analysis show that collaborators produced just as m a n y
novel ideas (197) as restated ideas (168).
Individually a n d Jointly Constructed Ideas
Given that m a n y novel ideas were produced, the question of
interest is whether they were jointly produced (i.e., coconstructed), or individually produced, as compared to restated ideas. Thus, for each of the 197 novel and 168 restated ideas w e determined whether they were individually
constructed or jointly co-constructed. Co-constructed ideas
were defined as those ideas that when taken together, across
speakers, form a complete idea, but when taken individually, do notrepresentthe same complete idea (Rafal, 1996;
Barron, 2000). Thus, w e decomposed each idea unit into 3
component parts: initiation, elaboration, and completion.
Initiation was defmed as the point at which thefirstutterance (word) of the idea occurred; completion was defined as
the point at u^ich a meaningful statement could be identified; and elaboration w a s defined as the collection of utterances between initiation and completion, where the content
of the idea w a s articulated. W e then examined h o w each
idea was produced in terms of w h o articulated each component
For each idea, if the same collaborator produced all
three components, then the idea was coded as individually
produced. Alternatively, if difFwent collaborators produced
any of the components of one idea, then that idea was coded
as jointly produced. Hence, jointly produced ideas required
the collaborators to display conversational moves such that
they completed each other's ideas. The following examples
illustrate this.
Example 4: An Individually Produced Idea
A : revenues and expenses at the downtown branch
changed
B:Uhh....
A : revenues have just start like increase and decrease
and then leveled off so...
B: U m m . . .yeah... [typing] h o w do you spell fluctuate
A : fluctuating, but n o w it's leveled off and...
B: H o w do you spell...
A : well, they generally decreased
Example 4 shows a complete idea (revenues and expenses fluctuated but decreased in general) initiated, elaborated, and conqjleted by one collaborator (A), while the
other (B) interjects task-irrelevant utterances. The initiation
component in this case is the beginning of the statement:
"revenues..." the completion component is the point at
which a complete idea is identifiable: "...generally decreased"; while the elaboration component is the content
between the initiation and the completion of the idea.
Example 5: A Jointly Produced Idea:
B : Okay, the n e w system would give the- give the employees...
A : more time to deal with the customers.
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Example S shows an idea (of a new system) initiated by
one collaborator (B), then elaborated and completed by the
other collaborator (A). Example 2 also illustrates a jointlyproduced idea.
Table 1 shows the number of novel and restated ideas
that were either individually or jointly produced. Not surprisingly, roughly four times (81%) as many ideas were
individually (297) rather than jointly ( 1 9 % or 68) produced.
Proportionately, jointly produced ideas were just as likely to
be novel (59%, 40/68) as restated (41%, 28/68).
Table 1: Total Nimiber of Jointly and Individually Produced, Novel and Restated Ideas for All Collaborative Pairs
Novel

Restated

Individually Produced

157

140

297

Jointly Produced

40

28

68

197

168

365

In simi, collaborative pairs produced ideas jointly about
2 0 % (or 68) of the time; individually about 8 0 % (or 297) of
the time. Given that jointly produced ideas were equally
likely to be novel asrestated,about 1 0 % (or 40/365) of the
ideas were joinUy produced novel ones.
R e u s e of Ideas D u r i n g Transfer
Did individuals reuse the jointly produced novel ideas on
transfer problems? In other words, were die individual collaborators able to reuse the jointly produced novel ideas, to
indicate that they have, to some extent, taken ownership of
or assimilated the ideas? Each individual idea stated while
solving a transfer problem was compared to each idea originally produced by the pair when they solved the associated
S I M episodes. If an idea articulated while solving the transfer problem matched one that was produced while playing
the S I M , then the idea was coded as areusedidea.
In order to m a k e more sensitive comparisons between
collaborative pairs during the S I M and individuals at transfer, each individual's transfer performance was averaged
with the individual transfer performance of the other m e m ber of their original collaborative pair. This averaging procedure resulted in equal n in each condition (collaboration
vs. transfer).
In general, the transfer transcripts were sparser than the
collaborative transcripts in terms of the total number of
ideas produced (114; A*=9.5, SZ>=3.75). O f these, 3 2 %
(36/114) were ideas that were originally produced during
their collaborative session. Overall, individual collaborators
reused more ideas that were originally produced individually (25) than ideas that were produced jointly (11). H o w ever, recall that a significantly greater number of ideas were
originally produced individually (297, see Table 1), rather

than jointly (68). Thus, proportionately, a larger percentage
of jointly produced ideas were reused (16% or 11/68) than
individually produced (8%, or 25/276), although this difference is not significant. Basically, jointly and individually
produced ideas were equally likely to be reused.
Not surprisingly, of i e individually produced ideas,
participants tended to reuse those that they generated on
their own (64% of the times, 16/25) more than those that
were generated by their partner ( 3 6 % of the time, 9/25; t
(11) = 2.86, p < .05). In contrast, in the reuse of jointly produced ideas, there was no preference for self-initiated or
partner-initiated (59% or 6.5/11 versus 4 1 % , 4.5/11). Taken
together, these results suggest that jointly produced novel
ideas were equally shared by each partner, regardless of
who initiated them, whereas individually produced ideas
were not as well assimilated by the partner.
In sum, these results show that about one-third (32%)
of the ideas individuals stated while solving the transfer
problems were originally produced during collaboration,
and these reused ideas were equally likely to have been individually produced as they were to have been joindy produced. However, collaborators had a defmite preference to
reuse self-initiated, individually produced ideas, but had no
such preference when reusing jointly produced ideas. This
gives the jointly produced ideas a special status, as if the
ideas were truly shared and owned by both partners.
High and L o w Collaborative Pairs
W e hypothesized that pairs w h o were more interactive
would produce more co-constructed ideas. To test this hypothesis, w e determined whether specific pairs were more or
less collaborative based on the number of conversational
turns taken by each pair while they solved SIM episodes 9
and 10. High and low collaborative groups were then
formed based on a median split fMdn = 933 turns), and excluded two pairs extremely close to the median. The mean
number of turns for high and low groups was significandy
different (1186.4 vs. 763.8 turns, respectively; t (8) = 5.171,
E < .01,), and there was no significant difference in the total
number of ideas produced overall. (Note that from this point
forward high and low collaborative pairs will be referred to
as such, while individual members of high and low collaborative pairs will be referred to as high and low collaborators).
Once the groups were established, w e compared the
proportion of ideas produced jointly versus individually by
high and low collaborative pairs. For the high collaborative
pairs, the proportion of ideas that were jointly produced was
greater (27% vs. 9%; t (8) = 3.77, p < .01); while the proportion of individually produced ideas was lower (73% vs.
91%, t (8) =3.82, p < .01). Additionally, the proportion of
jointly produced and novel ideas was also greater for high
collaborative pairs (17% vs. 6%); (t (8) =3.10, p < .05).
In sum, being a member of a high collaborative pair resulted in a redistribution of the types of ideas produced during collaboration. That is, high and low collaborative pairs
produced equal numbers of ideas overall, but high collabo-
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rative pairs produced more ideas jointly and fewer ideas
individually than low collaborative pairs; and high collaborative pairs produced a greater proportion of novel coconstructed ideas than low collaborative pairs
High and L o w Individuals' Reuse of Ideas
While solving the transfer problems alone, individual m e m bers of high and low collaborative pairs produced roughly
equivalent total numbers of ideas (52 vs. 46.5, respectively),
as well as roughly equivalent numbers of reused ideas (19
vs. 13; see Table 2). However, the types of reused ideas
were again differentially distributed - high collaborators
reused more jointly produced ideas than low collaborators
(18% vs. 8%, 8.5/47 vs. 1/12; t (8) = 2.434./? < .05), and
high collaborators were more likely to reuse jointly produced novel ideas than low collaborators ( 2 0 % vs. 1 1 % ,
5.5/28 vs. 1/9), although this difference was not significant
(p = 0.10).
In sum, individual members of high collaborative pairs
reused more jointly produced ideas, and had a greater tendency to reuse jointly produced novel ideas. Taken togedier,
this pattern of results suggests that if collaborators engage in
more interaction then they are more likely to produce coconstructed ideas, these co-constructed ideas are likely to be
novel, and both the co-constructed and novel co-constructed
ideas are likely to be reused. Hence, collaboration has the
advantage of producing co-constructed ideas and coconstructed novel ideas that are reusable.
Table 2: Number of Ideas Reused by Individuals Who Participated in High and L o w Collaborative Pairs
High

Low

52

46.5

Ideas Reused

19(36%)'

13 (28%)'

Individually Produced

10.5 (8%) ^

12(9%)'

Jointly Produced

8.5(18%)^

1 (8%)'

13.5 (13.5%)'

7.5(10%)'

Ideas at Transfer

Novel Ideas

.g.. 19/52 = 36%).
' % of ideas produced at transfer that were reused (e
' % of ideas reused at 'onsfer
ti
given the number produced during collaboration (see Table I); (e.g.. Reused Individually Produced " lO.S; Individually Produced during collaboration - 128; 10.5/128 - 8%).
Discussion
These results suggest that one advantage of collaboration
may arise from the co-construction of novel ideas. Overall,
w e found that collaborators tended to produce more ideas
individually than jointly, confirming the overall benefit of
self-explaining (Chi, et al, 2000). However, joint production
did occur close to 20 percent of the time, and jointly pro-

duced ideas were just as likely to be novel as restated. Overall, more novel ideas were produced individually than
jointly (again, confirming the benefit of self-explaining).
However, individuals reused fewer novel ideas that were
individually produced by their partner than were jointly
produced with their partner, suggesting that listening to
novel ideas produced by another was not as effective as coconstmcting novel ideas together. These results suggest that
one does not assimilate knowledge produced by a partner as
well as knowledge co-constructed by both partners. Finally,
the more interactive collaborators reused a greater percentage ofjointly produced ideas, as well as a greater percentage
of jointly produced novel ideas, thus being more interactive
provided more opportunities to co-construct and reuse novel
ideas. Thus, w e m a y conclude, (cautiously since the numbers are small), that collaboration is an effective form of
learning in part because about 1 0 % of collaborative efforts
result in the production of co-constructed novel ideas, a portion of which individuals take ownership of and reuse subsequently.
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addition m a y be organized into a strong schema that
interferes with her memorizing of the addition facts,
This study investigated whether children's schema for and the father's knowledge about hisfirstlanguage m a y
typical addition interferes with their ability to learn about
be organized into a strong schema that interferes with
mathematical equivalence. In a pretest, elementary
his learning of the second language.
school children (1) solved a set of math equivalence
A schema can be defined as a higher-level assembly
problems (e.g., 3 + 4 + 5 = 3 + ), (2) reconstructed
of knowledge that is "unitized" in that it supersedes its
equivalence problems after viewing them briefly, and (3)
constituent parts and acts as a whole (cf Smolensky,
provided definitions of the equal sign. Children were
1986; see also Hayes-Roth, 1977; Hebb, 1949). Once
categorized according to the number of measures (out of
established, schemata can serve as selective
3) on which they exhibited the typical addition schema.
mechanisms that determine h o w environmental stimuli
Children then received one of four interventions that
are encoded, interpreted, and stored in m e m o r y . In
presented new information about equivalence problems.
general, schemata enable fast and efficient processing
Finally, children completed a posttest similar to the
of environmental stimuli. However, this efficiency can
pretest. From pretest to posttest, children who exhibited
come with a price, especially if a particular schema is
the addition schema on all three measures were the least
inaccurate or lacking in some way.
likely to change their strategy for solving the problems,
W h e n a schema is strong, it resists change (e.g.,
followed by children who exhibited the schema on two
Allport, 1954; Bartlett, 1932; Bruner, 1957;
or one of the measures. All of the children who did not
Schutzwohl, 1998). Individuals w h o have a strong
exhibit the schema on any of the three measures
schema have been shown to resist learning n e w
changed. It is important to note that all children used
information w h e n it is more specific than (Adelson,
incorrect strategies at pretest, so it was the addition
1984; T h o m d y k e & Hayes-Roth, 1979), not applicable
schema in particular that was associated with change
to (Voss, Vesonder, & Spilich, 1980), or discrepant
resistance. Thus, a strong schema can interfere with
with (Marchant, Robinson, Anderson, & Schadewald,
learning. Furthermore, children's addition schema may
1991; Markus, 1977) their current schema. Indeed,
put them at risk for difficulties in learning higher-level
individuals w h o have a strong schema often actively
mathematics.
resist change by modifying or distorting environmental
input so that it corresponds to their schema (Bartlett,
Some behaviors and ideas are particularly difficult for1932; Bruner & Postman, 1949; Guion, Flege,
individuals to acquire, even after numerous attempts
Akahane-Yamada, & Pruitt, 2000; Hannigan & Reinitz,
have been made by the individuals to learn them or by
2001). Importantly, the stronger a schema is, the more
instructors to teach them. Consider, for example, a
resistant it is to changing (see Luchins, 1932).
w o m a n w h o has always counted on her fingers w h e n
Although the strength of a schema has clear
solving addition problems. She does not wish to count
behavioral consequences, it is not always obvious h o w
on herfingers;in fact, she finds it to be an infiiriating
to operationalize schema strength apriori. S o m e
habit. However, no matter h o w hard she tries to
theories suggest that strength m a y be determined b y
memorize the addition facts, she always seems to resort
h o w practiced particular action procedures are
to counting on herfingers.Consider also a father w h o is
(Luchins, 1942), while others suggest that it m a y be
trying to learn a second language as an adult. The father
derived from tightly organized perceptual (Flege, Bohn,
is frustrated because his daughter, w h o is only five
& Jang, 1997; Intraub & Bodamer, 1993) or conceptual
years old, is learning so m u c h more quickly than he is.
(Wellman & G e l m a n , 1992) information. These
W h y is it so difficult for the w o m a n to memorize the
accounts need not oppose one another, though, because
addition facts and for the father to learn a second
any given schema is likely constructed out of various
language? O n e reason m a y have to do with the
related sub-schemata (Smolensky, 1986). W e propose
organization and strength of the behaviors and ideas
that schema strength depends on the relationship
they already possess. The woman's knowledge about
Abstract
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between the three knowledge sources (action
procedures, perceptual information, and conceptual
information). According to this view, the strongest
schema is one in which all three knowledge sources
converge.
In the current study, w e focused on a particular
schema that most elementary school children possess.
W e refer to the schema as the typical addition schema.
This schema includes action procedures for solving
typical addition problems (e.g., 4 + 5 ,9 + 2 + 6 =
_ _ ) , such as counting up all of the numbers in the
problem or summing all of the numbers by retrieving
addition factsfix)mmemory. It also includes particular
perceptual patterns, such as the pattern of having "" "
at the end of problem (Baroody & Ginsburg, 1983). The
schema also includes a concepmalization of the equal
sign as an operational symbol that means "the total"
(Kieran, 1981; Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). W h e n
an addition problem is presented, the typical addition
schema can be activated as a whole, enabling fast and
accurate processing of the problem (McNeil, 2001).
The typical addition schema is adaptive because
children need to use their knowledge of addition to
leam other math concepts, such as multiplication and
division. However, it m a y c o m e with a price.
Specifically, it may interfere with children's ability to
leam about novel mathematics problems, such as
mathematical equivalence problems, which are
problems that have addends on both sides of the equal
sign (e.g., 3 + 4 + 5 = 3 + _ ; Perry, Church & GoldinMeadow, 1988).
Past work has shown that some children have an
especially strong typical addition schema that leads
them to distort environmental input about mathematical
equivalence to correspond to their schema. Consider the
problem 3 + 4 + 5 = 3 +
.In solving this problem,
some children add up all the numbers and put 15 in the
blank (McNeil & Alibali, 2000). In reconstructing the
problem after viewing it briefly, some children
reconstruct it in terms of the "=
at end" perceptual
pattern and write "3 + 4 + 5 + 3 = _ " (McNeil, 2001).
In defining the equal sign in the problem, some children
say that it means to "add up all the numbers" (McNeil
& Alibali, 2002).
Once children gain more experience with or are
instructed about mathematical equivalence problems,
they are bound to generate new ways of thinking about
the problems. However, these new ways of thinking
m a y be in conflict with their already established typical
addition schema, and the two m a y compete for
precedence (cf Siegler, 1999). Accordingly, w e
hypothesize that the strength of the typical addition
schema should be directly related to children's tendency
to resist changes in their thinking after an intervention
that provides n e w information about equivalence
problems.
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Method
Participants
The sample consisted of 67 third-, fourth-, and fifthgrade children (29 boys and 38 girls), all of w h o m
solved a set of mathematical equivalence problems on
the experimental pretest incorrectly. Children attended
public or parochial schools in the greater Madison,
Wisconsin area.
Measures
Problem Solving The problem solving measure elicited
action procedures for solving the problems. It consisted
of three mathematical equivalence problems of the form
a + b + c»a +
. For each problem the experimenter
placed the problem on an easel and said, "Try to solve
the problem as best as you can and then put your
answer in the blank." After children wrote a solution,
the experimenter said, "Can you tell m e h o w you got
X?" After explaining each solution, children were asked
to rate h o w certain they were about their "way of
doing" the problem on a 7-point scale that ranged from
"It's definitely wrong" to "It's definitelyright,"with
"I'm not sure if it's wrong orright"as the midpoint.
Problem Reconstruction The problem reconstruction
measure elicited perceptual representations of the
problems. T w o tasks made up the measure. The first
was taken from Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999).
Children were asked to reconstruct three equivalence
problems of the form a + b + c = a +
after viewing
each for five seconds. The second task also included
three problems and was a recognition version of A e
first task. Children were given a sheet of paper face
down with seven problems on it. One of the problems
was an equivalence problem in its correct form. The
other six problems depicted errors children typically
make when reconstructing equivalence problems, one
of which was the typical addition foil a + b + c + a =
. After viewing an equivalence problem for five
seconds, children were instructed to turn the sheet of
paper over andfindthe problem that they just saw.
Equal Sign Definition The equal sign defmition
measure was used to elicit conceptual understanding of
the equal sign. T w o tasks made up the measure. Both
were taken from Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999).
Children werefirstasked to define the equal sign. Then,
they were asked to rate the smartness of six fictitious
students' definitions as not so smart, kind of smart, or
very smart. The definitions were "the answer to the
problem," "repeat the numbers," "the end of the
problem," "something is equal to another thing," "two
amoimts are the same," and "the total."

Procedure
Children participated individually in one experimental
session that was videotaped. In the pretest, children first
completed the problem-solving measure, followed by
the problem reconstruction and equal sign definition
measures presented in random order. After the pretest,
children were randomly assigned to intervention
conditions in a 2 (reconstruction intervention or no
reconstruction intervention) x 2 (equal sign definition
intervention or no equal sign definition intervention)
factorial design. Ehiring the intervention, children in all
four conditions were presented with an equivalence
problem that had the correct solution written in the
blank (3 + 4 + 5 = 3 + 2). In the control condition,
children were shown the correctly solved problem and
were told that it was a correctly solved problem. They
were then encouraged to think about the problem for
one minute. Children in the other three conditions also
were presented with the correctly solved problem, were
told that it was a correctly solved problem, and were
encouraged to think about it. In addition, children w h o
received the reconstruction intervention were
encouraged to notice the equal sign in the problem and
were asked to point to it. Children w h o received the
equal sign definition intervention were told that the
equal sign means "that the things on one side of it have
to be the same as the things on the other side of it" and
were asked to repeat the definition. All children spent a
total of one minute in the intervention. After the
intervention, children participated in a posttest in which
theyfirstcompleted the problem reconstruction and
equal sign definition measures in random order,
followed by the problem-solving measure.
Coding
Problem Solving Problem-solving strategies were
coded using a system developed by Perry, Church and
Goldin-Meadow (1988). Strategies were assigned based
on children's problem solutions and verbal
explanations.
Problem Reconstruction Each reconstruction was
examined for conceptual enors. Conceptual errors were
errors that reflected inaccurate reconstructions of the
structure of the equation, such as omitting the equal
sign or one of the plus signs. Errors in reconstructing
the particular numbers or order of the numbers were not
counted as conceptual errors (e.g., for the problem 3 + 4
+ 5 = 3 + _ , writing 4 + 3 + 5 = 3 +
). Each
recognition response was scored as correct or incorrect
based on whether children correctly identified the
equivalence problem on the sheet provided.
Equal Sign Deflnition Definitions were coded as
expressing the concept of equivalence or not. N o n e of
the children gave a definition that expressed the concept
of equivalence on the pretest. Children's ratings of each
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of thefictitiousstudent's definitions of the equal sign
were coded. T w o points were given for "very smart"
ratings, one point was given for "kind of smart" ratings,
and zero points were given for "not so smart" ratings.
The sum of the ratings for the two defmitions "the total"
and "the answer to the problem" were subtracted from
the sum of the ratings for the two definitions "two
amounts are the same" and "something is equal to
another thing" to yield a difference score. A positive
difference score indicates that defmitions expressing the
concept of equivalence were rated as smarter than
defmitions such as "the answer" and "the total."
Typical Addition Schema Children were categorized
according to whether they exhibited the typical addition
schema on the pretest measures. They were coded as
exhibiting the schema on the problem-solving measure
if they (1) used the "add-all-the-numbers" strategy on at
least two of three equivalence problems (as shown in
Table 1) and (2) gave that strategy an average certainty
rating greater than four (on the 7-point scale). Recall
that ratings of less than four indicate children think
their strategy is incorrect. Children w h o use the add-allthe-numbers strategy but rate it as incorrect are likely
using the strategy because they cannot c o m e up with
any alternatives (see Siegler, 1983), rather than because
they are operating according to a strong schema per se.
Children were coded as exhibiting the schema on the
problem reconstruction measure if they showed
evidence of converting at least two problems to typical
addition problems (either on the reconstruction task or
on the recognition task, as shown in Table 1).
Children were coded as exhibiting the schema on the
equal sign definition measure if they showed evidence
of thinking that the equal sign means "the siun" or "the
total." Children could show this in one of two ways.
They could express the idea of adding or totaling in the
defmition they provided (as shown in Table 1). Or, they
could rate the definition "the total" as "very smart."
Children were categorized according to the number
of pretest measures (out of three) on which they
exhibited the typical addition schema. Thus, children
were placed into an overall typical addition schema
category of 0, 1, 2, or 3. The number of measures on
which the schema was exhibited was considered to be a
reflection of schema strength.
Table 1 presents examples of schema-based and nonschema-based responses on each measure. Notice that
children's responses are incorrect whether they exhibit
the typical addition schema or not. Moreover, there is
no reason to believe that the thinking of children
without the typical addition schema is "closer to
correct" than is the thinking of children with the
schema. For example, defining the equal sign as "the
answer" is just as incorrect, if not more so, than
defining it as "the total." Thus, outside of the present
framework, there is no reason to expect learning
differences between children w h o do or do not exhibit
the typical addition schema.

Table 1: Example Schema-based (SB) and Non-schema-based (NSB) Responses for the Problem 3 + 4 + 5 = 3 +

SB

NSB

Strategy (Solution || Explanation)
15 II "1 added 3 plus 4 plus 5 plus 3."

Reconstruction
3+ 4+ 5+ 3=.

.

Equal Sign Definition
"Add up all the numbers together."

14II "I added them all up." 3 + 4 + 5 + 3

"The total of the problem."

4 II "4 comes after 3 in the pattern." 3 + 4 + 5 = 3 =

"Put your answer."

24II "3 and 4 and 5, times 2 is 24." 3 + 4 + 5 = + 3.

"It's like where you end the problem."

Results
Manipuladon Check
W e examined pretest to posttest changes in children's
performance on the problem reconstruction and equal
sign definition measures as a check on whether our
interventions provided children with n e w ways of
thinking about the equivalence problems, as they were
designed to do. A 2 (problem reconstruction
intervention or no problem reconstruction intervention)
X 2 (equal sign definition intervention or no equal sign
definition intervention) A N O V A was performed with
pretest to posttest change in number correct on the
reconstruction measure (out of 6) as the dependent
variable. A s expected, the analysis revealed a
significant main effect for problem reconstruction
intervention, F(l, 63) = 4.35. Children w h o received the
problem reconstruction intervention improved their
performance on the reconstruction measure from pretest
to posttest ( M = +1.78, S D = 1.31) more so than did
children w h o did not receive the intervention ( M =
+1.00, S D = 1.65). Neither the main effect for equal
sign definition intervention nor the interaction was
significant (both Fs < 1).
A similar 2 X 2 A N O V A was performed with pretest
to posttest change in difference score on the ratings
portion of the equal sign defmition measure as the
dependent variable. Recall that a positive difference
score indicates that definitions such as "the same as"
and "equal to" were rated as smarter than defmitions
such as "the answer" and "the total." A s expected, the
analysis revealed a significant main effect for equal
sign defmition intervention, F(l, 63) = 25.62. Children
w h o received the equal sign defmition intervention
improved their difference score from pretest to posttest
( M = +1.94, S D = 2.0) more so than did children w h o
did not receive the equal sign defmition intervention ( M
= -.12, S D = 1.23). Neither the main effect for
reconstruction intervention nor the interaction was
significant (F < 1 for both).
The preceding analyses indicate that the interventions
provided n e w information about the equivalence
problems and that children were, in general, able to take
in the presented information in its specific form. The
main question at hand is h o w this n e w information
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affected the w a y children solved the equivalence
problems. The interventions themselves did not predict
pretest to posttest changes in problem solving, x2 (3, N
= 67) = 3.89. This is not surprising given that w e
predicted that children would be differentially affected
by an intervention depending on the strength of their
typical addition schema.
Effects of Addition Schema
Recall that all children solved the problems incorrectly
at pretest. Similarly, only three of the children
responded correctly to all six problems on the
reconstruction measure at pretest, and none of the
children provided an equal sign definition that
expressed the concept of equivalence at pretest. It is
also important to note that children's pretest schema
category (0 to 3) was independent of whether they
participated in the control intervention or in one of the
experimental interventions, x 2 (3, N = 67) = 3.89. Our
main question was whether the strength of the typical
addition schema influenced children's tendency to resist
changes in the w a y they solved the equivalence
problems after an intervention that provided new ways
of thinking about the problems.
Table 2: Number of children in each typical addition
schema category w h o changed or did not change their
problem-solving strategy from pretest to posttest.
Number of Pretest
Measures Reflecting
Addition Schema

Change

N o Change

5 (100%)

0

14 (64%)

8

13 (42%)

18

1 (11%)

8

X2(3,N = 67)=12.88
Children were classified as changing their problemsolving strategy if they solved any of the three, posttest
problems using a different strategy than they used to
solve the pretest problems. Table 2 displays the number

of children w h o changed or did not change (heir
strategy from pretest to posttest in each of the typical
addition schema categories. A s shown in the table,
children w h o exhibited the addition schema on all three
measures were highly unlikely to change their strategy
from pretest to posttest. Again, all children used an
incorrect strategy at pretest, so it was the typical
addition schema in particular that was associated with
change resistance. All of the children w h o did not
exhibit the schema on any of the measures changed
their strategy from pretest to posttest. Such a high
proportion of change is surprising, given that the
intervention lasted only one minute.
Although w e were primarily interested in h o w a
strong schema influences change after an intervention,
w e were also curious about the correcmess of children's
strategies at posttest. Results were similar w h e n
correctaess of posttest strategy was used in the analysis
in place of pretest to posttest strategy change. Children
were classified as having a correct problem-solving
strategy if they solved any of the three, posttest
problems using a correct strategy. For example,
children would be classified as having a correct strategy
for the problem 3 + 4 + 5 = 3 +
if they put the
solution "9" in the blank and said that they added 4 plus
5 to get 9. O f the 9 children w h o exhibited the schema
on all three measures, only 1 (11%) used a correct
strategy on the posttest. O f the 31 w h o exhibited it on
two measures, 10 (32%) used a correct strategy on the
posttest. O f the 22 w h o exhibited it on one measure, 8
(36%) used a correct strategy on the posttest. All 5
(100%) w h o did not exhibit the schema on any of the
measures used a correct strategy on the posttest. The
analysis revealed a significant relationship between the
strength of children's addition schema at pretest and
whether or not they used a correct strategy on the
posttest, x2 (3, N = 67) =11.52.
Discussion
The results of the current study indicate that the
strength of the typical addition schema can interfere
with children's ability to change their w a y of solving
mathematical equivalence problems after an
intervention that provided n e w ways of thinking about
the problems. Moreover, children w h o did not exhibit
the typical addition schema did not merely change their
strategy for solving the problems after an intervention,
but actually changed to using a correct strategy.
These results complement previous work that has
suggested that strong schemata resist change (e.g.,
Allport, 1954; Bruner, 1957; Luchins, 1932;
Schutzwohl, 1998). The present study indicates that
individuals w h o have a strong schema resist changes in
their thinking even after an intervention that supplies
new ways of thinking. This finding m a y provide a
potential avenue for investigation into individual
differences in learning. W h e n a group of students is
presented with a particular instruction, w h y do some
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fail to learn or change, while others succeed? Although
it is only speculation at this point, it m a y be the case
that individuals w h o have difficulty learning n e w ideas
are less flexible and more resistant to change because
they develop strong, inaccurate schemata more readily
than do individuals w h o are precocious learners.
The present study also extends previous research
about schemata by introducing a n e w w a y of
operationalizing schema strength. S o m e accounts have
defined schema-like structures according to wellpracticed action patterns (e.g., Luchins, 1942), while
others have emphasized perceptual (e.g., Guion et al.,
2000) or conceptual (e.g., Hannigan & Reinitz, 2001)
information. In the present study, children exhibited the
typical addition schema in their action procedures (i.e.,
problem-solving strategies), perceptual encodings (i.e.,
problem reconstructions) and conceptual knowledge
(i.e., equal sign definitions). Results provide support for
the notion that the strongest, most change-resistant
schemata are ones in which all three of the knowledge
sources converge on the same idea. Thus, if educators
wish to build strong, accurate schemata in their
students, they should not focus on building up one
aspect of knowledge at the expense of the other two.
The current research has additional implications for
educators. Specifically, findings suggest that a strong
typical addition schema carries a heavy price and m a y
put children at risk for difficulties in later years w h e n
algebraic equations become the focus of mathematics
instruction. Thus, educators m a y want to consider
expanding and varying the context in which they
present the operation of addition and the equal sign so
that children are less likely to form an inaccurate
schema from their experience. M o r e generally, results
suggest that children's existing knowledge can interfere
with the ability to learn n e w information. Thus,
educators should be cautious about what they infer
about children's abilities based on proficiency with
today's topic.
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dependent skills used by each participant for planning
psychological experiments.
We constmcted a virtual psychology laboratory (called
Additionally they proposed that S P L could be used as
VPL) on a computer. V P L simulatestfieprocess of pair
a learning environment for tutoring in experimental
subjects collaboratively solving Wason^ 2-4-6 task,
planning skills (Schunn & Anderson, 2001). However,
which has been traditionally used in the field of the
in SPL, two ad hoc theories were given to the
psychology of discovery science. Participants were
participants; and the participants were required to plan
required to study collaborative problem solving while
experiments that determined which of those two
repeating experiments and hypothesis revisions using
theories was valid. The process of forming theories
VPL. W e conducted three experimental sessions using
(hypotheses) was ignored. Additionally, S P L did not
VPL. As a result, we confinned, across die sessions, the
actually simulate the h u m a n cognitive process, but
improvement in various types of participant'performance,
simply output subjects' performances, using a
such as the organizational construction of experimental
previously installed fimction, as niuneral values of the
design, the degree of correctness of hypotheses the
parameters input by the subjects. The process through
participants formed, and the generality offindingsthey
which the output was obtained was not considered. In
discovered.
the present study, w e construct a more realistic and
1. Introduction
complex experimental environment called V P L (Virtual
It is one of the most important objectives in scientific
Psychology Laboratory). Using V P L , w e let university
research to understand the behavior of complex systems,
undergraduates experience conducting psychological
such as physical, chemical, and biological systems. For experiments that lasted for several hours.
example, psychologists, regarding humans as complex
Schunn and Anderson were mainly interested in h o w
systems, try to identify the factors that determine the
the participants' behavior changed based on their degree
behavior of the systems
(humans) through
of expertise in the research domain concerned. O u r
psychological experiments.
Various types of
interest, on the other hand, is to show changes in the
knowledge are needed to organize psychological
participants' behavior, such as in the formation and
experiments. T h e ability to control experimental
verification process of hypotheses including the stage of
factors, C V S (the Control of Variables Strategy), is experimental planning, as a function of their training.
regarded as one of the most important skills. Klahr et al.
W e are also interested in the effect of V P L as a
have en^irically studied the C V S ability of various
simulated psychology laboratory on the training and the
types of subjects, such as elementary school students,
improvement of learner's experimental behavior.
university undergraduates, and graduates majoring in
psychology, by analyzing the discovery process for
2. Experimental environment
programming grammar to manipulate a toy vehicle
called BigTrak (Klahr, 2000). Moreover, they tried to
2.1 VPL: Virtual Psycliology Laboratory
apply the findings o n C V S ability obtained in their
In V P L , two production systems collaboratively solve a
laboratory studies to a real educational environment
traditional discovery task: Wason's 2-4-6 task (Wason,
(Klahr, 2001).
1960). The mission given to participants was to study
Schunn and Anderson constructed a simulated
factors determining the systems' performance. W e can
psychology laboratory, called S P L , on a computer.
think of the factors determining the performance as, for
Using SPL, they conducted an experiment in which
instance, the degree of difference between the two
university students and professional psychologists
systems' strategies, the interaction between those
participated, and analyzed their abilities for designing
strategies and nature of targets, and the capacities of the
and interpreting experiments (Schunn & Anderson,
systems' working memory.
1999). In their analysis, they discussed the difference
It should be noted that this research theme being used
between the general domain-independent and domainfor V P L is a highly reahstic subject that has been
Abstract
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Figure 1: System's interface.
discussed, through recent decades, by psychologists
smdying human collaborative discovery in laboratory
smdies (Gorman, 1992; Lau^lin, et al., 1997).
Moreover, it is also important to note that the
psychological validity of this simulator has been tested
by our several experiments. The system Is performance
is determined according to an acmal simulation of
solving the task. W e have already confirmed that the
performance of this simulator reflects that of humans
well (Miwa, 2001). Figure 1 shows the interface of
VPL.
The "Controller" manages the starting and ending of
simulations and the appearance of each window. The
participants set up experimental factors in the "Input
Window". The "Simulation Window" presents a real
time process of two prodiiction systems solving the
W a s o n ^ 2-4-6 task. The "Result W i n d o w " shows the
final result of each simulation.
The "Summary
W i n d o w " summarizes the experimental results obtained
by the preceding simulations.
Table 1 shows the experimental factors that the
participants can manipulate. Five of the six factors
(exchiding 'Target") are specified in each of the two
production systems. In the following experiment, the
values of two parameters (# of activated instances and #
of maintained hypotheses) were fixed at "all"; the
participants could manipulate only the other four
parameters. The performance of the simulator is
determined by various factors. The fiindamental nature
of its behavior, such as the existence of interaction
between the generality of the targets and the
hypothesis-testing strategy (Klayman & Ha, 1987) and
a main effect of the working memory capacity (# of
activated instances and # of maintained hypotheses), is
thoroughly consistent with the findings that several
psychologists have reported in real psychological
experiments.
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2.2 Experiment
Participants: Twenty undergraduate students, not
majoring in psychology, participated in the experiment
as a part o f a university class.
B a c k g r o u n d k n o w l e d g e : Prior to the experiment, the
participants learned the experimental procedure o f
W a s o n l s 2-4-6 task, a n d also the research objectives a n d
motivations o f laboratory studies using this kind o f
simple task. In a preliminary class, the participants read
a research paper, w h i c h w a s experimental material
prepared b y the authors. T h e paper indicated the
experimental result w h e n a single subject solved the
task. T h e result s h o w e d that there w a s interaction
b e t w e e n the hypothesis-testing strategy a n d the nature
Table 1: Factors determining the simulator's
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of the targets. The participants took pari in the
experiment after understanding this finding.
Procedure. Three experimental sessions were conducted
at intervals of a week. Each session lasted for one hour
and a half At the end of each session, the participants
were required to report the fmdings they had obtained
from a series of experiments in the session.
The participants' behavior in each experimental
session basically repeated the following procedures.
First,tiieparticipants entered, in the experimental sheet,
(1) the objectives of the experiment they would perform
(what are they investigating?), (2) the prediction of the
experimental result, and (3) the experimental planning
used for controlling e}q)erimental factors (which factors
are focused on and which levels of each factor are
searched?); then they performed the series of
experiments planned in the experimental sheet, by
manipulating the simulator.
After obtaining the
experimental result, they entered (4) the interpretation
of the experimental result. The participants repeated
this series of procedures until the end of the session.
Pre- and Post- tests: Before and after the three
experimental sessions, pre- and post- tests were
conducted to measure the subjects' fundamental ability
to control experimental factors.
3. Experimental results

in the experimental sheet A set o f experiments planned
in a piece of the experimental sheet is regarded as a unit
o f experiments. A l m o s t all experimental planning
(about 9 6 % ) entered in a piece o f the experimental
sheet w a s constructed based o n the factorial experiment
design. So, for example, w h e n p levels and q levels in
each of two factors were searched, a total of p x q
experiments was completely performed according to the
experimental planning.
W e excluded, from the
following analysis, units of experiments ( 4 % ) which
violated this factorial experiment design.
W e regard this set of ejqjeriments planned in a piece
of the experimental sheet as the most basic chunk. W e
call this basic chunk a "Unit". T h e participants
combine multiple Units to construct a higher chunk.
W e propose the following two types of chunking. Type
A and Type B, as methods for constructing a hi^er
chunk.
See Figure 3 in which a Unit is constructed by the set
of experiments where s o m e levels of Factor n and
Factor m are searched. T h e first type of chunking is
Type A (Figure 3(a)) where the searcher shifts a
searching level of Factor k one by one, while
maintaining the search of Factor n and Factor m . T h e
set of these experiments can be grouped as a chunk of
experiments in which three factors. Factor n. Factor m ,
and Factor k, are simultaneously controlled. T h e
important point is that factors other than the controlled

3.1 Chunking behavior
W e defme a set of organized ejqieriments as a chunk.
Thus, w e think of a more sophisticated construction of
experimental planning as a process of constructing
higher chunks (Miwa, 2000).
The participants conducted their experiments by
searching the e)q)erimental space as depicted in Figure
2. A s mentioned before, two factors, # of activated
instances and # of maintained hypotheses, were fixed at
the value "all". The participants manipulated the
simulator and obtained experimental results after filling
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Figure 3: Two types of chunking behavior.

Figure 2: T h e experimental space searched by Ss.
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three factors are fixed at an identical level.
The second type of chunking, Type B (Figure 3(b)),
occurs w h e n it is impossible that all levels involved in
the focused factors, such as Factor n and Factor m , can
be searched at the same time; the search is divided into
multiple Units. In this case, the set of multiple Units
can also be seen as a chunk. The point is that factors
other than Factor m and n are fixed.
B y using these two types of chunking, bigger chunks
can be constructed fh>m multiple basic Units. W e call
these higher chunks "Blocks". Here w e define the
compression ratio of chunking based on the number of
individual experiments constructing a single Block. For
example, in Figure 3 (a), one Block is constructed from
48 experiments [= 6 (Factor n) x 4 (Factor m ) x 2
(Factor k)]; so the compression ratio of chunking is
0.021 (- 1/48). O n the other hand, in Figure 3(b), as 30
experiments ( = 6 x 4 + 3 x 2 ) construct a Block, the
compr«sion ratio of chunking is 0.033 (= 1/30). The
smaller ratio of chunking means that the participants are
able to construct a bigger chimk in their experimental
behavior. Consequently, the compression ratio of
chunking reflects the degree of participants'
organizational experimental behavior.
Figure 4 shows, for each of the three experimental
sessions, the average compression ratio of chunking of
the 16 out of 20 participants, w h o participated in all of
the three experimental sessions. (Similarly analyses of
these 16 subjects'results are shown in sections 3.2, 3.3,
and 3.4.) A s the experimental sessions proceeded, the
compression ratio of chunking decreased. A s a result of
A N O V A , a main effect of the experimental sessions
was significance (p < .01). This result confirms that the
participants learned to construct bigger chunks, i.e.,
exhibited more organizational behavior, through
repeating experimental activities.
3.2 Controlled factors
W e can also confimi the process of constructing bigger
chunks by analyzing the transition of the number of
controlled factors by die participants across the three

experimental sessions. Figure 5 shows the average
ratios of the number of Blocks, in which one, two, and
three or more factors were controlled, to the number of
all Blocks. A s the experimental sessions proceeded, the
ratio of Blocks manipulating more than three factors
increased, whereas the ratio of Blocks manipulating one
factor decreased. A s a resuh of A N O V A , thae was
interaction between the experimental sessions and the
number of controlled factors (p < .05). A simple main
effect of the experimental sessions at each of the two
single levels, one and more than three, in the number of
controlled factors was significance (p < .OS and p < .01
respectively).
The result above shows that the
participants learned, during the progress of the
experimental sessions, to conduct experiments in which
a greater number of various factors were manipulated.
3.3 Hypotheses
W e also focused on the hypotheses formed by the
participants.
The participants entered their prediction of the
experimental results in the experimental sheet before
executing a series of experiments. At that time, they
also estimated the degree of confidence in the
prediction on a 1 to 5 scale. Additionally, after
executing the experiments with the simulator, they
entered their interpretation of the experimental results.
At that time, they also estimated the degree of
correctness oftiieirprediction on a 1 to 5 scale.
Figure 6 shows the average degree of confidence
estimated before executing experiments and the average
degree of correctness estimated after the experiments.
The figure indicates that the degree of correctness was
improved from the first to third sessions while the
degree of confidence was almost constant A s a result
of A N O V A , there was interaction between the
experimental sessions and the two kinds of participants'
estimation (the degree of confidence and correctness) (p
< 0.01). A simple main effect of the experimental
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Figure 6: Transition of the degree
confidence/correctness of hypotheses.

Third

Experimental sessions
Figure 7: Transition of the number of
specific/general findings.

of

sessions at the degree of correctness revealed
significance (p < 0.05) wiiereas an effect at the degree
of confidence did not.
The degree of correctness reflects the objective
vahdity of the participants' hypotheses whereas the
degree of confidence reflects the participants' subjective
estimation of the probabihty of their hypotheses. The
invariant of the degree of confidence implies that the
change in the con^lexity of the participants' hypotheses
was not so marked between the former and latter parts
of the experimental sessions. O n the other hand, the
improvement in the degree of correctness confirms that
the participants learned to form more accurate
hypotheses during the progress of their experiments
even though the complexity of the hypotheses was
almost constant.

effective ", is an example of a specific finding because
this conclusion mentions a restricted finding for a
specific case: target #27.
Figure 7 shows the average number of specific and
general different findings in the first and third
experimental sessions. The figure shows that the
number of general findings increased across the
sessions wliile the number of specific findings
decreased.
A s a result of A N O V A , there was
interaction between the experimental sessions and the
nature of findings (specific and general) (p < 0.01).
Simple main effects of the experimental sessions at
both levels of specific and general in the nature of
findings revealed significance (p < .01 and p < .05
respectively). This confirms that the participants
gradually came to discover general findings during the
progress of the experimental sessions.

3.4 Findings
Next w e m o v e to an analysis of the findings that the
participants discovered. A s mentioned before, the
participants were required to report their findings at the
end of each experimental session.
W e categorize the findings from the viewpoint of
their generahty.
W e define participants' general
conclusions mentioning the relation between an
experimental factor (or factors) and the system's
performance as general findings. For example, the
conclusion, "positive testing is effective in finding the
specific targets whereas negative testing is effective in
fmding the general targets", is an example of a general
fmding because the participants mention the relation
between the two factors, the nature of targets and the
hypodiesis-testing strategies, and the system's
performance. O n the other hand, w e define restricted
conclusions mentioning a factor (or factors)
determining the system's performance only in a specific
situation as specific findings. For example, the
conclusion, "in terms of target #27, negative testing is
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3.5 Improvement from Pre test to Post test
Lastly, w e discuss whether the participants learned
general procedural knowledge on experimental
planning by analyzing the pre- and post- tests that were
carried out before and after all of the experimental
sessions.
In the pretest, the participants were required to plan an
experiment that identified the factors (temperature
and/or humidity) responsible for the growth of bacteria.
In the posttest, an isomorph of the problem in the
pretest was used where the participants were required to
identify the factors causing the growth of plankton.
The participants' solutions in each test were categorized
into two types: (1) for identifying the factors
determining the growth of bacteria or plankton, first
varying one factor while fixing the other factor then
manipulating that other factor (that is, first varying
humidity while fixing temperature then varying
ten^erature while fixing humidity); and (2)
simultaneously controlling both two factors. W e call

Combiiuhonil
one tictor
1 wo ftcton

Figure 8: T h e comparison of experimental
planning in the pretest and the posttest.
the former planning a "combined one factor
experiment", and the latter a "two factors experiment".
T h e latter planning is m o r e sophisticated because it can
detect interaction between the t w o factors, but the
fonner cannot Figure 8 shows the comparison of the
solutions o f 19 participants in the pretest and in the
posttest O n e of the 2 0 participants w a s excluded from
A e analysis because the subject indicated a confusing
answer. Fisher^ exact analysis supported a tendency in
the increase of the t w o factors experiment in the
posttest compared to in the pretest (p < . 1).
T h e above result confirms that s o m e of the
participants successfully acquired general procedural
knowledge o n conducting appropriate experimental
planning fiuvugh repeatedly performing experiments
using V P L .
4. Discussions and conclusions
In this experiment, the participants were not given any
instruction from a tutor. The participants experienced
the three experimental sessions receiving the feedback
from the simulator while repeatedly performing their
experiments by Aemselves without any instruction
from others. However, the various types of participants'
performance, such as organizational designing of
experiments, the degree of correctness of formed
hypotheses, and the generality of findings, were
remarkably improved. This imphes that this kind of
exercise using a simulated research environment, such
as V P L , could be effective for providing tutoring in
psychological activities to students w h o begin to leam
experimental psychology.
W e understand that it was still not clear that these
improvements were brought about by the learning of
general experimental skills such as C V S or simply by
tiie increase of information on the problem space
searched during the progress of the experiments.
However, w e believe that the improvement of the
scores from the pretest to the posttest confirms that
some of the participants had learned something related
to general skills on experimental planning because the
contents of those tests were independent from those
dealt witfi in the exercise using V P L . At any rate, the
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experimental results support the possibility of achieving
"learning by doing" without instructions through this
sort of relatively short-term exercise by using a VPLlike learning environment (Anzai, 1979).
In our future work, w e will examine the usage of V P L
as an experimental microworld. W e could clarify, for
instance, the difference between Novices' and Experts'
experimental processes and the effects of background
knowledge on the processes. W e will also further
discuss on the possibility of using V P L as a tutoring
system. For example, it might be possible to activate
the participants' learning process by giving informative
feedback to learners based on the idea of constructing
higher chunks.
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Abstract

has its o w n truth-value (white star; blue circle).
Additionally, the statement as a whole is only true if bofli
Evaluating complex propositions requires evaluating truth- single propositioits are true, thus there is only one of the
values and assigning modal operators. Previous research
four possible resulting combinations that results in an
suggested that evaluating truth-values may be the key to
assignment of "true" for the entire statement.
assigning modal operators. This study placed 111 third and
Assigning modal operators is determining w h e n a
fifth grade children in one of three training conditions: no
statement is possible or necessary (Johnson-Laird, 1983).
training, training truth-value assignment, and training truthLike the assignment of truth-values, the assignment of
value and modal operator assignment. The results indicate
modal operators differs in complexity depending on the
that truth-value assignment training is sufficient to
nature of the task. Modal operators can be assigned on
significantly inq>rove children's evaluations of complex
statements such as " A brother is a boy" in which b y
propositions.
definition the statement is necessarily true (Miller, Custer,
Reasoning with complex propositions (statements using
& Nassau, 2000). In this task the assigmnent is based on
A N D , O R , N O T , IF) forms the basis of m u c h higher-order
purely semantic factors. A more difficult task is assigning
thinking. There are three reasoning classes associated with
modal operators for complex propositions such as
processing propositions: evaluating a proposition as true or
contradictions and tautologies. T o determine that a
false (truth-values), evaluating whether a conclusion follows
tautology is always true (possible) and that a contradiction is
from the premises (validity), and judgments about
always false (impossible) requires evaluating the semantics
possibility and necessity (modal operators). While m u c h
and syntax of the statement. That is, one must consider the
research has focused on judgments about validity (for a
truth-value of the connective and whether the semantic
recent review see Markovits & Barrouillet, 2002), w e will
elements match any of the possible truth-values. Thus, a
focus on a less-researched area: evaluating truth-values and
contradiction will always be false because one of the two
assigning modal operators.
propositions will always be false and an A N D statement
The assignment of truth-values entails determining the
requires both elements to be true for the entire statement to
truth or falsity of a statement (Johnson-Laird, 1983). T h e be true.
complexity of assigning truth-values depends on the number
of elements being evaluated (i.e., h o w m a n y items need to Development of Truth-values and Modal Operators
be evaluated) and the number of states under evaluation (the
number of combinations and their associated truth-values).
Very little attention has been given to how children
T o better illustrate this point w e will provide examples of
coordinate assigning truth-values and assigning modal
two representative tasks. T h e fu^t is sentence verification.
operators. That is, are these processes related and if so,
In a sentence verification task, subjects typically are given a
h o w ? Perhaps gains on one phase do not correspond to gains
simple proposition (e.g., the star is white) to evaluate either
on the other, thus w e will call this possibility the separate
with their existing knowledge or with some reference
phase hypothesis. M u c h previous research on either process
materials (e.g., picture of a white star). There are two
has focused on a single process without examining the other
possible values for each proposition: true or false. Because
typically reporting performance in one without respect to
there is only one element under consideration, the
changes in the other (Rufftnan, 1998; Braine & Rumain,
evaluation is based on semantic properties (Roberts, W o o d ,
1981; Osherson & M a r k m a n , 1976; Paris, 1974). Thus,
& Gihnore 1994). T h e second type of task, evaluating
perhaps the two are not related.
complex propositions such as conjunctions and disjunctions,
The only theoretical position that has examined both
is more complicated than sentence verification because it processes, mental logic, states that the two processes are
requires the evaluation of two elements and four possible
part of a single inferential schema that is acquired with
states. For example, w h e n evaluating a conjunction (e.g., the language (Braine & O'Brien, 1997). O n c e activated, these
star is white and the circle is blue), each single proposition
schemas fire a series of inferential rules that produce a
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correct conclusion for all types of inferences (truth-values
and modal operators). Thus this position suggests that
children should either err on assigning truth-values or modal
operators or produce correct evaluations for both, but there
should be no inconsistency. W e will call this approach the
compiled phase hypothesis. Previous research demonstrates
differences in young children's ability to assign truth-values
and modal operators (Morris & Sloutsky, 2002; Miller,
Custer, & Nassau, 2000; Braine & Rumain, 1981; Osherson
& M a r k m a n , 1976), however, most of this research did not
look at the consistency of responses within individual
children. T w o studies that examined within-participant
consistency (Morris & Sloutsky, 2002; Morris & Klahr, in
review) found large differences in children's performance
specifically, that children produced correct responses on
assigning truth-values before modal operators. These
differences m a y suggest that such coordination in these
types of inferences m a y occur late in development (see
Morris & Sloutsky, 2002, for a discussion).
It is also possible diat the two types of inferences are
related and that knowledge about one is related to the
development of the other. W e will call this the dependent
phase hypothesis. Morris & Sloutsky (2002) and Morris and
KJahr (in review) examined children's assignment of truthvalues and modal o{>erators and observed that m a n y children
erred on one while giving correct responses on the other,
providing evidence against the compiled phase hypothesis.
Further, in each case, children w h o correctly assigned modal
operators also assigned correct truth-values while the
converse w a s not true suggesting that the ability to assign
correct truth-values preceded the ability to assign correct
modal operators. T h e dependent phase hypothesis suggests
that children must first leam to assign correct truth-values
before they can assign modal operators because the
mappings that allow truth-value provide sufficient
information to infer modal operators.
T h e present study was designed to compare the three
approaches and to test the dependent-phase hypotheses. A
training study was conducted in which children were given
instruction on assigning truth-values and modal operators.
Children were randomly assigned to one of three conditions.
T h e first instructional condition ("mapping") provided
explicit instruction on evidence evaluation only. T h e second
instructional condition ("necessity") gave children explicit
instruction on evidence evaluation and evidence requests.
The third condition ("control") gave children no instruction.
O u r first prediction is that mere exposure to logical
statements is insufficient to improve performance on any
processing phase. If all conditions show equal improvement
on flie post-test, then this supports the compiled phase
hypothesis because learning w a s not required, only
familiarity with the type of problem. T h e second prediction
is that training is necessary for improvements in
performance. If the mapping and necessity conditions show
significant improvement from pre- to post-test and
children's performance in these conditions are significantly
better than the performance of children in the control
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condition, this provides evidence against the compiled phase
hypothesis (because training was required to improve
performance) and supports the separate and related phases
hypotheses. T h e third prediction is that improvement is
specific to the phases on which training has been given. If
children in the mapping and necessity condition are not be
significantly different in their post-test performance levels
then this supports the dependent phase hypothesis, however,
if the mapping and necessity conditions are different on the
post-test, then this supports the separate phase hypothesis.

Method
Participants
The participants were 111 children: 60 third (mean age
8,8; 29 boys, 31 giris) and 51fifth(mean age 10,8; 25 boys,
26 girls) graders enrolled in two public or two private
schools located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Participants
were chosen on the basis of returning a parental consent
form. Third andfifthgrade children were selected because
cross-sectional studies (e.g., Morris & Sloutsky, 2002) have
demonstrated significant improvements in logical reasoning
between these ages. Children in each grade were randomly
assigned to one of the three conditions.
Design
W e used a 3 (condition) x 2 (grade) x 4 (session) design
with session as within-participants measure. The three
conditions (control, mapping, necessity) differed in the
amount of explicit instruction on h o w to evaluate different
types of logical statements. The control group was given a
series of 12 problems formally identical to those in the
pretest in both training sessions without any instruction.
Children in the mapping condition were given explicit
instruction about rules used to evaluate evidence in logical
statements. Children in the necessity condition were given
the same evaluation rules as those in the mapping condition
and were given explicit instruction about when evidence
w a s necessary and unnecessary.
Each child participated in four sessions: a pre-test,
training 1, training 2, and a post-test. In the pre-test,
children were asked to evaluate the truth-status of a series of
16 statements. In the second and third sessions children
were given one of the three training conditions. In the fourth
session each child was given a post-test formally identical to
the pre-test.
Procedure
The procedure w a s divided into four sessions over four
days: (1) D a y 1- Pre-test, (2) D a y 2- Training 1, (3) Day 3Training 2, (4) D a y 4- Post-test. Each session was separated
by approximately one week ( M = 8.2 days). Each child was
interviewed individually in a quiet location in his or her
school. The interviewer recorded each child's responses for
all four sessions.

Session 1- Pre-test
All instructions for the experimental segment were read to
each participant and repeated if requested. The pre-test
consistent of 4 warm-up statements and 16 actual
statements. T w o cards were placed infrontof each child: a
statement card (face up) and an evidence card (face down).
The order of presentation of statement and evidence pairs
was counterbalanced across participants. Each child was
presented a total of 16 statements corresponding to 4 of each
of the following types: conjunctions, disjunctions,
tautologies, and contradictions. The child then read the
statement card aloud. After the child read the statement,
Question phase 1 (a priori evaluation) was then asked ("Is
the sentence true, not true, or can't you tell?"). After the
answer was recorded. Question phase 2 was asked (evidence
request: " D o you need to see the picture to find out?"). If
evidence was requested, the evidence card w a s turned over
(all were pictures) and placed in front of the participant.
Question phase 3 was then asked (evidence evaluation) in
which the child was asked to evaluate the initial statement
using the evidence requested ("Now that you have seen the
picture, was the sentence true, not true, or can't you tell?";
Asked only if evidence was requested). The task took
^proximately 15 minutes.
Session 2- Training 1
Control Condition. The procedure used in the control
condition was identical to the procedure used in the pre-test.
Children in the control condition were given a set of 12
statements structurally identical to those in die pre-test but
with altered content. A s in the pre-test children were asked
up to three questions for each statement corresponding to
the three processing phases. Children were given no
feedback or instructions after their responses. This
procedure lasted 10 minutes.
Training Warm-up Segment. Note the training warm-up
was used only with the mapping and necessity conditions.
The training warm-up segment was a brief session in which
children were given basic rules for evaluating evidence with
the connectives A N D or O R . The training consisted of three
parts: (1) explanation of sentence parts, (2) explanation of
evaluation rules, and (3) rule use/feedback. Children were
first given an explanation of the "parts" of each sentence in
the task. Each sentence was divided into two parts (clauses
separated by the connective) and an "important word" (the
logical connective). Children were told that the important
word indicated which rule was used to evaluate each type of
statement.
Children were then asked to demonstrate the parts and
important words on a n e w sentence with feedback provided
for errors. Next, children were given brief instruction on
h o w to evaluate evidence with each type of important word.
Children were given simple rules for each connective.
Children were told that the evidence had to match both parts
for an A N D sentence to be true, otherwise it is false.
Children were told that evidence had to match only one part
of the statement for an O R to be true otherwise the
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statement is false. The decision to explain an O R as an
exclusive O R was m a d e to m a k e a clean conceptual
distinction between O R and A N D .
Once the rules for important words were explained,
children were given a statement and a series of evidence
cards, presented one at a time, and asked to identify the
parts and important word then to evaluate the statement as a
whole. In total, two statements (1 O R , 1 A N D ) and four
evidence cards (1 true, 1 false for each statement type) were
given over the training warm-up. Feedback was provided for
incorrect responses giving the correct answer and reexplaining the evaluation rule. This procedure took 5
minutes. The warm-up was only given before Training 1.
Mapping Condition. The mapping condition provided
explicit instruction about evaluating evidence with
statements. Each child w a s given four statements (one of
each type) and three different pieces of evidence for each
statement. The mapping condition provided instruction for
each statement in three stages over which the scaffolding
provided by the interviewer w a s gradually reduced: (1)
explicit instruction, interviewer-led solution, (2) probe
questions, scaffolded solution and (3) probe questions,
child-led solution.
In thefirststage of the instruction, the interviewer placed
a statement card on the table and asked the child to evaluate
the statement as true, not true, or can't tell. The interviewer
then placed thefirstevidence card on the table and asked the
child to evaluate the statement based on the evidence card.
The interviewer then provided explicit instruction about the
parts and important words of each statement and the correct
conclusion regardless of the child's response. The second
evidence card was then placed on the ts^le beside the first
evidence card. The interviewer asked the child to repeat the
rule for the important word, match evidence to each part of
the sentence, and then to evaluate the sentence as a whole. If
any evaluation was incorrect, children were given
immediate feedback. The third evidence card w a s placed on
the table beside thefirsttwo cards. The interviewer then
asked the child evaluate each part of the sentence and
evaluate the sentence as a whole. Feedback was provided
only if the child answered incorrectly. This procedure w a s
repeated for each statement type and took approximately 10
minutes per child.
Necessity Condition. The procedure in the necessity
condition was identical to the mapping condition with the
addition of two probe segments after evaluating the second
and third evidence cards. After the second evidence card,
the two evidence cards (and the truth-values associated with
them) were reviewed to determine if their contents changed
the truth-values of the statement as a whole. After the third
evidence card, all cards were reviewed. The child was then
asked whether the evidence changed the statement's truthvalue. If the evidence was necessary, then the child was told
that it was necessary tofirstsee evidence before evaluating
"this type " of statement. If evidence w a s unnecessary, then

the child was told that no evidence would change the truthvalue of "^ihis type" of statement because, for example, the
two clauses in a contradiction can never match the same
evidence (in this case the same picture).

Aggregated analyses

Question Phase 1: A Priori Evaluations (AP). For all a
priori evaluation phases, possible responses were "true,"
"not true," or "can't tell." Correct responses were coded as
Session 3: Training 2
follows: contradictions- not true; tautologies-true;
The training 2 was identical to that used in Training 1.
conjunctions and disjunctions-can't tell. Correct responses
were scored as 1 while incorrect responses were coded as 0.
T o determine the effectiveness of training on the number
Session 4: Post-test
The post-test procedure was identical to the pre-test.
of correct a priori evaluations, a 3 (condition) x 2 (age) x 2
(pre-test vs. post-test) A N O V A was performed with session
as a within-subjects variable. The analysis reveals a main
Materials
effect for condition, F (2, 110) - 6.1,p <.003, and age F(l,
Pre- and Post-Test Materials. Pre- and post-test materials 110) = 8.9, p <.003 and no interaction between condition
were logically identical but had slightly different content.
and age F (2, 110) = .42, p >.65. Children in the mapping
Each session required the evaluation of four statement
and necessity conditions gave significantly more correct
responses in the post-test than in the pre-test. The
types:
tautology,
contradiction,
disjunction,
and
conjunction. Each child saw four instances of each
performance of children in the control condition did not
statement type. The materials consisted of 16 unlined 3 x 9"
differ significantly from pre-to post-test. Fifth graders gave
cards with one sUtement and 16 3 x 5" cards with a
significandy more correct requests in the post-test than third
corresponding piece of evidence. A n additional six cards (3
graders.
statement, 3 evidence) were used as materials for the warmup items.
Question Phase 2: Evidence Requests (ER). For the
evidence request phase, possible responses were "yes" or
"no." Correct responses were coded as follows:
Control Condition.Two sets of materials (one for each
training session) were created for the control condition.
contradictions-and
tautologies-No; conjunctions and
Each set contained 12 statements (3 of each type) printed on
disjunctions-Yes. Correct responses were scored as 1 while
3 X 9" cards and 12 3 x 5" evidence cards. Each set also
incorrect responses were coded as 0.
T o determine the effectiveness of training on the number
included three statement cards and three evidence cards for
of correct evidence requests, a 3 (condition) x 2 (age) s 2
the warm-up segment.
(pre-test vs. post-test) A N O V A was performed with session
as a within-subjects variable. The analysis reveals a main
Training Warm-up Condition. The training warm-up (for
effect for condition, F (2, 110) = 3.9, p <.01, and age F (1,
mapping and necessity conditions only) included two
statement cards used to demonstrate the parts of the
110) = 10.6, p <.001 and no interaction between condition
sentence, plus two statement cards and four evidence cards
and age F (2, 110) = .42, p >.65. Children in the mapping
and necessity conditions gave significandy more correct
for articulating the A N D and O R rules.
responses in the post-test than in the pre-test. The
performance of children in the control condition did not
Mapping and Necessity Conditions. The mapping
differ significantly from pre-to post-test. Fifth graders gave
condition required two sets of materials, one for each
significantly more correct requests in the post-test than tfiird
training session. Each set of materials included four
graders.
statement cards (one of each statement type) and twelve
evidence cards, three evidence cards corresponding to each
Question Phase 3: Evidence Evaluations (EE). For the
statement card.
evidence evaluation phase, possible responses were "true,"
"not true," or "can't tell." Correct responses were coded as
Results
follows:
contradictions-not
true;
tautologies-true;
conjunctions (2 true, 2 false) and disjunctions (2 true, 2
The results will be presented in two sections: (1)
false). Correct responses were scored as 1 and incorrect
aggregated analyses of the effects of training across each
processing phase separately and (2) individual strategy
responses were coded as 0.
T o determine the effectiveness of training on the number
analyses comparing changes in the consistency of response
patterns across processing phases. Thefirstset of analyses
of correct evidence evaluations, a 3 (condition) x 2 (age) x 2
will separately examines training effects on a priori
(pre-test vs. post-test) A N O V A was performed with session
evaluations, evidence requests, and evidence evaluations.
as a within-subjects variable. The analysis reveals a main
The second analysis examines changes in inter-phase
effect for condition, F (2, 110) = 20.8, p <.001, and age F
(1, 110) = 9.2,p <.003 and no interaction between condition
consistency before and after training.
and age F (2, 110) = .25, p >.77. Children in the mapping
and necessity conditions gave significantly more correct
responses in the post-test than in the pre-test while children
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in the control condition did not differ significantly from prcto post-test. A s in previous conditions,fifthgraders gave
significantly more correct requests in the post-test than third
graders.
The aggregated analysis denionstrated that experience
with statements was not sufficient to improve performance,
at least not in the limited exposure provided during the
training period. Training effectively improved performance
for children in the mapping and necessity conditions. The
next series of analyses wdll examine the structure of change.

processing phases) as either consistently correct (consistent,
correct responses on all phases) or mixed (inconsistent on
one or more phases). The results are displayed in Table 3.
Children in both training conditions produced significantly
more consistent correct responses than children in the
control condition, third graders x 2 (2, 4.2, p <.03), fifth
gradersx2(2, 15.1,p<.001).
Table 3- Percentage of Children Giving Consistent Correct
Responses by Grade and Condition

5 th

3""
Individual Analysis

Condition

The individual analysis examined the consistency of a
child's correct response patterns within each processing
phase and across all processing phases. For example,
although the aggregated data demonstrates thatfifthgraders
generally outperformed third graders, these data do not
indicate the extent to which an individual fifth grader
produced correct answers for the evidence request phase or
for all question phases. W e considered a pattern in which
7 5 % of responses were correct as consistently correct. A
pattern below 7 5 % was considered inconsistent. Tables 1
and 2 display the number of children coded as consistently
producing correct responses for each processing phase in the
pre- and post-tests.
Table 1- Percentage of Third Grade Children Giving
Consistent. Correct Responses Within Each Processing
Phase by Condition

ER
EE
Condition
AP
0(10)
0(19)
Control
19(19)
5(85)
8(40)
5(30)
Mapping
5(37)
Necessity
11(79)
5(63)
Note. Posttest scores are presented in parentheses.
Table 2- Percentage of Fifth Grade Children Giving
Consistent Correct Responses Within Each Processing
Phase by Condition

AP
EE
Condition
ER
10(14)
14(10)
Control
19(29)
10 (60) 25 (80)
15 (59)
Mapping
26 (62) 37 (79) 26 (95)
Necessity
Note. Posttest scores are presented in parentheses.
There was a significant difference between the number of
consistent, correct responses in pretests and in the post-tests
for third and fifth graders. Third graders produced
significantly more consistent evidence evaluations x 2 (2,
40.8, p <.001) in the post-test than the pre-test. Fifth graders
produced significantly more evidence requests x 2 (2, 10.5, p
<.003) and significantly more consistent evidence
evaluations x 2 (2, 14.5, p <.001) in the post-test than the
pre-test.
These data were used to code the child's overall response
pattern (i.e., consistency measure on each of the three
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Control
Mapping
Necessity

Pre
0
0
0

Post

9.5
20
37

Pre
13
0
11

Post

13
59
61

Discussion
The results support the dependent phase hypothesis in
which changes in performance are due to gains on
knowledge of assigning truth-values, which then lead to
improvements in assigning modal operators. W e tested three
predictions with a training study in which children were
given varying levels of instmction. These data indicate that
(1) contra the compiled phase hypothesis, a small amount of
experience with logical statements is not effective for
improving performance. Exposure to the control condition
was not related to increases in performance. Training w a s
related to significant increases in performance. Specifically,
(2) both training conditions were effective in improving
performance but (3) training on assigning truth-values was
sufficient to produce consistent, correct responses at levels
roughly equal to those of the necessity condition (in which
both truth-values and modal operators were trained).
Morris and Klahr (in review) examined the order in which
children m a k e consistent correct responses on each
processing phase. In all cases, correct evidence evaluation
always preceded correct evidence requests and a priori
evaluations. The authors suggested that correctly evaluating
evidence provided sufficient knowledge from which
children could make further inferences about problem
classes.
The results can be explained by extending mental models
theory. In Mental Models theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983), for
each problem, models are created and searched for possible
solutions. Thus, to derive a valid conclusion, a set of tokens
is created and searched for possible and impossible solution
states. This constitutes a solution for a single instance. A s
currently formulated. Mental Models makes no provisions
for within-subject change in processing due to learning (e.g.,
a child's performance on trial 100 should be different than
their performance on trial 1). The dependent phase
hypothesis suggests that this type of change should be
demonstrated by improvements on each phase and in the
structure of change between processing phases. A s currently
formulated, mental models suggests that developmental

change is a function of increases in working memory.
Although this is likely important, such a factor would not
explain improvement derived from experience.
W e suggest two possible mechanisms that may facilitate
changes in performance; discrimination and compilation.
After seeing a sufficient number of instances, a reasoner
should form expectations about a class of similar types (e.g.,
determinate statements). In this way, a reasoner does not
approach each instance as a new problem type. Rather,
increased reasoning efficiency results from (1) eliminating
redundant or unnecessary steps (Crowley, Shrager, &
Siegler, 1997) and (2) making additional inferences about
the class of similar problem types (Eisenstadt & Simon,
1997; Morris & KJahr, in review). For example, when
reasoning about two propositional classes: indeterminate
and determinate formal types, children initially confuse the
two, treating both as indeterminate (Fay & Klahr, 1996;
Morris & Sloutsky, 2002). B y sixth grade, children begin to
distinguish the two forms, but often fail to correctly
determine when evidence is necessary and when
unnecessary (Morris & Sloutsky, 2002).
O nfirstexposure to a formal type, a reasoner m a y make
errors at all phases. In evaluating a contradiction, for
example, a reasoner m a y assert that they cannot assign a
truth-value to the statement a priori, m a y request evidence
and then fail to evaluate this evidence correctly. Once
evidence is correctly evaluated and after several correct
conclusions have been drawn, our hypothetical reasoner
m a y then be able to infer that no evidence will change the
tiuth-value of this particular statement. Once this inference
is drawn, the reasoner m a y then also assert that the
statement is false a priori. The processes described m a y
illustrate (1) compilation, or eliminating a redundant
processing step (evidence request), and (2) discrimination,
or creating a new conceptual category for "statements that
do not require evidence." Once this inference is made about
one statement, the reasoner m a y generalize this to other
propositions of this type; a statement of the form (A & ~ A )
is false.
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some D A?). There is no evidence that logical reasoning
occupies a particular region of the brain (cite), that it is a
coherent process distinct from the rest of cognition
(Johnson-Laird, 1999), or that it involves the same cognitive
processes across different tasks. Moreover, cognitive
psychology has identified a variety of general cognitive
processes that are used to solve a wide variety of tasks (e.g.,
analogy, retrieval, guessing). Thus, it should not be
controversial to suggest a multiple strategy approach- that
several, general processes might be used to solve logical
reasoning
problenns in at least some situations, even if there
Overview
are special logical reasoning processes.
W e propose an alternative to the unified approach in
The study of logical reasoning has typically proceeded as
which a series of simple strategies may be used rather than a
follows: researchers (1) discover a response pattern that is
single complex theory. Thus, w e propose a new framework
either unexplained or provides evidence against an
for explaining logical reasoning performance by
established ^eory, (2) create a model that explains this
incorporating simplified versions of existing approaches as
response pattern, then (3) expand this model to include a
possible strategies for solving logic problems. W e list a
larger range of reasoning situations. For example,
variety of alternatives that seem highly likely to be used in
researchers typically investigate a specific type of reasoning
at least some logical reasoning situations. It is not crucial to
(e.g., deduction) using a particular variant on an
the argument here that all strategies are actually used. W e
experimental task (e.g., the Wason selection task). The
will propose conditions under which various strategies m a y
experiments uncover a specific reasoning pattern, for
be used, thus proposing a framework through which
example, that people tend to match terms between the
strategies can be distinguished theoretically and empirically.
premises and conclusions rather than derive valid
The multiple strategy approach has been suggested in the
conclusions (Evans, 1972). Once a reasonable explanation is
domains of judgment and decision-making (see Bettman,
provided for this response pattern, researchers typically
Johnson, Luce, & Payne, 1993, and Todd & Gigeranzer,
attempt to expand this explanation to encompass related
1999). Like the logical strategy model, these approaches
phenomena, such as, the role of 'bias' in other reasoning
suggest competition between various strategies in which
situations such as weather forecasting (Evans, 1989).
selection is accomplished, in part, from an evaluation of
Eventually, this explanation may be used to explain all
effort-accuracy tradeoffs. However, the logical strategy
performance on an entire class of reasoning phenomena
model differs from these approaches in their function and
(e.g. deduction) regardless of task, experience, or age. W e
goals: (a) the flmction of the L S M is the creation and
term this the unified approach.
evaluation of knowledge (inference) rather than selection
Unified approaches have traditionally suggested that
and evaluation of knowledge for decision making
logical reasoning is either rule-based (application of
(judgment), and (b) the goal of L S M is to establish (either
transformation rules that draw valid conclusions once fired;
through production or evaluation) valid inferences while the
Rips, 1994) or model-based (creating and searching
goal of other approaches is to return the most adaptive
veridical representations of premises and possible
decision (Todd & Gigeranzer, 1999).
conclusions; Johnson-Laird, 1999). It seems possible,
however, given the range of problem types, task demands,
The Strategy Approach to Logical Reasoning
experience, and cognitive resources of the reasoner, that
there may be more than one approach to solving a class of
What does it mean to think in terms of strategies? A
reasoning phenomena.
glance at the existing literature suggests that unified
Logical reasoning tasks are quite varied, ranging from
approaches have difficulty accounting for differences in
simple tasks such as statement evaluation (e.g., "Is m y cat
black?") to complex tasks such as predicate syllogisms (e.g.. performance between individuals and across tasks (for a
review see Rips, 1994; Johnson-Laird, 1999). W e suggest
Some A are not B, Some B are C, Some C are not D, Are
that differences in performance across individuals and
Abstract
W e propose a conceptual framework for explaining logical
reasoning in terms of competing strategies. Contrary to
previous approaches in which a single theory is suggested to
explain all logical reasoning, thisfr'ameworksuggests that the
core elements of existing theories constitute strategies, each
of which have unique processing demands. A strategy is more
likely to be used when its processing demands match a
problem's task demands. The framework specifies how each
strategy may be distinguished theoretically and empirically.
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situations are due to the selection of a strategy and that
strategy selection is a function of the history of success with
each strategy and the match between processing demands of
the strategy and the task demands of the problem. W e will
describe this match between the processing demands and
history of success of the strategy and the situation/task
demands as the situational niche.
A s stated earlier, unified approaches have suggested that a
single theory can account for the range of h u m a n
performance. W e suggest that the strategy selection
approach m a y explain the same phenomena by proposing a
series of specified ^proaches, each relegated to explaining
a subset of the total range of h u m a n deductive performance.
W h a t do w e gain fTX>m this approach? The strategy
approach allows established explanations to be incorporated
into a single model in which all are possible explanations of
behavior differing only in the extent to which die particular
strategy has been used in similar situations and matches the
task demands. The match between a particular strategy and
its situational niche m a y not be rational, but m a y help
explain individual and situational differences between
theories. For example, it is well established that familiar
content tends to improve perfonnance on the W a s o n
selection task (Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972). Hundreds of
experiments have investigated this phenomenon and have
led to the introduction of a variety of explanations (e.g.,
matching rules), which differ widely in the range of their
applicability. That is, some are specific to a particular set of
materials while others seek to explain a larger range of
reasoning behavior. W h a t has rarely been investigated is the
influence of die situational niche on performance, or, more
specifically h o w is the task itself contributing to the
response pattern? For example, take two contrasting
approaches: in one, specific knowledge is required to solve
a problem, and in the other, abstract rules (excluding the
influence of knowledge) are used to solve problems.
Problem A is given in which a substantial amount of content
knowledge is given that is relevant to a solution. In this
case, w e would expect the knowledge-based approach to be
better suited to solving this problem. If however a different
problem were given in which no background information is
proved, then w e would predict that the second solution is
more likely to be used. W e suggest that a strategy approach
allows flexibility in explanation by allowing for an
individual to display a range of possible approaches to a
problem set.
T h e logical strategy approach is in stark contrast to
unified approaches in which explanations for processing
logical statements are confined to one approach. A possible
criticism at this point is that that a unified approach is more
parsimonious than a strategy approach. That is, w h y suggest
a series of competing strategies, each of which demands
cognitive resources, w h e n one approach would suffice? W e
provide two responses. First, current unified approaches
have been unable to account for a range of performance
without m a n y ad hoc additions. For example. Mental Logic
theory suggests that logical inferences are derived nearly
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automatically by a set of content-free inferential rules (Rips,
1994; Braine & O'Brien, 1998). In order to explain the
effect of familiar content. Mental Logic theory incorporated
an additional step in the reasoning process, a pragmatic
filter, which determines if a statement is to be considered
logical or conversational. In the former, logical inferential
rules are applied, while in the latter case less formal
conversational inferential rules are applied. The result is that
the theory postulates an approach to reasoning that
undermines its o w n primary thesis, that logical inference is
a set of content-free rules applied as automatically as
syntax.
Second, the strategy selection approach does not require a
series of additional resources but can be accounted for by a
small set of general-purpose cognitive mechanisms. Within
the strategy selection framework a series of strategies can be
derived within minimal effort on the part of the cognitive
system from the experiences with the environment. For an
example, let us return to the example given above. To
account for reasoning in situations in which statements are
presented without familiar content and reasoning with
statements presented with familiar content, a strategy
selection framework could account for empirical fmdings by
the use of two strategies. Thefirstdoes not use formal rules
but uses the content to derive a plausible conclusion related
to the specific content. In the second (without the presence
of familiar knowledge), inferential rules are used because
the most salient property of the problem is the relations
between elements, not the content of elements. The use of
each is specific to the situation in which both are presented.
In the sections that follow w e will first outline seven
strategies and their corresponding task demands. W e will
then examine the influence of task demands on their
selection. W e first state that the following is an incomplete
model. There are m a n y possible strategies and w e are
suggesting a small number in this paper. Second, the
description of each is limited by space, thus does not cover
the full range of possible applications. Given the nature of
these limitations, the model is reasonably articulated for the
purposes of the paper.
Token Based (Mental Models)
Overview. The token based reasoning strategy has the
following characteristics: 1) information is represented as
tokens derived from natural language which correspond to
perceptual or verbal instantiations of possible states and 2)
"logical" reasoning is achieved not through the ^plication
of formal rules but by the creation, inspection, and
manipulation of tokens (Johnson-Laird, 1983; JohnsonLaird, Byrne, and Schaeken, 1992).
Outline of Processing/Processing Demands. Logical
inferences are derived from manipulations of models rather
than by using inferential rules. There are three steps in
processing token-based propositions: propositional analysis,
models generation, and model use. Propositional analysis

refers to language processing and is largely analogous tu
representing the surface structure of a statement and
requires sufficient verbal/spatial working m e m o r y to encode
and parse language. M o d e l generation refers to the creation
of tokens derived from the propositional analysis and
relevant information in the existing knowledge base and in
the environment Generation requires verbal/spatial working
m e m o r y space to create and hold tokens. M o d e l Use is the
process of searching and evaluating the set of models
created by the procedures outlined above and requires a
sufficient processing capacity to create veridical models of
the necessary information, creation and search for
counterexamples, and evaluations of truth-values. The
primary limitation on processing is the working m e m o r y
space required to create and search models for a solution.
The token-based strategy seems particularly useful in the
solution of problems in which there are spatial relations
because token-based representations can encode such
relations more easily than propositional representations
(Johnson-Laird, 1983, 1999). For example, in the transitive
problem "Bill is to therightof Fred, Fred is to therightof
Sam, Is S a m to the right of Bill?") A token basedrepresentation would easily encode the relevant dimensions
as follows:
[Sam]

[Fred]

[Bill]

A n obvious limitation of this strategy is that the number of
models needs to remain within the current working m e m o r y
limitations of the reasoner.
Verbal (Mental Logic)
Overview Verbal logic approaches explain logical
reasoning as the result of content-free, logical
transformation rules applied to linguistically derived mental
structures (Rips, 1994; Braine & O'Brien. 1998).
Outline of Processing in Verbal Theories The core
elements of verbal theories share basic processing
characteristics. Input is represented and processed in a
verbal form (e.g., predicate-argument structures; Braine &
Rumain, 1983). Sufficient verbal working m e m o r y is
required to extract the formal elements and hold the
representation in a predicate argument structure.
Application of Transformation Rules are content-fi^e
rules represented as either condition-action pairs (Rips,
1994) or as inferential schemas (Braine & O'Brien, 1997).
Once verbal input is represented, the content matches a
series of transformational rules that produce an output that is
either in the form of a conclusion, a statement that will be
operated upon by additional rules, or a statement that does
not match additional rules. Errors in processing are
attributed to a failure in applying the appropriate rule to the
statement.
The verbal strategy is most usefiil in solving abstract
statements in which the focus is on relationships between
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elements. For example, in a version of the W a s o n selection
task the card content is related only by formal structure, not
by content (e.g.. If there is a vowel on one side, there is an
odd number on the other side).
Knowledge Based Heuristics (KBH)
Heuristics are rules that do not utilize logical algorithms.
Such a strategy does not generate a valid conclusion but
m a y generate "logic-like" performance (Cheng & Holyoak,
1985). K B H are easily implemented processing rules that
use content as the basis for deriving a conclusion. Unlike
algorithmic approaches (e.g. verbal strategy), these
conclusions are not necessarily valid (often violating logical
inference rules), yet are often pragmatically supported. A n
example is Pragmatic Reasoning Schemas (PRS; Cheng &
Holyoak, 1985) in which social (permission rules) and
physical (causality) regularities form the basis of a series of
inferences schemas.
Outline of Processing in KBH
There are three processing steps in K B H : parsing
sentence, detection of relations, and solution output.
Sentence parsing refers to sentence comprehension and
includes verbal and nonverbal information. The detection of
relations occurs w h e n the present content is similar to
content for which there are established rules. For example,
in permission relations, there are established rules (typically
phrased as conditionals) that suggest appropriate responses.
Matching content allows rules to be accessed. Once rules
are accessed, they are applied to the specific situation and a
solution output is produced.
The detection of specific relations determines if a
statement matches an existing schema. Cues such as
temporal sequence suggest obligatory or causal relations
between elements. For example, in the statement " M o w the
lawn and I will give you five dollars" the condition is set in
the fu^t clause while the consequent is set in the second
clause. Previous knowledge of other exchanges (in which
transactions are m a d e on the basis of obligations) forms the
basis of these inferences.
Matching Heuristics
Overview- Matching heuristics are selective processing
strategies in which solutions are derived based on
superficial elements such as terms or c o m m o n elements
(rather than on content as in K B H ) . T w o well-known
examples of matching heuristics are Matching biases and
Atmosphere effects (Evans, 1989; Woodsworth & Sells,
1935).
Outline of Processing in Matching Heuristics
Matching heuristics specify rules of selective processing
differ from all previous strategies in that no specific
inferential content is accessed. These rules follow a basic
processing model as follows: 1) encode surface structure,
2) find key elements, and 3) match key elements. For

example, in the W a s o n selection task, subjects prefer to
choose cards named in the rules rather than cards that are
not named in the rules (Evans, 1972). In the first processing
step, the subject encodes the surface structure focusing on
the elements in the rule. Most likely this involves encoding
an IF-> T H E N rule. T h e key elements are identified. For
example, given "If an odd number on one side, then a vowel
on the other side" the subject m a y focus on "odd number"
and "vowel" as key elements. Then, w h e n searching
possible solution states, the subject will attend to those
solution states that contain the key elements. Continuing
with the example above, the subject m a y be more likely to
select a card with an odd number and a card with a vowel
because they match elements in the rule. This general
processing model also applies to atmosphere effects.
Task-Specific Procedures
Overview- Like heuristic strategies. Task-specific
procedures are non-logical procedures that achieve correct
solutions on logical tasks without the use of formal
inferential r\iles. Task-specific procedures are reasoning
"short-cuts" that produce procedural solutions without
declarative understanding. The limitation of T S P procedures
is that they do not generalize beyond the specific type of
reasoning format in which they were induced. Logical
training (education and training studies) m a y produce these
(M-ocedures leading to an understanding of logical reasoning
analogous to die understanding of Chinese attributed to the
occupant of the Chinese room (Searle, 1990).
Outline of Processing in Tasl(-Specific Procedures
The processing demands in task specific procedures can
be defined as two steps: (1) encoding the relevant problem
features and (2) implementing the appropriate algorithm.
For example, in a syllogism evaluation subjects concluded
that any syllogism with two "somes" in the premises was
invalid (Gallotti, Baron, & Sabini, 1986). Implementing a
solution algorithm requires sufficient working m e m o r y to
hold the encoded premises and to fire the appropriate
algorithm.
Pragmatic Acquiescence
Overview- Pragmatic acquiescence (PA) refers to response
patterns that are attempts to match the expectations of the
questioner. In a situation in which someone has little prior
knowledge, diey m a y be inclined to seek social cues from
the questioner as to h o w to respond to a novel situation.
Rather than matching the conceptual features of the problem
as in matching heuristics, PA-based solutions are based on
the pragmatics of the problem/testing situation.
Outline of Processing P A - The P A strategy is used w h e n
(1) the pragmatic cues are most salient or (2) other strategies
fail to produce a definitive solution.
The first step is encoding relevant cues. W e suggest at
least four such cues: a) speaker status, b) language cues, c)
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intonation cues, and d) gesture cues. Speaker status should
influence acquiescence in the following ways: the validity
of the response should increase as the authority of the
speaker increases. This also suggests an informal metric for
calculating the status of self and speaker. Language cues
m a y be the most obvious and suggest the type of response
that is expected (e.g., "don't you agree"). The second step is
inferring possible solutions based on relevant cues.
Selecting the P A strategy should occur when other strategies
fail to match or w h e n the pragmatic cues are most salient. In
both cases, this suggests that the reasoner lacks the
knowledge necessary to solve the problem at hand.
The fmal step is producing a solution. In this case, the
reasoner has encoded relevant cues and determined the cued
response. This response is given under any of the following
conditions: 1) if no other strategy matches, 2) if a strategy
produces a solution that is in conflict with the cued response
and fails to override this solution, or 3) if the cued response
is so highly activated that it overrides all other strategies.
Retrieval
Overview- Retrieval is accessing a previous solution from
long-term memory. Retrieval differs from all other proposed
strategies in that it is the only strategy that does not create
an on-line solution. W e include this strategy because
solutions, once discovered, can be accessed from memory
rather than creating a n e w solution each time the same
problem is presented. Access to solutions will vary by the
time interval between discovery and access (recency), the
number of times the solution is accessed (frequency), and
the degree to which the current problem state is similar to
the problem state associated with the solution (fit). Guessing
is a loosely constrained form of retrieval in which a
response is produced on the basis of inaccurate or irrelevant
information.
Outline of Processing in Retrieval- As suggested above,
retrieval of previous solutions depends on a variety of
factors. The most crucial is the number of possible matches
to the current problem. IF there is only one match, then
retrieval is simple. Because there are often several possible
solutions to a particular problem, in order to retrieve a
solution, there must be a mechanism to determine which of
these possible solutions will be accessed at any given time,
or conflict resolution. W e suggest three mechanisms. The
first is recency, or the time between w h e n a solution has
been discovered and the time it is accessed (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998). The second factor is the frequency of
access. The number of times a solution is accessed increases
the base activation level of the solution. The higher the base
level of activation, the more likely it is that a particular
solution will be accessed. The third factor is the degree to
which the problem state linked to a solution state is similar
to the current problem state, orfit.The degree offitwill
determine which of a set of possible solutions is most
similar to the current problem state.

T a s k Characteristics a n d Situational N i c h e s
The previous section outlined the processing steps for
each strategy. A s stated in the introduction to the paper, the
probability of a particular strategy being used is a ftinction
of the processing demands of the strategy and the situational
niche. The following section will outline possible task
demands, processing demands and h o w these factors m a y be
related to the application of specific strategies.
The situational niche is similar to T o d d & Gigeranzer's
(1999) notion of ecological rationality. Both approaches are
derived from Simon's (1957) concept of bounded rationality
in which reasoning proceeds on the basis of limited
information and both are content-sensitive, in that the type
of reasoning response is a function of the task demands.
While ecological rationality seeks the most adaptive
decision/judgment within an open system (i.e., one in which
a correct decision is indeterminate), a situational niche
represents the current context in which reasoning is
occurring and is a match between the processing demands of
the system and the task demands of the problem wdthin a
closed reasoning system. Thus in a situational niche a
correct solution is possible.
The degree to which a problem is familiar will influence
the use of a particular strategy. Familiarity is contrasted on
two dimensions, the familiarity of the content and
experience with a particular problem type. The degree to
which content is familiar should increase the probability of
knowledge-based strategies. For example, it is a welldocumented finding that an invalid syllogism with a
believable conclusion is more likely to be accepted as true
than a valid syllogism with an unbelievable conclusion
(Evans, Barston, & Pollard, 1983). In this case the
familiarity of the conclusion m a y be the most salient
element, thus the element most likely to elicit a strategy
match. In the case of less familiar materials, for example a
syllogism with two "somes" in the premise, a reasoner m a y
rely on a task-specific heuristic to derive a conclusion
(Gallotti, Baron, & Sabini, 1986). W h e n given a series of
unfamiliar, abstract materials a reasoner m a y rely strictly on
the formal elements of inference. For example given the
abstract version of the W a s o n task, a reasoner m a y be
unable to derive a series of valid conclusions (e.g. m o d u s
tollens) but only able to infer m o d u s ponens (Wason &
Johnson-Laird, 1972). In each of these cases the familiarity
of content m a y change the problem's situational niche,
resulting in different probabilities of matching a given
strategy.
In the second sense of familiarity, strategy selection m a y
also depend on the degree of experience a reasoner has with
the specific problem type. If a reasoner has a great deal of
experience with the specific problem type, they are more
likely to retrieve a solution or use the same strategy as used
on previous trials. A s experience decreases, strategy
selection is more likely to be a function of other factors in
the situational niche (e.g., presentation format). Strategy
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selection will be influenced by previous experiences with
the problem type and the nature of their outcome associated
with the use of priori strategies.
The presentation format also m a y influence the strategy
selected for a particular problem. Presentation formats m a y
be verbal, written, or visual. T h e type of representation m a y
illustrate or obscure problem characteristics crucial to a
correct solution (Larkin & Simon, 1987). Perhaps
differences in solutions differ as a function of both the
situational niche and the strategy that matches this niche.
In order to illustrate possible links between strategy
selection and situational niche, w e present the following
example. Imagine a transitivity problem in which the basic
instructions are given as follows:
"our people are waiting in line at a movie theater with s
lew seating policy. The new policy states that in order tc
illow everyone to see the screen, all patrons have to b«
seated by height. That is, shorter patrons are seated neai
thefrontwhile taller patrons are seated near the back
Five people. Homer, Marge, Bart, Lisa, and Maggie are
going to the theater. Based on their relative heighi
including hair\ place them in proximity to the screen.
Knowledge of the source material m a y influence the type
of strategy used. A reasoner with a great deal of knowledge
of the source material (The Simpsons®) m a y simply retrieve
a solution (high content familiarity). O n e w h o caimot
simply retrieve a solution m a y use their knowledge to match
the task constraints as in a knowledge-based heuristic. In
this case, the reasoner m a y be able to place a few members
of the family in order without a transitive inference.
Those with no knowledge of the television show m a y
need to solve the problem using different strategies that m a y
depend on the presentation format. If presented pictorially,
the representational format reduces the amount of
information in working m e m o r y and allows a solution to be
derived from scaiming the relative heights from the visual
array (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
If presented verbally, the task can be simplified by
ordering the information to align with task demands. For
example, if presented in an ordered format (as in Example
2), a simple scan of relations m a y allow a solution to be
derived. In this case, a matching heuristic m a y be devised in
which the tallest person is only on the left side of the text.
F r o m here relations are structured after the tallest has been
identified.
Example 2
Homer is taller than Lisa.
Marge is taller than Bart.
Homer is taller than Bart.

Bart is taller than Lisa.
Lisa is taller than Maggie.
Marge is taller than Homer

individuals across time the strategy approach is maximally
flexible allowing the possibility of explaining differences
across tasks and individuals.

When terms are randomly distributed in text (i.e.,
ordering is not aligned with task demands) then each
element must be encoded and compared to all other
components requiring greater working m e m o r y resources
(see Example 3). Such a presentation format m a y best match
a token-based strategy, in which pictures are easily
represented spatially as a series of tokens.

Andereon, J. R, & Lebiat; C (1998). The coonnc components cf^nu^
Mahwah,Mr:Eribaum

Example 3
Homer is taller than Lisa. Bart is taller than Lisa. Marge
is taller than Bart. Homer is taller than Bart. Lisa is taller
than Maggie. Marge is taller than Homer

BraiTB, M & O'Btien, D. (Eds.). (1998). Menkd Logic. M*wA, NJ:
Eribaum
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Abstract

T h e task of deriving featural representations from
similarity data can be stated as follows: if n denotes
This paper evaluates four featural models of stim-the number of stimuh in the domain, then given an
ulus similarity using data collected for a set of 16
n x n matrix of similarity judgments S, find a set of
nations. Algorithms are developed for finding stimm features that explain these judgments. W e can deulus representations, and the important issue of
note this set of features by the n x m feature matrix
balancing data^fit against model complexity is adF = [fik], where fik is 1 if the ith stimulus possesses
dressed by using the Geometric Complexity Critethefcthfeature, and 0 if it does not.
rion. Although the data clearly incorporate both
common and distinctive features, Tversky's (1977)
Four Models of Featural Similarity
Contrast Model seems unable to express these regOne well-established approach for extracting featularities in an appropriate manner. However, we
ural representations from similarity data involves usshow that a new version of the Contrast Model that
ing additive clustering algorithms (e.g, Shepard &
treats each feature as either being common or disArabic, 1979; Tenenbaum, 1996). T h e similarity betinctive is better able to capture the essential astween two stimuh is estimated as the s u m of the
e a tsimilarity
u r a l Rjudgments.
epresentation
pects ofFthe
weights of their c o m m o n features (i.e., those that
A fundamental issue in psychology regards the apthey both possess). That is,
propriate manner in which to represent stimuli in
a model of h u m a n cognition. A s argued by Brooks
(1)
ay = 2 2 ^I'fti'fji' + '^<
(1991), it is important to constrain representations
to those justified by empirical data, and avoid the
questionable practice of specifying representations
where Wk denotes the saliency weight of the A:th
"by hand" . O n e well-established technique for pinfeature, and c is a positive-valued constant added
ning down mental representation involves measurto all similarity estimates. Thus an Tn-feature
ing the similarity between pairs of stimuli. T h e asconmion features representation consists of the feasumption underlying this approach is that the deciture matrix F, the vector of saliency weights w =
sion process involved in judging similarity is a sim{wi,W2,---,v}Tn] and the additive constant. A s
ple one, and thus the data can be considered to reflect the underlying mental representation to a large noted above, additive clustering relies on a purely
c o m m o n features model. This means that the stimextent. While this is not without theoretical difficulties (e.g., G o o d m a n , 1972; Goldstone, Medin, uh become more similar only to the extent that they
share features.
& Halberstadt, 1997), it is substantially superior to
A n alternative featural model is the distinctive
the alternative approach of hand-tuning representafeatures model, under which similarity is measured
tions, which m a y not reflect h u m a n representational
according to the differences between the features
structures in any regard. Goldstone's (1999) recent
review identifies four main approaches to similarity
that stimuh have. This means that if one stimumodeUng: geometric, featm-al, ahgnment-based and
lus has a feature and another does not, they become
transformational. In this article w e discuss current
less similar. This can be written as
approaches to featural representation, and provide
experimental evidence to support a n e w approach
for modeling featural similarity.
The featural approach to mental representation
k k
describes an object in terms of the attributes it pos(2)
sesses. Features m a y be either perceptual or concepwhich is identical to the symmetric distance mettual in nature: for example, a tiger might possess the
ric proposed by Restle (1959), and closely related
features "four legged", "orange", and "predatory".
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to discrete multidimensional scaling (Clouse & Cottrell, 1996; Rohde, in press).
A general framework that interpolates between
these two models is Navarro and Lee's (2001) adaptation of Tversky's (1977; Gati & Tversky, 1984)
Contrast Model ( T C M ) , consisting of a weighted
sum of the c o m m o n features similarity (Eq. 1) and
the distinctive features similarity (Eq. 2). If we let
0 < p < 1 denote the weighting given to the c o m m o n
features component, then this model is given by

that c o m m o n and distinctive features are weighted
during the decision process, the M C M considers the
commonahty or distinctiveness of a feature to be a
regularity inherent in the environment, and so embeds it in the representation itself. In this way, the
M C M assumes that featural regularities can be either commonalities or distinctions, but never a bit of
both. W h e n a group of stimuU have both common
and distinctive aspects, the M C M models these two
aspects as two distinct featural regularities.
Model Fitting

aij =

P X ) ^>'Mi>'
2^ Yl '^*-^"' (
^ ~ •''•'*) It is useful to distinguish between the psychological
k
problem of modeling featural similarity and the nu(3)
52"'* (1-A*)/»*+<=•
merical problem offindingfeatures (Shepard & Arar
bie, 1979). The psychological problem is: given a set
of features F, how should similarities be estimated?
The c o m m o n features model corresponds to the exThis is the question addressed by the four featural
treme case p = l , and the distinctive features model
models discussed in the previous section. The nuto the other extreme case p = 0.
However, this model is not the only way of striking merical problem is a datafittingproblem: given a set
a balance between c o m m o n and distinctive features. of similarity data S, and assuming a particular psychological model, what set of features F most probAlternatively, we propose a new featural similarity
ably
gave rise to the data? A variety of approaches
model in which each individual feature is declared
have been adopted infittingthe additive clusterto be either a c o m m o n feature (which increases the
similarity of pairs of stimuU that share it) or a dis- ing model, ranging from mathematical programming
(Arable & Carroll, 1980) to expectation maximiza^
tinctive feature (which decreases the similarity of a
pair of stimuh if one has it and the other does not). tion (Tenenbaum, 1996) and stochastic hillclimbing
(Lee, in press). The process by which such algoThis Modified Contrast Model ( M C M ) is thus:
rithms operate is relevant to the psychological problem of similarity modehng only inasmuch as we re«<i = 5 1 ""=/«*/)* ~ 2 ^ '"*-^** ^^ ~ •^^*^
quire that they derive good answers to the numerical
lt€CF
k^DF
problem. While none of the above methods is per1
(4)
~ 2 X I '^fc(l-/*fc)/<*+c.
fect, it is fair to say that each approach performs
2 k^DF
well enough to allow interpretation and discussion
of the derived representations. The representations
where k € C F implies that the sum is taken over
c o m m o n features, and k € D F means that only dis- derived here used a stochastic hillclimbing approach
tofitthe featursJ models similar to that adopted by
tinctive features are considered.
Lee (in press) and Navarro and Lee (2001).
Psychologically speaking, the airgiunent is that
The fitting procedure adopted the Geometric
a feature embodies some kind of regularity about
Complexity Criterion ( G C C : Myung, Balasubrar
the world, which m a y be that a set of stimuli all
manian, & Pitt, 2000) as the measure to be minhave something in common, or alternatively, that
imized by the successful representation. As has
two groups of stimuli are in some way different from
been remarked upon previously (e.g., Myung, 2000;
each other. A c o m m o n feature instzintiates the idea
Roberts k Pashler, 2000), achieving a good data^fit
of "similarity within", whereas a distinctive feature
is not the sole criterion of a good model. Other conrepresents the notion of "difference between". While
siderations such as generalizabihty, simplicity and
it m a y be the case that the saliency of a feature
interpretabihty must be taken into account. From a
can change, a commonahty does not suddenly become a distinction, nor vice versa. In the MClA, the quantitative standpoint, one can operationalize the
trade-off betweenfitand complexity in a kind of foroverall balance between commonality and distincmal version of Ockham's razor. The G C C is based
tiveness emerges as a function of the relative number and saUency of c o m m o n and distinctive features, on the notion that the complexity of a model is given
by the number of distinguishable parametric distrirather than being specified by the parameter p, as
it is in the T C M . That is, where the T C M assumes butions indexed by the model. Informally, this can
be thought of as a measure of how many different
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similarity matrices could be produced by a given feature structure under all possible choices of saliency
weights. The more distributions a model indexes,
the more complex it is. This measure is superior to
the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1977) or
the Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978),
which estimate model complexity by counting the
number of free parameters. As Lee (2001) has
pointed out, the number of parameters is not a good
indicator of the complexity of featiu-al representations, since the way in which features are assigned
to stimuli has a considerable influence on model complexity. Furthermore, Navarro and Lee (2001) have
demonstrated that conmion features representations
are more complex on average than distinctive features representations. These systematic differences
in what Myung and Pitt (1997) call the functionsJ
form complexity of a model require a more discriminating measure such as the G C C . The derivation
of G C C measures for the four featural models is
straightforward, and follows the approach outlined
by Navarro and Lee (2001).

Experiment
In order to provide an empirical test of the four featural similarity models, similarity data were collected
for a set of 16 nations identified by name. The nature of this domain made it less than satisfactory to
present people with a pair of countries and ask them
to rate their similarity. It seems likely that this task
would be ambiguous, in that the initial reaction of
participants m a y be to ask, "Compared to what?"
Even when the similarity between a pair of nations
does not need a context, participants are unlikely
to bring to this task a pre-existing numerical scale
of nation-similarity upon which to rate it. A n alternative approach is to provide participants with a
context in which to make judgments. The task we
used was to present people with a list of four countries, and ask them to select from the list the pair of
nations most similar to one another.
Method
Participants Participants in the study were 16
university students (4 male, 12 female) aged 17 to
36, with a median age of 24, w h o took part in the
experiment for course credit.
Materials The list of nations used was: China,
Cuba, Germany, Indonesia, Iraq, Italy, Jamaica,
Japan, Libya, Nigeria, the PhiUppines, Russia,
Spain, United States, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe.
They were chosen to suggest a variety of possible
classification schemes (e.g., political system vs geographical location), and involve a variability in over-
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all saliency (e.g., Italy and Germany were better
known to most of our participants than Zimbabwe
and Nigeria).
Procedure On each trial a list of four coimtries
was displayed (via computer) to the participant, w h o
was asked to pick out the two countries most similar to each other. The 16 nations yield (^^) = 120
distinct pairs of nations, and a total of {^^) = 1820
possible lists of four. Given that the similarity ratings are sensitive to all four presented stimuli, it was
important to exhaust exactly the set of 1820 quadruples. To that end, the 1820 items were partitioned
into 20 subsets of 91 quadruples. Most participants
provided responses to one of these subsets, though a
few of the participants provided responses to multiple subsets. Since each quadruple involves the presentation of 6 of the 120 nation-pairs, each pair appeared a total of ^^^°Q ^ = 9 1 times across the entire
data set.
Results
Calculating the mean empirical similarity involved
operationalizing the similarity of a pair of countries
as the expected probability of selecting that pair in
an arbitrary trial containing both stimuli. Using a
standard result in Bayesian statistics (Gehnan, Carhn, Stem, & Rubin, 1995, p. 31), if a particular pair
is chosen k times out of n (n being 91), then the empirical similarity is given by Sij = ^^. In using the
G C C to control model complexity, it is important to
know the precision of the similarity values (Lee, in
press), which is basically a measure of the extent to
which participants agreed in their judgments. Precision is important because more precise data justify
more complex models. W e estimated the precision
to be moderate, by using the full distribution of the
similarity judgments. Details of this estimation procedure, as well as that used to calculate similarity
values, are given by Navarro (2002).
Using our stochastic hillclimbing algorithms, representations of the nations similarity data that minimized the G C C were found for each of the four simileirity models. Of these four representations, the
G C C values for the c o m m o n features, distinctive fear
tures, and M C M representations are virtually indistinguishable, with the T C M performing slightly better. However, the qualitative characteristics of these
representations are important in terms of model interpretability, and we discuss each in turn.
The best c o m m o n features representation is shown
in Figure 1, and contains seven features that explain
78.1% of the variance in the data. The features are
highly interpretable, containing features for western European nations, Caribbean nations, south-
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Figure 1: Common features representation of the
nations similarity data, accounting for 7 8 . 1 % of the
varismce ( G C C = 4 1 . 2 ) . C o n u n o n features are depicted by rectangles that encompass the nations that
possess them.

Figure 2: Distinctive features representation of the
nations similarity data, accounting for 71.0% of the
variance { G C C = 4 1 . 5 ) . Distinctive features are depicted by Unes that partition the stimulus set.

e m African nations and Asian nations. It seems
probable that the feature containing only the PhiUppines and Indonesia reflects perceived cultural and
geographical similarities, and that the Iraq-Libya
feature reflects the fact that both are Arabic nations and that both have been considered "rogue
states" T h e final feature consists of Germany, Russia, United States, China and Japan, and could be
said to denote the "world powers" a m o n g the stimulus set.
T h e best distinctive features representation is
shown in Figure 2, and containsfivefeatures that explain 7 1 . 0 % of the variance in the data. Three of the
five features have a natural interpretation: one feature separates the African and Middle-Eastern nations from the rest of the world, and another separ
rates the Asian nations from the others. T h e top>weighted feature in Figture 2 makes an intuitively
plausible distinction that might be labeled "developed VB imdeveloped". It is interesting to note that
the placement of China within the developed nar
tions is equivocal, since the G C C increases only marginally w h e n China is placed in the other category.
This makes sense, given China's status as a quickly
developing nation. Significantly, however, the remaining two features do not appear to reflect any
kind of interpretable structure. F r o m a psychological standpoint, this is highly undesirable, since a
central aim of representational m o d e h n g is to find
interpretable structures in the data.
Table 1 displays the six feature representation derived using the T C M with p = 0.7, which expledns
8 0 . 8 % of the variance. Since the T C M specifies a

balance of c o m m o n and distinctive features, there is
no simple w a y of depicting this representation graphically. T h e high p value indicates that c o m m o n a h ties are weighted more heavily than differences. All
of the clusters in Table 1 appear in either the comm o n features or distinctive features representations,
which is not surprising. T h e features themselves
m a k e sense, although it is not easy to see exactly
what p = 0.7 means w h e n providing an overall interpretation. It is noteworthy that the distinctive feature that separated the developing from developed
world in Figtire 2 does not appear in this representation, despite being the most heavily weighted of the
distinctive features. T h e reason for this m a y be that
the feature does not m a k e sense as anything other
than a purely distinctive feature, since any c o m m o n
featiu-es component makes one half (either developed
or developing) more salient than the other.
T h e seven featvu-e M C M representation shown in
Figure 3 expleiins 8 1 . 2 % of the variance, and picks
out a number of features from the c o m m o n features
representation: the western Europe, Caribbean,
southern Africa and Asian features are all present,
as is the "world powers" feature. T h e feature containing Cuba, Iraq and Libya is interesting, in that
the inclusion of C u b a is a marginal case as judged
by the G C C . With C u b a included, the feature has a
"rogue states" interpretation, whereas without C u b a
it would reflect the Arabic nations. Finally, the
model also includes the "developed vs developing"
regularity from the distinctive features representar
tion. T h e comparison between this distinctive fear
ture and the "world powers" c o m m o n feature is also
worth making. T h e fact that these two related but
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Table 1: T C M representation of the nations aimilarity data, employing a common features bias
(p = 0.7), accoimting for 80.8% of the variance
(GCC=36.9).
Stimuli in Cluster
Germany, Italy, Spain.
Nigeria, Zimbabwe.
China, Indonesia, Japan, Philippines,
Vietnam.
Indonesia, Philippines.
China, Germany, Japan, Russia,
United States.
Iraq, Libya, Nigeria, Zimbabwe.
additive constant

0.581

Weight
0.682
0.495
0.453
0.374
0.316
0.288
0.236
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additive constant: 0.146
Figure 3: M C M representation of the similaritycondition countries data, accoimting for 8 1 . 2 % of the
variance ( G C C = 4 1 . 0 )

different features emerge in these different frameworks suggest that people m a k e a distinction between the developed nations and the undeveloped
nations, but that there is also something shared b y
the world powers of the stimulus set. N o t all developed nations share this status, so it is appropriate
that both features emerge. Moreover, the fact that
two nations are developed does not necessarily imply that they are alike, but if one is developed and
the other developing, it does m a k e t h e m different,
so the "developed vs. developing" feature should be
a distinctive feature. Correspondingly, t w o nations
are aUke if they are major world powers, but this
does not say anything about their similarity if they
are not.
Discvission
A s previously noted, a major aim of featural similarity modeling is to capture simple, interpretable reg-
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ularities present in the data. In this case, the comm o n features representation is easily interpreted, yet
the distinctive features representation is not. Furthermore, both the T C M a n d M C M representations
evidence a bias towards commonalities. Overall,
therefore, it appears that the participants' judgements were m o r e heavily influenced b y c o m m o n features than distinctive features. Nonetheless, both
the T C M a n d M C M representations include a distinctive features component, suggesting that distinctive features are not irrelevant in the data.
It is worth noting that the "developed vs developing" feature included in the distinctive features
and M C M representations is the single most prominent regularity in the data set: w h e n restricted to
a single feature, all featural models except the comm o n features model (which is incapable of expressing this feature) yield this feature. It accounts for
m o r e variance and has a substantially lower G C C
than any other single feature. T h o u g h w e d o not
wish to draw overly strong conclusions from a single
experiment, the prominence of this regularity calls
into question a central assumption of the T C M . A s
argued in the results section, this "developed vs developing" feature only m a k e s sense as a purely distinctive feature. T h e T C M could only incorporate
it b y setting p = 0. However, as observed above,
c o m m o n features are m o r e prominent than distinctive features in the data, and thus a high p value is
preferred. In doing so, the T C M is able to give a
good account for the data in a quantitative sense,
but only b y discarding this quaUtatively important
regularity. Notably, since the T C M assumes that all
features are subject to the single decision variable p,
it cannot simultaneously a c c o m m o d a t e a c o m m o n aUty a n d a distinction under any parameterization.
In comparison, the M C M is not merely capable of
accommodating this p h e n o m e n o n ; it is typical behavior for the model.

Future Work
A s noted above, a single data set provides only mild
evidence: it is important to demonstrate that similar
effects m a y b e observed in other data sets. T h o u g h
space does not permit further analyses here, work
currently underway in this area seeks to generalize
these findings in precisely this way. Further research
could also extend the M C M in order to allow other
types of distinctions. A distinctive feature in the
current model partitions the stimulus set into t w o
groups, such as "male" a n d "female". It could be
argued that there are regularities that have the hallmarks of a distinction (in that differences-between
matter, but similarities-within d o not) but involve

more than two groups. For example, the notion that
a thing is "animal", "mineral" or "vegetable" could
be considered to be distinctive feature that partitions the stimuli into three groups. Moreover, there
is a case to be made for representational formalisms
that involve both discrete aspects (such as features)
and continuous aspects (such as spaticd dimensions).
Accordingly, another avenue for research would be to
pursue hybrid models that involve spatial as well as
featural components.
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Abstract

Further general support for a deliberate learning m o d e
nested within problem solving activity can be derived
This aiticle explores the concept of epistemic actionsfrom
in the work of Kirsh and colleagues (1995, Kirsh
the Tower of Hanoi (ToH) problem. Epistemic actions
& Maglio, 1994), w h o have explored a distinction be(Kirsh & Maglio, 1994) are actions that do not traverse
tween goal-directed ;7ra^an'c actions and epistemic acA e problem space toward the goal but facilitate subsetions whose primary purpose is to improve cognition by
quent problem solving by changing the actor's cognichanging an agent's computational state. Although epistive state. W e report an experiment in which people retemic actions are not immediately goal-directed, ttiey
peatedly solve ToH tasks. A n instructional manipulation
m a y improve subsequent performance through their cogasked participants to minimize moves either trial by trial
nitive effects.
or only on the last three of six trials. This manipulation
The primary goal of this article is to seek experimendid not have the predicted effect on the trial-by-tnal move
tal evidence for the use of epistemic actions in problem
counts. A second, device manipulation provided some
solving with the T o H puzzle. Identifying epistemic acparticipants with an "exploratory mode" m which move
tions in ordinary problem solving activity is difficult, besequences could be tried then undone without affecting
cause they are only distinguished by their cognitive motithe criterion move count. Participants effectively used
vations and consequences rather than directly observable
this mode to reduce moves on each trial, but there was no
characteristics (and not all actions that do not successclear evidence that they used it to learn about the problem
fully m o v e toward the goal are epistemic!). W e use two
across trials. W e conclude that there is strong evidence
manipulations that m a y allow participants to utilise episIntroduction
for one sub-^pe of epistemic action (acting-to-plan) but
temic actions, and at the same time ^cilitate their detecfor a to
second
(acting-to-leam).
a problem?
The most popuH ono
w evidence
do w e learn
solvesub-type
tion. The first manipulation is instructional: participants
lar view within the Cognitive Science community is that were asked either to optimize their performance on every
w e do so by solving the problem. Anzai and Simon's
problem solving trial, or on trials 4,5 and 6 of a series of
(1979) theory of 'learning by doing' marks a major
six repeated problems. W e hypothesize that delaying the
breakthrough in research on learning through problem
enforcement of the performance criterion will encoursolving. They proposed an adaptive production system
age a learning orientation, and the use of epistemic acwhich mirrored the strategy transformations of a h u m a n
tions, during the early first trials. The second manipulaparticipant as she solved the Tower of Hanoi (ToH) prob- tion is to provide device support that enables participants
lem, and in so doing provided the impetus for m a n y subto separate pragmatic from epistemic actions. Thus, our
sequent theories of the mechanisms by which problem
computer-based version of T o H allowed participants to
solving leads to learning (e.g. Klahr, Langley & Neches, switch into an "exploratory m o d e " in which they could
1987).
m a k e m o v e sequences that were later undone and were
All leaming-by-doing accounts share the assumption
not counted towards the performance criterion.
that learning about a particular problem occurs as an auThese twin manipulations allow us to refine Kirsh's
tomatic by-product of problem solving activity. H o w formulation of pragmatic and epistemic actions by disever, in m a n y problem solving situations learning m a y be tinguishing between two kinds of epistemic action: those
more deliberate than the leaming-by-doing accoimt imthat have only immediate within-problem effects (actingplies. W e suggest that problem solvers m a y sometimes
to-plan) and those that have longer-term cognitive conorient themselves to learning goals rather than solution
sequences (acting-to-leam). If the exploratory m o d e is
goals (O'Hara & Payne, 1998; Trudel & Payne, 1995).
used merely as an external support for look-ahead or
In relation to the T o H task, this position is encouraged planning, motivated by questions such as 'Is this a good
by VanLehn's (1991) re-analysis of the original Anzai &
sequence of moves?; w e would regard such usage as
Simon (1979) protocol, in which he notes that the partic- acting-to-plan. O n the other hand, if additional actions
ipant was "acting like a scientist" (p. 16) and repeatedly on earlier trials are shown to lead to better problem solvsuspended her problem solving activity to acquire n e w
ing on later trials w e would have evidence for acting-tostrategic knowledge.
leam.
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To anticipate our conclusions, w e find strong support
for acting-to-plan, but no decisive support for acting-toIcam.
Method
Participants

1.
2.
3.
4.

Device-support
pragmatic m o d e only
pragmatic m o d e only
pragmatic+epistemic mode
pragmatic-t-epistemic mode

Instruction
'minimize on trials 1-6'
'minimize on trials 4-6'
'minimizeon trials 1-6'
'minimize on trials 4-6'

Table 1: Overview of the two experimental factors and
Forty-four Psychology undergraduates (with a mean agefour groups.
of 20.7 years) took part in the experiment to receive
course credit. Participation was restricted tofirstyear
undergraduate students w h o reported no prior exposure
In a second pragmatic plus epistemic moves condition
to the task. All participants were familiar with graphical
two different device modes were introduced to the paruser interfaces and did not suffer from any perceptual or
ticipants. Whilst having to solve the puzzle in so-called
cognitive impairments.
"solution mode", participants had the option to switch
into an "exploration mode" at any point by pressing and
Apparatus
holding down the Shift key. Whereas in both modes disks
The experiment used a graphical software version of the
could be moved in an identical fashion, moves made
T o H problem which was programmed in Visual Basic 6
in exploration mode were not added towards the total
and displayed on a 17" screen. A disk could be transperformance score and always reversed when switching
ferred between towers by indicating its source and tarback into "solution mode" by releasing the Shift key.
get locations using a drag-and-drop procedure. In case
Note that the specific design of exporatory mode adof an illegal move there was an auditory warning signal
dresses the difficulty of detecting epistemic moves by efand the selected disk slid back to its original position. A
fectively creating an operational definition: Since particcounter showing the current number of pragmatic moves
ipants are aware of the mandatory reversal of ail moves
was di^layed in the toprighthand comer of the screen.
made in exploratory mode, entering the mode signals the
use of epistemic moves.
Materiab
One way of characterizing both the instructional and
Participants had to solve a sequence of S-disk ToH puzdevice manipulation is that they do not prevent learning
by doing, but provide additional opportunities for learnzles in the standard tower-to-tower version. To prevent
improvements due to superficial rote memorization w e
ing by not solving the puzzle. A combination of both exused six simple isomorphs, which were created by sysperimental factors yielded the four experimental groups
tematically switching the source and target towers.
shown in Table 1.
A s each participant had to solve a total of six ToH
Design
puzzles the experiment employed a mixed design, with
As we wanted to test participants* spontaneous use ofdevice-support and instruction as between-subjects manipulations and trial as a within-subjects factor.
epistemic actions w e did not want to specifically encourage them to explore the problem, but rather provide subProcedure
tle opportunities that m a y be used or ignored.
The instructional manipulation consisted of two levEach participant was assigned to one experimental group
els. Participants were either instructed to optimize their
according to the order of arrival at the laboratory. Afperformance (Le., minimize the number of pragmatic
ter
reading a generic description of the Towers of Hanoi
moves needed to solve the puzzle) on each of several
puzzle participants were introduced to the graphical user
problems, or asked to optimize their performance on the
last three of six problems. Hence, whereas the first group interface. To demonstrate that they had understood the
task constraints and to familiarize themselves with the
of participants was implicitly discouraged fi'om using
user inteface they solved a simple two-disk version of
epistemic actions by the instruction to be performance
oriented throughout an unspecified number of trials, the the puzzle.
Participants then received their respective minimizasecond group was presented with an opportunity to be
tion
instructions and were told that the experiment norlearning oriented in thefirstthree of six trials.
mally takes around 45 minutes regardless of their indiThe second experimental manipulation consisted in
vidual performance.
withholding or providing device-support for epistemic
After each successful completion of a problem, particactions. T w o different versions of the device were disipants received a brief message reminding them of their
tinguished:
respective minimization instruction before starting the
In the slandaid pragmatic moves only condition, each
next trial.
move of a disk on the screen counted towards the perforO n average, participants completed the experiment
mance criterion of minimizing the number of (pragmatic)
within 40 minutes.
moves.
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Predictions
Our primary predictions refer to comparisons between
and within experimental groups (rather than assuming a
2x2 factorial design; in particular Group 4 plays a subsidiary role in the smdy, and will only be analysed in
relation to first-order findings).
The main predictions concern the number of pragmatic moves needed to solve the puzzle. A s w e expect all
groups to learn throughout the course of the experiment,
w e predict a gradual reduction of the mean number of
pragmatic moves required to solve the puzzle. This familiar practice effect constitutes the baseline which w e
expect to be modulated by the experimental factors of
instructional goal orientation and device support.
If the instructional manipulation encourages members
of Group 2 to invest additional moves in trials 1-3 and
this in turn results in better learning, they ought to need
fewer moves on trials 4-6. Thus, w e predict an interaction of instruction and trial for Groups 1 vs. 2.
Next, if participants are spontaneously capable of using the exploratory device m o d e to improve their performance. Group 3 should need fewer pragmatic moves
than Group 1 in all trials. Hence, w e predict a main effect
of device support on the number of pragmatic moves for
Groups 1 vs. 3.
Our secondary predictions involve Groups 3 and 4
and address different possible motivations for epistemic
moves:
If the exploratory device m o d e is primarily used for
learning purposes (acting-to-leam) w e should find an instant use of epistemic moves in both Group 3 and 4.
If learning actually occurs, the frequency of epistemic
moves should decrease over time. If, on the other hand,
epistemic moves are used primarily for online planning
within a trial (acting-to-plan) w e expect a more opportunistic use due to the instructional manipulation. In
this case, w e expect the frequency of epistemic moves
in Group 3 and 4 to display an interaction over trials.
Finally, if the use of epistemic m o d e is unselective,
and predominantly due to affordances created by the design of our device w e shouldfinda constant use of epistemic moves throughout all trials and similar usage patterns in Groups 3 and 4.
Results
Numbers of Moves
As all groups were instructed to minimize the number of
moves to solve the T o H puzzle our comparative analysis of their performance will be based on the number of
pragmatic moves per trial.
Overall learning effects Before w e consider the comparisons between individual groups, w e will examine the
expected overall effects of learning. Figure 1 displays the
mean number of pragmatic moves for each group from
trials 1 to 6. A mixed A N O V A of pragmatic moves with
group membership as between-subjects factor and trial
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1 total moves
2. totat moves
3 pragmatic moves
A pragmadc moves
3 spistemic moves
4 epistemic moves

Trial
Figure 1: M e a n number of m o v e s for each of the four
groups on each of six trials. For Groups 1 and 2 the
number of pragmatic moves corresponds to the number
of total moves, whereas Groups 3 and 4 had the option of making epistemic moves in addition to pragmatic
moves. (Note: The m i n i m u m possible number of pragmatic moves to solve the task is 31.)
as within-subjects factor confirms the overall learning effect [F(5,2OO)=16.3,p=.OO0, M 5 £ = 2 6 0 . 4 ] and indicates
that there were differences between groups [F(3,40)=5.8,
p=.002, MSE=A%9.2\, but the interaction between the
two factors did not reach significance [F( 15,200)= 1.5,
p=.\l,MSE=260A].
Whether an individual group has significantly improved over time can be assessed by conducting simple effect tests within groups by trial. These show that
Groups 1, 2 and 4 significantly reduced their number of
pragmatic moves over the course of the experiment. The
means for Group 3 were low even at thefirsttrials, suggesting that it did not improve significantly because it
consistently performed at a high level.
O n trials 4—6, in which all groups were instructed to
minimize the number of pragmatic moves, both Group 2
and 3 outperformed Group 1 by taking fewer pragmatic
moves (p=.003 and .008 respectively).
Thus, the overall results seem promising: With respect
to the performance criterion Groups 1, 2 and 4 improved
over time and Groups 2 and 3 managed to solve the T o H
puzzle in fewer moves than Group 1 in the second half of
the experiment.
Effects of Instruction (Groups 1 vs. 2) Ourfijstspecific prediction concerned Groups 1 and 2, neither of
which had the epistemic device m o d e at their disposal,
but differed in their instructions: Whereas Group 1 was
instructed to minimize the number of moves in each trial.
Group 2 was only asked to optimize their performance in

To interpret this difference in performance the number of epistemic moves of Group 3 has to be taken into
account as well. (The number of epistemic moves is represented by dotted lines in Figure I).
If w e add the epistemic moves carried out by Group 3
to their pragmatic moves, Group 3 used more total moves
on average than Group 1 (mean total moves=68.7 and
5S.1 respectively), but this difference is not statistically
significant [F{ 1,20)=. 11, p=. 12, MSE=2165.3].
This demonstrates that Group 3 spontaneously managed to use the device-supported option of epistemic
Group
moves to improve their periformance with respect to the
• 1:pMonty|min1-8 criterion. However, it leaves open exactly why and how
members of Group 3 used the exploratory mode. W e will
• 2: pM onty I mln «address these issues after assessing the effects on solution latency.
Trials 1-3
Trials 4-6
Solution Times
Figure 2: M e a n number of moves for Groups 1 and 2
Although participants had been told that the total experon trials 1-3 and 4-6. (Note: The m i n i m u m possible
iment took a standardized length of time—hence could
number of moves is 31.)
not assume that by being quick or slow they would alter
the overall duration of their experimental session—their
the last three of six trials. A s the scope of this experimen- latencies to solve a problem can be used as an alternative
tal manipulation juxtaposed trials 1-3 with trials 4-6 it is indicator to assess their performance.
^propriate to collapse the data across each triple of trials
by computing the respective means.
Overall effects As one might expect solution latenFigure 2 shows the m e a n number of moves for
cies over the course of the experiment decreased for
both groups on trials 1-3 and 4-6. It illustrates that
all groups. A n overall mixed A N O V A on the effects
there is no hint of the predicted crossover interaction
of group membership and trial on the total time re[F(1.20)=.44, p=.5\,AfSE=72.6]. Instead, the predicted quired to solve each task yields a main effect of trial
learning effects over both test halves [F(l,20)=35.4,
[F(5,200>=16.9, p=.000, A/5£:=l 3352.7] but no difp=.00, MSE=72.6] are combined with an unexpected
ferences between groups. However, a significant inmain effect of group [F( 1,20)=8.1,/j=.01, A/5£=119.0]. teraction of the two factors [F(15,200)=1.8, p=.038,
While successfully predicting that Group 2 would use
M 5 £ = 13352.7] drew attention to the possibility that diffewer moves on trials 4-6 [F(l,20)=8.9,/>=.01] it is im- ferent groups might have exploited time selectively to
mediately obvious that this advantage in performance
optimize their performance.
cannot be attributed to its members using epistemic acSubsequent simple main effect tests confirm that while
tions in the initial trials: they clearly have not invested
the total solution times of Groups 1 and 3 significantly
additional moves on trials 1-3.
decreased over repeated trials, this was not the case for
O n e plausible, if rather annoying explanation for this Groups 2 and 4. This suggests that the instructional mapattern of data, is that, by an accident of assignment.
nipulation had a selective effect on solution time, and m
Group 2 might comprise more able problem solvers than
particular raises the possibility that the improved perforGroup 1. (We will briefly consider an alternative account
mance of Group 2 over Group 1 on trials 4-6 was caused
below.)
in part by Group 2 exerting greater effort on these trials.
Effects of Device Support (Groups 1 vi. 3) Groups 1
and 3 shared the same instructions (to minimize the number of moves on each trial) but diflFered in the options provided by the user interface (device). Specifically, m e m bers of Group 3 had the "exploratory m o d e " at dieir disposal which supported the use of epistemic moves.
In the overview of the number of pragmatic moves of
all four groups w e have already established that Group 3
performed better than Group 1 on trials 4-6. A mixed
A N O V A of pragmatic moves by group membership and
trial confirms the predicted main effect of group over all
six trials [/"(1,20)= 18.0, p=.0O0, MSE=259.9]. Thus,
Group 3 consistently performed better than Group I with
respect to the criterion.
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Effects of Instruction (Groups 1 vs. 2) The suggestion that Group 2 outperformed Group 1 in trials 3-6 by
exerting extra effort (rather than the hypothesized investment of epistemic moves) is supported by an analysis of
move rates, i.e. the number of moves made per second.
Figure 3 shows the mean m o v e rates of Group 1 and 2
over both test halves. A corresponding A N O V A on move
rate by group and test half yields a highly significant interaction [F( 1,20)=18.3, p=.0O0, M S E = M 2 ] .
If w e interpret an increase in m o v e rate (as seen in
Group 1) as signalling the necessity of less effort per individual move, the absence of an increase in Group 2
suggests that its members invested relatively more effort
in the second half of the experiment.

Group

Group

° 3;pll(U«Mlmln1.«

1:pMonly|mln1-6

O 4:pNU^|mln4.«

• 2:pMo(Ky|mln4-«
Trials 1-3

Trials 1-3

Trials 4-6

Figure 3: M e a n m o v e rates for Groups 1 and 2 on trials 1-3 and 4-6.
Effects of Device S u p p o r t ( G r o u p s 3 a n d 4)
O n e of the questions raised above was: H a w did Group 3
use epistemic moves to outperform Group 1? A s the
total solution times for Groups 1 and 3 did not differ
[/'(l,20)-.38,/7=.54, A/5£=66525.2] recourse to latency
data does not resolve this issue.
Although the present experiment does not allow us to
answer questions about possible causes and effects of
device-supported epistemic moves conclusively, w e can
provide tentative evidence for some of the related issues:

Trials 4-6

Figure 4: M e a n number of epistemic moves for Groups 3
and 4 on trials 1-3 and 4-6.
temic moves [F(I,20)=.5.4,p=.03, A/5£=572.7]. The
same pattern can be observed when w e consider the
relative frequency of epistemic moves: Whereas the
use of epistemic moves for Group 3 decreases over
time, members of Group 4 increase their use of epistemic moves in the second half of the experiment. This
suggests that exploratory m o d e was used opportunistically to meet the instructional constraints, i.e., for
online-planning (acting-to-plan) on the current trial,
rather than as a prospective investment into learning
(acting-to-leam).

• Did the use of epistemic moves actually lead to bet• Were epistemic moves used because they were availter learning? The fact that Group 3 continued to use
able, i.e., was the usage of exploratory m o d e simply a
epistemic moves imtil the last trials suggests that they
task-demand like artifact, prompted by otu- device m a probably did not learn more about the T o H puzzle than
nipulation?
The strategic use of epistemic moves obGroup 1, but used the exploratory device m o d e as a
served by Group 4 attenuates this concern. Rather than
tool to optimize their performance. However, our debeing a mere device affordance, exploratory m o d e was
sign allows for the alternative explanation that the conused selectively to achieve online planning.
tinued use of epistemic moves might have been due to
a conservative strategy.
Discussion
• Did the use of epistemic moves become more effective
Participants in the exploratory m o d e conditions sponover timel A n index of the effectiveness of each epistaneously and effectively used the device-support to
temic move can be computed by dividing Group 3's
achieve a performance criterion, and in so doing they
mean savings of pragmatic moves (compared with
demonsti-ated capability for using epistemic actions to
Group 1) by the number of epistemic moves invested
on each trial. A s the six corresponding ratios (O.S, 0.3, improve immediate performance.
However, both the observed imwillingness to invest
1.0, 0.2, 1.1, 0.7) do not show any obvious trend, w e
additional
moves in early trials and the selectivity of usconclude that the use of exploratory m o d e did not beage patterns suggest that participants were only willing
come more effective over time.
to invest epistemic moves when they stood to gain an
• Were epistemic moves used to learn or to plan? Even immedate benefit from so doing. There was no clear sign
without evidence for superior learning due to deviceof increased learning through use of exploratory m o d e
support of epistemic moves w e can address the quesor willingness to use epistemic moves for learning purtion of participants' motivation to use exploratory
poses. Instead, the selective use suggests that epistemic
m o d e by comparing the usage patterns of Group 3
actions were mainly serving the function of look-ahead
and 4. Figure 4 shows a clear interaction of group
(acting-to-plan) rather than learning prospectively about
membership and test half on the mean number of epis- the T o H task (acting-to-leam).
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Our instructional manipulation did not have the predicted effect. This may have been due to an unfortunate
mismatch between the experimental groups, or it may be
that our initial hypotheses about an interesting distinction between problem-solving and learning orientations
are unfounded, at least for Tower of Hanoi. Perhaps more
likely still is the possibility that our instructional manipulation was too subtle to invoke any change in orientation.
In Kirsh's writing on epistemic actions and related
themes, which was one of the sources of inspiration for
the current study, an additional concept is introduced by
contrast with goal-directed behaviour, namely "complementary strategies" (Kirsh, 1995, 1996). It is not clear to
us how precise a distinction Kirsh is promoting between
"complementary" and "epistemic": indeed there is a hint
in his writings of mere terminological evolution. Nevertheless, w e suggest that there is an important distinction
that might be sketched. As defined above, epistemic actions have their effect by modifying cognitive structures
in the actor By contrast, consider such example complementary strategies as moving coins in order to count
them, or marking numbers in order to add them (Kirsh,
1995,1996; Neth & Payne, 2001). Such operations work
by modifying the problem so as to be more compatible
with cognitive capabilities, rather than changing the cognitive state of the actor. W e agree with Kirsh that complementary strategies of this kind are ubiquitous in human
behaviour.
The case for ubiquity is less clear for epistemic actions. In this article w e have sketched a distinction between two kinds of epistemic actions, actions-to-leam
and actions-to-plan. W e have found evidence for the latter, but none for the former.
One reason that acting-to-leam may be relatively less
commonttiancomplementary strategies and than actingto-plan, is the success of leaming-by-doing. A second
reason, ironically, is that acting may sometimes compete
with learning. As shown by O'Hara and Payne (1998),
and Trudel and Payne (1995), internalising problem solving activity and planning (doing more mental look-ahead
or reflection) can itself increase learning in a problem
solving context For example, when exploratory learners
had their interactions with a digital watch rationed, they
learned more successfully how to use the watch (Trudel
& Payne, 1995).
Despite these arguments, we are confident that, as defined in the introduction, actions-to-leam (i.e. actions
that are not intended to solve the current problem but
only to learn about the current problem) are indeed an
important aspect of problem solving and learning. However, such actions may be less widely and spontaneously
available and harder to study in conventional puzzlesolving domains.
Turning from the philosophical to the practical, one
very concrete contribution of the current article is the
idea of incorporating an exploratory mode, with instant
undo, into the user interface. Undo fimctions are, of
course, well-established and universally acknowledged
contributors to device usability (although some thorny
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technical design issues are still debated). What is novel
about our exploratory mode, we believe, is that it guarantees a very rapid return to particular user-chosen system
states. It can accomplish this because the user makes a
specific commitment to undoing subsequent actions. Although this might seem counter-indicated in mundane
HCI contexts, we suggest related designs may be worth
pursuing in any domain where people stand to benefit
from "thinking by doing".
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Abstract
Given a small number of examples of sceneutterance pairs of a novel verb, language learners
can learn its syntactic and semantic features. Syntactic and semantic bootstrapping hypotheses both
rely on croes-situational observation to hone in on
the ambiguity present in a single observation. In
this paper, we cast the distributional evidence from
scenes and syntax in a unified Bayesian probablistic
framework. Unlike previous approaches to modeling lexical acquisition, ourframeworkuniquely: (1)
models learningfromonly a small number of sceneutterance pairs (2) utilizes and integrates both syntax and semantic evidence, thus reconciling the
apparent tension between syntactic and semantic
bootststrapping approaches (3J robustly handles
noise (4) makes prior and acquired knowledge distinctions explicit, through specification of the hyL epothesis
a r n i n space,
g W o rprior
d Sand
y n tlikelihood
a x a n dprobability
S e m a n tdisics
tributions.
Given a small number of examples of scene-utterance
pairs of a novel word, a child can determine both the
range of syntMtic constructions the novel word can
appear in and inductively generalize to other scene
instances likely to be covered by the concept represented (Pinker 1989). The inherent semantic, syntactic, and referential uncertainty in a single sceneutterance pair is well-established (c.f. Siskind 1996).
In contrast, with multiple scene-utterance pairs, language learners can reduce the uncertainty of which
semantic features and syntactic features are associated with a novel word.
Verbs exemplify the core problems of sceneuttertince referential uncertainty. Verbs selectively
participate in different alternation patterns, which
are cues to their inherent semantic and syntactic features (Levin 1993). H o w are these features
of words acquired, given only positive evidence of
scene-utterance pairs?
The syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis (Gleitman
1990) is that learners exploit the distribution of
"syntactic frames" to constrain possible semantic
features of verbs. If a learner hears /glip/ in frames
of the form /S glipped G with F/ and rarely hears /S
glipped F into G/, the learner can with high confidence infer /glip/ to be in the same verb class as

/fill/ and have the same sort of argument structure. A different distribution informs the learner
of a different verb class. Considerable evidence has
mounted in support of this hypothesis (c.f. Naigles
1990, Fisher et al 1994). In contrast, the semantic
bootstrapping hypothesis (Pinker 1989) is that learners use what is c o m m o n across scenes to constrain
the possible word argument structures. If a learner
sees a liquid undergoing a location change when /S
glipped F/ is uttered, then /glip/ is likely to be in
the same verb class as /pour/ and have the same
sort of meaning.
Both hypotheses require the distribution of crosssituational observations. Prior accounts to model
word learning have either ignored the essential role of
syntax in word learning (Siskind 1996, Tenenbaum
and X u 2000), or require thousEinds of training observations (Regier et al 2001) to enable learning. In
this paper we present a Bayesian model of learning
the syntax and semantics of verbs that overcomes
these barriers, by demonstrating how word-concept
mappings can be achievedfiromvery little evidence,
where the evidence is information from both scenes
and syntax.
Bayesiem Leeirning of Features
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W e illustrate our approach with a Bayesian £malysis
of a single feature. O n some accounts, verbs possess a cause feature which m a y be valued 1, *, or 0
(Harley and Noyer 2000); depending on the value of
the cause feature, the verb m a y appear in frame Fl,
FO, or both:
1 Externally caused - Kx: touch, load
l-'l: He touched the glass.
FO: *The glass touched.
• Externally causable - Ex: break, till
Fl: He broke the glass.
FO: The glass broke.
0 Internally caused - Ex: laugh, glow
Fl: *He laughed the children.
FO: The children laughed.
Assuming this analysis, learners who hear utterances
containing a novel verb, not knowing the value of its
cause feature, must choose between 3 distinct hypotheses Hi, if,, and Hq. Clearly, one utterance
cannot uniquely determine the value of the feature:
if learners hear Fl (/S Ved O / ) , the feature sup-

ports H i or //,; similarly, if learners hear F O (/O
V e d / ) , the feature m a y be H q or H,. T w o utterances cannot determine the feature uniquely either.
Learners might receive both Fl and FO, supporting
H , uniquely. B u t they m a y also accidentally receive
2 utterances of the s a m e form (FO, F O or Fl, F l ) ,
thus not resolving the ambiguity. If learners received
6 utterances of the s a m e form F O or F l , however,
then there is overwhelming support for ^ o or H i
respectively, a n d H , seems far less likely.
A Bayesian analysis renders the above analysis
precise a n d quantitative. Knowledge is encoded in
three core components: (1) the structure of the hypothesis space H ; (2) the prior probability p(Hi) on
each hypothesis H i in H , before learners are provided amy evidence; (3) the likelihood of observing
evidence X given a particular Hi, p{X\Hi). Given
evidence A' = [ij,... ,xn] of A^ independent observations, by Bayes' rule the posterior probability of a
particular hypothesis Hiis:
P(Xi,.. . ,Xn)
signaling the support for a particular hypothesis Hi
given evidence X .
In this case, Xj is the observation of a syntactic
frame (FO or F l ) , and X is a distribution of syntactic frames. O n e simple prior probability model
p{Hi) has each of the 3 hypotheses are equally likely,
encoding that a verb is equally likely to be of the
/touch/, /laugh/ or /break/ class:
p{Hi)=p{H,)=piHo) = \

(2)

and a likelihood model p{xj\Hi) encoding h o w likely
w e are to observe frames F O or F l for the 3 different
feature values of cause:
p{xj = F \ \ H i ) = .95 p{xj = F O \ H i ) = .05
p{xj = F 1 \ H , ) = .50 p(ij = F O \ H , ) = .50 (3)
p(Xj = F l \ H o ) = .05 p(ij = F O \ H q ) = .95
T h e above likelihood model says that w h e n a verb
has cause=l, w e expect frames of the form /S V e d
0 / 9 5 % of the time; w h e n a verb has cause=0, w e
expect / O V e d / 9 5 % of the time; w h e n a verb has
cause=*, w e expect both syntactic frames.
B o t h the prior probability model and likelihood
m o d e l are stipulated, encoding a learner's prior
knowledge of g r a m m a r . Given these probability
models, this allows for explicit computation of the
support of each hypothesis. Suppose a learner receives FO. T h e n the support for each of the 3 hypotheses m a y b e computed to be:
(•05)(-33)
= .033
(.05-l-.50-l-.95)(.33)
(•50)(.33)
piH.lFO) =
= .333
(.05 -I- .50 -I- .95) (.33)
(•95)(.33)
p{Ho\FO] =
= .633
(.05 + .50 -I- .95)(.33)
p{Hi\FO) =

(4)
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A n y n u m b e r of situations m a y be analyzed as such:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Evidence A"
p(Hi\X) p{H,\X) p(Ho\X)
.333
.633
FO
.033
FO, FO
.002
.216
.781
FO, FO, FO, FO, FO, FO 2e-8
.021
.979
FO, Fl
.137
.724
.137
.986
.007
FO, Fl, FO, Fl, FO, Fl
.007
FO, Fl, Fl, Fl, Fl, Fl .712
5e-6
.288

W h e n only FO is given as evidence (situation 1),
while both Hq and H , are consistent with the observation. H o is nearly twice as likely. However, with
2 observations of FO (situation 2) or 6 observations
(situation 3), it is increasingly likely that Hq is the
correct hypothesis. With both FO and Fl as evidence (situation 4), in contrast, H , is far more likely;
with more evidence (situation 5), it becomes more
so. Finally, if the first frame is a "noise" frame and
followed by 5 representative frames of Fl (situation
6), then Hi is more likely instead.
Given this framework, just one or two observations is sufficient to make an informed judgement.
Note that each additional observation increases certainty, and noise is handled gracefully.
Modeling Semantic Bootstrapping
In this section, we extend the single feature analysis to multiple featiues, where each feature represents information from scenes (from any modaUty,
whether perceptual, mental, etc.). Setting aside verbal aspect, we m a y model possible verb meanings as
a set of M features, where each feature represents
a predicate on one or more of the arguments of the
verb. For example, a set of single argument predicates might include:
moving(x), rotating(x), movingdown(x),
8upported(x), liquid(x), container(x)
specifying the perceived situation about the argument of the verb (e.g. if it is moving, or moving in a
particular manner, etc.) while a second set of twoargument predicates might specify the relationships
between arguments, given that this is an externally
caused {cause=l) event:
contact(x, y), support(x, y), attach(x, y)
Using these predicates, an idealized (partial) lexicon
might contain the following word-concept mappings:
cause O n e arg x T w o arg x, y
/lower/
1
1*11**
11*
/raise/
1
1*01**
11»
/rise/
0
1»0***
/fall/
0
l*i***
specifying, in linear order, the value of each of the
one and two-argument predicates above, e.g. that
/lower/ has cause=l, moving(x)=l, rotate(x)=*,
movingdown(x)=l, etc. - a n d thus its concept covers externally-cased motion events where an agent
m o v e s a theme downwards through supported contact. T h e verb /raise/ is nearly identical except it
has movingdown(x)=0, while /fall/ and /rise/ involve internally-caused motion {cause=0) and do not

specify any two argument predicates. T h e values of *
for the 4 rotating(x), liquid(x), container(x), and attach(x,y) predicates signal that these features are irrelevant to the verb's concept. Perception of a scene
amounts to evaluating these predicates; scenes m a y
or m a y not fall under the verb concept, conditioned
on the values of these predicates. T h e presence of q
of "irrelevant" features valued as * implies 2' possible scenes consistent with the concept.

M o d e l i n g Syntactic B o o t s t r a p p i n g
In this section, we demonstrate a Bayesian model
of how the distribution of syntactic frames, as envisioned by Gleitman (1990), m a y be used to determine the semantic features of a verb. To do so,
we introduce a new notion of semantic agreement,
wherein features of a lexical head must agree with its
complement. Consider the following idealized lexicon:
Given a hypothesis space of possible verb concepts
/into/ fig:
/fill/ fig: () con: [1]
formed by M of these sorts of predicates, the task
/pour/ fig: ]L liq: [1] /with/ fig:
/glass/ con:"[i]
of learning a verb's meaning given N observations
/load/ fig: "•
/water/ liq: [1]
X = xi...xn] of scenes, is to determine which of
the 3^ possible concepts is the most likely. Just
A lexical head /fill/ agrees with a complement of /a
as before, a Bayesian model does so by computing
glass with water/ but not with /water into a glass/,
the posterior probability distribution p{Hi\X) over
because the lexical head and its complement have
a value 1 along thefigdimension. Likewise, a lexiconcepts, given a prior distribution on hypotheses
p{Hi) and a likelihood distribution of generating a
cal head /pour/ agrees with a complement of /waparticular Xj example given /?<:
ter into a glass/ but not /a glass with water/, because of the opposite value offig.Finally, a lexical
head such as /load/, because • agrees with 0 and
We can use Bayes' rule (Eq (1)) to compute the like- 1, accepts both complements. Thus, both /load the
wagon with hay/ and /load hay into the wagon/ are
lihood of any hypothesis given N independent examples. Intuitively, the above likelihood model says valid derivations. A large number of verb classes can
be seen to pattern into three classes along different
that out of the 2' possible scenes that might fall unfeature dimensions in this way (Nomura et al 1994).
der the concept Hi, all of them are equally likely;
A n y number of feature dimensions m a y be hypothlikewise, the prior probability model holds that all
and m a y include selectional features, such as
esized,
of the 3*^ concepts are equally likely.
/fill/ requiring a container (con:[l]) or /pour/ reConsider a reduced hypothesis space where M =
quiring a liquid (liq:[l]) as its complement.
3:
Suppose a learner hears /S glipped a glass with
g (Joncepts
water/. T h e features of the novel verb /glip/ are unt 666. aoi. 616, 611. I60, iOi, iiOTITr
known and the features of its complement /a glass
1 00*. 01*. 10*, 11*. 6*6, 0*1,
with water/ are known. For thefigfeature dimen1*6, 1*1, *66, •61, *16, *11
sion of /glip/, there are 3 possible values, with 3
2 0**, *0*, **0, 1**, *1*, **1
corresponding hypotheses Hq, H i , H,. A s before,
3 *•*
one observation is insufficient to infer H o , as H , is
Given any distribution of scenes X , we can directly
also possible. T h e following likelihood model for an
compute the posterior probability p{Hi\X) of any
unknown verb feature value V and the feature value
of the 27 different concepts. Four are shown here,
of its complement C agreeing can be used for each
of increasing generality from a very specific concept
feature dimension (fig, loc, con, etc.) to compute a
(Hooo) covering only one scene fOOO) to the most
probability distribution over the Hi-.
general concept H,,. covering 2*^ possible scenes;
~f{V,C) V = 0 V = 1 V = *'
Uljservation X:
.Hooo Woo. Wo.. //...
1 000
C =0
.22
.01
.11
.30 .lb .UV .03
2 000, 000, 000
.70 .09 .01 .001
C
=
l
.01
.22
.11
3 000,001
.00 .64 .16 .04
C=.11
.11
.12
4 000, 001, 000
.00 .79 .10 .01
5 000, 001, 000, 001, 000.00 .94 .03 .001
Intuitively, the above says that with high proba6 000, 101, 010, 111, 000 .00 .00 .00 1.0
bility, V and C agree, and with low probability
A single scene observation 000 is explained by all 4
(i.e. .01), they do not agree. The above joint dishypotheses (situation 1) in a graded fashion. H o w tribution encodes both the prior distribution on V
ever, with 3 repeated observations (situation 2),
and the conditional distribution p(C\V):
most of the mass is concentrated on Hooo- W h e n
scene observations require abstracting away irrelep(V = 0)=p(V=l)=p(V = *) = i (6)
vant features, the more specific concepts must be
discarded in favor of more general concepts (situ(c = v\v = ooii) = .e
.65
ation 3 vs 6). Each example consistent with the
p(C = 0 1|V = *) = .32
(CjtV\V = 0oTl)
Oorl) == ..03
C
general concept further reduces ambiguity over the
p ( C = * | V = 0orl) = .32 p(C = • V = •) = .35
possible concepts (situation 4 vs 5).
(7)
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Given an assumption of perfect knowledge of the fear
ture values of the complement, over multiple observations, the distributional evidence X in support of
the 3 hypotheses can be readily evaluated. W e can
test h o w dififerent distributions of syntactic frames
correctly yield different probability distributions of
a verbs syntactic and semantic features; this is thus
a Bayesian model of Gleitman's (1990) "syntactic
bootstrapping". Suppose a learner gets 4 syntactic
frames of /glip/, all of the form /S glipped O with
Z/. This is equivalent to having 4 perfect observations of fig:[0], which w e annotate as X = 0000.
Then the likelihood p { X \ V ) and posterior probability p{y\X) of the 3 possible hypotheses can be evaluated directly via Bayes' rule:
Likelihood p(;^ ITT
p(XlV = 0) = (.65r
p{X\V = 1) = (.03)*
v{x\v = *) = {.mY

Po6terlor p\y\Xy
p(V = Q\X) = .941
p{V = 1|X) = .000
p{V = •JX) = .059

De$CTiption/Semantic Featurei
Scane a '
faraon pourinf wat«r tnto a glaa«, tilling It
pour-nil
GImi: Mannar: None •'"1(1)'
(0) State: Pull (1)
Gooi
^ ll
Watar:
Manner;watar
Pouring
(1)aaState:
None
aplaah-nil fCraon
aplaahaa
glau,
nillng
'Inlo
Tnto
I
Gooi
Glaaa: Mannar: None (0) State: Full (1)
Water; Manner; aplaahlng (^) atate: iMoni
Wi20
Water: Manner; Splaahlng (2) State: None (0)
faraon apraya water Into a glaaa, tilling it
Oooi
w iJO_
Manner: None (0) State: Pull (1)
pour-empty
Hereon pouring vvater out ot glaaa, emptying it
Manner: Spraying (3) State: None (0)
Gool
Manner: None (0) State Empty (3)
yyuo
Manner: Pouring (1) State: None (0)
aplaah-empty Keraon aplaahea water out ot glaaa, emptying it
Gooj
Manner:
None (0)
aomeState:
waterEmpty
Into a(2)
gla
Peraon pouring
Wi^q
Splaahlng
(2) State:
Manner: None
(0) State:
NoneNone
(0)(0)
W
IISL
pour-none
Manner:aprays
Pouring
(1)into
State:
None'(0)
apray-none
F'eraon
water
a glaaa
Gooo
Oooo
Manner: None (0) State; None (0)
Wi3o
Manner: Spraying (3) State: None (0)
where features are ordered as:
fig, manner-of-motion, change-of-state

This is shown below, along with other distributions
of syntactic frames:
Utterances (X)
V =0 V =i v = *
4 /S Ved 0 with Z/ (0000) .041 .000 .059
4 yS Ved 0 / (*•••)
.292 .292 .416
2 /S Ved 0 with Z/,
.032 .032 .936
2 /S Ved 0 into Z/ (OOU)
4 2 /S Ved 0/,
.769 .000 .230
2 /S Ved 0 with Z/ (••00)
23
/S
Ved
0
with
Z/
1.00 .000 .000
5
10 /S Ved 0 /
23 /S Ved 0 with Z/
6 5 /S Ved 0 into Z/
.960 .000 .040
10 /S Ved 0 /
With only 4 examples, the uncertainty of the value
of the feature V is rapidly reduced (situations 1-4).
A s the number of examples increases (situation 4
vs 5), the evidence supports "all-or-none" or "rulelike" behavior, even with a significant number noisy
frames (situation 5 vs 6).

Sit
1
2
3

Modeling Integrated Syntactic and
Semcintic Bootstrapping
We now integrate the two forms of bootstrapping
described above, where given a distribution of both
scenes and syntactic frames, a probability distribution over concepts consistent with both sources of
evidence is determined. Consider the following possible syntactic frames:
Utterance
u Attention
/Clipping^/
*••
/S glipped water from a glass/ 1**
W
/S glipped water into a glass/ !••
W
/S glipped water/
•»•
W
/S glipped a glass with water/ 0»*
0
/S glipped a glass/
•••
G
and perceptually-derived
semantic features of
scenes:
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for each utterance u and scene possibility s. The
subscripts o n G a n d W annotate the observation of
that a r g u m e n t for each of the 3 dimensions.
W e m a y describe, just as before, h o w the crosssituational distributional evidence X of N independent scene-utterance pairs:
X = [(s,,Ui),...,(8Ar,UA,)]
(8)
yields different word-concept m a p p i n g s p { H i \ X )
through independent combination of the two sources
of evidence:
jN
n;=iP(siigi)p("j|gi)p(gi)
p{Hi\X) =
(9)
P(A-)
For expository purposes, w e will consider h o w the
learner would rank each of the 6 precise hypotheses,
and will assume they entertain only these:
Feature
II*
lapray
12»
splash
"tpta
tlath
13*
fill
fffil
ifiU
0*1
empty
** empty
0*2
move
"move
1**
T h e likelihood p{sj \Hi) for each of the D independent dimensions { D = 3) is:
D
pi8^^Si...SD\Hi) = llpiSk\Hi)
(10)
k=l
w h e r e our m o d e l for scene observations along the
/cth dimension is:
1--dfc£ ifsfc = 0./f* = *
e
ifsfc #0,//.'= = *
p{sk\Hi) = '
1-- d k S ifsfc = H^,H^^* (11)
<5
ifsfc ^H^,H>^jt*
W e annotate the value of thefcthdimension of hypothesis Hi as //* above. T h efirsttwo lines model
that when a feature is not valued {H^ = • ) , then
scenes typically have 0 for the kih dimension (di =
2; da = 2\d^ = 3), but do not match with probability t. That is, observing pouring, spraying, splashing
manners (sj = 1,2, or 3), and observingfilling,emptying, or breaking change-of-states (53 = 1,2, or 3)
"Hypothesis"
Knglish VerF
pour

Kituationl
Scene a
pour-^ir
pour-fill
O'ooi, W h o
bour-fiU
{G'ooi.W^no
hone
hone
hone
bour-fill
Gooi,
pour-empty Go02, Who
pour-none
Gooo, Wno
pour-fill
^001, Wno
splash-fill
Gooi, Wuo
gpray-fill
Gqoi,W,oo
pour-fill
^001,Wno
pplash-empty Gooi, Wno
ppray-none Gooi, Wioo

Utterance u
i/S glipped water intoftglaaa/ f 1*«
aae with water/ (o*T
75
m lipping/
l/S glipped water into a glafl87
/S glipped glaas with water7
/Glipping!/
/Clipping!/
/S glipped water from a glass/
/S glipped water/
/GlTpping!/
/S glipped a glass with water/
/S!glipped_
glipped a glass/
/dipping!/
Jlippine!/
/S glipped water/
/S glipped water/

H,prayti,pla,h
H empty
H nrnov'
-i J /t»
J ^ empty
Bpray Ji tplattiHfiU

m
.000
1503
.246
•007
.166

m
.000
.004
.246
.007
.166

m
.660
.468
.004
.466
.166

m
.093
.009 .000

.000

.000 .000 .000 .001

.000

.000 .999 .000 .000

.064

.064 .000 .000 .808

.004 7 M
.004 .254
.488 .007
.166 .170

Figure 1: Word-concept mapping p{Hi\X), given scene-utterance evidence X of a novel verb, /glip/

is far less likely than observing no manner of motion
(s2 = 0) or change of state {33 = 0) at all. Since
observing a different value Sj ^ 0 is unlikely to have
occurred by accident, it m a y be an important feature
to the concept. T h e second two lines of (11) model
that if a feature is valued { H ^ 7^ * ) , then scenes typically match that feature in value, but do not match
with probability 6. That is, for example, given hypothesis Hpour, then most of the scenes will contsdn
pouring in them. In our examples, e = .1,<5 = .01;
qualitatively, results are not sensitive to changes in
these values.
T h e output of our model is shown in Figure 1.
Suppose, as in Situation 1, a learner is given a
single scene-utterance pair (pour-fill, /S glipped water into the glass/): X = [(si = {Gno,Wiio},ui =
1 * *, W ) ] , and w e wish to compute p{Hi\X) for all
Hi G H . W e assume the learner can attend to the
argument so as to extract relevant features from the
scene. Given the scene pour-fill paired with utterance /S glipped water into a glass/, our Bayesian
model places high weight on HpourIn Situation 2, the scene is the same, but n o w the
synt£ix /S glipped a glass with water/ provides the
learner with the information to attend not to the
water's manner-of-motion but to the glass' change
of state. Given X = [(si = {Giio, W^iio}iUi =
0 * *, G)] our model weights Hf,ii heavily.
In Situation 3, the scene is the same, but n o w
the syntax /Glipping!/ gives the learner less information, since the argument in the scene that the
speaker m a y be referring to is unknown; X = [(si =
{Giio,Wiio},ui =
)] If there are A arguments in the scene, the speaker must have had a
particular argument z in mind. T h e learner must
condition on all the possibilities of z:
A
piaj\Hi) = '£pisj\Hi,z^)p{za)
(12)
a=l
If learners consider all arguments equally salient
ip{zi) = ^ ) then this effectively models /Clipping!/
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as equivalent to /S is glipping Z l / with probability
Pizi) = .5 and /S is glipping Z 2 / with probability
p(z2) = -5. For simplicity, w e assume A = 2 where
Zl is water, Z 2 is the glass - but further referential
uncertainty can be modeled with higher A. Because
of the conditioning on each of A possibilities, this
yields a less certain word-concept mapping.
In situation 4 through 6, the same syntactic
frames are provided as in situations 1 through 3,
but without the scene information. W h e n some syntactic information is provided by the frame (situa^
tion 4, /S is glipping water into a glass/), then the
manner-of-motion locative verbs are preferred over
the change-of-state locative verbs, but no differentiation is possible without the scenes. Likewise, w h e n
the frame provides the opposite cue (situation 5, /S
is glipping a glass with water/), the opposite preference is achieved, again with no differentiation between possible change-of-state verb concepts. W h e n
zero syntactic information is available (situation 6,
/Clipping!/), all hypotheses prove equally likely.
Whereas in situation 3 the verb-concept mapping
was ambiguous, primarily between Hpour and H f m ,
in situation 7 and 8, learners are provided 2 additional examples to disambiguate. Both the scenes
and syntactic frames in situation 7 support Hpour,
while in situation 8 the scenes and syntactic frames
support Hfiii.
Finally, in situation 9, 2 different scene-utterance
pairs primarily support the "superordinate" concept Hmove, and not any "subordinate" manner-ofmotion concept Hpour, H,plash, or Hgpray
Discussion
The reason why our analysis is able to infer so much
from so little evidence is because so much is embedded in the given knowledge sources:
• the structure of the hypothesis space H. Our examples contained a small number of feature dimensions and their possible values, but these m a y

be specified by interfaces to perceptual, motor,
memory, or other "theory" representations. If so,
whether these are innate or acquired are conditional on their source.
• priors p{Hi) on hypotheses in H . W e used equal
priors, but updating p{Hi) based on lauiguage input is natural. In the verbal domain, such phem o n e n a are commonly observed (e.g. manner vs.
path, tight/loose-fit biases).
• likelihood of scenes s given the word concept
p{Sj\Hi). W e stipulated static values of t and 6,
but this can be acquired from observation.
• perfect knowledge of the features of the complement. W e m a d e this simplifying assumption to
illustrate the essential elements of our model, but
learners must acquire these features in parallel.
• the likelihood of agreement, p{C\V), between a
feature of a novel verb V and its complement C.
W e speculate that there is sufficient structure in
partially learned words so as to acquire the structure in the joint distribution of feature values.
This richness of knowledge is in contrast to the
models employed by Regier et al (2001) and Desai (2001), w h o train coimectionist neural networks
so as to learn the word-scene associations for adjectives/ nouns and verbs respectively. T h e high
dimensionality of their models forces the need for
thousands of training trials, and the interpretation
of the weights is notoriously difficult. T h e assumptions behind these models are not justified by these
authors. In contrast, our Bayesian approach makes
the hypotheses, priors, and likelihoods explicit, holding this structure to be central.
Siskind (1996) views lexical acquisition as constraint satisfaction, and offers a robust algorithm
where the mapping between input and hypothesis
space is accomplished by pruning hypotheses that
do not occxir cross-situationally. Provided an idealized tokenization of the world, the algorithm does
not need a large number of examples. However,
Siskind's model does not yield any form of preference between different concepts, which is especially important when two or more concepts m a y
be equally constrained by the data. W e have shown
h o w a Bayesian analysis explicitly yields preferences
between concepts in the posterior probability distribution p{Hi\X).
Tenenbaum and X u (2000) take the important
step of putting word learning in the Bayesian framework that we adopt here, showing h o w noun learning can occur with a small number of examples in a
continuous-variable input space.
Crucially, however, the above models ignore the
constraining role of syntax, despite considerable evidence that children use syntax to guide their verbconcept hypothesis space (Gleitman 1990, Naigles
1990, Naigles 1994, Fisher et al 1994, Snedeker and
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Gleitman 2002). Qualitatively, our models' performance matches the preferences of child learners,
modeling their acquisition from as little as one example.
Our use of statistics does not imply any commitment to radical empiricism. M u c h prior knowledge
is stipulated: the structure of the hypothesis space,
the priors on hypotheses, and the likelihood of sceneuttertmce pairs given the hypotheses. It is not specified whether these stipulations are innate or themselves learnable. Linguistics and lexical semantics
provide detailed theories of a m u c h larger syntactic
and semantic hypothesis space, and little prevents
their inclusion in this framework.
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Abstract

understanding of current theory regarding h u m a n holistic
processes.

Evolutionary systems are conceptualized as having four
transferfiinctionsbetween the two state spaces of genotype
and phenotype. The four transfer functions are epigenesis,
survival, mate selection, and genetic recombination. The
treatment of these transfer functions is uneven at best. In
particular, some complain that epigenesis, the formation of an
entity from the original undifferentiated cell mass into tissues,
is treated in a too simplistic manner to allow for system
flexibility, or creativity. This paper reports on an interactive
image evolving system that mimics the morphogenesis
processes in epigenesis. System description, results, and
theoretical implications are discussed.
Introduction
Interactive evolutionary systems seek to interface
evolutionary programming to h u m a n preference in order to
create systems citable of evolving artifacts that require a
human expertise that hasn't yet succumb to computation. A
c o m m o n area for this endeavor is the evolving of art,
particularly image. The interfacing of h u m a n ability with
machine computation requires resolving difficult issues in
the arts, humanities, and sciences. Further, progress in the
design of interactive evolutionary systems allows a glimpse
into h o w very h u m a n abilities such as intuition, projection,
and holistic perception interplay with the mechanics of
machine computation. This paper reports on one such
interactive evolutionary system that seeks to combine
human perception with the genetic algorithm to evolve
small holistic images.
H u m a n s lack the tremendous numerical computational
speed of computers; yet they can process information
holistically in an automatic, rapid, and natural maimer.
Machines possess tremendous computational capabilities;
yet no algorithm exists to perform holistic processes as well
as humans do. Ideally, a good interactive system would
integrate the best h u m a n cognitive qualities with machine
computational capabilities enabling the resultant hybrid
system to outperform either of the two components ^one.
Evolutionary computation as an algorithm is well suited for
the creation of an interactive imaging system. However,
problems exist in implementation: H o w can evolutionary
computation best support the holistic processes of h u m a n
T o answer this question requires an
cognition?

Psychological Issues
A well-known area in cognitive research that studies holistic
processes is the recognition of objects and, in particular, the
recognition of faces. Different perceptual encoding and
representational processes have traditionally differentiated
theories regarding the recognition of objects as compared to
faces.
However, the functional separation of these
processes under all conditions of object recognition remains
imclear (Bruce & Humphreys, 1994). M u c h of basic object
recognition theory has been based on the decomposition of
parts and the analysis of edge features (Marr & Nishihara,
1978; Biederman, 1987; U U m a n , 1989). O n the other hand,
face recognition theory has been based on more holistic
processes which utilize surface characteristics such as
texture, color, and shading (Price & Humphreys, 1989).
S o m e research suggests that the distinctions between object
and face recognition begin to fade w h e n one examines the
object recognition processes of experts, w h o m a y utilize
holistic processes similar to those found in face recognition
(Diamond & Carey, 1986; Rhodes & McLean, 1990).
The theory regarding holistic processing of faces can be
separated into stronger and weaker stances (Bruce &
Humphreys, 1994). Under the weaker stance, features m a y
interact with each other through configural processes to
form emergent properties or "second-order relational
features" (Diamond & Carey, 1986). Under the stronger
stance, face recognition is completely holistic; that is, its
representation is non-decomposable in that n o explicit
description of features exists outside the context of the face
(Tanaka & Farah, 1993). These stances provide two ways
of approaching the development of an interactive system to
support the holistic development of images: (1) A system
which
manipulates
context-free
features
towards
configuration, or (2) a system which develops the
configuration of the image first, followed by more detailed
development of features within the established context.
W e sought to design a recognition-driven system of the
latter type, which would support the purely holistic
development of images, including faces and objects. This
system would function in a feature-free space to provide a
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non-decomposable representation of images. For instance, a
h u m a n m a y perceive or project a cloud as containing the
image of a face, yet a cloud contains no explicit
representation of the eyes, nose, or mouth. Such features,
say a nose, would only be perceived as a nose within the
context of the cloud's facial image. This type of perception
or projection of a natural texture is called objet trovi, and is
diought by some (Gombrich, 1960) to be paramount to the
perception of art. Further, a cloud is not limited to faces; it
might contain other aninuls, or objects. The cloud merely
contains randomly distributed textures which humans can
organize perceptually. Just as a cloud supports holistic
recognition of images, an interactive evolutiotuuy system
could encourage recognition based upon context-dependent
rather than context-free properties. W e intended to provide
a mechanism by which a cloud-like representation could
enter into "cumulative selection", in a maimer not unlike the
wishful thinking of Dawkins (1987).
System Issues
The system presented in diis paper can be distinguished
from other work in the interactive evolution of images
(Dawkins, 1987; Baker & Seltzer, 1994; Sims, 1991;
Caldwell & Johnston, 1991; Johnston & Caldwell, 1997;
Todd & Latham, 1992). M a n y interactive evolutionary
systems (E>awkins, 1987; Baker & Seltzer, 1994; Sims,
1991; Todd & Latham, 1992) use aesthetic preference to
determine the fitoess of images that are composed of
context-free features.
Under conditions of aesthetic
preference, the user evolves images opportunistically.
These systems do not easily support evolution towards an a
priori goal. Baker and Seltzer (1994) opportunistically
evolved butterflies from randomly generated lines, but w h e n
they intentionally evolved a general "fisce-like" image, they
could do so only with difficulty. Further, previous systems
sometimes required input images to enable the evolution of
foces. Sims (1991) as well as Baker and Seltzer (1994)
nxxhfied facial images after providing input images of
h u m a n faces, and Johnston and Caldwell (Caldwell &
Johnston, 1991; Johnston & Caldwell, 1997) provided input
images of features to evolve configured faces.
The Johnston and Caldwell system (Caldwell & Johnston,
1991; Johnston & Caldwell, 1997) is most similar in
purpose to our system in that they used human recognition
to evolve images of criminal suspects. Their "Faceprints"
system allowed more goal-directed behavior within
interactive evolution than previously achieved, and they
developed a system that encouraged holistic processes by
presenting configured faces from the start. However, their
system differs from ours in that they took the weaker
theoretical stance towards holistic processing by providing
input images of context-free features and then placing them
in a randomly generated configuration for further evolution.
The "Faceprints" system represents an approach which is
c o m m o n to evolutiotuiry computation; that is, the majority
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of evolutionary computation is based on parameterized
models which predefine features and pre-encode dimensions
upon which the features can vary. A key component of
evolutionary computation is the mapping between the
genotype and phenotype representations. The genotype
representation consists of a string of characters, usually
binary, that are used as genetic codes in the reproductive
process. The phenotype representation consists of a
description of an organism that can be evaluated for fitness
and selected for reproduction. The linkage between the
genotype and phenotype representations is accomplished by
a mathematical mapping that uses a parameterized model.
For instance, to evolve rectangles, one could create a
formula with the two parameters of height and width that
would scale suitable binary numbers to a rectangle of a
certain height and width. The binary numbers would form
the genotype, and the resultant rectangles would form the
phenotype.
There are m a n y problenis associated with approaches
based on a parameterized model (Hofstadter, 1982). The
main problem for creating images is that parameterized
models constrain the phenotype representation. A mode! for
rectangles can never create a circle. W e might try to escape
the problem by adding a selector parameter that would
dictate the geometric shape to use. For instance, in a
rectangle model, if w e wanted to represent circles also, w e
could add a selector parameter that would indicate whether
to implement a rectangle model or a circle model. The
repair works, except that the addition leads to a discrete
selector parameter function and potentially requires an
infinite number of models to represent all objects. Instead,
w e seek to create a system that avoids the predefinition of
features and the mapping of genotype to phenotype.
Image Elicitation System
Instead of using a feature-based space, we created a
frequency-based space based on pixel representation. The
pixel space representation affects the resolution of the
images, but forces no predefmed features upon the images
themselves. The space is based upon atomic or molecular
representation, similar to the notions of atomic or molecular
decon^osition by Fourier analysis or wavelets (Meyer,
1993). A s championed by the pointillists, small points of
just a few colors can be used to create the psychological
impression of any form and any color.
Atomic
representation works at the sub-feature level and allows the
generation of features along with their configuration. The
representation is not constrained by features and encodes a
dog, a tree, or a car as easily as a face. For instance, one
could create a pixel space of 25-by-25 pixels (625 total
units) with each pixel being any of eight colors (three bits of
information.)
Such a small pixel space has the
informational potential to create an enormous number of
images, as m a n y as 2^875 fhe number of possible images
is so large that there exists no real constraints on the variety

of forms that m a y be represented; rather, the model
constrains the resolution of the image. In terms of
resolution, the space cannot represent objects that require
more than 12.S lines of resolution (each line requires at least
one 'on' and one 'off pixel) in the vertical or horizontal
axis. However, increasing the number of pixels and
decreasing the pixels' size can reduce the impact of the
constraint.
System implementation required addressing additional
issues in the method of reproduction and mutation function.
First, usually, simple cross-over points are used as the
method of reproduction, but such a linear system is
inappropriate for a two-dimensional space. Instead, w e
increased the number of cross-over points until the
reproductive system considered a cross-over point at every
allele.
Such a system of uniform crossovers was
implemented by randomly selecting between the genes of
the two parents with equal probability. Although some
researchers consider uniform crossovers to be deleterious to
evolutionary computation (Fogel, 1995), others have found
them to be useful (Syswerda, 1989). Secondly, if one uses a
mutation function that chooses among all possible genes
with equal probability for an allele, the mutation function
will eventually return the image to a random state. Instead,
w e limited the mutation function to the gene values of
neighboring pixels, causing smaller changes and greater
adaptability.
Each generation has a population of fifty images of which
the human selects ten images for use as the parents for the
next generation. The resulting image elicitation system
consists of a c o m m a plus system since the parents are
available for selection in the next generation so that each
generation afler the fu^t is made of parents plus their
offspring (HeitkOttere & Beasley, 2002). The genotype
representation is an array of alleles that has the same size as
the pixel representation (25x25 pixels). Each allele is a
character that corresponds to one of the possible colors (or
genes) for the pixel. Reproduction creates the offspring
genotype by randomly and uniformly selecting between the
genes of two randomly selected parents at each allele site.
Results
For purposes of this paper, and given our emphasis on
holistic processes, w e chose a face as the image to be
elicited. The fu^t author began with the specific goal of
"elicit Abraham Lincoln" and elicited an image of Abraham
Lincoln using four levels of gray (figure 1). The image
represents the results of image elicitation after 245
generations. The image was originally generated on a
S V G A monitor using a black background. A human's
ability to recognize Abraham Lincoln is very dependent on
the spatial frequency of the image. In other words, viewing
figure 1 at too close or too far of a distance reduces the
perceptual quality of the image. Figure 2 displays the
evolution of the stochastic prototype of Abraham Lincoln.
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The matrix represents every fifth generation of Abraham
Lincoln's image up to generation 245. The matrix should be
scanned from left to right and from top to bottom. Each
image is a stochastic prototype created by randomly
selecting and copying a gene from one of the ten parents
into the corresponding allele of the prototype until each
allele of the prototype is created. T h e sampling function is a
uniform, random distribution over the parents. A s a result,
the composite prototype is similar to all of its parents and
evokes the average recognition of its parents.
Theoretical Impact
The process in image elicitation is best described in terms of
co-evolution or holistic evolution. This description runs
contrary to mainstream thought on h o w evolutionary
computation works. There are currently two ideas on h o w
convergence happens in evolutionary computation: the
Building Block Hypothesis by Goldberg (1989) and the
Schema Theorem by Holland (1992). W e argue that both of
the hypotheses are feature analytic and are insufficient to
explain what is happening in image elicitation.
The Building Block Hypothesis suggests that flie
convergence process in evolutionary computation is based
upon building blocks or small groups of characters whose
introduction into any genotype representation will likely
increase the fitaess of the phenotype representation.
Goldberg suggests that the genetic computation firstfindsas
m a n y of these building blocks as possible, and later in
evolution, the building blocks are combined together to give
the highest fitness. For instance, a series of I's in the
genotype might give rise to an eyebrow in the image. The
presence of an eyebrow in any picture of a face should
increase the image quality, and, therefore, the fitness.
The Schema Theorem suggests that the ongoing process
in evolutionary computation is implicit parallelism caused
by schema processing. Schemata are defined as patterns of
characters in the genotype representation that m a y include
"don't care" states. A schema can be specified by a
genotype representation in which each gene contains a 1 for
"on", 0 for "off", or X for "don't care". In a sense, a schema
is a relaxed building block in that it relaxes h o w tighdy
clustered the group of "care" genes are. Each genotype
representation can contain a large number of schemata.
This leads to the implicit parallelism and speeds up search.
The basis for our criticism of the current theories lies in
their assumption that one can analyze the genotype while
disregarding the phenotype. It also requires one to accept
that all intermediate representations (patterns in the
genotype that are tried and not kept) are coincidental to die
process. In such a view one need only look back from the
evolved solution and trace the heritage of its genes. In both
theories, the implied process is analytical.
Image elicitation challenges these theories in terms of
process and representation. Image elicitation relies on
multiple-gene (holistic) representation as opposed to

variable-encoded (feature-based) representation. In image
elicitation, the image exists in the phenotype and in the
perception of the observer, whereas, in other evolutionary
confutation, the image description exists in the genotype.
O u r system allows polygeny and plciotropy, whereas
current theory is based on a direct mapping from the
genotyp>e to the phenotype and no separate mapping
backwards from the phenotype to the genotype. W e can
illustrate ourtfieoreticaldifferences through what w e call
"die gray argimient" for holistic processes.
Consider the evolution of a medium gray. Mapping frx)m
the gray phenotype back to the genotype reveals two
optimal representations as shown by a and b in figure 3.
Using binary representation, where 1 equals an "on" pixel, 0
equals an "off" pixel, and X equals "don't care", one finds
that lOIOlOl... is one representation (a) and it's complement
0101010... is the other (b). Strangely, one can breed
together these complimentary representations and the
offspring c and d will still appear grayish in the phenotype,
regardless of genotype of the parents, or type of crossover
function used. Grays c and d result fix)m ihc use of simple
and uniform crossover respectively. H o w can one describe
the process of evolving grays in terms of building blocks or
schemata w h e n the phenotype being selected does not
depend upon any particular gene being a 1 or 0 or X ? The
gray phenotype can only be described in the genotype as a
fairly uniform distribution of I's and O's. Given that the
difficulties in phenotype-to-genotypc mapping of grays
extend to all images, the Building Block Hypothesis and die
Schemata Theorem are insufficient to describe an image's
evolution. In fact, the gray argument is problematic for
m a n y current i^roaches used to understand, or represent
phenotype-to-genotype mapping.

maintaining a small population size and a reasonable
number of generations.
Image elicitation appears to promote holisticratherthan
analytical processes. It begins with the grossest of detail
and ends widi the finest of detail. The elicitation process
uses intermediate approximations as placeholders for
features and as a means of resolution building. This process
of organizing an undifferentiated representation into finer
and finer regions, or features appears to mimic the process
of morphogenesis found in biological reproduction. W e
argue that features, which by their nature are fine detail and
not available until the end of convergence, cannot be used to
explain die process. Such fmdings are problematic for die
building block and schemata dieories that are currently used
to explain the processes in evolutionary computation.

Summary

The present image elicitation system provides a new
technique for integrating the best qualities of human and
machine capabilities to create images. Neidier system could
produce dieses images alone. Machines lack die percephial
and m e m o r y skills, and humans lack die computational
energy to evolve an image. The results show that current
theories of evolutionary computation are insufficient to
explain the convergence of the images in the absence of a
feature-based parameterized space.
The technique of image elicitation allows humans to use
their perceptual and cognitive systems to organize visual
noise into the objects of their memories. This process of
literally pulling an image out of chaos will affect our
understanding
of intelligent systems and future
investigations across m a n y disciplines. Image ehcitation
will be useful in studying machine intelligence, as well as in
studying top-down processes in interactive intelligent
Conclusions
systems. The system provides a means for humans to
experience h o w evolutionary computation works by direcdy
Image elicitation promotes wholeness or a lack of distinct immersing themselves in the process. And, it provides
cognitive researchers with a means of studying holism in
features. If one observes the evolving of Lincoln's image
h u m a n recognition.
one will notice that the features all co-evolve together. At
no time does the process treat the nose differently from the
eye. The process is so tightly interwoven that to distinguish
Figures
the nose from the rest of the face constitutes a false
distinction; die nose gets it description from itself and the
context in'ovided by the rest of the image.
Image elicitation affords high-order interactions. The
placement, sizing, shading, and coloring of an image that
bears strong resemblance to die original (e.g., a face) can
only be described as highly interactive. The placement,
size, etc. of the nose is dejjendent upon all the other features
of the face, for if the nose is anywhere but therightplace in
Figure 1: A stochastic prototype of Abraham Lincoln at generation
relation to other features the image would have no
245.
resemblance. High-order interactions are a problem for
analytical processes, but not this mediod. It evolves a
complex stimulus within a large information space while
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Abstract
Student responses to conceptual physics questions were
analyzed with latent semantic analysis (LSA). using
different text corpora. Expert evaluations of student
answers to questions were correlated with L S A metrics
of the iimilarity between student responses and ideal
answers. W e compared the adequacy of several text
corpora in L S A performance evaluation, inchiding the
inclusion of written incorrect reasoning and tangentially
relevant historical information. The results revealed that
there is no benefit in meticulously eliminating the wrong
or irrelevant infomiation that normally accompanies a
textbook. Results arc also rqrarted on the impact of
corpus size and the addition of infomiation that is not
topic relevant.
Introduction
AutoTutor is an intelligent tutoring agent that interacts
with a student using natural language dialogue
(Graesser, Person, Harter, & T R G , in press; Graesser,
VanLehn, Rose, Jordan, & Harter, 2001). The tutor's
interactions are not limited to single-word answers or
formulaic yes/no decision trees. AutoTutor attempts to
tackle the problem of understanding lengthy discourse
contributions of the student, which are often
ungrammatical and vague. AutoTutor responds to the
student with discourse moves that are pedagogically
appropriate. It is this cooperative, constructive, one-onone dialogue that is believed to produce learning gains
(Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995). O n e major
component in the comprehension mechanism is the
knowledge representation provided by Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA). L S A is a statistical, corpus-based
natural language understanding technique that

computes similarity comparisons between a set of terms
and texts (Kintsch, 1998; Landauer & Dumais, 1997;
Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998).
The present study focuses on the domain of
conceptual physics. It should be noted that most
m o d e m physics texts (such as Hewitt, 1998) devote
considerable space to the historical evolution of
physical concepts, the cultural context of physics, and
its social impact. S o m e authors also devote appreciable
space to discussing discarded theories and chains of
reasoning that lead to incorrect conclusions. Thus, a
significant fraction of the text foimd in a physics text
m a y exemplify incorrect thinking.
The Tutoring Research Group at the University of
Memphis has been concerned with the best strategy for
selecting a corpus of texts when constructing an L S A
space. A naive approach would be to gather a number
of physics texts, and combine them into one corpus.
However, there are some important, unexplored issues
that must be addressed about this approach. What
should be done about the text that was written to
illustrate incorrect reasoning? Does the inclusion of
historical information
or peripherally related
information strengthen or dilute the accuracy with
which physics concepts are represented in the L S A
space? In short, h o w much special preparation of the
corpus is needed, if it is to provide a reliable
representation of the physics that students are expected
to learn?
In this paper, w e provide a brief overview of L S A
and h o w it is used in our tutoring system. Then w e
discuss a study designed to address the matter of corpus
selection by systematically testing the kind of texts
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needed for a training corpus. W e discuss the
implications of these results for tutoring systems in
general.
Latent Semantic Analysis
L S A has recently been successfully used as a statistical
representation of a large body of world knowledge
(Kintsch, 1998; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). L S A
provides the foundation for grading essays, even essays
that are not well formed grammatically or semantically.
LSA-based essay graders assign grades to essays as
reliably as experts in composition (Foltz, Gilliam, &
Kendall, 2000). L S A has been used to evaluate the
quality of student contributions in interactive dialogs
between college students and AutoTutor. AutoTutor is a
tutoring system in the domain of computer literacy and
most recently physics (Graesser et al., in press;
Graesser et al., 2001). The L S A module evaluates the
quality of student answers to questions almost as
reliably as graduate research assistants (Graesser, P.
Wiemer-Hastings, K. Wiemer-Hastings, Harter, Person,
& T R G , 2000; P. Wiemer-Hastings, K. WiemerHastings, Graesser, & T R G , 1999). Having established
the utility of L S A in evaluating the quality of student
essays and contributions in a tutoring systems on a
variety of topics, w e are presently interested in
exploring what qualities a useful L S A space must have.
L S A is a mathematical technique in which the
information contained in the co-occurrences of words in
a body of text is compressed into a set of vectors in Ndimensional space. The input to L S A is a word cooccurrence matrix M , where the individual elements
Mij is the number of times that the ith word occurs in
the jth document. A document is an arbitrarily defined
unit, but normally is a sentence, paragraph, or section in
a text; for this project w e used paragraphs as our
document size. The rows and columns of the matrix are
then subjected to mathematical transformations that
take into account the frequency of the words used in
each of the dociunents (Berry, Dimiais, & O'Brien,
1995; Undauer et al., 1998). Using the mathematical
technique of singular value decomposition, the matrix is
then expressed as the product of three matrices, the
second of which contains the singular values on the
diagonal. Changing all but the largest N singular values
to zero sets the dimensionality N of the vector space
representing the text. The matrices are then remultiplied to produce a matrix of the same dimensions
of the original matrix.
B y removing the lowest of the singular values w e are
seem to be eliminating spurious co-occurrences and
capturing a more accurate representation of the
meaning of the text (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). The
reduced number of dimensions is sufficient for
evaluating the conceptual relatedness between any two
bags of words. A bag is an unordered set of one or more
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words. The match (i.e., similarity in meaning,
conceptual relatedness) between two bags of words is
computed as the geometric cosine (or dot product)
between the two associated vectors, with values that
normally range from 0 to 1. L S A cosine values
successfully predict the coherence of successive
sentences in text (Foltz, Kintsch, & Landauer, 1998),
the similarity between student answers and ideal
answers to questions (Graesser, P. Wiemer-Hastings, et
al., 2000; Wiemer-Hastings et al., 1999), and the
structural distance between nodes in conceptual graph
structures (Graesser, Kamavat, Pomeroy, WiemerHastings, & T R G , 2000).
At this point, researchers are continuing to explore
the strengths and limitations of L S A in representing
world knowledge. For example, it is widely accepted
that L S A is not equipped to handle syntax, word
ordering constraints. Boolean expressions, negation, or
other precise analytic expressions.
Overview of AutoTutor
In order to fully understand h o w w e use L S A in
AutoTutor, it is beneficial to understand the framework
in which it is used. Therefore, w e briefly provide a
general overview of the AutoTutor architecture. A more
thorough description is provided in previous
publications (Graesser, Person et al., in press; Graesser
et al., 1999; Wiemer-Hastings et al., 1998). AutoTutor's
style of tutoring was modeled after actual h u m a n
tutoring sessions (Graesser et al., 1995). The tutor starts
out by asking a question or posing a problem that
requires a paragraph-length answer. The tutor then
works withtfiestudent to cover the essential points that
the tutor deems necessary to adequately understand the
answer to the question. W h e n a question is answered,
the process is repeated for a subsequent question. Since
most human tutors are peers of the students, they are
not what one would label as experts. Thus, they
typically have a limited understanding of what the
students are trying to convey, yet, they can typically
determine whether a response is "in the ball park".
Despite the lack of complete understanding, survey
studies have shown a sizable advantage for face-to-face
tutoring sessions over classroom situations (Cohen,
Kulik,&Kulik, 1982).
The user interface for AutoTutor attempts to recreate
this face-to-face environment. It consists of four
windows: one for presenting the main question, a
second for displaying animated or static graphics
(simulating diagrams or drawings that a tutor might use
to illustrate points), a third with an animated
conversational agent, and a fourth for the student to
type a reply. AutoTutor's animated agent has
synthesized speech, a head, hands, and can be seen
from the chest up. These features were designed to
provide appropriate speech, facial reactions, and hand

gestures so the student gets both verbal and visual
feedback in order to enhance and more appropriately
mimic a one-on-one tutoring environment.
AutoTutor'S knowledge of its tutoring domain resides
in a curriculum script. This is a list of the questions or
problems that the tutor is prepared to handle in a
tutoring situation, along with good answers to the
questions and problems (Putnam, 1987). A major
portion of the script is the L S A space; it gets created
from an assortment of texts collected from the domain
of interest. This corpus is a set of general, non-specific
information on the subject matter (e.g., a textbook on
conceptual physics), plus specific information directly
relevant to the curriculum script. This specific
information is comprised of a relatively lengthy,
complete, "ideal" answer. This complete answer is
separated into a set of specific good answers which
address one aspect of the ideal answer; these are
sometimes called expectations or points. There are also
a set of bad answers and h o w they would be corrected.
Finally, for each expectotion in the ideal answer, there
are hints, prompts, and assertions that help the student
construct an appropriate answer. There are a variety of
other dialog moves and slots in the curriculum script
that need not be addressed in the present study.
It is important to mention that the L S A corpora
investigated in the present study included the general
information from textbooks, but never included the
question specific information. Thus, only the general
physics information was trained in the L S A space. It
could be argued that an L S A space should not have any
trouble accounting for the content in the curriculum
scripts (even if it was a small script) if the material
included in the corpus was tailored specifically to the
problems. Therefore, w e are exploring h o w far w e can
go by exclusively focusing on the general content of
physics, as manifested in a textbook on conceptual
physics.
So h o w does AutoTutor use L S A during the tutorial
interaction? Using the L S A derived cosine matches,
AutoTutor evaluates the quality of the student's
contributions within a conversation turn and across
turns with respect to expected good answers and bad
answers to the question. Based on values of these
cosine matches, appropriate dialog moves are executed,
such as feedback (positive, negative, neutral), pumps,
prompts for specific words, hints, assertions,
summaries, corrections, and follow-up questions. T h e
smoothness of the mixed-initiative dialog in AutoTutor
critically depends on thefidelityof the L S A space. This
of course motivated us to test the performance of the
L S A space on various tasks and measures.
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Methods
Participant!. Participants were 120 students from The
University of Memphis and Rhodes College; 80 of the
students where non-physics majors and 40 were physics
majors. Each participant answered 10 problems that
were randomly selected from a set of 53 physics
problems. Four physics experts answered all S3
questions and graded all answers on a standard 5-point
grading scale (A, B, C, D, F). The interrater reliability
of the experts was r = .72. In the performance tests of
L S A , w e compared the expert ratings of the student
answers to the L S A cosine scores. The L S A cosine
scores are a match between the student answer and the
ideal answer (i.e., answers created by the experts). The
4 experts had graduate degrees in physics (2 masters
and 2 doctoral).
Materials. We have assembled five different physics
corpora to test the effect of the content of the subject
matter on the quality of the L S A solutions. The
documents in the texts were classified into different
rhetorical categories, such as exposition, example
problems, historical material, incorrect reasoning, and
so on. T h e fundamental research question is whether
the inclusion of different texts and the resulting purity
of content will have an impact on the tests of L S A
performance.
All the corpora include text materials from the
mechanics portion of Paul Hewitt's Conceptual Physics
(1998). This text is widely used in conceptual physics
courses at the college level. Our largest corpus,
designated as "All", included chapters 2-9 of the Hewitt
book plus six volumes of a comprehensive text aimed at
students in technical or life science majors, two
advanced texts in electromagnetism, and another two
physics texts that were available electronically, a
general text by Benjamin Crowell and more advances
text by Frank Firic. A somewhat smaller corpus
(designated as "Hewitt-Crowell (6)") was constructed
from the former by deleting four of the texts; these texts
were considered peripherally related to our conceptual
physics domain because they were advanced texts
mainly dealing with electromagnetism rather than
mechanical physic. A n even smaller corpus (designated
"Hewitt-Crowell (2)") was created by further deleting
chapters that did not cover mechanics. Next, w e deleted
any material from the remaining text that was identified
by a physics professor as being primarily historical or
involving misconceptions. This was our sanitizing
procedure and resulted in the "Hewitt-Crowell (2Sanitized)" corpus. Finally in the "Hewitt (Sanitized)"
corpus, w e included only those texts from Hewitt that
had been sanitized. It should be noted that each of the
successively refined or sanitized corpora was a proper
subset of the preceding one. Table 1 summarizes the
composition of the five corpora in addition to reporting

the n u m b e r o f paragraphs a n d the n u m b e r o f unique
terms.
Table 1. List of five physics corpora via the chapters
that comprise t h e m . C o l u m n s with triangles signify
sanitized corpora while squares signify unsanitized
corpora.
Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Texts
All
Crowell
Sanitized
Crowell Crowell
(2(2)
(6)
Sanitized)
Linear Motion
J
A
•
•
Nonlinear
A
•
J
Motion
Newton i Laws
A
A
of Motion
Momentum
A
A
Energy
A
A
Rotational
A
A
Motion
Gravity
A
A
SateUite Motion
A
A
Craiwrvatioii
Uiwi
Modem
itwiuliao
hiphy»ic« uti
Vibittooi
Wtvn
ElMtiio&y M d
M»s»Cttan
Optifs
Essential
Physics
Electromagnetic
Field Theory
Electrostatics
and Circuits
Number
of Paragraphs
Number
of Terms

•
•
•
•
416

698

2051

3445

3778

1564

2183

4169

6139

6536

Measures. The performance measure was computed on
the set of answers to the 53 questions. Since there were
53 questions and approximately 20 answers per
question, there was a set of approximately 1000
answers. Each answer was rated by the 4 experts on a 5
point scale (1 = F and 5 = A ) ; the fmal grade for the
answer was the mean grade of the 4 experts. W e refer to
this score as the grade of the answer. Also associated
with each answer was an L S A coverage score, this
score compared each student answer to the set of
expectations in the experts' answers to the question.
More specifically, each expert answers was segregated
into a set of expectations, with each expectation being
one sentence. A n expectation was scored as "covered"
if the L S A score between any sentence in the student
answer and the expectation under consideration had an
L S A cosine score diat was greater than or equal to some
threshold T. The extent to which student answer S
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matched expert answer A was computed as the
proportion of expectations in A that h ^ L S A matches
that met the threshold (see Graesser et al., 2000). There
were 4 of these scores, one for each of the 4 experts.
The m a x i m u m value of these scores was designated as
the L S A coverage score for student answer S.
Moreover, w e varied the thresholds in these
computations irom .3 to .9 in increments of .1 (see
Figure 1). The correlation between the grades of the
answers and the L S A coverage scores was the critical
performance measure for the L S A space. The higher the
correlation, the better the performance of the L S A
space.
Results and Discussion
W e tested 5 different physics corpora, each having a
slightly different level of specificity in the domain of
conceptually based mechanical physics. Because the
size of the corpus could affect the dimensionality and
threshold, w e tested the performance of all 5 levels of
corpus size on 5 different dimensionalities (100, 200,
300, 400, and 500), and 7 critical threshold values, from
0.3 to 0.9 in 0.1 increments. For each combination of
these factors, w e computed the correlation between the
grades and the L S A coverage scores.
Figure 1 plots performance for each level of corpus
size by threshold at 300 dimensions. W e used 300
dimensions for two reasons. First, the sanitized Hewitt
corpus was so small that nothing higher than a 300
dimensional representation could be obtained. Second,
the performance did not improve after 300 dimensions
on any of the corpora. A s Figure 1 shows, the L S A
performance was practically identical for all corpus
sizes except the smallest. Thus, it was not necessary to
eliminate historical material, explanations of discarded
theories, or useful demonstrations of incorrect chains of
reasoning. There was no payoff in sanitizing the corpus.
The size of the corpus had a modest impact on the
correlations, except for the extremely small corpus.
Clearly the amoimt of text and the performance of L S A
is not a linear relation. A relatively small amount of
relevant material can produce acceptable performance
with L S A .
According to the results in Figure 1, it appears that a
threshold of approximately .8 provides a reasonable fit
to the data. Thus, a sentence-like expectation is
regarded as covered if there is a sentence in the student
answer that has an L S A match score of .8 or higher.
In summary, w e have developed a number of
alternative physics text corpora for use in the evaluation
of student answers to physics questions. Comparisons
of the expert grades of the student answers and the
computed L S A coverage scores suggest that the
inclusion of material that is historical in nature or that
exemplifies incorrect notions of physics does not
hamper the performance the L S A space. It was also

surprising that the space performed as well as it did
considering that there was no problem-specific
information in the set of texts used for training the L S A
space. Furthermore, a relatively small space in the
restricted domain of physics contains enough
information to mine an appropriate co-occurrence
matrix and produce a property functioning L S A space.
Our current plan is to follow up this experiment by
investigating h o w much performance is improved by
adding the specific curriculum script information.
0.47

Hewitt (S)
0.42

H/C (2.S)

H/C (6
0.37

0.32
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
Expectation Coverage Threshold

0.8

Figure 1: Correlation between the average expert grade and the student^ LSA coverage score as a fiinction of
threshold and corpus of texts.
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Abstract
Many real world situations do not offer unambiguous
outconne feedback on how to categorize objects. Models
in the categorization literature have mostly been formulated for tasks with tiial-by-trial outcome feedback. W e
examined if there was evidence for exemplar memory
also when no external feedback is provided and the criterion is derivative of more abstract knowledge. In a
**teacher-student" task, a teacher learns how to judge the
toxicity of bugs from external outcome feedback and
conveys this knowledge to a student that receives no outcome feedback. The results showed that the students exhibit exemplar effects even if the instructionsfromthe
teachers were in the form of mles.
Introduction
Consider listening to your very first speech by a politiciaiL Your previous knowledge is likely to influence
your attitude towards her or him. Petiiaps, already from
childhood your fether has imprinted in you that poHticians arc guided by strictly egoist motives and your
general conceptions thus include a belief that no politician advocates a proposal that does not lay in his or her
personal interest Y o u hear a short speech that is neutral
in content. Later you listen to another politician. H o w is
your opinion of this second politician influenced by the
first encounter? Y o u did not receive m u c h useful feedback from die first encounter, as you only listened to a
short neutral speech. However, in your m e m o r y the first
politician is stored as a person only interested in pursuing his o w n interest. This exemplar m e m o r y only in
part derives from direct experience with a politician; in
part it is derivative of more general beliefs held prior to
the encounter. However, by n o w this belief is supported
also by "concrete experience" of politicians.
This was an example of a real world situation that is
different fix)m most categorization experiments where
classification models are tested in tasks with simple
perceptual stimuli and trial-by-trial outcome feedback.
Everyday situations often do not offer direct and imambiguous feedback and exemplar m e m o r y is thus likely
to derive in part also from other sources of knowledge
besides concrete experience with the objects.
There has been increasing interest in multiple representation levels (e.g., Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turkcn, &
Waldron, 1998) and there is evidence that people can
adaptively shift between different representation levels

in response to the experimental demands (Jones. Juslin,
Olsson, & W i n m a n . 2000). With experience, knowledge first represented abstractly m a y be projected onto
concrete exemplars so that in the end the beliefs are
supported also by an extensive exemplar memory: a
phenomenon that might be cdWtd pseudo-experience.
Even if some extensions of exemplar models allows
for storage of exemplars as they are interpreted and not
solely in terms of their physical properties (e.g., the
model presented by Smith & Zarate, 1992), the argument supporting this claim is based on general observations and not linked to predictions from different models. For example, one such observation is that a reencounter of a stimulus facilitate the same reactions and
processes (see the review in Smith & Zarate, 1992).
In this paper, w e examine the possibility of extending
the scope of exemplar models (Medin & Schaffer.
1978; Nosofsky, 1986) to situations where people do
not receive outcome feedback, but form beliefs about
the criterion from abstract knowledge ofroles.In these
circumstances, one possibility is that people completely
abandon exemplar processes as a basis for their judgments and directly use abstract knowledge in the form
of rules or prototypes.
Another possibility is that people generate the criteria
from abstract knowledge and store them together with
the experienced exemplars; later to rely on these stored
exemplars to make their judgments. W e explore these
possibilities in a "teacher-student" task where a teacher
learns h o w to judge the toxicity of bugs from outcome
feedback and the student has to rely on feedforward
summary information provided by the teacher. The
question is if there is evidence for exemplar processing
in the students judgments even if they do not receive
feedback or instructions about exemplars from the
teachers.
Measuring Exemplar Effects
T o develop an exen^lar effect index w e need to consider a category structure that allows us to differentiate
between predictions by the exemplar model and other
plausible models, in this case a cue-abstraction model
that linearly integrates cues. T h e results previously
obtained with this task revealed large individual differences and a shift from exemplar m e m o r y to more mental cue-integration processes when the criterion is
changed from classification to a continuous judgment
task (Juslin, Olsson. & Olsson, 2002).
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T h e task requires participants to use four binary cues
to infer a continuous criterion. (Juslin et al., 2002). The
judgnwnts involve the toxicity of subspecies of a fictitious Death Bug. T h e different subspecies vary in concentration of poison from 50 p p m (harmless) to 6 0 p p m
(lethal). T h e toxicity can be inferred from four visual
cues of the subspecies (e.g., the length of their legs,
color of their back).
T h e binary cues C\, Ci, Cj, and C ^ take on values 1
or 0. T h e toxicity c of a subspecies is a linear, additive
fimction of the cue values:

c = 50 + 4 C.+SCj+ZCj+lC^.

that only requires participants to judge if a bug is dangerous or not, the probability p ^ (£ = i) of categorization as dangerous (1) equals the ratio between the
s u m m e d similarity of the judgment probe to the dangerous exemplars and the s u m m e d similarity to all
exemplars:
]S(j>,Xj)bj
ii.
=
n
=
pAS=i) =
"LSiP.Xj)

(1)

C\ is the most important cue with coefficient 4 (i.e., a
relative weight .4), C2 is the second to most inq)ortant
with coefficient 3, and so forth. A subspecies with feature vector (0, 0, 0, 0 ) thus has poison concentration 50
p p m ; a subspecies with feature vector (1, 1, 1, 1) has 60
p p m . T h e continuous criteria for all 16 subspecies (i.e.,
possible cue confrgurations) are simunarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Structure of the Task
Exemplar C\ C2 C% C4

(4)

where p is the probe to be judged, Xj is stored exemplar
J (j=\...J), S(p,x^ is the similarity between the p r o b e p
and exemplar Xj, andfcjis the binary criterion stored
with exemplary (bj=\ for dangerous, bj=l for harmless).
/depends on the size of training set of exemplars.
T h e similarity between probe p and exemplar Xj is
computed b y the multiplicative similarity rule of the
context model (Medin & Schaffer, 1978):
S{p,Xj) = Yld,, (5)

when di is an index that takes value 1 if the cue values on cue dimension i coincide (i.e., both are 0 or both
1
1
60
E
are 1), and si if they deviate (i.e., one is 0, the other is
2
1
0
T
59
1). Sj are four parameters in the interval [0, 1] that cap1 0
3
58
T
ture the impact of deviating cues (features) on the over4
57
0
1 0 0
all perceived similarity S(p,Xj). j, close to I implies that
57
N
5
0
a deviating feature on this cue dimension has n o impact
N
0
6
0
56
at all on the perceived similarity and is considered irN
7
0 0
55
relevant. Si close to 0 m e a n s that the overall similarity
T
8
0 0 0
54
S(p^j) is close to 0 if this feature is deviating, assigning
56
0 1
0
9
crucial importance to the feature. T h e parameters Sj
10
55
0 1
0
0
capture the similarity relations between stimuli and the
T
11
54
0 1 0
attention paid to each cue dimension, \^^ere a lower s,
12
0 1 0 0
T
53
signifies higher attention.
T
13
53
0 0
T h e context model w a s developed for classification,
0
T
14
52
0 0
in most cases to binary categories. T o generate predicT
15
0 0 0
51
tions also for judgments of a continuous criterion w e
E
50
0 0 0 0
16
relax the model b y allowing the outcome index bj to
Nntf- r « (-hift- F = FirtmnrtlnHnn
1- T = trninim
take not only binary but also continuous values. T h e
Old comparison exemplar in training, N = N e w conq>arison
estimate d ^ of the criterion c is a weighted average of
exemplar presented at test.
the criteria Cj stored for the exemplars, w^ere the similarities S(p,Xj) are weights (see e.g., Juslin & Persson,
In training, the participants encounter 11 subspecies
2000; Smith & Zarate, 1992, for similar applications).
and m a k e continuous Judgments about the toxicity of
T h e cue-abstraction model assumes that the particieach subspecies ('The amount of poison is 5 7 % " ) . A s
pants abstract explicit cue-criterion relations in training,
indicated in the two right-most columns of Table 1, five which are mentally integrated at the time of judgment.
subspecies are omitted in training. In a test phase, the
W h e n presented with a probe the participants retrieve
participants m a k e the same judgments as in the training
rules connecting cues to the criterion from m e m o r y
phase, but for all the 16 subspecies and without feed(e.g., "Green back goes with being poisonous"). T h e
back. T h e task allows perfect performance in training
rules specify the sign of the relation and the importance
both b y exemplar m e m o r y and induction of the task
of each cue with a cue weight. For example, after trainstructure (i.e., by inducing the cue weights in Eq. 1).
ing the rule for cue C\ m a y specify that Ci=l goes with
T h e exemplar model implies that participants m a k e
a large increase in the toxicity of a subspecies.
judgments by retrieving similar exemplars (subspecies)
C u e abstraction implies that participants compute an
from long-term m e m o r y . T h e context model of classifiestimate S ^ of the continuous criterion c. For each cue,
cation (Medin & Scha^er, 1978) suggests that in a task
the appropriate rule is retrieved and the estimate of c is
Criterion

Exemplartype
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adjusted according to the cue weight G), («=1...4). The
final estimate <?^ of c is a Hnear additive function of
the cue values Q ,

(2)

^ = * + £(W, Q
t>i

where ^ = 5 0 + 5 ( 1 0 - y o , ) - If a), =4, fl),=3, (u,'=2,
and Q>^=1, Eq's 1 a n a i are identical and the model
produce perfect judgments. The intercept k constrains
the function relating judgments to criteria to be regressive around the midpoint (55) of the interval [50, 60]
specified by the task instructions.

B
60
58
isB
^54
3'52 5

/

oi^*^

M
r**
.•^

rather than new exemplars are more accurate, the index
is negative. The extrapolation index EI is the mean
deviation from linear extrapolation,
EI m (j^5i--t5o) + U6o-J^i»)-2fc)
(7)
2
where X^^, x^^, JC,, ,and x ^ are the judgments for
exemplars with criteria 50, 51, 59 and 60, respectively.
The value of 6 is determined by the difference Xj, - x ^
(or equivalcntly X^q - .x,,) predicted by a linear regression relating judgments to criteria. Perfect linear extrapolation implies an extrapolation index that is 0 (e.g.,
when the judgments are perfectly accurate). If the index
is negative, the exemplars with extreme criteria do not
receive as extreme judgments as inched by linear extrapolation. For example, the indices in Figures lA are
0, but the indices in Figure IB are negative. The mean
of A O N and EI provides a total index of exemplar effects. Total E E .
Method

•>

50 V
50 52 54 56 SB 60
Criterion

50 52 54 56 56 60
Criterion

Figure 1; Panel A: Cue abstraction model predictions
for the constrained training set. Panel B: Exemplar
model predictions with similarity parameter s=. 1 for the
constrained training set. O = Old comparison exen:^>lar
in training, N = N e w comparison exemplar presented at
test, E = Extrapolation exemplars.
The predictions from the two models are summarized
in Figure 1 and shows that the models predict distinct
patterns. The cue abstraction model allows accurate
extrapolation beyond the distribution of criteria in the
training set [51, 59]. Whenever the correct signs of the
cue weights are identified, the most extreme judgments
are made for exemplars 1 and 16. The exemplar model,
that computes a weighted average of the criteria observed in training, can never produces a judgment outside the observed range. The most extreme judgments
are made for criteria c=51 and 59.
Moreover, with cue abstraction there should be no
systematic differences between judgments for " N e w "
and "Old" exemplars with c=55, 56, and 57: the process
is the same in both cases. However, with the exemplar
model there is more accurate judgments for Old exemplars, because these judgments benefit from retrieval of
identical exemplars with the correct criterion.
These differences in predictions allow us to define
measures of the amount of exemplar processing. First,
The old-new difference index h O N is defined as,

AON = d ^ - d ^

(6)

wiiere d p ^ is the mean absolute deviation between
judgment and criterion for the three old exemplars and
^New 's *^ corresponding mean deviation for the three
n e w exemplars in Table 1. W h e n judgments for old
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Participants
Forty undergraduate students participated. The participants were paid between 50 and 100 S E K depending on
their performance.
Apparatus and Materials
The experiment was carried out on a PC-compatible
coir^uter. The exemplars varied in terms of four binary
cues; leg length (short or long), nose length (short or
long), spots or no spots on the fore back and two patterns on the back. The cues and the cue values in the
abstract structure in Table 1 were randomly assigned to
new concrete visual features for each new participant.
T w o types of presentation modes were used, one analogue where drawings of the bugs were presented and
one propositional with written descriptions of the bugs.
Design and Procedure
The task was done in pairs, one participant in each pair
was randomly assigned as teacher and the other as student. Half of the teacher-student pairs were randomly
assigned to the analogue condition and the other half to
the propositional condition.
The written instructions informed the participants
that the task involved judgments of the toxicity of subspecies of a Death bug from 50 to 60 p p m and that the
difference between teachers and students was that the
teacher receives outcome feedback and that the student
does not. The participants were also informed that they
would receive a minimum payment of 50 S E K and up
to 100 S E K depending on the performance of the student. The performance bonus was calculated by taking
half the correlation between the students' judgments
and the criterion values in the test phase times 100. In
addition, the teacher was told that after each training
block they were to write down instructions to the stu-

dent on h o w to assess the toxicity of the bugs as a W o r d
file. T h e teachers were ftec to give any instructions they
wanted. The word files were collected for further analysis by the experimenter. N o additional contacts between
teachers and students were allowed (except for strictly
clarifying questions in regard to spelling errors, as m e diated by the experimenter).
T h e training phase consisted of four blocks with 55
trials each making a total of 220 trials. Only the teacher
received outcome feedback of the correct toxicity level
in the learning phase. After each training block the
teacher wrote d o w n instructions to the student and the
experimenter handed it over to the student that were
seated in another room. In the test phase each exemplar
were presented four times without feedback for both
teachers and students making a total of 64 trials. T h e
entire c^qKriment took from one hour and fifteen minutes to two hours.
Results
Performance for teachers and students in the learning
phase of the analogue and the propositional conditions
measured by the absolute deviation between judgment
and criterion are presented in Figure 2. The performance for teachers and students are about the same in the
last part of training. Performance is better in the analogue condition than in the propositional condition.
A_

Teacher Propositional B_ Student Propositional

[ i W M ^ M M ^
^
C_
la

40 80 120 160 200
Trial
Teacher Analogue
D_

B Student Propositional
60
58

60
58
i56
E
°'54
^52

50 /

50

50 52 54 56 58 60
Criterion

C

. 1 - '

a> 56
E
•g'54
^52

60
58

50 52 54 56 58 60
Criterion

D

Teacher Analogue

A
2 ^

|56
E
|>54

Student Analogue

60
58
§56
E
|'54
^52

50 /

-\

c/^

. , / *

50 /

50 52 54 56 58 60
50 52 54 56 58 60
Criterion
Criterion
Figure 3: Panels A - D : M e a n j u d g m e n t s for the different
criteria for teachers a n d students.
The exemplar indexes were collapsed over the analogue a n d the propositional conditions as n o significant
differences were found between the t w o conditions for
any o f the indexes. Figure 4 s h o w s that there are clear
exen:q>lar effects for both teachers a n d students, as the
9 5 % confidence intervals does not include zero.

i i ' K ^ »M*VlVMi
^

0.8
0.4
0.0

40

BO 120 160 200
Trial
Student Analogue

•0.4
•0.8
•1.2
-1.6

40 80 120 160 200
Trial

Figure 2: Panels A-D: M e a n absolute deviation between
judgment and criterion for teachers and students. T h e
curves are fitted according to a negative exponentially
weighted smoothing procedure.
Figure 3 shows that there appears to be some exemplar
effects in all the conditions, for both teachers and students. The judgments of the n e w exemplars are less
accurate than the old exemplars and underestimate the
cnteria. The figure also shows that both teachers and
students have some difficulties with extrapolating beyond the distribution of criteria in the training set.
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(
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-0.8
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-
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\

Teacher Student

Figure 4: Panel A: M e a n O l d - N e w difference index,
AOiV. Panel B: M e a n extrapolation index EI. Panel C :
M e a n total exemplar effects index, E E . T h e error bars
are 9 5 % confidence intervals.
We coded the instructions the teachers gave the stadents as containing exemplars or not by a strict coding
scheme that assigned any ambiguous case as an exemplar instruction. Six teachers had instructions containing exemplar information, for example "Green body,
short legs, long nose, no spots = 5 1 % " . A typical part of

an instruction that did not contain exemplar instruction
was "Begin with 5 0 % and add: short grey legs
+2...green long legs + 0 [and so on for all the cues]".

cue abstraction participant and the other student as an
exemplar participant.
Discussion

Teacher

No Ex
El
Teacher Instruction
student
c

LU 0.0
No El
En
Teicher Instruction

NoEi
Ei
Teacher Instruction

Figure S: Panel A : M e a n total exemplar effects index,
E E , for N o exemplar instructions and Exemplar instructions over all conditions. Panel B : M e a n total exemplar
effects index, E E , for N o exemplar instructions and
Exen4)lar instructions for teachers. Panel C: M e a n total
exemplar effects index, E E , for N o exemplar instructions and Exemplar instructions for students. T h e error
bars are 9 5 % confidence intervals.
Shown in Figure 5 is the total exemplar effects index
separately for the participants with n o exemplars in the
teachers' instructions and those with exemplars in the
instruction. It can be seen that there is an effect of instruction with larger exemplar effects for exemplar
instructions, t(38) = 2.00, p = .026, one-tailed. M o r e
importantly, students with no exemplar instructions
from their teachers exhibit evidence for exemplar processing, as the confidence intervals do not include zero.
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In this paper, w e have shown that people can spontaneously rely on pseudo-experience in a judgment task.
Even when the information people receive does not
contain information about speci^c exemplars, people
cannot help project abstract rule knowledge onto concrete exemplars and then use these exemplars in the
judgment process.
Even if there are large individual differences in data
with some people operating only in accordance with the
cue-abstraction model, it seems difficult for most people to totally abandon exemplar processing. Even if you
initially execute a rule to determine what response you
will make, the vety act of executing the rule implies
processing the exemplar in fi-ont of you. For example,
you need to scan the object for features that fit the rule
conditions. Even if you do not consciously trying to
remember exemplars, the end result is incidental learning of exemplars that later influences judgments.
O n e caveat is that the types of categories used could
affect the prevalence of exemplar based processing. For
exan^le, the results in a series of experiments by
Minda, Smith and colleagues (e.g., Minda & Smith,
2001) suggest that larger categories, better structured
categories, and more complex stimulus promotes prototype processing at the expense of exemplar processing.
In this, and other tasks, rule based representations
provide great powers of generalization and communication. O n e answer w h y w e sometimes cannot avoid storing and using exen^lars m a y be found in the idea that
our cognitive system consists of multiple levels of representation that work together or compete to determine
responses in specific tasks (see e.g., Ashby et al., 1998).
Our results fit into the notion that the exemplar representation has a function that separates it ^-om other
representational formats in that it acts like an automatically activated back-up system that preserves distributional and individuating information about the world.
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Figure 6: M e a n judgments for two students that did not
receive any exemplar information. Panel A: A student
better described with a cue-abstraction model. Panel B:
A student better described with an exemplar model.
Investigation of individual participants data reveals
large individual differences. Figure 6 shows two students that did not receive any exemplar information
from their teachers. O n e smdent is better described as a
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Abstract

According to Baker's Paradox (Baker, 1979)
children are exposed to linguistic structures that they
A formal model of learning as induction, the simplicity subsequently overgeneralize, demonstrating that they
principle (e.g. Chater & Vitinyi, 2001) states that the
capture some general structure of the language.
cognitive system seeks the hypothesis that provides the
However, some generalizations are grammatically
briefest representation of the available data- here the
incorrect and children do not receive direct negative
linguistic input to die chikl. Data gathered from the
evidence from caretakers (e.g. corrections labeling such
C H I L D E S database were used as an approximation of
overgeneralizations as disallowed). The paradox is that
positive input the child receives from adults. W e
non-occurrence is not in itself evidence for the
considered Unguistic structures that would yield
incorrectness of a construction because an infinite
overgeneralization, according to Baker's paradox (Baker,
number of unheard sentences are still correct. T h e
1979). A sinqilicity based simulation was run
irregularities that Baker referred to can be broadly
incorporating two different hypotheses about the
labeled alternations (Levin, 1993; see also Culicover,
grammar: (1) The child assumes that there are no
2000). For instance, the dative alternation in English
excq>tions to the grammar. This hypothesis leads to
allows a class of verbs to take both the double-object
overgeneralization. (2) The child assumes that some
construction {He gave Mark the book) and the
constructions are not allowed For small corpora of data,
prepositional construction {He gave the book to Mark).
A e first hypothesis produced a simpler representation.
Hence the verb give alternates between two
However, for larger corpora, the second hypothesis was
constructions. However, certain verbs seem to be
preferred as it lead to a shorter input description and
constrained to one possible construction only {He
eliminated overgeneraJization.
donated the book to M a r k is allowed, whereas * H e
Introduction
donated
M a r k the book is not). Such verbs are nonOvergeneralizations are a c o m m o n feature of language
alternating. From empirical studies w e k n o w that
development In learning the English past tense,
children do make overgeneralization errors that involve
children typically overgeneralize the '-ed' rule,
alternations, such as */ said her no (by analogy to I
producing constructions such as w e holded the baby
told her no, Bowerman, 1996; Lord 1979).
rabbits (Pinker, 1995). Language learners recover from
In this paper w e present alternation phenomena
these errors, in spite of the lack of negative evidence
from the C H I L D E S database (MacWhinney, 2000) of
and the infinity of allowable constructions that remain
child-directed speech which will be used in the
unheard; it has been argued that this favours the
computer
model. Secondly, w e introduce the simplicity
existence of a specific language-learning device (e.g.
principle (Chater, 1996), based on the mathematical
Chomsky, 1980; Pinker, 1989). This is an aspect of the
theory of Kolmogorov Complexity (Kolmogorov,
'Poverty of the Stimulus' argimient. W e report on a
1965). Thirdly, w e present an artificial language
statistical model of language acquisition, which
designed to model the C H I L D E S data, and describe
suggests that recovery fi-om overgeneralizations m a y
simplicity-based models of language processing and the
proceed from positive evidence alone. Specifically, w e
simulations
of recovery from overgeneralizations.
show that adult linguistic competence in quasi-regular
Lastly w e discuss the limitations of this specific model
structures m a y stem from an interaction between a
and some implications for research on language
general cognitive principle, simplicity (Chater, 1996)
acquisition.
and statistical properties of the input.
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Causative alternations in child-directed
speecfai
Suppose w e have a language in which verbs belong to
three distinct classes (VI, V2, V3). Each class is related
to two syntactic contexts (CI, C2). One class of verbs
(VI) appears in both contexts. T w o other classes of
verbs (V2 and V3) occur in one context only. W e can
produce a simple table to visualize the alternation:

Verb
bounce
break

bum

close
Freeze
grow
Table 1: Alternating and non-alternating verbs across
Category move
contexts
V1
open

VI
V2
V3

CI
1
0
1

pop
rip

C2
1
1
0

The causative alternation in English is of this kind.
Verbs like break behave both transitively (/ broke the
vase) and intransitively (The vase broke), whereas verbs
like disappear behave only intransitively (The rabbit
disappeared is allowed; but */ disappeared the rabbit is
not) and verbs like cut are found only in transitive
contexts ("The bread cuts is not allowed). A n analysis
of CHILDES revealed that verbs in child-directed
speech fit the pattern of the above idealization: a
number of verbs are exclusively transitive or
intransitive (see Table 2).
Children eventually generalize the structures of the
language they are exposed to. A typical generalization
occurs when children say Don't you fall m e down
(Bowerman, 1982; Lord, 1979). This is an
overgeneralized use of a non-causative verb as
causative. In the causative construction, some verbs like
break can be used both transitively with a semantic
element of cause (/ broke the vase) and intransitively
(the vase broke). Verbs like break alternate between
two constructions. However, fall can only be used
intransitively, and hear only transitively. The
acquisition of verbs' argument structure seems
particularly complicated as the way verbs behave
syntactically is largely arbitrary. Semanticaily similar
verbs like say and tell, or give and donate allow for
different constructions.
Bowerman (1982) and Lord (1979) recorded a total
of 100 different cases in which two-argument verbs are
used with three arguments (e.g. You can drink m e the
milk). The developmental literature suggests that when
children acquire a new verb they use it productively in
both constructions, without specific directional bias
(Lord, 1979). It is also worth noting that alternations
can be theoretically distinguished from other forms of
Table 2: Verbs in child-directed speech occurring in
transitive and intransitive contexts pooled from the
CHILDES English sub-corpora (MacWhinney, 2000).
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roll
shake
slide
swing
tear

lum
arrive
come
dance
Category die
V2
disappear
fall

go
rise

run
stay
bring

cut
drop
Category kill
V3
lift
push

put
raise
take
throw

Transitive Intransltlva
occurrences occurrsnces{

75
1251

86
855
18
59
966
1590

104
139
405
147
65
38
167
2690

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3028
1315

640
120
392
1609
27154

25
9724
2090

117
268
60
56
61
330
560
232
153
9
164
26
120
96
2G
60C
41
18437

370
141
73
2945
65193

14
1569
1413

0
0
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
0

irregularization like the irregular past tense. In the case
of goed-went for exanqile, recovery from the
overgeneralized form *goed can be accounted for by
directly invoking a competition strategy (MacWhinney,
1987): as the number of went in the input increases, it
will win over the irregularized form goed, which has 0
frequency in the input. Alternations are interesting
theoretically in that the competition model does not
seem applicable for these. T h e overgeneralized form
does not have an irregular alternative: there is simply a
"hole" in the language. This argument w a s raised by
Baker in his distinction between benign exceptions (like

the past tense) and truly problematic alternations like
the ones w e consider here (Baker 1979).
For the purpose of showing h o w such problematic
irregularities can be learnt using a simplicity principle,
w e take the causative alternation described above as a
working example. W e extracted verb frequencies from
the C H I L D E S Database. C H I L D E S contains a total of
nearly ten million words of child-directed speech.
Because w e are interested in showing that the input the
child receives is rich enough for recovery of
overgeneralization by induction, only the adult speech
in the corpus was selected and analysed.

Simplicity a n d L a n g u a g e
The simplicity principle (Chater, 1996) states that in
choosing among potential models offinitedata, there is
a general tendency to seek simpler models over
complex ones and optimize the trade-off between model
complexity and accuracy of model's description (i.e. fit)
to the training data. Complexity is thus defined as:
C= C(model) + C(data|model)

K(x)-logj[l/Q(x)]
Finally, the invariance theorem (Li & Vitanyi, 1997)
assures that the shortest description of any object is
invariant (up to a constant) between different universal
languages, thus granting a measure of simplicity that is
independent of the data and of the programming
language used to encode the data. The above
formalizations allow us to replace "Complexity" with
"Length" and state that "the best theory to infer from a
set of data is the one which minimizes the length of the
theory and the length of the data when encoded using
the theory as a predictor for the data" (Quinlan and
Rivest, 1989; Rissanen, 1989). It is important to note
that whilst the M D L principle is well established as a
machine learning tool for grammar induction, such
models typically make use of parsed corpora or other
psychologically implausible inputs (e.g. Osborne,
1999). This paper uses M D L as a metric to present
simplicity as a specifically psychological principle.

Modelling language learning with simplicity
The favoured model of any finite set of data will be that In any study of grammar induction, and in particular
in the simplicity framework, it is crucial to see a
which minimizes this term.
grammar as a hypothesis about the data. The best
In order to compare different grammars w e need a
hypothesis is the one that compresses the data
measure of simplicity and a " c o m m o n currency" for
maximally, so w e can also think of a grammar as
measuring both the model complexity and the error
compression of the data. W e can see the achievement of
term complexity. Fortunately this is possible by
adult linguistic competence as a process of building
viewing grammar induction as a means of encoding the
different hypotheses about the language in order to
linguistic input; the grammatical organization chosen
achieve optimum compression. The essence of
(the "knowledge" of the lang\iage) is that which allows
compression is to provide a shorter encoding of the
the simplest encoding of the input. A tradition within
data, enabling generalizations and correct predictions.
mathematics and computer science, Kolmogorov
Alternations
are particularly informative about the
complexity, shows that the simplest encoding of an
possibility of a cognitive system to capture
object can be identified with the shortest program that
dependencies from limited data. If linguistic structures
regenerates the object (Li & Vitanyi, 1997).
were completely regular, then generalizing from a few
Every sentence generated from a lexicon of n words
data would be easy. But as alternations are quasim a y be coded into a binary sequence. The length of a
regular, meaning there are exceptions to their regularity,
message refers to a binary string description of the
a learner must capture fine dependencies in order to
message in an arbitrary universal programming
generalize whilst avoiding overgeneralizations.
language. The binary string can be seen as a series of
The issue is to choose the candidate model of the
binary decisions needed to specify the message; smaller
right con:q)lexity to describe the corpus data, as stated
lengths correspond to simpler messages. The brevity of
by the simplicity principle. W e can compare different
an input A; is associated to its probability P(Ai) of
hypotheses (grammars) at different stages of learning
occurrence. Shannon's (1948) noiseless coding theorem
and choose, for each stage, the one that minimizes the
specifies that;
sum of the grammar-encoding-length and the dataencoding-length. In the following section w e compare
Ungth=Log2[l/P(A0]
data compression of corpora by two similar models.
More probable events are therefore given shorter codes.The difference between them is that one posits a
completely regular rule, whilst the other posits a regular
Li & Vitanyi (1997) have shown that the length K(x) of
rule and some exceptions to it. W e can think of the
the shortest program generating an object x is also
second model as having 'invested' in exceptions. Each
related to its probability Q(x) by the following coding
exception initially produces less compression overall,
theorem:
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since the exceptions cost some bits to specify.
However, each exception shortens the code-length for
each item in the corpus, and the second model thereby
'recoups' its investment over time.
The Models
This approach to language acquisition does not focus on
how learning occurs. Rather, these simulations run
several models concurrently to show that the rate of
increase of code-length differs between hypotheses
about language. This section describes the structure of
two hypotheses (grammars); the first gives rise to
overgeneralization phenomena whilst the second does
not. These were designed in conjunction with a very
simple artificial language, which was subsequently used
to test the models. A brief outiine of the language is
given here to facilitate the description oftiiemodel. A
more detailed consideration of how the artificial
language relates to data from corpora of child-directed
speech is given below.
The artificial language used consists of two syntactic
categories. These can be thought of crudely as nouns
and verbs. They can be combined to form two-word
sentences. Sentences may be of the form N V or V N .
Forms N N and W
are disallowed. In addition, a
number of sentences are disallowed. Let us imagine that
there are four nouns (ni-n4) and four verbs (V1-V4) in the
language, and that V4 is blocked in the sentence final
position. From this it follows that four sentences are
disallowed: each of the four nouns in combination with
V4 in an NV-type sentence.
Each model is comprised of 4 elements: word-level
categories, sentence-level categories, exceptions, and
code-length. Both models described here contain two
word-level categories, comprising nouns and verbs and
two sentence-level categories con^rising the two
sentence types (NV and V N ) . The exceptions category
discretely specified all the disallowed sentences. In the
first model this was an empty set. The code-length
specified length of code, in bits, that would be needed
to specify models just described and the corpus data
given the model structure. The code-length for each
sentence in the corpus is consequent on the model
structure.

Bit8(»-)=Log2l

[2]

This section describes how this formula is applied to
calculate the code-length for each section of the model
and for the data given the model.
If a language contains r word types and n syntactic
categories, then the probability of specifying one
distribution of word types into categories is the inverse
of the number of ways in which r word types can be
distributed between n categories, assuming no empty
sets. This given by:
Distributions(r, n)= y,(-l)''-^^
—
tZ
(m-v)!v! [3]
The codelength for the word-level element is
therefore:
Word-level bits(r, n)

n;

(/J-v)!v!

[4]

Specifying a particular sentence-level rule (e.g. that a
sentence may be of the form N V ) is a function of the
probability of that sentence type given the number of
categories specified in the word-level element. Given
that in the artificial language sentences only ever
contain two words, there are four sentence types
possible from two syntactic categories (NN, N V , V N ,
W ) . The probability of any sentence type (e.g. N V ) is
therefore 1/4. W h e n this has been specified, the
probability any remaining sentence type (e.g. V N ) is
1/3. The code-length for specifying two sentence types
is therefore:
Sentence-level bits=Log2(4)+Log2(3) [5]

Specifying the cost of an exception is the same as
specifying the cost of a sentence. This is done by
specifying the cost, in bits, of the first word based on
the probability of its occurrence, and the cost of the
second word in the same way. The probability of a
word's occurrence is the inverse of the total number of
Calculating Code-Length For Each Element
possible words. The term to specify the first word in
The length of code necessary to specify any object, /, is
any sentence is therefore:
given by:
Bits(«l)=Log2(Tw-Tei)

Bits(«>Log2(l/p,) [I]

[6]

where Bits(il) is the bits required to specify word 1 in
where p/ is the probability of object i. In many cases
the first position, T^ is the total number of word types
described below, pi can be thought of as choosing one
in the language and Td, is the total number of words
of I options. Where this is the case.
blocked in the sentence initial position as listed in the
exceptions category.
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The first word specifies which sentence type is being
used. T h e pool of possible words from which the
second word must come is therefore reduced to the size
of the sentence final category as defined by the sentence
type. For example, if the first word in a sentence is a
noun, the sentence type must be N V and the second
word must therefore be from the category V. The term
to specify the second word in a sentence is therefore:
BitsO"2)=Log2 (T«c-Ttf|,)

[7]

where Bit(/2) is the number of bits required to specify
wordy in the second position, T „ is the total number of
word types in category c, and Tcjji is the total number of
words specified in the exceptions element as blocked in
position two given the word in position 1. The number
of bits for specifying any sentence ij is simply:
sentence bitSij=-Bits(il)+Bits(/2) [8]
Specifying the code length for each exception is the
same as specifying code length for a sentence given the
existing exceptions. Each exception in a list of
exceptions therefore requires slightly fewer bits to code
than its predecessor.
It is important to note that these models code corpus
data in batch m o d e - the order in >^ich sentences are
coded is not taken into account A more psychologically
realistic (i.e. incremental) algorithm might make use of
the fact that frequently occurring words have a higher
probability of occurrence and therefore cost less to
code.
Simulating recovery from overgeneralization with
an artificial language
The models described above were in:^>lemented in a
computer program. They were then exposed to
successively large corpora of sentences from an
artificial language which reflected the structure of the
transitive/intransitive alternation phenomena found in
the C H I L D E S database (see Table 2, above). A model
using raw C H I L D E S data would have been
con^>utationally inqxjssible, but it is important to note
that the artificial language closely mirrored the patterns
of Table 2. The artificial language is outlined above. In
these simulations the word-level categories contained
36 verbs, reflecting the number of verbs in Table 2, and
36 nouns. It was decided to keep the number of nouns
equal to the nimiber of verbs in order to avoid disparity
between the code-length necessary for different
sentence types. There were two sentence-types ( N V and
V N ) reflecting the transitive and intransitive contexts of
die veit constructions. Ten verbs were blocked with all
36 nouns for each sentence type (see Table 2), resulting
in a total of 720 disallowed sentences.

T w o of the four-element models described above
were exposed to increasingly large corpora of this
language. The first model contained word-level
information about the 36 nouns and verbs, and
sentence-level information about the N V and V N
sentence types, but the exceptions element was empty:
it did not contain any information about the 720
disallowed sentences. In this respect it was analogous to
a learner w h o has acquired knowledge of word
categories and sentence production rules, but has not
learned that some sentences are illegal. This model
would therefore be prone to overgeneralizations such as
/ disappeared the rabbit. The second model, by
contrast, did contain information about the disallowed
sentences. This model therefore required considerably
more bits to specify initially, but the number of bits
required to specify each sentence of the corpus was
fewer. In addition, a language learner w h o had learned
these exceptions would not make the same
overgeneralization errors that the first model would.
Table 3 shows the relative simplicity of each model for
increasingly large corpora as measured by the number
of bits necessary to encode the model and the corpus
data.
Table 3: Code-lengths of Models 1 and 2 for
successively large corpora. Code-lengths in bold show
the shorter codes for the corpus size

Corpus Size
(sentences)

ModeM:
Codelength
(bytes)

Model 2:
Codelength
(bytes)

0

0.1

7.6

4000
8000
12000
16000
20000
24000

45.4
90.8
136.2
181.5
226.9
272.2

51.1
94.7
138.3
181.8
225.4
268.9

It can be seen that for relatively small corpora (up to
about 16,000 sentences). Model 1 gives a simpler
encoding: less bits are required. For a learner w h o had
heard relatively few alternation constructions, therefore,
the tendency would be to code the data in these terms,
resulting in overgeneralizations. For a more
experienced learner, however, the simpler encoding
would be that shown by Model 2, which requires less
bits to encode relatively large corpora. The model does
not produce any language, so there are no accuracy
statistics. Rather, it is assumed that the learner
produces all the sentences available in the current
(shortest) hypothesis are produced, including any that
are incorrect
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C o n c l u s i o n s a n d future directions

References:

These results provide an initial confirmation that
simplicity m a y provide a guiding principle by which
some aspects of language m a y be learned from
experience without recourse to a specific languagelearning device. However, the simulations presented
here are coarse-grained approximations of both the
language and the language learner. Children do not
process the language in batches of several thousand
utterances. The models presented here were neither
exposed nor sensitive to different word-type
frequencies. A number offiirtherstudies which would
provide considerably firmer support for the simplicity
principle as a driving force for language acquisition
suggest themselves.
Firstly, mathematical results show that word-type
frequencies are important to the simplicity-driven
learner, in that they m a y be the key as to when it
becomes advantageous to posit exceptions to rules.
Chater and Vitinyi (2001) show that languages are
approximately leamable given sufficiently large
amounts of data. The C H I L D E S data in Table 2
therefore provides an indication of the order in which
one would expect the learner to cease overgeneralizing
words. A n examination of children's speech that
confirmed this order would be a major step towards
providing robust support for the simplicity principle in
language. Secondly, it would be useful to compare the
timescale of recovery from overgeneralization in
children with that of the model. This could be done by
an examination of C H I L D E S database to determine an
approximate relation between a child's age and the
number
of
transitive/intransitive
alternation
constructions to which they have been exposed. It
would then be possible to compare the learning rate of
the child with that of the model. Again, this would be a
useful source of evidence concerning the simplicity
principle in language.
In this paper w e have suggested that there is sufficient
statistical information in the input for a learner to learn
quasi-regular alternating structures. These results are
achieved by choosing the model of the language which
provides the simplest (shortest) description of the
linguistic data that has been encountered. These results
re-open the question of the viability of language
learning from positive evidence under less than ideal
conditions, with limited computational resources and
amounts of linguistic data available. They therefore also
bear, indirectly, on the arguments concerning the
balance between nativism and empiricism in language
acquisition. More concretely, w e suggest that the
working hypothesis that the search for simphcity is a
guiding principle in language acquisition deserves
serious attention.
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summarizing (Long, Oppy, & Seely, 1994; McNamara,
2001; Oakhill, 1984; Oakhill & Yuill, 1996). In addition,
This study examined the influence of cognitive ability and skilled readers tend to have more knowledge about the
student activities on high-school students' science
world - most likely from reading more often.
achievement. Students (n=16Sl) from four high schools in
Readers' domain knowledge can have a dramatic impact
three states were assessed in terms of their cognitive abilities
on h o w well n e w information is acquired (Bransford &
(i.e., science knowledge, reading skill, and metacognitive
Johnson, 1972). For instance, m a n y school texts are
reading strategies), coxirse involvement, reading interest, and
incomplete because they fail to m a k e relations amongst
T V habits. Science achievement was measured in terms of
concepts
in the text explicit (Beck, M c K c o w n & Gromoll,
students' course grade, comprehension of a science passage,
1989). Accordingly, domain knowledge can facilitate
and performance on a statewide standards of learning (SOL)
comprehension by providing the reader with the necessary
test Course involvement significantly predicted only course
resources to fill in conceptual gaps (McNamara, Kintsch,
grade, whereas reading interest predicted S O L scores and
Songer, & Kintsch, 1996). In addition, readers with greater
science passage comprehension. Cognitive abilities and T V
prior knowledge are more likely to use effective reading
habits predicted all three of the smdent achievement
measures. However, the effects of these cognitive variables
strategies (Lundeberg, 1987) and convey greater interest in
interacted in interesting ways.
the reading material than low-knowledge readers (Tobias,
1994; Zhang, & Zhang, 1996). Collectively, these findings
Introduction
suggest that learners' prior knowledge critically determines
their ability to learn and understand n e w information.
In recent years, scientists have become increasingly
interested in uncovering factors that are important for
Metacognition refers to the ability to think about,
understand and manage one's learning (Schraw &
predicting educational success (e.g., Buckner, Bassuk, &
Weinreb, 2(X)1; H e r m a n & Tucker, 2000). For example,
Detmison, 1994). In essence, metacognition is the capacity
researchers have reliably predicted academic achievement
to monitor comprehension, and the initiative to correct
with measures of student personality (Paunonen & Ashton,
misunderstanding. Recent research has revealed the
2001; Stewart, Bond, Deeds, Westrick, & W o n g , 1999),
significance of metacognitive awareness in learning. For
parental influence (Hoge, Smit, & Crist, 1997), social
instance, learners w h o score high on measures of
economic status (Jimerson, Egeland, & Teo, 1999), and metacognition are more strategic (Gamer & Alexander,
school demographics (Sutton & Soderstrom, 1999). While
1989), more likely to use problem-solving heuristics (Artzt
this line of research has certainly shed light on h o w student
& Armour-Thomas, 1992), better at predicting their test
scores (Vadhan & Stander, 1994), and generally outperform
personality and social factors can impact a child's
education, the utility of this information is questionable if
learners w h o score low on metacognitive measures
(Pressley & Ghatala, 1990).
the goal of scientific inquiry is to improve scholastic
prosperity. Most personality characteristics and social
More importantly, research has demonstrated the value of
metacognition in predicting academic achievement. For
factors are relatively stable; very few introverts quickly turn
into extroverts, and even fewer people increase their level
example, greater metacognitive ability has been linked to
of social economic status overnight. In contrast, the
grade point average (Everson & Tobias, 1998), math
investigation of more mutable influences such as cognitive
achievement (Maqsud, 1997), and reading skill (van
abilities m a y provide a promising direction for improving
Kraayenoord & Schneider, 1999). Moreover, McNamara
and Scott (1999) demonstrated that providing metacognitive
academic performance. The purpose of this work w a s to
examine the impact of three cognitive factors on students' reading strategy training improved comprehension and
success in their science courses: reading skill, science
course scores in college-level science courses.
knowledge, and knowledge of metacognitive reading
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the
strategies.
influence of science knowledge, reading skill, and
It is generally assumed that reading skill is a critical
metacognitive reading strategies on high school students'
component of academic achievement. Skilled readers are achievement in science. While the individual effects of
more likely to monitor their comprehension and use active
these factors on learning have been examined in separate
studies, to the best of our knowledge, no single study has
reading strategies such as previewing, predicting, making
inferences, drawing from background knowledge, and
simultaneously measured the influence of all three variables
Abstract
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Method

drawing from background knowledge; and summarizing.
The Cronbach's Alpha for the M S I was a=.68. Science
knowledge was measured with an 18-item multiple choice
test on general science information. The test consisted of
questions concerning experimental methods, mathematics,
and meteorology. Cronbach's Alpha for the science
knowledge was a=.63. Reading skill was measured by a
modified version of the Gates-MacGinitie reading skill test
for grades 10-12. The test consisted of 40 multiple choice
questions designed to assess student comprehension on
several short text passages. The reliability of the gatesMacGinitie is typically between a=.85-.92 (Phillips, Norris,
Osmond, & Maynard, 2002).
Students were given a questionnaire concerning their
course involvement, reading interest and T V habits. The
participants were required to rate the following statements
related to their course involvement on a one to five-point
scale: " H o w m u c h do you enjoy learning science, or
scientific concepts?"; " H o w m u c h time per week do you
generally spend reading and studying for this science
course?" and " H o w much effort have you devoted to this
science course?". For reading interest, the following
questions were asked " H o w much do you enjoy reading?";
and " H o w m a n y books do you read each year that are not
required by your teachers?". T V habits were assessed by
two questions: " H o w m a n y hours of television do you
watch during a school day?"; and " H o w m a n y hours of
television do you watch on the weekend?". The scales were
designed such that higher numbers indicated larger amount
of the entity in question.
Finally, participants were given an 844-word passage on
meteorology (Flesch-Kincaid grade level of 6.7). The
passage covered the types and origins of air masses as well
as their impact on weather patterns. A n accompanying set
of 8 multiple choice and 12 open-ended comprehension
questions were created for the passage. Cronbach's Alpha
for the open ended questions was a=.72, while alpha level
for the multiple choice questions was a=.57.

Participants

Design and Procedure

The sample consisted of 1651 high school students from
four schools. Four hundred and ninety-eight students were
from an inner city high school in Norfolk, Virginia; 372
were from a rural high school in Americus, Georgia; 364
were from a rural Appalachian high school in Prestonsburg,
Kentucky; and the remaining 417 were from a suburban
high school in Williamsburg, Virginia. Students' grade
level ranged from 9 to 12, and the average age of the
students was 16.25 years.

The students were tested during regular classroom hours in
a 90-minute class period, or two 50-minute class periods,
and all testing was conducted near the end of the academic
year. The complete set of materials were presented in a
single booklet with "stop" pages inserted between each
measure. If a student fmished a particular test early, they
could recheck their answers, but could not go on to the next
section. The participants completed the measures in the
following order and time frame: Science passage and
questions (20 minutes), Gates reading test (20 minutes),
prior knowledge test (10 minutes) M S I (10 minutes), and
the student activity questionnaire (5 minutes). At the end of
the academic year, the students' science course grade and
their Standards of Learning science scores were collected.

on students' comprehension and achievement in a
classroom setting. Furthermore, w e were interested in
detennining b o w course involvement, reading interest, and
T V habits would influence science performance, and h o w
well these variables would predict student success in
comparison to the cognitive factors. Finally, w e
investigated whether reading skill or metacognitive reading
strategies could compensate for knowledge deficits. In this
study, science achievement was assessed by the student's
science course grade, comprehension of a science passage,
and a statewide measure of students' science achievement
(Virginia's Standards of Learning, S O L ) . It was
hypothesized that both the cognitive and student activity
measures would reliably predict science achievement; but
overall, it was hypothesized that the cognitive measures
would better predict performance than measures of student
activity.
In line with other work (Perfetti, 1989), it was
hypothesized that either reading skill or metacognitive
reading strategies would compensate for science
knowledge. While some researchers have argued that
reading skill and domain knowledge can compensate for
each other (Perfetti, 1989), there is little consensus as to
whether metacognitive reading strategies could make up for
meager science knowledge. O n the one hand, one might
infer that high metacognitive reading strategies could help a
learner offset a low level of science knowledge because
research has shown that metacognition can compensate
various cognitive abilities (Swanson, 1990). O n the other
hand, others have argued that metacognition has strong
knowledge requirements; that is metacognition is not
knowledge free (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) and
consequently, one might not expect metacognitive reading
ability to compensate for low science knowledge. In any
event, the issue is unclear and further investigation is
required.

Materials
Metacognitive reading strategy use was measured by a
modified version of the Metacognitive Strategies Index
(MSI) adapted for use with high-school students (Forget,
1999). The M S I is a 25-item multiple-choice questionnaire
which is designed to measure six factors associated with
metacognitive reading strategy use: predicting and
verifying; previewing; purpose setting; self-questioning;
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Results
The following results were significant at the jj < .001 level
unless noted otherwise. It was verified for all analyses
reported here that students' age differences did not alter the
pattern of results.

Table 1 Correlations between science achievement and
student activities.
Factor
Cognitive
AbUity

What's More ImporUnt?
A factor analysis was conducted to determine whether the
predictors used in this study could be grouped into smaller
subset of factors (e.g., Cognitive ability, reading interest,
etc.). All 10 measures of student ability and activity were
entered into the analysis using the principal components
method of extraction. Predictors with Eigenvalues over 1
were retained in the analysis, and the Varimax procedure
was used as the method of rotation. The analysis revealed
four distinct factors that accounted for 6 8 % of the overall
variance. Science
knowledge, reading
skill and
metacognitive reading abihty loaded on factor 1, Cognitive
Ability 0oadings=.800, .760, .692; Eigenvalue=2.67), and
accounted for 2 7 % of the variance. The number of books
read and reading enjoyment loaded on factor 2, Reading
Interest (loadings^ 891, .849; Eigenvalue=1.90), and
accounted for 1 9 % of the variance. The amount of T V
watched on a school day and the amount watched on a
weekend loaded on factor 3, T V Habits, 0oadings=.890,
.890; Eigenvahie=1.20) and explained 1 2 % of the variance.
Finally course effort, time spent reading and studying the
textbook, and enjoyment of learning science loaded on
factor 4, Course Involvement (loadings=.807, .684, .638;
Eigenvalue=1.07), and explained 1 1 % of the variance.
Thus, the factor analysis provided support for our initial
categorical distinction of the predictors.
The four factors were regressed onto each of the
measures of science achievement. For the students' course
grade, the overall model accounted for 1 3 % of the
variance, F(4,1295)=49.57. Reading interest did not predict
course grade, whereas cognitive abiUty, t(1295)=10.15,
p=.263, and course involvement t(1295)=9.43, p=.244 were
strong predictors. T V habits significantly predicted course
grade but the relationship was small t(1295)=-2.43, P = .063, p = .015.
For students' S O L score, the overall model accounted for
3 8 % of the variance, F(4,618)=94.09. Course involvement
did not predict S O L scores, whereas cognitive ability,
t(618)=16.24, 3=.516, T V Habits, t(618)= -9.23, |3=-.294,
and reading interest t(618)=5.06, |5=.160, were significant
predictors.
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Coune
Involvement

Reading
Interett
TV Habits

Individual
Measure

Coune
Grade

SOL

Reading Sldl)

.24

.58

Science
Knowledge
Metacognitive
Reading Strat.
Enjoy Lean
Science
Time Reading
& Studying
Effort Given
to Course
Number of
Books Read
Enjoyment of
Reading
Hr».TV
School day
Hn.TV
Weekend

.25

Open Multiple
Ended Choice
Cotnp. Comp.

.64

.53

.59

.55

.51

.20

.15

.26

.24

.18

.16

.13

.14

.12

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

.30

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

.11

.12

.16

.14

.16

-.13

-.34

-.25

-.23

N.S.

-.27

-.23

-.23

In terms of science passage comprehension scores, the
model accounted for 4 2 % of the variance for open-ended
questions, F(4,1213)=219.79, and 3 3 % for multiple-choice
questions, F(4,1292)=158.81. For both comprehension
measures, cognitive ability (t(1213)=27.44, p=.600;
t(1292)=22.56, P=.514); reading interest (t(1213)=5.01,
P=.110; t(1292)=5.46, P=.124); and T V habits (t(1213)
=-9.83, P=-.215; t(1292)=-9.58, P=-.218) were significant
predictors, whereas course involvement was not significant.
In summary, cognitive ability and T V habits were
significant predictors for all of the student achievement
measures. Course involvement reliably predicted only
course grade, whereas reading interest reliably predicted
S O L scores and science passage comprehension.
Table 1 presents the Pearson correlations between the
students' science achievement performance (i.e., course
grade, S O L ,
open-ended
and
multiple
choice
comprehension questions) and the 10 predictors used in this
study. Correlations are significant at the i2< .001 level
unless specified otherwise. Several trends emerge fix)m the
analysis. First, the correlations between science
achievement and the individual measures of cognitive
ability are moderate to high. In contrast, the correlations
between achievement and the individual measures of
student activity were generally low. However, there were
two exceptions, the amount of effort given to the course
was
moderately
correlated
with
course
grade
(r(1472)=.298). In fact, of the measures used in this study,
effort had the highest simple correlation with course grade.
Second, the amount of T V watched on a school day and the
weekend (with the exception of course grade) was
moderately, but negatively correlated with science
achievement. The magnitude of the correlations ranged
from small for course grade (r(1493)=-.125 to moderate for
S O L (r(693)=-.337).

C a n Y o u C o m p e n s a t e for L o w K n o w l e d g e ?
Our second question was whether either reading skill or
metacognitive strategies would compensate for science
knowledge. Hence, w e conducted A N O V A s for each
measure including science knowledge and reading skill in
the first set, and science knowledge and metacognitive
reading strategies in the second set. (The three variables
could not be included in one analysis because there were
cells with too few participants.) Students scoring in the top
and bottom thirds for each cognitive ability measure were
included in the analyses. The dependent variables included
course grade, S O L score, open-ended questions, and
multiple-choice performance.
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Figure 2. S O L score as a function of science knowledge and
metacognitive reading strategy.
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Discussion
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Figure 1. Proportion of multiple-choice comprehension
questions correct as a function of science knowledge and
reading skill.
The first set of analyses, including science knowledge
and reading skill, yielded significant effects for all of the
dependent measures. The results were significant at e<.001
unless otherwise specified. There was a significant
interaction of science knowledge and reading skill only for
students'
performance
on
the
multiple-choice
comprehension questions, F(4,1368)=7.85 (see Figure 1).
This interaction indicates that neither science knowledge
nor reading skill had a major impact on comprehension
unless the student possessed both.
The second set of analyses, including science knowledge
and metacognitive reading strategies, yielded significant
effects of science knowledge for all of the depended
measures. Metacognitive strategies was significant for all of
the measures except S O L . However, in this case, there was
significant interaction of science knowledge and strategy
use, F(4,659)=2.52, p=.04. A s shown in Figiire 2, greater
metacognitive ability helped compensate for a student's low
level of science knowledge. [No other interactions were
significant.]
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O n e goal of the ciurent investigation was to uncover some
of the factors that are important in promoting high-school
students' science achievement. A factor analysis of our ten
measures of abilities and activities revealed that there were
four distinct categories of variables: cognitive ability, T V
Habits, reading interest, and course involvement. The
results indicated that all four factors were important in
predicting science achievement; however, some factors
differentially predicted the measures of science
achievement. Cognitive ability, and T V habits reliably
predicted all measures of science achievement, while coiu^e
involvement reliably predicted only course grade. In turn,
reading interest predicted both S O L scores and passage
comprehension.
A more detailed examination of the correlations between
the individual components of the factors and science
achievement revealed that all measures of cognitive ability
and T V habits were relatively strong predictors of science
achievement, while the individual measures of reading
interest and course involvement were generally weak
predictors. The major exception was the correlation
between course effort and course grade, which proved to be
the best single correlation with the students' grade.
The second goal of the study was to determine whether
reading skill or metacognitive reading strategies could
compensate for science knowledge (see also, Cottrell &
M c N a m a r a , 2002). With multiple choice questions, science
knowledge and reading skill interacted. In this case, neither
science knowledge nor reading skill had a major impact on
passage comprehension unless the learner had high levels of
both cognitive abilities. This interaction is counter to the
belief that reading skill and prior knowledge compensate
for each other (e.g., Perfetti, 1989). If science knowledge
and reading skill were compensatory, one would expect that
a high level reading skill would m a k e up for a low level

prior knowledge. Nevertheless, it is notable that the
multiple-choice measure was the only dependent measure
of science achievement for which an interaction occurred.
In the other three cases (Sol score, open ended questions,
and course grade), both reading skill and knowledge aided
the students, and did not interact. So, in those cases, either
reading skill or prior knowledge were beneficial - and thus
could compensate for one another. Having both, of course,
is the best scenario. Similarly, for the most part, either prior
knowledge or metacognitive reading strategies were
beneficial to students. In contrast, for S O L scores,
metacognitive reading strategies and science knowledge
interacted. High-knowledge students did not benefit from
reading strategies. Yet, students with low science
knowledge were presumably able to compensate for this
knowledge deficit with reading strategies. The results
support the notion that metacognitive reading strategies can
compensate for a low level of domain knowledge.
So, what's a science student to do? The results of this
study suggest several diings. First, students should simply
read more. Research has shown that an increase in exposure
to print is associated with an increase in reading skill (see,
M c N a m a r a , 2001). Accordingly, the current findings
support the notion that reading skill is important for science
achievement In fact, reading skill was one of the best
single correlates of student performance. Second, students
should m a k e informed decisions on the courses diey take.
F w , exair^le if a student is interested in taking biology
courses, they should plan to take as m a n y coursesrelatedto
biology and chemistry in high school as possible. Prior
knowledge is important in determining h o w well n e w
information is learned. Thus the more elementary courses
one has in a domain, the easier it will be to learn more
advanced courses in the same domain.
However, as w e well know, students will often find
themselves in courses for which they are ill prepared. In
that case, knowing and using metacognitive reading
strategies can help the learner to partially overcome
knowledge deficits. Hence, the results of this study suggest
that students should increase their metacognitive awareness.
Unfortunately, students do not automatically engage in such
processing (Gamer, 1990). Ginsequently, the solution is to
discover and implement techniques that promote
metacognitive strategy use (e.g., M c N a m a r a & Scott, 1999).
Finally, our findings suggest that parents and students
should fmd a healthy balance between the amount of T V
watched and the amount of effort die student puts into the
course. O f the measures of student activity, T V habits
seemed to be one of the best predictors of science
performance: T V viewing wasreliablyrelated to all four of
our measures of science achievement. However, the
relationship between T V viewing and science achievement
was negative. This result is congruent with research on T V
viewing, which suggests that T V viewing can have a
negative impact on reading comprehension (e.g., Koolstra,
van der Voort, & van der K a m p , 1997). Conversely, our
results underscore the importance of student effort on
course performance; students' effort was the best single
correlate of course performance. While readers often prefer
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the path of least resistance (McNamara et al., 1996) it is
important to encourage students to expend effort into their
academic endeavors.
It is important to note that these results were based on
correlation, and therefore should be interpreted with
caution. Despite this limitation, the conclusion w e draw
from this work is that both cognitive ability and student
activities are important for science achievement. Moreover,
it is important to develop ways to promote reading, and
interest in reading, as well as ways to increase course
involvement. These findings also recommend that parents
should play an active role in educating children to balance
their T V viewing and academic endeavors. Finally, the
results suggest the need for the development and
implementation of strategies to promote metacognitive
awareness.
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Abstract
Current theories of reasoning propose that reasoning
governed by two systems: conscious and unconscious.
Conscious processing directs analytical thinking and
results in correct responding, while unconscious
processing employs heuristics that often leads to poor
perfonnance in deductive reasoning tasks. The present
study uses a classic propositional task to examine the
properties that distinguish conscious from unconscious
reasoning. Overall, the study did not fmd support for
dissociable reasoning systems. Instead, the fmdings
suggest that the features exclusively attributed to each
system, by dual reasoning theorists, were equally
applicable to both.
Dual Process Theories
At present there are three theories of reasoning that
have divided the process into unconscious and
conscious components: Evans and Over s (1996) Dual
process theory; Slomans s (1966) T w o systems theory
and Stanovich and West s (2000) T w o systems theory.
Stanovich and West (1998) present a summary of the
general attributes that distinguish conscious from
unconscious reasoning processes. They propose that
unconscious processes are inaccessible, automatic,
inert, non-declarative, and non-verbalizable, while
conscious processes are accessible, controllable,
declarative, and verbalizable. T h e different
characteristics also imply that the two reasoning
systems serve different purposes, result in different
responses, and encode information differently. M a n y
studies developed to investigate the different systems
originate from W a s o n s (1966) conditional reasoning
task. O n e reason for this is that the general errors
individuals m a k e when solving this task have been the
impetus for attributing unconscious mechanisms to
reasoning. The aim of the present study is to examine
the dual processes theories characterization of
deductive reasoning using W a s o n s (1966) conditional
reasoning task.
W a s o n (1966) developed a task (hereafter W a s o n s
selection task) that has n o w become the mainstay of
studies investigating deductive reasoning. It involves a
conditional statement if there is a vowel on one side of
the card, then there is an even number on the other
side . Participants are told that they have to discover

whether the statement is true by selecting cards to turn
over from an array of four (e.g., E, K, 2, and 5), which
is are represented in logical notation as (P, 'P, Q, 'Q).
The correct solution requires the selection of the E (P)
and S C Q ) cards, because only this combination
provides a means of confirming and falsifying the
statement. Typically, only a small proportion of
participants solve the task correctly (e.g., 5-10%), while
most choose a range of alternative card combinations,
the most popular of which is E (P) and 4 (Q).
The appeal of this task comes from the robust results
it generates, in particular the regularity with which E
and 4 cards are selected. The matching bias theory
proposed by Evans (1972) and Evans and Lynch (1973)
is the most accepted explanation of this phenomenon.
They propose that instead of triggering reasoning
processes the selection task incites participants to
simply match their card choices with those named in the
statement. Evans (1972) developed a paradigm to
examine this b y presenting participants negated
versions of the statement. H e found that participants
still selected P and Q cards irrespective of the presence
of negations in the statement, thus leading to the
conclusion that the selection task is solved using simple
heuristics. A more detailed account proposed by Wason
and Evans (1975) explains the underlying processes that
motivate matching behavior. They suggested that
reasoning is comprised of two dissociated processes,
one of which is unconscious and based on quick-fix
strategies that are guided by particular preferences for a
response (i.e., biases). The second process is conscious
and rationalizes behavior, some of which the reasoner
has little control over. These proposals were based on
findings from protocols studies (Evans & Wason, 1976;
W a s o n & Evans, 1975), which required participants to
provide justifications for their card selections.
Participants showed a lack of awareness of the actual
processes involved in selecting cards, and
rationalizations of their behavior were foimd to be
independent of their actual card selections.
Following from W a s o n and Evans protocol studies, a
variety of techniques have been developed to uncover
unconscious reasoning processes e.g., transfer tasks
(e.g., Berry, 1983), and attentional biases (Evans, 1996;
Evans, Ball & Brooks, 1987; Roberts, 1997; Roberts &
Newton, 2001).
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The findings from some of these designs suggest that
the characteristics attributed exclusively to one or other
of the two types of reasoning process are inaccurate.
For instance, Berry (1983) reported that participants
possessed insight into the processes motivating their
card selections, and that this knowledge contributed to
transfer of correct responding across different versions
of the selection task. This conflicts with the proposal
that individuals lack awareness of the processes that
contribute to solving the selection task, and that
protocols are actually post hoc rationalizations of card
choices (Evans and Wason, 1975).

results in a variety of construals and therefore card
combinations. However, this is a rather circular
argument, since evidence of individual differences is
supported by the view that they only emerge during
conscious processing, and similarly, conscious
processing is identified by the selection of cards that are
not matched to the rule. This study examines the
occurrence of individual differences in card selecting
behavior during different conditions.

Method

The present study combines a series of methods
The Present Study
designed to examine unconscious reasoning that have
not
The objective of this study is to examine three of the been used in combination in previous studies of the
selection task. Three techniques in particular have been
claims made by the dual process theories of reasoning.
adapted for the purposes of this study.
Evans, Ball and Brooks (1987) measured the order in
Roberts and Newton (2001) developed a rapid
which cards were selected and rejected; they found that
response
task (hereafter R R T ) that limited conscious
decisions were made earlier for card selections than
analytic processing in order to encourage automatic
rejections. They proposed that the reasons for this are
responding in the selection task. During this task
the result of unconscious biases that motivate
participants were shown the example cards for 1
participants to focus their attention on cards that match
second, and asked to respond yes or no depending
those named in the statement. However, attentional bias
on whether they would select the card or not. In the
has been inferred from measures of decision
present
study participants were asked to study a
making/card selecting behavior. There have been a
statement, which based on the typical presentation of
number of studies that have investigated aspects related
the conditional statement in standard versions of the
to attentional bias (e.g., Evans, 1996; Evans, Ball &
selection task. Then, participants were exposed to the
Brooks, 1987; Dominowski, 1995; Roberts, 1998;
four cards A K 4 and 7 serially, for 90 msec.
Roberts & Newton, 2001), and in general the findings
They were then asked to decide after each card
are mixed. One of the objectives of this study is to
presentation whether they would select the card or not,
examine the prediction that attention is first directed to
cards that are selected first. Furthermore, there has been and told to respond as quickly as possible. Participants
were also asked to rate how confident they were of their
no direct attempt to try and separate out attentional
decision on a 1-7 point scale (1 not confident, and 7
processes from decision making processes, and the
highly confident). One problem that has pervaded this
present study attempts to remedy this.
type of design is that while participants are looking at
The three dual process theories characterize
unconscious processing as inflexible, and this property the cards they are also considering their selection, so it
is hard to infer attentional biases when the measure
has been used to account for the poor rate of correct
might be contaminated by decision making processes as
responding following tutoring on conditional reasoning
well (Roberts, 1997). It should be noted that the present
(e.g., W a s o n & Johnson-Laird, 1970; W a s o n &
study
does not claim that the method elicits
Shapiro, 1971). The present study investigates this
unconscious processing, only that it encourages
effect by including a tutoring session in the experiment
attentional biases, and attempts to separate them from
and measuring the extent to which performance is
decision
making processes.
improvement in subsequent versions of the selection
This study also includes a tutoring session and uses
task.
some of the techniques developed by Green and
Stanovich and West (2000) describe the emergence
Larking (1995). In the present study participants were
of individual differences within the two reasoning
asked to imagine what were the possible outcomes on
systems. They suggest that matched card selections are
the underside of each of the four cards when they
motivated by the same unconscious bias, which also
turned them over. Participants were also asked to
implies that unconscious processes are ubiquitous and
suggest what implications the outcomes would have for
not subject to variation. By contrast, individual
the
conditional statement. After this, the experimenter
differences occur during conscious processing because
explained
the concept of material implicature and the
participants have overcome the tendency to select
necessity of falsification in order to solve the selection
matched cards, and have based their card choices from
task correctly.
their o w n construal of the statement, which in turn
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A generation task was used to measure the extent to
which participants understood the concepts they were
introduced to during the tutoring session. This design
w a s originally used by van D u y n e (1976) and later
incorporated into a study by Legrcnzi (1980). The
general format of this task uses a conditional statement
, then
.), and
but no given premises (e.g., if
participants are required to generate their o w n
statement, devise the examples, and then test the
statement.

Table 1: Frequencies of card selections for each of the
six tasks

p
PQ
P~P
P~Q
~P

Participants

~P~Q

Forty-eight graduate and undergraduate students from
Brunei University took part in the experiment. Each
participant was screened for prior knowledge of the
selection task. They were assigned randomly to one of
the 48 possible permutations of the four cards
presentations in the RRTs.

~PQ
P~PQ~

tasks, all of which were variations of the standard
abstract selection task. Participants were required to
solve the tasks in the same order starting with the first
R R T (Task 1), 3 versions of the abstract selection task
presented in a booklet (Tasks 2-4), followed by a
tutoring session, a second R R T (Task 5), and finally,
the generation task (Task 6). The instructions in the
second R R T task were identical to the first with
exception of the actual letters and numbers, and the
order in which they were presented for each participant.

Results
Card Selections
Table 1 reports the fi-equencies of all the cards
combinations selected in each of the six tasks. A loglinear analysis was favored over Pearson s chi-squared
in order to determine statistical regularities in the data.
The following analyses of card selecting behavior
across tasks are based on a collapsed version of Table I.
This included separate frequencies for the main card
selections [P, P Q , P ~ Q , Q , P Q ~ Q ] , while the
remaining figures were classed as residuals. Significant
differences were found between the frequencies of card
combinations selected in the six tasks, G^ = 180.320
(25), p < .0001. O n closer inspection there were no
significant differences between cards selected in the
three tasks presented in the booklet (Tasks 2-4), G^ (8)
= 7.960, p>.43, which suggests that the source of
difference was based specifically on responses to the
R R T s and the generation task.
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Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

1
12
17
1
0
4
1
0
2

2
4
34
0
1
1
0
0
1

3
3
37
1
0
0
2
0
0

4
5
37
0
1
0
2
0
0

5
14
6
2
13
0
0
2
0

6
4
8
2
17
0
1
0
1

2
2
2
2
0
3

0
0
0
7
0
0

0
0
0
4
1
0

0
0
0
3
0
0

2
6
1
0
0
2

1
11
2
0
0
1

Q
P~PQ
PQ~Q
P~P~Q

Q
~Q
9~q
In the present study each participant completed the six
Procedure

Task

Participants card selections in both
R R T s were
compared, this revealed a highly significant difference
between the two tasks, G^ (12) = 32.28, p < .001. A
comparison between the frequency of cards selected in
the second R R T , and the proceeding generation task
revealed no significant difference, G^ (4) = 8.257, p. >
.08. Thus, the responses to both tasks presented after
tutoring were not statistically different. A further
analysis between card choices for thefirstR R T and its
proceeding task (thefirstbooklet task) showed there
was a highly significant difference, G^ (5) = 28.315, p<
.0005.
Analyzing correct card choices across the six task
revealed that significantly more correct responses were
made in tasks after the tutoring session, than preceding
it, G^ (5) = 63.013, p < .0001, thus suggesting that
tutoring facilitated correct responding.
Decision Latencies
The m e a n decision times for card selections and
rejections between the two R R T s were compared. This
analysis showed there was no significant difference, G^
(1) = 0.354, p >. 55. A n analysis based only on decision
times of participants choosing the P and Q cards in both
R R T s was conducted, a summary of the mean decision
times for card selections and rejections is presented in
Table 2.

Tutoring
During the tutoring sessions participants were asked to
consider the possible outcomes (i.e., true, false) for the
statement based on information represented on the
underside of each card. This technique was used to
RRT1
RRT 2
gauge participants initial understandings of the
Card
10051.50
8999.83
statement and cards.
selections
msec
msec
All the participants assessed the statement correctly
according to the outcomes of information represented
Card
9665.59
8877.94
on the underside of the P card. The majority of
rejections
msec
msec
participants reported that each outcome fi-om turning
the 'P card was irrelevant and had no consequences for
There was no significant difference between decision
the statement, which is an incorrect assumption. With
times for rejected and selected cards, G^ (1) = 1.513,
the exception of one, the remainder believed that
p>.2I. Afiirtheranalysis was carried out on responses
turning the Q card to reveal a P would imply that the
to individual cards. A 2 (response type: selection vs.
statement was true, which is also a commonly held
rejection) x 4 (card type: P, 'P, Q, 'Q) analysis of
misconception. Approximately half correctly assumed
variance ( A N O V A ) revealed no significant main effect
that discovering a P on the underside of the 'Q card
for response type in thefirstR R T l , F (1, 46) = .003,
would suggest the statement was false.
M S E = 61776.125, p>.95, and the same was found for
In sum, participants have a correct understanding of
R R T 2 , F (1, 46) = 1.302, M S E = 28899003, p>.337.
the P card, and they also appreciate that the 'Q card can
There was also no significant main effect for card type
falsify the statement, but misunderstand its relevance,
for RRTl, F (3, 138) = .803, M S E = 91337103, p>.504,
evidenced in its absencefi-ommost participants card
and R R T 2 , F (3, 138) = .817, M S E = 7774520, p>.506.
choices prior to tutoring. The Q card was the most
Finally, there was no significant interaction between
mistmderstood, and directly related to participants
response types and card type for either tasks, R R T l F
difficulty in appreciating that a bi-conditional
(3, 138) = 1.538, M S E = 14650821, p>.230, and R R T 2
interpretation (e.g., if and only if there is a vowel, then
F (3, 138) = 1.928, M S E = 19278503, p>.196. These
there is an even number, which also implies that if
finding suggest that there is no difference between the
there is an even number, then there is a vowel) could
decision times for cards selected and rejected and does
not be assumed for the conditional statement.
not support Evans, Ball and Brooks (1987) claim that
The datafi-omthe tutoring sessions also suggest that
participants make earlier decisions for cards they select.
participants misunderstandings of the cards did not
Along with measurements of decision times,
correspond to previous responses in the booklet (Tasks
confidence ratings for each decision made were
2-4). To illustrate, approximately 7 5 % of participants
recorded. The overall ratings were not significantly
selected the P Q card combination in the booklet, the
different across both tasks, G^ (42) = 48.043, p>.24,
corresponding misconception entails assuming that
fimher analyses were carried out comparing both R R T s
tximing a Q card and discovering a P would also verify
based on ratings for individual cards. There was no
the statement, and that turning the same card over to
significant difference between the ratings for the P card,
reveal a 'P would in turn suggest the statement was
G^ (6) = 5.218, p>.5; 'P card, G^ (6) = 4.065, p>.5;
false. However, comparing participants prior card
and the 'Q card, G^ (6) = 3.112, p>.5. However
selections revealed that they displayed a variety of
participants responded with higher confidence ratings
misconceptions, and there was no significant
for the Q card in the second R R T compared to the first
relationship between particular card choices (i.e., P and
R R T , and this was statistically significant, G^ (6) =
Q ) and its corresponding misinterpretation.
15.929, p< .01.
Analyses of confidence ratings between R R T s and
Discussion
within each R R T , for both rejected and selected cards,
The present study investigated unconscious deductive
revealed significant differences only for the Q card.
processes based on the claims made by the three
Participants were significantly more confident when
deciding to select the Q card, G^ (6) = 15.209, p<. 01, theories, and the findings strongly imply that the
characterisation of unconscious processes is inaccurate.
and to reject it, G^ (6) = 13.055, p<.05 in the second
The findings also challenge the extent to which
R R T which proceeded tutoring. In the selection task
unconscious and conscious processes can be considered
literature the Q card has been thought to generate
as dissociated. However, it could be argued that the
misunderstandings, which m a y account for the
present study did not adequately demonstrate
significant results found for confidence and latency
unconscious reasoning processes, and this is the reason
measures based on this card.
Table 2: Mean decision times for cards selected (PQ)
and rejected ('P'Q) in R R T 1 and R R T 2
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w h y the claims were not supported. Certainly there is
s o m e doubt over what the methods used presently
actually demonstrate, but it was thought that the most
appropriate method of examining the proposals of dual
process theories was to use similar types of task
designs, the findings of which the theories have used to
siq^port their claims.
Card Selections in the Rapid Response Tasks
T h e R R T tasks were designed to separate out
attentional processes from decision making processes.
Thus, the brief exposure of the cards did not allow
participants to think about selecting cards while
viewing them. The less restricted interval for choosing
enabled participants to reflect on their choices under
some degree of uncertainty as to what cards they saw.
The analyses suggested that participants differed in
their card selections during R R T s . If unconscious
processes are inflexible, then there should be a
correspondence between the cards selected in both
R R T s , and tutoring should have no effect, however this
was not found in the present study. Instead, the findings
suggest that tutoring influenced reasoning processes
employed in restricted as well as in free time tasks,
implying that unconscious processes are not inflexible.
Comparisons between card choices in the first R R T
and its proceeding task, which was a free time version
presented in the booklet, revealed significant
differences. Furthermore, 17/48 participants selected
matched card selections under restricted time
conditions, compared to 34/48 in the first booklet task.
If matched card selections are indicative of unconscious
reasoning processes then the proportion of matched
card selections should be the same for both tasks. 17/48
participants selected the same card combinations in the
first R R T and the first booklet task, (compared with
24/48 consistent card selections between the second
R R T and the generation task), however, 13/17
participants selected matched cards in these tasks.
While the later result lends s o m e support to dual
process theorists view of matched card selections, the
other findings reported here provide a stronger case
against their proposals.
Decifion Latendei
Attentional bias has been proposed as an explanation
for the longer latencies found for cards selected than
rejected in inspection time studies (e.g., Evans, 1996;
Evans, Ball, & Brook, 1987). The present findings
suggest that participants decision times were not
markedly different for different types of card selecting
decisions. There were, however, differences between
overall responses latencies in the R R T s . Participants
m a d e quicker decisions during the second R R T
compared to thefirst.The tutoring participants received
before the second R R T m a y have influenced this result.
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because they were better informed about the task
requirements. Furthermore, there were no differences
between the two R R T s based on confidence ratings.
However, the only significant difference was found for
ratings of the Q card, participants were more confident
of their decisions during the second R R T compared to
the first. O n e reason for this m a y have been the tutoring
received prior to the second R R T , suggesting that an
increase in understanding also results in an increase in
confidence.
Tutoring
There have been m a n y examples of unsuccessful
attempts to tutor participants on conditional reasoning
(e.g.. Wason, 1968; W a s o n & Johnson-Laird, 1970;
W a s o n & Shapiro, 1971). W a s o n (1968) first
introduced remedial procedures or 'therapies' to invoke
insight into the task. Johnson-Laird and Wason (1970)
proposed that participants failed to solve the task
correctly because there w a s a disassociation between
participants selection and evaluation processes. Wason
and Johnson-Laird (1970) suggested that selecting is an
active process and occurs immediately before
evaluation because the evaluation process is effortful
and more cognitively demanding.
The lack of transfer reported in tutoring studies has
been used to demonstrate dissociations between
conscious and unconscious reasoning processes.
Participants inability to adopt n e w concepts, taken
together with the fact that they revert to previous card
choices, typically P and Q , suggest that either the
methods of tutoring are inadequate, or the processes
guiding card selections in the abstract task are
inflexible. The results from the present experiment
challenge both views.
A reduction in the proportion of matched card
choices (i.e., P Q ) following hitoring, and an increase in
correct card selections (i.e., P~Q) suggest that mtoring
was effective, and that participants reasoning processes
are not inflexible. Also, individual differences were
revealed in the tutoring session, indicating that
participants held a variety of misconceptions of the
statement and the cards, which were corrected
following tutoring. Moreover, many participants did not
share the same misconceptions despite having selected
the same card combinations in previous tasks. Thus, the
selection of P and Q cards does not imply that
participants have the same understanding of the cards,
or that they are employing the same underlying
reasoning process.
Conclusions
The findings from this study do not support the claims
made by dual process theories of reasoning. However, it
is not possible to rule out the possibility that

unconscious processes are involved in reasoning. This
cautionary approach is based on problems concerning
methodology. The techniques used to expose
unconscious reasoning processes are not sufficiently
refined to decide whether the description of the
processes is inaccurate and that unconscious processes
are still present, or whether there arc actually no
unconscious processes in reasoning.
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Abstract

form of primitive compositionality. Compositionality is thought to be the keystone of syntax, and thus
understanding h o w it appeared might help a lot to
Human sound systems are invariably phonemically
understand syntactic languages which make hmnans
coded, which means that there are parts of sylunique. Several approjwiies have aheady been prolables that are re-used in other syllables. It is
one of the most primitive compositional system in
posed in the literature.
language. To explain this phenomenon, there exT h e first one, known as the "post-structurailist"
isted so far three kinds of approaches : "ChomChomskian view, defends the idea that our genome
skyan"/cognitive innatism, morpho-perceptual incontains some sort of program which is supposed to
natism and the more recent approach of "language
grow a lamguage specific neural device (the so-cjJled
as a complex cultural system which adapts under
Language Acquisition Device) which knows a priori
the pressure of eflScient communication". W e proall the algebraic structures of language. This conposed in (Oudeyer 2002) a new hypothesis based
cerns £l11 aspects of language, ranging fi:om syntax to
on a low-level model of sensory-motor interactions,
phonetics (Chomsky and Halle, 1968). In pzuticular
characterized by the absence of functional pressure
this neural device is supposed to know that syllaand the use of very generic neural devices. This
bles are composed of phonemes which are m a d e up
paper presents a unified model of the origins of sylby the combination of a few binary features like the
lable systems which does allow a comparison of the
nasality or the roundedness. Learning a particular
different hypothesis on the same ground. W e show
language only amounts to the tuning of a few paramthat our hypothesis is the only one to be sufficient,
eters like the on or off state of these features. It is
and that all others are not necesary. Moreover, the
important to note that in this approach, the iimate
model we present thefirstthat shows how a populaknowledge is completely cognitive, and no reference
tion of agents can build culturally a complex sound
to morpho-perceptual properties of the h u m a n articsystems without the assumption that they already
ulatory and perceptual apparatuses appears. This
W
h
a
t
does
explain
phonemically
share a phonenuc repertoire.
view is becoming more and more incompatible with
c o d e d syllable systems ?
neuro-biologicalfindings(which have basically failed
Human sound systems have very particular propertofinda L A D ) , and genetics/embryology which tend
ties. Perhaps the most baaic is that they are phoneto show that the genome can not contain specific and
mically coded. This means that syllables are comdetailed information for the growth of so complex
posed of re-usable parts. These are called phonemes. neural devices.
Thus, syllables of a language may look rather like la,
Another approach is that of "morpho-perceptual"
li, na, ni, bla, bli, etc ... than like la, ze, fri, won, etciimatists. They argue (Stevens 1972) that the prop.... This might seem unavoidable for us w h o have a
erties of h u m a n articulatory and perceptual sysphonetic writing alphabet, but in fact our vocjJ tract
tems explain totally the properties of soimd systems.
allows to produce syllable systems in which each sylM o r e precisely, their theory relies on the fact that
lable is holistically coded and has no parts which is
the mapping between the articulatory space and the
also used in another syllable. Yet, as opposed to
acoustic and then perceptual spaces is highly nonwriting systems for which there exists both "pholinear : there aie a number of "plateaus" sepaurated
netic" coding and hoUstic/pictographic coding (for
by sharp boundaries. Eajch plateau is supposed to
e.g. Chinese), all h u m c m languages are invariably
naturally define a category. Hence in this view,
phonemically coded.
phonemic coding and phoneme inventories are direct consequences of the physical properties of the
T h e question is then : W h y is this so ? H o w
body. Yet, it seems that there are flaws to this
did it appear ? W h a t are the genetic, glossoview : first of all, it gives a poor account of the
genetic/cultural, and ontogenetic components of this
formation process ? These questions are of particugreat diversity that characterize h u m a n languages.
leir interest and generaUty since phonemic coding is a All h u m a n s have approximately the same articu-
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latory/perceptual mapping, and yet different language conununities use different systems of rategories. O n e could imagine that it is because some
"plateaus"/natural categories are just left unused in
certain languages, but perceptual experiments (Kuhl
2000) have shown that very often there are sharp
perceptual non-linejurities in some part of the sound
space for people speaking language LI, corresponding to boundaries in their category system, which
are not perceived at all by people speaking another
language L2. This meams for instance that Japanese
speakers cannot hear the difference between the "1"
in "lead" auid the "r" in "read". A s a consequence,
it seems that there are no natural categories. This
paper will provide quantitative evidence that the
morpho-perceptual innatism hypothesis is not a satisfying candidate.
A more recent approach proposes that the phenomena we are interested in come from selforganization processes under functional pressures
occurring mainly at the cultural and ontogenetic
scale. The basic idea is that sound systems are
good solutions to the problem of finding an efficient communicative system given articulatory, perceptual and cognitive constraints. A n d good solutions are characterized by the regularities that we
try to explain, in particular phonemic coding. This
approach was initially defended by (Lindblom 1992)
w h o showed for example that if one optimizes the
energy of vowel systems as defined by a compromise between articulatory cost and perceptual distinctiveness, one finds systems which are phonemically coded which means that some targets composing syllables are re-used (note that Lindblom presupposes that syllables are sequences of targets, which
we will do also in this paper). Yet, these results
were obtained with very low-dimensionzd aind discrete spaces, cind it remains to be seen if they remain
vaUd when one deals with realistic spaces.
These experiments were a brejikthrough as compared to innatists theories, but provide unsatisfying hypothetical explanations : indeed, they rely on
expUcit optimization procedures, which never occur
as such in nature. There are no Uttle scientists in
the head of humans which make calculations to find
out which vowel system is cheaper. Rather, natural processes adapt and self-organize. Thus, Lindblom's model does not really provide explanations,
and one has tofindthe processes wliich formed these
sound systems, and can be viewed only a posteriori as optimizations. This has been done for the
questions of vowel inventories reguleirities : indeed,
in spite of the fact that our vocal tract allows us
to produce thousjinds of different vowels, languages
of the world use rarely more than 10 of them, and
most often 5 of them. Moreover, aunong these actually used vowels, some of them appear very often
(e.g. [a], [i] or [u] in 89 percent of languages) and
others are very rare (e.g. [y]). Lindblom proposed
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a model which again optimized motor and perceptual constraints, which predicted these regularities.
(de Boer 2001) developed an explanatory model in
which the basic processes which do produce realistic vowel systems are imitation behaviors a m o n g
humans/agents. H e built a computational model
which consisted of a society of agents playing culturally the so-called "imitation game". Agents were
given a physical model of the vocal tract, a model
of the cochlea, and a simple prototype based cognitive memory. (Oudeyer 2001b) extended this model
by letting agents produce complex utterances (syllables), and showed how realistic phonotactic regularities (e.g. the sonority hiereu-chy principle, the
high occurrence of C V syllables, etc..) could emerge
without being explicitly programmed in. Yet, as far
as phonemic coding is concerned, which is the focus of interest in this paper, (Oudeyer 2001b) does
not provide explanations : possible phonemes that
agents can use were pre-given and phonemic coding
were pre-programmed. There is clearly a need to extend this model by not giving initially a limited and
discrete set of possible phonemes and by not coding in phonemic coding. This is what we are going
to present in this paper. Interestingly, the solution
will rely on a model by (Oudeyer 2002) which was
initially developed to explore the last hypothesis of
phonemic coding.
Indeed, (Oudeyer 2002) is so fau: the only truly
explanatory model for the phenomenon of phonemic coding. T h e hypothesis it proposes is that
phonemic coding might be a non-functional consequence of sensory-motor coupling. "Non-functional"
means that as opposed to models presented in last
pau-agraph, there is no pressure of efficient c o m m u nication. Phonemic coding, which is indeed useful to develop efficient communication system, yet
would not have appezu'ed for this task but m a y
have been recruited only afterwards, being available
"by chance" : this kind of phenomenon is sometimes called "exaptationism". T h e model is at a
lower-level than others since it uses neural cortical maps, and their dynamics, coupling perception
and action, provides one explanation for phonemic
coding. (Oudeyer 2002) explained that this model
was not incompatible with functional models such
as (de Boer 2000, Oudeyer 2001b), but rather could
be a possible manner to bootstrap imitation games.
This is what we axe going to show in this paper by
integrating (Oudeyer 2001b) and (Oudeyer 2002).
A problem appeared in previous research when one
tried to have agents play imitation games with complex uttereinces : there were two levels, i.e. the level
of articulatory targets/phonemes, and the level of
syllables (sequences of phonemes). With simple binary feedb£u;k signal, it was difficult to know what
kind of errors one agents m a y have done : wrong
number of phonemes ? right number but one is
badly imitated ? one phoneme is unknown ? or

is this the n e w complex sound which is unknown ?
In the model presented here, these problems disappear since the low level of targets/phonemes works
without supervision. Finally, the model is flexible
enough to allow an implementation of all the noncognitive innatist hypothesis' : morpho-perceptual
innatism, functionalism of Lindblom, and exaptationism of Oudeyer.
W e willfirstpresent an overview of the model in
(Oudeyer 2002), then extend it so as to unify it with
(Oudeyer 2001b), and fin2dly show h o w the tuning
of some psurameters 2illows to instantiate the various
hypothesis concerning the origins of phonemic coding. T h e n w e will present results evaluating each
hypothesis.
The coupled neural maps model
The model is based on topological neural maps.
This type of neural network has been widely used
for m a n y models of cortical m a p s (Morasso et al.,
1998). It relies on two neuroscientificfindings(Georgopoulos 1988) : on the one hand, for each neuron/receptivefieldin the m a p there exist a stimulus
vector to which it responds maximally (and the response decreases when stimuli get further from this
vector) ; on the other hand, from the set of activities of all neurons at a given m o m e n t one can predict the perceived stimulus or the motor output, by
computing what is termed the population vector (see
Georgopoulos 1988) : it is the s u m of all preferred
vectors of the neurons ponderated by their activity.
W h e n there are m a n y neurons and the preferred vectors are uniformly spread across the space, the population vector corresponds accurately to the stimulus that gaveriseto the activities of neurons, while
when the distribution is inhomogeneous, some imprecisions appear. (Oudeyer 2001a) showed that this
imprecision allows to explain the well-known phenomenon of "perceptual magnet effect" (Kuhl 2000),
which is a perceptual warping of the acoustic space.
Moreover, the neural m a p s are recurrent, and their
relaxation consists in iterating the coding/decoding
with the population vector : the imprecision coupled
with positive feedback loop forming neuron clusters
provides well-define non-trivicil attraw;tors which can
be interpreted as (phonemic) categories.
There are two neural m a p s : one articulatory
which represents the motor space, and one acoustic which represent the perceptual space. T h e two
m a p s are fully connected to each other with symmetric weights. These weights are supposed to represent the correlation of eictivity between neurons,
and allow to perform the double direction acoustic/articulatory mapping. They are learnt with a
hebbiam leauning rule.
T h e network is initially m a d e by initializing the
preferred vectors of neurons to random vectors following a uniform distribution. Part of the initial
state can be visuahzed by plotting all the preferred

vectors as in one of the upper squares offigure1
which represents the acoustic m a p s of two agents
(the perceptual space is 2-dimensional, and points
represents the preferred vectors of neurons). O n e
can also visualize the initial attractors of the acoustic neural maps : the lower squares offigure1 show
examples, in which each arrow has its ending point
being the population coded vector after one iteration of the relaxation rule with initial activation of
neurons corresponding to the population vector represented as the beginning of the arrow. W h a t one
can notice is that initially, attractors are few, trivial
and random (most often there is only one).
Then there is a learning mechanism used to update the weights/preferred vectors in the two neural
m a p s when one agent hears a sound stimulus which
is represented by a temporal sequence of feature vectors, typically corresponding to the formants of the
sound at a m o m e n t t (formzmts are the frequencies
for which there is a peak in the power spectrum).
For each of these featxu-e vectors, the activation of
the neurons in the acoustic m a p is computed, which
propagates to the motor m a p . Then, each neuron
of each m a p is updated so as to be a little bit more
responsive to the perceived input next time it will
occur (which means that their preferred vectors are
shifted towards the perceived vectors).
T h e agents in this model produce dynamic articulations. These cure generated by choosing N auticulatory targets, and then using a control mechanism
which drives the articulators successively to these
targets. In the experiments presented here, N = 3 for
sake of simplicity. T h e choice of the articulatory targets is m a d e by eictivating successively Jind randomly
3 neurons of the articulatory m a p . Their preferred
vectors code for the articulatory configuration of the
tju-get. Finally, gaussian noise is introduced just before sending the target values to the control system.
B y default, the variance of the gaussian equals 5 percent of the extent of each articulatory dimension.
W h e n an articulation is performed, a model of
the vocal tract is used to compute the corresponding acoustic trajectory. There are two models. T h e
first one is abstract and serves as a test model to
see which properties are due to the particular shape
of the articulatory/acoustic mapping and which are
not. This is simply a random linear mapping between he jirticulatory space and the acoustic space.
T h e second model is realistic in the sense that
it reproduces the himian articulatory to perceptual
mapping concerning the production of vowels. W e
model only vowels here for sake of computational efficiency. T h e three major vowel articulatory parameters are used : (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996)
tongue height, tongue position and Up rounding. T o
produce the acoustic output of an articulatory configuration, a simple model of the vocal tract was
used, as described in (de Boer, 2000), which generates thefirstand second effective formants which are
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k n o w n to represent well h u m a n perception of vowels (de Boer, 2000). This model does not allow to
deal with consonants, but is enough to investigate
at least the phonemic coding of vowel targets.
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The experiment presented consists in having a
population of agents (typically 20 agents) w h o are
going to interact through the production and perception of sounds. T h e y are endowed with the neural system and one of the articulatory synthesizers
described previously. T h e y interact by pairs of two
: at each round, one agent is chosen randomly and
produces a dynamic articulation according to its articulatory neural m a p as described ejirlier. This produces a sound. T h e n another r a n d o m agent is chosen, perceives the sound, and updates its neural m a p
with the learning rule described earlier.
Let us describe first what we obtain when agents
use the abstract articulator. Initially, as the receptive fields of neurons are randomly and uniformly
distributed across the space, the different targets
that compose the productions of agents aie also randomly and imiformly distributed. W h a t is very interesting, is that this initied state situation is not stable : rapidly, agents get in a situation like on figures
2 which corresponds to figures 1 after 1000 interactions in a population of 20 agents. These shows that
the distribution of receptive fields is not anymore
uniform but clustered. T h e associated point attractors are n o w several, very well-defined, and nontrivial. Moreover, the receptive fields distribution
and attractors are approximately the sjime for all
agents. This means that n o w the targets that agents
use belong to one of well-defined clusters, and moreover can be classified automatically as such by the
relaxation of the network. In brief, agents produce
phonemically coded sounds. T h e code is the s a m e
for all agents at the end of a simulation, but different
across simulations due to the inherent stochasticity
of the process.
Now, (Oudeyer 2002) showed that when you use
the realistic articulatory synthesizer, you get additionally vowel systems (defined as the set of point
attractors) which d o follow very well the tendencies
observed in h u m a n languages. A s a consequence,
this model proposes and show the plausibility of the
hypothesis : phonemic coding and the existence of
shared categorical systems might be a result of the
dynaunic properties of very generic neurad tissues
(the same m a p s can be used for hand-eye coordination for instance), but which particular categories
appear is due to the particular shape of the articulatory to perceptual mapping (but this alone is not
necessary for phonemic coding, and w e will argue
here that is it also not suflacient).
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Figure 1: Acoustic 2-D neural m a p s at the beginning
(top), and associated population vector function (bottom) for two agents
Integration w i t h i n a functional m o d e l
o f t h e origins o f syllable s y s t e m s
In the coupled neural maps model, there was no
shared repertoire of complex sound categorization
which was constructed. Obviously, when one agent
would hear a complex utterance, the perceptual trajectory would go through zones of the space each belonging to the basin of attr£u;tion of a category. But
this does not allow to decode appropriately for instance complex utterances m a d e of articulatory targets whose basins of attractions are not connex : the
interpolation taking place during the actual articulation will lead to airticulatory and perceptual trajectory w h o go through basins of attraction of categories which do not correspond to any of the initial
targets. As a consequence, if one wants to have a
model of the origins of syllable systems, it is necessary to add another mechanism. Here this mechanism will be just the one described in (Oudeyer
2001b), and as opposed to the coupled neural maps,
is functional.
Basically, agents are going to play the imitation
game (de Boer 2000). They possess the two neural maps presented earlier, which work in the same
manner. Additionally, each of them have repertoires
of syllables (here sequences of N = 3 targets), and
one game consists in having one agent, the speedcer,
choose one of its items, then utter it, and then have
another random agent, the hearer, try to imitate it
by producing the closest syllable in its repertoire.
After the imitation, the speaker categorizes the utterance he heard and checks if it corresponds to the
category of the syllable he pronoimced initially. H e
then gives a binary (good or bad) feedback to the
hearer. The items of their memories have scores
(niun. of times used successfully / num. of tunes
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used). This is used to prune the syllables which are
not efficient. Initiedly, repertoires axe empty. They
grow either by imitation (agents hear a syllable that
they can not imitate and yet have used a usually efficient syllable prototype), or by invention. Inventing
a syllable consist in choosing randomly N = 3 targets
by activating three ramdom neurons of the aurticulatory m a p . A s the receptive field of these neiu-ons
«ire initially uniformly spread across the space, inventions at the beginning of simulations will produce
syllables whose targets are uniformly spread across
the space. This means exactly non phonemically
coded.
This model can be tuned to show that only our
non-functional hypothesis is plausible in a realistic
explanatory setting : this can be done by using a
realistic synthesizer or not, coupled with the abiUty
to deactivate the learning rule of neurcil m a p s (neurons do not update their receptivefieldsw h e n they
perceive a stimulus). If the use of a realistic synthesizer with a deaictivated learning rule does not
provide phonemic coding, this does show that the
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morpho-innatist hypothesis is not sufficient, and as
(Oudeyer 2002) showed it was not necessary either,
the conclusion is that this is not a good candidate
(in fact, here w e would show even more : the combination of morpho-perceptual constraints and functionalism is not sufficient). If w e use an abstract
8)Tithesizer with a deactivated learning rule, then if
w e do not get phonemic coding, Lindlom's functionalism is not sufficient either (and again, w e showed
it was not necessary). Then, if each time w e activate the learning rule w e do get phonemic coding,
this will confirm the plausibility of the exaptationist
hypothesis of (Oudeyer 2002).
A measure of phonemic coding of a syllable systems was developed in (Oudeyer 2002). This consists in making models of the distributions of targets,
based on parzen windows : at points corresponding
to a the crossings of a regular grid, one approximates the local probability density fimction by averaging the values of a gaussian function (centered on
this point) taken at all points coded by each targets.
This is very similar to making multi-dimensional histograms, £md counting h o w m a n y targets faJl in each
bin. Yet, using gaussians gives a fuzzy binning whose
choice of variance is m u c h easier than the choice of
bin size in the case of histogrjmis. This approximar
tion is used to compute the entropy of target distributions : if they are uniformly spread, entropy
is maximal, and the more they axe clustered, the
lower the entropy. Thus, this is a way to automaticjilly monitor the clusteredness of targets, and so
h o w m u c h a system is phonemically coded.
A first series of experiment ^ was conducted with
the abstract articulatory synthesizer. A first parameter that could be varied (apart from the use
or not of the learning rule), was the dimensional^let us mention that the mechanism described here
does allow the cultural building of a syllable systems with
which agents can imitate each other successfully. Results
identical to what was described in (Oudeyer 2001) were
foimd here. This is a significant progress compared to
other other models of the origins of sound systems, but
we will not give details here since it is not the main topic
this paper

ity of the m o t o r a n d perceptual spaces. Indeed,
this is interesting since the goal of agents is to position syllable prototypes in these spaces such that
they are not confused. Hence, the fact that increasing linezurly the n u m b e r of dimensions does increase
exponentially the v o l u m e of the spaces might have
s o m e consequences. Figiire 3 presents the average
entropies of syllables systems c o m p o s e d of 4 0 syllables, a n d generated b y populations of agents using
or not the learning rule. For each case, 5 0 experiments were ran a n d the m e a n entropy a n d standard
deviation were measures. W e added a "uniform"
column corresponding to the entropy of syllable systems target distributions generated randomly (uniformly distributed). T h e values of "uniform" thus
characterize syllable systems which are absolutely
not phonemically coded. W e d o observe that except for dimension 1 (which is not very realistic),
the use of the learning rule does generate phonemically coded systems while w h e n it is not used,
systems have entropies equal to the uniform case :
they are not phonemicedly coded. A second set of
experiments consisted in keeping the dimensionality
of motor a n d perceptual spaces equal to 2 aind see
whether the a m o u n t of noise would change anj^thing
(noise proved to be of importance in the experiments
of de Boer 2000). Figure 4 shows that even a large
a m o u n t of noise (30 percent) does not push the syst e m to be phonemically coded w h e n it does not lase
the learning rule, while using it still gives phonemically coded systems w h e n noise gets high (yet it
becomes less a n d less phonemically coded, which is
normal since w h e n the noise is to high, this is equivalent to reshuffling permanently a n d completely all
targets).
A second series of similar experiments were m a d e
using the realistic articulatory sjTithesizer. Figure 5
shows the results, w h e n noise is again varied : w e see
that even if a reailistic synthesize is used, n o phonemic coding is obtained if the learning rule is not
used. A n d again, as soon as it is used, a n d if the
noise remains reasonable, w e d o get p h o n e m i c coding.
A s a consequence, neither morpho-perceptual innatism nor functionjilism is sufficient to explain
phonemic coding.
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Figure 5:

plain p h o n e m i c coding. W e did not prove that
the non-functional side effects of our coupled neural
m a p s m o d e l are necessary (but a better hypothesis
has to be invented jmd vaUdated to prove they are
not), but they are sufficient, and so the only existing
satisfying candidate to explain p h o n e m i c coding.
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things being equal, s/he would have preferred to use it.
The fact that s/he didn't offers grounds for assuming
that such a more informative statement isn't true.
More recently, several objections have been raised
to the view that the scalar semantic/pragmatic profile of
numerals is identical to that of quantifiers (Carston,
1985; 1998; Horn, 1992). First, it has been observed
that cardinals, but not 'inexact' quantifiers, can feature
in contextually induced reversals of scale: in (3), three
is used to communicate at most three:

Abstract
In terms of their semantic and pragmatic properties,
number expressions {one, two. three...) have standardly
been considered similar to quantifiers (some, a few, all).
For instance, both kinds of expression form a scale;
typically, an assertion containing a weaker member of
the scale {Some/Two of the dwarfs loved Snow White)
can be used to implicate that the stronger term of the
scale doesn't apply (Not all/No more than two of the
dwarfs loved Snow White). W e report here results from
two experiments with young speakers of M o d e m Greek
which support the opposite conchision: namely, that
number terms and quantifiers behave differently in terms
of the scalar inferences they support. W e discuss
impUcations of thesefindingsfor linguistic theories of
the semantics/pragmatics of numerals, as well as for
developmental theories of the acquisition of number
words.

(3) These houses are big enough for families with three
kids.

Introduction
In terms of their semantic and pragmatic properties,
number expressions (one, two, three...) have standardly
been considered as scalar expressions similar to
quantifiers (some, a few, all). Semantically, both
numerab and quantifiers have been assigned an 'at
least" meaning (Horn, 1972; Grice, 1989): on this
'minimalist' analysis, two means at least two and some
means some (and possibly all). Pragmatically, both
numerals and quantifiers can be used to give rise to socalled scalar implicatures. Such implicatures arise
w h e n a speaker uses a weak m e m b e r of the numerical
or quantificational scale in order to implicate that the
stronger term of the scale does not hold. For instance,
an utterance such as (1) is typically used to implicate
(2):
(1) Some/Two of the dwarfs loved Snow White.
(2) N o t all/No more than two of the dwarfs loved
S n o w White.
The denvation of scalar implicatures is generally
assumed to follow Gricean lines: for instance, if the
speaker knew that the more informative statement with
all (or a higher numeral) were true and relevant, other

But it is not possible to use some in a similar way (e.g.
to implicate at most some). Second, number terms are
regularly used with an 'exact' interpretation in
mathematical statements (Two plus three makesfive),a
fact which is hard to reconcile with an 'at least'
semantics for numerals (unless w e assume that
cardinals are ambiguous). Third, the scalar properties of
numerals disappear under incorporation: a four-sided
figure has exactly (not at least) four sides. Finally,
approximation seems to work differently with
numerals: / have $300 is more likely to receive an 'at
least' interpretation than its unrounded counterpart /
have $300.17. For these and related reasons, it has been
proposed that cardinals are, in fact, distinct from other
scalar expressions. According to these proposals,
numerals do not have an 'at least' semantics upperbounded by a scalar implicature; rather, they are best
analyzed as underspecified among an 'at least', 'exact'
and 'at most' reading. Pragmatic considerations then are
used to determine which reading is more appropriate in
a specific context.
There is by n o w a vast linguistic literature which
attempts to adjudicate between the 'minimalist' proposal
and alternative theories for number terms (for reviews,
see Carston, 1998; Levinson, 2000). The outcome of
this debate is important, since theories of scalar
predication are a valuable source of insights about h o w
semantic information and contextual cues co-ordinate
with each other and contribute to utterance meaning.
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In this paper, w e present the results from two
developmental studies which compare the semanticpragmatic properties of both cardinals and quantifiers.
Our goal is to use the scalar behavior of numerically
modified and quantified phrases in child language to
shed light on the theoretical debate surroimding these
predicates. T o preview our discussion, w e find that
number terms and quantifiers behave differently in
child language in terms of the scalar inferences they
support. W e take these results to be incompatible with
\ninimalist' semantic accounts of numerals. Thus w e
show that developmental data offer an additional piece
of evidence for the different status of numerals and
quantifiers within semantic/pragmatic theories.
Our experiments build on previous cross-linguistic
studies of the acquisition of scalar predicates (for
English, see Chierchia, Grain, Guasti, Gualmini &
Meroni, 2001; Gualmini, Grain, Meroni, Chierchia &
Guasti, 2001; Musolino & Lidz, in press; for French,
see Noveck, 2001). Even though they were not
concerned with the pragmatics of number terms, these
studies have shown that preschoolers have difficulty
with the pragmatics of other scalar expressions such as
quantifiers (even though they seem to k n o w the
semantics of such quantifiers). In our experiments, w e
turn to M o d e m Greek for further evidence. Since the
scalar inferences associated with numbers and
quantifiers apply universally, w e should expect to see
cross-Unguistic similarities in the acquisition of the
pragmatics of scalar predicates.
Experiment 1
Methods
Participants. Participants were a group of 20 Greekspeaking 5-year-olds between the ages of 4;11 and 5;11
(mean 5;3) and a group of 20 adult native speakers of
Greek. The children w h o participated in this study were
recruited from daycares in the Athens area. The adults
were all undergraduate students at the University of
Athens.
Procedure and Materials. In this experiment, we
asked children (and adults) to offer pragmatic
judgements on sentences containing either the
numerical scale <three. two> or the quantifier scale
<all, some>.' W e used a slightly modified version of
the Truth Value Judgment Task (Grain & Thornton,
1998). The T V J T typically involves two experimenters.
Thefirstexperimenter acts out short stories in front of
the subjects using small toys and props. The second
experimenter plays the role of a puppet (in this case

Minnie) w h o watches the stories alongside the subjects.
At the end of the story, the puppet is asked to say what
happened in the story. In our version, instead of asking
subjects if the puppet is 'right' or 'wrong' (as in the
original T V J T ) , w e then asked whether the puppet
•answered well' (i.e., Apantise kala;, 'Did-(she)-answer
well?*). This modification was m a d e since w e were
interested in felicity, not truth. Finally, the subjects
were asked to justify their answers by explaining w h y
they thought that Minnie answered well or not.
The children were tested individually in a quiet
room away from the class. Adult subjects were shown a
videotaped version of the stories witnessed by the
children, including the warm-up stories. They were
given a score sheet and were instructed to indicate, for
each story, whether Minnie had "answered well' or not.
They were also asked to provide a brief justification for
their answers.
For each scale, subjects were asked to judge four
statements like the ones in (4-5):
(4) Meriki apo tus dinosavrus efagan dedra.
'some of the dinosaurs ate trees'
(5) Dio apo tus dinosavrus efagan dedra.
'two of the dinosaurs ate trees'
In each case, these utterances were used to describe
situations which satisfied the truth conditions of
utterances containing stronger terms on the respective
scales, i.e., all, three. The critical stories were identical
for both scales. For instance, for both (4) and (5), a
group of three dinosaurs went to get something to eat.
After contemplating other options, all three dinosaurs
ended up eating trees. In this context, assuming an 'at
least' semantics for the scalar predicates, both
utterances in (4) and (5) express a true but
pragmatically infelicitous proposition.
Before the main phase of the experiment, each child
received two 'warm-up' stories, one designed to elicit a
'Yes' answer and the other a 'No' answer. Furthermore,
in addition to the critical statements, and for each scale,
subjects were asked to judge four control statements
like the ones in (6-7):
(6) Donald cleaned some of the cars/airplanes.
(7) Donald cleaned two of the cars/airplanes.

' For ease of exposition, we provide English glosses
throughout. The Greek terms are <tris, dio> and <oli,
meriki> respectively.
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The purpose of these controls was to ensure that
subjects, and in particular children, could accept or
reject the puppet's statements w h e n appropriate and,
more importantly, that they could do so when these
statements involved felicitous uses of terms like some
and two. For each control statement, the experimenter
had a choice between two versions: one that was a
correct description of the story and would therefore
elicit a 'Yes' response and one that was an incorrect

description of the story and would therefore elicit a
'No' response. T h e experimenter selected the version of
the control statement (correct or incorrect description)
based on the child's response of the preceding critical
statement. If the child had rejected the puppet's
statement on the previous critical trial, the experimenter
selected the version of the control statement that would
elicit a 'Yes' response, and vice-versa. This step was
taken to keep a balance between 'Yes' and 'No'
responses.
Subjects (5-year-olds and adults) were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions, determined by scale
type (i.e., <all. some>, <three. two>) which gave rise
to a 2 X 2 design with age and scale type as between
subject fiictoR and 10 subjects per cell. The age range
and m e a n ages for the 10 children assigned to each
scale condition, i.e. <all, s o m e > and <three, two>, are
5;0 to 5;!! (mean 5;4) and 4;11 to 5;10 (mean, 5;3)
respectively. In each condition, subjects received four
critical trials and four control trials administered in a
pseudo-random order. Within each condition, order of
presentation was counterbalanced between subjects.

Results
Beginning with test trials, w e found that adult subjects
overwhelmingly rejected the puppet's statements in
each of the two conditions, i.e. 9 2 . 5 % of the time in the
<all, s o m e > and 1 0 0 % of the time in the <three. two>
condition. Statistical analysis revealed no reliable
difference between these rejection rates (t(18) = 1.96, p
= 0.06). B y contrast, w e found that while 5-year-olds
rejected the puppet's statements in the case of <three,
two> 6 5 % of the time, they did so reliably less often in
the case of <all, s o m e > i.e., 12.5% of the time (t(18) =
3.47, p < 0.01) .The proportions of 'No' responses were
entered into an analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) with two
factors: age (5-year-olds vs. adults) and scale type
(<a//, s o m e > vs. <three, two>). The analysis revealed a
main effect of age (F(l,36) = 54.41, p < 0.0001), a main
effect of scale type (F(l,36) = 14.81, p < 0.001) and a
reliable interaction between age and scale type (F(l,36)
= 8.33, p < 0.01).
Recall that subjects in this study were also asked to
provide justifications for their answers. Adults in 9 8 %
of the justifications they offered for rejecting a
statement m a d e reference to the stronger term of the
scale, as expected. That is, they said that the puppet was
wrong that some or two of the dinosaurs ate a tree
because A L L or T H R E E of them had eaten a tree.
Children's justifications for rejecting a numerically
modified statement always invoked the pragmatically
more appropriate stronger numeral. The same is true for
the few cases in which a quantified statement with some
was rejected by children.
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O n control trials, adults gave correct responses
1 0 0 % of the time in the <all, some> condition and 8 0 %
of the time in the <three, two> condition. N o reliable
difference was found among these means (t(18) - 1.92,
p - 0.07). O n the same items, children gave correct
responses 9 0 % of the time for <all. some> and 9 5 % of
the time for <three, two>. Again, no reliable differences
among the means were found (t(18) =• .77, p * 0.44).
Discussion
T w o main conclusions emerge from the first
experiment. First, children are m u c h less likely to
compute scalar implicatures than adults. This finding
comports well with previous research showing that
preschoolers cross-linguistically have difficulties
undcrsUnding scalar inferences, especially those
associated with quantifiers (Chierchia et al., 2001;
Gualmini et al. 2001; Musolino & Lidz, in press;
Noveck, 2001). Second, and more crucially for present
purposes, 5-year-old children are more successful in
drawing scalar inferences triggered by numerals than by
quantifiers. This finding is even more remarkable given
Aat our critical trials with some and two used identical
scenarios and props. This resuh is unexpected given
standard 'minimalist' semantic accounts, since it points
to a difference in status between numerals and inexact
quantifiers such as some.
O n the basis of the available evidence on children's
performance with scalar inferences, previous literature
has concluded that children are generally incapable of
deriving scalar implicatures on-line (Chierchia et al.,
2001). It might be tempting to interpret our results (at
least for some) in a similar way. However, there are
alternative hypotheses which are worth pursuing. For
instance, it is possible that children's failures are not
due to an inability to derive the implicatures but to a
misunderstanding of the nature of the task. Perhaps
children (unlike sophisticated adult communicators)
treat this as a truth-value judgement task. Since no
special motivation is provided for drawing the scalar
inferences, children m a y be more willing to let the
puppet score an appropriate response if she has simply
given a true (albeit infelicitous) description of what
happened. This inability to correctly assess the
experimental
demands
may
therefore
make
preschoolers in our study appear less pragmatically
savvy than they really are (for similar explanations of
children's 'failures', see Shipley, 1979; Gehnan &
Greeno, 1989). Our aim in designing Experiment 2 was
to investigate whether a methodologically improved
version of the same task might raise children's overall
performance with scalar terms. W e were also interested
in testing whether such a task would yield a similar
asymmetry between cardinals and quantifiers.

Experiment 2
Methods
Participants. 20 Greek-spealdng children ranging in
age between 5;1 and 6;3 (mean S;6) participated in this
experiment. These children were recruited at daycare
centers in the same Athens area as the children used in
Experiment I.
Materials and Procedure. Experiment 2 introduces
several modifications to the design of our previous
study. First, w e included a training phase, in which w e
presented children with four warm-up stories designed
to enhance their awareness of the fact that they were
being asked to produce pragmatic judgments. Children
were told that the puppet, Minnie, sometimes said 'silly
things' and that the purpose of the game was to help
Minnie 'say things better'. For example, Minnie would
be shovm a toy dog which she would describe using the
truth-conditionally accurate - but pragmatically
infelicitous - statement 'This is a little animal with four
legs'. The child would then be asked whether 'Mirmie
answered well' and whether "we can say it better'. In
case the child failed to correct the puppet and provide a
better description, the experimenter eventually
corrected Minnie and provided the appropriate
description, i.e. 'Minnie didn't say that very well. This
is a D O G ' .
The second change w e introduced concerns the test
scenarios. A s before, subjects witnessed four test stories
in which they were asked to judge statements
containing the scalar terms some and two in situations
which satisfied the truth conditions of the stronger
terms of the respective scales, i.e. all and three.
However, the stories in Experiment 2 were all based on
scenarios in which the main character was involved in a
contest or a challenge. The main character's
performance therefore became the focal point of the
stories and at the end, the puppet was asked to comment
on h o w well the character in question had done, ' H o w
did X do?' {Pos ta pige o X?). In one of the stories for
example, one of the characters claims that he is very
good at throwing hoops around a pole and he
challenges Mickey to try and do the same with three
hoops. Mickey really concentrates hard and he's able to
put all the hoops around the pole. At the end of the
story, Minnie is asked " H o w did Mickey do?" and she
answers by saying that "Mickey put some of the hoops
around the pole". The idea behind this manipulation is
to make clear the demands of the communicative
situation: given that Mickey's performance is being
directly evaluated, only an answer making reference to
all the hoops would satisfy the expectations of the
hearer.
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Children heard four test stories and four control
stories administered in a pseudo-random order. A s
before, order of presentation was counterbalanced
between subjects within a single condition. Finally, as
in Experiment 1, subjects were randomly assigned to
either of the two scale conditions. The age range for the
10 children assigned to the quantifier scale condition
was 5;1 to 6;2 (mean 5;6). For the number scale
condition, the range was 5;4 to 6;3 (mean 5;7).

Results
A s before our dependent measure was children's
Yes/No responses to the puppet's statements. W e found
that the manipulations described above led children to
reject the puppet's statements m u c h more oflen than in
Experiment 1. Nevertheless, the difference between
scales persisted: children answered correctly 5 2 . 5 % of
the time for the <all, some> scale, and 9 0 % of the time
for the <three, two> scale (t(18) = 2.39, p = 0.02). W e
compared the rejection rates from Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 by entering them into a 2 (training vs. no
training) by 2 (scale type; A N O V A . The analysis
revealed a main effect of training (F(l,36) = 8.92, p <
0.01), a main effect of scale type (F(l,36) = 17.1, p <
0.001) and no reliable interaction between training and
scale type (F(l,36) = 0.47, p = 0.49). O n control items,
children gave correct responses 8 5 % of the time in the
quantifier condition and 9 5 % of the time in the number
condition. N o reUable differences between these means
were found (t(18) = 0.89, p = 0.38). Finally, the
justifications children offered for their rejections in the
overwhehning majority of cases (93%) m a d e explicit
reference to the stronger term of the scale (just like
adults' justifications in Experiment 1).
Discussion
The results from this Experiment show that children's
sensitivity to scalar inferences improves dramatically if
children are provided with clear contextual cues about
the communicative expectations of the task.^ This is an
important and novel fmding in itself (see Papafragou &
Musolino, 2001, for discussion). For present purposes,
a more pertinent finding is that the asymmetry found in
the previous experiment persists: in child language.

' Children in Experiment 2 are slightly older than those in
Experiment 1. However, there are strong reasons to think that
the differences in performance are not due to these small age
differences. First, in the <a//, some> case, the age difference
is not reliable (mean 5;4 vs. 5;6, t(18) = 0.985, p= .33) but the
difference in perfonnance persists. Second, and more
inqjortantly, previous studies have reported children's
difficulties with scalar implicatures well beyond the age of
5;0 (and up to the age of 10;0).

numerically modified phrases give rise to scalar
inferences m u c h more readily than quantified phrases.
General Discussion
A s w e mentioned in the introduction, there are several
theoretical reasons for considering cardinals as distinct
from quantifiers and other scalar terms, and our
experimental data seem to confirm this difference. Our
studies demonstrate that, in child language, inexact
quantifiers such as some are assigned a lower-bounded
reading (^t least some', or ^ o m e and possibly all") and
the associated scalar inferences are ignored in the
absence of strong contextual cues. B y contrast,
preschoolers
typically
reject
lower-bounded
interpretations of numerals and are very attentive to the
scalar properties of number terms. Since the test
environment was identical in both situations, this
difference in interpretive preferences points to a
difference in the semantic/pragmatic status of numbers
and quantifiers. Specifically, it suggests that, while a
minimalist semantics m a y be plausible for quantifiers
and other scalar predicates, cardinals m a y best be
analyzed in terms of either an 'exact' or an
underspecified semantics.
A n interesting observation which arises from our
experiments is that children often used the counting
routine as a means of formulating their responses. For
instance, when Minnie offered T w o of the dinosaurs ate
trees, several children protested by saying No, one, two,
T H R E E dinosaurs ate trees (while at the same time
pointing to and counting the dinosaurs one by one).
Explicit counting of this sort offers a specific and
precise w a y of verifying statements containing number
terms (by placing the referents of the corresponding
N P s in a one to one correspondence with objects in the
world) Counting games m a y also encourage an 'exact*
interpretation of the numerals. Notice that neither of
these steps is available for the inexact some.
There is additional evidence that the observed
asymmetry between quantifiers such as some and
numerals is related to the difference between discrete
and non-discrete (vague) scalar predicates. Papafragou
(2002) tested Greek preschoolers' understanding of the
scalar modifier half (e.g. TTie bear built half of the
tower). This modifier resembles numerals in that it is
discrete (it denotes a precise partitioning of a quantity
into two equal parts). B y means of the same
methodology as the second experiment reported above,
it was found that young Greek learners rejected lowerbounded interpretations of the modifier half in contexts
which licensed scalar implicatures. For instance,
children overwhelmingly rejected the statement The
bear built half of the tower in cases where a whole
tower had been built. This pattern reinforces the
conclusion that discrete quantity modifiers (e.g. half,
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numerals) have distinct properties from inexact
quantifiers and other scalars (eg some, a few).
Although our results can be taken as evidence
against a minimalist semantics for numerals, they leave
open the question of whether number terms in natural
language have an exact or an underspecified semantics.
It is worth pointing out that, in the considerable
developmental literature which looks at children's
acquisition of number terms (Carey, 2001; Gelman &
Gallistel, 1978; W y n n , 1992; Bloom & W y n n , 1997,
among m a n y others), it is usually assumed that children
ultimately arrive at an 'exact' semantics for number
terms (which is the correct adult meaning). Moreover,
according to one influential position, children assign
meaning to cardinal expressions in natural language by
placing them in a one-to-one correspondence with an
innate conceptual Integer list' (Gelman & Gallistel,
1978). The results reported in this paper, even though
not univocally in favor of an 'exact' over an
underspecified semantics for numerals, are certainly
consistent with these positions.
T o conclude: Throughout this paper, w e have
assumed that aspects of child language can be
instructive about the nature of the semantic
representations in adults. This position accepts some
fimdamental continuity in the representational systems
of children and adults - here, in the specific domain of
number. It thus allows us to bring acquisition data to
bear on theoretical debates about the architecture of the
semantic-pragmatic system in adults. Even though
several interesting questions remain unresolved about
both the adult system and its acquisition by young
learners, w e hope to have shown that an approach
which treats numbers as regular scalar predicates
alongside quantifiers misses important generalizations
about their developmental properties.
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Abstract
Complex Problem Solving (GPS) is a hybrid between field
studies and experimental studies. This paper introduces a new,
abstract conceptualization of microworlds research based on
two innovations: (1) a problem representation, which treats
protocols as objects in a feature space and, (2) a similarity
metric w*ich is defined in diis problem space. Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) is used to analyze performance in
CPS, using actions or states as units instead of words and
trials instead of text passages. Basic examples of applications
are provided, and advantages and limitations are discussed.
Introduction
M a n y real-word decision making and problem solving
situations are (1) dynamic, because early actions determine
the enviroimient in which subsequent decision must be
made, and features of the task enviroiunent m a y change
independently of the solver's actions; (2) time-dependent,
because decisions must be m a d e at the correct m o m e n t in
relation to environmental demands; and (3) complex, in the
sense that most variables are not related to each other in
one-to-one manner. In these situations, the problem requires
not a single decision, but a long series of decisions which
are dependent on one another. For a task that is changing
continuously, the same action can be successful at m o m e n t
tl and useless at m o m e n t t2. However, traditional,
experimental problem solving research has focused largely
on tasks such as anagrams, concept identification, puzzles,
etc. that are not representative of the features described
above.
In Europe, researchers led by Broadbent (e.g., Broadbent,
1977) in the U K and D o m e r (e.g., Doraer, 1975) in
Germany, were concerned about tihat fact and started
working on a set of computer-based, experimental tasks that
are dynamic, time-dependent, and complex, called
Microworlds^. The study of microworlds is an example of
Complex Problem Solving (e.g., French & Funke, 1995).
' This term sometimes has other meanings. For example,
educational applications created to teach physics (Henderson,
Klemes, & Eshet, 2000), simulated words in the early Al programs
like the block word of S H R D L U , (Winograd, 1972) and static
tasks to study decision making (Green, 2001) have been called

Compared to traditional Problem Solving, Complex
Problem Solving (CPS) radically changed the kind of
phenomena reported, the kind of explanations looked for,
and even the kind of data that were generated. However, the
results obtained to date are far from being integrated and
consolidated. This fact led Funke to affirm that 'Despite 10
years of research in the area, there is neither a clearly
formulated specific theory nor is there an agreement on how
to proceed with respect to the research philosophy. Even
worse, no stable phenomena have been observed* (Funke,
1992, p. 25). Almost another 10 years after Funke's
argument, although more empirical research has been
conducted in the area, w e cannot say that the situation has
changed drastically. At this moment, there is no theory able
to explain even part of the specific effects that have been
described or h o w they can be generalized.
A theory of generalization and similarity is as necessary to
psychology as Newton's laws are to physics (Shepard,
1987). However, for C P S there is no c o m m o n , explicit
theory to explain w h y a complex, dynamic situation is
similar to any other situation or h o w two slices of
performance taken from a problem solving task can possibly
be compared quantitatively (Klein, Orasanu, Calderwood, &
Zsambok, 1993). This lack of formalized, analytical models
is slowing d o w n the development of theory in the field. At
least two problems m a k e it difficult to apply the classical
problem solving approach to C P S , one theoretical and one
methodological:
(1) The utility of state space representation for tasks with
inner dynamics is reduced because in most C P S
environments it is not possible to undo the actions. For
example, imagine that two participants in Firechief (see
below) are in an identical situation (system state) when the
dial starts. O n e of them proceeds to m a k e a control fire on
the east side of afire,while the other one is preparing a
controlfireon the north front of thefire.After these actions,
the system state is no longer identical for them. N o w they
have to cope with rather diflFerent problems. Moreover, if
thefirstparticipant wants to apply the same technique that
Microworlds. However, we are concerned here only with tasks that
fulfill the conditions described above.
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the second participant used, there is absolutely no way to
come baclc to the initial state and begin with a new strategy.
This situation is not an issue in sutic tasks like the tower of
Hanoi problem because it is always possible to undo a
wrong action. Feedback delays (e.g., Brehmer, 1995;
Gibson, 2000) and an upsettingly large number of possible
states (e.g., Domer, 1975; Omodei and Wearing, 1995)
contribute to the reduced utility of the state space approach.
(2) Traditional methods of knowledge elicitation are not
always applicable: Concurrent verbal protocols consistently
interfere with performance (Dickson, Omodei & Wearing
2000); measures based on relatedness judgments like rating
correlations or pathfinder distance correlations are not
sensitive to context manipulations in naturalistic task like
fire fighting (Calderwood, 1989).
In this paper we introduce a theory and methodology for
C P S tasks based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA,
Landauer and Dumais, 1997). The theory addresses issues
concerning the induction, representation, and application of
knowledge. Basically, L S A infers knowledge from the m a n y
weak constraints that are present in complex problem
solving situations.
LSA does not represent all the possibilities of a system
system's state space), but only the paths that people have
actually followed when interacting with it. This offers a
realistic view of h o w the system is understood and used by
humans. L S A is a computational theory on h o w
environmental constraints are learned and h o w they can be
described. In terms of Simon's classical parable of 'the ant
and the beach' (Simon, 1981, p. 63), one could say that
L S A describes and infers the shape of the beach from the
thousands of tracks the ants have left on the beach. In this
sense, L S A can be conceived as a computational extension
to theories for describing environmental constraints, such as
the abstraction hierarchy (Rasmussen, 1985; Vicente, 1999).

experimenter has to impose some structure {a-priori,
theoretically driven assumptions) on the data. However, the
selection of this theoretical structure ( H o w m a n y strategies
are possible? H o w m a n y strategies are representative? Are
they generalizable to different conditions?) can bias the
analysis. The L S A approach is self-organizing, and does not
require defming an a priori theoretical structure, as will be
shown below.
Before we start describing what LSA is and how it can be
applied to C P S , w e would like to stress some abstract
considerations that underlie the approach that w e are about
to implement. These considerations are independent of the
procedure itself (other procedures could be defined using
this framework), but, in our opinion, an essential step to
dealing with the complexity of the tasks at hand: (1) each
microworld can be conceptualized as a complex,
multidimensional feature space.
(2) T o address the
intractability problem, w e usually need to create a
representation or transformation of this original
multidimensional feature space. T o do this, w e need to find
a set of features that represent the characteristics that m a k e
participants different, and to delete those that are not
important. (3) Last, each trial of every subject can be
(the
conceptualized as an implementation of several values in the
feature space. Not only a trial, but every subpart or
superpart of a participant's performance (strategies or
performance patterns) can be thought of as an object in this
space.
We shall illustrate how LSA can be used to analyze CPS
tasks, using the Fi>ec/iie/microworld as an example.
Description of the example application task

Firechief (Omodei & Wearing, 1995) simulates a forest
where a fire is spreading. Participants' task is to extinguish
the fire as soon as possible. In order to do so, they can use
helicopters and trucks (each one with particular
LSA has several interesting features that make it a suitable
characteristics) that can be controlled by mouse movements
technique for analyzing performance on a complex,
and key presses. There are three commands that are used to
dynamic task:
control the movement and functions of the appliances: (1)
(1) It does not assume independence of decisions; indeed, it Drop water on the current landscape segment; (2) Start a
uses dependencies between decisions to infer structure.
control fire (trucks only) on the current landscape segment;
S o m e methods employed in the past treated C P S
(3) M o v e an appliance to a specified landscape segment.
performance in a w a y that assumed that decisions are
independent or have short-term dependencies only.
Every time a participant performs an action, it is saved in a
(2) L S A reduces the dimensionality of the space. Imagine a
log file as a row containing action number, c o m m a n d (e.g.
hypothetical problem solving task that, when performed
drop water or m o v e ) or event^ (e.g., a wind change or a n e w
from the begiiming to the end, traverses 300 states.
fire), current performance score, appliance number,
Furthermore, let us assume that every state is described by 6
appliance type, position, and landscape type. Most of these
dichotomous variables (2'^6 = 64 possible states). Since w e
variables are not continuous, but on a nominal scale, such as
have 300 states in our sample of performance, there are 64 '^ type of movement. For more information on the structure of
300 = 7e541 possible paths in this task. Every sample would
the logfiles,see Omodei and Wearing (1995).
be represented as a matrix of 6 x 300 = 1800 values. With
L S A , every sample is represented as a vector of only 100300 values.
^ Events are generated by the system, while actions are generated
(3) There are no a-priori assumptions about' the beach'. In
by the user. Events are also lines in the log file. Only 1-2% of the
most of the analysis performed on microworld data the
lines in a log file are events.
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of all possible transitions between actions, since in most of
the systems - other than small ones like Hayes &
Broadbent's (1988) sugar factory and the like - this task
would be excessively demanding (see Buchner, Funke &
Berry, 1995). Our corpus was composed of 360,199 actions
in 3441 trials. A m o n g them, only 7S,S6S were different
actions, which means that on average each action appears
6.25 times in the corpus. Note that w e are representing only
the information that actual people interacting with the
system experienced, not all possible actions in this
microworld.

The set of trials that was used in this report (referred as
corpus) was obtained in four experiments described in
Quesada. CaAas, & Antoli (2000) and CaAas, Quesada,
Antoli & Fajardo (submitted).
Description of LSA
LSA
is a machine-learning model that induces
representations of the meaning of words by analyzing the
relation between words and passages in large bodies of text.
L S A is both a method (tool) used to develop technology to
improve educational applications, and a theory of
knowledge representation used to model well known
experimental effects in text comprehension and priming,
among others (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Latent Semantic
Analysis was originally developed in the context of
information retrieval (Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas,
Landauer, & Harshman, 1991) as a w a y of overcoming
problems with polysemy and synonymy. S o m e words
appear in the same contexts (synonyms) and an important
part of word usage patterns is blurred by accidental and
inessential information. The method used by L S A to capture
ttie essential semantic information is dimension reduction,
selecting the most important dimensions fix)m a cooccurrence matrix decomposed using Singular Value
Decomposition (sec below). A s a result, L S A offers a way
of assessing semantic similarity between any two samples of
text in an automatic, unsupervised way.
LSA has been used in applied settings with a high degree
success in areas like automatic essay grading (Foltz, Laham,
& Landauer, 1999) and automatic tutoring to improve
summarization skills in children (E. Kintsch, Steinhart,
Stahl, Matthews, Lamb, & the L S A Research Group, 2000).
A s a model, LSA's most impressive achievements have
been in h u m a n language acquisition simulations (Landauer
&
Dumais, 1997) and in modeling of high-level
comprehension phenomena like metaphor understanding,
causal inferences and judgments of similarity (Kintsch,
2001).

Each of these 75,565 rows stands for a unique action, and
each of the 3441 columns stand for a trial. Each cell
contains the frequency with which the action of its row
appears in the trial denoted by its column. Note that most of
the cells will contain a frequency of zero, since most actions
appear in only a few trials and not in the rest.
This matrix of frequencies is decomposed using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD). A n y matrix can be
decomposed and then recomposed perfectly using only as
m a n y factors as the smallest dimension of the original
matrix. However, an interesting phenomenon occurs when
the original matrix is recomposed using fewer dimensions
than necessary: the reconstructed matrix is a least-squares
best fit. W h e n the actions-by-trials matrix is recomposed
using a smallfractionof the available dimensions (usually
between 100 and 300 dimensions), the new matrix contains
of information that has been inferred from the dependencies
between actions and the context where these actions
appeared. In fact, the contexts where these actions did not
appear are as important - carry as m u c h information - as
those where they did. The microworld is a new
multidimensional feature space, where both actions and
context (trials) are represented in a way that ampHfies those
characteristics that make participants different, and delete
those that are not important for classifying their
performance.
Some examples of possible analysis

Although LSA has been mostly used on text corpora, our
basic point is that L S A can be applied to any domain of
knowledge where there are a high number of weak relations
between tokens, as in C P S logfiles.Instead of word usage
statistics obtained from huge samples of text, w e have used
a representative amount of activity in controlling dynamic
systems, and actions or states have been used to develop an
objective measure of similarity in the changing, timedependent, highly complex experimental tasks k n o w n as
microworlds. The next sections show the basic steps
involved in this analysis and presents some examples of the
powerful results that can be obtained thereby.

L S A allows us to measure the functional similarity between
actions in C P S tasks. S o m e actions can be considered as
Junctional synonyms: they appear in the same contexts, and
fiilfill approximately the same fiinction. The following
example illustrates this idea.
Table 1: Example of how LSA captures similarity at a
molecular (action) level

Example 1
Example 2
Example 3
Example 4

LSA applied to Microworlds
L S A starts with the creation of a matrix of actions by trials.
Note that this is not an exhaustive state space, or a mapping
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Timer;
movc_l l_9_forest
move_15_15_forest
movc_ 10_9_forest
move_l l_9_fore5t

Time (2
Drop_l l_9_forest
Drop_15_l5_forest
Drop_10_9_forest
controLl l_9_forest

In Table 1, four different actions some actions arc shown.
For simplicity, some variables that are normally contained
in the log files have been removed. Example 1 contoins a
movement to the point (11, 9) in the screen, which is of type
forest, and then, a drop water action there. Example 3 shows
a very similar picture, where the movement is done to a
contiguous cell (10,9) that is also of type forest. From a
human point of view, these two examples are highly similar.
For L S A they are too, as can be seen in their similarity
expressed as a cosine of 0.854 in Table 2.

O n e difficulty arises. W h e n L S A is used on text, cosines are
easily understood since every reader has an intuitive
experience of meaning (e.g., the sentences 'The m a n was
driving a yellow car' and 'The m a n was traveling in a red
car' have a cosine of .89, and our c o m m o n sense tells us that
these sentences convey similar information). W h e n L S A is
used on samples of performance from a micro-world, there is
no way the reader can understand the meaning of the log
files without watching a replay or having an extraordinarily
vivid imagination plus experience with the task. For most
Table 2: Similarities between Table 1 examples (cosines). people, the following extracts in Table 3 are hardly
understandable. For researchers familiar with Firechief, they
should
be as clear as a piece of sheet music to a musician.
Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4
However, understanding the contents of these examples is
0.854
0.124
0.662
Example 1
not conditio sine qua non for understanding the advantage
0.1259
0.077 of L S A analysis over two other methods, namely exact
Example 2
Example 3
0.566 matching and correlation between transition matrices.
Suffice it to say that Examples 1 and 2 are very similar and
Example 4
Example 3 is very different from them. The attentive
observer could induce this from the locations (coordinates in
The second exan^)le has a rather different meaning since the
the Firechief m a p ) , the type of actions, and type of
cell targeted is (15,15), quite far from the cell used in
landscape cell. A n exact matching method would count the
examples 1 and 3. The cosines between them and example2
number of times that the same action occurs in two
(.124 and .125) are, accordingly, smaller than the one
examples. Then, the number of matches divided by the total
between 1 and 3.
number of actions in the example provides a measure of the
Example 4 describes an action that has been performed in similarity between two samples. This method would render
a similarity of 1/8 between example 1 and 2, and zero in
the same cell as in example 1 (11,9), but this time is a
comparisons 1 vs. 3 and 2 vs. 3. This method is equivalent
control fire instead of a drop-water action. The cosine
to keyword counting in text, which is k n o w n to be incapable
between 1 and 4 is high (0.56), expressing a certain
of capturing
similarities in meaning, because of the
similarity between the two actions, but not as high as in
polysemy and synonymy effects discussed above.
examples 1 and 3, where the objective similarity is more
evident.
A somewhat more flexible method is the use of transitions
between actions, as proposed by Howie and Vicente (1998)
Tables 3 and 4 present a more complex example where
and used in Quesada et al. (2000) and Cadas et al.
wider slices of performance (8 actions) are compared. The
(submitted). It is based on counting the number of times that
samples labeled Examplel, Example2, and Example 3 are
one type of action precedes any other type. The frequencies
beginnings of trials that have been selected randomly from
of every transition are registered in cells in a table, and then
the corpus. This time, all the usable information contained
the resulting tables for two examples are correlated. The
in the log file is displayed. Each action has six components:
method cannot account for all the variability in actions,
type of action, appliance number, appliance type, departure
because of the huge amount of zero entries that artificially
cell, arrival cell and type of arrival cell.
Table 3: First 8 movements in 3 slices randomly sampled from the Firechief experiments described in Quesada et al.
(2000) and Caiias et al. (submitted). W h e n an action is shared by two extracts, it is marked as a shaded cell.
Example 1
move_2_tnjck_4_l 1_13_3_forest
move_ 1 _tnick_4_ 14_ 16_ 14_forest

Example 2

Example 3

m o ve_2_truck_4_ 11 _ 12_ 15_forest
move_ 1 _truck_4_ 14_ 13_5_forest

move_2_truck_4_l l_2_2_pasture
m o v e _ 1 _truck_4_ 14_0_5_forest

move_3_copter_8_6_ 11 _ 12_forest

,,^.>«_.4-.copW*r_l]JL}l_9«/oregt

move_4_copter_8_6_8_4_clearing

jneye-4-p<»fWL.y-4-UJLfpi?«
Control_fire_2_truck_ 13_3_forest
Control_fire_l _truck_ 16_ 14_forest

drop_water_4_copter_ 11 _9_forest
move_4_copter_l l_9_13_8_forest
control_fire_2_truck_l 2_15_forest

move_2_truck_l 3_3_17_7_clearing
move 1 truck 16 14 20 12 forest

m o ve_2_truck_ 12_ 15_ 13_ 14_forest

move_3_copter_8_6_8_ 10_clearing
control_fire_2_truck_2_2_pasture
control_fu-e_ 1 _tnjck_0_5_forest
move_4_copter_8_4_4_2_forest

control fire 2 truck 13 14 forest

move_3_copter_8_ 10_2_3_clearing
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increase the correlation, so only action type was considered.
This analysis is shown in tables 4(a.6,c). Since lots of
information contained in the log files has been dropped, the
method does not distinguish between these examples. The
correlation between table a and b is 0.971; exactly the same
correlation is obtained for tables b and c, and the
comparison between a and c is 1 since the sequence of type
of action is exactly the same. Thus, this method is seriously
flawed because it yields implausible similarity estimates.

one participant, the same as pair F for another participant,
etc. All the possible stimulus pairs were presented to each
participant. Participants had to answer which pair seemed
more similar. For example, L S A would say that pair B is
more related than pair C, since the cosines arc 0.90 and .53
respectively.

Correlations between LSA and Human
Judgment

Conclusions

LSA cosines predicted human similarity judgments quite
well. For 3 participants in this pilot study, the proportion of
agreement LSA-human was 6/19, 14/19, and 13/19
Finally, let us look at the results of similarity estimation
respectively. Participants with strong agreement with L S A
using L S A cosines. The vector representing the sample has
also showed more consistency in their judgments, that is
been calculated as the average of the 8 action vectors.
they answered to the repeated item in the same way. The
Example 1 vs. example 2 has a cosine of 0.721, a high
participant w h o had low agreement with L S A had
similarity value. Even though these samples share only 1/8
performed poorly on the repeated item, which suggests that
of the actions, L S A has correctly inferred that the remaining
she may not have learned enough about the task or was not
actions, although different, are functionally related.
paying sufficient attention. Even so, the average agreement
Comparisons between 1-3 and 2-3 have cosines as low as
between L S A cosines and human judgments was 0.57, far
0.050 and 0.071 respectively, showing that these action
superior to the agreement expected by chance, 0.5 '^ 19 =
sequences are different indeed.
2e-5.

L S A seems to be a promising new way of approaching
Complex Problem Solving performance that overcomes
some of the known limitations of previous methods. Apart
fhim the features listed in the introduction, there are some
additional pragmatic L S A advantages worth noting: (1)
Since the basic unit of analysis is the token (action or state),
even systems that are described in terms of nominal
(discrete) variables can be analyzed. Both actions and states
can be used as units. (2) The semantic matching mechanism
permits discovery of similarities beyond simple coincidence
in the log files containing actions or states. That is,
participants w h o are using different interventions to realize
After 24 practice trials, these participants were used tothe same strategy will be considered similar even if their log
files share no actions (or states). (3) The level of granularity
assess the external validity of L S A similarities. Using
(whether w e are working with individual tokens, slices of
Firechiefs replay option, participants had to watch 7 pairs
performance, whole trials, or collections of trials) need not
of trials (at a pace faster than normal) and express similarity
be defined a-priori. Since every object, from one token to
judgments about these pairs. People watched a randomly
the participant's whole performance, can be represented as a
ordered series of trials, in a different order for each
vector in the high-dimensional problem space constructed
participant, which were selected as a function of the L S A
by LSA, analyses can be performed at any level of detail.
cosines (pairs A, B, C, D, E, F, G with cosines 0.75, 0.90,
0.53, 0.60, 0.12 and 0.06 respectively). One of the pairs
There are, however, a number of limitations to the proposed
was presented twice to measure test-retest reliability. That
method: (1) A huge sample of data is needed to construct
is, for example, pair G was exactly the same as pair A for
More formal comparisons between the performance of L S A
and human observers than mere plausibility judgments are
also possible. The problem is that, contrary to what happens
when one uses L S A to model text comprehension, it is not
easy to find experts in the task at hand. Everybody is a good
exarapXe of the expert reader, but few people are expert in
controlling the particular dynamic system called Firecshief.
To test our assertions about L S A , w e recruited 3 persons
and gave them extended practice, so they could learn the
constraints of the task.

Table 4: Transitions between actions considering type of action only as described in Quesada et al. (Quesada et al., 2000) and
Canas et al. (submitted), for the examples 1,2 and 3. Cells contain frequencies of the transition defined by its row and its
column. For instance, the number 4 in the center cell in table 4a means that in example 1 the transition move-move has
appeared four times.
(b)
Einaple 2

(•)
Eiample 1
drep
Drop
Move
Control

Coatral

JrjiL

(c)
Einmple 3
_droi!_

control
drop
move
control

Drop
Move
Control
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Abstract

cognitive level by transforming representations, such as
Newell and Simon's (1972) "problem behavior graph" in
Conceptual change can be accounted for at various levels of production systems. In the connectionist paradigm one can
explanation. The cognitive level (Marr's computational level),
study the processes of the emergence of new attractors, and
the representational (Marr's "algorithmic"), and the
repositioning of points realizing representational states in
implementational level. In this paper, w e offer a dynamical
high-dimensional state spaces (Morgan and Tienson, 1996),
account of types of concephial change at the represenUtional
or the changes in the connection weights and network
level. Our aim is to show that some classes of neural models can structure (Elman ct al., 1996; Schultz et. al., 1995; Plunkett
inclement the types of change that w e have proposed elsewhere. &Sinha,1992).
First we briefly describe at the cognitive level certain types of
In this p^er, w e will discuss a theory of different types
change that purport to account for some of the kinds of of cognitive change and their implementation at the
conceptual change. Then w e lay forth the framework of
representation level. Our aim is to show h o w certain classes
dynamical connectionism; w e discuss the representational level
of neural networks could implement some of the types of
realizations of the cognitive level and claim that these can be change that the authors have proposed (Demetriou and
depicted as points in the system's activational landscape. W e Raftopoulos, 1999). First, w e will summarize these types of
offer, third, a dynamical account of some types change and w e change. In the second part w e will sketch the framework for
claim that conceptual change can be modeled as a process of the dynamics of change, relying on the dynamical
modificatioa, appearance of new and disappearance of attractors interpretation of connectionist networks to explore possible
and/or basins of attraction that shape the system's landscqie.
means of modeling the stipulated types. In the third part w e
Finally, w e discuss the kinds of mechanisms at the offer a dynamical account of some types change and w e
rq>resentational level that could produce the types of change
claim that conceptual change can be modeled as a process of
observed at the cognitive level, as modeled by means of
modification, appearance of n e w and disappearance of
dynamic connectionism.
attractors and/or basins of attraction that shape the system's
Introduction
landscape. Finally, w e discuss the kinds of mechanisms at
Conceptual change can be accounted for at various the representational level that could produce the types of
levels of explanation. Following Marr (1980), one can cognitive change.
distinguish between three levels: the computational, the
T o that end w e will employ neural networks whose
algorithmic, and the implementational level of explanation
behavior can be viewed as falling under one or the other of
of cognitive systems. W e prefer the term "cognitive" to our kinds of change, and describe the behavior that neural
"computational", and the term "representational" to
networks should exhibit if they are to implement type of
"algorithmic", since there are accounts of cognition that
change.
deny the algorithmic nature of mental operations.
At the cognitive level, one can discuss cognitive
Types of Change
operations that ^ p l y to information-processing content
Demetriou and Raftopoulos (1999) previously published a
(such as addition and subtraction), operations that apply to
theory of conceptual change ^at addresses the issue of how
structures as wholes, such as differentiation or coalescence
a learning system makes the transition from one state to
(Carey, 1985; Chi, 1992), or, conceptual combination,
another. The theory provides a detailed analysis of the types
generalization and abduction, and hypothesis formation
of change that are observed both in cognitive development
(Thagard, 1992). This level addresses the issue of the
and during leaming. The types of change are summarized in
functions computed by the information processing system.
Figure I.
At the representational level one can examine the
algoridunic processes diat realize conceptual change at the
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Cognitive Mechuunu of
Ch»ni*

Tunings
Fuiion

Difrcfcntiition
Refinement

Bridging
Slructunl Analogy
Interweaving
^ \
Combinatioo
Rejtnicturing Conflation
Fig. 1. The types of change
We will briefly present here combination, and fusion.
Bridging is a class of types of change, whose unifying
feature is that (a) two or more existing structures are
brought together to bear on each other and form a more
complex structure, and (b) after bridging the constituent
structures retain their functional autonomy, even though
they m a y have been modified. The blended structures m a y
remain unaltered and the resulting structure(s) m a y retain
the characteristics of the constituent structures (as w h e n
"striped" and "apple" are combined to produce "striped
apple". In this case, the type of change is combination.
Fusion differs from bridging in that the mapped
structures do not retain their relative autonomy after the
mapping; instead, they fuse to one of the existing structures,
or form a new structure. A n example would be the fusion of
retrieval and counting strategies, which are involved in
simple operations of addition and subtraction perfoiroed by
children aged 4-6. Afterftision,around the age 6-7, the
predominant strategy is retrieval by rote m e m o r y (Sicgler,
1996).
The Representational Level
W e discuss here the w a y representations can be
modeled as properties of cognitive systems. At this level
one examines the mathematical implementation of the
cognitive level. In other words, w e examine the w a y
cognitive states are represented and h o w they are
transformed and processed by means of operations
performed on data structures.
These transformations can be either algorithmic
(determined by a set of rules that apply to discrete static
symbols that are the representations of the system) or
dynamical (determined by mathematical relations that apply
to continuous variables and specify their interrelations and
evolution in time). This is w h y w e call these transformative
processes mathematical-state transitions; they describe the
w a y the system moves between points in its state-space. W e
will address the issue of change from the perspective of
connectionist theory interpreted in a dynamical way. Thus,
will assume that a cognitive system is associated with a
dynamical system physically realized by a neural network.
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Neural N e t w o r k s as D y n a m i c a l S y s t e m s
Recurrent neural networks (Elman, 1990) with
distributed representations and continuous activation levels
can naturally be construed in a dynamical way. They can be
described by means of the evolution of the activation values
of their units over time. T o be able to model growth and
avoid problems of lifelong (mainly catastrophic
interference), one needs to consider a special class of
networks, namely adaptive or generative netwoiics. These
networks can modify their structure during learning by
adding or deleting nodes and can change their learning rates.
The number of units of the network determines the
number of dimensions of the state-space associated with the
system. Their activation values constitute the actual position
in the state-space of the system. Adding a time-dependent
parameter yields the phase-space of the system. Both in
state- and phase-space, one can represent all the possible
states that a system can take in time. Hence, in the
connectionist account, the states of a cognitive system are
depicted by the sets of activation values of the units that
distributively encode these states.
These activation values are the variables of the
dynamical system and their temporal variation constitutes
the internal dynamics of the system. In addition to the statespace of a system, an external control space is also defined.
The external space contains the real-value control
parameters that control the behavior of the system, i.e., the
connection weights, biases, thresholds, and, in networks in
whose structural properties are implemented as real-value
parameters (Raijmakers et. al., 1996), the structure of the
system. In dynamical systems the fast internal dynamics is
often accompanied by a slow external dynamics. The
external dynamics consist of the temporal paths in the
external control space. The external dynamics consist of the
network's learning dynamics (the various learning rules)
and the dynamics that determine structural changes, such as
the rules for inserting nodes in cascade correlation and
growing radial basis function networks.
W h e n the network receives input, activation spreads
from the input units to the rest of the network. Each pattern
of activation values defines a vector or a point, within the
activational space of the system whose coordinates are the
activation values of the pattern. The activation rules
determine the state transitions that specify the intemal
dynamics of the system, i.e., the functions of the evolution
of the system in time. Thus, the behavior of such a system is
depicted as a trajectory between points in the activational
state space.
The activation rules, the number of units, the pattern of
their connectivity, and the learning rate(s) of the network
determine the architecture of the system. These factors are
determined by its long-term history of experiences, since the
class of networks discussed here m a y modify either their
patterns of connectivity, as they learn, by adding nodes,
deleting nodes, and sharpening their connections, or their
biases and learning rates. The activation vectors and the
behavior of the system evolve as a result of the synergies
among the architecture of the network, the input it receives,
and the previous activity of the network, under the control
of the external dynamics.

The behavior of the system is a collective effect of
cooperation and competition, (Kelso, 199S). The
competition is due to the effort of the system to retain its
current state in the face of incoming information. If this
information cannot be assimilated by the system, then the
weights of a network change and the network m a y alter its
structure to accommodate the n e w input.
The activation states, in which a network m a y settle into
after it is provided with an input signal, are the attractors of
the system. These are the regions in sute-space toward
which the system evolves in time. The points in state-space
from which the system evolves toward a certain attractor lie
within the basin of attraction of this particular attractor.
Thus, the inputs that land within the basin of attraction of an
attractor will be transformed by the connectivity of the
network so that they end up at this attractor where the
system will settle.
Networks in which the outputs change over time until
the pattern of activation of the system settles into one of
several sutes, depending upon the input, are called attractor
networks. The sets of possible states into which the system
can settle are the attractors. If the network is used to model
cognitive behavior, then the attractors can be construed as
realizing cognitive states to which the system moves from
other cognitive states that lie within the attractor's basin of
attraction.
The signal of the input is transformed as it moves
through die hidden units into an attractor pattern as follows:
a given input moves the system into an initial state realized
by an initial point This input feeds the system with an
activation that spreads causing the units of the system to
change their states. The processing m a y take several steps,
as the signal is recycled through the recurrent connections in
the network. Since any pattern of activity of the units
corresponds to a point in activation space, these changes
correspond to a movement of the initial point in this state
space. W h e n the network settles, this point arrives at the
attractor that lies at the bottom of the basin in which the
initial point had landed. In this sense, the inputs fed into the
system are the initial conditions of the dynamic system.
Similarly to a dynamical system that settles into a m o d e
depending on its initial conditions, a neural network settles
into the attractor state in whose basin of attraction the input
falls.
For instance, in a semantic network meanings of words
are represented as patterns of activity over a large number of
semantic features. However, only s o m e of the combinations
of semantic features are features of objects. The patterns
that correspond to these combinations are the attractors of
the network, which are points in the state space
corresponding to the semantic features of the prototype of
the object signified by the word. These attractors are the
meanings of words.
The concepts "attractor" and "basin of attraction"
suggest a w a y of simulating the classical notion of symbol.
The attractor basins that emerge as the network interacts
with specific inputs might be construed to have symboliclike properties, in that inputs with small variations that fall
within the same attractor basin are pulled toward the same
attractor (or cognitive state) of the system. Thus, various
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inputs (tokens) give rise to the same stable point of
attraction, the attractor (type), which in this sense ofTers a
dynamical analog of the classical symbol (Elman, 1995).
The dynamical "symbols", unlike the symbols of
classical cognitivism, are dynamic and fluid rather than
static and context independent. The dynamic properties
result from the dynamical nature of tfie activations of
associative patterns of units. A s the network learns and
develops, the connection strengths continuously change.
The same happens w h e n n e w units emerge and old units
"die" and the system reconfigures to maintain its knowledge
and skills. All these cause changes in the original pattern in
which an attractor/symbol w a s created in the first place, and
as a result, subsequent activations differ. The same effects
are caused by the different contexts in which the "symbol"
m a y be activated. This happens because connections from
the differing contextual feamres bias the activation of the
units of the original pattern in different ways emphasizing
some feature of the pattern or other. Thus, the
attractor/symbol is almost never instantiated with the same
activation values of the units that realize it.
The activational state-space of a network is a highdimensional mathematical landscape. The state transitions in
such a system are trajectories from one point on to another.
Attractors correspond to cognitive states and the activation
pattern that realizes each state is a vector, or a point. Thus,
cognitive states are realized by points on this landscape.
Since the distributed encoding of a cognitive state does not
involve all units of the system, there will be points on the
activational landscape that will realize more than one
cognitive states (the set of coordinates of a point m a y satisfy
the partial coordinates given by several activational
vectors).
Dvuing the phase of activation-value changes the system
passes through various possible outputs. All these ou^uts
can be viewed as lying on an energy surface. W h e n the
system passes through a certain output-state whose energy is
not lower than the energies of the neighboring states, it goes
through another phase of activation-value changes in order
to reduce the energy of the output state. W h e n it reaches a
point at which all the neighboring states have higher
energies, it settles.
These states of m i n i m u m local energy are the attractors
and can be construed as valley bottoms on energy surfaces.
Thus, attractors should be distinguished from the networks'
outputs in general. Not all outputs are settling points.
Attractors form a subset of the set of outputs of a network,
in that they are those outputs at which the system can settle.
W h e n the input of the system is such that the activation state
of the system lies within the walls of the valley, the system
will settle at the atfractor at its bottom. Hence, the valley is
the basin of attraction that leads to the specific attractorstate of m i n i m u m energy. Since the network has many
attractors and basins of attraction, their relative position
shapes the relief of the activational landscape of the system.
Modeling the Dynamics of Cognitive Cliange
In this theoretical framework, cognitive change results
from the molding of the activational landscape, as a result of
changes in the weights and the architecture of the network,

as the network attempts to accommodate new input signali.
The molding m a y result either in the emergence of new,
and/or disappearance of old, attractors, or in the reshaping
of the basins of attraction. This process corresponds to a
trajectory on the activational landscape. The idea that
change is to be modeled by means of transitions in the state
space of a dynamic system is at the heart of dynamical
theories of cognition. Transitions in the state space of a
dynamic system substitute for the algorithmic syntactically
governed transitions of cognitivism.
The relief of the landscape determines the trajectories
that are allowed, and the possible transformations a m o n g
cognitive states. Cognitive change, thus, depends on the
activational landscape of the system that leams. W h e n
information enters, the system tends to assimilate it within
the existing framework of knowledge, which, in neural
networks, is determined by the connection weights and the
architecture of the network, which, in their turn, distribute
the points that realize cognitive states on the network's
landscape. W e have posited certain types of cognitive
change. In what follows w e will sketch their dynamic
realization at the representational level.
Combination
This type of change involves the combination of
structures in such a w a y that the existing attractors and the
landscape's relief (their basins of attraction) of the system
are not affected. The new structure is superimposed, as it
were, on the constituent structures. Consider the networks
that simulate learning to pronounce words and non-words
(Plaut et. al. 1996). These networks leam the pronunciation
of both regular and irregular words, by building the
appropriate attractors. The attractors of regular words
consist of componential attractors, in which case the basin
of attraction is the intersection of the sub-basins of attraction
of the componential attractors. The exception words have
their o w n attractors with a lesser degree of componentiality.
Combination explains the ability of the network to leam the
pronunciation of words and non-words, in that this
knowledge is the result of the combination of the subknowledge encoded by the componential attractors, as is
shown in Figure 2.
In this figure only two componential attractors are
depicted, for onset and the vowel in the reduced twodimensional activation space of the phonemic units of the
network. The basins of attraction for the word "by" and the
non-word "dy" are the intersections of the sub-basins for
pronunciation of b, d, and y, that is, the regions in the state
space in which these sub-basins overlap. The black circle is
the attractor for the word by, and the striped circle is the
attractor for the non-word dy. The trained network leams to
pronounce words by applying its knowledge regarding the
pronunciation of the parts of the words (and of the role of
context in pronunciation w h e n it comes to exception words).
The reduced componentiality of the exception words is
depicted by means of a deformation of the intersection of
the salient attractors for the onset d and the vowel o. The
componential attractors and their basins of attraction remain
unaltered.
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Figure 2. Componential attractors
After the new pronunciation is teamed, the two basins
change their relative positicMis so that they intersect. Their
intersection (i.e., the pattern corresponding to both sets of
features) forms a n e w basin, which is the area in which the
two basins overlap. The appearance of a n e w basin of
attraction represents the learning of a new concept. The n e w
basin of attraction is superimposed onto the two intersecting
basins. The basins of attraction (sub-basins) and the
attractors do not change. Whatever input was falling within
one of the two basins before learning, still does so after the
network has leamed the n e w concept. The only change after
learning is that some inputs fall within both the n e w basin
and the old basins of attraction. This is a result of the
superimposition of the n e w basin of attraction onto the two
sub-basins.
Fusion
Stable structures within the neural net can be thought
of as attractor states. Thus, the activation pattern of the
structure attracts all other activation patterns that are similar
enough with it (that is, all activation pattems that fall within
the basin of attraction of the attractor). A s a network leams,
a n e w attractor state m a y emerge, which swallows the
attractors that existed before. This is what happens in fusion.
The two initial basins of attraction are also swallowed by
the n e w one, so that all patterns that were falling within the
one or the other n o w fall within the n e w basin of attraction.
The system undergoes a phase transition that can be
described as a reverse H o p f bifurcation (Figure 3), in which
two stable states (bistability) are fiised and disappear, and
one stable state emerges (unistability).
Figure 4 displays the phase transitions associated with
the fusion of "counting from one" and " m e m o r y retrieval"
strategies (used by 4-6 year old children in simple arithmetic
tasks) to the " m e m o r y retrieval" strategy that becomes
predominant between 6 and 7 years of age.
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Figure 3. Fusion as an inverse H o p f bifurcation

The generative networks designed by Schultz et al.,
(199S) to model a series of cognitive tasks simulate the
variability of the strategies available to children. Networks
at s o m e stage of their training in the balance-beam tasks
m a y "employ" two different strategies to solve the same
problem and, as training continues, progress to using
reliably the more advanced strategy. These networks
implement "fusion", by moving from bistability to
unistability.
counting retrtevil

coUecdve variable (age)
Figure 4. Fusion of two counting strategies

Strong a n d W e a k Cognitive Cliange
In this context of dynamical coimectionism, cognitive
change consists in c h w g e s in connection weights, the
structure, and the learning rates of the network. In
connectionist netwoilcs an individual's state of knowledge is
determined by the weights of the hidden units. Cognitive
representational change is regarded as the individual's
actual path through the space of possible synaptic
configurations, that is, as the transformations of the weight
vector in an n-dimensional weight space, where n is die
number of the weights.
The appearance of novel cognitive states, and thus, the
appearance of n e w attractors and the disappearance of old
ones, implies a change of relief in the network's landscape
(molding). Since the relief depends on the structure of the
network, that is, the number of nodes, their connectivity,
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and the activation functions, its molding is the result of
changes in the structure of the network. Networks evolve as
a result of the system's effort to adapt to a new
environment, by superimposing n e w representations to old
ones. Thus, the system modifies the "knowing assumptions"
that do not fit in.
The account of cognitive change at the representational
level allows us to recast the discussion regarding strong and
weak representational change in terms of dynamic systems
theory. Whether a cognitive change is weak or strong
depends on whether the n e w structure increases the
representational resources of the system. Since
representations are points in the state space of the system,
the expressive contents of the system correspond to such
points. If the relief of the landscape is such that the system
caimot settle at a content realizing point, that is, if this point
is not a possible attractor state, the content that is realized
by this point is not within the expressive capabilities of the
system. W h e n changes in the relief render this point an
attractor, the change is strong; it results in an increase in
representational power.
But the mere appearance of an attractor does not
necessarily imply that a radical change has taken place, that
is, that this is a novel attractor state. This is so if the content
realizing point that appears as a n e w attractor was in fact
expressible within the system; that is, if the system could
have settled at that point, even if it had not done so, up to
that time. W h e n the strucmres "striped" and "apple" are
combined an attractor state "appears and the system
acquires the n e w concept of "striped apple". This "new"
attractor is a region in the state space, which realizes the
content "striped apple" and is superimposed on the
attractors of "apple" and "striped". But this is not a novel
attractor, because this content was already within the
expressive power of the system, since the relief of the
landscape was such that the system could have settled if fed
with the appropriate input at this point. In other words, the
"new" attractor was situated at a local energy minimum in
which the system could have settled if it had been fed with
the appropriate input (the experience of a striped apple). The
attractor appears without the landscape being molded and
this attractor is just the s u m of information expressed by the
other attractors, which remain intact. In this case, the
ensuing change is weak.
W e a k change refers to changes in the semantic content
of representations, which broaden their field of application
but do not increase the expressive capabilities of the system.
Attractors are merely repositioned in the landscape, which
means that the activation patterns that define them do
change. Reposition of any content-realizing point is
accompanied by changes in the activation values that
constitute the point's activation pattern, and changes in its
spatial relations with other content realizing points. Since
semantic information in dynamic systems is captured by the
relative positions of content realizing points, repositioning is
accompanied by semantic change.
This scenario does not apply to the case of fusion. N o
mere intersection of existing basins of attraction or any
simple repositioning, could accommodate the salient input.
A reshaping of attractor basins is required, as well as the

disappearance of an older attractor and the emergence of a
novel one. These changes mould the landscape.
Thus, when new information is learned with
repositioning of attractors and basins of attraction, and
attractors are preserved (though the slope of the basins may
change, with some becoming steeper and others becoming
less steep), the resulting change is weak. Updating the
connection weights seems to suffice for this. If the change in
weights does not suffice for learning, the landscape is
molded by changes in the network's structure (Morgan and
Tienson, 1996). This may induce the appearance of new
attractors; since the attractors are points on the landscape,
the appearance of new cognitive states realizing points on
this landscape, and the disappearance of old constitute
strong changes, since the content-expressive power of the
system increases. This process m a y require structural, i.e.,
qualitative, change.
Mechanisms of Change
At the cognitive level, the main Piagetian mechanisms
driving
conceptual
changes
are
assimilation,
accommodation, and equilibration. It is time n o w to
consider the mechanisms driving change at the
representational level. In each of the types of change
discussed previously the processes that lead to the change
are the same, always reducing to quantitative and qualitative
changes in coimection weights and the architectural
structure of the network. These processes cause the
repositioning of existing attractors, the disappearance of old
ones, the appearance of new ones, and changes in the basins
of attraction that shape the relief of the landscape. It could
hardly be otiierwise. In connectionism the computational
mechanisms are domain general, statistical learning
mechanisms, based on brain-style computation, that is, (a)
on the spreading of the activation of each unit to other units,
(b) on the modification of the connection weights, and (c)
on the modification of the network structure.
McClelland (1989) argued that Piagetian "assimilation"
corresponds to the activation spread in a network when a
signal is presented to the input units and propagates through
the network causing the activation of its units. The alteration
of the weights, as a result of the network's learning, models
Piaget's "accommodation", that is, the change that the
netwoHc undergoes trying to fit in new experiences. Shultz,
et al., (1995), and others, have proposed networics that adapt
their structure as they learn by increasing their hidden units
to accommodate the demands of the task. They offer a
variation of McClelland's account that is suited better for
networks that can modify their structure. The quantitative
phase of error reduction and weight change may correspond
to Piaget's "assimilation" of information in a pre-existing
structure, whereas the qualitative structural change
corresponds to Piaget's "'accommodation" of the system.
Quantitative change renders possible knowledge acquisition
within a fixed representational framework, whereas
qualitative change allows an increase in representational
power.
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Abstract
In this paper w e address the issue of grounding for experiential concepts. Given that perceptual demonstratives are a basic
form of such concepts, w e examine ways offixingthe referents of such dentonstratives. To avoid 'encodingism', that is,
relatingrepresentationsto representations, w e postulate that
the process of reference fixing must be bottom-up and nonconceptual, so that it can break the circle of conceptual content and touch the world. For that purpose, an appropriate
causal relation between representations and the world is
needed. W e claim that thisrelationis provided by spatial and
object-centered attention that leads to the formation of objectfiles through the function of deictic acts. This entire causal
process takes place at a pre-conceptual level, meeting the requirement for a sohition to the grounding problem. Finally we
claim that our account captures fundamental insights in Putnam's and Kiipke's work on "new" reference.
Introduction
John Campbell (1997) claims that the problem of the
reference of concepts is the problem of relating concepts
with imagistic content His 'imagistic content' is the content
of our experiences as w e consciously access it and use it to
see things as 'being such and such'. The most basic form of
reference is w h e n one perceives a thing and refers to it on
the basis of one's perception by using a demonstrative, such
as, "that" or "diis". The reference of such a perceptual demonstrative is determined by spatial attention.
Though Campbell's thesis regarding the importance of
spatial attention and perceptual demonstratives in establishing the reference of concepts to spatiotcmporal objects
goes in the right direction, his account has some serious
problems. The main issue w e wish to take on here is his
view that the matter of the reference of concepts is exhausted by relating prepositional with pictorial content. The
problem is that both propositional and experiential content
are representations, while the issue of reference is supposed
to be a matter of grounding representations to the world, not
of relating representations of different kinds to each other.
This classical threat of infinite regress is n o w k n o w n under
the label of 'encodingism', the view that representations are
connected with the represented entities via some kind of
correspondence between the two (see the critique in Bickhard, 1993 and Christiansen and Chater, 1993). Solutions
that propose some such correspondence that, in turn, stands
in need of an 'interpretation' cannot answer the symbol
grounding problem, since they fail to account for h o w
"symbol meaning [is] to be grounded in something other

than just more meaningless symbols." (Hamad, 1990) The
encoding of symbols in further symbols cannot be the solution.
W e k n o w that the problem has a solution since (some
of) our concepts do have reference. A solution that does not
fall into the trap of encodingism could be provided if w e
could single out a non-symbolic connection between our
representations and the world. It seems plausible that such a
connection is a causal one and that it would take place without the involvement of conceptual (i. e. symbolic) means.
This is where Campbell has pointed in therightdirection.
So, our task is to give a contribution to the problem
h o w the concepts in the mind of a particular speaker can refer to objects in the worid. H o w is it possible that I can use
the concept "house" to refer successfully to certain objects?
W e need to single out a causal process, that could be a
grounding for such reference (and that would not presuppose concepts). Once such a grounding is laid, the speaker
can expand the initial grounding from experientially accessible kinds of objects to objects to which he has no such access (for contingent or principled reasons, as in the case of
abstract objects). Each use of a concept would depend on
such a grounding through a causal chain, startingfi-omthe
initial grounding(s). H o w the grounding of non-experiential
concepts takes place is not discussed in this paper.
In this paper w e argue that spatial attention and/or object-centered attention establish the referents of certain
kinds of concepts, namely perceptual demonstratives. Demonstratives are a promising start because diey might rely
on bodily movements in a context, not on conceptual entities that would require an interpretation. W e first discuss
these forms of attention and the w a y they individuate objects, arguing that spatiotcmporal information individuates
the referents and that this can be done in a bottom-up, nonconceptual way.
Then w e employ Garcia-Carpintero's (2000) and Devitt's (1996) theory of demonstratives to show h o w the
senses of demonstratives individuate their referents (demonstrata). W e claim that the senses of demonstratives use the
spatio-temporal information contained in the object files to
fix reference. The non-conceptual use of this information
provides the causal relation that grounds representations in
the world. T o explain h o w individuation takes place w e employ Ballard et. al.'s (1997) theory of deictic codes and
K a h n e m a n and Treisman's (1984) theory of object-files.
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Finally, in the third part of the paper, our thesis regardtory - not as something that has certain properties (such as
ing reference is discussed in the context of Putnam's (1975,
that of being a house). Object-files are allocated and main1983; 1991) and Kripke's (1980) "new" theory of reference. tained primarily on the basis of spatiotemporal information.
W e claim that the notion of an object-file containing preObjects can be parsed and tracked without being identified.
dominantly spatio-temporal information provides the causal
This representation allows access to the object but it does
connection with the world that Putnam and Kripke sought to
not describe the object. Object individuation does not reestablish. W e discuss the grounding of concepts whose refquire the existence of a concept associated with that object.
erents are the basis of one's perception w h e n one uses a de(Of course, in theory successfiil object identification could
monstrative. In this sense the solution provided here, even if also be used for individuation, as in definite descriptions
successful, is only the fu^t step toward solving the problem
like "the large house with the porch", but this presupposes
of concept grounding in general.
grounded symbols, so w e are interested in the inverse: individuation without identification.)
A s an example for object individuation, think of two
Individuating Objects
identical red squares that are situated in different locations.
Campbell (1997) argues that object individuation takes
Since they are identical with regard to their features, the
place by means of selective spatial attention that picks out
only w a y they could be treated as two distinct objects is by
objects features, forms feature maps, and integrates those
considering Uieir spatiotemporal history. This presupposes
that are found at the same location into forming objects in
that there is an object-centered attentional mechanism that is
the w a y described by Treisman's Feature Integration Thesensitive only to spatiotemporal information and not to feaory (FIT). In vision, information from different feature maps
ture information, which can pick up these objects by openis bound together by extracting the location encoded iming object-files. Precisely this conclusion is reached in the
plicitly in any feature information. Spatial attention makes
M O T (Multiple Object Tracking) experiment (Pylyshyn &
the implicit location explicit Information localized at the
Storm, 1988). In these experiments subjects must track a
same location is bound together and thought to pertain to a
number of independently moving identical objects, that are
certain object that occupies that space.
initially tagged by attentional cues, among identical disF I T belongs to a family of dieories that hold that w h e n
tractors. The success in M O T presupposes that the subjects
one attends to an object then one automatically encodes all
of its feamres in visual working memory. Against this, there attend to spatiotemporal information (relative location and
direction of motion) and not to features, such as color and
is evidence for the existence of object-based attention which
shape, or even the actual location of the objects. O n e could
overrides featural information (other than spatiotemporal insay that the attentional cues individuate/index in parallel the
formation) and which on certain occasions m a y pick out
targets by assigning them tags that the subject can follow
objects without any regard even for spatial information
afterwards through motion. Thus, this mechanism individu(Scholl & Leslie, 2000; Scholl, 2001). The role of object
ates these objects and allows the subject to follow their
centered attention is primarily the parsing of a scene into
paths and transformations while maintaining their identity
discrete persisting objects, and the selection of some among
as distinct objects.
these objects. The same evidence suggests that selection
Carey and X u (2001) argue that a mechanism tracking
based on spatio-temporal information occurs very early in
the spatiotemporal history of objects precedes feature
information processing (though segmentations of a scene
tracking mechanisms, and that this mechanism m a y override
into various discrete objects probably occurs at all levels of
conflicting featural information. In other words, object indivision); in the case of vision it takes place in mid-level vividuation precedes feature identification - as w e said above.
sion. Mid-level vision is bottom-up and cognitively impenetrable (Pylyshyn 1999; Raftopoulos, 2001), i. e. not ac- The cognizer does not "know" or "believe" that an object
moves in continuous paths, that it persists in time, though it
cessible to conscious cognition, so it is not conceptual. In
uses this information to index and follow the object. She
other words, some form of the selection of objects and the
does not encode the object's features in some concept. She
parsing of a scene is a bottom-up, cognitively impenetrable
process (Carey and X u , 2001; Scholl, 2001). Such a process m a y not even have acquired the concept "object" (in this
sense, you can see a house without having the concept of
would be a good candidate for the causal process w e are
"house"). Object individuation m a y eventually result in the
looking for.
belief that an object is here or there, but this indexing itself
Given the pre-conscious processes in mid-level vision,
does not appeal to some stored concepts regarding objects.
w e need to distinguish two steps: 1) object individuation,
the processes that selects objects as discrete entities that per- Hence, if object individuation establishes reference, then the
reference of demonstratives is not determined by a set of desist in time, and 2) object identification, the processes that
scriptions of features.
lead to the representation of objects under a certain descripThe discussion of object based attention shows that obtion. The latter involves a strong semantical component, in
ject files are opened and maintained on the basis of spatiothe sense that the object represented has been identified as
temporal information by means of cognitively impenetrable
being such and such (e. g. a house). The former involves a
mechanisms. Petitot (1995) talks of the "positional (local)
much weaker level of representation. It purports to convey
content-structure" of the scene. This positional structure is
the sense that an object file has been opened for that specific
object, that is, that the object has been "catalogued" or "in- nonconceptual, and conveys information about nonvisual
properties, such as causal relations (e.g., X "transfers"
dexed" as something that exists and persists separately of
something to y). In this latter category one can include the
other objects with its o w n continuous spatio-temporal his-
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reference called deictic in which pointing movements are
functional properties of objects, referred to as 'affordances'
used to bind objects in the world to cognitive programs."
of objects. Suppose that one witnesses a scene in which X
Our discussion revolves around the issue of relating ingives Z to Y. The semantics of the scene consists of two
parts: (i) the semantic content of ^, Z, Y and "give" as a spe- ternal representational states with the world. W e have emcific action, and (ii) the purely positional local content. The phasized the potential role played by non-conceptual proclatter is in fact the image scheme of the "transfer" type. X, Y, esses in mediating the relation between representations and
the world. N o w , as w e mentioned, the shortest time at which
and Z occupy a specific location in the space occupied by
bodily actions and movements, such as eye movements,
the scene. In the image scheme, X , Y , Z a i t thus reduced to
featureless objects that occupy specific relative locations,
hand movements, or spoken words, can be observed is the
1/3-second-time scale, the embodiment level. Thus, the
and in that sense can be viewed as pure abstract places.
M o r e specifically, X, Y, and Z, which in a linguistic descrip- mechanisms that relate conceptual content with the world
tion of the scene are the semanticroles,"are reduced to pure
through action must be sought at this level. Suppose that
abstract places, locations that must befilledby 'true' par- one looks at a scene and selects a part of it throu^ eye foticipants." These places are related by means of an action, of cusing. The brain's representation is about, or refers to, that
a "transfer" type.
specific part of the scene. Acts such as the eye focusing are
Petitot's "places" do not refer to the actual locations
called "deictic strategies", from the Greek word 'deixis'
that are occupied by the objects in a scene. W h a t Petitot
(pointing at), since they are analogous to pointing with
seems to allude to using the spatial metaphor is the notion of one's hand. W h e n one's internal representation refers to an
object through such a deictic representation, this is a "deican object devoid of ail features (including actual location),
tic reference."
except that it persists in time, and occupies some space Eye fixation exemplifies the role of deictic mechasimilar to the talk of "two-place predicate". It is this individuation of an object that Petitot seeks to describe by saynisms, or pointers, as grounding devices, that is, as devices
ing that the objects' only property is that they occupy their
that ground internal representations and cognitive programs
o w n space and this is what the notion of objects as "pure ab- to objects in the world, through deictic reference. This
stract places" purports to convey. In this framework, the
binding is implemented by two functional routines in the
concepts that are used in the linguistic descriptions of a
visual system. W h e n a scene is perceived, the eye movescene are locadonal configurations, that is, spatial strucments perform two main fxmctions; they extract properties
of pointer locations (object identification) and they point to
tures. Petitot describes the routines and algorithms of early
vision that might retrieve fium the morphology of a scene in
aspects of the environment (object localization). The second
a bottom-up manner the global positional information contask is that of our object individuation.
tained in it
Several theories of mechanisms of object indexing
Perceptual Demonstratives and Reference
(what w e call "individuation") have been proposed. They
Let us start by having a brief look at the three most ininclude the F I N S T theory of visual indexing (Pylyshyn,
fluential accounts of demonstratives. The standard Fregean
2001), the object-indexing theory (Scholl & Leslie. 1999),
analysis of demonstratives considers them similar to definite
die object-files theory of K a h n e m a n & Treisman (1984) and
descriptions and assigns them a reference (Bedeutung) and a
more recently Ballard's et al., (1997) theory of deictic
sense (the m o d e of presentation of the referred object).
codes. The c o m m o n thread of these theories is the claim that Frege's senses are descriptive, in that they provide descripthere exists a level of (visual) processing in which objects
tions in terms of features of the singular term. However,
present in a scene are parsed and tracked as distinct individdemonstratives do not fimction quite like definite descripual objects without being recognized as particular objects
tions do, since demonstratives and indexicals in general are
that are such and such. Thus, they stress the point that object
rigid designators (Kripke, 1972) whereas defmite descripindividuation precedes object identification and that there is
tions are not. A token of "that house" refers to the salient
a level of object representation that does not encode features
house, while "the largest house in town" m a y refer to one
and does not presuppose concepts; a preconceptual level of
house today and to another next year. This has been used to
object representation. W e have already discussed «objectargue that the senses of demonstratives, if any, are not defiles». W e are n o w going to describe a plausible mechanism scriptive. Below, w e will argue that the 'senses' of demonthat allows object individuation and tracking.
stratives consist in causal chains that ground them in the
worid (a thesis similar to that of Devitt, 1996, Kripke, 1980
Deictic Codes, Object Individuation and Tracking
and Putnam, 1975; 1991). The causal chains start with a diA recent theory of deictic pointers has been developed
rect perceptual encounter with an object, an encounter that
by Ballard, et al., (1997). They claim that at time scales of grounds the demonstrative in the world. Devitt (1996, 164)
approximately 1/3 of a second, orienting movements of the
calls such an encounter a "grounding" - and w e shall use
body play a crucial role in cognition and form a useful comthis for the "grounding problem".
putational level. At this "embodiment level," the constraints
W e join Garcia-Carpintero (2000), and Devitt (1996) in
of the physical system determine the nature of cognitive opthe view that the difference between definite descriptions
erations. "The key synergy is that at time scales of about 1/3 and demonstratives does not discredit the role of senses of
of a second, the natural sequentiality of body movements
demonstratives in determining their content. Our thesis is
can be matched to the natural computational economies of
that the content or meaning of a demonstrative consists both
sequential decision systems through a system of implicit
of its referent and its sense. This is the second main account
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of demonstratives. W e will not argue in favor of this view,
though, because it is really not crucial to the main argument
developed in this paper, namely that reference construed as
object individuation can be fixed by means of bottom-up
perceptual processes that involve non conceptual content.
W h a t is important to this argument is the existence of such a
process; this claim is independent of whether the referent is
part of the meaning of demonstratives. The argument, however, as w e shall see, essentially involves the role of the
m o d e of presentation of a demonstrative in individuating
objects. Thus, our claims go against the third important construal of demonstratives.
This is the direct reference theory, according to which
the only content of a demonstrative is its denotation, or in
other words, that the only linguistic fimction of a demonstrative is that it refers to its demonstratum, its referent
(Kaplan, 1989). It does not have a sense. Paraphrasing
Kaplan's (1989) account of the theory, one could say that a
demonstrative does not describe its referent as possessing
any identifying properties, it only refers to it. TTiough w e
agree that demonstratives do not provide identifying descriptions of their referent, w e argue that they allow the individuation of the referent as a singular persisting object, by
means of object-centered attention and spatial attention.
These two provide the causal chains that ground the demonstrative. Thus, the m o d e of presentation of a demonstrative is not descriptive but causal. They can do that because they have a m o d e of presentation of the referent. But
what is the m o d e of presentation when one says for example
"that" pointing to a house?
Campbell (1997) thinks that the problem of the sense of
a perceptual demonstrative is a problem about selective attention, in so far as he considers the m o d e of presentation to
provide imagistic information related to the referent. It is the
role of selective spatial attention to isolate that information
in a scene that pertains to the referent. Thus, Campbell takes
the m o d e of presentation of a demonstrative to include information that could individuate the referent on the basis of
its observable features and, in an essential manner, on the
basis of its spatial location. In fact, difference of location
only suffice to establish difference in the m o d e of presentation of the same object by two different demonstratives.
Garcia-Carpintero (2000) and Devitt (1996) offer a
thorough account of the senses of demonstratives, which is
similar in some respects to that of Campbell's. The sense,
according to Garcia-Carpintero, is an ingredient of presuppositions of acquaintance with the referent; "presuppositions" meaning "propositions that are taken for granted"
when a statement is uttered. In this fashion, senses are individuating properties that allow the individuation of the referent.
Suppose one perceives something as being a house and
utters the statement "that is /* pointing at a certain object
(the house) and assigning it the property /(e. g. "beautiful").
The term "that" is a singular term associated with the description "the / house". According to Garcia-Carpintero,
when one uses the singular term "that" one takes oneself to
be acquainted with an object by having a 'dossier' for "the/
house", which picks it out. The object fulfills the conditions
specified in the dossier, in our case the proposition "there is
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a unique house most salient w h e n the token t of 'that' is
produced and t refers to that house." N o w , the phrase "most
salient w h e n t ocaxn" is equivalent to the expression "house
in such and such a location with such and such visual features." The "in such and such a place with such and such
visual features" is the m o d e of presentation of the token f of
the demonstrative "that". This m o d e of presenUtion individuates the object to which the demonstrative refers.
The dossier of the object that acquaints one with the
object can be updated by n e w information, by adding contents or by revising its content. O n e notes a distinction between an object being singled out as the referent of a demonstrative and its acquaintance dossier (file). The latter
ontologically presupposes the former; one needs an object to
create its dossier. O n e also needs to ensure that the object
with such and such features at time f i is the same object with
such and such features at time ti. Perception must provide
for a mechanism that establishes the existence of an object
as a distinct entify and opens a dynamic file on it. O n e
needs, in other words, a mechanism that individuates the
demonstrata of perceptual demonstratives.
Object Individuation and Reference
Let us see where w e stand with regard to the issue of
the reference of perceptual demonstratives related to object
individuation. W h e n one uses a demonstrative one opens a
file for the object being demonstrated. According to the
psychological evidence, the first thing that thisfiledoes is
to individuate the object based on spatiotemporal information. This ensures the existence of a distinct object whose
paths in space and time can be tracked. The object file thus
allows acquaintance with the referent of the demonstrative,
and in this sense, it constitutes its m o d e of presentation.
Kahneman's "object-file" becomes a truncated version of
Garcia-Carpintero's "dossier", a dossier that contains only
spatiotemporal information. A s the object moves in spacetime, feature detection mechanisms infuse thefilewith feature information allowing feature identification (the full
"dossier".)
Let us investigate the power of the account sketched so
far with Brian Loar's (1976) example, also used by GarciaCarpintero (2000) to argue that descriptive senses fix the
referents of the terms with which they are associated: Suppose that Smith and Jones see a m a n on the train every
morning. O n e evening they watch a m a n being interviewed
on a television show, they are unaware that this m a n is the
same m a n they meet on the train every morning, and it so
happens that during the show they have just been talking
about the m a n on the train. Suppose n o w that Smith
switches his attention to the m a n on the television and says,
"he is a stockbroker", referring to the m a n on the television.
Jones, unaware of Smith's attention switch, takes Smith to
refer to the m a n on the train about w h o m they have been
talking. Though Jones has correctly identified the referent,
since the m a n on the train is the same as the m a n on the
television, one feels that Jones has failed to understand
Smith's utterance. This shows that the manner of presentation of singular terms is important even on referential uses
for grasping the meaning of what is being commimicated.

The upshot of Loar's example is that although Jones'
belief to the effect that the m a n on the train is a stockbroker
has the same truth conditions as Smith's belief that the m a n
on the television is a stockbroker (since the referent in both
beliefs is the same person). Smith is justified in holding his
belief, whereas Jones' is not.
Jones missed the information that would have justified
his belief, because he docs not k n o w that the m a n on the
television andtiiem a n on the train are the same person. So,
for Jones, and thus information pertaining to the former
does not apply to the latter. T o use the terminology of this
paper, Jones has two different object-files; one for the person on the television and one for the person w h o m he meets
on the train. The role of the m o d e of presentation of a singular term is to clarify this point, namely whether the object
under consideration has been individuated the appropriate
way. Spatiotemporal information purports to do exactly that:
had Jones followed the spatiotemporal path of the person on
the train, he would have k n o w n that it is the same person
that appears on the television and he would have used all
relevant information to update that person's object-file; so
his belief would have been just as justified as Smith's.
It seems thus, that object individuation (the m o d e of
presentation) is indispensable to fbcing the referent of a perceptual demonstrative. The individuation is accomplished
by opening an object-file fixing the object to which the demonstrative refers and allowing its tracking. In the course of
tracking, additional information, e. g. on shape and color,
m a y be added to the "dossier" to allow tracking in difficult
circumstances (as w h e n one thing is inside some other
thing). It is essential for the success of concept groimding
and the escape from the regress of encodingism that this individuation process is not cognitively penetrable. N o conceptual content, no existing representations can be used in
the individuation process, so it has to be inaccessible to conscious content-laden processing. Also, individuation should
not be seen as establishing a concept - this is what happens
in the step of identification. Individuation just grounds the
concept, fixing it onto an object so that the concept can be
"filled" with information.
New Theoriei of Reference
If object individuation can fix reference and if object
individuation can be carried out without conceptual involvement, then reference can be fixed in a nonconceptual
manner. O f course, this goes against the standard descriptive
theories of reference, according to which a sign is associated
with a concept in the mind, a "sense", which constitutes its
meaning and determines what the sign refers to. It allows
one to pick out the objects in the environment that are 'fall
under' the concept. The reference of a word is fixed by certain of the descriptions associated with the word: that thing
over there counts as a "house", given that it is a building
which could be used as a h u m a n dwelling.
A problem with these kinds of theories has been expressed in terms that remind strongly of the symbol
grounding problem: Devitt (1996, 159) argues that descriptive theories of reference are incomplete because by explaining references by descriptions, they appeal to the application of descriptions of other words; thus, they explain ref-
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erence by appealing to the reference of other words. T o escape the lurking infmite regress, there must be some words
whose reference does not depend on that of other words,
that is words that are founded directly in the world.
Kripke (1972) and Putnam (1975; 1983; 1991) have argued that the standard conception of reference fails for certain kinds of words, namely demonstratives, proper names
and namral kind terms. It is interesting to see whether our
notion of reference is compatible with Putnam's (1975;
1983) direct-reference theory ("direct" in that it avoids the
mediation of conceptual content in establishing reference).
According to thistfieory,descriptions ascribing properties
would identify the wrong referents of the terms. Once a
causal contact between concept and object is established, the
world itself has a say on the fixing, what Putnam (1991) will
later call the "contribution of environment".
Putnam (1991) argues that there is an indexical (deictic)
component that participates in reference fixing. W h e n one
takes a liquid sample to be water, one does so because one
thinks that this liquid sample has a property, namely, "the
property of behaving like any other sample of pure water
from our enviroiunent" (Putnam 1991, 33). This property is
not a purely qualitative property (meaning that membership
is not determined by a set of criteria); its description involves a particular example of water, one given by pointing
or focusing (hence, the term '"indexical"). The stuff out
there, to which the act of pointing is an essential part of
fixing reference of the natural kind term "water", is the
contribution of the environment. Putnam says that "... the
extension of certain kinds of terms ... is notfixedby a set of
'criteria' laid d o w n in advance, but is, in part,fixedby the
world. There are objective laws obeyed by multiple sclerosis, by gold by horses, by electricity; and what it is rational
to include in these classes will depend on what those laws
turn out to be." (Putnam 1983, 71). This brings into mind
the notion of causal chains by means of which demonstratives refer, causal chains that are established through object
based and spatial attention.
Kripke (1980) refers to this assigning of names as "initial baptisms". Suppose, that one points to a star and says,
"that is to be Alpha Centouri" (Kripke, 1980, 95). B y this
one commits himself to the following: "By 'Alpha Centauri'
I shall mean that star over there with such and such coordinates." Kripke (1980, 135) claims that the reference of general natural kind terms is similarly fixed: "the reference (of
singular terms) can be fixed in various ways. In an initial
baptism ostentation or a description typically fixes it ...
The same observation holds for such a general term as
•gold'."
These are telling examples, because they point out the
role of spatial information and of object based attention in
fixing the reference of singular terms. The causal chain that
grounds the term starts with spatio-temporal non-descriptive
information that opens an object-file for some object This
w a y of fixing the referents of singular and natural kind
terms captures adequately Kripke's intuition that "Don't
ask: h o w can I identify this table in another possible world,
except by its properties? I have the table in m y hands, I can
point to it, and w h e n I ask whether it might have been in another room, I a m talking, by definition, about it. I don't have

to identify it after seeing it through a telescope. If I a m
Ulking about it, I a m talking about il." (1980, 52-53).
Though Kripke speaks of proper names, his analysis easily
transfers to all singular terms, and thus, to perceptual demonstratives (Garcia-Carpintcro, 2000). N a m e s and indcxicals, are associated with something extralinguistic, their referents. Some existentially given thing is essential in fixing
these referents.
W e have claimed that the m o d e of presentation of the
referent by its demonstrative is essential in reference fixing,
and w e have argued that the mode of presentation fixes reference by opening an object-file for the referent of the demonstrative. This object-file includes spatiotemporal information and its function is to individuate the referent, that is,
to establish the existence of a distinct body that perseveres
through space and time. It establishes the causal continuity
with the thing originally "pointed at" by the perceptual demonstrative, satisfying Putnam's criterion for reference fixing. It also provides the causal relation between the representation and the world that grounds the former in the latter.
The object-file provides the indexical component that participates in reference fixing. The content of the object-file
being retrieved in a bottom-up manner warrants Aat this
objectfileis the 'contribution of the environment' and not
the contribution of conceptual content.
Conclusion
W e argue that perceptual demonstratives capture the essential way in which one refers to objects in one's experience. The sense of "demonstrative reference" involved,
however, departs from the notion of the referent as an object
that is individuated by some description. The representation
of the referent in the sense intended here does not encode
any featural properties, is pre-concepmal, and the process
that leads to its formation is cognitively impenetrable. The
only property that the individuated referent has is that it is
being tagged as a discrete object that persists in time and
occupies some space, and thus, is being rendered accessible
to the viewer. W e claim that this process of reference fixing
provides the causal relation required to solve the grounding
problem.
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Abstract

However, a recent series of experiments, Ramscar (in
press) has demonstrated that the assumption that
Although previous theories of past-tense verb inflectioninflection is driven purely by grammar and phonology
have considered phonological and grammatical
is flawed. A series of elicited inflection tasks showed
information to be the only relevant factors in the
that the semantic context in which a novel verb
inflection process (e.g. Bybee & Moder, 1983,
occurred influenced the forms participants later
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Kim, Pinker, Prince &
produced to mark the past tense of that verb. If
Prasada, 1991), Ramscar (in press) demonstrated the
participants first encountered the novel verb sprink in a
importance of semantics in processing inflectional
context that involved consuming large quantities of fish
nooiphology. This paper presents an experiment that
and vodka (semantically similar to drink), they were
demonstrates die on-line effiscts of semantics on
likely to produce an irregular past tense form for it
inflection. These findings indicate that regular and
(sprank). But if they first encountered sprink in a
irregular inflections are determined by semantic and
context which presents as a verb to describe symptoms
phonological similarities in memory, and furthermore
associated
with a disease that involve rapid movements
that people are not responsive to the kind of grammatical
of the eyelid (semantically similar to blink), they were
distinctions amongst verb roots that default rule theories
likely to go on and produce a regular past tense form
of inflection (Pinker, 1999) presuppose.
(sprinked). Further, a comparison of the forms
Introduction
participants produced for the nonce verbs sprink and
In most theories - and studies ~ of past-tense verb
frink in a sparse, 'neutral' context ( 7 0 % irregular) to
inflection, phonological and grammatical information
those produced in the context involving rapid
have been considered to be the two relevant factors in
movements of the eyelid ( 7 0 % regular) showed that the
the inflection process (e.g. Bybee & Moder, 1983;
production of regular past tense forms increased when
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; K i m , Pinker, Prince &
the semantic similarity between sprink anAfrinkand the
Prasada, 1991; Pinker, 1991; 1999). However, in some
regular verbs blink and wink was increased. From these
models of inflectional processing (MacWhinney &
results it appears that not only irregular forms can be
Leinbach, 1991; Joanisse & Seidenberg, 1999),
produced by analogy, but regular forms as well.
semantic processes have been included to help explain
the processing of homophone verbs (e.g. brake/break).
Semantics versus grammar in homophone
Since brake and break both sound the same, phonology
inflection
alone caimot distinguish which of broke or braked is to
Evidence
that semantics affects inflection offers a
be the correa past tense form for the input breik.
solution to the homophone problem: different forms of
Although using semantic information to guide this
homophone verbs are distinguished and computed by
process appears intuitively plausible, this suggestion
reference to their different meaning. Further, Ramscar
has been fiercely criticised b y Pinker and colleagues
(in press) contrasted the semantic account of
(Kim et al, 1991; Pinker, 1999), w h o put forward an
homophone inflection with a nativist attempt to solve
alternative, nativist account of homophone inflection
this problem put forward by Pinker and colleagues
(Pinker, 1991; 1999). This predicts that the
(Kim et al., 1991; Pinker. 1991, 1999, 2001) which
regularisation of irregular sounding verb stems is driven
predicts
that the regularization of irregular sounding
by iimate grammatical sensitivity: verbs that are
verb stems is driven by innate grammatical sensitivity:
instinctively perceived to be denominal will be
that any verb that is perceived to be denominal will be
automatically regularised. This account was supported
automatically regularized, resulting in different
by results reported by K i m et al (1991) which indicate
inflection patterns for denominal verbs that are
that grammatical factors correlate better than semantic
fectors with people's ratings of the acceptability of past phonologically identical to irregular deverbal verbs.
Ramscar (in press) found that participants' sense of the
tense forms in context, although these results did not
semantic similarities between verb forms correlated
rule out any semantic role in inflection.
strongly with participants preference for a regular or
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irregular past tense fonn of a homophone verb in
context (after partialling out the effects of grammar,
r=.723), whereas participants perception of the
grammatical origins of verbs correlated poorly with
their references for irregular versus regular past tense
forms (after partialling out semantics, i=.066). Further
experiments showed that on both nonce and existing
verbs, if the semantics of the verb were similar to those
of an existing phonologically similar irregular,
participants would favor irregular inflections even when
they perceived the verbs to be denominal. Ramscar (in
press) concluded that in fact, the grammatical origins of
verbs had no effect on inflection, which w a s entirely
governed by phonology and semantics.
One or two routes to inflection?
A fiuther implication of these fmdings is that they
undermine the one in principle objection to modeling
past tense inflection using a single mechanism
(Ramscar, in press). Pinker and colleagues (e.g. Pinker
& Prince, 1988; Pinker, 1991, 1999, 2001) have
claimed that the systematic regularization of verbs
based on nouns would require two mechanisms for
determining inflections, one method using phonological
analogy (to explain cluster effects in inflection,
resulting in forms such as spling/splang), and another
method using grammatical information (ic a rule) to
explain h o w verbs based on nouns are automatically
regularized. The fmdings that semantics is used to
distinguish homophone verbs and that the grammatical
origins of verbs do not determine their past tense forms
(Ramscar in press; see also examples such as shoe/shod
versus shoo/shooed where the denominal verb is the
irregular) obviate any requirement for models to
account for this second, grammatically determined
method of inflection.
Since it appears that single-route models m a y be
entirely capable of modeling inflection patterns based
on phonological and semantic properties (see e.g.
MacWhinney &
Leinbach, 1991; Joanisse, &
Seidenberg, 1999) it appears that Rumelhart and
McClelland's (1986) claim that single-route accounts
provide "a distinct alternative to the view that children
leam the rules of English past tense acquisition in any
explicit sense..." merits further investigation. A s Pinker
(1991, 1999, 2001) has argued, the peculiarities of the
irregular past tense system are best explained by an
associative system based on analogy to stored forms,
and not by rules: but if regular and irregular past tense
forms are produced by the same mechanism - based on
semantic and phonological analogy - then it m a y well
be that learning the English past tense really does not
involve acquiring a rule in any explicit sense.
The experiment described in this paper was
designed to fiirther probe this question. It w a s designed
to examine the w a y in which semantics affects the
comprehension of existing past tense forms. The dualroute model of past-tense inflection claims that regular
inflection is unaffected by meaning or associative
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factors in m e m o r y (Pinker, 1991, 1999, 2001). In this
experiment the meanings of existing verbs were
manipulated to examine the effects of this on both their
regular and irregular forms.
Experiment 1
This experiment was designed to test whether meaning
has an effect on the comprehension of past tense verb
forms by measuring the reading-times of regular and
irregular forms of existing verbs in different semantic
contexts. The dual-route model of inflectional
morphology claims that the processing of regular pasttense inflection is unaffected by meaning or associative
factors in memory:
"[Regular inflection] is modular, independent
of real-world meaning, non-associative
(unaffected by frequency and similarity)
sensitive to abstract formal abstractions (for
example, root versus derived, noun versus
verb), more sophisticated than the kinds of
"rules" that are explicitly taught, developing
on a schedule not timed by environmental
input, organized by principles that could not
have been learned, possibly with a distinct
neural substrate and genetic basis." (Pinker,
1991, p. 534; see also Pinker 1999,2001)
Accordingly, the dual-route predicts that semantic
factors can only affect the comprehension of irregular
forms. In line with the fmdings of Ramscar (in press.
Experiments 2, 3 and 4), where semantics appeared to
affect regular production, it w a s expected instead that
semantics would affect the comprehension of all simple
past tense forms. The contrasting single-route
prediction tested here w a s that a regular past-tense form
should be easier to read in a context that is semantically
dissimilar to the ordinary usage of a phonologically
identical irregular verb and an irregular past-tense form
should be easier to read in a context that is semantically
similar to the ordinary usage of a phonologically
identical irregular verb.
Participants
Participants were 36 undergraduate students from
Edinburgh University. All participants took part
voluntarily in the study.
Materials
Four sets of materials examined four existing verb
forms {sink,fly,drink and food-drive).
Each verb was presented in one of two contexts. In
each context, the verb examined was introduced as a
noun (to distinguish its meaning from ordinary uses of
the corresponding irregular verb), and then later used as
a verb. The contexts in which the verbs were presented
were identical apart from a single semantic
contextualizing sentence (shown in italics in Table 1)

answers to these questions were always "True." The
presentation order of these five preliminary questions
was randomized.
A final, sixth sentence presented to participants
was also true, but it presented a fact sUted in the initial
context in a passive voice as an active past tense. This
tense took either a regular or irregular form, e.g. in
relation to "One hot day in June, sweating in his fly
costume, I saw the greeter fly 40 children..." the fact
was presented in an actively voiced manner, e.g.: "The
greeter flew 40 children." or "The greeter flied 40
children."
The delay in milliseconds between the presentation
of this sentence on-screen, and the onset of participants'
responses was recorded.
Each participant was presented with one training
item, followed by one context from each of the four sets
of stimuli. Each participant completed one from each of
the four conditions of the experiment (e.g. a context
describing an action that was semantically similar to
that implied by an existing irregular verb, with the verb
inflected regularly in the target sentence (e.g. fly flied), similar context / irregularly inflected verb,
dissimilar context / irregularly inflected verb and
dissimilar context / regularly inflected verb).
The experimental task was embedded in a series of
tinrelated tasks that participants also completed.

that was varied across the contexts to manipulate the
degree of semantic similarity between the verb and the
ordinary irregular verb from which it was derived.
Table 1 - Example Context (The denominal verb is
hiyhlightedV
To promote business, the pesticide shop
always stands a man in a giant fly
costume at the entrcuice of their shop, to
greet customers. This is especially fun
for children. Whenever a child enters the
shop, the greeter performs "the fly". Thm
greater tells the children jokes and
gives out p r i z e s . In the shop, the term
to
describe
how
the
greeter
greets
children in this way is "to fly them'.
One hot day in June, sweating in his fly
costume,
I saw
the greeter
fly 4 0
children in a single afternoon. The look
of tiredness on his face was really
something.
Alternate context sentence
rhe child sits between the wings on the
greeter'8 back, and they buzz up and down
the aisles, ducking and swooping.
The two contextualizing sentences are italicized in
table 1. The first context described an action that had
some semantic similarity to /fying simpliciter. The
second context was semantically dissimilar to flying
simpliciter. In order to obtain independent confirmation
of the predicted semantic similarities, three naive raters
were presented with the contexts on cards in
randomized order and asked to order the contexts in
each set according to h o w much the actions described in
them matched the action they normally associated with
the appropriate irregular verb {/ly, drink, sink, and
drive). The raters concurred with the ordering assigned
to the contexts in the experiment, and inter-rater
agreement was 100%.
Procedure
Participants told they were taking part in a m e m o r y
study. Passages were presented on-screen and
participants were instructed to memorize them. After
memorizing a particular passage, participants were
asked to indicate whether five sentences relating to the
context passage were 'True or False" by pressing the
appropriate button on a computer keyboard as quickly
as they could whilst concentrating on accuracy. The
correct answer to three of these questions was "False"
(e.g., in relation to the example in Table 1 participants
were asked to state whether "The greeter was dressed as
a pig" was true or false). The other two questions
checked that participants remembered the noun use of
the verb in question (e.g. "The greeter performs 'the
Fly'") and also that they had remembered the semantic
reinforcement sentences in the context. The correct
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Tabl^ 2 - Mean reading times in milliseconds for the
target sentences in Experiment 1.

drank
drinked
food-drove
food-drived
flew
flied
sank
sinked

Semantically Semantically
similar
to dissimilar
to
Irregular
irregular
1490
2084
2759
1642
1781
2166
2435
1577
2483
3051
2776
1686
1342
2890
1873
1582

Results
The mean reading time for each item is given in Table
2. T w o unrelated t-tests showed that as predicted by
single-route models (and in contrast to dual-route
predictions) the target sentences containing the regular
past tense forms of the verbs were processed faster in
the dissimilar context (mean sentence reading time =
1622 m s ) than in the similar contexts (2461 ms);
t(70)=3.282, p<0.001. Irregular past-tense forms were
processed more easily (1774 ms) when they had first
been presented in an uninflected form in a context that
was semantically similar to their ordinary usage as

opposed to a dissimilar context
(2548 m i ) ;
t(70)=2.178,p<0.02.
T w o - w a y repeated measures analyses of vanancc
( A N O V A s ) were conducted o n the reaction time data,
treating both subjects (Fi) and items (Fj) as random
effects. There were n o reliable main effects of either
Meaning, F)(1,35)=O.23,/j>0.87; F2(1,3)=0.22,/»0.89,
or Grammaticality (Regular versus Irregular verb types)
F,(1,35)-.235,/j=<.63; F2(1.3)=.309,p>.6. T h e lack of
a Meaning main effect indicates that, collapsing over
the paragraph contexts in which the verbs were
embedded, meaning did not produce a processing bias
for the verbs. T h e lack o f a main effect of
Grammaticality indicates an analogous absence of bias
for regular or irregular verbs forms.
There w a s a significant M e a n i n g x Grammaticality
interaction:
F,(l,35)=12.911,
;7<0.001;
F2(1,3)=I56.978, p O . O O l . A s indicated b y Figure 1,
the interaction w a s due to M e a n i n g effects at each level
of Grammaticality (Regular versus Irregular verb
types).

rate for the target sentences w a s 1 2 . 5 % and the
inconsistent error rate = 9.7%. T h e error rates for
particular tenses of the target verbs were 1 2 . 5 % for
irregulars and 9 . 7 % for regular). Further A N O V A S
were calculated considering only the 'True" responses
to the tests sentences containing the target verbs, which
again showed n o m a i n effects o f M e a n i n g ,
F,(l,35)=0.138,
/»>0.7I;
F2(l,3)=0.000,
or
Grammaticality F,(l,3)=1.131, p=0.3; F2(l,3)=,519,
p>.5, but did s h o w a significant M e a n i n g x
Grammaticality interaction: Fi(l,35)=10.635, /7<0.005;
F2(1,3)=99.047,;K0.005.
Discussion
Consistent with findings in ratings and elicitation tasks
(Ramscar, in press), it appears from the results of this
experiment that semantics affect the on-line
comprehension of both regular and irregular past tense
forms. Strikingly, the on-line processing o f regular
forms w a s significantly affected b y semantics: if
participants had to read "the greeter flied 4 0 children"
in a context where to " d o the fly" involved something
like ordinary flying while dressed in a n insect costume,
Figure 1. Overall reaction times in Experiment 1.
it took longer to process than w h e n "doing the fly"
involved telling jokes and giving out prizes clad in the
self-same fly outfit. This w a s despite the fact that the
participants behavioral responses were identical in
• Context ssmantically similar to irregulai either instance: participants agreed in each case that it
w a Ineg
s true that "the greeterflied4 0 children."
0 Context not semanticaliy similar to
3500-1
These findings are difTicult to reconcile with the claim
that the processing of regularly inflected forms is
entirely "independent of real-world meaning" (Pinker,
3000
1991). Further, the interaction between meaning and
past tense form (i.e. whether a verb takes a regular or
2500
irregular inflection) in this experiment is hardly
suggestive of a m o d e l in which t w o independent
mechanisms are separately responsible for regular and
2000
irregular past tense processing, with one element - the
regular - encapsulated and insensitive to the semantic
factors that affect the other. Rather, it appears that bodi
regular and irregular past tense comprehension relies
u p o n a c o m m o n , semanticaliy - and phonologically sensitive process.

Regular (e.g.fliad)

Irregular (e.g. flew)

There were n o significant increases in the error rate
(participants answering "false" to statements that were
assumed to be true) across all of the test sentences. For
the true test sentences that were c o m m o n to each
context (the denominal and semantic reinforcement
sentences) it w a s 10.4%. W h e n the semantic context
w a s consistent with the predicted verb tense the error
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General Discussion
For more than two decades the question of h o w
inflectional morphology is processed has served as a
battleground for conflicting theories of language,
knowledge representation, and cognitive processing.
O n one side of the debate have been similarity-based or
single-route approaches that propose that all past tenses
are formed simply through phonological and semantic
analogies to existing past tenses stored in memory. O n
the other side of the debate are rule-based or dual-route
approaches which agree that phonological analogy is
important for producing irregular past tenses, but which
also argue that regular inflection can only be explained
in terms of symbolic processing.
Ramscar (in press) has shown that the one in
principle objection against single-route accounts of

inflection - that homophone verbs based on nouns arc
processed on the basis of their grammatical origins, and
not according to their phonological properties - is
empirically unjustified: grammatical origin docs not
predict the past tense form of verbs, whereas phonology
and semantics does. This paper has taken one of the
strong claims for the dual-route theory of inflection that the regular past tense rule is an informationally
encapsulated module (see Fodor, 1983) - and subjected
it to empirical scrutiny. Pinker and colleagues (e.g.
Pinker, 1991, 1999, 2001; Clahsen, 1999; Kim, Pinker,
Prince & Prasada, 1991) have claimed that the
processing of regular inflection is driven by an innate
mechanism that is imaffected by phonology, frequency
or semantics. Results from the two experiments
reported here fail to support this claim. Rather, they
have shown conclusively that semantics does affect
regular past tense comprehension, bodi of existing
forms that m a y have been stored in memory, and of
novel forms that needed to be interpreted on-line.
A s Pinker (1999) observes, it is more than
reasonable to assume that the same basic process (or
processes) are responsible for both past tense
production and comprehension. Ramscar (in press)
showed that regular past tense production - in elicited
inflection tasks - w a s apparently affected by semantics.
The results reported here complement these findings,
and extend them in that they provide an objective online measure of the effects of semantics on inflection
(most previous studies of inflection have relied on
subjective judgments and ratings to measure inflection
processes, e.g. Ramscar, in press; Ullman, 1999;
Prasada & Pinker, 1993; K i m et al, 1991). The results
of this experiment show that - objectively - participants
found regular past tense forms easier to process when
the semantic contexts they were related to supported a
regular form even though their subjective responses to
regular forms were the same as when they were not
supported by semantic context (i.e. in both cases, they
considered A c information carried by the regular forms
to be true).
The pattern of results reported here is easily
compatible with a model of inflection that assumes that
past tense forms are computed (in both comprehension
and production) by a process of comparison to
previously stored forms, taking into consideration
factors such as phonological and semantic similarity
and frequency.
That these results are not compatible with the idea
that regular inflection is processed independently from
the contents of memory, and that it is entirely
unaffected by factors such as phonological and
semantic similarity and frequency (see Pinker, 1991,
1999, 2001) does not, of course, mean that the dualroute model is necessarily wrong (these results no more
disprove the idea that some regular inflection is carried
out in this context-independent manner than does the
existence of still more white swans disprove the idea of
orange swans). However, insofar as Ramscar (in press)
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has shown that one of the key reasons for positing a
context-independent regular past tense rule (to deal with
denominal verbs, which were supposedly regularized
irrespective of their phonological and semantic
properties) is unjustified, and insofar as the experiments
reported here suggest that semantic and phonological
comparisons in associative memory (a component that
even the dual-route model accepts is necessary to model
inflection) affect even the comprehension of novel
inflected forms, it does seem worth considering what
role it is that a context-independent rule is supposed
play in a scientific account of inflection. There is an
increasing body of evidence suggesting that a contextindependent rule does not add anything substantive to
our understanding of inflection (see e.g. Hahn &
Nakisa, 2000; Ramscar, in press), and further, it appears
that any inflection can be processed in associative
m e m o r y (see Ramscar, in press and the experiments
reported here) a component that even dual-route models
accept is necessary to modeling inflectional
morphology (sec Pinker, 1991, 1999, 2001).
This evidence (and on a more mundane level,
Occam's razor) militates against the inclusion of an
explicit, context-independent rule in any psychological
theory of inflection. At present, it appears that a
similarity-based, single-route account of inflection - in
which forms are processed by matching and analogous
generalization according to factors such as phonological
ands semantic similarity and frequency - provides a
more economical explanation of, and a betterfitto, the
available data. T o return to Rumelhart and
McClelland's (1986) claim, it appears that children (and
adults) m a y well not need to learn the rules of the
English past tense in any explicit sense. A s far as the
English past tense system goes, it appears that the
parser does not m a k e "basically the same distinctions as
the grammar" (Clahsen, 1999, p. 995). While the
"grammar" of English m a y distinguish between
irregular and regular past tense forms, these results
suggest that the corresponding psychological processes
that govern parsing do not make these explicit
distinctions at all.
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Abstract

the presence of a feature given knowledge about the presence
of one or more other features. W e discuss the effects of obOne central function of categories is to allow people to in- served inter-feature correlations in the third section, and
fer the presence of fcamres that cannot be directly obcompare them to the effects produced by direct knowledge of
served. Although the effect of observing past category
causal relations—relations that were responsible for generatmembers on such inferences has been considered, the effect
ing the feature correlations in the first place.
of theoretical or causal knowledge about the category hat
not. W e compared die effects of causal laws on feature preFeature Inference via Causal Reasoning
diction with the effects of the inter-feature correlations that
It is clear that causal knowledge has predictive value. For
are produced by those laws, and with the effect of exemplar
example, given knowledge of the causes of fire, one can
typicality or similarity. Feature predictions were strongly
predict, with some certainty, that a flame will appear when a
influenced by causal knowledge. However, they were also
match is struck, oxygen is present, and so on. Likewise,
influenced by similarity, in violation of normative behavgiven the causal relations that hold a m o n g feanires of an
ior as defined by a Bayesian network view of causal reasonobject, the presence of an unobserved feature can be inferred
ing. Finally, feature predictions were not influenced by the
by reasoning about the causes of that feature and whe&er
presence of correlations among feahires in observed catethose causes are present in the object at hand.
gory merabcre, indicating that causal relations versus correlations lead to different inferences regarding the presence
In this article w e provide direct evidraice of causal reasonof unobserved features.
ing in feature inference, and w e test a well specified theory
When an object has been classified as an instance of a con- about h o w this sort of reasoning might be done. This theory
cept, knowledge associated with that concept can be brought
involves Bayesian networics—graphs in which variables are
to bear in reasoning about the features that the object is
represented as nodes, and causal relations between the varilikely to possess. But what is the nature of that knowledge,
ables as directed links between the nodes. Figure 1 shows a
and h o w is it used to m a k e inferences or predictions about
simple Bayesian network in which three effect variables are
dependent on a single cause variable.
unobsoved features? Recent research has demonstrated that
tasks such as category learning, categorization, and categoryRules by which inferences can be drawn from Bayesian
based induction are often influenced by the theoretical
networics have been well developed in artificial intelligence.
knowledge that one possesses. This knowledge often takes
O n e important rule is the causal Markov condition, which
the form of causal relations between features of a category,
states that a variable X is independent of all variables that
and theories have been proposed to account for the effects of are not themselves descendents of X given knowledge about
such knowledge (Rehder, 1999, 2001; Waldmann, Holyoak,
the state of JTs (immediate) parents (Pearl, 1988). In Figure
& Fratiaime, 1995). In this article w e assess the eflisct of I, for example, the state of Fj is independent of Fj and F4
causal relations on feature inferences, and in the first of the
given knowledge about F,.
following sections w e present a formal model of causal
It has been proposed that Bayesian networks are good psyknowledge and its predictions regarding feature inferences.
chological models of causal knowledge—and, in particular,
O f course, another form of knowledge that m a y guide fiaof the causal knowledge associated with object concepts
ture inference is empirical information derived from the firsthand observation of category members. Prior research suggests two likely effects of such empirical knowledge on feature prediction. First, feature predictions will often be influenced by the overall similarity to the category of the exemplar with the unobserved feature. In the second section w e
discuss this predicted effect of similarity and show h o w it
can run directly counter to the predictions of our formal
model of causal knowledge. Second, the presence of correlaFigure 1. A common-cause causal schema.
tions a m o n g category features m a y also allow one to infer
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(Rehder, 1999, 2001; Waldmann et al., 1995). O n this
causal-model theory of concepts, the model shown in Figure
1 can be used to i^resent a concept with four features,
where feature F, causes features Fj, Fj, and F4. Representing
causal knowledge of category features in this way has been
shown to account well for classification (Rehder, 1999,
2001), but it is an open question whether the rules of inference associated with Bayesian networks—and, in particular,
the causal Markov condition—accurately describe people's
inferences about unobserved features.
In this article we tackle this question by explicitly manipulating the causal knowledge about a category that a participant has and measuring the effects of that knowledge on
subsequent feature predictions. Participants in a Causal
Schema condition were told that the features of a novel category were related as in the common-cause model of Figure
1, and were then asked to make inferences about exemplars
in which one of the four features was unobservable. W e determined whether participants' responses were consistent
with the causal Markov condition.

and F] is irrelevant to inferring F4 given knowledge of F,. In
contrast, an influence of similarity predicts that inferences to
F4 will be stronger when Fj and F, are present, because the
presence of Fj and Fj means that the exemplar is more similar to the category prototype.
In the following experiment participants in the Control
condition were told that each feature had a 7 5 % base rate (as
were Causal Schema participants), but were not instructed
on any causal relationships. Results from the Control condition will indicate an effect of similarity if feature inferences
increase as a function of the exemplar's similarity to this
central tendency (i.e., as a function of the number of features). Results from the Causal Schema condition will indicate whether participants are able to override this effect of
similarity, as required by the causal Markov condition.

Feature Inference via Feature Correlations
The final influence on feature prediction performance we
consider is the presence of within-category feature correlations. For example, many people know that birds that are
small tend to sing whereas large birds do not, and on the
basis of this correlation might infer the presence of a small
Feature Inference via Category Similarity
bird upon hearing song, or the absence of singing from a
Another factor likely to influence the prediction of an unoblarge bird—and do so despite having no knowledge of the
served feature is the similarity of the exemplar to previously
causal mechanisms that link size and singing.
observed category members (or to the category's prototype).
Prior research confirms the intuition that the observation
In this case, inference is based on simple feature overlap. If of within-category feature correlations can influence feature
an exemplar is similar to (i.e., shares many features with)
predictions, at least when participants observe category exmany category members, and if many category members
emplars during standard classification-with-feedback training.
possess the unobserved feature, then the exemplar probably
Some studies (Thomas, 1998; Yamauchi & Markman 1998)
has the feature too. For example, if a new bird has many
have attributed this result to participants' similarityfeatures typical of birds (small, sings, eats worms, etc.) it matching to the training exemplars with a multiplicative
probably also flies, because it is similar to many birds and similarity rule that preserves sensitivity to feature correlamost birds fly. In contrast, a new bird with many atypical tions. Others (Anderson & Fincham, 1996) attribute it to
features (e.g., an ostrich) is similar to fewer birds, and so the participants' inducing a direct representation of those interinference to flight is less certain.
feature correlations (also see Wattenmaker, 1993).
Previous research has shown that similarity plays a key
A final goal of the current article was to compare the efrole in a variety of feature inference tasks. For example,
fect of causal laws on feature inference with the effect of
Sloman's (1993) feature-based model of the inductive projec- observing the inter-feature correlations produced by those
tion of features across categories assumes that a feature is
laws. In the following experiment, participants in the Exprojected from, say, robins to falcons by computing the
emplars condition were told that each feature manifested a
extent to which they have other features in c o m m o n (cf.
7 5 % base rate, as were participants in the Causal Schema
Rips, 1975). Sloman also found a phenomenon called "inand Control conditions. But then, rather than being inclusion similarity" in which participants projected a property structed on causal relationships, they instead observed a
from an inclusive category to a subordinate (e.g., from bird
sample of exemplars that manifested the inter-feature correlato robin) more strongly when the subordinate was more
tional structure that is implied by a common-cause causal
typical (e.g., robin) than when it was less so (e.g., penschema (i.e., exemplars with strong correlations between
guin). Direct evidence of the role of similarity in feature
feature F, and features F2, F3, and F4). Because it reflects
prediction (rather than projecting new features across catego- causal laws, feature prediction performance based on this
ries) was provided by Yamauchi and Markman (2000), who correlational structure should ideally be qualitatively similar
taught participants artificial categories and found that exemto performance based on knowledge of the laws alone. In
plars that were closer to the category prototype (i.e., that
particular, inferences regarding the presence of an unobserved
possessed more features in c o m m o n with training exemeffect feature should be stronger when F, is present as complars) supported stronger inferences of unobserved features.
pared to one of the other features.
The influence of similarity on feature inference presents a
particularly stringent test of the causal Markov condition,
Method
because honoring the causal Maricov condition can require
Materials
one to ignore similarity. For a category with a commoncause causal schema (Figure 1), the causal Markov condition
Six novel categories were used: two biological kinds (Kehoe
states that information about the presence or absence of F2
Ants, Lake Victoria Shrimp), two nonliving natural kinds
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(Myastars, Meteoric Sodium Carbonate), and two artifacts
(Romanian Rogos [cars], Neptune Personal Computers).
Each category had four binary features. For example, for the
Lake Victoria Shrimp category the four binary features were
"a high quantity of A C h neurotransmitter," "long-lasting
flight response," "accelerated sleep cycle," and "high body
weight." Each feature was described as occurring in 7 5 % of
category members. Participants in the Causal Schema condition were also taught about three causal relationships between Fi and Fj, Fj, and F4. Each description of a causal
relationship specified the cause feahire, the effect feature, and
a brief description of causal mechanism linking them. For
example, the Fi-^Fj causal relationship for Lake Victoria
Shrimp was " A high quantity of A C h neurotransmitter
causes a long-lasting flight response. T h e duration of the
electrical signal to the muscles is longer because of the excess amount of neurotransmitter."
Participants
Fifty-four undeigraduates or other members of the Northwestern University community received course credit or pay
for participating in this experiment.
Design
Participants were randomly assigned in equal numbers to one
of the six categories, and to either the Causal Schema, the
Exemplars, or the Control condition.
Procedure
All phases of the experiment were conducted by computer.
Participantsfirststudied several screens of information about
the assigned category at their o w n pace. All participants read
a cover story and a description of the features and their 7 5 %
base rates. Participants in the Causal Schema condition also
received a description of three causal relationships, and a
diagram depicting those relationships similar to Figure 1.
W h e n ready, all participants took a multiple-choice test of
this knowledge. Participants could request help, which led
the computer to re-present the information about the category. Participants were required to retake the test until they
m a d e 0 errors and 0 requests for help.
Participants in the Exemplars condition then observed 48
examples of the category. Although the studies reviewed
above found feature prediction performance to be sensitive to
feature correlations when training exemplars were observed
in a classification-with-feedback task, Wattenmaker (1991)
found that participants were more sensitive to feature correlations on a transfer categorization test when they were asked
simply to "look over, examine, and learn about" exemplars.
Thus, category exemplars were presented sequentially at a
pace determined by the participants. They observed 26, 3, 3,
3, 1, 1, 1, 2,2, 2, and 4 instances of exemplars 1111, 1110,
1101, 1011, 0110, 0101. 0011, 0100, 0010, 0001 and
0000, respectively, where " 1 " denotes the presence of a feature, " 0 " represents its absence, and features are given in
dimension order (F,, F,, Fj, FJ. These exemplars manifest
the 7 5 % feature base rates that participants were instructed
on, and also the correlational structure that is implied by a
common-cause causal schema. Specifically, the strength of
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the correlations between F, and Fj, F3, and F4 was r = .62,
and the correlations among F], Fj, and F4 conditional on F|
were approximately 0. The features of each exemplar w o e
listed in order (1-4) on the computer screen. For example,
participants assigned to the Lake Victoria Shrimp category
were presented with three category members that possessed
"high amounts of the A C h neurotransmitter," "a normal
flight response," "accelerated sleep cycle," and "high body
weight." T h e order of the 48 exemplars was randomized for
each participant.
Participants in all conditions then performed two tasks
(counterbalanced for order): a feature prediction task and a
categorization task. During the feature prediction task, participants were presented with 32 exemplars, each with an
unobserved value on one of the four dimensions, and were
asked to rate the likelihood that the feature was present on a
100-point scale. For each unobserved dimension the other
three dimensions took on the eight possible combinations of
values, yielding a total of 32 feature prediction problems.
The features of each exemplar were listed in dimension coder
(1-4), with the unknown dimension designated with "???."
For example, participants assigned to the Lake Victoria
Shrimp category were presented with the feature list "normal
amounts of the A C h neurotransmitter," "a fast flight response," "???," and "high body weight" and asked to rate on
a 100-point scale whether this exemplar had an "acceloated
sleep cycle." The order of the 32 feature prediction problems
was randomized for each participant.
During the categorization task, participants rated the category membership of exemplars on a 100-point scale. There
were 32 exemplars, consisting of all possible 16 examples
that could be formed fi^m four binary features, each iwesented twice. T h e order of the 32 test exemplars was randixnized for each participant.
Results
Feature Prediction Results
Because results for those feature prediction problems in
which the unobserved feature dimension was thefirstdimension were not directly relevant to the theoretical issues raised
in this article, w c report results only for those problems in
which the unobserved feature was on the second, third, or
fourth dimension. Figure 2 presents feature prediction ratings as a function of the total number of features in the exemplar, whether the common-cause feature (F,) is present or
absent in that exemplar, and experimental condition (Causal
Schema, Control, or Exemplar). Note that the number of
features in F,-Present problems ranges fi-om 1 to 3 whereas
the number in F,-Absent problems ranges firom 0 to 2 because of the presence of F, itself in the F|-Present problems.
In the Causal Schema condition (Figure 2a) feature prediction ratings were strongly influenced by the presence or absence of the c o m m o n cause F, as compared to one of the
other features. For example, problems with onefeaturereceived a m u c h higher rating w h e n that feature was F, (e.g.,
the feature prediction problem 1x00) than when it was one
of the other features (e.g., 0x10), 70.6 versus 24.5. Similarly, problems with two features received a higher rating
when one of those features was F, (e.g., IxIO) than when
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Figure 2. Feature prediction results in the (a) Causal Schema, (b) Control, and (c) Exemplars conditions
neither was F, (e.g., 0x11), 80.9 versus 32.8. That is,
Causal Schema participants were m u c h more likely to reason from the presence (or absence) of the common-cause
feature F, to infer the presence (or absence) of an effect than
when they were reasoning from one of the effect features.
According to the causal Markov condition, inferring the
presence of an effect in a common-cause schema should not
only depend on the c o m m o n cause feature F,, it should also
not depend on any of the effect features. In fact, Figure 2a
indicates that feature prediction ratings increased as the n u m ber of effect features increased. In the F,-absent condition,
feature prediction ratings were 6.7, 24.5, and 32.9 for exemplars possessing 0, 1, and 2 effect features, respectively.
This occurred despite the fact that, according to the causal
Markov condition, the absence of c o m m o n cause F, makes
the presence or absence of other effects irrelevant for predicting an effect feature. Likewise, in the F|-present condition,
ratings were 70.S, 80.9, and 92.8 for exemplars possessing
1, 2, and 3 features, respectively. That is, although Causal
Schema participants' feature prediction ratings were strongly
influenced by die causal knowledge that was provided, they
also exhibited a substantial similarity effect in which more
features led to stronger inferences, in violation of the causal
Markov condition.
In comparison with the Causal Schema condition, results
from the Control condition (Figure 2b) indicate that the effect of the presence or absence of F, on feature prediction
ratings was not greater than the effects of the other features.
This result was e3q)ected, because in the Control condition
there was nothing about F, to m a k e it especially predictive
of an unobserved feature. However, as in the Causal Schema
condition, feature prediction ratings exhibited an effect of
similarity; ratings increased as a function of the number of
features present in the exemplar. Ratings were 37.4, 53.6,
63.1, and 73.7 for exemplars that possessed 0, 1, 2, or 3
features, respectively. Note that this effect of similarity obtained despite the fact that the Control participants observed
no members of the category, but rather just read a verbal
statement of the 7 5 % feature base rates.
These conclusions were supported by statistical analysis.
Each participant's ratings were predicted from a regression
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equation in which the two predictors were the number of
features present and a contrast code representing the presence
or absence of Fi. A s expected, in the Causal Schema condition the regression weight associated with the presence or
absence of F, was both significantly greater than zero, r(3S)
= 6.95, p < .0001, and significantly different than the coiresponding weight in the Control condition, r(34) = 5.65, p <
.0001. Moreover, in both the Causal Schema condition and
the Control condition the regression weight associated with
the number of features was significantly different from zero,
f(35) = 4.89, p < .0001, and r(35) = 2.79, / > < .01, respectively. This sensitivity to number of features did not differ
between the Causal Schema and Control conditions, r < 1.
Finally, Figure 2c presents the results from the Exemplars condition. The figure indicates that, in contrast to the
Causal Schema condition, the presence of Fj resulted in only
a small increase in feature prediction ratings as compared to
one of the other features. For example, whereas in the
Causal Schema condition problems received a feature prediction rating that was about 50 points higher w h e n F, was
present in the exemplar (Figure 2a), in the Exemplars condition that difference was only 10.9 points (52.9 vs. 42.0) for
one-feature exemplars and 12.4 points (69.3 vs. 56.9) for
two-feature exemplars. This result obtained despite the presence of strong correlations between F, and the other features
in the training exemplars that might have been expected to
lead subjects to treat F, as especially predictive. In fact, the
regression weight associated with the presence or absence of
F, in the Exemplars condition was not significantly different
from the Control condition, /(34) = 1.17,/? > .20.
A s in the Causal Schema and Control conditions, feature
prediction ratings in the Exemplars condition were sensitive
to the total number of features possessed by the exemplar.
Ratings were 24.2, 44.2, 65.1, and 94.0 for exemplars that
possessed 0, 1, 2, or 3 features, respectively. The regression
weight associated with the number of features was greater
than the corresponding regression weight in the Control
condition, r(34) = 2,12, p < .05. In other words, the observation of exemplars that manifested the 7 5 % feature base
rates led participants to be more sensitive to similarity as
compared to the Control condition, in which participants

were simply told about the 7 5 % feature base rates.
Individual differences. O n a finer level of analysis, there is
s o m e clustering in the daU. Informally, the response patterns given by participants in the Causal Schema condition
fell into a few different classes, and the most frequent was in
fact the one that respects the causal Markov condition (uniformly low ratings w h e n F, is absent, uniformly high ratings w h e n F, is present). A look at the Causal Schema subjects*regressionweights (see Figure 3)revealeda group of 8
"causal Markov" subjects w h o weighted the presence or absence of F, heavily and the number of features lightly, 3
"similarity" subjects w h o weighted the number of features
heavily and F, lightly, and 7 "compromisers" w h o assigned
moderate weights to both predictors. In contrast, examination of the Exemplars condition revealed 2 causal Markov
subjects, 11 similarity subjects, and 2 compromisers (3 subjects weighted neither factor). That is, whereas the modal
response in the Exemplars condition was similarity based,
the modal response in the Causal Schema condition was
consistent with the causal Markov condition.
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Figure 3. Regressions weights for individual subjects.
Categorization Results
O n e purpose of the categorization task was to ask to what
extent feature inference was mediated by the goodness of
category membership of the exemplar with the unobserved
feature. W e summarize the main findings. First, in the
Causal Schema condition categorization ratings were influenced by the two ^unors that influenced feature predictions:
They increased as the number of features in the exemplar
increased (i.e., as the exemplar's similarity increased), and
they increased even more w h e n the causally central F, was
present (i.e., the pattern shown for feature predictions in
Figure 2a). However, unlike the prediction ratings, the categorization ratings were also sensitive to whether the causal
relation between F, and each of the other observed features
was confirmed or violated (i.e., whether F, and each of the
effect features were jointly present/absent or not), a finding
replicating past results (Rehder & Hastie, 2001). In other
words, whereas categorization ratings showed a sensitivity to
all three of the relations that constitute a common-cause
schema, for purposes of predicting unobserved features participants apparently attended to only the relation in which
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the unobserved feature dimension was involved. The result
was a dissociation between feature prediction and categorization ratings in the Causal Schema condition.
Second, in the Exemplars condition category membership
ratings, like the feature prediction ratings, were sensitive to
similarity but insensitive to the presence or absence of F, as
compared to other features (cf. Figure 2c). However, unlike
the featue predk:tion ratit^s the categorization ratiifs were
also sensitive to whether the conrdations between F, and each
of the other obseived features were brokoi or preserved
Importantly, this latter result speaks to the possibility
that Exemplars participants' insensitivity to the presence or
absence of F| during the feature prediction task arose merely
as consequence of their failing to leam and encode the correlations involving F,. In fact, results from the categorization
task indicate that participants encoded these correlations but
did not m a k e use of them in feature inference. This represents a dissociation between feature inference and categorization, just as in the Causal Schema condition.
Finally, in the Control condition both category membership and feature prediction ratings were monotonic functions
of the number of features present, that is, the featural similarity of the exemplar to the category prototype.
General Discussion
The first question asked in the current article was whether
causal knowledge about a category influences predictions
regarding the presence or absence of unobserved features. In
fact, w e found that causal knowledge had a strong effect on
those inferences. Reasoners were m u c h more likely to pndiet the presence of an unobserved feature when its cause was
present than w h e n that cause was absent. In this respect,
their reasoning was similar to the normative method of inference defined by Bayesian networks.
These results contribute to a collection of findings demonstrating the importance of theoretical or explanatory
knowledge in variety of feature inference tasks. For example,
Lassaline (1996) found that the projection of a n e w property
from one category to another was stronger when causal
knowledge supportive of that property was provided (also see
Sloman, 1994). Rehder & Ross (2001) found that the learning of a category via a feature prediction task paoceeded more
rapidly w h e n features were related on the basis of prior
knowledge. However, so far as w e know, the current study is
the first to address the specific role of causal knowledge in
inferring the presence of unobserved features in a category
with k n o w n causal structure.
Although causal knowledge had a profound effect on feature predictions, w e also found that normative Bayesian reasoning is not the whole story. Even when reasoners had
causal knowledge, their feature inferences showed a persistent effect of overall similarity to the category, suchtfiatan
exemplar with a greater number of category-associated features was deemed more likely to have an unobserved feature.
This was true even though the features that contributed to
similarity were conditionally independent of the unobserved
feature in question. In this respect, the effect of causal
knowledge on feature predictions violated the causal Markov
condition associated with Bayesian networks.
The influence of similarity on feature predictions also ob-

tained in the Control condition. This effect held even though
participants did not observe category members (in contrast to
previous studies demonstrating similarity effects, e.g., Yamauchi & Markman, 2000), but rather were provided only
with a verbal statement of the 7 5 % feature base rates. Under
these conditions one might have expected that Control participants would be especially likely to assume independence
among features (i.e., base each prediction only on the base
rate of the feature in question and not on the presence/absence of other features). The current results indicate
people's tendency to reason on the basis of central tendency
or prototype information holds even when that information
is provided in summary form (and without any mention of
correlations between features) rather than experientially.
O n the one hand, these findings are reminiscent of other
studies that have attempted—mostly in vain—^to induce participants to ignore the effects of similarity (e.g., Allen &
Brooks, 1991). However, our analysis of individual differences revealed considerable variation among participants in
the relative importance of causal knowledge and similarity.
In fact, 8 of 18 participants in the Causal Schema condition
ignored similarity (that is, they honored the causal Markov
condition) when predicting unobserved features, indicating
that similarity-based responding is not obligatory. The question of under what conditions feature inferences are dominated by theoretical and causal knowledge versus featural
similarity is one that merits further investigation.
Another question w e asked was whether causal knowledge
has a different effect than inter-feature correlational knowledge. Rather than being given an explicit causal model, participants in the Exemplars condition observed exemplars that
manifested the correlations implied by that model. In fact,
though, the vast majority (14 of 18) of Exemplars participants failed to use those correlations in making feature inferences, and their inferences were qualitatively like those of
Control subjects, w h o had neither causal nor empirical
knowledge. Instead, the effect of the empirical observations
was merely to make feature predictions even more sensitive
to the degree to which an exemplar was similar to the category's prototype.
This finding contrasts with previous studies in which feature prediction was foimd to be sensitive to inter-feature correlations, at least when those correlations were observed
during a classification-with-feedback task (Anderson & Fincham, 1996; Thomas, 1998; Yamauchi & Markman, 1998).
W e used a different learning task, in which participants w o e
asked merely to observe category members, but w e know
that the inter-feature correlations were learned and encoded
during this task because they were reflected in participants'
categorization ratings. That the same participants failed to
use these correlations in feature inference represents a dissociation between categorization and feature inference.
More generally, in both the Causal Schema and the Exemplars conditions, w e found that categorization ratings and
feature inferences were sensitive to different kinds of information: Categorization but not feature prediction was sensitive to the overall causal or correlational structure instantiated in an exemplar. This implies that featiue inference is
not merely mediated by goodness of category membership.
Instead, participants in both of these conditions used the
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category knowledge they possessed in different ways dqxnding on the task at hand. That is, whereas Yamauchi and
Markman (1998) have suggested that category representations will differ depending on whether they ate acquired via
categorization or feature prediction, the current results suggest that categorization and feature prediction tasks can also
draw on different aspects of a single representation.
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Abstract
Routines m»y help groups to effectively reduce
coordination requirements when solving interdependent
tasks. However, routine problem solving always involves
theriskof a negative transfer, which appears if a routine
is applied to novel problems even though it is
inappropriate. In this experiment, negative transfer was
produced by first teaching individuals a procedure for
solving the Tower of Hanoi problem. Next, participants
were asked to solve several transfer tasks either
individually or in pairs. However, the routine could not
be applied directly to the transfer tasks but led to a long
detour. As expected, the individuals surpassed the dyads,
who insisted more strongly on their routine. This result
fits with studies that corroborate the claim that groups
are prone to a "principle of inertia" when solving
problems or making decisions.
Introduction
A routine m a y be defined as a well practiced problem
solving procedure, which has been applied repeatedly
and, therefore, does not need m u c h planning but m a y be
executed rather automatically (for an overview on
various definitions, see Betsch, Haberstroh, & Hoehle,
in press). Typically, in the problem-solving domain,
routines consist of several single action steps that have
to be executed in a particular order. Even though the
single steps m a y require some planning, the sequence
of the steps itself is usually highly internalized. From
this automation follows that procedures or schemata
that have become a routine m a y easily be transferred to
novel tasks. However, routines are not only transferred
to structurally equivalent tasks (positive transfer), but
are sometimes also applied to tasks that share only
surface features with the learning task. Accordingly,
there is ample evidence showing that the successful use
of a scheme enhances the likelihood of a negative
transfer effect, i.e., worse performance compared to a
condition in which the scheme has not been repeatedly
applied before (cf VanLehn, 1996).
In the present study, w e sought to extend the
literature on learning transfer to group problem solving.
In particular, the study aimed at testing whether
negative transfer effects are more pronounced in dyads

than in individuals. O n the one hand, it m a y be more
likely that a dyad recognizes a change in task demands.
O n the other hand, adapting a routine in a group usually
requires coordination processes, which m a y cause
process losses (cf. Gersick & H a c k m a n , 1990).
Moreover, there are several studies showing that groups
often tend to accentuate preferences or decisions that
are held by a majority (cf. Hinsz, Tindale, & Volkath,
1997). In general, if individuals are predisposed to
process information in a biased way, then, groups
usually tend to enhance this bias. However, if groups
use strategies more reliably and consistently than
individuals, then, transfer effects should also be
enhanced in groups, irrespective of whether this transfer
is positive or negative.
In this study, the hypothesis that negative transfer is
more pronounced in groups than in individuals was
tested by asking participants to solve Tower of Hanoi
problems either individually or in pairs. There are
several procedures that guarantee an optimal solution of
the Tower of Hanoi problem (cf Simon, 1975). In order
to produce transfer effects, participants werefirsttaught
either the goal-recursion (R) or the move-pattern
procedure ( M ) . These two procedures differ in two
aspects, which m a k e them suitable for studying transfer
effects within the Tower of Hanoi problem:
(1) Only the R-procedure but not the M-procedure
m a y be directly applied to a transfer task in which the
start peg is the middle peg. (2) The two procedures lead
to different patterns of m o v e latencies. Hence,
differences in m o v e latencies m a y be used as an
indicator of the respective procedure applied and to
what extent a problem solver insisted on his/her routine.
Whereas thefirststudy tested for process losses in
pairs, the second study compared homogeneous with
heterogeneous pairs and additionally considered
individual learning.
The Tower of Hanoi Problem
The Tower of Hanoi problem consists of three pegs
and afixednumber of disks of different sizes (Simon,
1975). The original task is to move all the disks fi-om
the left to the right peg under the following constraints
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(cf. Figure 1): (a) only one disk m a y be moved at a
time, (b) only the disk that is on the top of the pyramid
m a y be moved, and (c) a larger disk m a y never be
placed on top of a smaller disk. A problem with n disks
requires a minimum of 2"-l moves.

Figure 1: The Tower of Hanoi problem.
The goal-recursion procedure The goal-recursion
procedure (R) consists in forming sub-goals. Each
problem with n > l disks can be decomposed into three
sub-problems: Into (1) a problem consisting of n-1
disks, (2) the m o v e of the largest disk from the start peg
onto the goal peg, and (3) into a second problem
consisting of n-1 disks.
For example, the four-disk problem in Figure 1 can be
decomposed into two three-disk problems and the m o v e
of a single disk: (1) First of all, the three-disk pyramid
(consisting of the disks 2 to 4) has to be moved from
the start peg onto the middle peg; (2) in the next step,
the largest disk (number 1) can be moved onto the goal
peg; and (3) finally, the three-disk pyramid has to be
moved again, this time from the middle peg onto the
goal peg. The three-disk problem is itself a Tower of
Hanoi problem with one disk less than the original
problem. Hence, the three-disk problem can be
decomposed into two two-disk problems and the m o v e
of a single disk. Thus, the recursion procedure is based
on a chunking strategy by dividing a problem into subproblems until only one disk remains and there is no
longer any problem.

constraint guarantees that it is always clear which disk
is to be moved next. For example, according to these
rules, disk 4 in Figure 1 should be moved onto the
middle peg because it is an even-numbered disk. Next,
disk number 3 should be moved onto therightpeg,
because the same disk should never be moved twice in
one go and i is an odd number.
Original vs. transfer tasks It is worth noticing that
both procedures lead to the same pattern of moves and
to an optimal solution, provided all rules are strictly
adhered to. This functional equivalence holds for any
number of disks. However, if the start peg is the middle
peg instead of the left peg, only the recursion-procedure
is optimal. The move-pattern procedure m a y be applied
to such a transfer task as well, but it requires twice as
m a n y moves as the optimal goal-recursion procedure: If
a transfer task is solved by applying the move-pattern
procedure, the entire tower movesfirstonto the left peg
and then onto therightpeg.'
Differences in move-latencies Even though both
procedures lead to the same pattern of moves with
original tasks, they differ in the amount of planning
and, therefore, result in different patterns of m o v e
latencies (cf. Reimer, 2001a). If the M-procedure is
applied, the cognitive effort is ahnost the same for all
moves (despite the fact that the decision as to which
disk should be moved next m a y vary among different
game situations). Thus, a player w h o applies the M procedure is expected to m o v e disks relatively regularly. According to the R-procedure though, at the very
beginning as well as in situations, in which a n e w subtower has to be solved, extensive planning is required.
Whereas these "first moves" should last long, subsequent moves (i.e., all other moves) should be carried
out fast in order to execute the planned recursion
smoothly without extensive interruptions. Hence,
ideally, an application of the R-procedure results in
high latencies in thefirstmoves and short latencies
when subsequent moves are performed.
In general, the extent to which a player spends more
time onfirstmoves than on subsequent moves m a y be
quantified by the following strategy index (S):
S = FM/SM,
with F M = mean time forfirstmoves and S M = mean
time for subsequent moves. Because the M - and Rprocedure differ in the extent of chunking and planning,
participants w h o were taught the R-procedure were
expected to score higher on the strategy index than
participants w h o had been taught the M-procedure (Sr

The move-pattern procedure The move-pattern
procedure ( M ) , on the other hand, is based on a
stimulus-driven instead of a goal-driven heuristic,
without formulating any sub-goals. According to this
procedure, one has to learn a particular pattern of
moves, whereby attention has to be paid to the position
of a disk and to its parity: 0<i«/-numbered disks should
always be moved from the left to theright,fromthe
middle to the left, and from therightto the middle.
£ven-numbcred disks are moved the other w a y roimd,
' In order to meet this criterion, the original move-pattem
from the left to the middle, from the middle to the right,
procedure, which was described by Simon (1975), was
and from therightto the left. Additionally, the same
slightly changed by linking the move patterns to the left,
disk should never be moved twice in one go. The latter
middle, andrightpeg instead of the start and the goal peg.
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> Sm). Additionally, the strategy index m a y also serve
as a measure of the extent to which participants in the
M-condition change their strategy towards a chunkingstrategy w h e n solving transfer tasks.

without commimicating with each other. The opportimity to correct or to undo moves by moving a disk twice
in one go was explicitly mentioned in the instructions.
If a person tried to place a larger disk on top of a
smaller one, an error message appeared on the screen.

Study 1
The first study aimed at (1) testing for differences in
performance between pairs and individuals, and, in
particular, to test whether the M-pairs suffer from any
process losses when solving transfer tasks (process-loss
hypothesis); (2) testing the claim that the M-pairs insist
m o r e strongly on their procedure than the M individuals, which should result in a lower strategy
index for the M-pairs than the M-individuals
{persistency hypothesis); and (3) testing to what extent
the potential process losses are mediated by the strategy
index {mediation hypothesis).
Method
Sample and design The design consisted of three
factors: Firstly, participants were individually taught
either the R- or the M-procedure (factor procedure).
Secondly, participants solved problems either
individually (I) or in pairs (?) (factor group). Finally,
type of task was varied as a within-subjects factor. Each
individual and each pair had to solve two original and
two transfer tasks, one four- and one five-disk problem
each.^ The 90 students w h o participated in the study
were randomly distributed a m o n g experimental
conditions (15 pairs in the conditions R-P and M - P and
15 individuals in die conditions R-I and M-I).
Procedure Each participant was first individually
explained the R- or the M-proccdurc. Additionally,
each person completed a computerized training run
widi 30 tasks that always required only a single move.
In the R-condition, their task was to solve subproblems. For this purpose, one or more disks were
already marked on the computer screen. The
respondent's task consisted in moving the respective
sub-problem in the correct direction. In the M condition, respondents were also confronted with
different g a m e simations. Here, the task consisted in
executing the next move according to the M-proccdure.
In both conditions, immediate feedback was provided
by the computer on whether the single m o v e was
conect or wrong.
In the testing phase, participants were asked to solve
two original and two transfer tasks in as few moves as
possible. In the pair condition, they m o v e d in turns
* For the following analyses, measures were aggregated
across the four- and five-disk problems throughout. Problems
with four disks are solvable in 15 moves and problems with
five disks require 31 moves. Thus, the minimum number of
moves is 23, irrespective of the task conditions, i.e.,
regardless of whether original or transfer tasks are solved.
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Results
N u m b e r of movei Table 1 shows the mean number of
moves that were required by the individuals and pairs.
A n A N O V A with the factors, procedure (R vs. M ) ,
group (I vs. P), and task (original vs. transfer tosks),
revealed an interaction of task x procedure, which was
due to negative transfer in the M-condition (F{l,56)t^ ,
,,«**«- 115.51; p<.01; F(l,56)p,««iu«= 94.32; p<.0\;
^1,56),™,- 0.13; ns; F{\,56)tuk= 121.43; p<.01). In
the R-condition, the original as well as the transfer tasks
were solved almost perfectly (A/ongin.! tMk= 24.15;
A/wn.feciiA- 24.38; /(29)=-.50; ns).
Table I: Mean Number of Moves.

R
Original tasks
Transfer tasks

M

I

P

I

P

24.83
25.20

23.47
23.57

25.87
39.97

23.50
46.77

However, participants w h o had been taught the movepattern procedure required m a n y more moves to solve
the transfer tasks than the original tasks (A/origui*i iMk=
24.68; M , ^ t « ,.,k= 43.37; r(29)= -10.2; p<.0\).
Moreover, as can be seen in Table 1, this negative
transfer was enhanced in the group of the M-pairs.
Accordingly, the two-way interaction was fiirther
qualified by a significant three-way interaction of task x
procedure Xpair, F(l,56)= 7.55;/K.05. Obviously, the
M-pairs suffered much more from their routine than the
M-individuals when solving transfer tasks {t{2By= 2.17;
p<.OS).
Move latencies Are these process losses caused by a
higher persistency of the M-pairs? First, as expected,
participants in the R-condition had m u c h higher
strategy indices than participants in the M-condition
throughout (cf. Table 2).^ This holds true for original
tasks (r(58)= 8.3; /><.0I) as well as for transfer tasks
(f(58)=4.28;p<.01).
Additional A N O V A s , which were conducted
separately for the M - and the R-condition, confirmed
the persistency hypothesis:
' The distribution of latencies was positively skewed. For this
reason, each latency per move was transfoimed first by taking
the logarithm. All reported analyses are based on these
transformed latencies.

Table 2: M e a n Strategy Index.

R
Original tasks
Transfer tasks

M

I

P

1.16
1.18

1.08
1.09

I
1.04
1.10

P
1.02
1.02

In both analyses, the main effect of group {Fg(l,28) =
55.61; Fv(l,28) = 12.88; ps<.01) was significant,
indicating higher strategy indices for the individuals
than for the pairs. These main effects m a y be explained
by the time that is required by the pairs when taking
turns. Secondly, there was also a significant main effect
of type of task in both conditions: Overall, participants
in the R- (Fjj(l,28) = 6.27;/K.05) as well as in the M condition (FAf(l,28) = 6.94; p<.05) showed higher
strategy indices when solving transfer tasks compared
with original tasks. However, only in the M-condition
the two main effects were qualified by a significant
interaction (Fu{l,2») = 5.16;;7<.05; Fj,(l,28) = 0.70;
ns). A s can be seen in Table 2, the M-individuals had a
much higher strategy index in the transfer tasks than in
the original tasks («(14)= 2.70; p<.05), whereas the M pairs did not change the w a y in which they structured
the problem solving process (<(14)= 0.44; ns).
Predicting performance by the strategy index The
observed persistency m a y also serve as an explanation
for the differences in performance. In order to show that
the observed process losses are due to the extent to
which the M-individuals and M-pairs changed towards
a chunking strategy, an A N C O V A on the number of
moves was run using the strategy index as a covariate.
A s can be seen in Figure 2, which refers exclusively to
the M-condition and to the transfer tasks, the observed
process losses disappear if differences in the strategy
index are controlled.
Discussion
Participants w h o had been taught the goal-recursion
procedure did not have any serious problems solving
the transfer tasks (positive transfer). Within the movepattern condition, however, a negative transfer effect
appeared. Further, the M-pairs performed worse on the
transfer tasks than the M-individuals, which confirms
the process-loss hypothesis. However, these process
losses do not seem to be due to mere mutual distraction
in the pairs, that is, it is unlikely that participants
distracted each other in general when joining a dyad. If
this were the case similar process losses should have
been observed in the other pair conditions, too. Rather,
the results confirm the persistency hypothesis: Obviously, the M-pairs did not only need many more moves to
solve the transfer tasks but also insisted more strongly
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on using their strategy than the M-individuals, w h o
reacted m u c h more flexibly and tried to adopt a
chunking strategy.^
In general, participants in the R-condition spent more
time on thefirstthan on subsequent moves, whereas
participants in the move-pattern condition m a d e their
moves much more regularly. Thus, in the original tasks,
the participants in the R- and M-condition did not differ
in ^eir performance, but could easily be identified on
the basis of their strategy index. Moreover, differences
in performance disappeared w h e n differences in the
strategy index were controlled (mediation hypothesis).
Thus, the first study confirms the assumption that
negative transfer effects will be enhanced by dyads w h o
were taught the same inappropriate routine and, therefore, share a c o m m o n knowledge. However, it is
reasonable to assume that it is this unanimity in particular that puts the pairs at a disadvantage. According to
this interpretation, persistency was fostered by the fact
that both members had learned the same inappropriate
procedure. However, if this is true, then, heterogeneous
pairs should perform m u c h better, in particular if one
member has access to an appropriate procedure. O n the
other hand, if participants persist in their procedure
irrespective of what the other person does, such a mixed
pair should not perform better than a uniform M-pair.
Study 2
This issue was addressed in the second study, in which
each person belonged to a pair condition. In order to
test for the heterogeneity hypothesis, a mixed paircondition was introduced, which consisted of one M and one R-participant (condition M R ) . Additionally,
inmiediately after the learning phase and at the very end
of the experiment, participants were also asked to solve
several tasks individually in order to test for differences
in individual learning.
Method
Sample, design, and procedure The sample consisted
of 112 senior high school smdents w h o were randomly
assigned to one of the three pair-conditions, M M , M R ,
or, R R , under the restriction of approximately equal
numbers within the mixed (26) and uniform pairs (15
pairs each). First, as in experiment 1, each participant
w a s individually taught either the M - or the Rprocedure. During the testing phase, each pair had again
to solve four tasks, two original and two transfer tasks,
of which one problem consisted of four and one of five
disks.
* As further evidence for the persistency hypothesis, a
classification of single moves revealed that the M-pairs
carried out relatively more moves that are in accordance with
the move-pattern procedure than the M-individuals when
solving transfer tasks (cf Reimer, 2001a).

F-4.72*

F - 0.89

F-9.78*'
•

Group

Strategy index

•22.72**
Number of moves
•

Figure 2: Path diagram: Study 1.
Table 4: Mean Strategy Index in the Individuals.
Additionally, participants had to individually solve
two original problems with four and five disks prior to
the group condition and two respective transfer
problems immediately after the group condition.

Uniform
Original tasks
Transfer tasks

Results
Single person condition I Table 3 shows the mean
nimiber of moves that were required by the individuals
solving original problems immediately after the
learning phase. This table is not based on the dyads but
rather on the single persons as unit of analysis. For
example, the condition R / Uniform refers to those
participants w h o had been taught the goal-recursion
procedure and w h o joined a person in the group
condition w h o had access to the same procedure.
Table 3: Mean Number of Moves in the Individuals.

M

R
Uniform
Original tasks
Transfer tasks

29.33
28.35

Mixed Uniform

1.17
1.16

1.17
1.17

Mixed

1.05
1.08

1.04
1.05

(2) The highest number of moves was required in the
uniform move-pattern condition ( M M ) . The mixed
pairs ( M R ) took the middle position and the RR-pairs
performed best (main effect of group: F (2,53) = 38.08;
p<.Q\).
(3) However, as expected, there was again a
significant interaction of type of task x group, F(2,53)
= 37.08; p <.01. A s can be seen in Table 5, the
differences between the pairs were almost exclusively
due to the transfer tasks.
Table 5: Mean Number of Moves inthe Pairs

Mixed Uniform

Mixed

28.08
52.32

26.72
49.54

26.68
28.22

M

R

Original tasks
Transfer tasks

A n A N O V A with the factors procedure (R vs. M ) and
group (uniform vs. mixed) confirmed that there were no
significant differences between the three experimental
pair conditions on the individual level prior to the group
condition (all Fs < 2; ns). Even though it is again
impossible to identify the procedures on the basis of the
number of moves, the two conditions M and R m a y be
identified on the basis of their strategy index.
A s is shown in Table 4, participants w h o were taught
the R-procedure had higher scores on the strategy index
than participants in the M-condition. Accordingly, a
2x2 A N O V A revealed a strong main effect of
procedure (F (1,108) = 121.9; p<.0\; Fs for the main
effect of group and the interaction were less than 1).
Group condition A 2x3 ANOVA on the number of
moves showed two main effects (cf Table 5):
(1) Overall, more moves were made to solve the
transfer tasks than to solve the original tasks (main
effect of 0P« o/to*:/^(1,53) = 100.26; p<.01).
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RR

MR

MM

23.47
23.57

23.77
31.71

23.50
46.77

Overall, the observed pattern in performance may be
described as follows: Whereas the original problems
were solved almost optimally in each condition, there
were huge differences in performance between the pairs
on the transfer tasks. These difficulties were most
pronounced in the MM-condition and to a much lesser
extent in the MR-condition. In the RR-condition,
participants had no problems with the transfer tasks at
all. Interestingly, the mixed pairs, w h o differed
significantly from the M M - as well as from the RRpairs, performed better than the pooled uniform pairs
(Ma« = 31.71; MAfl,/M = 35.17;;K.05).
A s expected, the pairs also difTered consistently in the
extent to which they applied a recursion strategy (cf
Table 6). A 2x3 A N O V A on the strategy index revealed
a main effect of group, F (2,53) = 29.35; p <.01 (the Fs
for the main effect of type of task and die interaction
were <1.3; ns). Within die original as well as the transfer tasks, the three pair conditions may be rank ordered
on the basis of their strategy index (Srr > Smr > Smm)-

Whether communication enhances or reduces the
observed process losses m a y be another interesting
issue for liiture research likewise the question whether
RR
MR
MM
the findings can be generalized to groups that consist of
Original tasks
1.09
1.05
1.02
more than two members. In general, w e can expect that
the larger the groups the stronger the transfer effects
Transfer tasks
1.05
1.03
1.10
supposing a group consists of homogeneous group
Moreover, in analogy to experiment 1, the differences members that share the same routine. A s far as the comin performance were, at least partially, mediated by the munication issue is concerned, there is at least some
evidence that communication enhances performance in
strategy index. If the strategy index was included as a
covariate, differences in performance were reduced (F pairs who have not been taught a routine but w h o have
to develop a c o m m o n strategy (cf Reimer, 2001a).
(2,53) = 38.08 vs. F(2.52) = 20.0; effect of the strategy
Overall, these studies confirm the claim that groups
index as a covariate: F(l,52) = 57.5; all/7S<.01).
w h o have routinized a problem solving procedure
persist more strongly in their routine than individuals.
Single person condition 11 Table 3 and 4 (see above) Groups tend to behave like "ocean steamers": They
also show the mean number of moves and the strategy
often need much time and effort to work out an efficient
indices in the final test of the individuals. In this test (1) problem solving procedure. However, once having
the R-individuals achieved better results than the M reached a solution they are likely to persist in their
individuals (main effect of procedure: F (1,108) =
routine and stick to their course irrespective of changes
54.03; /K.Ol). (2) There were no significant differences in the environment. The most obvious advantage for a
in performance between the M-individuals w h o had
group in following "the principle of inertia" consists in
joined an M - or an R-partner in the group condition (the
saving time and energy, because routines need not be
fs for the effects of group and of procedure x group
actively managed and, subsequently, reduce coordinawere < 1; ns). (3) Analogous results were also observed tion requirements (cf Gersick & Hackman, 1990).
for the strategy index (main effect of procedure: F
Moreover, in situations in which the "ocean steamer" is
(1,108) = 92.33;;;<.01; neither the main effect of group on therightcourse and a routine is appropriate, groups
nor the interaction were significant).
may be expected to surpass individuals (cf Hinsz et al.,
1997) by better compensating for individual errors and
Discussion
by fostering positive transfer.
A s in the first study, the original tasks were solved
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Abstract
Ahhou^ seven! studies propose computational models of the
process by which children acquire the syntax of their native
language, most focus on a single algorithm q^plied in a single
domain. TVpicaUy,tt)efocus is Uamability - under what
conditioDS an algorithm can v cannot acquire the grammar of the
target (nadve) language. Here, we presaU a con^)arative study of
12 algixithmic heuristics that are run in a domain that consists of 16
abstract languages each generated by a different grammar specified
in Chcmd^'s princq>les and parametersframewoiicThe heuristics
consist of both those used in previously established models and
new variatioDS that we introduce. In contrast to a leamability study,
ourfocusisJeasibiUty - how much tine and/or efibit isrequiredto
achieve the target grammar. W efindthat the best heuristics make
use of structural infonnation obtained by parsing input sentences
during the course of learning, that the periixTnance of statisticallybased heuristics are next in line, andfinally,that heuristics that
make use of hill-climbing search and a simple can-porie/can'rporse outcomefirxnthe parsing mechanism pedbnn least well.
Background

acquirable, and since, at least cmfiicevalue, parameters seem
transparently leamable, it is not surprisingtiiatparameters have
been incorpwated into many current generative syntactic
theories. H o w e v w , the exact process of parameter setting has
been studied only recently (cf. Bertolo, 2001 and references
therein; Briscoe, 2000; Claik, 1992; Fodor, 1998a; Gibson &
Wexler, 1994; Yang, 2000; among aOxrs), and although it has
jKOved linguisticallyfruitfiilto construct parametric analyses, it
turns out to be surprisingly difikult to construct a workable
model of parametric syntax acquisition.

Parametric Ambiguity and the Need for Heuristics A
sentence is parametricaUy ambiguous if it is licensed by two or
more distinct combinations of parameter vahies. Parametric
ambiguity is ranqjant in natural language. For example, a
sequence of tfie foim Subject-VCTb-Object ( S V O ) is
parametricaUy ambiguous between underlying S V O order as in
English, and verb second (V2) order as in Gemian.' AMiough
S V O sentences can be parsed by either grammar, the derivaticms
will be different due to the different parameter settings. B y
contrast, a V O S sentence is not parametricaUy ambiguous w i A
respect to die V 2 paiBmeter. It can be licensed only by die •V2
Principles and Parameters
vahie (since die second token is not a veih or auxiliary).
Chomsky (1981 and elsewhere) has proposedttiatall natural
Ambiguity is a natural enemy of efficient language
languages share A e same innate univosal princqiles (Universal
acquisition. The key problem is diat, due to ambiguity, diere does
Grammar - U G ) and dilfo- only with respect to die settings of a
not exist a one-to-one correspondence between die linear left-tofinite number of (binary) parameters. For example, all languages r i ^ word order of an input sequence and die correct parameter
have a subject of some sort, but whether a language's grammar
vahiesfin-die target grammar (as described above for an S V O
dictates that the ^ject must be overt is determined by tbe
sentaice wdtii respect to + or -V2). So, even if die leamasetting of the mdl subject parameter. The null subject parametohypodiesizes parameter values which license die single, current
is set offia English and on in Spanish. The syntactic componoit
input sentence, diose values m a y ultimately be incorrect for G ^ .
of a grammar in die principles and parameters (P&P)
In die &ce of parametric ambiguity, efficient seardi heuristk:s
framework is s i n ^ a collection of parameter values - one vahie
must be en^loyed to guide die learner towards die tai^et
per parameter. The set of human grammars is the set of all grammar as sentsices are {xogressively ccHisumed by die leamer.
possible conri>inations of parameto' values.
The remaindff of die p a p a presents a comparative study of 12
search heuristics diat are incorporated into current parameterLanguage Acquisition The P&P framework was motivated to a
setting models of language acquisition.
large degree by psydiolinguistic data demonstrating the extreme
efficiency of human language acquisiticm Children acquire the Overview
grammar of their native language at an eariy age - generally
accepted to be in the neighborhood offiveyears old In the P & P
A Measure of Feasibility
fi^mewoik, if die linguistic theory delineates over a billioi
A s a simple example of a learning heuristic and of our simulation
possible
grammars
by
positing
30
parameters
approach, consicter a domain of 4 parameters and a memcxyless
(2*'=1,073,741,824), a learner need only determine the correct
30 values that comprise the target grammar (henceforth, G ^ .
Given the genoally accepted presupposition that a compelling
' See Appendixfordie linguistic details of how we implement die V 2
theoty of human language should show grammars to be easily
parameter.
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learner^ which blindly guesses h o w all 4 parameters should be
set upon encountering an input sentence. Since there arc 4
parameters, there are 16 possible combinations of parameter
settings (2 =16), Le., 16 difierent grammars. Assuming that each
of the 16 grammars is equally likely to be guessed,flielearner
will consume, on average, 16 sentences before achieving G,^.
This is one measure of a model's eflSciency orfeasibility.
However, v/hen modeling natural language acquisition, since
practically all human learners attain die t a i ^ grammar, the
avoage number of expected inpats is a less informative statistic
thantiieexpected number of iipitsrequiredfor, say, 9 9 % of all
simulation trials to succeed For our blind-guess learner, this
number is 72.^ W e will usetiiis99 pocentile feasibihty measure
( 9 9 % score) for most discussion that follows, but also include the
average number of inputs for con^leteness.
Error-Driven Learning
Althou^ an outside oracle could ascertain when the blind-guess
learner has acquired die target grammar, the learner itself has no
"built-in" meduinism for identifying that it has achieved die
target Even if the correct grammar is hypothesi2ed, the learner
will most likely abandon it on die next sentence (witii a
(Hobabilify of 15/16) and hypodiesize a different (incomect)
grammar.
A standard way to build target identificaticn into an algoridim
is to dictate diat die learner be error-driven.'' Assuming diat all
ii^uts are grammatically correct instances of sentences that make
iq) the target language, cme couM provide die learner widi die
abilify to produce a can-parse/can 't-parse outcome^ given die
current iiprt sentence, die current hypodiesized grammar {Gear),
and the rule: Don't change G a „ unless there is parse failure.
Widi diis error-driven constraint, diere is no need for an outside
oracle to stop die learnerfromrelinquishingdie target grammar
once it is attained Since all sentences are generated (by
definition) by G » ^ parse success is guaranteed once 0,.^ = G e m
and dius die learner will not be motivated to shift from its current
hypodiesis.
A n Error-Driven Blind-Guess ( E D B G ) leamCT is our first
heuristic of interest It is easy to show diat die average and 9 9 %
scOTcs increase exponentially in die numba- of parameters.
Clearly, human learners do not en^loy any strategy diat
performs as powly as diis.

T h e Simulations
In all experiments:
• The leamcrs are memoryless.
• The language inpu: sample presented to die leamer consists of
only grammatical sentences generated by G»,.
• The heuristics are tested in a 4-paraineta-, 16-language domain
(see A p p e n d for details).
• For each heuristic, 1,000 trials were run for each start/target
grammar pair.'
• At any point during die acquisition process, each sentence of
G , ^ is equally likely to be presented to die leamer.'
Subset Avoidance and Other Local Maxima Depending on
die algcHidim and the learning dcHnain, it m a y be the case diat a
leamer will never be motivated to change G ^ ^ and hence be
unable to ultimately achieve die target This is oftenreferredto as
a local maximum. For exan^le, die E D B G leamer will be
trapped if Gcu, generates a language diat is a superset of G|q.
T b B K is a wealth of remarkable leamabiliw literature di^
addresses local maxima and dieir ramifications. However, since
our study's focus is on feasibility (rad^ dian on whedier a
domain is leamable) given a particular algoridim, w e posit a
built-in avoidance mechanism, such as die subset princple
and/or default values diat preclude local maxima; hence, w e set
aside trials where a local m a x i m u m ensues.
The Heuristics
The heuristics w e present can be separated into two femilies
based on die way diey process input, sentences: diose diat guide
die leamer towards die target by use of a can-parse/can't^arse
outcome, and diose diat take advantage of information gleaned
fixHn die p>arse trees diat are constiucted by die parser. Gibscn
and Wexler's (1994) Triggering Learning Algorithm {TLA) and
Yang's (2000) Variational Model make use of can-parse/cantparse outcomes only. Fodra-'s (1998a) Structural Triggers
Learner {STL) takes advantage of more extensive structural
informati(Mi obtained from sentence parsing.

TLA
The T L A incorporates two search heuristics: die Single Value
Constraint { S V Q and Greediness. In die event diat G c „ cannot
parse die current input sentence s, die T L A attempts a s e a m d

Table 1: EDBG, # of sentmces consumed
99%
EDBG

86

Average
15.09

^ By "memoiyless" we mean that the leamer processes inputs one at a
time without keeping a history of encountered inputs or past learning
evoits.
' The average and 99 percentilefigures(16 and 72) in this section are
easily denved from die feet that input consumptkm follows a
hypeilgeome&ic distributicm. See Chung (1979) for an overview.
* Em)r-drivOT grammarteamingwasfiretintroduced by Gold (1967) and
has become a standard in leamability research.
' W e intend for a "can-parse/can 't-parse outcome" to be equivalent to
the resultfroma language membenhip test If (he cuirent input sentence
is one of the set of sentoices generated by Gcn„ can-parse is engendered;
if not, can 't-parse.

' For the STL models presented lata- in die papa, the start grammar is
unspecified
^ Not reported here are results from simulations run on several different
distributions of input sentences, in particular, those where the shorter
(presumably simpler) sentences occur mcxefrequently.The relative
perfomiance of the heuristics is substantially die same; however, in all
cases acquisiticxi requires more inputs. These distributions and thenrelationship to die rate of ambiguity in die domain are oirrendy being
analyzed Also, see Niyogi & Berwidc (19%) for mathematical
treatment of how the distribution of inputs afiects T L A performance.
* Discussion of the problem of subsetrelationshipsamong languages
starts witti Gold's (1967) seminal paper and is discussed in Berwidc
(1985) and Wexler & Manzini (1987). Detailed accounts of die types of
local maximafliatdie leamer might encounta in a domain substantially
similar to die one we employ are given in Frank & Kapur (1996), Gibscxi
& Wexler (1994X and Niyogi & Berwick (1996).
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parse witii a randomly chosen new grammar, G«», that differs
from Gc,„ by exactly one pararaeto- vahic (SVC). If Gncw can
pai^e s, G,,^ becomes the new G , ^ odwwise 0 ^ ^ is rejected as
a hypothesis (Greediness). Following Berwick and Niyogi
(19%), we also tan simulations on two variants of the T L A - one
with A e Greediness heuristic but witiiout the S V C (TLA minus
SVC, T U S V Q and one w i * A c S V C but without Greediness
(TLA minus Greediness, TLA-Greed). The T L A has becane a
seminal model and has been extensively studied (cf Bertolo,
2001 andreferencesAerein; Berwick & Hiyoff, 1996; Frank &
Yiapar, 1 9 % ; Sakas, 2000; among oAers). W e will not rehash
^\ese earlier discussions ha%. W e inchide the T L A in our study
to present comparisons against oflier models.'

4. If all die w e i ^ are widiin a targettiireshoWof eidier 0 or 1
dien learning ends. Else go to Step 2.'^

We chose 0.01 as die direshold value for stopping die learning
process. Given weights w;, w;, .... w„ where n represents die
number of parameters, learning aids if all weights are in die
range: 0.0 < w , < 0.01 or 0.99 < w/ < 1.0 (i.e., eveiy w e i ^ is
veiy close to eidier a 0 vahie or a 1 vahie). Note diat diis oiterion
coukl be UG-endowed; diat is, an oracle is not required to stop
die algoridun.
In bodi Yang's original V L and die version presented above,
die amount diat die weights are "nudged" during learning is
controlled by die learning rate (y)." W e ran simulations widi
Y=. 1,1^.5, and Y=.75.
Table 2: TLA variants, # of sentences consumed
Yang's model is of particular interest because it is an e x f M i
inq)lementation of die idea to keep statistics on die effectiveness
99%
Average
of parameter settings based on die success orfeilureof past
18.12
TIA-SVC
117
learning events. The reward^nmish scheme of die V L is arguably
19.44
TLA-Greed
102
an extenskxi of error-driven learning in diat incorrect grammars
22.56
TLA
227
are punished, but it is significantly different fixm die standard
constraint in which Gc^r cannot change after a successfiil parse.
The Variational Learner
The scheme works because die V L is statistical in nature; as
parameter values vie fat domination, die ones most successfiil in
Like other models, Yang's Variational Learner {VL)'"
die fiast (and hence rewanied) are most likely to be chosen in die
incorporates the noticn of a current grammar hypothesis (Ga„)
fiitiffc and will evoitually prevail. '^
which is qjplied to the current input sentence. Ifoweva-, unlike
However, die statistical nature of die V L , togediCT widi die
die other learners, the V L maintains,foreach parameter, a w e i ^
stopping critmon, m ^ lead die learner to a local m a x i m u m A
varying from 0 to 1. Rou^ily, the w e i ^ of a parameter can be
parasitic iiqxit sample m i ^ lead to an abundance of evidence
construed as a measure of A e past successes (or M u r e s ) of
(le., successfiil parses)totincorrect parameto- values early in die
eitho- a 0 or 1 vahie fcr that parameter during prior parses of
rapct. sentences. If the weight is closer to 0, then the 0 value has course of leamhig. If die leamo- encounters enough misleading
been more successfiil; if the w e i ^ is closer to 1, the 1 value has evidence, it would cross die stopping direshokl prematiirely (on
parameter vahies diat are differoit from diose diat make up G ^ .
been more successfiil" T h e V L uses die weights to guide die
Tliis effect can be prevented by keeping die learning rate kiw,
selectkn of die next hypodiesis.
which gives die w e i ^ elbow room to fluctuate more gendy
Since Yang's emphasis was on leamability in die limit and not
die evidence eventually supports die correct target
until
m feasibility, in cwder to con^wre pCTfotmance against odier
Unfortunately, die cost of keqjing the learning rale low can be
learoen, w e m a k e a minor adaptation by adding a stq^ping
quite severe. In our 16-language domain, die V L requires well
crilerion (see Step 4 below). The algoridim proceeds as folk)v«:
over 100,000 input sentences to achieve a 9 9 % score widi a
learning rate of 0.1. W h e n the learning rate was increased to 0.5,
1. initialiTP weig^ for all parameters to 0.5.
die
e?q>ected number of iiputs dropped to 242, and w h o i die rate
2. Choose a n e w Go,, randomly, but biasing die choice towards
was increased to 0.75, die numbo- dropped even findier to 84,
parameto- values favored by die current weights.
3. If G c v succeeds in parsing die current input, nudge die weights albeit widi m a n y more local m a x i m a (learning fiiilures).
T o combat the exdaordinarily higji number of iiput saitences
in die direction of die vahws diat m a k e up G o b {reward G a ^ .
needed, w e inoxporated into Yang's V L a variation of die
TTiis has die eflfect of making diose parameter values diat
m a k e \jp G „ more likely to be chosen in diefijture.Odierwise
nudge die w e i ^ a w ^ from Ga„'s parameter values {punish

G„).

'^ This stqiping critraion coukl lead die V L to oonvoge on die wrong
grammar. W e consider these cases as kxsil maxima, and as such, trials in
which local maxima ensue are discarded Also implemented was a
different stopping criterion which requires that all the weightsfidlwithin
attueshoklof the values that make up G.,. Cleaily, this strategy could
' In particular, the data in Table 2reinfirceBerwick &. Niyogi's (1996) not be UG-endowed because it requires diat the learner have advance
knowledge of diese values. It is also less efficioit dian the aiterim
coDchiskn that in addition to m a ^ local maxima, S V C and
above, diough it does enfixce convergence on the con«ct gisnmar.
Greediness reduce learning speed
'" W e use the proper name and acronym forreadability;fteyare not '^ The exact amountfollowsthe Linear rewaid^xnalty (Lr-p) scheme
(Bush & MosteUer. 1958). See Yang (2000)fordetails.
used by Yang.
" O f course, if the values from one or more pataractere are strongly tied '* See Yang (2000)fora proof of convergence as die number of inputs
approaches infinity.
10 values of modier parametet(sX the weight does not represent a simple
ratio or percentage of success. Still, Yang's tntentioo is that die w e i ^ " W e foundtfiatmany trialsrequiredover 100,000 input sentences
which was an aibitraiy stopping point built into our simulatioa
are an in&miative measure of past perfonnance.
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standard oror-driven constraint'* The Error-Driven Variational
Uarner { E D V L ) fHt)ceeds as foUows:

2. Otherwise, parse the sentence making use of any or all
parametric treelets m a d e available by U G , and adqrt those
treelets that contribute to a successfiil parse.

1. Initialize weights for all parameters to 0.5.
2. Randomly choose a n e w Gc,„to start witfi.
3. If G a „ succeeds in parsing the current input, do notiiing (no
reward; no punish). Otherwise, randomly choose a n e w
S^^^*™™^ (Ggew) biased by the weights, re-parse with Gnew. and
tqiqjly Yang's aiginal reward/punish scheme to adjust the
weights.
4. Set G o b to vahies directly indicated by the weights - that is,
if Wi > 0.5, then the value of parameter / becomes 1, if Wi < 0.5,
thai the value of parameter / becomes 0, if Wj = 0.5,flieneither
0 or 1 is chosen at random.
5.GotoStep3.

The STL stands apart from other acquisition models in that it can
detect when an input sentence is parametricalty ambiguous.
During a parse of;, if more than one treelet could be used by the
parser (Le., a choice point is encountered), then s is (possibly)
parametricaUy ambiguous. T h e T L A and the V L d o not have tiiis
cqiacity because Ihey rely only o n a can^Mrse/can't-parse
outcome and do not have access tofliccm-line operations of flie
parser. Originally,flieability to detea ambiguity was employed
in two variations of the STL:tfiestrong S T L (SSTL) and the weak
STL.
The S S T L executes afiJlparallel parse of each input sentence
and adopts onlyfliosetreelets (parameter vahies)fliatare presoit
Note that no stopping criterion is needed, and that tfiere are no
in allfliegenoated parse trees. Notefliateven iftfiesurfece word
local maxima because a m o v e to anodier grammar is ahvays
order offlieinput is ambiguous betweai several languages (Le.,
possible before G » g is attained. A s is shown in the table below,
flie sentence belcmgs to moreflianone language),flieS S T L can
the addition offlieerror-driven constraint greatly inpxjves
identify unambiguous parameter vahies (treelets) by looking at
performance. Surprisingly, caitra Yang's original model,
all offlietree structures fliat flie parser constructs fcr the
performance deteriorates as ^ learning rate increases. W e
sentence. This makes flie S S T L an extremely powCTfiil model,
and fortiiisreason, it estabhshes an upper standard against which
speculate that this is because a high learning rate encourages
to compare oflier models. It is not, however, proposed as a
excessive explwation of different grammars, thus superseding
the (positive) conservative nature of the error-driven constraint
psychologically realistk model A s wifliflieError-I>riven BlindGuess ( E D B G ) leamer, it is clearfliathuman leamers d o not
Table 3: VL & EDVL, # of sentences ccmsumed
exhibit an SSTL-like strategy. T h e consensus in sentence
processing research isfliatadults are only C£^>able of limited
99%
parallel parsing, if any (cf Gibson, 1991). It does not seem
Over 33,000
Over 100,000
plausible to suppose fliat children possess a more powerfiil
VL
7 = .l
46.35
VL
y = .5
242
mechanismflianaduhs.
17.91
84
Y=.75
VL
O n the oflier hand,flieweak S T L executes a psychologicaUy
8.39
EDVL Y = .l
44
plausible left-tonight serial (detoministic) parse. O n e variant of
9.23
flie weak STL,fliewaiting S T L (WSTL), deals wifli ambiguous
EDVL y = .5
55
12.16
iapais abiding byflieheuristic: Don't learn from sentences that
EDVL Y-.75
75
contain a choice point. These sentences are simply discarded far
STL
flie purposes of learning. This is not to implyfliatchildren do not
Fodor's Structural Triggers Learner (STL) makes greater use of parse ambiguous sentencesflieyhear, but onlyfliatflieyset no
parameters if the current evidence is ambiguous.
die parser than the models discussed so &r. A key feature of the
model is that parameter values are not simply 0 or 1, but rather
Table 4: SSTL & WSTL, # of sentences consumed
bits of tree structure or treelets. Thus, a grammar in the S T L
sense is a collection of treelets ralha-tfiana collection of I's and
99%
Average
O's. The S T L is error-driven. If Gc,„ cannot license s, n e w treelets
SSTL
14
3.35
will be utilized to achieve a successfiil parse.'' Treelets are
WSTL
30
5.II
£^plied in the same w a y as any "nwrnal" grammar rule, so no
unusual parsing activity is necessary. The S T L hypothesizes
A s wifli the T L A , these S T L variants have been studied from a
grammars by adding parameter vahie treelets ^ ^ e n tfiey
mafliematical perspective (Bertolo et aL, 1997; Sakas, 2000;
contribute to a successful parse.
Sakas & Fodor, 2001a). Alfliou^fliesimulation resuhs indicate
The bask algorithm fa- all S T L variants is:
notably better performance thanflieoflier models examined flius
fer infliisp^jer, previous mathematical analyses lend doubts to
1. If Ga„ can parse the current input sentence, retain the treelets
flie
ultimate success offlieW S T L model. TTie W S T L requires
that make up Gearsome fully unambiguous sentences for any learning to take place.
It is probablyfliecasefliatfiilly unambiguous triggers are few
and far between infliedomain of human languages, and negative
W S T L performance is exponentially tied toflierate of ambiguity
" The resulting alg«»Tthm is similar to one originally proposed in Fodw
infliedomain;fliatis, in a more reaUstically ambiguous domain
(1998b).
flianflieone w e explored sofer,flieW S T L m a y consume and
" In addition to the treelets, U G principles are also available for parsing,
discard an extremely large number of sentences before attaining
as they are in the otha models discussed above. See Appendix for details
GiMg. This result has spurred a n e w class of weak S T L variants
that j^^ly to the domain we use here.
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which w e inftamally call the guessing S T L fiimily (Sakas &
Fodor, 2000).
T h e basic idea behind the guessing S T L models is that there is
scrnie inlbrmation available even in sentences tfiat are
ambiguous, and a strategy could cjqjloit that information. W e
incorporate four different heuristics into the original S T L
paradigm:
• Strong Oracle (SO) - perfonn a parallel parse of the current
input s and choose a t^^thesis grammar that licenses.; and is
most similar (in terms of hamming distance) to Gcuf,,
• R a n d o m Choice (RC) - parse serially; w*»en a choice point is
encountered, randomly pick a parsing altemative and adopt the
treelets ^^ax are present in diefinaltree structure.
• Afmimai Chain { M Q - parse serially; w h e n a choice point is
encountered, pick the choice that obeys the Minimal Chain
Principle (De Vincenzi, 1991), i.e., avoid positing movement
transformations if possible.
• Local Attachment/Late Closure ( L A Q - parse serially; w h e n a
choice point is encountered, pick the choicettiatattaches the
n e w word to the current constituent (Frazier, 1978).
Ahhou^ the MC and LAC heuristics are not stochastic, we
regard them as "guessing" heuristics because, unlike the W S T L ,
a learner cannot be certain flat the parametric treelets obtained
fiom a parse gukled by M C and L A C are correct for A e taiget
These heuristics are based on well-established parsing
preferoK^es that adults employ, so it seems likely that diildren
j^ly them also (Fodor, 1998b).
T h e S O heuristic was wiginally conceived by Fodor and
Teller (2000) as an extension of A e S V C . Their main point was
the efficiency advantage that results from usingtiieparsCT to find
a successful parse of the current sentence, so that cant-^wrse
trials are eliminated Givenfliiscapability, the question of h o w to
choose a m o n g possible parees arises. The S O criteriai
presupposes fiill paraUel parsing. w W c h is unrealistic, but our
approximation to it would result from letting the parser empk>y
n e w treelets only where current ones do not suffice. Our data
show that fte consCTvatism of the S O heuristic p j ^ oflF: it gives
the strongest perfonnance of any learner in our sdidy, including
theSSTL.
The R C , M C , and L A C heuristics show a significant
improvemOTt over the waiting strategy ( W S T L ) . The difference
betweoi toe, diree variants is s l i ^
Table 5: guessing STL fiimily, # of sentences consumed

SO
RC
MC
LAC

99%
10
26
26
24

Average
2.33
3.43
3.44
3.25

CoDclusioiis
O n e can expect 86 soitences to be consumed by a population of
(baseline) E D B G learners before 9 9 % of the population acquires
the target grammar in our small domain of 16 languages, and
T L A variants require more input A a n that The implemented
heuristics in A e two paradigms forego information, structural or
statistical, in favor of a simple mechanism - the infomiation
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needed for language acquisition must somehow be available
from the surfece word strings that make up the languages of the
domain. They will be successful only if either i) there are
recognizable, unambiguous signals in the sur&ce strings diat
trigger correct parameter values or ii) the distribution of crosslanguage ambiguity" in the domain being studied is conducive
to the heuristics being employed. There is faint evkknce for botii
cases. For (i), in a domain without nidi subject/topic, thefeetthat
a V O S sentence does not have a finite verb or auxiliary as the
second tokai is indeed secure evkJence for the -V2 parameter
value. Although true for the -V2 value in this case, it is unclear
h o w other plausible syntactic descriptions will offer the same
advantage for the gamut of complicated linguistic p h m o m o i a
(e.g., null subject/topic) with w h k h human languages are
inundated A s for (ii), previous work by the authors (Sakas,
2000) demonstrates that the T L A is a feasible learner in strongly
smooth domains - domains in vAach diere is a monotonic
OHrelation between the similari^ of grammars and the languages
that are gmoated by them. Although still an open question,
linguists have argued that natural languages are not stnngly
smooth.
The &ror-Driven Variational Learner ( E D V L ) is a more
promising model of language learning. O n average, 4 4 sentences
will allow 9 9 % of the peculation to attain the target grammar. Its
success can be attributed to the use of a strategy that maintains
statistics of past performance without die unreasoiable
requirement that the learner memorize an entire input san^le.
The most eflBcient heuristics, however, are those that make the
most use of tree structure produced by the parsing mechanism:
the fjsychologically plausible S T L variants require almost half
the numbo' of iiqxits consumed by die E D V L .
Conjectures and Ongoing Research
Therelativesuccess of die E D V L is important for a reason not
ejqplicated earlier. Preliminary investigsiion points to die feet
that, uniquely among die heuristks in our study, die E D V L
performs mere efficiently in ambiguous domains dian in
unambiguous ones at die outset of learning. This coukl tum out
to be crucial as die guessing S T L femily might easily be foiled
by larger, more syntactically complicated domains which
goierate seitencestiiatcontain a muWUide of choice points -die
result being diat die parse tree computed for an iiput sentaice,
which guides parameter setting, reveals little about die target
grammar. However, it has been shown diat die S T L perfOTtns
extremely efficiently after just a few initial parameters have been
set (Sakas, 2000). O n e can imagine a hybrid model of a guessing
S T L heuristic combined widi a VL-like statistical heuristic where
die statistical heuristic is used to bootstrap learning, and as
perfonnance deteriorates, die structural heuristic acquires mere
control of die acquisition process. This is being investigated in
ongoing researdL
The hard data diat conprise our current study, however, reveal
diat die utilization of structural information outperforms die
statistical heuristic overall.

" For present purposes, cross-language ambiguity is defined as some
measure based on the intersection of the sets of sur&ce fbrms that make
up the languages in the domain. See Fodor & Sakas (2001b)forother
definitions and the efifects of ambiguity on learning efiBciency.
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Appendix: Simulation Domain
The four parameters are. Specter Initial/Final, Complement
Initial/Final, V2 Movement, and Null Subject-Topic. W e largely
adopt tbefirstthree parameter? fiom Gibson and Wexlcr (1994).
The Specifier and Orniplement position parameters are nontransformational. It is assumed that the nibject is base generated
in Spec of IP, andflatthe verb moves to I in thefinalstructure (if
I is notfilledwith an auxiliary).
Ii^Hit sequences are fcxmed with tokens representing adverb,
subject, verb, auxiliary, direct object, and indirect object
Following Gibson and Wexler, w e assume that the leamo- can
directly determine the role of a noun phrase. For example, the
noun phrase the big dog is interpreted as a subject or one of the
object types based on its role \\hen uttered
The following constraints on the domain are in place: all
sentence types are degree-0 (i.e., no subordinate clauses); Spec of
C P is to the left of C ; C ahvays precedes BP; all adverbs are
sentential (i.e., base generated in Spec of CP); and there is no
transformatiaial reordering of constituaits (e.g., topicalizaticm,
wh-TOovonent, scrambling, etc.) with the exception of the V 2
movement desoibed below.
Hie V 2 Movement [+/-V2] parameter determines v/he&xs a
finite verb moves to the seosid position in the root clause. That
is, a "vob second" language [+V2] entails that thefiniteverb is
transformatiajally fixmted to C (fixxn I) andtiiata topical
element is moved into Spec of C P (if Spec of C P is not filled
wifli an advert)). In a [-V2] language, the verb moves only vip to
I, andtiiereis no movement of a topic into Spec of CP.
Extending Gibson and Wexler's dranain, w e add A e Null
Subject-Topic [+/-Null] parameter. This parameter represents
either subject drop (h- tc^ic drc^ depoiding on the value of the
V 2 parameto". In [-V2] languages, an overt subject is either
optional^ [+Null] (as in Spanish and Jspmese) or obligatorily
[•Null] (as in English). For [+V2] languages, the parameter
woiks similarly, but instead of a subject, an overt topic may be
optionally [+Null] or obligalmly [-Null].
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Abstract

subsequently led to legislation at all government levels to
restrict the use of potentially distracting secondaiy-task
Driver distraction has become a critical area of study both devices. While driver distraction is generally associated
for research in investigating human multitasking abilities
with effects on perceptual-motor processes, researchers have
and for practical purposes in developing and constraining
also reported that "cognitive distraction" arising from purely
new in-vehicle devices. This work utilizes an integratedcognitive secondary tasks can adversely affect driver
model approach to predict driver distraction from a
performance (e.g., A i m & Nilsson, 1995). These results are
primarily cognitive secondary task. It integrates existing
not fully conclusive and seem to depend highly on the
models for a sentence-span task and driving task and
secondary task as well as the driving situation; nevertheless,
investigates two methods in which the resulting model
it is clear that even purely cognitive tasks can impact driver
can perform multitasking. Model predictions correspond
performance in certain situations.
well qualitatively to two of three measures of driver
T o better understand driver behavior and the sources of
performance as collected in a recent empirical study. The
driver
distraction, researchers have attempted to develop
paper includes a discussion of the potential for building
integrated driver models that capmre driver behavior in a
multitasking models in the framework of a productioncomputational manner (e.g., Aasman, 1995). These models
system cognitive architecture.
provide insight into the sources of distraction by elucidating
the exact processes by which a driver attends to the external
Introduction
environment, processes this information cognitively, and
Computational cognitive modeling continues to mature
then reacts and manipulates the environment. In addition,
nq)idly as an area for both theoretical advances in
the computational models m a y be used to generate
understanding cognition and practical advances in
predictions about the effects of distraction on driver
developing intelligent technology. Cognitive modeling has
performance; for instance, the A C T - R driver model
grown from addressing only simple cognition in basic
(Salvucci, Boer, & Liu, 2001) has been integrated with
psychological tasks to ciq}turing integrated cognitive,
various models of cell-phone dialing to predict the impact
perceptual, and motor processes in large-scale complex,
of dialing on lane-keeping performance (Salvucci, 2001;
dynamic tasks (e.g., Chong, 1998; Jones et al., 1999).
Salvucci & Macuga, 2001). However, this previous work
This paper investigates the application of cognitive models
has addressed only primarily perceptuaJ-motor secondary
to an extremely c o m m o n yet complex task: driving.
tasks with little cognitive component (like cell-phone
Driving involves the continual multitasking of a number of
dialing); to date, no models have demonstrated the ability
subprocesscs that m a k e use of the driver's cognition,
to represent and generate "cognitive distraction" fit)m
perception, and motor movements. This rich spectrum of
primarily cognitive tasks.
necessary skills makes driving an ideal task in which to
investigate h o w humans execute complex tasks and h o w
Modeling "Cognitive Distraction"
computational models can represent and predict the
This paper describes the first attempt to predict cognitive
multitasking behavior in these tasks.
distraction with a computational cognitive model. This
work employs the same methodology as in previous work
Driver Distraction and Cognitive Modeling
for perceptual-motor distraction, namely the "integrated
O n e particular aspect of driver multitasking that has received
model approach" based in a cognitive architecture (see
enormous attention from media and researchers alike is that
Salvucci, 2001). Cognitive architectures are computational
of "driver distraction" - namely, the effects of multitasking
frameworks that incorporate built-in, well-tested parameters
while performing some secondary task. Numerous studies
and constraints on h u m a n cognitive and perceptual-motor
have n o w found that performing primarily perceptual-motor
abilities.
This work focuses on a particular architecture,
tasks while driving (e.g., dialing a cellular phone) can
A C T - R (Anderson & Lcbiere, 1998), that represents factual
impair driver performance (e.g., A b n & Nilsson, 1995;
knowledge as declarative chunks and procedural knowledge
McKnight & McKnight, 1993). These studies generally
as condition-action "production rules". For our purposes,
conclude, perhaps not surprisingly, that pulling a driver's
the A C T - R architecture has two important benefits: (1) it
visual attention from the road and/or her hand(s) off the
facilitates reuse and integration of multiple behavioral
steering wheel degrades the driver's ability to maintain a
models,
and (2) it provides built-in interfaces and default
central lane position, follow a lead car with a constant
parameters that facilitate a priori predictions of real-world
headway, or react to potential hazards. Such studies have
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metrics of human performance (e.g., reaction times,
keystrokes, eye movements).
The integrated model
approach takes advantage of these benefits to incorporate a
model of secondaiy-task behavior with the A C T - R driver
model to predict the effects of executing the secondary task
on the primary driving task.
The initial demonstrations of this approach (Salvucci,
2001; Salvucci & Macuga, 2001) examined a primarily
perceptual-motor task, namely dialing a cellular phone using
different modalities (e.g., manual button input versus
speech input). The work showed that an integrated drivingdialing model predicted degraded steering performance for
the modalities that required the driver to look at the cell
phone (i.e., manual dialing), thus drawing visual attention
away from the roadway.
The work presented here
generalizes the previous work in two important ways. First,
although it utilizes the same methodology to predict driver
distraction, it predicts distraction from a primarily cognitive
task — namely, a sentence-span task that involves rehearsal
and recall of a sequence of words. Second, unlike the
previous work, it makes use of an existing model for the
secondary task (with some necessary adaptation) as well as
an existing model for the primary driving task, thus
demonstrating the importance and benefits of model re-use.
This paper begins with a review of the driving and
secondary tasks modeled here, namely those from the
empirical work of A i m and Nilsson (1995) showing effects
of the sentence-span task on driver car-following
performance. It then provides an overview of the integrated
model approach incorporating existing models of both the
driving and secondary tasks, including two methods of
performing explicit multitasking between the individual
task models. Finally, it compares the model's predictions
with A i m and Nilsson's empirical results and discusses tiie
broader implications of the methodology to studying
multitasking in the framework of a cognitive architectxu-e.
The Sentence-Span and Driving Taslcs
The task and empirical results that will be used to validate
the model predictions are taken from A i m and Nilsson
(1995). Their study aimed to show exactly those effects
that w e are attempting to model, namely effects of cognitive
secondary tasks on driver performance. For the purposes of
this paper, w e would like to recreate this task for the
integrated model as closely as possible to facilitate later
comparison between model and empirical results.
Sentence-Span Task
A i m and Nilsson (1995) employed a sentence-span task that
involves the processing of sentences and the recall of words
in these sentences (see Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). The
task comprises two stages. In the first stage, drivers
listened to five sentences of the form " X does Y " — for
instance, "The boy brushed his teeth" or "The train bought a
newspaper." They would also report after each sentence
whether the statement was generally sensible. In the second
stage, drivers were asked to state the last word of eax^
sentence in order. For instance, for the sentences "The boy
brushed his teeth" and "The train bought a newspaper," the
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driver would report "yes" and "no" after each sentence
(respectively) and would then report the memorized list
"teeth,", "newspaper," etc. The sentence-span task itself
involves two concurrent activities, namely judging of
sentence sensibility and memorization (and rehearsal) of
final words. W h e n combined with driving, the task puts a
substantial cognitive load on drivers as they attempt to
integrate the tasks.
Driving Taslc
A s a realistic scenario in which to test interaction with the
sentence-span task. A i m and Nilsson (1995) used a carfollowing task where the lead vehicle would sometimes
perform imsafe maneuvers and leave the driver in a "safetycritical" situation. During the normal stages of the task, the
lead vehicle maintained a 75 m headway distance from the
driver's vehicle. Occasionally, the lead car braked suddenly
with a deceleration of 4 rn/s^ until its speed readied
50 km/hr (or until a m a x i m u m of 5 s of deceleration), then
accelerated at 3 m/s^ until its speed reached 90 km/hr. The
original study also included non-safety-critical situations in
which the lead vehicle would indicate a right turn and
eventually turn off the road; their analysis does not examine
these situations in detail and they are not discussed further.
The A h n and Nilsson study provided three metrics by
which they measured driver performance: (1) reaction time
to the braking event, measured as the time lapse between the
start of the event and the driver's initial depression of the
brake; (2) lateral deviation, measured as the root-meansquared error of the driver's vehicle position to the center of
the lane; and (3) headway distance, measured as the distance
between the driver's vehicle and the lead vehicle. The
results section will compare the model's predictions to the
empirical results from h u m a n drivers for all three metrics.
Empirical Study
A i m and Nilsson's (1995) empirical study included a total
of 40 participants in two experimental groups: a task group
that occasionally performed the sentence-span task while
driving, and a control group that did not perform the task.
In both groups, each driver negotiated four safety-critical
situations in which the lead vehicle would brake suddenly.
The timing of the events was randomized to either near the
start or near the end of the span task (in the task group) such
that drivers could not predict w h e n the events would occur.
The driving task w a s performed in a high-fidelity
driving simulator to give participants as realistic an
impression of real-world driving as possible. The simulator
included a moving-base system (based on a Saab 9000 with
manual transmission), wide-angle visual system, vibration
generation, and temperature regulation.
The driving
environment comprised a simulated 80 k m two-lane
highway (one lane in each direction) with oncoming traffic
in the opposite lane. T h e highway had a very low curvature
so that steering d o w n the roadway was relatively
straightforward even at high speeds. The sentence-span task
was performed through an Ericsson hands-free telephone
moimted on the instrument panel to the right of the steering
wheel. Drivers needed only press one key to activate

(answer) the phone at the start of the task, and given practice
with the phone, drivers could easily activate the phone
without looking. Sentences were presented by means of a
tape recorder, and driver responses were recorded on a
second tape recorder.
Theresultsof the empirical study will be discussed in a
later section to facilitate comparison with model
predictions. It should be noted that the original study also
included both younger and older drivers to demonstrate the
interactions of cognitive distraction with age. This paper
only addresses the data from the younger drivers (mean age
29); the existing driver model used in this paper has been
validated with data from younger drivers, and thus we
expect the model to better account for the younger-driver
data from the original study.

of new rules in this model, it should be noted that the first
six deal with particulars of the sentence-span task involving
hand movement and encoding of speech, and the fmal two
n o n - M O D S rules simply terminate the articulation and
recall goals. The process of confirming whether or not the
sentence is sensible is not modeled in any detail, but rather
the model simply assumes that this process hiq>pen8 during
the listening productions and signals a confirmation by
firing the Confirm-sentence rule. In addition, the model
assumes that each sentence component (subject, verb,
object) requires one second of speech time.
Table 1: Sentence-span model production rules, with
markings for whether they are original M O D S - m o d e l
rules and whether they pass control to driving in the
Single-Step (SS) and Group-Step (GS) models.

The Integrated Task Models
T o model and predict the interaction of the sentence-span
and driving tasks, this work utilizes the "integrated model"
methodology employed in previous work (see Salvucci,
2001): Given an existing model of driver behavior, w e
develop or acquire a model of behavior in the secondary
task, integrate the two models to perform multitasking, and
finally run the integrated model to generate behavioral data.
O n e critical element of this integration is the potential for
generating a priori predictions — that is, rather than fitting
the model to data by manipulating parameters, w e carry over
defaults and parameter settings from existing models and
immediately use them in the integrated model. In addition,
w e benefit from re-use of models that have been rigorously
tested in other studies. These and related issues will be
discussed further in later sections. This section describes
the individual task models as well as the two versions of
the final integrated model.
Sentence-Span Model
The model for the sentence-span task comes from Lovett,
Daily, and Reder (2000), w h o developed an A C T - R
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) process model as part of their
investigation of individual differences in working memory.
Although the original model does not literally perform the
sentence-span task, it does perform a closely related task
called the M O D S task in which people read strings of letters
while memorizing final digits for later recall. The original
model provides three critical components that are re-used in
the sentence-span model: (1) the positional representation
used to encode memorized items, (2) production rules that
perform rehearsal of memorized items, and (3) production
rules that retrieve and report the items in sequence.
Interested readers can refer to Lovett, Daily, and Reder
(2000) for a more detailed description of these components.
Given this core model, the sentence-span model
required two modifications: (1) the addition of production
rules to encode a sentence and decide whether it is sensible,
and (2) the incorporation of perceptual-motor productions to
hear and speak words (rather than read and type characters as
in the M O D S task). Table 1 shows the production rules in
the fmal sentence-span model and indicates those rules taken
from the original M O D S model. While there are a number
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Production Rule
Move-hand-to-phone
Press-button
Move-hand-to-wheel
Hear-sentence-subject
Hear-sentence-verb
Hear-sentence-object
Confirm-sentence
Create-memory
Rehearse-memory
Done-articulate
Recall-span
No-recall
Say-item
Next-item
Done-recall

MODS

X
X
X
X
X
X

Passes Control I

SS
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

GS
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Driver M o d e l
The model of driver behavior is an A C T - R model that
integrates control, monitoring, and decision making to
navigate highway environments with traffic (Salvucci, Boer,
& Liu, 2001). For control, the model employs a two-level
model of steering that uses a "far point" on the road to
guide predictive steering and a "near point" on the road to
center the vehicle. For monitoring,tfiemodel encodes its
surrounding environment using simulated eyes to maintain
situation awareness. For decision making, the model
checks the current situation and decides when to perform
maneuvers such as lane changes. Thus, the driver model
incorporates both lower-level perception and action for
vehicle guidance and higher-level cognition for awareness
and decision making. This driver model has been shown to
account for a number of aspects of human highway driving,
including nearing the inner curb during curve negotiation
and switching gaze to the destination lane at the start of a
lane change (see Salvucci, Boer, & Liu, 2001). Also, as
mentioned earlier, the driver model has been employed to
predict the effects of driver distraction from cell-phone
dialing in different modalities (Salvucci, 2001a, 2001b;
Salvucci & Macuga, 2001).

The complexities of the driver model make it infeasible
to describe here in any level of detail. However, it it
worthwhile to highlight two critical aspects of the model
that are essential to the endeavor of predicting driver
distraction. First, because of its implementation in the
A C T - R architecture, the model is constrained to a serial line
of cognitive processing. Thus, the cognitive integration of
perception, action, and decision making is done in a serial
loop: the model encodes relevant perceptual variables,
processes these variables, then issues motor conunands to
manipulate the environment. W h e n secondary tasks are
added into this main loop, they naturally have some impact
on the frequency with which the updating processes can
occur, and thus can affect driver performance. Second, the
driver model interacts with a simulated driving environment
and generates a full behavioral protocol, as would a human
driver navigating the same environment in a driving
simulator. This faithfuhiess to predicting real-world data
facilitates rigorous and straightforward comparison between
model predictions and empirical results.
Integrated Model
In general, integration of multiple models in a production
system such as A C T - R is rather straightforward: w e can
simply add the sentence-span m e m o r y structures to the
driver model. However, two challenges arise that must be
dealt with. First, the integrated model must decide h o w to
multitask between the two component models. A s in
previous applications of this methodology, there does not
yet exist a rigorous model of multitasking that w e can
employ, but w e can use reasonable heuristics to guide us.
Multitasking in the integrated model is performed explicitly
(instead of preemptively) in that each model must pass
control to the other, presumably at a fairlyfrequentinterval.
Because driving is the primary task, w e are most concerned
about when the secondary task model (i.e., the sentencespan model) will cede control back to driving. This p^)er
explores two approaches for attacking this problem. The
conservative approach would only allow the secondary task
to fire a single production, then immediately cede control
back to driving. A less conservative (though still fairly
conservative) approach would allow small logical groupings
of production firings to occur before passing control. These
approaches were used to develop two versions of the model
termed the Single-Step (SS) and Group-Step (GS) models,
respectively. Table 1 indicates which productions pass
control for each model. While every rule is n\arked for the
S S model, the G S model allows certain rules to continue:
die Rehearse-memory rule that rehearses memorized items in
rapid succession, and the threesome of rules that combine to
retrieve andreporta memorized item. The choice of mariced
rules for the G S model is admittedly somewhat arbitrary,
but at least in part guided by introspection as to h o w
humans would perform this task. Further development on
rigorous models of multitasking will help to formalize these
choices in future work.
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The second major challenge for model integration, not
to mention model development on the whole, is the setting
of parameter values. A C T - R , like similar architectures, has
a number of "settable" parameters; however, all parameters
have default recommended values that have withstood the
test of time in modeling throughout the community.
Nevertheless, the original M O D S model posed an
interesting problem in that it activated several learning
mechanisms (e.g., learning of chunk base-level activations
and production strengdis) that were deactivated in the driver
model. Because the M O D S model had undergone more
rigorous parameter testing with detailed data, it was decided
to incorporate its parameter values into the integrated
model, thus overriding the driver model's global settings.
Fortunately (and perhaps surprisingly), this decision had no
apparent adverse effects on the normal operation of die
driver model, which proved rather robust to the different
parameter settings and activated learning mechanisms.
Model Simulations
The driver model was m a d e to interact with a driving
simulation that mimicked the critical elements of the A i m
and Nilsson (1995) car-following task. A total of 15
simulations were run: 5 runs in the No-Task condition
without a secondary task, 5 runs in the Task-SS condition
with the Single-Step model performing the secondary task,
and 5 runs in the Task-GS condition with the Group-Step
model performing the secondary task. Each simulation
generated a detailed behavioral protocol at a rate of roughly
13 H z including all relevant control and environmental data
as well as marks for the start and end of the braking events.
Model Predictions and Empirical Results
W e can n o w compare the model predictions with A i m and
Nilsson's (1995) empirical results. It should be emphasized
that the present study does not involve typical parameter
estimation for fitting the model to data; rather, it centers on
a priori predictions by simply integrating the models,
running simulations, and checkhig the results. The goal of
the study is thus to predict the effects of the secondary task
on driver performance primarily in qualitative terms and,
secondarily, in quantitative terms as m u c h as possible.
Brake Reaction Time
Thefirstand more important aspect of driver performance
examined is drivers' brake reaction time, or the time lapse
between the start of the lead vehicle's braking and the
initiation of braking by the driver. Figure 1(a) shows the
reaction times (means and standard deviations) predicted by
the model for the No-Task, Task-SS, and Task-GS
conditions. While the reaction time for the no-task
condition was approximately 2.5 s, the reaction times for
both task conditions were significantly higher at roughly
2.9 s, and thus the model predicts a significant impact of
the secondary task on drivers' braking reaction.

S 2.0 \

S 2.0 -

N o Task

Task,SS

N o Task

Task,GS

Task
Condition

Condition

(b)

(a)

Figxire 1: Brake reaction rimes for (a) model simulations and (b) empirical data.
Figure 1(b) shows the empirical results for brake
reaction time. These results also show a clear (and
significant) task effect, with an increase of reaction time
from 1.6 s without the task to 2.2 s with the task. The
model and en^irical results tiierefore correspond well
qualitatively. Quantitatively, the model predictions are
roughly .7-.9 s too high; this discrepancy m a y be attributed
to die fact that the model uses only distance of the lead
vehicle to determines h o w it accelerates and decelerates,
whereas the human drivers could also attend to the lead
vehicle's brake lights, providing the latter with additional
cues to initiate braking.
Lateral Deviation
The second aspect of performance is one of the most
c o m m o n measures for driver distraction studies, namely the
lateral deviation of the driver's vehicle — defined as the
root-mean-squared error of the vehicle's center with the
central position in die lane. Figure 2 shows the model
predictions for lateral deviation in the diree conditions.
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Interestingly, the S S model predicts no effect of secondary
task on lateral deviation. However, the G S model predicts
quite a large effect of approximately SO cm.
A i m and Nilsson (1995) do not report specific numbers
for lateral deviation; however, they do report a statistical
analysis on these data that found no significant task effect
on lateral deviation (against their original hypothesis). The
predictions of die S S model thus support their results,
demonstrating h o w closely interleaved multitasking can, in
certain situations, have no significant effect on lateral
deviation. O n the other hand, the predictions of the G S
model show that less conservative, "grouped" multitasking
can draw cognitive attention away from the driving task
enough to create a significant effect.
Headway Distance
The third aspect of performance is headway distance, or die
distance between the driver's vehicle and the lead vehicle.
While headway was maintained at 75 m during normal
conditions, the lead vehicle's braking would greatiy reduce
this headway until the driver has a chance to react. Figure
3(a) shows die model predictions for the minimum headway
distance, a measure of h o w close the driver's vehicle came
to die lead vehicle. In all three conditions, the model
exhibited a m i n i m u m headway of approximately 35 m .
Figure 3(b) shows die m i n i m u m distances reported in
the empirical study. Here there is a clear task effect: the
headway decreases significantly in the presence of die
secondary task. Thus, the model predictions are not
supported for the distance-headway measure. It seems that
aldiough the model clearly reacts later in the task condition,
it also compensates for the late reaction by braking harder,
thus eliminating any potential task effect.
Conclusions

N o Task

Task,SS

Task,GS

The S S model's a priori predictions matched two of the
three measures qualitatively, correctly predicting an effect on
reaction time but no effect on lateral deviation. Given die
ambiguity in the driver-distraction literature on when such

Condition
Figure 2: Lateral deviation for model simulations.
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Figure 3: M i n i m u m headway distance for (a) model simulations and (b) empirical data.

effects m a y occur, this is a strong result that demonstrates
the model's ability to predict distraction for certain
measures and not others. However, the model did not
predict the effect on m i n i m u m headway, perh^s due in part
to the fact that the headways were large enough that h u m a n
drivers felt no dire need to closely maintain headway.
The G S model's predictions were not as good, failing
to predict the absence of an effect on lateral deviation. Its
failing indicates one shortcoming of this work: although the
integration of models is mostly straightforward, dierc
remain too m a n y degrees of freedom with respect to h o w
models can and should multitask. Combating this problem
requires a more rigorous treatment of multitasking, and
cognitive architectures such as A C T - R show promise in
being able to account for such a process. In particular,
architectures provide an opportunity to handle multitasking
at the "software level" through n e w models implemented as
production rules and/or at the "hardware level" through
changes to the architecture's inner mechanisms. Recent
models of complex dynamic tasks, though not yet the
comprehensive models required for the long term, have
already demonstrated good ability in capturing some aspects
of multitasking (e.g., Chong, 1998; Jones et al., 1999).
A s a related point, cognitive architectures also have the
substantial benefit of facilitating re-use of models,
parameters, and other components from one model to
another. This study exhibits this property primarily in the
re-use of two existing models for predicting distraction.
However, it also opens the door to predicting numerous
other aspects of behavior. For instance, Lovett et al.'s
(2000) treatment of their M O D S model includes an
investigation of h o w ACT-R's W parameter can represent
individual differences in working m e m o r y capacity.
Because their work addresses mechanisms fundamental to
the architecture, it can carry over directly into further
investigations of the effects of capacity differences on driver
distraction or even just on driving itself This ability to
share ideas and mechanisms across domains offers enormous
explanatory and predictive power to architectural models in
new and existing domains of study.
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Abstract
Two experiments investigated the impact of problem order
and problem sequencing on performance. In experiment 1
subjects were eiAer presented with a suitable or an unsuitable
presentation sequence where they werefreeto deviate from.
Presentation sequence had an impact on performance and
rearranging problems improved performance for high priorknowledge subjects whereas low prior-knowledge subjects'
perfonnance deteriorated. Experiment 2 yielded evidence that
effects of problem sequence have to be triggered by directing
subjects' attention to comparing problems before working on
them. Results are discussed within the framework of
analogical transfo.
The Impact of Problem Order
In this paper w e investigate the impact of problem order on
performance when solving a sequence of mathematical
problems. It has to be noted that effects of sequencing to-belearned materials have been widely studied in the Sixties
and the Seventies (Posner & Strike, 1976; V a n Patten, Chao,
& Reigeluth, 1986 for an overview), whereas effects of
sequencing to-be-solved problems have received only little
attention. Sequence effects are said to occur w h e n
performance on problem B varies depending on whether
problem A had been performed before or not. This influence
of solving problem A on performance for problem B should
be specific to problem A, i.e., solving a problem C before B
should not necessarily lead to the same performance for B as
solving problems in the sequence A B . This specificity
assumption distinguishes sequence effects from'mere
training or position effects.
Sequence effects can be analyzed as the result of two
distinct cognitive processes that take place in succession,
namely, learning and transfer. Learning refers to a change in
the cognitive system of the problem solver (i.e., newly
generated or modified knowledge structures) that occurs due
to solving a problem A. Transfer refers to the transmission
of these newly generated or modified knowledge structures
to a subsequent problem B.
T h e two most prominent approaches to transfer are
Singley and Anderson's rather analytical theory on transfer
of cognitive skill (Singley & Anderson, 1989) and the more
holistic theories of transfer by analogy (Gentner, 1983; Gick
&Holyoak,1980).

Singley and Anderson's basic assumption is that a
problem is more likely to be solved the more declarative
and/or procedural knowledge elements necessary to solve
that problem are already k n o w n by the problem solver.
Therefore, transfer among problems should increase with
the number of elements being shared by the problems
(Thomdike & Woodworth, 1901). Furthermore, because
transfer is based on the extent of overlap between the
knowledge structures necessary to accomplish two tasks a
symmetrical relation between problem ^4 and 5 is assumed.
(PiroUi & Recker, 1994; Singley & Anderson, 1989). It is
important to note, however, that sequence effects m a y be
asymmetrically, i.e., a problem sequence A B might resuh in
a different performance than a problem sequence BA. This
asymmetry is due to the fact that the amount of what has
been learned in thefirstplace and can therefore be
transferred to a succeeding problem m a y differ among
problems. For instance, working on a difficult problem at
first m a y result in less learning than starting with a simpler
problem.
Transfer by analogy is described as the transmission of
knowledge from one problem-solving situation (the source)
to a target problem and consists in a number of different
processes. In order to solve a target problem first a suitable
source problem has to be retrieved from memory. Next,
elements of the source problem have to be mapped onto the
target problem. Finally, based on these mappings a solution
for the target problem is generated. Research on analogy has
demonstrated that structural similarity among source and
target is the most important determinant of successful
transfer and that this transfer is often restricted to situations
where source and target are structurally equivalent. If there
are structural differences between problems subjects often
fail to adapt a source problem's solution tofitthe
requirements of the target (Reed, Dempster, & Ettinger,
1985).
With regard to sequence effects it can therefore be
assumed that performance for a specific problem should
improve if one solves structurally similar problems in
succession. Contrarily, switching between unrelated
problems might impede problem solving because this
increases the probability that unsuitable preceding problems
are used as sources to guide later problem solving.
Whereas there is only preliminary evidence for this
assumption concerning structural similarity in a study by
Novick (1988), two problem-solving studies have
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investigated the effects of the second aforementioned factor
that m a y influence the suitability of a problem lequence,
namely a problem's difficulty. Reed, Emest, and Banerji
(1974) obtained no effect of problem order when studying
transfer from the easier Missionary-Cannibals problem to
the more difficult Jealous-Husbands problem and vice versa.
Subjects w h o had been acquainted with the similarity
relations a m o n g the problems, however, solved the
problems faster in the difficult-easy sequence. Furthermore,
Cook (1937) found that a diiTicult-easy sequence led to
better performance when working on pyramid puzzles.
Based on these two results it could be argued that solving
difficult problems before easier ones should result in better
performance than a reversed sequence. However, this m a y
only hold for knowledge-lean problems (in the sense of
VanLehn, 1989) whereas for knowledge-rich problems
solving an easy problem first m a y support solving more
difficult problems of the same problem category. This
should be the case because more difficult problems often
share structural elements with the easier problems.
Therefore, mastering these problem components in the
easier problems provides practice for solving the more
difficult problems entailing these components among other
new elements. This idea of mastering (subordinate) parts of
a skill before proceeding to more difficult demands is in line
with proposals made for the design of instructional curricula
(cf Schoenfeld, 1985; Van Patten et al., 1986).
T o summarize, problem sequences that are ordered with
respect to the structural similarity of the problents (similar
problems being solved in succession) and with respect to the
difficulty of the problems (easy-to-difficult) should result in
better performance compared to either reversed or to
random sequences.
Sequencing as a Metacognitive Strategy
In experimental problem-solving settings subjects are
usually asked to maintain a given order when solving
multiple problems whereas in more self-controlled
situations they might be given the opportunity to decide on a
problem sequence by themselves. In this case the question
whether problem solvers strategically rearrange problems in
order to improve their performance gains increasing
importance.
Problem sequencing can be seen as a process that is
exactly reverted to the retrieval process in analogical
problem solving. In analogical problem solving a backward
search is conducted to find a source problem in m e m o r y
whose solution can be adapted to the to-be-solved target.
Contrarily, sequencing m a y be described as a forward
search to decide on the next to-be-solved problem (target)
for which the solution of the problem being solved most
recently (source) can be adapted. Conceptualizing problem
sequencing in accordance with the retrieval process in
analogical problem solving brings about some major
advantages. In particular,findingson analogy m a y be used
to derive hypotheses concerning problem sequencing as a
metacognitive problem-solving strategy.
First, the propensity to sequence problems should depend
on whether subjects are aware of the fact that different
problem sequences m a y be associated with different
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performance outcomes and that applying knowledge used to
solve one problem when approaching a next problem might
foster performance. H o w e v e r , research in analogical
problem solving has repeatedly shown that subjects often
fail in using previous problem-solving experiences
spontaneously when solving new problems (Reed et al.,
1985) and that they need to be provided with hints in order
to ensure analogical transfer (Gick & Holyoak, 1980).
Additionally, the costs that result from searching for a
suitable target problem that is to be solved next have to be
less than the benefits that are achieved by rearranging
problems deliberatively. This reasoning is in line with
assumptions made by Novick (1988) or Reed et al. (1974)
concerning the retrieval process in analogical problem
solving. For instance, Reed et al. (1974, p. 448) postulate
that "the total time to retrieve, translate, and use analogous
information to find an operator should be less than the total
time to find the same operator without using information
from the previous problem."
Second, the successfulness of rearranging problems
depends on whether subjects are able to identify a suitable
problem sequence by themselves. In terms of analogical
problem solving this relates to the question of whether
subjects are able to retrieve a source problem that is
structurally similar to the target. With respect to this issue
research has demonstrated that subjects often face
difficulties in recognizing structural problem features and
that they are often misled by surface similarities of the
problems (Holyoak & K o h , 1987; Ross, 1987). Novick
(1988) demonstrated that the ability to retrieve a structurally
similar analogue interacts with subjects' domain-specific
prior knowledge with experts being more likely to find a
suitable source problem than novices are. Therefore, it can
likewise be assumed that the quality of problem sequencing
might interact with subjects' prior knowledge in a way that
only high prior-knowledge subjects benefit from selfdetermined sequences whereas the additional freedom of
rearranging test problems might even be harmful for less
advanced subjects.
In order to investigate the impact of problem order and
problem sequencing on problem-solving performance two
experiments were conducted. In experiment 1 subjects were
provided with one of two different presentation sequences
that they were free to rearrange. Contrarily, subjects in
experiment 2 were confronted with predefined problem
orders they could not deviate from in order to find out
whether differences in problem-solving performance can
still be observed when subjects are not made aware of the
potential impact of problem order.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants Subjects were 76 students (49 female, 27
male) of the University of Goettingen, Germany, w h o
participated for course credit or payment. Average age was
22.67 years.

Materials a n d procedure For experimentation the
hypertext-based learning and problem-solving environment
H y p e r c o m b w a s used (Gerjets, Scheitcr, & Tack, 2000)
which contains a short introduction to the domain of
combinatorics followed by a learning phase where subjects
can acquire knowledge by studying worked-out examples
for six problem types.
Permutation problems arc about finding out the number of
possibilities of bringing all elements of a set into a distinctly
ordered arrangement. Variation problems deal with the
number of possibilities for selecting a subset of elements out
of a set of elements in a distinct order. Combination
problems are about the number of possibilities for selecting
a subset of elements out of a set of elements without regard
to the order. All three kinds of problems can be further
distinguished as being with or without replacement
yielding six problem types. Replacement indicates whether
the set contains undistinguishable elements or whether
elements can be selected more than once, respectively.
Similarity a m o n g permutations, variations, and
combinations can be described with respect to the number of
permutations necessary to solve a specific problem. These
similarity relations a m o n g the problem types are not only
expressed at this conceptual level but are also reflected at
the computational level in the graded complexity of the
formulas needed to solve the problems. Therefore, one can
characterize transfer relations a m o n g problem types in
combinatorics that are based on the overlap at the
computational and conceptual level. According to this task
analysis a problem sequence ranging from permutations to
variations and ending with combinations should be suited
best for problem solving as the problem types that are most
structurally similar to each other are presented in
succession.
In H y p e r c o m b each problem type was illustrated by
abstract information concerning its structural features and
two worked-out examples. O n e example explained the basic
application of the solution principle and the other example
illustrated a more complicated situation where the solution
principle in question had to be applied twice in order to
solve a problem. Subjects could decide which instructional
materials they wanted to study and w h e n they wanted to quit
the learning phase. In the subsequent test phase the
instructional material was no longer available and subjects
were asked to work on six test problems. For those test
problems the solution principles which had been taught
before had to be applied once for easy problems or twice for
difficuh problems (figure I).
W h e n starting the test phase subjects were informed that
they would have to solve six test problems listed on a single
page. They were asked to study all test problems carefully
before selecting a problem they wanted to start working on.
Subjects were further informed that they could solve the test
problems in any order they wanted. Whenever subjects had
solved a problem the initial page with all six problems was
presented (including the ones already being solved) and
subjects were asked to select the next problem. In order to
prevent subjects from solving a problem twice solved
problems could no longer be retrieved.

Easy problem: A lighthouse can flash in six different colors (red,
yellow, green, blue, orange, pink) from which colors are
randomly chosen to form a flare. Each flare contains nvo colors
in succession and none of the colors can appear twice in one flare.
What is the probability that the lighthouse will send a red-orange
flare, i.e. it will first flash red and then flash orange?
DifHcult problem: At a soccer game there are two dressing
rooms for the two teams. The kickers from Oxford wear T-shirts
with uneven numbers from I to 21 and Manchester has even
numbers from 2 to 22. As the aisle from the dressing rooms is
very narrow only one player at a time can enter the field. The
players of the two teams leave their rooms alternately with a
player from Oxford going atfirst.What is the probability that the
firstfiveplayers who enter thefieldhave the numbersfive,two,
thirteen, eight, and one (i.e., thefirsthas the numberfive,the
second has got the two and so on)?
Figure I: Easy and difficult test problems of problem type
"variation without replacement"
Design and dependent measures As a first betweensubjects variable the presentation sequence of the six test
problems was manipulated. In the suitable sequence the
problems were presented in the postulated optimal order permutation, variation, and combination with an easy-todifficult sequence within each problem type. In the
unsuitable s e q u e n c e variations were followed by
permutations and combinations; within problem types
difficult problems were presented first. A s a second
between-subjects variable w e used subjects' domain-specific
prior knowledge which was controlled by means of a
multiple-choice questionnaire at the beginning of the
experiment. A median split within the two sequence
conditions was conducted to distinguish between subjects
w h o possessed low or high prior knowledge.
A s performance measures subjects error rates for easy
and difficult test problems and problem-solving time were
registered. For each of the six test problems subjects had to
identify the correct solution principle and the values of four
variables in a multiple-choice form. N o calculations had to
be made. A m a x i m u m of two errors was assigned for the
identification of the principle and one error was assigned for
each wrong answer concerning the variable values resulting
in a m a x i m u m of six errors for each problem. Additionally,
subjects were distinguished as to whether they rearranged
problems by deviating from the given presentation sequence
or not. Finally, in order to ensure that subjects were
equivalent with respect to their learning behavior the
example-processing time was registered and analyzed as
well.
Results and Discussion
A first comparison by means of an A N O V A (presentation
sequence x prior luiowledge) revealed no significant
differences with regard to either pretest errors (F(l,72) =
1.29; M S E = 83.10; p > .25) or overall example-processing
time ( F < I) between the presentation sequences (table 1).
In order to analyze subjects' performance on the six test
problems and on subjects' problem-solving time as a
function of presentation sequence, prior knowledge, and
sequencing behavior a third factor was entailed in the
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analysis. This factor indicated whether subjects had kept the
presentation order while working on the problems or
whether they had deviated from it (i.e., sequencing
behavior). Additionally, w e used example-processing time
as a covariate because this turned out to be a very important
factor for predicting subjects' performance and because this
measure was characterized by a high variability within each
of the two presentation sequence conditions. This resulted in
a three-factor A N C O V A (presentation sequence x prior
knowledge x sequencing behavior) that was deployed for
analyzing performance on easy and difficult problems as
well as for problem-solving time. W e will first report the
effects for presentation sequence and prior knowledge (table
1) before having a closer look to the impact of subjects'
sequencing behavior on performance (figures 2a, 2b).

9.79; M S E = 0.23; p < .01; suitable sequence/ high prior
knowledge: 2 1 % sequencers; suitable sequence/ low prior
knowledge: 3 5 % sequencers; unsuitable sequence/ high
prior knowledge: 6 5 % sequencers; unsuitable sequence/ low
prior knowledge: 6 0 % sequencers). Sequencing behavior
was unaffected by subjects' prior knowledge - with the main
effect and the interaction both being meaningless (both F s <
1). Deviations from the given presentation sequence were
mainly caused by subjects' preference to work on easy
problems before approaching the more difficult ones regardless of structural similarities among easy and difficult
problems.

Effects of sequencing With regard to the impact of
sequencing on performance for easy problems an expected
pattem of results could be obtained (figure 2a). There was
Table 1: Performance (in %) and time data (in sec) as a no main effect of sequencing behavior (F < 1), however,
function of presentation sequence and prior
sequencing behavior interacted with subjects' prior
knowledge
knowledge in that high prior-knowledge subjects improved
by rearranging problems whereas low prior-knowledge
subjects' performance even deteriorated (F(l,72) = 5.20;
Unsuitable
Suitable
Presentation sequence
M S E = 244.29; p < .05). Although this effect seemed to
sequence
sequence
interact with presentation sequence the triple interaction was
High
Low
High
Low
Prior knowledge
not significant (F(l,72) =1.31; M S E = 244.29; p > .20), nor
was there an interaction between presentation sequence and
Pretest errors
44.3
47.9
75.2
74.1
sequencing behavior (F < 1).
612
532
547
Example-processing time
650
Problem-solving errors:
30 1
16.2
21.8
- Easy problems
12.0
10.0
%
- Difficult problems

37.5

46.4

43.2

46.7

Problem-solving time

1075

998

1066

1052

20 •

Effects of presentation sequence and prior knowledge
With regard to the number of problem-solving errors for
easy test problems subjects w h o were presented with the
suitable sequence outperformed subjects w h o worked in the
unsuitable sequence condition as predicted (F(l,72) = 5.02;
M S E = 244.29; p < .05) whereas there was no effect for
difficult test problems (F(l,72) = 1.50; M S E = 371.93; p >
.20). None of the effects for prior knowledge nor the
interactions between presentation sequence and prior
knowledge were significant (all F s < 1). With regard to
problem-solving time there were no effects for either
presentation sequence or prior knowledge nor was there an
interaction between the two factors (all F s < 1). T o
summarize, the superiority of the suitable presentation
sequence could be demonstrated for performance on easy
problems independently of subjects' prior knowledge.
Sequencing behavior A question that has yet been left
unanswered is whether subjects rearrange problems when
being confronted with an unsuitable presentation sequence
and h o w their sequencing behavior contributes to problemsolving performance. Analyzing the percentage of subjects
who deviated from the presentation sequence an A N O V A
(presentation sequence x prior knowledge) clearly revealed
that subjects reacted sensitively to the quality of the
presentation sequence by deviating more often from the
unsuitable sequence than from the suitable one (F(l,72) =
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Suit.
/High PK

Suit./
Low PK

Unsuif./ Unsuit./
High PK Low PK

Sequencers • Non-sequencers
Figure 2a: Problem-solving errors for easy test problems
as a function of subjects' sequencing behavior,
presentation sequence, and prior knowledge
The effects for problem-solving performance on difficult
test problems was different (figure 2b). Performance
improved slightly by rearranging problems (F(l,72) = 2.99;
M S E = 371.93;/><.10), whereas there were no interactions
with prior knowledge or presentation sequence (all Fs < 1).
Additionally, there was no main effect for sequencing
behavior on the overall time subjects needed to solve all six
test problems (F < 1) nor were there any interactions with
either presentation sequence or prior knowledge (all F s <
1.78andaUps>.15).

Experiment 2
Method
Participants Subjects were 78 students (48 female, 30
male) of the University of Gocttingen w h o participated for
course credit or payment. Average age was 24.1 years.

Suit.
/High PK

Suit./
Low PK

Unsuit./ Unsuit./
High PK Low PK

Q Sequencers • Non-sequencers
Figure 2b:

Problem-solving errors for difficult test
problems as a function of subjects'
sequencing behavior, presentation
sequence, and prior knowledge

To summarize, we found that the order in which problems
are solved had an impact on problem-solving performance
for easy test problems in that a sequence where problems
were arranged according to their structural similarity and
difficulty was superior to a presentation sequence not
making use of this principles. Additionally, w e could
demonstrate that subjects tried to make use of this effect of
problem sequence by rearranging problems when they were
presented in an unsuitable way. However, improvements
due to problem sequencing were predominant for subjects
with high prior knowledge w h o are more likely to identify
structural similarities among problems. O n the contrary, low
prior-knowledge subjects' performance deteriorated w h e n
they deviated from a given order of problems if these
problems were unsuitably arranged.
However, the pattern of results obtained for difficult test
problems yielded evidence for some additional speculations.
In particular, sequencing improved performance on difficult
test problems independently of whether subjects deviated
fh>m a suitable or an unsuitable sequence. Subjects w h o
rearranged problems m a y have followed the instruction to
first read all problems carefiilly before selecting a problem
to work on. This m a y have focussed subjects' attention on
comparing test problems and thereby displaying a deeper
processing which in turn improved performance. This
interpretation is related to the question on whether subjects
spontaneously notice problem similarities by themselves or
whether they need hints in order to make use of potential
analogues relations among test problems. If the latter is true,
sequence effects should only be observable when subjects
are asked to process test problems thoroughly as in this
experiment, but should be absent w h e n problems are
presented in predefined orders without any further
instructional support. In order to address this issue a second
experiment was conducted.

Materials and procedure The same learning and problemsolving material as in experiment 1 was used. However, the
procedure was varied. The problems were presented in
predefined sequences that subjects could not deviate from.
Subjects started working on problem 1 in the sequence.
After subjects had solved a problem the next problem was
automatically presented. Subjects did not see any of the test
problems before this automatic presentation. N o return to
preceding problems was possible.
Design and dependent measures A s a first betweensubjects variable the presentation sequence was varied by
presenting the problems according to the same orders as in
experiment 1. A s a second between-subjects variable
subjects' domain-specific prior knowledge was used. As
performance measures subjects* error rates and problemsolving time were registered. Additionally, exampleprocessing time was measured.
Results and Discussion
A first comparison by means of an A N O V A (presentation
sequence x prior knowledge) revealed no significant
differences with regard to prior knowledge between the two
presentation sequences (F < 1). The effect of presentation
sequence for example-processing time however almost
reached statistical significance (/"(1,74) = 2.49; M S E =
1555590.10; p > .10). Therefore, this variable was again
used as a covariate in all further analyses (table 2).
Table 2: Performance (in %) and time data (in sec) as a
function of presentation sequence and prior
Icnowledge
Presentation sequence

Suitable
sequence

Unsuitable
sequence

Prior luiowledge

High

Low

High

Low

Pretest errors

46.8

74.7

47.2

70.8

Example-processing time
Problem-solving errors:
- Easy problems

722

678

539

579

16.1

21.4

15.8

18.1

- Difficult problems

35.9

49.3

42.4

50.8

Problem-solving time

977

897

830

849

There was no main effect for prior knowledge on
performance for easy test problems (F(l,74) = 1.04; M S E =
258.55; p > .30), whereas it positively influenced
performance on difficult test problems (F(l,74) = 7.20; M S E
= 321.39; p < .01). Most interestingly, there were no effects
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of presentation sequence and no interactions between the
two factors for any of the two performance measures (all Fi
< 1). Additionally, presentation sequence had barely no
impact on problem-solving time (f(l,74) - 1.89; M S B =
46501.88; p > .10). The main effect for prior knowledge as
well as the interaction were not significant (Fs < 1). The
interpretation of these results is straightforward. Simply
presenting test problems in a suitable order is obviously not
sufficient to improve problem-solving performance.
General Discussion
In experiment 1 a problem sequence where problems were
arranged according to their structural similarity and their
difficulty outperformed a problem sequence where these
sequencing principles were reversed. Experiment 2
demonstrated that sequence effects only occurred when
subjects were instructed to process problems carefully
before working on them. This is in accordance with findings
on analogy that spontaneous transfer is hard to achieve.
Instead, subjects need hints that relations between problems
are important in order to benefitfi-oma suitable sequence.
Additionally, w e demonstrated that subjects try to make
use of this effect of problem sequence by rearranging
unsuitable problem sequences. However, only subjects with
high prior knowledge w h o are more likely to identify
structural similarities seem to benefit from problem
sequencing. In contrast to that, subjects with low prior
knowledge do not seem to possess the skills necessary for
identifying a more suitable problem sequence than the one
they are initially presented with.
Several issues will be addressed in forthcoming
experiments. First, the question arises whether subjects'
ability to sequence problems as well as spontaneous transfer
within predefined problem sequences can be fostered by
deliberately directing subjects' attention to structural
similarities of the problems. Second, it is of interest whether
other findings of analogy-based research can likewise be
transferred to problem sequencing. In particular, w e want to
investigate whether not only the retrieval process in
analogical problem solving but also problem sequencing is
vulnerable to effects of superficial similarities among
problems. Third, w e aim at distinguishing sequence effects
that occur due to structural similarity versus sequence
effects that are merely caused by the relative difficulty of
problems. Additionally, a more-flne grained analysis of
subjects' sequencing strategies with regard to this distinction
seems promising. The results of experiment 1 provide
preliminary evidence that subjects mainly sequenced
problems according to their relative difficulty without
paying attention to their structural interrelationships. In
domains where structural similarities among problems are
more evident - like algebra word problems - sequencing
behavior m a y be quite different. Therefore, a series of
experiments is currently being conducted using algebra
problems.
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Abstract
A common view in the research on dynamic system
control is that human subjects use exemplar knowledge
of system states - at least for controlling small systems.
Dissociations between different tasks or stochastic
independence between recognition and control tasks,
have led to the assumption that part of the exemplar
knowledge is implicit. In this paper, I propose an
alternative interpretation of these results by demonstrating &at subjects learn nwre than exemplars when
they are introduced to a new system. This was achieved
by presenting the same nuiterial - states of a simple
system - with vs. without causal interpretation. If
subjects learned exen^lars only,tfiendiere should be no
differences between the conditions and stochastic dependence between various tasks would be expected.
However, in an experiment with N-40 subjects the group
with causal interpretation is significantly better at completing fragmentary system states and in judging causal
relations between switches and lamps, but not in
recognizing stimtili as studied. Only in the group without
causal interpretation, the contingency between recognition and completion was close to the maximum memory
dependence, estimated with Ostergaard's (1992) mediod.
Thus, the results resemble those of other studies only in
the condition with causal interpretation. The results are
explained byttieassumption that subjects under that
condition learn and use a second type of knowledge,
wfaidi is construed as a rudimentary form of stnictuial
knowledge. The intopretation is supported by a computational model diat is able to reproduce the set of results.
Dynamic system control (DSC) is a paradigm of great
interest for ^plied and basic research likewise. In
applied contexts, researchers address questions about
h o w h u m a n operators learn to operate n e w technical
systems efficiently, h o w training should be designed, or
what errors operators are likely to commit. In basic
research, D S C is one of the paradigms for studying
inq)licit learning. It has been argued that subjects
control dynamic systems predominantly with exemplar
knowledge about system states, part of which is
considered implicit (Dienes & Fahey, 1998). This
conclusion w a s derived from studies with systems
characterized b y small problem spaces, such as the
"Sugar Factory" (a dynamic system with one input and
one output variable, connected b y a linear equation;
Berry & Broadbent, 1988). However, studies with more

complex systems have delivered evidence that structural knowledge (i.e. knowledge about the variables of a
system and their causal relations) can be more effective
for controlling these systems (Vollmeyer, B u m s , &
Holyoak, 1996; Funke, 1993), although it is not easy to
apply and use this type of knowledge (Schoppek, 2002).
But even for small systems, the question about what
type of knowledge is learned in an implicit manner, is
still open. Simulation studies that have proven the
sufficiency of exemplar knowledge for controlling the
Sugar Factory (Dienes & Fahey, 1995; Lebiere,
Wallach, & Taatgen, 1998) have as yet not reproduced
effects that point to implicit learning. A n example of
such effects is the stochastic independence between
recognition of system states of the Sugar Factory as
studied and performance in one-step control problems,
found b y Dienes & Fahey (1998). Since exemplar
knowledge is typically construed as explicit rather than
implicit, it cannot account for these dissociations.
This paper addresses the question if a rudimentary
form of structural knowledge is acquired in addition to
exenplar knowledge, albeit implicitly or explicitly. The
different use of exemplar knowledge and structural
kno>^edge in different tasks can explain dissociations
between tasks. The basic strategy for separating the two
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Figure 1: Problem space of the Switches &
Lamps system; the states with white triangles
were smdied in the learning phase

knowledge types rests on using material that can be
interpreted as states of a system or simply as spatial
patterns. Therefore, I designed a system consisting of
four lamps operated by four switches. Each switch
affects one or two lamps. T w o of the effects were negative, which means that the corresponding lamp is
switched off when the switch is turned on. The problem
space of 16 possible sutes is depicted in Figure 1.
Subjects under both conditions (causal interpretation vs.
no causal interpretation) are shown possible states and
asked to m e m o rize them.
In a previous experiment with that paradigm
(Schoppek, 2001), I found positive effects of causal
interpretation on recognition of patterns as studied and
on causal judgment. The effects were attributed to a
preliminary form of structural knowledge, namely
associations between switches and lan^s, acquired by
the group with causal interpretation. This knowledge
enables subjects to reconstruct a system state in cases
where no exemplar representation of the state can be
retrieved. The pattern of results was reproduced by a
computational model that instantiates these assumptions. The model is written in A C T - R (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998), a cognitive architecture that distinguishes between subsymbolic and symbolic levels of processing, with associative learning residing on the
subsymbolic level.
The experiment also delivered some hints that there
was stochastic independence between recognition of
states as studied and a completion task in the group
with causal interpretation, but dependence in the other
group. Again, this supports the assumption that more
than one knowledge type is used in the causal
condition. However, to judge the empirical contingency
between tasks, it should be compared with the
m a x i m u m possible memory dependence, Estimated with
a method proposed by Ostergaard (1992). This method
requires answers to nonstudied items in the completion
task, but all items that could be reasonably used in that
task (i.e. all possible system states) have been studied in
Schoppek (2001). Therefore in the present experiment,
subjects studied only a subset of system states. This fact
implies a different prediction for recognition of states as
studied: The set of possible states and the set of studied
states were identical in the previous experiment,
whereas they are different in the present ejqjeriment.
This makes the strategy of reconstructing system states
susceptible to errors, because classifying any possible
state as smdied would result in many false alarms. Thus
in the present experiment, I expected no differences in
recognition perfomiance between the two conditions.
Experiment
The experiment started with a learning phase where
subjects saw 60 system states in intervals of four
seconds. The sequence consisted of ten out of sixteen

possible system states that were repeatedly shown in a
"natural" order, i.e. only one switch changed its status
from item to item. The ten states where selected such
that all causal relations between switches and lamps
could be concluded from them. All subjects were
instructed to memorize the "states" (in the condition
"causal interpretation" or ci group) or the "patterns" (in
the condition "no causal interpretation" or nci group).
The learning phase was followed by a speeded
recognition task. 20 items, including the ten studied
states, six nonstudied states, and four impossible states,
had to be classified as studied or nonstudied. Next,
subjects worked on the completion task, where they saw
arrays of switches in certain states and were asked to
complete the patterns by clicking on the correct lamps.
All possible states, except the one where no switch is
on, were administered. Then the subjects of the group
without causal interpretation were debriefed about the
meaning and the causal nature of the material. Finally,
in a causal judgment task, subjects were asked to
estimate the causal strength of all 16 combinations
between switches and lamps on a scale ranging from
-100 (strong negative relation), through 0 (no relation),
to 100 (strong positive relation). N = 4 2 students fom
the University of Bayreuth, participated in the
experiment. O n e subject had to be excluded because of
erroneous administration of the tasks; one other subject
was excluded because he had misunderstood the
instructions.
I expected medium to large effect sizes (d " 0.65) in
this experiment. With the given sample size of n=20 for
each group, the a-level is set to p<0.1 to get an
acceptable power of 0.67. All significance tests were
two-tailed'.
Recognition
I expected no differences in discrimination between the
two groups. This can be explained as follows. For the
nci group, conditions are not m u c h different to the
previous e:q)eriment (Schoppek, 2001), except that
fewer states where shown and each state w a s shown
equally often. In the ci group, however, the fact that not
all possible system states were shown in the learning
phase is expected to lead to some confiision. Subjects
w h o k n o w about the causal structure of the material
m a y recognize nonstudied system states as regular
states and mistake them as studied. Thus, in contrast to
the previous experiment, there is no advantage of
knowing the causal structure. It is hard to predict if
subjects use the strategy of reconstructing system states
at all. A n indicator for using the strategy is a longer
response time.

' The power analysis was calculated with the G-Power
program by Paul &Erdfelder (1992).
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A s expected, discrimination indices for recognition
(calculated according to the two-high-threshold model
by Snodgrass & Corvin, 1988) are almost equal in both
groups (ci: d=K).46, j-0.19; nci: d ^ A i , j-0.17;
M).53). However, mean response times rt for hits are
significantly longer in the ci group (ci: /t-2325 ms,
s=1159 ms; nci: r/=1699 ms, s=513 ms; /=2.21,
;><0.05). This result, including the difference in the
standard deviations, closely replicates the flndings of
Schoppek (2001). It supports the assumption that at
least some of the subjects in the ci group used the
strategy of reconstructing system states on the basis of
structural knowledge.
Completion
Since all possible system states had to be completed in
this task, I expected the ci group to be better than the
nci group. Subjects in the latter group have only a small
chance to complete nonstudied items correctly.
Performance in the completion task is measured by
summing up deviations from the correct solution over
all items (variable td). For each lan^), a deviation is
counted when the lamp is in the wrong state, resulting
in a maximum deviation of four per item. Thus, the
total deviation td ranges between 0 and 60 (4 • 15
items). The expected deviation for chance performance
is 30 (0.5 - 4 15). A s expected, there is a significant
difference m total deviation between the groups: The ci
group deviates less from the correct solutions than the
nci group (ci: td=2l.9, 5=6.7; nci: td= 25.3, s=4.6;
/=1.88, ;7<0.1). Generally, performance in the con^letion task was low: In terms of correct items, the ci
group solved an average of 3.9 items (26%), the nci
group an average of 2.9 items (19%). However, these
values are close to those found by Dienes and Fahey
(1998) in their one-step control problems with the
Sugar Factory.

Causal Judgment
Subjects of the ci group are expected to be m u c h better
in judging causal relations between switches and lamps.
Atfirstglance, this hypothesis appears straightforward.
However, if causal loiowledge is learned implicitly in
the form of associations between switch-events and
lamp-events, it is possible that subjects of the nci group
are able to judge some of the relations after they have
been debriefed about the causal nature of the material.
A s a measure for causal judgment, the median of the
16 absolute deviations between judgments and correct
answers was calculated (variable m d ) for each subject.
The ci group was significantly better at judging the
causal relations between switches and lamps (ci:
mrf=27.9, j-31.1; nci: m d = 64.7, i-25.1; /=3.91, p<.Ol).
This result makes it unlikely that many of die nci
subjects had learned associations between switches and
lanps implicitly.
Contingency analysis between recognition and
completion task
If subjects used exemplar knowledge only, w e expect
performance in the two memory tasks to be correlated.
If, however, subjects used exeitplar knowledge and
structural knowledge, performance in the two tasks m a y
well be independent from each other. T o judge the
contingency between two memory tasks, Ostergaard
(1992) has proposed a method for estimating the
m a x i m u m possible memory dependence for a given
data set. The method is based on the contingency ubles
crossing the answers in both tasks. Stochastic independence is shown when there is a significant difference
between appropriate measures of the observed contingency and the contingency assuming maximum memory
dependence.
The contingency analysis was applied separately for
each subject, yielding distributions of observed and
estimated values of the joint probability of giving a
collect response to both tasks, and of the contingency
measure Ap. Analyses with the data collapsed over all

Table I: Overview over results of the experiment
Causal interpretation (ci)
Recognition
0.46
discrimination index
2325 m s
response time for hits
Completion
21.9
total deviation
Causal judgment
27.9
median of deviation
Correlation
.62***
completion causal judgment
Significance levels: *:p<0.10 *•: p<0.05
•:p<0.01

N o causal interpretation
(nci)

Significance

0.43
1699 m s

ns
**

25.3

*

64.7

«**

21
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subjects of each condition were conducted to croiicheck the results. Both analyses yielded equivalent
results.
In the ci group, the observed joint probability of
giving a correct response to both tasks equals 0.31, a
value lying right between 0.27, the joint probability of
the independence model and 0.34, the joint probability
of the maximum memory depenctence ( M M D ) model.
Although the absolute difference between the value for
the M M D and the observed value is rather small, it is
still reliable (/(19)=2.41, p<0.05). The contingency
measure ^ also discriminates between the different
models. The Ap = 0.22 observed in the ci group is
significantly smaller than the A p = 0.37 of the M M D
model (r(18>=2.26,/»<0.05).
Things are different in the nci group, where the joint
probabilities of the observed data and the M M D model
are 0.23 and 0.24, respectively (r(19)=0.53, p=0.60).
The difference between Ap=0.22 (observed) and
Ap=0.23 ( M M D model) is not significant either
(f(19)=0.11,;H).92).
The result that in the ci group the observed contingency between recognizing states as studied and
completing fi-agments of these states correctly is
significantly below the maximum, indicates that different memories have been used for both tasks. In the nci
group, the observed contingency between the tasks is
almost at its theoretical maximum, indicating that only
one type of knowledge was used for answering the
items. The interpretation of these results is that both
groups use exemplar knowledge in both tasks, but that
subjects of the ci group also use structural knowledge,
especially in the completion task. This conclusion is
supported by different correlations between measures of
causal judgment and completion, which are r=0.62
(p<O.Ol) in the ci group, and r=0.21 (ns) in the nci
group.
Discussion
The present experiment confirmed predictions about the
differential impact of causal interpretation on memory
for states of a simple system. In part, these predictions
were derived from a computational model that formalizes a set of assumptions about acquisition and use of
two types of knowledge. Exemplar knowledge about
system states is assumed to be acquired and used in all
tasks, regardless of causal interpretation. With causal
interpretation, subjects can additionally learn structural
knowledge based on associations between switch events
and lamp events (Schoppek, 2001). This knowledge can
be used to reconstruct system states in cases where no
relevant exemplar can be retrieved from memory. For
reasons described above, this type of knowledge was
expected to be useful in a causal judgment task and a
fragment completion task, but not in a recognition task.
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resulting in stochastic independence between recognition and completion in the condition with causal
interpretation.
This approach has much in c o m m o n with implicit
learning paradigms. Similar to those paradigms,
subjects are presented with material based on a
structure they do not know. In contrast to many implicit
learning experiments, subjects of the nci group of the
present experiment did not learn m u c h about that
structure (see the results of the causal judgment task).
However, the view that structure is always learned
implicitly, as soon as there is one, is not unchallenged.
Wright and Whittlesea (1998) argue against the
hypothesis that implicit learning is passive and independent of the intentional processes during learning.
According to them, this is a misconception resulting
fh>m the fact that in most implicit learning e^qieriments
there is little or no variation in the learning phases.
Wright and Whittlesea provided evidence that even
small variations in the presentation of stimuli, or in the
induction task can resuk in differences of what is
learned implicitly. Causal interpretation can be viewed
as one of these variations that affects processing in the
learning phase.
Other examples of the effect that providing additional information about stimuli enhances m e m o r y or other
kind of performance are found in classification learning
(Nosofsky, Clark, & Shin, 1989) or schema acquisition
(Ahn, Brewer, & Mooney, 1992). Conunon to all these
examples is subjects' reluctance to use the additional
hints. A h n et al.'s (1992) subjects used the experimentally provided background knowledge only when
they were engaged in tasks requiring the active use of
that knowledge. Nosofsky et al. (1989) found that even
simple rules defining a concept were only used when
subjects were explicitly told to do so.
In the group with causal interpretation, the results
resemble those typically found in in^licit learning
experiments. So does the stochastic independence in
that group indicate implicit learning? It is not a n e w
claim, but still useful to analyze the acquisition processes, the knowledge resulting from these processes, and
the retrieval processes separately (Frensch, 1998),
rather than calling the whole thing "implicit learning".
Doing so in the present context results in a detailed w e b
of hypotheses. According to the A C T - R model, the
processes for acquiring associations between switches
and lamps can be characterized as implicit, because
associative learning is an autonomous process that
occurs without awareness. That does not mean that it is
independent from attentional processes. In fact, what
associations are learned depends on the sequence in
which perceptional or memory elements are focused on.
In the Switches & L a m p s ^stem, the condition for
acquiring useful associations is a processing sequence
that focuses on the changesfirst(i.e. encode the switch

that has changed since the last item, then encode the
lamps that have changed, then encode the rest). The
assumption that such a sequence occurs more likely in
the ci group, whereas in the nci group, subjects adopt
other strategies such as processing the images from top
left to bottom right, is plausible, although it was not
tested empirically. W h e n the critical difference between
ci and nci groups lies in the processing sequence of
stimuli, one can conclude the testable prediction that
differences between the groups should disappear when
nci subjects are instructed to focus on changes and are
debriefed after the learning phase.
These deliberations are well in line with the view of
Wright and Whittlesca (1998), w h o claim that "the only
major difference between implicit and explicit learning
m a y be that consciously knowing that a domain
possesses some important structural property can cause
one to learn specifically about that property, whereas
the processing performed when unaware that such a
property exists m a y focus selectively on less relevant
properties" (p. 419).
A s a form of subsymbolic knowledge, associations
can be viewed as implicit knowledge. In A C T - R , subsymbolic knowledge exerts its influence through
activation processes, but is not directly accessible by
production rules. The explanatory potential of the
subsymbolic level of A C T - R for implicit memory
phenomena has also been demonstrated by Taatgen
(1999) with a model of word recognition and completion. In his model it is the dynamics of baselevel
learning rather than associative learning that accounts
for dissociations.
Only at the stage of applying the knowledge a conscious strategy of utilizing the associations between
switch events and lamp events is assumed, a strategy of
retrieving the most active lamp event with a given
switch-tumed-on event as cue.
Since the system I used here was a static one, some
considerations about the generalization of the results to
dynamic systems are indicated. Dynamic systems are
characterized by dependence on their o v m state, which
gives them momentum. This is not the case in the
Switches & Lamps System. However, similar to dynamic systems, its output variables depend on multiple
input variables. The momentum is an important
property that makes it hard to handle dynamic systems
(Funke, 1993). This might be one of the reasons w h y
subjects typically focus on the relations between input
and ou^ut variables, often disregarding the output-output relations that establish the m o m e n t u m (Schoppek,
2002). Thus, from the point of view of many subjects,
the Switches & L a m p System can appear very similar to
small dynamic systems like the Sugar Factory.
If one accepts "Switches & limps" as a model for
small dynamic systems, the work presented here
questions the c o m m o n interpretation that controlling

those systems is acconplished with exemplar
knowledge only (Dienes & Fahey, 1995; Lebiere,
Wallach & Taatgen, 1998). For obvious reasons,
proving the sufficiency of this type of knowledge does
not prove that human subjects are making do with this
type, too. The findings of the group with causal
interpretation parallel those of Dienes and Fahey
(1998), w h o found stochastic independence between
recognition and a completion task and arrived at similar
conclusions. The present experiment extends Dienes
and Fahey's approach by demonstrating that without
causal interpretation the contingency between these
tasks is close to its possible maximum, indicating that
in that case only one type of knowledge is used.
Moreover, it involves a real dissociation in the sense
that the experimental manipulation affected one task
(causal judgment, completion), but not another
(recognition). It would be interesting to see if a
variation of causal interpretation with the Sugar Factory
yielded similar results.
Although many of the predictions were derived from
a cognitive model, I have as yet not succeeded in
reproducing the whole set of results with the model. For
example, the present model overestimates discrimination between old and new states. The main reason for
this is the simplified assumption that every state is
encoded by three chunks in a one trial fashion: O n e
chunk representing all switches, one representing all
lamps, and one grouping the two other chunks together.
This assumption has to be replaced by an appropriate
theory about h o w humans form chunks fix)m unfamiliar
material, such as the competitive chunking theory
(Servan-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990), or E P A M
successors like C H R E S T (Gobet & Jackson, 2001).
Nevertheless, even when a model does not reproduce all
aspects of the data, the cognitive modeling perspective
forces the analyst to explicate assumptions on all stages
of processing, thus helping to draw a detailed picture of
reality that goes far beyond the simple distinction
between impUcit and explicit learning.
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Abstract

Cognitive models are characterized by a high precision that is
achieved by the necessity of stating explicit and formalized
In this paper we discuss issues of instructional design with assumptions in order to get running computer models (Zadiregard to different goals of instruction in the context of
ary, Ryder, & Hicinbothom, 1998). Because of its high prelearning from examples. T w o different approaches for idencision a cognitive modeling approach allows for a detailed
tifying suitable instructional methods are considered: First,
comparison of different problem-solving strategies (Rittlea cognitive task analysis is presented that examines probJohnson & Koedinger, 2001) as well as for the derivation of
lem-solving strategies applicable for solving mathematical
instructional methods based on the theoretical assumptions
word problems from a cognitive-modeling perspective. The
which are specified in cognitive models (Pirolli, 1999).
second approach is based on a review of empirical fmdings
In the cognitive task analysis presented in this paper w e
on designing instructional exanq>les. Together, these conexamine two different problem-solving strategies ^jplicable
siderations lead to the selection of two instructional methfor solving mathematical word problems. A strategy can be
ods that are e)y>ected to foster learning with respect to difcharacterized as a conditional sequence of subgoals and opferent goals of instruction. This assumption is tested in two
erators that is suitable to achieve a particular goal (cf Piexperimental studies presented in this paper.
rolli, 1999, p. 452). This corresponds to die w a y strategies
Problem-Solving Strategies for Mathematical
are usually represented in cognitive models.
W o r d P r o b l e m s : A Cognitive T a s k Analysis
Generally, problem-solving strategies can be classified as
W h e n considering different options of designing instructional
search-based, example-based, or schema-based, respectively.
material it is important to take into account which instrucSearch-based strategies like means-end analysis are appropritional goal is to be accompUshed. For example, in the case
ate to solve puzzle problems like the Tower of Hanoi (cf
of learning from examples, this goal could consist in enaNewell & Simon, 1972) which do not presuppose domainbUng a learner to solve problems that are either rather similar
specific prior knowledge (knowledge-lean problems according
or dissimilar to the instructional examples. For solving such
to VanLehn, 1989). However, more complex tasks (like
problems a learner needs to possess specific prerequisites
solving mathematical word problems) require example-based
(e.g., knowledge, time to perform different strategies). In
or schema-based strategies that operate on a rather elaborated
ordCT to enable the leamer to acquire these prerequisites by
knowledge base. Example-based strategies use concrete
studying instructional material, an instructional designer
knowledge about example problems and their solutions.
needs a precise conception of the prerequisites that are needed
Within this group of example-based strategies diifermt
and therefore have to be imparted by the material. In order to
strategies can be distinguished that vary in the extent they
acquire information on h o w problems in question can be m a k e use of example information. Compared to examplesolved and which prerequisites are \herefon needed it is helpbased strategies, schema-based strategies use more abstract
ful for an instructional designer to perform a cognitive task
knowledge representable as generalized, automated problemanalysis. This can be done by using cognitive modeling as a solving schemata (e.g. Sweller, van Merrienboiir, & Paas,
method of task analysis, i.e., by constructing computer mod1998). According to VanLehn (1989, p. 545) a schema conels to simulate a h u m a n problem-solver's behavior based on
sists of ,4nformation about the class of problems the schema
cognitive theories (Gray & Altmann, 2001).
applies to and information about their solutions" Examplebased and schema-based strategies correspond to two main
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approaches in cognitive science, that is the similarity-based
and the rule-based approach (Hahn & Chater, 1998).
In our task analysis w e examined two strategies for solving mathematical word problems (i.e., the keyword-strategy
and the situation model-strategy) by formalizing them as
executable computer models within the framework of the
ACT-R-architecture (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). In the following paragraphs the two strategies will be outlined according to their subgoal structures.
• The keyword-strategy is an example-based strategy that
uses concrete knowledge about examples when working on
n e w problems (cf. Sowder, 1988). The strategy is characterized by bottom-up processing based on the mechanism
of principle-cueing (Ross, 1987). The respective ACT-Rmodel starts with reading a given word problem in order
to reach the top goal of solving it. While reading, a text
phrase that contains certain keywords (or very similar expressions) can activate these keywords in memory. This
activation process in turn m a y lead to the activation of
those examples in m e m o r y tiiat contain the respective
keywords. These known examples will be retrieved if their
activation is sufficiently high (remindings according to
Ross, 1989) and will then be used to solve the current
word problem by applying the same procedure to it that
was used in order to solve the examples.
• The situation model-strategy is a schema-based strategy
that operates on a more abstract and elaborated knowledge
base and relies on top-down processing (cf. Reusser,
1990). The ACT-R model of this strategy again starts with
reading, but at the same time it interprets a given mathematical word problem. O n basis of this interpretationprocess a situation model can be constructed which represents the situation described in the text in a compressed
form (cf Kintsch, 1998). This situation model is then interpreted in a mathematical fashion by matching it with
domain-specific schemas representing different problems
categories and their appropriate solutions. Thus, in this
strategy a given word problem can be solved by applying
the solution specified in a known schema that is selected
and instantiated on basis of the situation model of the
word problem.
A comparative evaluation of the two strategies by applying
their cognitive models to solving word problems yielded the
following results: The keyword-strategy is convenient f w
equivalent test problems. These are characterized by a near
transfer distance because they belong to the same problem
category as the instructional examples and are embedded
within the same cover story (Reed, 1999). In order to solve
such problems by using the keyword-strategy only a very
limited amount of problem-solving time and a small knowledge base, mainly containing superficial keywords, are necessary prerequisites. For the appUcation of the situation
model-strategy on the other hand, more prerequisites are
needed, in particular more time for problem-solving and a
larger and more elaborated knowledge base. This base includes schemas for problem categories and knowledge on
structural features of problems that determine the ai^ropriate
solution procedure. These higher demands with regard to
time and knowledge, however, are accompanied by a good
problem-solving performance in isomorphic test problems.
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These are characterized by an intermediate transfer distance,
because they belong to the same problem category as the
instructional examples, but are embedded within different
cover stories (Reed, 1999).
T o conclude, the cognitive task analysis demonstrates
computationally that the goal of solving a mathematical
word problem can be reached by applying different problemsolving strategies. Thereby, these strategies differ in their
processing steps as well as in their prerequisites. In the cognitive task analysis, the latter were specified in terms of
problem-solving time and knowledge. However, there arc
also differences between the strategies with regard to their
appropriateness in the context of a specific instructional goal
— like solving equivalentversus isomorphic word problems.
For equivalent problems, the keyword-strategy is convenient
whereas the situation model-strategy is more appropriate in
the case of isomorphic problems. Therefore, if the goal of
instruction consists in enabling learners to solve equivalent
problems, the prerequisites for the keyword-strategy should
be imparted by the instructional material. O n the other hand,
if learners are supposed to learn h o w to solve isomorphic
problems, acquiring prerequisites for the situation modelstrategy should be the focus for designing instructional materials. Hence, for an instructional designer it is important to
consider the instructional goal in order to ensure that the
respective prerequisites are imparted in the materials.
W h e n possessing a precise concept of the prerequisites
needed in the context of a specific instructional goal the next
question that is to be answered by an instructional designer
is h o w these prerequisites can be imparted by the instructional material. Instructional methods that are suitable in the
context of the prerequisites of the two specified strategies
m a y be identified by reviewing empirical findings on designing instructional examples.
Instructional Design: Learning from Examples
The advantages of using examples as learning material have
been pointed out in m a n y studies (for an overview cf. Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, & Wortham, 2000). It could be demonstrated that studying examples is of great help for knowledge
acquisition and that especially multiple examples support
schema induction (e.g., Quilici & Mayer, 1996). However,
learners m a y also experience difficulties w h e n learning firom
examples. In particular, Ross (1987) foimd evidence that
learners face problems in discriminating between structural
features of an example (which determine its solution procedure) and superficial features describing the example s cover
story (which are irrelevant with regard to its solution). S o m e
attempts have been m a d e to coimteract such difficulties by
improving the design of instructional examples. In order to
foster the acquisition of structural features by means of instructional design Atkinson et al. (2000) distinguish between modifying intra-example features, i.e., features concerning the format of a single example, and varying interexample feaftires, i.e., features related to combinations of
multiple examples. A n instructional method that bears on
inter-examples features and that is supposed to direct learners attention to structural features is the utilization of socalled structure-emphasizing example combinations which
are contrasted with surface-emphasizing example combina-

tions that guide learners attention towards superficial features (Quilici & Mayer, 1996). Both types of example combinations are based on imparting knowledge on multiple
problem categories which are each illustrated by multiple
examples. In the case of structure-emphasizing example
combinations each example of a particular problem category
is embedded within a different cover story whereas the same
set of cover stories is used across problem categories (Table
1, left). Surface-emphasizing example combinations on the
other hand, arc characterized by the fact that all examples of
a particular problem category art embedded within the same
cover story which varies across different problem categories
so that problem categories and cover stories are confounded
(Table 1, right).

example combinations that result in the acquisition of surface-based keywords. To test this hypothesis w e implemented our experiments as computer-based experiments using a hypertext system for learning and problem-solving that
allows for the concurrent automaticregistrationof time spent
on each page visited by means of logfiles. A s a result, average learning times for the two instructional methods can be
determined and compared to each other.

Extending the application area to children The results of
Quilici and Mayer (1996) are based on adult subjects. H o w ever, the examination of the proposed instructional methods
is particularly interesting with children as subjects. The reason is that surface-emphasizing example combinations are a
conunon learning material in mathematical school books
Table 1: Structure-emphasizing (A) and surface-emphasizingregardless of the instructional goals. Therefore, instructional
(B) example combinations
implications will immediately arise if structure-emphasizing
example combinations proof superior in the context of a
particular learning goal.
Problem category
Problem category
(B)
(A)
(PC)
(PC)
Using problem-solving tasks as test problems Whereas
PCI p a PC3 PC4
PCI PC2 p a PC4
Quilici and Mayer (1996) tested the performance of their
subjects mainly by administering categorizing tasks, w e use
Cover
Cover
CS4
problem-solving tasks that vary with regard to their transfer
distance. The reason for this modification lies in the asCB3 G M
i-safem?-:;
sumption that the superiority of an instructional method
fcsi
g
?
.
.
^
cai
cy p4
depends on the goal of instruction that isrelatedto a particular transfer distance. Surface-emphasizing example combinaQuilici and Mayer (1996) asked their subjects to categorize
tions m a y enable the keyword-strategy that is appropriate for
new problems after they had studied examples that were eisolving equivalent test problems. Structure-emphasizing
ther presented as structure-emphasizing or as surfaceexample combinations m a y allow for the situation modelemphasizing example combinations. A clear superiority of
strategy that is superior in solving isomorphic problems.
structure-emphasizing example combinations as learning
Because it is assumed that the prerequisites for the keywordmaterial could be demonstrated for this categorization task.
strategy are imparted by surface-emphasizing example comStructure-emphasizing and surface-emphasizing example
binations and the prerequisites for the situation modelcombinations seem to be appropriate instructional methods
strategy are facilitated by structure-emphasizing example
for imparting the prerequisites necessary to apply the two
combinations, the following results are expected: Studying
problem-solving strategies discussed. Structure-emphasizing
surface-emphasizing example combinations has a positive
example combinations should help to acquire structural probimpact on solving equivalent problems whereas learning
lem features that are required to apply the situation modelwith structure-emphasizing example combinations fosters the
strategy which is appropriate for isomorphic problems. O n
ability to solve isomorphic problems. But both instructional
the odier hand, surface-emphasizing example combinations
methods m a y be not very helpful if the instructional goal is
should foster the acquisition of (surface-based) keywords that to solve problems with a far transfer distance, i.e., novel
can be used to ^ply the keyword-strategy that is suitable for
problems that are characterized by a different cover story and
equivalent problems. T o test this idea w e conducted a series
by a different problem category compared to the instructional
of experiments that differ from the studies of Quilici and
examples (Reed, 1999). This should be the case because
Mayer (1996) in several respects.
both instructional methods do not impart flexible knowledge
that is needed to solve novel problems.
Using an example-bued hypertext environment Quilici
and Mayer (1996) conducted paper-pencil experiments withHypotheses
out measuring the time that was needed to learn with the
Based on the results of the cognitive task analysis as well as
different example combinations. O n basis of our cognitive
on the review of empirical findings on designing instructask analysis w e assume that the two sets of example comtional examples w e derived three experimental hypotheses
binations differ with regard to their time demands. The cogabout the use of structure-emphasizing and surfacenitive task analysis supposes an elaborated knowledge base
emphasizing example combinations as instructional material.
for the situation model-strategy that rests upon structural
(1) Time demands: Learners using structure-emphasizing
features and schemata for problem categories. It is expected
example combinations for learning need more time to study
that the acquisition of such a knowledge base from structurecompared to learners using surfiice-emphasizing example
emphasizing example combinations demands complex cogcombinations. (2) Differential effectiveness: Learners using
nitive processes. These processes m a y require more time
structure-emphasizing example combinations perform better
investment than processes applied to surface-emphasizing
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on isomorphic problems as learners using surfuccemphasizing example combinations, whereas the latter show
better problem-solving results when working on equivalent
problems compared to leamers using structure-emphasizing
example combinations. (3) Far transfer distance: There is
no performance difTerence between leamers using structureemphasizing and leamers using surface-emphasizing example
combinations when working on novel problems.
T o investigate these hypotheses w e conducted two e:q)eriments using the experimental environment BasicOperations that is described in the following section.
Experimental EnvironmeDt
The hypertext environment BasicOperations used for experimentation is based on the hypertext-system H y p e r C O M B
developed by Geijets, Scheiter, and Tack (2000).
BasicOperations deals with the domain of basic arithmetic
operations and is divided into a learning and a test phase.
In the learning phase, a learner is presented with 16
worked-out examples one after another in a fixed order. Four
different problem categories are illustrated by four woikedout examples each. A problem category is formed by the
conjunction of two different basic operations; illustrated are
the problem categories (PCI) addition/multiplication, (PC2)
subtraction/multiplication, (PC3) addition/division and
(PC4) subtraction/division. However, another classification
of the worked-out examples can be made widi regard to their
cover stories. Each of the 16 examples is embedded within
one of four different cover stories whereby each cover story
is used in four examples. The cover stories deal with (CSl)
a family on a hiking trip, (CS2) a girl getting money, (CS3)
a school arranging a sports meeting and (CS4) a boy buying
food. The presentation of the instructional examples is
blocked according to the problem categories in a prwlefined
sequence, i.e., all four examples of one problem category are
presented subsequently before the next problem category is
illustrated.
T w o different versions of BasicOperations (german version on the web: karibik.cops.uni-saarland.de/knac/ex2/
zypemA_deutsch and ../zypemB_deutsch) were used that can
be classified as providing structure-emphasizing or surfiaceemphasizing example combinations according to the manipulation of Quilici and Mayer (1996). In the version with
structure-emphasizing example combinations all four examples illustrating one particular problem category differ in
their cover stories (cf Table 1, left); in the version with surface-emphasizing example combinations all examples illustrating one particular problem category are embedded within
the same cover story (cf Table 1, right).
In the test phase, 18 word problems had to be solved one
after another in a fixed order. The instructional example
combinations were no longer available during testing. According to their transfer distance with regard to the instructional examples presented in the learning phase the test problems comprised equivalent, isomorphic, and novel problems. In order to calibrate the difficulty of the test problems
w e conducted a baseline study where subjects had to solve
the test problems without any instructional information.
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Baseline S t u d y
Method
Participants Subjects were 49 third and forth grade pupils
of an elementary school in Nikosia, Cyprus.
Materials and procedure Subjects received a booklet and
were instructed to solve the 18 aforementioned word problems one after another as well as 20 simple arithmetic calculations that were used to measure basic arithmetic skills.
Subjects received no guidance or instructional support.
Dependent measures One error was assigned for each wrong
answer in the simple arithmetic calculations as well as in the
word problems.
Results and Discussion
The simple arithmetic calculations yielded an average oror
rate of 30.7%. With regard to the word problems, the average error rate was 48.6%. This baseline performance indicated that the word problems were sufficiently difficult to
solve for the children so that an instructional support might
influence the results. Therefore, this set of word problems
was used in the following experiments without any modifications.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants Subjects were 44 (mainly) third and forth grade
pupils of different elementary schools in Nikosia, Cyprus,
w h o participated in the study without payment. Average age
was 8.3 years. These subjects had not participated in the
baseline study.
Materials and procedure At the beginning of the experiment a pretest was administered to measure basic arithmetic
skills. The pretest consisted of 10 simple arithmetic calculations and of 5 simple word problems. After that, a subject
started working with BasicOperations on his or her o w n
using a P C . The experiment ended after the subject had
solved the final word problem in the test phase.
Design and dependent measures As a first betweoisubjects variable the example combinations presented as
learning material were manipulated (structure-emphasizing
vs. surface-emphasizing). A s a second within-subjects variable the transfer distance of the test problems was manipulated by assigning equivalent, isomorphic, and novel problems to subjects. A s a first dependent variable w e measured
the error rates in the pretest. For every wrong answer in the
simple arithmetic calculations one error was assigned. With
regard to the simple word problems a m a x i m u m of two errors for each problem was assigned: one error for applying
the wrong basic operation and another error for wrong calculations. Pretest errors were analyzed in order to ensure that
the two experimental conditions were comparable with regard to their prior arithmetic skills. Furthermore, time spent
on processing example combinations in the learning phase

was registered. In the test phase, error rates in the word problems were obtained by assigning one error for each wrong
answer (yielding a m a x i m u m of 18 errors).
Results and Discussion
The average time spent with working in BasicOperations
over the experimental groups was about 79 minutes, ranging
from 44 to 112 minutes. The children had only little experience with solving word problems as reflected by the average
enor rates in the pretest for both experimental groups with
31.7% for learners in the structure-emphasizing and 38.5%
for learners in the siuface-emphasizing condition (t(39) = 1.15;p> .20; two-tailed).
Unexpectedly, there was no significant difference between
learners of the two experimental conditions regarding the
time spent on the example combinations with an average of
20.2 minutes for learners with structure-emphasizing and
22.7 minutes for learners with surfoce-cmphasizing example
combinations (t(42) = -.85; p > .20; one-tailed). Similarly,
with regard to error rates for the word problems, a M A N O V A
(example combinations x transfer distance) revealed no main
effects nor an interaction (all Fs < 1). A comparison of the
average enor rates for die word problems between subjects
from experiment I (SO.1%) and subjects from the basehne
study (48.6%) showed that the instructional materials in experiment 1 had no effects on perfoimance {t(9l) = .26; p >
.70; rwo-tailed). A s an explanation for this unexpected finding one might assume that the children were too young to
deal with the instructional materials and that those were not
appropriate for learners with very low prior knowledge, i.e.,
for children just starting to learn h o w to apply basic operations and h o w to solve mathematical word problems. T o
examine this assumption w e replicated the experiment with
older children possessing a higher level of prior knowledge.
For practical reasons, this experiment was conducted in Germany.
Experiment 2

Results a n d Discussion
The subjects in experiment 2 spent an average of about 52
minutes on working in BasicOperations, ranging from 21
to 81 minutes. With regard to the average error rates in the
pretest, subjects in experiment 2 showed a significantly
higher prior knowledge (10.1% errors) than those in ejqjeriment 1 with 35.0% errors (/(90) = 8.02; p < .001; twotailed). For subjects in experiment 2, prior knowledge did
not differ between the two groups with 9.6% for learners in
the structure-emphasizing and 10.6% for learners in the surface-emphasizing condition (/(49) = -.35; p > .70; twotailed).
First, w e investigated whether the two experimental conditions of experiment 2 differed with regard to the learning
time invested in studying the example combinations. A s
expected in the time demands hypothesis, learners in the
structure-emphasizing condition spent significantly more
time with the provided example combinations (17.5 minutes)
than learners in the surface-emphasizing condition with 12.2
minutes (f(49) = 1.81; /? < .05; one-tailed). This increased
time demand can be seen as a result of the more complex
processing necessary to learn with structure-emphasizing
example combinations compared to less complex processes
that are elicited by surface-emphasizing example combinations.
Second, w e examined whether there was a differential eflRsctiveness of the two sets of example combinations with tegnd
to equivalent and isomorphic test problems (Figure 1).

• Slruelur»«nph«izing
sxsmpte oofnbjmtionc
• Surtace-efnphasUng
0xampl* coinbinilians
Equivalent
problems

Isomorphic
problems

Figure 1: M e a n error rates [%] as a function of
example combinations and transfer distance

Method
Participaiits Subjects were 51 third and (mainly) forth grade
pupils of different elementary schools in the Saarland, Germany, w h o participated in the study without payment. Average age was 9.1 years.

A MANOVA {example combinations x transfer distance)
showed no main effect (all Fs < 1), but a significant interaction as expected (F(l. 49) = 4.11; M S . = 1144.91; p < .05).
Subjects w h o studied structure-emphasizing example combinations performed better on isomorphic test problems than
Materials and procedure Materials and procedure were the
subjects w h o studied surface-emphasizing example combinasame as in experiment 1. However, the materials were transtions whereas this pattern wasreversedfor the performance in
latedfixnnGreek into German.
equivalent problems. In this case the surface-emphasizing
condition outperformed the structure-emphasizing condition.
Design and dependent measures The design was exactly
This finding provides evidence for the differential effectivethe same as in experiment 1 with example combinations
ness hypothesis which assumes a difference of the two in(structure-emphasizing vs. surface-emphasizing) as a bestructional methods with regard to their effectiveness detween-subjects variable and transfer distance (equivalent vs.
pending on the instructional goal, i.e., transfer distance.
isomorphic vs. novel word problems) as a within-subjects
Thus, to consider instructional goals m a y be essential when
variable. A s dependent variables pretest errors, learning time,
designing instructional materials.
and error rates for the test problems were measured.
Third, w e tested the assumption that none of the two sets
of example combinations supports solving novel test problems. A s expected, the error rates for novel test problems dkl
not differ between the two experimental groups with an sva-
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Abstract
Learning from worked-out examples is of major
importanceforinitial skill acquisition in well-structured
domains. In addition, research has provided knowledge
in regards to structuring worked-out examples and how
to eflfiectively combine self-explanation activity and
instructional explanations. The goal of the present
project was to develop a computer-based learning
environment in which teachers can learn how to use
worked-out examples. Examples of favorably and
unfavorably designed woriced-out examples were the
primary source of information for the teachers. The
exan^ies (of worked-out examples) were not in
themselves worked-out exan:^>les if one views them from
a design perspective as the (design) solution steps were
not given. W e have labeled this type of examples "solved
example problems." W e investigated to what extent
learning from such solved example problems could be
fostered by self-explanation prompts and by providing
instructional «q>lanations. The results of our 2x2 design
(80 student teachers) showed that prompting selfexplanations in particular had favorable effects. Hence,
self-explanations fostered learning not only from
worked-out examples but also from solved example
problems. Supplementaiy instnictional explanations only
partially enhanced learning and attimesthey were even
detrimental.
Introduction
This study applies the results of cognitive science
research (i.e., worked-out example and self-explanation
research) to the design of a computer-based learning
environment A n empirical smdy about this learning
environment, in turn, contributes to die research on
example-based learning and self-explanations.
Learning from worked-out examples is of major
importance for the acquisition of cognitive skills in
well-structured domains sudi as mathematics or physics
(for an overview see Atkinson, Deny, Renkl, &
Wortham, 2000). However, worked-out examples do
not guarantee effective learning. O n e moderating factor
is the learner's self-explanation activity. Only when a
leamer actively self-explains the rationale of the
worked-out solutions to her/himself will s/he gain an
understanding of the solution procedures. Another
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factor is the provision of instructional explanations. In
the study presented below, teacher students learned in
an example-based computer learning environment h o w
to effectively structure and combine worked-out
examples. It was intended to foster their learning by the
employment of self-explanation prompts and by
supplementary instructional explanations.
Learning by Worked-Out Examples
Worked-out examples consist of a problem, solution
steps and the complete solution to the problem. Usually
they can be found in mathonatics and physics
schoolbooks. In most cases, a principle or law is
introduced in the beginning followed by a worked-out
example. The worked-out example shows h o w the
principle can be applied to problem solving. Then,
problems to be solved by the students are given.
Learning by worked-out examples is not meant to
refer to the short learning phase between the
introduction of a principle and problem-solving. It
means, instead, that the example phase is prolonged.
Several studies have shown that such example-based
learning is more effective for skill acquisition than the
standard procedure of studying just one example and
then solving problems (for an overview see Sweller,
van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998).
O f course, the use of worked-out examples do not
guarantee effective learning. Learning outcomes are
influenced mainly by (1) the learner's self-explanation
activity and the provided instructional explanations and
(2) h o w the learning materials (examples and problems)
are structured (cf Atkinson et al., 2000). These two
aspects are discussed in the following sections.
Self-Explanations and Instructional
Explanations
The extent to which learners benefit from the study of
worked-out examples depends on h o w well they explain
the rationale of the presented solutions to themselves
("self-explanation effect", Chi et al., 1989; Renkl, 1997;
Renkl, Stark, Gruber, & Mandl, 1998). It is especially
useful to m a k e the "meaning" of specific operations
explicit by reifying the relationship between (sub-)

goals and operators or with the principles underlying a
specific operation.
Whereas self-explanations are of major importance,
research has shown that the effects of mstructional
explanations are often disappointing (e.g., Brown &
Kane, 1988; Chi, 1996). It seems to be more effective to
prompt self-explanations than to offer instructional
explanations. O n the other hand, it has to be taken into
account that relying solely on self-explanatiois also has
several disadvantages. For example, at times the learner
is not able to self-explain a specific solution step or the
given self-explanations are incorrect.
Renkl (in press) developed a set of instructional
principles to support the spontaneous self-explanation
activity by providing instructional explanations. T w o
central {xinciples are (1) the isiaity of selfexplanations (instructional explanations should just be
used as type of support) and (2) the fiimishing of
instructioojd explanations on learner demand. The study
of Renkl (in press) showed that such instructional
explanations hei^tened the average learning outcomes.
However, instructional explanations m a y not only
have positive efiTects. D u e to their feedback Amotions, a
specific problem can occur (e.g., Kulhavy, 1977). If
feedback containing the correct answer (here: the
explanation) is easily available, learners typically
reduce their effort in attempting to find the answer on
their own. They tend to look up the right answer instead
of coming up with the answer themselves - which
reduces learning outcomes. Thus, the provision of
instructional explanations m a y reduce self-explanation
activities. Aleven and Koedinger (2000) found, in the
context of computer-based learning, that in more than
8 0 % of the cases their learners did not use available
help which additionally required self-explanation
activity. The learners asked directly for the help w^ich
contained the final solution.
In summary, self-explanations are of major
importance when learning from worked-out examples.
Instructional explanations can foster learning but often
they do not. What is left open is the question as to what
extent the findings on (self-) explanation can be
generalized to non-mathematized content areas.
Des^n of Worked-out Examples
Researchers (e.g., Catrambone, 1996; M w a n g i &
Sweller, 1998) have suggested that the design of
worked-out examples plays a critical role in their
effectiveness (intra-example features). For example,
featuring sub-goals prominently fosters learning
outcomes (Catramtxxie, 1996). In the present study, w e
focused on the so-called integrated format: Examples
are constructed which integrate all sources of
information into one source (e.g., diagrams and text).
Splitting learners' attention across multiple, nonintegrated informational sources causes irrelevant
cognitive load and impairs learning (Mwangi &
Sweller, 1998; W a r d & Sweller 1990).
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Beyond the structure of single worked-out exan^les
the combination of multiple examples is of significance
for learning outcomes (inter-example features). In
general, multiple examples that contain different
surface features (e.g. figures, objects) should be used.
This aids the learner's ability to recognize the c o m m o n
underlying structure when asked to compare examples.
Often there are two or more different structures to
be learned. It is important to emphasize the structural
aspects by using very similar surfecc features for
different problem types. Learners frequently do not
recognize the difference of the underlying structure
because they concentrate on the similarity of the surface
features. TTierefore, they often choose the wrong
solution. Thus, w^en dealing with different but
interrelated problem types, multiple examples should be
ccxnbined in sudi a way that the relevant structural
features are apparent to the leamor (structureemphasized example set). This can be achieved, as
stated above, by using different surface features within
one problem type and similar surfece features between
the different problem types (Quilici & Mayer, 1996).
O f course, there are m a n y other example features
which influence the effectiveness of learning from
worked-out examples, but in the first module of our
computer-based learning environment, w e implemented
only two features: the integrated format and the
structure-emjAasized example set.
Research questions
Taking into account the current researdi on learning
from worked-out examples, two important questions
can be formulated:
(I) H o w can w e teach teachers the knowledge about
the effective use of worked-out examples in their
classroom? T o reach this goal means to bridge research
findings into practice and to improve the quality of
instruction.
(2) D o self-explanations and additional instructional
explanations foster learning ^ e n leaming from solved
example problems, that is, examples that do not provide
solution steps but only the problem and the final
solution? Such a solved example problem would be, for
example, a well-written essay (literature) or the picture
of an intriguing mask (arts). So fiar it remains an open
question as to what extent the results of the worked-out
example research, whidi were mainly obtained within
the context of leaming mathematics and physics, can be
transferred to leaming by solved example problems in
other topic areas.
For addressing the first question w e have developed
an initial module for a computer-based leaming
environment. It is the first part of a future web-based
leaming anvircmment in which teachers can leam h o w
to use worked-out examples in their classrooms. D u e to
its intoided net-based use, not only "objective" leaming
outcomes were of interest but also the program's
acceptance and the perceived leaming results. Those

aspects are of major impcxtance when offering a
facultative learning opportunity to practitioners.
Acceptance is the basis of the usage of the program
itself whereas the perceived results are a predictor for
its implementation in classrooms.
In this module, future teachers learn about the
design of worked-out examples by studying cases of
well and poorly designed worked-out examples. It is
important to note that the design of worked-out
examples is not an algorithmic process with specific
soluticm steps. Therefore, the examples of the program
are, as viewed from the teacher's perspective, not
worked-out examples (they do not contain any solution
steps) but instead solved example problems (there is
simply die problem and its solution) (see Fig. 1).
Solved example pfoMim ftar ih« ItMming
oMetii '(ietign q(Bro(k«d-out«iitinpist*
1
ForloKhen:
Design perspective
T^9l»ohkmgvcB«(M.wlccl»tiiiiMig»tolBtiMiwpi»»olwt))ii

participants were randomly assigned to the four
experimental conditions of a 2x2-factorial design (« =
20 in each group). In the experiment, the participants
learned in a computer-based leaming envirraiment h o w
to effectively design worked-out examples by studying
solved example problems (factor 1: prompting selfexplanations [with and without], factor 2: instructional
explanations [with and without]). In the analysis of the
written self-explanations (reactions to the prompts), 6
participants are missing due to technical problems (3
per cell). Technical problems also led to 4 missing
values with respect to time-on-task which was recorded
as a control variable.
Learning Environment
The program contained a short introduction about
learning with worked-out examples. Afterwards
examples of worked-out examples or sets of examples
were displayed. They were taken from the domains of
geometry and |4iysics.
-^tau^tmsaffBsxaassmx'sassKs.m

For students:
math / physics perspective

:^'i^.

W«kad-iMN «mn|)ttteNm ltimin« 'T'
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Figure 1: Contents of the learning jx-ogram from
different perspectives
The second research question of this study addresses
the effectiveness of self-explanations and instructional
explanations when leaming by solved example
problwns: D o self-explanation prompts and additional
instructional explanations upon leamo' demand foster
learning?
The following specific research questions were
addressed:
1. Is there - as expected - a positive effect of
prompting self-explanations on leaming outcomes?
2. Is there a positive effect of providing instructional
explanations?
3. E>o the two instructional means combine additively
or non-additively?
4. £>o the different instructional treatments influence
acceptance and perceived leaning outcomes?
Methods
Sample and Design
80 student teachers from two different colleges
volunteered to take part in diis study (mean age: 22.3
years; 52 female and 28 male participants). O n e part of
the participants werefijtureteachers in German lowtrack and medium-track schools (n = 47), the other part
werefiitureteachers in high-track schools (n = 33). The

J

m
Figure 2: Screenshot of the leaming environment
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the leaming
environment with a solved example problem with an
integrated format. T w o worked-out examples were
presented to the participants—one required the mapping
of different sources of information (gr^hic,
calculation, and text - left side) whereas the other was
designed in an integrated format (right side). The selfexplanation prompts asked the learners to comment on
w h y one of these two worked-out examples was more
favOTable. Self-explanations bad to be provided to all 13
prompts but their extensiveness (number of
elaborations) was self-regulated by the learner. T h e
provided instructional explanations were—in a sense—
answers to the self-explanation prompts. They were
presented verbally wiien the learners clicked on a
button. The buttcm contained a picture of an expert
teacher introduced earlira- in the program (see Fig. 2). A
"texf'-button, which appeared after the acoustic
presentation, enabled the learner to view a written
explanation. T h e instructional explanations were
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would you judge your current knowledge about
worked-out examples?"; Cronbach's a .72).

demanded 4.13 times on average {SD - 3.31). The
frequency of demands did not correlate with learning
outcomes. Therefore, this variable was not further
considered.
Procedure
The participants worked in individual sessions of
approximately 3 hours. In orda to provide basic
Imowledge to allow the participants to be able to
understand the solved example problems, an
instructional text c<»itaining the basic principles of the
worked-out example design was given to the
participants. Afterwards they studied several solved
example problems dealing with an integrated format
and structure-emphasized example set in the d o m a m of
geometry and jAysics. The diflFerent domains were
chosen to foster the transfer of the acquired knowledge.
All participants were instructed to think aloud during
this period in order to assess (oral) self-explanations
(these data have not yet been analyzed). The group with
prompted self-explanations had to write down their
explanations in note-boxes. During the study of
examples, the time spent on different pages of the
learning program was registered. After studying the
solved example problems, the participants worked on
the post-test (learning outcomes). Lastly, the
participants filled out a questionnaire regarding the
perceived usefulness of the program.
Instruments
Post-test: Assessment of the Learning Outcomes.
The first part of our post-test consisted of selection
tasks. The participants had to choose one of several
given worked-out examples (integrated format) or they
had to combine four examples to a structureemphasized example set. The domains used were
geometry, physics (near transfer), and arithmetic (far
transfer). For near and far transfer there were three
tasks with increasing complexity. Depending on the
complexity of the task 1, 4 ot 6 points could be
achieved (selection part: m a x i m u m of 22 points). The
second part was a generation task: The participant had
to create a structure-emphasized example set in an
integrated format. The quality of this task solution was
rated by three raters according to specified critaia (e.g.,
using integrated format in all examples). A n entirely
correct solution was awarded with 12 points.
Questionnaire. Included in the questionnaire were
demographic questirais as well as questions concerning
the acceptance of the learning envircmment and the
perceived learning results. The items were to be
answered on a rating scale from 1 to 6. For the
acceptance scale (19 items; e.g., "The content of the
program was easy to understand."), w e obtained a
Cronbach's a of .86. There were four items that
assessed the perceived learning results (e.g., " H o w

Written Self-Explanations. In the learning program,
the learners in the self-explanation groups were
prompted 13 times. The written self-explanations were
analyzed using a specifically developed coding system.
The main categories were as follows:
(1) Connection between the design principles of
worked-out examples and the solved example problem
presented in the program (e.g., "The variables are
writtHi next to the lines, therefore there will be less
mapping problems.").
(2) Linkage to the learning-goals (integrated format
or structure-emphasized example set) (e.g., "A different
surface does not automatically require a different
solution method.").
(3) Mathematical content of the solved example
problems (e.g., "In both examples I have to determine
the speed.").
(4) "Side-aspects" These remarks were correct but
did not refer to the learning goals of the program
(knowledge about integrated format or structureemphasized example set) (e.g., "... provided that the
second [example in integrated format; comment by the
authors] could be drawn clearer.").
(5) Metacognition (e.g., "I would have solved the
problem in the same way.").
The written reacticms to the self-explanation
prompts were segmented with the coding categories in
mind. Often more than just one elaboration (category)
was coded in a reaction to a prompt. The coding
categories were distinct and there were no inclusions of
segments. A few utterances did not fall into any of the
categories (e.g., statemoits about specifics of the
learning program), so they were not taken into account.
W e aggregated the codings in two respects. First, all
categories were s u m m e d up together to an overall score
of elaboration activity. T h e single categories occurred
relatively infi-equently so that corresponding scores
would have not been reliable. Second, the elaborations
in reaction to the 13 prompts were aggregated.
Results
Pre-Analyses
In the post-test, a m a x i m u m of 34 points could be
achieved (A/ = 23.20; S D = 5.67). The two subtests
(selection and generation) were summarized, due to
their similar result pattans and their positive correlation
(r=.31;;7<.05).
The post-test correlated significantly with the
perceived learning results (r = A\; p < .05). It did not
significantiy co-vary with the acceptance scale (r = .06;
p > .10). T h w e was a significant correlation between
the acceptance and perceived learning results (r = .51; p
< .05).
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T h e amount of elaborations in the written selfexplanations was found to be an important predictor of
the learning outcomes (r - .55; p < .05). There was no
significant influence of time-on-task on learning
outcomes (r = .19; p > .10); even in the single
subgroups there were no significant relationships
between time-on-task and learning outcomes. This
pattern in the results indicates that it was not primarily
the quantitative aspect of learning (learning time), but
the qualitative aspect (elaborations) which influenced
learning outcomes. Table 1 summarizes the descriptive
results of time-on-task, writtai self-explanations,
acceptance, perceived useflilness, and learning
outcomes (posttest).
Effects of Self-Explanation Prompts and
Instructional Explanations
In order to determine the effects of our experimental
variations, w e performed an A N C O V A controlling for
the type of student teachers. This variable significantly
influenced learning outcomes (low- and medium-track
teachers: M =22.05, S D = 5.76; higji-track teacher M =
24.83, S D = 5.18; /(78) = 2.21; p < .05). A s the
regression slopes of the experimental groups did not
differ significantly, the type of student teadiers could
be used as a covariate.
T h e analysis of the posttest showed a significant
main effect for the prompting self-explanations, that
was of m e d i u m to high practical significance (fl(l,75) =
8.68; p < .05, rf =.\\). There was no significant main
effect for the instructional explanations {F{\,1S) = 0.37;
p > 0.1). T h e interaction effiect reached the level of
significance and was of m e d i u m practical significance
(/n[l,75) = 4.91;p < .05; rj' = .06; see Fig. 3).
Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the
experimental groups.
Doidf^xpl. Mif-expL
Ano
Ado
iomuciional ioKnictional
expl
opi.
Time-aa-tiik 23.75(1.12) 46.91 (10.09)
ELibaniioa
19 t2 (4.51)
Accepcnot 4.51 (0.39) 4.39 (0.5«)
Pendved
3 J8 (0.64) 3.98(0.89)
lewki
leamiag
20.36 (5.4«) 25.80(4.44)
outcomei

no wlf<xpl.
Mif-expl.
*
*
initmctional iMtnictional
expl.
.xpl
29.64(914) 50.31(16.76)
1688(4.51)
4.67(0.65) 4.44(0.61)
4.16(0.77)

3.76(1.17)

22.75 (5.30) 23.86(6.29)

A s expected, the group without self-explanation
prompts and without any instructional explanations
performed
the
wwst.
Offering
instructional
explanations fosto-ed learning w h e n self-explanations
were not prompted. H o w e v e r , w h e n self-explanations
were
prompted,
supplementary
instructional
explanations impaired learning. Hence, the most
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successfiil group received prompting of
explanations, but no instructional explanations.

self-

No tmlnjctlonal wplarwOont
lr«lructlor« tKpMnvtbni
No prcmplhg of Mf-nvtanalbni

Promptng of talt-MptanMont

Figure 3: Interaction between prompting selfexplanations and instructional explanations with respect
to learning outcomes.
As stated in the introduction, the cation to request
instructional explanations could reduce self-explanation
activities. Indeed, the group widi self-explanation
prompts and additional instructional explanaticxi did
elaborate less than the self-explanaticxis only group
(about 1 7 versus 2 0 elaborations). T h e diffwence w a s
significant (r(32) = 1.72;p < .05; one-sided).
Did the groups differ in their time-on-task? Table 1
displays remarkable diffia-ences between groups (24
minutes versus 5 0 minutes). There w a s a main effect of
prompting self-explanations (F(l,72) = 64.91; p < .05),
with prompting inaeasing time-on-task. T h e main
effect o f instructional explanations reached only a
significance level of 1 0 % (/1(1,72) = 2.93; p < .10).
There w a s n o interaction effect ( F < I). Even tfaou^
there were differences in time-on-task between the
groups, tiie experimaital effects could not be
interpreted as m e r e time-on-task effects. Firstly, typing
the self-explanations p a se requires time; secondly, as
mentioned above, our analyses showed that the quality
and not the quantity of learning activities determined
the learning outcomes. However, the results indicated
that fostering learning b y prompting self-explanations
requires additional learning time.
A n analysis of the treatment effects on perceived
learning results (using the type of student teadiers as a
covariate; there were n o significant differences in the
regression sieves of the experimental groups) yielded
n o main effects in the prompting of self-explanations ( F
< 1) and instructional explanations (F(l,75) = 1.54; p >
.10), but a significant interaction (fl(l,75) = 6.36; p <
.05). T h e t w o groups with self-explanation prompts
showed similar perceived learning results of m e d i u m
size. T h e group without such prompts and without
instructional explanations evaluated their learning
results as low. W h e n only instructional explanations
were provided, the participants po'ceived the highest
learning results.
T h e various conditions did not differ in Aeir
acceptance by the learners. There is neither a m a i n
effect in the prompting of self-explanations ( F (1,76) =

1.91; p > .10) nor a main effect for instructional
explanations ( F < 1) nor an interaction ( F < 1).
Discussion
A n informal look at the posttest results shows that all
student teachers learned substantially about the design
of worked-out examples. Hence, w e made a significant
step towards answering the question as to h o w to teach
teachers knowledge about example-based learning. The
extent of learning, however, varied significantly with
the experimental conditions. The most effective method
was to prompt self-explanations. Instructional
explanations were detrimental, at least if they were
combined with prompting self-explanatiwis, because
they reduced self-explanation activity and thereby the
learning outcomes.
NeverAeless, it can be stated that instructional
explanations without self-explanation prompts leads to
better learning outcomes than leaving the studoits
completely to their own devices. This result is
consistent with the findings of Renkl (in press) on the
effectiveness of instructional explanations. In Renkl's
experiment, no self-explanation prompts were
employed.
In cojtrast to the objective learning outcomes, the
highest perceived learning outcomes were found in the
instructional explanations-only group. There is an
obvious contrast betweentiiereal learning outcome and
the perceived one. While fostering the learners' o w n
activities objectively leads to the best results, the
learners seem to prefer having the explanations
presented to them. Apparently, learners do not value
instructional measures which require their own activity.
A n in^rtant consequence of the results presented
here is the evident relevance of self-explanation activity
for learning outcomes, not <Kily when learning with
worked-out examples but also when learning with
solved example problems. For this reason the various
results concerning the self-explanation-effect are
probably transferable to content areas where no
worked-out examples can be sensibly constructed. At
the same time instructional explanations seem to be less
important than self-explanations - equivalent to the
results of worked-out example research. However,
further research has to be performed using other types
of solved example problems.
Looking at the learning processes it is important to
note that the mere amount of elaboraticxis substantially
predicts learning outcomes. In the near future, the
thinking aloud protocols will be analyzed which will
give us further insight into the underlying learning
processes in the different experimental groups.
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representation. (This is in contrast to the standard
philosophical usage in which a concept is more like an
Conceptiud Atomism (CA) is the view that most concepts
are object.) For the present purposes, I will stick to
abstract
represented psychologically as atoms, with no internal
examples of concepts (mental representations) that are about
structure and C A Atomism on its own is a
objects or natural kinds.
psychological/semantic theory, but from its inception, it has
been mixed up with the separate, meta-semantic project of
Unacquainted Content
naturalizing content. I will show that this combined project is
Unacquainted content is the Achilles heel of N C A . It is the
forced to end in the self-defeating position of positing nonkind of content that a concept has if its bearer has had no
atomic structures for a large number of concepts. I suggest
direct experience with the represented object or kind. For
that a better way out would be to separate the two projects,
example, anyone w h o has experience with dogs (i.e. ahnost
and allow each to develop on its own.
everyone reading this) will have a normal D O G concept. But
most North Americans w h o have heard of, but never
Introduction
directly experienced, wombats have a w o m b a t concept
For the last two decades, a number of psychologically
with unacquainted content.'
minded philosophers have been pursuing a project aimed at
T h e term "unacquainted content' also covers m a n y kinds
naturalizing mental content (Dretske, 1981; 1986; Fodor,
of hypothesized, future or fictional content. For instance the
1987; 1990; Millikan, 1984; 1989; 1990). This is a metaconcept, UNICORN, has unacquainted content because the
semantic project that sedcs an explanation of h o w
concept bearers could not possibly have directly
meaningful states can arise from non-meaningful ordinary
experienced the nraiexistent objects to which it refers.
matter. T h e leading players in this project are also
proponents of Concqjtual Atomism, the view that concepts
Nonexistent Object
are atoms, with no internal structure or necessary relaticms
Nonexistent objects are what concepts with unacquainted
to other concepts. Conceptual AtcHnism is a
content seem to refer to. Maybe nonexistent objects are
psychological/semantic project, f w which the project of
objects in possible wwlds, maybe they have some kind of
naturalizing mental content is supposed to provide a metaMeinongian nonexistent being, or maybe they don't exist at
semantics. This combined project - call it Naturalized
all and references to them are vacuous. I don't intend to take
Conceptual Atomism ( N C A ) - is still very m u c h a going
a position on this ontological issue, because the main
concern today (Fodor, 1998; Laurence and Margolis, 1999; question of the paper is not whether there are unicorns, but
Margohs 1998; Millikan, 1998; Usher 2001).
whether there are UNICORNS (atomic representations for
The meta-semantic project has a big problem with what I
unacquainted content).^
will call "unacquaintwl content' (defined below). Proposed
solutions to this problem either do not work, or lead to a
The Problem of Unacquainted Content
psychological/semantic position that proponents of N C A
The main proponents of N C A are Dretske, Millikan and
have explicitly rejected in the past - namely, that a large
Fodor. All three are engaged in a philosophical project that
number of lexical primitives correspond to complex (nonseeks (a) a naturalized account of (b) external oxitent, and
atomic) concepts. I will look at the three main attempts to
all
three tend to assume that (c) concq>ts are atoms with no
naturalize mental content and show h o w they all either fail
internal structure. Their three different brands of N C A
or lead to a non-atomic structure for large numbers of
concepts. The remedy for this situation, as I see it, is to differentiate around (d) the special problems posed by
misrepresentation. I will briefly discuss these four points of
sq)arate
the meta-semantic
project
from
the
agreement and then I will discuss the differences between
psychological/semantic projea, and let each develop, for the
Abstract

time being, independently of the other.
A Few Definitions
Concept
Following the standard psychological usage, I a m using the
term 'concept' to mean a sub-prqjositional mental
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' A word in small caps (e.g. wombat) refers to a concept, while a
word in single quotes (e.g. 'wombat') efers to a lexical item
' Alexius Meinong was the German philosopher and psychologist
credited with proposing this solution (Meinong, 1904).
' M y hunch ii that everyday common sense is pseudo-Meinongian,
and therefore m y description of a unicorn as a nonexistent object
will be perfectly intelligible to all but the most dognutic readers.

the three proposals, focusing on the special problem posed
by unacquainted content.*
(a) A Naturalized Account. T o naturalize content would
be to find a coherent story to tell about h o w the intentional
nature of concepts arises from the non-intentional nature of
ordinary matter. In practice this has typically meant
grounding the meaning of a symbol in some kind of causal
or information-bearing relationship between the symbol and
the object it represents.
(b) External Content. Proponents of N C A follow Putnam
(1975) in insisting that there has to be an external or broad
component to representational content. Meaning is not
(only) in the head.
(c) Conceptual Atomism. Dretske, Millikan, and Fodor all
m a k e the assumption that concepts and other meaningful
mental states must be both syntactically and semantically
atomic. A concept simply refers to an object in the world.
Semantically speaking, no part of a concept's meaning
derives from any relationship it m a y have with other
concepts. Syntactically speaking, if the concept had an
internal structure of some kind, it would raise the question
of what the individual parts of the structure refer to, and it^
doubtful whether that is even a meaningful question to ask
in this context. If, for example, D O G is satisfied by all and
only dogs because of a causal relationship between dogs
and dogs, then there is just no internal structure in the
equation that needs to be explained.
(d) Misrepresentation. If the meaning of D O G is just dog,
and if d o g gets its meaning in virtue being caused by dogs,
what do w e do with the feet that sometimes D O G tokens
might be caused by things other than dogs? For example, a
cat on a dark night might cause a d o g token. If so, this
seems to imply that D O G means the same as 'dog or cat on a
dark night', which is intuitively wrong. In fact, this
"disjunction problem" is m u c h bigger than that. Pictures of
dogs can also cause D O G tokens. So can the word 'dog',
thoughts about pets, and so on. So the meaning of DOG, on
this account, would actually be an infinite disjunction
including things like dogs, cats on dark nights, 'dog'tokens,
PET tokens, LEASH tokens, and so on. It is in attempting to
solve this problem that the three accounts proposed by
Dretske, Millikan and Fodor diverge.
Dretske on Misrepresentation
Dretske was thefirstto formulate a version of N C A built on
information theory (Dretske, 1981). According to this
approach, a concept c represents some X in the world only
if C carries information about X. More specifically, if X and
only X causes c then c represents X. The formulation is
meant to be counterfactual supporting. So if X and only X

would cause c, then c represents X. Lefl like this, Dretske's
theory suffers from the disjunction problem as badly as any
causal theory possibly could - the condition that only X
would ever cause C is far too strong to apply to real
cognitive agents in noisy environments.
Dretske's proposed solution (Dretske, 1986)* begins by
making a distinction between simple and complex
organisms. Simple organisms have only one route to a
representational state. A s an example, he points to marine
bacteria that contain magnetic sensors called magnetosomes.
These sensors detect the surrounding magnetic field and
allow the bacterium to align itself with magnetic north.
Since in the northern hemisphere, the lines of the magnetic
field are inclined downwards, the bacterium can use the
signal frcwn its magnetic sensors to swim upwards or
downwards in the water. T h e bacteria die in the oxygen-rich
water close to the surface, so bacteria living in the north are
naturally selected to use their sensors to swim downwards
(towards magnetic north). If they are transplanted to the
southern hemisphere where thefieldlines incline upwards,
they will kill themselves by swimming into oxygen-rich
watCT.
Dretske thinks that simple organisms like the
magnetosome bacteria cannot accidentally misrepresent,
because the information contained in whatever
representations they form is ambiguous. In its natural
environment, the bacterium's magnetosome representations
reliably causally covary with the direction of oxygen-free
water. Hence it is tempting to say that when the bacterium is
moved to the southern hemisphere, it begins to misrepresent
that direction. But on the other hand, the magnetosome
representations also reliably causally covary with the
direction of magnetic north, and this does not change n o
matter where on earth the bacterium is moved to. So on this
latter view, it is not a case of misrepresentation that causes
the northern bacteria to kill themselves wiien moved to the
south. T h e magnetosome mechanism still reliably indicates
magnetic north, but something else is going wrong inside
the organism that causes it to swim in that direction and kill
itself Dretske concludes from this that where there is only
one causal route to a representation, misrepresentation
cannot occur because the informational content of the
representation (i.e. what the representation is supposed to
m e a n ) is indeterminate. Unless it is possible to
unambiguously determine a representation's informational
content, it is not possible to determine whether it has been
tokened in error.
In more complex organisms, there can be more than one
route to a representation. For instance, a h u m a n being can
detect a hamburger by seeing it, smelling it, tasting it,
feeling it, and so on. There are multiple sensory routes that
end in the same representation, h. If, on the contrary, one
could only detect a hamburger by smelling it, h would
reliably causally covary with both the hamburger and the

* Sometimes the term 'misrepresentation' is used to include
representations of nonexistent (Ajects and states of affairs as well
as representations t<*ened in error. But nonexistent objects are a
kind of unacquainted content. So for m y purposes, a
misrepresentation is a representation that was supposed to correctly ' In later work, Dretske (1988) pursued a different solution that
represent an existing object or state of affairs, but, for some reason, shares more in common with Millikan"s approach, discussed
below.
failed to do so.
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odor. So the content of h, on Drctskc^ story, would be
indeterminate. But since there are at least four sensory
routes (in a h u m a n ) to H, the content can be fixed. A token
of H caused by seeing a hamburger does not causally covary
with the odor of the burger, so the odor can be ruled out as
part of h's content. N o w w e can see h o w misrepresentation
is possible. A n y one of the senses can be tricked into
causing a token of h when there is no hamburger present,
but since the content of H is fixed by the intersection of
multiple causal routes, the resulting token H can sensibly be
considered to accidentally misrepresent.

Millikan on Misrepresentation

Miliikan approaches the problem of misrepresentation fi-om
another direction. O n e way of looking at misrepresentation
is to say that it arises when a given representation fails to
perform its proper function. For example, if D o o is tokened
in response to a cat, w e can intuitively say that the
mechanism that outputs D O O tokens has &iled to do its job
properly. The d o o token is only supposed to represent dogs,
but it is being tokened (in this case, accidentally) in
response to a cat. So all the approaches to explaining
misrepresentation within a theory of N C A have in c o m m o n
that they want to find some naturalistic way to describe the
Dretske and Unacquainted Content
proper flinction of a given representation. Millikan meets
Informatioa-based N C A of this kind suffers from a big
this challenge head on by trying to find a teleological
problem with unacquainted content. In Dretske's version,
solution rooted in the theory of natural selection (Millilcan
the problem is, in m a n y cases, one of indeterminacy. Take
1984; 1989; 1990; also see Dretske, 1988).
Jay Leao, the host of die tonight show. Like most people
Consider the h u m a n heart. Intuitively, w e would like to
with a LENO concept, I have watched him for hours on T V . I
say that its proper function is to circulate blood, but where
k n o w both what he looks like and what he sounds like, so I do w e get the authority to say such a thing? Millikan
have two causal routes to m y LENO concept. If I ever saw
answers that w e can say the heart has the function of
Jay Leno in person, it's reasonable to suppose m y LENO
circulating blood if w e can show that^ what hearts were
concept would be tokened through one or more of these
naturally selected for. Applying this idea to mental
causal routes. So the condition that Leno would cause leno
representations, Millikan suggests that w e can say that, for
tokens is satisfied. But the condition that only Leno would
instance, d o g refers to dogs if w e can show that's what d o g
cause LENO tokens is violated - recordings of Leno also
tdcens were naturally selected for.
cause LENO tokens. Unfortunately, the multiple causal
T o determine what a representation was selected for,
routes story is no help here because I have only two causal
Millikan urges us to focus on the systems within the
routes to LENO tokens and they would both be engaged
organism that m a k e use of the representation (Millikan,
whether I saw him live or on T V . Itis possible that this
1989). For example, the representatiwis produced by the
problem can be set aside by noting that there is a causal
navigation mechanism within a magnetosome bacterium are
relationship of some sort between the real Leno and the T V
consumed by some other part of the organism that uses the
Leno, but going down this road will likely produce more
infcHmation to pick the current swimming direction. If w e
problems than it solves. There is a causal relationship
assume that these various mechanisms were selected for
between a ceruin type of bacteria and pimples, but it should
their ability to propel the bacterium away from oxygen-ridi
not follow, at least in any Conceptual Atomist story, that
water, then the proper function of the magnetosome
any part of the content of m y pimple concept is a type of
representations must be to represent the direction of such
bactoia.
water. So wten w e transplant the bacterium, it can truly said
The problem gets worse when there is no possibility at all
to be Accidentally Misrepresenting that direction. Millikan^
of a direct sensory causal route to a token, as is the case for
solution has the advantage of allowing us to say what w e
nonexistent objects like the fictional detective, Sherlock
intuitively want to say about the bacteria - that in normal
Holmes, or the Second Shooter hypothesized in certain
conditions they represent, and in abnormal conditions they
theories about the assassination of John F. Kennedy.' I do
misrepresent.
k n o w a lot of facts about what these two nonexistent objects
A tempting way of looking at this solution is that it is the
are, having heard the conspiracy theory about the Kennedy
same as Dretske's information -based solution, but with the
assassination and read the stories about Sherlock Holmes.
causal covariation occurring on an evolutiraiary time scale
But it does not follow that either of these individuals
rather than over the lifetime of a single organism. In fiict,
(should they turn out to exist after all) would cause
Dretske (1981: 234) does toy with the idea of innate
appropriate tokenings in m e if I ever saw them, because I
representational content produced in just such a way have no history of a direct sensory link with them, and
representations that are selected for the informational
therefore no tokens with the appropriate informational
content they carry. But reflection on the case of the
content.
magnetoscnne bacteria shows the real difference in the two
theories. Recall that Dretske (1986) was forced to conclude
that the content of the magnetosome mechanism's;
representations were indeterminate - there were just too
m a n y things the representations causally covaried with to
judge which was the 'proper'informational content. Exactly
* I have no opinion about these theories. Let's just say for the sake the same argument would apply on an evolutionary scale.
of argument that there was no Second Shooter.
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But by focusing on the naturally selected proper Tunction of
the representations, Millikan avoids this indetenninucy.

F o d o r a n d Unacquainted Content

The problem of unacquainted content for pure A C D is
immediately apparent, particularly for nonexistent objects.
Millikan and Unacquainted Content
For example, h o w can non-unicom-caused tokenings of
A s appealing as Millikan^ solution to misrepresentation
UNICORN be asymmetrically dependent cm unicorn-caused
m a y seem, it has problems with unacquainted content that
tokenings when there are no existing unicorns? Fodor thinks
are at least as bad as those associated with Dretske^
that this objection can be answered, by reminding us that,
approach. A s Dretske himself has pointed out (Dretske,
like Dretske, he is telling a nomic story:
1986), the theory cannot explain representational content for
It can be true that the property of being a unicorn is
anything that a species either has not encountered during its
nomologically linked with the prc^rty of being a cause of
evolutionary history, or has encountered but had no need or
UNICORNS even if there aren' t any unicorns... There wouldn^
use for. If no member of the species, or any ancestor
be non-unicom-caused unicorn tokens but that unicorns
species, ever encountered a particular type of object, then no
would cause unicorn tokens if there were any unicorns.
part of the organisms that comprise that species could
(Fodor, 1990, plOl, italics removed and single quotes
possibly have been selected for the purpose of rq)resenting
changed to small caps for consistency).
that content. This denies representational content to almost
Fodor has been attacked aa the unicorn front before. For
instance Baker (1991) constructed a detailed argument
any representation of a nonexistent objert, and m a n y
based on unicorns and "shunicoms" (a creature of her o w n
representations of real things such as works of art, n e w
design) that requires us to speculate about which of various
pieces of technology, or anything that is recent oiough to
possible worlds containing unicorns and/or shunicoms is
have played no role in the evolutionary history of the
"closer" to our own. If your mind boggles at this kind of
species. Millikan has a problem with unacquainted content
talk, I will n o w offer v»*at I hope is a slightly simpler
on an evolutionary scale.'
explanation below for w h y unicorns are a big thorn in the
side of the pure version of A C D .
Fodor on Misrepresentation
In this unicorn-free worid, all valid UNICORN tokenings
Arguably, the most prcxnising version of N C A comes from
must
be robust tokenings - they are caused by things other
Fodor (1987; 1990; 1994; 1998). For the last 15 years or so,
than unicorns. T h e acquisition of the concept UNICORN in
he has been pushing a theory of Asymmetric Causal
the absence of unicorns ccnnes from exposure to
Dependence ( A C D ) theory to explain h o w an informationrepresentations (visual or verbal) of unicorns. Having
based semantics could deal vnth, a m o n g other things,
learned about unicorns from books and stories, if a uniaxn
misrepresentation.* In his essay, " A thecay of content IF, he
suddenly
popped into existence in front of you, it would
combines Dretskian informational semantics (a concept c
means X if it's a law that X's cause c%) with an asymmetric likely cause a unicorn token. So w e have two valid causal
routes to unicorn tokens: one from representations of
dependence condition (Y's that cause c's only do so
unicorns, and one from possible real unicorns that you
because X's cause c's and not vice versa). This takes care of
might
encounter in the future (if imicoms began to exist). T o
misrepresentations such as cats on dark nights causing E>OG
apply
A C D , w e have to k n o w what would happen if w e
tokens (this state of af&irs is dependoit on dogs causing
hrcke either of these two causal links. Would breaking the
D O G tokens but not the other w a y around), and it is also
causal link between future unicorns and unicorn tokens
extendible to explain various kinds of "robust" tokenings
break the link between representations of unicorns and
(non-X-caused c tokenings that are nevertheless not error
unicorn tdcens? M y intuiticxi is that this scenario doesnt
cases - for instance, D O G tokens that are caused by pictures
even m a k e sense, but suppose for the sake of argument that
of dogs or thoughts about leashes.)'
breaking the unicom/UNicoRN link vrauld break the
representation/uNlcORN link. Then unicorn tokois are
' It could be objected that the representation of hypothetical or
causally dependent on (future) unicorns.
nonexistent things in general is very useful, and thus could have
But what would happen if w e broke the causal link
been selected for. But Millikan's theory is supposed to provide an
between
representations of unicorns and unicorn tokens?
explanation for the specific content of specific representations, and
According to A C D , if UNICORN is to m e a n unicorn, then this
this is what it fails to do for unacquainted content.
' Lately, Fodor (1998) prefers to talk about concept acquisition as a should not affect the causal link between future unicorns
and UNICORN tokens. But it obviously does. In a world
process of "locking on" to a relevant property. The new
without unicorns, if you dont learn about them from
formulation addresses some concerns about nativism and ontology,
but Fodor is clear that however locking on works, the meaning of representations of them then you don\ learn about them at
all. This means that if a unicorn suddenly popped into
the resulting concept is still grounded in an informational
existence in front of you, you wouldn\ k n o w what it was.
relationship, and A C D remains his most mature attempt to
M a y b e it would cause tokens of horse, h o r n or whatever,
characterize that relationship.
' Note that I am acnially describing what Fodor (1990) called the
pure ACD here. And to be &ir, Fodor (1994: i^pendix B) has
"pure" version of A C D . He also suggests the possibility of a
made it pretty clear that he doesnt think much of the mixed theory
"mixed" version in which he adds the condition that c must have
anyway.
actually been caused by X at least once. This mixed version will
obviouslyfoilfor unacquainted content, so I will only deal with
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but it wouldn\ cause a unicorn token because you
wouldnt have one for it to cause. So in the best case, causal
dependence runs both ways and A C D doesnt apply. In the
worst case (where you don\ buy the story about breaking
the link between future unicorns and UNICORN tokens) A C D
runs in the wrong direction and unicorn ends up having
representations of unicorns as its content. But this must be
felse - unicorn has unicorns as it's content.'" Notice that
you can run exactly the same argument for any type of
unacquainted content, such as m y leno concept. Token ings
of LENO in the presence of Leno are causally dependent on
tokenings of LENO in response to representations of Leno.
There is a way out of this trap for an extreme radical
nativist. Fodor (e.g. 1998) entertains, though he does not
endorse, the possibility that w e are b o m with a stock of
atomic concepts waiting to be triggered by the right sort of
content-fixing experiences. Applying this idea to
unacquainted content, if w e all have built-in unicorn token
types that just need to be 'biggered" somehow, then maybe
our first encounter with a unicorn would cause a unicorn
token after all. O f course w e wouldn\ have a word for this
token, but that is irrelevant. So A C D would be satisfied by
assuming that w e are b o m with a lifetime supply of tokens
that akeady have their nomic triggering conditions fixed.
But radical nativism is not a pq)ular option in cognitive
science. Though Fodor correctly points out that whether (ot
to wliat extent) nativism is true is an empirical question, it
seems very unlikely to most researdiers that the empirical
fects will bear the theory out. Furthermore, if the project is
to naturalize content, then all radical nativism does is open
up n e w questions. W e are n o w owed a naturalistic account
of h o w it can be the case that an individual is bora with a
large stock of mental states that already have the appropriate
nomic connections. Given the problems with both Dretske
and Millikan^ evolutionary accounts, it seems unlikely that
such a story is forthcOTning. Without the story, all w e have
reduces to the statement that UNICORN means unicom
because it has a set of properties that causes it to mean
unicorn.

unpack into phrasal entities in the language of thought,
assembled out of primitive atoms. That is, they are
definitions.^^ Fodor fails to provide any serious defense of
the position, except to state that he thinks the situation in
which a complex concept would be required is "very, very
rare" (1990:124, his italics). Dretske proposes the same
solution, but like Fodor, balks at defending it: 'I hope [the
compositional solution] is sufficiently plausible not to need
argument" (1981:222, also his italics).
But contrary to Fodor, concepts with unacquainted
content don\ seem to be particularly rare at all. A n d
contrary to Dretske, the definitional solution does need an
argument, having been Judged implausible, at least as a
general account of conceptual structure, by a wide
consensus of Cognitive Scientists.'^ Almost any standard
account of the recent history of empirical research into
conceptual structure begins with a recounting of the demise
of so-called definitional theories (e.g. ICcmiatsu, 1992;
Laurence and Margolis, 1999; Smith and Medin, 1981). The
most commonly cited reasons for abandoning of a
definitional account of oxiceptual structure are that: a) there
is a widespread consensus that most concept words of any
interest are not rigorously definable (see Laurence and
Margolis, 1999); b) no attempt to find psychological data
that might reveal a definitional structure for simple lexical
items has succeeded (e.g. Kintsch, 1974); and c) the wellestablished psychological phenomenon of typicality ratings,
or 'feoodness of example" effects (e.g. R osch, 1973) is
extremely difficult to account for within a definitional
theory (see Smith and Medin, 1981).
Conclusion: A Better Way Out?

Dretske, Millikan, and Fodor have no solution to the
problem of unacquainted content, unless w e take one of two
rather unpalatable q)tions: a) accept a radical concept
nativism in which tokens like unicorn are an innate part of
our psychological make-up; or b) accept that m a n y
concq)ts, including iwicoRN, W O M B A T , LENO, and so on
must have a definitional stmctiu-e. Nobody seems wants to
take option (a) seriously, and it begs the question anyhow,
The Non-atomic Way Out
so weVe left with option (b), \\iiich not only has no
All three attempts to construct a theory of N C A seem to fail
empirical support, but also contradicts the whole spirit of
the Conceptual Atomist enterprise. What do w e do now?
for unacquainted content. However there is still a way out
Recall that there are at least two projects here: the metothat is consistent with a slightly weakened version of
semantic project of naturalizing content, and the
Conceptual Atomism. This solution, proposed by Fodor
psychological/semantic project of Conceptual Atomism.
(1990: 124) and Dretske (1981: 222, 230) is to allow some
The first project is stall^ by the problem of unacquainted
concepts to be non-atomic, stmctured entities built out of
content, and in attempting to save itself, has wreaked havoc
atomic components." So unicorn, leno, and so on actually
on the second project. M y suggestion is that w e do not
accept this conclusion, and that w e separate the projects
'" There is a persistent notion that unicorn must refer to an idea or
to a representation. But a unicom is not an idea or a representation; from n o w on. Let those interested in the meta-semantic
it's an animal that looks like a horse with a horn on its head. Ideas
'^"... the idea that many terms express concepts that have internal
and representations are not animals and they have neither heads
structure is tantamount to the idea that many terms have
nor horns. So ideas and representations are the wrong sorts of
definitions." (Fodor, 1981:289)
things to serve as the content for unicorn.
" Fodor proposes this (somewhat apologetically) only for cases of " Ironically, this consensus includes Fodor himself (e.g. Fodor,
nonexistent objects, but it is easily extendible to any unacquainted 1998; Fodor, Fodor and Garrett, 1975; Fodor, Garrett and Walker,
1980).
content.
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problem tiy to solve it on its own terms, and leave
Conceptual Atomism to develop on its own. That way
Ccmceptual Atomism can be consistent with itself in
claiming that unicorn and w o m b a t are atomic, just like
DOG and cow. This is essentially the Language of Thought
hypothesis (Fodor, 1975) with a referential semantics, but
without the causal-historical meta-semantics. unicorn
refers to unicorns, but how, exactly, it comes to do that is an
issue to be resolved (or not) by the separate project of metasemantics.
I suspect that there will be some skepticism as to whether
Conceptual Atomism can survive without its accompanying
meta-semantic thewy. Therefore, I will end with two
reasons why I think that it can.
/. N o competing theory is tied to a similar meta-semantic
project For example, neither the prototype theory nor the
theory-theory of concepts attempts to say anything about
h o w meaning arises from non-meaningfiil stuff. Neither do
most m o d e m versions of the definitional theory. And, after
all, \^y should they? At this early stage, a
psychological/semantic theory should be judged on its own
mwits, not by standards set at some other level of analysis.
2. Conceptual Atomism is still a decent theory even
without the meta-semantic project There is no
psychological evidence for definitional structure, and the
evidence that drives the prototype and theory theories can be
accounted for within Conceptual Atomism - the former by
supposing that typicality effects arise from a separate
categCN'ization mechanism, and the latter by supposing that
people do have theories that guide their behavior, but that
these theOTies are about the concepts they involve, rather
than being constitutive of them. A n d above all, Coiceptual
Atomism is arguably one of the most naturalfitsto the
computational theories of mind that are still so popular.
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Abstract

intervention. S o m e of those questions can be answered
through mental intervention, by imagining a counterfactual
Pearl (2000) offiers a formal framework for modeling causal situation in which a variable is manipulated and determining
and counterfactual reasoning. By virtue of the way it
the effects of change. People attempt this, for example,
represents intervention on a causal system, the framework
whenever they wonder "if only..." (if only I hadn't made that
makes predictions about h o w people reason when asked
stupid comment... If only m y data were different...).
counterfactual questions about causal relations. Four studies
Pearl (2000) offers a causal modeling framework that
are reported that test the q>plication of the framework to
covers such coimterfactiukl reasoning. The framework makes
deterministic causal and conditional arguments. The results
predictions about h o w people reason w h e n asked
support the proposed representation of causal arguments,
counterfactual
questions about causal relations. Pearl's
especially when the nature of the counter&ctual intervention
analysis extends to relations of probabilistic causality but
is made explicit. The results also show that conditional
this paper is limited to studies of deterministic arguments.
relations are construed in different ways.
Before describing those studies, w e briefly review the
Introduction
relevant aspects of Pearl's analysis.
M a n y questions are decided by causal analysis. In the law,
Observation vs. Causation
issues of negligence concern w h o caused an outcome and, at
least under c o m m o n law, the determination of guilt requires
(Seeing vs. D o i n g )
evidence of a causal chain leading to a crime. Evidence that
might increase the probability of guilt (e.g., an accused's
Seeing
race) is impermissible if it doesn't support a causal analysis
In general, observation can be represented using the tools of
of the crime. S o m e legal scholars (Lipton, 1992) claim that
conventional
probability. The probability of observing an
legal analyses of causality are in no sense special, that
event
(say,
that
a logic gate is working properly) under some
causation in the law derives from everyday thinking about
causality. Causal analysis is just as prevalent in science, circumstance (e.g., the temperature is low) can be
represented as the conditional probability that a random
engineering, politics, indeed in every domain that involves
variable G, representing the logic gate, is at some level of
human prediction and control.
operation g when temperature T is observed to take some
Causal analysis is often difficult because it depends not
value t:
only on what happened, but also on what might have
happened (Mackie, 1974). Thus the claim that A caused B
will often imply that if A had not occurred, then B would
not have occurred. Likewise, the fact that B would not have
occurred if A had not often suggests that A caused B.
This explains a fundamental law of experimental
science: Mere observation can only reveal a correlation, not
a causal relation. That's w h y causal induction requires
manipulation, control over an independent variable such that
changes in its value will determine the value of the
dependent variable whilst holding other relevant conditions
constant. Everyday causal induction has these same
requirements. Causal inductions in everyday contexts are
aided b y manipulation of potential causes, by people
intervening on the world rather than just observing it (the
conditions favoring intervention are spelled out in Pearl,
2000; Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheincs, 1993).
If w e already have some causal knowledge, then certain
causal questions can be answered without actual

Pr{G = g|T = t} defined as P^iG=g&T = t)
Pr{T = t}
Conditional probabilities are symmetric in the sense that, if
well-defined, their converses are well-defined too. In fact,
given the marginal probabilities of the relevant variables,
Bayes' rule tells us h o w to evaluate the converse:

Pr{T = t|G = g} = Pr{G = g | T = t } ^ ^ ' ^ *^ .
Pr{G = g}

(1)

Doing
T o represent action. Pearl proposes an operator do(») that
controls both the value of a variable that is manipulated as
well as a graph that represents causal dependencies.
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do(X=x) has the effect of setting the variable X to the value
X and also changes the graph representing causal relations
by removing any directed links from other variables to X
(i.e., by cutting X off from the variables that normally cause
it). For example, imagine that you believe that temperature
T causally influences the operation of logic gate G, and that
altitude A causally influences T. This could be represented
in the following causal diagram:
-• T

-• G

Presumably, changing the operation of the logic gate would
not affect temperature (i.e., there's no causal link from G to
T). W e can decide if this is true by acting on the logic gate
to change it to some operational state g and then measure
the temperature; i.e., by running an experiment in which the
operation of the logic gate is manipulated. W e could not in
general determine a causal relation by just observing
temperatures under different logic gate conditions, because
observation provides merely correlational information.
Measurements taken in the context of action, as opposed to
observation, would reflect the probability that T=t under the
condition that do((j=gy.
Pr{T = t|do(G = g)}
Obtained by, first, constructing a new causal model by
removing any causal links to G:
A

•

T

A
A
B
C
D

causes B.
causes C.
causes D.
causes D.
definitely occurred.

On the basis of these facts, please answer the following 2
questions:
i. If B had not occurred, would D still have occurred?
(yes or no)
ii. If B had not occurred, would A have occurred?
(yes
or no)
Pearl (2000) gives the following analysis of such a
system. First, w e can graph the causal relations amongst the
variables as follows:

Y o u are told that D has occurred. This implies that B or C or
both occurred, which in turn implies that A must have
occurred. A is the only available explanation for D. Thus, all
4 events have occurred. W h e n asked what would have
happened if B had not occurred, w e should apply the do
operator, <fo(B = did not occur) with the effect of severing
the links to B from its causes:

G

The rationale for this is that if I have set G=g, then my
intervention renders other potential causes of g irrelevant. I
a m overriding their effects, so I should not m a k e any
inferences about them. N o w I can examine the probability
distribution of T in the causal graph. But in doing so, I
should not take into account the prior probability of g,
because I have set its value, making its value certain by
virtue of m y action. Because the do operation renders T and
G probabilistically independent, the result is that:
Pr{T = t|ifo(G = g)} = Pr{T = t}.
The do operator is used to represent experimental
manipulations. It provides a means to talk about causal
inference through action. It can also be used to represent
mental manipulations. It provides a means to m a k e
counterfactual inferences by determining the representation
of the causal relations relevant to inference if a variable had
been set to some counteriactual value.

Do we "do"?
Consider the following Causal Argument (1) in which A, B,
C, and D are the only relevant events:

Therefore, w e should not draw any inferences about A from
the absence of B. So the answer to the counterfactual
question ii. above is "yes" because w e already decided that
A occurred, and w e have no reason to change our minds.
The answer to counterfactual question i. is also "yes"
because A occurred and w e k n o w A causes C which is
sufficient for D.
Other theories of propositional reasoning, mental models
theory (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991) and any theory based
on logic (e.g., Rips, 1994), don't really m a k e predictions in
this context because the argument uses causal relations and
therefore lies outside the propositional domain. The closest
they can come is to posit that causal relations are interpreted
as material conditionals (an assumption m a d e by Goldvarg
& Johnson-Laird, 2001). T o see if such an interpretation of
Causal Argument (1) is valid, w e can consider Abstract
Conditional Argument (1):
If A then B.
If A then C.
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one pair of arguments concerned a robot. Here is the causal
version of that problem (Robot Causal Argument 1):

If B then D.
If C then D.
D is true.

A certain robot is activated by 100 (or more) units of
light energy. A 500 unit beam of light is shone through a
prism which splits the beam into two parts of equal
energy, Beam A and Beam B, each now travelling in a
new direction. Beam A strikes a solar panel connected to
the robot with some 250 units of energy, causing the
robot's activation. Beam B simultaneously strikes
another solar panel also connected to the robot. Beam B
also contains around 250 units of light energy, enough to
cause activation. Not surprisingly, the robot has been
activated.

The corresponding questions were:
i. If B were false, would D still be true?
(yes or no)
ii. If B were false, would A be true?
(yes or no)

The causal modeling framework makes no particular
prediction about such an argument except to say that,
because it docs not necessarily concern causal relations,
responses could well be different from those for the causal
argument. The predictions made by a "material conditional"
account will depend on assumptions about how people
interpret the questions; i.e., how they modify the original set
of premises. To answer question i. people may suppress the i. If Beam B had not struck the solar panel, would the robot
statement that D is true, whilst adding the statement that B
have been activated?
is false. If they do, the truth of D is indeterminate, because it ii. If Beam B had not struck the solar panel, would the
is not entailed by the falsity of B. Alternatively, people
original (500 unit) beam have been shone through the
might not suppress D. The answer would then be "yes"
prism?
because the original premises state that D is true. Such an
account yields a less ambiguous answer to question ii. Once
The same 238 undergraduates were given either the
people suppose that B is false, they are licensed to infer, by causal or conditional version of this problem. Their
modus tollens, that A is false. If these "material conditional" responses are shown in Table 2.
theories make any prediction for the causal arguments, these
Table 2: Percentages of participants responding "yes" to
should correspond to their prediction for comparable
Robot Causal and Conditional Arguments (1).
conditional arguments.
Experiment 1
Method. 238 University of Texas at Austin
undergraduates were given one of the two arguments shown
and asked the hsted questions.
Results. Responses are shown in Table 1. The
predictions of the causal modeling framework were
supported for the causal arguments but not for the
conditional arguments. The predominance of "yes"
responses in the causal condition implies that for the
majority of participants the supposition that B didn't occur
did not influence their beliefs about whether A or D
occurred. This is consistent with the idea that these
participants mentally severed (undid) the causal link
between A and B and thus did not draw new conclusions
about A or about the effects of A from a counterfactual
assumption about B. Responses to the conditional argument
were more variable: no one strategy for interpreting and
reasoning with conditional statements dominated.

Question
Causal
i. robot activated 8 0 %
ii. beam shone
71%

Conditional
63%
55%

The results are very close to those of the abstract
problem except that a higher percentage of participants said
"yes" in the conditional version of this problem, z = 2.83; p
< .01. This may have occurred because a larger proportion
interpreted the "if-then" connectives of the conditional
version as causal relations. The clear physical causality of
the robot problem lends itself to causal interpretation.
Experiment 2

One might argue that the difference between the causal
and conditional arguments in the previous examples is not
due to a greater tendency to counterfactually decouple
variables fi-om their causes in the causal over the conditional
context, but instead to different pragmatic implicatures of
the two contexts. In particular, perhaps the causal context
the occurrence of A more than the conditional
Table 1: Percentages of participants responding "yes" presupposes
to
context presupposes the truth of A. It's more plausible that
Abstract Causal and Conditional Arguments (1).
D would be true in the conditional arguments even if A were
false than that D would have occurred in the causal
Question Causal Conditional
arguments even if A had not. If so, then the greater
i. D holds
80%
57%
likelihood of saying "yes" in the causal scenarios could be
ii. A holds
79%
36%
due to these different presuppositions rather than different
These results were replicated with two additional
likelihoods of undoing.
arguments that used an identical causal or logical structure
To control for this possibility as well as to replicate the
but added semantic content to the problems. For example.
effect, w e examined causal and conditional versions of
arguments with the following structure:
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Tabic 4: Percentages of participants responding "yes" to
Robot Causal and Conditional Arguments (2).

Participants were told not only that thefinaleffect, E, had
occurred, but also that the initial cause. A, had too. This
should eliminate any difference in presupposition of the
initial variable because its value is m a d e explicit. T o
illustrate with one of the problems shown, here is the causal
version of the abstract problem (Causal Argument 2):
A causes B.
B
B
C
D
A
E

causes C.
causes D.
causes E.
causes E.
definitely occurred.
definitely occurred.

i. If D did not occur, would E still have occurred?
ii. If D did not occur, would B still have occurred?
The causal modeling framework predicts that a
counterfactual assumption about D should disconnect it
from B in the causal context so that participants should
answer "yes" to both questions. Participants should only
answer "yes" in the conditional context if they interpret the
problem causally. Once again the predictions of a material
conditional account depend on assumptions about h o w the
questions modify the premises. A plausible assumption is
that only statements mentioned in the question are
suppressed. Thus in answering question ii., belief about the
truth of D and B might be suspended and not-D supposed.
However, this leads to a conflict because not-D implies notB (via modus tollens) but the premises state A and thus
imply B (via modus ponens). It is thus unclear whether or
not they should infer B. In any case, a material conditional
account must predict no difference between the causal and
conditional contexts.
Method. Twenty B r o w n University undergraduates
received either the causal or conditional versions of the
abstract and robot problems described above.
Results. The results, shown in Tables 3 and 4, are
comparable to those from the earlier problems, although the
proportion of "yes" responses tended to be lower in the
causal condition, especially for the likelihood of the beam
shining if the solar panel had not been struck (only 5 5 % in
Table 4).

Question
i. robot activated
ii. beam shone

Causal

Conditional

90%
55%

75%
45%

A difference between causal and conditional arguments
again obtained for Abstract arguments, z = 2.20; p = .01, but
not for Robot ones, z = 1.18; n.s. The difference for
Absfract arguments suggests that the earlier results cannot
be attributed entirely to different pragmatic implicatures
from causal and conditional contexts. The overall reduction
in "yes" responses could be due to either a different
participant population, some proportion of participants
failing to establish an accurate causal model with these more
complicated scenarios, or participants not implementing the
undoing operation in the expected w a y (i.e., not mentally
disconnecting B from D ) .
Failure to undo is not entirely unreasonable for these
problems because D's nonoccurrence is not definitively
counterfactual. The question said "If D did not occur" which
does not state w h y D did not occur; the reason is left
ambiguous. O n e possibility is that D did not occur because
B didn't. Nothing in the problem explicitly states that the
nonoccurrence of D should not be treated as diagnostic of
the nonoccurrence of B.
Experiment 3
T h e causal modeling framework predicts that the
connection between B and D should be mentally undone
whenever D is explicitly prevented; when an intervention
(mental or physical) outside the model determines the value
of D. T o simulate such a situation, w e repeated Experiment
2, but made the interventional prevention of D explicit.
Method. Participants saw exactly the same sets of
premises in both causal and conditional contexts, but were
asked different questions, questions that made the external
prevention of D explicit (Causal and Conditional Argimients
2EP). For the abstract causal context, the questions were:
i. If somebody stepped in to prevent D from occurring,
would E still have occurred?
ii. If somebody stepped in to prevent D from occurring,
would B still have occurred?
For the abstract conditional context, the questions were;

i. If somebody stepped in and changed the value of D to
false, would E still be true?
Table 3: Percentages of participants responding "yes" to ii. If somebody stepped in and changed the value of D to
false, would B still be true?
Abstract Causal and Conditional Arguments (2).
Question
i. E holds
ii. B holds

Causal
70%
74%

For the robot context, the questions in the causal and
conditional versions were identical (only the paragraphs
describing the situation differed):

Conditional
45%
50%
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Experiment 4
i. If a lead barrier were placed in the path of B e a m B to
prevent it from striking the solar panel, would the robot
have been activated?
ii. If a lead barrier were placed in the path of B e a m B to
prevent it from striking the solar panel, would the original
(500 unit) beam have been shone through the prism?
Responses were obtained from either 18 or 20 Brown
undergraduates.
Results. Results are shown in Tables 5 and 6. The
probability of saying "yes" was higher in the explicit
prevention context than in its absence, but not significantly
so, z = 1.16 and 1.39 for Abstract and Robot arguments,
respectively. The two may not differ statistically because the
probability of saying "yes" was already so high in the causal
condition of Experiment 2. In any case, the great majority of
participants acted as if explicitly preventing D caused it to
have no diagnostic value for its cause (B), and that therefore
other effects of the cause (E) still held. In other words, the
effect of explicitly preventing D is well captured by the do
operator.

The final experiment attempts to replicate the
observations made thus far by showing the undoing effect as
well as the enhancement of the effect in an explicit
prevention context. Moreover, it does so using an if-then
statement in order to show that a conditional statement can
be treated as causal in an appropriate context.
Method. The following scenario was described to 78
Brown undergraduates:
All rocketships have two components, A and B.
Component A causes component B to operate. In other
words, if A, then B.
The scenario assumes the simplest possible causal graph:
A • B
Notice that the relation between A and B is stated using an
if-then construction. Approximately half the participants, in
the non-explicit prevention condition, were then asked:

i. Suppose component B were not operating, would
Table 5: Percentages of participants responding "yes" to
component A still operate?
Abstract Causal and Conditional Arguments (2EP),
ii. Suppose component A were not operating, would
prevention of the antecedent explicit.
component B still operate?
Question Causal Conditional
i. E holds
75%
ii. B holds
80%

The remaining half, in the explicit prevention condition,
were asked:

50%
67%

i. Suppose component B were prevented from operating,
would component A still operate?
ii. Suppose component A were prevented from operating,
would component B still operate?

Table 6: Percentages of participants responding "yes" to
Robot Causal and Conditional Arguments (2EP).
Question
i. robot activated
ii. beam shone

Causal
75%
75%

Conditional
83%
67%

The causal modeling framework predicts the undoing
effect, that participants will say "yes" to question i.,
Component A will continue to operate if B isn't because A
should be disconnected from B by virtue of the
counterfactual supposition about B. It also predicts the
proportion will be higher in the explicit than non-explicit
prevention conditions because the nature of the intervention
causing B to be nonoperative is less ambiguous. N o other
framework, logical or otherwise, makes either of these
predictions. Finally, the causal modeling framework
predicts that people should respond "no" to the second
question regardless of condition. If A is the cause of B, then
B should not operate if A does not.
Results. The results are shown in Table 7. The 6 8 %
giving an affirmative answer to thefirstquestion in the
Non-explicit Prevention condition replicates the undoing
effect seen in the previous studies. The even greater
percentage (89%, z = 2.35; p < .01) in the Explicit condition
replicates thefindingthat the undoing effect is greater when
the reason that a variable has the specified value is made
explicit. Responses to the second question were almost all
negative, demonstrating that people are clearly

A n unexp>ccted byproduct of explicit prevention was to
increase the proportions of "yes" responses in even the
conditional context, z = 1.80; p < .05. This probably
occurred because the explicit prevention context made it
more likely that the arguments would be construed causally.
For example, a question beginning "If a lead barrier were
placed in the path of Beam B to prevent it from striking the
solar panel," m a y well have suggested to participants that
they should construe the situation in terms of physical
causation and reason about the situation using causal logic.
O n e implication of this observation is that the
interpretation of conditionals varies with the theme of the
text that the statements are embedded in. Conditionals
embedded in dcontic contexts are well k n o w n to be
interpreted deontically (Manktelow & Over, 1990). The
Abstract Conditional Arguments (1) and (2) above show
that when the theme is ambiguous, the interpretation will be
highly variable. Robot Conditional Argument (2EP) shows
that w h e n the theme is causal, conditionals will be
interpreted causally.
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mechanisms veridically. Once a veridical representation of
causal mechanisms has been established, learning and
inference can take place by intervening on the
representation rather than on the world itself But none of
this can be achieved without a suitable representation of
intervention. The do operator is intended to allow such a
Table 7: Percentages of participants responding "yes"representation
to
and the studies reported herein provide some
questions in the Rocketship scenario given questions with
evidence that people are able to use it correctly.
antecedents non-explicitly or explicitly prevented.
Representing intervention is not always as easy as
forcing a variable to some value and cutting the variable off
NonQuestion
Explicit
from its causes. Indeed, most of the data reported here show
explicit
Prevention
some variability in people's responses. People are not
Prevention
generally satisfied to simply implement a do operation.
i. if not B, then A?
68%
89%
People often want to know precisely how an intervention is
ii. if not A, then B?
2.6%
5.3%
taking place. A surgeon can't simply tell m e that he's going
to replace m y hip. I want to know how, what it's going to be
Discussion
replaced with, etc. After all, knowing the details is the only
These data show that most people obey a rational rule of
way for m e to know with any precision how to intervene on
counterfactual inference, the undoing principle. W h e n
m y representation, which variables to do, and thus what can
reasoning about the consequences of a counterfactual
be safely learned and inferred.
supposition of an event, most people do not change their
Causal reasoning is not the only mode of reasoning. But
beliefs about the state of the normal causes of the event.
the presence of a calculus for causal inference removes any
They reason as if the mentally changed event is
doubt that it's an important one.
disconnected and therefore not diagnostic of its causes. This
is a rational principle of inference because an effect is
Acknowledgments
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Abstract
The idea that to perceive an object is to perceive its
affordances—that is, the interactions of die perceiver with
the world that the object supports or affords—is attractive
from the point of view of theories in cognitive science
that emphasize the fundamental role of actions in representing an agent's knowledge about the world. However,
in this general form, the notion has so &r lacked a formal
expression. This paper offers a representation for objects
in terms of their affordances using Linear Dynamic Event
Calculus, aformalismfor reasoning about causal relations
over events. It argues that a represaitation of this kind,
linking objects to the events which they are characteristically invdved in, underlies some universal operations
of natural language syntactic and semantic composition
that are postulated in Combinatoiy Categorial Grammar
(CCG). These observations imply that the langua^ faculty is more directly related to prelinguistic cognitive apparatus used for planning action than formal dieories in
either domain have previously seemed to allow.
Introduction
T h e notion of an affordance (Gibson 1966) has in its
most basic sense of an invariant supporting perception
been extremely helpful in directing attention to nonobvious properties of the sensory array relevant to visual
and haptic perception, and motor control (Lee 1980; Turvey 1990). In its more general sense of an interaction
with the world that a perceived object mediates (Gibson
1979) it has proved equally attractive to a wide range
of theoretical positions that have emphasized the fundamental role of the notion of action in h u m a n cognition
( N o r m a n 1988, 1999). This is the sense in which a door
"affords" egress and ingress, a knife affords cutting and
scraping, and the like. T h e attraction of this notion is
that it seems to offer a w a y in which perceptual learning
can be linked to the goals and actions upon the environment of the learner, an idea that has been followed up by
E. Gibson and Spelke (1983), a m o n g others. However,
its influence in these domains has been limited by two
difficulties.
O n e has been the controversial idea of "direct perception". This is the idea that the perception that a mailbox " affords letter-mailing to a letter-writing h u m a n in
a community with a postal system" (Gibson 1979, p. 139,
citing Gibson 1950) is as directly related to properties of
the sensory array as time-to-impact is to characteristics
of the optic flow field for a diving gannet. It is certainly

hard to believe that the perception of such affordances
is "direct" in this sti'ong sense, although recognition of
mailboxes, like that of everything else, is undoubtedly
mediated in part by such Gibsonian invariants of the optic array as relative spatial frequency specti-a, and acquisition of the mailbox artefact concept unquestionably depends upon the association of such invariants with affordances in the more general sense. I shall ignore the
perceptual aspect of affordances here.
A more serious obstacle to the exploitation of the idea
of affordances in this general sense has stemmed firom
the veiy fact that m a n y such affordances are actions or
events. A formal theory of events in their relation to objects that is applicable to such perceptual categorization
and/or conceptual representation of artefact concepts—
that is, a theory of what the affordance itself actually is,
and h o w it actually works as a basis for effective action
in the world—has been lacking.
The Linear Dynamic Event Calculus
The Linear Dynamic Event Calculus (LDEC) combines
the insights of the Event Calculus of Kowalski and Sergot (1986), itself a descendant of the Situation Calculus
of McCarthy and Hayes (1969) and the STRIPS planner
of Fikes and Nilsson (1971), with the Dynamic and Linear Logics that were developed by Harel (1984), Girard
(1987) and others.
Dynamic logics are a form of modal logic in which the
• and O modalities are relativized to particular events.
For example, if a (possibly nondeterministic) program
or command a computes a function F over the integers,
then we may write the following:
i\)n>0=>[a](y = Fin))
(2) n>0=>{a){y = F{n))
T h e intended meaning of the first of these is "in any situation in which n > 0, after every execution of a that
terminates, >» = F{n)". That of the second is (dually) that
"in any situation in which n > 0 , there is an execution of
a that terminates with y = F(n)".
W e can think of these modalities as defining a logic
whose models are Kripke diagrams in which accessibility between possible worlds is represented by events.
Such events can be defined as mappings between situations or partially specified possible worlds, defined in
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terms of conditions on the antecedent which must hold
for them to apply (such as that n > 0 in (1)), and consequences (such as that y = F{n)) that hold in the consequent.
The particular dynamic logic that w e are dealing with
here is one that includes the following dynamic axiom,
which says that the operator; is sequence, an operation
related to Junctional composition over events, viewed as
functions from situations to situations:
(3)[a][P]/'=>[a;P]P
Using this notation, w e can conveniently represent, say,
a plan for getting outside as the composition of pushing a door and then going thmugh it, written push';gothrough'.
Composition is one of the most primitive combinators, or operations combining functions, which Curry
and Feys (1958) call B. It can be defined by the following equivalence with a lambda term:
(4) B a P = Xj.a(pi)
Plans Vikcpush'^go-through' could be written in Curry's
notation as ^push'go-through'
Situation/Event Calculi and the Frame

(6) a. in(y) - ^o-through{y,x)]out(y)
b. outiy) o \go-through(y,x)]in{y)
Linear implication has the effect of building into the representation the update effects of actions—that once you
apply the rule, the proposition in question is "used up",
and cannot take part in any fiirther proofs, while a n e w
fact is added. The formulae therefore say that if something is shut and you push it, it becomes open (and vice
versa), and that if you are in and you go through something then you become out (and vice versa).
To interpret linear implication as it is used here in
terms of proof theory and proof search, w e need to think
of possible worlds as states of a single updatable S T R I P S
database of facts. Rules like (S) and (6) can then be
interpreted as (partial) functions over the states in the
model that m a p states to other states by removing facts
and adding other facts. Linear implication and the dynamic box operator are here essentially used as a single
state-changing operator: you can't have one without the
other.
The effect of such systems can be exemplified as follows. If the initial situation is that you are in and the door
is shut:
(7) in(you) Adoor{d) Ashut{d)

Problem
The situation calculi are heir to a problem k n o w n in
the AI literature as the Frame Problem (McCarthy and
Hayes 1969). This problem arises because the way that
w e structure our knowledge of change in the world is in
terms of event-types that can be characterized (mostly) as
affecting just a few fluents among a very large collection
representing the state of the world. (Fluents are facts or
propositions that are subject to change). Naive event representations which m a p entire situations to entire other
situations are therefore representationally redimdant and
inferentially inefficient. A good representation of affordances must get around this problem.
To avoid the frame problem in both its representational
and inferential aspects, w e need a n e w form of logical
implication, distinct from the standard or intuitionistic
^ w e have used up till now. W e will follow Bibel et al.
(1989) and others in using linear logical implication -o
rather than intuitionistic implication => in those rules that
change the value of fluents.
For example, w e can represent events involving doors
in a world (simplified for purposes of exposition) in
which there are two places out and in separated by a door
which m a y be open or shut, as follows:
(5) a. shut(x) - \push{y,x)]open{x)
b. open{x) 3 \push{y,x)]shut{x)
W e follow a logic programming convention that all variables spearing in the consequent are implicitly universally
quantifinl and all other variables are implicitly existentialy
quantified. Since in the real world doors don't always open
when you push them, box must be read as default necessity,
meaning "usually".

— t h e n the linear rules (5) m e a n that an attempt to prove
the proposition in (8) concerning the state of the door in
the situation that results from pushing the door will fail
because rule (5a) has removed the fact in question from
the database that results from the actionpush{you,d)}
(8) \push{you,d)]shut{d)
O n the other hand, attempts to prove the following will
all succeed, since they are all facts in the database that
results from the actionpush{you,d) in the initial situation
(7):
(9) a. \push(you,d)]open{d)
b. \push{you,d)]door{d)
c. \push{you,d)]in{you)
The advantage of interpreting linear implication in this
way is that it builds the S T R I P S treatment of the frame
problem (Fikes and Nilsson 1971) into the proof theory, and entirely avoids the need for inferentially cumbersome reified frame axioms of the kind proposed by
Kowalski (1979) and m a n y others (see Shanahan 1997).
Using linear implication (or the equivalent rewriting
logic devices or state update axioms of Thielscher (1999)
and Marti-Oliet and Meseguer (1999)) for STRIPS-like
rules makes such frame axioms unnecessary. Instead,
they are theorems concerning the linear logic representation.
Even in this extremely simplified world, w e need a
little more apparatus to represent our knowledge about
doors in a way which will allow us to m a k e plans in^We follow the logic programming convention of negation
byfejiure,according to which a proposition is treated as false
if it cannot be positively proved to be true.
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volving them. W e also need to state preconditions on
the actions of pushing and going through. Here ordinary
non-linear intuitionistic implication is appropriate:^

alizations of the frame problem, using on a novel analysis of durative events extending over intervals of time,
which are ignored here.
However, w e have said nothing yet about the problem
of search implicit in searching for and identifying such
plans.

(10) a. door{x) Aopen{x)
=• possible{go-through(y,x))
b. door{x) => possible(push{y,x))
These rules say (oversimplifying wildly) that if a thing is
a door and is open then it's possible to go through it, and
that if a thing is a door then it's possible to push it.
W e also need to define the transitive property of the
possibihty relation, as follows, using the definition (3) of
event sequence composition:
(11) possible(a) A [a]possible{^) ^ possible{a; P)
This says that any situation in which it is possible to a,
and in which actually doing a gets you to a situation
where it is possible to P, is a situation in which it is possible to a then p.
If w e regard actions as functions from situations to situations, then this rule defines^ncn'o/i composition as the
basic plan-building operator of the system. Composition
is one of the simplest of a small collection of combinators which Curry and Feys (1958) used to define the
foundations of the X-calculus and other applicative systems in which n e w concepts can be defined in terms of
old. Since the knowledge representation that underlies
h u m a n cognition and h u m a n language could hardly be
anything other than an applicative system of some kind,
w e should not be surprised to see it turn up as one of the
basic operations of planning systems.
This fragment gives us a simple planner in which starting from the world (12) in which you are in, and the door
is shut and stating the goal (13) meaning "find a possible series of actions that will get you out," can, given a
suitable search control, be m a d e to automatically deliver
a constructive proof that one such plan is (14), the composition ofpushing, and going through, the door:
(12) in(you) Adoor(d) Ashut{d)
(13) possible{a) A[a]out(you)
(14) a = push{you,d);go-through(you,d).
One way to produce this proof, which is suggested as
an exercise, is via backward-chaining from the goal (13)
on the consequents of rules (10) using the transitivity rule
(11). The situation that results fktm executing this plan in
the start situation (7) is one in which the following conjunction offectsis directly represented by the database:
(15) out{you) A door{d) A open(d)
This calculus is developedfiirtherin Steedman 1997,
2002 in application to more ambitious plans, such as the
"monkey and bananas" problem, and a number of generi c version of linear logic mixing linear and standard implication is is closely related to "Bunched Implication Logic"
(see P y m 2001, which gives an extensive treatment of its semantics and proof theory, including a cut elimination theorem).
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Formalizing Affordance using LDEC
Although the example is simplified for purposes of exposition (in particular, with respect to the problem of durativity), it provides the basis for a quite general calculus
of events. (See Shanahan (1997), Thielscher 1999, and
Steedman (1997, 2000b) for related proposals including
discussions of ramification, qualification, delayed action,
simultaneity, nondeterminism and other standard problems that such representations have to deal with.)
In fact the representation of actions and events in terms
of an association of preconditions and consequences with
the core event is a very generally applicable one. If the
precondition is a conditional stimulus such as a light, and
the consequence is a reward, such as food, while the action concerned is pecking or pressing a bar, then it can be
considered as a representation of an operant in the cognitive sense of Rescorla and Wagner (1972), itself a notion
closely related to that of an affordance.
It also provides the basis for a formalization of the relation between objects and their affordances, of the kind
that w e need in order to talk about perceptual and cognitive learning in non-linguistic animals and prelinguistic
children. For example, the facts in (5) and (6) strike m e
as a pretty good representation of what m y cat knows
about the affordances of doors. O f course, the representation is perfectly neutral concerning the invariants that
afford the perception of doors in thefirstplace, their relation to bodily properties like the size of the cat's head,
and aspects relevant to learning such as motor embedding of the actions of pushing and going through, and
so on. It is a representation of what sort of thing it is
that is perceived and learned. Nevertheless, the representation could be used to explain the transition she made
in her perceptual learning from a stage where doors afforded her (6) (going through for purposes of egress and
ingress) but not (5) (pushing to open and close), homing
in via a set of superstitious and rapidly extinguishing spurious affordances to a correct affordance (5) supporting
the motor plan (14) and its internalization as yet another
affordance of doors. The representation also suggests
a basis for experimentally investigating precise details
of the cat's representation of the affordances of doors.
(For example, do they afford her the ingress and egress
of other cats?) M a n y of these experiments have already
been d o n e — m o s t notably, by Kohler (1925), in his investigations of tool use and planning in Chimpanzees.
O n e of Kohler's most thought-provoking observations
concerning such planning was the following. A chimpanzee which was perfectly capable of consistently using a tool such as a stick to reach otherwise unattainable objects—one to w h o m sticks afforded reaching—
was unable to enact such a plan unless the stick was ac-

tually present in the problem situation. Mere availibility
of a stick in an adjoining room—even one which the ape
had recently explored—was not enough to trigger the relevant knowledge and cause the ape to fetch the stick.
This observation suggests that for non-linguistic animals, including those closest to us in evolutionary terms,
access to the aifordances of objects is tied to immediate
perception of the objects themselves, as Gibson believed.
For an animal, this is quite a good way of running your
plaimer. If you don't have much control over your physical environment, it is probably better to look at those
plans the situation affords, rather than backward chaining to conditions that there may be no way for you to
satisfy, say because of the time of year. This in turn suggests, uncontroversially, that afTordances like egress are
indexed in such animals by object-concepts like door,
rather than by end-states like being out, and that planning proceeds reactively by forward chaining from what
is the case, rather than backward chaining from the goal.
W e can represent such indexing byfirstdefining actions like pushing and going thmugh asfiinctionslike
the following derived from (5) and (6):
r shut{x)- open{x)
open{x) 0 shut{x) }
b. go-through{y,x)'^( in{y) -o outiy)
\ outiy) -o inly)

(16) a. push(y,x)-

(Here ~» reads as "yields". The linear implication symbol -o is overloaded to signify linear mapping of state
to state accompanied by deletion and addition of facts.
Implication is so closely related to fiinctional mapping,
and the functions in question are so closely related to the
state update or rewrite axioms of the proof theory that
this overloading seems unlikely to cause confusion.)
The set of such functions Affordances{door) constitutes the affordances of doors:
(17) Affordances{door)

\ go-through J

The Gibsonian affordance-based door-schema door'
can then in turn be defined as a fiinction mapping doors
into (second-order) functions from their affordances like
pushing and going-through to their results:
(18) door^ = ^door-^Affonlances(,door)-PX
The operation of turning an object of a given type into
a function over those functions that apply to objects of
that type is another primitive combinator called T or type
raising. As in the case of composition (4), the effect of
this combinator can be defined by equivalence to the corresponding X.-term:
(19) J x = Xp.px
Accordingly, (18) can be rewritten:
(20) dooT^ = hcdoor-Tx
Such a concept of doors is useful for reactive planning,
and one can add more affordances to Affordances{door)
as one's experience increases. It seems quite likely that
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this is close to the way cats or at least chimpanzees conceptualize doors.
However, in human terms it is a somewhat stultifying
representation, in that it restricts the concept to previously encountered events involving doors that one has
somehow stumbled across. One would like to have the
advantages in terms of efficiency of planning that thinking of objects in terms of their affordances allows, while
also being able envisage novel uses for doors—for example, using one as a table, or as a raft—when circumstances denaand it. In other words, one would like to be
able to generalize (18) over a wider range of affordances,
such as the affordances of natural kinds such asflatmovable objects, or of other things that you can push and/or
go through. However, there are reasons to think our
ability to generalize very far beyond natural kinds and
directly experienced affordances is quite limited. (For
example, people find considerable difficulty in solving
those irritating conundrums which require one to see that
a pair of pliers affords the weight for a plumbline, or that
the box that thumbtacks are packaged in affords a bracket
that can be thumbtacked to the wall to provide a support
for a candle.) It seems likely that the basis for such limited generalization is partly perceptual, and partly embedded in our modes of interaction with objects, as Gibson insisted.
Combinatory systems that include both composition
and type raising are quite expressive—see Smullyan
(1985, 1994) for discussion. They have the character
of calculi for rebracketing and permuting terms in expressions. Such calculi are closely related to linear logic
itself—see Lambek (1988) for discussion. In this connection it is interesting that the theory of Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG, Ades and Steedman 1982,
Steedman 2000a) implies that the grammar of all languages involves both type-raising of argument categories
and composition of predicates.
Combinatory Grammars
C C G , like other varieties of Categorial Grammar, is a
theory in which all linguistic elements are categorized
or typed as eitherfiinctionsor basic types, and in which
syntactic derivation is achieved by syntactic rules corresponding to directionally and categorially restricted versions of a small number of combinators prominently including composition B and T. Thus it is a theory that
makes language look as if it has been built on a preexisting sytem for planning action in the world, and
thereby seem less unique as a cognitive faculty than is
usually assumed.
While readers must be directed elsewhere for a full
presentation, it may suffice for present purposes to
merely note that in C C G elements like verbs are associated with a syntactic "category" which identifies them
as/unctions, and specifies the type and directionality of
their arguments and the type of ^eir result. For example,
a ditransitive verb (DTV) is a function from (indirect object) NPs on the right into transitive verbs (TV)—^that is,
into functions from (direct object) NPs on the right into

VP:*

( V S O ) languages, they always do so in a way that preserves the canonical left-to-right ordering of verb and argument, thus:*

(21) g\\e:'{VP/NP)/NP
Such a D T V is a (curried) function that can apply to its
arguments to yield VP, as follows:
give
Bill a biscuit
{VP/NP)fNP N P NP
VP/NP
VP
However, the involvement offiirthercombinatory operations engenders a wide variety of coordination phenomena characteristic of all languages of the world, including English "argument-cluster coordination", "backward gapping" and verb-raising constructions in Germanic languages, and English gapping. T h efirstof
these is illustrated by the following analysis, from Dowty
(1988):

(25) V S O : ' S O and V S O V S O and S O
SOV: S O and S O V ' S O V and S O

(22)

Logical and Neurological Relations between
L a n g u a g e a n d Action

The ubiquitous appearance of composition B and typeraising T in both afTordance-mediated action planning of
the most elementary sort on the one hand, and universal grammar on the other, strongly suggests that the language faculty in its syntactic aspect is directly hung onto
a more primitive set of prelinguistic operations including
these combinators, originally developed for motor planning. This hypothesis has strong implications for the theory of evolution and the child's acquisition of language,
for which there is considerable circumstantial evidence
(23) give
Bill a biscuit and Hany an apple
from neurological and neuroanatomical observations.
The Linear-Dynamic Event Calculus and related linDTV Tyxolr v p ^ c o m tvxdtv vp\tv
ear and STRIPS-like systems offer a way of representV P \ D T V -<B
V P:
\ D T V CB
ing actions in ways that are useful for planning action.
<•>
VP\DTV
This in turn offers a way of capturing affordances of obVP
jects, a notion that is relevant to doing so efficiently, and
which is therefore relevant to perceptual categorization
The type-raising and composition rules, indicated by T
and concept learning relevant to tool-use. T w o combiand B repectively, guarantee that the semantics of non
natory operations of composition and type-raising play
standard constituents like Bill a biscuit is such as to rea central role in this process. Those same combinators
duce appropriately with a ditransitive verb like give. It
appear in syntactic guise in natural language, where they
is in fact a prediction of the theory that such a construction can exist in English, and its inclusion in the grammar provide the basis for an explanatory account of langtiagespecific constructions and cross-linguistic universal genrequires no additional mechanism whatsoever.
eralization, and where a considerable body of evidence
The earlier papers show that no other non-constituent
from neuroanatomy and child development that has been
coordinations of dative-accusative N P sequences are aladduced in support of the Motor Theory suggests that
lowed in any language with the English verb categories,
planning and language are closely related. L D E C and
given the assumptions of C C G . Thus the following are
C C G make that relation look direct enough to explain the
ruled out in principle, rather than by stipulation:
fact that the evolutionary advance in question appears to
(24) a. •Bill to Sue and introduce Harry to George
have been very rapid indeed.
b. 'Introduce to Sue Bill and to George Harry
It is interesting to speculate upon what such an evolutionary step might be based. O n e strong candidate is
Examples like (23) have often been described in terms
of very powerful mechanisms of "deletion under identhe attainment of the modal and propositional attitude
tity" of missing elements like the verb give in the right concepts that are necessary to support a theory of other
conjunct. However, unlike C C G , such proposals fail to
minds—that is, functions over propositional entities.
explain the observation that such deletions preserve word
(We have so far glossed over an important distinction
order, in the sense that in both coordinate and canonical
between plans, which compose actions of type state -^
sentences of English, verbs are to the left of their comstate, and grammar, which composes fiinctions of type
plements.
proposition-^ proposition or property -y property.)
This observation is merely the English specific maniIt is propositional fiinctions that induce true recursion
festation of a generalization concerning Universal gramin both conceptual structures and grammar. There is no
mar, due to Ross (1970), w h o noted that when verbs are
evidence that apes entertain such concepts. In particular,
"deleted" in this w a y in languages with other "basic"
the most successfiil attempts to teach apes to use lanword orders, such as verb-final ( S O V ) and verb initial
guage, notably those involving A S L and other manipulative languages, show a lack of recursive syntax coupled
*Wc here use the "result leftmost" notation in which a
'interestingly, S V O languages like Enghsh pattern with
rightward-combining iiinctor over a domain ^ into a range a
verb initial languages in this respect, rather than with verb fiiuil.
are written a/P, wliile the corresponding leftward-combining
This fact and certain apparent exceptions to Ross's generalizafunctor is written a\p. (a and P may themselves be function
categories.) There is an alternative "result on top" notation, tion arising in languages with more than one "basic" word order
are discussed in Steedman 2000a.
according to which the latter category is written P\a.
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with an almost autistic paucity of conversational initiative. Perhaps it is only the lack a theory of mind and
the associated prepositional attitude concepts that holds
apes back from developing human language on the basis
of their planning abilities, a suggestion consistent with
the views of Tomasello 1999.
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recruits an important cue for human memory; the
context or "place" is a reference to start a search for the
Previous research in our lab (Tan. Slefanucci, Proffittinformation
&
discussed. Being in places, or referencing
Pausch, 2001) demonstrated that a multimodal prototype
them, evokes memories and increases the chances of
computer system, the InfoCoclq)it, could increase users'
remembering information.
memory of Information compared to a standard desktop
Psychologists have researched the use of
computer. Displaying information on multiple monitors
environmental context as a cue for m e m o r y for the past
with ambient visual and auditory dispays engages
few decades (Godden & Baddeley. 1975; Smith.
context-dependent memory and memory for location.
Glenberg & Bjork. 1978). Smith (1979) found that
thus facilitating recall. W e replicate this finding and
people associate information and the environmental
isolate the memory cues to find whether the combination
context in which it is learned. Although these
of contextual information and spatial location is
associations are often incidental, they can be useful
necessary to obtain this memory advantage. Our
retrieval
cues when recalling information.
Smith
findings show that contextual information alone provides
(1982) also had participants encode information in
users with the best strategy for later recall.
multiple learning environments or different "places".
Introduction
H e showed that the amoimt of information recalled
In the past years, computer interfaces have been
increases when learning takes place in different
designed with the goal of promoting usability. These
contexts. In further studies, however. Smith (1984)
interfaces have a consistent "look and feel" that fosters
found that recall performance in multiple learning
usability but does not help the user remember
contexts w a s not significantly improved when
information learned on the system. O u r research
participants returned to the place that they were in at the
examines a newly built interface, termed the
time of encoding. Diverse learning environments
InfoCockpit, which supports and aids human memory
provide a memory advantage over a single learning
and performance while preserving usability.
environment but this advantage is not contingent upon
The design of the InfoCockpit is based on
reinstatement of the context at retrieval.
psychological research that has uncovered m a n y ways
In addition to the number of learning environments,
of improving m e m o r y through the use of spatial and
contexts that are distinctive can also increase memory
These cues are
enviromnental m e m o r y cues.
performance. Places that draw attention are the most
incorporated into the InfoCockpit so that users can effective in producing a m e m o r y advantage (Smith.
more easily recall information that they learn on the
Vela, & Williamson, 1988). Learning information
computer. This system provides users with "locations"
through different sensory modalities can create a
and "places" to hook their memories onto without
distinctive context. In addition to visual cues, ambient
compromising usability.
three-dimensional sounds can serve as distinctive cues
for memory. It has been shown that ambient soimds
Creating Place
enhance memory for visual information presented in
their context (Davis, Scott, Pair, Hodges, & Oliverio, J.,
Memories are tied to the environmental context in
1999).
which they take place (Smith. Glenberg. & Bjork.
1978). For example, one might try to help a friend
Providing Location
remember a conversation by referencing the context of
that conversation (e.g. "don't you remember w e talked
Memories are also tied to a location in space (Gordon,
about this at the coffee shop downtown?"). Having
1903). Whereas w e use "place" to denote an ambient
recalled the place of the conversation, the friend can
environmental context, "location" refers to the position
more easily remember what w a s said. This strategy
of information within that "place". W e cannot help but
Abstract
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Previous research has not attempted to construct
environments that present "location" and "place" cues
to systematically examine whether a large effect can be
obtained. In our lab, w e combined these cues (location
and place) to see if they produced a greater memory
advantage than w h e n presented independently (Tan,
Stefanucci, Proffitt, Pausch, 2001). Tan et al. found
that users of the InfoCockpit had a 5 6 % improvement in
memory performance when compared to users of a
standard desktop computer.
The current paper addressed whether users of the
InfoCockpit systematically relied on one cue over the
other or if the combination of "location" and "place"
was the best w a y to promote later recall. Each of the
cues was examined in isolation to assess its solitary
Combining Location and Place: Tlie
contribution to the larger effect. Based on our previous
InfoCoclqiit
findings, w e assumed that participants using the
The InfoCockpit (see Figure 1) uses multiple projectors
InfoCockpit would be able to remember more than
to display a panoramic image of a "place" onto large
participants using a standard desktop computer. A n d
screens. It provides a context for users to reference
indeed, this was true. In addition, w e hypothesized that
when they are retrieving information from memory.
"more is better"; participants in the InfoCockpit
Ambient three-dimensional surround soimd is added to
condition would remember significantly more word
immerse the user in the place. For example, panoramas
pairs than participants w h o received "location" or
of a woodland scene are projected with consistent 3 D
"place" cues in isolation. Contrary to our hypothesis,
sounds like leaves rustling, birds chirping, and insects. our experiment revealed that participants receiving only
The InfoCockpit provides spatial cues by presenting
"place" cues performed significantly better than
information to users on multiple monitors. W h e n
participants in all other conditions.
learning the information, users inadvertently notice on
which monitor information is presented.
We
Method
hypothesized that users would be more likely to
Participants
remember the information if they could recall on which
Eighty
University of Virginia students (40M, 40F)
monitor it was presented.
participated in the experiment. Participants were paid
$20 for their participation. They were naVve to the
purposes of the experiment and had not participated in a
previous memory experiment like this one.
notice, for example, the position of an object m a room.
The location of that object in space is proccsied
preattentively and remembered almost automatically
(Logan, 1998). Similarly, most people comment that
they can remember where on a page they read
something without remembering the information they
read. Several studies confirmed this anecdote by
showing the reliability of spatial location as an
important memory cue (Rothkopf, 1971; Zechmeister &
McKillip, 1972). Given the evidence above, it follows
that spatially distributed information is easier to
remember than information presented in a single
location (Gordon, 1903).

Figure 1. - The InfoCockpit uses multiple monitors
to provide "location" cues and ambient visuals with
three-dimensional sounds to create "place" cues.
This system stands in stark contrast to current
desktop systems, which present all information to the
user on a single monitor, and do not display a place cue.
Desktop users do not have to orient themselves to
information; windows simply bring information to
them. There are no spatial cues encoded with the
information and no way of easily retrieving information
by remembering the context in which it was seen.
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Apparatus
The apparatus used to display materials, the
InfoCockpit, is a large multiple screen display system
(see Figure 1). The displays are run from a Dell
Precision Workstation with 620 Pentium III Xeon dual
processors. Installed in the Dell are two Appian
Jeronimo Pro 4-port graphics cards that allow the
computer to drive the six display screens. T w o sets of
displays are arrayed three across, with N E C 18" L C D
monitors directly below the projection surfaces. The
L C D monitors serve as the main working area on which
users interact with information. The projection displays
provide a horizontal viewing angle of approximately
145 degrees and are used to immerse the user in a
particular place. Three Sharp Notevision 6 projectors
(2200 lumens) display the context images on the
projection screens.
W e created and played back audio contexts on a
Macintosh 0 4 using a Digidesign Pro Tools Mix24

digital audio workstation. The contextual environments
were comprised of 6 channels of sound. Speakers were
placed surrounding the user at ear level and at 4 feet
above ear level, +/- 30 degrees at ear level, and +/- 120
degrees at 4 feet above ear level. The ear level speakers
were 5 feet away from the user while the speakers
above were 8 feet away.
Procedure
The experimental design consisted of two phases: a
training phase and a testing phase.
Training Phase Participants learned three lists of
words, each list containing ten pairs of words (all
c o m m o n , high frequency nouns). All participants
learned the lists one at a time. Each list consisted of 10
cue words and 10 target words. The 10 cue words were
the same for the 3 lists, but the target words varied from
list to list (i.e. 'plate-passenger', 'plate-string', and
'plate-scientist'). W e named the lists Lawn, M u s e u m ,
and History to help the participants parse the lists in
memory. For the participants in the InfoCockpit or
Context conditions, these names referred to projected
places.
The training phase consisted of both a study period
and a learning period. During the study period
participants were presented with each pair of words
once (for S seconds each). After study was completed,
the learning task began. O n e of the cue words from a
pair was randomly presented to the participants.
Participants then typed the target word that went with
the cue. Feedback was given to the participants. If they
were incorrect, the correct word was presented.
Another cue word would then appear and they would
have to type its target. This went on iteratively until
participants had recalled all of the pairs correctly in one
iteration (meeting 1 0 0 % criteria). This ensured that all
participants' knowledge of the material was equivalent
before testing. Participants had unlimited time to finish
the learning portion. The procedure for learning the
word lists was explained to participants before training
began.
Participants were assigned to one of four conditions
(Desktop, InfoCockpit, Spatial, or Context) defined by
the display configuration on which they learned pairs of
words. A n equal number of males and females were
randomly assigned to each condition. Participants in
the InfoCockpit group studied and learned the word
lists, each on a different monitor and associated with
different contextual images and sounds. For example,
participants would see images and hear sounds from a
m u s e u m while they were learning the word pairs for the
" M u s e u m " list on the middle monitor.
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The Desktop group performed the task on a standard
desktop computer with a single monitor. They learned
the same three lists (Lawn, M u s e u m , and History) on
one screen, with no projected context images or threedimensional sounds.
For the Spatial condition, participants learned the
three word lists on different monitors. However, they
did not learn the lists in different projected contexts.
They also had no sounds. This condition was designed
to assess the individual contribution of spatial cues in
the InfoCockpit.
Participants in the Context condition learned the three
lists on one monitor. Each list was presented with its
corresponding context. Participants learned the lists
with the projected context images and sounds, all on the
same monitor. This condition tested the importance of
contextual place cues on learning in the InfoCockpit.
Testing Phase The testing phase of the experiment
took place a day later. All participants returned to the
lab and were tested on h o w many word pairs they
remembered from the training phase. Retrieval was
done on a laptop in a different room than the training
phase. Participants were given cue words from each of
three lists, one list at a time, and were asked to type in
as m a n y of the targets as they could remember. They
received no feedback on their performance.

Results
Out of 30 possible items, the mean recall scores were
8.80 for the Desktop group, 11.65 for the InfoCockpit
group, 9.60 for the Spatial group, and 15.05 for the
Context group. A one-way analysis of variance
( A N O V A ) comparing the four conditions revealed
significant differences between the groups, F (3, 76) =
9.065, p < 0.000 (see Figure 2). Post hoc comparisons
using the Fisher L S D test showed that participants in
the Context condition recalled significantly more word
pairs than the Spatial, Desktop and InfoCockpit
conditions. In addition, the InfoCockpit condition
remembered significantly more word pairs than the
Desktop condition. A one-way analysis of variance
( A N O V A ) comparing number of iterations to learn the
word pairs to criteria did not show a significant
difference among the conditions, p = 0.762.

• Desktop
Dl Spatial
• InfoCockpit
Condition

D Context

Figure 2. N u m b e r of word pairs recalled by each
condition.
Discussion
InfoCockpit participants remembered significantly
more word pairs than participants using a standard
desktop computer. Adding "location" and "place" cues
to a computer enhanced participants' m e m o r y for
information learned on that system. This conclusion
replicates previous research from our lab (Tan,
Stefanucci, Proffitt, Pausch, 2001).
W e assumed the individual components of the
InfoCockpit would improve m e m o r y with relation to
the standard desktop computer, but w e did not believe
they would be as effective as the ensemble of cues. Our
hypothesis that "more is better" was incorrect for this
task. Participants receiving only "place" cues at
encoding recalled more words than participants in all
other conditions.
Thisfindingm a y be a consequence of the strategy the
InfoCockpit participants used when retrieving the word
pairs. W e believe these participants had two strategies
available at recall for remembering the information.
One of the strategies involved the location of the list on
one of the monitors. Participants could retrieve the
appropriate target by recalling the location of the
monitor on which it was learned.
Likewise,
InfoCockpit participants could access environmental
place cues to recall the pairs. T o remember the target
word they could imagine the contextual images and
sounds displayed when learning the pair. It is possible
that these two recall strategies interfered with each
other, compromising the best recall strategy (simply
recalling the "place" cue) by the evoking the less
effective location recall strategy. In the task w e
describe, the contextual place information was a more
reliable cue for later recall and those participants in the
Context condition were able to exploit it to the fiillest.
While participants in the InfoCockpit condition
performed better than participants in the standard
desktop computer, they were not as successfiil as
participants in the Context condition. Providing users
with a single cue in isolation (place) was more effective
than providing them with two sets of cues. This fmding
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is not surprising given previous research. For instance,
Jones (1976) and Smith (1984) found that isolated cues
could help their participants retrieve an entire memory,
even when combinations of cues were present at
encoding. M o r e recently, Parker and Gellatly (1997)
showed that an increase in the amount of cues at
encoding did not produce a reliable increase in recall.
They gave their participants both music and odors while
encoding information. At retrieval, either both or only
one of the cues was reinstated. In either condition,
participants recalled the same amount of information.
In contrast, our findings suggest that participants
receiving only one of the cues (place) at encoding had
an advantage over the other conditions. The type of cue
w e used m a y account for the difference. Perhaps the
place cue was more distinctive than the location cue and
people were more successful in associating it with the
words. The "more is better" approach to the design of
computer interfaces should be examined closely
because there m a y be situations in which a "less is
more" attitude can augment performance to a higher
degree.
Conclusions
The InfoCockpit increased m e m o r y compared
to a standard desktop computer. It utilized both "place"
and "location" cues to facilitate m e m o r y retrieval.
W h e n presented with "place" cues in isolation,
participants'
memory
performance
increased
significantly in comparison to performance on the
InfoCockpit. Providing multiple m e m o r y cues at
encoding increases recall. However, interference
between contextual and spatial cues m a y have a
negative effect on performance. Evaluation of the
interactions between cues, as well as the cues
themselves, is necessary to ensure a complete
understanding of the role that these cues play in
memory.
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Abstract
The mental model theory postulates that
reasoners build mental models of the situations
described in premises, and that each model
represents a possibility. The theory's main
principle — the principle of truth— is that these
representations are incomplete, because mental
models represent only what is true, and not what
is false. The present paper defends an analogous
principle of self-interest: when individuals have
to think strategically, they tend to represent only
their o w n options and payoffs, not those of their
opponents. Four experiments have corroborated
this principle.

their likely strategies. If you fail to think through
their optimal strategy, then you are unlikely to
select a rational strategy for your self
Consider as an example a simple g a m e in
which you have two options (A and B ) , your
opponent has two options (A and B ) , you both
make your choices simultaneously, and you both
receive payoffs as a function of your choices.
W e s h o w your payoff followed by your
opponent's payoff in each cell:
Your opponent's options

Introduction
Strategic thinking underlies those decisions
that depend on what other individuals are likely
to decide. Such decisions are ubiquitous in
business, politics, and daily life. T o outwit an
adversary, or to maximize the benefits of cooperation with a partner, you often need to think
about what this other individual is likely to
choose to do. The theory of games provides a
normative theory of strategic thinking, especially
since John Nash's theorem determining those
strategies that are optimal for all players — the socalled Nash equilibrium (see, e.g.. Dixit and
Nalebuff, 1991). However, as Reinhard Selten,
CO-winner of the Nobel prize with Nash in 1994,
has remarked: game theory is rational theology
(personal communication). That is, na ve
individuals in daily life are unlikely to abide by
its canons of rationality. The term na ve here
refers to individuals w h o have not mastered
g a m e theory; it does not impugn their
intelligence. Thinking about what other people
m a y be thinking is indeed likely to be difficult,
because it calls for a representation, not only of
your o w n state of mind, but also of another
person's preferences, and for inferences about

If your opponent chooses A then you should
choose A and receive $4. But, if your opponent
chooses B, you should choose B and receive $6.
Hence, to make therightchoice you should think
about what your partner is likely to choose. If
she is rational, she should think: If I choose A ,
then regardless of what m y opponent chooses, I
get $4; but if I choose B, then regardless of what
m y opponent chooses, I will get less than $4.
Therefore, I should choose A (because B is
dominated by this strategy). Hence, if you are
rational and you k n o w that your opponent is
rational, then you should choose A. This sort of
thinking exemplifies g a m e theory, which
formalizes optimal strategies on the assumption
that players are rational.
In contrast, the present paper argues that the
task of inferring rational predictions about other
players choices is too difficult for naive human
players. The paper accordingly proposes an
alternative account of h o w na ve individuals
make strategic decisions.

Your
options

A
B

A

B

S4/S4
$2/$4

$l/$3
$6/$l

Mental Models and Na ve Strategic
Thinidng
The mental model theory postulates that
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reasoning depends on understanding the meaning
of premises and using this meaning and general
knowledge to envisage the states of affairs that
are possible given the truth of the premises
(Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991). Each mental
model represents a possibility. A conclusion is
necessary if it holds in all the models of
premises. It is possible if it holds in at least one
model of premises (Bell and Johnson-Laird,
1998). A n d its probability — its likelihood of
being true — depends on the proportion of models
of the premises in which it is true (JohnsonLaird, Legrenzi, Girotto, Legrenzi, and Cavemi,
1999). The theory has also been extended to
account for meaning and reasoning with causal
relations (Goldvarg and Johnson-Laird, 2001).
A fundamental assumption of the theory is the
principle of truth: in order to minimize the load
on working memory, mental models normally
represent only what is true. The failure to
represent what is false gives rise to illusory
inferences of various sorts, i.e. inferences that
nearly everyone makes, but that are wrong (see,
e.g., Goldvarg and Johnson-Laird, 2000).
The model theory extends naturally to
h u m a n strategic thinking. It postulates that
individuals construct mental models of the
options and payoffs. In order to minimize the
load on working memory, however, the theory is
based on an assumption analogous to the
principle of truth. According to the principle of
self-interest, mental models normally represent
only individuals o w n options and payoffs. The
failure to represent other players payoffs should
give rise to systematic errors in strategic
thinking. The aim of our experiments was to
test the principle of self-interest.

Your partner's options

1
1
Your
options

A
B

A
SS
$4

B
S6
$5

In the absence of information about their
partner's payoffs, there are three possible
strategies that the participants could adopt:
1) They could maximize their mean payoffs. In
this game it is option A, which leads to a mean
payoff of $5.5.
2) They could maximize their m i n i m u m gain.
Option A yields the larger m i n i m u m gain (of
$5).
3) They could maximize their m a x i m u m gain.
Option A yields the m a x i m u m gain (of $6).
Hence, in general, with independent games all
three strategies lead to the same choice.
The remaining 20 games were dependeni,
that is, to m a k e the optimal choice, the
participants needed to k n o w their partner's
choice, e.g.:

1
1

Your partner's options

A
$5
$6

B

$7
Your
A
options B
$4
Here, if the partner chooses A , then the
participant should choose B, whereas if the
partner chooses B, the participant should choose
A. Granted the principle of self-interest,
however, the participants should not notice the
difference between independent and dependent
games. They should be prepared to play both
sorts of g a m e without knowledge of their
partner's payoffs. In the present game, the three
preceding strategies all lead to the choice of
option A. The experiment included three other
sorts of dependent g a m e that allowed us to
identify the participants' strategies.
W e tested 20 Princeton undergraduates, and
in this and the other experiments, w e checked
that they were na ve about game theory. The
instructions explained that the participants would
be presented with simple games, and that their
task was to decide which option they would
choose in each game. Before the participants
responded to each game, they were asked: D o
you have all the necessary information to play
the game? If N o , what else do you need to know
to make the decision? The participants then
made a choice.

Experiment 1: Games as payoff
matrices
Our first experiment examined whether or not
individuals spontaneously represent their
partner s payoff in games in which their optimal
choice depends on their partner s choice. The
participants played 25 games, each presented in
the form of a payoff matrix. Five of the games
were independent, that is, the participants
optimal choice did not depend on their partners
choice. Here is an example of an independent
game in which only the participant's payoffs are
shown:
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Results
The majority of the participants responded
that they had the all the necessary information to
play the game: only five participants requested
their partners' payoffs on more than half the
trials. Hence, the bias to play the games without
knowing these payoffs was reliable (Sign test, n
= 20, p < .025). There was no reliable difference
between dependent games and independent
games in the tendency for participants to play in
ignorance of their partners' payoffs (15
participants in both cases played on more than
half the trials; F < 1, p > .25). The preferred
strategy was to maximize the m a x i m u m possible
gain (14 out of 20 participants on more than half
the trials, p < .05).

If you choose B and your partner chooses B,
your partner will receive $5.
According to the principle of self-interest, the
participants should be more likely to ask for their
o w n payoffs than for the payoffs of their
partners. The participants in each group were
asked three questions: W o u l d you play the
game? D o you have all the necessary information
to make a choice? If No, what else do you need
to know to make your choice? The procedure
and the 25 games were the same as those in
Experiment 1. W e tested ten Princeton
undergraduates in each group.
Results
In the group that knew only their o w n payoffs,
1 0 0 % of responses were decisions to play both
dependent and independent games. In the group
that knew only their o w n partial payoffs, 1 0 0 %
of responses were decisions to play both sorts of
games. But, as predicted, in the group that
knew only their partners' payoffs only 4 0 % of
the responses (4 participants on more than half
the trials) were decisions to play the games. The
difference between the three groups is
significant, Kniskal-Wallis (x2 = 14.5, p < .001).
Hence, the majority of participants w h o had only
their partners payoffs refused to play the games
without knowing their o w n payoffs. T h e
participants' preferred strategy was to maximize
their average payoff ( 8 0 % of strategies. Binomial
test, p < .005).

Experiment 2: Conditional descriptions of
games
The previous experiment presented games in
the form of payoff matrices. Skeptics could
argue that this format is not familiar enough to
na ve participants to enable them to do justice to
their ability. W e therefore carried out a similar
experiment, but each game was presented in a set
of conditional assertions, which are easy to
understand. For example, an independent game
was described in the following way:
If you choose A and your partner chooses
A, you will receive $5.
If you choose A and your partner chooses
B, you will receive $6.
If you choose B and your partner chooses
A, you will receive $4.
If you choose B and your partner chooses
B, you will receive $5.
O n e group of participants received such
descriptions, which are incomplete because they
do not say anything about the partner's payoffs.
A second group of participants received only
partial descriptions of their o w n payoffs, e.g:
If you choose A and your partner chooses A ,
then you will receive $5.
If you choose B and your partner chooses B,
then you will receive $6.
These descriptions were only for cases in which
both players chose the same options ( A A and
B B ) . A third group of participants received
descriptions of only their partner's payoffs but
not their own, e.g.:
If you choose A and your partner chooses A ,
your partner will receive $5.
If you choose A and your partner chooses B,
your partner will receive $6.
If you choose B and your partner chooses A,
your partner will receive $4.

Experiment 3: Games with real opponents
The participants in the previous experiments
might have played games without knowing their
partners' payoffs because the games seemed
artificial and unreal. W e therefore carried out a
replication of Experiment 2 in a w a y that was
closer to real games. The participants played
against real opponents and they could win real
money. Each experimental session tested two
participants at a time, w h o had not previously
met. They were told that they would be playing
a set of games against each other. A n d they then
went to different rooms, and each participant
received the instructions and carried out the
games.
T h e design and procedure were
otherwise identical to Experiment 2. W e tested
10 Princeton undergraduates in each group. The
participants were told that the person w h o w o n
the most nominal money in the games would
enter a lottery with a possibility to win $20.
Results
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T h e step towards verisimilitude slightly
enhanced performance, but the results otherwise
replicated the previous experiment.
Two
participants w h o knew only their o w n payoffs
requested additional information on more than
half the trials. Five participants w h o knew only
their opponents' payoffs requested additional
information on more than half the trials. Nine
participants w h o knew only their o w n partial
payoffs requested additional information (but
only about the rest of their o w n payoffs). The
difference between the three groups w a s
significant (Kruskal-Wallis x2 = 11.21, p <
.005). A planned comparison between those
w h o k n e w their o w n payoffs and those w h o
k n e w their opponents' payoffs w a s also
significant (2 = 3.2, p < .03). The participants'
preferred strategy was again to maximize their
average payoff ( 7 0 % of participants, p < .005).
Hence, on the whole, individuals w h o knew their
o w n payoffs were happy to play with real
parmers and for real money.

two blocks in the opposite order. The procedure
was similar to Experiment 3, using both real
partners and a real monetary reward.
Results
The participants w h o received only gains in
the first block were more likely to play in that
block ( 9 7 % of responses) than the group w h o
received gains and losses in the first block ( 8 0 %
of responses in thefirstblock, Kruskal-Wallis, p
Overall, there was no difference
< .005).
between the first and second blocks in the
propensity to play.
But, the effect of loss in
inhibiting participants from playing was greater
in the second block than in the first block
(Kruskal-Wallis x2 = 10.4, p < .05).
Both groups were equally likely to request
additional information ( 3 6 % and 3 5 % of
responses). There was no significant effect of
block. However, there was again a significant
interaction between the group and the block,
Kruskal-Wallis (x2 = 10.5, p < .05). Only one
participant w h o received only gains in the first
block requested more information on more than
half the trials; whereas six of the participants
w h o received gains and losses in the first block
requested more information on more than half
the trials (Kruskal-Wallis x2= 11.2076, p <
.005). Thus, the participants did not notice that
something was missing when they played games
with gains only. But, when they moved on to
games with gains and losses, they tended to
notice that the games were incomplete. In
contrast, those w h o received games with gains
and losses showed no change in their requests for
additional information when they moved on to
games with only gains ( 3 6 % requests in the first
block, and 3 6 % requests in the second block). In
sum, losses had their largest effects when they
appeared after the games with gains only. The
participants preferred strategy was again to
maximize average payoffs ( 8 5 % of strategies, p
< .005).

Experiment 4: The effect of losses.
In the previous experiments, none of the
games threatened the participants with a loss of
m o n e y depending on the outcome of a game.
People are k n o w n to think differently about
losses than about gains. They are risk seeking
w h e n they think about losses but risk averse
w h e n they think about gains (Tversky and
K a h n e m a n , 1981). Gains and losses are
represented asymmetrically. The negative effect
of a loss of a certain amount is greater than the
positive effect of a gain of the same amount.
Hence, people m a y represent games with losses
differently from the way they represent games
with only gains. Likewise, losses m a y also
affect individuals' strategic thinking.
In
particular, they might think more carefully and
require more information about losses than they
do when they think about gains. This greater
care may, in turn, elicit a need for information
about their partner's options and payoffs.
A
different possibility, however, is that potential
losses would m a k e individuals anxious and
confused. Hence, they might represent less
information than usual, and make even fewer
requests for their partner's payoffs. T o examine
these possibilities. Experiment 4 used a set of
games similar to those in the previous
experiments, but it included payoffs that were
losses. O n e group of participants played games
with gains only in the first block of the
experiment and games with gains and losses in
the second block. Another group received the

General Discussion
Our everyday experiences often call for
representing what other people think, believe and
desire. Strategic decision making is one of many
situations that call for individuals to think about
their partners preferences and choices.
Moreover, they often have to take into account
their opponents considerations of their o w n
options, and so on and on. This problem m a y
easily become intractable, and, at the very least,
highly complex. The present paper has defended
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the principle of self-interest: when individuals
have to think strategically, they tend to focus on
their own options and payoffs. The cxperimenu
corroborated this principle. Experiment 1
demonstrated the effect with payoff matrices.
Experiment 2 replicated it with conditional
descriptions of games. Both Experiment 2 and 3
showed that individuals notice when their o w n
payoffs are missing, and that they then request
them. W h e n their o w n payoffs are described
only in part, they request information about the
rest of their payoffs. Otherwise, they are
prepared to play in ignorance of their partner's
payoffs both for dependent and independent
games. Experiment 4 showed that w h e n
participants can lose money depending on their
choices, the majority of them were still prepared
to play without asking for additional
information. It is rational to play independent
games in ignorance of your partner's payoffs or
likely choice of option; but it is not rational to
play dependent games in these circimistances.
W h y don't individuals realize that they
should ask for their partner's payoffs? The
simplest game that elicits the need for strategic
thinking is one in which two players each have
two options. Such a game, however, calls for
reasoners to hold in mind four separate
possibilities in order to work out an optimal
strategy. Four simple possibilities are known to
be at the limit of typical adult competence in
reasoning (Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991), and
so it is natural for reasoners to focus on their
own payoffs. This tendency, as w e have shown,
is influenced by experimental manipulations.
W e believe that if na ve individuals were given
immediate payoffs after each game, and ran the
risk of loss with sub-optimal choices, then they
would soon realize the need to infer their
opponents' likely choices. They should then be
able to eliminate clearly dominated strategies in
simple games. But, it is unlikely that they
would be able to compute an equilibrium for
more complex games — the number of
possibilities would overwhelm the processing
capacity of working memory. A s our results
imply, na ve individuals do not normally

envisage the payoffs of their opponents, and that
is why they do not ask for this information. A s
the adage says, it is hard to put oneself into
others' shoes. This difficulty can, in turn, lead to
an erroneous choice of option in those cases in
which the optimal choice depends on the choices
of others.
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Abstract

segments in a sequence (i.e., conditional probabilities). However, their success was obtadned through
This paper describes simulations of implicit learnintroducing additional mechanisms for several types
ing experiments. It compares simulations using conof priming (e.g., short-term weight changes and acnectionist models with existing simulations using
cumulating activations). They did not deal with
symbolic models. It addresses an interesting issue
capturing directly the reaction time data of their
raised by proponents of symbolic models, namely,
subjects.
the claim that implicit learning is better modeled
Ling and Marinov (1994) simulated the S R T data
by symbolic rule learning pro-ams. This paper
from Lewicki et al (1987), using a symboUc decirevisits such an issue by quantitatively comparmg
sion tree learning algorithm (i.e., C4.5). Their model
connectionist simulations with symbolic ones, in the
produced data on quadrant prediction accuracy and,
context of the serial reaction time task of Lewicki et
based on the data, they succeeded in matching the
al (1987). This comparison is interesting because it
h u m a n reaction time data, using a transformation
helps to clarify, to some extent, some long standthat included a power function (for capturing uning confusions compounded by many claims and
specific learning). However, they did not attempt
counter-claims. It also points to the idea of hybrid
the match without such a power function.
connectionist andI nsymbolic
Similarly, Lebiere et al (1998) simulated data on
t r o d u cmodels.
tion
S R T using A C T - R . T h e simulation was based on a
There have been a variety of simulations of implicitcombination of instance-based learning implemented
learning experiments. T h e majority of them aire conin A C T - R and a set of hand-coded, symbohc, a priori
nectionist, while some M e symbolic. Proponents of
rules. Afitwith data was found.
symbolic models, however, raised some interesting
It has been claimed, on the connectionist side,
issues. They claim that implicit learning is "better
that a vast majority of h u m a n cognitive activities
modeled by symboUc rule learning programs" (Ling
(i.e., impUcit processes), including "perception, m o and Marinov 1994), and symbolic models are better
tor behavior,fluentlinguistic behavior, intuition in
for "not only conscious processing but also unconproblem solving and gjime playing — in short, pracscious processing", based on some Umited success of
tically all skilled performance", can only be modeled
modeling Lewicki's experiments (Lewicki et al 1987)
by subsymboUc computation (connectionist modusing C4.5, a decision tree learning algorithm deels), and symbolic models can give only an impreveloped by Rosa Quinlan. In this paper, w e will
cise and approximate explanation to these processes
revisit such claims by quantitatively comparing con(Smolensky 1988). It has also been claimed, on
nectionist simulations with symboUc ones, especially
the symboUcist side, that "one and the same algoin the context of the serial reaction time (SRT) task
rithm can be responsible for conscious and nonconof Lewicki et al (1987). This comparison is interestscious processes alike", or even that implicit learning
ing because it helps to clarify, to some extent, some
"should be better modeled by symbolic rule learning
long standing confusions compounded by m a n y simprograms" (Ling aind Marinov 1994). See also Fodor
ilar clzdms and counter-claims.
and Pylyshyn (1988).
S o m e background is in order here. With regard to
This Mgiunent is in a way similar to what has
the serial reaction time task specifically, Cleeremans
been happening in relation to modeling past-tense
and McClelland (1991) simulated an S R T task inacquisition in children (including how to capture the
volving nondeterministic grammars. They employed
U-shaped curves in the process). For arguments and
a recurrent backpropagation network that saw one
counter-airguments concerning advantages or disadposition at a time but developed an internal context
vantages of connectionist and symbolic models in
representation over time that helped to predict next
relation to past-tense acquisition, see, for example,
positions. T h e model succeeded in matdiing humzji
Christiansen et al (1999). In this paper, let us look
data in terms of degrees of dependency on preceding
into the simulation of impUcit learning specifically.
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S i m u l a t i n g L e w i c k i et al ( 1 9 8 7 )
T h e M o d e l . CLARION ia a general cognitive architecture capable of simulating a variety of cognitive
data (see Sun 1999, Sun et al 2001). The model
consists of two levels: an implicit learning level (the
bottom level) that learns using trieil-and-error processes through a combination of backpropagation
eind reinforcement learning (i.e., Q-learning) algorithms (Watkins 1989, Sun and Peterson 1998); an
expUcit lecuming level (the top level) that learns explicit rules through on-line hypothesis testing based
on information from the implicit level (the bottom
level), which was termed "bottom-up leaning" in
Sun et al (2001). Bottom-up learning proceeds by
first constructing the most specific rule that corresponds to a "good" decision m a d e by the bottom
level, and then refining (generalizing) it through
examining the result of applying the rule, mainly
through the use of an "information gain" measure
that compares the success ratios of various modifications of the current rule.
Note that for this type of task, there is no significant amount of explicit learning in h u m e m subjects, as shown by Lewicki et £il (1987). (This point
can be controversial; more discussions later.) Correspondingly, in the model, the top level is not relevjint
(practically speaking). A parameter in the model is
set in accordance with domain characteristics, which
prevents explicit learning from occurring. T h e parameter concerns the minimum frequency of repetitions of a pattern in order for the afore-mentioned
expUcit leaurning to occur (see Sun et al 2001 for details of explicit learning).
In the bottom level, a simplified learning process was employed, again in aK;cordance with domjiin
characteristics, in which the backpropagation algorithm was used but temporal credit assigimaent (Qleaming) was not. This was because in this task,
subjects predicted one position at a time, with immediate feedback, and thus there was no role for
temporal credit assignment (Q-learning) to play.
Specificeilly, in the model, Q{x,a) computes the
likelihood of the next position a, given the information concerning the current and past positions x.
The actujd probability of choosing o as the current
prediction (of the next position) is determined based
on the Boltzmann distribution, as is c o m m o n for Qleaming:
P{a\x) =

4

3

9 7

(1) identification triads (2) matrix scaiming trials
Figure 1: Identification trials and matrix scanning
trials.

where x is the input, a is one of the outputs (the predictions), r = 1 if o is the correct prediction, r = 0
if o is not the correct prediction, and 7maxj,(y,6)
(which represents Q-learning of Watkins 1989) is set
to zero because of the fact that only one-step prediction is involved in this task. This process {imounts to
a v£u-iant of the backpropagation algorithm. Based
on the error measure, the bsickpropagation algorithm is appUed to stdjust internal weights (which
are randornly initialized before training) as usual.
T h e Task. T h e task was based on matrix scanning: Subjects were to scan a matrix, determine the
quadrant of a t£irget digit (the digit 6) and respond
by pressing the key corresponding to that quadrant.
Each block consisted of six identification trials followed by one matrix scanning trisJ. In identification
tricils, the target appe2ired in one of the quadrants
and the subject was to press the corresponding keys.
In matrix scanning trials, the target was embedded
a m o n g 36 digits in a matrix, but the subject's task
was the same. See Figure 1. In each block of 7 trials,
the actuaJ location of the target in the 7th (matrix
scanning) trial was determined by the sequence of
the 6 preceding identification trieds (out of which 4
were relevant). 24 rules were used to determine the
location of the target on the 7th trial. Each of these
nJes mapped the tairget quadrants in the 6 identification triads to the target location on the 7th trials
in each block. 24 (out of a total of 36) locations
were possible for the target to appear. T h e major
dependent variable was the reaction time on the 7th
triad in eaich block.
T h e whole experiment consisted of 48 segments,
each of which consisted of 96 blocks of 7 trials (so
there were a total of 4,608 blocks). During the first
42 segments, the afore-mentioned rules were used to
determined tairget locations. However, on the 43rd
where a controls the degree of randonmess (tempersegment, a switch occurred that reversed the outature) of the decision-making process. This method
comes of the rule set: the upper left was replaced by
is also known as Luce's choice axiom (Watkins 1989). the lower right, the lower left was replaced by the
The error signal used in the learning algorithm is
upper right, and so on. T h e purpose was to sepaas follows:
rate unspecific learning (e.g., motor leairning) & o m
prediction learning (i.e., learning to predict the tarAQ{x,a) = a{r+jmax{y,b)-Q{x,a) = a{r-Q{x,a))
get location on the 7th trial).
0
T h e Data. T h e reaction time data of three sub-
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jects were obtained by Lewicki et al (1987). See Figure 2. Each curve showed a steady decrease of reaction times up until the switch point. At that point,
there was a significant increase of reaction times.
After that, the curve grfidually lowered again.
T h e M o d e l Setup. T h e input to the model contained (a sequence of) 6 elements, with each element
having 4 possible values (for 4 different quadrants).
' T h e output contained the prediction of the 7th
element in a sequence. Thus, 24 input units (representing 6 elements, with 4 values each), 24 output
units (one for each possible location of the 7th element of a sequence), and 18 hidden units were used.
W e tried various parameter settings. T h e best learning rate was 0.5, with a m o m e n t u m term of 0.2. The
model was trained by presenting the stimulus materials in the same way as the h u m a n experiment described by Lewicki et al (1987), without any further
embellishments or repetitions of the materials.
Because in this experiment there were a total of 6^
sequences with each consisting of 7 elements, the setting was too complex for subjects to discern the sequence structures explicitly, as demonstrated in human. experiments by various explicit tests done by
Lewicki et al (1987). Computationally, no expUcit
representation of knowledge could be extr£icted in
the model, because the large number of sequences
entailed that there were no sufficient repetitions of
any particular sequence throughout the experiment,
which prevented the model from coming up with any
rule. T h e density parameter was set to be 1/50; that
is, at least one repetition (of a sequence) was necessary every 50 blocks in order to maintain an explicit
nile (Sun and Peterson 1998). In this task, there
were 4,608 presentations of sequences and there were
6* = 1296 different sequences, and thus on average the repetition rate of £iny sequence was only
0.0007716.
A note concerning the existence of explicit knowledge in impUcit learning tasks in general is in order
here. It has been hotly debated whether there is a
significant aunount of explicit knowledge involved in
implicit learning tasks and whether exphcit knowledge can account for the performance in such teisks
(see Sun et al 2001, 2002 for reviews). Without
getting into details of such debates, w e can reasonably believe that, although expUcit knowledge m a y
be present in m a n y implicit learning tasks, the existence of a significant amount of such knowledge is
highly unlikely in the task of Lewicki et al (1987),
given the complexity of their task setting (Sun et al
2002). This was the assumption m a d e in our simulation, stlthough it would not change our main points
even if this assumption was dropped.
T h e M a t c h . W e were able to create an error rate
curve going downwards (averaged over 10 runs to
'A sequence of 6 elements was assumed to be within
the capacity of the short-term working memory.
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Figure 2: Matching Lewicki's data using linear
transformation. See Figure 4 for parameter values.

ensure its representativeness), resembling Lewicki et
al's reaction time curves. T h e model reached 1 0 0 %
accuracy at a point before the switch. See Figure 3.
The question is how w e should translate the error
rates into reaction times.
O n e way of translation is through a linear transformation from error rates to reaction times (as commonly used in existing simulation work); that is,
RTi = a * Ci + b, where RTi is the reaction time
(in ms), Cj is the error rate, and o and 6 are two
free parameters. For each set of h u m a n data, w e
adjust the parameters to match the data. O n e possible interpretation of linear transformation is that
it specifies the time needed by a subject to search for
a target item as well as the time needed by a subject to respond to a target item without searching
(through correctly predicting its location); that is,
Rri = aei + b = 6(1 - e<) + {a + 6)ej
where b is interpreted as the time needed to respond
to an item without searching (since 1 -e^ is the probabihty of successfully predicting the location of a target item), and 0-I-6 is interpreted as the time needed
to respond to an item byfirstsearching for it and
then responding to it (afterfindingit). So, instead
of relying on additional functions (as in e.g. Ling
and Marinov 1994), this method rehes only on error

rates to account for humam performanre in terms of
reaction times.
Another way of generating reaction time from prediction eM^curacy is through a formula used by Ling
and Marinov (1994):
RTi = ti(l - a) + titi + Ba-^
where ti is the time needed to respond when there is
no search (using correct predictions), ta is the time
Figure 3: The model prediction errors.
needed to respond when search is necessary, B is
the initial motor response time, and a is the rate
Subject 1: a = 320 b = 430
at which the motor response time decreases. The
Subject 2: o = 860 b = 620
third term is meant to capture unspecific prawrtice
Subject 3: a = 170 b = 530
effects (mostly resulting from motor response learning). In other words, in this formula, we separate
Figure 4: Parameters for matching Lewicki's data.
the motor response time from the search time and
the prediction time (as represented by h and t^ respectively). Note that, if we set B = 0, we have
Next, we added the power function, in order
ti = b and tj = a + b and thus this equation beto compare our simulation with Ling and Marinov
comes the same as the previous one. This formula
(1994). After adding the power function, we re-fit
takes into account the independent nature of motor
the parameters. The effect of adding the power funclearning, as separate from the learning of prediction tion was that we reduced the contribution from the
of target locations. However, it involves two more
model prediction (i.e., the error rate a ) while we
free parameters.
took into consideration the contribution from the
Using the linear transformation (without the
power function. In this way, we obtadned a m u c h
power function), we generated three sets of data
better match after the switch and a good match befrom the error rate curve reported ejirlier, * one
fore the switch at the same time. ' See Figure 6.
for matching each human subject in Lewicld et al
Note that in thefigure,we used exactly the same par
(1987), using different o and 6 values for each subrameter settings (for a, b, B , juid a) as in Ling and
ject. * As shown in Figure 2, the model outcome
Meurinov (1994). These parameters might be further
fit the human data well up to the point of switchoptimized, which led to a slightly betterfitbut the
ing (segment 42). W h e n the switch to a random
difference was not significeint.
sequence happened, the model's reaction times beThe match between our model and the h u m a n
came much worsened whereas the subject's reaction
data was excellent as measured by the sum-squared
times suffered only slightly (although in a statistierrors. Compared with Ling and Marinov (1994),
cally significant way). *
Clarion (with the power function) did better on
two of the three subjects, using the same p«iram^When curvefitting,we used Microsoft Excel Solver
to find the best parameter values (e.g., a eind b in a • eters for transformation as Ling and Marinov did.
X + 6) such that the difference between the model data See Figure 7 for a comparison.
So, what conclusion can we draw concerning the
and the subjects data was minimized. Microsoft Excel
relative merits of the two models? The next section
Solver uses the Generalized Reduced Gradient nonlinear
attempts to answer this question in a more theoretoptimization algorithm.
ically oriented way.
*The error rate curve reported earlier was the best
curve and happened to match all three subjects approx- Connectionist vs. Symbolic Models
imately equally well after the transformation (with difRevisiting the argument of whether connectionist or
ferent parameters for each subject). Note that Ling and
symbohc models are better models (see IntroducMarinov (1994) also used a single error rate curve to
tion), what do the above simulations have to say
match different subjects with different parameters for
about it? To put it simply, we believe that this issue
transformation.
is a red herring. Being able to simulate some limited
*We tried many different parameters but discovered
*By adding the power function, we were able to rethat the size of the jump tended to vary little (unless
duce the total difference between the jumps in our curves
the match as a whole was bad). It is clear, from our
and the corresponding jumps in the subject data by half.
experiments with different settmgs of the parameters,
that, if the model learns the sequences perfectly before This comparison suggested that the amount of benefit
the human subjects got from their predictions (i.e., by
the switch (as is the case with our model), the model
lowering e^) was, although significant, relatively small.
data inevitably have huge jumps. However, the more of
the sequences it does not learn, theflatterthe curve and Significant benefit was gained through the improvement
of motor responses as represented by the power function.
the less the jump. Although this may model Subjects 1
and 3 satisfactorily. Subject 2 has a large drop in reaction
time early on which is best matched by having the model
increase its accuracy in a rapid manner.
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Subj.i;
Subj.2:
Subj.3:

ii = 150
ti = 150
ti = 100

h = 350 fl = 700
h = 350 B = 1600
tit = 210 B = 800

a = 0.33
a = 0.33
Q = 0.19

Figure 5: Pjurauneters for matching Lewicki's data
with power functions added (as in Ling and Marinov
1994).

model
Clarion w/o power f.
Clarion w/ power f.
Ling ic Marinov (1994)

subj.i
0.07
0.14

eubj.2

8ubj.3

OS"

-or

0.25
0.43

0.05
0.04

Figure 7: Comparing the goodness offitin terms of
SSEs.

"

i.r/S,

Figure 6: Matching Lewicki's data with power functions added. See Figure 5 for p£u^2imeter values.

data of implicit learning amoimts to very little, in
that any Turing equivalent computational process,
that is, any generic computational model, should be
able to simulate these data. Thus, the simulation
of data by itself does not prove whether a particular
model is a suitable one or not (cf. Roberts and Pashler 2000). Other considerations need to be brought
in to justify a model.
W e would suggest that one such issue is accessibility (Sun 1995, 1999, Cleeremans et al 1998). While
symbolic models of impUcit learning lead to expUcit
symbolic representation of implicit knowledge (e.g..
Ling and Marinov 1994, Lebiere et al 1998, Anderson
1993) that is evidently accessible (without using amy
add-on auxiliary assumptions), connectionist models of implicit learning lead to implicit (subsymboUc,
distributed) representation of knowledge that is in-
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herently inaccessible (such as in the bottom level of
Clarion).
Note that it is generally not the case that distributed representations (as in the bottom level of
Clarion) are absolutely inaccessible, but they are
not as inunediate as localist representations. Distributed representations m a y be accessed through
indirect, transformational processes. As Kirsh
(1990) put it, "explicitness [of representation] really concerns how quickly information can be accessed
It has more to do with what is present
in a process sense, than with what is present in a
structural sense". The accessibiUty difference between the two levels should be understood in this
way.
Thus, connectionist models have a clear advantage: Being able to match humsui impUcit learning data (at least) as well as symbolic models, they
also account for the inaccessibility of implicit knowledge better and more naturally than symbolic models (Cleeremans et al 1998, Svm 1999). In this sense,
they are better models.
O n the other hand, it is generally agreed upon
that symbolic/localist models have their roles to play
too. They are better at capturing explicit processes,
including their accessibility (Smolensky 1988, Sun
1995, 1999).
This contrast lends support to the belief that,
since connectionist models are good for impUcit processes £md symboUc models for explicit processes,
the combination of the two types should be adopted
in modeling cognition (Sun 1995, 1999). There have
been many philosophiced and psychological theories
related to this point (Sun et al 2001): See, e.g.,
James (1890), Schacter (1987), Reber (1989), Stanley et al (1989), Clark and Karmiloff-Smith (1993),
and Sun (1999). This combination is exempUfied by
the Clarion model (Sun et al 2001).
This combination m a y also shed some light on the
issue of consciousness, because the implicit/expUcit
difference involves, in its core, the issue of awaireness,
which is the key to consciousness (Cleeremans et al
1998). The representational distinction provides a
plausible grounding for the notion of awareness (see
Sim 1999 for details of theoretic£il arguments).
Simulating Other Teusks
Beside modeling the data from Lewicki et al (1987),
Clarion has also been appUed to model a variety of
other S R T experiments, including Curran and Keele
(1993) and Willingham et al (1989). Notably, in

these tasks, due to sufficient repetitions of sequential patterns, explicit learning of these patterns was
involved, although impUcit learning was dominemt.
Therefore, the top level of Clarion was utilized.
Together, the model demonstrates the interaction
between implicit and expUcit learning (Sun et al
2002).
Beside S R T simulations, Clarion can capture
data from many other implicit learning tasks. These
tasks include artificial grammar learning (Reber
1989) and process control (Stanley et al 1989) (see
Sun et al 2002). In addition, Clarion has also simulated extremely complex skill learning tasks as well,
such as the minefield navigation task (see Sun et al
2001). The generality of Clarion has been amply
demonstrated, on top of its cognitive validity.
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Abstract
In a simulated yard sale task, participants were asked
series of objects, each of which would attract three customers
making a randomly determined offer. Participants were told to
maximize the total "take" from the sale. The analysis of the
data revealed that high-performing naive participants were
using a strategy that made them relate the current event to the
seemingly irrelevant preceding events. W e argue that this
strategy is consistent with Simon's (1982) notion of
"satisficing heuristic", which accounted for both partic ipants'
limited computation capacity and the task environment.
Introduction
Intuitive predictions and probabilistic judgments are often
used as tasks to evaluate people's performance in judgment
and decision-making research, and a c o m m o n scheme is to
collect incorrect predictions and misjudgments by "setting
up a 'trap' that subjects would fall into if they were using a
particular heuristic" ( W . Goldstein & Hogarth, 1996, p.26).
In this type of research, predictions derived from probability
theory are often used as an objective criterion, and
violations of the normative models are labeled as biased or
irrational. Tversky and Kahneman's "heuristics and biases"
program has been the most influential in this field. They
suggested that intuitive predictions and judgments are often
mediated by a small number of distinctive m e n u l operations,
which they called judgmental heuristics. "These
heuristics ... are often useful but they sometimes lead to
characteristic errors or biases" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1996,
p.582). For example, people's tendency to use a small
sample of preceding events to evaluate an overall process
was attributed to a "representativeness" bias (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1973). This bias has been used to account for
m a n y cognitive behaviors, such as the tendency to see
streaks in random sequences (Gilovich, Vallone & Tversky,
1985), and failure to "acquire a proper notion of regression"
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). In a recent study on
gambling behaviors. Thaler & Johnson (1990) concluded
that "current choices are often evaluated with the knowledge
of the outcomes which have preceded them, (but) such
knowledge can often be a handicap" (p.643).
However, the heuristics and biases research program has
recently been controversial, partly because "biases"
sometimes appear highly adaptive. Thus, Tweney &

Doherty (1983) argued that confirmatory tendencies
("confirmation biases") can be adaptive when hypotheses
to are
sellrelatively
a
n e w and untested. Further, in an extensive
series of studies, Gigerenzer and his colleagues (e.g. 1991,
1994, Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999) found evidence which led
them to strongly disagree with Kahneman and Tversky.
They argued that m a n y seemingly naive "fast and frugal
heuristics" are adaptive in an uncertain environment.
Similarly, Kareev, et al., suggested that the limited capacity
of working m e m o r y (hence the use of small samples) could
actually help the early detection of covariation since small
samples of correlated variables are highly skewed (Kareev,
1995; Kareev, Lieberman & Lev, 1997).
T h e present study followed Simon's (1982) notion of
"bounded rationality", which takes into account both
people's limited computation capacity, and the structure of
task environments. O u r findings suggest that under
circumstances when the precise prediction derived ft-om
statistics or probability theory is not the only criterion,
heuristics based on a small sample size can be valuable.
With a satisficing strategy that only needs to "look for a
satisfactory alternative" (Simon, 1982, p.295), naive
participants were able to effectively accomplish the goal of
the task, based on the evaluation of a few preceding events.
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Recognizing the Maximum of a Sequence
The statistical properties of sequential lists of evidence
have long been of interest to mathematicians. The dowry
problem (or the secretary problem) is a classic example in
the dynamic programming literature, one analyzed by
Cayley in 1875 (see Ferguson, 1989). A s a mathematical
problem, the dowry problem is difficult to solve, requiring
advanced mathematical knowledge and problem solving
ability. Obviously, few, if any, people are likely to work out
the exact stopping point mathematically in an everyday life
situation w h e n a similar problem is encoimtered. Instead,
without complicated calculations, a player might need to use
" c o m m o n sense" to make decisions. The present study
adopted a simplified version of the problem - a simulated
"yard-sale" task - to test h o w naive people evaluate
preceding events and make decisions w h e n facing sequential
events generated by an unknown process.
Participants were asked to sell a series of objects in a
simulated yard sale. Each object attracted three potential
buyers, each of w h o m came at a different time and made a

different offer. It was explained that offers thai were
rejected would not return, so that the task was to gucsi
which was the best offer, and to take it when available.
Imagine that a person is selling a used car, and that
visitors with different offers come up in a random order.
After 5 offers have been declined in a week, a visitor comes
in with a price higher than any of the previous ones.
Another 5 offers will probably take another week and by
then this car must be sold. Whether to stop waiting and grab
the currently available offer then depends on h o w satisfied
the car owner feels about the current offer. The only
information available to evaluate the current situation is the
previous encounters. Probably, "common sense" would tell
this car owner to take the offer now, because future offers
might not get better.
This is in effect a satisficing heuristic (Simon, 1990),
which is a strategy that only needs to "look for a satisfactory
alternative" (Simon, 1982, p.295), as suggested by the
notion of bounded rationality. The strategy also fits the
category of fast and frugal heuristics suggested by
ecological rationality, because it makes "a choice from a set
of alternatives encountered sequentially when one does not
know much about the possibilities ahead of time"
(Gigerenzer & Todd. 1999, p. 13).
W e show that in at least one situation - when the random
process that generates offers is independently and
identically distributed - this satisficing strategy is optimal.
Let R, denote the offer at time i, where j = 0 is the current
offer, -1 is the previous one, +1 is the next one, and so on.
Assume the car owner has encountered m R's (from R.\ to
R-m) and found that Ro is the best one so far. If he actually
chooses it, because Re n o w is the biggest number in a local
sequence of (m + 1) numbers, in the long run, the value of
such Ro has a good chance to be higher than the population
mean. For a continuous distribution from 0 to 1, the
expected value of such/Jo is (OT+l)/(m+2). Further, Rq might
just be a good stopping point because the potential gain
from the following n offers after Rq might not have a good
chance to get better. T o see this, let A denote the event that
Ro is higher than its previous m offers, and B denote the
event that Rq is higher than its following n offers. Then two
prior probabilities can be described as
p(A)=piRo>R.i,...,R.„;>=yim+\)
p{B)=p{Ro>R
/?„) =!/(«+!)
And the conditional probability can be calculated as
p(B\A) =p(AB)lp{A) = (m+l)/(m+n+l)
Note that, with afixedn, p{B\A) approaches to an asymptote
of 1 as m increases. That is, with an appropriate m (after
considering a certain number of offers), the car owner can
make a better decision than a random guess. For example,
when m = 5,n = 5,p{B\A) is 6/11, and this favors selling. To
take the message of p{B\A) in another way, it has suggested
a stopping point, because the coming n offers do not have a
good chance to get better.
T w o O p t i m a l Strategies for the Y a r d Sale T a s k
With the development above, w e can easily determine the
optimal strategy for the yard sale task. Suppose there is only
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one trial in the task (only one object for sale). LetPj denote
the first offer. Pi the second and P^ the third. Before
knowing any of the three offers, the prior probability for
each offer to be the best is equal:
p{Px is best) = p(P2 is best) = p(/'3 is best) = 1/3
Note that knowing the exact value of P\ does not change
this probability. With a random guess, the chance of hitting
any of the three possible prices is 1/3. However, if w e skip
P\ and consider Pi, the conditional probability is no longer
equal. If Pi is higher thanPi, w e should take it immediately
because piPi > Pi \ Pi > Pi) = 2/3. Otherwise, w e should
take Pj. A pay-off matrix (Table 1) shows that the optimal
strategy (Option B*) is to always skipPi. If P2 is better than
P\, accept Pi; if Pi is worse, choose P^. This strategy
increases the chance of hitting the best offer to 1/2, with a
1/3 chance of hitting the middle price, and a 1/6 chance of
hitting the lowest one. For convenience, w e will refer to this
strategy as the "one deal strategy".
Table 1: The pay-off matrix for die seller
Rank orders of offers
Total
MHL LHM M L H
H I M HML
0
-1
0 - 1 0 1
1
A
2
B*
0
1
1
1
0
-1
-2
1
0
C
-1
0
-1
-1
Note: L is the lowest price, M the middle, H the highest.
" L M H ' means that the lowest price comesfirst,and so on.
Option A: always choose P\ (random guess).
Option B*: choose Pi if Pi >P\, otherwise choose Pj.
Option C: choose Pi \iPi <P\, otherwise choose P3
Gains: the seller gains -1 when hitting the lowest offer; 0
for the middle offer; 1 for the highest offer.
Option

LMH

However, in a real-life situation, decisions are rarely made
in temporal isolation. Thus, as in a c o m m o n scheme in
laboratory experimental settings, our yard sale task used
repeated trials to collect multiple data points from each
individual participant. This fact had a significant impact on
the optimal strategy. Recall that the single deal strategy
assumes that in each deal, the order in which three offers
appear is completely independent from any other events,
and requires that thefirstoffer always be ignored. What if
thefirstoffer actually is the best one? With the information
from the preceding trials, w e can actually evaluate h o w
good thefirstoffer is. Calculating an optimal strategy for
deals in a sequence is very complicated because it needs to
specify a distribution of three offers for each deal. However,
when distributions of offers in several deals within a local
sequence are similar, as an approximation, the principles w e
presented above can be generalized. In our experiment, w e
set the basic price for each object to range from $50 to $100,
with a m a x i m u m randomfluctuationof ± $16. Figure 1
shows the overall distribution of these offers.

Method
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Figure 1 T h e distribution of offers. N - 5760, x-axis is
price, y-axis is proportion.
The satisficing principle suggests that the offers for
previous objects (in previous trials) can be used to predict
whether you are getting a good offer for the next item. In
other words, w h e n you are considering a first offer for a
table, if you can recall that the last several visitors, w h o
were seeking other items, were not as generous as the
current customer, you m a y want to sell the table right n o w .
It seems quite against a researcher's intuition that a
normative strategy would predict that previous offers for an
umbrella will help to predict the current offers for a table,
especially w h e n one thinks that the umbrella deal is "over",
and the t w o deals should be independent. T h e answer to this
counter-intuitive puzzle is that the independence is only
partial. While the order in which different offers c o m e out
for each deal is independent, the values of these offers, if
they are in the s a m e or similar distributions, regress to the
population mean.
There are two ways to evaluate the first offer for a given
trial. T h e 'local count strategy" is based upon a count of
the n u m b e r of previous low offers. That is, if the current
first offer is higher than a certain number of previous offers
(for other items), take it. The optimal strategy depends on
the specific distribution of the random offers and the payoff
matrix. In our specific experimental setting, w e used
computer simulations and found that the best number of
comparisons w a s 6. A modification of the local count
strategy, the "moving average strategy" compares the
current offer with the average of previous several offers. W e
reasoned that participants might not remember the exact
values of the previous offer but might still have a vague
m e m o r y of the overall average in a short local sequence. A
logistic regression over simulated data showed that in our
experiment setting, the value difference of thefirstoffer for
a given item from the m e a n of the previous 6 offers (for the
other two items), is significant as a predictor of whether the
first offer is the best a m o n g all three offers: x 2 (1, N = 1888)
= 191.03, p<.01. That is, as this difference increases, this
first offer is more likely to be the best of the three.
With this background, w e were ready to f m d out whether
participants are good at detecting good offers w h e n they
actually appear, and whether they use information from
previous encounters to help their current decision-making.

Participants were 15 undergraduate students from an
introduction to psychology class at Bowling Green State
University, none of w h o m had taken a course on game
theory or probability theory. W e refer to them as novice
participants. O n e graduate student with extensive experience
in judgment and decision-making and related research also
participated, and will be referred as the expert participant.
The task was conducted using a self-paced computer
program. Each participant completed 120 trials (the number
of objects to be sold). O n e object was to be sold in each trial.
Participants could take any of the three offers at the time it
was available, but could not go back to an earlier declined
offer. Once an offer was taken, offers thereafter were not
presented. The third offer was forced if thefirsttwo were
rejected by the participant, and this was the only case when
participants knew exactly if they had hit the best out of three
offers. After each trial, participants were given a
confirmation that the object was sold at the price they
selected. Participants' choices and their total earnings were
recorded. A n average experiment session lasted about 25
minutes.

Results
Overall Performance T o evaluate participants' overall
performance, w e ran a simulation 5000 times using each of
the three strategies: a random guess (randomly choosing one
of the three offers), the "single deal strategy" and the "local
count strategy". Each time the simulation sold 120 items
using the actual selling list that was used in the experiment.
In the local count strategy, thefirstoffer for each item was
compared with 6 previous offers (which were for the
preceding items'). It was accepted when it was the highest
in the comparison. Otherwise, it was declined and the single
deal strategy was applied. Table 2 shows the simulation
results and die actual participant data.
Tabic 2 Comparisons between human participants and 3
simulations

Group
R a n d o m Guess
Single Deal
Strategy
Local count
Strategy
Human
Participants

5000

Mean Score
( 9 5 % confidence
interval)
8889.812.0

Dev.
72.74

5000

9160.712.1

75.54

5000

9277.713.4

121.22

16

9196.0131.0

58.15

N

Std

Note that all 16 participants received a score that was at
least 1.5 S D above the mean of the random guess simulation.
W h e n an offer was taken before all offers were presented, the
number of items whose offers were being compared may exceed 2.
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Each participant's score was then compared to the result as
if the single deal strategy had been applied to his^e^ actual
selling list. Ten participants' scores were higher than the
result of the single deal strategy. Using the standard
deviation resulting from the single deal strategy simulation
(75.54), four participants' scores were at least 1.5 S D above
the score resulting from the single deal strategy. W e will
refer to these four as the "outstanding participants".

Table 3.1 Compared to previous 1 ofTer

Strategy Use We looked at participants' choice patterns in
regard to their consistency with the optimal strategies, at
three steps when each offer was being considered. The
following three choices are consistent with the optimal
strategies (single deal or multiple deals):
CI. Accept the l" offer if it is better than several previous
offers (for other items).
C2. Decline the l" offer, and accept the 2** offer if it is
better than the 1" one.
C3. Accept the 3"* offer if the T ^ is worse than the l".
C 2 and C 3 are equivalent to the single deal strategy, n o w
separated into two parts. All three choices above are
consistent with the local sequence strategy. Since choices at
the 3"* offer were forced, whether participants' actual
choices were consistent with the optimal strategies could be
looked at whether they had met or violated the conditions at
CI and C 2 . Note that the single deal strategy actually
forbids CI. Specifically, CI can result from considering the
count of the previous low offers (the local count strategy) or
the value difference of the first offer compared to the m e a n
of the previous offers (the local average strategy), and w e
tested them separately.
O f all 16 participants, only the expert participant found
the single deal strategy, and followed C 2 and C 3
consistently. The 15 novice participants, by contrast, often
violated either C 2 or C 3 or both. However, to a significant
extent, their choices did follow CI. For each individual
novice participant, w e ran a logistic regression, using the
value difference of the first offer from the m e a n of the
previous 6 offers, to predict the participant's acceptances of
thefirstoffers. O f the 15 participants, 11 showed significant
results at a 0.01 level. O n the group level, the result is also
significant: x2 (1, N=1770) = 304.69, p<.01. This indicates
that the novices were at least partly using the moving
average strategy.
Since the one deal strategy is a subset of the local count
strategy, w e combined the 16 participants' reactions on all
three offers to see if their behaviors were consistent with the
local count strategy. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show that they
did show such consistency when the previous 1 or 6 offers
were compared to the current offer. That is, if the offer
being considered was better than all of the previous 1 or 6
offers, participants were more likely to accept it. Otherwise,
they were more likely to decline it. This finding was
consistent with the local count strategy.

Table 3.2 C o m p a r e d to previous 6 offers
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Decline
Accept
Total

Decline
Accept
Total

W o r s e Better
1773
952
616
1424
2389
2376
X^ = 580.177, p<.01

W o r s e Better
2397
328
1553
487
3950
815
X^ = l 14.140, p<.01

Total
2725
2040
4765

Total
2725
2040
4765

All of the 4 "outstanding participants" were novice
participants. However, they actually outperformed the
expert participant and the one deal strategy. They were
different from the other 11 non-expert participants in that
their behaviors were consistent with one of the requirements
of the one deal strategy (C2 and C 3 ) , although not both.
Their gains on thefirstoffers w h e n these offers were the
best had offset the losses from violations of the condition of
C2.
Learning across Trials In a study of the Monty Hall
dilemma, Granberg & Dorr found that participants showed
signs of learning across trials under certain conditions. In
our study, w e also looked at whether there were systematic
changes in participants' choices across trials. Specifically,
w e suspected that participants might have learned the
specific distribution of random offers in earlier trials, so that,
in later trials, they only needed to recognize "globally big
numbers" instead of applying their heuristics independently
and locally. For example, an offer of $116 might have been
the best one for an item sold in an early trial. If participants
had this number memorized, they might just pick an offer of
$ 116 or higher in a later trial, no matter w h e n this offer was
presented (whether it was the l", 2f"', or f offer). If this
were the case, "big wins" might have been over-represented
in terms of participants' uses of simple heuristics.
However, in our experimental setting, each item's 3 offers
varied around its o w n basic price. Although these basic
prices could be close, there was no w a y to tell that S116 was
the best offer for item A only because it had been the best
offer for item B. In other words, recognizing "big numbers"
alone would not help in optimizing the total performance. In
fact, when w e partitioned each participant's 120 trials into 3
blocks with 40 trials each, w e did not find any significant
differences across blocks, indicating that learning was
probably not important across trials.

Discussion
N o n e of the 15 novice participants found and consistently
used the one deal strategy. W e reasoned that this was
because finding and consistently applying this strategy
required participants to use background knowledge in
probability theory, and they simply did not have this
training. Their consistency with the local sequence strategy
explained w h y they had good performances. This does not
suggest that they actually did the calculation and found the
correct mathematical solution, because this would require
even more knowledge and compuUtional capacity, not to
mention that it was within a short experiment session.
However, as w e suggested before, it is not necessary for a
person to work out the con-ect mathematical proof to use the
local sequence strategy. Such a strategy could arise from
participants' everyday life experiences, from which they had
learned a simple satisficing heuristic: "grab any good
chance when you can".
Surprisingly, the outstanding performers actually
outperformed the expert participant w h o found and
consistently applied the one deal strategy. This was because
the one deal strategy has to give up all opportunities of
accepting the first offers when they were the best. One
reason that prevented the expert participant from finding the
local sequence strategy might have been that the everyday
life heuristic had been "blocked" by his knowledge of
probabilistic judgment research. This finding is very similar
to Goldstein and Gigerenzer's (1999) "less-is-more" effect,
that relative ignorance can actually benefit a decision maker.
B y isolating the previous encounters from the current
decision-making situation, the expert participant had to
search the infinite probability space again, and previous
experience, either beyond or within the experiment task,
could not help.
In their 1973 paper, Kahneman and Tversky suggested
that "people do not acquire a proper notion of regression,...
they do not expect regression in many situations where it is
bound to occur", because "regression effects typically
violate the intuition that the predicted outcome should be
maximally representative of the input information". O n the
contrary, the finding in this study that participants'
behaviors were consistent with the local sequence strategy,
indicated that people do have good intuitions about such
regression, and can also take advantage of it.
W e argue that to evaluate naive people's probabilistic
judgment and decision-making, one has to take into account
both people's limited computation capacity and the task
environment. O n e obvious message of the task was that, if
w e had used the single deal strategy as the only criterion, w e
might have concluded that participants were being irrational,
and would then have to face the puzzling evidence that they
actually performed very well. Instead, the results suggest
that the advantages of the satisficing principle are important
and cannot be ignored. B y using these strategies, people can
benefit from their o w n experiences, even from a small
sample of preceding events.
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Abstract

processes and both top-down and bottom-up learning, sdthough the model was initially designed as
This paper studies the interaction between implicit
a purely bottom-up learning model. W e examine
and explicit processes in skill learning, in terms of
and simulate h u m a n data in the Tower of Hanoi
top-down learning (that is, learning that goes from
task. T h e work shows how the quantitative data in
explicit to implicit knowledge) vs. bottom-up learnthis task m a y be captured using either top-down or
ing (that is, learning that goes from implicit to exbottom-up approaches, although w e will show that
phcit knowledge). Instead of studying each type
top-down learning is a more apt explanation of the
of knowledge (implicit or explicit) in isolation, we
h u m a n data currently available in this task.
highlight the interaction between the two types of
Overall, the result of our simulations suggests that
processes, especially in terms of one type giving rise
both directions are possible in h u m a n cognitive skill
to another. The work presents an integrated model
acquisition, and the actual direction m a y be either
of skiU learning that takes into accoxmt both imbottom-up or top-down (or a mix of both), dependplicit and explicit processes and both top-down and
ing on task settings, instructions, and other varibottom-up learning. W e examine and simulate huables. These results demonstrate the two different
m a n data in the Tower of Hanoi task. The paper
directions of learning (top-down vs. bottom-up), Jind
shows how the quantitative data in this task may
also provide a new perspective on skill learning.
be captured using either top-down or bottom-up approaches, although top-down learning is a more apt
Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up: The
explanation of the human data currently available.
Clarion Model
The results demonstrate the difference between the
T h e role of implicit learning in skill acquisition and
two different directions of learning (top-down vs.
n t rprovide
o d u c t iaonew
n perspective on
the distinction between implicit and explicit learnbottom-up), andIalso
interjw;tion
the imThis
studies
ing have been widely recognized in recent years (see,
skillpaper
learning
in thethe
Tower
of Hanoi between
task.
plicit and explicit processes in skill learning. It
e.g., Reber 1989, Stanley et al 1989, Willingham et
explores two directions of skill learning: top-down
al 1989, Anderson 1993, Seger 1994, Proctor and
learning and bottom-up learning. Top-down learnDutta 1995, Stadler and FVensch 1998). However,
ing goes from explicit knowledge to implicit knowlalthough implicit learning has been actively invesedge, while bottom-up learning goes from implicit
tigated, complex and multifaceted interaction between the impUcit and the explicit zmd the imporknowledge to explicit knowledge. Instead of studying each type of knowledge (implicit or explicit) in tance of this interaction have not been universally
isolation, w e want to highlight the interaction berecognized. T o a large extent, such interaction has
tween the two types of processes, especially in terms
been downplayed or ignored, with only a few notable exceptions (e.g., Mathews et al 1989, Sun et al
of one type giving rise to another.
In this work, w e want to test possibilities of
2001). Similar oversight is also evident in compubottom-up learning vs. top-down learning. W e do tational simulation models of implicit learning (with
few exceptions such as Cleeremans 1994 and Sun et
so by using the task of Tower of Hanoi, which is
al 2001).
arguably a typical benchmark problem in high-level
Despite the lack of studies of interaction, it has
cognitive skill acquisition and has been used in mainy
previous studies of skill acquisition, cognitive modbeen gaining recognition that it is difficult, if not impossible, to find a situation in which only one type of
eling, and cognitive architectures (see, e.g.. Proctor and Dutta 1995, Anderson 1993, Anderson and
learning is engaged (Reber 1989, Seger 1994, Sun et
Lebiere 1998).
eJ 2001). Our review of existing data has indicated
T o explore bottom-up and top-down learning, the
that, while one can memipulate conditions to emphawork presents an integrated model of skill learning
size one or the other type, in most situations, both
that takes into account both implicit and explicit
types of learning are involved, with varying amounts
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Figure 1: The C L A R I O N architecture.

of contributions from each.
Empirical demonstrations of interaction can be
found in Stanley et al (1989), Willingham et al
(1989), Bower et al (1990), Wisniewski and Medin
(1994), and Sun et al (2001). These demonstrations
used a variety of means, including experimental mar
nipiilations such as verbalization, explicit instructions, and dual tasks.
Likewise, in the development of cognitive architectures (e.g., Rx)senbloom et al 1993, Anderson 1993,
Anderson and Lebiere 1998), focus has been mostly
on "ixip-down" models (that is, learning first expUcit
knowledge and then implicit knowledge on the basis
of the former). T h e bottom-up direction (that is,
learningfirstimpUcit knowledge and then explicit
knowledge, or learning both in parallel) has been
largely ignored, paralleling and reflecting the related
neglect of the interaction of explicit and implicit processes in the implicit learning literature.
However, there are a few pieces of work that
did demonstrate the parallel development of the
two types of knowledge or the extraction of explicit
knowledge from impUcit knowledge (e.g, Willinghfim
et al 1989, Stanley et al 1989; see also KarmiloffSmith 1986, Mandler 1992), contrary to usual topd o w n approaches in developing cognitive architectures.
T o tackle these issues, w e developed the model
Clarion (Sun and Peterson 1998, Sun et al 2001).
Clarion is an integrative model with a dual representational structure. It consists of two levels: the
top level encodes explicit knowledge and the bottom level encodes implicit knowledge. See Figure 1.
In this paper, w e will focus only on action-centered
components of the model.

4. Choose an appropriate action a, by combining
(in some way) the values of a/s (at the bottom
level) and bj a (which are sent aown from the
top level).
5. Perform the action a, and observe the next state
y and (possibly) the reinforcement r.
6. Update the bottom level in accordance with
an appropriate algorithm (to be detailed later),
based on the feedback information.
7. Update the top level using an appropriate algorithm (for constructing, refining, and deleting
rules, to be detailed later).
8. G o back to Step 1.
The Bottom Level
Representation The input to the bottom level
consists of three groups: (1) sensory input, (2)
working memory items, (3) the top item of the goal
stack. The output of the bottom level is the action choice. It consists of three groups of actions:
working memory set/reset actions, goal push/pop
actions, and external actions. These three groups
are computed by separate networks.
Learning The Q-leaming algorithm (Watkins
1989) is a reinforcement learning algorithm. In
the algorithm, Q{x,a) estimates the m a x i m u m (discounted) cumulative reinforcement that can be received from the current state i on. The updating of
Q{x,a) is based on:
AQ{x,a) = air + je(y)-Q{x,a)) (1)
where 7 is a discount factor, y is the new state resulting from action a in state i, and e(y) = max* Q{y, b).
Note that i and y include sensory inputs (internal
and external), working m e m o r y items (if any activated), £md the current goal (if exists).
Q-leaming can be implemented in backpropagation networks (Sun and Peterson 1998). Applying
Q-leaurning, the training of the backpropagation network is based on minimizing the following error at
each step:

7e(y)-Q(i,Oi) if Qj = a
^'•'•' = {0"'
otherwise

(2)

where i is the index for an output node representing the etction Oi, and a is the action performed.
Based on the above error measures, the backpropar
gation aJgorithm is applied to adjust internjJ weights
(which are randomly initialized before training).
The Top Level
Representation At the top level, in contrast to
the bottom level (which involves distributed representation due to the use of backpropagation networks), expUcit knowledge m a y be captured in computational modeling by a symbohc or localist representation, in which each unit is easily interpretable
and has a clear conceptual meaning, i.e., a semantic
label. This chauracteristic captures the property of

Overall Action Decision Making
1. Observe the current state x.
2. Compute in the bottom level the "value" of
each of the possible actions (oi's) in the state
i: Q{x,ai),Q(x,a2),
, Q(x,an).
3. Find out all the possible actions (6i, fcj , 6m)
at the top level, based on the the current state
information x (which goes up from the bottom
level) and the existing rules in place at the top
level.
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explicit knowledge being accessible and manipulable
(Sun 1995). Explicit knowledge is expressed in the
form of rules.
The condition of a rule, similar to the input to
the bottom level, consists of three groups: sensory
input, working memory items, and the current goal.
The output of a rule, similar to the output from the
bottom level, is an action choice. It may be one
of the three types: working memory actions, goal
actions, and external eictions.
B o t t o m - U p Learning The Rule-ExtractionRefinement algorithm (RER) learns explicit rules using information in the bottom level (to capture the
bottom-up learning process). The basic idea of this
algorithm is as follows: If an action decided by the
bottom level is successful (i.e., if it satisfies a certain criterion), then the agent extracts a rule (with
its Etction corresponding to that selected by the bottom level and with its condition specifying the current state), and adds the rule to the top-level rule
network. Then, in subsequent interactions with the
world, the agent refines the extracted rule by considering the outcome of applying the rule: If the outcome is successful, the agent may try to generalize
the condition of the rule to make it more universal; if
the outcome is not successful, then the condition of
the rule should be made more specific and exclusive
of the current state.
The way we measure the successfulness of an outcome (which is based on an information gain measure) and the way generalization/specialization is
carried out (which is based on adding/removing allowable input values) have been fully described in
Sun and Peterson (1998) and Sun et al (2001). Due
to lengths, we will not repeat the details here.
Fixed Rules
Some of the rules at the top
level may be fixed. This type of rule (PR) represents genetic pre-endowment of an agent presumably
acquired through evolutioneiry processes, or prior
knowledge acquired from prior experience.
FRs enable top-down learning. With these rules
in place, the bottom level learas under the guidaince
of the PRs. Initially, the E^ent relies mostly on the
PRs in its action decision making. But gradually,
when more and more knowledge is £icquired by the
bottom level through observing actions directed by
FRs, the agent becomes more and more reliant on
the bottom level (given that the cross-level combination is adaptable). Hence, top-down learning takes
place.
Combining the Two Levels
In Prer percent of the steps, if there is at least one
R E R rule indicating a proper action in the current
state, we use the outcome from that rule set; in P f r
percent of the steps, if there is at least onefixedrule
indicating a proper action in the current state, we
use the outcome from that rule set; otherwise, we use
the outcome of the bottom level. These probabili-
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Condition/No. of disks
No verbklization
0.0
Verbalization

0.0

T T ITT
0.9 1.3

Figure 2: The R T data of Gagne and Smith (1962).

ties are adaptable based on "probabihty matching"
(with two parameters; Sun and Peterson 1998).
W h e n we use the outcome from the top level, we
randomly select an action suggested by the matching
rales. W h e n we use the outcome from the bottom
level, we use the stochastic decision process for selecting an action: p(o|i) = r^' o(*..')/. > where x is
the current state, a is an action, and a controls the
degree of randomness (temperature) of the decisionmaking process.
Experiments
Tower of Hanoi
In the Tower of Hanoi task of Gagne and Smith
(1962), there were three pegs. At the beginning,
a stack of disks was stored on one of the pegs. The
goal was to move these disks to another (target) peg.
Only one disk cam be moved at a time from one peg
to einother. These disks were of different sizes, and
larger disks could not be placed on top of smaller
disks. Initially, the stack of disks was arrauiged according to size so that the smedlest disk was at the
top and the largest was at the bottom.
Subjects were given 3-disk, 4-disk, and 5-disk versions of the task in succession, each version running
until afinalstable solution was found, and their
mean numbers of moves {and excess moves) were
recorded. Some subjects were instructed to verbalize: They were asked to explain why each move was
made. The performance of the two groups of subjects (verbeiUzation vs. no verbalization) was comp£ired. In this task, we intend to capture the verbalization effect on performance.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the two groups
in terms of mean number of excess moves (in excess
of the minimimi required number of moves in each
version). Comparing the verbalization group and
the no verbalization group in thefigure,the advantage of verbalization is appjirent. A N O V A indicated
that there was a significant difference between verbalization and no verbalization (p < 0.01).
There have also been data concerning the response
time of each move made by human subjects in this
task. For exaonple, the R T data from Anderson
(1993) were obtained under the special instructions
to subjects that encoiuraged a goal recursion approach (Anderson 1993). Data were available for
the cases of 2, 3, 4, and 5 disks (Anderson 1993).
Bottom-Up Simulation
T h e M o d e l Setup. To implement bottom-up sim-

ulation, w e set up the following: (1) For deciding on
each type of action (external, goal stack, or working
m e m o r y actions), there is a corresponding network
and a set of R E R rules, respectively. (2) T h e input
to each network is the same, including sensory input,
the top goal stack (GS) item, and working m e m o r y
( W M ) items. (3) T h e outputs of the networks are
external actions, G S actions and W M actions, respectively. (4) At each step, if the actions are decided by the top level, we use the existent R E R rule
set to get three actions—external, G S or W M actions; if the actions are decided by the bottom level,
w e use Boltzmann distribution to select an action
from the output of each network. (5) T h e chosen
action are coordinated and performed, sad the top
level and the bottom level are updated then.
During the simulation of the verbalization group,
w e changed the parameters for probability matching in cross-level combination to reflect the heavier
reliance on the top level by the verbalization group.
Strictly speaking, G S is not necessary. But w e include G S , because of generaUty, and because it m a y
help learning sometimes (but it m a y also hamper
learning sometimes). T h e format of G S is not important. For our simulation, each G S item includes
both a subtower and a focal disc:

Condition^o. of disTtT
N o verbalization
0.0
Verbalization

4^

0.4

•TOT
0.9 2.5

Figure 3: T h e bottom-up simulation of Gagne and
Smith (1962).

in the model data, there was likewise a significant
main effect between verbalization and no verbalizar
tion (p < O.OI), confirming the verbalization effect
w e discussed.
W e compared this bottom-up simulation with
a bottom-only simulation. W e noticed that the
bottom-only simulations consistently fauled to learn,
even when given 10 times as m u c h training trials.
This contrast suggests the importance of top-level
explicit knowledge and bottom-up learning. Without them, the task was hard to learn. This fact
is consistent with our synergy hypothesis (see Sim
and Peterson 1998, Sun et al 2001): T h e reason w h y
there are these two distinct levels (implicit and explicit) is because of the synergy that m a y be generated from the interaction of the two levels. T h e
interaction of the two levels helps to improve learning, and facilitate performance and treinsfer (Sun et
al 2001).
However, both the bottom-up and the bottomonly simulation failed to capture the R T data reported earlier.

DSIZE: Six of SUBTOWER
FROM: Cumnt ptg of SUBTOWER
TO: TVfM ptg of SUBTOWER
DSIZEl: Six of POCAUDISK
FROMl: Current pn of FOCAL-DISK
Top-Down Simulation
TOl: r»igtt p*( of FOCAL-DISK
A subtower is a set of disks at the top of a peg. TheThe top-down simulation of the Tower of Hanoi task
involves the use of fixed rules, along the line of Anfocal-disk is the disk beneath a subtower. Note that
derson's
(1993) model, but adds the involvement of
this set of information is redundzmt.
the bottom level (impUcit processes), which m a y
Multiple goal items could be stored in the G S one
on top of another. Whenever a goal item is achieved, interfere with the top-level fixed rules. Therefore,
compared with Anderson's, this is a far more comit will be popped.
plex
simulation, using a more complete model that
A simple set of possible goal recursion rules is as
involves
both explicit and implicit knowledge.
follows (Anderson 1993):
T h of
e M o d e l Setup. Specificedly, in this simulaIf DSIZE > 0. th«D push a new go«J for moving * subtower
tion, fixed rules were used, which implemented An•i»e DSIZE-1 to the spare peg end for moving the dilk of lise
derson's (1993) ancilysis of subjects' performance of
DSIZE to it! target peg.
this
task as a subset. That is, we first implemented
If DSIZE = 0, then make a move of FOCAL-DISK to iu target
the previous set of rules (Anderson 1993), as fixed
P«g
rules at the top level of Clarion. However, this simIf LOC(SUBTOWER1=-:TO and LOC(FOCAL-DISK) ^ TOl,
ulation was a lot more complex than top-level only
then move FOCAL-DISK to iti target peg.
(rule-based only) simulations because we had to deal
If LOO(SUBTOWER)-TO and L0C(P0CAL-DISK)=T01,
with the interference from the bottom level, as the
then pop the current goal.
bottom level was running in parallel with the topSuch a set of rules was hand-coded into the model
level
rules but might recommend diflferent actions
in the A C T - R simulation of Anderson (1993). H o w and thus interfere with the top-level goal recursion
ever, in this simulation, w e did not use such handprocess. The main change lied in the process of popcoded, a priori rules in the model. W e want the
ping a sequence of goals from the G S , when a move
model itself to learn something that has essentially
m a d e by the bottom level was not consistent with
the same eflfect (in both the bottom level and the
the top goal in the G S . In that case, we kept poptop level through bottom-up learning).
ping goals until reaching a goid on the G S that was
T h e M a t c h . T h e result of our simulation is
consistent with the move or until the G S was empty.
shown in Figure 3. 20 runs (simulated subjects)
The structure of the G S was the same as before. The
were included in each group. Analogous to the analysis of the humsui data, A N O V A (number of disks
X verbalization vs. no verbalization) indicated that
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implemented set of fixed rules waa an extension of
the previous set. D u e to their lengths, we will not
show them here.
In the bottom level, Q-learning was used. Due
to the use of fixed rules, Q-learning was under the
"guidance" of the top level in this case. Therefore,
top-down learning was involved in this case.
For capturing the performance of the verbalization
subjects, the parameters for probability matching in
cross-level combination were adjusted to reflect their
tendencies to rely more heavily on the top level.
T h e Match.
The result, comparing verbalization vs. no verbalization, is shown in Figure 4.
20 runs (simulated subjects) were included in ejich
group.
Analogous to the analysis of the h u m a n
data, A N O V A (number of disks x verbzJization vs.
no verbalization) indicated that in the model data,
there was likewise a significant main eS'ect between
verbalization and no verbalization {p < 0.01), confirming agadn the verbalization effect we discussed.
In this simulation, we further tackled the capturing of the R T data from Anderson (1993), whidi incidentally included only a portion of the total moves
in each case. T h e data were obtained under the special instructions to subjects that encouraged the goal
recursion approach (as embodied by the fixed rules
used in the top level of Clarion).
Figure 5 shows the data. The comparisons between the human and the simulation data were presented for the cases of 2, 3, 4, and 5 disks. In the
data, there is a regular pattern of R T peaks, which
arguably reflect planning periods during which gojJ
recursion (establishing a sequence of subgoals to be
accomplished) happens (Anderson 1993).
As demonstrated by Figure 6, it is clear that the
response times of the two simulated groups were reasonably close to the human data (where there was
no distinction between verbcdization and no verbadization). Although the match of both groups were
excellent, the match between the simulated verbjJization group and the h u m a n data were closer.
This particular simulation shows that the Clarion framework can. accommodate traditional accoimts of h u m a n performance in this task (such as
Anderson 1993, Anderson and Lebiere 1998). Moreover, it extends such Jiccounts by incorporating impUcit processes (at the bottom level) as well as exphcit processes (at the top level). The role of the
bottom level in this task (and other high-level cognitive skill tasks) is that of "quick-and-dirty" reactions
that may lead to bad performance initially due to
interference with top-level rule-guided actions, but
m a y also lead to faster and better performance given
sufficient training.
The account of h u m a n R T data is important, because such an accoimt has been viewed as the hallmark of a successful simulation. W e succeeded in
showing that the two-level framework of Clarion
can capture the essential patterns of the h u m a n R T
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Condition/No. of disks
No verbalization
Verbalization

2

3

4

5

u.uo
0.00

1.50
0.25

4M

12.55
2.65

0.90

Figure 4: The top-down simulation of Gagne and
Smith (1962).

Figure 5: Simulation of the response time data of
Tower of Hanoi from Anderson (1993). Four cases
are included. The verbalization group is used.
data, which further testifies to the cognitive validity
of the model.
Discussions
Along with the simulations of other tasks (see Sun
et al 2001), we fully demonstrated that Clarion
is capable of both bottom-up and top-down learning, although it was initially developed as a purely
bottom-up learning model. The original reason for
developing a bottom-up leeirning model was that in
the existing literature, bottom-up learning has been
very much ignored as eirgued by Sun and Peterson
(1998) and Sun et al (2001), and therefore, there is a
real need to counter-balance this bias. Our bottomup learning model, since then, has been successful in
accounting for a wide variety of skill learning tasks
in a bottom-up fashion, ranging from serisd reaction
time tasks (sequence learning tasks), to minefield
navigation tasks (Sun et al 2001). But one lingering
question has been: Ccm this same model aiccount for
top-down learning? T h e present work answers this
question clearly in the affirmative: Clarion can not
only account for bottom-up learning data, but also

the ^'erbaUzation group:
MSE relative M S E
2-dlsk 0.002 U.OOl
3-disk 0.529 0.107
4-disk 0.252 0.098
5-disk 1.555 0.299
overall 0.967 0,200

plicit and explicit processes in learning from examples: a synergistic effect. Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Learning, M e m o r y and Cognition. 15,
1083-1100.
R. Proctor and A. Dutta, (1995). Skill Acquisition
and H u m a n Performance. Sage Publications, Thousand Oks, C A .

the non-verbalization group:
MSE relative M S E
2-disk 0.222 0.049
3-disk 0.086 0.024
4-disk 0.579 0.109
5-disk 3.271 0.375
overall 1.925 0.236

A. Reber, (1989). Implicit learning and tacit knowledge. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General.
118 (3), 219-235.
P. Rosenbloom, J. Laird, and A. Newell, (1993). The
S O A R papers: Research on Integrated Intelligence.
M I T Press, Cambridge, M A .

Figure 6: T h e M S E s and the relative M S E s of the
R T simulations of Tower of Hanoi.

C. Seger, (1994). Implicit learning. Psychological
Bulletin. 115 (2), 163-196.

top-down learning ones. And it accounts for topdown learning equcdly well.
Our experiments in the T O H task showed that
top-down learning is a more plausible way of accounting for the existing h u m a n data in this task.
This does not come as a surprise. The task structure of T O H is highly structured, with inherent recursive embedding, and involves a small number of
input/output dimensions. These characteristics naturally lead to expUcit processing. This tendency is
even further exacerbated by the instructions that expUcitly encourage goal recursion strategies.
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Abstract

powerful tool for developing and testing psycholinguistic
models by allowing stimuli to be generated 'on the fly,'
We present experimental evidence from a study in which we conditioned on the current state of the discourse.
monitor eye movements as people respond to pre-recorded
A necessary prerequisite for enabling both of these goals
instructions generated by a human speaker and by two text-tois that people respond to synthesized speech in m u c h the
speech synthesizers. W e replicate findings demonstrating that
same w a y as they do to natural speech. W e present
people process spoken language incrementally, making partial
experimental evidence from a study in which w e monitor
conunitments as the instruction unfolds. Specifically, they
eye movements as people respond to pre-recorded
establish difTerent referential domains on the fly depending on
instructions generated by a human speaker and by two textwhether a definite or indefinite article is used. Importantly,
to-speech synthesizers. W e replicate findings demonstrating
incremental understanding is observed for both natural
that people process spoken language incrementally, making
speech instructions and synthesized text-to-speech
partial commitments as the instruction unfolds. M o r e
instructions. These results, including some suggestive
specifically, listeners establish referential domains on the fly
differences in responses with the two text-to-speech systems,
depending on whether a definite or indefinite article is used.
establish the potential for using eye-tracking as a new method
forfine-grainedevaluation of dialogue systems and for using
Eye movements as an evaluation tool
dialogue systems as a theoretical and experimental tool for
Spoken utterances unfold over time, resulting in a stream of
psycholinguistic experimentation.
temporary ambiguities. For example, as the instruction Click
Background
on the beaker unfolds, the word beaker is briefly consistent
Rapid increases in the accuracy and speed of automatic
with
multiple candidates, including beetle, beeper, and
speech recognition and the increased availability of off-thespeaker. Numerous psycholinguistic studies demonstrate
shelf text-to-speech systems has fiieled great interest in
that people comprehend
utterances continuously,
spoken dialogue systems (e.g., Allen, Byron, Dzikovska,
Ferguson, Galescu & Stent, 2001; Zue, SenefT, Glass, entertaining multiple lexical candidates (e.g., MarslenWilson, 1987), making provisional commitments at points
Polifroni, Pao, Hazen & Hetherington, 2000). A s the
of syntactic ambiguity, and resolving reference
sophistication of such systems increases, w e can expect
incrementally (e.g., Altmaim, 1998; Tanenhaus
&
applications to more open-ended domains with larger
Trueswell, 1995). Recent studies using eye movements to a
vocabularies and more varied utterance types. The
task-relevant object in a visual workspace as people follow
feasibility of such systems raises both applied and
spoken instructions provide striking evidence for both
theoretical issues for work on natural language processing
incremental understanding and rapid integration of multiple
that crosses disciplinary boundaries. W e focus on two issues
constraints
(Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard &
here. Thefirst,a computational issue, addresses the need for
Sedivy, 1995; 1996; Tanenhaus, Magnuson & Chambers,
developing better evaluation tools for dialogue systems,
forthcoming). For example, if the instruction Click on a
especially tools that can evaluate comprehension on an
beaker is presented in a context in which there are two icons
utterance-by-utterance and within-utterance basis. The
of
beakers and two icons of beetles, then reference will be
second, a psycholinguistic issue, is the possibility that in the
delayed until the word beaker is disambiguated phonetically
near future implemented dialogue systems could serve as a
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(AUopenna, Magnuson & Tanenhaus, 1998). However, if
there is only a single beetle, then reference will be speeded
because the indefinite article a implies that there should be
multiplereferents- a condition met by the beakers but not
by the beetle. Similarly,referenceresolution for Click on the
beetle will be facilitated because the beetle is the only icon
that is unique. However, if the alternatives do not satisfy the
uniqueness conditions associated with the article, e.g., if
there is only one beaker and two beetles, and the instruction
is Click on a beaker, then listeners arc temporarily confused,
looking first at the beetles before clicking on the beaker
(Hanna, 2001).
If such incremental behavior carries over into
recognition of synthesized utterances, then it should be
possible to develop evaluation measures that can track the
temporary commitments listeners make as they are
processing utterances. This could establish a new evaluation
methodology for speech synthesis and dialogue systems that
could provide m u c h more fine-grained information than is
possible with existing techniques. This is particularly
important for evaluating the quality of speech synthesis
because crucial information about potential reference
resolution, such as the form of an article, is carried by
monosyllabic unstressed words that exhibit considerable
variability with local phonetic context, as well as the overall
prosodic environment of an utterance. Eye-tracking
measures are good potential candidates for such an
evaluation methodology because they can be incorporated
into natural tasks and are well suited for any application in
which the user is working within a visual workspace. The
present study explores the feasibility of using eye tracking
for this purpose by examining (a) whether processing is
incremenul w h e n instructions are generated fixjm a text-tospeech system and (b) whether such investigations might
reveal subtle problems with synthesized speech that could
impair real-time performance in natural tasks involving
reference resolution.
Dialogue systems as a psycbolinguistic tool
There is a growing awareness in the psycbolinguistic
community of the importance of examining real-time
processing in natural tasks using conversational language.
The advent of head-mounted eye tracking has begun to
m a k e such investigations possible. However, the field is
currently facing both a theoretical and a methodological
challenge. The long-term theoretical challenge is that w e
need theories of discourse processing that can incorporate
the notion of a rich, dynamic context that characterizes the
type of knowledge that listeners and speakers bring to bear
on real-time interactive conversation. W e suggest that
practical dialogue systems, that is, dialogue systems in
which participants focus on a specific task such as tutoring
or problem solving, are the right grain to provide such
models, if they are modified to address real-time generation
and understanding. The shorter-term methodological
challenge is that w e need methods of generating utterances
on the fly based on the current state of the discourse, in
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order to allow testing of alternative hypotheses, by
presenting trials on which, for example, an inappropriate
referential expression is used. Such trials catmot be
plausibly generated by a confederate speaker, nor is it
feasible to use pre-recorded instructions in any but the
simplest experiments. W e believe that it will soon be
possible to use practical dialogue systems for this purpose.
However, a crucial precondition is to determine whether
listeners do indeed process synthesized utterances
incrementally.
Experiment
The current experiment was intended as an initial
investigation of the utility of using eye movements to
evaluate spoken dialogue systems and using text-to-speech
utterances in psycbolinguistic experiments. W e addressed
the following question: W o u l d listeners use the presence of
an indefinite article compared to a definite article to
differentially circumscribe potential referents as an
expression unfolds? W e addressed this question by
examining eye movements within displays containing a pair
of identical shapes and two unique shapes, using
instructions such as Click on the/a square. Previous research
with experimenter-generated instructions demonstrates that
listeners assume that a definite article introduces a uniquely
describable referent, whereas an indefinite article assumes
that more than one referent meets thereferentialdescription
(Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, Filip & Carlson, in press;
Hanna, 2001).
Metliod
Fifteen members of the University of Rochester community
were paid for their participation in this study. All
participants were native speakers of English and had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. In the experimental trials,
participants saw a visual display (described below) and
heard an auditory instruction (one of three voice conditions)
directing them to click on one of the objects on the screen.
W e used a within design, so each participant heard all three
voice conditions (synthesizer I, synthesizer 2 and the human
voice), which were counterbalanced across experimental
trials. The auditory stimuli were generated using two
commercially available text-to-speech synthesizers and a
digitally recorded h u m a n voice. For the human voice
auditory stimuli, each instruction sentence was read aloud
by an adult male volunteer and recorded with a T A S C A M
portable D A T recorder. The recorded voice instructions
were then digitized using the SoimdEdit 16 program. All
auditory stimuli were minimally adjusted digitally so that
the critical noun phrases were comparable in length for all
three voices.
Eye movements were monitored using a lightweight
head-mounted pupil/comeal reflection tracking system
(ISCAN, model RK-726PCI). Calibration was monitored
throughout each trial, and adjustments were made between
trials if necessary. The experimental materials were
presented with the PsyScopc 1.0 program on a Power

Macintosh 7100/66 with a 15" color monitor.
During die experimental session, participants were
seated at a comfortable distance from the computer monitor.
For each trial a grid (Figure 1) appeared on the screen. T h e
participant then clicked on the bull's eye in the center of the
gridtohear the auditory instruction, e.g.. Click on the heart,
which began playing 2000 m s after the mouse click. W h e n
the participant clicked on the target object the grid w a s
replaced by a white screen with the printed instruction Click
here for the next trial in a random location on the screen.

1
f

Figure 1: Sample trial screen for the experiment
Each person participated in 24 such trials, 8 in each
speech
condition. The voice
conditions
were
counterbalanced across experimental trials in three lists. The
order of the voice condition was pseudo-randomized so that
the same voice would occur in no more than two
consecutive trials. Half of the trials involved a defmite noun
phrase, e.g., Click on the heart, and half involved an
indefinite noun phrase, e.g.. Click on a square. The definite
and indefinite articles were never used infelicitously shapes referred to with an indefinite article were always
duplicated and shapes referredtowith a definite article were
always unique.
Results
Participants clearly m a d e use of information about
definiteness w h e n comprehending both h u m a n and
synthesized speech. Recall that the display contained four
objects: two were identical (duplicated) and two were
unique. For a definite instruction one of the unique objects
was the target. For an indefmite instruction, the participant
could select either of the duplicated shapes. For instructions
with definite articles (e.g., Click on the heart) participants
were more likely to look at the unique distractor than either
of the duplicated distractors (F(2)=310.38, M S E = 7 . 3 4 ,
p<.01), and there was no interaction with voice type. For
instructions with indefinite articles (e.g.. Click on a square)
participants were more likely to look at either of the

duplicated items than at the definite distractors
(F(l)=l 17.52, MSE=10.29. p<.01). Again, there w a s no
interaction with voice type.
Let us first consider the trials with instructions containing
definite articles. Figure 2 shows the proportion of looks over
time to the target, the unique unrelated item, and the two
duplicate unrelated items in the trials with a definite article
for the h u m a n voice condition. The zero point on the x-axis
corresponds to the onset of the noun phrase, e.g., the heart.
Participants clearly use the definiteness information carried
by the article because lookstothe duplicate unrelated items
subside approximately 100 milliseconds before the target is
distinguished from ttie unique unrelated item. Thus the
items that are consistent widi the definite article are first
disambiguated fi-om the items that are not consistent with
the definite article, and then the target is disambiguated
from the unrelated item.
The data from the two synthesized voice conditions
follow the same general pattern. Specifically, the
disambiguation between unique and duplicated items (i.e.,
definite vs. indefinite) occurs approximately 100
milliseconds before the two unique items (i.e., defmite
target vs. definite utu-elated) are disambiguated in each of
the synthesized voice conditions.
There is, however, an important difference between the
h u m a n and the synthesized voice conditions - the
disambiguation points occtu- later in the synthesized voice
conditions than in the h u m a n voice condition (Figure 3).
This difference is not due to differences in the length of the
articles in the three voice conditions - w e have verified that
these did not differ.

• Unique
Target
-A—Unique
Unrel
- Duplicate
Unrel A
• Dupliccu
Unrel B

<\Atad^Ai^.^
•BUIiMcondi fraoi aoMt of nou phruc
Figure 2: Results from the h u m a n voice condition:
Proportion of looks to all items for definite instructions
One explanation for this difference could be that
participants have greater difficulty understanding the
synthesized voices. During debriefing, all participants
reported that they had heard at least two distinct voices
during the experiment, and at least one of these voices w a s
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movements are due to processing of the indefinite article or
whether they are due to processing of the noun. It is
surprising that w e do not see differences in the time course
of looks between the voice conditions, given the differences
in accuracy for the voice judgement survey, but an
examination of looks to the t w o duplicated items m a y
provide an explanation.

readily identifiable as synthetic.
W c evaluated this hypothesis more formally b y
conducting a simple voice judgment survey. A n e w group of
16 participants listened to the auditory stimuli without the
visual context and wrote d o w n what they thought they heard
for each trial. W e compared their responses to the intended
speech and found n o differences in accuracy between the
voice conditions for the definite instructions - in fact
performance w a s at ceiling for all definite instruction
auditory stimuli except one. In contrast, w e observed large
differences in accuracy for the indefinite instructions (F 6.43, p < .01). T h e average accuracy for the h u m a n voice
w a s 8 0 % , while the accuracy scores for the synthesized
voices were 6 5 % for synthesizer 1 and 3 1 % for synthesizer
2. This suggests that the delay in reference resolution for
synthesized definite instructions m a y b e due to
distributional characteristics of the voices over the course of
the interaction. W e will return to this issue after examining
the results for the indefinite instruction trials.
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Figure 4: Average proportion of looks to target (duplicate)
and uiu-elated (imique) items for indefinite instructions
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Figure 3: Proportion of looks to target (unique) and unique
unrelated items for definite instructions
Now let us consider the trials with instructions
containing indefinite articles. Figure 4 shows the average
proportion of looks over time to the target (duplicate) items
and the unrelated (unique) items for each of the three voice
conditions during the trials with indefmite instructions, e.g..
Click o n a square. Note that in the indefinite condition,
either of the duplicated items is an appropriate target in
response to the spoken instruction. For clarity of
presentation, looks to either of the indefinite targets are
s u m m e d together and represented as a single line for each of
the voice conditions in Figure 3. Similarly, looks to either of
the unrelated (imique) items are siunmed together in a single
line for each voice. Again, the zero point o n the x-axis
corresponds to the onset of the noun phrase, e.g., a square.
For all voice conditions, looks to the duplicated items
diverge from looks to the unique items at roughly the same
point. W e carmot tell from this data whether these eye

« 5 £ 2 2 S 3 p = I
mlllliecoBdf from omtet of bodb pbrajc
Figure 5: Proportion of looks to the target (duplicate) items
chosen and not chosen for indefinite instructions
Figure 5 shows the proportion of looks over time to the
two possible target items. For each voice condition the item
identified as "chosen" is the duplicated item that the
participant eventually clicked on and the item identified as
"not chosen" is the other duplicated item.
For instructions in the h u m a n voice condition, participants
considered each of the duplicated items before clicking on
one, reflecting the expected circumscription of referential
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domain in the indefinite condition. For instructions in the
synthesized voice conditions, participants tended to chck on
the first of the duplicated items that came to their attention,
reflecting a more restricted referential domain than expected
- one more appropriate to a definite article interpretation.
These results demonstrate that participants make different
assumptions about the felicity of the use of the article for the
synthesized speech instructions than for the natural speech
instructions, due to global differences in h o w well the
indefinite articles could be understood in the three voice
conditions. This could also explain the delays in
disambiguation for the definite article instructions.
Implications
People process spoken language continuously, even though
continuous recognition entails resolving numerous
temporary ambiguities on the fly. W e have shown that this
mode of recognition carries over to speech that is clearly
identifiable as computer-generated artificial speech. The
results suggest that this paradigm can be used to provide a
fine-grained evaluation of comprehension during humancomputer dialogue. Specifically, during reference
resolution, listeners use cues such as definiteness that are
often carried by short unstressed words that are difficult to
synthesize. Lack of clarity in synthesizing these words m a y
interfere with reference resolution. While perhaps not a
problem in such simple tasks as these, w e can expect it to be
more problematic in more complex applications, and as the
global characteristics of the sjjeech cause interactions with
additional error sources, such as unnatural prosodic cues.
The important point here, however, is that the eye-tracking
technique can reveal even subtle comprehension problems at
a fine degree of temporal resolution. This suggests that the
same technique could be used to evaluate components such
as those affecting lexical choice, sentence structure,
intonation and even higher-level discourse intentions. In
addition, the eye-tracking paradigm may provide a valuable
new method of comprehension evaluation in multimodal
language applications using visual displays.
Moreover, our finding that people naturally process
synthesized speech incrementally means that computational
dialogue-based systems have the potential to be a
psycholinguistic tool, especially for experimental questions
where it is important to be able to generate utterances on the
fly. B y using such systems, w e could generate more
complex stimuli than is possible using a confederate or prerecorded speech. While there remains much to be done to
make this a reality, the range of experiments it would enable
is great
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Abstract

Issues a n d Positions

Deflnition(s)
of Consciousness
In this paper we argue that in order to resolve the controversy
in
Second Language Acquisition research concerning whether or
H o w do S L A theorists and philosophers think about
not direct instruction is needed for second language acquisition,
consciousness? As it turns out, quite differently. Let us look
we need to use a broader sense of 'consciousness' than is used
at some of the similarities and differences.
by second language researchers. Block's classification of
W h e n S L A theorists talk about consciousness, they use the
consciousness into Access and Phenomenal consciousness
term in a quite narrow sense. Schmidt (1995), for example,
seenis promising. W e associate Phenomenal consciousness with
points out that there are three different senses of the term
explicit knowledge and suggest that explicit instruction is
usefiil. It enhances linguistic competence.
'consciousness' as it is used in S L A theory: levels of
perception, noticing, and imderstanding. B y contrast,
philosophers have a broader understanding of the term.
Introduction
According to Clark (2001), the possibilities include
This paper addresses a question that is of great importance for
wakefulness, self-awareness, availability for verbal report,
Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research. The question is
availability for control of intentional action, and qualia.
"what should the role of consciousness in second language (L2)
acquisition be?' It is in^ortant to answer diis question in order
to resolve one of the biggest debates in the field of SLA,
namely whether or not direct instruction is necessary or even
valuable in L2 acquisition.
S L A researchers interested in consciousness should start by
considering what others have to say about it. This is necessary
to develop a con^>rehensive picture of consciousness. The
debate in S L A ne«^s to be informed by an adequate notion of
what consciousness is. Only in this way can w e reach an
adequate view about its role.
One place to start is to consider what is said about
consciousness in philosophy. W e will start by comparing the
different definitions of consciousness used by S L A researchers
and by philosophers. Next w e will introduce the controversy
over whether L 2 learners need to be conscious of grammar
rules to leam the target language. Then w e will examine
Block's well-known distinction between access (A)
consciousness and phenomenal (?) consciousness and where
language, or more specifically second language, fits into this
categorization. With this, w e might be one step closer to
understanding the role of consciousness in L 2
learning/acquisition.
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T o determine if all these terms are discussing the same,
complex entity, they need to be fiirther defined. If one
desires to apply concepts of one discipline to another
(philosophy to S L A in this case), this is something that w e
need to know.
According to Schmidt, 'levels of perception' could be
defined as levels of a process of obtaining and perhaps
processing information. Schmidt defines 'noticing' as
rehearsal in short-term memory, while by 'understanding' he
refers to rule understanding, i.e., grasping the meanings of
rules and becoming thoroughlyfemiliarwith them.
Definitions of the terms from Clark's list of possibilities
might go as follows: wakefubess is defined as a state in
which w e are sensitive to our surroundings and in which w e
can process incoming information and respond to it
appropriately. Self-awareness he defines as a capacity to
represent ourselves and to be conscious of ourselves 'as
distinct agents'. Availability for verbal report is the capacity
to access our own inner states and to describe them using
natural language, while qualia concerns how things feel to us.
From the above, one can conclude that S L A theorists take
consciousness to be something narrower than philosophers

believe. Perception and wakefulness m a y refer to (or be
contained in) the same aspect of consciousness, while noticing
and understanding could be seen as part of availability for
verbal report. However, self-awareness and qualia are missing
from the S L A picture of consciousness. Yet in second
language learning (SLL) and acquisition, self-awareness and
qualia m a y play an important role. It is well known that
language is closely associated with consciousness in the
broader understanding that w e fmd in Clark and other
philosophers. If so, this broader notion of consciousness needs
to be considered by S L A theorists. W e will return to this
topic. For now, let us simply note that S L A researchers use a
narrow notion of consciousness.'
Consciousness and SLA
Next w e want to consider a group of related issues: the role of
consciousness in various S L A theories the debate in S L A and
L2 pedagogy about its proper role, the role of Universal
Grammar ( U G ) in L2 acquisition , and the respective roles of
implicit and explicit learning in SLA.
According to Robinson (1996), current debate in S L A is
centred on the role of consciousness in L 2 development. This
controversy is centred in turn on the question of whether or not
grammatical instruction is effective for L 2 acquisition and if so
what kind of grammatical instruction is best There are
researchers w h o argue that grammatical instruction has only
minimal effect on L 2 acquisition, Krashen (1981) for example.
According to him, L 2 development is largely an unconscious
process. Krashen does allow that there are two processes
involved in L2 development, a conscious process of learning
and an unconscious process of acquisition. The conscious
process of learning is a system based on rules and their
application, while the unconscious process of acquisition is a
system responsible for language production. According to
Krashen, conscious learning is limited to a small set of simple
rule-governed domains. B y contrast, development of the much
more substantial acquired system is fostered by avoiding
instruction and the provision of L 2 rules. In his view, learners
only have to be exposed to comprehensible language input in
order to acquire grammar.
O n the other side, there are researchers w h o argue that
comprehensible input alone is not enough for optimal
acquisition of the different aspects of grammar and that
conscious grammatical instruction is necessary if learners are
to have the data they need to acquire grammar (Strozer, 1994).
In particular, Schmidt (1994) argues that consciousness of
input at the level of noticing is a necessary condition for L 2
development. M a n y other researchers support this view. They
use terms such as focus-on-form (Long, 1994), consciousness-

It is important to mention that the above are not the only
definitions of consciousness in either discipline. However, they
are the most common ones.

raising (Ellis 1993, Fotos and Ellis 1991, Rutherford, 1987),
and input-enhancement (Sharwood Smith, 1991). In one way
or another, all of these terms are about directing learners'
attention to granmiatical form in order to help them
internalize the L 2 system. According to these researchers,
teaching should include opportunities for learners to focus on
form and consciously notice features of the L 2 they are
learning.

Universal Grammar and L2 Acquisition
It might appear that because there is little or no need for
conscious instruction in LI acquisition, there is little or no
need for it in L 2 acquisition either. However, it is well known
that the two processes are quite different from one another.
Let us compare the two in terms of the theory of Universal
Grammar ( U G ) .
According to Chomsky (1980), all of us have an innate
capacity for language and w e cannot chose not to learn
language. W e have a mental faculty for language that simply
'grows' as any other organ of our body grows. All that w e
need is a triggering cause, namely, a language environment.
For LI acquisition, little or no direct teaching is needed.
According to Flynn (1996), the theory of U G does not
make any direct claims about L 2 acquisition. However, it is
important to k n o w whether or not L 2 learners in the process
of L2 acquisition have access to U G . Ellis (1997) points out
that different theories deal with this issue differently.
However, there is some good evidence for the a Partial
Access Hypothesis, which holds that only the parameters of
U G that are c o m m o n to LI and L 2 are accessible to an L 2
learner. According to this view, an L 2 learner needs to leam
everything else by using general problem-solving strategies.
If this is so, there is clearly room for direct conscious
instruction in L 2 learning.
Explicit and Implicit Knowledge and SLA
It is obvious that in L2 acquisition, both explicit and
implicit learning are present. But that is not the same thing as
direct conscious instruction being necessary for L 2 learning.
Nor does it say anything about the effects of each type of
learning. So let us look these two kinds of learning and their
connection(s) to consciousness. Before w e enter this inquiry,
let us define the two types of knowledge that these two types
of learning yield.
According to Ellis, explicit knowledge is "the L 2
knowledge of which a learner is aware and can verbalize on
request", while the implicit knowledge is "the L 2 knowledge
of which a learner is imaware and therefore cannot verbalize."
(Ellis, 1997,139). W e can report explicit knowledge, while
w e are not aware of implicit knowledge.
Hulstijn and Graaff (1994) attempt to determine to what
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extent S L A and acquisition of implicit knowledge can be
assisted by explicit learning (instruction). According to them,
learning varies from spontaneous discovery by a learner to
explicit instructions by a teacher. They argue that in fluent
speakers, knowledge of L 2 is mostly implicit. That, however,
does not settle the question of whether, before native-like
fluency in L 2 is reached, there is a need for explicit instruction.

of A-consciousness is representational. The latter enters into
reasoning, behavioural control, etc. The second difference is
that A-consciousness is defined in terms of functions in a
cognitive system while P-consciousness is not. The third
difference is in the paradigms of each type of consciousness.
The paradigmatic cases of P-consciousness are sensations,
while those of A-consciousness are propositional attitudes.

There are two positions concerning the question, 'how fluent
can a speaker become without explicit knowledge?'. They are
the Noninterface Position, which argues that implicit
knowledge is not influenced by explicit knowledge, and the
Interface position, which urges that the acquisition of implicit
knowledge m a y be influenced by explicit knowledge. The
Interface Position is divided into a Strong-Interface Position
and a Weak-Interface Position. According to the Strong
Position, explicit knowledge becomes in^licit knowledge
through practice. This position is derived from skill
acquisition dieory; L2 acquisition is seen as the automatization
of the application of explicit grammar rules. According to the
W e a k Position, e}q>licit knowledge only aids the acquisition of
iii:q)licit knowledge. If a learner is ready for the n e w
knowledge, his conscious knowledge will become implicit.
Application of implicitly knowledge can merely be improved
through explicit instruction (Ellis, 1993).

A s for the relationship between A-consciousness and Pconsciousness, Block argues that even though Aconsciousness and P-consciousness are separate entities, they
do interact, influence one another and might even be the
product of one another. A P-consciousness change in what is
figure and what is ground, for example, might have functional
effects on what one comes to believe or do. However, lack of
one type of consciousness does not guarantee lack of the
other. W e will return to the issue of whether it is possible to
have A-consciousness without P-consciousness or vice-versa.

Let us n o w
consciousness.

turn to philosophical definition(s) of

Consciousness in Philosophy
The initial task of this paper was to consider what philosophers
have to say about consciousness in order to search for
conceptual issues that m a y ease and perhaps resolve the
current debate in S L A related to the role of consciousness in
L 2 learning and/or acquisition. Let us return to the issue of
what philosophers have to say about consciousness.
Block (1999) introduced an interesting categorization of
consciousness into A-consciousness and phenomenal Pconsciousness.
Block argues that A-consciousness is
informational processing and control of thought and action.
According to him "a state is A-conscious if it is poised for
direct control of thought and action,.. forfreeuse in reasoning
and for direct 'rational' control of action and speech." (Block,
1999). B y contrast, he defines P-consciousness as what w e
see, smell, taste, and feel. According to Block, Pconsciousness is what it is like to have sensations, feelings,
perceptions, thoughts, wants, and emotions: "what makes a
state phenomenally conscious is that there is something it is
like to be in that state" (Block, 1999). P-consciousness is what
w e ordinarily call experience.
Block points out that there are three main differences
between A-consciousness and P-consciousness. The first
difference concerns content. P-consciousness content is
phenomenal (it is like something to have it) while the content
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Let us n o w examine h o w L 2 acquisition and language in
generalfitinto the Block's distinction.

Philosophical Views of Consciousness and
the Issue o f C o n s c i o u s Instruction
So far w e have laid out the controversy in S L A on the
question of whether L 2 learners benefit from direct grammar
instruction and w e had looked at a philosophical view of
consciousness. Let us n o w try to connect the two. The hope
is that philosophy can help us to ease this controversy. H o w
does L 2 acquisition fit into the distinction between Aconsciousness and P-consciousness?
A-consciousness plays an important role in reasoning and
information processing. It is closely related to 'knowing h o w
to do something'. P-consciousness, by contrast, is 'it being
like something to be in some state'. And, as w e saw, however,
different these two notions are, the two kinds of
consciousness interact. In particular, one can be P-conscious
of knowing h o w to do something. Similarly, the way
something feels to you can make a difference to cognitive
functioning. W h a t w e n o w need to consider is h o w the two
types of consciousness relate to our knowledge of language,
in particular our knowledge of the syntactic structure of the
language.
Let us introduce Chomsky's distinction between
competence and performance. Competence refers to a
speaker's knowledge of the language while performance is
the actual use of language and reflects not only competence
but also such other factors as ability to utilize competence,
time constraints, and so on. Performance is the actual use of
language in different situations, h o w w e actually speak, use,
or manipulate language. Linguistic performance is part of a
lot of A-consciousness. Competence, ' speaker's/hearer's
knowledge of language', is not tied in the same w a y to Pconsciousness. Most of our competence is in this sense

unconscious. Still, there is a relationship between competence
and P-consciousness, as w e will see. T o bring out this
relationship, let us connect A-consciousness and Pconsciousness to implicit and explicit knowledge. W e will
argue that P-consciousness is similar, if not identical, to
explicit knowledge and that explicit instruction which eases the
acquisition of implicit knowledge enhances competence.
Start with U G . If U G is innate, it is not dependent on Pconsciousness. What is developed after the triggering effect of
the language environment is at least A-consciousness, 'poised
for control of thought and action'. A-consciousness of
language is not present at birth. A-consciousness of language
is indirectly influenced by P-consciousness of language with
which it interacts even during the developmental phase
because children not only come to use language, it is like
something for them to have language (in die usual, P-conscious
sense of the term, they are conscious of the language they
know), and this consciousness has effects on h o w they use
language. The two types of consciousness of language develop
roughly simultaneously. However, that does not show yet that
P-consciousness of language enhances any of acquisition,
competence, or performance.
Time to bring L 2 acquisition back onto the stage. Does Pconsciousness have a special role to play in it? W e think it
does. The Partial Access Hypothesis introduced earlier in this
paper shows why. If an L 2 learner needs to leam all the
parameters of U G that are not c o m m o n to his LI and L2, that
means that the parameters peculiar to his L 2 are not included
in his current linguistic competence. If all U G parameters are
present at birth, then the U G parameters peculiar to the L 2
were lost at some point during or after the process of LI
acquisition. These missing parameters is a major difference
between LI and L 2 acquisition. Put in terms of the language of
consciousness, the parameters that have dropped out are in
neither the subject's A-consciousness or P-consciousness of
language. (An implication of this is that, not siuprisingly,
consciousness of language is language specific.)
W e should agree with Krashen when he points out that there
are two different processes in L 2 development, namely
learning and acquisition. However, it does not follow that
acquisition is fostered by avoiding explicit instruction. Recall
that in L 2 learning, both in:q)licit and explicit knowledge are
present. It is plausible to suggest that if a required piece of
linguistic competence is no longer part of the current
competence of a learner, then he will need to leam it explicitly
in order to (re)gain an implicit, automatized ability to use it
again.
Earlier in this paper Ellis' defmition of explicit and implicit
knowledge with regard to L 2 learners was accepted. However,
the definition of the two types of knowledge needs to be
modified in terms of P-consciousness and A-consciousness of
language. Explicit knowledge is something that a learner is Pconscious of and can verbalize on request. B y contrast, though
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some implicit knowledge is A-conscious, it is by definition
never P-conscious. Even though w e are not P-conscious of
our implicit knowledge, the latter can be influenced by
explicit, P-conscious knowledge, just because A consciousness can be influenced by P-consciousness.
N o w that w e have presented argimients that linguistic
performance consists (at least often, maybe always) in A consciousness of language and P-consciousness of language
can enhance implicit, A-conscious competence and
performance, let us n o w look at their interaction in a bit more
detail, to try to see where explicit instruction fits.
W e presented the Interface Positions earlier in this paper
and said that according to the W e a k Position explicit
instruction in L 2 directly influences explicit knowledge which
aids the acquisition of implicit Imowledge. Given the
connection between A-consciousness of language and inq)licit
knowledge and P-consciousness and explicit knowledge, the
WeakPosition and Block's (1999) view that P-consciousness
can influence A-consciousness are in line with one another.
In LI acquisition, there is no need for direct instruction.
During tiiis process implicit knowledge of language,
including A-consciousness of it and P-consciousness or
explicit knowledge of language are present. O n the one hand,
native speakers can always judge \^iiether on not a sentence
is grammatically acceptable. However, in most cases they
cannot explain why. They have explicit knowledge of the
sentence's grammaticality, only implicit knowledge of why.
In the case of L 2 learners, the situation is quite the opposite.
If they can judge the grammaticality of a sentence, they can
also cite the relevant rules. Implicit knowledge of rules plays
little role since the necessary competence is not innate and yet
the acquisition process has not yet rendered it automatic and
implicit. Indeed, it is not rare that an L 2 learner is capable of
explicitly spelling out a grammatical rule of his L 2 and yet
cannot apply it in his spoken or written L 2 productions. T o
sum up, explicit grammar instruction, essential
for
acquisition of explicit knowledge (P-consciousness), can also
enhance implicit linguistic competence and performance. For
that reason, it should be used in L 2 teaching (see Figure 1).

• P-consciousness of language can enhance linguistic
competence by improving implicit knowledge.

Linguistic Competence

f
Implicit knowledge
A-consciouBiess

Therelationshipof all this to explicit instruction in L2
teaching is as follows. Explicit instruction influences explicit
knowledge, obviously. Having explicit knowledge means
being P-conscious. But having explicit knowledge or Pconsciousness of language can influence one's Aconsciousness of it. In this way, P-consciousness can enhance
L2 competence and implicit knowledge (see figure 1).

Explicit initiuction

/

V

This paper tries to provide a theoretical base for the value
of explicit grammar instruction in L2 training. What needs to
be examined next is the form of the instruction. O n e of us
has pointed out elsewhere that instruction in grammar should
take the form of task-based, form-focussed instruction that
contains both positive and negative evidence (Torlakovid,
2001).

J
\ Explicit knowledge /
P-consciousness

Figure 1: Indirect effect of explicit instruction in L 2 on
linguistic competence
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Abstract

W h a t strategies besides experimentation might scientists
use to evaluate hypotheses? Prior research on scientific
This study investigates the strategies used by expert scientists
thinking suggests several possibilities. O n e likely strategy is
to evaluate hypotheses when they analyze data. W e used an in
extracting information from data, whether by reading off
vivo methodology to observe experts' on-line thinking. In
information, transforming data, replotting data), or looking
contrast to the results of laboratory studies of scientific
at data that is not currently on view but that is available.
reasoning, w e found that the scientists rarely used
Trafton found that expert meteorologists spent considerable
experimentation but relied on a variety of other strategies,
time on information extraction (Trafton et al., 2000).
including conceptual simulation. This strategy was most
Given the cost of experimentation, it is also likely that
prevalent in evaluating a hypothesis about a phenomenon that
scientists
use different strategies to reason about hypotheses
violated the scientists' expectations.
before committing to an experiment. Analogical reasoning
Introduction
has been shown to be a powerful strategy in science
(Clement,
1988; Dunbar, 1997; Centner et al., 1997). It
H o w d o scientists test and evaluate hypotheses? O n e
allows
people
to make inferences about an unknown entity
obvious answer is that they design and conduct experiments.
based
upon
their
knowledge of a different, k n o w n entity
The canonical method of scientific inquiry is represented by
(Genmer, 1983) and has been proposed as a mechanism of
a cycle of hypothesis generation, experimentation, data
conceptual change in numerous historic scientific advances
analysis and hypothesis refinement that has its roots in the
(Gentner et al., 1997; Nersessian, 1992; Thagard, 1992). It
philosophy of science (Popper, 1956) and is frequently
is also a strategy used by successfiil contemporary scientists
taught explicitly to students (Okada & Shimokido, 2001).
in scientific problem-solving, such as hypothesis generation
Psychologists investigating the processes of scientific
(Clement, 1988), experimental design (Dunbar, 1997), and
reasoning have also been influenced by the "scientific
discovery
itself (Ueda, 1997). Given its widespread use in
method" and so have focused o n experimentation in
other aspects of scientific reasoning, it seems plausible that
investigating hypothesis-evaluation strategies,. There have
analogy m a y be used as a hypothesis-testing strategy;
been numerous laboratory studies of scientific reasoning in
however,
whether this is the case remains an open question.
which participants are asked to find the cause of a given
Conceptual simulation has also been shown to be a means
effect (e.g. Dunbar, 1993; Schunn & Anderson, 1999), or to
of successful scientific reasoning (Nersessian, 1999; Qin &
identify the role of a causal mechanism (e.g., Klahr &
Simon, 1990; Schraagen, 1993). A conceptual simulation is
Ehmbar, 1988; Traflon & Trickett, 2001a; Trickett, Trafton,
a
mentally constructed model of a phenomenon or data
& Raymond, 1998; Volhneyer, B u m s , & Holyoak, 1996). In
representation that is manipulated in such a w a y that there is
diese studies, participants propose hypotheses, then design
a resulting change of state (a formal definition is provided
and run experiments to test them
below).
A s with analogy, conceptual simulations have been
There are several reasons w h y participants in laboratory
proposed
as a strategy used by both historical and practicing
studies of science use experimentation to evaluate
scientists. In historical reconstructions, Ippolito and Tweney
hypotheses. The instructions in these studies explicitly tell
have developed a model of insight that involves the
participants to run experiments. Participants have little
construction of a dynamic, "runnable" mental model
choice—they are provided with limited time, equipment,
(Ippolito & Tweney, 1995), and Nersessian proposes that
and materials. Moreover, they are frequently asked to reason
scientists construct and conduct mental experiments that
in a domain about which they have no relevant knowledge.
yield
usable data, in a process that mirrors an empirical
Running an experiment is also "cheap"—the variables are
experiment
(Nersessian, 1999). In contemporary scientific
already identified, it involves a few mouse-clicks, and the
problem-solving, Hegarty has found that people develop
results are ahnost instantaneous and easy to interpret.
sequences of mental animations (Hegarty, 1992). Qin and
However, practicing scientists have a wider array of
Simon
(1990) found that people used a series of mental
options. They can select their o w n methods and equipment,
processes of manipulation, control, and inspection in order
and, as experts, they have domain knowledge to guide their
to extract information that was only implicit in their initial
problem-solving. Experimentation m a y not be the best
mental
image. Similarly, participants in Schraagen's study
strategy, as it is expensive in terms of planning, paperwork,
of
experimental
design used a strategy of mental simulation
personnel, the need for special equipment, the complexity of
to project what experimental procedures would look like
data interpretation, and the high cost of errors.
under particular circumstances (Schraagen, 1993). A s with
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analogy, h o w much scientists use conceptual simulations in
evaluating hypotheses remains an open question.
One can imagine several other means whereby scientists
might evaluate a hypothesis. For example, a scientist might
consult a colleague or other expert or attempt to tie the
hypothesis into current theoretical understanding of the
domain. A scientist might also defer evaluation until some
later time or even abandon a hypothesis altogether.
The purpose of this research is to investigate the means by
which scientists evaluate hypotheses. In order to investigate
this issue, w e adapted Dunbar's in vivo methodology
(Dimbar, 1997), an observational technique developed to
study creative and complex thinking in a real-world context.
The main advantage of Dunbar's method is that it allows the
collection of on-line measures of thinking by experts
engaged in audientic scientific tasks.
Method
W e chose to investigate scientists at work during the data
analysis phase of their research because it is a stage at which
a great deal of scientific reasoning takes place. Scientists
must integrate their expectations about the data with the
actual data; it is thus likely to be rich in hypotheses.
W e analyzed 8 different datasets from 9 scientists
working in one of 4 domains—neuroscience, astronomy,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and psychology. Each
dataset consists of a recorded session in which one or more
scientists analyzed their data.
Participants were all working scientists recruited through
personal connection of the experimenters. Either they were
expert scientists w h o had earned their PhDs more than 6
years previously, or they were graduate students working
alongside one of these experts. Only experts with a Ph.D.
worked alone; in the group sessions involving graduate
students, the scientist in charge always had a Ph.D.
Participants agreed to contact a member of the research
team when they were ready to conduct some analysis of
recently acquired data, and an experimenter visited the
scientists at their regular work location. Participants
working alone were trained to give talk-aloud verbal
protocols. For scientists working in groups, w e recorded
their conversation as they engaged in scientific discussion
about their data. All participants were instructed to carry out
their work without explanation to the experimenter
(Ericsson & Simon, 1993). It is important to emphasize that
all participants were performing their usual tasks in the
manner in which they typically did so. At the beginning of
the session, some participants gave the experimenter an
explanatory overview of the data and the questions to be
resolved, and after the session, the experimenter interviewed
the participants to gain clarification about any uncertainties.
During the analysis session itself, however, the
experimenter did not interrupt the participants.
All utterances were later transcribed and segmented
according to complete thought. All segments were coded by
2 coders as on-task (data analysis) or off-task (e.g., software
management, phone interruptions, jokes, etc.). Inter-rater
reliability for this coding was more than 9 5 % . Introductory
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comments from the scientists to the experimenter and postsession interviews of the scientists were excluded from
analysis. The number and percentage of on-task utterances,
the number of participating scientists, and the duration of
the relevant portion of each individual session are reported
in Table 1. Finally, a coding scheme (described below) was
developed to examine h o w the scientists evaluated
hypotheses they developed in the course of analyzing data.
Table 1: Characteristics of datasets
Domain
Astronomy
C F D sub
C F D laser 1
C F D laser 2
fMRI
Neuroscience
Psychology 1
Psychology 2

Utterances:
On-Task
Total

649
430
172
184
317
219
482
914

859
954
400
249
373
343
541
1426

Time
(mins)

#
scientists

49
39
15
13
55
54
31
75

2
1
1
1
2
2
3
2

Although each scientist or group used different tools, their
tasks shared several characteristics. All the scientists were
analyzing data that they themselves had collected, from
observations, from a controlled experiment, or from running
a computational model. They displayed this data using their
regular tools, whether custom-built visualization programs,
while others used widely available commercial products,
such as Microsoft's Excel. Figure 1 shows an example of the
type of data examined by the astronomers. Visualizations
used in other domains were similarly complex.

Figure 1: Example of data examined by astronomers.
Radio data (contour lines) are laid over optical data.

Almost all sessions represented the initial investigation of
this data (the exception was the second C F D session, which
w a s a follow-up to the first session). Although in some
sessions the scientists did not have strong a priori beliefs
about the data (these sessions were thus exploratory), in
others, the scientists did approach the task with particular
hypotheses that they expected to be supported by the data. It
is interesting to note, however, that none of the scientists
performed any statistical analyses
Coding Scheme
In addition to coding all segments as on- or off-task, w e
coded the following (see Table 2 for examples):
Table 2: Examples of coding scheme
(Coded utterance in italics)
Code

Hypothesis

Data
collection
Information
extraction
Consult
colleague
Tie-in with
theory
Analogy
(general)
Analogy
(alignment)

Conceptual
simulation

to run such an experiment, or plans to collect additional data
for an experiment that has aheady been run (e.g., increasing
the sample size or making some other adjustment) or to
collect more observational data. Data collection strategies
also include plans to build and run computational models.
Information extraction Statements that "read off data
from the visible display (i.e., extract information) were
coded as information extraction (Traflon et al, in press). In
addition, w e coded as information extraction strategies
statements that refer to looking at data in a different way
(e.g., replotting the data or displaying it in a different
visualization), to "tweaking" data (by transformation,
removing outliers, etc.), or to looking at data that is not
currently on view but that is available.
Consult a colleague Utterances that refer to showing the
data to or asking the opinion of a co-worker or other expert
were coded as consulting a colleague.

Utterance
You'd
think
[the
number
of
reclassifications] would go up for condition
C, but it didn't...5o maybe the subjects are
having a better memory of the ones they've
already done (Psychology 2)
D o you think it's worth getting some more
time. Just to do an offset plane, or offset
velocity? (Astronomy)
Well, that's a really clean neuron,, uh it
goes down and up and awayjrom the edges
(Neuroscience)
I'm gonna have to discuss it with ah, Robbie
when he gets back. ( C F D submarine)
O K , so h o w do these Fourier modes work?
( C h D laser!)

Tie-in with theory We expected that expert scientists with a
vast array of domain knowledge stored in m e m o r y were
likely to apply that theoretical domain knowledge to their
hypotheses. W e coded as "tie-in with theory" utterances that
refer to theoretical underpiimings of the data.
Analogy/Alignment Although different theories of analogy
specify different processes by which the mapping between
source and target occurs (Gentaer, 1983; Holyoak, 1985), all
theories share these elements: source, target, and a process
of mapping or alignment. During alignment, the relevant
parts of the source are "applied" to the target. It is thus
during this phase that inferencing occurs, and hence w e
expected that scientific reasoning would occur during this
part of the analogical process.
W e coded analogies using the definition and coding
scheme developed by Dunbar (1997). According to this
scheme, analogy is coded when a scientist either refers to
another base of knowledge to explain a concept or uses
another base of knowledge to modify a concept. Analogies
were coded at both a "general" level (e.g., "The atom is like
the solar system") and at the level of the actual mapping or
alignment. Statements of similarity (i.e., "X is like Y") were
not considered analogies; they do not provide explanations
nor result in mapping features from the source to the target.

Think of this as a spiral arm (Astronomy)
And, if I've got a scaling problem, then it
should show up here too, but it doesn't
show up here ( C F D submarine)
In a perfect sort of spider diagram, if you
looked at the velocity contours without any
sort of streaming motions, no, what I'm
trying to say is, urn, in the absence of
streaming motions, you 'd probably expect
these lines here to go all the way across,
you know, the ring (Astronomy)

Conceptual Simulations Recall that a conceptual
simulation is a mentally constructed model of a
p h e n o m e n o n or data representation. T h e initial
representation m a y be grounded in memory (e.g., theoretical
knowledge of the phenomenon) or in a mental modification
of the displayed image. The key feature of a conceptual
simulation is that it involves a simulation "run" that alters
the representation, such that there is a change of state.
T o code conceptual simulations, w e adapted Trafton's
Data collection Utterances in which the scientist proposed spatial transformation framework (Trafton & Trickett,
to collect more data were coded as data collection strategies.
2001b; Trafton, Trickett, & Mintz, in press;). W e conducted
These include statements that propose an experiment, plans

Hypotbesei All statements that attempted to explain or
account for a phenomenon identified in the data were coded
as hypotheses. After a hypothesis, utterances that pertain to
(elaborate) that hypothesis were identified. Such utterances
constitute further investigation of the hypothesis and m a y be
support or oppose the hypothesis. All subsequent utterances
pertaining to a hypothesis were coded as follows:
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a spatial transformation analysis to determine for each ontask utterance whether the speaker was extracting
information from the display ("read-ofT') and which mental
operations, if any, were applied to a representation. S o m e
possibilities include rotation, modification, moving an
image, creating a mental representation, animating features,
and comparison. Conceptual simulations m a y be defined
formally as a specific sequence of spatial transformations:
1. Create representation: The scientist creates a mental
representation that is not the same as the currently displayed
representation. This representation creation m a y occur via
the display (it modifies the display), via theory, (a
theoretical construct); or via m e m o r y (the scientist recalls a
previously viewed representation).
2. Simulation Run: The scientist builds on the created
representation by spatial transformation (e.g., extend, add,
delete) such that its state is changed.
Note that these codes are not mutually exclusive, and that
the created representation and explicit run can occur in the
same utterance. Approximately 2 0 % of the data has been
coded for conceptual simulations by 2 independent coders,
and initial inter-rater reliability was greater than 9 0 % .
Results
Eight in vivo datasets, comprising 330 minutes of relevant
protocol and 3508 on-task utterances were analyzed. W e
coded 68 hypotheses, an average of approximately 1
hypothesis every 5 minutes. 57 hypotheses ( 8 4 % ) were
elaborated; that is, the scientist m a d e some follow-up
utterance(s) that further explored the hypothesis.
How did the scientists evaluate the hypotheses?
W e identified and counted the type of utterance following
each hypothesis. Table 3 summarizes this count. Counts
were performed in the following manner: Each individual
instance of information extraction was included in the count.
For example, the sequence "If I look at the average of that,
it's a nice clean spike" (utterance 1) "and I can look at the
standard deviation around that and it's pretty tight right in
the middle where it needs to be" (utterance 2) was coded as
two instances of information extraction. Each utterance
identifies a different piece of information extracted
(average, standard deviation). In all other cases, the count
was based on the number of instances of the coded
phenomenon. For example, the sequence "In a perfect sort
of spider diagram" (utterance 1) "if you looked at the
velocity contours without any sort of streaming motions,
(utterance 2) "no, what I'm trying to say is, u m , in the
absence of streaming motions," (utterance 3) "you probably
would expect these lines here [gestures] to go straight
across, you know, the ring" (utterance 4) was coded as one
conceptual simulation because each utterance contributed to,
but did not constitute, one conceptual simulation.
A s Table 3 shows, the most frequent strategy used for
evaluating hypotheses was information extraction. This
result is unsurprising, in that the scientists' task was to
examine and analyze the data; one would therefore expect
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them to devote a significant amount of time to extracting
information directly from the data itself. Similarly, the
second most frequent strategy, tie-in with theory, might also
be predicted from an understanding of the general
procedures of science. These scientists have significant
expertise and knowledge of the theories relevant to their
domains, and one would expect them to consider n e w data
in the context of current theoretical understanding of the
domain. O n e might also expect data collection strategies
(which include plans to design or conduct experiments) to
occur frequently; however, these were one of the least
frequent strategies used by these scientists.
Table 3: Frequency of hypothesis-evaluation strategies
Strategy
Information extraction
Tie-in with theory
Conceptual simulation
Analogy/Alignment
Data collection
Consult a colleague

Frequency

268
36
34
30
3
1

The use of analogy is also of interest. O f the 30 uses of
the analogy/alignment strategy, only one consisted of a
"general" analogy. The remaining 29 were alignments in
which the mapping between source and target actually took
place. This result is consistent with findings of other studies
in which analogy use has been found to be more "local" than
•global" (Dunbar, 1997; Saner & Schunn, 1999). The use of
alignment is discussed in more detail below.
O f particular interest is the relative frequency of the
conceptual simulation strategy. Specifically, this strategy
was linked with the alignment strategy in a sequence that
took the form of conceptual simulation followed by
alignment. There were 34 conceptual simulations and 29
alignments; out of these, there were 27 Conceptual
Simulation —^> Alignment sequences. Thus most (79%) of
the conceptual simulations were immediately followed by
an alignment, and most ( 9 3 % ) of the alignments
immediately followed a conceptual simulation.
T h e frequency of the Conceptual Simulation—>
Alignment sequence suggests a tight coupling between the
two strategies. It appears that the scientists used conceptual
simulation to build a "mental model" of the data, based on
assumption that the hypothesis under evaluation was true.
The scientists used the data on display and their domain
knowledge to investigate the implications of the hypothesis,
by dynamically constructing a mental simulation of a series
of processes. The result of this conceptual simulation was an
inspectable mental model that w a s used as the source of
comparison with the actual data in the alignment process.
T o the extent that the two models aligned, the hypothesis
was supported; if there were relevant differences between
the models, the hypothesis would be rejected. Figure 2
illustrates this process of model-building and alignment.

Hypothesis

i
Initial
Representation

In a perfect sort of spider
diagram,

Simulation
Run

if you looked at the velocity
contours without any sort of
streaming motions, no, what
I'm trying to say is, in the
absence of streaming
motions

Resub
(Source)

you'd probably expect
these lines here [gestures]
to go all the way across,
vou know, the rinE.

Alignment

pertained to some expected phenomenon. The coding
criteria for this categorization were adapted from Trickett et
al., 2000. In some cases, the scientists made explicit verbal
reference to the fact that something was expected or
unexpected. If there was no explicit reference, domain
knowledge was used to determine whether a phenomenon
was expected or not. A phenomenon might be associated
with (i.e., identified as similar or dissimilar to) another
phenomenon that had already been established as expected
or not, or the scientist might question a phenomenon, thus
implying that it was not what was expected. This coding
scheme was applied by two independent coders to a subset
of the data (the entire astronomy protocol), and agreement
between those coders was 8 7 % . Table 4 provides examples.

[Scientist proposes pattern
displayed is caused by
streaming motions]

Table 4: Examples of expectation-violation hypotheses
(hypotheses in italics)
Domain

Utterance
Computational model does not agree with
CFD
the experiments in the least.../f could be
(submarine)
that the turbulence is all screwed up too.
That, that's odd...Why isn't there star
Astronomy formation going on there?.../r m a y be
because of the large velocity dispersion.

without any sort of, urn,
changes; here in the

Target

"slope and stuff

Figure 2: Conceptual simuladon as source of
con^jarison in alignment process
W h y w e r e conceptual simulations used?
There were 57 elaborated hypotheses in these datasets,
and 34 conceptual simulations. The high frequency with
which conceptual simulation w a s used as an evaluation
strategy indicates Aat its use is important and significant.
Under what circumstances did the scientists use this
strategy? Conceptual simulations were used across a variety
of criteria: in both group and individual settings, when the
data consisted of either images or numerical tables, in
exploratory and confirmatory analysis sessions, and across a
variety of domains. It seems, therefore, less likely that
conceptual simulations were motivated by characteristics of
the data than by some characteristic of the task.
A n examination of the structure of a conceptual
simulation reveals that its dynamic nature allows an
understanding of the processes involved in constructing the
revised mental representation of the relevant phenomenon.
Understanding process m a y be particularly important when
there is significant uncertainty. For example, a poorly
understood p h e n o m e n o n is likely to evoke more
investigation than one that is well understood (Trickett,
Trafton, & Schunn, 2000). Thus w e conjectured that the use
of conceptual simulation, with its associated construction of
underlying process, was associated with attempts to account
for a phenomenon that violated the scientists' expectations.
In order to investigate this possibility, the hypotheses in
this dataset were categorized into those that attempted to
account for some expectation that wasn't met, and those that
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After w e coded the hypotheses as associated with
expectation violation or confirmation, w e counted the use of
conceptual simulation and information extraction strategies
to evaluate each type of hypothesis. Note that the purpose of
the analysis w a s to determine the circumstances under
which each strategy was used, not the frequency with which
the strategy followed a hypothesis; thus, only the first
instance of each strategy use was counted. W e performed a
phi coefficient association measure. The correlation between
hypothesis type and concepttial simulation was significant,
r^ = .487, p < .01. There w a s no correlation between
hypothesis type and information extraction, r = .006. Table
5 summarizes the results of this analysis.
Table 5: Strategy use and hypothesis type

Conceptual
Simulation
Information
Extraction

Violate Expectation

C o n f u m Expectation

22

3

27

20

G e n e r a l Discussion a n d C o n c l u s i o n
The protocol data discussed above have provided a rich
dataset by which to investigate the on-line thinking of
working scientists analyzing data. The scientists develop
hypotheses to account for the data and then evaluate those
hypotheses in light of theoretical knowledge and the data
itself In contrast to results of laboratory studies of scientiflc
reasoning, the analyses presented above reveal that the
scientists rarely chose to evaluate hypotheses by

experimentation (including planning experiments). They
frequently used a strategy of conceptual simulation followed
by alignment. In particular, they used the conceptual
simulation-alignment strategy most often to evaluate a
hypothesis about something that violated their expectations.
Conceptual simulation is a process of mental modelbuilding and manipulation that results in a revised mental
model, or "Qualitative Mental Model" ( Q M M ) (Trafton et
al., 2000). This Q M M serves as the source of an analogy
that allowed the scientists to compare the Q M M with the
observed data and from there to evaluate the scientist's
current hypothesis. Insofar as the Q M M matched the data,
the scientist found evidence for the hypothesis; in the
absence of a match, the scientist needed to revise the
hypothesis. The alignment between source ( Q M M ) and
target (data) occurred as a series of mental processes, which
amount to a recreation of the processes that underlie the
external manifestation of the phenomenon of interest.
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Abstract

Ward, 1983), trigonometry (Owen, & Sweller, 1985;
Sweller, 1988), and several more complex, dynamic tasks
Fourteen statistics novices were asked to solve three statistics
(Miller, Lehman, & Koedinger, 1999; Vollmeyer, B u m s , &
word problems under standard (SGS) or reduced (RGS) goal
Holyoak, 1996).
According to C L T , problems with
specificity. Later, they were asked to solve both structurally
standard goal specificity (SGS), in which problem solvers
identical and structurally different transfer problems, and their
are given values for several variables and asked to solve for
structural knowledge of the domain was assessed. Results
the value of a specific unknown variable, encourages use of
indicate that participants in the R G S condition performed
a means-ends strategy. Under a means-ends strategy,
better on the structurally different transfer problems and had
problem solvers' attention is focused on reducing the
acquired structural knowledge more similar to that of a
difference between the current problem state and the goal.
domain expert. These results extend previous work in
M o v e s are guided by the goal state, which requires solvers
showing that the schematic knowledge acquired under
to keep in m e m o r y the goal, any subgoals, and the current
reduced goal specificity training is more general than
problem state. Because this task is cognitively demanding,
previously realized. The goal specificity effect is discussed in
terms of A e attentional focus required to solve R G S and S G S
it detractsfi-omthe learning of relations that are relevant for
problems.
schema acquisition.
Reduced goal specificity ( R G S )
problems, in which problem solvers are asked to solve for
Introduction
the value of as m a n y unknown variables as possible rather
Most theorists agree that schemas form the basis for
than the value of a specific unknown variable, eliminate the
inoblem solving expertise. Schemas are typically described
possibility of a means-ends strategy. Instead, they require a
as knowledge structures that represent generalized concepts,
forward-working strategy where moves are generated solely
and are comprised of facts and procedures as well as the
by the current problem state. Because this strategy is less
interrelationships a m o n g those facts and procedures. With
cognitively demanding (see Sweller, 1988), resources are
respect to problem solving, it is generally accepted that
available for learning the relations relevant to schema
schemas allow: (1) problems to be classified according to
acquisition, namely, relations between the appropriate
the general principles required for their solution (Chi,
operators and problem states.
Feltovich, & Glascr, 1981), (2) solution planning (Priest, &
According to C L T , training with R G S problems is more
Lindsay, 1992), and (3) use of forward-chained solutions
likely to lead to schema acquisition than training with S G S
(Koedinger, & Anderson, 1990), all of which are hallmarks
problems, where schemas are defined as knowledge of
of expertise.
Thus, an important issue for cognitive
problem states and their associated operators. However, this
scientists and educators alike is to imderstand h o w schemas
defmition of a schema is limited in Aat it is only applicable
are learned.
to problems with similar structure as those encountered
Cognitive Load Theory ( C L T ) has been advanced to
during training (i.e., problems that share, at least some of,
describe the relationship between problem solving and
the same problem states as the training problems). W e will
learning (Sweller, & Levine, 1982; Sweller, 1988). C L T
call this the limited schema view. Actually, it is difficult to
posits that acquisition of schematic knowledge during
distinguish this view from one that simply postulates the
problem solving is not automatic; rather, it requires a certain storage of exemplar solutions. If one remembers previous
amount of cognitive resoiu-ces. Therefore, if a problem
problem solutions, they then have knowledge of problem
solving task or strategy demands a great deal of cognitive
states and their associated moves/operators...the same
resources dien learning will be impaired relative to a task or
information contained in limited schemas. Under this
strategy that carries a low cognitive load.
exemplar view, the goal specificity effect can be explained
C L T has been used to explain the finding that reducing
by the notion that R G S solutions are easier to remember
the specificity of goals enhances problem solving
than S G S solutions (since they require less cognitive load to
performance, otherwise k n o w as the goal specificity effect
perform, more resources are available to store them), and
The goal specificity effect has been shown in maze learning
they are forward-working. A third alternative is that
(Sweller, & Levine, 1982), kinematics (Sweller, M a w e r , &
schemas are acquired under R G S training and that they are
Ward, 1983), geometry (Ayres, 1993; Sweller, M a w e r , &
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more general than previously believed. W e willreferto this
possibility as the general schema view.
Most of the previous studies investigating the goal
specificity effect cannot distinguish among these views,
because they have predominantly looked at transfer
performance on problems that were structural identical to
training problems. For example, Sweller, et al. (1983)
showed that novices w h o practiced with R G S kinematics
and geometry problems were more likely to work forward
on structurally identical test problems than those w h o
practiced with S G S problems. Although consistent with the
idea that R G S participants had acquired schemas (either
limited or more general), this result is also compatible with
the exemplar view. Since novices tend to use means-ends
analysis on standard problems, the solutions to S G S practice
problems will be backward-chained, whereas since R G S
problems eliminate the possibility of using a means-ends
strategy, the solutions to R G S practice problems will be
forward-chained. Applying these stored exemplar solutions
to test problems would result in forward solutions for R G S
participants and backward solutions for S G S participants.
Schematic knowledge is not required to account for this
fmding.
If w e assume that the greater cognitive load associated
with S G S problems interferes with storage of exemplar
solutions, then an exemplar view can also account for the
findings that S G S training leads to more errors on
isomorphic transfer test problems (Owen, & Sweller, 1985),
fewer practice problems accurately recalled (Sweller, 1988),
and other related fmdings.
Furthermore, none of the results mentioned above can
distinguish between the limited and general schema views,
because both limited and general schemas would apply
equally well to problems that are structurally the same as the
problems from which the schemas were generated.
Structurally different transfer problems, though, would help
make the distinction. Limited schemas, comprised of
relations between previously encountered problem states
and associated operators, would not apply to structurally
different problems that have different problem states and
different solutions. Exemplar solutions of training problems
would not ^ p l y either. General schemas that are based on
abstract principles, though, would apply to structurally
different problems, so long as they could be solved with the
same general principle. O n e fmding that m a y favor the
general schema view comes from O w e n and Sweller (1985).
They trained participants to solve trigonometry problems
under either S G S or R G S conditions. Training problems
gave values for one side and one angle in a right triangle,
and participants were asked to solve for either a specific
side of an adjacent triangle, or to solve for the values of as
many sides as possible, using the trigonometric ratios sine,
cosine, and tangent. Later, performance was tested on
structurally identical transfer problems, for which R G S
participants showed an advantage. They also tested
performance on a diagram construction task in which
participants were given values for two sides of a right

triangle and were asked to draw the triangle, labeling the
values for all three sides. D u e to the fact that R G S
participants fared better on this diagram construction task as
well, the authors concluded that mathematical schema
acquisition involves learning mathematical principles,
where mathematical principles seem more akin to general
than limited schemas. Unfortunately, O w e n and Sweller
(1985) did not control for the number of sides solved for
during training. Because the R G S condition tended to solve
significantly more sides during training, any differences
upon testing could be attributed to amount of practice rather
than goal specificity per se. In the present study, w e will
use transfer problems that are structurally different from
training problems, while also controlling for amount of
practice.
Another issue with C L T that remains largely untested is
the description of the processes used to account for the
effect of goal specificity on schema acquisition. Although
Sweller (1988) constructed computational models of S G S
and R G S problem solving to show that solving S G S
problems do indeed require more cognitive resources, it is
nonetheless possible that the functional difference between
S G S and R S G problems is solely where attention is focused
when solving such problems, and does not depend on the
amount of resources available to encode problem
information during that time. That is, S G S training might
produce just as m u c h learning as R G S training, but if
attention is focused in the wrong places, then S G S training
will result in erroneous learning. In order to examine this
idea, w e will employ a structural knowledge measure diat is
measured independent of problem solving performance, and
that allows relatively specific questions about the process of
schema acquisition to be tested.
Structural knowledge refers to knowledge of flie
interrelationships a m o n g domain concepts, and is well
correlated with domain expertise (for a review, see
Goldsmith, Johnson, & Acton, 1991). A s such, it is likely to
be at least a subset of the knowledge contained in schemas.
Trumpower (2000) has shown h o w network representations
of structural knowledge can be used to assess schema
acquisition. Briefly, the process involves comparing
participants' knowledge networks with those of donuin
experts. Figure 1 displays a knowledge network of the
statistics concepts used in the present study, derived from
two statistics experts.
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Figure 1: Expert knowledge network
According to an attentional focus explanation of the goal
specificity effect, R G S training allows learning of the
relationships between problem states (i.e., the subset of

variables that are known at a given time) and appropriate
operators (i.e., the equation that can be used at that same
time to solve for an unknown). Thus, w e might predict that
R G S training willresultin learning of therelationsamong
concepts contained in the equations used to solve R G S
problems, since the equations are the operators and contain
the currendy k n o w n variables. B y inspecting the three
equations needed to solve training problems in the current
study (listed below in A e Problem Domain & Materials
section), w e see that relations among concepts in those
equations correspond almost perfectly with the pattern of
links in the expert networic shown above. Therefore, w e
predict that participants undergoing R G S training will
acquire knowledge structures that look very similar to the
expert network shown above.
For S G S training, an attentional focus explanation says
that attention is directed toward the goal and reducing
differences between current states and the goal, at the
expense of noticing the local relationships described above.
Therefore, w e predict that S G S training will result in
making associations between all problem states or k n o w n
variables and the goal (e.g., links between aSSa, dfrSSg,
MSb'SSb, MSw-SSb, F-SSb), but a failure to notice the
relevantrelationsbetween non-goal concepts (e.g., links
between a-dfB. 4fB -MSb. F- MSb, F- MSw)T o summarize, the current study addresses three
questions: (1) Does goal specificity have its effects
primarily on storage of exemplar solutions or schema
acquisition?, (2) If the effects are on schema acquisition,
A e n h o w general are the acquired schemas?, and (3) Can the
observed effects be better accounted for by the processes
proposed in C L T or an attentional focus explanation? In
order to examine these questions, w e assessed problem
solving performance on transfer problems that were
structurally different than training problems, and used a
measure of schematic knowledge that is independent of
problem solving performance.
Method
Participants
Fourteen undergraduate students enrolled in an Introductory
Psychology course at the University of N e w Mexico
participate in this study for partial course credit. None of
them had previously completed a college-level statistics
course. Half of the participants were randomly assigned to
receive traming with standard goal specificity problems
(SGS), while the other half received training with reduced
goal specificity problems (RGS).
Problem Solving Domain & Materials
The problem solving domain used in the present study was
one-way analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) . A H problems used
wererelativelysimple word problems that could be solved
with the following three equations: dfB=a-l, MSB^SSa/d/B,
and F = M S b / M S w , where a = number of groups, dfa =
between groups degrees of freedom, M S b = between groups

mean square, SSb = between groups sum of squares, F = Fratio, and M S w " within groups mean square.
All training problems gave values for a, M S w , and F.
Those used in the S G S condition asked to solve for SSb,
while those used in the R G S condition asked to solve for as
m a n y unknown values as possible. Notice that in both
conditions successful solutions required participants to first
solve for dfa and M S b (in either order), and then solve for
SSb.
Structurally identical transfer problems for both
conditions were identical in structure to the training
problems received in the S G S condition during training in
that they gave values for a, M S w , and F, and asked to solve
for SSb- Structurally different transfer problems were
different in structure from the training problems in that they
gave values for different variables, and asked to solve for a
different variable. Thus, structurally different transfer
problems still required use of the same three equations to
solve, but they required that the equations be used in a
different order and that the equations be manipulated in a
different way than was done during training.
A relatedness rating task was also used in which
participants were asked to rate therelatednessof all pairwise
combinations of the six statistics terms contained in the
equations listed above on a 5-point scale (l="Not at all
related", 5="Very related").
Procedure
All participants were tested individually in the presence of
an experimenter. Participants were first asked to solve three
training problems. During this training period, they were
given a Rolodex containing separate note cards containing
each of the three equations necessary for solution of the
problems, as well as a calculator to perform computations.
Participants were allowed five minutes to solve each
problem.
Within this time, the experimenter would
immediately notify the participant if they made a mistake,
but would not tell them the nature of the mistake. If the
problem was not solved within five minutes, die
experimenter would guide them to the solution. After
solving a problem, participants went on to the next problem
and could not refer back to previous problems.
U p o n coiiq)letion of the third training problem,
participants were asked to con^lete the relatedness rating
task, which took approximately five minutes. The equations
were not made available to participants during completion
of this task.
Next, participants were asked to solve four transfer
problems (2 structurally identical, 2 structurally different).
Approximately half of the participants in each condition
were given the two structurally identical transfer problems
first, while the other half were given the two structurally
different transfer problems first. Participants were again
given the necessary equations, and problem solving
proceeded as during training.
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knowledge that allowed superior transfer to structurally
different problems. This is in contrast to both the limited
schema and exemplar views. Schemas comprised of
knowledge of problem states encountered during training
and associated operators would not apply to the structurally
different transfer problems, since these problems involved
different problem states. Neither would exemplar solutions
acquired during training apply, since the structurally
different transfer problems required different solutions.
Based on these results, it appears that the schematic
knowledge acquired during R G S training is more general
than previously thought.

Results
Separate one-way A N O V A s were used to compare the S O S
and R G S conditions on time to solve each of the training
problems, and on time to solve structurally identical and
structurally different transfer problems.
Additionally,
separate one-way A N O V A s were used to compare the
number of various kinds of links found in the structural
knowledge representations of participants in the S G S and
R G S conditions. A .05 significance level was used for all
tests.
Training
Participants in the R G S condition solved the first two
training problems significantly faster than those in the S G S
condition, F(l,12)=5.03,/;=.045 and F(l,12)=6.89,p=.022,
respectively for thefirstand second training problem. This
is consistent with the idea that S G S problems require greater
cognitive load, and should therefore require more time to
solve. There was no significant difference between the S G S
and R G S conditions on time to solve the final training
problem, F(\,12)=1.52, p>.lO, suggesting that participants
in both conditions had acquired similarly efficient solution
procedures by the end of training (see T ^ l e 1).

Structural Knowledge

Participant's relatedness ratings were submitted to the
Pathfmder scaling algorithm to generate a knowledge
network for each (for a review of Pathfmder, see
Schvaneveldt, 1990). These networks were then analyzed
for the nimiber of: (1) critical links with the training goal,
(2) irrelevant links with the training goal, and (3) critical
links with non-goal concepts (see Table 2).
There are two critical links with the training goal (SSs)
found in the expert network, one with each of the subgoals,
{dfs and MSb)- There was no difference in the mean number
Table 1: Time (in seconds) to solve training, structurally of these links possessed by participants in the S G S and R G S
conditions, F < 1 , as predicted by an attentional focus
identical transfer (S-I), and structurally different transfer
explanation.
(S-D) problems as a function of training condition.
Four other irrelevant links (i.e., those not found in the
expert
network) with the training goal are possible. A s
Problem
SGS
RGS
predicted by the attentional focus explanation, participants
M e a n (SD)
M e a n (SD)
in the S G S condition possessed significantly more of these
First training
238.14* (72.94)
300.00 (0.00)
irrelevant links than participants in the R G S condition,
219.00(58.25)
145.00* (46.59)
Second training
F(l,12)=7.59,p=.017.
139.00 (50.39)
106.29 (48.85)
Third training
Four other critical links, not involving the training goal,
S-I transfer
108.29(31.30)
99.64 (55.44)
are present in the expert network.
O f these links,
164.93 (78.52)*
S-D transfer
254.93 (45.27)
participants in the S G S condition possessed significantly
*P<.05
fewer than participants in the R G S condition, f(l,12)=7.36,
/7=.019, again consistent with predictions m a d e by the
Structurally Identical Transfer
attentional focus explanation.
Taken together, these structural knowledge results are
There was no difference between the S G S and R G S
consistent with an attentional focus explanation. Under
conditions on average time to solve structurally identical
S G S training, attention is focused on the goal, resulting in
transfer problems, F < 1 (see Table 1). Apparently, both
both relevant and irrelevant associations being m a d e with
conditions learned to solve problems of the structure that
the goal, at the expense of other critical schematic
they were trained on equally well. Although C L T (both the
associations. R G S training, on the other hand, focuses
limited schema and general schema views) had predicted
attention precisely where it is needed for schema
better performance from the R G S condition, it is possible
acquisition, on the local relations described by the
that the task was too easy to disrupt learning in die S G S
equations.
condition. If so, then w e would expect no difference on the
structurally different transfer problems.
Table 2: Number of links as a function of training condition.
Structurally Different Transfer
Link type
SGS
RGS
Participants in the R G S condition solved the structurally
M e a n (SD)
M e a n (SD)
different transfer problems significantly faster than those in
Critical, with goal
1.14 (.69)
1.43 (.53)
the S G S condition, F(l,12)=6.90, p=.022 (see Table 1).
Irrelevant, with goal
1.57 (.98)
.29 (.98)*
This suggests that although both conditions learned to solve
Critical, with non-goals
1.71 (.76)
3.00(1.00)*
problems structured like the training problems equally well,
*p<.05
those in the R G S condition gained qualitatively different
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Discussion
Theresultsof the current study support and extend previous
studies of the goal specificity effect. Reducing the
specificity of training goals led to problem solving
advantages. However, the advantage was found on transfer
problems that were structurally different than training
problems. Thus, it is argued that the schematic knowledge
that is more readily acquired under R G S than S G S training
is more general than previously considered.
These results are consistent with O w e n and Sweller's
(1985) contention that schema acquisition involves learning
abstract principles. It appears that these principles are not
tied to problems of a specific form. With respect to the
structural knowledge measure employed in the current
study, results suggest that the acquired relational
information is not unidirectional. Such fmdings are
important for theories of expertise, since w e expect expertlike schemas to be appli«i»le to a wide range of novel
problems, not just those encountered in the past. If schemas
were limited, then experts would gain no advantage at
solving novel problems. T h e very basis for schema theory
is diat experts possess not only more knowledge through
ejq)erience, but also better structured knowledge.
The finding that R G S training leads to the acquisition of
general knowledge that can be transferred to structurally
different problems than encountered during training is
pedagogically important as well. Despite being one of the
foremost goals of educators, the difficulty in obtaining
transfer to non-isomorphic problems has been well
documented (e.g., Gick, & Holyoak, 1983).
The structural knowledge results obtained in the current
study are consistent with an attentional focus explanation
for die goal specificity effect. It should be pointed out that
althou^ die attentional processes invoked by this
explanation are described in C L T , they are not dependent
upon greater cognitive load being present in the S G S
condition. Instead, the presentresultscan be explained by
S G S training focusing attention on pedagogically irrelevant
relations, and
RGS
focusing
attention
towards
pedagogically relevant ones. This explanation is similar to
one advanced by Miller, et al. (1999). They had participants
leam about electricalfieldsby interacting with a microworld
called Electronic Field Hockey (EFH). Participants w h o
practiced moving a puck around die E F H workspace in a
no-goal condition performed better on a subsequent test of
declarative and procedural knowledge of electrical fields
than those w h o practiced by directing the puck around
obstacles and into a specific goal. However, participants
w h o practiced by trying to m a k e the puck follow a wellspecifed path denoted by a line leading around obstacles and
into a goal, performed almost as well as those in the no-goal
condition. Miller, et al. (1999) posit that eliminating die
goal worked by requiring interaction with the pedagogically
relevant aspects of E F H , just like die specific-path
condition. In other words, the specific-path condition
directs attention away fi-om the ultimate goal toward a series
of more inunediate subgoals. B y directing attention from
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more distant goals, it can be focused on local relations
involved in solving current subgoals. Similarly, eliminating
distant goals altogether allows attention to be focused on
immediate local relations, which turn out to be die
pedagogically relevant ones.
Theresultsof Miller, et al. (1999) m a y also be explained
by a cognitive load interpretation. If following a specific
path shif^ attention completely away from the ultimate
goal, then the task becomes one of meeting a continuous
series of smaller goals. If attention is directed at solving
each of die immediate goals (i.e., staying on die path), and if
each of these small goals can be solved without use of a
means-ends strategy, then the specific-path condition would
require no more cognitive resources than the no-goal
condition. It m a y be argued diat problem solvers solving
no-goal problems do adopt a sti^tegy of setting a series of
small goals for themselves that can be solved in a forwardchained manner.
Thus, although neither the present results nor the results
of Miller, et al. (1999) require an explanation based on
cognitive load, they do not rule it out as a possibility. O n e
w a y to resolve the issue concerning whether R G S training
works due to reduced cognitive load or to a pedagogically
relevant focus of attention would be dirough a dual task
paradigm. Problem solvers could be asked to solve R G S
problems either while concurrendy performing another
resource demanding task or not. If the concurrent task
interferes with learning in a manner consistent with S G S
training, then the cognitive load explanation would be
justified.
Overall, this study indicates that eliminating specific
goals during tinining can benefit schema acquisition, and
that this advantage is more general than previously
considered. Training on problems with non-specific goals
allowed better transfer to structurally different problems. It
is concluded that non-specific goals allow learning
pedagogically relevant, local relations, as opposed to
standard problems which interfere with such learning. It is
suggested diat problems with non-specific goals provide diis
advantage by focusing attention onrelationsnecessary for
schema acquisition.
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Abstract

and (4) Producing thin metallic films of gold using
reduction by phosphorous.
In 18S6, Faraday conducted a long series of experiments Here w e present our replications of Faraday's
on the color of gold. W e report replications of some of
precipitates. Besides restoring for analysis certain lost
his experiments, permitting an understanding of his
specimens, these allow insight into the "tacit
response to an important anomaly and the resulting
knowledge" implicated in their preparation. M o r e
conceptual reorganization of his ideas.
importantly, preparation of our o w n precipitates
allowed analysis of aspects of Faraday's research
Introduction
previously hidden fi-om view, helping to account for an
In 1856, Michael Faraday (1791-1867) carried out
important conceptual change.
nearly a year's worth of research on the optical
In earlier accounts of Faraday's research, our group
properties of thin gold films (Faraday, 1857). In the
examined the w a y in which Faraday experimentally
course of this work, he discovered colloidal gold (the
traversed a problem space of hypothesized and real
first metallic colloid) and what is n o w k n o w n as the results during his discovery of electromagnetic
"Faraday-Tyndall Effect," the fact that colloids scatter
induction in 1831 (Tweney & Hoffiier, 1987). Our
light. Colloids were an unexpected consequence of his
analysis suggested that Faraday used a relatively
attempts to understand the unusual color properties of
narrow search strategy in the 1831 experiments, one in
thin fihns of gold. These, in turn, were an important
which potentially disconfirming evidence was initially
extension of his earlier attempts to understand the
ignored and only evidence which supported
interaction of light and matter, and his speculations
expectations w a s pursued. In later stages of the
about the force-centered character of matter (James,
research, he m a d e explicit attempts to disconfirm. This
1985; Tweney, 2002).
"confirm early-disconfirm late" strategy resembled
The present project was initiated by the discovery of
heuristics observed by Klahr in the "Big Trak" studies
over 6 0 0 surviving microscope slides and other
(Klahr, 2000) and by Dunbar (1995) in an "in vivo"
specimens m a d e by Faraday as part of his research, and
study of laboratory molecular biologists.
n o w held at the Royal Institution in London (Tweney,
Not all aspects of scientific thinking can be
2002). T h e slides are numbered and indexed in
characterized as search through multiple problem
Faraday's Diary and represent nearly the complete set
spaces (Kurz & Tweney, 1998), and this is especially
of metallic film specimens used by Faraday in 1856.
true of Faraday's work. For example, Gooding (1990)
However, only a few of his colloidal specimens (and
replicated Faraday's 1821 discovery of electromagnetic
none of his precipitates) survived; thus, one goal of the rotations and argued that identification of circular
present effort is to restore lost specimens for analysis.
rotatory motions could only have c o m e about by means
Replication is also important even for specimens that
of an "eye-hand-brain" interaction of a very dynamic
still survive - Faraday often subjected the specimens to
character. Rather than "testing hypotheses," Faraday
destructive and/or damaging manipulations, and these
instead had to make the meaning of the otherwise
manipulations also need replication. Four general
chaotic appearances presented by the experimental
procedures used by Faraday are currently being
apparatus. Similarly, Cavicchi (1997), partly by
replicated by our group: (1) Precipitation of gold fi-om
conducting replications, showed that Faraday's
solution, (2) "Deflagration" of gold wire, that is,
experimentation during his 1845 discovery of
exploding gold wire using sudden surges of current, (3)
diamagnetism proceeded "not by progressively refining
Producing colloids using reduction by phosphorous.
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explanations, but by exposing previously unnoticed
ambiguities in the phenomena, and uncertainties in
interpretation. This exposing deepens the space of [his]
confusions" (1997, p. 876). For Cavicchi, such
"confusions" (perhaps in response to a surprising result)
are a crucial aspect of the pattern-fmding involved in
discovery. She was fiirther able to show that Faraday's
"confusions" resembled those of a student exploring the
relationships between bar magnets and iron needles.
Our earlier examination of two of Faraday's papers,
one on acoustic vibrations and one on optical illusions
of motion, suggested that Faraday's constructive
perceptual processes imply a continuum of developing
representative explicimess. This continuum began with
the perceptual rehearsal of remembered events,
proceeded through the construction of "inceptual"
representations (that is, representations that abstract
away potentially irrelevant features, with an effort to
"see" what the results would look like), and finally
resulted in a mental model that even iicluded nonperceivable features of phenomena (Tweney, 1992;
Ippolito & Tweney, 1995). Again, Faraday appeared to
be using an "eye-hand-mind" dynamic in constructing
new spaces. Similarly, Nersessian (1999) argued that
Faraday and Maxwell used analogies and imagery in a
process of generic abstraction, itself important in
conceptual generation and change.
Andersen (2002) argued that conceptual reorganization in science often requires a semantic shift, in
which exemplars change category. She showed that
such change was an important part of the resolution of
anomalies in particle physics in the 1930s. The present
paper extends the scope of Andersen's argument, by
showing that Faraday's work on precipitates was an
active source of a crucial conceptual change near the
beginning of his 1856 research on gold, perhaps
dependent upon the "confusions" engendered by some
of the appearances of gold (described below). The
dynamics of the reorganization depended upon
"epistemic artifacts" constructed by Faraday to serve as
active agents in exploration of a new domain.'
A distinguishing feature of all of Faraday's research
was his determination to produce phenomena of such
clarity that his explanations of the phenomena would be
transparent to his audiences. "Seeing was believing" in
a deep sense for him (see, e.g., Fisher, 2001; Gooding,
1990), and his attention to anomalies in the present case
is especially important in explaining the cognitive
dynamics of the research. Thus, our replications can
potentially contribute to the understanding of the
cognitive dynamics of visual representation in scientific
' The term "epistemic artifact" was used by Tweney (2002) to
suggest a blending of the term "cognitive artifact" used by
Zhang & Norman (1994) and "epistemic thing" used by
Rheinberger(1997).
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research generally (see, e.g., Kulkami & Simon, 1988;
Trickett, et al., 2000).
Why Gold?
Gold films interested Faraday because thin transparent
gold films manifest a different color by transmitted
light than by reflected light; green, blue, and purple are
the most fi-equent transmitted colors for gold leaf.
Faraday thought that gold was therefore a good place to
look for insight into the interactions of matter and light.
For him, the profoundly interesting question concerned
the manner in which such very thin (and apparently
continuous) films could so alter light. Although he
failed to achieve a definitive answer to this question, he
successfully showed that m a n y of the optical properties
of metals in general could be produced by the
interaction of discrete particles with light. His discovery
of gold colloids was an integral part of this argument.
A colloid is a suspension of finely divided particles
of a substance held in suspension in afluid.Colloids
differ from solutwns in that solutions represent ionized
particles of atomic size, carrying an electrical charge.
Ions, the particles that form a solution, are m u c h
smaller than colloidal particles and affect light in
different ways. Faraday's discovery that metals could
form colloids was a breakthrough, especially since he
also showed that the particles were pure gold,
chemically identical to the metal films. Note also that
colloids differ fi-om precipitates, which are formed of
even larger particles than colloids. If a reducing agent is
added to a solution of a gold salt, then metallic gold
(Au) is precipitated as a solid. In modern notation;
A u " ^ + 3 e' -> A u ° (solid)
Because the particles in a precipitate are far larger than
those in a colloid (sometimes being visfcle to the
unaided eye), they settle quite quickly. Colloidal
particles (which are far too small to be visible) do not
settle because, as Faraday speculated, they are lightly
bonded to a "cloud" of ionized particles that repel the
surroundingfluidmedia.
The chemistry of precipitates is more complex than
the formula given above suggests, since gold chlorides
exist in solution as [AuCU]- ions and various
hydrolyzed ions as well.^ These more complex species
and reactions were not k n o w n to Faraday. A s w e
discovered, however, the complexity of the reactions is
reflected in a very complex phenomenology when gold
salts are actually used. W e had expected precipitating a
gold salt to be a simple and straightforward process ~ a
"warm-up" exercise for us (as w e thought it m a y have
been for Faraday). In reality, our replications opened a
new aspect of Faraday's work on gold, one not visible
in the text of the diary itself In the present paper, w e
describe our replications of Faraday's precipitates and
compare them to colloids and solutions.
' Sec Puddephatt, 1978, for this and other details of the
reactions of gold.

Faraday's Diary
Faraday's diary is well known because of its relative
completeness, an aspect which permits reconstruction
of his research practices (e.g., Steinle, 1996). In some
cases, however, as in the case of his research on gold,
much of the diary is hard to interpret by itself, since the
visual context of Faraday's work is absent. A s w e
show, even with that visual context present (in the form
of the surviving specimens), there is more to be learned
from the "manual" aspect.
Faraday wrote 1160 numbered entries on his gold
research, roughly 300 manuscript pages dated from the
2nd of February, 1856 to the 20th of December (Martin,
1936). The distribution of entries (Figure 1) is roughly
bimodal, the greatest density of entries occurring at the
beginning of the series and toward the end. The first 47
entries (in the first peak of the distribution) are
summaries of previous notes. They also include several
dozen entries in which Faraday speculates on possible
experiments, much as he had earlier kept an "idea
book" to record possible studies (Tweney & Gooding,
1991). Faraday's (1857) published paper on the topic
was submitted on November 15, 1856 and read before
the Royal Society on February 15, 1857. Indeed, the
character of the entries in the second peak suggests that
he was "mopping up" prior to ending the research conducting some necessary control experiments, trying
again to resolve some inconsistencies, replicating key
preparations, and so on. His work with precipitates
occurs near the beginning of the series, on February 5,
and appears to record the first laboratory work on gold
conducted in his o w n laboratory (earlier entries
describe gold film preparations made at the home of a
fiiend, Wairen D e La Rue; see Tweney, 2002). Thus,
one question is w h y precipitates constituted the fiisj
task undertaken by Faraday.
It has been suggested (e.g., Williams, 1965) that
Faraday's work on gold in 1856 manifests his
"declining powers" (whether due to aging alone or to
the effects of the many toxic exposures he was
subjected to over the years). This judgement may stem.

in part, fi-om the seeming aimlessness of the
precipitation experiments, especially since these occur
at the beginning of thefirstburst of activity. Since the
precipitation reaction of gold was long-familiar by
1856, Faraday could learn nothing new here and the
text of the Diary alone does not indicate why he
initiated his gold research with what seems like a rather
prosaic procedure As w e show, however, the
experiments with precipitates were far from trivial - by
conducting the replications, w e were able to detect a
"confiision" that served a heuristic role in the important
step of arguing that the colors of gold are due to
particles interacting with light.
Method
Faraday is vague about exactly how he prepared the
precipitates used in his research. In the Diary he
indicated only that he "Prepared a standard weak
solution of Gold" and a "standard solution of proto
sulphate of Iron ... consist[ing] of 1 vol. saturated
solution at 54° F. plus 2 vols. Water, and a little
sulphuric acid to keep all in solution during the
changes" (Entry #s 14291 & 14292, 5 Feby. 1856).
"Proto sulphate of iron" is "Ferrous Sulfate" in m o d e m
terms, and the fact that it was saturated allowed
reproduction of the exact substance used by Faraday.
But no clue is offered about the "standard weak
solution of Gold." Thus, its concentration is unknown
and, more importantly, because of the complex
chemistry of gold salts and the solution processes by
which they dissolve, several possibilities had to be
explored for h o w to prepare the precipitates.
Today, "Gold Chloride" is typically sold in one of
two forms; as "Gold (III)," that is, as gold in the
valence state +3, in the form of "Tetrachloroauric Acid"
(HAuCU), a yellow crystalline substance, or as "Gold
(I) Chloride" (AuCl; valence state +1), in the form of
yellowish-white crystals. Each was tried in turn as the
basis for gold ion in solution, but neither proved
satisfactory, in part because each is unstable. Further,
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dissolving each in water is problematic; each leaves a
precipitated deposit. In the case of tetrachioroauric acid,
this is probably pure gold, an expected product when
the substance hydrolyzes, but (barring extensive
analytic procedures) w e were unable to determine if the
deposit was the expected gold or simply an undissolved
portion of the original crystals. A s a result, w e could
not be sure of the strength of the solutions w e were
preparing. "Gold G ) Chloride" (AuCl), in the presence
of water, oxidizes to the III valence state. This
substance seemed to dissolve readily, but again with
traces of a deposit. Here again, knowing the strength of
the resultant solutions was difficult. Accordingly, w e
decided to begin with pure gold, dissolving it in such a
w a y that w e could be sure of at least the quantity of
gold in the solution.
Pure gold wire (0.025" diameter, 99.99%) was
obtained from a vacuum technology supply house.'
Aqua Regia, a 3:1 combination of hydrochloric acid
and nitric acid, was used to dissolve a 3.5 c m length of
the wire, weighing 217 m g , to create gold chloride
solution.* Fifteen minutes after addition, the gold wire
completely dissolved in the acid. The solution w a s then
boiled in order to remove the lydrochloric and nitric
acid. Water was added as needed to keep a constant
volume of about 10 cc. The solution was boiled until
the odor of the acids and the nitric oxide byproduct (all
of which are pungent in even slight quantities) w a s no
longer present.
T o produce a gold colloid w e used a m o d e m method,
the reduction of gold chloride solution by citrate ion
(producing such colloids using Faraday's methods is
part of an ongoing study and will be reported later).
Gold (III) chloride (i.e., tetrachioroauric acid) (3 m g )
combined with 10 ml of water produced the gold
chloride solution. Gold and excess gold chloride
remained at the bottom of the container. Ten m g of
sodium citrate, a source of citrate ion, was dissolved in
10 ml of water. The gold chloride solution was agitated
with a magnetic stirrer and heated to boiling
temperature. Citrate solution (0.015 ml) was slowly
added to the gold chloride and reacted immediately,
producing a very pale slate-blue solution. Over the
course of forty seconds the color of the solution
evolved from slate-blue to amethyst to ruby red. W h e n
cooled, the product proved stable over m a n y months.
Although w e cannot be sure of the quantities of gold
that are actually in colloidal form, the properties of our
colloid were exactly as described by Faraday.

The reduction of gold chloride solution by ferrous
sulfate solution was used to form gold precipitates. A
saturated solution w a s prepared by dissolving
crystalline ferrous sulfate (FCSO4) in heated water.
W h e n cooled, three drops of ferrous sulfate solution
were added to 5 ml of gold chloride solution. N o
immediate reaction was apparent, but on the following
day a yellow-orange residue of metallic gold had settled
at the bottom of the experiment tube and could be redispersed by shaking.
Results
The three preparations showed the expected appearance
in ambient (room) light; the solution was a clear, deep
yellow fluid, the colloid was a clear ruby-red fluid, and
the precipitate, w h e n shaken, was a cloudy yellow^gold
suspension in which individual particles could be seen
in motion, and in which occasional glints of bright
metallic gold could be seen. Except for the overall
color, the solution and the colloid appeared to be very
similar, while the shaken precipitate had a very
different appearance.
The relative similarity of the three changed, however,
w h e n directional lighting was passed through the fluids.
The principal results are summarized in Figure 2, which
shows the effect of a parallel beam of light produced by
a fiber-optic illuminator (entering from the left) on our
prepared gold colloid, a solution of gold chloride, and
the precipitated gold preparation, respectively. The
overall colors of the preparations are not shown here,
but can be viewed at http://pgrs9nal.b85U.gdtf/~twgngy.
The precipitate was shaken just before the photograph
was taken. Note that the colloid shows a bright
"Faraday-Tyndall Effect," that is, light is scattered to
the side, illuminating the path of the beam through the
colloid.

Figure 2. Colloid, Solution and Precipitate

The colloid (a ruby-red transparent fluid) tinges the
scattered light a faint pink. The solution scatters no
' Gold wire, because of its malleability and lack of reactivity, light, only some small reflections from the sides of the
is used as a component in high-vacuum 0-nngseals. Jewelry glass test tube being visible in the photograph. The
gold, unfortunately, is always alloyed with other metals. precipitate scatters light rather more broadly than the
* Unlike other metals, gold will not dissolve in hydrochloric colloid, although some of that is an incidental result of
acid (HCl) alone because it requires both an oxidant and a the widening of the initially parallel beam of light into a
ligand donor (Cr, in this case). When Aqua Regia is used, the cone, as a result of its passage through the two prior
result is A u C V in solution and gaseous nitric oxide (NO).
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preparations. The overall color of the scattered light
from the precipitate is a yellowish-gold, and individual
particles are easily visible. Obviously the colloid and
the precipitate resemble each other most closely under
these optical conditions, in contrast to the appearances
in ambient light. Although there is no record in the
diary of Faraday placing these three in one context (as
w e have done in Figure 2), it is clear that he was
attending these differences very carefully - they
constituted part of the basis for his conclusion that the
colloids were in fact metallic particles of gold.
Conclusions
The change in apparent similarity of the three kinds of
preparations w h e n transmitted light is compared to
ambient light (Figure 3) suggests a possible
"confusion" (Cavicchi, 1997). and the need for a
reorganization of the phenomenological domain of
"divisible gold" (as Faraday referred to it in the 1857
paper). This confusion suggests an explanation for w h y
Faraday began with precipitates on February S, an
explanation that corresponds with what Faraday does
say in the Diary.

Transmitted
Light

Solution
Colloid Precipitate

Ambient
Light

Precipitate
Solution

Colloid

Figure 3. Taxonomy of Similarities
From the Diary, we learn that Faraday had visited De
la Rue the week prior to February S"", and the two had
examined some gold leaf through the microscope;
Faraday recorded this visit in his first diary entry on
gold (#14243, 2 February 1856). O n the ? ^ Faraday
received some thin gold films prepared by D e la Rue,
w h o had used phosphorous to reduce the gold. O n the
fi"* (one day after preparing his precipitates), Faraday
established a careful optical method for the examination
of precipitates, and recorded that, in the evening, he
went to D e la Rue's again, and observed h o w the thin
gold films were made. At this point, Faraday noticed
something odd; " A very fine red fluid is obtained
[from] the mere washing" (Diary, #14321). This, of
course, w a s a colloid, and Faraday saved the fluid,
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returning to it two weeks later on the IS**" (#14437),
after his experiments with precipitates and his first
examinations of thinfilms.At that point, he was able to
ask; "... the question is, is it [i.e., the gold] in the same
state as whilst apparently dissolved in the fluid"
(#14437, emphasis in original). It is interesting to note
that during this 16 day period he referred to the red
fiuid using two terms interchangeably, "fiuid" and
"solution". Only later could he be sure that the red fluid
was QQi a solution, although he must have had the idea
very early.
The sequence of his ideas then must be something
like the following. H efirstcompares thin films (which
he suspects are gold in a continuous state) to the
precipitates, which he knows to be discrete particles.
Since gold in a continuous state changes appearance in
transmitted light and reflected light, he develops an
"optical method" for examining precipitates under the
same two conditions. Note that, to prepare the
precipitates, he must have had before him the clear
solution of gold chloride. Then, at D e la Rue's, he
explicitly notices the clear red solution and this must
have suggested a comparison. H e knew that the
substances used to produce the clear red solution
(phosphorous, carbon disulfide, and a gold chloride
solution) produced metallic gold. But w h y then did it
look like a solution? Resolving this "confusion" led him
to examine the red fluids more closely - and it would
be a natural extension to use both transmitted and
ambient light, just as he had done with the precipitates.
A n d the transmitted light (as our Figure 2 shows) would
make the red fluid look very different fVom the clear
solution. A real anomaly had been found, and a
reorganization became necessary; the "red fluid" must
be gold in a "divisible state," like the precipitates.
There was, of course, still m u c h to do. More work
was needed to explore the n e w optical effects, to
examine other kinds of divisible gold (e.g., that
produced by exploding gold wires), to examine other
substances, and, most importantly, to explain the
differences in the color of light produced by gold in
different states (a goal only partially realized). Yet the
anomalous appearance of the redfluidsat the beginning
of the series of experiments provided Faraday with a
first important clue to the kind of inquiry he would need
to make. Far from constituting a record of "declining
powers," the replications allow us to see that Faraday's
ability to notice and exploit an anomaly was
undiminished in 1856.
Further, our replications revealed that the
precipitation experiments are more important than can
be discovered by examining the diary records alone,
because their role in recognizing the divisible state of
colloidal preparations is not evident otherwise. The text
of the diary alone does not reveal what was obvious,
visually, to Faraday - and was obvious to us only w h e n

present as the result of our own "makings." Only in this
fashion could w e have noted a conceptual change
reminiscent of that seen by Andersen (2002) in her
analysis of 20th century particle physicists.
Faraday's gold research in 1856 provided Faraday
with mental models based upon new conceptions about
the interaction between thin gold films and light. And
the differing visual properties of colloids, solutions, and
precipitates were a crucial first step, because they
showed that the particles of gold had specific optical
properties. These in turn led Faraday to reevaluate his
previous views of the distinction between continuous
and "divisible" matter. Thus, there are similarities
between the conceptual reorganizations w e observed by
replicating Faraday's precipitation experiments, and the
larger reorganizations that constituted the outcome of
the aitire 1856 series of studies. Further replications
and text analysis are in progress to extend the reach of
this conclusion.
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target events from the viewpoint of the observer relative
to the graphics. Suppose one says: "From Baker Street,
To see is to believe. A picture is often worth a thousand
we'll travel on the Bakerloo Line and then gorightat
words in everyday communication settings. A graphiOxford Circus to H o l b o m " while holding the m a p of the
cal represenution achially "talks" in such communicaLondon Underground shown in Figure 1. The movement
tion, int^rated with some other representation systems
is described from the viewpoint of the observer relative
like spoken language. Because of its power, however, a
to the map. O n the other hand, if one says: "From Baker
gnq)hical representation can affect the way people grasp
Street, we'll travel on the Bakerioo Line and then go left
a target situation it describes. This paper presents an emat Oxford Circus to Holbom," the speaker "goes into"
pirical investintion of language usage in graphical comthe m a p world as an imaginary agent, taking the other
munication. Drawing on actual dialogue data, w e show
perspective called the Protagonist Perspective.
that the configuration of graphics afreets linguistic exW h e n people see and talk about world situations
pressions of motion when people collaboratively work on
through graphics, it is quite likely that the features of the
a task. This effect of gn>|^ics on language usage demongraphics affect the w a y people conceptualize the target
strates that the configuration of graphics has an influence
situations. In this research, w e studied h o w the availabilon perspectives in event conceptualizations.
Introduction
ity and configuration of graphics affect language usage
in communication and problem-solving. W e focused on
Daily communication is by nature multi-modal, and
the influence of graphical representations on the concepgraphics often serve as strong visual aids for informatualization of motion events.
tion exchange. People communicate with each other efSuppose that John and M a r y are at the Goodge Street
fectively by integrating information fh)m linguistic and
tube station, discussing where to have dinner together.
graphical sources (Neilson and Lee (1994); Umata, ShiM a r y might suggest a place by saying (1) below, but she
mojima, and Katagiri (2000)). People grasp described
would not do it by saying (2):
situations via graphics, taking advantage of their "handiness." Because of this role they play, however, the w a y (1) Let's go d o w n to Waterioo Station on the Northern
people grasp target situations can be affected by graphLine and eat at Livebait.
ics.
Recent investigations have demonstrated that the per- (2) Let's come down to Waterloo Station on the Northern
Line and eat at Livebait.
spectives of spatial descriptions and linguistic expressions show some correspondence. Levinson (1996) obThe current position where the two people are located beserved that some languages m a k e almost exclusive use
comes the reference point of the movement in this case,
of absolute coordinates while European languages tend
and the movement can only be conceptualized as a moveto use egocentric or relative coordinates, reflecting peoment away from the reference point, and hence the use
ple's strategies for spatial m e m o r y and inference. Taylor
of "go." Suppose, on the other hand, that John and Mary
and Tversky showed that there are three perspectives of
are discussing their evening plans over the m a p of the
spatial descriptions (i.e. a gaze tour/a route/a survey)
London Underground shown in Figure 1. Mary could
that roughly correspond to the frames of reference disuse, in this case, either (1) or (2). The availability of die
tinguished by Levinson in a linguistic method.
m a p and the configuration of icons on the m a p affect the
It has also been observed that the existence of graphics
conceptualization of the movement here: the nearness of
provides two graphics-based perspectives in addition to
the Waterloo Station icon from them makes it possible
those used in only describing a world, and that there is a
for her to conceptualize the movement, in addition to the
trade-off between cognitive costs and alignment-failureprevious distal movement conceptualization, as a moverobusmess (Umata, Katagiri, and Shimojima (2002)).
ment in the map-world toward the reference point, their
O n e of those perspectives is called the Observer-tocurrent position. Graphical representation can have an
Graphics Perspective, in which people conceptualize the
influence on language usage.
The use of "come" in (2) is possible because the m a p
' This research was supported in part by the Telecommuniand the graphical objects contained in it are readily availcations Advancement Organization of Japan.
Abstract
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are four possible categories of perspectives on motion
events in graphical communication.
(a) Observer-to-World Perspective

o

A movement is taken as a movement in the real
world and conceptualized from the viewpoint of
the observer within the real world. This perspective is concerned solely with the real world.

6
CovenI Garden

(b) Agent Perspective
A movement is taken as a movement in the real
world and conceptualized from the viewpoint of
the agent of motion. This perspective is concerned solely with the real world.

ChAnng CroM
Jubilee
Nonhetn

bmbuuancnl
(c) Observer-to-Graphic Perspective

Figure 1: Route M a p of London's Underground System

A movement is taken as a movement in the map
space and conceptualized from the viewpoint of
the observer relative to the map. This perspective concerns both the real world and the graphic
space and creates a bridge between the two.

able to the speaker as a resource to formulate messages (d) Protagonist Perspective
to be communicated and problems to be reasoned about.
A movement is conceptualized from the viewThe locations and arrangements of objects can be expoint of an imaginary agent in a narrative world.
pressed in terms of the relationships between graphical
In graphical communication situations, a graphic
objects and the speaker, as well as those between objects
provides the narrative domain for this perspecthemselves and the speaker. This availability, or the ease
tive. The agent can be identified with either the
of accessibility, of graphical representations should work
speaker or the listener. This perspective belongs
to amplify our communicative and reasoning capabilities
solely to the narrative world.
by providing us with a novel set of possibilities for constructing perspectival event conceptualizations.
The first two categories are perspectives concerned
W e investigated the eifect of graphical representations
solely with the target world, which can also be observed
on perspectival event conceptualizations through an emin communication without the use of graphics. W h e n
pirical analysis of the use of motion verbs in actual twoyou say "John is coming to m y place fh)m Goodge
party task-oriented dialogues that make use of diagrams.
Street" without a map, you are taking the Observer-toW efirstoutline, in the next section, the classification of World Perspective. If you are actually driving to somethe types of perspectival conceptualizations available in
body's place, you might say "I'm n o w going to the rightcommunications that involve graphical representations.
hand side of Piccadilly Circus," taking the Agent PerW e then examine, in the following section, the Japanese
spective. If you are explaining the way to somebody via
dialogue datafi-omour corpus involving a "Missionaries
a cellular phone, you might say, "Go south and turn left
and Cannibals" type puzzle. W e found that the configuat Leicester Square," taking the Agent Perspective of the
ration of graphics affects the way people grasp the target person to w h o m you are talking.
situations and that the perspectival conceptualizations of
In graphical communication, the latter two perspecthe graphical objects are more prominent than those of
tives are available in addition to (a) and (b). Examples
the real-world objects they represent.
from the H C R C M a p Task Corpus analyzed in Umata,
Katagiri and Shimojima (2002) are shown below.
Perspectives in Grapliical Communicatioii
In graphical communication, graphical representations HCRC Map Task Corpus
The examples shown in the following sections are from
work as "windows" through which w e can see the tarthe H C R C M a p Task Corpus. This m a p task is a coopget situations the graphics describe. However, they also
erative one involving two participants. The two speakers
serve as information processing "sites" because w e can
sit opposite one another, and one speaker gives instructake advantage of their handiness. Graphical representions for a route to the other. Each has a m a p that the
tations are so deeply ingrained in how w e grasp and describe target situations that their existence raises the pos- other cannot see, and a route is marked on the Instruction Giver's m a p while no route is marked on that of the
sibility of setting novel perspectives in conceptualizing
Instruction Follower. The speakers are told that their goal
events. T w o such perspectives were observed in Umata,
is to reproduce the Giver's route on the Follower's map.
Katagiri and Shimojima (2002), in addition to two perTheir maps are not exactly identical and the speakers are
spectives concerned solely with the target world. There
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Figure 3: M o v e m e n t described in (4)
Figure 2: M o v e m e n t described in (3)
Follower:
told this explicitly at the beginning of theirfirstsession. Giver:
It is, however, up to them to discover h o w the two mapSpoHower'
differ. T h e m a p s describefictitiousareas.
q.^^^.
Observer-to-Graphic Perspective
First, consider the following utterances:
(3) (The Giver is showing the Follower the movement
s h o w n in Figure 2.)
Giver: Okay? Now you need to drop straight down towards the gazelles.
Follower: Right, coming in at the top of them.
Giver: That'sright,and then g o round the bottom of the
gazelles.
Follower: O n the left-hand side?
Giver: A n d head off to the right-hand side... S o you g o
under the gazelles
The expression "drop straight down to" would not
have been suitable without a m a p . It describes the motion
fh>m the Observer-to-Graphic perspective, making use
of the spatial relation o n the m a p . Other spatial expressions ("at the top of," "bottom of," "right-hand side," and
" u n d e r ^ also describe the spatial relation of the target
situation via the graphical relations. For example, "go
round the bottom of the gazelles" does not m e a n actually
going under the gazelles in the target situation. Also, notice that the deictic spatial expression "to therighto f is
based on the Observer-to-Graphic Perspective. It would
have been "to the left-hand side" if the giver w a s taking
the Protagonist Perspective.
Protagonist Perspective
N o w w e will examine the examples of the Protagonist
Perspective s h o w n in (4):

Right
A n d then go round to your left
M y left?
^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ g^y

T h e spatial expressions "on m y right," "to your left"
and " m y left" are clearly based on the Protagonist Perspective. If the speakers were talking based on the
Observer-to-Graphic Perspective, they would have said
"on m y left," "to your right" and " m y right," respectively. T h e giver confirmed it with die utterance "as
you're the w e e guy," introducing an imaginary agent explicitly. Thus, w e canfindm a n y such expressions spoken
fix)m die two graphic-based perspectives in communications that m a k e use of graphics.
Perspectives and Alignment of Coordinates
We have observed that die existence of graphics provides two novel perspectives, namely the Observer-toGraphics Perspective and the Protagonist Perspective.
T h e former requires less cognitive resources because
one can grasp motion events as seen on graphics. This
perspective works if the coordinates are firmly aligned
between speakers. However, misalignment of coordinates leads to serious miscommunication. O n the other
hand, the Protagonist Perspective is robust against misalignment, because conversation participants "go into the
graphics," and the spatial relations between the actual
speakers and their graphics are not crucial in this perspective. Such a "trade-oflF" between description cost
and misalignment robusteess w a s actually observed in
the H C R C M a p Task Corpus (Umata, KaUgiri and Shimojima (2002)).
Dialogues Involving a ''Missionaries and
Cannibals" I ^ p e Puzzle

(4) (The Giver is showing the Follower the movement
s h o w n in Figure 3.)

We have observed that the availability of graphics provides a novel set of perspectives based on graphics. Because people "see" the target situations via graphics fi'om
those perspectives, it is quite likely that die feahires of
the graphics affect die w a y people conceptualize die target siniations.
The dialogue data analyzed in this section were taken
from two collaborative problem solving experiments that
involved back-and-forth movement. Another important
feature of this task was that it involved two real-world
places that subjects were familiar with. W e also examined h o w m u c h effect die Observer-to-Worid Perspective
had on die usage of motion verbs.

Giver: Then down.
Follower: W h a t do you m e a n d o w n ? Towards the bottom
of the paper?
Giver: Uh-huh
Follower: Uh-huh. D o I... d o I go by the collapsed shelter?
Giver: Uh-huh
Follower: U h - h u h
Giver: A n d then ... so that... until you've got...
Follower: T h e collapsed shelter's on m y right?
Giver: Uh-huh
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M o t i o n Verbs ia C o r p u s
Verbs like come and go reflect a speaker's reference
point, as shown in (1) and (2). G o indicates motion to
a location that is distinct from the reference point. C o m e
indicates motion toward the reference point .
The Japanese language also has a pair of motion verbs
similar to English come and go: kuru and iku. iku (go)
and tsurete-iku (take) indicate motion to a location that
is distinct from the reference point, kuru (come) and
tsurete-kuru (bring) indicate motion toward the reference
point^. /ifcu-type verbs are used more widely than kurutype verbs in the sense that the former expresses movements that are neutral with respect to the reference point
locations. There are several verbs that can be classified
into these two classes. W e examined the usage of these
two classes of verbs in the following two experiments.

Sakluii

Figure 4: Horizontal and Vertical Diagrams

Experiment 1

Thefirstexperiment was conducted to examine the effect
of the configurational features of graphics when a perData
spective based on graphics is taken. The motion in this
task was m u c h more simplified, though there was backThe data analyzed here was gathered from experiments
involving problem solving. In this task, two subjects col- and-forth motion that was not in the H C R C M a p Task.
The problem involved motion between two actual places
laboratively worked on a "Missionaries and Cannibals"
on a motorbike so that the subject could also directly actype puzzles using a diagram given to them. The struccess the real world. This task has a general direction of
ture of the puzzle was basically the same as the original one, except that it involved two actual places that the motion: all six boys have to m o v e from Saidaiji to Nara.
Each of these locations is about the same distance from
subjects were familiar with. The time limit was seven
the experiment site. The bike was supposed to be able to
minutes.
cany only two people at one time, and someone had to
The subjects recruited from local universities were
ride back on it. T w o kinds of graphical representations
seated in separate, soundproof rooms and worked towere provided as shown in Figure 4. O n e had a horizongether as a pair using a shared virtual whiteboard and
tal configuration, in which the two icons of the places are
afiiUduplex audio connection. The diagram was shown
at about the same distance from the subject^. The other
on their whiteboards, and the subjects could draw and
one had a vertical configuration, which had a variation in
erasefreelyexcept that they could not erase the original
the distance from the subject to each place. Each condidiagram. All inputs to the screen were by stylus, and any
tion had eight pairs of subjects.
writing or erasing by one participant would appear siThe speakers were not supposed to be the ones movmultaneously on the partner's screen. A pointing action
ing between the two places in this task setting, so the
with the stylus was shown by a cursor on the screen, and
Agent Perspective was not possible. Thus, the possithe subjects could see what their partner was pointing to.
ble perspectives were expected to be the Observer-toThe subjects were video-taped during the task.
World, the Observer-to-Graphic and the Protagonist Perspective. Because the motion is taken as that in the m a p
The Motorcycle Gang Task
from the real-world observer in the Observer-to-World
The puzzle was almost the same as the original one, ex- Perspective, it is likely that the spatial relation between
cept that w e used two actual places and replaced the misthe speaker and the graphical objects plays an important
sionaries and cannibals with two teams of motorcycle
role. The assumption was that, under that perspective,
gangs. The subjects were told to work out h o w all m e m kurufcomej-type verbs would be used for the motion to
bers of both gangs could be transported safely. This task
Nara morefrequentlyin the vertical condition than in the
involved only two kinds of motion: forward and backhorizontal one, because they would be affected by the
ward motion between two places. The time limit was
nearness of the Nara icon in the diagram to the speaker.
seven minutes, including the time they used to read the
Results
of Experiment 1 The distribution of motion
problem sheet.
verbs was as follows:
/tu-type verbs and kuru-type verbs exhibited signif^Actually, come and go have more complicated semantics,
icantly different distributions depending on the direcas shown in Fillmore (1997). The scheme presented here is a
rather simplified version, but serves well enough for the present tion of movement in both conditions (horizontal: x^(i) =
purpose.
93.64,/? < 0.01; vertical ( x ^ ) = 53.98,p < 0.01). In
^There is one clear difference between English and
both the horizontal and vertical conditions, iku-type
Japanese, though. When a speaker is trying to go totfiehearer,
*Note that it is common for maps in Japan to have a direcs/he will say, "I'll come to you," while ihi (go) is used rather
than kuru (come) in Japanese. However, this difference is not tion other than north at the top.
relevant here.
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Table 1: Distribution of «*«-type and kuru-type verbs.

Horizontal
Vertical

Saidaiji -> N a m
Nara -^ Saidaiji
Saidaiji -+ Nara
Nara -+ Saidaiji

»"ikM-type
66
4
47
1

ifcwru-type
2
45
18
45

Figure 5: Difference in distribution of motion verbs

verbs were predominantly employed for the movement
fh>m Saidaiji to Nara, whereas *uru-type verbs were
predominantly employed fix)m Nara to Saidaiji. This
distributional imbalance indicates that our four perspective types are not sufficient to explain the whole story
of graphical communication in problem solving settings,
since, for the horizontal condition, movement in each
direction could be considered neither toward nor away
from the reference point under all four perspectives.
Hence one would predict that all movement in the horizontal condition should be expressed with iku-typt verbs.
W e therefore stipulated an additional perspective, the
Problem Perspective, to account for this distributional
imbalance. A s die task for "Missionaries and Cannibals"
type problems is to transport all parties collectively from
one location to another, the nature of the problem itself
induces a general direction of movement from the source
location to the goal location. This is equivalent to positing the reference point at the source location, which is
Saidaiji in our experimental setting. Under the Problem
Perspective each m o v e m e n t is taken as a movement either toward or away from the reference point as posited
by the structure of the problem itself, and this perspective
is expected to appear in transportation type problems in
both concrete and abstract domains.
Comparing the horizontal and the vertical conditions,
w e notice that kuru-type verbs are more frequently used
for the movements from Saidaiji to Nara. Figure 5 shows
the difference in the distribution of motion verbs between
the two conditions. The motion verbs exhibit significantly different distributions between the horizontal and
the vertical conditions (z^^j = 17.65,p < 0.01). M o r e
concretely, the frequency of the kuru-type in Saidaiji to
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Nara motion is significantly larger in the vertical condition (adjusted residual: horizontal = -3.87, vertical =
3.87).
The Problem Perspective sets a general reference point
at Saidaiji, the source of the whole transportation process. It appears, however, that the graphics configuration m a y be able to modify the reference point settings.
The kuru-type showed higher frequency for Saidaiji to
Nara in the vertical condition than in the horizontal condition. This shows that the spatial relation between the
speaker and the graphical objects makes the transition to
the Observer-to-Graphic Perspective, and this affects the
reference point setting accordingly. The handiness of the
graphical representation can cause a switch in perspectives and thus a shift in the reference point.
In contrast to the increase in kuru-type verbs in the vertical condition, w e notice no increase in iku-type verbs
for the movements in the opposite direction. The low
frequency of the iku-type for Nara to Saidaiji suggests
that the perspective switch from the Problem Perspective
to the Observer-to-Graphic Perspective is preferred w h e n
the resulting perspective takes the movement as a toward
movement rather than as an away-from movement. This
asymmetry also suggests that the Protagonist Perspective was not playing a significant role, as switching to
it would have increased the occurrence of ih<-type verbs
here.
Thus, it was shown that the effect of the Problem Perspective defined by the task was the most prominent factor in reference point setting, but that the configuration
of a graphical representation often affects this reference
point setting.
Experiment 2
The previous experiment showed that the Problem Perspective was the most influential factor, while the configuration of graphics also affects the usage of motion
verbs. N o w w e will look into the effect of the real-world
configuration in conversations involving graphics. The
setup of Experiment 2 differs from that of our previous
experiment as follows:
• Both of the two conditions had a vertical configuration.
• One of the locations was the current position of the
subject (ATR), and the other was a place some distance
away.
• One condition was consistent with the physical world,
while the other condition was inconsistent with the
physical world.
The difference was that one diagram had a configuration consistent with the real-world relationship, while
the other did not; that is, the nearer icon in the graphics
represented a farther place in the real world. The general starting point was placed at the top of both diagrams.
These diagrams are shown in Figure 6.
If the real-world configuration has some effect on setting the reference point, the motion verbs would show

spective in graphical communication settings.

Figure 6: Consistent and inconsistent diagrams

diiferent distributions between the consistent condition
and the inconsistent condition. The frequency of kurutype verbs in start-to-goal motion is expected to be lower
in the inconsistent condition than in the consistent one.
If the real-world configuration did not have much effect,
then the distribution would be almost the same between
these two conditions. Each condition had eight pairs of
subjects.
Results of Experiment 2 The distribution of motion
verbs was as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Distribution of iku-type and kuru-type verbs in
Exoeriment 2.
Consistent
Inconsistent

iku-type
Start -> Goal 70
Goal -^ Start 1
Start -^ Goal 47
Goal -»• Start 4

kuru-type

Conclusion
W e have analyzed the effect of graphics on language usage in communication. Based on an empirical analysis
of the uses of movement verbs in actual conversational
data, w e have shown that the configuration of a graphical
representation affects the reference point setting w h e n
people conceptualize motion events from graphics-based
perspectives. W e found that: (1) the task settings provided yet another kind of perspective, the Problem Perspective, setting a general reference point to the general origin; (2) the Problem Perspective is stronger than
graphics-based perspectives; (3) the Observer-to-Map
Perspective is the next strongest; and (4) the real-world
perspective does not contribute, in comparison with the
graphics-based perspective, to the reference point shift.
These results suggest that w e are mainly grasping an
event of the target world via its representation, rather
than firom the event itself, in graphical communication
situations. The point of using graphical representations
is the convenience and the ease of access they give us,
which helps us to grasp an event through the mediation of
graphics. This mediation makes it possible to talk about
distal objects by manipulating their proximal counterparts, thereby facilitating both communication and reasoning processes. This provides us with a novel set of
perspectives based on graphics, and conceptualization
of target events m a y be affected by the features of the
graphics when people rely on those perspectives.
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salient properties is thus not the good w a y to solve such
a task!
In this paper we present a pragmatic analysis of a widely This task is the well-known '2-4-6' problem
used task in the field of hypothesis testing: the 2-4-6
designed by Peter W a s o n more than forty years ago
problem (Wason, 1960). In this task participants have to
(Wason, 1960) in order to investigate hypodiesis testing
discover the rule "three increasing numbers" by testing
ability (see Gorman, 1995 and Poletiek, 2001 for
triples of numbers and are given the "2-4-6" as an
reviews). It has become the most commonly used task
exan^le of triples compatible with the mle. W e argue
by researchers in the field of hypothesis testing. In its
that most people fail because the givens of the task are
standard version, it consists in proposing sequences of
conversationally misleading: first because the 2-4-6 is
triples to discover a rule the experimenter has in mind.
communicated and is thus presumed to be relevant
For each triple, the experimenter indicates whether or
(Speiber & Wilson, 1995) and second because the rule to
not
it is consistent with the rule. Participants have to
be discovered is too simple in the context of the task. In a
test
triples tmtil they are sure of having discovered the
first experiment w e showed that providing the triple
rule. A s for the other famous Wason's task, namely the
without conmiunicating it improved performance in the
selection task (Wason, 1968), one stimulating aspect of
task. In a second experiment w e contextually increased
the '2-4-6' problem is that few people succeed in it
the relevance of the rule and observed that people were
despite of its apparent simplicity. In the initial study
thus more inclined to discover it.
(Wason, 1960), only 2 1 % of participants succeeded in
Introduction
discovering the rule in their first announcement
Imagine that you have to discover a rule that
Typically, the rules proposed by participants inherit the
generates triples of numbers. S o m e triples are
salient properties of '2-4-6' and are more specific than
consistent with the rule and some are not. N o w , the rule to be discovered. For instance, they propose
somebody w h o knows the rule - a trustworthy person
rules such as "three even numbers", "numbers
like an experimental psychologist - is telling you that
increasing by 2 ", "even numbers increasing by 2 ".
'2-4-6' is a triple that is consistent with the rule. Will
The failure in the 2-4-6 task has often been viewed
you consider this as helpfiil information or not? Surely,
as a sign of irrationality. W a s o n argued that participants
you will and you will also probably think that the
exhibited a "confirmation" bias, and Evans (1983;
experimental psychologist would expect you to regard
1989) argued that people exhibited a "positivity" bias.
this triple as helpful in order to succeed in the task.
The protocols indeed reveal that people tend to propose
Hence, you will consider that the salient properties
instances of triples compatible widi their hypothesis
conveyed by '2-4-6' (like "eveimess" or "increase by
whereas the most efficient strategy consists of
2") must be taken into account in order to discover the
proposing instances inconsistent with the held
rule. However, considering that these properties are
hypothesis. It is commonly accepted that people overly
important is in fact deceptive since the rule to be
rely on a positive testing strategy and focus on too
discovered does not relate to them: the rule is simply
narrow hypotheses (Poletiek, 2001). W h a t is the reason
"three increasing numbers". Focusing on 2-4-6's most
for this? Researchers assume that positive testing is
Abstract
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simply a natural w a y of thinking typical of human
beings (Evans, 1989; Klayman, 1995) and that the
consideration of restrictive hypotheses is due to the
salient properties of 2-4-6. In contrast, w e think that the
incidence of positive testing and the size of
"rcstrictiveness" bias (Poletiek, 2001) have been
overestimated. W e believe that one of the most
important analysis required for understanding the
psychological mechanisms underlying the task has been
systematically overlooked, namely the pragmatic
analysis. In the present paper, w e argue that a key cause
of the failure in the 2-4-6 problem derives from
communication. In particular, w e claim that the task is
difRcuh precisely because the triple 2-4-6 is obtained
by conununication.
The pragmatics of the 2-4-6 problem
Nobody can contest that conversation plays an
important role in the task. First, like many reasoning
tasks, the 2-4-6 problem sets up a situation of
communication. The experimenter communicates the
givens of a problem to a participant and the participant
has to communicate the experimenter a conclusion in
order to provide him with some information about his
or her inferential skills. The participant tries to
determine the experimenter's communicative intention
and has some expectations about what he or she is
interested in. She or he m a y thus tailor her/his answer
according to these expectations. Second, and more
importantly, communication is noticeably misleading in
the 2-4-6 problem. In Gricean terms, one can view the
experimenter as being uncooperative (Grice, 1975)
since the triple he/she intentionally choose is overly
specific and does not illustrate the level of generality of
the rule. Conununicating the triple '2-4-6' to illustrate a
typical example of the rule is thus a violation of the
second m a x i m of quantity which stipulates that the
speaker should not m a k e his/her contribution more
informative than required (Grice, 1975). O f course
choosing a triple whose most salient properties are
consistent with m u c h more specific rules A a n the one to
be discovered was done in purpose. W a s o n and other
subsequent researchers wanted to see if people were
able to c o m e up with general hypotheses by attempting
to falsify specific hypotheses drawn from the triple 2-46. However, what has been neglected is the fact that the
consideration of specific hypotheses is made on the
basis of a triple that is communicated. Giving the
participant a specific triple has not been seen as a
violation of a rule of communication but rather as a w a y
to suggest specific hypotheses. Consequently,
researchers have not assessed the impact of misleading
communication on weak performance in the task. T o
which extent does the fact that 2-4-6 is commxmicated
contribute to the rcstrictiveness bias? In this paper, w e
aim at investigating this issue.
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Our pragmatic analysis of the 2-4-6 relies on
relevance theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1995). The
concept of relevance is characterized by cognitive
effects and cognitive effort, and the degree of relevance
relies on these two factors: on one hand, the greater the
cognitive effects resulting from processing an
information, the more relevant the information; on the
other hand, the greater cognitive effort required to
achieve these effects and process that information the
lesser its relevance. Sperber and Wilson (1995) argue
that human commimication is governed by a
communicative principle of relevance. According to this
principle, each utterance conveys a presumption of its
o w n relevance. This makes an important difference
between information received from a communicator
and information not obtained by communication. A
communicated information raises expectations of
relevance. The communicator manifestly intends the
information to be relevant enough to deserve the
consideration by the addressee. Presuming that the
information is relevant implies first that the effects will
be sufficient to offset the effort required to process the
communicated information. Second, it implies that the
effort required is presumed to be minimal to reach the
level of expected effects given the communicator's
ability. The presumption of relevance sets up a
comprehension strategy, which consists in following a
least-effort path: considering cognitive effects in order
of accessibility and stopping the processing effort w h e n
the level of expected relevance is met.
Let's n o w turn to the task itself W h e n the
experimenter gives the participant '2-4-6' as an
example consistent with the rule to be discovered, this
triple is accompanied by a presumption of relevance. In
other words, the addressee should presume that this
triple is relevant to discover the rule. W h a t type of
cognitive effects m a y the addressee expect to draw
from processing the triple? She/He will expect that the
triple will look as having been generated by a rule and
thus will search for properties c o m m o n to the three
numbers or for properties about the w a y these numbers
are ordered. There are m a n y properties that can be
attributed to the 2-4-6 triple, but some of these
properties are m u c h more salient (i.e. they immediately
c o m e to mind with minimal processing) than others.
Given the presumption of relevance, the properties to be
considered in order to discover the rule are those that
are easily accessible from processing 2-4-6 (for instance
"eveimess" and "increase by 2").
This does not necessarily m e a n that the rule should
correspond exactly to one or several of the most salient
properties but this means that these properties indicate
the directions to investigate in order to discover the
rule. Actually, the rule m a y still be quite hard to
discover and integrate m a n y other characteristics than
the one conveyed by the triple, but what is saliently

given in the triple is relevant to discover it. Hence,
because the triple is presumed to be relevant, the most
accessible properties it conveys cannot be considered as
inappropriate clues to discover the rule. W h e n the
experimenter communicates the triple '2-4-6' while he
wants the participant to discover the rule "three
increasing numbers", he violates the participants'
expectations of relevance.
Another cause that m a y contribute to mislead
participants is the rule to be discovered itself. W h e n a
person is taking part in a reasoning experiment she/he
should normally expect to provide the experimenter
with some information about her/his inferential skills.
Trivial tasks and trivial answers arc not well suited for
this: they require little cognitive competency and should
not interest the experimenter. In order to provide an
answer relevant to the experimenter, the participant will
probably expect the task to be of a certain level of
difficulty. Faced with a task consisting of discovering a
rule about numbers, participants should thus think that
this rule should be a bit challenging to discover.
However, "increasing numbers" is actually one of the
most obvious rules applied to order numbers and in
daily life w e very often encounter set of numbers sorted
according to it. Consequently, participants m a y be
reluctant to think of discovering such an undemanding
and widespread rule and m a y try to achieve relevance
by seeking for more difficult rules. A s he/she is
misleading in communicating the triple, the
experimenter is also misleading about his o w n
expectations since he actually expects the participants
to find out one of the less relevant (i.e. the simplest)
rule to discover in the context of the task.
In our experiments w e aimed at showing that
misleading participants in their expectations of
relevance influence task performance. W e used a less
deceptive w a y to convey the givens of the problem
while still keeping the same provided example (i.e. 2-46) and the same target rule (i.e. increasing numbers). In
die first experiment, the presumption of relevance,
which accompanies the triple 2-4-6 in the standard
version of the task, was removed: 2-4-6 was given but
not communicated. In the second experiment, w e
increased the relevance of the target rule "three
increasing numbers".
Experiment 1
In this experiment, there was no presumption of
relevance accompanying die triple 2-4-6 in one of the
two conditions. Before receiving the instructions of the
rule discovery task, participants had to manipulate a
"jackpot" generating triples of numbers at random.
After several trials, the experimenter gave the
participant the instructions about the rule discovery
task. He/she then asked the participant to trigger the
jackpot for a last time and told him whether or not the
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obtained triple was compatible with the rule. However,
the jackpot was biased in such a w a y that the sequence
2-4-6 came out on this trial. The participant obviously
did not k n o w that w e rigged the jackpot on this trial and
she/he could expect the triple to be consistent or
inconsistent with the rule. Hence, from the participant's
perspective, the salient properties of the 2-4-6 just result
from chance. Even if this triple suggests specific
hypotheses, the participant cannot consider them as
ones the experimenter necessarily wanted him/her to
think about. This because the triple has not been chosen
intentionally, in contrast with the standard version of
the task. Participants should rely m u c h less on the
salient properties of the 2-4-6 and should perform better
than in the standard version. W e predict that subjects
would focus less on the specific properties conveyed by
the triple. Consequently, they should test a greater
variety of triples: w e should thus observe a greater rate
of triples increasing in an irregular way (i.e. triples
whose numbers do not increase with the same interval,
see also Vall^e-Tourangeau, Austin & Rankin, 199S) or
counterexamples of the rule to be discovered (i.e. triples
which are not increasing).
Participants
Fifty-eight undergraduate psychology students from
the University of Caen (France) participated in this
experiment. They were tested individually.
Procedure and materials
In the control condition (N=29) participants
received the task with the standard instructions. They
were required to discover a rule the experimenter had in
mind by proposing sequences of three numbers and
were given '2-4-6' as an example of triples compatible
with the rule. T o make sure that the participant well
understood the instructions, which were printed on an
instruction sheet, the experimenter re-explained them
and asked the subject if he/she had any questions.
Participants kept a written record of the triples they
proposed, their hypothesis about the target rule, as well
as the experimenter feedback.
In the "jackpot" condition (N=29), participants were
faced with a computer screen resembling a jackpot
machine. Participants were informed that it randomly
generates sequences of three numbers. The
experimenter asked the participants to trigger the
jackpot by pressing the key " E N T E R " . Afterfivetrials,
the experimenter stopped the "jackpot" session. At this
point, the participant did not k n o w yet the purpose of
the task and did not k n o w what the use of the jackpot
was for. After the jackpot session, the participant was
given the rule discovery task as in the standard version.
However, instead of receiving an example
communicated by the experimenter, he/she had to

trigger the jackpot for a last trial. The experimenter
would thus tell him/her whether or not the triple
supposed to be randomly generated was consistent with
the rule. For each participant, the sequence 2-4-6 came
out at this trial and the experimenter told the subject
that it was consistent with the rule to be discovered. The
participant subsequently had to generate triples by
herself/himself, like in the standard version. The
jackpot was thus not used to generate triples after "2-46" was obtained.

the jackpot condition m a y still suggest specific
hypotheses related to the salient features of this triple,
the fact of removing its presumption of relevance
entails that these features do not necessarily have to be
taken into account in order to succeed in the task.
Consequently, participants in the jackpot condition
were more inclined to consider alternative properties
and thus tested a greater variety of triples than in the
control condition.
Experiment 2

Results
Performance A s predicted participants performed
better in the jackpot condition than in the control
condition: Only 2 4 % of participants gave the correct
rule on theirfirstannouncement in the control condition
( 2 1 % in Wason' study) while 5 5 % did so in the jackpot
condition {% (1) = 5.84, p <.02). Moreover, the mean
number of rules announced to reach the correct solution
was higher in the control condition than in the jackpot
condition (2.38 vs. 1.59; Mann-Whitney 1/29.24= 214,
Z=2.39,/K.Ol); for the five participants of the control
group w h o failed in the task, the mean number of
proposed rules was 2.6).
Number and types of triples Participants tested more
triples before proposing a rule in the jackpot condition
than in the control condition. The mean number of
proposed triples per rule by participants w h o succeeded
in A e task was higher in the jackpot condition than in
the control condition (8.15 vs. 6.11; U29,24=202, Z=-2.6,
p<.009). The mean proportion of counter-examples (i.e.
triples that received negative feedback) for successful
subjects was lower in the control condition than in the
jackpot condition (0.17 vs. 0.25; 1/29.24=207.5, Z=-2.51,
;7<.01; this rate is equal to 0.06 for the 5 participants
w h o failed in the control condition). Similarly, the
mean proportion of irregular increasing triples was
lower in the control condition than in the jackpot
condition for these subjects (0.18 vs. 0.29; U29.24=2\S,
Z—2.32, p<.02; this rate is equal to 0.02 for the failing
participants). These results indicate that subjects in the
jackpot conditions were more prompt to explore a
greater variety of triples than subjects in the control
condition w h o focused more on triples exhibiting the
salient properties of the 2-4-6.
Discussion
Removing the presumption of relevance of the triple
'2-4-6' was helpful: twice as m a n y subjects discovered
the correct rule in a single annoucement when the triple
2-4-6 was provided without any presumption of
relevance and 8 3 % of participants in the jackpot
condition succeeded in the task in no more than two
announcements. Moreover, even though giving 2-4-6 in
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In contrast with the W a s o n selection task literature,
in which the content question has led to a vast amount
of research, no study has ever investigated content
effects with the 2-4-6 problem. That is in the earlier
experiments, numbers in the triples proposed by
participants or given by the experimenter never referred
to real quantities. However, w h e n w e use numbers in
daily life, w e most of the time refer to concrete
quantities like books, people, dollars, reasoning errors
and so on. W e conjectured that framing the task with a
real content situation might influence performance. In
particular, w e think that using an appropriate content
and context can enhance the relevance of the rule "three
increasing numbers".
In a previous section, w e claimed that the rule of
increase was too simple to deserve the interest of the
participant in the context of an experimental task.
However, in real life situations people definitely not
avoid looking for an information for the reason that it is
too easy to access. They try to look for information that
matters for them. W e believe that in some contexts,
searching for a rule of increase is likely to be
cognitively efficient. Indeed, in m a n y real life
situations, following a rule of increase is actually highly
relevant. A paradigmatic example is economic activity.
A n economic agent always aims at following such a
rule: he or she wants his/her turnover, sailings,
productivity, profits, or market scope to increase over
the time. Hence, w e framed the 2-4-6 task in the context
of economic activity. In such a context, the task was to
discover not a rule an experimenter - w h o studies
h u m a n reasoning and hypothesis testing - had in mind
but a rule about car sailings that a garage owner
imposes to his n e w employee. From the participant's
perspective, what is relevant for an experimental
psychologist w h o studies cognitive skills is likely to be
different from what is relevant for a garage owner.
Indeed, searching for the most c o m m o n w a y to order
numbers (i.e. rule of increase) m a y be seen as too
simple in one case, whereas it becomes highly relevant
in the other. Hence, w e predict that people will discover
the rule "three increasing numbers" more often w h e n
the search for such a rule occurs in the context of
economic activity.

Participants
O n e hundred and twenty undergraduate psychology
students from the University of Lcuven (Belgium)
participated in this experiment.
Procedure and materials
The procedure used in this experiment substantially
differed fix)m the one w e used in Experiment 1. Indeed,
participants did not interact with the experimenter. The
instructions were given via a computer and participants
had to enter the triples they wanted to propose in the
computer. The feedback about the triple proceeded in
the following way: w h e n the proposed triple was
consistent with the rule it appeared in green and w h e n it
was
inconsistent it appeared
in red. The
consistent/inconsistent triples remained on the screen
where they were presented. After each trial participants
had the press the [1] key w h e n they wanted to test
another triple, and the [2] key w h e n he/she was sure of
having discovered the rule, after which he/she had to
type in the rule. After one rule announcement, the
experiment ended. This contrasts with Experiment 1 in
which participants could propose rules until they
discovered the target rule. Participants were tested in
groups of ten to twenty people each on their individual
computer. In the control condition (N=62), participants
had to discover a rule implemented by the experimenter
in the computer. In the "economic" condition (N=58)
participants received the following real life context:
"Mister Jansens is a prosperous garage owner. H e
has recentiy posted an advertisement in order to recruit
a car salesman. Bert answered the ad and obtained an
interview with M r Jansens, he told him that he was very
motivated for the job but he also informed M r Jansens
that he never sold any car before. M r Jansens had a
good feeling about Bert, but he thinks that an interview
is not enough to decide if Bert will be a good car
salesman. Hence, M r Jansens offers Bert to work in his
garage for three months as a sale-training period. If Bert
does a good job, then he will decide to hire him. In
particular, in order to be recruited, Bert's sales during
these three months have to follow a rule required by
Mr. Jansens. Bert willingly accepts the proposition.
Three months later... It's time for balance! The first
month, Bert has been able to sell 2 cars, the second
month 4 cars and the third 6 cars. The verdict of Mr.
Jansens is very clear: "Perfect! Your sales have well
respected the rule. So, I can hire you!"
Results and discussion
In line with our prediction, more participants
discovered the rule in the economic condition than in
the control condition (3.2% vs. 29.3%; x^(l)= 15.3,
p=.000l). Moreover participants proposed a greater
number of triples in the economic condition than in the
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control one (2.45 vs. 3.73; Mann-Whitney U n s t ^
1121.0. Z = -3.645. , p <.05). This indicates that people
abstract more beyond the hypotheses suggested by the
2-4-6 triple and thus tested a greater variety of triples.
In particular, the mean proportion of irregular
increasing triples was higher in the economic condition
than in the control one (.090 vs. .125, Mann-Whitney
U62.58' 1553.5. Z - -1.689. p < .05 one-tailed). The
mean rate of counter-examples was also higher in the
economic condition than in the control one but this
difference was not significant (.10 vs. .12). Hence, the
results reveal that increasing the relevance for searching
the rule "three increasing numbers" improved
performance and thus show that people adapt their
cognitive skills in order to maximize relevance (Sperfoer
& Wilson, 1995): on one hand, it is indeed not really
relevant for a participant to search for a trivial rule like
"increasing numbers" in order to exhibit to a cognitive
psychologist her/his o w n cognitive skills, especially if
the experimenter provides an example which does not
suggest such a rule; on the other hand, it becomes much
more relevant to search for a rule of plain increasing in
the context of economic activity.
General discussion
In this study w e provided the first extensive
conversational analysis of the 2-4-6 problem. W e
argued that communication was highly misleading in
this task and that this explains w h y people focus on
overly narrow hypotheses. W e claimed that being
misled is not a clue of irrationality. W e showed that
w h e n participants were not misled, they were not so bad
after all. In die standard task, people are misled because
they rationally consider that the givens of the problem
are relevant to solve the task.
Our experiments aimed at providing less deceptive
tasks and show that this increased performance. In
Experiment 1, w e designed a task m such a way that
there was no presumption of relevance accompanying
the triple 2-4-6. This implied that the salient properties
of the 2-4-6 did not have necessarily to be considered
by the participant in order to succeed in the task. The
results showed that participants performed better when
the salient characteristics of the 2-4-6-triple resulted
from a random procedure (a jackpot) than when a
presumption of relevance accompanied such a triple (as
in communication). In Experiment 2 w e manipulated
the content of the task: triples did not refer to abstract
numbers as it has always been the case in previous
studies but to numbers of cars sold within a three
months period. W e framed the task within the context
of economic activity in order to increase the relevance
of searching for the rule "three increasing numbers".
Our study shows that participants tailor the search of
their hypotheses according to what they expect to be
relevant in the task. W h e n expectations of relevance

coincide with the correct rule, they are more prone to
discover it This is line with the pragmatic analysis of
the Wason selection task made by Sperber, Cara and
Girotto (1995). According to them, performance in this
task is determined by expectations of relevance.
Subjects fail in this task because intuitions of relevance
do not coincide with the logical answer. Increasing the
rate success consist in constructing a context in which
intuitions of relevance will match with the logical
answer.
A pragmatic analysis of the conversational structure
of a cognitive task may be highly helpful in assessing
the quality of participants' skills. There is n o w an
increasing body of research in the domain of high-level
cognitive processes revealing that lack of rationality is
mistakenly attributed on the basis of misleading tasks
(for reviews see, Politzer, 1986; Hilton, 1995; Politzer
& Macchi, 2000). These studies as well as ours should
alert psychologists that weak performance in a task
might be overestimated in the absence of a pragmatic
analysis.
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Abstract
Literature on relational reasoning mainly focuses on
perfomunce question. It is typically argued that problem
difficulty relies on the number of "mental models"
compatible with the problem. However, no study has
ever investigated the wording of conclusions that
participants formulate. In the present work, w e analyse
the relational terms that people use in drawing
conclusions from spatial relation problems (A is to the
left of B, B is to the left C, D is in front of A, E is in
front C, What is the relation between D and E7). W e
show that the linguistic form of premises, the
presentation fomiat, the orientation of the question and
the internal inspection of the mental model are important
factors in determining the wording of conclusions. Our
study shows that the type of conclusion produced
provides a key to identifying the mental processes
involved in solving these problems.
Introduction
Consider
problem:

the following

relational

reasoning

Aistothelef^ofB
Bistothclcf^ofC
D is in front of A
E is in front of C
W h a t is the relation between D and E ?
How might this problem be solved? One possibility
consists of building in one's mind an analogical
representation, which exhibits the relation between D
andE:
A
D

B

C
E

logic" approaches (Hagert, 1984; Rips, 1994;
Braine & O'Brien; 1998) and related to inferential
theprocesses.
T o compare these two approaches, researchers
have relied on performance results (see Evans,
Newstead & Byrne, 1993 for review). They either
consider the correctness of the conclusion or the
response time. However, no study has ever
investigated the type of conclusions that people
formulate. It is racier surprising that psychologists
of reasoning have ignored this question since in
another field of deductive reasoning, namely
reasoning involving quantifiers like "all", "none",
and "some", this issue w a s one of the first to be
investigated under the guise of the 'atmosphere'
effect (Woodworth & Sells, 1935). This effect,
which has since been extensively explored (see
Evans, Newstead and Byrne, 1993 for review) refers
to the fact that imiversal premises (All A are B )
prompt universal conclusions, particular premises
(Some A are B ) prompt particular conclusions,
affirmative
premises
prompt
affirmative
conclusions and negative premises prompt negative
conclusions.
The question w e will address is that of the
wording of conclusions in relational reasoning. In
the above example, the answers " D is to the left of
E " and "E is to therightof D " are both correct. But
which of these two conclusions do people actually
draw? In this article, w e want to show that taking
into accotmt the wording of the conclusions can
reveal several important mechanisms that occur in
representing and in reasoning from spatial relational
descriptions. W e n o w present several factors that
m a y influence the wording of conclusions.

Another is to use inference rules and apply these rules
to the propositional form of the premises to derive the
required relation. During the last forty years, numerous
studies have attempted to discriminate between these
two approaches. In the sixties and seventies, they were
respectively labelled the 'analogical' approach (DeSoto,
London & Handel, 1965; Huttenlocher, 1968) and the
'linguistic' approach (Clark, 1969a; b) and related to
representational processes. In the eighties and nineties,
they were labelled the "mental model" (Johnson-Laird,
1983; Byrne & Johnson-Laid, 1989) and the "mental
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The linguistic form of the premises
According to mental model theory, there are two
stages in representing the premises. T h efirststage,
which is compatible with a linguistic approach,
consists of forming a propositional representation
that is close to the surface form of the sentence. T h e
second stage consists of using this propositional
representation as a basis for constructing a mental
model that is analogous to the situation described in
the premises. Once the model is built, the linguistic
details of the premises and their propositional
representation tend to be forgotten (Mani &
Johnson-Laird, 1982). T h e formulation of the

conclusion should then rely only on the m e n u ! model,
which does not keep track of the comparative
expression in the premise*. Hence, the comparative
used in the premises should not be used more often than
its contrary in formulating the conclusion. 'Left-left'
problems, whose first two premises contain the
comparative 'left' (problems 1-2-9-10 in Table la)
should not prompt more 'left' conclusions than 'rightright' problems (problems 7-8-15-16 in Table lb).
O n the other hand, according to the linguistic
approach (Clark, 1969a; b; Hagert, 1984) the
comparative used in the conclusion should be congruent
with the comparative used in the premises. In the above
example, thefirsttwo premises will be represented by
two independent propositions: L E F T (A,B); L E F T
(B,C). As a result, the predicates used in the inference
rule will match those used in the premises: 'LEFT
(X,Y) & L E F T (Y,Z) -» L E F T (X,Z)'. Hence, the
inferred relation between A and C will be stored with
the predicate 'left': L E F T (A,C). Since the relation
between D and E is identical to that between A and C,
the D-E relation will be stored with the same predicate:
L E F T (D,E). More generally, 'left-left' problems
should prompt more 'left' conclusions than 'right-right'
problems.
It also follows from the linguistic approach that the
relevance of the premises may affect the wording of the
conclusion. Consider Problem 11 from Table 1. The
first premise is irrelevant (as for all problems in Table
lb) since it does not have to be taken into account to
answer the question: The relation between D and E
relies on the relation between A and C, which is
explicitly given by the second premise. Hence, the
comparative used in the conclusion is likely to be
congruent with the comparative used in that premise.
Given this assumption, Problems 11 and 12 (irrelevant
premise with 'left', relevant premise with 'right')
should prompt more 'right' conclusions than Problems
13 and 14 (irrelevant premise with 'right', relevant
premise with 'left').
Table 1: The 16 spatial problems
Table 1 a: One-model problems
Pbl
A left B
B left C
D front A
E front C

Pb2
A left B
B left C
E front C
D front A

Pb3
A left B
CrightB
D front A
EfrontC

Pb4
A left B
C right B
E front C
D front A

PbS
Bright A
B left C
D front A
E front C

Pb6
Bright A
B left C
E front C
D front A

Pb7
Bright A
C right B
D front A
E front C

PbS
Bright A
C right B
E front C
D front A
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Table lb: Two-model problems (first premise
always irrelevant)
Pb9
AleftB
AleftC
D front A
E front C

PblO
AleftB
AleftC
E front C
D front A

Pbll
A left B
C right A
D front A
E front C

Pbl2
A left B
C right A
E front C
D front A

Pbl3
B right A
A left C
D front A
E front C

Pbl4
B right A
A left C
E front C
D front A

Pbl5
B right A
C right A
D front A
E front C

Pbl6
B right A
C right A
E front C
D front A

Problem difficulty a n d presentation format
Most researchers currently agree that the
difficulty of a relational reasoning problem is a
ftinction of the number of models it supports. For
instance, the following problem,
A is to the left of B
A is to the left of C
D is infrontof A
E is infrontof C,
What is the relation between D and E?

isicompatible with two models,

A
D

B

C
E

A

C
D

B
E

and is more difficult than a one-model problem
since two models are harder to construct and store
than a single one (Byrne & Johnson-Laird; 1989). It
has also been shown that when the number of
models increases, people are less likely to construct
such models and are more prone to stay at the
prepositional level of representation (Mani &
Johnson-Laird, 1982). Mani and Johnson-Laird
argued that the indeterminacy introduced by
multiple-model problems disrupts the model
construction process. They showed that people were
more likely to recall linguistic details for
indeterminate than for determinate descriptions.
Hence, the premises m a y have a stronger influence
over the wording of conclusions for two-model
problems than for one-model problems: The
comparative used in the conclusion should be more
often congruent with the comparative used in the
premises with two-model problems than with onemodel problems.
In addition, the presentation format might have
an effect on the type of representation involved (see
Potts & Scholz, 1975; Ormrod; 1979; Schaeken &
Johnson-Laird, 2000; Roberts, 2000) and.
consequently, on the type of conclusion formulated.
One can distinguish between two ways of
presenting the premises. With simultaneous
presentation, all premises are presented together

with the question and remain available when one solves
the problem. Sequential presentation places more load
on working memory: the premises are presented one
after the other and disappear each time a n e w premise
or the question occurs. It has been argued (Ormrod,
1979) that an analogical representation is more likely to
occur with a sequential presentation. The reason is that
in a linguistic representation, each relation - given in
the premises or inferred from them - is stored
separately whereas in a model representation, all
premises ire integrated within a single representational
fonnat Thus, w h e n working m e m o r y load increases it
becomes harder to keep track of the premises and
inferences separately and a mental model becomes a
more efficient and concise m o d e of representation.
Hence, w e should observe fewer conclusions with a
relational comparative congruent with that of the
premises in the sequential presentation than in the
simultaneous presentation.
Scanning the mental model
The wording of the conclusions might reveal h o w
individuals scan the model they constructed. If people
scan their model in a 'left-to-right' direction, they will
be likely to make a 'left' conclusion since the first
element they encounter, which is likely to be the first
element mentioned in the conclusion, is on the left part
of the model; alternatively; if people scan their model in
a 'right-to-left' direction, they will be likely to m a k e a
'right' conclusion.
O n e might suppose that the
direction of scanning is driven by left-to-right reading
habits (Cicirelli, 1977), leading to 'left-to-right'
inspections of m e n U l models and to 'left' conclusions.
Another factor that might govern the direction of
model-inspection is the question. The question given in
the above examples ("What is the relation between D
and E?") initially directs attention to the left side of the
models since D is mentioned first in the question and is
located on the models' left side. Consequently, such a
question is likely to induce a 'left-to-right' inspection of
the model and a 'left' conclusion. Inversely, the
question "What is the relation between E and D ? " is
likely to induce a 'right' conclusion.
Finally, the order in which the items are inserted
within the model might direct inspection of the model.
If the premise containing the D item is provided before
the premise containing the E item, D will be inserted
before E in the model and the construction of the D-E
line will proceed from left toright(granted that D is to
the left of E as in all the problems of Table 1). Payne
(1993) has shown that people keep track of the
construction process. O n e can extend this approach and
assume that keeping track of the construction process
m a y induce people to scan their model in the direction
of its construction.

Experiment
Before describing the method of the experiment
let us first recall the predictions:
- The linguistic form of the premises should
influence the wording of the conclusion
according to a linguistic approach but not
according to an analogical approach.
- Problems conveying an indeterminacy (i.e. twomodel problems) could favor more the
occurrence of linguistic processes than
determinate problems (i.e. one-model problem).
- A sequential presentation could favor more the
occurrence of analogical processes than a
simultaneous presentation.
- 'Left-to-right* reading habits could prompt 'leftto-right' inspections of mental models.
- 'Left-to-right' questions could prompt 'left-toright' inspections of mental models.
- 'Left-to-right' constructions of mental models
could prompt 'Left-to-right' inspections of
mental models.
Method
Participants The participants were 174 first-year
psychology students from the University of Leuven.
Design Each participant received 16 relational
reasoning problems (Table 1). Half of these
problems were one-model problems (Table la) and
the other half two-model problems (Table lb). In
half of the problems, the fu^t two premises had the
same relational term (four 'left-left' problems and
four 'right-right' problems); in the remaining half,
the first two premises had different relational terms
(four 'left-right' problems and fotir 'right-left'
problems). Moreover for half of the problems
(Type-1 problems), the premise introducing the item
located on the left (i.e. the item D ) was given before
the premise introducing the item located on the right
(i.e. the item E; Problems 1-3-5-7-9-11-13-15 in
Table 1). For the other half (Type-2 problems), this
presentation order was reversed (Problems 2-4-6-810-12-14-16).
There
were
two
between-participant
manipulations: 2 types of presentation fonnat x 2
types of question. First, participants received the
premises and question in a simultaneous
presentation format or in a sequential presentation
format. Second, the first item mentioned in the
question was either the item mentioned in the third
premise (i.e. "what is the relation between D and
E ? " for Type-1 problems and "what is the relation
between E and D ? " for Type-2 problems) or the
item mentioned in the fourth premise (i.e. "what is
the relation between E and D ? " for Type-1
problems or "what is the relation between D and
E ? " for Type-2 problems).
Procedure and Materials. Participants were tested
in groups of 12 to 20 individuals. The instructions
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and the problems were given in Dutch and were
displayed on a screen via a data projector. Participants
received 2 training problems and 16 randomly ordered
test problems with contents relating to fruits and
vegetables (see Table 1). In the simultaneous
conditions, each problem was displayed for SO seconds.
In the sequential conditions, each premise and the
question appeared for 10 seconds. Participants wrote
their answers on a sheet of paper.
Results. Performance was in line with the relational
reasoning literature since one-model problems were
easier to solve than two-model problems ( 8 3 % vs. 7 3 % ,
Wilcoxon's 1 = 1787, n = 131, p < .00001). W e n o w
turn to the analysis of the conclusions that people
expressed. W e discarded incorrect answers and 0.1% of
correct but imprecise answers (i.e. 'D is next to E').
W e will n o w discuss the relevant main effects and
interactions.
First, participants had a clear preference for 'left'
conclusions. Overall, there were 68.6% of 'left'
conclusions and 3 1 . 4 % of 'right' conclusions,
suggesting a tendency for mental models to be scanned
in a 'left-to-right' direction.
Second, the type of question influenced the wording
of the conclusion. With 'Icft-to-right' questions (D-E?)
there were 8 3 . 1 % of 'left' conclusions (and
consequendy 16.9% of 'right' conchisions) whereas
with 'right-to-left' questions (E-D?) there were only
54.2% of 'left' conclusions (Wilcoxon's I = 1082, a =
135, E<.00001).
Third, the extent to which the question influenced
the incidence of 'left' and 'right' conclusions depended
on presentation format. Given the 'left-to-right'
question, which prompted a 'left-to-right' inspection of
the model, simultaneous presentation gave rise to
78.5% of'left' conclusion while sequential presentation
led to 88.5% of 'left' conclusions (Mann-Whitoey U's
= 3029.5, gi = 92, n2 = 82, E < .01). A similar, but nonsignificant trend was obtained for the 'right-to-left'
question, which prompted a 'right-to-left' inspection of
the model. Here, simultaneous presentation gaveriseto
5 7 % of 'left' conclusions, but sequential presentation
resulted in 5 0 . 7 % of 'left' conclusions. The directional
scanning induced by the question is apparentiy
enhanced by sequential presentation, in accordance with
the notion that analogical processes are more likely
under such conditions.
Fourth, the wording of the premises influenced die
wording of the conclusions in the simultaneous
condition since 'left-left' problems elicited more 'left'
conclusions than 'right-right' problems. Whereas, 75.5
% of 'left' conclusions were observed for 'left-left'
problems, there were 5 7 . 4 % of 'left' conclusions for
'right-right' problems (Wilcoxon's T = 385.5, n = 61, p
< .00005). In contrast, in the sequential condition there
was no influence of the linguistic form of the premises
since the rate of 'left' conclusions was essentially the
same in each type of problem (71.5% for 'left-left'
problems, and 71.1 % for 'right-right' problems). This
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indicates that when the premises were not available,
participants were not inclined to use the
comparative introduced by the premises. The results
suggest that participants tend to adopt a linguistic
representation given simultaneous presentation and
an analogical representation given sequential
presentation.
Similarly, in the simultaneous presentation
condition, the fmdings obtained for two-model
problems, which all had an irrelevant first premise,
indicated that participants were prone to
formulating conclusions congruent with the relevant
premise. W h e n the relevant premise contained the
comparative 'left' and the irrelevant one contained
the comparative 'right', 7 7 . 9 % of 'left' conclusions
occurred; w h e n the relevant premise contained the
comparative 'right' and the irrelevant one contained
the comparative 'left', 5 7 . 4 % of 'left' conclusions
occurred (Wilcoxon's I = 236, n = 49, p < 0001).
However, given sequential presentation, participants
were not really inclined to formulate a conclusion
congruent witii the relevant premise. W h e n the
relevant premise contained the comparative 'left',
69.1% of conclusions were 'left' and w h e n it
contained the comparative 'right', the percentage of
'left' conclusions was 67.6.
Fiftti, one might have expected that w h e n the
insertion of the last two items in the mental model
proceeds from left toright(Type-1 problems), more
'left-to-right' inspections and 'left' conclusions
would occur than when it proceeds fromrightto left
(Type-2 problems). This was not the case and the
results even show a tendency in the opposite
direction. There were 6 6 . 6 % of 'left' conclusions
for Type-1 problems and 7 1 % of'left' conclusions
for Type-2 problems.
Sixth, it could be argued that when the number
of models increases participants should be more
prone to relying on the linguistic form of the
premises. However, the differences in 'left' and
'right' conclusions were almost identical in one and
two-model problems. Indeed, 'left-left' one-model
problems gave rise to 7 3 . 9 % of 'left' conclusions
and 'left-left' two-model problems gave rise 7 3 . 6 %
of left conclusions. Similarly, 'right-right' onemodel problems gave rise to 6 2 . 6 % of 'left', and
'right-right' two-model problems gaveriseto 6 4 . 9 %
of 'left' conclusions. Hence, people w h o gave a
correct answer to two-model problems did not rely
more on the linguistic form of the premises than in
the case of one-model problems.
General discussion
Our study is the first to analyze the wording of
the conclusions people draw in relational reasoning.
W e have shown that the wording of conclusions
exposes several psychological mechanisms. T w o of
the effects w e have demonstrated are compatible
with the analogical approach to reasoning and
provide n e w insight in die w a y people inspect their

mental model: First, the preference for 'left'
conclusions is nicely explained by the fact that people
construct mental models and inspect them from left to
right. Second, the nature of the question is an important
factor in determining the direction of model inspection:
a 'left-to-right' question prompts 'left-to-righf
inspection of the model and a 'left' conclusion. O n the
other hand, the congruence effect is compatible with the
linguistic approach to reasoning. It shows that linguistic
details of the premises, like the type of comparative, are
stored in m e m o r y and are used in the inferential phase.
However, the occurrence of analogical and
linguistic processes and the degree to which they are
involved largely depend upon the presentation format.
Sequential presentation increases the incidence of
analogical processing: the "preference-for-left"-efrect
and the question-effect were stronger in the sequential
condition than in the simultaneous condition.
Simultaneous presentation induces linguistic processes:
the congruence effect was present in the simultaneous
condition but not in the sequential condition.
Interestingly, two effects were not observed. First,
the number of models did not influence the wording of
conclusions: the congruence effect was not greater in
indeterminate problems. At first sight this seems to
contradict the results of Mani & Johnson-Laird (1982),
w h o foimd that people more often recalled linguistic
details when the description was indeterminate. But
they also reported that recall of the gist was lower when
the description was indeterminate. Hence, having a
weak represenution of the gist of the description was
related to high retention of the linguistic details of the
sentences supporting the description. However, in the
results taken into account here the representation was
not weak since only correct conclusions were
considered. This might explain the absence of a greater
congruence effect with 2-model problems, and shows
that w h e n the represenution of the description is correct
people do not rely more on the linguistic level given
indeterminate vs. determinate problems.
Second, the direction of model inspection was not
congruent with the direction of model constiTiction.
People did not scan their model in the direction they
constructed it. W h e n construction of the D-E part of the
model proceeded from left to right, it did not prompt
more frequent 'left-to-right' inspection than when it
proceeded ftom right to left.
In conclusion, some of the data presented here
support the analogical framework and others support
the linguistic framework. This contrasts with m a n y
reasoning experiments in which the data are considered
to be entirely compatible with one approach and
entirely incompatible with the other (see also Roberts,
1993)
Our findings show that both linguistic and
analogical processes do contiibute to the wording of
conclusions in spatial reasoning. However, the impact
of the different kind of processes is unequal: whereas
the simultaneous presentation format provides evidence
supporting both approaches (i.e. the congruence effect
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and effects related to model scanning were
observed), the sequential presentation condition
provides empirical evidence supporting the
analogical approach and not the linguistic approach
(i.e. the congruence effect was not observed for this
condition). This pattern of data seems to indicate
that analogical processes are pre-eminent in
reasoning from spatial premises.
However, a comprehensive theoretical account
of these results has to take into account both types
of processes. Such a mixed model has been adopted
previously by several researchers like Shaver,
Pierson & Lang, (1974) Sternberg (1980) and
Johnson-Laird (1983; Mani & Johnson-Laird,
1982). According to Sternberg and Johnson-Laird,
the premises are first decoded into a linguistic
format and are subsequently represented by a spatial
mental model. However, this view concerns only
the representational phase but not the inferential
phase. Accordingly, it seems then that the
inferential phase, during which the reasoner
produces a conclusion, relies only on the inspection
of the mental model. However the data w e obtained
indicate that the formulation of a conclusion is
influenced by both analogical and linguistic factors
in the simultaneous presentation, and support the
idea that both factors influence not only the
representational phase but also the inferential one.
A possible explanation is that w h e n people have
achieved the construction of the mental model, they
go back to the premises, when they are available,
and use the premises as a guide to inspect the
mental model. According to this view, linguistic
factors play a role, but it does not necessarily imply
that inferences rules are used while our data clearly
indicate that mental models are constructed.
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Abstract
This article presents a taxonomic system for generated
disablers (based on Elio, 1998) and generated alternatives.
Based on the taxonomy, w e distinguish three different types of
knowledge that are advocated during generation tasks (1)
situations that are semantically strongly related to the content
of the premises (2) more remote situations and (3) the invalid
or low quality counterexamples. Second, w e look at the effect
of woiking memory capacity on the nature of generated
counterexamples. W e found that participants with a high
working memory capacity can generate more counterexamples
and are flexible in their search process. Participants with low
working memory generate less counterexamples and restrict
themselves to thefirsttype of counterexamples.
Introduction
Deductive reasoning with causal propositions is one of the
core activities of htunan cognition. The prototypical causal
rule is formulated as an 'if-then' sentence. The if-part of the
conditional expresses the cause and the then-part contains the
effect. T h e four reasoning problems that are traditionally
used to investigate causal reasoning are (1) modus ponens M P : does the effect follow w h e n the cause is present (2)
denial of the antecedent - D A : does the effect follow in
absence of the cause (3) affinnation of the consequent - A C :
did the cause occur w h e n the effect is observed (4) m o d u s
toUens - M T : did the cause occiu- although the effect did not
occtir. The answers participants produce to these problems
are classically discussed in terms of conditional answers.
Schematically, the reasoning problems and answers look as
follows. The conditional sentence is: 'If cause, then effect'

MP
DA
AC
MT

Categorical premise
The cause occurs.
The cause does not occur.
The effect occurs.
The effect does not occur

Conditional answer
The effect follows.
The effect does not follow.
The cause preceded.
The cause did not precede.

C u m m i n s (Cummins, Lubart, Alksnis, & Rist, 1991;
C u m m i n s , 1995) found that the tendency to deduce A C and
D A is related to the number of alternative causes the
reasoner can activate from background knowledge. T h e
nimiber of disabling conditions, on its turn influences the
making of M P and M T . Alternative causes is a cause other
than the one given, that is capable of evoking the effect.
Disabling conditions is an event that can prevent an effect
from occurring in the presence of the given cause.
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For each of these four reasoning problems Markovits
(2000) gives a detailed description of the underlying
cognitive mechanism. His theory is based o n the mental
model theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
1991). The mental model theory assumes that reasoners build
internal models representing the premise content, and
through manipulation and extension of these models they
generate a conclusion. W e will briefly discuss Markovits'
(2000) accoimt of h o w the four reasoning problems are
solved (applied to causal reasoning).
The mental model theory assumes that (1) reasoners start
by representing the content of the conditional sentence in an
economical way, for instance "ccmse^effect'. This model
represents a possible situation and is often called the initial
model. Other possible models of situations are left implicit.
W h e n they are asked what follows fixtm the categorical
premise reasoners verify whether they can produce a
conclusion based on the initial model. In case of M P they can
initially conclude that the effect occurs, and for the A C fliey
can conclude that the cause preceded. For the other two
reasoning forms, there is no explicit information regarding
the absence of effect or cause, so no conclusion can initially
be generated. (2) In case of D A and M T , reasoners create
explicit models of other possible situations. According to
Markovits (2000) the preferred second model is 'no
c a u s e — m o effect'. Based on this extra model it is possible to
generate an initial conclusion for D A (the effect does not
follow) and for M T (the cause did not precede). At this point,
a first conclusion is formulated for all four reasoning
problems; this conclusion corresponds to the conditional
answer. (3) Most reasoners will then validate their initial
conclusion by searching for possible counterexamples. For
M P and M T , the falsifying model is 'cause - m o effect'
(disabler). For A C and D A , the falsifying situation is 'no
cause-^effect' (alternative). If a counterexample is found,
reasoners become aware that there is more than one
conclusion possible, and reject the initial conclusion. W h e n
no coimterexan^les are foimd, reasoners give conditional
answers to all foiu- reasoning forms. Hence, the probability
of fmding counterexamples informs us about die probability
of giving conditional answers.
The probability that reasoners find a counterexample
depends on the number of counterexamples that are present
in semantic memory. W h e n there are m a n y coimterexamples,
the probability of retrieving at least one is higher than w h e n
there are only few counterexamples. In order to check h o w
m a n y counterexamples reasoners can retrace from memory,

researchers ask participants to generate possible alternatives
and/or disablers for a conditional sentence. The number of
counterexamples generated in this w a y reflects the number of
counterexamples present in background knowledge, thus
reflecting the probability that reasoners fmd at least one
counterexample during reasoning.
Previous research has focussed on specific characteristics
of generated counterexamples: the absolute number of
counterexamples (see e.g., C u m m i n s et al., 1991; C u m m i n s ,
1995), the salience of counterexamples (Markovits, 2000),
and the strength of association between (alternate) causes
and a consequent (Quinn & Markovits, 1998). For diisablers,
Chan and Chua (1994) and D e Neys, Schaeken &
d'Ydewalle (2001) described the importance of the perceived
strength of the connection between cause and effect.
Dieussaert, Schaeken, & d'Ydewalle (2002) investigated the
differential effect of disablers referring to the item itself or to
speaker control.
Another important characteristic is the type of the
generated counterexan^les. It is possible that some
counterexamples are considered to be of greater importance
regarding their falsifying strength, than others are. A first
step in this research domain is to develop a taxonomy, which
enables us to distinguish different types of disablers and
alternatives. E h o (1998) has proposed a taxonomy of
'disablers*. Although she constructed this taxonomy from the
perspective of belief revision, w e consider this taxonomy
also useful for research on 'deductive' conditional reasoning.
Elio (2001) herself points out that both research area's are
complementary, as 'endorsement and entrenchment of a
conditional are opposite sides of the same coin'. N o
taxonomy has been lined out for alternatives. Developing a
taxonomy for alternatives will be the first aim of the present
study.
Furthermore, w e presume that the ability of generating
counterexamples is influenced by working m e m o r y capacity.
Retrieving a counterexample is considered to be a semantic
search process (Maricovits, Fleury, Quinn & Venet, 1998)
and since the efficiency of a semantic search process is
linked to working m e m o r y capacity (Rosen & Engle, 1997)
w e deduce that the retrieving of coimterexamples is linked to
working m e m o r y capacity (see also D e Neys, et al., 2002).
The present study will provide some preliminary data on this
topic. Secondly, w e will investigate whether there are
differences in the nature of generated counterexamples
corresponding to differences in working m e m o r y capacity.

the plant stays green'. A disabler for this sentence explains
w h y the plant doesn't stay green although it is watered well.
The first category contains the 'real' disablers (1), e.g.
'there is no sunlight'. These answers state that normally the
cause produces the effect but in the situation under
description there is an extra conditon present which prevents
the effect from occuring. Instances of the second category,
demote to default (2) merely indicate that the given rule is
probabilistic in nature, e.g., 'in most cases the plant stays
green, but there are exceptions'. The next category contains
the missing enablers (3), e.g., 'the plant received too little
water'. These responses indicate that a condition necessary
for the cause to take effect is absent The fourth category
holds generalisations (4) of the effect, e.g., 'the plant stoys
heal&y'. The rationale behind this kind of disabler is that the
cause produces an effect, but not specifically the effect
mentioned in the rule. Another category contains responses
that indicate an invalid relation (S) between cause and effect;
e.g., 'water is not enough for the plant to stay green'. The
sixth category contains exceptional instances (6), e.g., 'the
plant is an oak with brownish leaves'. The riile remains
valid, but the participants lists an instance to which the rule
exceptionally doesn't apply. The last category contains
answers which m a k e reference to intervening variables or
the passage of time (7), e.g., 'the plant was watered well
until last mondi'. These responses indicate that the cause was
indeed followed by the effect, but somediing happened that
cancelled the effect.

Taxonomy
Disablers
Elio (1998) proposed her taxonomy for disablers in the
context of behef-change. She first induced a belief-state
about the rule by presenting an M P problem and its
conditional answer. Then, the participant fmds out that this
stated conclusion is contradicted by observed facts and is
asked to give some sort of rationalisation. E h o (1998; 2002)
distinguishes seven categories of disablers. W e will illustrate
these categories for the sentence: 'If a plant is watered well.
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Alternatives
In line widi the categories proposed by Elio for disablers,
w e can construct a taxonomy for alternatives. W e will use
die same sentence to illustrate the different types of
alternative causes, 'If a plant is watered well, the plant will
stay green'. A n altemative explains w h y the plant stays
green, even when he is not watered well.
A first category contains the 'real' alternatives (1), e.g.,
'the plant receives a lot of fertiHzer'. These are causes, which
can also produce the effect, even w h e n the given cause is
absent. The second category is called demote to default (2),
e.g., 'normally the plant needs water to stay green, but not
always*. This category contains answers that point out that
normally the cause produces the effect, but there are some
exceptions, which are not explicitly mentioned. The third
category contains non-missing enablers (3), e.g., 'the plant
needs practically no water*. This category mirrors the
missing-enabler category of the disabler taxonomy. The fact
that the plant does not need a lot of water is no cause of the
plant staying green. It just enables the effect to occur even if
the required cause is absent. A fourth category contains the
generalizations (4), e.g., 'if you take good care of a plant, the
plant stays green'. Watering a plant well is an instantiation of
the superordinate category 'taking good care of a plant'. The
fifth category is the invalid rule (5); e.g., 'a plant does not
need water to stay green'. This 'alternative' cancels the
stated relation between antecedent and consequent. The sixth
category contains the exceptional instances (6), e.g., 'the
plant is a Mexican cactus'. Instances of this category point
out that the conditional sentence is valid, but for this

particular example of a plant, the mle does not apply.
Finally, the seventh category contains alternatives referring
to intervening variables or passage of time (7), e.g., 'after a
while the plant learned to live on little water*.
In addition to these 7 parallel categories, w e distinguish
three extra categories. The first extra category contains
answers referring to luck or magic (8), e.g., 'Harry Potter
came by and & e plant turned green'. The second category
contains answers for which the conditional sentence is read
in its non-Uteral meaning (9), e.g., 'the plant sees that other
plants receive water and turns green with envy'. A last
category is reserved for invalid answers (10), e.g., 'the plant
stays green by its photosynthesis', 'the plant does yoga', ...
In most experiments where participants are asked to generate
disablers or alternatives, these answers are excluded from the
analysis. F r o m the perspective of building a taxonomic
system, w e preferred to put them in a special category. A s
with Elio's (1998) taxonomy for disablers, w e assume that
some of these categories have fuzzy boundaries. The
category 'luck or magic' isrelatedto 'demote-to-default' and
'exceptional instances'.
The extra three categories are also valid for disablers. They
carmot be reduced to one of the seven categories Elio
proposed, so for sake of completeness, w e will add them to
her taxonomy. Since the taxonomy for disablers then fully
parallels die taxonomy for alternatives, w e can compare the
distribution of the answers.
Overall, for disablers as well as for alternatives, w e can
say that the categories labeled 'disablers' and 'alternatives'
contain the 'real' counterexamples. Instantiations of tiiis
category appear to be semantically closely related to the
content of the premises. T h e categories 'demote to default',
'(non)missing enabler', 'generalization', 'invaUd rule',
'time' and 'exceptional instance' are more remote. They
either refer to exceptional situations or some of the basic
assumptions of the conditional sentence are denied. The
categories of 'luck or magic', 'non-literal interpretation' and
'invahd answers' contain counterexamples that can be given
to any kind of sentence, regardless of the exact semantic
content W e consider these counterexamples to be of low
quality.
Experiment
A p p l y i n g the T a x o n o m y
First of all, w e will apply the two taxonomic systems on
generated counterexatiq>les. This w a y w e can get some
indication of which type background knowledge participants
use w h e n asked to produce counterexamples.
Method We used twenty causal 'if-then'-sentences. The
sentences covered a broad range of semantic domains. Based
on previous research w e choose an equal proportion of
sentences for the four categories: (1) m a n y disablers and
m a n y alternatives, (2) m a n y disablers, few alternatives, (3)
few disablers, m a n y alternatives, and (4) few disablers and
few alternatives. Our generation task was similar to the one
used by C u m m i n s (1995). First, w e presented the participants
with a causal rule. Subsequently w e stated that the cause
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occurred but it did not produce the effect (disablers) or that
the effect occurred in absence of the given cause
(alternatives). Participants were then asked to write d o w n as
m a n y explanations as possible (maximum S). It was
explicitly mentioned that the given explanations had to be
different from the stated cause, different from each other,
and that they could only give valid answers, answers such as
'the person came from Mars' are not tolerated.
Sixty-two subjects participated in the experiment as part of
course requirements. Thirty-two subjects were given the
disabler-generation task, while thirty other subjects received
the alternative-generation task. Each participant generated
either disablers or alternatives for each of the 20 sentences.
The order of the sentences was randomized over participants.
The participants were given 15 to 20 minutes to complete the
task. For each situation that participants generated, two
independent raters determined to which category type the
answer belonged. Interrater reliability was .93 for die
alternative and .84 for the disabler generation task.
Results and Discussion Both for the alternative and disabler
generation task w e first divided the sentences into two
groups. For one group of sentences (n=10) there are few
alternatives or disablers (dis/alt) generated, while in the other
group (n=10) there are m a n y dis/alt The few-group contains
sentences for which the total number of generated
counterexamples for the sentence is less than the overall
mean of all sentences. For the sentences of the m a n y groq)
the number of generated counterexamples for each sentence
is higher than the overall mean.
For the alternatives as well as for the disablers, w e
determined the number of times each category type occurred,
this separately for the few and the many sentences. Table 1
gives an overview of the results.
Table 1: Proportion of answers for different categories.
Disablers
Few
Category
Many
81.9
1. real alt/dis
76.8
2. demote to default
0.6
3.1
3. (non)missing enabler
12.4
7.1
4. generalization
0.6
2.2
5. invalid rule
4.1
6. exceptional instance
3.6
3.6
7. time/ intervening
1
8. luck/magic
0.8
9. non-literal
•
10. invalid
0,2
1.9
Total N
531
869

Alternatives
Many
94.5

Few
74
3.6
1.9
2.1
-

10.6

0.4
3
0.4
3.8
470

1.5
3
0.1
0.2
0.6
976

Within the many-groiq) there arerelativelymore 'real'
dis/alt generated then in the few-group. This difference is
significant for disablers (pi=.768, ni=531 versus p2=.819,
n,=869, p<.0209) as well as for alternatives (pi=.74; ni=470
versus P2=.945, n,=976, p<.0001). Additionally, w e found
that for the few disabler group, more missing enablers are
generated than for the m a n y group (dis: pi= .124, nj=531 vs.
P2=.071, n,=869, p=.0008). For alternatives w e observe that

in the few group participants more often list exceptional
instances than in the many group (pi».106, ni"470 vs. p2=
.01, n,=976, p<.0001). All other differences between
proportions are non-significant.
W e assume that when participants are asked to generate
dis/alts they start to look for straightforward examples,
namely the 'real' dis/alts (category 1). This is because the
'real' counterexamples are semantically strongly related to
the content of the conditional sentence. In addition to these
'real counterexamples' participants dispose of another pool
of possible counterexamples, namely, the more remote
situations. Instantiations of this type are semantically not
directly linked to the premise content. They refer to
exceptions to the normsil situation (category 2,6) or to
conversational implicatures that are suspended (category
3,4,7). The assunq)tions that are normally valid, such as
'promises are kept', 'birds can fly', 'coffee contains caffeine'
are examined in order to account for the apparent
contradicting premises. In general, this more remote category
contains counterexamples sprouting from suspended
conversational implicatures (Levinson, 2000).
For some assumptions you fmd that when the assumption
not holds, the relation between antecedent and consequent
changes, and can account for the apparent contradiction.
W h e n only few dis/alt can be found, it is harder to fmd a
full range of 'real' counterexamples. A s a result, participants
search also for the more remote type of disablers and
alternatives.

semantically close to the content of the premises. In addition,
the search can be directed to the more remote categories.
In the second part of this experiment w e will investigate
whether working m e m o r y capacity affects the type of the
generated dis/alts.
Working Memory Capacity
Double task experiments showed that working m e m o r y
capacity puts a constraint on the ability to generate
counterexamples (De Neys, Schaeken, & d'Ydewalle, 2002).
First, w e will investigate the effect of woricing m e m o r y
capacity on the number of generated counterexamples. W e
expect diat participants with high working m e m o r y ci^acity
generate more counterexamples than those with low working
m e m o r y capacity. W e expect this difference to be larger for
sentences with few counterexamples. For the m a n y sentences
w e assume that the difference m a y be blurred due to a ceiling
effect. Second, w e will look at the effect of working m e m o r y
on the type of generated counterexamples. D o differences in
working m e m o r y c!^)acity affect s o m e h o w the sort of
counterexamples participants c o m e up with?
Ail first year psychology students had fulfilled a Dutch
version of the O S P A N test (La Pointe, & Engle, 1990; Dutch
version: D e Neys et al., 2002) for measuring working
m e m o r y capacity. A s such, w e can link the number and
nature of the generated answers to differences in working
m e m o r y capacity.
Results and Discussion The subjects are divided in three
groups depending on their working m e m o r y oqjacity. The
high participant group consists of the top third (dis: Min: 37;
M a x : 54 - alt: Min: 39; M a x : 54). The low group contains
participants with scores of the bottom third (dis: Min: 18;
M a x : 24 - alt: Min: 39; M a x : 54). Table 2 displays flie
distribution of the relative proportion of answers.
Participants with high working m e m o r y capacity generate
more disablers than participants with a low working m e m o r y
capacity (dis: pi=.45; ni=964 versus p2=.55; ni=964,
p<.0001). This difference is not significant for alternatives.

Conclusion The two taxonomic systems can be used to
categorize the answers participants give when asked to
generate disablers or alternatives. Although some of die
presented categories are conceptually related, the raters
consistently classified the answers.
B y applying the taxonomy w e found that more 'real'
alternatives and disablers were generated in the many groups
than in die few groups. This difference is con^jensated by a
shift to the more remote types. W e assume that participants
start searching for counterexamples fi-om the pool of 'real'
counterexamples, because these counterexamples are

Table 2: Proportion of generated counterexamples for each category (mmibers refer to categories of Table 1). The shaded regiom
refer to the three types category 1 equals Type 1, category 2 to 7 corresponds to Type 2, categories 8 to 10 are labeled Type 3.
Disablers

Low
Category

Few

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

82.5

Many
86.4

5.8
3.9
0.6
3.3
3.3
.
0.6
154

2.9
5.7
1.4
2.5
•
1
.
279

Total N

Total

85
3.9
5.1
1
2.8
1.2
0.7
0.2
433

Few
71.7

0.9
14.6

0.5
5
3.7
3.7
219

Alternatives
High
Many
80.1

4.2
8.7
2.9
2.6
0.6
0.6
0.3
312

Low
Total
76.7

2.8
11.1

1.9
3.6
1.9
0.4
1.7
531
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Few

Few

79.4

Many
95.2

Total
90.4

76.7

6.1
1.8
5.5
0.6
4.2
2.4
165

1
3.2
0.3
•
•
0.3
375

2.6
0.6
2.2
1.9
0.2
1.3
0.9
540

2.8
4.4
1.1
0.6
8.9
2.8
0.6
5
180

High
Many

93
1.5
3.5
0.5
0.3
1.5
371

Total
87.7

1.8
0.5
2.7
0.2
2.9
1.3
0.4
2.5
551

W e will n o w discuss the effects of working m e m o r y
capacity separately for the sentences with few and m a n y
disablers.
A first important result is that the observation that
participants with high working m e m o r y capacity generate
more disablers than those with low working m e m o r y
capacity, is only found on the sentences with few disablers
(p,=.413; n,=373 vs. p2= .587; n,-373, p<.0001). This
finding can be explained as follows. For sentences with only
few disablers, it is inevitably harder to generate
counterexamples than for sentences with m a n y disablers. In
general, for sentences with only few disablers most
participants quickly run out of inspiration (only in 5 % of the
trails there were more than 3 disablers given). Because
participants with low working m e m o r y capacity experience
more difficulty in generating disablers, w e can expect that
their searching process takes more time than that of
participants with high working m e m o r y capacity. For
sentences with m a n y disablers, w e assume that there is a
ceiling effect A s participants can choose fix)m a large pool
of possible counterexamples, the differences in working
memory
capacity on
the generated number
of
counterexamples does not show.
A second striking finding is diat participants with a low
working m e m o r y seem to restrict themselves to a single type
of counterexamples. Participants with a high working
m e m o r y ci^)acity generate overall more 'real' disablers, this
group represents a larger proportion of the generated
responses of the participants with low woricing m e m o r y (pi=
.85; ni=433 vs. pr= -77; ni=531, p<.0013). This decrease in
'real' disablers is mirrored by a significant increase in the
proportion of disablers of the 'remote' type. Participants with
a high working m e m o r y score generate more missing
enablers (category 3) than participants with low working
m e m o r y capacity (pi=.051, ni=433 versus pj=.lll, ni=531,
p<.0009). A s stated above w e assume that participants start
their search for counterexamples by checking situations,
which are semantically related to the content of the premises.
In addition, reasoners can check situations that are
semantically more remotely related to the premise content.
Thus, the results suggest that participants with a high
working m e m o r y capacity can more easily shift from the
straightforward type of counterexan^les to the more remote
type. Participants with a low working m e m o r y capacity are
rather conservative in their search for counterexamples. It
can be argued that the flexibility to change fh)m one
semantic domain to another yields a substantial profit in
fmding counterexamples. Based on our results w e can add
that woricing m e m o r y capacity is a crucial mediator of this
flexibility.
The significant effects on disablers are paralleled by nonsignificant trends for alternatives. The absence of any
significant woridng m e m o r y effects on alternatives can be
explained with reference to the structural difference between
the two types of counterexamples. W h e n you are asked to
generate a disabler, you have to fmd a situation in which the
effect does not occur in presence of the given cause. The
presence of the given cause constitutes an important element
of the situation you have to generate. A s a result you have to
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maintain two different propositions, the cause as well as the
effect, in memory. For alternatives it is not necessary to
maintain the given cause in memory. Y o u just need to look
for some alternate causes, and maintain the effect in
memory. Markovits argues that for young children, it is
harder to search for disablers than to search for alternatives
(Jeanveau-Brennan, & Markovits, 1999; Markovits, 2000).
W e assume that his finding can be generalized to adults. N o
effect of working m e m o r y capacity is observed on
alternatives because the generation of alternatives does not
challenge working m e m o r y capacity in the way that the
generation of disablers does.
General Discussion
This article addressed four main issues. First of all, w e
applied Elio's (1998) taxonomic system for disablers in
belief-revision to data gathered in a conditional reasoning
jjerspective. T h e described system was equally valid for
categorizing disablers, as almost all the answers could
readily be categorized. Elio (1998) pointed out that belief
revision and deductive reasoning are complementary fields
of research. This experiment proves that the use of her
taxonomic system can be generalized to the domain of
conditional reasoning.
Second, w e constructed a taxonomic system for generated
alternatives. B y applying this categorization system w e can
distinguish different types and categories of alternatives.
Although some categories are interrelated, only few answers
were subject to discussion. Hence, w e conclude that the
taxonomy serves its purpose well. In line of Elio's (1998)
proposal w e suggest that this taxonomic system can also be
used for categorizing the alternatives generated in the context
of belief-revision. B y applying this system researchers are
able to shed light on the type of knowledge that is used
during the process of belief revision, or in terms of Elio
(1998), on the belief-revision operators that people use for
resolving everyday contradictions.
Recent research emphasizes the importance of pragmatic
and semantic aspects in theories on conditional reasoning
(see e.g., Chan & Chua, 1994; Newstead, Ellis, Evans, &
D o m i s , 1997; Quinn & Markovits, 1998). B y oudining two
taxonomic systems w e provide researchers with an additional
methodological weapon for disclosing h o w the search for
counterexanq>les takes place. These taxonomic systems can
also be used for categorizing counterexamples for other types
of conditionals than causal ones.
Third, w e used the categorization of alternatives and
disablers to examine the sort of background knowledge that
is advocated during the search for alternatives or disablers.
Three broad types of counterexamples were distingtiished.
The first type contains the 'real' disablers or alternatives.
These are descriptions of situations that are semantically
close to the stated premises. The second type of answers is of
a more 'remote' type. They include answers in which the
normal conversational implicatures are suspended.
Participants go beyond the usual scheme's (Chan & Chua,
1994) that the premises refer to, in order to find some
condition that could not apply (enabler, truthfiilness of the
speaker, ...). A third category contains answers that are

given just to lengthen the list of alternatives. They include
answersreferringto some magical interference, plain luck, a
non-literal reading or just invalid responses. For a possible
rule to decide to start looking in another pool, w e can refer to
the stopping rule proposed by Johnson-Laird (1994); when it
gets too hard to generate another imagined situation,
participants stop their search (for alternative stopping rules,
see Elio, 2002).
Fourth, w e looked at the effect of working memory
capacity on the taxonomic distribution of the generated
disablers and alternatives. W e found that reasoners with high
working memory retrieve more disablers and are more
flexible in their search. They tend toretrievedifferent types
of disablers while reasoners with low working memory
capacity are more conservative. Reasoners with low working
memory capacity generated more 'real' disablers then
reasoners with high working memory capacity. This result
suggests that reasoners with low working memory capacity
start by searching the pool of semantically related disablers
and are conservative in their search. In contrast, reasoners
with high working memory capacity are more flexible in
redirecting their search.
W e like to add that asking participants to generate as many
disablers or alternatives as possible could reflect a son»ewhat
different cognitive process than the process active during the
validation phase of reasoning (see also Markovits, Fleury,
Quinn & Venct, 1998).
In sum, participants with a high working memory capacity
can retrieve more counterexamples and areflexiblein their
search process. Participants with low working memory
generate less counterexamples and restrict themselves to
counterexamples of thefirsttype. W e fmd that considering
qualitative aspects of generated counterexamples provide
valuable information on the underlying cognitive search
process. In this study w e describe three different types of
counterexamples. Furthermore, w e argue that working
memory capacity is not only a crucial mediator for
maintaining and searching information but determines also a
reasoner'sflexibilityto search different semantic domains.
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Abstract

a computational model of the object-location m e m o r y and
its implications on modeling h u m a n spatial cognition in
This paper aims to study the representational nature of human
general.
object-location memory. T w o experiments arc reported,
including both perfonnance data and eye movement data. The
The Experimental Paradigm
results show that multiple allocentric frames of reference are
W e adopted an experimental paradigm developed by Mihier
used to encode spatialrelationshipsamong objects and late
conq>utation in object-location memoryretrievalin objectand colleagues in the 1990s, which w e call the Milner
cued conditions is often inevitable. The implications on
paradigm (e.g., Johnsrude, O w e n , Crane, Milner, & Evans,
developing a general model of human spatial cognition are
1999; Milner, Johnsrude, & Crane, 1997; O w e n , Milner,
discussed.
Petrides, & Evans, 1996). Though their focus was on
neuroimaging studies of the brain foundations of objectIntroduction
location memory, the Milner paradigm offers an elegant
O n e important aspect of human spatial m e m o r y has to do
experimental design that allows a systematic evaluation of
with remembering the location of objects relative to each
multiple schema for representing spatial relationships. In
o&er. For example, you might recall that the book you read
addition, the availability of neuroimaging data provides
last night is on your office desic between your computer and
invaluable constraints on both understanding behavioral
the desk lamp. This type of memory for spatial relationships
results and developing computational models (e.g., W a n g ,
is an essential component of a more general type of m e m o r y
Johnson, & Zhang, 2001).
for spatial layout and is obviously critical for many spatial
There are two phases in the Milner paradigm. In the
tasks including locating and navigation (see Tversky, 2000,
encoding phase (Figure lA), eight drawings (objects) are
for a review).
individually presented on a computer screen to subjects,
It is not clear, however, h o w spatial relationships among
with each drawing accompanied by two landmarks (solid
objects are encoded in memory. While it seems apparent
squares). Subjects are asked to remember the locations of
that allocentric frames of reference (i.e., locations defined
drawings, relative to the landmarks. In the retrieval phase,
relative to external objects) rather than egocentric frames of subjects are presented some cues plus two identical
reference (i.e., locations relative to the observer self) are drawings. O n e of the two identical drawings (target) is
often used to describe these spatial relationships, the presented in its original location, and the odier one (noise) is
representational and computational nature of this description
presented in a different location (or more accurately, it
is controversial (see Hunt & Waller, 1999; Klatzky, 1998).
occupies the original location of another object). Subjects
For example, are object-based spatial relationships encoded
are required to perform a forced-choice recognition of the
and stored directly (early computation)? O r do they have to
target, relative to the cues. Mihier and colleagues originally
be inferred m u c h later at the retrieval stage (late
used four retrieval conditions:
computation)? W h a t factors determine which
1. In thefixed-landmarkcondition (Figure IC), the two
representational scheme is used?
landmarks were presented as cues, along with the
In this paper w e report two experiments w e conducted to
target-noise pair. The absolute location of landmarks
directly address these issues. The results show that multiple
and objects on the screen was unchanged from their
allocentric frames of reference are used to encode spatial
original encoding positions.
relationships among objects and late computation in object2. In the shifted-landmark condition (Figure ID), the
location m e m o r y retrieval in object-cued conditions is often
two landmarks were presented as cues, along with
inevitable.
the target-noise pair. Though the spatial relationships
This paper consists of three major parts. In the first
a m o n g the landmarks/drawings remained
section, die experimental paradigm is briefly introduced. In
unchanged, the absolute locations of the
the second section, the experiments are reported, including
landmarks/drawings on the screen were shifted.
both performance data and eye movement data. In the final
3. In the fixed-object condition (Figure IE), two
section, w e briefly discuss our ongoing work of developing
encoded drawings instead the two landmarks were
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presented as cues, along with the target-noise pair.
The absolute locations of drawings on the screen
were unchanged.
4. In the shifted-object condition (Figure IF), two
encoded drawings instead the two landmarks were
presented as cues, along with the target-noise pair.
Though the spatialrelationshipsamong the drawings
remained unchanged, the absolute locations of the
drawings on the screen were shifted.
O n e significant feature of the Mihier paradigm is that it
simultaneously involves multiple spatial representations,
including screen-based, landmark-based, and object-based.
While landmark-based representations are perceptually
accessible in the encoding phase (because an object was
always presented along with the two landmarks in the
encoding phase), object-based representations are not
(because no two objects are presented at the same time in
the encoding phase). Therefore, this fact alone might
suggest that object-based retrieval would be harder than
landmark-based retrieval. Systematic alignment of the
different testing conditions allowed Milner and colleagues
to use a subtraction method to determine the brain areas that
dominate in the different test conditions.
Behavioral data was only briefly reported in Johnsrude et
al (1999). It was foimd that the shifted-object condition was
harder (e.g., longer R T s and lower accuracy) than any other
conditions, which did not differ from each other.
Neuroimaging data suggested that object-location m e m o r y
in general involved the parahipocampal system, and the
shifted conditions, as compared to the respective fixedconditions, activated the posterior inferotemporal cortex.
Both areas have been believed to subserve important
functions of spatial cognition (e.g.. Burgess, Jeffery, &
O'Keefe, 1999).

representational drawings of c o m m o n objects, selected from
the database of (Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980). T h e
drawings, 100x100 pixels in size, were presented against a
white background on a 19*' V G A monitor with a resolution
of 1024x768. The monitor was in front of the subjects
within 2 feet. Subjects were asked to respond by clicking
with a mouse which was within comfortable reach. 11
subjects wore a head-moimted I S C A N eye-tracker while
they were doing the experiment.
Design and Procedure
Each subject performed all S experimental conditions, each
with a different stimulus set. The design is illustrated in
Figure 1.
In each encoding trial, subjects were presented one
drawing and two landmarks and were instructed to
remember the location of the drawing relative to the
landmarks. Subjects clicked the drawing to go on to the next
trial. There were 32 encoding trials in each condition, with
each drawing presented 4 times. The presentation order was
randomized. During the study subjects did not k n o w which
testing condition would follow.
In each retrieval trial, subjects were presented the cues
and the target-noise pair according to the testing condition.
Subjects were instructed to choose the target, by clicking, as
quickly as possible and as accurately as possible. A s soon as
the subjects clicked, the next trial was presented. Each
drawing was tested 4 times.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 w e added one more testing condition to the
original Mihier paradigm. In this additional condition, called
the fixed-nocue condition, no cues were presented along
with the target-noise pair in the retrieval phase. Subjects had
to make the forced-choice based solely on the absolute
location of objects on the screen. This condition was added
to explicitly test the effect of screen-based spatial
representations in location retrieval.
Another purpose of experiment 1 was to collect eye
movement data. Both perceptually encoding and cognitively
computing spatial relationships invite eye movements. The
trace of natural eye movements dxuing die task provides an
indication of the deployment of attention (e.g., Corbetta et
al., 1998) and m a y shed light on the underlying spatial
representations and operations (e.g., Colby & Goldberg,
1999).
Figure 1. The design of Experiment 1. A , an encoding
trial; B, fixed-nocue retrieval; C , fixed-landmark
retrieval; D, shifted-landmark retrieval; E, fixed-object
retrieval; F, shifted-object retrieval.

Subjects, Apparatus, and Materials
21 subjects, 8 females and 13 males, with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, were paid to participate in the
experiment. Five sets of stimuli (each consisting of eight
drawings) were created using digitized black and white
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Results

S u m m a r y & Discussion

Accuracy data. The average accuracy was at least 9 3 % , and
there was no difference a m o n g the 5 testing conditions.

Experiment 1 resulted in two major findings that have not
been reported by Milncr and colleagues. First, the reaction
time in the fixed-nocuc condition was not different from that
in the fixed-landmark condition. Since a screen-based
spatial representation had to be used in order to perform the
fixed-nocue condition, this result indicates that a screenbased spatial representation might be implicitly encoded and
stored (because subjects were specifically instructed to pay
attention to the drawing's location relative to the
landmarks), and be adopted to perform the fixed-landmark
condition. This hypothesis was further supported by the eye
m o v e m e n t data. The number of eye fixations in both
conditions was about 2, the minimal fixations needed to
identify the target if a conservative check-both-target-andnoise-before-click strategy w a s used. The eye movement
traces also indicated that subjects often ignored landmarks
in the fixed-landmaric condition.
Second, the significant interaction between the cue type
(landmark vs object) and the array type (fixed vs shifted)
was surprising. T h e reaction time in the shifted-object
condition was significantly longer than that in any other
conditions (the R T in the shifted-object condition was about
1800ms, 2100m8, and 2700ms longer than that in the fixedobject, shifted-landmark, and fixed-landmark conditions,
respectively, see also Table 1), indicating some additional
operations occurred in that condition. A n analysis of the
computational differences among conditions sheds light on
what these operations could be. a) Landmark cues (solid
squares) were m u c h more perceptually distinct than object
cues. In both object-cued conditions, an additional search
operation was necessary in order to distinguish the targetnoise pair from the two object cues, b) Compared to the
fixed conditions, both shifted conditions required explicit
access of spatial relationships, either landmark-based or
object-based. While landmark-based spatial relationships
might be directly encoded in the encoding phase and later
directly retrieved in the retrieval phase, it seems that objectbased spatial relationships had to be derived through late
computation because subjects never saw any two objects at
the same time.
Eye m o v e m e n t data, however, indicated that this
hypothesis might be oversimplified. In the encoding phase,
w e quite often observed that subjects m o v e d his/her eyes
back and forth between the currently presented object and
the location of the previously displayed object (in the
previous trial, which has already disappeared), indicating
some form of object-based spatial relationships might be
encoded directly and quite early. In general, however, it
seems likely that shifted-object conditions involved quite
extensive late computation in determining object-based
spatial relationships.
W e speculate that a race model can be used to explain the
data. Specifically, w h e n multiple types of representations
for spatial relationships are available to solve the task at
hand, they compete. Though often the representation that
affords easiest operations dominates, sometimes they

Figure 2. R T data in Experiment 1. T h e error bars
represent 9 5 % confidence intervals.
RT data. The reaction time data is shown in Figure 2. An
A N O V A shows a significant interaction between the cue
type (landmark vs object) and the array time (fixed vs
shifted). In addition, a post-hoc comparison shows that the
shifted-object condition takes significantly longer than any
other conditions, consistent with Johnsrude et al (1999)
results.
Eye movement data. Eye movements are needed to search
the scene and measure spatial relationships. The number of
eyefixationsin each trial is counted and reported here. The
result is shown in Figure 3. It is interesting to note that the
eye fixation patton is remarkably similar to the R T pattern,
indicating that the n u m b e r of eye fixations is a good
predictor of R T .

AirayTypM
Figure 3. T h e number of eyefixationsin Experiment 1.
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interfere with each other. A decomposition of the
representations/operations for each condition is summarized
in Table 1. It seems that the race model explains the R T data
reasonably well.

condition between the pure object-cued condition and the
pure landmark-based condition.
These changes resulted in six testing conditions, as shown
in Figure 4. 14 subjects were paid to participate in the
experiment.

Table 1; A representational decomposition

Fixednocue
Fixedlandmark
Fixedobject
Shiftedlandmark
Shiftedobjcct

RT
imsL
1874

2599

Screen-based
Landmark-based
Screen-based

2324

Landmark-based

1723

4402

Object-based

B

A

Accessible representations/operations
Early
Late
Addn.
computation
computation
ops
Screen-based

y
^

Search

c

«>

1*

^

^,
Object-based

vZ-

Search

(t

Experiment 1 raised two issues. The first one is the role of
search in the object-cued conditions. Since the target-noise
pair and the object cues are visually indistinguishable, a
non-spatial visual search component is necessary to perform
the task. The search component was a free parameter in the
above race model that could be estimated but it obviously
confounded the results. It would be useful to eliminate this
confound. The second issue also has to do with the objectcued conditions. In Experiment 1, the two objects that were
chosen to be cues in each trial were randomly selected from
all possible objects (i.e., those that were not the target-noise
pair). This m a d e the task hard in the sense that all possible
object-based spatial relationships (there were 7' of them!)
might be relevant in the retrieval phase. This was in sharp
contrast with the landmark-cued conditions, which had only
16 relevant spatial relationships (8 for each landmark).
Therefore, it might be the pure number of relevant spatial
relationships but not the late computation of object-based
representationstiiatmade the object-cued conditions more
difficult. W e designed experiment 2 to explore these two
issues.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 adopted the same Milner paradigm, but
differed from Experiment 1 in three aspects. First, the
landmarks were changed from solid black squares to a
white-filled black square. Second, in the object-cued
conditions, the object cues were framed in a black squared
to make them visually salient. The purpose of the change
was to eliminate the search component in retrieval. Third,
w e added two more object-cued conditions, which w e called
consistent mapping conditions. In these conditions, instead
of selecting two cue objects at random for every trial, the
two objects were selected at the beginning of the testing
session and consistently served as the object cues for every
trial in that session. This change greatly reduced the relevant
spatial relationships and could be viewed as a middle
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Figure 4. The design of Experiment 2. A , fixedlandmark retrieval; B, shifted-landmark retrieval; C,
fixed-object retrieval; D, shifted-object retrieval; E,
fixed-object consistent mapping retrieval; F, shiftedobject consistent mapping retrieval.

Results & Discussion
Accuracy data. The average accuracy was at least 8 8 % , and
there was no difference among the 6 testing conditions.
RT data. The reaction time data is shown in Figure 5. An
A N O V A reveals similar effects to Experiment 1, including
the significant interaction between cue types (object vs
landmark) and array types (fixed vs shifted).
The effects of the two manipulations w e adopted in
Experiment 2 were evident. First, combining the results
from both experiments, it is clear that the elimination of the
search operations (by framing the object cues) did decrease
reaction time in certain object-cued conditions. However,
this time saving had a surprising interaction with the array
types. Specifically, while the time saving in the fixed-object
condition was not significant (2599ms in Experiment 1 vs
2494ms in Experiment 2) the saving was significant in the
shifred-object condition (4402ms in Experiment 1 vs
3548ms in Experiment 2). It is not so obvious h o w to
explain this interaction. Second, the manipulation of
consistent mapping in object-cued conditions also reduced

the reaction time. H o w e v e r , again, a reliable interaction with
a n a y types w a s found. W h i l e the time reduction w a s about
4 5 0 m s in the fixed-object conditions ( 2 4 9 4 m s vs 2 0 4 4 m s ) ,
the reduction w a s about 9 0 0 m s in the shifted-object
conditions (3548nis vs 2 6 4 0 m s ) . Similarly, it is not obvious
h o w this interaction occurred without a detailed
computational model.

oUad oonsManl mappino

2700• 2200
1700-

A/r«y Typ«i
Figiure 5. RT data (in ras) in Experiment 2. The enor
bars represent 9 5 % confidence intervals.
Eye movement data. Similar to Experiment 1, eye
movement data corresponded quite well with the reaction
time data (see Figure 6). Fewer numbers of eye fixations
were observed in the fixed array conditions than in the
shifted array conditions. In addition, the object-cued
conditions induced more eye fixations than the landmarkcued conditions. In particular, both the elimination of the
search component and consistent mapping in object-cued
conditions significantly reduced the number of eye
fixations (by about 1 and 1.5, respectively), indicating
both manipulations successfiilly reduced the efforts of
object recognition and late computation of spatial
relationships.

G e n e r a l Discussion
M e m o r y for object-location is an essential aspect of human
spatial memory. However, the underlying representational
mechanisms and computational operations are controversial.
The empirical study reported here adopted and extended the
Milner paradigm and produced interesting data toward a
better understanding of the problem. In this section, w e
would like to discuss three issues related to the implications
of the study and the future work.
First, the current study supports the argument that
m e m o r y for spatial relationships can take multiple forms of
representations, each encoded in a different frame of
reference. S o m e of these representations m a y result from an
early computation, often due to a direct perceptual
experience in the early encoding phase. These
representations can be encoded implicitly, such as the
screen-based representations, or explicitly, such as the
landmark-based representations and some object-based
representations (e.g., spatial relationships between objects
presented in consecutive trials). However, most of the
object-based spatial relationships have to be inferred when
necessary through a late computation, resulting in longer
reaction time in the object-cued conditions. W h e n multiple
forms of representations are simultaneously available, a race
model seems plausible. The processes supported by each
representation compete with each other, and typically the
one that affords fast response dominates. Eye movement
results support this hypothesis
Second, the results from the current study are also
consistent with the neuropsychological evidence that
suggests there exist multiple spatial representational systems
in the brain (e.g.. Burgess et al., 1999; W a n g et al., 2001).
The P E T imaging results from Milner and colleagues (1997)
revealed that w h e n object-location m e m o r y is retrieved,
brain activity increases in the parahippocampal system, an
area that is generally believed to subserve allocentric spatial
representations.
Finally, while the current study generated interesting
results, it is clear that tofiillyunderstand these results a
detailed computational model is necessary. Questions about
h o w multiple forms of spatial relationships are represented
and h o w they interact can be better explored only when a
computational model is developed. Efforts are being taken
to develop such a model in the Act-R cognitive architecture
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). The long-term goal is to
develop a framework that can be used to model human
spatial cognition in general, including object-location
m e m o r y and spatial layout memory.
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Figure 6. T h e n u m b e r of eye fixations in Experiment 2.
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ftype hierarchy

Abstract
The SHRUTl model demonstrates how a system of sim)le, neuron-like elements can encode a large body ofreasional causal knowledge and provide the basis for rapid
inference. Here w e show how a representation of utilbuy(Peiion,-,-)
ity can be int^rated with the existing representation of
belief, such Aat the resulting architecture can be used to
reason about values and goals and thereby contribute to
decision-making and planning.
buy(buyer.lhmg.KllCT)
Introduction
To understand h o w the brain creates the mind, one could
work mainly from the top down, characterizing mental
processes, or from the bottom up, trying to understand
the capabilities of neurons and simple circuits. In developing the SHRUTl model w e have pursued both these approaches simultaneously in order to understand h o w networks of neurons can perform complex cognitive tasks.
In past work, w e have demonstrated h o w such networks
can m a k e predictive and explanatory inferences with respect to a large body of causal knowledge. In this paper,
w e show h o w the SHRUTl architecture can be extended
to represent and reason not only about beliefs but also
about utilities, values and goals. T h e resulting model
uses a single causal structure to seek explanations, m a k e
predictions, and identify expected utilities of world states
and actions.
The SHRUTl architecture
First w e present the basic elements of the SHRUTI architecture. T h e model is described in considerably more
detail in [Shastri, 1999, Shastri and Ajjanagadde, 1993,
Shastri and Wendelken, 2000]. SHRUTl is a neurally
plausible (connectionist) model that demonstrates h o w
a network of neuron-like elements could encode a large
body of structured knowledge and perform a variety of
inferences within a few hundred milliseconds. SHRUTl
suggests diat the encoding of relational information
(frames, predicates, etc.) is mediated by neural circuits
composed of focal clusters and that the dynamic representation and communication of relational instances
iirvolves the transient propagation of rhythmic activity
across these clusters. A role-entity binding is represented
in thisrtiythmicactivity by the synchronous firing of appropriate cells.
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focal cluster
eiubler
collector
role node
to +« Money
rule mediator
lo 7e:0biect

p.y(ptyBj)<yM.|»yni«nl)
Figure 1: Diagram showing core elements of the
S H R U T l model, including relational focal clusters, a
fact, a rule, and a simple type hierarchy.

A focal cluster is a collection of nodes with varying
functionality all subserving a c o m m o n representation. A
relational focal cluster consists of a positive (+) and a
negative (-) collector node, an enabler (?) node, and role
nodes. The activity of the positive (negative) collector
node reflects the amount of evidence collected in support of belief (disbelief) in the given relation. Activity
of the enabler (?) node reflects the strength with which
information about the relation is being sought. A link
from collector to enabler ensures that the system automatically seeks explanation for what it believes. Role
bindings are represented by synchronousfiringof relational role nodes with nodes in a connectionist type hierarchy. A relational cluster with active role bindings
represents a relational instance. Rules are encoded with
links that enable the propagation ofrtiythmicactivity
from one relational focal cluster to the next. Specifically, a rule is formed by linking the antecedent collector to the consequent collector, the consequent enabler to the antecedent enabler, and matching role nodes
in both directions, through an intervening focal cluster

termed the rule mediator. Type restriction and instantiation of unbound variables are handled via connections
between the rule mediator structure and the type hierarchy. Long-term facts are encoded in SHRUTl as temporal pattern matching circuits. Episodic facts (E-facts) are
tuned to particular relational instances and represent specific knowledge or memories, while taxon facts (T-facts)
are typically responsive to a range of relational activations and represent more general statistical knowledge
about the world.
Probabilistic reasoning
Previous work has shown that the inferential behavior
of SHRUTI does not, in most cases, stray far from a
probabilistic ideal [Wendelken and Shastri, 2000]. With
appropriate assignment of link weights, a simple
rule structure can be shown to compute probabilities correctly in both the forward and backward direction. A set of evidence combination functions allows for flexible combination of evidence from multiple sources, while maintaining a relatively simple connectionist structure in which each antecedent c o m m u nicates with the consequent via a single weighted link
[Shastri and Wendelken, 1999]. Explaining away occurs
via inhibitory interconnections between antecedents, so
felse patterns of circular reasoning are not introduced.
Inference in SHRUTi is essentially an anytime algorithm. Unlike in a belief net, responses to a query are
generated almost inunediately, based on the prior information stored for the queried relation. A s inference is allowed to progress, eariy estimates are repeatedly refined
as more and more evidence is brought in from further up
or d o w n the causal chain. In a neural system, the depth to
which this search for evidence occurs would be limited,
such that only evidence within a certain distance (along
any casual chain) would be considered. Presumably, this
depth could be modulated by attention or other factors.
Importantly, this is a model which scales up naturally to
large domains without performance loss (with reference
to a parallel network of nodes and links).

P(B|oiilyA)

I/KA)

POIA)

I/P(B)
Figure 2: A n illustration of the link weights for a simple
rule (roles not shown). If B is believed true (+:B active
with value 1.0) then activity at +: A will equal P(A—^B)
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R e p r e s e n t i n g utility in S H R U T I
SHRUTI's
representation
of
utility
[von N e u m a n n and Morgenstem, 1947]
is
analogous to its representation of belief. This consists
primarily of a set of utility nodes associated with each
relational focal cluster, reward facts denoting reward and
punishment, value facts denoting learned utility values,
probabilistically weighted utility-carrying connections
between relations, and various modulatory mechanisms
that affect utility flow differently in different situations.
Thus belief and utility in SHRUTI are tightly integrated,
sharing m u c h of the same structure, and are not separate
modules in any conventional sense.
Utility nodes
Recall that the representation of beliefs in SHRUTI is buih
around relational focal clusters, which contain several
different types of nodes including positive and negative
collectors, an enabler, and role nodes. Alongside these
nodes representing belief, there are additional nodes representing associated utility. Thus there is a utility node
tied to each of the two collectors, with activation range
[-1,1]. These nodes are denoted by $ + and $-; positive
activity of $ + ($-) indicates that positive utility value is
associated with the truth (falsity) of the relation, while
negative activation value of $ + ($-) indicates that negative utility is associated with the truth (falsity) of the relation. Links from each utility node to the enabler node
ensure that whenever something is marked as having utility, it is automatically investigated by the system.
Activation of a relational utility node can indicate that
reward is currently being experienced, or that it is expected. In either case, it reflects not only reward that
is directly associated with its relation (as, for example,
satisfying a sweet tooth is associated with eating cake),
but also sources of reward that are more distantly related
(such as potential weight gain). In this respect, the utility node is comparable to the value fiincion of traditional
reinforcement learning; however, utility node activity is
transient and cannot by itself represent any permanent
learned value associated with a relation instance (how
this information is maintained will be described shortly).
Instead, activity at a relational utility node reflects the
combination of more permanent representations of value
with the transient factors that m a k e up current context.
Reward facts
S o m e relations have reward facts (R-facts) tied to them,
designating certain relational instances as goals. Reward facts represent the source of reward and punishment in the system. Activation of a positive reward fact
indicates the attainment (real or imagined) of s o m e reward, while activation of a negative reward fact indicates
the suffering (real or imagined) of some punishment.
Like episodic facts in the belief system, reward facts
are temporal pattern matching circuits that respond only
w h e n the specified set of role-fillers are active. In this
case, activation of a relational collector along with synchronous activation of role nodes and appropriate type

node role fillers leads to activation of an associated fact
node, which in turn leads to activation of that relation's
appropriate utility node. M a n y different reward facts can
be linked to a single relation; for example, a relation like
eat{x) might have associated with it positive reward facts
such as eat (Cake) as well as negative reward (punishment) facts such as eat (Dirt).

+e:Cakc
+«:Dirt
eat(Dirt)
Figure 3: T w o reward facts for the relation eat(x)
Research with rats and brain-stimulus reward suggests
that both idiosyncratic and c o m m o n currency representations of utility exist in the brain [Shizgal, 1998]. The
representation of utility as activation values of relational
utility nodes is a c o m m o n currency representation which
allows the activity of one node to be directly compared to
the activity of another in order to guide decision-making.
This is vital in order to allow successful decision making that takes into account disparate sources of reward
and punishment. M o r e domain-specific representations
of utility must also exist, since the relative weighting of
utilities from different sources can vary. The utility of
eating, for example, is greatiy influenced by degree of
hunger, while the utility of play is not. Reward facts represent the connection between the c o m m o n currency and
the more domain-specific representations of utility. In
order to model the latter, w e allow that the weights on
reward facts might vary depending on some internal state
of the agent.
Value facts
While relational utility nodes represent value estimates
in the current context, and reward facts represent basic
goals, the task of storing learned value estimates rests
with the value facts, or V-facts. Value facts are similar in form to reward facts, but instead of directly representing reward, they represent predicted future reward.
For both value facts and reward facts, utility values are
stored as link weights (specifically, as the weight on the
link leading from the fact node to the associated relational utility node). The value fact associated with a relation plays a similar role to the value fiinction in traditional reinforcement learning, and the update fiuiction
for a value fact, depending as it does on local reward
and maximization (or some other combination) of utility values of possible consequents, closely resembles the
Bellman equation [Belhnan, 1957]. Note, however, that
value updates in SHRUTI depend only on activity of a
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few connected predicates, and not on the entire system
state. Because of the similarity in the Bellman equation
and SHRUTl's value-updating algorithm, the latter has
been termed Causal Heuristic Dynamic Programming
( C H O P ) [Thompson and Cohen, 1999]. Like taxon facts
in the belief system, value facts hold a statistical summary of past activity. They too are associative, meaning
that matching of relational activity to the fact is stronger
with more role matches, but is not necessarily blocked
by a single role mismatch; this helps with generalization
of value to multiple related instances.
A typical relation has m a n y value facts associated with
it, some very specific and some quite general. In this
way, particularly important or salient items are explicitly encoded, whereas novel or less important items can
fall back on more general represenutions. For the hypothetical agent for which eating cake is a paramount
goal, find{Cake) should be a highly-rewarding value
fact. Eating other things m a y still be beneficial, so the
more general find{Food) m a y also appear as a weaker
value fact; finding anything is more often good than bad,
so even the most general value fact find{Thing) might
appear in the agent's internal representation. W h e n the
agent with these value facts happens upon a dollar bill,
it will immediately perceive this as a positive situation
according to the value of the find{Thing) value fact. If
finding m o n e y turns out to be significantiy more rewarding than finding that average-value random thing, then
this should be learned and explicitly represented as a new
value fact.
Communication of utilities
Links connect utility nodes of different relations in the
same w a y that they connect belief nodes. These links
run parallel to the belief system connections, but in the
consequent to antecedent (backward) direction. Figure 4
provides a simple illustration of these connections: for
the rule A A B => C, there are utility connections from
the utility nodes of C, through the rule mediator, back to
those of A and B. Weights on these connections are similar to the weights on the collector-collector links. Their
purpose is to intix)duce probability into the calculations
of value, such that the value estimate at some antecedent
relation is based on both the value of its consequent (activity at its utility node) and the probability that it will
be reached (weight on the connecting link). For the rule
A ^ C , where the utility node of C ($:C) has a value
of a, the utility node of A ( S A ) should obtain the value

axP{C\A).
This structure has the effect that assertion of a particular goal, via activation of a utility node, leads in
the simplest case to assertion of its potential causes as
subgoals, via spreading activation backwards along the
causal chain. Belief in some relation, represented as activation of a collector node, leads to internal reward or
punishment (activation of a reward fact) or recognition
Uiat such reward or punishment is likely (activation of a
value fact) if there is an intact causal chain leading fiom
that relation to some goal relation.

S 7 .•

simplicity of the resulting connectionist structure is important, since it lends plausibility to the notion that such
a mechanism could be learned in the brain. Results for
three combination functions, and, or, and avg, are shown
below. The connectionist structure that computes these
fiinctions is shown infigure4.
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Figure 4: A diagram showing structure of utility connections for a two-antecedent rule.
Action focal clusters are given special treatment
within this framework. Since the agent has control over
whether
or not an action is performed, activity of an acUtility modulation
tion collector docs not modulate the utility values flowThe model of utility propagation described so far is pering to any sibling antecedents. Also, while activity of an
fectly adequate for simple cause-effect relationships or
action's utility node indicates that the action is beneficial
chains of these. However, with multiple-antecedent or
or harmful, activity of its enabler simply indicates that
multiple-consequent rules, or with multiple rules involvthe action is potentially relevant.
ing a c o m m o n relation, additional mechanisms must be
Distribution and recombination
introduced. Considerfirsta rule with two antecedents,
such as find{x) Aedible{x) => eat{x). The utility of find- Just like beliefs, utilities from different sources must be
ing something, which is derived from the utility of eatcombined. In general, the same approach is used here
ing something, depends directly on whether or not that
as with calculation of belief - a range of simple evidence
thing is edible. Thus, there should be an interaction becombinationfiinctionsare available and can be inserted
tween the two antecedents such that if edible{x) is false, into the connectionist structure as appropriate. Because
then the propagation of utility from eat{x) to find{x) is
m a n y rewards are generally better than one, combinaat least partially blocked. The reverse holds true as well
tion functions selected should generally have the prop- utility of a thing being edible depends not only on the
erty that a combined utility value is greater than any of
utility of eating it, but also on whether or not it has been the individual utilities; summation and or are two likely
found.
candidates. However, using such a combination function
The interaction described here is appropriate for the
leads to a difricult problem w h e n w e allow multiple paths
an(/-combination, but different interactions should occur
to exist between two relations. Consider the scenario, ilwhen different relations hold between the antecedents
lustrated infigureS where exploration can lead to finding
and the consequent. For example, w h e n antecedents are
fiiiit orfindinggame, and that either of these consequents
combined with an or fiinction, then belief in the truth of can lead to the goal relation of being able to eat. Utilone should tend to discount the propagation of utility to
ity associated with eating is propagated in fiiU to both
the others. In this case, w h e n one cause is established,
findFruit and f i n d G a m e (assuming an or-combination
then redundant causes are no longer particularly usefiil.
and that neither is currently true), and from each it is
For the avg (weighted average)fiinction,each antecedent
further propagated back to explore. N o w if explore has
contributes independently to the total, and so belief in the the sort of combinationfiinctiondescribed above, it can
truth of one antecedent should have no impact on the perobtain a local utility value greater than that originating
ceived utility of another.
at the goal eat. This is clearly an unacceptable situaIn general, the utility value at an antecedent relation
tion, and it comes from the fact that locally there is no
should reflect the value of any associated consequents
information to distinguish between utility arriving from
times the extent to which truth of the antecedent affects
different sources (which should be added together) and
truth of the consequent. For a rule with antecedents
utility values that originate from the same source (which
A and B\ through B„ and consequent C, this might be
should not).
stated as "What difference does A make, in the context
O n e solution to this problem might be to disallow mulB\ ... B„, for the attainment of C", or in terms of probtiple paths between relations. Indeed, this is the soluabilities, P{C\A,B\ = b\
B„ = b„) - P{C\-'A,Bi =
tion adopted for belief nets to solve essentially the same
b\
B„ = b„).
problem. However, connections between relations are
If the above expression is expanded for each different
assumed to be learned from experience based only on
combinationfiinction,an interesting result is obtained,
local information; it is diflScult to imagine any plausible
namely, that it is possible to compute it exactly for each mechanism by which learning of multiple paths could be
different combinationfiinctionusing only the existing
inhibited w h e n these provide the bestfitfor experience.
weight on the utility link along with a single additional
Another solution would be to reduce the amount of utilweight from each associated antecedent. This relative
ity distributed along each path according to the number
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Figure 5: A proposed solution to the problem of utility
combination.
of such paths; in this case that would mean that only half
of utility at the eat relation is propagated to findFruit
and findGame. But this clearly leads to an underestimation of utility along each. Finally, w e might abandon the
use of summation and similar combination functions for
utility and instead use something like max. This solves
the problem at hand but also makes it impossible to productively combine multiple sources of utility. The "cornm o m currency" representation of utility becomes somewhat modified; utilities can be directly compared within
this framework but can no longer be directly combined.
Instead, reward combinations must be explicitly represented in order to be used. This is illustrated infigure5,
where the basic goals eat and rest are supplemented by a
combination goal eat&rest.
Simulation example
The operation of the network is illustrated here. The
screen capture from the Shruti-Agent Simulator in Figure 6 shows a simple network representing the caveman's
dilemma of whether to hunt or gather. Successful hunting yields the greatest reward (represented by the reward
fact eat(Game)). Gathering, on the other hand, is more
reliable, but only productive during the right season. W e
examine the propagation of beliefs and utilities around
this simple network in detail. First, suppose that the
caveman agent is hungry, and hence reward facts related
to eating are fully active. Eating g a m e or eating fruit are
the current active goals of the system. Activity from the
reward facts flows to multiple banks of the eat relation
and from there back to kill(Game) and find{Fruit). The
agent has realized that either killing g a m e orfindingfruit
would be useful eventualities. Alongside the propagation
of utility, a querying belief state is also being transmitted
from relation to relation; this is represented in the activity
of the enabler nodes. Since neither eventuality is thought
to be true of the current world state, there is no competitive modulation of utility values; thus, kill{Game) has
the full 0.8 value from the eat{Game) reward fact while
find{Fruit) has the full 0.6 from eat{Fruit).
Utility value propagates further back to the hunt relation, this time modified by the uncertainty of hunting.
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Figure 6: A captured m o m e n t from the simulation of
the caveman scenario. Activity of-rinSeason blocks the
propagation of utility to $:gather, resulting in a higher
valuation of the hunt action.

such that hunt(Game) has associated with it a utility of
0.4. In order for gathering fruit to be perceived as useful, the agent must have some knowledge that the fruit is
in season. Supposefirstthat the query inSeason{Fruit)
is answered in the negative, either as a result of immediate knowledge of the agent or of fiirther reasoning
along paths not illustrated here. Then, according to the
equation for distribution of utility values around an andcombination given above, and by means of a simple inhibitory mechanism, the flow of utility to the gather relation is blocked. Simlarly, If inSeason is uncertain, utility
propagation to gather will be partially blocked. In either case, the hunt action, with a higher utility, will be
favored. This is the situation illustrated infigure6 and
indicated by a numeral one infigure7. If on the other
hand the agent is reasonably certain that fruit is in season, then sufficient utility will propagate from the find
relation and gather will obtain a higher utility value than
hunt, maricing it as the preferred action.
Figure 8 illustrates a larger domain wherein the possibility of moving to a location where food can be found
is included, as is the possiblility of being injured while
hunting. W h e n the assumption is made that skilled is
true, (i.e. caveman is a skilled hunter), utility and belief
propagate in this network such that moveTo{RiverBank)
(i.e. go to where the g a m e is) is marked as a useful action.
Conclusion
W e have demonstrated that SHRUTI, a neurally plausible
model of knowledge representation and reasoning, can
be enhanced to deal effectively with utilities, values, and
goals. The resulting connectionist machinery is sufficient to guide an agent through a wide range of decisionmaking tasks, such as those illustrated in the previous
examples. However, there is a class of decision problems for which the model presented here is inadequate.

In order to deal effectively with complex decision tasks,
a measure of higher-level control must be introduced.
Extensions to the model described here that enable
it to perform complex decision-making and planning
are described elsewhere [Wendelken and Shastri, 2002,
Garagnani et al., 2002].
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Abstract

approximating a power function to compress stimuli, just as
audio and video files can be compressed to save on
In this paper we present a methodology for improving the bandwidth. In fact, audio and video compression go
reliability of observers in magnitude estimation tasks by using
unnoticed to the extent that the compression fimction maps
the computer to augment the cognitive components of the
onto the human compression function for the same stimuli.
task.
Generally speaking, in M E the goal is to put as few
Psychophysical scaling is the study of how to accurately restrictions on the observer's choice of numbers as possible.
measure perception. More specifically, the goal is to find Often free M E (e.g., see Zwislocki & Goodman, 1980) is
used, in which observers are instructed to match the
methodologies diat allow people to accurately communicate
perceived magnitude of the stimulus to whatever nimiber
the magnitudes of specific dimensions of conscious
seems most natural. This is quite differentfi-omthe c o m m o n
experience, such as brightness, loudness, temperature, and
psychological
practice of in^osing scales on people. The
heaviness. Psychophysical scaling can also be used for
reasons
for
this
are both theoretical and practical. From a
measuring the magnitude of subjective experiences such as
mathematical standpoint, if any two stimuli are set equal to
level of happiness (e.g.. West & Ward, 1988). The goal of
any two responses then you have determined what the
psychophysical scaling is to find the mathematical functions
exponent value must be. Thus, if an observer uses the lowest
that m a p the magnitudes of external stimulus dimensions to
value on a scale to match the lowest perceived magnitude
the conscious perception of magnitude. This enterprise is
and the highest value to match the highest perceived
extremely usefiil for both scientific and applied research.
magnitude, the power function exponent has been fixed. T o
Numerous different scaling techniques exist. However,
get around this one could assign a value to a middle value on
our focus is on magnitude estimation, which is one of the
the scale and not impose a top end or bottom end, but this
most commonly used psychophysical methods. Magnitude
has been shown to produce confiision and poor results
estimation ( M E ) was invented by Stevens (1956) and
(Stevens,
1975). However, the fact that peoples'
involves exposing subjects to a set of stimuli and asking
backgrounds
cause them to use different ranges of numbers
them to match the magnitude of a particular dimension of
in
their
responses
is not a problem as these differences are
each stimulus to the magnitude of a number. This is repeated
by
the
K
constant (since response range is usually
captured
for multiple trials to provide multiple responses for each
stimulus value. T o avoid the influence of outliers, the not of interest, K values are usually not reported).
M E can be considered a special case of cross modal
median or the geometric mean of the responses for each
matching
( C M M ) . In cross modal matching, the observer
stimulus value is calculated. Numerous studies have shown
adjusts the magnitude of one stimulus dimension to match
that plotting these values against the stimulus values
the magnitude of another stimulus dimension (e.g., adjusting
produces ftmctions that are closely approximated by power
the brightness of a light to match the loudness of a tone).
functions. This is known as, the Power Law, or, Stevens'
Like M E , C M M results also produce power functions.
Law.
Furthermore,
M E and C M M results are consistent in that
The form of the power law is,
they can be used to predict each other (e.g., the M E
exponents for brightness and loudness can be used to predict
R=KS",
the exponent relating brightness and loudness in a C M M
experiment). Also, both the power functions and the specific
where R is the observer's response, S is the stimulus
exponent values found through M E are consistent widi ratio
magnitude, B is the exponent value, and K is a constant.
scaling experiments, in which magnitude scales are derived
Logging both sides of the equation produces,
by asking observers to set or report ratios between stimuli.
These approaches to scaling are known as direct scaling
Log(R)=B Log(S)+Log(K),
techniques (Stevens, 1971).
which is a straight line with B estimated by the slope and K
Problems
by the intercept. The exponent, B, can be interpreted as a
M E forms the foundation for a potentially accurate and
metric for stimulus compression. This reflects the fact that
consistent way of measuring perceived magnitude. However,
people use a power function or something closely
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M E , as well as the other methods with which it is consistent,
have been found to be limited in terms of accuracy.
Although a considerable amount of evidence indicates that
subjects do obey the power law (see Stevens, 1975; and
Bolanowski & Gescheider, 1985 for reviews), the specific
exponent values that Stevens found could not be reliably
replicated with the level of accuracy one would expect for
measuring sensory processes in normal, healthy individuals.
Exponent values vary considerably across individuals in the
same experiment (e.g., A l g o m & Marks, 1984; Luce & M o ,
1965; Marks & J. C. Stevens, 1965; Rule & Markley, 1971;
Wanschura & Dawson, 1974; Logue, 1976) and can also
vary across time within individuals (Logue, 1976; Marks,
1991; Teghtsoonian & Teghtsoonian, 1983). Stevens also
found strong individual differences, which he attributed to
various response biases. Stevens' solution was to treat
response bias as a random factor and to average across
individuals to get the true exponent value (Stevens, 1971).
However, Marks (1974) reviewed the literature and found
that in addition to individual differences, the average value
of the exponent varies significantly across M E experiments
done in different labs. These results suggest that the
distribution of individual response biases differs from lab to
lab, indicating that they cannot be treated as random.
Indeed, it is well known that some labs get systematically
higher or lower exponent values than others, suggesting that
response bias can be influenced by minor procedural
differences.
In addition to limitations on accuracy, M E results are not
consistent with partition scaling (also called interval scaling)
results for prothetic continua, although they are consistent
for metathetic continua (according to Stevens, metathetic
continua are more qualitative in nature, e.g., pitch or hue;
while prothetic continua are more quantitative in nature,
e.g., loudness or brightness; see Stevens, 1971 for a more
detailed discussion). Partition scaling includes a variety of
techniques that require observers to partition the stimulus
continuum. Category scaling (e.g., 1 to 5 scales; 1 to 7
scales; scales partitioned by word labels such as good, bad,
very bad) is a form of partition scaling, and is by far the
most commonly used scaling technique. The problem is that
partitioning techniques tend to produce power fimctions with
lower exponents than direct scaling techniques (Stevens,
1971). Stevens' argument for accepting the results of direct
scaling techniques rather than partition scaling techniques
was that partition scaling is less direct because it requires the
extra step of partitioning the stimulus range, and that the
discrepancy can be attributed to biases introduced by the
partitioning task (see Stevens, 1971). However, like direct
scaling, partition scaling also produces excessive variability
(Marks, 1974).
Because of these problems, psychophysical scaling still
has issues concerning reliability and validity. In terms of the
power law, the validity problem can be stated as the problem
of which, if any, mediod will produce the "true" exponent.
The reliability problem is that w e do not have a
methodology that w e can use to make reliable statements
about individual differences or inter-lab differences in
exponent values. In our opinion, the reliability problem
needs to be solved before tackling the validity problem. Our
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work attempts to address this. The reliability problem can be
broken d o w n into a theoretical and a practical problem. T h e
theoretical problem is that if bias differs from individual to
individual and within individuals across time, w e cannot get
reliable measurements without being able to s o m e h o w
predict or control the bias. The practical problem is that
even if w e solve the theoretical problem, to be usefiil w e
need a system that does not require huge numbers of
responses from individuals w h o have limited amounts of
time and limited attention spans. W e have focused our
efforts on the reliability issue and attempted to solve both of
these problems by cognitively augmenting our h u m a n
observers through the use of computerized support.
Bias
The process of magnitude matching can be represented in
the following way (Marks, 1991),
M(S) = R
where S is the stimulus magnitude, R is the response
magnitude, and M is the function relating them. The M
function can then be decomposed into an initial,
perceptually based function, P, that is the same (or highly
similar) across healthy, normal individuals; followed by a
function, C, representing cognitively imposed constraints
that account for the excessive variability:
M(S) = C(P(S))
Since most psychophysicists study perception, the
emphasis has been on getting rid of C so as to reveal P.
Considerable effort has been expended in this enterprise.
Approaches taken include trying to identify the sources of C
to avoid or control for them (see Poulton, 1989 for a
review); trying to minimize C by encouraging observers to
respond naturally, without thinking about it too m u c h (e.g.,
Stevens, 1975; Zwislocki & G o o d m a n , 1980); trying to
measure C and then partial it out (e.g., Berglund, 1991);
trying to stabilize C across scaling tasks to get rid of intraobserver variability (e.g., J. C. Stevens & Marks, 1980); and
avoiding C by developing methods that allow the scale to be
derived from judgments of "greater than" or "less than" for
paired stimuli sets (e.g., Schneider, 1980, 1988). However,
success in these endeavors has been limited and a consensus
as to the best method is lacking.
Our approach to dealing with C was quite different. A s
cognitive scientists, w e viewed the variability of C as the
inevitable consequence of the sort of problem presented to
the observers, i.e., create and maintain a consistent mapping
from P to R. The problem of creating a mapping m a y or m a y
not be difficult but it is definitely open ended, wath very few
constraints on the solution. Also, the problem of maintaining
the mapping once it has been created could tax the limits of
working memory. In fact, Petrov and Anderson (2000) and
Petrov (2001) were able to model a number of different bias
effects associated with various factors using the A C T - R
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1988) architecture to model the
m e m o r y processes involved. Based on this view, our
approach has been to attempt to eliminate these effects by

providing computerized
maintaining the scale.

support for establishing and

Constrained Scaling
Constrained scaling is a form of magnitude estimation (i.e.,
observers report numbers to match stimulus values). The
goal of constrained scaling is to calibrate observers to the
same C function before scaling the stimulus dimension of
interest, similar to the w a y that physical measuring
instruments are calibrated before use (Ward, 1991).
Constrained scaling (West, Ward, & Khosla, 2000) is based
on four claims about C; (1) that C is cognitively penetrable,
(2) that C is heavily influenced by ad hoc decisions m a d e
early in the scaling process, (3) that the C process makes
heavy demands on working memory which leads to
instability across the task, and (4) that C is independent of
the perceptual modality being judged (i.e., if the perceptual
modality is changed it does not directly cause a change in C,
although an interruption in the process could disrupt and
indirectly alter C ) . Provided these assumptions are true, it
should be possible to train observers to use a predetermined
C function, and to support the maintenance of it in m e m o r y
by refreshing it through a computerized feedback system.
Constrained scaling involves two phases, a learning phase
and a test phase. In the learning phase, feedback is used to
train observers to respond to a standardized set of stimulus
magnitudes according to a predetermined response scale.
This is done across several trials by presenting learning set
stimuli and having the observer rate the perceived
magnitude by entering an R value. O n the interface w e have
been using this can be done by entering a value in a text box
or by using a specially designed scroll bar that allows the
observer to m o v e the slider by units of 10, 1, 0.1, and 0.01.
The scroll bar runs fi-om 0 to 100 (although the observers
are iiwtructed that they m a y enter R values above 100). After
this the observer clicks a button marked, "OK," and their R
value is replaced with the correct R value. The point of this
is to build C fiinctions that are the same across observers
and to give them the practice they need to become femiliar
with it. Provided that P is highly similar across observers,
training the observers so that they all correspond to the same
function relating S and R, implies they have the same C
function, although it is possible that the details of h o w they
cognitively implement and maintain the C function m a y
differ.
The choice of the scale to be learned should be based on
leamability and the mathematical desirability of the scale.
Similar to West et al (2000), w e used a power function with
an exponent similar to what would be found using M E (i.e.,
w e accept, to some extent, Stevens' argument that free M E
produces scales that people find more natural to use) and K
was set so that the scale range was approximately from 1 to
100 (as w e believe this is a range that people are familiar
with).
Research has shown that, with feedback on each trial,
people can learn these scales quite accurately (King &
Lockhead, 1983; K o h & Meyer, 1991; Koh, 1993; West &
Ward, (1994); Marks, Galanter, & Baird, 1995). However,
w e have found that once the feedback is taken away, people
start to drift off of the learned scale. Therefore, during the
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test phase the learned scale is presented on every second
trial followed by feedback, so that the form of the scale is
constantly refreshed in memory. O n the alternate trials, test
stimuli, different from the learned stimuli, are presented
without feedback. The observers arc instructed to use the
learned scale to respond to the test stimuli as well as the
learned stimuli. They are also told that the response range of
the test stimuli m a y be greater or less than the response
range of the test stimuli.
This general approach was used in West et al (2000) and
the results were compared to other psychophysical methods.
In that study, the learned scale stimuli were 1000 H z tones
between 32 d B and 99 d B , spaced at 1 dfi intervals. The
learned scale responses were numbers from 1 to 100 related
to the stimulus magnitudes by a power function with an
exponent of 0.600 (taken from the International
Organization for Standardization, 1959). The test stimuli
were 65 H z tones and light brightness. The results, a full
discussion of the psychophysical meaning of the results, and
a comparison to other methods is presented in West et al
(2000). Here w e will just point out that constrained scaling
produced very low levels of inter-observer variability
compared to M E and C M M . Furthermore, the only method
that w e could find that produced similar low levels of interobserver variability was conjoint measurement as applied to
combined pairs of tones (Schneider, 1988). However, this
methodology exploits the fact that, under the right
conditions, loudness is additive for two tone combinations,
which limits its application to auditory stimuli. It also
requires a large number of trials.
Scaling Video Frame Rates
The results from West et al (2000) clearly demonstrated that
training observers and using external means to constantly
refresh their m e m o r y produces highly reliable scaling
results. This indicates that arbitrary decisions about h o w to
structure a scale and insufficient resources for maintaining
the scale in m e m o r y are the primary source of inter-observer
variability in direct scaling. However, it was still unclear
h o w observers use the feedback to maintain a representation
of the scale. W e speculated that observers memorized a
limited number of perceived magnitude/response pairs and
interpolate to get responses in-between (see Ward & West,
1988, for an example of people using this strategy in a
similar type of task). If this is the case then constrained
scaling should work if the observers are only supplied with
feedback on a limited number of S/R pairs instead of many
pairs covering the whole range (as in West et al 2000).
W e applied this methodology in a study designed to look
at the effect of content type on the perception of frame rate
in video clips. Specifically, w e were interested in whether or
not speed of movement in the clip alters the perception of
frame rate. T o do this w e began with a pilot study using
magnitude matching. Magnitude matching is a version of
M E in which two different stimuli are alternately presented
in the same scaling task (J. C. Stevens & Marks, 1980). In
this case w e used a fast paced video clip and a slow paced
video clip. The results, averaged across observers, indicated
that the exponent for frame rate was approximately 0.90. N o
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Figure 1. Psychophysical functions for four representative observers. T h e top r o w shows two observers w h o obeyed the
power law and the bottom r o w shows two observers w h o deviated from it
significant effects for content were foimd (Boring, West, &
Dillon, 2000).
For the constrained scaling experiment w e used only five
stimulus levels for training (2, 3, 6, 10, and 15 frames per
second). Observers were taught, using feedback, to respond
to these frame rate levels according to a power function with
an exponent of 0.90. T h e observers were given 5 0 trials to
learn the scale and the stimuli were presented randomly. T h e
content of the video clip w a s moderate in speed (medium
speed hip hop dancing).
During the test phase, the observers were instructed that
the same hip-hop clips would b e presented with feedback o n
every second trial, and that o n the alternative trials a
different video clip would be presented. T h e Observers were
told to respond to the other clip using the same scale they
learned for the hip-hop clip, but that the frame rate levels
would not necessarily be the same and that there would be
more than five versions of the n e w clip. This w a s actually
not true; the test stimuli were generated using the same
frame rate levels as the learning stimuli. However, the
observers did not k n o w this as the stimuli were spaced less
than one J N D (just noticeable difference) apart. W e mislead
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our observers so that they would be open to responding with
the whole range of responses. T h e observers all conq)leted
two test phase sessions, one using a fast content clip
(children ruiming) and one using a slow content clip (a clip
from the Fraser s h o w of Fraser talking). T h e order of the
sessions w a s counterbalanced and another 5 0 trials of
training were presented in-between. All stimuli were
presented in random order.
Results
A s in West et al (2000), w e found that constrained scaling
did not produce outliers, so w e used mean response values
for scaling the responses instead of medians. From a visual
inspection of the graphed functions from the test phase trials
it was clear that four observers produced functions with
relatively large nonlinear trends (see Figure 1). This is
actually not u n c o m m o n in M E (Luce, & M o , 1965). The
normal procedure would be to throw them out or to average
across them, along with the functions of the other observers.
However, since w e are interested in individual differences,
w e note that these four were less able than the other

observers to exploit the external scaling aids offered by
constrained scaling. This indicates that individual
differences in strategy, cognitive ability, and/or effort still
play a role. Since these deviations were not unusually large
by M E standards w e analyzed the data both with them in and
with them out. The remaining six observers produced
functions that could reasonably be treated as linear (see
Figure 1).
West et al reviewed 14 studies that provided individual
observer results for M E and C M M , and calculated the
standard deviation divided by the mean for the individual
exponent valuesfi-omeach study. A s a basis for comparison
w e took these values and calculated the mean, which was
0.333, the standard deviation, which was 0.080, and the O.OS
confidence interval, which was plus or minus 0.042. Even
with the four linearly deviant observers included, the mean
of the individual exponent values divided by the standard
deviation was 0.190 for the Fraser clip and 0.150 for the
children nmning clip, significantly lower than what would
be expected with M E or C M M . Without the four deviants
included, the mean divided by the standard deviation was
0.076 for the Fraser clip and 0.047 for the children running
clip. These values were similar to the mean divided by
standard deviation values found by West et al (2000) using
constrained scaling (diese values were 0.04S, 0.066, and
0.152).
Also, because of the low variability w e were able to detect
a small but significant difference in exponent values both
with (P < 0.01) and without (P = 0.01) the four linearly
deviant observers, indicating that the exponent values for the
slower video were higher than the exponent values for the
faster video. This fmding illustrates the advantage of having
more precise ways of measuring perceived magnitudes
(note, since the purpose of this paper is to examine the
cognitive aspects of scaling, w e will not discuss w h y this
difference might exist).

responded with a wide range of R values. From this it would
appear that observers prefer to continue using a response
strategy that resembles the one they were trained on. This
m a y be due to observers inferring that the number of test
stimuli will be similar to the number of learning stimuli, or it
may be that teaching them to respond in a particular way
creates cognitive structures that are not amenable for doing
the task in other ways.
The fact that observers were able to respond accurately
using a category scaling strategy, on a scale that was
determined using M E , suggests that training and providing
feedback to observers eliminates the factors that cause
category scaling to produce different results from M E . This
result is quite promising as it suggests that providing
external support for the scaling process can wipe out
methodologically induced biases.
Conclusions
These results provide compelling evidence that cognitively
augmenting observers can substantially increase the
reliability of psychophysical scaling, which is particularly
important for measuring and studying individual differences
and small group differences (as in this study). W e also
believe that this approach will eventually provide a means
for assessing the validity of the scales as well. This is based
the assumption that the further a learned scale isfi-omthe
natural scale, the more cognitive resources will be required
to maintain the mapping (C) from P to R (for some evidence
of this see Marks, Galanter, & Baird, 1995; West et al,
2000). T o improve further w e need to better understand the
strategies available to observers, and h o w to more
effectively intervene to support the scaling process.
Eventually, w e hope that this approach will lead to
psychophysical measurement techniques that have the same
unambiguous status as physical measuring techniques.
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onset). Failure to respond in time resulted in an error
tone, followed by the presentation of the next stimulus.
Participants were informed about the time available for
response, which changed at regular intervals. In one
experiment, the deadlines employed were 600ms,
1100ms, 1600ms and no deadline. Participants were
less accurate at shorter deadlines. Interestingly, the
effect was stimulus specific, with some stimuli being
considerably more affected by time pressure than
others. Lamberts proposed a particular formal model of
this effect (the "Extended Generalized Context Model"
or E G C M , Lamberts, 1995) and showed that it provided
a good fit to the accuracy data.

Abstract
The effect of a response deadline on categorical
decisions was investigated. Time available for response
was manipulated in the test phase, along with stimulus
difficulty. Effects of these manipulations were observed
in response accuracy, and in the mean, standard
deviation and skew of the reaction times. The effects
observed demonstrate that participants responded to the
deadline in an adaptive manner - reducing their reaction
time to long-latency decisions whilst leaving short
latency decisions relatively unaffected. A simple
connectionist model of categorical decisions (Wills &
McLaren, 1997) is shown to account for this behavior.
Introduction
Categorization is a basic and essential cognitive
function. Our ability to engage it has been well studied,
and a number of different theories of the underlying
processes have been proposed (e.g. Ashby & Gott,
1988; Cluck, 1991; Nosofsky, 1986; Nosofsky, Palmeri
& McKinley, 1994). At first, attempts to quantitatively
fit models of categorization to empirical data
concentrated on categorization accuracy. However, in
recent years, models which have the potential to predict
reaction time distributions in categorization have been
developed and evaluated (e.g. Ashby, 2000; Maddox,
Ashby & Gottlob, 1998; Lamberts, 2000; Nosofsky &
Palmeri, 1997; Wills & McLaren. 1997).
This paper focuses on the effects of imposing a
response deadline on a) participants' response accuracy
and b) the nature of their reaction time distributions. It
has been k n o w n for some time that categorical
decisions m a d e under time pressure m a y be different to
those m a d e without time pressure (eg. Smith & Kemler
Nelson, 1984). M o r e recently, this avenue of research
has been developed b y investigation of the effects of
time pressure with more complex stimuli (e.g.
Lamberts, 1995; Palmeri & Blalock, 2000) coupled
with formal modeling of the results found (e.g.
Lamberu, 1995).
It is worth considering Lambert's (1995) study in a
little more detail as it provides one motivation for the
current work. A t one level, the results found are
intuitive. In these experiments, Lamberts employed a
sinqjle deadline procedure. Participants first learned, in
the absence of time pressure, to categorize artificial
stimuli (schematic faces) into two categories. Following
this training, participants had to categorize test stimuli
before a given deadline (e.g. 160(hns from stimulus

Time pressure and reaction time
Lamberts' experiments reveal another result. In his
experiments, categorization in the absence of a response
deadline takes approximately 1500ms (Lamberts, 1995,
experiment 2). A s the stringency of the deadline
increases, so the m e a n reaction times decrease, with
categorization under a 600ms deadline taking about
450ms. In other words, categorical decisions appear to
take considerably less time when there is time pressure
than w h e n there is not. This is, of course, intuitively
obvious. T h e interest, from the perspective of the
current paper, is that there seem to be at least three
distinct reasons w h y it might happen. W h e n considering
the following, it is important to remember that the
descriptions relate to observed reaction time
distributions - they are not statements about underlying
process:
Non-selective adaptation: The participant reacts to the
imposition of the deadline in a manner that decreases all
reaction times in the distribution by a fixed amount. A s
a consequence, mean of the distribution will drop, but
the standard deviation and skew will be unaffected.
Selective, linear adaptation: The participant reacts to
the imposition of the deadline in a manner v ^ c h
decreases all reaction times in the distribution by a
fixed factor (i.e. RTaadiiw = f x RToo dudUne)- A s a result,
the m e a n and standard deviation of the distribution will
drop, but the skew will be unaffected.
Selective, non-linear adaptation: The participant reacts
to the imposition of the deadline in a way that cannot be
characterized as non-selective, or selective, non-linear,
by the definitions above. Changes in the mean, standard
deviation, and skew of the distribution m a y all be
observed.
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Demonstrating adaptation to a deadline
It therefore seems clear that to distinguish between
these explanations, one must estimate changes in the
mean, standard deviation and skew of the reaction time
distribution produced by imposition of a deadline.
Whilst the experiment reported in this paper is by no
means the first to investigate the effects of a deadline
on categorization accuracy and reaction time, previous
work has had at least one of the two following
limitations:
Missing data artifact
In a number of studies (e.g. Lamberts, 1995; Lamberts
& Brockdorlf, 1997; Palmeri & Blalock, 2000) it is
possible that the changes observed are an artifact of the
data collection procedure. In a response deadline
procedure, longer-than-deadline responses typically
resuh in a "time out" error and hence no data about
reaction time is available for that trial. A s a direct
consequence, mean response time is lower than it would
have been without a deadline. The same problem
applies to studies that compare two different deadlines.
In experiments where percentage of time-outs is
reported by condition, they can been seen to increase as
the response deadline becomes more stringent.
O n e solution to this problem is to use a "response
signal" procedure (e.g. Lamberts, 1998) where
participants are instructed to respond as soon as
possible after they get a signal to do so. Another
solution (see e.g. van Zandt, Colonius & Proctor, 2000)
is to provide a "too slow" signal after the response has
been made.
A third possibility is to use the standard response
deadline procedure, but only evaluate responses that fall
below a certain percentile of the reaction time
distribution (with time-outs being considered as the
slowest trials). The largest number of time-outs made at
any level of time pressure, by any participant, to any of
the test stimuli, determines this percentile. For all
conditions and stimuli, only responses that fall below
that fixed percentile are considered. It is therefore
important to keep the percentage of time-outs low so a
reasonable amount of data is still available for analysis.
It is this final possibility that is employed in the current
study.
Insufficient information
The three possibilities for adaptation outlined above can
only be distinguished if one has estimates for the mean,
standard deviation, and skew of the reaction time
distributions. Recently, m a n y studies of categorization
have begun to report reaction time distributions in detail
(e.g. M a d d o x & Ashby, 1996). However, categorization
studies that employ time pressure as a manipulation
tend to concentrate on categorization accuracy, and m a y
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also report mean reaction times. Data from different
tasks, such as perceptual matching, show that the mean,
standard deviation, and positive skew all reduce in
response to increasing time pressure (van Zandt et al.,
2000).
Given the absence of appropriate information, it was
decided to perform a short empirical study that would
have the potential to discriminate between the three
types of ad^tation to a response deadline which have
been outlined. This is followed by a demonstration that
a particular model of categorical decisions (Wills &
McLaren, 1997) can mimic the results found.
Implications of both the empirical and the theoretical
investigations for categorization research are then
discussed.
Experiment
The current experiment had two phases. In the training
phase, participants were presented with novel, abstract
stimuli paired with either the category label "A" or the
category label "B". In the test phase that followed,
participants had to decide the category membership (A
or B ) of unlabelled stimuli either without time pressure,
with a 2S00ms time limit for each decision or with a
1000ms time limit for each decision (a betweenparticipants manipulation).
Whilst these deadlines m a y appear relatively lax
con:q>ared to the reaction times observed in some
classification tasks, previous work (e.g. Wills &
McLaren, 1997) indicates they represent a fairly high
level of time pressure for participants with relatively
little experience of the complex stimuli employed.
Method
Participants and apparatus
The participants were 44 adults, mainly undergraduate
students. The experiment was in two different, quiet
cubicles on two Acorn R I S C P C computers, with 14"
color monitors. Participants sat 1 meter from the screen.
Stimuli
Each stimulus was a collection of twelve different small
pictures (hereafter "elements") in a 4.5cm by 3.5cm
rectangle outline, arranged on an invisible four-by-three
grid (see Figure 1 for an example stimulus). Every
stimulus contained twelve elements dravm from the
pool of thirty-six elements w e have used in previous
experiments (see Jones, Wills & McLaren, 1998, p.37).
At the beginning of the experiment, and separately for
each participant, 12 elements from the pool were
randomly designated as category A elements, and a
different 12 as category B elements. The remaining 12
elements were not used for that participant.

Figure 1: A n example stimulus
Training stimuli
Sixty training stimuli (thirty from each category) were
created for each participant. Each training stimulus was
constructed by starting with all 12 elements
characteristic of a particular category (e.g. category A
elements for a category A training stimulus). Then,
each element in the training stimulus underwent a 1 0 %
chance of being replaced by an element chosen from the
other set (e.g. replaced by a category B element in the
case of a category A training stimulus). Choice of
replacement elements was random within the constraint
that no element could occur more than once in any
given stimulus. The position of elements within a
stimulus was randomly determined for each stimulus
presented, with the constraint that exactly one element
occurred at each location in the four-by-three grid.
This method of stimulus construction produces
training examples which are composed predominately
of elements characteristic of a particular category but
which also exhibit considerable variability.
Test stimuli
Test stimuli were designed to vary in difficulty of
categorization. Given the nature of the training stimuli,
the correct response to a test stimulus is to categorize it
as an "A" if it contains more A elements than B
elements, and as a " B " otherwise. A number of previous
experiments have demonstrated that as the difference
between the number of A elements and the number of B
elements increases in a stimulus of this type, the
probability of a correct classification also increases
(Jones et al, 1998; Wills & McLaren, 1997). Test
stimuli in this experiment are therefore described in
terms of their difference scores (the absolute value of
the number of A elements minus the number of B
elements).
All stimuli contained twelve elements, so there are
seven possible difference scores and hence seven levels
of difficulty. The seven differences scores are 12, 10, 8,
6, 4, 2 and 0, which are denoted as having a difficulty
level of 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 respectively. Twenty
examples at each of thefirstsix levels of difficulty were
created for each participant. The specific elements used
to create each test stimulus were chosen randomly
within the constraint provided by the difference score,
and the constraint that stimuli in which category A
elements were more numerous that category B elements
should occur with the same frequency as stimuli in
which category B elements were more numerous than
category A elements. A s in the construction of the
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training stimuli, the position of elements within a test
stimulus was randomly determined, and no element was
allowed to occur more than once in any given stimulus.
Ten examples of stimuli with a zero diflfcrence
(difficulty level 7) were also generated for each
participant. However, as there is no correct answer for
such stimuli, performance on them is not analyzed in
this paper.
Procedure
Participants were allocated to one of three groups that
differed only in the time allowed for decision in the test
phase. These groups are referred to hereafter as the
1000ms, 2500ms and No-deadline groups. Sixteen
participants were allocated to the 1000ms group,
sixteen to the 2500ms group, and twelve to the nodeadline group.
The sixty training stimuli were presented sequentially
and in a random order. Each example was presented for
five seconds in the center of the monitor accompanied
by the appropriate category label (presented as a large
capital A or B in an outline rectangle immediately to
the right of the stimulus). The stimulus and the category
label were then replaced with mid-gray rectangles that
stayed on the screen for two seconds and were followed
by the next example. Participants were not required to
respond in any w a y in thisfirstphase of the experiment
but were asked to concentrate on the examples shown
as they would later be asked to classify new, unlabelled
examples. This training procedure has proved effective
for stimuli of this type in a number of other experiments
(Jones et al, 1998; Wills & McLaren, 1997).
The training phase was followed immediately by the
test phase. There were 130 stimuli in this phase (see
"Stimuli" section) which, again, were presented
sequentially and in a random order. Participants
classified each stimulus as an "A" or a "B" by pressing
either the "X" or ">" key on the computer keyboard.
The allocation of keys to responses was counterbalanced across participants.
In the 1000ms and 2500ms conditions, participants
were told that they only had 1 second or 2.5 seconds to
make each decision. If they did not respond within this
time interval, the stimulus was replaced by the phrase
" T I M E O U T ! " in 2 c m high letters. After a five second
count-down and a two-second pause, the next stimulus
was presented. This time-out procedure was designed to
be as salient as possible in order to keep the total
number of time-outs low.
Results
Accuracy and mean reaction time data from the nodeadline condition have been reported previously (Wills
& McLaren, 1997). All other data are novel.
In the 2500ms condition, 2.87% of trials were timedout. The figure was 4.84% in the 1000ms condition.

Whilst both rates are relatively low, there were
significantly m o r e time-outs in the 1 0 0 0 m s condition,
t(30) = 2.41, p < 0.05. All participants in this
experiment m a d e at least sixteen responses before the
deadline at each level of stimulus difficulty. Therefore
the four slowest responses m a d e b y each participant at
each level o f stimulus difficulty were disregarded in the
following analyses (see Introduction for an explanation
of this procedure). Time-out trials were counted as the
slowest possible responses. For the remaining data, the
accuracy, and the m e a n , standard deviation and skew,
for each level o f stimulus difficulty a n d for each
participant w e r e calculated.
This data set w a s subjected to a series of mixed-model
A N O V A s , with o n e within-participants variable
(Difficulty, 6 levels) and o n e between-participants
variable (Deadline, 3 levels). A significance level of .05
w a s set for all analyses. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the
data set b y providing across-participant averages.
t<oB«.Jiln.

2500 m s

S 0.8

4 1 ) = 6.45. These t w o factors did not interact
significantly, F ( 1 0 , 2 0 5 ) < 1. M e a n reaction time
increased with stimulus difficulty, F ( 5 , 205) = 20.19,
and decreased with time pressure, F ( 2 , 4 1 ) = 12.92. T h e
effect of stimulus difficulty w a s less pronounced with
increasing time pressure, as evidenced b y a significant
interaction term, F ( 1 0 , 2 0 5 ) = 9.32.
T h e standard deviation o f reaction times increased
with stimulus difficulty, F ( 5 , 2 0 5 ) = 5.77, a n d
decreased with increasing time pressure, F ( 2 , 4 1 ) =
17.36. T h e effect of stimulus difficulty w a s less
pronounced with increasing time pressure, as evidenced
b y a significant interaction term, F(10, 2 0 5 ) = 8.45.
T h e s k e w of reaction times decreased with increasing
time pressure, F ( 2 , 4 1 ) = 19.52. H o w e v e r , stimulus
difficulty had n o significant effect, F(5, 2 0 5 ) = 1.31,
and the interaction term w a s non-significant also, F ( 1 0 ,
2 0 5 ) < 1. T h e no-deadline condition s h o w s significantly
positive skew, /(ll) = 5.06, whilst the 1000ms
condition shows significantly
negative skew, t(l5) = 2.76.
1000 m *
The
2500ms
condition
showed no significant skew,
<(15) = 0.98.
Modeling

Wills & McLaren's winnertake-all ( W T A ) model, like
many process models of
DMKeulty
DHIIcuKy
categorization, assimies that
the evidence a presented
2.4stimulus is the member of a
I,:::
particular
category
is
M
represented by a single
— 0.8 •
n u m b e r or magnitude term. In
I1 -2 3 4 5 8
this simulation, the magnitude
0.4 • • DIfflculty
DNIIculty
term for category x (denoted
OlfflcuNy
Vt) is M X c, where c is the
number
of category
x
S 1J
1J
elements
the
presented
b 0.8 .
0.8 '
stimulus contains, and M is a
* 0.8 •
0.8free parameter. Such a
V 0.2
0.4 •
relationship
sufficiently
:3:
I
I
I
I—I
" 0
02
1
2
3
4
5
describes
the
ou^ut
of a
12 3 4 5 8
0%
DWlculty
DIfflculty
feature-based, single-layer,
omculty
delta-rule network taught to
classify the stimuli (see Wills
& McLaren, 1997 for more
Figure 2: Accuracy, mean reaction time, and standard deviation of reaction time as a
details).
function of stimulus difficulty (arbitrary units) and response deadline (milliseconds).
The model is illustrated in
Filled markers indicate empirical data. Lines indicate modeling results.
Figiu-e 4. A single unit
Figure 3 also averages across stimulus difficulty
represents each category. The magnitude terms for each
because (as will be seen in a moment) there was no
category are passed to these units as input activation.
significant effect of stimulus difficulty on skew.
The output activity of each unit is a function of the total
Response accuracy was adversely affected by both
stimulus difficulty, F(5, 205) = 48.1, and deadline F(2,
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Figure 3: S k e w of reaction times as a function o f
response deadline (milliseconds).
input it receives. Specifically, the output activation o f
unit i o n update c is determined b y

Ou-i+^\
"'•'

1+ £«,,+£>

(where n, c > 0)

i£±.
'' \-En,^+D
(where n/.c^O^

ni_c is the total input to unit i on update c and E and D
are constants representing the rate of excitation and
decay within the unit
In addition to the magnitude-term inputs, each unit
has a fixed excitatory connection to itself and fixed
inhibitory connections to other units. These connections
cause the units to "compete" with one another until only
one has non-zero activation. Grossberg (1976), and
m a n y others since, have employed similar, neurallyinspired decision-making systems.
The total input to a unit i on iq)date c is given by
where rt,, is the noisy input produced by the
magnitude term v<. T h e noise in these particular
simulations had a range of + N to -N, and a rectangular
distribution. Superimposed on this noise is the
constramt that r^-e cannot exceed one or fall below zero.
Thefirstunit to produce an activation greater than S is
assumed to cause the execution of its corresponding
response. The number of cycles the unit takes to exceed
S represents decision latency, with each cycle
representing exactly T seconds.
The model en:q)loyed includes a number of
sin^lifications, including the assumption that noise is
rectangular and that non-decisional components of the
categorization process take a fixed T,„ seconds.
Neither simplification is central to the operation of the
model - similar predictions can be derived from a nKxlel
with a variable Trt, and Gaussian noise. However these
simplifications have the advantage of considerably
speeding the search of parameter space.
The model described above has seven parameters - N,
E. D. M , S. T and T^. T h e basis of the model's
predictions is that time pressure reduces the value of S,
so 5 was assigned a different value for each of the three
between-participant conditions of the experiment. In all
previous applications of the model, it has been assumed

that E • 2 D , and this assumption is continued in the
current simulation. T is not a parameter of the model in
any important sense, as its only purpose is to convert
fi"om one arbitrary unit of time (cycles) to another
(seconds). Hence, model fitting involves the
manipulation of seven free parameters, from which
predictions for 57 data points are to be derived.
Modelfittingproceeded via a grid-search procedure.
The range and steps of the parameters were N (0.1-»3,
step 0.1), E (0.01->0.05, step 0.01 and 0.05-»0.5, step
0.05), A/(0.01-^0.08, step 0.01), and 5 (0.3->0.7. step
0.05) for each of the three S parameters, with the
constraint that S did not increase as response deadline
decreased. 10,000 decisions were simulated for each
permutation of parameters and for each stimulus
difficulty level. The cycles-to-decision in each set of
10,000 decisions were then place in rank order, and the
2,000 slowest decisions discarded (in order to mimic
the data deletion performed on the en^irical data).
This collection of simulated decisions was then
employed to produce a set of predictions for each of the
permutations of the parameters N, E, M and the three S
parameters, Snd. S2S00 and Siooo- T h e relationship
between cycles-to-decision and seconds was then
estimated for each set of decisions via linear regression
Fixed Inhibttorv link
Fixed •xclutory link
Input activation
Figure 4: The winner-take-all model
of the 18 empirical mean reaction times to the 18 mean
cycles-to-decision. T h e gradient o f the line gives the
conversion factor 7" whilst the intercept provides the
value for f^.
O n c e T and T ™ were determined for a set o f
predictions, they were employed to convert each of the
180,000 simulated decision latencies into seconds.
Calculations o f m e a n reaction time, reaction time
standard deviation and reaction time s k e w for each
stimulus difficulty level in each o f the three conditions
were then performed using standard formulae.
Scaled root m e a n square deviations ( S R M S D ) were
used to assess closeness offit.Scaling w a s performed
b y multiplying each empirical data point and each
prediction b y a factor s. S R M S D w a s calculated
separately for accuracy, m e a n R T , R T standard
deviation, and R T s k e w predictions. T h e scaling factors
employed were 2, 0.5, 1 a n d 1 respectively. Total
S R M S D w a s taken to b e the s u m of these four
S R M S D s . T h e set o f parameters providing the best
overallfitwere as follows N : 2.6, E : 0.03, A/; 0.04,
S W 0.55, S2,oo: 0.50, S,ooo: 0.40, T ^ : 0.033. This is fte
fit s h o w n in Figures 2 and 3. O n e cycle of the model
w a s estimated b y linear regression to be 0.014 of a
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A second key problem for models of causal meaning
concerns h o w the concept of C A U S E is represented in
This paper proposes a new model of causal meaning, the expressions that refer to specific instances of causation.
Vector Model, which formalizes a model of causation
M a n y models of causation define causation in terms of
based on Talmy's notions of force dynamics (Wolff,
probabilities (e.g., Cheng, 1997; Cheng & Novick,
Song, & Driscoll, 2002). In the Vector Model, the
1991; Glymour, 2001). Such models are well suited for
concepts of C A U S E , E N A B L E and P R E V E N T are
explaining the meaning of generic statements of
distinguished from one another in terms of force vectors,
causation, that is, statements about what is typically the
their resultant and the relationship of each force vector to
case in multiple occurrences of a particular event, as in
a target vector. The predictions of the model were tested
Heavy snowmclt causes rivers toflood.What these theories
in two experiments in which participants saw realistic
do not handle well are expressions that refer to a single
3D-animations of an inflatable boat moving through a
instance of causation, as in The heavy snowmelt caused the
pool of water. The boat's movements were completely
Colorado toflood.Sentences describing single instances
detemined by the force vectors entered into a physics
simulator. Participants' linguistic descriptions of the
express what is defmitely true of a particular event, not
animations were closely matched by those predicted by
what is typically true of many. Moreover, such
the model given the same force vectors as those used to
sentences are incompatible with the non-occurrence of
produce the animations. Our model may have
the result (e.g., flooding), but if causation is inherently
in^>lications for the semantics of causal verbs as well as
probabilistic, such non-occurrences carmot be strictly
the perception of causal events.
ruled out (Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird, 2001).
In some theories of causation, the concept of
Introduction
C
A
U S E is defined in such a way that it can be used in
This research investigates people's notions of causation
descriptions of singular causation. For example,
as reflected in their use of causal verbs. W e approach
according to Michotte (1963), causation is inferred
this problem by formulating a model of causal meaning
from the perception of a transfer of motion from one
diat defines causal concepts in terms of relationships
ball
to another-an "ampliation of motion" (p. 143). A
between force vectors, tiieir resultant and a target
related
proposal is that C A U S E is inherently based on
position vector.
the
idea
of force and that the occurrence of C A U S E
W e begin by noting two key problems for models of
a
mechanism by which this force is transmitted
involves
causal meaning. First, such models must be able to
(Ahn & Kalish, 2000; Shultz, 1982). While these
distinguish the concept of C A U S E from the concept of
theories specify properties that could be predicated of a
E N A B L E . W e say, for example, the wave (and not the
single event (and are highly related to the proposal w e
keel) caused the sailboat to rock, while the keel (and
m
a k e in this paper), they do not provide us with a clear
not the wave) enabled the sailboat to rock. The precise
solution to the ^rst problem of causal meaning: h o w the
w a y in which these two notions differ has been difficult
notion of C A U S E might be distinguished from the
to specify. Contributing to this difficulty is the fact that
notion
of E N A B L E . ' Both C A U S E and E N A B L E
the two concepts cannot be distinguished in terms of
presumably
involve the transference of force.
necessity or sufficiency (Cheng & Novick, 1991;
In
this
paper,
w e propose a model of causal meaning
Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird, 2001). In the above
that
addresses
these two problems. This model
example, neither the wave nor the keel alone is
represents
a
formalization
of the Force Dynamic Model
sufficient, but both m a y be necessary for the boat's
described in Wolff, Song and Driscoll (2002; also
rocking to occur. Several solutions to this challenge
Wolff & Song, 2001). In the next section, w e describe
have been proposed, but most have not escaped
criticism (see Cheng & Novick, 1991; Goldvarg &
Johnson-Laird, 2001; Wolff, Song, & Driscoll, 2002).
' Counterfactual theories of causation fiice related problems
(see Spcllman & Mandel, 1999)
Abstract
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the Force Dynamic Model as well as some of the
empirical evidence in support of it. W e then turn to a
description of its formalization.

this tendency is opposed and blocked by the affector,
and as a consequence, the result does not occur.
Evidence in support of the Force D y n a m i c M o d e l
A s indicated in Table I, the Force Dynamic Model
The Force Dynamic Model of Causation
predicts that each concept shares one feature in
c o m m o n with each other concept: E N A B L E and
A theory of force dynamics was first proposed by
P
R E V E N T both involve patients with a tendency for
Talmy (1988), and has been elaborated by several other
the result; C A U S E and P R E V E N T both involve
researchers (JackendofF, 1991; K e m m e r & Verhagen,
1994; Pinker, 1989; Robertson & Glenberg, 1998; opposition; and C A U S E and E N A B L E both lead to
results. The model implies, then, that the three concepts
Siskind, 2000; Verhagen & Kemmer, 1997). From a
should be equally similar in meaning. Therefore, if w e
force dynamic perspective, the concept of C A U S E is
one member of a family of concepts that include the were to plot these concepts in a similarity space in
terms of the verbs that encode them, they should reside
concepts of E N A B L E and P R E V E N T , among others.
With each of these concepts, there are two key players: roughly equally distant from one another. In fact, this is
exactly what w e found when w e asked people to sort 48
an affector and a patient.^ Differences among the
sentences from the British National Coipus that
concepts are captured in terms of various patterns of
contained 23 periphrastic causative verbs (i.e. verbs that
tendency, relative strength, rest, and motion.
pattern syntactically and semantically like the verb
The Force Dynamic Model specified in Wolff, Song
cause, e.g., make, enable and prevent) and submitted
and Driscoll (2002) combines two of Talmy's (1988)
core dimensions (Tendency &. Result) with a dimension their sorts to a multidimensional scaling program^
(Wolffetal.,2002).
suggested by Jackendoff (1991)}
1
1
1
Table 1: The Force Dynamic Model's representations
of CAUSE, ENABLE, & PREVENT
CAUSE
Patient Tendency Affector-Patient
for Result
Opposition
CAUSE
N
Y
ENABLE
Y
N
PREVENT
Y
Y

Prevent ^^

Occuirence
of Result
Y
Y
N

, 'WfSa^CoTECT
HOLD
AU-OVf0 LET

A s shown in Table 1, this model specifies that the
concepts of C A U S E , E N A B L E , and P R E V E N T can be
captured in terms of 1) the tendency of the patient for
the result, 2) the presence of opposition between the
affector and patient, and 3) the occurrence of the result.
In causing situations (see la), for example, the tendency
of the patient, the boat, is not for the result, heeling. But
because the tendency is opposed by the affector, the
result, i.e., heeling, occurs.

Enable
1
1
1
•
Figure 1: M D S solution of periphrastic causative verbs

As Figure 1 shows, the periphrastic causative verbs
in English fall into three categories: a C A U S E category
that includes the verbs cause, force, get, make, set and
stimulate, an E N A B L E category that includes the verbs
allow, enable, help, leave, let, and permit, and a
(1) a. The blast caused the boat to heel.
P R E V E N T category that includes the verbs block,
b. Vitamin B enables the body to digest food.
hinder, hold, impede, keep, prevent, protect, restrain,
c. The rain prevented the tar from bonding.
stop. Importantly, the clusters associated with these
In enabling situations, as in (lb), the tendency of the three concepts reside roughly equally distant from one
patient, the body, is for the result, to digest food. This
another, just as predicted by the Force Dynamic Model.
tendency is not opposed by vitamin B. Rather, vitamin
W e have replicated these results for specific and
B assists in the realization of this tendency, which leads generic statements of causation. These results, along
to the occurrence of a result. In situations involving
with several rating studies, lead us to believe that the
preventing, as in (Ic), the tendency of the patient, the
Force Dynamic Model captures the primary semantic
tar, is towards the occurrence of the result, bonding, but dimensions underlying the periphrastic causative verbs,
and the verb cause in particular.
^ W e use the more familiar terms affector and patient instead
of antagonist and agonist as originally used in Talmy (1988).
' In Talmy (1988) nearly all interactions involve opposition
while in Jackendoff (1991) this parameter is allowed to vary.

* Multidimensional scaling is a procedure that locates items in
space so that their distances in that space reflect as closely as
possible their measured inter-item (dis)similarities.
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T h e V e c t o r M o d e l of Causation
In the Vector Model, the notions of tendency,
opposition (here, concordance), and result are
represented as force vectors, their resultant and the
relationship of each force vector to a target position
vector. The model is described below for physical
interactions in which the patient has no initial velocity.
However, it is assumed that it could be extended to
situations in which the patient does have an initial
velocity (and, hence, m o m e n t u m ) . It is also assumed
that the model could be extended to cover non-physical
kinds of causation (e.g., social, psychological).
In our description, all vectors are typed in boldface
font; P » T denotes the dot product of the vectors P and
T; ||P|| denotes the magnitude of P.
In the case of physical causation, A represents a
vector that specifies the force exerted on the patient by
the afFector; P, any force produced by the patient to
m o v e itself, or in the absence of such a force, its weight
(e.g., force pulling it toward the earth) and/or resistance
to motion due to fiictional forces; O , the vector
representing the summation of the remaining other
forces acting on the patient ^ and R, the resultant force
acting on die patient based on the vector addition of A ,
P and O . A n exanq)le configuration is shown in Figure
2.
A (affector vector)
Patient entity

Target location

o

<(resultant)
^ -

0 (other forces)

P (patient vector)
Figure 2: Forces associated with the afFector, A ,
patient, P, and other forces, O , combine to produce
a resultant force, R, in the direction of a target.
The target's location is specified in terms of a
position vector, T. W h e n the target and patient are
points, T simply begins at the patient and ends at the
target, as s h o w n in Figure 3.
Target

o

o

vectors, such that every vector from the patient's
position to a point that could be considered a part of the
target would be an element of that set.'
For this particular version of the Vector Model, w e
assume that all of the forces are constant with respect to
time and space (i.e., a/at[Z(x,y,t)] - a/ax[Z(x,y,t)] 5/ay[Z(x,y,t)] = 0 where Z is any force in this model),
the patient has no initial velocity, and {|P|| and IITH > 0.
T h e main dimensions of the Vector M o d e l are
defmed in Table 2 for patients and targets that can be
construed as points, and where ||A|| > 0.
Table 2: Dimensions underlying the Vector Model
Dimension
Tendency (of patient
for the target)
Concordance
(of affector & patient)
Result

Formal Definition
Angle between P and T = 0°
Angle between A and P = 0°
Angle between R and T = 0°

Rationale for the definitions Tendency - If the patient
has a tendency for the target, then the direction of its
force vector will coincide with the direction of the
position vector T. Thus, the angle between the vector P
and T will be 0°. A test for this possibility can stated
with respect to the dot product of P and T. Specifically,
w h e n the patient has a tendency for the target, P « T =
||P||*||T||\ and w h e n it does not, P » T < ||P|ri|T||.
Concordance - Concordance concerns the similarity
of the force vectors associated with the affector and the
patient. If the affector and patient exert forces (on the
patient) in the same direction, then they are considered
to be in concordance. In a similar feshion to tendency,
concordance can b e defined with respect to the dot
product, but this time between P and A . Specifically,
w h e n the afFector and patient are in concordance, P » A
= ||P|n|A||, and w h e n they are not, P » A < ||P||*||A||.'
Result - A s with tendency and concordance,
occurrence of a result can be defined in terms of the
similarity between two vectors, but this time between R
and T. W h e n the angle between R and T is 0", the
result will occur, assuming all of the forces acting on

Patient

Figure 3: T h e target's location is specified b y
a position vector T.
In the more general case in which the target is
represented by an area, the target's location would be
specified by a set of real 1- or 2-dimensional position

^ The contribution of other forces, O , might include forces
^ o s c entities could serve as affectors or patients in other
interactions, as well as forces that might be used to
distinguish between periphrastic causative verbs within a
subcategory (e.g., help vs. enable vs. allow vs. let).
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* In the more general case in which the target is other than a
point, w e expect the definition of concordance must be
changed to include a certain level of angular tolerance that
would be based, in part, upon the relative size of the target
and its proximity to the patient.
^ B y definition of the dot product, P « T = ||F||*||T||*cos(e),
where B is the angle between vectors P and T. In the case
where 6 is 0°, the equation becomes P » T = ||P|r||A||*cos(0''),
which reduces to P « T = ||P|ri|T||.
' W h e n concordance is defined in terms of the dot product, it
allows for a special type of concordance in which ||A|| = 0.
W h e n ||A|| = 0, the equality P » A = ||P|ri|A|| would hold.
vAach m a y be representative of the kinds of situations
referred to by the verbs let, allow, m A permit.

the patient are constant with respect to time and ipace,
as specified formally above. In terms of the dot product,
the result will occur if R » T - ||R|ri|T|| and will not
occur if R.T<||R|r||T||.
A s witfi the Force Dynamic Model, C A U S E ,
E N A B L E , and P R E V E N T T are defined with respect to
values along three dimensions, specified in Table 3, and
share one feature with each other concept. Thus, both
models predict that the three concepts should be equally
similar to one another.

configurations were instantiated, participants would
choose "none of the above." These predictions were
tested for one- and two-dimensional interactions in
Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 3: The Vector Model's representations of

CAUSE, ENABLE, & PREVENT

CAUSE
ENABLE
PREVENT

Tendency of
Patient
for Target
N
Y
Y

Concordance
ofAffector
& Patient

Result
»4V>
1 ii . .i _ .:...
Figure 4: Sample frame from an animation used in
Experiment 2 that instantiated a "cause" interaction

Y
Y
N

Experiment 1

Testing the Vector M o d e l of Causation
Beyond similarity, the Vector Model makes predictions
about the vector configurations underlying verbs of
causation. These predictions were tested in two
experiments. Participants viewed 3 D animations of an
inflatable boat, the patient, moving across a shallow
pool in relationship to a half-submerged cone, the target
(see Figure 4). Each animation had two main parts. In
thefirst,the boat moved fi-om the side of the pool to the
center. This part was included to establish the boat's
tendency. In the second part, a bank of fans (i.e., the
affector) started blowing. Thus, in the second part of
every animation, the force produced by the boat itself
was combined with the force exerted on the boat by the
fans to give rise to a resultant force that determined the
boat's direction and speed.
After watching an animation, participants chose
among several possible linguistic descriptions. W e
predicted, per die Vector Model (and its computer
inqjlementation), that participants would choose a
description containing die verb cause when the boat
started moving away fi-om the cone (Tendency = N ) ,
but was moved to the cone (Result = Y ) by the fans
blowing b a direction different fi'om the direction of
the boat (Concordance = N ) . W e predicted that
participants would choose a description containing the
verb help (a type of E N A B L E verb, see Figure 1), when
the boat moved towards the cone (Tendency = Y ) and
ultimately reached it (Result = Y ) when the fans blew
in the same direction as the boat's direction of motion
(Concordance = Y ) . W e also predicted that participants
would choose a description containing the verb prevent
when the boat started towards the cone (Tendency = Y )
but did not hit it (Result = N ) because the fans blew it
back or away fi-om the cone (Concordance = N ) .
Finally, w e predicted that when none of the above

Method
Participants The participants were 18 University of
Memphis undergraduates.
Materials Eight 3 D animations were made from an
animation package called Discreet 3ds m a x 4. T h e
direction and speed of the boat was calculated by a
physics simulator called Havok Reactor. In each
animation the boat was initially located four boatlengths away from the center of the pool. In the first
half of the animation, the boat moved towards the
center, ostensibly under its o w n power. Once the boat
reached the center, the fans started blowing. T h e
animation ended when the boat hit the cone or neared
the side of the pool (~4 seconds total).
The top of Table 4 shows the direction and relative
magnitudes of the force vectors associated with the
affector and patient that were entered into the physics
simulator. The affector. A , and patient, P, vectors were
either in the direction of the target or in the opposite
direction. The magnitude of the other forces vector, O ,
was set to 0. In half of the interactions, the affector
vector was 1.7 times stronger than the patient
(configurations 1-4), while in the remaining interactions
the strengths were reversed (configurations 5-8).
Procedure The animations were presented in random
order on Wmdows-based computers. After each
animation, participants chose a sentence that best
described the occurrence. All of the sentences were the
same ("The fans
the boat to [from] hit[ting] the
cone") except for the verb, which was either caused,
helped or prevented. Another option was "none of the
above." Participants indicated their answers by clicking
a radio button next to their choice.
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Table 4. T h e vectors confiRurations used in Experiment 1, alone with associated predictions and results

2

1

Configuration
Anector(^*)
Patient (—•)
Target(T)
Predictions

4

3

8

7

6

5

<^

T 4—

T A

Help

Cause

11%
89%

94%
6%

Prevent

T

•

No vert)

Help

No verb

100%

6%
94%
-

6%
94%

^ < —

T

No vert)

No vert)

- ^

Results

Cause
Help
Prevent
No verb

100%

-

6%
94%

11%
6%
83%

The results strongly support the Vector Model, but
only in the case of interactions occurring within a single
dimension. In Experiment 2 w e examine the ability of
the model to handle two-dimensional interactions.

Results and Discussion
The predictions of the Vector Model were fully borne
out by the results. The bottom of Table 4 shows the
percentage of times people chose each of the four
possible options for each of the vector configurations.
Participants chose cause—as opposed to the other
possible options—for the animation in which the boat
first moved away from the cone but was later pushed
bacic against it by the fans (configuration 2), a N-N-Y
type of occurrence in terms of tendency, concordance
and result (sec Table 3), x^(3, N=\%) = 62, p < .001.
Participants chose help when the direction of the boat
and die fans was the same (1, 5), a Y-Y-Y type of
occurrence, x\3, A^18) = 116, ;> < .001. Participants
chose prevent when the boat moved towards the cone
but was then kept from hitting it by the fians (3), a Y-NN occurrence, x^(3, A^18) = 72, p < .001. Finally,
participants chose "none of the above" when the vector
configurations did not map onto any one of the three
main kinds of configurations, x^(3, N=19) = 237, p <
.001. Importantly, participants did not choose prevent
whenever the boat missed the cone (4, 6, 8). Instead,
prevent was restricted to those situations in which the
boat had an initial tendency for the target (3). Likewise,
participants did not choose cause or enable when the
boat simply hit the cone (7), but only when the vector
configurations matched those defined by the model.
Thus, the Vector Model is capable of not only
specifying distinct types of causal concepts, but also
distinguishing between causation and non-causation.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants. The participants were 18 University of
Memphis undergraduates.
Materials. Ten 3 D animations were made in the
same way as in Experiment 1 except that the affector
and patient force vectors were oriented in several
directions other than directly towards or away from the
target, and the magnitudes of the affector and patient
vectors were always the same. The ten vector
combinations at the top of Table 5 depict five
combinations in which the patient vector is oriented
away from the target by 45° (1-5) and five
combinations in which the patient vector is oriented
towards the target (6-10). The affector vector was
oriented from 180° to 360° at 45° intervals.
Procedure The procedure was as in Experiment 1.
Results
The predictions of the Vector Model were supported
once again. The bottom of Table 5 shows the
percentage of times people chose each of the four
possible options for each of the vector configurations.
Participants chose cause for the animation in which the

Table 5. The vectors configurations used in Experiment 2, along with associated predictions and results
COnfiguratton

1

Affector (-*•)
Patient (—•)
Target C O
No vert)
Predicttons
Results
Cause
Help
Prevent
N o verb

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10
T -4

>
Cause

No vert) No vert) No vert) Help

Prevent

Prevent

94%

94%

6%

6%

Prevent

11%
83%

89%
11%

100%

6

17%
83%

11%
100%

89%
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6%

89%
11%

89%
11%

boat was not headed for the cone but hit it because of
the fans (2. a N-N-Y occurrence). x'(3. A^I 8) - 53. p <
.001. Participants chose help when the boat was headed
for the cone and then was assisted in hitting it by the
fens (6, a Y-Y-Y occurrence). X^3, AN18) = 44, ;><
.001. Participants chose prevent when the boat was
initially headed toward the cone but was later blown
away from it (7, 8, 9, 10, a Y-N-N occurrence), x^(3,
N=18) = 229, p < .001. Finally, participante chose
"none of the above" when the vector configurations did
not map onto any one of the three main kinds of
configurations(1, 3,4, 5),x^(3,N=IS) = 23S,p< .001.
Conclusions
In this research we proposed a new model of causal
meaning. W e also provided empirical support for this
model by showing that people's linguistic descriptions
of animations are well accounted for by the model and
its computer implementation given the same force
vectors as those used to produce the animations.
According to the Vector Model, each kind of causal
relation is associated with a range of spatial geometries
in addition to a particular temporal organization. As a
consequence, the model is able to handle causal
relations that are highly problematic for probabilistic
models, in particular, those in which the cause and
effect occur simultaneously (The sun's gravity causes
the earth to revolve around the it). In such situations, it
is difficult to count the causing and resulting events for
the purposes of calculating probabilities. In contrast, for
the Vector Model, such situations are not problematic
since they give rise to readily identifiable vector
configurations.
The model provides a new explanation for why
billiard-ball events, like the ones studied by Michotte
(1963), are construed as causal. Traditionally, this was
explained in terms of the spatial-temporal contiguity of
the causing and resulting events. Clearly, spatialtemporal contiguity is important: without it, there can
be no interaction of (contact-type) forces. But spatialtemporal contiguity is not particular to causal
interactions alone. According to the Vector Model,
what leads people to describe billiard-ball events as
causal is that the patient resists moving (Tendency=N),
the affector opposes this tendency (Concordance=N),
and the patient ends up moving (Result=Y).
In sum, the Vector Model is able to address several
important problems in the causation literature in
addition to the two problems discussed in the
introduction: the distinction between C A U S E and
E N A B L E and the expression of singular causation. It
also takes us a step closer towards understanding how
physical interactions may be construed for the purposes
of language.
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Abstract
Despite growing interests in the acquisition of Chinese
otthogniphy, few studies have modeled the acquisition
process using connectionist networks. This study uses a
self-organizing connectionist model to simulate children's
learning of Chinese characters. There are two major goals
of our study: (1) To evaluate the degree to which
connectionist models can inform us of the complex
structural and processing properties of the Chinese
orthography. One of the most difficult tasks in achieving
this goal is how to faithfully capture the orthographic
similarities of Chinese characters. W e derived our character
representations on the basis of analyzing a large-scale
character database that can be readily mapped to school
children's orthographic acquisition. (2) To test the utility of
self-organizing neural networics in orthographic acquisition.
Most previous connectionist models of orthographic
processing have relied on the use of feed-forward networks.
Results from our simulations present positive evidence for
both of our goals. In particular, we show that our model
demonstrates early regularity effects and frequency effects
in the acquisition of Chinese characters, matching up with
acquisition patterns from empirical research.
Introduction
In recent years there have been growing interests in
the psycholinguistic study of orthographic acquisition in
Chinese (see Yang & Peng, 1997; Shu & Anderson, 1998;
Shu, Anderson, & W u , 2000). A unique feature of the
Chinese orthogr^hy is that it uses characters rather than
alphabetic letters as the basic writing unit, in square
configurations that m a p mostly onto meaningful
morphemes rather than spoken phonemes. Processing or
acquisition within this "fractal" organization of characters
m a y differ in important ways from that of English and
other alphabetic languages (Shu & Anderson, 1998).
There are four major types of Chinese characters:
pictographic, referential, associative compounds, and
ideophonetic compounds. The last type, also known as
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the semantic-phonetic compounds or, simply, phonetic
compounds, is the most interesting and important. In the
Dictionary of Modern Chinese Frequent Characters
(National Language Commission, 1988), there are 5,631
ideophonetic characters, accounting for 8 1 % of the total
7,000 frequent characters in the dictionary (Li & Kang,
1993). Shu, Chen, Anderson, W u , and Xuan (in press)
collected 2,570 characters listed in the Elementary School
Textbooks used in Beijing to establish the "School
Chinese Corpus". They categorized and labeled every
character in this corpus, on dimensions such as phonetic
part, phonetic type, position of the phonetic part in the
character, age at which the character is taught, and
frequency of the character. Shu et al.'s analyses reveal
that most of the Chinese characters taught in elementary
schools are ideophonetics, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Ratios of ideophonetics in each grade
(Shu, Chen, Anderson, W u , & Xuan, in press)
Grade
Ratio

1
.45

2
.70

3
.76

4
.84

5
.86

6
.81

Mean

.74

Given the prominence of ideophonetics in Chinese
orthography, it is thus important for us to understand the
functions of these characters. Ideophonetics consist of
two major components: the semantic part (often called a
radical) that gives information about the character's
meaning, and the phonetic part that gives partial
information about the whole character's pronunciation.
W e say "partial", because the phonetic radical m a y or
m a y not indicate the true pronunciation of the whole
character, in one of three ways: (a) Regular: the whole
character is pronounced the same as the phonetic radical in
isolation - that is, the same as the phonetic radicd when it
is being used as a simple character; for exan^le, "^/qingl/
and "W/qingl/". (b) Semi-regular: the whole character is
pronounced partly as the phonetic radical, with a different

tone (cjt.. "ii/qingS/ and "W/qingl/"), a different onset
(eg., "W/jingl/ and "W/qingl/"), or a differenc final (eg..
"»/shal/ and "::>/shao3/"). (c) Inegular: the whole
character is pronounced con^letely differently from the
phonetic radical (e.g., "ffS/ctal/ and "W/qingl/")- These
patterns of (ir)regularities in the pronunciations of
ideophonetics influencetfierecognition and processing of
Chinese characters, a phenomenon known as the regularity
effea in the literature.
Previous studies have examined regularity effects in
children's acquisition of Chinese characters. Shu,
Anderson, and W u (2(XX)) showed that children display
regularity effects when they are required to write down
the pronunciations of Chinese characters: they perform
better on regular characters (type a discussed above) than
on irregular characters (types b and c). W h e n children see
unfamiliar characters, they often exploit the
pronunciation of the phonetic radical as a possible
reading of the whole character, and this ability increases
with school grade. Yang and Peng (1997) also found
regularity effects in children's speed of naming
characters: children in Grade 3 name regular characters
more rapidly than irregular characters, but by Grade 6,
they name both types of characters equally quickly.
Frequency also plays an important role in interacting with
the regularity of characters; for example, Shu and W u
(1996) showed that children in Grade 3 display no
regularity effects on characters of low frequency, while
children in Grades 4 and 6 do. Finally, Shu, Zhou and W u
(2(X)0) found that young children develop from early on
phonological awareness of the structures of characters
and the functions of the phonetic and semantic radicals.
Some 4"" graders already start to acquire the awareness of
the consistency of phonetic radicals, and by Grade 6 this
awareness becomes more transparent.
The above-mentioned properties of Chinese
characters and the acquisition profiles therein lend
themselves naturally to connectionist modeling. Given
the discrepancy between regular and irregular characters,
do w e neeid to assume dual mechanisms to handle the two
types of characters in acquisition (as symbolic theorists
would like to argue)? Or rather, can w e assume a
connectionist learning mechanism that can capture the
acquisition of both types of characters? Previous research
in English has examined these issues in language
acquisition and orthographic processing (e.g., Plaut,
McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Seidenberg
& McClelland, 1989). However, due to the difficulty in
representing the complex structure of the Chinese
orthography, there has been very little research in this
domain in Chinese. In this study, w e make an initial
attempt to model the acquisition of Chinese orthography,
in particular, the regularity effect in acquisition (as
reported in empirical studies) with a neural network.
Method
Architecture
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Most previous connectionist models of orthographic
processing have relied on the use of feed-forward
networks, typically with the back-propagation learning
algorithm (e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989).
Recently, a number of studies have explored selforganizing neural networks as viable models of language
processing and language acquisition (Anderson, 1999;
Miikkulainen, 1993, 1997; Li, 1999, 2000). Selforganizing networks are particularly well suited for the
study of language acquisition, due to their biological
plausibility, unsupervised learning, and the ability to
develop semantic structures (Li, 2002).
In this study, w e use a self-organizing feature m a p
model developed by Miikkulainen (1997), originally for
modeling disordered lexicons (DISLEX). D I S L E X relies
on principles of self-oi^ganization and Hebbian learning. In
this model, different feature maps dedicated to different
types of linguistic information (orthography, phonology, or
semantics) are connected through associative links via
Hebbian learning. To model orthogn^hic processing, an
input pattern activates a group of units on the orthogr^hic
input m ^ , and the resulting bubble of activity propagates
thix)ughtiieassociative links and causes an activity bubble
to form in the otfier map (semantic or phonological). Fig. 1
presents a diagrammatic sketch of die model's reading
process from seeing the orthographic representation of dog
to the comprehension of the word's meaning.

oriftn«K«Btili Inaiil nrn

tujut

Fig.l Reading comprehension ofdoj in DISLEX
(Miiklculainen, 1997;reproducedwith author's permission)

If the direction of the associative propagation is from
orthogr^hy to semantics, comprehension is modeled, as
shown in Fig. 1; production is modeled if it goes from
semantics to orthogrsqjhy. In our simulations, w e examine
the associative propagation from orthogr^hy to phonology
to model the character naming process in the acquisition of
ideophonetics by Chinese-spealdng children. Attfiisstage
our model has not yet included semantic information.
Input Representation
There are a few general properties of Chinese
characters that are important for us to consider for their
accurate representations. (1) They are structurally complex.

The bask units of characters are strokes and components. A
few simple strokes can make up a component, or a
character, (2) They are combinatorially complex.
C o m p o u n d characters have two to over ten components,
and these c o n ^ n e n t s combine to form a character
according different rules in a hierarchically organized
structure; (3) The majority of Chinese characters are
ideophonetic con^x)unds, as discussed in Introduction; and
(4) O n e character corresponds to one monosyllable in
spoken language.
Phonological Representation. According to
traditions in Chinese linguistics, the monosyllable of each
character consists of three parts: initial,final,and tone
(see "Dible 2). Initial is usually a consonant. Final consists
of at least the nucleus vowel, sometimes with or without
a head vowel or a tail vowel. T h e nucleus vowel m a y be
one single p h o n e m e or a diphthong (two phonemes).
Lexical tones are supra-segmental, imposed on the initial
and the final. In ourrepresentationscheme, w e represent
each p h o n e m e (consonant or vowel) by 5 dimensions or
features, and each feature by the phoneme's articulatory
pro{>erties o n a continuous scale from 0 to 1 (Table 3).
T h e overall method ofrepresentationis similar to PatPho,
a phonological representation scheme for English
described by Li and M a c W h i n n e y (2002).

proven a very challenging task, and this m a y have been
the primary reason for the lack of modeling research in
this domain, as w e pointed out earlier. T h e only largescale attempt in this respect was C h e n & Peng (1994).
T h e y used 3 0 feature units to represent the various
components of about 1,108 Chinese characters. Their
representation scheme, however, is still insufficient for
our purposes of modeling children's development in
character acquisition. T o overcome this bottleneck
problem, w e did a detailed analysis of all the characters
in the U C S Chinese Character Database (Standards
Press, 1994) and examined the strokes, components, and
structures of these characters.
T h e U C S Chinese Character Database contains
information about the structure and components for each
of the 20,902 Chinese characters used in China, Japan,
and Korea. This information includes the hierarchically
ordered sequences of each component w h e n characters
are decomposed into smaller units of strokes. Other
information includes pronunciation of the character, firstlevel categorization of the character, n u m b e r of
components, number of strokes, and frequency of usage.
T h e database lists S60 basic components for the 20,902
Chinese characters, including the character's structural
features, shape features, position of components, number
of component strokes, etc. Most relevant for our study is
the information about phonetic radicals in ideophonetic
characters. This includes the position of the phonetic
radical in the character, whether the position of the
radical is fixed, and the relationship between the
pronunciation of the phonetic radical and that of the
character. Finally, the database contains information
about the frequency of each character in elementary
school texts, as well as some of the original texts.
O n the basis of our analyses of this database, w e
represented each ideophonetic Chinese character with a
60-unit feature vector, along the dimensions as depicted
in Fig.2.
•1 1

Table 2 Structure of the syllable and representation

Initial
Sdim.

Head
Vowel
5 dim

Final
Nucleus
Vowel
5 +5dims

Tail
Vowel
Sdim

Tone
Sdim.

With this method w e can represent all Chinese
monosyllables with tone (a total of 1335), each of which
on a 30'dimensional feature vector. Table 3 lists the
articulatory features w e used to represent the Chinese
phonemes.
Table 3 Articulatory features on 5 dimensions (D1-D5)
for the representation of Chinese phonemes*
vowel voiced voiceless
0.1 0.75
1.0
bilabial I^io- front central back palatal velar
D2
denul
0.143 0.286 0.429 0.572 0.715 0.858 1.0
round nasal
stop fricative affricate retroflex lateral
D3 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.572 0.715 0.858 1.0
low
high niid
D4 0.333 0.666
1.0
D5 front central central- back
back
0.25 0.5
1.0
0.75
• Numbers indicate dimensional values for each feature

D1

Orthographic Representation. To accurately
represent Chinese orthography in feature vectors has
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^ ^ ^
sound of flK
ciiradff

fatuies

dvpe

^

^
. . ..^.
SOHl 01 HE
phonelie

skuduie

^

^
UliyUOlll!)

paadon

stoke

Fig.2 Orthographic representation of characters

T h e first 6 units represent the sound of the
character, while the second 6 units represent the sound of
the phonetic radicals. T h e purpose of these phonological
units is to see h o w m u c h overlap there is between the

pronunciation of the phonetic radical and that of the
whole character. The next 48 units are used to represent
component features, shapes, stroke structures, position of
radicals, and stroke numbers. For example, component
features include single, separate, crossing, and
connecting; position of radicals includes top, bottom, leftside,right-side,middle, and inner, etc. The last unit is
used for stroke numbers, and to determine the value of
this unit, w e analyzed the number of strokes of characters
in our database. Given that most of the characters are
between 1 to 10 strokes, characters with 10 or more
strokes arc represented as 1.0, and the rest as values (in
decrements of .1) corresponding to the number of strokes
(i.e., 0.9 for characters with 9 strokes, 0.8 for characters
with 8 strokes, and so on).
Materiadls and Procedure
Materials. The basic training materials consist of
groups or families of Chinese characters - characters in
the same family have the same phonetic radicals,
sometimes including the radical itself as a character.
Because w e are modeling elementary school children's
acquisition of characters, the amount of character families
differ for different grades, and the same family m a y also
contain different numbers of family members, according
to our analysis of the School Chinese Corpus (Shu et al.,
in press). W e selected families of characters from the
elementary textbooks for Grades 1,3, and 5 as the basic
materials in our training. Characters are selected as our
input materials (a) if they have been learned in or before
this grade, or (b) if the family includes all ideophonetic
characters that have been learned before. Table 4 shows
the composition of our training materials, based on depth
of learning in school grades.

Results and Discussion
Table 5 shows the overall performance of the
network after it was trained for 350 epochs on all
characters corresponding to each of the three grades
being considered. These results show that the network
achieved an average of 7 6 % accuracy for orthographic
representations; for phonological representations, it
reached an average of 7 9 % accuracy, and for the
associative connections from orthography to phonology it
achieved an average of 9 3 % accuracy, a highly successful
naming ability.

Table 4 Selected characters and family compositions
Grade
One
Three
Five

Total
characters
306
305
300

#of
families
214
139
113

represenution of the character was also co-activated with
its orthographicrepresentation.A s the network received
input and continued to self-organize on each m a p , it
simultaneously learned associative connections between
maps through Hebbian learning: initially, all units on the
phonological m a p were fully connected to all units on the
orthographic map; as learning continued, only the units
that were co-activated in response to the inputs were
associated. A s the end of learning, the network should
have created compressed n e w representations in the
corresponding maps for all the inputs and linked the
phonological representation to its orthographic pattern.
All simulations were conducted with the D I S L E X
simulator (Miikkulainen, 1999).
Testing. Once the network has completed selforganizing on the phonological and orthographic inputs
and has learned the associative connections, w e tested the
model's performance by presenting the network with 16
ideophonetic characters. W e inputted the orthographic
and phonological patterns of these 16 characters to the
trained and well-settled network to test the output
pronunciations of the characters in the model (see Fig. 1).
N o learning takes place at this stage. For each grade, a
total of 48 characters was tested in the model, in three
batches: 16 high frequency characters, 16 low frequency
characters, and 16 n e w characters that have not be
learned by the grade being tested.

M e a n members
of a family
2.35
433
5.64

Table 5 Percent accuracy on orthography, phonology,
and associative connections in the model after training

Thiining. Each batch of characters corresponding to
each grade was submitted to the model, trained for 350
epochs for the self-organization of phonological
representations and of orthographic representations. Upon
training of the network, a phonologicalrepresentationof
a character was inputted to the network, and
simultaneously, the orthographic representation of the
same character was also presented to the network. B y
way of self-organization, the network formed an activity
on the phonological m a p in response to the phonological
input, and an activity on the orthographic m a p in
response to the orthographic input. The phonological
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Grade
One
Three
Five

Ortho.
map
75.6
71.7
80.2

Phono.
map
78.4
76.2
82

Associative
ortho .->phono.
905
93.7
95

Thus, after training, the model developed clearly
structured representations for both the phonological and
orthographic input patterns. Fig. 3 shows an example
from the orthographic m a p trained on Grade 5 characters
(only a portion of the entire m a p is shown here due to
space limit).

Table 6 Interaction between regularity and frequency
Regular
.88
.75
.33

FrvQuencv
Low frequency
N e w characters

variety of methods to get at the pronunciation of the
inegular character. These methods allow us to discern
regularity effects in reading acquisition. There are
basically three major methods they could use: (1) reading
the irregular character as the pronunciation of its phonetic
radical (e.g., "ffi/cheng2" as "S/dengl"); (2) reading the
character as another character having a similar
orthoKraphy/radical in the same family (e.g., "*/bianl"
as "W/pianl"); and (3) reading the character as other
irrelevant characters (e.g., " W z o n g l " as "^/kai3").
Table 7 shows the ratio of the network's erroneous
naming of irregular characters for each grade, as a
function of naming methods ( M l = Method (1); M 2 =
Method (2); and M 3 = Method (3)).

Fig. 3 Orthographic map trained on Grade 5 characters
In Fig. 3, it can be seen that clear families of
characters emerged in the m a p after the network was
trained for 300 epochs on the Grade 5 characters. For
example, one group of characters on the lower right-hand
comer represenu the "^/bian3" family with "w/pian4"
"S/bianl", "iS/pianl", "*6/bianl", "S/pian", while the
other group on the upper right hand of the m a p represents
the "-a/htl" family with"H/he2" ,"S^/gel",etc.
To see the model's ability in character naming, w e
tested the accuracy of its naming of regular and irregular
characters for Grades 1,3, and 5, with regular character
being one that has exactly same pronunciation as its
phonetic radical (see Introduction). The ratios of naming
accuracy are presented in Fig. 4, on which w e can make
several observations: (a) the model's naming accuracy
increases over time for both regular and irregular
characters; (b) the difference in naming accuracy between
regular and irregular characters also increases across
grade; and (c) regularity effect does not exist for Grade 1
but becomes transparent for Grades 3 and S. These results
match up well with the empirical patterns observed by
Shu et al (2000).

Table 7 Network's naming for irregular characters
Grade
One
Three
Five

grades

Irregular Character Naming Errors

Ml

M2

M3

.06
.36
.30

.25
.46
.50

.69
.18
.20

Table 7 shows several interesting patterns. First, for
Grade 1 the network's errors are mainly based on Method
3, i.e., reading characters as irrelevant characters. This
shows that regularity effect has not played much of a role
yet in the naming of irregular characters. For Grades 3
and 5, however, the error types shift more toward
Methods 1 and 2, showing that the model is exploring
orthographic and phonological similarities of the radical
to give possible pronunciations of the irregular character.
These developmental patterns of regularity effect are
consistent with empirical data from Shu et al (2000),
according to which children, although in principle can
utilize ideophonetic information early on, show regularity
effect only after they have learned a relatively large
number of items in the ideophonetic families.

regular
irregular

gradel

Irregular
.83
.46
.17

grades

Fig. 4 Naming accuracy for regular and irregular characters
Interestingly, the regularity •ffect shown in Fig. 4 is
modulated by character frequency. A m p l e empirical
evidence suggests that frequency effect interacts with
regularity effect in character acquisition (Shu, Anderson,
& W u , 2000). Table 6 shows that regularity effect in the
model is only marginal for high frequency characters, but
is m u c h clearer for low frequency characters and novel
characters (whose frequency is unlurawn to the network).
Finally, w e analyzed the network's error types in
naming irregular characters. In naming ideophonetic
characters, children as well as our network could use a
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Conclusion
This study uses a self-organizing connectionist
model to simulate children's acquisition of Chinese
characters. There are two major goals of our study. First,
w e wanted to see if connectionist models can be applied
successfully to model the learning process in the
acquisition of Chinese characters, a topic that has not
been touched on in the literature. Given the complex
structural and processing properties of the Chinese
orthography, it is only natural that w e examine this

domain with systematically varying modeling parameters.
One of the most difficult tasks in achieving this goal is
how to faithfully capture the orthographic similarities of
Chinese characters, as discussed in Method. W e derived
our character representations on the basis of analyses of a
large-scale character database that can be readily mapped
to school children's orthographic development.
The second goal of our study is to test the utility of
self-organizing neural networks. Most previous
connectionist models in this domain have relied on the
use of feed-forward networks, typically with the backpropagation learning algorithm. In previous research,
Miikkulainen (1993, 1997) explored self-organizing
neural networks as plausible models of language and
memory processing, and Li (1999, 2000, 2002) showed
these networks as viable models of language acquisition.
W e wanted to see if such models can be used successfully
to examine orthographic acquisition. Our initial
simulations as presented here seem to provide positive
evidence in this respect. In particular, we showed that our
self-organizing network demonstrates regularity effect
and frequency effect in the acquisition of Chinese
characters, and that these results match up with
developmental patterns observed in empirical research. In
future studies, w e will continue these lines of
experiments to examine frequency effect, phonological
consistency effect, and their interaction with regularity
effect in character acquisition, addressing other relevant
theoretical issues in connectionist language acquisition.
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Abstract
C a u s a l Inference a n d Uncertainty
Wc report 4 studies which show that there are systematic
W e make a causal inference w h e n w e acquire some n e w
quantitative patterns in the way we reason with
evidence about a cause, and on this basis update our
uncertainty during causal and counterfocUial inference.
beliefs about effects related to that cause. For example,
T w o specific type of uncertainty - uncertainty about
imagine you meet T o m at a party. During your brief
facts and about causal relations - are explored, and used
conversation,
he says and does certain things that make
to model people's causal inferences (Studies 1-3). W e
you think he is an A r m y Officer, although you're not
then consider the relationship between causal and
completely certain about this. A s a result of this
counterfactual reasoning, and propose that counterfactual
suspicion you might n o w think it more likely that T o m
inferet»ce can be regarded as a fbrni of causal inference
is able to fire a pistol and abseil, compared to w h e n you
in which fKtual uncertainty is eradicated. O n this basis
first met him. Your beliefs about T o m have changed as
w e present evidence that there are also systematic
a result of causal inference.
quantitative patterns underlying counter£u:tual, as well
as causal, inference (Study 4). W e conclude by
W h e n it comes to making causal inferences, two
considering the consequences of these results for future
types of uncertainty are especially important: factual
research into causal inference.
uncertainty and causal uncertainty. Factual uncertainty
arises simply because our experience of the world is in
Introduction
m a n y cases insufficient to allow us to be completely
T h e ability to m a k e causal inferences is of central
For example, Tom's
certain about our beliefs.
importance to cognitive agents wishing to control or
extensive knowledge of firearms and military strategy,
pmlict events in the world. However, m a n y of our
as displayed in your conversation, might make you
beliefs are held with less than perfect certainty. Given
suspect
that he is in the Army. But you are nevertheless
this, it is natural to enquire about the w a y in which
uncertainty affects the process of reasoning about the aware that you could be wrong about this. Therefore
there is some factual uncertainty in your belief that T o m
world. In this paper w e examine the w a y in which two
is in the Army.
types of uncertainty - uncertainty about facts and
The second type of imcertainty relevant to making
uncertainty about causal relations - are assimilated
inferences
about the world is causal uncertainty. This
during the process of causal and counterfactual
arises
because
although there are systematic regularities
inference. Studies 1-3 reveal that there are systematic
in the world, these rarely obtain without exception. For
quantitative patterns in our treatment of uncertainty in
causal inference, suggesting that our understanding of example, w e all agree that clouds cause rain, even
though rain does not invariably fall w h e n it is cloudy;
causality is not inherently deterministic as has recently
and w e would probably also conciu- that smoking
been proposed (Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird, 2(X)1). W e
causes cancer, although w e k n o w that not all smokers
then consider the relationship between causal and
contract cancer.
Causal uncertainty, then, arises
counterfactual inference, and show that modified forms
because
of
our
awareness
that although events of type A
of the models which can be used to predict causal
m
a
y
tend
to
produce
events
of type B, it is not the case
inference can be used to predict counterfactiuil
that A s are always or invariably followed by Bs.
inference (Study 4), a result consistent with theories
Although it seems intuitively plausible that both
which treat counterfactuals as supervenient on causal
factual and causal uncertainty should play a role in
knowledge (Pearl, 2000; Yarlett & Ramscar, in press;
determining our causal inferences, to our knowledge
Jackson, 1977). W e conclude by considering the
very little empirical work has explored this issue. S o m e
consequences of these results for future research into
previous work has found an effect of factual uncertainty
causal and counterfactual inference.
in both deductive (Stevenson & Over, 1995; Byrae,
1989) and causal (Cummins et al, 1991) settings, but
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none of these studies examined the systematic cfTectj of
factual uncertainty from a quantitative perspective.
A n d although it seems reasonable to assume that causal
uncertainty plays a role in causal inference and
reasoning - and indeed, m a n y recently proposed
theories (e.g., Cheng, 1997; Pearl, 2000) and models
(Rehder, 1999; Yarlett & Ramscar, in press) concerned
with causal reasoning successfully make this
assumption - it is by no means uncontentious.
Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird (2001) have recently argued
that the meaning of causal statements is inherently
deterministic, and more generally, theories of reasoning
which invoke mental models do not easily permit the
accommodation of less than ceruin inferences (but see
Johnson-Laird, 1994, and Stevenson & Over, 1995).
The present series of studies therefore set out to
investigate whether factual and causal uncertainty play
a role in the process of causal inference and, if so,
whether they do so in a systematic fashion.
Study 1
Study 1 was designed in order to get ratings about the
causal uncertainty attaching to a specific set of causeeffect pairs, in order to explore the structure of the
information with which people relate causes and
effects, and also to investigate the information that
might be used in causal inference. People were asked
to rate the causal uncertainty attaching to a range of
cause-effect pairs on a range of scales which measured:
(i) h o w strongly the cause causes the effect; (ii) h o w
strongly the effect depends on the cause; (iii) the
conditional probability of the effect given the presence
of the cause; and (iv) the conditional probability of the
effect given the absence of the cause. In addition to the
ratings collected, the following ratings were derived
from the conditional probability ratings:
AP Contingency = P(e|c) - P(e|~c)

l-P(ehc)
These quantities have variously been proposed as
measures of the strength of a cause (e.g. Cheng &
Novick, 1992; Cheng, 1997).
Materials and Design. The materials used described
10 different cause-effect pairs. They were selected in
order to cover a wide variety of domains, and included
the following pairs: smoking and cancer; cars and
pollution; stress and insomnia; sunbathing and
suntanning; weight-training and muscle-growth;
cholesterol and heart attacks.
Subjects were asked directly about the strength of
relation that they thought held between the pairs in
question. For example, for the smoking-cancer pair, the
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Cauial
P(elc)
PowerPC
Dependency

AP
P(e|-<)

Factor 1
(Causal Power)
0.969
0.927
0.873
0.699
0.664
-0.106

Factor 2
(Baserate)
-0.042
-0.326
-0.481
•0.600
-0.738
0.982

Table 1: Factor loadings from Study 1.
following questions were used: (i) "How strongly do
you think smoking causes cancer?"; (ii) " H o w strongly
do you think whether someone gets cancer depends on
whether they smoke?"; (iii) " H o w likely do you think
someone would be to get cancer given that they
smoke?"; and (iv) " H o w likely do you think someone
would be to get cancer given that they do not smoke?"
All ratings were collected on a 0-100 scale. For the
causal ratings the scale was anchored by 'does not
cause at all' and 'always causes'; for the dependency
ratings 'does not depend at all' and 'perfectly depends';
and for the subjective probability ratings 'completely
unlikely' and 'completely certain'.
Three groups were asked to rate the causal,
dependency, and conditional probability ratings. A
within-subjects design was not used because of
concerns that this would artificially homogenise what
might in reality be different ratings (e.g. being asked to
rate causal, dependency and conditional probability
ratings consecutively might encourage subjects to
simply return similar ratings on all scales).
Participants. 49 students fhjm the University of
Edinburgh participated voluntarily.
Results. A factor analysis (principal-components
analysis with rotated axes) w a s conducted on the ratings
in order to examine their structure. Only the first two
rotated factors had eigenvalues greater than 1, and these
together accounted for 95.16% of the variance in the
data. The factor loadings are shown in Table 1.
Discussion
The two factors extracted in the factor analysis
successfully explained a large proportion of the
variance in the causal uncertainty ratings collected in
Study 1. Moreover, the extracted factors are readily
interpretable because the causal ratings load very highly
on the first factor (0.969) and negligibly on the second
factor (-0.042), while the P(e|~c) ratings load very
highly on the second factor (0.982) and negligibly on
thefirstfactor (-0.106). Study 1 therefore suggests that
two factors are especially important in accounting for
our representation of causal uncertainty: the causal
strength with which a cause produces its effect ('Causal
Power'), and the base rate of the effect in the absence of
the cause ('Baserate'). This suggests that models of

Model

Deflnition

Probabilistic
Linear
Noigy-OR
Causal
Dependency

P(e|c)P(c) + P(c|~c)P(~c)
P(e|~c) + cau8C8(c,e)P(c)
l-[l-P(e|~c)l[l-causes(c.e)P(c)]
cause8(c,e)P(c)
depends(e,c)P(c)

Table 2: The models of causal inference.
causal inference should incorporate these two
parameters. This proposal was investigated in Study 2.
Study 2
Study 2 examined the degree to which causal inference
can be modelled using information about factual and
causal uncertainty. The ratings fhsm Study 1 were used
in order to provide information about the degree of
causal uncertainty attaching to the 10 causal pairs,
while n e w d a U was acquired concerning their factual
uncertainty. Short scenarios centring around each of
the 10 causal pairs were designed, in which it was
deliberately m a d e unclear whether the cause was
present or absent. These were used to induce factual
uncertainty in participants in the study. For example,
the scenario for the smoking-cancer causal pair ran as
follows:

effect, which is defined as the product of one's belief
that the cause is present and the degree to which the
cause and effect are causally related. The noisy-OR
model (Pearl, 1988) treats causes as mechanisms that
operate independently and additively to produce a
c o m m o n effect. The probability of an effect in this
framework is thus given as the probability that not all
the causes fail to generate the effect.' Finally, the
causal model predicts that people's belief in the cause is
a product of the degree to which the cause and effect
are causally related, and the degree to which the cause
is believed to be present. A n d the dependency model is
similar to the causal model, except that it measures
causal uncertainty using dependency, instead of causal
strength, ratings.

Materials and Design. The cause-effect pairs and
connection ratings from Study 1 were used. In addition,
scenarios for each causal pair were designed in order to
embed the causal relation in a specific context, and
deliberately induce factual uncertainty as to whether the
cause in question was present or not.
A
within-subjects design was deliberately
eschewed in Study 2 because of concerns that it could
artificially bring people's causal inferences in line with
the predictions of the probabilistic model. M a n y people
are familiar with basic probability theory, and our
concern was that being asked to rate the conditional
probability of the effect given the cause before making
"Imagine you're introduced to Bill, a friend of a friend,
their causal inference (as a within-subjects design
one day. You ask Bill for a lighter but he doesn't cany
would
have required), could force people to reason
one. However, it does look a little as though he might
about the effect arithmetically, in opposition to their
have tobacco stains under his nails."
natural style of reasoning. Accordingly, a betweenAfter reading each description, participants were
subjects design was adopted, in which the causal
requested to rate their factual uncertainty, on a 0-100
uncertainty ratings used were those collected in Study
scale, by being asked h o w likely they thought it was
1, while the factual uncertainty ratings and the causal
that the cause was present given what they had read
inferences themselves, were collected in the present
(i.e., in this case h o w likely they thought it was that Bill study.
was a smoker). They were then asked to make a causal
Participants. Participants were 21 students at the
inference by judging, given their confidence that Bill
University of Edinburgh.
All participants were
m a y or m a y not be a smoker, h o w likely they thought
volunteers, and no reward was offered for participation.
he would be to contract cancer at some point in his life.
Results. The performance of the models of causal
The information collected about factual and causal
inference is shown in Figure 1. The probabilistic (r =
uncertainty was then used to parameterise various
0.665, E < 0.05, one-tailed), linear (r = 0.621, p < 0.05,
models of causal inference, in order to see if the
one-tailed), and noisy-OR (r = 0.711, p < 0.05, oneinferences participants made could be predicted.
tailed) models were all significant predictors of
people's causal inferences. The causal (r = 0.495, p >
Models of Causal Inference
0.05, one-tailed) and dependency (r = 0.268, p > 0.05,
one-tailed) models, however, failed to significantly
The models of causal inference investigated are listed in
predict people's inferences. A fiirther analysis was also
Table 2. The probabilistic model defines the normative
method of inferring the probability of an effect given
information about a related cause. The linear model, in
' Interestingly, the linear and the Noisy-OR models of causal
contrast, states that one's belief in an effect is the
inference find their counteipaits in the AP and Power PC theories of
combination of a base rate of belief- the belief that the
causal induction respectively (they can be derived as the maximum
effect is present in the absence of the cause - plus the
likelihood estimates of causal strength parameters in causal graphs
extra support that the cause provides for belief in the
appropriately parameterised; see Glyroour, 1998; Tenenbaum &
Griffiths, 2000).
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Figure 1: Results of Study 2.

Conditional
Probability

Figure 2: Effect of changing parameterisation of
Linear and N o i s y - O R models.

conducted on the linear and noisy-OR models, because
they could also be parameterised with conditional
probability instead of causal strength ratings. In both
cases, ptrameterising the models with the conditional
probability of the effect given the presence of the cause,
instead of the causal strength ratings, served to increase
their empirical performance (see Figure 2).
Discussion
The fact that the linear, noisy-OR and probabilistic
models were significantly correlated with the strength
of people's causal inferences suggests that information
about factual and causal uncertainty plays an important
role in the inference process, and also that there seem to
be domain-general quantitative patterns in the w a y w e
reason from cause to effect. However, the factual and
causal xmcertainty ratings and inferences predicted in
It is
Study 2 were between-subjects aggregates.
therefore possible that the success of the proposed
models is merely an artefact of the experimental design,
and that the models would prove unable to predict
causal inferences on a within-subjects basis. Study 3
investigated this issue, while also allowing us to
examine h o w m u c h of the residual error in the causal
models could be attributed to idiosyncratic use of the
rating scales.^
Study 3
Study 3 used a within-subjects design in which people
estimated the factual and causal uncertainty attaching to
each of the 10 cause-effect pairs, and then m a d e a
causal inference about the effect. Because the causal
and dependency models failed to significantly predict
people's inferences they were dropped from
' Because Study 2 had shown that the probabilistic model
predicted causal inference with some level of success in a context in
which patterns of causal inference consistent with the predictions of
the probabilistic model could not have been artificially induced, the
use of a within-subjects design was now appropriate.
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consideration. Instead we focused on the performance
of just the probabilistic, linear and noisy-OR models.
Materials and Design. The causal pairs and materials
as used in Studies 1 and 2 were again used in this study.
Each subject saw all 10 scenarios, in one of two
reverse-orderings. T h e linear and noisy-OR models
were parameterised using only conditional probability,
and not causal strength ratings, because of the better
performance of this form of the models in Study 2.
Participants. Participants were 15 students
enrolled at the Division of Informatics, University of
Edinburgh. All participants were volunteers, and n o
reward w a s offered for participation.
Results. T h e performance of the causal models is
shown in Figure 3. Both the linear (t = 2.280, df = 14, g
= 0.038, two-tailed) and the noisy-OR model (t = 2.379,
df = 14, E = 0.032, two-tailed) performed significantly
better than the probabilistic model, although there w a s
no significant difference between the linear and noisyO R model (t = 1.302, df = 14, p = 0.214, two-tailed).
T h e degree of variance explained in the inference
process by just taking into account either the amount of
factual uncertainty, in the form of the p(c) ratings, or
the amount of causal uncertainty, in the form of the
p(e|c) ratings, is also s h o w n in Figure 3 for comparison.
These two models performed significantly worse than
all the other models.
T o confirm that both the factual and causal
imcertainty parameters added to the models' predictive
validity the performance of the linear and noisy-OR
models w a s compared to modified versions of them in
which (i) factual uncertainty w a s ignored; and (ii)
causal uncertainty w a s ignored. T h e linear model
performed significantly better than its counterpart
which ignored factual uncertainty (t = 2.358, df = 14, p
= 0.017, one-tailed), and marginally better than its
counterpart which ignored causal uncertainty (t = 1.546,
df = 14, E = 0.072, one-tailed). T h e noisy-OR model
performed significantly better than both its modified

Conditional ProbabllltiM QCauial Strength I

Pn>l>«ba>llc

UnMt

NoMyOR

P(c)

P(a|c)
Figure 4: Results from Study 4.

Figure 3: Results fh)m Study 3.

versions which ignored factual (t = 4.199, df = 14, g <
0.001, one-tailed) and causal (t = 2.049, df = 14, g =
Study 4
0.030, one-tailed) uncertainty.
Study 4 investigated whether quantitative patterns could
be found underlying counterfactual, as well as causal,
Discussion
inference. The scenarios used in Studies 2 and 3 were
The results of Study 3 show that quantitative models altered so that instead of engendering uncertainty they
particularly die linear and noisy-OR model - can
were perfectly unambiguous that the cause in question
successfully predict people's causal inferences with
was ^sent. Then, instead of being asked to make a
some degree of success. Moreover, theresultsof Study
straightforward causal inference, subjects were asked to
3 also show that removing information about either
consider h o w strongly they would believe in the effect
^ t u a l or causal uncertainty from these models
if the cause were present.
significantly decreases their performance, thus showing
diat these factors do seem to play an important role in
Materials and Design. The materials used were
causal inference.
adapted forms of the scenarios used in Studies 2-3.
Here is the smoking scenario, with the added
Causes and Counterfactuals
information shown in italics:
T h e studies reported so far examined the role of
"Imagine you're introduced to Bill, a friend of a friend,
uncertainty in causal reasoning. However, there is an
one day. You ask Bill for a lighter but he doesn't cany
intimate cormection between causal and counterfactual
one. However, it docs look a little as though he might
reasoning (c.f Lewis, 1973b; Jackson, 1977; Pearl,
have tobacco stains under his nails. It later turns out that
2000; Yarlett & Ramscar, 2001). In the light of this it
Bill is not a smoker; in fact he's never even smoked a
is interesting to examine whether the findings
cigarette in his lifer
concerning causality in Studies 1-3 can also be applied
Subjects were then asked to rate "But if Bill were a
to counterfactual reasoning.
smoker, h o w likely do you think he would be to get
The proposal w e examined is that, at least in the
cancer at some point in his life?". Data was collected
present context, counterfactual reasoning can be treated
using a between-subjects design, as used in Study 2.
as a form of causal reasoning in which residual factual
Participants. Participants were 23 students at the
uncertainty is eliminated (for treatments of
University of Edinbiu-gh.
counterfactual reasoning in more complex systems see
Results. The results of Study 4 are shown in
Yarlett & Ramscar, in press, and Pearl, 2000). For
Figure
4. The causal model (r = 0.699, df = 8, p < 0.05,
example, imagine that you are fairly sure that Bill is not
one-tailed), linear model parameterised with causal
a smoker, but that I ask you h o w likely you think he
strength ratings (r = 0.667, df = 8, p < 0.05, one-tailed),
would be to contract cancer if (counterfactually) he
and
noisy-OR model parameterised with either
were a smoker. Even though there m a y be some factual
conditional probabilities (r = 0.589, df = 8, p < 0.05,
uncertainty in your belief that Bill is not actually a
one-tailed) or causal strengths (r = 0.571, df = 8, p <
smoker, there should be no factual uncertainty attaching
0.05, one-tailed), significantly predicted people's
to the counterfactual scenario because the
counterfactual inferences.
counterfactual asks you to assume, unequivocally, that
he is a smoker. Study 4 investigated this proposal.
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Discussion
The results of this study show that modified forms of
the models used to predict causal inferences can also be
employed in the prediction of countcrfactua! inferences,
and also that counterfactual inference can be profitably
regarded as a special case of causal inference in which
factual uncertainty has been eradicated. This result is
both consistent with theories which hold that
counterfactuals supervene on causal relations (e.g.,
Jackson, 1977; Pearl, 2000; Yarlett & Ramscar, in
press), and at tension with theories that treat
counterfactual judgements as propositions assigned
binary truth-values (e.g., Byrne, 1997; Byrne & Tasso,
1999; Lewis, 1973). However, given the success of
multiple models at capturing the quantitative patterns in
counterfactual inference exhibited in Study 4, clearly
further work is required to tease the models apart, and
determine whether patterns in both causal and
counterfactual inference can be successfully captured
by the same models.
General Discussion
The 4 studies reported here suggest that both factual
and causal imcertainty play an important role in
determining causal and counterfactual inference, and
furthermore that coimterfactual inference can profitably
be regarded as a form of causal inference in which
factual uncertainty is eradicated.
However, one
potential cause for concern is the often considerable
amount of variance left unexplained by the sort of
quantitative models described in this paper. Clearly
more work needs to be done before the role of such
models in describing causal and counterfactual
inference is fiilly understood. In particular, in future
work w e intend to examine whether alternative ways of
measuring causal and factual uncertainty can increase
the explanatory power of the quantitative models, and
also whether additional factors can be imported into the
models to improve their empirical fit (e.g. h o w many
alternative or preventative causes exist for a specific
cause effect pair being reasoned about; see Cummins el
a/., 1991).
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Children also use perceptual cues. For example,
children extend novel names to n e w instances by shape
Past research on children's categorizations has centeredw h e n the named entity is solid and rigid (e.g., m a d e
on the mechanism of children's use of multiple cues in
from w o o d ) but extend the n a m e to n e w instances by
categorization. This paper examines correlations between
material w h e n the named entity is nonsolid and nonperceptual cues and linguistic cues. The question asked
rigidly shaped. M u c h previous research has explored
is a classic one in learning theory: given two redundant
which of these kinds of cues dominate by putting them
cues, does die learner learn more about each than when
in conflict. In this paper, w e ask whether and h o w they
one cue independently predicts the categoiy? This
might interact and support children's learning of object
question has special cogency in the context of children's
names. This is a relevant question for two reasons.
language learning. W e show that when linguistic cues
First, linguistic and perceptual cues are highly
correlated with perceptual cues, children leam more
correlated. This w a s documented by Samuelson and
about perceptual cues.
Smith (1999) w h o studied the structure of thefirst300
Introduction
nouns commonly learned by English-speaking children.
A m o n g these 300 names for c o m m o n categories, solid
T w o - and 3-year-old children leam n e w object names
things tend to be named by count nouns that refer to
rapidly, often correctly determining the range of
things of the same s h ^ e , whereas nonsolid things tend
instances to which the n a m e applies fixjm just one
to be named by mass nouns that refer to entities of the
experience hearing the word used in a single context.
same material. For learners of English, then, there is a
Children d o this by exploiting multiple cues to
tight correlation between linguistic cues associated with
meaning. Past research indicates they use both
linguistic cues and perceptual cues to figure out the count/mass distinction and perceptual cues that
indicates the solidity or non-solidity of an entity.
likely meaning of a novel noun. M u c h of the relevant
Second, the evidence suggests that children leam the
evidence in this literature concerns the count-mass
correlations a m o n g perceptual cues, linguistic cues, and
distinction in English. Count nouns refer to entities
category stmcture as they leam names for c o m m o n
conceptualized as discrete objects and as countable.
object and substance categories. Specifically, the
Coimt nouns obligatorily take the plural (e.g., cups,
influence of perceptual cues on children's noun
hopes). Mass nouns refer to entities conceptualized as
extensions emerges and grows stronger as vocabulary
continuous substances and do not take the plural, but
rather mass quantifiers (e.g., some water, a lot of sand). grows. Samuelson and Smith's (1999) data indicate that
children leaming English do not extend names for solid
Children use linguistic cues to the count/mass status of
and nonsolid things differently until children have over
a noun to figure out the category to which a novel noun
ISO nouns. Similarly, English-speaking children's
refers. For example, if an entity named with a novel
n a m e is presented in a fi-ame that indicates it is a count sensitivity to count/mass syntax in dbe novel noun
extension task emerges during this same time period
noun (e.g., "This is a mel"), English-spealdng children
(Soja.
1992).
interpret the word as referring to a discrete entity and
typically extend the object n a m e to a class of similarly
shaped things (Soja, Carey & Spelke, 1991; Soja, 1992; Two hypotheses
Landau, Smith and Jones, 1988; Landau, Smith and
W h a t is the relation between leaming about perceptual
Jones, 1998; Imai & Gentaer, 1997). W h e n the same
cues to category organization and linguistic cues to
noun is presented in a frame indicating it is a mass noun category organization? O n e possibility is that they are
(e.g., "This is some mel"), English-speaking children
completely independent. Cross-linguistic comparisons
interpret the word as referring to a substance and extend
of English and Japanese speakers are consistent with
its meaning to entities of the same material (Soja, Carey
this view. Japanese differs from English in that it has no
&Spelke, 1991; Soja, 1992).
obligatory plural and no counterpart to the count-mass
distinction in English. Yet, several studies suggest that
Abstract
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Japanese-speaking children extend names for novel
solids and non-solids in pretty m u c h the same way at
English-speaking children (e.g., Imai &. Oentner, 1997).
Thus, children's learning about perceptual correlations
and their learning about synuctic cues to category
structure (so-called syntactic bootstrapping) m a y
proceed from different learning mechanisms. At the
very least, learning about perceptual correlations does
not require support from linguistic correlations.
The second contrasting possibility is that learning
about perceptual and linguistic cues to category
structure are mutually reinforcing. Imai & Centner's
(1997) comparisons of Japanese-speaking and Englishspeaking children's extensions of names for novel
solids and non-solids suggest some subtle differences in
the range of items treated as objects and substances, and
also some differences in the developmental trend (see,
also Yoshida & Smith, 2001.) Further, a number of
learning models (Billman & Knutson, 1996; Medin,
Altom, Edelson and Freko, 1982; Goldstone, 1998)
suggest that the addition of correlated cues bolsters
learning about each cue.
Rationale for the experiment
In the present experiment, w e examine the role of
syntax in children's learning about perceptual cues to
category structure through a training study. W e
attempted to train the solid-nonsolid distinction in
Japanese-speaking children w h o were too young to
robustly m a k e the distinction in their novel noun
extensions (Shirai, 2000). The design of the four
training conditions is shown in Table 1. The linguistic
cues are hitotsu and sukoshi. In the specification of
quantitative constructions, (e.g.. There is one cup)
hitotsu is used with objects and sukoshi is used with
substances. This is thus a natural and salient lexical
contrast in Japanese, yet it is one that is neither
mandatory nor particularly c o m m o n . This is in contrast
to the count-mass distinction in English, which is
mandatory and pervasive. In control conditions, w e
show that Japanese-speaking children are not sensitive
to this contrast, and do not k n o w its implications
concerning objects and substances, prior to training.
During the test phase, half of die children in each
condition were tested with the linguistic cues and half
were not. Here, then, is the question: Will Japanese
speaking children show a stronger distinction in their
novel noun generalizations between solids and nonsolids if trained with these correlated linguistic cues
than if trained without them? Is this so even when the
linguistic cues are not present during testing? Because
our design involves using natural and thus potentially
meaningful lexical cues, and because w e attempted to
accelerate the emergence of a distinction that children
eventually learn, w e also included two control
conditions. Neither involved any training but tested
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children's sensitivity to the linguistic and perceptual
cues.
Experiment
Method
Participants Forty monolingual 2 _ year-old Japanesespeaking children residing in Niigata, Japan, were
randomly assigned to the two training conditions and
one control condition. Half of the children in each
condition participated in the novel noun generalization
test at the end of training, either with linguistic cues or
without linguistic cues in the tasks, for a total of 6
conditions.
Stimulus Training stimuli consisted of 4 training pairs,
two solids and two non-solids, as shown Figure 1. T h e
items in the solid pairs were the same shape but differed
substantially in material and color. The items in each
nonsolid pair were the same material but differed
substantially in color and shape. Stimuli for the test
trials consisted of novel solid items m a d e of w o o d ,
clay, or sponge, and novel nonsolid items m a d e of hair
gel, hand cream, or toothpaste. During test, children
were queried about 6 unique test sets, 3 times each for a
total of 18 trials per a participant. Each of these test sets
contained one exemplar and 3 choice objects unique to
that set. O n e test choice object matched tJie exemplar in
shape only, one matched in material only, and one
matched in color only (See Figure 2.) During test, the
exemplars were named with a novel n a m e with and
without the lexical cues hitotsu and sukoshi
corresponding to the condition to which the participants
were assigned.
Design and procedure Children participated in one of
the 6 conditions that resulted from crossing the 3 levels
of training (training with correlated linguistic cues,
trainmg without correlated linguistic cues, and absence
of training), 2 levels of linguistic cues (with/without
linguistic cues in the task) with 2 levels of solidity
(sold/non-solid) for each condition.
Children in the Training condition participated in 10
training sessions over a period of 4 weeks. During each
session, the child was presented with the training
stimulus repeatedly with/without correlated linguistic
cues depending on the child's condition. Each stimulus
was shown and introduced by its o w n novel name, and
then played with and repeatedly named for 5 minutes.
Each training session took a place for approximately 30
minutes every other day. Notice, this is an implicit
category-learning task. During training, children are not
required to discriminate between category instances,
but attend to the linguistic cues as predictive of
category membership.
All children participated in the same test trials where
the child was shown an exemplar of a test stimulus set

and told its unique novel n a m e with and without
corresponding linguistic cues; "This is (hitotu/sukoshi)
kochi" or "This is (hitotu/sukoshi) kochi". The child
was then presented with 3 test objects and was asked to
hand the item that can be considered as the n a m e of the
exemplar with and without corresponding linguistic
cues; "Where is (hitotu/sukoshi) kochi?" or "Where is
kochi?" Feedback was not provided on these test trials.
Since these are novel objects and novel names, success
requires knowledge of some general principle—that
solids are named by shape and nonsolids are named by
material. Are children more likely to notice this
regularity w h e n there are correlated linguistic cues?

personality not only communicates, but also
analyzes, notices or neglects types of relationship
and phenomena...
If correlated linguistic cues influence what is learned
about perceptual cues, W h o r f will be right: the
language one learns will influence what one notices or
neglects to notice about the world.

Table
Table 1: 4 key conditions
Teit with novel itlmull

Results
Each g r ^ h in Figure 3 shows the percentage of
children's "correct novel word generalization" for solid
and non-solid items where "correct" was considered to
be shape based for the solids and material based for the
non-solids.
T w o g n ^ h s in the top row represent the performance
of children without training sessions. Children
generalized all names the s a m e — b y shape—treating
solids and non-solids equally. This shows diat, prior to
training, children are not sensitive to the linguistic
distinction, nor given these stimuli, to the solidnonsolid distinction. The two graphs in the bottom
represent the performance of children participated in
the training sessions widi corresponding syntactic cues.
The graph on die left shows children's performance
without the corresponding syntactic cues in the test
trials and one on the right shows children's
performance with the corresponding syntactic cues.
Overall, children w h o had training sessions with the
linguistic cues generalize novel names correctly more
often than of children widiout the training sessions, F
(1, 28)=27.2, E < .01. The results suggest that the
presence of correlated linguistic cues enhances learning
about perceptual cues;
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Discussion
The training study revealed the importance of
correlated cues in category learning by demonstrating
h o w correlations between linguistic cues and perceptual
cues mutually reinforce attention to relevant perceptual
cues in the n a m e extension task. T h e findings fit the
traditional idea of h o w language influences thought.
Whorf. (1956, p.252) wrote
A n d every language is a vast pattern-system,
different from others, in which are culturally
ordained the forms and categories by which the

Figure 1: Stimulus items used for the training
sessions.
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Abstract

This present research is concerned with one
flashpoint in these accounts: the idea that gesture use
fluctuates. At present, the variability in gesture use and
in kind of gesturers is not well explained. Yet this very
variability should be the key to underlying mechanism.
W e demonstrate the bi-directional relationship between
gesture, thoughts and arousal by confirming that both
mental representation and arousal are reflected in and
influence iconic gesture use. W e experimentally
manipulate speech rate as a means of increasing the
"motor overflow" from speech. Although speech rate is
at best an indirect marker of arousal, w e believe it is a
good starting point for a mechanistic explanation of
variability in gesture use.

People gesture when they speak. Despite considerable
attention from a variety of disciplines, die precise nahire
of the relation between gesture, speech and diought has
remained elusive. The research reported here considers
two very different hypotheses about the fiindamental
relationship. By one account, gesture is a consequence of
physiological arousal. B y another account, gesture use
reflects more cognitive processes and is strongly linked
to mental representation. This paper seeks the
mechanism underlying the link between gesture and
speech by showing diat both mental representation and
physiological arousal are reflected in our gesture use.
Introduction
Communication is the activity of transmitting
information about things in the world. In everyday life,
w e refer to things by employing a number of
communicative tools. Language, gestures, facial
expressions, and non-linguistic vocalizations are often
considered conmiunicative tools. Interestingly, w e
integrate multiple modalities in our communication and
indeed, past research suggests a tight link between
modalities, and particularly between speech and
gesture.
This study is motivated by two approaches to the
study of gesture. McNeill (1992), Kita (2000) and
McNeill & Duncan (2000) consider the relationship
between the specific forms of gesture and speech,
specifically between iconic gesture and speech. A n
iconic gesture is one in which the speed, motion, or
shape of the gesturing hand resembles the meaning
being conveyed. McNeil and colleagues consider the
emergence of iconicity in gesture as natural, and due to
the embodied and imagistic nature of thought. Another
approach, however, considers gesture as a consequence
not of meaning, but of arousal. Schwarts & Black,
(1996) and Iverson & Thelen (1999) particularly
suggest that gestures can be explained as an overflow of
one's excitement, which is physiologically produced by
speech. The idea here is that speech is a motor program,
and as the speaker is aroused—by topic or by the very
act of speaking—that energy overflows and is evident
in other bodily movements.

Iconicity
Communicative tools in general range
from
conventional forms that are more arbitrary, to less
conventional forms that are more iconic. A n example of
the conventional forms in traditional verbal languages
would be the word "dog" which can hold the meaning
only w h e n both senders and receivers are
knowledgeable about the rule indicating the label—'a
dog' means a dog. This form can also be seen in written
language w h e n one spells out letters, d, o, g to refer to a
dog. Again, receivers can m a k e sense out of the
particular combination of letters only by knowing the
convention, that the order and the combination of letters
are signifying a dog. People also refer iconically. For
example, in verbal language use, one might imitate a
sound of a dog to refer to a dog (e.g., "woof, woof!"),
and in American Sign Language the word for a dog
consists of a pat on one's leg and a snap of one's
fingers as if calling a dog.
People also often gesture iconically (Kita, 2000). For
example, a speaker might m a k e a circle with one's
hands to describe shape and/or the size of a plate to
which the person refers. Indeed, even nonverbal
primates m a y gesture to convey meaning. For example.
Tanner and Byrne (1996) recently reported that several
observed gestures of gorillas are iconic. Another
example that highlights both natural emergence and
ease of iconic gesture use is an observation m a d e by
Goldin-Meadow and Feldman (1977). They observed
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communication formation of linguistically deprived
deaf children w h o were unable to acquire oral language
naturally and w h o were not exposed to a standard
manual language. They reported that children
spontaneously refer to things by using iconic gestures.
All these results suggest a tight and natural relationship
between gesture and thought. If this is so, then
experimental manipulations of the content of thought
should have direct and measurable effects on gesture.
W e show experimental evidence for this connection
in Experiment 1. Participants were asked to read and retell the story totiieirchildren. A story was about either
a carp, which was expected to induce more gesture that
engages a hand held in a vertical position or a stingray,
which was expected to induce more gesture that
engages a hand held in a horizontal position. If mental
representations are reflected in our gesture use, then w e
should expect these different gesture patterns across
participants w h o read the same story about the two
differentfishes.Moreover, Experiment 1 also serves as
baseline measure of gesture production with a normal
speech rate. This baseline was used to manipulate
participants' speech rate in Experiment 2.
Gesture as motor overflow
The second idea that gestures result fi-om an overflow
in the motor program for speech is not one that has
received m u c h empirical attention, nor one that has
been well specified theoretically. However, this idea
suggests that amount of motor activity in speaking
should have direct influences on amount of gestures,
and this should be thought so independently of the
content of speech. Accordingly, to test this idea, in
Experiment 2, w e entrained speech to eidier a slow or
fast metronome. D o gestures decrease when people
speak at slower than normal rates? D o gestiu-es increase
given the faster rate of speaking? They should if
gestures reflect motor overflow. Finally, does rate of
speech influence rate of gesture independent of
content? A n affumative answer would suggest two
independent driving forces behind gesture: the
meaningful content of thought and arousal.

read and retell the story from m e m o r y to their child.
Participants were also asked to have the child tell the
story back to them. While participants were retelling a
story, the aspects of their story telling were recorded by
a video camera for a later coding. The story used in die
study is provided in Table 1.
Result
Each parent's session was coded for several variables:
all gestures, two target hand positions and speech rates.
All variables were measured as rates, that is, production
per minute. In order to code for these variables, the
video was played in slow motion; the exact times that a
hand movement began and ended were coded. T w o
target hand positions were counted. The "Carpswimming" gesture consisted of holding the hand flat
pahn perpendicular to the horizontal table surface and
the "Stingray-swimming" gesture was defined as a
gesture in which the hand was flat palm d o w n parallel
to the horizontal surface of the table. These gestures
were coded as either corresponding or noncorresponding gestures depending on whether the hand
position corresponds to the fish in the assigned story
(e.g., a carp gesture given a carp story was
corresponding gesture and a stingray gesture given a
carp story was a non-corresponding gesture.) All
gestures were independently scored by two observers.
Participants produced gestures (target gestures plus
all other gestures) at a rate of 4.1 gestures per a minute.
However, as shown in Figure I, participants produced
more target gestures that corresponded to the story than
gestures that did not correspond. In addition,
storytellers held their hands in a horizontal position
more often when telling the story about the stingray
than when telling one about a carp. Finally, the average
speech rate was 141.0 words per a minute.
Experiment 2
Method
Participants Twenty mothers and their children whose
ages ranged from 23 to 60 months participated in the
study.
Procedure The procedure was the same as that of
Experiment 1 with an exception. Participants were
assigned to one of four conditions: Carp condition, fast
metronome. Carp condition with slow metronome,
Stingray condition with fast metronome and Stingray
condition with slow metronome. The speeds of the
metronome were selected based on the average speech
rate observed in Experiment 1. Since the normal speech
rate in Experiment I was 140 words per a minute, w e
selected 150 beats per a minute for the Fast condition
and 80 beats per a minute for the Slow condition. W e
were conservative in attempting to entrain speech to a

Experiment 1
Method
Participants Twenty mothers and their children whose
ages ranged from 26 to 61 months participated in the
study.
Procedure Participants were assigned to either the
Carp condition or die Stingray condition. The
difference in the manipulation between the conditions
was a kind of fish used as a hero of the story. Parents
were presented with a sheet of paper, which contained
either a carp story or a stingray story and were asked to
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faster rate in thisfirstentraining experiment in an effort
to maximize our success in entraining speech. The
parent storytellers were not told about the purpose of
the metronomes, but were instead told to ignore them.
The task of individual participants was identical to that
of Experiment!.

.18.) Participants in both Fast and Slow conditions
produced more gestures that corresponded to the story
that they retold than gestures that did not correspond.
The fact that speech entrained to a slow metronome, 80
beats per a minute, decreases gesture use and weakens
the content effect on iconic gestures suggests a direct
link between arousal and content.

Table
Discussion

Table I: Story used for the study: The Adventures of
(Carl the Carp / Steve the Stingray)

The two experiments yield 3 main results. First, the
content of Uiought directly influences hand position.
Thinking about carps leads one to holds one's hand
perpendicular to the tabletop. Thinking about stingrays
leads to hands held in a horizontal position over the
table. B y experimentally manipulating the content of
thought, one manipulates hand position. This is
consistent with the proposal that gestures iconically
represent meaning. Second, speech and gesture are
readily entrained to a rhythmic beat. And, faster rates of
speech lead to more gestures and slow rates of speech
lead to fewer gestures. This is consistent with the idea
of gestures emerging as a consequence of arousal.
A m o u n t of energy appears to be is a driving force in
gesture. Third, arousal (or rate of speech) appears
linked to the frequency of iconic gestures. This
suggests, contrary to the motor overflow hypothesis,
that the relevant activation concerns meaningful content
and not just the speech motor plan. High activation
leads to more iconically related gestures as if high
arousal leads to more highly activated meanings that
emerge in both spoken words and in meaning related
gestures.

(Carl the Carp / Steve the Stingray) was a happy,
friendly (carp with a round, silver body, big,
round eyes, and a flowing, fan-like tail / stingray
with a flat, gray body, beady black eyes, and a
long, whip-like tail) w h o loved swimming with
his other (carp / stingray)friends.They especially
liked swimming into the depths of the water and
returning to the surface. O n e day, w h e n (Carl the
Carp / Steve the Stingray) and his friends were
enjoying another adventure in the depths of the
water, they sensed some danger. They were
eating lunch when, all of a sudden, there was a
giant shadow looming over them. (Carl the Carp /
Steve the Stingray) turned around, but it was too
late! H e found himself inside the belly of a big
fish. H e diought to himself, "This is the end of
(Carl the Carp / Steve the Stingray). I'll never be
able to swim around with m y (carp / stingray)
friends and have fun again." Just as he was
thinking this, he heard a loud rumbling and was
pushed out from thefish'sstomach. His friends,
w h o had been hiding in the rocks, s w a m
cautiously towards him to make sure he was
okay. "(Carl / Steve)," one of his friends said,
"that big fish just burped you up! Are you all
right?" "Yes," a relieved (Carl the Carp / Steve
the Stingray) said, "I'm fine. Let's finish our
adventure." Then, (Carl the Carp / Steve the
Stingray) and all of his (carp / stingray) friends
s w a m happily off for another fun advennire.

Figures

1.2
I
'
E 0.8
^0.6
e 0.4
I 0.2

Results
First, w e did successfiilly manipulate speech rate, t = 2.44,2 < .05. The average number of words per minute
was 145.5 in the Fast condition and 120.0 in the Slow
condition. Second, as can be seen in Figure 2,
participants produced more gestures per a minute in the
Fast condition than they did in the Slow condition. This
indicates that gesture production is tied to speech rate.
A s shown in Figures 3 and 4, content effects are seen
in the both Fast and Slow conditions, but the effect is
reliable only in the Fast condition (for Fast condition; t
=2.198, E < .05, and for Slow condition; t =1.405, e=
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Figure I: correspond and non-correspond gesture
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Abstract
One critical step in addressing and resolving the problems associated with human errors is the development of a cognitive
taxonomy of such errors. In the case of errors, such a taxonomy may be developed (1) to categorize all types of errors
along cognitive dimensions, (2) to associate each type of error
with a specific underlying cognitive mechanism, (3) to explam why, and even predict when and where, a specific error
will occur, and (4) to generate intervention strategies for each
type of error. Based on Reason's (1992) definition of human
errors and Norman's (1986) cognitive theory of human action,
w e have developed a preliminary action-based cognitive
taxonomy of errors that largely satisfies these four criteria in
the domain of medicine. W e discuss initial steps for applying
this taxonomy to develop an online medical error reporting
system that not only categorizes errors but also identifies
problems and generates solutions.
1. Introduction
T h e medical error report from the Institute of Medicine
(Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 1999) has greatly increased people's awareness of the frequency, magnitude,
conq)lexity, and seriousness of medical errors. A s the 8th
leading cause of death in die U S widi 98,000 preventable
deaths per year, ahead of motor vehicle accidents, breast
cancer, or A I D S , medical errors need immediate attention
from academic, healthcare, and goverrunent institutions
and organizations. T o achieve the goal of reducing medical
errors by 5 0 % in five years set by the former Clinton A d ministration, w e need to understand the fundamental
causes of medical errors such that medical errors can be
prevented or greatly reduced systematically at a large scale.
In our opinion, cognitive factors are fundamental in medical errors. This can be seen from the view of the healthcare
system hierarchy and the view of action chains.
Cognitive factors are critical at various levels of the
healthcare system hierarchy of medical errors (Figure 1).
A t die lowest core level, it is individuals w h o trigger errors. Cognitive factors of individuals play the most critical
role here (Reason, 1992). At the next level, errors can occur due to interactions between an individual and technology. This is an issue of hunnan-computer interaction where
cognitive properties of interactions between h u m a n and
technology affect and sometimes determine h u m a n behavior (Helander, Landauer, & Prabhu, 1997; Zhang, 1997;

Zhang & Norman, 1994). At the next level, errors can be
attributed to die social dynamics of interactions between
groups of people w h o interact with complex technology in a
distributed cognitive system. This is die issue of distributed
cognition and computer-supported cooperative work
(Baecker, 1993; Hutchins, 1995a, 1995b; Zhang, 1997). A t
the next few levels up, errors can be attributed to factors of
organizational structures (e.g., coordination, conununications, standardization of work process), institutional fiuictions (e.g., policies and guidelines), and national regulations. At these higher levels, cognitive factors also play
some roles. Although the properties at die six levels can be
to some extent studied independendy, a cognitive foundation for the system is essential for a complete and in-depdi
understanding of medical errors.
National Regulations
Institutional functions (policy, guidelines)
Organizational structures (coordination,
conuninication, and standardization ofwork
process, skills, input and output)
Distributed systems: interactions among
individuals and interactions between
groups of people and techonok)gy
IndividuaMechonology
interaction
Individuals

Figure 1. T h e system hierarchy o f h u m a n errors in medicine
From the view of action chains, the critical roles of
cognitive factors in medical errors are also clear. Figure 2
s h o w s the chain of events and factors that lead to an error in
a system. It is clear that individuals are at die last stage of
the chain, although the individuals m a y not b e the root cause
of the error. If the chain of events can b e stopped at the in-
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sound cognitive theory that has explanatory and predictive
power. Since human errors are defined as errors in human
actions, a cognitive theory of human actions can provide the
theoretical foundation for the cognitive taxonomy. In our
opinion, the cognitive theory of human action most appropriate for medical errors is the seven-stage action theory
developed by Norman (Norman, 1986,1988) and refmed by
Zhang and colleagues (Zhang, 1987; Zhang, Patel, & Johnson, in press). The seven-stage action theory is shown in
Figure 3, with a demonstration showing the action of deleting a file on a D O S system. According to this theory, any
action has seven stages of activities: (1) establishing the
goal (e.g., "deletefile");(2) forming the intention (e.g., "use
remove command"); (3) specifying the action specification
(e.g., "remove ../../home/paper/talk_old.verr'); (4) executing the action (e.g., "typing command text, hit return"); (5)
perceiving the system state (e.g., "prompt symbol :\>, no
feedback"); (6) interpreting the state (e.g., "nothing happened"); and (7) evaluating the system state with respect to
the goals and intentions (e.g., "form sub-goal to find out
current state of the system").

dividual's stage through cognitive interventioiu, errors
could be potentially prevented.
Medical errors are h u m a n errors in healthcare. B y
definition (Kohn et al., 1999; Reason, 1992), h u m a n errors
are errors in h u m a n actions. H u m a n actions are primarily
cognitive activities. It is not surprising to see that h u m a n
errors occur primarily due to inadequate information processing in cognitive tasks (Bogner, 1994; N o r m a n , 1981;
Reason, 1992; W o o d s , Johannesen, Cook, & Sarter, 1994).
In order to prevent or greatly reduce medical errors, it is
critical to understand the underlying cognitive mechanisms
of medical errors.
SYSTEM
Factors

Factor 4

Factor}
Factor 1

Factor 2

Individua

)-»<3)

Factor 6

Delete File
Figure 2. The chain of events leading to an error

2. Theoretical B a c k g r o u n d
T o understand the cognitive mechanisms underlying medical errors, w e first need to develop a cognitive taxonomy
of medical errors that can (1) categorize all types of medical errors along cognitive dimensions, (2) associate each
type of medical error to a specific underlying cognitive
mechanism, (3) explain w h y and even predict when and
where a specific error will occur, and (4) generate intervention strategies for each type of error.
The purpose of this paper is to develop an action
based cognitive taxonomy that can be potentially expanded
to include all four features listed above.
2.1. Reason's definition of human error
Reason's (Reason, 1992) definition of human error
is the most widely accepted: an error is a failure of achieving the intended outcome in a planned sequence of mental
or physical activities. According to Reason, human errors
are divided into two major categories; (1) slips that result
from the incorrect execution of a correct action sequence
and (2) mistakes that result from the correct execution of
an incorrect action sequence. In comparison with mistakes,
slips have been extensively studied and better understood
(for reviews, sec Norman, 1986; Reason, 1992).

Use delete
command
•del J. J
home/paper/
error-v1.doc"
Typing
command text,
hit retum

Intention

Evaluation

Form subgoal

Action
Specification

Interpretation

Nothing
happened

1r
( Percepton
Execution )
User Activities

\

Prompt
symbol (:\>),
no feedback

Physical System
System Actlvttlss

F i g u r e 3. N o r m a n ' s seven-stage theory o f action.
3. The Cognitive Taxonomy
Reason developed one taxonomy of human errors (Reason,
1992); however, it was not based on a systematic theory of
human action; it was primarily for slips, not for mistakes;
and it has not been systematically applied to medical settings. Norman's (Norman, 1986) seven-stage action theory
was developed for the study of human-computer interaction
and the design of user interfaces-it has not been applied to
the study of errors.

2.2. Norman's action theory
T o be comprehensive, descriptive, predictive, and
generalizable, a cognitive taxonomy should be based on a
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Mistakes

Slips
Execution Slips

Evaluation Slips

\

1

—I
IntenUon

Evaluation

f Intention ^

Intarpratatlon

Action
SpecHlcation

(^Evaluation J)

1-_
'

Action
Speetficabon

^T^
•^
Intamiptlona

•
Execution j

Exacubon I
( Percapton
Uaar ActlvMaa

\
\
^

Phyaical System

Intarpratatlon
^ i
^ 1
i Percapton

Physical System

/

Syatam Activities

Systam Acttvttlaa

F i g u r e 4. Slips c a n o c c u r at all stages, w h e r e a s mistakes c a n only occur at the first three stages.
The cognitive taxonomy w e develop here is an
application and extension of Nonnan's action theory
to the categorization of medical errors. It is an actionbased cognitive taxonomy. This taxonomy covers all
types of h u m a n errors, because a h u m a n error is an
error in an action and any action has to go through the
seven stages. According to our taxonomy, errors can
occur at any of the seven stages of action and between
any two adjacent stages: due to incorrect translation
from goals to intentions, incorrect action specifications
fix)m intentions, incorrect execution of actions, misperception of system state, misinterpretation of data
perceived, and misevaluation of interpreted information with regard to the goal of the task. Unlike other
taxonomies, our taxonomy specifies the places where
mistakes and slips m a y occur (Figtire 4). A slip is the
incorrect execution of a correct action sequence. Slips
can occur at all seven stages of action and between
stages. Mistakes, however, can only occur at the first
three stages of action because a mistake is the correct
execution of an incorrect action sequence and only the
first three stages can contribute to the formation of an
incorrect action sequence.
3.1. SUps
Under our cognitive taxonomy, slips can be divided into execution slips and evaluation slips (see
Figure 4 and Table 1).
Execution slips are associated with the execution of an action. They occur at stages of Goal, Intention, Action Specification, and Execution. For the slips
at each stage, there are corresponding cognitive
mechanisms. A correct goal could be distorted due to
its strongly shared schema with another irrelevant
goal. A correct intention could be deactivated due to
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m e m o r y decay or swapped by another irrelevant intention due to similarity of schemas. A correct action
specification could be distorted due to m a n y factors
such as attention shift, situational stimulation, etc. The
execution of an action sequence could misfire due to
m e m o r y and attention problems or various environmental factors. Table 4 shows a list of possible cognitive mechanisms for slips at each of the stages.
Similarly, evaluation slips are associated with
the evaluation of the outcomes of an action. They occur
at the stages of Perception, Interpretation, and Evaluation. There are also corresponding cognitive mechanisms associated with the slips at each of these stages.
The outcome of an action might be impossible to perceive, hard to perceive, or perceived in an incorrect
way. The interpretation stage m a y also induce errors
due to prior knowledge, lack of context, or as a direct
result of misperception. The evaluation stage m a y fail
due to insufficient feedback, delayed feedback, information overload, m e m o r y failure, and other factors.
Table 1 shows not just the types of slips imder
the cognitive taxonomy but also examples of slips in
each category and potentials solutions that can prevent
the slipsfix)mhappening.
3.2. Mistakes
Under our cognitive taxonomy, mistakes are
categorized into goal mistakes, intention mistakes, and
action specification mistakes. These correspond to the
first three stages in the action cycle where mistake can
occur. Goal mistakes and intention mistakes are mosdy
knowledge-based mistakes, such as faulty conceptual
knowledge, incomplete knowledge, biases and faulty
heuristics, incorrect selection of knowledge, information overload, etc. Action specification mistakes are

mostly rule-based mistakes, such as misapplication of
good rules, encoding deficiencies in rules, action defi-

ciencies in rules, dissociation between knowledge and
rules, etc.

T a b l e 1. A n Action B a s e d Cognitive T a x o n o m y : Slips
Stage in Action
Cycle

Examples

Goal slips

A doctor was called out
of the room to aruwer an
urgent call and afterwards he went to the
room of a different patient who was next in the
queue. (Loss of activation)
"/ went into m y bedroom
intending to fetch a book.
I took off m y rings,
looked in the mirror and
came out again—without
the book " (Loss of activation)
IL-I] (Oprelvekin.or
Interleukin-eleven) was
misinterpreted as IL-2
(Aldesleukin, orlnterleukin-two). 11 was read
as the Roman numeral
two. (Associative activation)
"/ meant to turn off the
antibiotics IV only, but
turned off the infitsion
pump completely." (Double caphire)

Intention Slips
Execution
Slips

Action Specification Slips

Execution slips

Perception slips

Evaluation
Slips
Interpretation
slips

Evaluation slips

A patient died of liquid
aspiration Because the
water trap connected
with a tube had no
mechanism to protect
against reflux to patient's
trachea, and there was no
feedback in the system.
(Lack of perception)
A yellowflashinglight on
a medical device was
interpreated as noncritical when it really
meant critical. (Misinterpretation)
A nurse repeated radiation therapy to a patient
three times in a row, due
to poor feedback The
patient died three months
later. (Lack of feedback)
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Cognitive m e c h a nisms
•Loss of activation
•Cross talk (concurrent)
•Cross talk (sequential)
•Altered goal
•Delayed activation
•Overflow of goal stacks

Potential solutions
•Provide memory aids
•Reduce multitasking
•Reduce interruptions
•Reduce goal stacks
•Train users

•Loss of activation
•Cross talk (concurrent)
•Cross talk (sequential)
•Reversal of schema
•Activation of incorrect
schema

•Provide memory aids
•Reduce multitasking
•Situated actions
•Reduce interruptions

•Associative activation
•Failure of retrieval
•Sequence mutation
•Situated activation
•Description
•Cross talks

•Automation
•Decision support
•Situated actions
•Train users
•Direct action

•Capture
•Double capture
•Perceptual confiision
•Deviation of motor skills
•Misfiring
•Omission
•Lack of perception
•Misperception
•Mis-anticipation

•Automation
•Visualization
•Display design
•Reduce interruption
•Memory aids

•Misinterpretation
•Default schema
•Confirmation bias
•Information overload
•Loss of memory

•Display design
•Decision support
•User training
•Memory aids
•Situation awareness

•Lost goal
•Insufficient information
•Evaluating different goal
•Information overload
•Lack of feedback

•Memory aids
•Display design
•Action tracking
•Infonnation reduction

•Direct perception
•Immediate feedback

Table 2. A n Action Based Cognitive Taxonomy: Mistalces

Knowledgebased Mistakes

Stage in Action
Cycle

Examples

Goal mistakes

Stick with a diagnosis
that was generated
through a large investment of time and effort
even if there was evidence indicating other
possibilities. (Biases)
A physician treating a
patient with oxygen set
the flow control knob
between 1 and 2 liters
per minute, not realizing that the scale numbers represented discrete, rather than continuous, settings. (Incorrect knowledge)
Strange b u m scars
appeared in postoperative patients in a
hospital. The problem
was caused by electric
discharge of the device
that was not grounded.
The device has a blinking red to signalfor the
problem, but the device
operators did not know
the meaning of the signal. (Incomplete
knowledge)

Intention mistakes

Action Specification mistakes

Rule-based Mistakes

Tabic 2 shows not only the types of mistakes
under the cognitive taxonomy but also exanq>les of
mistakes in each category and potentials solutions that
can prevent the mistakes from happening. In comparison with slips, mistakes are more complex and less
understood.
Most studies about mistakes in the past were
byproducts of studies of reasoning biases and heuristics in decision-making tasks (Hogarth & Einhom,
1992; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Recently there
have been a growing number of studies that explicitly
examine various types of mistakes in medicine (Patel
& Kaufinan, 2(K)0; Patel, Lloyd, & Melanson, 2(X)0;
Patel & Ramoni, 1997). W e expect to see more studies
of diis kind and w e will expand our taxonomy to accommodate n e w data and theories.

Cognitive
Mechanisms
•Miidiagnosii
•Faulty conceptual
knowledge
•Incomplete knowledge
•Biases
•Faulty heuristics

Potential solutions
•Training
•Education
•Representational Aid
•Decision support

•Incorrect selection of
knowledge
•Misapplication of
knowledge
•Information overload
•Incorrect knowledge

•Training
•Education
•Decision support
•Information reduction
•Display design
•Representational Aid

•Misapplication of good
rules
•Encoding deficiencies
in rules •Dissociation between
knowledge and rules
•Action deficiencies in
rules
•Inconq)lete knowledge

•Decision support
•Automation
•User training
•Representational Aid

taxonomy of errors that can (1) categorize all types of
medical errors along cognitive dimensions, (2) associate each type of medical errors to a specific underlying
cognitive mechanism, (3) explain w h y and even predict
w h e n and where a specific error will occur, and (4)
generate intervention strategies for each type of error.
Based on Reason's (Reason, 1992) definition of himian
errors and Norman's (Norman, 1986) cognitive theory
of h u m a n action, w e developed a preliminary actionbased cognitive taxonomy of medical errors that to
some extent satisfy these four criteria. O u r taxonomy
can categorize all types of errors (slips and mistakes)
according the stages of the action cycle. W e have identified a set of cognitive mechanisms (though not exhaustive) that underlie each type of slip or mistake. Our
taxonomy can also explain w h y a specific error occurs,
although w e have not developed the taxonomy in
enough detail to make predications on when and where
an error will occur. Finally, at a high and conceptual

4. Discussion and Conclusion
O n e critical step towards reducing medical errors in
particular and h u m a n errors in general is a cognitive
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level, w e have generated a set of possible solutions
addressing each type of errors.
One important practical implication of the cognitive taxonomy of medical errors is that it can provide
systematic, principled methods for the design of medical error reporting systems. Current medical error reporting systems are mostly based on free text in an
unstructured format. Medical error data collected in
this way are rarely useful for the detection of patterns,
discovery of underlying factors, and generation of
solutions, because user entered free text do not contain
therighttypes of information needed for interventions
and is difficult to analyze in a systematic way. Medical
error reporting systems should not be merely record
keeping systems. They should be systems for the identification of problems and generation of solutions. W e
are cunently developing an online medical error reporting system that is based on the cognitive taxono m y w e have been developing. In this system, questions and inquiries are generated to encode cognitively
relevant information; the categorization of errors is
along relevant cognitive dimensions; and it is designed
to generate immediate recommendations on possible
intervention strategies.
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Abstract

terms, of afigurativeexpression X is [like] Y.) There
has been debate concerning the processing implications
Figurative expressions in metaphor form (e.g.. Marriage of this theory, but for our purposes the key point is
is a journey) seem stronger and deeper than expressions
Glucksberg and Keysar's insight that the grammatical
in simile form (e.g., Marriage is like a Journey). W e ran
form offigurativestatements has psychological force,
a study to examine the nature of these judgments.
with metaphor being the stronger, more categorical
Participants read short paragraphs describing either
form. This paper examines the reasons for this
object attributes or relational structure and then made a
phenomenon.
forced choice of the grammatical form of a figurative
T w o recent theories have proposed different
expression mentioning the target concept referred to in
explanations for the simile-metaphor difference. O n e
die passages. The results showed that the metaphor form
account singles out the conventionality of the base
was chosen more often (1) for expressions with
term; the other, the relationality/attributionality of the
conventional bases, and (2) when figurative statements
metaphor's interpretation. Thefirstaccount, the Career
followed contexts containing relational information. W e
speculau about a possible linkage between
of Metaphor hypothesis (Bowdle & Gentner, 1999;
conventionalization and relationality.
Gentner & Bowdle, 2001) suggests that the difference
lies in the conventionality of the base term: figuratives
Introduction
with conventional bases are expressed as metaphors,
Nominalfigurativestatements can be expressed in two
and those with novel bases are expressed as similes.
ways - in simile form ( X is like Y) and in m e t ^ h o r
The second account, Aisenman's (1999) Relational
form ( X is Y). Although the two grammatical forms
Precedence hypothesis, suggests that the difference is
largely serve the same purpose (showing that one entity
due to the kind of interpretation the expression receives:
is figuratively similar to another), people report that
relational interpretations are stated as metaphors, and
expressions in metaphor form feel more profound and
attributional interpretations are stated as similes.
express stronger claims than expressions in simile form.
In their research on metaphor processing, Gentner
For example, saying H e r heart is a stone feels deeper
and Wolff (1999) proposed an important distinction
than H e r heart is like a stone. Further, several studies
between newly mintedfigurativesand conventionalized
(Gibb & Wales, 1990; Bowdle, 1998; Aisenman, 1999) figuratives. According to the Career of Metaphor
have found that if people are asked to m a k e a choice
hypothesis,figurativeswith novel bases, such as A n
between an expression in metaphor form or the same
encyclopedia is (like) a uranium mine, are processed by
expression in simile form, the simile form is chosen
comparison between the target and the literal meaning
more often. It appears that people are more
of the base. In contrast,figurativeswith conventional
conservative in using metaphors than in using similes.
bases, such a& A n encyclopedia is a goldmine, can be
T h e greater force of the meti^boric form was noted
processed by aligimient with a conventional abstraction
by Glucksberg and Keysar (1990), w h o proposed that
(e.g., a source of something valuable) associated with
the metaphor form is the basic form of figurative die base term. The key difference between novel and
statements and that similes are understood as variants of
conventional bases is that the representations of
mets^bors. Noting that the grammatical form of
conventional bases include a secondary metaphoric
metaphors matches that of category inclusion
meaning along with the original literal meaning. They
statements, they suggested that metaphors in fact
have become polysemous. In contrast, representations
fimction as category inclusion statements, where the
of novel bases contain only a literal meaning.
category is an abstraction that can be accessed or
Gentner and Wolff (1997) proposed that
created from the met^hor's base concept. ( W e will use
conventional meti^ihoric meanings are created over
the terms target and base, respectively, for the X and Y
time as a result of repeated comparisons of different
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target terms with the same base. The idea is that
through progressive alignments of the base, a set of
properties or a relational schema belonging to the base
emerges as a separable abstraction. This can become an
additional word sense - a land of metaphoric category
associated with the base.
Bowdle's Grammatical Concordance principle links
the Career of Meti4)hor hypothesis with the similemetaphor distinction. It states that metaphoric
expressions are interpreted by the process of structural
alignment (Centner & Markman, 1997), but the nature
of the invited alignment differs for metaphors and
similes. The simile form invites directly aligning the
literal base and target concepts (e.g., encyclopedia and
goldmine in the above exaiapXt), whereas the metaphor
form suggests that the listener should fu'st access the
abstraction associated with the base - e.g., source of
something valuable — and then align it with the target
representation. Consistent with this explanation,
Gentner and Bowdle (2001) found that novel metaphors
are slow to process. This follows from the claim that
such statements lead to a false start in processing. For
exan^le, hearing That encyclopedia is a uranium mine
is infelicitous, because there is no conventional
abstraction associated with uranium mines.
Thus, the claim is diat (1) repeated alignments can
lead to the formation of an abstraction, and (2)
figurative statements can occur in metaphor form only
w h e n there is existing abstraction (or metaphorical
category) associated with the base. Perhaps die most
striking evidence for this claim is Bowdle's (1998)
study showing 'in vitro' conventionalization. After
seeing novel bases in parallel conq)arisons with three
target terms in simile form, subjects preferred to
express further statements involving that base in
met^hor form. They also (mis) recalled the statements
they had seen as having been in mettqjhor form.
Gentner and Bowdle (2001) found that as figurative
statements became increasingly conventional, there is a
shift in people's preference fix)m die simile form to the
metaphor form.
A second explanation for the subjective differences in
perception of similes and metaphors was recently
offered by Aisenman (1999). She extended Centner's
(1988; Gentner & Clement, 1988) distinction between
attributional and relational comparisons and suggested
that people primarily use the metaphor form to
highlight c o m m o n relations between the base and
target, and the simile form to highlight c o m m o n
attributes (Aisenman, 1999). Thus, the metaphor form
is likely to convey a deep c o m m o n system of relations.
This theory fits well with the intuition that metaphors
often seem more profound than similes. In her study,
Aisenman presented subjects with base and target terms
and asked whether they would be more likely to put
sentences with those terms in simile or metaphor form.
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W h e n die base and target shared mostly surface
attributes (e.g.. The sun is (7/Ak) an orange - both are
round and orange), participants preferred to state
sentences in simile form. W h e n the base and target
shared c o m m o n relational structure (e.g.. Television is
(like) a magnet - both attract), participants were more
likely to use the metaphor form. Aisenman's results
suggest that the metaphor form is preferred for
relational commonalities.
There are thus two accounts for form differences in
figurative language: meti^hors tend to be preferred
over similes (a) w h e n die base is conventioiial or (b)
w h e n the interpretation is relational. T o compare these
accounts, w e varied both factors - conventionality of
the base and the type of commonalities between the
base and target - and obtained people's preferences for
stating figurative expressions in simile or meti^ihor
form.

E i p e r i m e n t 1. C o n t e x t P r i m i n g
W e selected 20 metaphors from prior metaphor studies
(Ortony, 1979; Gentner & Clement, 1988; Aisenman,
1999). The metjqjhors used were classified as double
metaphors (Gentiier & Clement, 1988) in diat they
permitted
both
attributional
and
relational
interpretations. W e presented subjects with short
paragraphs describing the target, focusing either on its
attributes or on its relational structure. Exanqjles of
relational and attributional contexts are listed in Table
1. Then, participants were asked to choose which of the
two figurative sentences they preferred. Both sentences
featured the target coupled with die same base and
differed only in that one of them w a s a simile and one
was a metaphor. Half the bases were novel, and half
were conventional. Conventionality of the base w a s
operationalized as having the metaphoric meaning
listed in the Merriam-Webster Collegiate dictionary.
The base terms never appeared in the contexts
preceding die simile and metaphor statements. Table 1
shows a san^le stimulus with a conventional base.
The Career of Meteqihor account predicts that people
woiUd be more likely to prefer the metaphor form for
statements with conventional radier than novel bases.
Aisenman's Relational Precedence hypothesis predicts
that people would be more likely to prefer the metaphor
form when given die paragraph priming the relational
interpretation.
Method
Sixty-four Northwestern University undergraduates
were presented with 20 short paragraphs. Each
paragraph supported either an attributional or relational
interpretation of a figxutitive expression. After reading
the paragr^h, participants chose between simile and
metaphor forms as shown in Table 1 and were asked to
choose the sentence diey preferred by circling it. Four

random orders were used across participants. Whether
the sentence in simile or metaphor form w a s presented
on the left side of the page w a s counterbalanced.
Table 1: Example of atthbutional and
relational contexts
Conventional base
AtttibutioMl intcrofcwion:

removed items that were put in metaphor form by less
than seven participants (2 with novel bases and 2 widi
conventional bases). A n A N O V A performed on the
remaining items yielded a significant effect of context
type (F,, 3, - 5.10, M S B =- 0.16, p < 0.05) in addition to
ttie significant effect of base conventionality (F/. 31 =
10.15, M S B - 0.32, p < 0.01). The interaction between
base conventionality and context type was not
significant.

Mr. White, a sociologist, is writii\g an article about
poveity in uiban America. He considen poverty a horrible
blight 00 our society and argues that the government must
intervene wiOi a welfare reform. He thinks that
Poverty it a disease.

DAttributional •Relational

Poverty is like a disease.

Mr. White, a sociologist, is writing an article about
poveity in urban America. He coosiders poverty to be
increasing and argues that, unless the govemment
intervenes with a welfare reform, poverty will spread
further. He thinks that
Poveity is hke a disease.
Poverty is a disease.
novel
Results

conventional

base conventionality

W e confuted the n u m b e r of metaphor choices by
coding preference for simile form as 0 and preference
for metaphor form as 1. Analysis of variance performed
widi base conventionality and context type as betweensubjects factors showed a significant effect of base
conventionality (F, 39 = 7.50, A C £ = 0.31, p < 0.01).
T h e proportion of metaphor form choices w a s
significantly higher for statements with conventional
bases { M c = 0.39) than for statements with novel bases
( M s = 0.22). T h e n u m b e r of meti^hor preferences w a s
significantly lower than chance for both novel and
conventional bases (p < 0.05).
W e also obtained a marginally significant effect of
preceding context type (Fj_ 39 = 3.66, A4S£ = O.IS, p =
0.06). Statements following relational contexts were
preferred in metaphor form more often than statements
following attributional contexts ( M g = 0.37, M a = 0.24).
T h e number of meti^)hor preferences w a s significantly
lower than chance for boih relational and attributional
contexts (p < 0.05). T h e results are summarized in
Figure 1.
T h e preference for metaphoric form for relational
information w a s only marginally significant. However,
an item analysis indicated a disparity in the quality of
the items used. S o m e items were strongly preferred in
simile form (e.g., only one out of 6 4 participants chose
to put Titanium chips are (like) diamonds in metaphor
form). It thus seemed possible that not all the items
were suitable as metaphors. T o ensure that the
Relational Precedence view was fairly tested, w e
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Figure 1: Proportion of metaphor choices for
novel and conventional bases. Error bars show
standard error.
Experiment 2
The results of the first study offered support for both
the Career of Metaphor account - in which the
metaphor-simile distinction is one of conventionality and the Relational Precedence hypothesis. However,
one concern here is to what extent the results simply
reflect the nature of the materials. First, although the
figurative e}q>ressions used in Experiment 1 allow both
relational and attributional interpretations, it is possible
that people m a y prefer one kind of interpretation over
the other. Previous studies have demonstrated that
people find relational interpretations of figurative
expressions more interesting and apt (Clement &
Centner, 1988). Second, and more inqrartantly, it is
possible that the conventional metaphors w e used were
biased in favor of either relational or attributional
interpretations, relative to the novel metaphors.
T o calibrate the materials, w e gave the figurative
expressions used in Experiment 1 to a n e w group of
participants, either in simile or m e t ^ h o r form, and
asked the participants to rate h o w m u c h they agreed
with the relational and attributional interpretations.
Both interpretations were shown together for each
figurative statement, but participants rated each

separately. Thus they were free to assign high or low
ratings to both the relational and attnbutionai
interpretations if they chose.

Table 2. M e a n interpretation ratings and
number of interpretations that received high
ratings (in parentheses)
Attributional

Relational

Conventional
Metaphor
Simile

3.81 (5)
4.35 (6)

4.95 (8)
4.74(8)

Novel
Metaphor
Simile

3.68 (4)
3.81 (4)

4.51 (8)
4 78 (8)

Method
Thirty-two Northwestern University undergraduates
were presented with 28 statements: 20 figurative
statements taken from Experiment 1, and 8 fillers. The
statements were blocked so that each participant saw
either all statements in simile form or all statements in
metaphor form. T w o random orders were used. After
each statement, a relational and attributional
interpretations of the statement appeared. The order of
the interpretations on the page was counterbalanced.
The participants were asked to rate h o w m u c h they
agree with each of the interpretations on a 1 to 7 scale.
Results
W e computed the scores for the relational and
attributional interpretations for each item. Table 2
shows m e a n ratings for each of the four item categories,
along with the number of relational and attributional
interpretations that received ratings of 4 or greater (out
of 7). Consistent with prior research, relational
interpretations are preferred over attributional
interpretations overall (Gentner, 1988; Gentner &
Clement, 1988).
The key question for our purposes is whether the
materials were skewed such that conventional
metaphors had more or better relational interpretations
than the other categories. This does not ^pear to be the
case. Relational interpretations received high ratings (4
or above) for 8 out of 10 items in each of the four item
categories ~ conventional metaphors, novel meti^hors,
conventional similes, and novel similes. (Attributional
interpretations were rated lower overall, as shown in
Table 2.) It appears that the intended relational
interpretations were highly apt for both metaphor and
simile forms. These data offer some reassurance that
the shift towards relationality in metaphor preference
was not simply determined by disproportionate
availability of relational interpretations for metaphors
over similes.
W e also created a relational preference score (Rpref),
which was the difference between the relational rating
and the attributional rating. A n analysis of variance
with base conventionality (novel or conventional) and
grammatical form (simile or metaphor) as betweensubjects factors revealed no significant differences in
relational preference scores (^"3, 636 = 1-25, M S E =
13.07,/>< 0.3).
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Discussion
As predicted by the Career of Metaphor hypothesis,
participants in Experiment 1 were likely to choose the
metaphor form for figxu^tive statements with
conventional bases, and the simile form for those with
novel bases. Aiseimian's Relational Precedence
hypothesis also received support: the metaphor form
was chosen more often for relational meanings (i.e.,
following a relational context) than for attributional
meanings (following an attributional context).
Might both claims be true? S o m e intriguing
possibilities arise if w e consider the implications of
these two patterns taken together. Siq>pose that, as in
the Career of Metaphor hypothesis, nominal figurative
expressions are initially phrased as similes. A s these
expressions become conventionalized, the metaphor
form becomes more felicitous. Suppose ftirther that
relational meanings of novel bases have more potential
to get conventionalized. Then w e would find a
preponderance of relational meanings
among
conventional bases. A n informal survey of the literature
using conventional metaphors suggests that most of
them do convey relational meanings. For example, the
metaphors used by Ortony (1979) and by Glucksberg
and Keysar (1990) are primarily relational (e.g..
Cigarettes are time bombs; S o m e jobs are jails;
Sermons are sleeping pills). Assimiing that these
stimuli are roughly typical of conventional metaphors,
w e might speculate that there is a preponderance of
relational figuratives within
the
class
of
conventionalized metaphors. H o w might such a link
between relationality and conventionality have c o m e
about?
O n e possibility is that different forms are used for
conventionalized relational and attributional figurative
statements. English has a special form for conventional
bases that is often used for property attribution - "as X
as Y," where X is the shared attribute, and Y is the base
term - for example, as white as snow; as strong as an
ox (Ortony, 1979). Perfiaps conventional attributional
meanings are siphoned off by this dedicated form.

However, relational adjectives can enter the ay A" as X
frame as well (c.g., as delicious as an apple; as fierce
as a tiger). T h e only requirement for the descriptor X
seems to be that it be orderablc on s o m e dimension.
T h u s a possible special form for attributive figuratives
does not seem like a viable explanation for the
preponderance of conventional relational metaphors.
Another possibility is preemption by existing terms.
Over the course of development, languages have
developed names for attributes, which preempt the
creation of n e w ones (Clark, 1992). O n this account,
creation of attributional metaphoric meanings might be
less likely simply because w e already have names for
attributes. However, diis explanation carries the hidden
assumption that the number of attributes w e want to
express is smaller than the number of relations.
This brings us to the third and most speculative
possibility. There is evidence that (1) people find
shared relational structure more interesting or important
than shared attributes; and that (2) relational meanings
are relatively slow to emerge in cognitive development
(Gentner & Rattcrmann, 1991; Halford, 1993) and
arguably in the history of science. Applying this to the
evolution of metaphor suggests diat n e w relational
abstractions are more likely to become entrenched than
attribute meanings. Coherent relational systems are
likely to be preserved in conqwrison processing, and
this m a y carry over into the conventionalization of
meanings and the formation of n e w categories
(Gentner & Bowdle, 2001; Ramscar & Pain, 1996;
Shen, 1992). O n this account, a simile that expresses
shared relational structure is more likely to give rise to
parallels than one that expresses an attributional
likeness. This would lead to differential likelihoods of
conventionalization for relational and attributional
figuratives.
S o m e evidence for this account can be obtained from
studies of word meaning extension over time. O n e of
the w a y s one can extend the meaning of a word is by
analogy. For example, words like bridge and sanctuary
initially had only concrete meanings, but n o w can
denote metaphoric categories such as something
connecting two points and a safe place, respectively.
Table 3 shows the timeline of the first occurrences of
the literal and figurative meanings of sanctuary, as
listed in the Oxford English Dictionary, as well as other
sample occurrences. (All senses are written exactly as
in the O E D . )
For sanctuary, the literal meaning of a holy building
appears in 1340. Extensions to the church or the body
of believers also appear in the 14* century. T h e first
figurative usage appears two centuries later, in 1568.
Interestingly, thefirstfigurativeuse is signaled by an
explicit comparison phrase "counted as a sanctuary".
T h e first 'metaphorical' occurrence, unmarked by a
comparison phrase, occurs considerably later, in 1685.
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Table 3. Timeline of occurrences of literal and
figurative meanings for sanctuary.
[iBltlBl Uteral meulogl
I. • holy plK« - a building or place let apart for the
worship of Ood or of one or more divinities: applied, e.g.,
to a Chriitian church, the Jewiah temple and the Mosaic
tabernacle, a heathen temple or site of local worship, and
the like; aiioflg. To the church or the body of believer*
1340... (n that sanctuary oure lord sail be kynge...
1382 And tkei shulen make to me a seyntuarye, and Yshal
dwelle In the myddil of hem.
1S30. Sanctuarle. a place hallowed and dedicate vnto god.
II.a - a church or other sacred place in which, by the law
of the medieval church, aftigitivefromjustice, or a
debtor, was entitled to immunity from arrest. HeiKC, in a
wider sense, applied to any place in which by law or
esublished custom a similar immunity is secured to
fugitive*.
1374 To whiche lugement they nolden not obeye but
defendedyn hem by the sikemesse of holy hawses, that is
to seynfledden in to sentuarye.
1463-4 Eny persone..thai shall dwelle or inhabit within
the Sayntwarle and Procyncte of the same Chapell.
(FirstflgvrativemeaBing)
1568 Vsing ahvaise soch discrete moderation, as the
scholehouse should be counted a sanctuarle against feare.
[First anmarked figurative meaning)
168S My house Is your Sanctuary, and here to offer you
violence, wou 'dprejudice myself.
1770 77ie reformation was preceded by the discovery of
America, as if the Almighty graciously meant to open a
sanctuary to the persecuted In future years...
Table 4. Timeline of occurrences of literal and
figurative meanings for bridge.
(Initial literal meaning]
1. A structure forming or carrying a road over ariver,a
ravine, etc., or affording passage between two points at a
height above the ground.
clOOQ Iheos brycg
1131 Men weorth on adrencle and brigges to brokene.
cl449 7^e brigge ofLondoun.
1660 This was so severe a bill upon the Women, that, if a
bridge was madefromDover to Calais, the women would
all leave this kingdom.
(Flgnratlvcl
1225 The beoth ouer thisse worldes see, uppen the brugge
ofheouene.
1742 Faith builds a bridgefromthis world to the next.
1863 The bridge for thought to pass from one particular to
the other.
1874 Gestures... forming the bridge by which we may pass
over into spoken language.
The pattern for bridge, shown in Table 4, is similar.
T h e first literal meaning of bridge as a structure
affording passage between two points above the ground
goes back to the 11* century. However, the figurative

uses are not listed until the middle of the 18* century,
except for a single reference to the bridge of heaven
(which m a y have been meant literally) in 122S.
These patterns suggest that, at least in some cases, the
more abstract, figurative meanings appear later in
written language. In both cases, these figurative
meanings are relational in nature. Interestingly, at least
for sanctucay, the derived category no longer seems
metaphoric; it has become a literal sense.
W e suggest that the Relational Precedence account
and the Career of Metaphor account may both be
operative in the evolution of metaphor, and that they
interact. Beginning with a pool of novel figuratives, the
Career of Metaphor hypothesis states that for some of
these the base term is repeatedly used in parallel
comparisons, so that a conventional abstraction
becomes associated with the base. What w e suggest is
that figurative expressions that yield coherent relational
systems are most likely to be found novel and useful.
Their bases are thus most likely to be reused and
thereby conventionalized. For example, the simile The
cloud is like a marshmallow elicits c o m m o n attributes
of the target and base, such as fluffy and white. But the
potential abstraction 'white and fluffy' is unlikely to
become a conventionalized word sense, both because of
lexical preemption (we already have words for white
and fluffy) and because the category it suggests is
simply not very interesting. (Indeed, the conventional
use of marshmallow as a met^hor is relational, as in
That boxer turned out to be a marshmallow.)
Metaphors are a source of polysemy in language they allow words widi specific meanings to take on
additional, related meanings (e.g., Glucksberg &
Keysar, 1990; Lakoff, 1987; Lehrer, 1990; Miller,
1979; Murphy, 1996). W e suggest that mappings that
focus on relational structures are more likely to
generate stable abstractions than mappings that focus
on object attributes. In sum, conventionalization of
relational meanings m a y fulfill an important cognitive
function in creating new abstractions.
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example, Rumelhart & Zipser's (1986) competitive
learning model is an unsupervised system. It exti-acts
Rumelhart & Zipsert (1986) competitive learning statistical regularities in the input to form categorical
algorithm is an account of unsupervised learning and, as
representations, and does so in the absence of feedback.
such, might be considered a potential model of free
In contrast, McClelland & Rumelhart's (1985) model is
classification behavior in humans. However, selective
a si^ervised system. It can be taught multiple
learning effects (e.g. Dickinson, Shanks & Evenden,
categories (cat vs. dog vs. bagel in their example) but
1984) suggest that human learning, at least under
learns to categorize because each stimulus is
conditions offeedback,may be better characterized by
accompanied by an externally-provided category label.
an error-correcting system. A n experiment is reported
O n e of the differences between these two models is
that provides preliminary evidence for the existence of a
the nature of the weight-update algorithms they employ.
selective learning effect in free classification.
McClelland & Rumelhart (1985) employ an errorSimulations indicate that Rumelhait & Zipser's algorithm
correcting algorithm, where the size of the weight
does not provide an adequate account of the behavior
change is proportional to the mismatch between an
observed, whilst an error-correcting variant of
external teaching signal and internal inputs. In other
con:4>etitive learning does.
words, learning only occurs w h e n the system fails to
Introduction
fiilly predict the teaching signal. Specifically,
Free classification, orfreesorting as it is also called, is
a procedure in which h u m a n participants are presented
Aw,j=Tl{e,-i,)aj
1
with a set of stimuli and are asked to group them in any
w a y that seems sensible or reasonable to them (e.g.
where Aw/y is the change in the strength of the
Bersted, B r o w n & Evans, 1969; Regehr & Brooks,
connection from unit j to unit /, cy is the external
1995; Wills & McLaren, 1998). It m a y be contrasted
teaching signal to unit j, Oj is the activity of unity, and t/
with the more standard experimental task of category
is the total internal input to unit i, this being calculated
learning via trial-specific feedback that has been the
as
dominant m o d e of enquiry into hiunans' categorization
abilitiesforthe last fifty years (e.g. Bruner, G o o d n o w
& Austin, 1956; Medin & SchafTer, 1978; Wills.
' • . = 1 "/"«
Reimers, Stewart, Suret & McLaren, 2000).
The study of categorization under conditions where
each decision receives immediate feedback from a
In contrast, Rumelhart & Zipser's algorithm does not
totally reliable source has allowed psychologists great employ error-correction in this sense. Rumelhart &
control over the structure of the categories participants
Zipser use the internal input to determine which unit is
acquire. A s a methodology, it has been successAiI in
the "winner" and then change weights to the winning
broadening our understanding of the category learning
imit by an amount proportional to the difference
process. However, the level of feedback available in
between the current weight of that connection and an
such tasks seems higher than that available in m a n y
asymptote'. Specifically, the change in weight from unit
real-world situations, begging the question of whether J to the winning unit is
what w e have learned about the categorization process
will generalize to situations where the feedback is
absent or scarce.
' Rumelhart & Zipser (1986) also discuss a variant where
A n interesting parallel m a y be drawn with the sort of connections to the losing unit are also changed via Equation 3,
connectionist systems that have been proposed for
but with a much lower learning rate. The current article
learning in the presence or absence of feedback. For
concentrates on the "winner-only" version, although the
conclusions drawn are valid for both variants.
Abstract
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where n is the number of active input units, and the
winning unit is the one with the highest internal input. It
is assumed in the current paper that active input units
have an activity of 1 and inactive input units have an
activity of zero.
Error-correction is assumed by some investigators to
be a fundamental aspect of human learning in the
presence of feedback, as evidenced by the phenomenon
of selective learning (see below). If human learning in a
free classification task fails to show evidence of
selective learning, concerns would arise as to the
generality of an empirical research program heavily
based on learning with feedback. O n the other hand, if
selective learning is foimd to occur in free
classification, the sort of unsupervised system proposed
by Rumelhart & Zipser m a y not be an appropriate
model forfreeclassification behavior.
Selective learning
Probably the best-known example of selective learning
is Kamin's (1969) "blocking" effect. Kamin's study
involved rats but, as will be discussed later, there is
n o w abimdant evidence that corresponding effects can
also be found in human learning (with feedback).
Kamin taught hungry rats that pressing a lever would
result in food. Following this, pressing the same lever
^ilst a noise was present resulted in a mild electric
shock. Unsurprisingly, rats learned to not press the
lever whilst the noise was present.
Next, the auditory tone was accon^anied by a light
and pressing the lever whilst this tone-light compound
was present also resulted in mild shock. The rats
learned not to press the lever whilst the tone-light
compound was present.
Group SUgcOne
Expt. N->Shock
Ctri.

SU(C Two
LN^Shock
LN->Shock

Tcit
L
L

of training with the light-noise compoimd, have learned
the relationship. W h y might this be?
A number of animal learning theorists (e.g.
Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Rescorla &
Wagner, 1972) have essentially argued that it happens
because learning is driven by surprise. For the rats in
the experimental group, the shock is not a particularly
surprising event because it is predicted by the noise.
The rats therefore don't bother to learn about the light in
stage two. Similar effects have been demonstrated with
undergraduates using computer-based tasks, including
simple computer games (e.g. Dickinson, Shanks &
Evenden, 1984), stock market simulations (e.g.
Chapman & Robbins, 1990) and simulated medical
diagnosis tasks (e.g. Gluck & Bower, 1988).
A s Rescorla and Wagner (1972) noted, the notion of
surprise-driven learning is well-captured by an errorcorrecting learning rule such as the one give in
Equations 1 and 2. In fact, the learning theory they
proposed is basically a variant of this learning rule.
A n error-correcting system reproduces the blocking
effect in the following way. For simplicity, consider
that there are three units - the noise unit, the light unit
and the shock unit. The external input produced by the
presence of a stimulus is 1, and the external input
produced by its absence is zero.
Initially, shock is not expected, so the link between
noise and shock, and light and shock, are small. During
stage one of the experiment, the strength of the link
between noise and shock increases and eventually
reaches I. In the second stage, noise, light and shock
are all present. However, the internal input to the shock
unit is already 1 because of the strength of the link
between the noise and the shock. Therefore, no weight
change can occur via Equation 1. The light does not
become associated with shock, even though it clearly
would in the control condition. Under the non-errorcorrecting algorithm given in Equation 3, the
light->shock association would reach an equivalent
level in both conditions.

Experiment
It is reasonably clear from previous research that
Figure 1: Kamin's (1969) blocking experiment. "N" is
hiunans and other animals engage in selective learning
an auditory stimulus and "L" is a visual stimulus.
under conditions of trial-specific, informative feedback.
D o humans also display selective learning in a task
In the test phase, just the light was presented, and the
without such feedback? The experiment reported in this
rats' behavior observed. The rats in the experimental
paper represents a first attempt to address this question.
condition pressed the lever quite a lot, whilst control
In our experiment, participants had to m a k e up their
rats (which had participated in stage two but not stage
o w n categories, although they were constrained by the
one) pressed the lever very little indeed. The design of
fact they were only allowed two groups. Previous
this experiment is summarized in Figure 1.
research demonstrates that category learning can
The rats in the experimental group appear not to have
proceed successfully in the absence of feedback (e.g.
learned the relationship between light and shock even
H o m a & Cultice, 1984; Wills & McLaren. 1998).
though the control rats, which received an equal amount
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Our participants received intermittent, non-trialspccific, feedback about their overall level of
performance following every 24 stimuli, in order to
maintain motivation and encourage adoption of the
experimenter-defined categories. W e believe that such a
procedure is still properly described as "free
classification" as no single response can be considered
correct or incorrect. Situations where all forms of
feedback are entirely absent are probably almost as rare
outside the laboratory as situations where feedback is
always immediate and trial-specific.
Abstract, novel stimuli were employed in this
experiment as w e wished to study category learning
with adult participants - with such participants the
category learning process is probably complete or faradvanced for most realistic stimuli.
Stimulus presentation was brief and followed by a
mid-gray mask. The time available for a decision was
also very limited. Both of these procedures were
employed to encourage participants to rely on relatively
non-analytic, similarity-^ased categorization processes,
rather than analytic, rule-based processes.
The basic design of the experiment is shown in Figure
2. The letters A to J each represent sets of features
present in the stimuli shown to participants.
In A efirstphase of the experiment, participants were
presented with examples from two different categories.
Examples fix)m category 1 were created from a base
pattern that contained feature sets G and H. Examples
from category 2 were created frx)m a base pattern that
contained feature sets I and J. Note that the labels
"category 1" and "category 2" are essentially arbitrary
in a fire classification task - they could be reversed
without changing anything in die design or execution of
the experiment
A s Figure 2 illustrates, once the participant had
mastered the G H vs. IJ categorization they were
transferred to a second categorization. Participants
proceeded through all five categorizations in this way,
at which point the experiment was over.
The datum of central importance in this design is the
category to which thefirststimulus presented in phase
five is allocated. The first stimulus is chosen because
subsequent decisions in phase five m a y be
contaminated by learning on previous phasefivetrials.

either key is equally likely to be used. It is perhaps not
immediately apparent w h y this should be. T o elucidate,
one first needs to note that in each of the first four
phases, all features are equally predictive of category
membership. This means that, for a system such as
Rumelhart & Zipser, in each phase learning should end
with two features (A and E in phase four) being equally
associated to one category representation, and two
features (C and F in phase four) being equally
associated to the other category representation. Hence,
thefirststimulus presented in phase five will activate
both category representations equally and so the choice
of which category to place it into must be arbitrary.
This conclusion is confirmed by simulation in a later
section.
W h y might one expect anything other than a null
result with this design? O n e possible reason would be if
people exhibited selective learning infreeclassification.
Note that, across phases 1 to 4, E and F only occur in
situations where the information they provide is
partially redundant. In phase 2 the stimuli can be
categorized on the basis of whether they contain G or I
features, a categorization abeady learned in phase one.
In phase four, the stimuli can be categorized on the
basis of whether they contain A or C features, a
categorization already leamed in phase three. Hence,
through analogy to selective learning effects in tasks
with feedback, one might consider that E and F develop
little control over responding.

Phase
Cat.l
Cat. 2

Stimuli
Each stimulus was made up of 12 small pictures
(hereafter "elements") taken from a set of 72 that have
been used in a number of previous experiments (see
Jones, Wills & McLaren, 1998 for thefiillset). For any
given stimulus, the 12 elements were randomly
arranged in a square of 3 rows with 4 icons in each row,
and were surrounded by a gray rectangle outline S.Scm
in height and 4 c m in width. Figure 3 shows an example

1
GH
U

2
GE
IF

3
AB
CD

4
AE
CF

5
CE
AF

Figure 2: Design of the experiment. Letters represent
sets of features, hence category 2 in phase 3 contains
feature sets C and D.
The Rumelhart & Zipser system provides the null
hypothesis for this experiment because it predicts that
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Method
D u e to space limitations, w e are unable to report the
pilot studies performed. Reports m a y be found in
McCooe(2000) and Zwickel (2001).
Participants and apparatus
Sixteen first-year Psychology students from the
University of Exeter participated toftilfila course
requirement. Participants were tested in groups in a
quiet computer room. Stimulus presentation was on 17"
color monitors connected to Tiny Pentium III PCs
nmning the D M D X software package (Forster &
Forster, 2000, version 2). Responses were collected via
the left andrightC T R L keys on standard P C keyboards.
Participants sat approximately 50cm from the screen.

stimulus. Throughout all five phases, no stimulus
contained more than one copy of any given element.

Each block comprised the sequential presentation of
24 stimuli, 12 from each of the two categories. At the
end of each block a short message appeared stating the
percentage of correct responses m a d e by the participant
in that block, and that they needed to score more than
8 0 % to proceed to the next part of the experiment.
Clearly, percent correct has a slightly different
interpretation in a free classification task to a task with
Figure 3: A n example stimulus
trial-specific feedback as the relationship between
categories 1 and 2 and the two response keys is
Each of the letters A to J in Figure 2 represent a set of
arbitrary. Hence, percent correct was computed under
six elements. The assignment of elements to letters was
the assiunption that category 1 would receive a
randomly determined for each of 8 pairs of participants,
particular response, and the resulting nimiber was
with the remaining 12 elements (72 elements - 10 letter
subtracted from 100 if it was less than SO.
sets X 6 elements per set) being used for practice trials.
W h e n a participant's score exceeded 8 0 % they were
In order to control for possible effects of differential
moved on to the next phase of the experiment, after
saUence of the elements, one participant in each pair
having been presented with the message "You did very
received the stimuli described in Figure 2 whilst the
well! Y o u are n o w entering the next phase". If
otherreceiveda design where E was transposed with A,
participants completed 10 blocks without ever reaching
and F was transposed with C. Hence, the putatively
the 8 0 % criterion they were moved on to the next phase
redundant elements were E and F for one m e m b e r of
with the message "You are entering the next phase as
the participant pair, whilst they were A and C for the
you have been in the last block of this phase".
other member. This means that any preference revealed
in phase five caimot be due to A and C elements being
Results
more sahent overall than E and F elements. T o aid
clarity, all participant data is reported as if E and F were Consider Figure 2 again. The central null hypothesis w e
are attempting to reject is that, in the first trial of phase
tfie putatively redundant elements.
live,
a participant will be no more likely to categorize
The stimuli actually presented to participants were
A F using the response typically m a d e to A E in phase
generated by random distortion of the base patterns
four than the response typically m a d e to C F in phase
described in Figure 2. Each element in a base pattern
four. Similarly, they will be no more likely to
was given a 1 0 % chance of being replaced by a
categorize C E using their typical A E response than their
randomly selected element from the other base pattern
typical
C F response.
(no element occurred more than once in any given
O f the 16 participants tested, 12 used the same
stimulus).
response key for C E that they had typically used for C F
A n example m a y be helpful. T o create an A F stimulus
(or the A E response key for an A F stimulus). Three
in phase five, the six A elements and the six F elements
participants showed the opposite response, using the C F
were randomly arranged in the four-by-three grid of the
stimulus. Each element was then given a 1 0 % chance of key for an A F stimulus or the A E key for a C E
stimulus. The remaining participant could not be
being replaced by a randomly selected element from set
described
as having a preference for any in key in
C or E. This method of stimulus construction produces
response to A E or C F as they scored exactly 5 0 %
training exan^les which are composed predominately
across phase four. Treating this participant in the
of elements characteristic of a particular category but
manner
that makes it hardest to reject the null
which also exhibit considerable variability.
hypothesis, w e can state that at least 12 participants
emitted the C F - » C E (or A E - » A F ) response, whilst no
Procedure
more than 4 participants emitted the opposite response.
The five phases described in Figure 2 were preceded by
Given the null hypothesis would predict 8 responses of
some general written instructions and a brief practice
each
type, the probability of the null hypothesis being
phase to familiarize participants with the procedure.
correct is smaller than 0.05, x\l) = 4.0. The effect is
The experiment then proceeded in blocks of 24 trials.
also significant with an exact binomial test.
O n each trial, a stimulus was presented for 800ms and
Participants completed a mean of 5.88 blocks in phase
followed by a mid-gray mask that was presented for
one, 4.13 blocks in phase two, 6.12 blocks in phase
1200ms. If a response was not detected within 2000ms
three, 5.75 blocks in phase four, and 5.56 blocks in
of stimulus onset, the trial terminated with the message
phase five. The number of participants failing to
"You responded too slowly, please speed up!" and the
achieve more than 8 0 % correct in the five phases were
participant was moved on to the next trial.
6, 3, 7, 7 and 7 respectively.
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Discussion
The results of the current experiment appear to be
problematic for those that would attempt to explain free
classification behavior in terms of the competitive
learning algorithm of Rumelhart & Zipser (1986). The
model predicts no preference for which of the two
categories developed in phase four are used to
categorize the first stimulus in phase five, yet a clear
preference was observed. T h e direction of the
preference is that predicted if one assumes the presence
of selective learning in free classification
O n e possible defense of the Rumelhart & Zipser
algoritlun is that its predictions were derived for a
situation where learning in each phase is essentially
complete before the next phase begins. Given the
relatively high numbers of participants failing to reach
criterion, it might reasonably be argued that asymptotic
predictions are not appropriate. Does this make a
difference? This is one of the questions addressed in the
following section.

Hence, unlike the human participants, the networks did
not display a categorization preference in phase five.
The Rumelhart & Zipser (1986) algorithm was
applied to our data with a wide range of learning rates
(0.001 to 0.009 in steps of 0.001, 0.01 to 0.09 in steps
of 0.01, and 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1). In no case did
the algorithm display a categorization preference in
phase S.
An error-correcting competitive algoritlim
W e also attempted to simulate ourresultusing an
algorithm that combined the error-correcting principle
of Equations 1 and 2 with the basic properties of the
competitive learning algorithm of Equation 3. O n any
trial, the winning unit was determined in the same
manner as the Rumelhart & Zipser model. The weightupdate algorithm employed on each connection from an
input unity to the winning unit was

'' n

Modeling
W e enq>loyed simulation techniques to more
thoroughly investigate whether Rumelhart & Zipser*s
(1986) con:q>etitive learning algorithm could accurately
reproduce the categorization preference observed in our
experiment T o this end w e set u p a network with 72
input units (one for each element) and 2 output units
(one for each category). Each input unit had a forward
connection to each output unit, and the connection
weights were initialized to small, random values.
O n e network simulation was performed for each
participant in the experiment, with weights being
initialized for each participant. The nature of the stimuli
presented to a simulated participant, and the order in
which they were presented, were determined by the
specific stimuli presented to a corresponding hiunan
participant After the presentation of each stimulus, the
winning category node w a s determined in the same
manner as Rumelhart & Zipser (1986). In other words,
it was determined by calculating the total internal input
to each unit, and selecting the unit with the larger total.
The weights from each of the input units to the winning
category unit were then updated in accordance with
Equation 3. The weights of the losing unit remained
unchanged.
The value of ^ (the learning rate) etaployed by
Rumelhart & Zipser w a s 0.05. At this value, no
preference in the categorization response to the first
stimulus in phase five w a s found. Six simulated
participants made C F - > C E or A F - » A E responses
wliilst six m a d e the opposite response. The nature of the
response made by four simulated participants could not
be determined because in phase four they employed
both category nodes equally for both stimulus types.

for coimections fix>m active input units and

Ayvj=-rj{l-i)x-

m
for coimections from inactive input units. In these
equations, T| is the learning rate, i is the total internal
input to the winning unit, n is the number of active
input units and m is the number of inactive input units.
The weights from input units to the losing unit are not
changed. This chimera of an algorithm is not equivalent
in behavior to either of its components but does
preserve some of the properties of each.
Removing the weight update algorithm of Equation 3
from our previous simulation, and replacing it with the
algorithm described in Equations 4 and S, w e find a
dramatic change in behavior. N o w , at a learning rate of
O.OS, all 16 simulated participants make C F - > C E or
A F - » A E responses. In other words, the simulation n o w
reproduces the behavior observed in our human
participants, although the overall level of learning is
slightly higher in our simulation. Areliablepreference
is found for a wide range of learning rates - from 0.01
to about 0.4.
Conclusion
The experiment reported in this paper provides
preliminary evidence that the ubiquity of selective
learning effects in tasks with immediate, trial-specific
feedback extends to some categorization tasks where
feedback is scarce and not trial-specific. T o the extent
this phenomenon is found to be general to free
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classification tasks, it casts some doubt on the adequacy
of certain types of competitive learning algorithmi as
accounts offreeclassification behavior. In particular, on
algorithm suggested by Rumelhart & Zipser (1986) was
found to have difficulty in reproducing the results
found. W e suggest that a competitive algorithm which
includes some aspect of error-correction may be a more
^)propriate account. One simple algorithm of this type
was described, tested, and found to be able to reproduce
our results.
The two main avenues of future research suggested by
the results and simulations in this paper are a)
investigation of the generality of selective learning
effects in free classification, b) consideration of
wliether other unsupervised systems (e.g. Adaptive
Resonance Theory, Grossberg, 1976) are capable of
accounting for the results so far found.
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F o r m a l Analysis of Intelligent A g e n t s w i t h M a t h e m a t i c a l T o o l s

Zippora Arzi-Gonczarowski (zippieOactcom.co.il)
Typographies, Ltd.; 46 Hehalutz Street
Jerusalem 96222, Israel

I S A A C ('Integrated Schema for Affective Artificial Cognition') is a mathematical model of intelligent agents, which gives rise to a formal theory that
could be implemented computationally.
Similax to the natural evolutionary context, the
schema starts from a simple model of corresponding sensations and reactions. It then structures 'upgrades' (e.g. handle conflicting reactions, internal
representation, and so on) on top of that, using
generative reasoning to systematically obtain and
study the properties of these upgr£ided structures.
A m o n g other things, this approach yields a continuous bridge from low level to high level intelligence.
A perception snapshot is structured as a set of
world elements that constitutes an environment
(real or imagined), a set of connotations that constitutes a collection of discriminations, and a set of
behaviors. Behaviors are conjured up on the basis of
a perception predicate that relates between world elements and their connotations in a three valued manner (true, false, undefined). With read environments,
that basic schema approximates models of simple
forms of intelligence. For higher level forms of intelligence, mind activities (cognitive, behavioral, aflFective) are modeled as streams of perceptions. Along
these strezuns, all the components mentioned above
could adapt dynamically: be modified, extended,
merged, juid so on. In mathematical terminology,
perceptions sure objects, and passages from one perception to another are modeled as morphisms.
In the course of a few years of ongoing research,
a variety of mind processes have been modeled on
the basis of these uniform, yetflexible,premises,
capturing mental activities from streams of interpretations, through behavior development and integrar
tion, representation formation, imaginative design
and anticipation, analogy maJcing, to social and self
perception. Each publication has been appraised as
a model of the relevant mind aspect, but as a collection they also feature an additional value of an
integrated whole: because they share uniform modeling premises, the various processes can be neatly
composed and alternated between, modeling multifaceted intelligences.
Mathematical treatments are naturally expected
to come up with equations. T h e equational re-
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sults of ISAAC are categorical commutative diagrams
that state where one formalized mind process is a
'paraphrase' of emother. These diagrams are like
high level 'blue prints' that provide a computationzd schema with basic structural guidelines for
neat agent architectures.
Mathematization has, indeed, proven a powerful
modeling tool for other scientific domains. In cognitive science, however, the open ended diversity of
phenomena that need to be modeled has m a d e it
difficult to capture things in a uniform manner. If
one were to overcome that obstacle, then this would
probably be by finding a suitable level of abstraction: high enough to absorb a variety of phenomena,
but not too high so that meaningful things could
still be stated. Mathematical categorization is a tool
that has been developed precisely for such purposes
within mathematics itself, isaac deploys well developed category theoretical tools for cognitive science
purposes, 3delding a general, yet rigorous, schema.
Pre-theoretically, ISAAC is grounded by intuitions.
A s a theory, the treatment proceeds as if the semantic primitives were context independent: All definitions, constructions and results are tidily operated within the abstract mathematical framework.
Then, they are invariably examined with regsu'd
to the grounding intuitions, pre-theoretical conceptions, and existing knowledge about the modeled
processes. Results that have not been anticipated
at the outset provide supporting arguments that the
proposal is apparently on a promising track.
Substitution instances of the schema could be applied to describe, or to design, particulau: agents, filling in detailed domain-specific features to approximate particular agents. T h e foundational schema
avoids over determinism and captures abstracted
structures and mechanisms that are shared by intelligent agents. This yields a unifying theory and,
hopefully, contributes to:
(1) Cognitive science becoming a science, and to
(2) Integrative artificial intelligence that does not
lose the big picture by over fragmentation.
References
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Data and Introduction
W e present an account of the mistakes students have been
observed to make when generating scatterplots, and give
evidence that somewhat disparate error behaviors can be
traced to the same strategic decision.
In two prior studies (Baker, Corbett, & Koedinger 2001,
2002), w e observed middle-school students attempting to
generate scatterplots (which have a quantitative variable on
each axis) but making two conceptually similar errors.
W h e n given both categorical and quantitative variables but
DO advice on which to place in their graph, 1 5 % made what
w e call the choice error, incorrectly choosing a categorical
variableforthe X - 0 % used the correct variables. Naming
the variables to use in the question did not eliminate this
error, but 7 7 % used the correct variables. 1 3 % of those
students, however, then m a d e what w e term the
representation error: treating the values of the quantitative
X variable as if they were categorical. They wrote the
variable's values along the axis in the order they appeared in
the data table, rather than numerical order, e.g., placing "22
20 23 25 24 19 2 3 " along die axis rather than "19 20 21 22
23 24 25". Labeling the axis variables for the student did not
significantly reduce the representation error's frequency.
Our conjecture was that students made both errors due to
a substantially greater familiarity with bar graphs, leading to
the belief that graphs always have a categorical x-axis. A
possible alternate conjecture for the representation error is
that students don't understand the difference between
categorical and quantitative variables. However, this
conflicts with their conq)aratively greater ability to
represent the Y axis quantitatively, as is done in a bar graph.

single production (F(l,30)-39.853, p<0.001). T h e model
where the two errors stem from the same strategic
production has equal fit but superior parsimony to the model
where they stem from different strategic productions. (BiC
(same)=77.00, BiC(difTerent)=79.28) The former model
achieves an excellent fit to the overall pattern of data from
the two experiments. (r=0.990, mean absolute dev =.057)
This model is generally consistent with but clarifies our
early conjectures. A s shown in the top row of the table,
students never pick a quantitative variable for the x-axis
unless one is suggested. This implies that in these studies
correct selection of a quantitative variable just reflects the
ability to follow directions; treating a quantitative variable
as quantitative, on the other hand, is modeled as active
knowledge of the difference between quantitative and
categorical variables. The two errors in this account,
selecting a categorical variable and treating a quantitative
variable as categorical, reflect a single misconception.
These students k n o w the difference between categorical and
qitantitative variables, but are biased to make the X axis
categorical in any way possible, consistent with their prior
experience with bar graphs.
Thus, in this domain multiple error behaviors arise from
a single misconception, an overgeneralization of their prior
knowledge of bar graphs.
Table 1: Percent occurrence of behaviors

Modeling

Correct
Choice efTor
Rep error, X axis only
Rep error, Y axis only
Rep error, both axes
Other/ Give U p

No

No

X

Y

prompti

Ubeli

label

label

Both
label

53
27
10
0
3
7

59
9
14
0
4
14

62
27
12
0
0
0

61
8
10
0
6
15

0
15
0
0
0
85

In drawing each axis of a scatterplot, there are two key
decisions for the student to m a k e ~ which variable to graph
and h o w to represent its values. W e developed an A C T - R
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Belief in the H o t H a n d Improves Performance: A Matliematical M o d e l
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The widely held belief in the "hot hand" in basketball
suggests that a player experiencing a streak should be given
the next shot. However Gilovich, Vallone & Tversky (1985)
found that streaks of hits in basketball shooting were no
more likely than chance, so basketball shots are independent
events. Thus it has been widely accepted that belief in the
hot hand is a fallacy. Starting widi the question of what are
the goals of basketball players, Bimis (2001) argued diat the
data only demonstrated that the hot hand is invalid as an
individual cue to when a player will hit a shot, not that it is
an invalid allocation cue for deciding w h o to give the next
shot to. Streaks should occur more often for good shooters.
B u m s (2001) used computer simulations to show that
giving the next shot to players w h o hit their last shot
improved a basketball team's scoring. However these
simulations had two weaknesses. First, occasionally the
simulations utilizing the hot hand did not outperform those
not using it. Although less than 1 % of the simulations, they
raised questions about the claim that belief in the hot hand
would always be expected to help. Second, in order to limit
the number of free parameters and m a k e the entire
parameter space explorable, some simplifying assumptions
had to be made. Aldiough it was possible to argue that these
assumptions were not critical, it would be better to
demonstrate this directly.

elevates the probability of a player being given the next shot
after a hit. Thus the probability of Player X being given the
next shot after & hit is b + h(l - b). All parameters have a
range of 0.0 to 1.0. The expected number of hits after two
shots, calculated by summing the expected outcomes of all
16 possible states is:
E(hits after two shots) = 2(b(s, - Sy) + Sy) + h(b - b^)( s, - s,)^
The h(b - b')(s, - s,/ component is never negative, thus
belief in the hot hand can never lower the expected number
of hits. A n y positive value of h will raise the expected
outcome so belief in the hot hand increases expected
scoring, just as was shown in the simulations. However
there are the same two exceptions to this: h will have no
effect w h e n Sx = Sy (if there is no difference between players
then it does not matter h o w shots are allocated), and w h e n
b = ] or b=0. This pure strategy of always giving the ball to
one player is neither observed (even when it is optimal) nor
would be desirable in N B A basketball. G a m e theory
predicts that for most interesting competitive games there is
a mixed strategy equilibrium.

Conclusions
This Markov model provides a mathematical proof that
belief in the hot hand is beneficial if shots are independent
A Markov Model
events. In this w a y it expands on B u m s ' (2001) simulations.
To address concerns about the simulations I constructed a
It also makes clear that giving the ball to good shooters and
Markov model of thefirsttwo shots in basketball. The first to players experiencing the hot hand are not mutually
two shots were modeled because at least one shot is
exclusive strategies. Instead allocating shots between
necessary before there can be a hot hand, and if scoring is
players is a multi-cue decision making task in which both
improved in thefirsttwo shots it should be improved over players' base-rates of success over the long term and shortany number of shots. M y analysis does not however assume term streaks are valid allocations cues. Giving weight to
that the hot hand is defined by just one hit. The model could both of these allocation cues will improve the amount that a
be applied to any definition of the hot hand in which it
team will be expected to score. False beliefs that shots are
represents a temporary elevation in the probability of giving
dependent m a y be a w a y to maintain utilization of streaks.
a player the next shot that is triggered by recent success.
The model has foiu* parameters and represents Player X
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B u m s , B. D. (2001). The hot hand in basketball: Fallacy
probability of giving the next shot to Player X, whereas the
or
adaptive thinking? In J. D. Moore & K. Steiming (Eds.),
same probability for Player Y is 1-b. TTie bias parameter
Proceedings of the Twenty-third Annual Meeting of the
represents any bias to give the ball to a player (e.g., high
shooting percentage, perceived ability, friendship, etc) that Cognitive Science Society (pp. 152-157). Hillsdale, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum.
is independent of recent success. T h e model does not
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incorporate a parameter for belief in a "cold" hand because
there is no empirical evidence for this belief
hand in basketball: O n the misperception of random
The model has separate parameters for the shooting
sequences. Cognitive Psychology, 77,295-314.
percentages for the two players, s, and s, for Players X and
Y respectively. T h e hot hand parameter h temporarily
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In this paper w e investigate the hiiman reasoning applied to the mathematical problemresolution process. O u r approach is based o n t w o m a i n settings: a. the investigation o f
mental processes involved in the h u m a n reasoning applied to problem resolution; b. the
analysis o f differences in the categorization a n d resolution o f mathematical problems b y
novicesrs and experts.
In a. we sought to contribute for the rupture of the logical-formal reasoning paradigm. In
fact, w e sought to contribute for the rupture o f the idea that identifies the h u m a n as a
completely rational entity, w h i c h invokes a thinking w a y that adheres the rules o f a n
explicit form. O u r results s h o w that the h u m a n reasoning is not determined exclusively
b y logical-formal guidelines, but is rather determined b y characteristics a n d pragmatics
aspects o f the context.
In b. we sought to analyze more effectively the problem-resolution process. We
concentrated ovir discussion o n the differences in the categorization a n d resolution o f
mathematical problems b y novices a n d experts. O u r results indicate for a p r o b l e m
categorization a n d subsequent resolution: experts are guided b y organized logical
principles, a n d novices are guided b y superficial elements foimd in its enunciation.
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Belief Revision
Belief revision occurs when one moves from one belief state
to another after oicountering some data that are inconsistent
with one's initial belief set. Experiments in belief revision
have demonstrated that the initial logical structure of an
argument affects h o w reasoners revise their beliefs. W h e n
arguments for changing beliefs are made in a logical form,
the typical finding is that the major premise is revised more
frequently than the minor premise. This is evident when the
modus ponens ( M P ) inference is contradicted (if p then q; p;
therefore, q), while there is no clear preference when the
modus tollens ( M T ) inference is contradicted (if p then q;
not q; therefore, not p) (Dieussaert, Schaeken, D e Neys, &
d'Ydewalle, 2000; Elio & Pelletier, 1997; Politzw & Carles,
2001). Others have reported a different finding: reasoners
revise belief in the major and minor premises equally often
in M P problems, but prefer to disbelieve the minor premise
in M T problems (Revlin & Calvillo, 2002; Revlin, Gate, &
Rouss, 2001). In three experiments, w e explore possible
explanations for these two different patterns of results.
Three possible explanations for the inconsistent results
are the types of major premises, the revision alternatives
presented to participants, and the prior believability of the
major premises. The major premises used by Elio and
Pelletier (1997), Dieussaert et al. (2000), and Politzw and
Carles (2001) were conditional (if p then q) and somewhat
neutral in believability. Participants in these experiments
were allowed to express uncertainty toward premises. The
major premises used by Revlin et al. (2001) and Revlin and
Calvillo (2002) were universal quantifiers (all p are q) and
considerably more believable. Participants in these
experiments were forced to decide, with certainty, to
disbelieve the major or minor premise.
In ExpCTiment 1, w e assigned 80 introductory psychology
students from the University of California, Santa Barbara
into four groups. logical structure ( M P or M T ) and type of
major premise (conditional or quantifier) were twtweenparticipants variables. The major premise revision rates are
presented in Table 1. The rates for both quantifiers and
conditionals were similar to those found by Revlin et al.
(2001). Logical structure had a significant effect, type of
major premise did not, and the two variables did not
interact. This ruled out the use of different major premise
types as an explanation for the different previous findings.
In Experimoit 2, w e assigned 50 participants to two
groups and presented them with M P and M T problems like
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in Experiment 1, but gave them the revision alternatives
used by Politze- and Carles (2001). A s seen in Table 1,
logical structure had a reliable effect on revision rates and
the maJOT premise revision rates were similar to those of
Revlin et al. (2001), ruling out die use of different revision
alternatives as an explanation for the inconsistent results.
Table 1: Major premise revision rates by logical structure.

Experiment
Experiment
Experiment
Experiment

1: Conditional
1: Quantifier
2
3: L o w believability

MP

MT

0.329
0.263
0.465
0.751

0.044
0.107
0.123
0.701

In Experiments 1 and 2, the major premises used were
highly believable. In Experiment 3, w e gave 47 participants
either M P or M T problems with major premises of lowbelievability. The results, as seen in Table 1, were similar to
those of Elio and Pelletier (1997). There was a preference to
revise Ijelief in the major premise in both M P and M T
problems and there was no effect of logical structure.
Experiments 1 and 2 ruled out the use of different types of
major premises and revision alternatives explanations for
the varying results in the lito'ature. Experimmt 3 showed
that believability of the major premise is a likely source of
the different patterns of results, demonstrating the need for
models of belief revision to include initial premise
believability to account for h o w reasoners revise beliefs.
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Introduction
H o w do w e mentally represent and reason about domains for
which little sensory information is available? One suggestion
is that our understanding of abstract domains is intimately
dependent on our understanding ofricher,more experiencebased domains (Boroditsky, 2000, 2001; Gentner et al., 2001;
Gibbs, 1994; Holyoak & Thagard, 199S; LakofT & Johnson,
1980, 1999). For example, people's understanding of time
appears to be dependent on spatial knowledge (Boroditsky,
2000; Boroditsky & Ramscar, 2002). Previous evidence
suggests that there is an asymmetric relationship between the
domains of space and time. Whereas spatial knowledge was
found to be useful for reasoning ^out time, temporal
knowledge did not facilitate spatial reasoning (Boroditsky,
2000).
The present studies investigate whether this asymmetric
relationship between space and time holds even for low-level
representations of the two domains.
In a series of simple psychophysical tasks, participants
viewed a moving stimulus and estimated either its
displacement or its duration. Results show that temporal
estimates were strongly modulated by the displacement of the
moving stimulus, even when participants were encouraged to
attend selectively to temporal information. In contrast, spatial
estimates were not modulated by the duration of the moving
stimulus when instructions encouraged selective attention to
spatial information. Spatial estimates were only weakly
correlated with stimulus duration when participants were
required to attend to both temporal and spatial information
simultaneously.
Experiment 1
Methods
Moving lines were presented on a C R T monitor. Line
durations and displacements were varied parametrically.
Durations ranged firom 1 to 5 seconds in O.S second
increments. Displacements ranged from 200 to 800 pixels, in
75 pixel increments. Nine durations were fully crossed with
nine displacements to produce 81 distinct lines. Lines 'grew'
horizontally across the screen one pixel at a time,fromrightto
left, at rates ranging from 40 pixels/second to 800
pixels/second. Each line remained on the screen until its
m a x i m u m displacement was reached.
Participants viewed 162 moving lines, one line at a time.
Immediately after each line event, a prompt appeared
indicating that the participant should reproduce either its
duration or its displacement by clicking the mouse to indicate
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the beginning and end of the estimated temporal or spatial
interval.
Results
Participants' temporal and spatial estimates were highly
accurate. Target duration correlated positively with
estimated duration (rM).96), and target displacement
correlated positively with estimated displacement
(r^N).97). The effect of target displacement on estimated
duration (r^=0.72) was greater than the effect of target
duration on estimated displacement (r^=0.36).
Experiment 2
Methods
Materials and design were exactly as described in
Experiment I. The procedure was identical with the
following exception: in Experiment 2, participants were
notified before each trial whether they would need to
reproduce the duration or displacement of the moving
line.
Results
Again, participants' temporal and spatial estimates were
highly accurate. Target duration correlated positively
with estimated duration (r^=0.96), and target displacement
correlated positively with estimated displacement
(r^=0.99). The effect of target displacement on estimated
duration (r^=0.82) was much greater than the effect of
target duration on estimated displacement (rM).01).
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As computing platforms continuously grow in processing
power, diminish in size, and are creatively integrated into
every facet of the human experience, popular demand also
increases for unfettered access to information of interest,
necessitating insightful design for a variety of displays.
While engaged in their daily discourse, occupied with
activities such as driving, desktop computing, or interacting
with others, people often want to remain notified about
news items, collaborative efforts, and other changing
information. Decision requirements within new settings or
situations may prompt immediate interest in accessing
related data. Notification systems in the form of ubiquitous
computing devices, to include wearable computers, vehicle
information systems, and handheld devices, are relied on
support these information needs. Desktop computer users
also depend on small-sized secondary display applications
to provide similar notification information.
However, information conveyed through these devices
and applications is often perceived with short, discrete
attention shifts and glances rather than longer periods of full
attention perception that has been considered typical of
human-con^uter interaction. Certainly, this paradigm has
implications for information design, rooted in cognitive
processing and human attention limitations. Adding to this
challenge, user goals are difficult to predict and often
conflicting. For example, users may not want to be
interrupted from a primary task, although they still wish to
maintain awareness of information over a period oftimeor
recognize specific information states. In other usage
scenarios, users may wish to be alerted about information
and attracted to some interaction. Platform capabilities may
also mandate minimalist information representation,
presenting an imperative for reevaluation of design
guidelines for a wide array of emerging computer interfaces
within these constraints.
Objectives and Related Work
Through empirical study, w e seek to understand how
various options for information encoding and design,
presented within a dual-task situation, simultaneously affect
user interruption while enabling
reaction
and
comprehension of notifications. Although much work has
been done to understand relative effectiveness and
expressiveness of visual primitives within the humancomputer interaction field, there are few empirically
established design guidelines available for digital displays
that are typically not a user's main attention focus.
Cleveland and McGill's ordering of graph attributes
provides guidance for primary task displays (1984), and
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Cleveland has extended consideration of graphical attribute
effectiveness to speciflc information extraction tasks (1994).
However, the dual-task nature of notification systems
usage requires evaluation of many other system variables
for strong empirical study validity. For example, various
combinations of mental and physical workload levels, crossmodal or intramodal presentation of the two tasks, and
competing demand for sensory chaimels and short-term
memory (Wickens & Hollands, 2000) will certainly have
implications for fulfilling objective information design
requirements.
Empirical methods allowing reliable
replication, measurement, and modeling of these variables
are pivotal for creating notification systems guidelines.
Continuing Work
Initial findings from our work show that Cleveland and
McGill's guidelines for use of visual attributes do not hold
for dual-task situations where a distraction to a primary task
requiring high attention and manual interaction must be
minimized (Tessendorf et al., 2002). Additionally, w e have
seen evidence that information design for decision-support
notification systems is best accomplished with cross-modal
representations as a primary task's visual sensory demand
virtual
level increases (tasks tested within a C A V E
environment and on a desktop computer). Continuing
studies will lead to development of regression models and
tables, supporting rule-based presentation adaptivity,
complementary to efforts such as Horvitz's PRIORITIES
system, which makes inferences about a user's attention
state and calculates expected cost of an interruption to
determine the most suitable presentation method ^Horvitz,
Jacobs & Hovel, 1999).
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Introduction
The two hemispheres m a y have different strategies
allowing various perceptions to be processed
independently, such as near and far, ambient and focal,
and low-level subcortical communications, contrasted
to high-level cognition. Then what happen when the
ambient processing of the large character, and the focal
processing of small characters are merged? This study
hypothesized that two repeated items should facilitate
the recognition. Additionally, large stimulus captures
visual attention, which should speed up the recognition
of large characters, con^ared to small characters, and
because this was a preattentive factor, the effect should
not have a gender difference.
Experiment
Thirty-two Chinese characters, half high frequency and
half low fiequency, were presented in three versions:
Large (400*400, units defined by Psyscope), Small
(50*50) and Overlap version. The Overlap version was
a large character overlapped by a small identical
character in the centre. A n d the centre was emptied
beforehand to make sure that the small character was
not obscured by the large one. Characters and versions
were arranged by Latin square design. A fixation point
was presented in the centre of the monitor for 500 msec,
followed by a character lasted for 150 msec, and then
followed by a mask picture lasted for 500 msec. Native
Chinese speakers, ten males and eleven females,
participated in this study. They made a lexical decision
by clicking the button on the response box with their
index fingers, buttons were counterbalanced between
people, and the response times were recorded by
Psyscq)e.
Analysis and results
Frequency effect was significant by subjects and by
items (p< .01), as High frequency characters were
recognized faster than L o w frequency characters. Size
effect was significant only by subjects (p< .01) as
Overlapped characters were recognized slower than
Large and Small versions. Gender difference was
insignificant (p> .05). A two-way interaction between
Gender and Size w a s significant in the by-items
analysis (p< .05). Post hoc tests show that females
recognized Overly characters quicker than Large and
Small ones, but no significant difference for males.

Discussion
That large characters were recognized slightly quicker
than small characters supports our hypothesis that the
visual attention was more likely caught by larger
objects, compared to small objects. A n d as presumed,
Gender effect was not significant.
However, there were large characters in the overlapped
versions, but the recognition of overlapped version was
slowest. This suggests that in the overlapped version
the small characters interfered with their recognition,
resulting in the delay of the response latency. T h e
degree of interference was greater in females than in
males. Males did not show facilitation of recognition in
the overlsqiped condition. It might be reasonable to
interpret that in general, females performed more
cautiously in doing the recognition task than males. It
might be the cognitive style of the sexes that
differentiate the results.
Conclusion
The result showed that Overlapped characters
lengthened the response latency and seemed to interfere
with the recognition process.
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Introduction
Is phonetic information encoded by distributional biases in
the lexicon? Are phonotactic constraints robust enough to
help a learner infer the phonic pattern of a language? Our
work in progress attempts to shed light on these questions
via: (i) statistical description of the distributional biases in
phone sequences in a lexical database and (ii) connectionist
simulation. The simulation focuses on V-to-V relations in
V(C)'C(C)V phone strings since both harmony and contour
constraints (the tendency for the vowels to share or avoid
repetition of phonic properties, respectively) have been
found in the distributional study (Albano, 2002).
Experiment and Current Results
A n S R N (Elman, 1995), with a compression layer added
between the input and the hidden layers, was trained to
predict the next phone in the word. The 3700 penultimate
stressed words in the training set were fed to die network
phone by phone. The context layer activation was reset after
each word. Phones were encoded as 35 orthogonal vectors;
so no phonetic information was supplied to the network.
The training set consisted of trisyllabic nouns only. Since
the focus of the experiment was the intervocalic transitions,
testing was performed by presenting the network with 12
non-words [pV'pVpV], thus controlling for the effects of
consonants. The hidden unit activations produced for each
phone in the test set were then analysed using P C A ,
averaging for the 5 harmonic and 7 contour non-words
(means were tested for significance with A N O V A ) .

It is possible to identify dimensions in the principal
component space which discriminate for Harmony and
Contour. Figure 1 depicts the transition between vowels
along the dimensions coded by the 4th and 8th principal
components. It can be seen that harmonic vowel pairs are
not strongly distinguished in any dimension. In contrast,
contour vowel pairs differ significantly in both dimensions.
The trajectories associated to transitions in the subspace
spawn by the 4* and 8* components (Figure 2) show that
the dynamics for harmony is opposite to the one for contour.
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Figure 2: H a r m o n y vs. Contour dynamics for P C s 4 and 8.
T h e direction of the V I V 2 vectors is opposed for harmonic
and contour vowel pairs.
Phonotactics is best described by non-categorical,
probabilistic biases, embodied in the lexicon as constraints
on lexical forms which are emergent properties of the
operation of dynamical systems that shape language
behaviour. So, understanding phonotatics depends o n
adopting a dynamical point of view.
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Introduction
Plausibility plays a central role in human cognition,
whether one is considering the alibi of a murder suspect in a
crime novel, or assessing the answers of a candidate in a job
interview. Other studies have mentioned plausibility
judgements in the service of other phenomena (e.g. Reder,
1982), but often without being investigated in their o w n
right. This paper presents evidence that plausibility
judgements depend on inferential coherence and
distributional information. In the first experiment, w e show
that the type of inference being made affects the plausibility
of a sentence pair. The second experiment demonstrates
that the distributional properties of the words in a sentence
pair directly influence plausibility.

plausibility (M=7.8), followed as predicted by attributal
(M=5.5), temporal (M=4.2) and unrelated (M=2.0). A n
analysis of variance yielded a significant effect of inference
type on plausibility scores, F (3, 472) = 93.683,/? < 0.0001.
Table 1: Sample Experiment 2 sentence pair variants.
Sentence 1
The pack
saw the fox.

Inference X
Distribution
The hounds growled.
Causal Strong
Causal W e a k
The hounds snarled.
The hounds were fierce. Attributal Strong
The hounds were vicious. Attributal W e a k
Sentence 2

Experiment 2's results show that the distributional
information of a sentence pair affects h o w plausible it is
perceived to be. W e examined the proportion of times a
participant judged either the strong or weak version of a
Experimeds
sentence pair to be nore plausible. This analysis shows
T w o experiments advance a novel paradigm in which
that in both the causal pairs [M=59.4%, r(10)=4.893,
people make plausibility judgements about sentence pairs.
;?<0.001] and in the attributal pairs [M=60.3%, f(l 1)=3.753,
These sentence pairs are manipulated to invite different
;><0.005], the weak sentence pair was proportionally rated
bridging inferences and to control their distributional scores
more plausible than the strong pair.
(as determined by the Latent Semantic Analysis model
This gives rise to a very interesting explanation of the
L S A ; Landauer & Dumais, 1997).
joint effects of coherence and distributional strength. W e
In Experiment 1, 40 participants were asked to judge the
plausibility of sentence pairs on a scale from 0 - 1 0 that had suggest that when there is a strong distributional link, there
is an expectation that a coherent inference will be found,
been manipulated to support causal, attributal or temporal
inferences, or not to invite any obvious inferences at all (i.e. and this expectation suggests an initial level of plausibility.
W h e n the expectation is borae out - by finding a bridging
imrelated pairs). The distributional information of each pair
(the L S A score of the first sentence against the second) was inference for a strong link, or by not finding one for a weak
link - then the level of plausibility suggested by the
controlled across inference types.
expectation
remains unchanged. O n the other hand, when
In Experiment 2, w e manipulated distributional
the expectation is contradicted - by unexpectedly fmding a
information across the causal and attributal sentences to
bridging inference for a weak link, or failing tofindone for
look at the action of both factors together. 24 participants
a strong link - then the level of plausibilityrisesor falls
saw two versions of each sentence pair per page (see Table
accordingly.
While distributional information plays an
1), one of which had a relatively high L S A score between
essential
role
in the judgement process, the degree of
the sentences (a strong distributional link) and the other of
coherence
is
what
ultimately validates the plausibility level.
which had a relatively low score (a weak distributional
link). Participants were asked to juidge the plausibility of
each pair as before, but to make certain that any perceived References
Landauer, T. K. & Dumais, S. T., (1997). A solution to
difference in plausibility between the two versions of each
Plato's problem: The latent semantic analysis theory of
sentence pair was reflected in the scores.
acquisition, induction and representation of knowledge.
Results & Discussion
Psychological Review, 104,211-240.
Reder,
L. M . (1982). Plausibility judgments vs. fact
Experiment 1 's results demonstrate that different inference
retrieval: Alternative strategies for sentence verification.
types differentially affect the perceived plausibility of a
Psychological Review. 89{2), 250-280.
discourse. The causal pairs were rated the highest in
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Cognitive capabilities vary considerably due to people's
different levels of expertise and aptitude. Also the cognitive
capabilities of any one person will vary greatly over time
because of stress, fatigue, injuries, attention l^ses, and
distractions. In order to augment the cognition of any
individual, one strategy is to first assess the real-time
cognitive ciq>abilities of that individual and then tailor any
augmentation to the current cognitive capabilities of the
individual.
The first major problem in real-time adaptive augmented
cognition is assessing cognitive capabilities of the person
instantaneously. A number of sensors have detected a
student's physiological states and actions. Riseberg et al.
(1998)frustratedhighly motivated users of a game interface
by degrading mouse performance at irregular intervals.
Galvanic skin conductivity, blood volume pressure, and
muscle tension were recorded and correlated tofrustrationand
non-friistration states. Ark, Dryer, and L u (1999) established
the feasibility of correlating physiological measurements to
emotions. Crosby, Chin and Iding (2001) demonstrated h o w
eye fixations can be used to analyze users' strategies. Other
research projects by Crosby, et al. (2001) suggest that a
person's pressure on a mouse is also a good candidate for realtime biometrics to predict cognitive load. Identifying
emotions is a complex process and it m a y not always be
necessary to k n o w the precise emotion. If other information
such as performance data and focus of attention are available,
it m a y be sufficient to only sense changes in die physiological
data.
The data collected by our projects include ten:q>erature,
heart waveform, galvanic skin response and physical pressures
applied to a mouse. Sensors are connected to an electrically
isolated micro-controller, which converts the analog sensor
signals to digital data for processing, by a master computer.
Thefirstsensor is on the finger tip to monitor peripheral
temperature, the second sensor is attached to the wrist as a
reference to body temperature and the third sensor monitors
the ambient temperature at a distance of about 5 c m away
from the wrist. T h e sensors are not attached to a substantial
thermal mass that would reduce the response rate, and the
minimum detectable change of temperature is calculated to be
0.005 C.
The heart waveform is monitored using an infr^ired
reflective light sensor that is mounted on the same elastic band
as thefingertiptemperature sensor. The change in blood flow
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is measured by changes in reflected light at the skin surface
where blood flow is apparent. The heart beat rate is extracted
by measuring the time between peaks and the relative blood
volume change can be determined by integrating the heart
waveform over the desired time. W h e n the sensor is pressed
against the fmgertip, too m u c h force will obstruct blood flow
and too little force will produce unreliable data. T h e sensor
also detects the mean reflected light, which is used to
determine the optimum amount of pressure to be applied to the
sensor.
T h e experiments performed in our projects show that simple
physiological measurements of G S R , heart rate, temperature,
and pupil diameter provide information on changes in user's
emotional and subjective states while engaged in cognitive
tasks. A subject's physiological state and actions can be
indicative of their cognitive performance. Physiological data,
collected from people as they use computers to form their
tasks, might not consistently predict their emotional state.
However, results from our experiments suggest that it is
possible to provide the computer with information about the
users' cognitive state in real time.
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IntroductioD
Reasoning with conditionals involving causal content
is known to be affected by retrieval of counterexamples
from semantic memory. This study focuses on the
characteristics of this search process.
In Maiicovits' (2000) recent specification of the
memory search process, the number of stored
counterexamples is important because it determines the
probability that at least one can be retrieved. This
specification does not address the impact of additional
counterexample retrieval. Indeed, the search process is
assumed to stop after the successful retrieval of a single
counterexample.
The present study tests an altemative specification of
the search process. W e examine the assumption that the
search process does not terminate after the retrieval of a
single counterexample and that every retrieved
counterexample has an additional impact on the
reasoning process. Here, the number of stored
counterexamples will be important because it
determines the number of counterexamples that can be
retrieved and this number would determine the degree
to which inferences will be accepted.

Consequent and Denial of the Antecedent acceptance
linearly decreased in function of the number of
retrieved alternatives.
These graded effects of up to four different numbers
of available counterexamples can not be explained if
the semantic search process during conditional
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Experiment
A generation pretest measured the number of
coimterexamples (altemative causes or disabling
conditions) participants could retrieve for a set of causal
conditionals. One month after the pretest, participants
were presented a reasoning task with the same
conditionals. W e looked at participants inference
acceptance ratings for each conditional in function of
the number of counterexamples they could retrieve for
that conditional.
Results showed that every altemative or disabler that
can be retrieved has an impact on the inference
acceptance. Acceptance of Modus Ponens and Modus
Tollens linearly decreased with every additionally
retrieved disabler. Likewise, Affirmation of the

Figure 1. Inference acceptance (7-point scale) in
function of the number of alternatives (2a) or disablers
(2b) participants could retrieve for a conditional.
reasoning would stop after successful retrieval of a
single counterexample. This makes it clear that
Markovits' (2000) conditional reasoning model needs
to be revised.
References
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cases, participants were asked to explain the explanatory
mechanism each pile represented and why each problem fit.

Introduction
Chi and Roscoe (2002) proposed that one reason for the
persistence of scientific misconceptions is that students
classiiy scientific phenomena into incorrect ontological
categories. In particular, Chi (submitted) has hypothesized
that many commonly misiuiderstood science concepts (like
evolution and electric current) are emergent processes in
which a macro-level phenomena emerges fi-om complex
interactions between entities at a micro-level. Rather than
correctly categorizing them this way, students are thought to
miscategorize them as non-emergent processes in which
there is a more direct relationship between the two levels.
To test this hypothesis, we are conducting a study
comparing how participants at different levels of expertise
categorize science problems across domains, using a card
sorting task modeled on Chi, Feltovich & Glaser (1981).
The prediction of Chi's theory is that participants with more
expertise will be more likely to distinguish emergent firom
non-emergent problems while those with less expertise will
often conflate them. Experts will also be more likely to refer
to the 11 features of the emergent schema (e.g., disjointness,
parallelism; see Chi, submitted) in defining their categories.
Method
Participants
Participants consisted of 10 undergraduate and 9 doctoral
students fi-om the biology, chemistry, or physics
departments at a local university. Undergraduates had all
completed 1* year courses in biology, chemistry, and
physics. Eight were single majors in one of these disciplines
and two were double majors in biology and chemistry.
Doctoral students were in their third year or above.
Materials
Participants sorted 24 science problems, 8 drawnfi-omeach
discipline's 1" year course. Within each discipline, half
were emergent and half were non-emergent processes.
Procedure
Participants were asked to sort the problems into piles with
similar mechanisms for linking the macro and micro levels.
In the l" sort, they were allowed to make as many piles as
they wished. In the 2"* sort, they were asked to divide the
cards into just two piles. In the 3"" sort, the experimenter
sorted the cards into emergent vs. non-emergent processes,
and participants were asked to infer the distinction. In all

Results
As a preliminary measure of the degree to which
participants distinguished emergent ft-om non-emergent
processes, we calculated a weighted average (by pile size)
of the absolute difference between the number of emergent
versus non-emergent processes in each pile by the number
of cards in the pile. For example, 3 piles—one with 5
emergent & 5 non-emergent problems, a 2°^ with 1
emergent & 7 non-emergent problems, and a 3"* wdth 6
emergent & 0 non-emergent problems—would get a score
of [10(0/10) + 8(6/8) + 6(6/6)] / 24 = 12/24 = .50. A value
of 1 on this score represents perfect separation of emergent
versus non-emergent processes while 0 represents perfect
50/50 mixing. Mean separation scores were .58 for doctoral
students, .53 for single majors, and .73 for double majors,
although none of these differences are statistically reliable.
A complicating factor is that participants sometimes put,
for example, only emergent problems in a given pile for
reasons uiu-elated to their emergence. Thus, we analyzed
participants' definitions of their categories to determine
whether they referred to any of the 11 features of the
emergent schema. Doctoral students' categories referred to
more emergent features (1.78) than single majors (0.13; t(9)
= 3.08, p < .05). Double majors referred to even more of
them (3.50), but more data is needed to see if this is reliable.
Discussion
Doctoral smdents and double majors used more features of
the emergent schema in sorting science problems than single
majors, although they were no more likely than single
majors to create piles that distinguished emergent and nonemergent processes. In future work, we will include in our
sample more double majors as well as professors to further
investigate the nature of expertise in emergent processes.
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Art and Cognitive Science.
Art presents a challenge and an opportunity for study in
cognitive science (Espinel, 1994; 1996; 1998). This
research concerns the creation of abstract art. One that
is supposed to impact the viewer without recognizable,
without memory-evoking images (Schapiro, 1980).
This ideal was achieved by Jackson Pollock, who with it
pioneered m o d e m American art. His paintings, tangles
of smears of paint on canvas, have been explained as
unconscious expressions (Schapiro, 1980 & 0 Connor
F V , T h a w E V , (Eds.), 1978). A n Autonoetic
Hypothesis on creativity would suggest otherwise.
Here is a study of a painting representative of Pollock s
abstracts. Lavender Mist, at the National Gallery of
Art (Figure 1).
Method.
A n investigative approach was devised previously to
study works of art (Espinel, 1994; 1996; 1998; 2002).
This method is applied
to analyze concerning
Lavender Mist : 1. Reports, Pollock s o w n and art
experts, about his creation; 2. In the painting, by direct
observation, photography, and digital techniques
devised by the author (Espinel, 2002): a) physical and
aesthetic characteristics, and b) systematically, cues of
space and form; 3. Other works by Pollock, exhibited
and published.
Results.
1. Reports did not disclose memories, thoughts or
experiences that might have originated Pollock s
creation. 2. In Lavender Mist: a) Direct observation
and photography showed no recognizable space or form
cues (Figure 1); b) Digital analysis by color revealed 9
layers of smears, called here, digital paintings (Figure
2); c) O f these, 8 showed no recognizable space or
form; but d) In the ninth, The Pink, the image of a
homed animal was discovered (Figure 3). 3. In a
Pollock drawing from his symbolic stage, 10 years
before, an image was found that is reminiscent of the
one hidden in Lavender Mist (Figure 4).

Conclusions.
1. The discovery of the homed animal image under
tangles of smears suggests Pollock s awareness of it,
and a conscious, deliberate concealment. 2. That the
image can be traced to a past event, to a contextually
specific stage of his artistic development, suggests
Pollock s autonoetic recall. 3. The image, perhaps as a
form of episodic memory (Tulving, 2001), might have
been germinal to the creation of Lavender Mist.

T h e Autonoetic H y p o t h e s i s .
Autonoesis entails the conscious re-experience of past
events in the present. A form of episodic memory
might be crucial to the creation of abstract art.
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Introduction
People tend to believe that membership in an artifact
category (e.g., FURNITURE) is a subjectively decided matter
of opinion, while membership in a natural category (e.g.,
FRUIT) is an objectively determined matter of fact (Malt,
1990). I argue that these different beliefs across domains
affect categorization in important and predictable ways. F
membership in a natural category is an objective, right-orwrong matter, then categorization should be an absolute, allor-none decision. But if membership in an artifact category
is a subjective matter of opinion, then categorization need
not be absolute, but rather may be a matter of degree.
Epistemic belief may also affect the confidence with which
category membership is judged. If membership in a natural
category is objective, then it is possible for the category
judgment to be incorrect, and therefore people may
sometimes lack confidence in their category judgments. But
if membership in an artifact category is subjective, then
individuals are entitled their own opinions of the matter.
Because opinions are not open to verification or rejection,
people may have confidence in their category judgments.
Thus, people may be more confident in their judgments of
artifacts than of natural kinds.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants judged the category
membership of artifacts and natural kinds, and also rated
their confidence in those category judgments. Results
indicated that artifact categories were more graded than
natural categories. Artifact categories were also judged with
more certainty than natural categories. This pattern of
results is precisely what one would predict, given the prior
evidence that people consider membership in artifact
categories to be subjectively decided, while membership in
natural categories is believed to be objectively determined.
Thus, one may infer that belief affects categorization.

of graded responses to artifact categories did not approach
significance, r = -.01. Critically, however, the correlation
between participants' "certainty of knowledge" scores and
their proportions of graded membership responses to natural
categories was significant, r = -.37, p = .02. The more a
participant believed that knowledge is certain or objective,
the less likely she was to provide graded judgments for
natural categories. Thus, the belief that knowledge is certain
reliably predicted categorization behavior.
Discussion
People's categorization behavior was consistent with their
epistemic beliefs (Experiment 1), and moreover, one's
epistemic beliefs predicted his own categorization behavior
(Experiment 2). Thus, epistemic belief may determine
semantic categorization. The claim that lay philosophical
beliefs affect categorization is not without precedent.
Psychological Essentialism (see e.g., Medin & Atran, 1999)
posits that people hold essentiahst beliefs, and that these
beliefs affect cognition. The present argument is similar.
The belief that membership in a natural category is an
objectively determined matter of fact leads people to
provide absolute judgments of natural kinds, despite the fact
that people have relatively low confidence in this objective
knowledge. And the belief that membership in an artifactual
category is a subjectively decided matter of opinion leads
people to provide graded judgments of artifacts, and people
have high confidence in these subjective opinions. The
present experiments, by showing a correlation between
epistemic belief and categorization behavior, provide the
first direct demonstration of the relation between epistemic
belief and semantic categorization.

Experiment 2
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Experiment 2 attempted to predict an individual's tendency
to give graded membership ratings, on the basis of his or her
epistemic beliefs. Epistemic beliefs were measured by
Schommer's (1998) "certainty of knowledge" questionnaire,
which consisted of statements intended to measure one's
belief that truth is objective and certain (e.g., "truth is
unchanging,"). Participants rated the extent to which they
agreed with these statements. They then completed the same
categorization task iBed in Experiment 1. The correlation
between "certainty of knowledge" scores and the proportion
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In this research two different solution formats for instructional worked-out examples were compared experimentally
with regard to several measures of learning outcomes. A
typical example problem from the domain of probability
theory used for experimentation is the following:

well as the application of category-specific solution procedures. In our experiments the basic rationale for the derivational example format is to decompose a complex event into
a sequence of individual events. The overall probability is
calculated by multiplying the individual-event probabilities.
Contrary to the transformational approach, the solution
Problem statement: At the Olympics, 7 sprinters participate in the
lOOm-sprint What is the probability of correctly guessing the strategy conveyed in the derivational approach is not seen as
a solution schema that is applied to the problem as a whole.
winner of the gold, silver, and the bronze medal?
Instead it is presented as a sequence of solution steps where
The worked-out solution designed for this type of problem each step can be justified (and modified) by concrete feaaccording to the transformational example format was intures of the problem at hand. Therefore, the derivational
spired by a "structure mapping view" of analogical transfer
example format is characterized by a high modularity. The
(Gentner, 1983). According to this view, transformations of derivational example format had the following structure:
complex problem representations into another (in terms of
Rationale: Calculate probability of correctly guessing the winner
structure mapping/ schema induction) are pivotal processes
of each medal; each medal can be taken into account separately.
for learning and problem solving. Instructional worked-out
Step 1: 7 possible choices (sprinters), 1 acceptable (winner) =^ 1/7
examples designed ftom this perspective m a y aim at conStep 2: 6 possible choices (winner can't win two medals),
veying structural problem features necessary to recognize
1 acceptable choice =» 1/6
problem categories. Problem categories comprise classes of Additional steps: Analogous procedure
isomorphic problems that can be transformed into another
Result: Overall probability: 1/7 * 1/6 • 1/5 = 1/210 = .48%
(using analogy) and that can be represented in a more abIn order to compare both example formats two hypertextstract w a y (using problem-type schemas). A problem-type
based experiments using different dependent measures (e.g.,
schema consists of information about the defining structural
learning time, example processing strategies, problemfeatures and the appropriate solution procedures for a class
solving performance, problem classification, problem comof problems. In our experiments the transformational examparison) were conducted. The results show a clear superiorple solutions had the following structure:
ity of the derivational example format with regard to learning time and problem-solving performance.
Problem features: Selection of 3 sprinters out of seven

sprinters; order of selection is important; each sprinter
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Dynamic Decision Making is characterized by multiple and
interdependent decisions, autonomous environments, and
real-time evaluation and action (Brehmer, 1990> There
seems to be increasing agreement on h o w w e make
decisions in this type of situations. Decision makers in
dynamic environments recognize typical situations and
typical responses and use their knowledge to adapt their
strategies "on the fly" (Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1993;
Klein, 1998).
Many cognitive models have been developed in the past
decade to investigate different aspects of cognition in these
environments: attention and multitasking (Lebiere,
Anderson and Bothell, 2001; Altmann and Gray, 2000);
judgment and choice in decision making (Gonzalez, Lerch
and Lebiere, submitted); and skill acquisition in dynamic
situations (Wallach and Lebiere, 2000; Schoppek, Holt,
Diez and Boehm-Davis, 2001).
These efforts are
commendable for focusing on complex, real world tasks.
However, the role of cognitive modeling in enhancing
decision-making in these situations has been very static and
limited.
Traditionally, cognitive models are developed within the
context of a task. A synthetic version of the task exists in
the form of a computer program, and a cognitive model is
developed to interact with such a tool. O n the other hand,
the synthetic task environment supports the collection of
behavioral data and the development of the cognitive model.
Theories expand and conclusions are reached about human
cognition based on the comparisons between human and
model data. I believe that cognitive modeling m a y and
should take a more dynamic role in enhancing decisionmaking. Creating cognitive models to perceive a situation,
combine goals and beliefs, choose a course of action, and
react over the environment, is a challenge that w e should
overcome.
In my current research, I intend to enhance existent
cognitive models to take an active, real-time role in decision
making and learning. A n example of this effort is the
cognitive model of instance-based decision-making,
developed in the Water purification Plant ( W P P ) task
(Gonzalez, Lerch and Lebiere, submitted). W P P is a
resource allocation, scheduling task, isomorph of a real
world task in an organization with large-scale logistical
operations (the United States Postal Service: U S P S ) (Lerch,
Ballou, and Harter, 1997). W P P is highly dynamic because
of exogenous events occurring without the decision maker's
control and it is complex because of the number of options

and alternatives to consider at any given time. All these
elements interact with the decision maker's actions in a realtime environment, and events occur as the simulation clock
is running. Based on an hstance-Based Decision Making
framework, I have developed a cognitive model (built on
A C T - R ) to interact with the W P P task. At present, the
model accurately simulates the variability of choice in this
dynamic situation and allows strategy adaptation and
flexibility. But, the model works off-line, not directly
incorporated in monitoring the status of a real decision
maker in real-time.
I intend to use this cognitive model to help track and adapt
the conditions of W P P in real-time, according to the
cognitive necessities of a human decision maker interacting
with the task. B y tracking each of the actions taken by a
h u m a n decision maker and monitoring the status of the task
environment, the cognitive model would be able to predict
the possible contents of working m e m o r y and the state of
knowledge in the form of instances (See figure). Based on
the predicted cognitive status of h u m a n decision makers, the
cognitive model m a y give advice to the decision maker in
the form of:
1. attracting attention to the parts of the screen that
have not been acted on and require awareness
according to the environmental status
Presenting information in multiple modalities to
spread the load to multiple channels
3. Perform urgent actions that the decision maker
would not have time or resources to react to
Although simple and limited, I believe that, this effort m a y
demonstrate an active and dynamic role of cognitive
modeling in complex situations.
SyntJwk

Hunum
Lewnen

Cognitivt
Moddsof
Leamert
Trace
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Notes from a W o r k s h o p
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Charlottesville, V A 22904-4744 U S A
Alexandra Kincannon (kincannon@virginia.edu)
Department of Psychology, University of Virginia
P.O. Box 400400, Charlottesville, V A 22904-4400 U S A

O n March 24, 2001, Alexandra Kincannon, Ryan Tweney
and Michael Gorman convened a workshop on cognitive
studies of science and technology at the University of
Virginia (Gorman, Kincannon, & Mehalik, 2001). W e
assembled a multi-disciplinary group of practitioners to
discuss the latest research and methodologies, identify the
stumbling blocks to advancement in this area, and think
about directions for the future. T h e workshop w a s
dedicated to Herb Simon, w h o was slated to participate.
T w o questions became central themes. First, h o w can w e
combine in vitro experiments with in vivo case studies of
actual practice? Results obtained in the laboratory m a y
have low ecological validity. Fine-grained case studies are
often domain-specific and hard to generalize.
Second, h o w can w e deal with academics attachments to
their o w n hypotheses and methods? Researchers tend to
overgeneralize hypotheses developed imder specific in vitro
or in vivo conditions.
O n e way of avoiding this kind of overgeneralization is to
combine in vitro and in vivo methods. With help from
workshop participant David Klahr and others, w e developed
a preliminary framework based on the idea of searches in
multiple problem spaces, and identiHed which had been
investigated in vitro and which in vivo. For example,
hypothesis and experiment spaces have been investigated
both in vitro and in vivo, butfiinctionand design spaces
have only been studied in vivo. This approach helps
identify areas for future research.
The workshop illustrated that frameworks can be shared
and that in vitro and in vivo studies have to complement one
another. Theories need to deal rigorously with the
distributed character of scientific and technological problem
solving. W e hope this workshop will suggest directions for
future applications as well as research.
Seehttp://rep9-nt.tcc.virginia.edu/pogwksh9p/index,html
for more information about the workshop and the
participants.
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When solving problems, people often use a wide array of
different strategies. Effective teaching often requires
isolating what strategies students are using (or not using) in
order to more effectively structure the instructional
intervention. Nowhere is this truer than in the realm of
intelligent adaptive tutors. The classification of strategy use
in complex domains presents an interesting challenge to
intelligent tutors. This is made even greater if the strategies
are to be extracted from free text responses given by the
students.
To this end, w e have been using Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) as an automatic strategy classification tool. L S A is a
computational tool that extracts the co-occurrence of words
in a corpus. Through high-dimensional matrix
decomposition, L S A is able to produce a "semantic-space"
allowing all experienced words, phrases, and sentences to be
represented as vectors within that space. The more similar
the vectors are to each other, the more similar their
meanings. A s L S A has matured, some have suggested that it
may be a psychologically plausible theory of semantic
learning. W e remain noncommittal in this regard, choosing
instead to rely upon L S A in its original capacity as a fast
and efficient text-processing tool.

novices to the same vignettes, transform them into vectors
in semantic space, and then each of these vectors is
compared against those in the databases. Since they are
vectors, the cosine between the two serves as a simple
similarity score. A s similarity increases, the cosine value
will approach one. This process yields a ranking of
similarities to the descriptive database, where the classified
strategy is merely the most similar. Additionally, since w e
have a sample of strategy exemplars, w e can also look at the
distribution of similarity scores across strategies. This yields
a simple measure of confidence: the greater the number of
high similarity matches within a given strategy gets, the
more confident w e can be that it is representative of that
strategy.
At this early stage in the development of the system, w e
were pleased to see that L S A was classifying strategies
about as well as our human coders, with almost equivalent
inter-rater reliabilities. This is a significant accomplishment
given h o w limited our semantic space is currently (only
100,000+ words, in comparison to the millions of most
other L S A corpora), and the limited scale of our descriptive
database (10 strategies, approx. 16 exemplars each).

Strategy Classification

F u t u r e Directions

Our current endeavor is to use L S A to intelligently
classify strategy use in day-to-day military operations. The
hope is that by accurately classifying young officers'
strategy uses, w e can develop tutoring systems to broaden
their range of strategies as well as train them to more
appropriately apply the strategies.
The strategy classification system relies upon a series of
key steps. First the L S A semantic space was generated
based on a set of military handbooks, training documents,
and pedagogical examples. Free text responses to military
scenarios were collected from officers in training as well as
experienced military officers. These were then human coded
into different strategy categories. The responses were then
fed into L S A to generate their vector representations in the
semantic space. These two sources yielded two databases of
semantically coded (vectors in semantic space) strategies.
The novice database (officers in training) is used as a
descriptive reference, while the expert database
(experienced officers) provides the normative references.
The fmal steps are to take the free text responses of other

Aside from increasing the scale of both the semantic space
and the reference databases, w e hope to begin working on
the mtoring system proper. This will mean developing a
training system that adapts to the strategy use of the
individual to provide sufficient scaffolding to enable them
to explore alternative strategies, as well as to learn h o w to
appropriately apply them. Then, as the student progresses
through the tutor, the normative database (provided by
experienced military officers) will come into greater play.
References
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The field of cognitive modeling has seen a recent push in
two major areas: embodied cognition, and neurological realism. N o longer is it sufficient to show that a model of
cognition can produce a specific behavior without actually
interacting with its environment in someway, be it a real
environment or simulated. Nor can psychologists ignore the
fact that for every system, representation, rule, and computation proposed there must be some underlying neurological
reality behind it With both these constraints in mind, w e set
out to develop an extension to A C T - R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) allowing it to enter into a three-dimensional
world in a neurologically plausible manner.
ACT-R/S (spatial) relies specifically upon three processing modules, only two of which are new to the architecture.
Each of these modules has been shown to be both behaviorally and neurologically separate. The representations and
computations of each of the systems are similarly distinct.
Three Visiospatial Systems
Visual System The primary function of a visual system is to
identify a set of visual features as an object. The visual system needs to be able to takefine-graineddetail and through
special processing, recognize an object. A feature of this
system is that it is able to perform its task based off of basic
two-dimensional retinotopic information. A n object's depth
or spatial extent is not typically necessary for its accurate
identification. This functionality is currently available in
Mike Byrne's A C T - R / P M (perceptual & motor extension).
Neurologically, the visual system is seated in the primary
visual areas as well as the ventral visual processing stream
which limits processing tofinedetail, color perception, local
form perception, visual scanning and visual feamre analysis
(see Previc, 1997 for review).
Manipulative System When it comes to grasping and manipulating objects, w e need to be able to represent them in a
manner that will enable us to effectively prepare the motor
system for the task ahead. The manipulative system is concerned entirely with a metric, geon-based (Biederman,
1987), three-dimensional representation of objects. These
representations are then typically fed to the motor system
permitting the development of complex motor programs.
The manipulative system can represent almost any threedimensional object, but its primary purpose is to support
actual manual manipulation.

The manipulative system relies upon the dorso-latcral
visual stream as well as the parietal cortex. The involvement
of the parietal cortex is not surprising given that these tasks
often involve actual manipulation. However, when subjects
are asked to imagine object rotations, the parietal cortex is
still often activated (see Previc, 1997 for review).
Configural System The configural system is concerned
with representing objects in space to facilitate navigation. It
represents the world around us as spatial blobs that need to
be navigated around, above, or below. Its representations are
nowhere near as precise as those found in the manipulative
system. It encodes the locations of objects in terms of egocentric vectors that are continuously updated through pathintegration. The utilization of multiple landmarks allows the
system to uniquely position itself in space and return to locations at later points in time.
The discovery of "place-cells" in the rat hippocampus has
been viewed as the definitive location of cognitive-maps in
the brain (O'Keefe & Nadel. 1978). Recent research has
shown that the parahippocampal regions are more important
in primate navigation but they still represent some form of a
m a p of the environment. Our o w n meta-analysis brings the
"egocentric" assumption of "place-cells" into question,
hence our usage of egocentric vectors in the configural representations.

Summary
With the proposal of two additional processing systems that
specialize specifically in three-dimensional processing, it is
hoped that w e will be able to expand the range of phenomenon that computational cognitive models can represent. W e
present this not only for the A C T - R architecture, but also so
that other architectures might get a foothold in threedimensional embodiment.
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Which belief do you abandon when you discover that
their consequences conflict with the facts? Suppose, for
example, you have the following beliefs:
Belief 1: If die drink is cold, then it is caffeinated.
Belief 2: The drink is cold.
You make an inference of the form known as modus ponens
(MP): The drink is caffeinated. But then you discover:
Fact: The drink is not caffeinated.
You are likely to reject any belief that is dubious or from a
dubious source. Peihaps you will be more likely to reject a
simple categorical assertion, such as belief 2, than a
generalization, such as belief 1 (Revlis, 1974). Conversely,
you will be more likely to retain believable generalizations
(Dieussaert et al., 2000, Politzer & Carles, 2001). But, if
your beliefs are equally plausible, then a pertinent factor is
whether there is an apparent conflict between the facts and
your beliefs. According to die theory of mental models,
such conflicts can occur (Girotto et al., 2000). The model
theory postulates that belief 1 calls for two mental models:
Cold
Caffeinated

affirmative or negative. A n d in half the scenarios, the
conditional statement was thefirstbelief in the set, and in
the other half it was the second belief
The participants were m w e likely to reject the
COTiditionals in die M P scenarios ( 6 0 % rejected) dian in die
M T scenarios ( 4 7 % rejected; see also Dieussaert et al.,
2000; Elio & Pelletier, 1997), but die difference was
reduced when die conditionals had negative consequents.
There was also a bias to believe wdiichever statement was
presentedfirst:for M P scenarios, the conditional was more
believable when it came first in the set, but less believable
when it came second. But, for M T scenarios, the effect of
order was diminished.
When individuals notice die M P inconsistency, dien diey
can readily reject the conditional, especially when it is die
most recent statement in the set. M T inferences are harder,
but individuals can also notice die inconsistoicy by, in
effect, converting the scenarios into M P inconsistencies.
They use die fact and the conditional to draw a conclusion,
and dien they notice that the conclusion conflicts with die
categorical belief And so they reject diis belief
The first model represents the possibility in w^ich the W e conclude diat belief revision depends on h o w
antecedent is true; the second model has no explicit contoit individuals represent their beliefs, and on h o w they reason
about diem. They may reject a belief because it merely
but represents the possibilities in which the antecedent is
false. The model of the fact:
appears to be inconsistent widi the facts.
Not caffeinated
conflicts with the explicit model above, and so you should
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Recency Effects (REs) have been well established in both
memory and probability learning paradigms. However,
these effects have received relatively little attention, and
virtually no empirical investigation, in research on multiplecue category learning.
S o m e category learning models do m a k e specific a priori
predictions regarding REs. In particular, simple, static R E s
arise naturally in models incorporating the 5-rule, an errordriven learning mechanism (Gluck & Bower, 1988;
Kruschke, 1992). Specifically, the 5-rule implies that
responses are based on a weighted average of past cases,
with recent cases receiving more weight. Weights drop at
an exponential rate with temporal distance. Exemplar
models m a k e no a priori predictions regarding R E , but can
mimic 6-rule predictions by explicitly incorporating
exponential trace decay (Nosofsky, Kruschke, & McKinley,
1992).
Both of these approaches predict R E to be
unresponsive to characteristics of the task environment.
The present research contrasts this assumption with the
alternative possibility that people explicitly test hypotheses
concerning the predictive validity of recent outcomes. T h e
latter idea implies that the magnitude of recency effects will
adapt to the level of autocorrelation in the category
sequence.
Method
Participants (n=100) engaged in a simulated medical
diagnosis task in which they assigned each of a series of 150
hypothetical patients to one of two fictitious diseases based
on the presence or absence of 3 symptoms, with outcome
feedback given after each trial.
The experiment consisted of three conditions based on the
manner of autocorrelation present in the sequence of disease
outcomes. In the positive condition, each patient's disease
matched that of the previous patient with 7 0 % probability;
in the negative condition that probability was 3 0 % . Trials
in the control condition were independently sampled (i.e., a
5 0 % transition probability). For each subject, the disease
were fu-st randomly generated according to the condition,
and then the symptoms were randomly generated with
probabilities dependent on disease outcomes.
Results
A logistic regression model w a s fitted to the data from each
subject to determine the degree of influence of both present
and past information on that subject's responses. T h e
predictors in this model were the three symptoms, the

disease of the previous patient (Diseaseg.]), the similarity of
the previous patient's symptom profile with that of the
present patient (C^.i, given as the number of matching
minus the number of mismatching symptom dimensions),
and the interaction Disease.) x C^.i.
The regression coefficient for Diseas«i,.i was significantly
higher for subjects in the Positive conditwn as compared to
Control, indicating a heightened recency effect (Fig. 1).
The reverse effect w a s not found for the Negative condition,
despite its logical symmetry with the Positive condition.
In addition, the coefficient for Diseas^.i x C^.i w a s
significantly positive in all 3 conditions, showing that cue
commonality moderates R E .

Positive
Neganve
Control
-0.2
E>iseas44

Diseas^.i x C-i

Figure 1: Subjects' use of past information, by condition
Discussion
Reliance on recent outcomes increased dramatically when
those outcomes were positively related to the current case.
N o corresponding effect was found for negatively related
recent outcomes. In fact, no overall R E was found in the
negative and control conditions. These effects are not
anticipated by the standard proposal that impact of
outcomes simply decays exponentially with time. People
appear to assess the predictive validity of recent events, but
are nevertheless biased towards expecting a positive
relationship.
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Introduction

Results a n d Discussion

Probability matching, where a participant's choice
frequency matches the probability of an alternative, is the
modal response strategy in many probabilistic choice tasks.
According to traditional norms, the probability matching
strategyresultsin a sub-optimal payoff, compared to the
utility maximizing strategy of always choosing the most
probable alternative. S o m e researchers, however, have
argued that probability matching is evolutionarily adaptive
in certain environments (e.g., Gigerenzer, 1996) and recent
evidence suggests that use of the matching strategy is
sensitive to different kinds of feedback and incentives
(Gallistel, 1990; Wolford, N e w m a n , Cutler, & Miller,
2001).
Others have applied a dual-systems approach to explain
the strategies that participants use in probabilistic choice
and other tasks (Stanovich & West, 2000), finding that those
w h o use a utility maximizing strategy have higher cognitive
ability on average than those w h o use a probability
matching strategy. This evidence supports the theory that
the two strategies are products of two different reasoning
processes; one that is rule-based and analytic and one that is
based on evolutionarily derived heuristics.
The present experiment explores the roles of working
memory and task context in probability matching. These
factors are proposed to differentiate between the two
reasoning processes. Analytic processing requires working
m e m o r y resources; thus taxing these resources with a
secondary task should reduce the use of the maximizing
strategy in the probabilistic choice task. Heuristic
processing requires a meaningful, sociallyrelevantcontext;
thus an enriched context should increase the use of the
matching strategy in this task.

The 150 trials were divided into five blocks of 30 and a
difference from matching score was calculated for each
block by subtracting the number of times the left side was
chosen from the number of times the target event occurred
on the left. There was a significant main effect for both the
task condition and the context condition (see Figure 1.). In
thefirstblock, participants in all conditions chose either
side with equal frequency. In the last block, participants in
the single task/rich context condition were more likely to
use a maximizing strategy, whereas participants in the other
conditions were more likely to use a matching strategy.
Thesefindingssuggest that analytic processing resources
are needed to use the maximizing strategy, as was predicted.
Surprisingly, the enriched context facilitated a maximizing,
rather than a matching strategy.
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Figure 1: Single task condition and rich task context
facilitate a utility maximizing strategy. Filled shapes =
Sparse context, open shapes = Rich context; circles = Dual
task, triangles = Single task.
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Introduction
Although it is not clear whether our system of spatial
representation as a whole (integrated spatial representation)
is structured initially by perception or by language, it is
certain that forms of spatial representation generally are
ultimately based largely on perception, especially on vision,
and on language. Furthermore, when w e encode or
categorize forms of spatial representation, w e do so
following systematic rules that are founded on the structures
of spatial representation formed by vision, language and so
on.
The question remains, then, whether these spatial
structures resemble each other? If so, are they grouped in
any way? In addition, do they connect with each other, and,
if they do, what is the nature of the relation between the
speci^c spatial representational structures formed by vision
and by language? According to Hayward and Tarr (1995),
the spatial structure encoded by language (e.g., above,
below) seems to be based on, and to correspond to, the
spatial representational structure based on perception.
Crawford, Regier and Huttenlocher (2000), however, have
insisted that these structures do not correspond.
Both Hayward and Tarr (1995) and Crawford et al (2000)
examined this issue from the viewpoint of categorical
prototype and boundary. In linguistic spatial categorization,
prototypes and boundaries are dependent on what spatial
terms are used. Therefore, their method is not appropriate
for comparing spatial structures.
In this study, instead of prototypes and boundaries, w e
examined fit patterns for four Japanese spatial terms (ue,
shita, hidari, migi) using Thurstone's law of comparative
judgment (case V ) . From this fit distribution and the
prototypical spatial structure of visual representation
(Huttenlocher , Hedges, and Duncan, 1991), w e investigated
whether the spatial structure of perceptual representation
corresponds to that of linguistic representation.
Method
Ten Japanese graduate and undergraduate students
participated. Stimuli were generated by an IBM/PC
compatible computer and presented on a C R T at a viewing
distance of approximately 115cm. For each trial, an
instruction word would first appear in the center of the
screen for 1000ms. Then, a black square (1 rxirside) was
centered as a reference object, and two black dots
(0.12''x0.12'' diameter) were randomly presented as target
objects, occupying 21 fixed locations that were based on a
former experiment (Kojima & Kusumi, 2002). Four Chinese
characters (
), each of which expresses spatial

locations (e.g.," (ue)" in Japanese is nearly equal to
"above" in English, and, in the same way, " (shita)" to
"below"," (A/V/an)"to"left"and" (m/g/)" toright)were
used as the instruction words in a square (1 l°xl l°side). The
participants were required to compare the locations of the
two dots in relation to the reference object, and to choose
the dot that best suited the location expressed by the prior
instruction word.
Results and Discussion
The paired comparison data were processed and scaled by
Thurstone's law of comparative judgment (case V ) . The fit
patterns of the four Japanese spatial terms are shown in Figl,
based on scaled value. Here, the width and depth are
equivalent to the horizontal and verticalfi-amelines on the
C R T . The height expresses the scaled value (fi-om -3.00 to
3.00). Thisfitpattern differs from that of the prototypical
structure; It shows a less simple gradient pattern.
From this pattern and former studies' result (Huttenlocher
et al, 1991), w e supported the suggestion of Crawford et.al
(2000). That is, w e also foimd that the structure of visual
spatial representation does not correspond to the structure of
linguistic spatial representation.

-.141
3.S
Figure 1 :Thefitpattern of four Japanese spatial terms
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Errors in word naming can reveal dysfiinctions in the
component processes of word reading. A n abundance of
regularization errors (e.g., naming PINT to rhyme with
M I N T ) suggests an over-emphasis on sub-lexical spellingsound correspondences relative to lexical knowledge. An
abundance of lexicalization errors (e.g., naming W I F E as
W H I T E ) suggests a malfunction in the influence of lexical
knowledge. A n abundance of positional errors (e.g., naming
B R O A D as B O A R D ) suggests a malfunction in the
positioning of letters and/or sounds.
Kello and Plaut (2000) introduced the tempo-naming task
as a method for inducing naming errors under extreme
pressure for speeded responding. The results of three
experiments showed that lexicalization errors predominated
con:q>ared with regularization errors. They interpreted this
pattern as indicating that pressure for speed caused an
increase in the emphasis on lexical knowledge in the process
of converting print to sound.
Emphasis on lexical
knowledge can also be found under manipulations of
strategic control (Herdman, 1992), and in the reading errors
that define phonological dyslexia (Coltheart, 1996).
In the current study, w e examined the effect of distraction
of visual attention on performance in the tempo-naming
task. Attentional distraction was hypothesized to interfere
with the process of identifying and positioning the letters of
a word stimulus. Errors were used as window into the effect
of attentional distraction on processes of word reading.

rwice across participants. Participants were instructed to
name the word in time with the sixth beat, and feedback on
timing was given on every trial. Visual distraction was
created by flashing white disks of varying size in random
positions on the screen during stimulus presentation.
Results and Discussion
A s tempo decreased (i.e., more pressure for speed), naming
latencies and durations decreased, and overall error rates
increased. These results replicated Kello and Plaut (2000).
The percentage of different types of errors is graphed as a
fimction of tempo in thefigurebelow. Lexicalizations were
m u c h more frequent compared with regularizations, and
lexicalizations increased with faster tempos, but regularizations did not The rate of lexicalizations was greater than
that found in a conqjarable experiment (not reported here) in
which there was no attentional distraction. Otiier error types
included nonwords, stutters, and garbled pronunciations.
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Participants
Twenty undergraduates participated in the experiment for
course credit All participants reported English as their
native language, and all had norma! or corrected vision.
StimuU
The experiment consisted of 600 monosyllabic words,
sampled from a full corpus of English words to preserve the
distributional characteristics of the flill corpus. Words
varied in frequency and regularity. For each participant,
each word was randomly assigned to one of six blocks such
that there were 100 words per block.
Procedure
O n each trial,fivebeats of a simple audiovisual tempo were
presented, and a printed word was displayed on the fifth
beat The tempo was varied between 200 m s and 650 m s (in
steps of 50 ms), and each word was assigned to each tempo

Results indicated that attentional distraction caused an
increase in the emphasis on lexical knowledge. Future
analyses are planned to examine the effect of attentional
distraction on the rate of positional errors.
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Background
Past research has shown that pictures in general enhance
learning with text. Glenberg & Langston (1992) found that
pictures con^atible with text facilitate the learning of a
procedural concept with concurrent steps. Glenberg &
Kruley (1992) evinced that pictures assist anaphor
resolution, thereby improving comprehension.
O n e of the major theoretical constructs adopted to account
for such facilitatory effect is the dual-code theory by Paivio
(1971), which suggests that information could be stored
either verbally or visually, and that these codes together lead
to better retention than either one alone.
Owing to the advancement in information technology,
multimedia instructional materials, such as con^utergenerated animation, have become popular. G)mpared with
static pictures, animation facilitates learning only under
more specific conditions. Rieber (1991) showed that
students with animated presentation outperformed those
with static presentation, but only when frames were
presented in chunks. Schnotz, et al. (1999) showed that
animation better assists learning than static pictures for
individual learning, but not cooperative one, which leads to
cognitive overload. Mayer and Sims (1994) demonstrated
that high-spatial ability students benefit more from
contiguous animation than their counterparts. Large, et
a/. (1996) foimd that animation inq)roves the comprehension
of a procedural text more than a descriptive one.
Hypotheses
The aforementioned fmdings converge to suggest that
animation learning demands additional cognitive processing
that consumes extra cognitive resources, compared with
static-picture learning. In the light of 1) the advantageous
position of high-spatial ability students, 2) the facilitatory
effect upon learning sequential concepts, and 3) the essential
disparity between animated and static pictures, it is
postulated that the animation-over-static-picture advantage,
when it occurs, is attributable to better spatial-temporal
coding in the former condition.
Methodology and Findings
The design was a modified version from the study by
Moreno and Mayer (1999). The participants were forty-four
undergraduates enrolling in Introduction to Psychology at
the University of Hong Kong. Participants in the animationnarration condition viewed an animation of 190 seconds on
lighming formation, while participants in the static-picturenarration condition viewed 11 static pictures that were
snapshots representing critical steps of lightning formation
extracted from the animation. After the learning section,
participants were tested with three tasks: 1) matching verbal
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labels with to-be-circled objects, 2) verbal recall of narration
and 3) sorting the sequence of 11 pictures, which were the
pictures shown in die static condition. The last measure,
which had not been adopted in previous studies, was
developed to assess spatial-temporal coding.
One-tailed independent-samples t tests showed that the
animation-narration group ouQ>erformed static-picturenarration group, on the matching task (t (42) = 2.630, p =
0.006), the verbal-retention task (t (42) = 3.077, p = 0.02)
and the visual-spatial-retention task (t (42) = 1.895, p =
0.0325).
Discussion
Results showed that animation plus narration is a better
combination than static pictures plus narration in facilitating
learning. The former led to stronger verbal and visual
representational connections, and closer referential
connections between the two modules, all of which are
beneficial to the learning of a sequential concept. In addition,
animation was found to be superior to static grs^)hicS in
assisting spatial-temporal coding. These findings are
consistent with a modified version of Paivio's dual-code
theory.
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Introduction
Many studies have demonstrated the power of
schema or knowledge structure in organizing incoming
inibmiation, which led to various kinds of memory errors.
What a person already knew determined whether and how
information would be remembered. Thus, it is clear that
there is a close link between cognitive processes and
structures and the types of memory errors committed.
Based on this logic, the present study examined how participants' prior knowledge affects memory errors. This
study used the D R M paradigm to examine false memory
produced by a group of industrial design experts as compared to the control group.
In the D R M paradigm, participants study list of semantic related words (bed, awake, rest...) that are all related to a critical word that is not presented (sleep). High
levels of false memory for lures (e.g. sleep) have been demonstrated in tests such as free recall and recognition (e.g.,
Roediger & McDermott, 1995). Studying expert behaviors
offers a unique window into human cognition. While experts' behaviors on chess were die most researched area, a
wide range of domains has been examined and various
methods have been used in this area. The clearest finding
from these studies was that memory performance on
meaningful stimuli has found to be correlated with domain
expertise. However, very few studies in this area have
focused on the pattern of errors as affected by domain expertise.
McEvoy, Nelson, and Komatsu (1999) looked at the
influence of preexisting knowledge on the production of
false memory. They found that the probabihty of producing false memories infreerecall varied with the strength of
connections from the list words to the critical word and the
density of the interconnections among the list words. In
addition, false recognition was more likely when the list
words were more densely interconnected. McEvoy et al.
(1999) determined the association strength based on the
word association norm and examined h o w the strength
relates to false memory. Since the association strength
between words develops though experiences, it is reasonable to assume that for ± e words that come from specific
domain knowledge, experts of that domain and novices
would have different types and strength of association.
This would lead to different types and amount of false
memory. This study investigated whether domain qiecific
knowledge would induce or reduce false memories. A
group of experts and novices were tested on words either
related or unrelated to their knowledge of expertise.

Results a n d Discussion
T w o types of semantically related list items were used in
this study. One type of items were words selected from
technical terms used in the domain of industrial design
whereas the other type were common words. Four groups
of participants were recruited: senior and junior nonindustrial design students and industrial design students.
Results showed that for the design-related Usts, senior industrial design students not only performed better on both
recall andrecognition,but also had a higher rate of false
recognition. In addition, age had an effect on the false
recognition of common words, wliile the rate offelserecognition of design-related terms was mainly determined by
participants' domain knowledge. Theseresultssupport the
view Uiat domain knowledge plays an important role in
creating false memory.
Table. Mean Percentages of Correct Recall, Recognition
and False Recognition as a Function of Age and Domain
Knowledge
correct recall correct recognition false recognition
designdesigndesigncommon related common related common reUted
words words words
words words words
non-experts
expeiU

.71
.73

.49
.69

.95
.94

.86
.92

.50
.57

.29
.44

non-experu
experts

.72
.72

.52
.52

94
.93

.86
.89

.35
.38

.28
.28
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Introduction
Route maps have recently gained much attention as
effective tools to convey route information. Benefits of
maps are attributed to their ubiquitous existence in culture
and their analogous properties representing spatial
knowledge. Route maps have become widely available
through the internet and within on-board navigation
systems. Despite their prevalence, optimal design criteria
are still missing.
For example, route maps integrated in on-board
navigation systems present routes dynamically with a
moving dot that traverses a map. In contrast, internet maps
present information statically with lines representing the
route. A t first glance, dynamic, animated presentation
seems to be more effective than static one. (e.g. Nathan,
Kintsch, & Young, 1992).
However, advantages of
animation m a y be due to other factors, such as interactivity
or inclusion of information not present in static conditions.
Furthermore, other studies fail to demonstrate superiority of
animations at all (e.g. Morrison, 2000).
Extending research on effects of static vs. dynamic route
presentation on conceptualization and m e m o r y (Klippel,
Tappe, Habel, submitted), w e examined the influence of
presentation m o d e on memory for landmarks.
Dynamic vs. Static Presentation of Maps

non-turning intersections (43.8%) (see Table 1). Since
landmarks at turns are more critical to route directions, w e
conclude that static displays of route information is
preferable over dynamic displays.

Dynamic
Static
Mixed

Turns
49.4
52.9
57.7

Non-turns
48.8
43.8
41.5

Total
49.1
48.4
49.6

Table 1: Proportion of recalled landmarics (in % )
Surprisingly, in the mixed condition participants recalled
even more landmarks at turns (57.7%) than at non-turns
(41.5%). The combination of different presentation modes
and the resulting m e m o r y improvement for vital route
information support findings on the benefits of redundant
information displays (Hirtle, 1999).
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Material and Procedure
Participants learned a route from a m a p of a fictitious town.
The route was presented to them either as a solid line (i.e.
static), a moving dot (dynamic), or a dot superimposed on a
line (mixed).
The participants viewed the m a p three times, each for 1.5
minutes. Afterwards, they were given a blank m a p with
only the streets and were asked to recall the landmarks.
Recall Memory of Landmarks
In the dynamic condition, landmarks at turning and nonturning intersections were recalled equally well (49.4% vs.
48.8%), but in the static condition landmarks at turning
intersections were remembered more often (52.9%) than at
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B o n g a r d problems a n d symbolic approaches: a skeptical look.
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discard the raw geometrical information in favor of a
simple symbolic description, such as that presented?

Introduction to Bongard Problems
Three decades ago the intelligence theorist Mikhail
Bongard (1970) posed an outstanding challenge to
artificial intelligence, bringing a remarkable set of 100
visual pattern understanding problems where two
classes of figures are presented and the pattern
recognizer (either a human or a machine) is a^ed to
identify the conceptual distinction between them.
Sometimes the classes are opposite in terms of this
coaceftutl distinction, such as large figures versus
smallfigures,and other times there m a y be properties
or relations holding between boxes in one class, but not
in the other, such that there is always some aspect to
distinguish the classes.
Figure 1 displays two very sinq)le Bongard problems.
O n e of the most important characteristics of such
problems is diat, although humans can generally solve
diem intuitively, their automation is singly daunting:
there is always nsich relevant information to be
perceived and m u c h irrelevant information to be
discarded.
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Figure 1: Bongard problems BP#91 and BP#38.
W h a t abstract a^>ect distinguishes the boxes on the
ri^t (class 1) from the boxes on the left (class 2)?
[ F r o m M . M . Bongard (\910) Pattern Recognition,
Spartan books]
A philosophical problem
Let us focus on the following issue: suf^ose that a
specific Bongard problem includes the following box
shown infigure2. Would it be appropriate (as done in
Saito and Nakano 1994; Saito and Nakano 1995) to

A
: TRIANGLE (cooranMtas,llne,wldth,...r»imlnlngpropmiet)
\ LINE_SEOMENT(coordlntei....r9iTmlnlngpropartl»s)
:

)

Figure 2: Raw geometrical information vasus
symbohc descriptions.
This is the core question of our investigation. We argue
that such approach is unattainable, as it leads to the
inadequate philosophical grounds of metaphysical
realism. Purely symbolic representations are not
capaUe of containing all forms of ccmcepts and
categories expressed (and expressible) in Bongard
problems. Furthermore, A e y lead to inadequate
architectural models, which can easily be seen to falter
(Linhares, 2000; see also Hofetadter 1979, Hofstadter
1995a, Hofstadter 1995b). Finally, w e propose that the
philosophical grounds sketched in Smith (1984) are
sound ^tematives to current theory.
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Interests in embodiedness and situatedness have increased
in all disciplines of cognitive science (Clark, 1999). Such
interests generally concern the conqjlex interplay between
robotic (or neural) systems and their local environments. A
number of theorists and philosophers with such interests
cast strong doubt on the need of a rule-based search and
even the need of overall internal representations (Brooks,
1991; Beer, 1995; Keijzer, 1998).
Also with those interests, Andy Clark and some coauthors raise significant reasons for reconsideration
regarding the above doubt (Clark, 1997ab, 1999; Clark and
Grush, 1999; and others). The gist in general is that in the
above systems internal representations can exist, by playing
a two-fold role.
O n the one hand, the internal
representations in the systems constitute descriptions of the
world, and on the other, these representations serve as
internal representations/codes to control those systems'
tight coupling agent-environment interactions. With such a
two-fold role, those internal representations are named
action-oriented representations {(Z\ax'^ 1997ab, 1999). This
two-fold role has been exemplified by a number of robotic
architectures with on-line control of situated activities (e.g.,
see Mataric's T O T O discussed in Clark (1997ab, 1999)). A
question with the above theory of action-oriented
representations is whether some of those representations can
be characterised in language-like codes. If the answer is yes,
it would constitute a link between the situated-andembodied {^>proach and traditional cognitive science.
Conforming to the above theory of action-oriented
representations, this work contends that the answer is indeed
yes. That is, language-like codes can play the above twofold role in the control of tight coupling agent-environment
interactions. This claim is exen^Ufied by the robot arm
designed by Maes (1990).
The robot activities, as Maes (1990) sees, lead (though
not in terms of abstract thoughts) to the/'/<7/Mr/>r^ of various
actions in support of a goal—catching an appropriate tool to
paste sand on a board. The architecture of that robot arm is
hybrid. It consists of several action modules, which
perform certain motor actions. The architecture of each
action module includes both symbolic codes (i.e. languagelike codes) which describe environmental conditions (or
arm states) and the control over the (numerical) energy
flowing across those action modules. W h e n the robot
system observes, or initiates an action, those modules
change their inherent energy and their condition lists of the
environment (or the arm states). A n action module initiates
its action, when the energy flowing in the module goes
beyond a certain threshold. Yet, the energy flowing in a

certain module may go below its threshold and hence need a
fine-tuning of the energy flowing among certain relevant
modules, and even a fine-tuning of the threshold itself
The present work argues that the language-like codes in
the architecture of Maes' (1990) robot arm play the
aforementioned
two-fold role of action-oriented
representations. The steps of argument are as follows.
1. The architecture of the robot arm clearly adopts certain
language-like codes, which describe certain conditions.
2. There is a limited degree of searching among those
language-like codes, which serve as initiating conditions of
the action to be carried out by an action module.
3. The activities of the robot arm are situated, because of
the tight coupling agent (ann)-environment interactions.
4. The confutation for the control of the above
interactions is embodied, because the energy spreading
among the relevant action modules (and even a threshold
itself) is sensitively fine-nmed in response to the recurrent
re-try of initiating a single module's action.
As the above argument shows, the language-like codes in
the architecture of Maes' (1990) robot arm play the two-fold
role of action-oriented representations, in support of the
robot's situated and embodied activities. This constitutes a
link between situated-and-embodied approach and
traditional cognitive science.
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Introduction
A key question for language research, and in particular
conceptual combination, is the dependence of in-context
understanding on out-of-context meanings. Gerrig &
Bortfeld (1999) contrast two views of conceptual
combination comprehension in context, the interdependence
and independence views. T h e interdependence view states
that out-of-context meanings influence the in-context
comprehension of novel combinations while the
independence view (adopted by Gerrig and Bortfeld)
maintains that context is die prevailing factor and prevents
the activation of interpretations that might normally be
available out of context. W e test this hypothesis by
generating a set of compounds whose interpretations differ
in their frequency of production out of context and then
varying the contexts in which the high-frequency or lowfrequency interpretations are embedded. W e can then
establish whether diese out-of-context interpretations have a
bearing on in-context processing.
Experiment 1
W e collected participants' out-of-context interpretations for
novel noun-noun compounds and categorised them by their
frequency of production. High-frequency (HF) and low
frequency (LF) interpretations for each compound were
selected from these frequency-scored sets. For example, for
the confound rhinoceros horse, the H F interpretation was
"a horse that has a horn" while the L F interpretation was "a
horse that has tough skin". T o confirm a difference between
the H F and L F interpretations a response time experiment
was run. The difference between high and low frequency
interpretations was reliable, Fl(l, 20) = 5.845, p = 0.0253.
Experiment 2
W e define 3 context types - neutral, supportive and
alternative. Supportive and alternative contexts make
explicit reference to the relation between the head and
modifier, while the neutral context makes no mention of the
relation. The Supportive Context is defined as the condition
where the paraphrase judgement question at the end of the
story supports the interpretation suggested by the story. B y
contrast, the Alternative Context is the condition where the
paraphrase judgement question supports an alternative
question to the story i.e. if the story supports a H F
mterpretation then the question that follows will refer to the
L F interpretation.
If out-of-context interpretations do not effect in-context
processing then w e would expect no difference between the

H F and L F conditions. If there is an influence then a
difference in response time should be evident. This should
be clearest in the Alternative condition where people move
from one interpretation to another. If the independence view
holds then it should take the same amount of time to go
from H F to L F as it does to go from L F to H F , since their
frequency of production out of context should not impact on
processing time. This, however was not the case. W e found
a reliable difference between the high and low frequency
interpretations, Fl(l, 40) = 12.933, p < 0.001, and also a
reliable trend (using Page's L ) showing that the supportive
context was responded to most quickly followed by the
neutral and then the alternative L(12) = 158.5, p < 0.005.
The differences between the contexts is shown in Figure 1.
Error Betrs show 95.0% CI of Mean
Frequency
• high
J low
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Figure 1: M e a n R T s for H F / L F interpretations per context
Discussion
W e have shown here that in certain context types
(alternative and neutral) out-of-context interpretations to
have an effect on in-context processing. This shows that one
aspect of out-of-context interpretations, namely their
frequency of production, has an impact on the ease with
which interpretations are comprehended in-context, which
violates the basic assumption of the independence view.
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W e compared A L C O V E (Kruschke, 1992), R A S H N L
(Kruschke & Johansen, 1999), SUSTAIN (Love & Medin,
1998), and the Cortico-Hippocampal Model ( C H M ) (Gluck
& Myers, 1993) to sec how they account for selective
attention in category learning. Such comparisons may
usefully augment comparisons of the models' classification
accuracy.

simple X O R pattern in regards to the criterion classification.
A L C O V E , R A S H N L , and S U S T A I N all learn to allocate
more attention to Dimensions 3 and 4, that together define
the classification in terms of a simple X O R relationship. In
contrast, the C H M pays more attention to the individually,
but merely probabilistically, diagnostic Dimensions 1 and 2.
Conclusions

Method
W e simulated the results of studies of classification
learning by Medin and Schaffer (1978) and Medin, Altom,
Edelson & Freko (1982). The parameter values used for
each model were adjusted to minimize the SSE in
reproducing the training classification responses by human
subjects.
Attention allocation predictions for the models were
derived as follows. A L C O V E and R A S H N L have explicit
attention weight parameters, which are reported below. For
SUSTAIN, the dimension-specific tuning parameters, X, are
reported. In the C H M there are no explicitly defined
dimension attention parameters. W e defined implicit
measures of a dimension's attentional salience, by summing
the absolute values of weights fi-om all input nodes
associated with a given dimension to the hidden node layer
in the hippocampal net component of the C H M . To enhance
comparability among the models, we computed and report
relative attention weights for all the models.
Summary of Results
For Experiment 2 of Medin and Schaffer (1978), all the
models fit the training set classification probabilities
roughly equally well, but R A S H N L and SUSTAIN were
somewhat more accurate in predicting classification
responses for the transfer stimuli. In this stimulus structure
Dimensions I and 3 are highly predictive of the binary
classification task, and Dimension 4 is moderately
predictive. Somewhat surprisingly, A L C O V E , R A S H N L ,
and the C H M gave as much or more attention weight to
Dimension 4 as to the more diagnostic dimensions.
For Experiment 4 of Medin, Altom, Edelson & Freko
(1982), R A S H N L and the C H M fit the training set
classification probabilities best, but R A S H N L was the best
and the C H M worst in predicting the transfer classifications.
In this stimulus structure, Dimensions 1 and 2 are diagnostic
in the sense that each is highly correlated with the criterion
classification response, but Dimensions 3 and 4 have a

The four models give different predictions about attention
weights for some stimulus structures. Examining and
comparing these predictions may shed light on how the
models learn. A promising line for future research is to
gather direct data on how humans allocate attention in
category learning (Matsuka, 2002).
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DText
• Text Phis Static QraphKS
• Text Phis Animated Gaphics

Introduction
Animation commands our attention, it entertains us, but
does it instruct us? Recent studies have shown animation is
no more effective in instruction than comparable text or
static graphics (for a review, see Tversky, Morrison, &
Betrancourt, in press). This is particularly surprising
because these studies often focus on teaching the kind of
information diat ought to be animation's strength, namely,
change in time.
Despite the research to the contrary, the perception of
animation is that it is an effective means of presenting
information, specifically, mformation regarding movement.
W h y do these perceptions of animation differ from what
research tells us of its effectiveness? The present research
shows that the goals one has when evaluating different
instructional media affect those evaliutions, such that when
w e must learn from animation we judge effectiveness by our
perception of what we have learned, whereas when w e are
sinq)ly evaluating animation w e judge on aesthetics.

Ja
Effectiveness

Confidence

Enjoyment

Figure 1: N o Learning group ratings for effectiveness,
confidence, and enjoyment.
(Effectiveness: F(3,51)=15.1, p<.01. Confidence: F(3,51)=
4.0, p<.05. Enjoyment: F(3,51)= 3.2, p<.05), die only ttest to reach significance was for the effectiveness rating
comparing text and animated graphics (see Figure 2).
DText
• Text Phis Static Graphics
• Text Phis Animated Graphics

Media Comparisons
Method
Participants reviewed three learning interfaces, text, text
plus static graphics, and text plus animated graphics, each
displaying rules of movement through an environment.
Thirty-one participants were under instructions to imagine
they would be subsequently tested on the information (No
Learning group), while 55 were to be tested (Learning
group). Following the entire review process, participants
rated each inter&ce on three criteria using a 1-7 scale: how
effective they thought the interface would be/was in helping
them learn the material, how confident they would be/were
about subsequent tests of the material, and how enjoyable it
would be/was learning from the interface.
Results
For each rating criteria, effectiveness, confidence, and
enjoyment, those in the N o Learning group rated the
interfece with animated graphics the highest, followed by
the ratings for the static graphics interface and the text
interface (Effectiveness: F(2,70)=16.1, p<.01, Confidence:
F(2,70)=15.5, p<.01, Enjoyment: F(2,70)= 21.6, p<.01).
All paired-sample t-tests showing the differences
between the three interface types were significant at the
p<.001 level (see Figure 1).
Participants in the Learning group showed a different
pattern of results in which the ratings in the graphics
conditions were indistinguishable. Despite there being
overall differences for each rating across the three media

Effectiveness

Confidence

Enjoyment

Figure 2: Learning group ratings for effectiveness,
confidence, and enjoyment.
Subsequent analyses showed that the pattern of ratings for
the Learning group mirrored actual performance. In other
words, participants based their ratings on accurate
judgments of learning, rather than on aesthetic elements of
the interface.
Discussion
Judgments of different instructional media, in terms of their
effectiveness, ability to inspire confidence, and enjoyability,
differed based on the learner's goals. The attractiveness of
animation, and, secondly, static graphics, influenced
judgments of those who were not required to leam the
information. Those who were required to leam made
judgments that superceded the superficial aspects of the
interface and focused instead on accurate perceptions of
what had been learned.
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subsystems to designs that it generated w4iile solving n e w
design problems.
The declarative memory component of A C T - R (Anderson
& Lebiere, 1998) was utilized to store these subsystems.
The A C T - R model of memory provides the capability to
retrieve a chunk based on information in any of its slots,
which gives A-Design the capability of retrieving a
subsystem based on only a subset of the information
contained in the input and output constraints of the
subsystem. The A C T - R system m a y also provide the basis
for an expanded version of A-Design which will attempt to
capture some of the cognitive processes underlying design.

A-Design

A-Design is a multi-agent computational system that
automates the conceptual design process and is currently
capable of solving several electromechanical design
problems (Campbell, Cagan, & Kotovsky, 1999). A-Design
takes input and output constraints for a desired
electromechanical device and produces an array of
conceptual designs that satisfy the problem constraints.
In order to solve a design problem, the system initially
generates a population of candidate designs. These
candidates are then evaluated along multiple dimensions,
and all but the best candidates are eliminated before another
Results
iteration of design generation begins. In each iteration of the
A-Design was tested on a number of design problems to see
design process, the best designs from the previous iteration
are modified and a number of n e w designs are also
if knowledge learned in one problem could be transferred
generated. This iterative design process is similar to the successfully both within and across problems. Results
iterative design process employed by engineers solving
indicate that A-Design applies learned knowledge very
design problems (Smith & Tjandra, 1998).
successfully in the same design problem where the
While A-Design's development was guided by some
knowledge was learned, however there is very little
successful knowledge transfer across problems. This lack of
aspects of human cognition, it is not intended as a cognitive
model of the design process. However, it does provide a
transfer highlights some aspects of representation and
knowledge transfer that A-Design does not have but which
point of departure for an investigation of the cognitive
processes occurring in the field of engineering design. A s an
human designers obviously do.
initial step in this investigation, modifications were made to
A-Design in order to allow it to learn design knowledge
Aclcnowledgments
during problem solving. A-Design was then tested to see if
This work was supported by a National Defense Science and
this learned knowledge could transfer to n e w design
Engineering Graduate Fellowship.
problems.
Learning from Design Experience
A-Design ah-eady had the ability to examine a group of
designs and extract conunon subsets of electromechanical
components that appear in every design of the group
(Campbell, 2001). A set of interconnected components that
appears in multiple designs will be referred to as a c o m m o n
subsystem of those designs. In this research, A-Design was
said to have completed a design problem after it had run for
a specified number of design iterations on that problem.
Useful design knowledge was extracted afler a problem had
been solved by examining the best six designs produced in
the final design iteration. C o m m o n subsystems were
extracted from these designs, and these subsystems were
added into a permanent memory store. Subsystems were
indexed in this memory by the input and output constraints
of the subsystem. A-Design could then add these
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R e s e a r c h Objective: C o n n e c t i n g t w o strategies
W e investigated h o w human participants work with the
interactive Plan-A-Day ( P A D ) task (Funke & Kriigcr,
1993), which implements the task of scheduling numerous
appointments during a fictitious day. W e postulate that two
strategies work together to enhance scheduling performance.
The first strategy, remindful of instance based learning (cf
Logan, 1988) is to explore the feasibility of specific partial
schedules by entering them into the P A D Interface. The
second strategy, remindful of forward checking for
Constraint Satisfaction Search (e.g. Russell & Norvig,
1995), checks in advance whether meeting an appointment
would render another appointment impossible. In order to
'"verify" the results of forward checking, a certain amount of
exploration is necessary, and in order to restrain exploration,
forward checking is necessary. W e conducted a study to
determine which patterns of exploration are present in
hiunan scheduling and to validate our assumption that
forward checking increases between two different P A D
tasks.

Increase in forward checking
The amount of forward checking in the data was assessed by
computing the percentage of "deliberate" modifications that
are performed before participants are too late at an
appointment, relative to the total number of modifications.
Table 2 shows the considerable increase of forward
checking between the two P A D tasks.
Table 2: Increase of the percentage of deliberate
modifications (forward checking) between the two P A D
tasks.
Deliberate modifications
average
median
mode

PAD 4
41.7%
44.0 %
0.0%

PAD 5
59.6%
58.0 %
100%

Conclusion
Empirical results
The results reported in this section were obtained by
presenting 43 student participants with two different P A D
tasks ( P A D 4 and P A D 5; a more detailed account of the
analytic procedure can be found in Nellen, 2002).
Patterns of Exploration
The number of times participants modify their schedules
during a P A D session is positively correlated with the
number of complete restarts ("R"; abandoning a schedule
completely and placing another appointment at the start), the
number of different appointments placed at the start of a
schedule ("Dif'.), and negatively with the mean length
("ML") of the tried schedules. This pattern is consistent
with exploration aimed at collecting a wide variety of
experiences.
Table 1: Correlations between the number of schedule
modifications and other process measures (explained in the
text). Asterisks indicate significance at the level of p<.01
according to Fisher's Z test for correlations.
(N=43)

R
Dif
ML

# of modifications # of Modifications
PADS
PAD 4
-.57***
-.461 •*•
.74***
.665***
.61***
.556***

Participants consistently explore the feasibility of partial
schedules. However, they also acquire the skill of forward
checking between two P A D tasks, resulting in an enhanced
quality of the exploration, which n o w yields fewer dead
ends. The quick and considerable increase of forward
checking suggests a mechanism of skill acquisition as
production composition as defined by Anderson (1987);
while the continuous presence of exploration implies that
the importance of specific experiences throughout the
scheduling process.
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Introduction
How people acquire or generate rules for combining
information for decision-making has long been of interest
(Norman, 1974). A cognitive functional processing system
is proposed which assesses the relationship between any two
variables in the environment by taking the partial derivative
of an assumed or known response surface for one variable
(A) relative to another (B). The response surface is a
general concept that can include stochastic and determinist
functions whether correlational or causal. The system is
used to reason about the composition and decomposition of
functions for combining information to make a single
judgment.
Brunswik's (1955) Lens Model, Norman
Anderson's (1981), Information Integration Theory, and
Kenneth Hammond's (1975) Social Judgment Theory are
instances of such functions. In this system, decision makers
store gradient functions in a matrix as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Gradient Functions.

A

B

C

A

~

f(A,B)

f(A,C)

B

f(BA)

~

f(C,A)

i c

f(C.A)

f(C,B)

-

f(A,B) = + when increases in B lead to increases in A.
f(A,B) = 0 when changes in B do not affect changes in A.
f(A,B) = - when increases in B lead to decreases in A.

i*ii«
Figure 1: Dynamic Query Interface.
The results showed that participants were able to code the
existence and direction of the gradients between the
criterion variables; that is, they were aware of the interrelationships of the search variables.
A follow-up
experiment was used to demonstrate the ability of the
participants to generate n e w composition rules given the
decomposed gradients they had stored from the queries.
Conclusion
The cognitive function processing systems accounts for h o w
people are able to generate information integration rules in
novel situations. They re-use previously stored gradients
from other decision or search functions.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to explore human cognition in dynamic environment. Using a video-game,
"Pac-man" (Fig.l), we have found the process of acquiring the expertise, which included the play strategy shift from a safer defensive strategy to a risky
offensive one (Ogasawara k Ohno, 1999). These
play strategies require different information acquisition strategies. T o explore the relations between
the play and information acquisition strategies, we
examine again the player's eye movement data in
O h n o k Ogasawara (1999).
Case
"Pac-man" is a game that a player controls Pac-man
to cat dots while escaping from ghost*. If Pac-man
eats one of four extra large dots (PPs), it becomes
"strong" and can attack the ghosts for a limited
time. The killed ghosts are transferred to the center
of the screen and re-join the game. The game ends
if the player cleared all dots on the screen or all Piicm e n were lost. The game was implemented on Sun
Sparc 10 with an eye mark recorder, N A C E M R N C . O n e undergraduate student participated in this
study. One session of the task usually included five
games. The puticipant performed 24 sessions with
one session in a day.
Result and Discussion
The sessions were divided into four periods (6 sessions/period) in the following analysis. The subject
showed the similar play strategy shift as the previous subject (Ogasawar k Ohno, 1999) in the early
periods of the 80 sessions. For the eye mark data, we
examined the distance among Pac-man, the ghosts,
and the eye mark. T h e result showed a tendency
that the subject looked less around the Pac-man as
he played more games.
Next we examined the details of the strategies
and eye movement. One of the offensive strategies
observed in the previous study was to move Pacm a n to the center area after the consumption of
PP. This strategy gives chances to kill ghosts twice:
Pac-man can kill ghosts nearby, and after moving
closer to the center it can kill once again the reappearing ghosts. But it is risky because Pac-man's

"strong" time might be expired on the way to the
center. This strategy was also observed in this study.
For example, for P P (LR) in the lower right corner
this type of strategy was observed morefrequentlyin
the later session (from the Ist to the 4th period, 0%,
7.1%, 42.3%, 25.0% respectively). The four squares
in Fig. 1 show distributions of the player's eye marks
in Pac-man's "strong" time after the consumption of
the PP, from the Ist to the 4th period respectively.
The eye marks are more concentrated around the P P
and the center area as the periods progressed. T h e
same tendency was observed for the other PPs.

Ctnter

I.

%

1st period
Figure 1: Display for "Pac-man" and distribution of
eye marks after consumption of PP(LR)
These results indicate that the play expertise in
this case involves the acquisition of the play strategy
of paying less attention on Pac-man and shifting it
to the score-gaining but risky moves.
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N o t so Fast! ( A n d not so Frugal): Rethinking the Recognition Heuristic
Daniel M . Oppenbeimer (bigopp@psych.itanford.edu)
Department of Psychology, Stanford University
Building 420 - Jordan Hall, Stanford, C A 94305 USA
People face a lot of decisions and it stands to reason that w e
would want to expend as little cognitive effort as possible
while still remaining accurate. Gerd Gigerenzer and his
colleagues (1996; 1999) have contended that individuals
have limited cognitive capacity, and are unable or unwilling
to utilize complex statistical methods in decision making.
Thus, individuals use heuristics in order to approximate
"optimal" strategies more quickly, and at a much lower
cognitive cost; hence the term "fast and frugal".
The simplest of these heuristics is the recognition
heuristic ( R H ) (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 1999). Simply
stated, R H claims that when making a judgment about two
items, an individual w h o only recognizes one of the items
will consider the known item to have a higher value. This
is an important heuristic not only for its elegant simplicity,
but also because it is the first step in a variety of other fast
and frugal heuristics (Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999)
T o test whether individuals actually use R H , Goldstein
and Gigerenzer (1999) asked Americans to make population
comparisons among pairs of cities taken from the 30 largest
cities in Germany. Participants were also quizzed as to
which cities they recognized. The researchers found that
when a participant recognized only one city in a pair, he/she
judged that city as larger about 9 0 % of the time.
Goldstein and Gigerenzer (1999) clearly assert that the
level of recognition is not important in using R H , "the
distinction relevant for the recognition heuristic is that
between unrecognized objects and everything else". They
discuss the "inconsequentiality of further knowledge" as an
essential feature to maintain the frugality of the heuristic.
Accordingly, an individual using R H should judge a
recognized city as larger than an unknown one even if the
recognized city is known to be small. T o test this, 50
participants were asked to judge populations of local cities
that were known to be small, as compared to made-up cities
(which, by virtue of being fictional, were unrecognizable).
Across all cities, only 3 7 % of responses were consistent
with R H . Thus, participants were significantly more likely
to be inconsistent with R H than chance (-5-2 = 4.25, df = 1, p
< .05). Results by city are summarized in table I.
Table 1 ; Results if
c Experiment 1.
City
Cupertino
Sausilito
Foster City
Total

% using R H
.30
.20
.46
.37

City
Milpitas
Berkeley
Freemont

in attributions of mental states. Individuals m a y recognize a
city, and attempt to determine why it is that they do so. O n e
reason for recognition might be size (large cities are more
likely to be well known). However, when there is an
alternate reason for recognition - in this case proximity individuals m a y attribute their mental state to the
alternative. That is, when there are reasons other than size
that one might recognize a city, an individual m a y be less
likely to use recognition as a cue that the city is large.
T o test this, 172 participants were asked to m a k e
population estimates on cities which were famous for
virtues other than their sizes (e.g. nuclear accident, featured
in literature, etc.) as compared with made-up cities.
Slightly over 4 0 % of Uie trials were consistent with R H .
Subjects were significantly more likely to be inconsistent
withRHth
are summarized in table 2:
Table 2: Results of Experiment 2.
City
Los Alamos
Cherynoble
Nantucket

% using R H

.38
.29
.36

City
N e w Haven
Timbuktu
Total

% using R H

.52
.40
.40

This data suggests that although individuals do use
recognition as a cue for size estimations, they do so in a
more complicated manner than conjectured by Goldstein &
Gigerenzer (1999). Individuals appear to make attributions
about their mental state of recognition, and perform some
kind of Bayesian discoimting based upon that attribution.
While it is beyond the scope of this abstract to discuss the
mechanism thoroughly, it is clear that R H m a y not be as fast
or frugal as it was originally postulated.
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One explanation for the discrepancy between these results
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Neural Correlates of Perceptual/Semantic Encoding and Implicit/Explicit
Retrieval: A n f M R I Study
T. Park ftDark@chonnani.acJcr^
Department of Psychology, Chonnam National University
Kwangju 500-757, Republic of Korea

The important distinction between implicit and explicit
memory tests is based on intentional effort and conscious
recollection experience during retrieval process (Schacter,
1987), which have been suggested to be associated with
increased activity in prefrontal and medial temporal regions,
respectively (Schacter & Buckner, 1998). The present study
investigated brain areas activated during tasks involving
implicit and explicit memory retrieval, and examined neural
correlates of conscious recollection and intentional effort
during memory retrieval.
Methods
Whole-brain fimctional MRI was used to examine 8
subjects during retrieval in a block-designed fMRI
experiment (Fig. 1). T w o incidental study conditions were
manipulated: Semantic and perceptual word encoding
conditions. This manipulation of level of processing (LoP)
was expected to yield two retrieval conditions that differed
with regard to intentional retrieval effort and successful
conscious recollection: Semantic encoding yielding low
level of retrieval effort with high level of retrieval success
and perceptual encoding yielding high level of effort with
low level of re&ieval success. After studying, word
fragment completion ( W F C ) task was presented and then
cued recall (CR) task was presented with wcM-d fragment
cues.

PER

SEM

PER
+

30S

30S

30S 30S

30S 30S

30S 30S

30S 30S
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During explicit retrieval (CR) of the semantically encoded
words,rightinferior frontal regions (Brodman Areas 45,
47) were activated butrightanteriorfrontalregions (BA 10)
were deactivated. These results suggest different roles of
different prefrontal regions during explicit (episodic)
memory retrieval: B A 45/47 involved in conscious
recollection and B A 10 in intentional effort (Mcintosh et al.,
1997). Also, parahippocampal gyms was activated during
exphcit retrieval of the semantically encoded words, and
diis result supports the idea that medial temporal lobe is a
neural c<MTelate of conscious retrieval success.
During implicit retrieval ( W F C ) , occipital lobe (BA 17,
18 including fusiform gyrus) showed reduced activation
when wordfragmentswere primed, and this result siq>ports
the view that posterior areas are neural correlates of
perceptual priming. Unexpectedly, right parahippocampal
gyrus showed increased activation during implicit retrieval
of the semantically encoded words. This result suggests that
LoP effects which were often observed in studies of imphcit
memory retrieval could be the result of invohintary
recollection (explicit contamination).

SEM

UNS PER SEM UNS PER SEM

30S

Results

30S 30S 30S

Fig. I. A schematic ilhistration of stody (above) and
retrieval (bek)w) paradigm. Critical study blocks (Semantic
Encoding and Perceptual Encoding) were 30-s long
sq>arated by 30-s blocks of fixation (+). Critical retrieval
blocks (Unstudied, Perceptually studied, Semantically
studied) were also 30-s long separated by 30-s blocks of
fixation in each of W F C and C R tasks.
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M e n t a l Rotation Transfer
Philip Paviik (ppavlik@andrew.cmu.edu) and J o h n Anderson (ja@cmu.edu)
Carnegie Mellon University
Department of Psychology, 5000 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburgh, P A 15213 U S A
The mechanisms underlying the effects of practice on
mental rotation are still incompletely understood.
Explanations that may apply include improved rotation
processes (Wallace & Hofelich, 1992) and the learning of
figure exemplars (Tarr & Pinker, 1989). One comparison of
these two theories supported an exemplar explanation: Heil,
Roesler, Link and Bajric (1998) looked for transfer of
mental rotation performance in three conditions where 3-D
blockfigurestimuli pairs were either identical to practiced
pairs, the same objects around mixed old and new axes, or
new objects around mixed axes. They found that mental
rotation skill only transferred to the identical condition.
In contrast to this, in an experiment that included less
practice and a transfer condition in which only the figure
views were different, w e found transfer of rotation
performance.
There were two parts to the experiment. Participants
trained for five blocks of 32 trials each, following which
they tested in one mixed block for 128 trials. The four
stimulifigureswere identical to Shepard and Metzler (1971)
and presented in pairs at four angular disparities: 0°, 40°,
80°, or 120°. Presentation was randomized and one-half of
the trials were unanalyzed mirror-image foils.
Of the 128 test trials, 32 were identical to training, 32
involved the same axis of rotation but substantially new
views on the same stimuli (at least a 90 degree oblique
rotation), 32 involved the same view on the stimuli but an
orthogonal axis of rotation (in this case the stimuli from the
same/ same condition were simply presented rotated 90°
around the Z), and 32 involved both an orthogonal axis of
rotation and new views on the stimuli. This design allowed
for a two by two (same vs differentfigures,same versus
different axes) within-subjects comparison. Four betweensubjects conditions of the experiment were run to
counterbalance for possible effects of the stimuli set or the
trained axis of rotation. Results for these counterbalanced
conditions were not significantly different and were
aggregated. 47 undergraduates participated of which 9 were
discarded for failing to meet criterion performance.
Average millisecond per degree rotation speeds for each
of the training blocks were calculated based on the
assumption of a linear relationship of rotation latency and
angular disparity. There were significant indications of
learning indicating that participant RS's improved over
training. In transfer participants showed a significant
advantage to rotation around the same axis as training that
did not depend on whether thefigureviews were the same
or new. M e a n times to judge 0° rotation pairs (intercept
times) were significantly faster in the same-same condition
than in any of the other conditions. See Table 1.

Table 1: Data Sununary
Train
Blk. 1
18.8
Mean RS (ms/°)
1830.5
0°(nis)
2800.5
40° (ms)
3314.3
80° (ms)
120° (ms)
4164.7

Same/ Same/
Same
Orth.
15.2
16.3
1134.9 1345.3
1845.6 2242.7
2381.1 2949.4
2984.9 3280.8

New/
Same
13.3
1350.4
2255.9
2861.3
2922.8

New/
Orth.
17.2
1327.7
2345.4
2972.4
3410.6

Unlike the Heil, et al. (1998) study, our results suggest
that transfer of rotation skill involving rotation around a
particular axis can occur to new stimuli views. While w e do
not claim to refute Heil et al. (1998), it does seem that nonstimulus-specific transfer can occur. O n the other hand the
special advantage for 0° rotation pairs that were repeated
from training does suggest that there is also a stimulusspecific component to the learning. The fact that the new
view/same axis transfer condition showed transfer of RS,
yet showed no benefit in the 0° disparity (identity
recognition) trials suggests that our new view stimuli
condition was significantiy unique and transfer of rotation
skill to these new views depended on general rotation
learning independent of any exemplar view strengthening.
A s revealed by the data and a subsequentiy formulated
A C T - R model, there is a complex variety of learning that is
taking place in the first 200 trials of a mental rotation
experiment.
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This study approached the language a n d the thought under the cognitive perspective. W e
investigated the interaction, dependence, or independence o f these cognitive processes,
but a b o v e all J. Fodor's inatist presupposition o f a "language o f the thought." S u c h
presupposition transcends the specific subject of the language a n d of the thought. F o d o r
( 1 9 7 5 ) affirms that it w o u l d exist in the h u m a n brain a structure that w o u l d take us to
develop a formal system o f linguistic registrations that w o u l d incorporate all o f the
imiversal properties o f the language. This "language" w o u l d b e the communication
b e t w e e n the mental states a n d the structures of the thought. Therefore, it w o u l d allow u s
to d o hypotheses regarding the k n o w l e d g e that w e w a n t to acquire, and, still, to classify,
a n d to classify it. This w a y , w e elaborated an experimental situation in w h i c h w e s h o w e d
that children from 6 to 7 years (in the first school stage), are not capable to acquire real
n e w concepts not belonging to the immediate universe o f knowledge. In general terms,
our results point that after the contextualization is notable the index of understanding o f
the n e w concept for the children. Although this concept is distant o f their cognitive
universe, it is significant for them, because they are part o f real events o f their lives.
Partly, w e corroborated the theory o f F o d o r that w e acquired n e w concepts starting from
the formulation of hypotheses. H o w e v e r , unlike F o d o rtiiataffirms that the innate mental
structures are responsible for the acquisition o f n e w concepts, Jean Piaget sustains that
such concepts are acquired through the individual's interaction with the middle in that h e
is always not having a n y innate determinant. In this case, the categorization o f n e w
concepts involved a mental representation purely abstract, as foresaw Fodor, h o w e v e r ,
sustaining b o n d s cultural, historical a n d social in the understanding a n d apprehension o f
the n e w concepts, as a n n o u n c e d Piaget. W e believed that the results demonstrate that the
contextualization o f the n e w concept in the children's cognitive universe is the first step
for a significant learning.
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In this paper w e investigate mental-representation strategies applied to solve contextual
problems that involve mathematical calculus. W e are interested in formal procedures,
algorithms, and strategies that could be used b y three groups of peoples: with specific
mathematical knowledge (the expert group); without this knowledge {the control group);
and without this specific knowledge but acquainted with the designed problem context
(the familiar group).
Our investigation demonstrates that the reasoning developments of these three groups are
quite different from one another: in the expert group the reasoning is only based o n
algorithmic operations; in the control group the reasoning combines algorithm with other
mathematical strategies; and the familiar group uses a m o r e intuitive reasoning, probably
influenced b y their familiarity with the problem context and b y their special mental
strategies.
In this research we aim to come through with Cognitive Science studies on the nature of
h u m a n knowledge. Mathematical problem resolutions in general and arithmetic calculus
in particular are very interesting tools to recognize the difference between expert and
novice knowledge and reasoning.
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Browsing Multiple Texts under T i m e Pressure
William R. Reader (readerwr@cardifr.ac.uk)
Stephen J. Payne (paynes@cardifr.ac.uk)
School of Psychology, Cardiff University
CardiffCFlO 3 Y G . u k

T h e P r o b l e m of Multiple Texts

E x p e r i m e n t s a n d Findings

With the expansion of the World Wide Web and other
electronic information sources, it is becoming increasingly
important for learners to actively allocate their time among
texts in order to maximize their learning. Finding relevant
texts is no longer the main problem; rather the problem is
one of adaptive time allocation among multiple relevant
texts. What constitutes a good text is dependent on, among
other things, the individual's background knowledge, since
comprehension requires textual information to be integrated
with this knowledge so as to construct a situation model. If
there is too much overlap between the text and the reader's
background knowledge, then the text affords little
opportunity for learning, but if there is too little overlap then
the text would be incomprehensible. Good texts for
learning therefore fall in the middle ground that Wolfe,
Schreiner, Rehder, Laham, Folz, Kintsch & Landauer
(1998) call the zone of leamability.
Thus, at least one task facing the self-directed learner is
to allocate his or her time selectively to texts that fall within
this zone of leamability and ignore the rest. Experimental
studies of metacognition (e.g. Son & Metcalfe, 2000) have
explored the way in which prior judgments of text difficulty
influence study-time allocation, but have been silent about
our main question, which concerns the strategies by which
difficxilty judgements are integrated with browsing to
produce preferential study. T o understand these browsing
strategies w e follow Pirolli & Card (see 1999) in drawing on
optimal foraging theory (see Stephens & Krebs, 1986).

We have conducted a number of experiments on reading
multiple texts under time pressure, investigating the
prevalence of sampling and satisficing strategies and the
effectiveness of these strategies for the preferential
allocation of time among texts.
The results of Experiment 1 suggested that readers were
adaptive in that more expert readers allocated more time to
more difficult texts, and that satisficing was a much more
c o m m o n strategy than sampling. The results of Experiment
2 suggested that the provision of outline overviews led to
participants being more selective in the documents that they
read, and encouraged sampling to the extent that it became
the modal strategy. Other experiments have confirmed the
general adaptive character of browsing and shown h o w
document preference is influenced by the nature of the
learning task (e.g. studying to answer factual questions leads
to a preference for more difficult texts than does studying to
write a general essay).
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Pittsburgh, P A 15213 U S A

Introduction
The use of color can make computer displays and
interfaces more readable. Ideally, the colors in a display
will be maximally different from one another. For small
values of «, it is not difficult to choose instinctively
colors that are clearly distinct from one another. For
larger n, however, it becomes more difficult to assure
that the colors are immediately distinguishable from
one another. A genetic algorithm can be used to pick
large sets of colors such that all pairs in the set are,
according to one metric, nearly maximally
distinguishable. Even allowing for imperfections in the
scheme, these sets are in practical terms very easily
distinguishable, and could be of use to designers.

the sum of CIE distances between all pairs of colors in
the set. This makes thefirstpriority that no two colors
in the set are very much alike; as a secondary priority, it
also tries to maximize odier separations between color
pairs given that the worst pair has been dealt with.
The genetic algorithm was run to find sets of colors
for values of« from 2 to 12. In one set of nms, die
colors were constrained only by what could appear on a
typical computer monitor. In other sets of runs, it was
required that black, white, or both black and white be
included in the set of colors. Runs lasted until they
appeared to converge upon a best value. At least three
runs were conducted for each situation, with the best of
all runs reported below.
Results

The approach
The metric used for the differentiability between two
colors is the CIE 1976 L*U*V* color space CITE. A
genetic algorithm was used to find sets of colors that
optimized afitnessfunction based on the CIE metric.
With n as the number of colors being explored in a
given run, an individual consisted of 3n values,
represented as real numbers from 0 to 255, which is a
twist from most GAs, which use strings of Boolean bits
to represent individuals. The mutation operator,
traditionally the toggling of a bit when bitstrings are the
basis of the representation, is instead the alteration of a
0-255 value by adding to it a random number with a
distribution widi tails that ranged from -100 and 100
(but clustered tightly near the mode of zero).
In each generation, the population would consist of
the ten individuals rated highest by thefitnessfimction,
plus 45 copies of those individuals pass through the
mutation operator, plusfivenew, random individuals.
There was no breeding of individuals, since a set of
colors is satisfactory only as afimctionof the whole set;
except when n is very small, the cleaving together of
two partial solutions is exceptionally unlikely to yield a
good solution.
After some trial and error, afimessfunction was
derived that consisted of the CIE distance between two
two closest (i.e, least-easily distinguishable) pair of
colors in the set plus a small constant (0.00001) times

The printed form of the Proceedings is not the ideal
medium for the presentation of the color palettes that
the G A generated. The palettes are described here in
terms of the R 3 colors that most closely match the
R G B s produced by the output. In many cases, the
program produced values that differed slightly from any
named color, although the differences from those listed
below are almost always imperceptible.
Unconstrained: n=2 {lime, magenta}; n=3 {red, lime,
blue}; n = 4 {red, yellow, aqua, magenta}; n=5
{deepPink, orange, lime, aqua, deep Violet}; n=6
{black, red, deepPink, orange, lime, blue}
White plus: n=l {red}; n=2 {red, lime}; n=3 {red,
lime, blue}; n=4 {red, lime, teal, magenta}
Black plus: n=l {red}; n=2 {red, blue}; n=3 {red,
lime, magenta}; n=4 {darkOrange, limeGreen, blue,
magenta}
Black, white plus: n=l {red}; n=2 {red, lime}; n=3
{red, lime, blue}; n=4 {red, lime, blue, magenta}
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Introduction
Results
The Letter Spirit program is a model of human
creativity in the domain of typeface design. The task of
Lener Spirit is to take as input a few gridletters, letters
rendered on a medium-resolution grid, that are intended
to represent the same style. Using those seeds as a
beginning, Letter Spirit creates versions of the
remaining lowercase letters of the roman alphabet until
it has completed an entire gridfont of 26 stylistically
consistent gridletters.

Figure 1 shows five gridfonts that resulted from runs
that each began with the program receiving five
gridletters (in each case, 'b', 'c', 'e', 'f, and 'g') as
input.

dbLdp^gh j jte Hpjnopqrstu? uiKye
Approach
Letter Spirit consists of three modules, each being a
relatively complex program solving a vital subtask of
gridfont design. The three modules are all based upon
an architecture common to the cognitive models
implemented by the Fluid Analogies Research Group.
Most of those projects, including Copycat (Mitchell,
1993), Tabletop (French, 1992), and Metcat (Marshall,
1999) aimed at implementing increasingly refined
models of analogy. One of the Letter Spirit modules
(McGraw, 1995) pursues a similar approach, although
its task is gridletter categorization rather than analogy.
The Letter Spirit program has a top-level loop that
coordinates die diree modules into a single strategy of
design called review-cmd-revision. The program has one
module, the Examiner, that detects letter category,
while the Adjudicator evaluates style, and the Drafter,
which creates new gridletters that aim to represent a
goal letter category and that style.
To get aroimd the brittlcness that afflicts many AI
models. Letter Spirit hands the Drafter's output to the
other modules and they rate each gridletter for how well
it fits its intended letter category and the intended style,
respectively.
The design phase of a Letter Spirit run thus amounts
to the execution of a loop, in which a letter category is
selected and then the D n S a renders a gridletter that,
ideally, incorporates the goal style as well as that letter.
The Drafter's attempt is run past the Examiner and the
Adjudicator, and if the attempt is the best version thus
far for that category, as determined by the scores that
the Examiner and the Adjudicator generate, then it is
kept as the current version of that category in the
gridfont. This loop runs many times, and as it does so,
the quality of the gridfont should incrementally
increase.

abcdefgh Ijk Irjnopqrs^u vijj^ijz
Figure 1: Five Letter Spirit-designed gridfonts.
While the Letter Spirit program captures human
creativity, at best, partially, it is our belief that the
model C2q)tures many essential aspects of human
creativity. Perhaps more important, we argue, is the
opportunity that the output provides to identify
shortcomings in the current approach so that future
models of creativity can converge more closely upon
human creativity (Rehling,. 2000). More detail is at
www.cogsci.indiana.edu/farg/rehling/lspirit/thesis
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Introduction

I m p l e m e n t i n g F r e e W i l l a n d T h e Self

W h y do computers lack c o m m o n sense initiative? W h a t is
so special about human brain and consciousness that
computers still cannot reproduce? M u c h brain information
processing deals with abstract representations of agents,
such as instances of the self and others. Tho-efore,
implementing the right sense of agency in a computer could
provide a solution. Here I outline a general approach to the
problem of a computer-based implem»itation of the mind.

Charts labeled "I-..." represent instances of the self of the
virtual individual, including cognitive and metacognitive
perspectives. Other charts m a y represent mental simulations
of "third persons": in other words, a "theory of mind". Only
the content of I-Now represents the curroit content of
consciousness in this framework. Mental states in I-Now
have special privileges: e.g., they can directly determine
scheduling of volimtary acts and m a y access all other diarts.
A distinguishing feature of this framework is that it is
based
on the fundamental properties of the h u m a n self
Basic Formalism
(error fundamentalis: Nadel & Samsonovich, 2002),
This approach is based on the formaUsm of schemas. The including its uniqueness, its localization in a particular
notion of a schema used here is more general than any context, its mdivisibility, its self-consistency over time, and
notion of a schema used, e.g., in psychology, or in computa finally, its apparent free will and self-awareness that are
science, w in social sciences. Examples of schemas range
present in the contents of consciousness at any instance.
from very abstract notions (a thing, an entity, an event, a
These properties are introduced via the design of the
prq)erty, a relation, an agent, an act of learning a schema),
system or via dynamical constraints. They guarantee certain
to very concrete things (an apple, minus one, red, grasping a degree of coherence in system's behavior. Their products are
pen with the right hand, etc.). In this framework schemas
the emergence and the maintenance of a unique WOTking
can represent any cognizable thing, including quaUa,
scenario (i.e., a consistent sequence of charts leading from Ithoughts, intenticxis, feelings, and so on. A predicate, a
N o w to I-Goal) and the geno-ation of voluntary acticms. A n
variable, a quantifier, an instruction or even an analog signal action is considered voluntary, iff it results from an
can be represented in tCTms of schemas as well. Elements
intoition of "I" (represented by a mental state in I-Now), is
and components of schemas, as well as complexes made of
consistent with the working scenario and is not biased by
schemas, can be viewed as schranas on their own.
any additional factor. Intoitions are selected a m o n g the
Generally, a schema can be characterized as an abstract
available ideas based on their fitoess into the working
model, a template or a prototype that can be bound to a
scenario, and ideas (i.e., mental states in I-Now that
particular content. Definitions of particular sdiemas must
represent feasible actions) result from the activity of states.
specify semantics, syntax, pragmatics and dynamics.
Previously active charts m a y disappear with time together
Schemas can be represented in a computer symbolically in a
with their contents - or be remembered, thus contributing to
standardized format with the structure of a nested list.
the episodic m e m o r y and/or to the system of values, i.e., the
W h e n an instance of a schema is bound to a particular
m e m o r y of dreams and goals. In contrast, the semantic
content, it forms a state. Schemas and states are dynannical
m e m o r y is represented by the set of schemas. Creation of
objects in this framework. They evolve in time according to
n e w schemas is controlled by the learning schemas and m a y
rules defined by schemas. E.g., states can be initiated,
be supervised or not. A complete system should be able to
executed and terminated; dynamics of a state m a y affect w w k interactively with a human instructor, using a specially
other states and schemas. A chart is a special state that
designed language. The range of interaction paradigms m a y
represents a mental perspective of an agent (e.g., I-Now,
include listening to and completing stories, learning h o w to
I-Yesterday, He-Imagined). W h e n a state is bound to a play or playing games, learning languages or scientific
chart, it represents a mental state. Perspectives change with disciplines, operating a robot in a virtual environment,
time according to the flow of the subjective time: I-Now
simulating virtual characters, designing or training other
becomes I-Previous, and so on. In addition to perspectives,
systems of the same kind, etc. Primary applications of this
charts have internal dimensions that determine attitudes of framework should relate to natural language understanding.
the associated states: e.g., I-Now m a y contain a belief about
a past or a future. The geno-al idea of this framework based
References
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Introduction
How is the background opinion of the person who is
processing an analogy related to that person's evaluation of
the analogy, both in terms of how the analogy is mapped to
form a conclusion and in terms of the conclusion itself?
Assuming that people have pre-existing perceptions of the
analogs referred to, will they be more or less likely to reflect
on and evaluate ttie analogy?
Several researchers have examined the degree to which
the process of mapping between source and target analogs is
influenced by the context in which it is done (Blanchette &
Dunbar, 1997; Dunbar & Baker, 1994; Holyoak, 1985),
including the type of problems, situations, or issues that are
being compared, the environment in which the comparison
is being made, and the goals or reasons that a person has for
engaging in the mapping process. W e explored the
possibility that the attitudes that people have associated with
the analogs prior to the presentation of the analogy might
influence the way people respond to the analogy.
Methods
W e elected to conduct this study over the Internet in order to
get a broader, more representative sample of perspectives on
the analogs, and participants were recruited primarily
through Usenet newsgroups, where discussions and debates
on various topics occur on a continuous basis. T w o
controversial socio-political issues. Abortion and G u n
Control, were selected as target analogs for this study. T w o
novel source domains were selected for each of the two
target domains such that they could be mapped to argue
either for or against the key issue in the target domains.
Participants read a general introduction to the experiment
on the first page of the website and were then asked for
some demographic information. After completing a 14-item
background opinion questionnaire to measure their opinions
on the target issues, each participant performed two
analogy-processing tasks, which instructed them to read a
scenario that related one of the issues to one of its two
analogs, and then to write a response to the scenario.
Each scenario argued for either a Pro- stance on the issue
(Pro-Abortion or Pro-Gun Control) or an Anti- stance (AntiAbortion or Anti-Gun Control). With the participants' actual
background opinions on the issues and the record of which
scenario that participant received for each issue, w e
determined if, for each issue, they received the statement
supporting the same stance on that issue as their own.

Participants were also asked, immediately after reading the
scenario, to rate their level of agreement with it.
Responses were classified according to whether or not the
analogy was processed in the response. Those that either
presented an argument for a position that did not include
any analogy at all or described their opinion on the issue
only, without employing any argument, were coded as not
processing the analogy. Three indicators were used to code
a response as processing the analogy; (1) explicitly
discounting the validity of the analogy presented in the
scenario, (2) building upon the presented analogy in the
response, or (3) choosing new analogies for the issue in
favor of the one presented. Between two raters, using
Cohen's Kappa as the measure of reliability, the agreement
in classification of the responses was relatively high
(K=0.86, n=50).
Results
W e observed that the likelihood of processing the analogy
in a response was related to the average level of overall
agreement with the scenario that was read. A s the level of
agreement with a particular scenario increased, so did the
proportion of people w h o processed the analogy. At the
same time, contrary to our expectations, there was no
significant relationship, for either issue, between
participants' background opinions on the issues and the
likelihood of processing. O n the basis of the first result,
however, w e concluded that there is evidence that peoples'
opinions influence how they process analogies. W e suspect
that background opinion is one component of agreement
with the scenario and that further exploration m a y reveal
how it contributes to the way people process analogies.
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Introduction
Frequently, figures in our visual field are only partially
visible. O n e figure m a y partially occlude anodier, for
example, or a particularfiguremay appear fragmented due
either to camouflage or to low contrast between it and the
background. Despite such challenges, the human visual
system routinely perceivesfiguresthat may only be partially
visible.
One prior theory of the perception of partially occluded
figures (Nakayama, Shimojo, & Silverman, 1989) states that
contours "intrinsic" to a figure of interest must be
distinguished from those "extrinsic" to it and that this
classification requires depth cues. Our theory proposes that
the human visual system can use a variety of cues, local or
global, to perform this classification and that this
classification serves as the basis for perception of both
partially occluded and Segmented figures. Further, w e
propose that an exponential pyramid, fi-om the machine
vision literature, provides a good model of h o w the human
visual system implements this classification.
Exponential Pyramid Model Description
The Exponential Pyramid has been proposed as an adequate
model of the human visual system (Rosenfeld, 1990; Pizlo,
Salach-Golyska, & Rosenfeld, 1997). Our model uses a
"non-overlapped quad-pyramid". Assume that the bottom
layer of the pyramid has n processing nodes. The next layer
has n/4 nodes, the one above that n/16 nodes, and so on. The
top layer has only one node. Each node in a layer cotmects
with four distinct 'child' nodes in the immediately lower
layer and one 'parent' node in the immediately higher layer.
Such a pyramid has (7og^ n) + 1 layers. Each node in the
pyramid has limited memory and processing capability. A n
image is input to the bottom layer (Jolion & Rosenfeld,
1994). The image m a y also be represented at each higher
layer (with increasing spatial scale or 'receptivefieldsize').
Our model features a bottom-up processing stage
followed by a top-down stage. In the bottom-up stage, local
variance of various contour features (e.g., orientation,
length) is computed. W h e n the variance of a contour feature
abruptly changes between successively higher layers, the
presence and position of afigurein the image is indicated
(i.e., thefigure'comes into view'). In the top-down stage,
the statistical information computed in the bottom-up stage
is used to classify image contours as either intrinsic or

extrinsic to the targetfigure.The model has only one fi-ee
parameter: the standard deviation of decisional noise. Model
and human performance were compared across 11
experimental conditions.
Method
In each trial of the h u m a n psychophysical experiments, a
polygonalfigurewas partially occluded by simple shapes diamonds (Exp. 1, two conditions) and squares (Exp. 2, nine
conditions). A subject's task was to respond whether the
figxu-e was presented in its upright or rotated (180°) position.
Contours of occluders differed from those of thefigurein
terms of orientation (Exp. 1) and length (Exp. 2). Depth
cues from occluders were minimal. Model simulations
were run for all 11 conditions using the same sets of stimuli
as those used by the human subjects.
Results
Subjects used orientation (Exp. 1) and length (Exp. 2)
differences between the contours of a targetfigureand those
of occluders, in detecting thefigure.Model simulations
accounted well for human performance in the 11 conditions
of Experiments 1 and 2.
Conclusions
The human visual system can detect and use a variety of
cues, local or global, to classify contours as either intrinsic
or extrinsic to a partially visiblefigure.Our exponential
pyramid-based computer model provides a good account of
h o w the human visual system implements this process.
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The goal of the D A R P A Augmented Cognition
program is to extend, by an order-of-magnitude or
more, the information management capacity of the
"human-con^>uter" interaction by developing and
demonstrating enhancements to h u m a n cognitive ability
in diverse and stressful operational environments.
Specifically, in its current phase, the program is focused
on development of the technologies needed to measure
and track a subject's cognitive state in real-time - these
include functional near infrared imaging (fNIR)
devices, as well as single site electroencephalographic
( E E G ) recordings. T h r o u ^
measurement and
understanding of cognitive state in real-time, the
ultimate goal of cognitively aware computational
systems is within reach. Military operators are often
placed in complex human-machine interactive
environments that have been shown to fail w h e n a
stressful situation is encoimtered. The technologies
under development in the Augmented Cognition
program have the potential to enhance operational
capability, suppwt roduction in the numbers of persons
required to perform current functions, and improve
h u m a n performance in cognitively challenging
enviromnents.
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the mathematical one in the second trials than solo subjects.
Seven out of nine shifting pairs gradually generated the
variations of solutions, from the most externally oriented
two-step solution (making 2/3 out of the 3/4) to the externalinternal mixed one (reinterpreting the externalized answer as
one-half) to the most abstract one (2/3x3/4=1/2). Shirouzu
et al. found that, though the members shared the algorithmic
view of the task at the end of the first trial, the member w h o
verbalized such a view during the first trial tended to
propose the abstract solution in the second trial. Shirouzu
(2001) also used a similar task in a small-case learning
experiment with six 6* grades only to find individual
differences in the quality of their rqwrts of six months later
depending on Aeir verbalization during the experiment
Discussion
Under seemingly "one voice" in the collaborative situations,
there were different courses or levels of imderstandings of
the members, which were reflected by their particular
language use (methodologically, the transfer task or the post
interview-especially individually conducted one-reveals
differences well). Roschelle thinks much of convergence
RoscheUe (1992)
because it warrants not only shared imderstanding between
T w o students, Carol and Dana, elaborated their concq)tions members but also their integration of scientific concepts.
However, we can assume another, more real course of
of velocity and acceleration using a computer simulation of
a Newtonian micro-world. As Roschelle pointed out, they knowledge integration, in which each member gradually
revises their interpretation of the task or the solution
gradually revised and refined their verbal "metaphors" to
mean these notions. A closer look at their protocol reveals, processes using the other's monitoring as stepping stones.
however, that the two did not seem to converge on the usage Shirouzu et al. showed that the shift between solution
variations coincided with members' role shifU between task
of particular mettqihors to mean particular things. Dana
doing and monitoring. Carol and Dana often proposed
started with a geometric "lengthen (addition)" metaphor to
indicate the velocity vectors, the acceleration ones or their "what if cases to each other to monitor their understanding.
relations. Carol heavily used a "pull" metaphor to represent This series of re-interpretations enables the interactive and
gradual integration of the solution variations of different
the dynamic relations between these factors. Carol finally
verbalized an expression of "travel along" in the last episode, abstraction levels. Carefiil analyses on the language use in
collaboration makes us possible to feed a better folk-model
Episode S, to e^^lain the composition of velocity and
of collaborative learning back to everyday learners (also see
acceleration, which Roschelle interpreted as an integration
Miyake & Shirouzu, 2002 in this conference).
of the two metq)hors, "lengthen" and "pull" one. Dana,
however, did not use the verb "pull" other than in Episode 1, References
Miyake, N. (1986). Constructive interaction and the iterative
while Carol superimposed her metaphor to paraphrase
process of understanding. Cognitive Science, JO, 151-177.
Dana's insight into additive nature of vectors in l^isode 3
(she said "right that's what I'm saying" to Daria without any Roschelle, J. (1992). Learning by collaborating: convergent
conceptual change. The Journal of the Learning Sciences,
specification of "what"). Besides, Dana did not share the
2, 235-276.
expression "travel along" during training sessions and used
Shirouzu, H. (2001). Children's algorithmic sense-making
"move along" in their post-training interview. They thus
through verbalization. Paper presented at the 23rd
independently revised their verbal expressions. There might
Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society,
be two independent shifting processes of imderstanding.
Edinburgh, The U K .
Shirouzu, Miyake & Masukawa (2002)
Shirouzu, H., Miyake, N., & Masukawa, H. (2002).
When paired subjects were asked to indicate 2/3 of 3/4 of
Cognitively active extemalization for situated reflection.
the area of a square sheet of p^)er, they shifted their
Cognitive Science
strategies from the non-mathematical one in tiie first trials to
Introduction
Roschelle (1992) characterized the process of "learning by
collaborating" as a search of convergence among members.
This paper makes a contrasting claim that each member is
individualistic in how s/he interprets the learning task, how
s/he solves it, and what kind of understanding s/he gains
from collaboration. The others serve as a "monitor"
(Miyake, 1986) to observe wliat the member is doing from a
slightly broader per^>ective and to check its validity, which
triggers the member's re-interpretation. This leads a
learning pair to an iterative chain of re-interpretations, not to
a search of the common ground among the two, which are
often exchanged by veibal expressions in collaborative
situations. In this paper we re-analyzed protocol data of
collaborative learning processes in Roschelle (1992) and
Shirouzu, Miyake & Masukawa (2002) to show that
members' verbalizations reflecting their interpretations or
re-interpretations are individualistic through the processes.
Re-analyses
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At a recent panel discussion sponsored by the Ohio Board of
Education, credential-laden fellows of the Discovery
Institute argued with absolute conviction that the Darwinian
theory of evolution is flawed, and that w e must have been
created by intelligent design.
What underlies the confidence w e have in our beliefs and
knowledge? A typical assumption underlying many models
of confidence in general world knowledge is that
assessments of arguments that favor or oppose chosen
answers will primarily, if not exclusively, determine
confidence in choice (e.g. Griffin & Tversky, 1992; Koriat,
Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1980; also see AUwood &
Granhag, 1996). Differences between models largely reflect
distinct proposals for how evidence assessment is
accomplished, and the extent and manner of bias that is
postulated to exist in the process. For example, Koriat et al.
(1980) suggested that memory search produces reasons for
and against presented alternatives, and that assessment is
biased in that choice-consistent reasons are relied upon
more heavily than choice-inconsistent reasons.
The current study tests the hypothesis that confidence also
depends in part on successftil retrieval of topical
information that is not directly relevant towards arriving at a
choice. Successful retrieval of facts about the general topic
is used as evidence that one is knowledgeable about the
subject area, and thus likely to be reasoning correctly.
Method
Participants (n=159) were presented with a series of
questions following the form: "Which species has a longer
gestation period: (a) chimpanzees, or (b) humans?"
Participantsfirstchose one of the two alternatives as more
likely to be correct, and then specified a probability between
5 0 % and 1 0 0 % that their choice was, in fact, correct.
Subjects in a reasons condition were asked to write all
possible reasons for and against each alternative answer,
prior to choosing. Participants in a recall condition were
asked to recall all of the facts they could about the topic of
each question before choosing.
Control condition
participants simply answered the questions with standard,
non-directive instructions.
Results
The principal results are shown in Table 1. Mean
confidence, proportion correct, and overconfidence were

virtually equivalent across conditions.
Accuracy
discrimination (mean confidence given correct - mean
confidence given incorrect) was larger for recall than the
other two conditions. Also, the correlation between
confidence level and choice accuracy was larger for recall
than the other conditions.
Table 1: Confidence/Correct Indices by Condition.
Indices
Mean Conf.
Prop. Correct
Accuracy
Discrimination
Pearson's r

Control

Reasons

Recall

.73
.66
.04

.72
.66
.05

.72
.66
.10

.12

.16

.29

Discussion
Writing all possible reasons for and against alternatives had
no impact on choice or confidence. Writing all facts that
could be recalled about the topic of each question resulted in
confidence judgments that better discriminated between
correct and incorrect answers, as compared with control and
reasons conditions. Preliminary results from coding of the
listed reasons and recollections (not shown), indicate that
approximately the same amounts of information were
generated under the two procedures, but that important
qualitative differences in the protocols seem to exist. It
appears that successfiil recall of facts that are relevant to the
topic, but that do not constitute reasons for or against
presented alternatives, is taken as critical evidence that
chosen alternatives are correct.
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Abstract

(Labeling condition: Label vs. No-Label) by 2 (similarity
ratio: Test items are equally similar to the Target vs. Test A
Research presented here examines effects of perceptual
and
is more
similar than Test B to the Target) mixed design with
non-perceptual information on categorization as a fiinction of
stimuli type and labeling conditions as between-subject
perceptual properties of presented information.
In
variables and similarity ratio as a within-subject variable. In
Experiment 1, triads of perceptually-rich and perceptually
the label condition, pictures were accompanied with
impoverished stimuli were calibrated to equate
artificial two-syllable linguistic labels that were presented as
discriminability of both kinds of stimuli. In Experiment 2,
count nouns (e.g., a bala, a gula). Participants were
participants were presented with categorization task under
presented with triads of stimuli and asked to select from the
two conditions, one, in which stimuli were not labeled and
two bottom pictures (i.e. Test A and Test B ) the one that
another, in which linguistic labels were provided. In the first was the same kind of animal as the upper picture in the
condition, participants relied solely on perceptual
center (i.e. the Target).
information, and there was no difference between
Proportions of categorization choices were subjected to a
perceptually-rich and perceptually-impoverished stimuli.
three-way (Stimuli Type by Labeling condition by
However, in the second condition, where linguistic labels
Similarity ratio) mixed A N O V A . A s expected there was a
were provided, there were dramatic differences across
significant stimuli type by labeling interaction, F (1,119) =
different stimuli types: perceptually-impoverished stimuli
4.08, M S E = 0.11, p < .05, indicating that there were no
elicited mostly label-based responses, whereas perceptuallydifferences among stimuli types in the no label condition,
rich stimuli elicited mostly perceptually-based responses.
while there were significant differences in the label
Introduction
condition. This interaction is the most critical as it indicates
It has been often argued that similarity is an insufficiently
that differences in the label condition do not stem fi-om
constrained rule to guide categorization decisions and that
different discriminability of perceptually-rich and
there is often a dissociation between similarity and
perceptually-impoverished stimuli. The results clearly
categorization.
For example, Rips (1989) presented
indicate that reliance on perceptual and non-perceptual
participants with stories about animals imdergoing
information for categorization is mediated by perceptual
appearance transformation. Participants were asked to rate
richness of information.
similarity of the transformed organism, and to determine its
category. While they judged the transformed animal to be
Acknowledgments
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information plays an important role in categorization.
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Several researches have been performed in various domains o f knowledge about learning
differences between learners regarded as experts and those regarded as novices. In s o m e
previous researches, w e have investigated the learning, area of interest of researchers involved
with cognitive science and computer science (AbLi96, L i m a 9 6 , Po«fecol02 and C a & c o l 0 2 ) .
In [AbLi96], for example, we conducted an experiment to examine characteristics related to
cognitive gains in problem solving and the criterion to decide if a logical reasoning used in the
solution of a specific problem could b e used b y similarity for other classes of problems. A m o r e
theoretical contribution concerning logic theory and its learning is in [Lima96].
[P0&C0IO2] examines mental-representation strategies applied to solve contextual problems
involving mathematical calculus: the interest is centered o n formal procedures, algorithms, a n d
strategies that could b e used b y three groups of peoples: with specific mathematical knowledge
{the expert group); without this knowledge (the control group); a n d without this specific
k n o w l w i g e but acquainted with the designed problem context (the familiar group).
[Ca&col02] investigates the human reasoning applied to the mathematical problem-resolution
process: the approach is based o n t w o m a i n settings: a. the investigation o f mental processes
involved in the h u m a n reasoning appUed to problem resolution; b. the analysis of differences in
the categorization and resolution of mathematical problems b y beginners and speciaUsts
We are actually developing a new experiment involving the teaching of computational logic by a
playfiil approach (Socratic situation involving logical reasoning). This experiment aims to verify
cognitive gains in t w o learners groups: experts and novices.
By examining the logical sequenced steps done to solve a logical entertairmient we intent to
detect criteria o f utilization o f reasoning b y absurd or probabilistic reasoning b y these groups.
T h e extended idea concerns in fact the identification of cognitive contexts able to improve rather
the use o f probabilistic reasoning than reasoning b y absurd and vice-versa. O f course, in our
experiment, it is a s s u m e d incontestably that experts solve c o m p l e x problems considerably faster
and m o r e accurately than novices do. T h o s e differences are c o m m o n p l a c e s of everyday
experience, yet only recently have w e b e g u n to understand w h a t the expert does differently fi-om
the novice to account for this superiority. Nevertheless, s o m e initial results of our investigation
could b e applied to the learning of computational logic. These results could b e applied in an
elaboration o f ideal pedagogical guidelines in order to facilitate the utilization o f a m o r e
appropriate kind of reasoning to solve a particular Socratic problem.
References:
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Many areas of education focus on teaching children how
to produce specific kinds of external notations. Although
most children appreciate the usefulness of creating such
representations by their eighth year, their ability to actually
create useful externalrepresentationsis highly variable and
task specific until adolescence (Cohen, 1985; KarmiloffSniith, 1979; Lee & Karmiloff-Smith, 1996; Eskritt & Lee,
2001). This variability could result from children's failure
to realize what information needs to be included in a good
representation, or it could result from their inability to figure
out h o w to create such arepresentation,even if they k n o w
what to include in it. It is likely that these two difficulties
interact such that, w h e n children are deciding on their
method ofrepresentation,they fail to verify that less salient
pieces of information will be included. The current study is
afirststep in evaluating the contingencies between (1) what
information is included, (2) h o w the information is
represented, and (3) children's ability to create useful
external representations.
W e asked first and second grade children to create
external representations that could be used by others to
replicate a complex sequence of actions in a simple puzzle
(Klahr, 1985). Children generated the sequence of moves
themselves within a well-defined problem to assure they had
sufficient understanding of the action sequence to be
represented. T h e closed structure of the problem m a d e it
possible to define what specific information needed to be
included in die external representation. In addition, w e
categorized the method of representation both for the overall
organization of the notation and specific for each piece of
information. In our analysis, w e examined h o w the
adequacy of the external representation (i.e., can another
person use the notation to replicate the sequence of actions)
relates to what information is included and h o w the
information is represented.
Our analysis of children's external representations
distinguishes a m o n g (a) references to the object to be
moved, (b) the location to m o v e the object, and (c)
information about order of the moves. In order to categorize
the overall organization of children's notations, w e coded
their notations as either linguistic orfigural.The adequacy
of representations w a s evaluated on a seven-point scale,
with 1 denoting no relation between the notation and the
task and 7 indicating that all information that was required
to replicate the sequence w a s explicitly represented.
O f the three types of information included, children were
more likely to refer to the objects and locations than to
sequential order, F (1, 25) = 21.8, p < .001. This result is
consistent with prior findings that suggested children had
difficulty including explicit sequence information (Bolger &

Karmiloff-Smith, 1991; Lee & Karmiloff-Smith, 1996).
Because information about m o v e order was necessary for
the notation to be rated as very adequate, the inclusion of
sequential information in the notation w a s related to
adequacy, r = .82, p < .001.
Similar to Lee & Karmiloff-Smith (1996), notational
adequacy was associated with the overall organization of the
notations, F (I, 23) = 21.4, p < .001, such that linguistic
notations were more adequate than figural notations. T h e
differential inclusion of information about sequence was
highly related to notation type, X^(N = 24 ) = 12.2, p < .001;
all of the linguistic notations included information about
sequence while a majority of the figural notations omitted
this information. B y categorizing the sequential information
included as either explicit (i.e., words or numbers) or
implicit (i.e., position on page such as top to bottom), w e
found that sequential information included in the linguistic
notations w a s more likely to be implicit than in figural
notations, X^(N= 13) = 5.3, p = .02. However, w e found an
interaction between overall organization and method used to
represent sequential information for notational adequacy,
F (1, 9) = 10.91, p = .01, showing thatfiguralnotations with
explicit sequential information did not have as high of an
adequacy as linguistic notations.
T h e current study revealed a complex relationship
between what information is included, h o w that information
is represented, and notational adequacy. Future research
should address w h y figural notations with explicit
sequential information were not as adequate as linguistic
notations.
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The false belief task is used to assess whether children
have a theory of mind (i.e., whether they know that other
people can hold different beliefs). O n e version is the
unexpected contents task (Pemer, Leekam, & Winuner,
1987), in which a child is shown a box (e.g., a crayon box)
and its unexpected contents (e.g., candy). After the box is
closed, a child is asked, "What did you think was in the
box?" While children under 4 tend to answer "candy," older
children respond correctly with "crayons." In order to
explain this age effect, it is important to imderstand what is
needed to pass the false belief task.
A computational model is one means of specifying the
processes required. W e designed an A C T - R (4.0; Anderson
& Lebiere, 1998) model of the minimal processes needed to
simulate performance on the false belief task. The model
consists of five productions: two that respond to the two
control questions, two that respond to the false belief
question, and one that stops the model.
Our model includes three types of declarative knowledge:
(1) goals contain the information presented in current
question (e.g., a closed crayon box); (2) general knowledge
provides relevant prior knowledge (e.g., crayons are usually
inside a crayon box); and (3) objects indicate object-specific
information (e.g., there is candy in this crayon box).
The first two productions specify the processes by which
children respond to control questions. The expected contents
production accesses prior loiowledge about those types of
boxes and identifies the contents based on this general
knowledge. The second production uses specific input about
the contents of the package (e.g., candy in the crayon box)
to update the object-specific knowledge.
A correct response to the false belief question requires
only a modification of the expected contents production;
(1) identify the current question as a special case, (2) ignore
the content knowledge about the specific box, and (3)
refrain from changing object-specific knowledge based on
prior general knowledge. Our model does not need to
consider mental representations or beliefs in order to
respond that crayons would be expected in a crayon box
despite knowing there is candy inside the crayon box.
If a child fails to recognize the false belief question as a
special kind of question, w e expect she will simply report
the actual contents of the box. The final production stops the
model after responding to the false belief question.
W h e n the model is run, each of the control questions
match only one production; thus the model always responds

correctly. However, when the false belief question is posed,
the model matches both the modified expected contents
production and the report knowledge production. The
developmental pattern in responses can be modeled by
hypothesizing that the older children have had further
experience with these special questions while the younger
children have not. W e modeled this by manipulating the
parameter q - the probability that the production would
achieve the goal. The pattern of results, shown in Figure 1,
is similar to the pattern in children's responses. The model
predicts that the reaction time for the correct response will
be 500 milliseconds longer than an incorrect response.
Data from Model
1.00 T
tS 0.75
jS 0.25
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Figure 1: Data from model
showing % of runs that pass
the false belief question as the
difference in q varies from
report knowledge production
being more successful to the
modified expected contente
being more successful.

-O.SO -0.25 0 0.25 0.50
Difference in q Values
The current model only requires distinguishing questions
that require reporting current knowledge from ones that
require ignoring current knowledge. Because Wellman,
Cross & Watson's (2001) meta-analysis found the
developmental pattern of results for different versions of the
false belief task w a s robust, it is likely that the current
model can be generalized to other variations. W e consider
the current model a first step in specifying alternative
explanations for false belief performance. This use of
computational modeling can be productive in refming our
imderstanding of the development of children's theory of
mind into a more specified, and therefore testable, theory.
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one potentially make a machine that has meaningfiil
thoughts, if its symbols are detached from any form of
In the past two decades, the development of artificialreality? According to Hamad, human mental symbols
intelligence has received thorough criticism from many
are grounded in our daily interactions with the exterior
philosophers. In his paper. The Symbol Grounding
worid. The association of symbols with memories leads
Problem (1990), H a m a d attempts to prove A.I.
H a m a d to equate symbol grounding's constitutive
systems' inaptitude to ground computational symbols
element to experience and memories. (Hamad, 1990)
in experience. T o determine whether experience is the
An Ecological Model
only criteria for grounding, a non-representationalist
framework to artificial systems must be applied. This
Within the bounds of his analysis, Hamad forwards
paper is an attempt to demonstrate the ability of
valid criticisms of A.I. systems. Indeed, from a program
artificial systems to ground their symbols in the
layer investigation and a focus on intemal abstract
potential activity afforded by their environment. T o
computation, A.I. systems do not have any connections
illustrate the grounding of symbols in affordances the
with the exterior world. However, one is not claiming
analysis is presented in terms of Marr's three
that
a system's variables and design do not originate
descriptive levels (Marr, 1983). Within the
from
a programmer and a system's general concept is
computational level, I present an ecological model of
the
realization
of a programmer's abstractions. These
perception, as well as, h o w the behavior of an A.I.
facts simply entail that the constmction of an A.I.
system is intelligible in terms of affordances. The
system is initially based on a designer's abstractions.
placement of an A.I. system's behavior within the
Although the behavioral and program layer are the
broader context of its environment widens the potential
components w e perceive and control, a grounding
for grounding and draws the focus away from inner
mechanism's
processes reside within the implemenformal-symbol operations. Following the establishment
A
n affordance stmctured analysis grounds
tation
layer.
of the enviroiunent's relevancy in A.I. systems'
an A.I. system's symbols by appealing to stimulus
perceptual mechanism is an examination of the
information, as opposed to the traditionalist appeal to
representational
level. The program, at the
causal
energy connections. More precisely, the theory of
representational level, represents the bridge between a
affordances and direct perception enables a system to
system's ecological perceptual mechanism and the
implement
behavioral
modifications
through
implementation of stimulus information. I conclude the
opportunities for actions specified in optic arrays. A n
analysis with the implementation layer's implications
altemate grounding mechanism mustfiilfiUthe three
on which symbols need grounding and the causal link
central tenets of symbol groimding theory: meaningfiil
between the reception of stimulus information and
perception, purposeful action, and environment
motor commands.
dependent symbols. Direct perception and Gibson's
ecological approach forwards a dynamic model of
Tbe symbol Grounding Problem
action grounded in affordances that satisfies these three
The problem theoretically arises because the symbols criteria.
in
The symbol grounding problem is perspective
an A.I. system's representation layer are manipulated
dependent and is in nature, only a theoretical conflict.
formally according to preset programmed rules and do
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Flexible u s e o f prospective a n d retrospective m e m o r i e s
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Experimental data show that when animals are interrupted
while executing a task, they optimize the use of prospective
memory and retrospective memory in order to improve the
performance of the task. This work describes a
computational model of information retrieval from
prospective and retrospective memories. The model includes
a mechanism of memory load optimization that selects
which memory participates in the decision making process.
Computer simulations show that the model produces
behavior similar to that found in rats and pigeons.
Preliminary experimental results concerning memory load
optimization in humans show a similar behavioral pattern.
Imagine that you go to the grocery store to buy 12 items for
a special recipe you want to prepare. While you gather the
items in your cart you meet a friend that asks you to help
jumpstart her car because she has a discharged battery. After
you help your friend you return to the store. Because you
already spent too much time with your friend and your cart
is located far away from the entry point of the store, you
decide to take a new cart and pick up the remaining
groceries. Then, you go to the location of the first cart that
you used and notice that you have the complete list of
groceries. What are the variables that influenced your
behavior? T w o important variables are the amount of time
you spent with your friend and the number of groceries
gathered until the point of interruption. Other factors are the
degree of familiarity with the grocery store and the 12 items
you intended to buy. Then, an important question is whether
the number of groceries gathered until the point of
interruption and the duration of time spent with your friend
have an influence on holding a complete list of groceries (no
duplicates or missing items) at the time you reach the first
cart.
Answers to similar questions have been provided in studies
with animals. For example, Cbok et al. (198S) designed a
study to find what type of encoding rats use to solve a 12
arm radial maze. Subjects were trained to find food in the
maze so that they have an internal representation of the
maze. At the beginning of each trial all the arms of the maze
are baited. Rats are placed in the maze and allowed to
explore 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 arms before they are removed from
the maze. Afrer a certain amount of time has elapsed they
are placed back in the maze and allowed to explore the maze
until all food is collected. The number of errors committed
by the subjects during one trial measures their performance.
The results show that subjects can shift their coding strategy
to optimize their memory load. A n interruption after the 6^
arm produces an error larger than that generated by an
interruption close to either the beginning or ending of the
task. Similar results have been obtained with pigeons

(Zentall et al., 1990) in an analog task of the radial arm
maze.
This work introduces a computational model that describes
how animals can achieve memory load optimization. The
model contains a retrospective memory, a prospective
memory and a mechanism for deciding which memory is
used for producing action.
Figure 1 shows the performance of the model when the
point of interruption and the delay are varied. Figure 2
shows experimental data for interruptions of IS and 60
minutes. These data are similar to those presented in figure
1 (see delay 8 and 25). Both theoretical and experimental
studies suggest that while short delays affect only the
performance interrupted halfway, long delays affect any
performance interrupted after the d"* arm.
The computer simulations suggest that prospective memory
decays faster than retrospective memory. This might happen
because prospective memory is not used as often as
retrospective memory. Prospective memory can be used
only when a complete representation of the task exists in
memory.

Point of Interruption
Figure 1. Performance of the model when exploration is
interrupted after the 2"", 6^ and the lO"' arm while the
delay increases.
A
B

Figure 2. Experimental data that show the performance of
rats when delay is 15 minutes (A) and 60 minutes (B).
Cook, R.G., Brown, M.F. and Riley, D.A. (1985). Journal
ofExperimental Psychology, 11, 653-469.
Zentall, T.R., Steim, J.N., and Jackson-Smith, P. (1990).
Journal ofExperimental Psychology, Vol. 16, No. 4, 358371.
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Our aim was to test Vollmeyer and Rheinberg's cognitivemotivational process nxxlel (2000) in the context of learning
a hypermedia program. The model assumes that initial
motivation affects learning through the mediating variables
motivational state during learning and strategy used for
learning. Initial nwtivation contains four factors: probability
of success, i.e., learners take into account their ability and
the perceived difficulty of the task; anxiety, i.e., learners
think about failing the task; challenge, i.e., whether learners
accept the situation as an achievement situation; and
interest, i.e., whether die topic of the learning material is
important.
Method
The hypermedia program described the outbreak of World
W a r I (Vollmeyer & B u m s , 2002) on 51 pages. The 42
participants read the instructions saying that after about 25
minutes of learning they will answer a questionnaire. Before
starting they answered the Q C M ()2uestionnaire of Current
Motivation; Rheinberg. Vollmeyer. & Bums, 2001)
measuring anxiety, probability of success, interest, and
challenge. W h e n working with the program w e measured
two mediating variables: (I) the motivational state (three
items e.g., 'The task is fun"), and (2) strategy as time per
page. The dependent variable was knowledge assessed with
34 questions. T o take speed as well as accuracy into account
we calculated knowledge as the product of correct answers
in the knowledge test and number of pages looked at.
Results and Interpretation
The four factors of initial motivation have some
intercorrelation (Rheinberg et al., 2001), so w e looked for
common patterns in initial motivation through a hierarchical
cluster analysis. W e found 2 groups: In the first group
interest and probability of success were significantly higher,
in the second group anxiety and challenge (see Table 1).
Thus w e interpreted the first group as interested and
believing in success (UP), the second as challenged, but
fearing failure (A/C). Table 1 shows how differently these
two groups learned the program. The I/P-group had a higher
motivational state during teaming, they looked at more
pages and thus spent less time per page. Knowledge,
measured as the product of number of pages * correct
answers, was also higher for the I/P-group.
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Table 1: Means for I/P- (w = 20) and A/C-group (w = 22).
interest
probability of success
challenge
anxiety
motivational state
time per page
number of pages
correct answers
number * correct answers

I/P

A/C

5.34
5.94
4.18
1.54
5.60
30.55
43.70
15.05
653.00

4.58
4.74
4.69
3.35
4.46
38.81
35.91
12.86
460.82

.013
.001
.065
.001
.004
.013
.008
.082
.002

To test if initial motivation affecU learning through the
motivational state and strategy we calculated regression
analyses. First w e found that initial motivation correlated
with motivational state, r = .44, time per page, r = -.38, and
knowledge, r = .46. The mediating variables also correlated
with knowledge (motivational state: r = .37, time per page: r
= -.58). However, in aregressionanalysis, in which the
predictor (UP-, A/C-group) is controlled, only time per page
is significant, P = -.46. t = 3.52, p = 0.001. In conclusion, we
found that initial motivation affected learning only via
strategy: More anxious and challenged learners spent more
time per page but they learned less of the page's content
compared to success-oriented and interested learners.
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Infants are b o m with five senses: sight,
hearing, taste, smell and touch, through which
they come to understand the world around them
and interact with the environment effectively.
However, the role of visual information in early
conceptual development has been stressed. In
this paper, w e would argue that auditory
information should also play a part. For
instance, the sound of an animal can be one of
the essentia] cues for us to determine what the
animal is. This study, therefore, was an attempt
to examine the extent to which preschool
children use auditory information in drawing
inductive inferences about animals.
In a recent study by W o n g (dissertation), 4year-old children's use of auditory and visual
information has been compared. They were
found to be more likely to draw inferences
about natural kinds based on the similarity of
auditory information than on shape similarity.
The importance of auditory information has
been shown.
However, some would argue against the
importance of perceptual information no matter
whether it is visual or auditory. A series of
studies by Gehnan et al. (e.g, Gelman & Coley,
1990) have shown that children as young as 3
years of age were able to go beyond perceptual
cues and use conceptual information, such as
category labels, to make judgments. They
tended to rely more on labels than on perceptual
appearance to draw inferences about animals.
Despite of these findings, the role of
category labels has been questioned. A study
by Mak, Vera and L o (under preparation) has
shown that young children's use of labels seems
to be rather limited. Preschool children tended
to use motion infonnation more often than
category labels to make categorical judgments.
Following this line of argument together
with the evidence that infants are not only
sensitive to sound but also show good ability in
sound detection, discrimination and localization
(e.g., Leventhal & Lipsitt, 1964; Wormith,
Pankhurst, & Moffitt, 1975), it is reasonable to
believe that preschool children would be more
likely to use the sound of animals than category
labels to draw inductive inferences.
The present study was a 2 (similar &
different sound) X 2 (similar & different label)
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between-subject factorial design. T w o hundred
and forty 4-year-old children participated. In
the experiment, each child was tested
individually. Children were presented with 2
pairs of animal stimuli ("cat" and "dog"), one
pair at a time (a target and a test animals which
shared similar appearance). The children were
first taught a new property about the target and
were then asked to infer if the property was also
true for the test animal.
Results provide supports for our hypothesis,
showing that 4-year-olds tended to use auditory
information significantly more often than verbal
labels to draw inductive inferences about the
animal stimuli. This fuiding is consistent with
those in M a k et al.'s study, suggesting that the
role of category labels m a y not be as important
as Gelman et al. have suggested and that of
auditory information cannot be ignored.
Although children's use of perceptual and
conceptual information has been compared in
this study, w e are not suggesting thattiieyplay
distinct roles in children's conceptual
development. O n the contrary, w e do believe
that information of shape, sound and labels
interact to guide children's categorical judgment
This, however, remains to be determined in
future studies.
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('Tom is trying hard to lose weight'), and in the third
version noreasonwas given.
Suppose an action of yours leads to a bad outcome. You are
W e assigned 194 students to one of the three groups.
plagued by thoughts of 'if only I hadn't acted'. But suppose
They listed four completions for the following
you are reminded of a very goodreasonwhy you acted. Will
counterfactual thought:
the reason diminish your tendency to think 'if only' about
As commonly happens in such situations, T o m often
your action? Our aim is toreportexperimental results on
thought, "if only..."
how the reasons for actions can influence 'if only' thoughts.
The results showed that a necessary reason reduced
Generating counterfactual thoughts about what might
participants' tendency to think 'if only he hadn't acted'
have been may be central and pervasive in human cognition
(75%) compared to a non-necessary reason (89%, chi^ =
(e.g., Byrne & McEleney. 2000). Counterfactual thoughts
3.86, p < .025), and compared to no reason (88%, chi^ =
follow certain regularities. Most imporUntly, for our
3.32, p = .03). A necessary reason shifts some 'if only'
purposes, people think 'if only' about controllable events
thoughts from the action to the reason instead. The
(e.g., stopping for a beer) rather than uncontrollable ones
possibility in which the reason does not occur and the action
(e.g., sheq) crossing the road) (Girotto, Legrenzi & Rizzo,
occurs anyway is ruled out and so a counterfactual can be
1991; McCloy & Byrne, 2000). The focus on controllable
generated of the form, "if only the reason had not happened,
actions has been demonstrated repeatedly in real life as well
the action would not have happened." In contrast, for nonas laboratory studies. The ability to imagine that a person
necessary reasons there is the possibility that the reason
could have acted differently may be central to our concepts
does not occur and the action occurs anyway and so a
of freedom and responsibility and may underlie emotions
counterfactual cannot be generated of the form, "if only the
such as guilt and regret.
reason had not happened, the action would not have
W h y do people think 'if only' about controllable actions?
happened."
The answer m a y be that they are perceived to be
The focus of counterfactual thoughts on controllable
independent of external causes (Girotto et al., 1991). But
actions may arise in part because controllable actions seem
most actions depend on a reason. W e examine how reasons
to be independent of any external constraint. Once such
for acting can inifluence 'if only' thoughts.
constraints are made apparent, in the guise of the provision
There are many different sorts of reasons (Walsh &
of reasons for acting, the tendency to think 'if only' about
Byrne, 2002). Reasoners m a y view some reasons as
controllable actions is reduced.
necessary, and may imagine that without the reason the
action would not have occurred. Other reasons may be
Acknowledgements
viewed as non-necessary and reasoners m a y imagine
Counterfactual T h i n k i n g

alternativereasonsfor acting. W e suggest necessary reasons
are generally enduring, oriented towards longer term plans
whereas non-necessary reasons tend to be immediate,
satisfying current desires and short-term goals. W e expected
that reasoners' would generate fewer 'if only' thoughts
about actions for which there were necessary reasons
compared to non-necessary reasons or no reason.
Imagining Counterfactual Alternatives
In one experiment, w e constructed three versions of a
scenario about an individual, Tom, w h o is delayed by
several events on his way home from work, only tofindhe
is too late to save his dying wife. In one version the action
(going to the gym) was preceded by a non-necessary reason,
an immediate desire to act 'for its own sake' (Tom really
likes to go to the gym'); in a second, the action was
preceded by a necessary reason, an enduring long-term plan

The research was supported by Enterprise Ireland, the Irish
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and Dublin University.
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1. Background
Enthusiastic educators digitize different sorts of learning
materials in the hope of enhancing learning outcome. The
learning outcomes from this trend, however, remain
inconclusive because detailed evaluation is often lacking.
One difference between the traditional printed medium and
the digital medium is the arrangement of presentation of the
concepts to be learnt. Digital medium allows the concepts to
be arranged in a networked structure with the aid of
hyperlinks which is not possible in traditional printed
medium. The advantage of networked structures lies in
encouraging the active exploration of information in the
absence of any predefined structure. This encourages an
active knowledge construction process, which is crucial in
learning. A concomitant disadvantage is that learners m a y
get easily lost in the network (Dix, Finlay, A b o w d & Beale,
1998).
The digital medium m a y therefore complement the
strengths of problem-based learning pedagogy, as they share
the same objective in encouraging the learners to explore.
The disadvantage of the digital medium m a y on the other
hand be overcome through providing learners with browsing
objectives, such as instructions to solve particular structured
problems within a P B L learning framework.
2. Method and Results
To assess the interaction effects of problem-based learning
and digital medium, techniques in learning outcomes
assessment were further explored. These evaluated the
learners' semantic differentiation with the help of
multidimensional scaling. Chi, Feltovich and Glaser (1981)
argued that experience level determines the differentiation
of a problem. A number of other researchers have also
suggested that expertise affects concept differentiation,
experts tending to differentiate concepts more fmely and
more systematically (c.f. Fisher, 2000).
2.1 Construction of Expert Model
A group of research postgraduate students with biological
psychology background was asked to make pair-wise
difference comparisons on some biological psychology
terms, which constitute the dissimilarity matrices. A L S C A L
(Alternating Least squares SCALing) solutions of them was
constructed, and regarded as the experts' model.
2.2 Pedagogy and medium interaction effect
A 2x2, medium (digital, printed) x pedagogy (directed
learning, problem-based learning), research design was run
in an authentic biological psychology learning environment.
Dissimilarity matrices data were collected after the learning
sessions. Preliminary data analysis suggested that

multidimensional scaling solutions were problematical in
terms of the groups, because of the large variance within
group. Individual A L S C A L solutions were, therefore,
constructed, from which parameters were derived for further
analysis.
2.2.1 Tuncker's Congruence Coefficient
Tuncker's congruence coefficients between individuals' and
the experts' dissimilarity matrices were calculated based on
thefirststage results. A 2x2 A N O V A (pedagogy x medium)
showed that there is a significant pedagogy main effect (F =
17.414, p < 0.01). The knowledge differentiation criteria by
the individual in the directed learning group are more
similar to the experts' group model than to the problembased learning group.
2.2.2 Further analysis
Further analyses using parameters from a cluster analysis
and projjerty vector fitting revealed no significant difference
between groups.
3. Discussion
The results indicated that the effect of medium shift is not as
dramatic as the effect of pedagogy application. Educators
should consider putting more effort into implementing
useful pedagogy rather than digitizing learning materials
alone.
The pedagogies investigated in this study, through directed
learning, which mimics the nature of traditional teaching,
and problem-based learning, yield different semantic
knowledge structures. This mirrors the objective of
problem-based learning, in that it leads the learners to
construct their o w n understanding. The individual semantic
models that are derived as outcomes from this process are,
therefore, less congruent with those of the experts. Whether
this is beneficial or not depends on the teaching objective.
Finally, diis research only explores one area of digital
medium based instruction. The effects of more sophisticated
digital functions, for example animation, intelligent tutor
and online-collaboration, should be further explored.
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overall magnitude. Overall magnitude was represented
bilaterally in inferior parietal regions, while tens and units
representations were localized to therightsuperior parietal
Fundamental to calculation and arithmetic competency is gyrus. While the E R P signature for each quantity was
localized to unique regions of parietal cortex, the onset of
the ability to abstractly represent numerical quantity. While
the representations were nearly simultaneous, commencing
m u c h is known about the psychophysics of human quantity
approximately 220 m s after presentation of the numeral.
representation, little is known about the neural instantiation
The linear changes in E R P signatures relative to die
of this key ability. Through E R P (event-related potentials),
magnitude presented suggests that number is represented
w e characterize the nature of multidigit numerical
linearly in parietal cortex, a fmding consistent with studies
representations. Dehaene (1996) revealed that bilateral
of quantity representations in non-humans (Gallistel &
regions of parietal cortex are involved in judging the largest
Gelman, 2000).
of single digit numbers (1,4,6, and 9)fix)mthe number 5.
Our research replicates his findings and also considers the
Tens
nature offlieneural representation of the magnitudes
Ones
Overall ^^agnitude
themselves. Preliminary studies have revealed systematic
Introduction

variations in E R P signature in response to the presentation
of small numerical quantities (range: 1-16). This
activation is localized to bilateral inferior parietal regions
and occurs 220 m s after stimulus onset (Whalen, West, &
Cook, 2002). The present work investigates the neural
representation of larger quantities, and the mapping of
multidigit numerals to neural quantity representations.
Methodology
Participants were shown Arabic digits ranging from 0 to 99.
Stimuli were randomized and presented individually for 500
ms. Because Arabic numerals are known to automatically
elicit representations of numerical magnitude (Lefevre et al.,
1988; Naccache & Dehaene, 2001), no response was
required of participants. Participants were also periodically
asked to conqjare the relative numerical magnitude of two
sequentially presented numbers (participants judged whether
the second number in the pair was "smaller" or "larger" than
the first). Event related potoitials were recorded using a
128 channel E G I (Electrical Geodesies, Inc.) Sensor Net.
E R P s were collected for eadj tens quantity (e.g, 3 of 34),
units quantity (e.g, 4 of 34), and overall magnitude (e.g., 34)
for 250 m s prior to stimulus onset to 500 m s post onset.
Results
Using single and double-digit Arabic numerals ranging from
0 to 99, w e discovered functionally distinct neural
representations for the individual numerals that compose a
multidigit number (e.g., die "3" and "4" of the multidigit
numeral "34") and for overall numerical magnitude.
Regression analysis over 20 m s intervals at each electrode
site revealed systematic linear variation in neural voltages
relative to the numeral presented. This included distinct
representations for both the tens and units quantities, and the

Figure I: Source Localization for Tens, Units and Overall
Magnitudes.
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Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong
Antonietti (1991) first presented the idea of partial
analogies in solving an ill-defined problem. Prior to that,
studies looking into the role of analogies in problem solving
used complete analogies. Antonietti concluded that partial
analogies helped problem solving only when all the cues
were present and presented in the correct order.
The conditions for partial analogy to work as identified by
Antonietti seem to be overly stringent. Partial analogy
should be effective in most situations as most analogical
cues available in daily life are partial in nature. This study
therefore looks into the role of analogical transfer of partial
analogies.
Our study differs from Antonietti (1991) in a few ways.
First, as it is logical to assume that some analogical cues are
more crucial than the others, the notion of centrality of an
analogy was examined. Second, w e also revisited if
analogical cues have to be presented in the exact order in
order to be effective. Finally, w e presented the partial
analogies as problems for participants to solve rather than
disguised them as arithmetic problems.
Method
Forty undergraduates at the University of Hong Kong
participated in the experiment as part of a course
requirement. None of them had been exposed to the
problems used in the study.
Every participant completed the experiment on a
computer. The problems were written in Flash with both
texts and diagrams.
Procedure
T w o types of problems were used in the experiment. The
analogy problems were concerned about h o w to direct water
to a target location. They were used to prime participants to
use the two strategies which are necessary for solving the
target problems: divergence which is dividing the flow to
avoid overload and convergence which is pulling together
the divided flows to achieve the intensity needed. The target
problems were the Fortress problem and Duncker's
radiation problem. Thefirstproblem deals with h o w to
organize soldiers to conquer and castle while the other deals
with h o w to use X-ray to destroy a tumor.
Each participant wasfirsttold some basic concepts
subjects influiddynamics. S/he then proceeded to solve one
of the four versions of the analogy problem depending on
the experimental condition to which s/he was assigned: i)
partial analogies presented in the correct order (divergence
then convergence), ii) partial analogies presented in the
reverse order (convergence then divergence), iii) complete
analogy; and iv) unrelated analogy. Finally the participant
was asked to solve the two target problems. If s/he could not
solve a problem within 5 minutes, s/he was then told that the

problems they had tackled earlier might help them. A total
of 10 minutes were allowed to solve each problem.
Results and Discussion
43.9% of the subjects solved the Duncker's problem
without being prompted to use the previous problems, with
the highest in itit partial-correct condition (81.8%) and the
lowest in die unrelated condition (20%).
Solving the Fortress problem in the unrelated condition
required more time than in all the other conditions. Time
required to solve the Ehincker's problem was in the
decreasing order of: partial-correct, partial-reverse,
complete, and unrelated. Besides, the partial-correct
condition required the least prompting for using the partial
analogy condition.
Contrary to Antonietti's study, participants in the
partial-reverse condition were able to solve the target
problems spontaneously. In other words, exposure to partial
analogies is sufficient for priming to occur ^ough the exact
temporal order can provide additional facilitation. Second, it
was also found that partial analogies were more effective
than complete analogy in priming the participant to solve the
target problem. This is possibly due to the complexity
involveid in solving the complete analogy problem. Third,
the present findings suggested that convergence plays a
more central role in analogical transfer. This is in line with
Pedone, et al (2001) w h o foimd that convergence alone was
sufficient to trigger spontaneous analogical transfer. The
second and third findings together suggested that
convergence is the more central partial analogy. Only it
should be presented to achieve the greatest priming or
facilitatory effect in problem solving. Presenting a less
useful partial analogy (divergence) lowers instead of
enhances the transfer in problem solving performance. This
may be explained by introducing a weight system in the
branches of the structural mapping theory (Gentner, 1983)
or constraints in the multiconstraint theory (Holyoak &
Thagard, 1980).
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In psychology of human deductive
reasoning, mental logic theory claims that people
reason by applying inference schemas (e.g., Braine
& O'Brien, 1998; Rips, 1994), and mental models
theory claims that people reason by constructing
mental models (e.g., Johnson-Laird and Byrne,
1991). There is a great deal of empirical evidence
supporting each theory. The authors have proposed
a mental metalogic theory (Yang & Bringsjord,
2001) studying the interactions between applying
inference schemas and constructing mental models
based on the current theories of mental logic and
mental models. W e report a set of experiments
designed to examine possible interactions of this
kind. Mental metalogic suggests ways of modeling
reasoning strategies.
Our strategy for constructing experimental
problems was to integrate one problem type used in
mental logic research (Yang, et al. 1998) and
anoAer problem type used in mental model
research (Yang & Johnson-Laird, 2000). Below is a
resulting sample problem used the experiment.

problems 9 1 % , for the denials/neceiiity problems
83%, and for the denials/possibility problems 6 0 % .
(N=40 for each problem type). The results are
clear-cut. For the problems using original premises,
the problem type of possibility was evaluated
significantly more accurately than the problem type
of necessity (Mann-Whimey U z = 5.17, p < .001).
For the problems using the denials of the original
premises, the problem type of necessity was
evaluated significantly more accurately than the
problem type of possibility (Mann-Whimey U z =
5.14, p < .001). In addition, there was a reliable
interaction. The difference between problem types
of necessity and possibility for the problems using
original premises was greater than for the problems
using the denials of the original premises (MaimWhitncy U = 44, p < 0.01). The similar results were
obtained from a second set of experiments using
dyadic predicate problems parallel to the monadic
predicate problems used in thefirstexperiment A
2x2 within-subjects design was used (N=140,
individually tested). This time the latency data
were also collected, and the results showed that an
The premises given below are either all true or all answer took significantly longer time when two
false:
cases (both "all true" and "all false" siniations)
All the beads are wooden or meUl.
needed to be considered than when only one case
The wooden beads are red.
(i.e., "all the premises are true") needed to be
The metal beads are green.
considered. For the problems with original
The square beads are not red.
premises and necessity questions, 5 5 % subjects
Is possible that the square beads are green?
answered yes, which was an illusion because they
failed to consider the "all false" case. But they
This new problem type can be used to manipulate
could apply inference schemas in the local situation
two independent variables. The first independent
of "all true". However, another fairly large portion
variable is about the set of premises. For a given
of participants (45%) responded "No" to the
problem, it can have the set of original premises, or
problems of this type, and would have needed to
the denials of these premises. The second
consider the "all-false" case, which took longer
independent variable is how a question is
time. In diis local situation, there are no inference
presented. It can take the fonn, "Is it possible that
schemas currently available to deal with the denials
..." or "Does it necessarily follow that ...". Thus,
of the original premises, and reasoners may likely
by manipulating these two independent variables,
construct mental models.
four types for a given problem are produced. The
There are long-standing controversies
first experiment used a 2x2 between-subjects
between menul logic and mental model theories, as
design to manipulate two independent variables in
well as other emerging controversies between the
four conditions according to the 4 problem types
mental logic/model paradigm, mental metalogic,
explained above. 18 original multi-step problems
and other approaches in reasoning. Deduction is
similar to the example above were carefully
core to human cognition. These issues deserve
selected from Yang, et al. Their task was to choose
open discussions and debates, which have been the
ways for different theories to grow in this field.
among the given responses (i.e., Yes, No, or Can't
tell). The mean accuracy for the original/necessity
(Note. References are available upon request.)
problems was 45.5%, for the original/possibility
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In logic, a conditional, such as: "If the trend continues then
a decline will occur" is equivalent to a disjunction: "Either
the trend stops, i.e., doesn't continue, or a decline will
occur". Both assertions are compatible with the following
three possibilities, where "-•" denotes negation:
Trend
Decline
- Trend
Decline
-• Trend
-> Decline
The equivalence m a y break d o w n as a result of the specific
content or context of assertions (Johnson-Laird and Byrne,
2002). But, where the two assertions are equivalent, the
conditional has the mental models:
Trend
Decline
in which the first model represents the possibility in
the antecedent is true, and the second wholly implicit model
represents the possibilities in which the consequent is false.
The disjunction has the mental models:
- Trend
Decline
-' Trend
Decline
It follows that reasoning should be easier with the
conditional than with the disjunction.
W e conducted three experiments to test this prediction
using "logical reasoning" problems from the Graduate
Record Examination (the G R E , devised by Educational
Testing Services, Princeton. In Experiment 1, 2 0
participants carried out either a conditional version or a
disjunctive version of 8 G R E problems, e.g.: the conditional
version:
Because the number of surgeons is growing faster than the
number of operations and because noninvasive medical
therapies are increasingly replacing surgery, the average
aimual number of operations per surgeon has fallen by onefourth in recent years. It can be concluded that, if these
trends continue, a dangerous decline in the level of surgical
skill will occur.
The argument is based on which of the following
assumptions?
(A) Surgeons n o w spend a large percentage of their time
performing noninvasive medical procedures.
(B) A siu-geon's skill cannot be properly maintained
unless the surgeon performs operations with a certain
m i n i m u m frequency.

Option (B) is the correct answer. The disjunctive version
included instead the following final assertion:
It can be concluded that, either these trends stop, or a
dangerous decline in the level of surgical skill will occur.
The participants had to select the correct response from the
pair of assertions, which were the correct conclusion and the
most frequently chosen foil (according to E T S ) . T h e
accuracy of responses did not differ, but the participants
were reliably faster to solve the conditional problems (mean
1.76 min.) than the disjunctive problems (mean 2.06 min.).
Experiment 2 was a replication but in which the two
response options were conditionals (for the conditional
problems) and disjunctions (for the disjunctive problems).
The participants were reliably more accurate and faster with
the conditional problems ( 7 3 % correct, 0.8 min.) than with
which
the disjunctive problems ( 6 1 % correct, 1.17 minutes). The
use of a sentence containing a given connective in both the
text and the two response options evidently amplified the
difference between conditionals and disjunctions.
Experiment 3 used conditional and disjunctive texts with
conditional and disjunctive response options in all four
combinations. The results showed that the nature of the
response options was decisive. The 4 0 participants were
faster and more accurate with problems that had conditional
responses than with problems that had disjunctive response
options.
W e conclude that the model theory's predictions about the
different representations of conditionals and disjunctions
extend to realistic problems based on the G R E . Theories
based on formal rules of inference (e.g., Braine and O'Brien,
1998; Rips, 1994) make no predictions about this difference.
The research was a part of the project, eWriter, which was
supported by a grant from E T S and the G R E Board to S.
Bringsjor, Y. Yang, P.N. Johnson-Laird, and M . Bauer.
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Introduction
LexicAl databases are now available for many languages over
the world, for example, C E L E X and Euro WordNet. However.
there are not any comparable data of this kind for Cantonese.
The necessity of diis database cannot be underestimated since
not much progress on the Chinese (Cantonese) psycholinguistic
research can be made without the succor of these kinds of
precise lexical information (Li & Yip, 1996. 1998; Yip, 2000).
This project aims at making a large-scale collection of digital
tape recordings of Cantonese speech and establishing an archive
of Cantonese texts based on transcriptions of these recordings.
A corpus of Cantonese syllables and words together with other
polysyllabic Chinese expressions will be constructed. In the
database, much useful lexical information can be generated: for
exan^le, spoken word frequency, frequency information of
phoneme occurrence and phoneme co-occurrences, speech
errors. In this project, a large-scale lexical database of
Cantonese will be established in two phases. In the first phase,
the target is to have a database of 300,000 Cantonese words. In
the second phase, the target will be up to one million Cantonese
words. It is hoped that the subsequent psycholinguistics
research in the Chinese language can benefit from this
coo^juterized lexical database.
M a i n Objectives

chatting among the stiidents in canteen. Collecting the
Cantonese speech from different sources of naturalistic settings
guaranteed the ecological validity of the lexical information
generated from the database. Because the data gathered to the
database is entirely came from the real and nahiral cases which
obviously are psychologically real as well as can reflect the
lexical information embedded in our mental lexicon.
Expected Results
The result of this project will be summarized in a computerized
lexical database of Cantonese that is significant to research as
well as to language teaching and learning. In terms of research,
we believe that a more solidrigorousset of lexical infonnation
of Cantonese speech can be derived and it can have a wide
range of applications to linguistic as well as psycholinguistic
researches, especially lexical research centering on spoken
language processing. In terms of language pedagogy, it will
provide empirical ground for designing the most appropriate
language learning methods to studente according to the patterns
of the prominent processing and production units of native
Cantonese speakers. Meanwhile, it will also provide useful
information of the pervasive code-switching situation in Hong
Kong that clearly confounded the traditional language teaching
methods in Hong Kong education sector.
References

Three main objectives of the project here are:
(1) Generation of relevant lexical information of Cantonese
Chinese speech: the database can generate such kinds of
useful lexical information for psycholinguistic research as
(a) the frequency information of spoken Cantonese word
(cf Yip, 2001); (b) the probabilistic phonotactic
infonnation of Cantonese speech (Yip, 2000)
(2) Determination of the processing and production unit of
Cantonese speech: from the data of speech error collected
in die database, we can closely monitor if the speech error
of Cantonese involved a whole syllable replacement or
other sub-syllabic components interchanging (cf Chen,
2000), and then inferred to the fiinctional units of
Cantonese speech (Chen & Yip, 2001; Yip, Song, & Chen
1999)
(3) Estimation of the code-switched situation in Hong Kong:
from the database, we can estimate the size of
code-switching and types of code-switchers in the bilingual
situation of Hong Kong (Chan, 1992)
Methodology
This project is designed to construct a computerized lexical
database of Cantonese. The database can be used to generate
several different kinds of lexical information of Cantonese
natural speech. It is based on the large-scale collection of digital
t a ^ recordings of natural Cantonese speech. Sources of the
natural Cantonese speech include dialogues of Radio call-in
programs (Chen, 2000), conversations of T V programs, casual
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